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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

oF THE COMMITTEE on GoverNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,

Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat, Con

necticut; Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican, South Dakota; Senator
Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Senator Edward J.
Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the mi
nority; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant; Frederick Asselin, special
assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBIcoFF. The subcommittee will please come to order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at the time of convening:
Senators McClellan, Ribicoff, and Mundt.)

Senator RIBIcoFF. Today, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations begins hearings on certain alleged irregularities in our
Government operations.
The subcommittee was authorized under Senate Resolution 26 on

February 17, 1969, and by the Government Operations Committee,
September 23, 1969, to conduct these hearings into the use of non
appropriated funds on military installations, conflicts of interest in
the club systems, illegal traffic in weapons and munitions, irregulari
ties in the PX system, and illegal currency manipulation in South
Vietnam and other areas.

These hearings are based on an 8-month preliminary investigation
that took subcommittee staff members to South Vietnam, to other

areas in Southeast Asia and to many cities in the United States.
In the first phase of these hearings, we will examine allegations of

improprieties and corruption in the operation of clubs for enlisted
men, noncommissioned officers and officers.
(1)
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There are indications that a very small number of men in our
Armed Forces may have used these servicemen's clubs for their own
purposes—and, in so doing, performed a grave disservice to our
men in uniform.

It has been alleged that all too often control of these clubs has
fallen into the hands of military personnel who demand and receive

Rickbacks and other gratuities in their procurement practices.
Kickbacks can come from the salesmen who sell food and furniture

and other goods to the club systems. Kickbacks also may come from
agents who book entertainment acts for the troops and from other
SOllm'CeS.

The club system is not a small business by any means. Hundreds
of thousands of dollars are spent each week in the servicemen's clubs
in Vietnam. Millions of dollars are involved each week when the

statistics from Vietnam are added to those in the United States, Ger
'i Korea, Thailand, and other areas where our troops are sta
tioned.

Illegal profits taken in open mess operations would come directly
from the pockets of our men in uniform. Most of the funds are non
appropriated, money that our soldiers earn while they risk and give
their lives. For that reason, I find the thought of corruption in the
clubs particularly distasteful. If it is shown that this corruption exists,
this subcommittee will make every effort to determine what can be
done to end it.

Corruption can also take the form of conflict of interest. We

will study information that suggests a conflict of interest exists within
the military club systems.
The subcommittee also will examine allegations that certain re
sponsible authorities, charged with the duty to oversee and approve
policies governing operations of servicemen’s clubs, either deliberately
or negligently failed to carry out their duties.
Phase 2 of the hearings will deal with the dollar currency manipula
tion racket that centers in South Vietnam—but has ramifications

throughout the world.
We will study the assertion that the black market in currency
manipulation is a billion dollar racket that undermines the American
effort in Vietnam and that inefficiency and lack of coordination among
U.S. Government agencies creates an atmosphere that makes policing
of the black market difficult.

Finally, the purpose of this investigation—and the jurisdiction of
this subcommittee—is to find out what went wrong in certain specific
Government operations, why they went wrong and then to determine

what measures may be necessary to assure that in the future the mis
takes of the past will not be repeated.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I only want to support vonr

opening statement, in that this presents a very grave situation. If the
information we have is correct, it needs the attention of this com

mittee and we will try, under vour leadership, to get all of the facts
on the record for the information of the Congress and for whatever
legislative action may be needed.
At this time I wish to specifically thank Senator Ribicoff for agree
ing to act as chairman during the conduct of these hearings. I have

not been able to arrange my schedule so that I can do it. In the mean
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time, Senator Ribicoff has had direct supervision of the preliminary
investigation. It is with much appreciation that I acknowledge your
assistance, Senator, and with gratitude that you will take this respon

sibility for chairing the hearings. I will help you when I can.
I will be here part of the time, although I can't be here all of the

time. When my other duties will permit, I will be with you to counsel
with you if you have any problems, if any should arise.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
I should like to read into the record a letter addressed to me by the
chairman.
IDEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: I hereby appoint you as Acting Chairman of the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations to conduct open and execu
tive hearings in connection with currency manipulation at military installations,
use of nonappropriated funds on military installations in South Vietnam, and
irregularities in military club systems in Vietnam and other areas overseas.

Senator Mundt has arrived and he will present his statement.
Senator MUNDT. I apologize for being late, but I have had elevator
trouble.

My first part of the statement deals with what the chairman has
said, and I simply say that I associate myself with him in the state
ment that he made.

-

-

We have been working on this problem for quite a while, and I
continue to be both surprised and disappointed in the manner in which
this problem seems to expand. This has been going on not only in
Vietnam but elsewhere in our military £
As you have stated, we are meeting pursuant to Senate Resolution
26 of the 91st Congress, first session, dated February 17, 1969, which

is similar in content to many previous resolutions by which the Senate
has established the jurisdiction of this subcommittee in the past.
Additionally, the full Senate Committee on Government Operations
subsequently authorized the subcommittee, by unanimous recorded

vote, to investigate and hold public hearings or executive sessions on
the subjects that the acting chairman has indicated.

The initial phase of our inquiry will deal with improprieties and
irregularities involved in the operation of military clubs and messes
located at our bases at home and abroad. I believe the evidence will

show that a small number of highly placed and highly trusted non

commissioned officers, operating directly within the Army's club and
mess system or in close association with those who did, acted in con
cern to siphon off club and mess funds—the objects of their trust—for
their own benefit and enrichment.

This was accomplished not only in Vietnam—quite openly and
brazenly—but elsewhere at our military stations. Certain sergeants,
acting in concert, also operated with apparent impunity in another

section of the world a few years ago. W' expect that testimony will
show that competent military authority looked into the matter but
that nothing was done about it. The acting chairman has mentioned
possible conflicts of interest. I believe that evidence will establish
similar operations were carried on at a base within the United States
where several of the same group were stationed between overseas
assignments.

How could such a clique operate successfully and with freedom of
action? The situation certainly suggests a coverup at high military
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levels. The subcommittee will seek to determine before these hearings

are completed whether exposure of corruption was prevented or hid
den by persons of authority.
Our first witness, from the Defense Department, will explain how
nonappropriated funds are used in the operation of clubs, messes, and

post exchanges. It should be clear, however, that most, if not all, of
these facilities are within the physical confines of, and are supported
by military installations '' receive their appropriations from the
Congress of the United States. Many of the services and facilities

used in the operation of military clubs are paid for with taxpayers.
dollars. The taxpayers have a very definite interest in the conduct of
these clubs and in the services.

The subcommittee also is looking at the actions, or earlier inactions,
of the law enforcement agencies within the various military depart
ments, such as the Army's Criminal Investigations Division and the
Air Force's Office of Special Investigations, to see whether they ade
quately fulfilled their responsibilities in the areas under investigation.
It is my understanding that our subcommittee staff members have
found little or no control over nonappropriated funds being exercised
by military agencies. We are not talking here about small sums of
money. In fact, the New York Times of Friday, September 26, 1969.
has reported that the U.S. military service clubs worldwide took in
more than $275 million last year from Army personnel alone. That is
more than a quarter of a billion dollars. It is more than the appropria
tions annually for a great many of the separate States of this Republic.

If military agencies have neglected their auditing responsibilities in
this area, it seems to me that we should ask why the General Account
ing Office does not exercise this auditing jurisdiction. At this point,
Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert into the record a letter that has
just been received from Comptroller General Elmer Staats about the

work of the General Accounting Office in this field.
DEAR SENATOR MUNDT.: This letter is in response to a request by Mr. Philip
Morgan, of the Permanent Investigating Subcommittee staff, as to whether the
General Accounting Office has authority to audit post exchange operations.
Since the post exchanges, along with various other activities such as restau
rants, concessions, canteens and welfare activities, are operated with nonappro
priated funds, no authority exists in law for the General Accounting Office to
audit these activities.

We have at times reported instances when nonappropriated fund activities
were not reimbursing the Government for benefits such as space, heat, light, and
personnel provided at the expense of appropriated funds but we do not have
authority to review the Operations themselves.

Sincerely yours,
R. F. KELLER,

(For the Comptroller
General of the United States).

I believe that our inquiry will also demonstrate that there has been
a considerable number of improprieties in the booking of entertainment
for the troops in Vietnam. We should do the very best we can for our
fighting forces, in my opinion, but cheap, shoddy shows of inferior
quality at high prices which include kickbacks to military personnel
do not carry out the purpose of military special services sections in
seeking to provide for off-duty recreation of personnel. It is likely that
testimony will show further improprieties related to the use of non
appropriated funds in this field—another instance which, in my
opinion, calls for correction.
*

-

-

-

-

-
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When we mention “kickbacks” we must remember that it takes at

least two persons to set such a transaction in motion. The kickback
artists of Vietnam—salesmen, entertainers, booking agents, and others
who engage in this practice—are no better in my view than the military

personnel they pay. These men and women, most of them Americans,
also appear to be involved in another aspect of war profiteering that
takes place in Vietnam and which is the second major aspect of these
hearings.
I use the accurate phrasing of the acting chairman to repeat that our
inquiry will cover “the dollar currency manipulation racket that
centers in South Vietnam but that has ramifications around the world.”

Much has been said but little has been documented on this subject. Per

haps a detailed discussion of the matter is premature. At the appropri
ate time, however, I hope to comment on anticipated testimony concern
ing this subject because I expect that we will hear about an almost un
believable pattern of operations in the black market in Vietnam which
has seriously hindered the economic aspect of the war effort. Currency
manipulation diverts huge sums of money from the normal currency
channels where it would be instrumental in controlling inflation and
in generating taxes for expenditures.
Finally, I feel confident that the acting chairman shares my views
On One £ of these hearings but I can, and should, speak only for
myself when I say that it is not my intention to have these hearings
reflect unfairly on our U.S. military forces, particularly those fighting
so admirably in Vietnam under such adverse conditions.
This Nation has the finest, most courageous, and most spirited mili
tary team that history has ever witnessed. We should all be proud of
our military. It is strong and I believe we should keep it strong.
It is doubly unfortunate that a small group of career soldiers would

put their personal gains ahead of their professional obligations. It is
also ironic that much of the nonappropriated funds that these NCO's
had access to were generated by the daily and monthly expenditures

made by the enlisted man out of his modest salary. It is a type of a
program whereby officers are stealing from the ordinary servicemen

and it is certainly reprehensible.
I wish to emphasize that there will be in these hearings no blanket
indictment of our Armed Forces nor any question about their overall
dedication and capabilities.
In turn, I believe the testimony will ultimately show that certain
civilian government officials have been less than effective in their efforts
to regulate currency laws in Vietnam. Again, a public trust violated
by a few furnishes no reason to question the propriety and dedication
of our civilian officials.

It has come to my attention that the subcommittee and its staff has
received excellent cooperation from the Department of Defense and
the services throughout this investigation. While there was a con
siderable delay in moving forward in this investigation, in all fairness
it should be pointed out that Secretary Melvin Laird, when he was
informed, ordered prompt and expeditious action to uncover the
irregularities. Secretary Laird and his subordinates should be com
mended for their work in this field and for their cooperation with the
subcommittee, which they have promised in full.

As I have stated previously, we should proceed to examine all aspects
of this entire matter, letting the chips fall just where they will. With
that cause in mind, I trust that these hearings will be constructive,
factfinding, and objective and a genuine service to American men in
uniform everywhere around the world.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you for your excellent statement.
Our first witness will be the Honorable Roger T. Kelley.
Will you be sworn ?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
-

Mr. KELLEY. I do.
TESTIMONY OF HON. ROGER T. KELLEY

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, Mr. Kelley.
Mr. KELLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, gentlemen,
I am Roger T. Kelley, Assistant Secretary for Defense, Manpower, and
Reserve Affairs. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your
subcommittee this morning to discuss military nonappropriated fund
activities in general and clubs and messes specifically.
Pursuant to your request, Mr. Chairman, and following consultation
with the staff of this subcommittee, a detailed statement on nonappro

priated funds has been prepared and submitted to the committee. It
includes the history, rules and regulations governing clubs and messes,
and the procedures the armed services utilize to administer, supervise,
and police the clubs in the spending of, and accounting for nonappro
priated funds. Also, as suggested by the chairman of the Committee
on Government Operations, there are present with me this morning
representatives of the armed services who are familiar with these sub

jects in their respective services and who can assist in answering any
questions you might have.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, to conserve the time of the
subcommittee, I will not read the lengthy, detailed statement which has
been submitted. Instead, I would request that the detailed material we
have submitted be inserted in the record and that I be permitted to read
a brief statement at this time.

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, so ordered.
(The document follows:)
HISTORY, RULES, AND REGULATIONS GovKRNING CLUBS AND MESSES IN THE ARMED
FoRCES

NONAPPROPRIATED

-

FUNDS

General

It is the basic policy of the Department of Defense and of the Military Depart
ments to promote the mental and physical well-being of military personnel and
their dependents by providing comprehensive welfare, morale, and recreational
programs. For this purpose, adequate free time facilities will be provided, oper
ated and maintained through funds appropriated by the Congress, supplemented
by nonappropriated funds.
Nonappropriated funds are funds generated by and for the use of military per
sonnel and their dependents through the sale of goods and services on military
installations. Nonappropriated funds, as the name implies, are not appropriated
by the Congress. Nonappropriated fund activities are activities conducted on the
military installations which receive their sole or primary support from nonappro
priated funds. Generally, these activities are self-supporting.
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History
Historically, nonappropriated funds and their use for assisting the develop
ment and maintenance of recreation and welfare activities dates back to the

American Revolution. The profit from the sales made by the “sutlers,” the fore
runners of the exchange, were allocated to a Post Fund at the rate of ten to fif

teen cents per man per month and by 1821 were used for such varied projects as
the relief of widows and orphans, financial assistance for post schools, purchase
of library books and maintenance of bands.

Congress, in adopting the Regulations of the Army in 1861, provided its first
recognition of military welfare programs and the Post Fund. Ultimately, the
“sutlers” were followed by the Canteen Association and finally the post exchange
was established in 1895. Initially, the exchange combined a reading and recrea
tion room, a store and restaurant; all of which provided goods and services not
supplied by the Government. In 1941 the Army Exchange Service was created.
The Army Motion Picture Service was established in 1920 supplementing a
civilian bureau established during World War I for the showing of entertain
ment films.

Earnings from the local post exchange and the post theatre provided the
Source of nonappropriated funds used by installation and unit commanders in
the Army prior to 1944 for the support of troop recreational needs
During WW II and prior to January 1945 officers and noncommissioned officers

and Aviation Cadet Clubs (messes) were organized in the individual and personal
capacities of their members without legal status as Federal agencies.
Within the Navy nonappropriated funds were originated by the operation
of “bum boaters” during the Civil and Spanish American War periods. These
were private operations dealing in provisions and small merchandise with ships
and their crews within ports or lying at a distance from the shore. They sup

plied practically everything needed by officers and men that was not provided
by the Government.
In addition to these “bum boaters” there was developed on board naval ves
sels preceding the Spanish American War, a canteen operation, financed by
voluntary contributions from the officers and crew. These contributions were
repaid from profits.
In 1909 Congress authorized the establishment of Navy ship's stores in rec
ognition of the unsatisfactory operation of the “bum boaters” and the informal
canteen. Profit from sales was limited to 15% which was used to provide for
the welfare and recreation of enlisted personnel. A parallel to this was the es
tablishment of the ship service stores ashore. These operations were under
the management control of the individual installation commander. As is the
case of the ship stores profits derived from the stores ashore were devoted to
the recreational funds of the generating command.

Subsequent to World War II, with the organization of the Navy Ship's Store
Office, the technical management of both ship stores afloat and ship service

stores (forerunner of the Navy Exchange) became the responsibility of the Chief
of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. During the same period the overall
management control of the benefiting recreation fund was centralized under the
Chief of Naval Personnel. This organizational concept prevails today, with en
listed men's mess operations under the Navy Ship's Store Office (now Navy
Resale System Office) and all other messes under the Chief of Naval Personnel.

In the Marine Corps staff responsibility for supervision of the Exchanges
rests with the Quartermaster General. The Director of Personnel has staff respon
sibilities for the recreation funds and programs and for clubs and messes.
Legal status

Nonappropriated fund activities are not created by statute. They are estab
lished and governed by regulations of the Secretaries of the Military Depart
ments. The organization and structure of nonappropriated funds and their opera
tion indicate that they are integral parts of the military establishment. Accord
ingly, the War Department in January of 1944 established the officer and non
commissioned officers clubs (messes) as wholly owned Federal instrumentali
ties. The Department of the Army conclusion that led to this action is supported
by a number of opinions of the courts in the United States. These opinions have
indicated that Department of the Army Regulations on nonappropriated funds
are accorded the force and effect of law in the absence of and when not inconsis

tent with statutes enacted by Congress. (Standard Oil Company v. Johnson,
(316 US 481; 62.S. 1168; 86 L. Ed. 1611)).
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Although nonappropriated funds are not established by statute, Congress has
recognized and approved the existence and established nature of nonappropri
ated fund activities. As early as 1903 and continuing through succeeding Con
gresses, there are several appropriation acts which have recognized and vali
dated the functions and in effect confirmed and approved regulations promul
gated by the Secretary of War. In addition to these appropriation Acts, Congress
has expressly or implicitly recognized the existence and function of nonappropri
ated funded activities (exchanges) as Federal instrumentalities. (Hayden
Cartwright Act, Act of June 16, 1936, 49 Stat. 1519, 1521, 4 USC 104). (The
Buck Amendment, Act of October 9, 1940, 54 Stat 1059, 1060, 1061, 4 USC 107.)
The Act of June 19, 1952, Title 5, Section 2105(c), United States Code, provided
that an employee paid from nonappropriated funds and other instrumentalities
Of the United States under the jurisdiction of the Armed Forces is not an em
ployee for the purpose of laws administered by the United States Civil Service
Commission. The Act specifically provided that nonappropriated fund activities
as Federal instrumentalities should not be affected by the provisions of the law
with respect to their employees.
The Congress has enacted other laws affecting civilian employees of non
appropriated fund activities. Death and disability compensation is extended
under the provisions of the Harbor and Workers' Compensation Act. The Social
Security Act provides unemployment compensation. Nonappropriated fund em
ployees are subject to the salary withholding provisions of the Federal Insur
ance Contribution Act and where pertinent with the provisions of the Dual Com
pensation Act and the Minimum Wage provisions of the Fair Labor Standards
Amendments of 1966. The Executive Orders 11246 and 11375 establishing the
Government's equal employment opportunity program and nondiscrimination
policies.
Categories of non-appropriated funds
The categorization of non-appropriated funds vary among the services. Gen
erally, the Army and the Air Force are similar and the Navy and Marine Corps
are similar; however, they all serve the same purpose of assisting in the pro
vision of adequate welfare and recreation facilities and activities for military
personnel and their dependents.

In the Army and the Air Force there are three general categories of non
appropriated funds:
Revenue-producing funds established primarily to administer the sale of mer
chandise and services at reasonable rates to military personnel and their de
pendents, and to eligible civilian employees; Secondly, to generate a net financial
return to be used for the collective benefit of personnel served. Revenue-pro
ducing funds make monetary distribution to welfare funds only.
Principal revenue funds are:
Exchanges
Motion Picture Theaters

Book Departments
Post Restaurants

Armed Services Newspapers
The Board of Directors, Army and Air Force Exchange and Motion Picture
Services is responsible to the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the
Air Force through the respective Chiefs of Staff for directing the exchange and
motion picture services of the Army and the Air Force.
Profits from Army and Air Force exchanges and motion picture services opera
tions are distributed for military welfare activities of the two services.
Book departments are operated by service school commandants to provide
supplies and training materials, not otherwise issued to the students, for use
in furtherance of military education. Profits support the commandants welfare
funds.

Post restaurants provide facilities and services for civilian employees where
the installation food services are patronized predominantly by such personnel.
Profits are used for civilian welfare purposes through Civilian Welfare Funds.
Armed Services Newspaper funds publish and circulate overseas theater news
papers, such as the Stars and Stripes, and distribute popular newspapers and
magazines overseas. Profits support the major oversea commanders welfare
funds.

Welfare fund
Welfare funds are established to receive and disburse moneys derived from
revenue-producing funds. These funds are used to supplement appropriated funds
in support of morale, welfare, and recreational programs collectively benefiting
Armed Forces personnel or employees.
Types of welfare funds
Army Central Welfare Fund; Air Force Central Welfare Fund; Major Com
mand Welfare Funds; Major Command Military Welfare Fund; Central Post
Funds; Base Military Welfare Funds; Unit Funds; Commandants’ Welfare
Funds; Major Subcommand Welfare Funds; Civilian Welfare Funds.
Central welfare fund

The Central Welfare Fund is a central depository from which redistribution
of monies are made to commanders for their own military morale and Wel
fare programs. The principal source of income for the Central Welfare Fund
is the profits from Exchanges and Motion Picture Services.
Major command welfare funds

Major Command Welfare Funds finance morale, welfare, and recreational
activities primarily benefiting military personnel within the respective major
commands. They receive dividends from the Central Welfare Fund through
command channels.

a. Within the continental United States, major command welfare funds are
established at the headquarters of each major command area.

Central post funds—Base military welfare funds
Central Post Funds—Base Military Welfare Funds supplement appropriated
funds by providing equipment, supplies, and services for military personnel
of their respective installation. These funds may be established at each instal
lation occupied by two or more units. There is only one Central Fund at an
installation. These funds receive dividends from the appropriate major com
mand welfare fund.

Unit funds—Unit military welfare funds
Unit funds provide money for the procurement of articles or services which
are not available from appropriated funds for the welfare of military personnel
of the unit to which the funds pertains. Unit funds may be established by com
manders or Organizations smaller than battalions, such as companies, troops,
batteries, bands, and detachments. Unit funds receive dividends from central
post (base) funds.
Sundry funds

Sundry funds perform a combination of the functions of revenue-producing

and welfare funds. They benefit limited groups of military personnel, their de
pendents, and eligible civilian employees, or a combination of such personnel,
associated in voluntary membership. Sundry funds may be established by

the

appropriate commander for such purposes as he may consider proper, to provide
essential morale or recreation services which cannot be provided by another
authorized source. Sales by sundry fund activities should be consistent with the
purpose of the fund and should not duplicate or compete with the services pro

vided by revenue-producing funds. Sundry funds are established by written
orders of the competent military authority. Orders describe the fund's purpose
and designate the governing bodies and custodians. Sundry funds do not declare
or pay dividends in any form and do not receive grants from revenue-producing
or welfare funds. They are largely self-supporting. Profits generated by sundry
fund activities are retained and utilized to finance the specific programs for
which the funds were established. Individuals derive benefits from sundry funds

exclusively through participation in, or patronage, of the funds' programs.
These are examples of sundry funds:
Army Central Mess Fund; Air Force Central Mess Fund; Overseas Major

Command Mess Fund; Major Command Open Mess Fund; Open Mess Fund;
Major Subcommand Open Mess Fund; Chaplains' Funds: Individual Open Mess
Fund; Sundry Loan Fund; Central Accounting Office Funds; Others; such as
Flying Clubs, Rod and Gun Clubs, Guest House Funds; and Billeting Funds.
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The central mess fund

The Central Mess Fund is the central depository in the Department of the
Army and the Department of the Air Force authorized to receive residual assets

of dissolved open messes within the Continental United States, and dissolved
Oversea Open messes, when the major command is inactivated. Redistribution

of available funds may be made through loans to open messes. The Army Central
Mess Fund is administered at Departmental level.
Oversea major command mess funds
Major Command mess funds are established in oversea areas to perform a
function similar to that performed by Central Mess Fund for the Continental
United States. Oversea major command mess funds have been established in
Europe, the Pacific, and Vietnam.
Within the Navy and the Marine Corps all non-appropriated funds and non
appropriated fund activities similar to those described for the Army and the
Air Force are categorized as Recreation Funds, club and mess funds, or miscel
laneous nonappropriated funds, all designed to provide assistance in the welfare
and recreation facilities and activities available to military personnel and their
dependents. In these services the motion picture service does not provide a source
of revenue; this service is, in fact, supported by other revenue producing activities.
The primary source of revenue for recreation is the exchange operation, and
locally generated income from charges and fees for the use of certain recreation
facilities on the base. Except for a nominal assessment transmitted to the Central

Recreation Fund and in the Marine Corps the Central Exchange Fund, all rev.
enues are retained at the base on which they are generated for the support of any
recreation activity on the base. Clubs and messes also generate funds for reten.
tion at the local Command level.

Non-appropriated fund characteristics
Traditionally and continually it has been the responsibility of the Secretary
of the service concerned to provide for the morale, welfare and recreation of
military personnel and where required their dependents. This in turn has been
the ultimate responsibility of command. Accordingly each Service has promul
gated policies regarding the establishment, operation, and dissolution of non
appropriated funds. The Services are not uniform in these matters, however, these
basic characteristics generally apply to Army and Air Force activities.
They are established and supervised as a command function by officers or em
ployees of the Service acting within the scope of their official capacity.
Individuals, installations, organizations, and units have no proprietary interest
in non-appropriated fund and profits, if any, generated from these funds do not
accrue to any individual.

Accumulations of non-appropriated funds which are in excess to the require
ments of an installation, organization, or unit may be redistributed to other ac
tivities, installations, organizations, or units.
Additional characteristics peculiar to non-appropriated sundry funds including
all clubs and Open messes are as follows:
Theysare established by written orders of competent military authority, pre
scribing the purpose and designating the governing bodies and custodians.
They do not declare or pay dividends in any form and do not receive grants
from revenue-producing or welfare funds (sundry funds Army and Air Force).
Individuals derive benefits exclusively through participation in, or patronage
of, the programs for which the funds are established.

Any profits generated from their programs and related activities must be re
tained and utilized to finance the specific programs for which the funds are
established.
General controls

The Departmental Headquarters is responsible for determining and establish
ing policies and operational principles relative to non-appropriated funds and
their related activities. The Secretary of the Army and Air Force by joint agree
ment have delegated authority for operational control of exchanges, motion
picture theaters, and civilian non-appropriated funds to joint Army and Air Force
Boards of Directors responsible through the respective Chiefs of Staff to the
Secetaries, specifically the Board of Directors Army and Air Force Exchange
and Motion Picture Services, and the Board of Directors Army and Air Force
Civilian Welfare Fund.

Departmental responsibility for all other non-appropriated funds, and related
programs and activities within the Army and Air Force is vested in the Deputy
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Chief of Staff of Personnel, Departmental Headquarters, the Chief of Naval
Presonnel, Navy, and in the Director of Personnel, Headquarters Marine Corps.
These officers are charged with the following duties:

Establish types and categories of non-appropriated funds.
Determine the sources of income and the general purposes for which expendi
tures of non-appropriated funds may be made.

Exercise control of non-appropriated fund assets, as required, including the

directed transfer of assets excess to requirements to the Central Welfare Fund,
the Central Mess Fund, or other non-appropriated funds.

Control the Service-wide distribution of non-appropriated funds through allot
ments, grants, or loans. (Except in the Navy and Marine Corps where funds gen
erated locally are retained locally).

Approve or disapprove the acceptance by a non-appropriated fund of contribu
tions or donations derived from sources outside of the Army which may have
a value in excess of $10,000.

Exercise staff supervision over the central non-appropriated funds established
at Departmental headquarters.
Each Service has published regulations relating to the operation, control and

general administration of nonappropriated funds and nonappropriated fund
activities. These regulations are designed to assure the effective operation of

welfare and recreation activities. Periodic reports and audits are required to
assure operational effectiveness and financial regularities. In the Army audits are
conducted by Internal Review Boards of the Commands, in the Navy by Audit
Board appointed by the individual Commanders, in the Air Force by the Auditor

£ and in the Marine Corps by Area Auditors under control of the Inspector
eneral.

Additionally, these activities are subject to routine and as directed by the
Departmental Headquarters involved, specific inspections by the Inspector
General or his field representatives.
Distribution of nonappropriated funds

Within the Army and Air Force nonappropriated funds are distributed similarly
from a central source on a per capita basis. In the Navy and Marine Corps funds
are retained at the base on which they are generated with a designated percentage
provided to higher headquarters. The nonappropriated welfare and recreation
program is financed primarily from profits generated by the exchange service
assisted in the Army and Air Force by the Motion Picture Services. The welfare
funds generated locally by minor income producing activities are retained locally
in all services.

In the Army revenue producers to nonappropriated funds flow from the Army
Central Welfare Fund. The fund distributes dividend credits to the major

commands on a per capita basis, at rates determined annually by DCSPER. The
major commanders in turn distribute dividend credits to installation central
post funds, also on a per capita basis, at predetermined rates. Cash payments are
made against these credits as and when needed to meet 30 day cash require

ments of the receiving funds. Unit fund dividends are paid monthly by central
post funds as the credits accrue.
Central post funds normally support command service activities such as
sports programs, library services, craft shops, entertainment, troop education,
to name just a few examples. Unit funds finance unit dayrooms, and other
programs determined by unit commanders. Distribution to unit funds also is
made on a monthly basis. Unit fund programs are in addition to the installation
programs, which are paid for directly by the Central Post or Base Funds.
In the Navy and Marine Corps all nonappropriated funds generated locally,
except for a minimal assessment to central funds at the Service Headquarters,
are retained locally for assistance to local recreation and club activities.

It should be noted that the Department of Defense does not maintain super
visory or operational responsibility Over the nonappropriated fund activities
of the various Services. The Department of Defense does provide broad policy
guidance relating to the financing of nonappropriated funds, particularly the
extent of support provided from appropriated funds, and establishes the space
criteria for construction of Various NAF activities.

Mess operations
As previously indicated, messes or clubs are nonappropriated sundry fund ac
tivities in the Army and Air Force. In the Navy and Marine Corps these activities
are a part of the club and mess fund which provide essential social and
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recreation services for Officers, Warrant Officers, Petty Officers, NonCommissioned
Officers and their dependents. This portion of the report will discuss the basic
elements of mess operations, and, where possible, describe conditions as they
apply in Vietnam, particularly with reference to Army activities.
Mess activities in the Services are established and disestablished at the dis

Cretion of the commander concerned in the following categories:
Army and Air Force

Officers Open Mess
Noncommissioned Officers Open Mess
Enlisted Men's Mess
Navy

Commissioned Officers Mess (Closed and Open)
Chief Petty Officers Mess (Closed and Open)
Senior Petty Officers Mess (Open)
First and Second Class Petty Officers Mess (Open)
Enlisted Mess (Open)
Consolidated Mess (Open)
Enlisted MeSS Clubs

Marine Corps

Commissioned Officers Open Mess
Staff Noncommissioned Officers Mess
Enlisted Clubs

Within each mess, branches may be authorized as necessary to meet the
needs of the Command where population is dispersed or the main mess is too
small to accommodate the population. Branch messes, however, are operated as

integral parts of the main mess. In Vietnam action has been taken to reduce the
number of messes by consolidation in order to facilitate operations and controls.
Departmental regulations of each Service require the establishment of a Board
of Governors or equivalent (Advisory Group in Navy and Marine Corps) to
assist the Commanding Officer in the conduct of the mess. Board of Governors
are elected by the mess membership. Advisory Group members may be appointed
by the Commanding Officer or elected by the mess membership.
ARMY

MESS

Responsibilities of major commanders
(1) Directs the establishment, administration, operation, and dissolution of
open messes within his command. The major commander prescribes the limita
tions on the scope of activities of the messes.
(2) Vetos any acts of subordinate commanders in connection with an open
mess which may not be in the best interest of the service.
(3) Makes, or causes to be made, inspections to ascertain compliance with
policies, procedures, and directives.
(4) Takes such action as may be necessary to correct faulty administration
and insure continuing solvency of Open messes.
Installation or organization commander.—Under the supervision of the major
commander, the installation or Organization commander, as the case may be,
has jurisdiction and responsibility for the establishment, administration, opera
tion, financial condition, and dissolution of his open messes. He performs these
specific duties:
(1) Approves or disapproves the constitution and by-laws of the open mess.
(2) Appoints the mess secretary.
(3) Approves or disapproves financial statements and minutes of the board
of governors meetings.
(4) Appoints disinterested officers or noncommissioned officers to take pe
riodic inventories. In the event of loss or discrepancies as revealed by inven.
tories, the commander takes investigative and corrective action as may be
necessary.

(5) Appoints an officer, preferably of field grade, to act as advisor to the board
of governors of the noncommissioned officers' Open mess.
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MESS

ORGANIZATION

The Commander has several individuals he holds responsible for control of
each Open mess; among them :
a. Board Of Governors.

b. Mess Secretary (Custodian).
Departmental Army Regulations prescribe in detail the duties and responsi
bilities of the board of governors and the Secretary.
Board of governors.
Open mess business is conducted by a board of governors consisting of not less
than three members elected annually from and by the active membership of
the Open mess.
The senior member of the board of governors will be board president and pre
side at its meetings.
The duties and responsibilities of the board are to :

(1) Direct the operations of the mess in accordance with its constitution,
charter, by-laws, and pertinent directives.
(2) Prescribe the scope of mess activities, services and facilities, subject to
the regulations of the major commander, and establish rules and internal
controls.

(3) Ascertain that the mess is being properly administered and its funds safe
guarded; and that all income has been received in full and properly recorded.
This includes scrutinizing and approving expenditures, credit relationships, and
disbursements.

(4) Be ultimately responsible for financial planning and management to in
sure the most efficient utilization of capital resources in the operation of the
open mess.

(5) Be responsible that the open mess carries adequate insurance protection.
(6) Plan for the replacement of property and for the financing of other normal
future requirements.
(7) Review financial statements, inventories, reports of audits, and reports
of investigative boards, and take appropriate action thereon.
(8) Insure that no person charged with any duty in connection with the
open mess, or any employee, accepts or receives any gifts, privileges, or per
quisities as a result of his position.
(9) Rule on membership dues and initiate actions for collection of delinquent
dues.

(10) Appoint such committees as may be necessary and prescribe their func
tions and duties.

The board of governors will meet at least monthly. Its proceedings are re
corded, indicating the members present and absent. Board proceedings include
copies of the most recent financial and operating statements of the open mess
fund, with inventories properly certified, and reports of committees, if any,
when appointed by the board. The minutes, signed by the president and secre
tary, are submitted together with financial statements and inventories to the in
stallation or organization commander, who records his actions thereon.
Mess secretary (custodian)

The secretary of an officers' or noncommissioned officers' open mess will be
an officer or noncommissioned officer, respectively, appointed by the commander,
upon recommendation of the board of governors. The secretary is in executive
control of the open mess and is custodian of its funds and property. He is re
sponsible to the board of governors for overall management policies of the open
mess and the performance of duty by his assistants and employees. He is sub
ject to the control of and supervision by the board of governors.
The mess Secretary will :

(1) Receive, safeguard, disburse, and account for funds and other assets, in
accordance with applicable regulations and manuals and the policies and proce
dures prescribed by the board of governors.
(2) Carry out the management policies directed by the board of governors.
(3) Be financially liable for losses of funds and property if dishonesty, fraud,
or culpable negligence on his part is established.
(4) Be responsible for the operation of the administrative office of the open
mess to include the following specific duties:
a. Assure that the accounting system is in conformity with regulations.
35-359–69–pt. 1–2
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b. Cause to be prepared, on or before the 15th day of each month, the finan
cial statements and operating reports of the preceding month, and certify
that such statements and reports accurately present the financial condition
of the open mess.
c. Be responsible for all records, including accounts and records of mess
owned property and transactions pertaining to the establishment, operation,
and liquidation of the mess.
d. Employ, discharge, and supervise employees.
(5) Insure that the combination of each safe is known to no more than two
persons Other than himself.
(6) Be responsible for maintaining adequate insurance.
(7) Insure proper investment of funds.

(8) Insure the adequate protectioin of cash.
(9) Prepare necessary budgets.

(10) Be responsible for all required inventories.
(11) Be a non-voting member of all committees.

(12) Serve as recorder for the board of governors, without vote, with respon
sibility for maintaining minutes and proceedings of board meetings.
(13) Serve as the open mess purchasing and contracting officer, subject to
limitations imposed by the board of governors and by the commander. The

secretary is also governed by the DA and subordinate command regulations
regarding his purchasing activities.
Assistants

When the size of the mess operations makes it impractical for one man, the
secretary, to manage the mess alone, the commander, upon recommendation
of the board of governors, may appoint an assistant Secretary and a mess man
ager (either or both). These individuals operate under the supervision of the
secretary, but perform some of the specific functions for which the secretary is
responsible.
Employees

Open mess activities normally are operated by civilian employees so far as
practicable, with military personnel of the active membership in executive
control. Subject to prior approval of the major commander, appropriated funds
may be used to employ a qualified civilian Open mess assistant secretary (within
civilian employment limitations), when qualified military personnel are not
available. Normally, employees of the mess are paid from nonappropriated funds
belonging to the mess. Employees may be either U.S. or indigenous foreign
personnel.
Enlisted personnel may be assigned to voluntary duty on a part-time basis
during off duty hours and paid from funds of the mess on an hourly rate
basis.
OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Policy

Departmental policies require that open messes be operated in an economical,
efficient, and business-like manner which will insure solvency and financial

stability at all times. Unless otherwise authorized by the installation or organiza
tion commander and approved by the major commander, current liabilities will
not exceed current assets.
Income from an open mess consists of:

a. Fees and dues paid by members.
b. Net income from sales and service charges for its authorized activities.
c. Interest on investments and bank accounts.

d. Financial assistance through the appropriate major command.
e. Proceeds from sales of mess-owned excess property or equipment.
f. Commissions from concessionaire operations.
Sales

Sales are made on a cash basis, or for coupons paid in advance, and if
authorized by the commander, for credit on a 30-day credit system. All credit
accounts are payable in full on or before the 15th of the month following the
month in which the Sale Was made.

Protection of assets
Commanders, boards of directors, and custodians are all responsible for the
protection of assets under their control.

Bank Deposits
Receipts, including cash, checks, and other negotiable instruments must be
promptly deposited intact in banks.

Funds will be deposited in an account under the official designation of the fund
and not to the credit of the custodian in his individual capacity.

Banks used must be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
or must be eligible to be designated as United States depositaries.
Overseas, cash will be maintained in dollar accounts of branches of United
States banks designated as depositaries.
Cash in excess of current Operating requirements will be invested in :
B a. Securities of the Federal Government (such as Treasury Bonds or Savings
Onds).

b. Securities of Government instrumentalities (such as Federal National
Mortgage Association Certificates).

c. FDIC insured savings accounts, time deposits, or certificates of deposit.
d. Savings and loan accounts insured by Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation.
Insurance

Fidelity insurance will be obtained for custodians and employees when the
value of cash, securities and inventories exceeds $5000.

Personnel having access to money safes will be bonded. Property insurance
may be secured to protect fund-owned property. Workmen's Compensation
Insurance is required for employees. Insurance costs are paid from fund assets.
Loss of cash and other assets
Any known, suspected, or alleged loss or destruction of cash or other assets
(except normal operational losses) requires an investigation of the loss, damage,
or destruction. The commander will require expeditious report of investigation
and take such action on the report as may be appropriate. If the loss exceeds

$500, the report will be sent to the major commander with recommendation for
corrective actions. A copy of each approved investigative report must be attached
to the next report of audit forwarded to higher headquarters. Restitutions for
losses when appropriate will be made by the parties held responsible.
Accounting

All open messes employ standardized accounting procedures prescribed by
the Comptroller of the Army. Financial statements are prepared monthly to
reflect the condition of the mess and to reflect the Operations for that month.

These procedures and reports follow accepted practices for any commercial
sales enterprise. Accounting procedures and reports are Supported by a series
of required control forms used to record transactions and control the operations.
Also, each mess must prepare monthly and annual Operations and Financial
Review Reports on a prescribed form. This report contains key data needed

by the board of governors and by commanders for fiscal management and plan
ning. The monthly report is furnished to the installation or organization com
mander. The annual report goes to the major commander. Analysis of these
reports provide basis for command control and corrective actions where necessary.
Internal control

As in any business, certain principles of internal control must be observed
in open messes. A few of these are summarized:
a. Duties, responsibilities, and accountability are fixed in writing.
b. Bookkeeping and accounting activities are separated from actual mess
operations. For example, cashiers must not have access to accounting records.
Stock personnel must not have access to inventory records.
c. Checks and balances are established. Cross checking is done. Two or more
persons or groups operating independently should be used for transactions
where possible. No one person should be in complete control of an entire oper
ation.

d. Physical inventories of merchandise, cash, and other assets are conducted
by disinterested officials acting for the commander. Cash counts and monthly
inventories are required by regulation. Surprise counts should be conducted
frequently.

e. Operational procedures should be designed and enforced to discourage
collusion.
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Concessions

Concessionaires may be established to provide goods or services not otherwise
obtainable when the commander considers it necessary. For example, a uniform
tailor or a barber shop might be brought under concession agreements. So
far as practicable, facilities, services, and activities of the open mess are to
be conducted by the open mess itself. When unusual conditions warrant, con
cession agreements may be entered into between individuals or commercial orga
nizations and the open mess, with the consent of the installation or organization
commander, and upon approval by the major commander. Accounting procedures
involving concessionaire activities will be as prescribed by regulation, the
Same as those for the meSS.

A concessionaire is in no sense an agent of the Open mess. He may not repre
sent himself as such by use of the name of the open mess or the installation in
any manner.

The limitations imposed by the board of governors and the commander upon
the sales and services which may be provided by open messes, apply equally to
open mess concessionaires.
Concessionaires are required to provide :

Payment of such commissions to the open mess as may be prescribed by the
board of governors.

The board of governors will retain supervision over the facilities and will
control the prices to be charged.

Financial statements will be prepared by the concessionaire and submitted to
the board of governors each month.
Audits are to be performed not less frequently than semiannually by qualified
disinterested personnel of the Army.
In Vietnam, concessions will be approved only if the local exchange facilities
cannot efficiently provide the goods or services. Prior legal review of all con
cession contracts is required by the Staff Judge Advocate of the requesting
command.

Purchasing and contracting
Procurement is an essential element of open mess Operations.

The following DA procurement policies are applicable to all nonappropriated
funds including open messes. These are prescribed by Regulations.
1. Merchandise, supplies, equipment, and services obtained from sources
other than Government agencies will be purchased in the open market to the
best advantage of the fund, price and other factors considered, without favoritism
and without regard to prices locally established by state statutes.
2. All purchases over $500, by whatever method, except purchase of merchandise
for resale, will be approved by the installation commander.

3. The mess secretary is authorized, with the prior approval of the board of
governors and the responsible commander, to execute contracts obligating the
Open mess.

4. Contracts will not cover performance periods of more than 1 year without
the approval of the major commander.
5. The fund will not incur a contractual obligation which exceeds the current
assets of the fund without approval of the major commander.
6. Procurement may be conducted by either formally advertising for com
petitive bids, or by negotiating with qualified vendors on the basis of offers or
quotations submitted pursuant to a request from the fund. The method selected
should be the One which is determined most feasible and in the best interest of
the fund after consideration of all the circumstances.

7. Regardless of the procurement method utilized, if the cost of the purchase
is in excess of $1,000, it will be accomplished with the technical advice and
assistance of the installation purchasing and contracting officer, and the con
tracts must be reviewed for legal sufficiency by the Staff Judge Advocate or legal
advisor prior to award.
8. When it is determined that a bid or Offer Other than the lowest one received

should be accepted, the contracting officer must submit written justification for
the action recommended through the fund council or board of governors to the
installation commander for approval prior to award of the contract.
9. The standards of conduct set forth in Departmental Regulations are ap
plicable to all persons responsible for, assigned to, or employed by open messes.
These standards are of special significance in procurement actions of the mess.
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Procurement directives—Vietnam

USARV Regulation 230–60 stipulates that, except for offshore purchases of
$100 or more, all open mess purchases must be approved by the commander directly
responsible for the mess (the CO who approves the minutes of the board).
Offshore purchases of $100 or more are approved as follows:
Offshore Purchase $100–$1,000—Must be approved by the Commander directly
subordinate to USARV.

Offshore Purchases over $1,000—Must be approved by CG USARV.
Recently MACV Directive 230–1, 4 Mar 69, ordered each service component

Commander in Vietnam to establish a Central Purchasing Agency or agencies
for nonappropriated fund procurement activities.
These are to be established no lower than Director Headquarters. USARV has
established 5 Regional purchasing Offices.
In general the Central Purchasing Agencies will:

a. Purchase all items except local market daily purchases such as bread, ice,
and similar items of daily use.
b. Make all offshore and local purchases that are not of a petty cash nature.

c. Contract for all construction for nonappropriated fund activities.
d. Contract for all commercial entertainment from lists of approved groups
published by USARV.
In addition to requiring Central Purchasing Agencies, the MACV directive
specified that all package liquor, bulk beer, and soda will be purchased from
the commissary stores or the Defense Supply Agency.
Only those in-country vendors approved by the Commander MACV will be
permitted to do business with the Central Purchasing Agencies. Vendors will
not be allowed to solicit messes or funds directly.
These regulations will require significant changes in procurement procedures
within Vietnam.
Audits

Commanding general of major CONUS and oversea commands are assigned
responsibility for performance of audits of nonappropriated funds. In Vietnam
this is Headquarters USARV. The USARV controller conducts the periodic
audits.

Nonappropriated funds, including open messes, will normally be audited not
less frequently than annually, unless exceptions are made by the major com
manders. An audit will also be performed when a fund is dissolved; when a loss
of funds or other assets occurs, other than normal operational losses; in instances
where the custodian is being relieved for negligence or cause; and, at the
discretion of the installation commander, upon change of custodian.
Audits are conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing stand
ards in consonance with existing Army Regulations and policies, prescribed
by the Comptroller of the Army.
Audit objectives

Audits attempt to identify, report on, and make recommendations regarding
prevention of error and elimination of conditions that cause or contribute to
inefficient operations and deficiencies.
To render effective service to management, and to assure that the interests of
the Government and the IDepartment of the Army are protected, the auditor
examines the accounting records and related documents, and reviews operations
and procedures to determine—
a. The propriety or legality of transactions;
b. The adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control.

c. The degree of compliance with directives regarding financial transactions
and business management:

d. Whether transactions have been recorded and are reflected accurately:
e. Whether all existing assets and liabilities are properly recorded;
f. Whether proper utilization is made of the property and other fund assets:

g. The financial condition of the fund at a given date and the results of op
erations for a specific period;

h. Whether all activities of the fund are being carried out in an efficient and
economical manner.

Audit reports
Upon completion of an audit, written report of audit is distributed to the proper
authorities, including the installation or organization commander. Naturally the
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commander who directed the audit gets a copy to determine whether corrective
actions on his part may be necessary.
The commander having jurisdiction over the mess is responsible for instituting
necessary corrective actions. Corrective actions taken will be made a matter of
record. Appropriate comments will be included in the next report of audit.
Inspections

Open messes are inspected annually by Inspector General teams during Annual
General Inspections of installations and organizations. Deficiencies revealed
must be corrected by the responsible commanders and written documentation
made of corrective actions.
AIR FORCE OPEN

MESSES

Although the Army and Air Force operate open messes under the same basic
policies the following additional responsibilities are specifically outlined in Air
Force directives.

Responsibilities of major commanders
1. Prepare a financal analysis of the command open mess operation for each
month of Operation and distribute to each installation with explanatory notes
and instructions. Analysis will be in format outline in AFM 176–3. Copies of
analysis will be forwarded to USAFMPC.

2. Will inspect or have inspections made to insure compliance with policies,
procedures and directives.

3. Supervise the uniform Air Force-wide accounting service for nonappropriated
funds through command controllers.
4. Conduct periodic conferences for open mess management personnel. Programs
are oriented toward management improvement with presentation of new and
successful operating procedures from civilian industry, review of regulations and
policies, and exchange of ideas.
Responsibilities of installation commanders

Under the supervision of the intermediate and major commanders, installation
commanders have complete jurisdiction over their open messes. They will:
1. Appoint only open mess secretaries that possess the Air Force Specialty
Code (AFSC).
2. Appoint impartial active members of their open messes to take disinterested
inventories. Should any loss or discrepancy be revealed commander will take
action in accordance With AFR 176–8.

3. Review financial statement prepared under the supervision of the base
comptroller.
4. Establish Operational hours for the open messes.

5. Make unannounced visits to open messes during the month.
6. Require periodic security inspections to review physical safeguards over
cash and merchandise.

7. Insure that new open mess advisory council members are briefed on their
duties prior to assumption of membership on the council.
Responsibilities of the open mess secretary
1. Exercise over all supervision of the open mess.
2. Receive, safeguard, disburse and account for funds. property, equipment
and other assets belonging to the open mess or the U.S. Government in accord
ance with Air Force directives.

3. Approve all expenditures and insure that all disbursements are for the
purpose for which the fund was established. Request for expenditure for property
and equipment for over $250 require approval of the installation commander
and will be recorded in the Advisory Council minutes.
4. Insure that the uniform accounting system confirms with AFM 176–4 and

that all documentation is furnished the fiscal control office for preparation
of the financial statement.

5. Insure that internal and cost control procedures as outlined in Air Force
directives are maintained.
6. Insure that personnel take proper inventories.

7. Be responsible for records of property owned by the open mess and trans
actions pertaining to its establishment, operation and liquidation.
8. Be financially liable for loss of funds and property as established by a
report of investigation under the provisions of Air Force directives.

9. Obtain major air command approval for any concession.
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10. Insure that no military person charged with any duty in connection with
the open mess accepts or receives unauthorized gifts or privileges.
11. Insure that merchandise proffered by persons or firms doing business with
the open mess becomes open mess property, is recorded on accountability records,
and is not diverted to personal use.
12. Insure that standard operating procedures (SOPs) or operating instruc
tions are prepared for each function or task within the open mess.
Responsibilitics of the advisory council
Installation Commanders may appoint at least one third of the members to

assure staff offices such as legal, procurement, comptroller, etc. may Wrow\\e
guidance. The Advisory council will :

1. Ascertain that the fund receive income from only authorized sources

and

make expenditures only to support the purpose for which organized.

2. Ascertain the fund is properly accounted for and safeguarded by the
retary and that excess funds are invested in accordance with Air

Sec

Force

directives.

3. Meet at least monthly and prepare minutes in format outlined in Air Force
Directives.

4. Act as advisor council to the installation commander and will not engage
in any management at the open mess.
5. Recommend to the installation commander whether proposed expenditures
over $250 for property and equipment should be approved.
NAVY

OFFICER AND PETTY

OFFICER CLUBS

AND MESSES

U.S. Navy Regulations, Article 0441, assigns technical direction of Officers' and
Petty Officers' Messes ashore to the Chief of Naval Personnel.
Regulations governing the operation of Navy Messes are contained primarily
in the Manual for Messes Ashore (NAV PERS 15951), which is published by the
Bureau of Naval Personnel. This manual contains instructions and necessary
operating guidance for the over-all administration of these Messes. The sub
jects covered in the manual are listed in the Table of Contents attached hereto.
The other principal set of instructions for Navy Messes is the Handbook for
Nonappropriated Funds (NAVSO P-2409) which is issued by the Comptroller
of the Navy. This handbook prescribes uniform procedures for the financial con
trol of Navy and Marine Corps nonappropriated funds that support activities
classified as Government instrumentalities. These procedures are prescribed for
the purpose of increasing efficiency, permitting greater control by management.
facilitating the making of audits by proper authorities, and making available
instructions for Navy-wide use.

The Chief of Naval Personnel also issues periodically the BUPERS Mess News
letter, which promulgates interpretations of regulations, legal opinions, advice on
operations, taxes and insurance, summaries of operating analyses, and other in
formation of interest to administrators of Navy Messes. This is an informal type
publication and its contents do not alter or supersede regulations or official in
structions.

The Manual for Messes Ashore states that the adiministration of Messes ashore

is the direct responsibility of each commanding officer, subject to the direction
of superiors in command and area coordinators in accordance with General Orders
Nos. 5 and 19. The Manual enjoins Mess administrators to exercise the same care

in the handling of Mess funds as in the handling of appropriated funds. There
are numerous specific admonitions—for example, that each safe combination
shall be known to only one person.
Each Mess has as its principal administrator a Mess Treasurer (an officer in

the case of Officers' Messes and an enlisted man in the case of Petty Officers'
Messes). The Mess Treasurer is appointed by the commanding officer of the
activity and is his direct representative in the administration of the Mess. In
addition, the commanding officer is required to appoint an Advisory Group (or
they may be elected by patrons of the Mess). The Advisory Group acts only in
an advisory capacity to the commanding officer; it does not engage in any man
agement of operational duties: however, it observes the over-all operation of the
Mess and makes recommendations to the commanding officer for its improvement.
When repairs or renovations, supplies, or equipment are ordered and the con
tract will exceed $1,000, competitive proposals must be solicited from responsible
sources to assure full and free competition. When a procurement exceeds $2,500.

formal written proposals are required. Projects for Mess improvements to be
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financed from nonappropriated funds estimated to cost more than $10,000 must
have the prior approval of BUPERS. Prior approval of BUPERS is also re
quired before any slot machines may be purchased, and procurement by lease or
other share-profit agreement is prohibited.

Financial reports are prepared monthly in a standardized format prescribed
by BUPERS. These reports are reviewed and signed by the commanding officer
before being forwarded to superiors in the chain of command and the BUPERS.
Locally appointed Audit Boards not only review these financial statements at least
quarterly, but certify that the fiscal affairs of each Mess are being conducted in
accordance with regulations.

Periodic inspections of Messes are made by commanding officers and by im
mediate superiors in command. BUPERS provide technical advice and assistance
upon request. Also, area auditors include an audit of Mess financial affairs when
visiting naval activities for official audits of nonappropriated funds. The Navy
Comptroller's “Audit Program No. 33–Nonappropriated Funds” is particularly
helpful, both for internal review groups and for internal auditors.

The proper methods of Mess Management are taught in a BUPERS-sponsored
school of four weeks duration, attended by both Navy and Marine Corps manage
ment personnel. Short courses for bookkeepers and audit board members are
also held throughout CONUS and overseas.
Technical direction of Enlisted Men's Clubs is assigned to the Commander,

Naval Supply Systems Command, by U.S. Navy Regulations, Article 0452. These
clubs are operated by the Navy Exchange System as a department of a Navy
Exchange. Instructions for their operation are contained in the Navy Exchange
Manual.
NAVY ENLISTED MEN'S

CLUBS

Command control

Enlisted Men's Clubs are operated as a department within the local Navy
Exchange. The club manager reports to the Food Services Manager. He, in turn.
reports to the Navy Exchange Officer who is a Department Head of the activity
at which the exchange is located. Ultimate responsibility for management of the
Enlisted Men's Club rests with the activity Commanding Officer.
Financial reports and cost controls
Operational results of Enlisted Men's Clubs are reviewed monthly by the
NAVRESO (Navy Resale System Office) by means of submission of daily cost
control forms maintained by the club manager, and forwarded to the NAVRESO

on a monthly basis. Detailed cost controls are maintained for each segment of
the club operation (food sales, bar package store) to insure that all segments
are self-supporting. Sales are recorded on a cash register and readings are taken
and recorded daily by an exchange employee not connected with the operation
of the club. Excessive overages/underages are investigated immediately. At
the end of each accounting month, a financial (operating) statement is pre
pared at the NAVRESO for each exchange based upon the daily and month-end
flow of documents from the exchange. A part of this operating statement shows
the club's sales and gross profit attained, expenses and net profit realized on
a monthly basis. The results thus obtained are compared with the locally pre

pared cost control summaries at which time glaring errors such as fluctuating
gross profit margins are detected and reported to the exchange officer for review
and correction through the vehicle of an operational advisory notice. The
NAVRESO has established operational goals which it closely monitors for
such factors as gross and net profit, direct and indirect expenses. Any significant
variation by individual clubs from these goals requires an explanation by the
club manager. In addition, operational forecasts incorporating the above factors,
are developed for a six month period in advance and forwarded to the NAVRESO.
Again, any significant deviations from the forecasted figures will require an ex
planation from the club manager.
Procurement

All procurements for the club are made by purchase order, which only the
exchange officer is authorized to sign. This authority can be delegated to a
subordinate and is occasionally delegated to the food services manager. Procure
ment actions initiated by the club manager are therefore reviewed and approved

by either the food services manager, the exchange officer, or both. With respect
to procurement of consumables, PAB's (Price Agreecent Bulletins) are nego
tiated by the NAVRESO, where feasible, with price sources for items used in
Enlisted Men's Clubs overseas. Items for which PAB's are in effect for overseas
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clubs include beer, liquor and wine, both of U.S. and foreign origin. Food items
are procured by the Navy Exchange Food Services Department and transferred
to the Enlisted Men's Club on an “as required” basis. Best sellers and “never-out”
liquor and wine lists have been compiled by NAVRESO and procurement is
effected basically from these lists to insure that only reputable, high quality
products are being served. Since copies of all purchase orders are forwarded
to the NAVRESO for review, the quantities ordered and prices paid for con
sumables are carefully monitored. If an order for a particular item reflects
a too high price or a quantity that appears excessive for that activity's needs.
an operational advisory notice calls attention of the exchange Officer and club
manager to the error, and a satisfactory explanation must be forthcoming.
Since all correspondence originated by the NAVRESO is directed to the activity
commanding officer, he is in a position to monitor the club operation to the
extent he deems necessary to maintain effective checks and balances on the
club opertaion.
Entertainment

Entertainment costs in Enlisted Men's Clubs are held to a maximum of 70%

of forecasted net profit. Forecasts of entertainment expenses are developed by
the club manager for a six-month period in advance, and submitted by the

exchange to the NAVRESO for review/concurrence/change thirty days prior
to the first day of the forecast period.
Property Records

All equipment costing in excess of $25 is procured by the NAVRESO and
issued on a free of charge basis to the activity. Fixed asset record inventories

are maintained both by the exchange and the NAVRESO. These inventories are
verified and updated on a triennial basis.

In rentory
Bar stock inventories are taken daily and a complete inventory of consumable
supplies is taken as of the close of business on the last day of each accounting
month. The monetary value of inventory in CONUS clubs will not exceed 50%
of monthly sales except where a package store is operated, in which case the
monetary value of the inventory will not exceed 80% of the monthly sales.
For overseas clubs, the value of the inventory will not exceed the amount equal
to the cost of Sales for three months.
Construction/Renovation

Projects of up to $300 may be accomplished locally without NAVRESO ap
proval. Projects in excess of that amount require prior approval by the NAV
RESO before they may be undertaken. The facilities division NAVRESO care

fully monitors all expenditures made against approval projects and insures that
costs are in line with approved project amounts.
And if

The NAVRESO conducts unannounced internal audits on an as required basis
but no less frequently than triennially. Reviews are also conducted by an inde
pendent CPA firm on contract to the NAVRESO on a random sampling basis
Inspections
NAVRESO field service division inspectors conduct inspections of exchange
(including the club operation) every eighteen months. This inspection is ex
tremely thorough and includes a club specialist inspectiong a particular club over
a period of several days to a week. Advisory visits by NAVRESCO club special
ists are conducted as required when operational results vary from the norm
for a protracted period of time.
MARINE CORPS CLUBS AND MESSES

Command control

All Marine Corps Clubs and Messes are the direct responsibility of the com
manding officer, defined for this purpose as the commander of a post or station
and not including subordinate commanders. In Vietnam this responsibility rests
solely with the major commanders, e.g., Commanding General of the 1st Marine
Division and 1st Marine Aircraft Wing. The principal control mechanism em
ployed by commanders is a formal budget. All capital expenditures and entertain
ment expenditures are outlined in the budget and are approved by the commander
only after review by an Advisory Group. The various Advisory Groups consisting
of members of the various clubs, i.e., Commissioned Officers' Messes (OPEN).
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Staff Noncommissioned Officers', and Enlisted Clubs, through their subcommittees
are familiar with all plans and programs of their respective clubs.
Financial statements

Financial statements are submitted annually by all clubs and messes to Head
quarters for review and analysis. However, commanders require financial state

ments and supporting documents on at least a quarterly basis for their own re
view. These financial statements are closely reviewed for improper expenditures
and for the financial soundness of the activity by the Advisory Groups with the
assistance of the Area Auditor.
Procurement

Detailed instructions concerning procurement of all items are contained in the
Marine Corps Club and Mess Manual. Competitive bidding is required whenever

contracts are to be executed and the assistance of the Base Contracting Officer is
encouraged. Purchase order documents are mandatory for all transactions, with

the exception of minor purchases made from petty cash funds.
On some major stations procurement of items for resale is centralized with
procurements for the various clubs being made by a Central Service Agency.
This reduces to a minimum the transactions required by individual club man
agers in those cases. In the absence of a Central Service Agency, one of the Club

Treasurers, e.g., Treasurer of the Commissioned Officers' Mess (OPEN) can act
as the purchasing agent for all clubs.
Purchase of entertainment are normally on a contractual basis. In this case.

the Entertainment Committee of the Advisory Group is fully conversant with the
appropriateness of the cost and the quality of the entertainment purchased.
Property records

Complete equipment and property records are required to be maintained by all
activities in accordance with the Comptroller of the Navy's Accounting Hand

book for Nonappropriated Funds which include measures for disposition of
surplus property.
In rentory

Annual inventories are required to be conducted by command appointed inven
tory boards to determine by actual count the quantity and value of case, resale
merchandise, property, and other assets on hand at the end of the club Fiscal
Year. In addition, inventories by club employees are normally conducted at least
quarterly. Adjustments of book figures are only made as a result of the annual
inventory as approved by the commander.
Construction

Use of nonappropriated funds for construction of club and mess facilities
requires the approval of the Commandant of the Marine Corps when costs exceed
$10,000.
A "tal it

The primary means of ensuring compliance with the regulatory measures men
tioned above is the Marine Corps audit system. In addition to the annual audit
report submitted to Headquarters Marine Corps, area auditors under the super
vision of the Inspector General of the Marine Corps, conduct continuous month
to-month audits of the club and mess nonappropriated funds. Area auditors sit as
ex officio members of advisory groups and as an additional duty, act as staff
advisor to the commander. As a result, actual or suspected irregularities in the
application and handling of funds or property are reported to the local com
mander. If required, command directed investigations within the context of the
JAG manual are conducted by duly appointed officers to determine the facts sur
rounding the alleged or actual irregularity.
Inspection
Inspections conducted by the Inspector General of the Marine Corps include,

where applicable, a Club and Mess Inspector. The thrust of these inspections is
to observe compliance with regulation and to evaluate the efficiency of manage
ment and quality of service provided to the members. Discrepancies reported are
cited to the commanding officer for correction.
Club and mess system—Vietnam.
The regulations applicable to clubs and messes in the United States are
applicable equally to those clubs in Vietnam—For control purposes, the clubs
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are organized at the major command level, i.e., Wing, Division, Force Logistic
Command, and III MAF. Subordinate unit clubs, Officer, Staff Noncommissioned

Officer, and Enlisted, are branches or annexes of the major command clubs.
Responsibility for expenditures is vested in a treasurer at the major command
level. Each major command has established a Central Service Agency which
acts as a central procurement agency for all clubs within the command in
compliance with MACV Directive 230–1. All procurement of items for resale,
entertainment, and construction contracts is accomplished by this central agency.
These agencies eliminate or reduce instances of irregularities previously found
to have existed through the inspection and audit system. For example, they
provide for closer compliance with directives relating to the balance of pay
ments; in the entertainment area, the cost of shows is reduced and the quality
and propriety of the entertainment is ensured by purchasing for multiple book
ings and by auditioning.
Just as in the United States, Area Auditors, under the command of the

Inspector General but co-located with the major commands, conduct continuous
audits of the clubs and act as staff advisors to the Commanding Generals.
STATISTICAL INFORMATION

Number of messes
Throughout the military services there are 2,007 primary messes of all types

Operated by the mess system. Each primary mess may have such branches or
detachment as the local commander considers necessary based on the capacity
of facilities and the dispersion of his personnel. Thus in Vietnam, for example,
the Marine Corps has 18 primary or main messes and 204 detachments, each
operating under the administration of a main mess. Attached as Appendix I is
a break out of world-wide messes with branch break out for Vietnam.
Mess income

The total gross income of all messes for calendar year 1968 from all mess

operations was approximately $750 million. Of this amount $53.4 was net
profit utilized by the messes to maintain and improve the physical facilities of

the mess. In Vietnam only the gross income was $95 million with net profits of
$12.5 million. A world-wide statistics chart, with a breakout by categories of
mess activities in Vietnam, is attached at Appendix II.
Slot machino income

There are 16,318 slot machines operating in various overseas areas under the
jurisdiction of major commanders of the services. This number does not include
machines at Navy installations. Figures for that Service are not maintained at
Departmental level. The total income from all slot machines, including Navy
machines is $62.760 million. Income derived from slot machines is used by the
generating agencies for the improvement of physical facilities and services of
the mess or other recreation facilities. A certain percentage of this income is
forwarded to the Central Recreation and Officers Mess Funds of the Navy (50%

and the Marine Corps Mess Fund (25%) for use in loans and grants as necessary
to other clubs or messes. Slot machines are prohibited in the U.S. by provisions
of Public Law. 81st Congress. Attached at appendix 3 is a breakout of slot
machine income.

The major overseas commands of each service have published regulations
regarding the acquisition, operation, maintenance and general control of slot
machines. In the Navy, Departmental regulations have been issued with specific
directives to the commands reference this subject. In general, the command
regulations are similar.
Machines will be of U.S. origin where practical.
“Pay off” on machines must be set, usually at the factory, to assure specified
return to the players. This varies slightly in the Services, however an example
average is 85% to the player and 15% to the activity.
Machines must be owned by the using activity, except where leases are only
practical source.
Coin or token operation may not exceed 25 cents.
Income generated is subject to the same reporting and auditing procedure
applicable to other nonappropriated or mess funds.
Commercial entertainment

None of the Services has issued Departmental regulations on the procurement

of commercial entertainment for clubs and messes (except for Navy Enlisted
Men's Clubs operated by the Navy Exchange). This is a responsibility of the
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local commander as regulated in the Overseas areas by the major commander
concerned.

The major Army commander in Europe has established a centralized office
within the framework of the Special Services Agency with three regional offices.
All procurement and payment of commercial entertainment is handled by this
agency. Elsewhere overseas, and in Vietnam until March 1969, the procurement
of commercial entertainment was handled by each open mess separately. Over
all policy and guidance was furnished by regulations issued by the Headquarters
U.S. Army, Vietnam, however, the final selection of acts and payment was the
responsibility of the local mess.
Since March 1969 all Services in Vietnam procure all commercial entertainment
through a central procurement agency established by MACV. The Department of
the Army is currently developing a DA Regulation providing for the establish
ment of central entertainment procurement office, with Army-wide branches, to
act as a clearing house for the procurement, selection, contract negotiations and
payment of all commercial entertainment utilized by U.S. nonappropriated funds.
Air Force entertainment policies generally parallel those of the Army.
Navy and Marine Corps entertainment in Europe, overseas (except Vietnam)
and in CONUS is contracted for by each club and mess activity concerned to
satisfy programs approved by the appropriate Mess Advisory Groups.
Exclusive of the Navy, a total of approximately $66 million was expended for
entertainment world-wide in clubs and messes. In Vietnam alone this figure was

almost $14 million.
Attached at Appendix IV is a breakout of Service expenditures (less Navy)
for entertainment during 1968.
-

Concessionaires

Service regulations require that all facilities, services and activities of the
mess will be conducted by the mess. The Army, Air Force and Marine Corps
provide for concession agreements with individuals or commercial organizations,
when unusual conditions warrant and upon approval of the appropriate major
commander. The Navy regulations do not authorize concessions.
Service regulations set forth the primary portions of contracts with conces
sionaire which provide for liability, payment of commissions, supervision, allo
cation of facilities, preparation and disposition of financial statements and audits.
Open mess contracts are solely the obligation of the open mess involved.
The Services do not require or maintain statistical reports indicating the vol
ume of concessionnaire business in the open mess.
APPENDIX |

SERVICE MESSES (CLUBS) WORLDWIDE, CALENDAR YEAR 19681
Loction

Army

-

Vietnam----------------------------CONUS--0ther areas-- - -

Navy

151
(686)

{

- - - - -

Total--------------------------

Air Force

7

Marine Corps

24

Total

18

(34)

(67)

217
281

443
187

329
245

85
20

649

439

598

123

200

(204)

(991)
1,074
733

2,007

1 Figures in parentheses indicate the number of branch or detachment messes satellited on main messes in Vietnam.

The number of branches or detachments in other areas is not available from reports in all services. Army branch infor
mation is as of Sept. 22, 1969.
APPENDIX II
SERVICE MESS (CLUBS) TOTAL INCOME AND NET PROFIT, ALL SOURCES (MILLIONS)
Army
L0cation

Income

Vietnam--------- $57.898
CONUS--.518
Europe----------. 417
-

ôther overseas... 49.171
Total.------ 277.004

Navy
Profit

Income

$6.137 $6. 135
4.654 105. 102
1.320
4.070

3.475

45.713

15.766 161. 020

Air Force
Profit

Income

$.897 $17.669
7.471 138.239
534 36.996

4.261

Profit

Marine Corps
Income

$1.963 $13.307
7.507 22.346
2.267
0.53

Profit

Total

Income

Profit

$3.260 $95.009
2.238 378.205
012 98.536

$12.437
12.870
4. 133

75.885

5.689

7.853

1.569 178.62%

14.954

13. 163 268.789

17.426

43.559

7.079 750.372

53.434
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INCOME VIETNAM MESSES (CLUBS) BY CATEGORY (INCLUDED IN ABOVE FIGURES)
Army

Navy

Marine Corps

Air Force

Type

income

Profit

income

Profit

Income

Profit

income

Officer----------NC0 1----------Enlisted men-----

$8.475
44.179
5.244

$0.871
4.701

$0.75l

$0.058

$3.758

2.782
2.602

. 412

11.192

.745

.427

2.719

$0.307
1.386
.270

$1.880
4. 123
7.384

Total.------

57.898

6. 317

6. 135

.897

17.669

1.963

13.307

Total

Profit

Income

Profit

$0.397 $14.784
1.057 62.276
1.806
17.949

$1.633
7.556
3.248

3.260

95.009

12.437

1 includes consolidated and combined (officer, NC0, and enlisted men) messes.
Note.—Profits generated by the mess operations are used to improve the physical facilities and service of the mess, and
to offset operation expenses.

APPENDIX III.—SLOT MACHINES (ALL OVERSEAS)
Income
Service

Army--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number

(millions)

8,963

''

$27. 145
4. 135

Marine Corps-------------------------------------------------------------------

6,514
841

29. 211
2.089

Total--------------------------------------------------------------------

16,318

62.760

-

-

- - -

1 Department of Navy does not have available statistics on number of slot machines.
Note: Income derived from slot machines is used by the generating activity to improve the physical facilities and services
of the mess or other recreaction activities. A percentage of the slot machine income in the Navy (50 percent) and in the
Marine Corps (25 percent) is forwarded to the central mess fund for use in loans, grants, administration, and other service
wide assistance to messes.

APPENDIX IV.—ENTERTAINMENT STATISTICS

[In millions of dollars]
Expendi
Location

tures

Navy 2

Air Force:*
PACAF (including RVN)--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7.25
USAFE--------------.75
Other commands--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9.25
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 21.25

* There is no current Department of the Army regulation on commercial entertainment. However, one is '''
being staffed. Major commanders are responsible for procuring entertainment. In USAREUR this is accomplished by
regional offices within the Special Services Agency. Since March 1969 a central procurement agency handles procurement
of all entertainment for Vietnam.

* Procurement of commercial entertainment is the responsibility of the local commander. No report of operations or
control actions are required. Dollar expenditure available only at local level.
* Except for Vietnam, procurement of commercial entertainment is the responsibility of the local installation commander.
No report of operating or control actions are required.

Mr. KELLEY. A primary concern and responsibility of each of the

£

military departments is the morale and
of our military
personnel and their dependents. Toward this end basic leisure time,
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morale, welfare and recreation facilities, equipment and programs, are
provided, operated, and maintained by appropriated funds as author
ized by Congress. Nonappropriated funds are used to supplement
appropriated funds to assure adequate, effective and well-rounded mo
rale, welfare and recreation programs and services.

It might be helpful to define some basic terms which apply to non
appropriated funds and activities. The first is the term “nonappro
priated funds.” The context in which I use this term refers to the
cash or moneys used in these activities. The source of these moneys
is distinct and separate from appropriations made by the Congress.

They are generated by military personnel and their dependents
through their participation in the various morale, welfare, and recrea
tion programs and activities.
The funds themselves are to be distinguished from the nonappro
priated fund instrumentalities which receive, administer, and disburse
the cash or moneys which I have referred to above. A nonappropriated
fund instrumentality is a fiscal entity specifically established by com
petent authority within a military department for the purpose of con
tributing to the support of morale, welfare, and recreation programs
sponsored or directed by the respective military departments or other
wise deemed essential by responsible military commanders. These are
instrumentalities of the Federal Government and are entitled to the

sovereign immunities and privileges of the United States.
Nonappropriated fund instrumentalities may be further categorized
alS :

(a) Revenue-producing activities.
(b) Welfare activities.

(c) Sundry activities.
Revenue-producing activities are those instrumentalities which op
erate specifically authorized retail operations which furnish merchan
dise and services to authorized personnel and produce revenue to pro
vide income to welfare funds. Examples of this type of activity are
military exchanges and base restaurants.
Welfare activities are those instrumentalities which are supported
primarily from the income of revenue-producing activities, incidental
income from morale, welfare and recreational activities, and from
other authorized sources. Their programs, supported by such appro
priated funds as are available, are aimed at improving the spiritual,
mental, and physical well-being of our men and women in uniform
for the furtherance of career motivation, military effectiveness, and
retention of trained military personnel.
Sundry activities are those instrumentalities formed by and con
sisting of certain specific groups of personnel or members. Each is
chartered and operates under rules and regulations adopted by its
members or by a duly appointed council in behalf of its members and

participants. The activity's governing rules and regulations are ap
proved by the local commander and, when required, by the applicable
major commander. These activities finance their operations from in
come derived from their participating members and do not receive
dividends or grants from any welfare or revenue-producing activities.
They are administered by boards or councils elected by the members
or selected by installation commanders. Examples of this type of sun
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dry activity are officers and NCO clubs and messes, rod and gun
clubs, and aero clubs.

Historically, military nonappropriate funds and their use in the
development and maintenance of morale, recreation and welfare ac

tivities date back to the American Revolution. Over the past two cen
turies they have become an integral part of military life. Significant

milestones have marked the progress from the period when sutlers
plied their trade on military installations, with a portion of their
income allocated to a post fund, to the present-day military exchange
and club operations. Each of these milestones has indicated in some
manner a growing awareness on the part of the military departments,
or Congress or the judiciary, of the need to define and give more
formal status to these personnel support systems.

Throughout all of this evolutionary period, however, a funda
mental principle has been observed and adhered to. The principle
is that an installation or organization commander has the prime
responsibility for the general morale and well-being of the personnel
under his command. With this in mind, the latitude of action afforded
these commanders in creation, operation, and control of nonappropri
ated funds and nonappropriated fund instrumentalities within indi
vidual military commands is quite broad. The Secretaries of the mili
tary departments have responsibility for all activities within their
departments. In turn, the military departments have prescribed cer
tain regulations which are to be followed and controls which are to
be used by the individual military commanders in the operation of
the nonappropriated fund activities which serve the personnel within
the individual commands. Thus there is a necessary, delegation of
authority to the level at which the responsibility must be exercised.
The Secretary of Defense has delegated supervisory and operational
control over the nonappropriated funds and instrumentalities to the
Secretaries of the military departments. Consequently, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense has limited its role to the development of
broad policy guidance as it pertains to application or use of appro
priated funds in support of nonappropriated fund instrumentalities

and establishment of space criteria governing construction of physical
facilities utilized in nonappropriated fund activities.
With the foregoing as a background, I would like now to turn spe
cifically to military clubs and messes. As I pointed out before, clubs
and messes are in the general category of sundry activities. As in the
past, military clubs and messes continue to be an integral part of the
total welfare and recreation activities provided for the well-being and
support of our military personnel. These clubs and messes provide a
convenient, and pleasant environment for our military personnel to
meet socially and relax when they are off duty.
As in the case of other nonappropriated fund activities, the military
installation or organization commander has wide latitude in determin

ing the need for a club and its scope of operations. He has the authority
within reasonable limits to do what he determines needs to be done

for his people, without referral to Washington for prior approval.
Also, as in the case of all other nonappropriated fund activities,
the military departments have in effect necessary regulations regarding

the setting up of clubs and messes, their operations, procurement prac
tices, reporting and auditing. These regulations provide a management
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tool to assist a commander in accomplishing the morale portion of
his command mission which the club or mess is designed to

''

There are differences in club and mess operating procedures both
within a military service and between the military services. This is
to be expected. The emphasis has always been upon the tailoring of
a club or mess to fit the individual command environment and the

individual needs of the club members. However, no deviations can

be permitted from the basic principles that require that the assets
and wisely expended
in order to derive the greatest possible benefits for the club and mess
members. All levels of command in the military services are ex

of these clubs and messes be soundly

''

pected to strive for an effectiveness in their club and mess systems
aimed at validation of program objectives; strict accountability for
funds and property; and properly controlled procurement procedures
for supplies, merchandise, furnishings and entertainment utilized in
the clubs and messes. The only acceptable performance in the ad

ministration of all nonappropriated fund activities, including clubs
and messes, is in a scrupulous adherence to the highest ethical stand
ards by those involved in managerial capacities.
Worldwide, the military services operate over 2,000 primary clubs
and messes of all types. Each primary mess may have such branches,
annexes, or detachments as the local commander considers necessary
based on the dispersion of his personnel and the need for these col
lateral facilities.

During calendar year 1968 the gross income from all operations
amounted to slightly more than $750 million with a net profit of
$53.4 million. These profits, in turn, were plowed back into the club
and mess operations in the improvement of the physical facilities and
services provided to patrons and in covering the expenses of enter
tainment programs provided for the patrons.
Within Vietnam the military services operate 200 primary messes.
By service the breakdown is:
Army --------------------------- 151 Air Force-----------------------Navy --------------------------7 Marine Corps--------------------

24
18

During calendar year 1968 the gross income from their operations
amounted to slightly less than $95 million with a net profit of almost
$12.5 million.

The military services face a unique situation in Vietnam in club and
mess operations. Although there are 200 primary messes in Vietnam
there are numerous annexes or detachments of the primary messes. As

an example, while the Marine Corps operates 18 primary messes in
Vietnam, there are 204 detachment messes satellited upon these primary
messes. The Army has 686 of these annexes; the Navy 34, and the Air
Force 67, for a total of 991 annexes to the 200 primary messes I men
tioned earlier. The characteristics of our operations in Vietnam with

our military force dispersals there necessitate this type of dispersion of
facilities. Every attempt is made to provide some type of mess facility
in a location near any significant numbers of our military forces so as
to afford them such ease from their military duties as is possible. Many
of these facilities are nothing more than a hut or a tent. But in the eyes
of a weary infantryman or marine just returning from a 72-hour
patrol or a front line area, the respite they provide is both welcomed
and needed.
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There are problems with club and mess operations in Vietnam. You
will recall that our military force buildup in Vietnam was extremely
rapid during the period 1966–68. Attention was focused primarily on
getting the personnel into the country. Of secondary importance, was
the matter of providing club and mess support. Such early facilities
as were developed were tributes to the traditional ingenuity and inven
tiveness of the U.S. military man. He made do with what he had avail
able. As force levels stabilized and more permanent U.S. base areas and

camps were created there has been a concomitant emphasis on club op.
erations and controls within Vietnam. The task has been complicated

because of the dispersal of our forces and incountry logistics problems.
The Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, is
focusing on the problems which are present in club and mess opera
tions in that country. Testimony to this were his moves early last
spring to centralize procurement functions of these activities with
regard to merchandise, supplies, and entertainment. Secretary of De
fense Laird has also directed the Secretaries of the military depart
ments to conduct a comprehensive review of the controls and proce
dures employed in the handling of funds in service clubs to determine
whether or not there is adequate protection against the misuse of
funds and for the prevention of waste at the expense of military per
sonnel and their families. The results of these reviews will be reported
to the Secretary of Defense.
The constructive initiatives of this subcommittee have already been

of great assistance to the Department of Defense. There is undoubtedly
much yet to be done in the area of nonappropriated fund activities
and we are most hopeful that a productive outgrowth of these hearin
will identify further the areas requiring added attention within the
Department of Defense.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. Mr. Robert Jordan,

General Counsel of the Department of the Army, and Brig. Gen.
Frank M. Davis, are with me this morning as the representatives of
the Army. Mr. Jordan has a prepared statement for presentation to
the committee.

I would suggest that if the committee does not plan to hear from
Mr. Jordan that his statement be a part of the record as it is a mate

rial continuation of the statement I have just made.
Senator RIBICOFF. We will hear from Mr. Jordan at a later date.

Mr. Jordan, in the statement, has made a request to be heard and
answer questions in executive session. I haven't had an opportunity
to discuss this with him or the committee. The subcommittee will have

to rule as to whether or not his statement and questions will be in
executive session.

We will certainly hear from Mr. Jordan at a later date after I have
had a chance to discuss this with the members of the subcommittee.

I do want to thank you very much.

As I read to Secretary Laird personally and Secretary Laird

through you, I do appreciate his complete cooperation.
Once Secretary Laird was apprised of the situation, the subcom
mittee and the staff found that we did receive complete cooperation

from the Secretary and his Department and I want publicly to make
that statement concerning the cooperation I have received from Sec
retary Laird.
35-359–69–pt. 1–3
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I have talked with Mr. Jordan. He has been most cooperative. I am
sure we will be able to work out his request at a later time after I have
had a chance to talk with him. We will withhold Mr. Jordan's statement
until a later date.
I have no questions.
Senator Mundt?

Senator MUNDT. I have just one or two questions, Mr. Chairman.
Again I associate myself with your gratification for the cooperation
we have received from Secretary of Defense Laird and Mr. Kelley and

those of you who have been working since thie problem has surfaced.
Where in this breakdown of these various kinds of nonappropriated
funds are the PX's?

Mr. KELLEY. The PX's come in the first category mentioned.
Senator MUNDT. Revenue-producing activities?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. How many of those would there be, for example,
in Vietnam ?

Mr. KELLEY. As of September 10, 1969, there were 357 exchange retail
stores of various sizes in Vietnam and 189 service activities such as

cafeterias, snack bars and so forth.

Senator MUNDT. As I understand it, each service has a PX program
of its own.

Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. PX's, is that right?
Mr. KELLEY. There are PX's and there are PX's operated by each of
the military departments.

Senator MUNDT. Each is designated as a PX?
Mr. KELLEY. The general term is military exchange. Within the
Army they are called Post Exchange or PX's; within the Air Force
thev are called Base Exchange or BX's.

enator MUNDT. Does each military system have its own PX or does
a sort of a central PX system serve them all?
Mr. KELLEY. The former, each department operates its own PX
SWStem.

'tor MUNDT. What type of auditing program do you have either
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, # that is where it is done, or
in the various services, if that is where it is done, in order to achieve

these high standards of performance which you have so properly set
out.

Mr. KELLEY. The auditing responsibility is contained within each
military service which is to say that each service conducts its own
audits of its own exchange systems and other nonappropriated fund
activity programs.
Senator MUNDT. Does the Secretary of Defense then get copies of
those audits or is there any central supervision of the individual services
at all?

General BENADE. Sir, I am Brig. Gen. Leo Benade. I am in Mr.
Kelley's office.
Senator RIBICOFF. You will have to be sworn, General.

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
General BENADE. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF BRIG, GEN. LEO BENADE

General BENADE. The Office of the Secretary of Defense does not

receive copies of the audit reports. The audits on the exchange systems
are performed by outside audit agencies; in fact, by outside public
accounting firms.
These are submitted to the uniformed chiefs of the services to the

Secretaries of the military departments.
Senator MUNDT. Each Secretary, therefore, is responsible for the
performance in his own area?
General BENADE. Yes, sir; may I clarify for the record one thing:

With respect to the operation of the Army and Air Force exchanges,
the Army and Air Force operate a single system jointly. In fact, it is
known as the Army-Air ' exchange system. The central head
quarters is located in Dallas, Tex.

The Navy and Marine Corps operate separate systems. So we really
have three systems. One which serves the Army and Air Force—oper
by them, I should say—and the others by the Navy and Marine

:

OrDS.

£tor MUNDT. In a place like Vietnam where you have all ele
ments, which PX system serves the people there?
General BENADE. Activities in Vietnam are under the jurisdiction of
the Pacific exchange system (PACEX) which is a subsidiary of the
Army-Air Force exchange system. They serve all of our military per
sonnel in Vietnam.

Senator MUNDT. The rule that you go by is that the Navy-Marine
PX is operated pretty much solely in areas where you don’t have Army
installations?

General BENADE. I think generally that would be true, sir, but I
think you would find wherever we have substantial troop concentra
tions of the various services that there would undoubtedly be a system
of that service in that area.

But, of course, we have cross-servicing across the board. In other
words, any member of the uniform services is a welcome patron in
any exchange no matter by which military service it is operated.
£ MUNDT. To what extent, if any, are taxpayers' dollars em
ployed in the establishment and operation of the PX program?

General BENADE. In the area of the exchanges, Senator, there is
about $110 million a year in appropriated funds which are used.
The largest part of that money, some $60 million of it, is used for
the transportation of items to be sold to our troops overseas. This is
recognized by the Congress as a legitimate cost to the taxpayer.
The theory is that our military personnel should not be forced to

pay the higher prices that would otherwise be necessary for the ship
ment of goods to overseas locations. This some $60 million is the largest
part of the cost which is borne by appropriated funds.

I might say it is almost by mere coincidence that the amount of
funds generated for military welfare and recreation funds by the
exchange systems last year all told was about $112 million. It was
£y just about the same amount as was put in by appropriated
undS.

Senator MUNDT. Thank you.
Those are all the preliminary questions that I have.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, gentleman.
Mr. Adlerman, will you please call the next witness?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Irvin E. Beard?

Mr. KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask to be excused. I am
due for an appointment before another congressional committee.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You certainly may, sir.
Mr. KELLEY. Thank you.

Senator RIBICOFF You do solemnly swear that the testimony you
are about to give before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. BEARD. I do, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, Mr. Beard.
TESTIMONY OF IRWIN E. BEARD

. Mr. BEARD, Mr. Chairman, my name is Irvin E. Beard and I live
in Carlisle, Pa.. I am employed by the attorney general of Pennsyl
vania in an investigative capacity. From 1962 until 1968, I was an
investigator for the Criminal Investigation Division of the Depart
ment of the Army.
From the

£of

1965 to the spring of 1967, I was the chief in

vestigator in a CID investigation of irregularities in the operations
of enlisted men's and noncommissioned officers' clubs in the Augs
burg/Munich area of West Germany, particularly the clubs of the 24th
Infantry Division. My superior was WO Karl O. Nestler, officer in
charge of the 13th MP Detachment in Augsburg.
Before relating specific details of my findings, I will summarize
the investigation generally in terms of its overall significance and
its disposition in May 1967.
SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION

I found that a tightly-knit clique of high-ranking noncommissioned
officers dominated and controlled the operations of the club mess
system of the 24th Infantry Division. My investigation convinced me,
although hard evidence sufficient for prosecution was lacking, that
these men were engaged in a criminal conspiracy which involved sys

tematic larceny of nonappropriated funds, property, and services of
the club system for their own benefit and enrichment. I knew that
Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge, division sergeant major of the 24th,
was a leader in the criminal organization. Other NCO's whom I found

involved were Sgt. Narvaez Hatcher, Seymour Lazar, William E.
Higdon, William C. Bagby, Theodore H. Bass, John C. Nelson, Loal
Teal, and a number of others.

A major factor in the systemized larceny was the skimming of re
ceipts from the many slot machines installed in the clubs of the 24th
Infantry Division. A statistical analysis which I made showed that
hundreds of thousands of dollars were stolen annually from the
machines. An independent analysis made prior to mine by the club

adviser of the 24th Infantry Division showed similar results.
When I sought evidence in the club records, I found them inaccurate,
missing, destroyed, or concealed. Some documents had been expertly
doctored to conceal wrongdoing.
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I found that many principals in the conspiracy had been transferred
from West Germany. However, there were some NCO's involved
who were still in the Augsburg-Munich area. When I sought to
interrogate them, I found that they knew the extent and nature of
my investigation and had engaged civilian legal counsel. Their at
torney informed our office that they would not be interviewed nor

would they make any statements.
The CID investigation was finally closed in May of 1967. The
case originally was a CID criminal-type investigation, in which un
developed leads could be checked out by other CID units and in
which the complete file on the case would be sent through channels
to the CID repository at Fort Holabird, Md., where it would be

available to any authority seeking information on the entire case

or on any of the individuals i.'
However, in May of 1967 the case was closed as a simple police
report and was filed locally in Germany. Undeveloped leads were not
checked and the principals, including Woolridge, Hatcher, Lazar,
Higdon, Bass, Bagby, and others, were never interviewed.
A factor of prime consideration in the decision to make the case
a simple police report was the possibility that further investigation
might embarrass the Army Chief of Staff, who had appointed Wool
dridge to be the sergeant major of the Army in July of 1966.
IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT THE CID INQUIRY

I should establish three important factors about my investigation
before I give a detailed accounting of what I found.
The first of these is that my superior, Mr. Nestler, was as concerned
as I was to see the facts £ He never limited my efforts, al
though he did caution me to proceed carefully because of the “sensitive”
nature of the affair.

The second factor is that while the 24th Infantry Division was com
manded by Maj. Gen. William Cunningham, until early in 1965, the
division's MP officials were directed by General Cunningham to handle
themselves all the division's police work, without referring cases to
the Augsburg CID unless the cases were so serious that they could not
be held within the division or unless the 24th's MP's could not handle

them. Our CID therefore had poor police relations with the 24th
Division's military police because of General Cunningham's polic
and effective law enforcement was hindered in the Augsburg-Munich
area. I firmly believe that the club system investigation I conducted
would have

£ far more successful if the

CID had been informed

'. earlier about irregularities long known to the 24th's MP per
Sonnel.

My third point relates to that situation. The 24th's police officials
and commanders knew about irregularities and had, in fact, investi
gated some of them. Therefore, when I entered the case, I was given
access to many documents and reports.
-

I will testify about this material, even though it was generated prior
to my work, because I personally checked out the material and can
attest to its accuracy.

My account of the Augsburg investigation, therefore, starts
at the
and follows

beginning, more than 2 years before CID participation,
events chronologically.
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DETAILS OF EVENTS IN AUGSBURG

The first indication on record that the club system was in trouble
was reported on July 15, 1963. Ron W. Alcorn, a movie producer and

Salesman of civilian clothing to soldiers, wrote to Brig. Gen. Gordon T.
Kimbrell, assistant division commander, that he had been unjustly ac
cused of informing division headquarters about widespread gambling
in the clubs. In spite of his protests, his letter described such operations
in the clubs. They were not simple games of chance that the clubs
sometimes ran for charitable purposes. These were poker and dice ses
sions for large stakes. Alcorn was bitter about Sergeant Major

Wooldridge, claiming that Wooldridge, seeking to protect and defend
the club personnel, was attacking Alcorn '.
Alcorn complained that he had given gifts, including a live lion,
to the clubs in the value of $4,551.70. He itemized them, and cited a
number of items for senior sergeants’ mess which were used to hel
furnish Sergeant Major Wooldridge's house. An Italian sofa, whic
Alcorn said cost almost $1,000 new, was given directly to Wooldridge,
but wound up in the possession of Sgt. John C. Nelson.
Alcorn noted close relationships between Wooldridge and Sgts:

William E. Higdon, William C. Bagby, and Nelson. Alcorn said
Wooldridge sought to discredit him within the division in retaliation
for Alcorn’s purported charges about large-scale gambling in the
clubs run by the sergeants.
Alcorn was gone from the area when I sought to interview him,
and I could not substantiate his statements about thousands of dollars

worth of gifts to the clubs and to individuals upon whom he presum
ably depended for support in conducting his business with the men
of the 24th Infantry Division. I reached him by telephone, however,
and he affirmed that all the statements in his letter were true.
THE ALLEGATIONS OF SERGEANT MAJOR PARRENT

In October of 1964, Maj. William George, club adviser in the 24th
Infantry Division, received a letter from Sgt. Maj. Kenneth L. Par
rent alleging gross mismanagement in the division's club system.
George recommended a full-scale probe by the division inspector
general, but Major General Cunningham, by note, asked George to
check out the matter and report to him. When the CID entered the
case a year later, George told us that many of Parrent's allegations
seemed groundless, but that he found two areas indicating mis
management.

I have a certain statement made by Sergeant Major Parrent. It is
a witnessed statement, sworn to by oath. It was taken on July 10,
1969. I would like to read this statement at this time, if I may.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the sworn affidavit of Ser
geant Major Parrent will be read.
Mr. BEARD (reading):
I, Kenneh L. Parrent, want to make the following statement under oath:
I was appointed to the grade of SGM in September 1963. At the time of my
appointment, I was stationed at Flak Kaserne, Augsburg, Germany, as a mem
ber of the 24th Infantry Division.
Upon my appointment, I was transferred to the 3d Engineer Bn, Henry
Kaserne, Munich, Germany.
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On my first duty day at Henry Kaserne, I walked out of my office to look
over the area. As I walked out, I noticed an American in civilian clothes with
two buckets full of coins, placing them in the trunk of his civilian car. I walked
to the man and identified myself and the man identified himself as Sgt. Higdon
of the NCO Club system. He explained that the coins were from the slot
machines and he was taking them to the club custodian.
I advised him that this was certainly an improper way to handle money and
that a disinterested witness should also be present at which time Higdon said
that the manner in which he was doing it was how it was handled in this area's
club system.
I took Higdon and the money to my office and I called the club custodian at the
Will Kaserne, whose name I do not recall at this time, and was told that Higdon
was all right.

This custodian then came to my office and I released the money to the two of
them. Within minutes, I received several calls, one of which was from SGM
Sam Goldstein, telling me that I was “out in the field,” that Higdon was Bill
Wooldridge's boy. (Bill Wooldridge was SGM William O. Wooldridge, SGM of the
24th Infantry Division).
From this time on, I realized that all information going to or coming from
Wooldridge, went through Goldstein. I was aware that when Wooldridge had
taken over as Division SMG, he had fired all persons in responsible positions in
the Division NCO Club system, who were then replaced with personnel with whom
Wooldridge was acquainted. I knew that many of these persons had been at Fort
Benning, Georgia, prior to coming to Germany.
I was appointed to the NCO club system Board of Governors because of my
position. There were no elections, and the board consisted of about 16 SGMs,
none of whose names I recall at this time.

I must admit that at the very first board meeting I was a complete virgin, and
felt by observation, that the board itself was stupid and that the club custodian,
Sgt. Hatcher, was extremely shrewd.
As I observed the meeting, Hatcher had a stack of cards in a file box, and as he
had them out, he handled them like a deck of cards. As he came to each, I recall

that one was for $24,000 for entertainment, he said, “I need a motion, I need a
second, I need a vote.” To the words motion, second and vote, there was the

answer from the board, “You got it.”
Then I recall there were similar expenditures in the amounts of $5,000 to
ranges of about $30,000, which were handled and voted upon in the same manner.
There was no discussion, no debate or staffing or questioning of any of the ex

penditures. (I would like to interject that at subsequent meetings, I noticed that
Hatcher generated discussions of expenditures in small amounts, such as $50.00,
$200.00 or $300.00, but that when it came to high amounts, it was handled in

Hatcher's “need a motion, need a second, need a vote” manner. This led me to the
conclusion that the board was indeed stupid, and that Hatcher was shrewd in
the manner in which he brought these things through.)
After this first meeting, I went back to my office and looked up all the regula
tions regarding the responsibilities of the board of governors of the clubs.
After familiarizing myself with the regulations I went to Flak Kaserne and
spoke with Sgt. Hatcher, regarding what I thought the duties and the responsibili
ties of the Board of Governors were. Hatcher was receptive to my conversation.
Later I discussed my conversation with Sgt. Hatcher, with SGM Goldstein
when the latter brought the subject up. Originally when I had spoken with
Hatcher he indicated to me that he felt that I was correct in my feelings as to
the duties of the Board of Governors.

Hatcher explained to me his situation wherein he had many deadlines to meet,
that the expenditures requested by him for the benefit of the club system and
that it was a matter of reasonable cooperation.
In my meeting with Goldstein, which was a couple of days later, Goldstein
brought up the subject and elaborated on the needs of running a smooth club
system for the benefit of the troops.
When I left Goldstein's office it had not occurred to me that something was

wrong with the system. I never gave it a thought that something might be
wrong because to me Bill Wooldridge was a shining example of the best soldier
in the United States Army and Goldstein, being his second in command, I had
no reason to question either One of them. I would estimate this occurred in
October or November 1963.

I was tasked with the mission of procuring and erecting a quonset hut for

enlargement of the Warner Enlisted Men's Club. Col. Ewing, Munich Post Engi
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neer, located the building. I prevailed upon my Battalion S3 to schedule the
dismantling of the building and the transportation thereof as a training project
on the Battalion training schedule. A platoon was dispatched from the Battalion
to the border area to accomplish this task.

When the building was unloaded in Warner Kaserne the need for a concrete
floor was apparent. I instructed the Platoon Sergeant to calculate the amount
of material necessary to pour this floor. I took the list of materials to Sgt.
Hatcher and explained that it was necessary that the system furnish me with
these materials as quickly as possible due to the fact the Battalion was sched
uled into the Honenfels Training Area shortly. That in order to have the building
prepared for further work on the inside, it was necessary that I have this
material.

Sgt. Hatcher okayed the list of materials and instructed me to procure them
from German firms in the Munich area. I took the list to the club manager and
explained that I was occupied with my Battalion and that he should procure
the materials and inform me of their arrival. The materials arrived.

I procured a large mixer from Post Engineer and had the Battalion S3
assign the task on the training schedule to a Platoon. Upon completion of the
building it was rumored that I had made money on erecting the building.
I took this matter to Sam Goldstein, discussed it with him and with SGM
Wooldridge. At that time I expressed my desire to Wooldridge to resign from
the Board of Governors. I was convinced by SGM Wooldridge that I could do
the division more good by remaining on the board and ignoring the accusations
which had been rumored.

This explanation was logical and were the same explanation to be presented to
me now, I would still consider it logical. Nothing of importance came to my atten
tion regarding the club system in the few ensuing months even though I felt
that the administration of the club was not proper.
I forgot to mention as a matter of sequence in my statement, that shortly after
my appointment to the Board of Governors, I visited the Will NCO Club for the

first time with my wife in the company of MSG Petty and his wife.
When entering the club we selected a table on the north floor immediately ad
jacent to the band stand. We were there momentarily when Sgt. Higdon came to
our table, greeted us and told me that I was at the wrong table.
I inquired as to why this was and Sgt. Higdon said that I should be in the VIP
section on the upper balcony. Mrs. Parrent did not wish to move. I prevailed upon
her to be agreeable to the move. I insisted to Sgt. Higdon that my guests be per
mitted to join me. This was agreeable.
We moved to the upper balcony at which the tables were occupied by a majority
of Sergeant Majors and Master Sergeants of the Division. We had an enjoyable
evening. At the close of the evening I asked the waitress for the bill for my table.
She explained there was no bill for my table. I insisted on a bill.
In a few moments Sgt. Higdon appeared at my table and explained the evening
was on him. Both Sgt. Petty and myself were adamant that we be permitted to
pay our bill. The bill was calculated by the waitress and since neither the wait
ress nor Higdon would take the money we left the money with the bill on the
table and left the club.

To the best of my knowledge, in early 1964, I had an occasion to visit Reese
NCO Club. Immediately upon entry, I noticed new draperies and a horrible paint
job. I took a table and within minutes, the manager appeared at my table and
offered a drink which I accepted and then placed my order with the waitress for
food.

-

I commented on the newness of the paint and the draperies and engaged the

manager in a conversation. He explained that he himself had directed the reno
Vation. I remember that I had failed to note this item at the last Board of Gov

ernors meeting. I made a mental note of it and closed the conversation. I do not
recall the manager's name.
At the next Board of Governors meeting I inquired of the custodian as to who
authorized the expenditures of funds at the Reese Club. There was a discussion
On the matter at the conclusion of which Sgt. Hatcher advised the board that
the amount expended was within his authorized amount, classified as renovation
and replacement and therefore approval by the Board of Governors for this was
not specifically required. I still considered the amount for this particular project
excessive. My feelings on this expenditure are based upon my knowledge of prices
involved in renovating and decorating.

At this time I circulated among the Board members with the idea of placing
under contract a competent architectural firm who would be responsible for
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all design, construction, alterations and interior decorating throughout the sys
tem. The points that I presented to the Board members were a reduction in cost,
professional work and a system of tastefully decorated clubs.
I also made a point that none of us were professionally qualified to execute
decisions in these fields and further our time would not permit it. When I was
assured that I had the necessary number of votes I presented the subject at a
Board meeting. The idea was generally accepted as being sound.
Shortly thereafter, I had the occasion to request at a Board of Governors meet
ing that the Keller Club be renovated. I asked for and received permission to
consult architects of my choice. I invited two young architects from Italy to be
my house guests with an explanation of what I desired. They were my house
guests for a one-week period during which time they toured the entire club system.
I explained the peculiar problems of soldier patrons to them. They measured
the club and insured me that they could produce a prospective for presentation
to the Board within a short time.

Shortly thereafter, one of the architects returned to Germany with their
proposal for alterations to the club. Their drawings were enthusiastically re
ceived by all concerned. I asked the Board for payment for design fees. The check
issued to the architect, I do not recall the amount. This project never mate

£

rialized.

In the spring of 1964, I was appointed in company with one other Board mem
ber and the club custodian to a journey to Frankfurt to investigate and report
on the possible acquisition of carbo mix machines. I was supposed to inquire on
these machines.

In my opinion, they were not necessary either for customer convenience or an
increase in profits. Upon our arrival in Frankfurt, we were met by a Mr. Leon F.
Emerson and one other person, who I do not know. We were billeted at the
Intercontinental Hotel. We had the evening meal on the hotel roof restaurant.
The tab was picked up by either Mr. Emerson or the person with him.
They offered us a tour of Frankfurt. Part way through the tour I pleaded a
headache and was dropped off at the hotel. In the morning we had breakfast at
the hotel grill. The tab again was paid by either Mr. Emerson or the person with
him. The bill was 87.00 Deutsche MarkS.

Upon our return to Munich, I reported to the Board of Governors and recom
mended disapproval based on my former opinion and what I thought was ex
cessive cost, the amount being in excess of $30,000.00. The Board accepted my
recommendation.

Shortly thereafter, I had the occasion to visit the Schleissheim Swimming
Pool, operated by the club. I observed one of these carbo mix machines installed
at the swimming pool. I inquired of the club manager, whom I believe was
Sgt. Fox, as to how he obtained this machine. He referred me to the club cus
todian (Hatcher).

-

At the next Board of Governors meeting I noted an entry on the financial state
ment, indicating a small sum of money had been paid to carbo mix. At open
meeting I questioned the custodian regarding this entry, he offered an explana
tion that the company had agreed to install the machine for a trial period, pro
viding the club system pay the installation charges and maintenance. I objected
to his explanation and the discussion was terminated.
At one of the meetings the subject of cash register rental was brought to the
floor. The Board was advised by the custodian that certain machines were sys
ten owned and others were On a rental basis. Later I visited the National Cash

Register Company in Augsburg, inquired of a receptionist as to whom I could
speak with regarding the amount of cash registers that the 24th Infantry Divi

sion club system rented from them. She referred me to a gentleman employed by
the firm.

I introduced myself as a member of the Board of Governors and requested this
information from him. With a little research the gentleman informed me that
the club owned their machines. I was indecisive as to who was correct, the club
or the National ("ash Register firm.

About the spring of 1964. I had the occasion to visit the club custodian's office.
At the time of my arrival he was not in. After a short heated argument with lo

cal National personnel employed in the club office, I gained admittance to the
custodian's office.

I noted face up on his desk a check written in the amount of $50,000.00. It was

made payable to the International Construction Company, Vaduz, Lichtenstein.

I flipped the check over and noted it had been processed through a bank in that
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particular city and was a cancelled check. I wrote down the name of the bank
and the payee at Vaduz, Lichtenstein.

Later on I personally travelled to Lichtenstein, located the bank, presented
myself, explained to the bank personnel that the club system still owed this par
ticular company a small sum of money and asked if they could assist me in lo
cating the company.
After I waited several minutes I was informed that this particular company
had a license to operate for a limited period of time in Vaduz, and there was no
record available. It was at this point that I became convinced that honesty was
being kicked about the club system.
My reasons for my actions regarding this check and the suspicions that had
generated were because I was fully aware that under my tenure the Board of
Governors had not authorized or approved this expenditure.
At a later date I had the opportunity to check into the possibilities of estab
lishing a rest center at a beach hotel in Italy. While on ordinary leave in Italy
I spent three days of my time checking with officials at Aviano Air Base as to
the possibility of establishing this type of hotel in their base command's zone of
responsibility.
I checked with the club custodian at the Air Base he also furnished me with

a copy of their financial statement. I noted that, though their membership was
Small, their income from their slot machines in some cases exceeded that of our
System.

I reported back to the Board on my trip. I was paid the expenses for it. I do
not recall the amount. Later the club custodian and his wife went with me in

my car with Mrs. Parrent and myself to Italy to more thoroughly investigate
this project.
We looked at several hotels and settled on one that was more closely within

our needs. We spoke with the owner. He indicated if he would accept a three
years' rental contract as I recall the sum discussed was close to $10,000.00 per
year. Sgt. Hatcher provided me with gas and the oil for this trip.
This project was enthusiastically received by the Board, but later the Board
was advised by the club advisor that the Commanding General would not ap
prove such a project. Sgt. Hatcher immediately moved for disapproval, his
motion carried by the majority.

After careful consideration and a look at what was required, I resolved to
put my opinion in writing to the president of the Board. I became more firm
that my decision was correct when I noted on a financial statement that the
system had received in excess of $1,000,000.00 of income and for the same period
showed a net operating loss of $12,000.00.
Using the regulation as a guideline I prepared my letter. I was assisted by
the Captain who was our Battalion S4 officer. When my letter was in final form
I discussed it with the Battalion Commander, Col. Adams. I was instructed by

the Colonel to deliver a copy of it to the CG Division Artillery prior to my
presenting it at the Board of Governors' meeting.
At the next Board of Governors' meeting I requested permission of the presi
dent to read my letter. At this time I personally handed a copy to the club
advisor, Maj. George and the president of the Board of Governors. I read my
letter at the open meeting.
I do not recall all the points that I made in my letter, but I ascertained that
the statements that my letter contained were sufficient to cause competent
authority to initiate investigation.
When I had completed reading my letter, the president of the Board of
Governors thanked me, the meeting was closed and the various board members
departed.
A few days later I was called to Division Headquarters where I spoke with the
club advisor who informed me that the Division Inspector General personally
had made an examination of the club records and nothing was amiss.
I believe that a copy of the letter referred to above is in storage with my
household goods in the United States. If appropriate authority requests I will
give permission to such authority to go into my household goods in storage to
locate and obtain the copy of the aforementioned letter.
The following are some of the conclusions contained in my letter:

Wearing of civilian clothes during duty hours by club personnel was contrary
to regulations.
Expenditures of money for travel by the club custodian was improper and that
prior to travel he should have obtained orders and Board's approval for any
expenditures.
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That purchases within the system were irregular. That income in excess of
$1,000,000.00 with a net operating loss of $12,000.00 for a year period was
highly irregular and indicative of poor management.
That purchases of beer at other than brewery sources and particukarly from a
TV Store or Washeteria was not proper.
That purchase of automobiles by the club and use thereof by the custodian
for his personal benefit was not proper.
To have an E7 driver on the payroll to drive an E6 was not proper.

Shortly after my writing of the letter I received a phone call from Division
Personnel informing me of my reassignment to CONUS. The time given to arrive
at the port was extremely short.
I went to Division Personnel and was successful in obtaining a delay which
would permit me to take leave in Italy, reporting to Bremerhaven on 26 December
1964. I arrived in Europe in October 1961 for a three-year tour and was granted a
one-year extension which should have allowed me to remain in Europe until
October 1965.

At this point I think it is necessary to State that all of my statement is based
on my recollection of the events which occurred about 5% years ago. I am no
longer certain as to the exact dates or even the exact sequence of events. Many
of the details are foggy, but each fact that I have set forth in my statement is
to the best of my knowledge.

I would also like to point out that I no longer can prove the large majority
of the allegations and facts contained in this statement. Again, I repeat that
these events occurred approximately 5% years ago and the persons are scattered
throughout the World and I no longer have available the records which were

in evidence at the time of my original complaint.
I would also like to point out that at the time of my original complaint no
one saw fit to discuss the relative merits of my complaint with me other than
Major George, the Club Advisor.

I was extremely surprised that no one from the CID asked any questions of
me. In the past 5% years I believe that my complaint has led to a large number
of substantial hardships not only on myself, but additionally upon my family.
I would like at this point to state that the competent authority that existed
5% years ago is no different than the competent authority that exists today.
If at that time these authorities did not afford me the opportunity to discuss
my complaints and evaluate the merits of them, I can see no reason at this
late date to ask me to jeopardize the remainder of my career and my family's
well-being over a case in which if it is proven people erred in judgment and
duty, that competent authority today will take appropriate steps in examining
the basis of my complaint and allowing me and my family the opportunity not
only to serve the rest of our tour in the Army, but to live in a manner acceptable
to SOciety.

Further, I think it is necessary to mention here that as a result of my com
plaint that the subsequent investigation which was started within the 24th

Infantry Division has resulted in the past 41% years in a serious diminishing
of my professional reputation.

While I cannot prove the following, it is my firm belief that various people
would speak to my commanders making inferences and accusations as to my
character, reputation and professional ability in such a manner as to cause my

commanders to seriously question my capability of performing my mission.
During the past 41% years, I was given various assignments, and after meeting
with the persons that I had served with at the 24th Division at my new assign
ment, it is my recollection and belief that they spoke to my commanders and
then I would be relieved from various areas of responsibility.
If as a result of this investigation it is determined that I performed my duty
correctly while a member of the Board of Governors, I question who would
address an official letter to my former commanders informing them that the
allegations which I believe were passed against me were in fact unfounded.
Set forth below are the questions asked by the investigator and my answers.
Question: Who was the Club Custodian Higdon taking the money to?
Answer: He informed me he was taking it to the main club to be counted.
Question: Did he indicate to what person he was going to take the money to?
Answer: No.

Question: Do you have any record or can you in any way substantiate that
Wooldridge did actually fire all of the responsible personnel in the system and
replace them. With his own men?
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Answer: In answer to this question I cannot state that Wooldridge was
actually the man who fired all of the responsible personnel in the System and
replace them with his own men, but when Wooldridge moved from the 1/21st
Infantry to the Division Sergeant Major, a number of sergeants whom I knew
by name and in a working relationship came to me and asked why they had been
removed from their positions as Club Managers.
They had all been managing the clubs and showing a profit, so they stated,
and they also stated that for no apparent reason they were ordered to leave their
positions as managers and return to their units. While I cannot state that the
men who replaced the Club Managers were personally picked by Wooldridge, it
is my opinion that they were either personal friends of Wooldridge or Hatcher.
Question: Do you know where Wooldridge and Goldstein came from prior to
their arrival at the 24th ?

Answer: No, with the exception that as I have stated, Wooldridge came from
the 1/21st Infantry prior to becoming Division Sergeant Major.
Question: Did you ever check with other Sergeant Majors to see if they re
ceived their drinks, etc., free in the VIP section at the Will NCO Club?
Answer: No.

Question:

What amount are you talking about concerning the renovation of

the Reese NCO Club?

Answer: It had to be below the 5,000.00 dollar level, but what I was talking
about was that I don't remember this work ever being mentioned at a board
meeting.

£".

Do you know who represented Carbo-Mix in the sale to the club

System

Answer: When Hatcher and one other Sergeant Major who was a member of
the Board of Governors accompanied me to Frankfurt to discuss the possible
acquisition by the club system of these machines I was introduced to a Mr. Leon
Emerson and an American person with him who was presented to me as presi
dent of the Carbo-Mix Company and who lived in the Intercontinental Hotel in
Frankfurt; this took place in the spring of 1964. I have no knowledge of any sale
by Carbo-Mix people to the club system.
The first that this came to my attention was on a visit to the Schleissheim
swimming pool when I observed a Carbo-Mix machine installed there, and at a
subsequent Board meeting when an item appeared on the financial statement as
payment to the Carbo-Mix Company. The purchase of Carbo-Mix machines per
se at this time was denied by the Club Custodian, Sergeant Hatcher.
Question: Concerning the 50,000.00 dollar check referred to in your state
ment, did you notice if the check had an ECN number on it?
Answer: No.

Question: Do you recall who was the payee of the check?

Answer: The International Construction Company.
Question: Do you recall who signed the check?
Answer: There were two signatures, one of which was Hatcher's.

Question: Do you think the check could have been for 50,000.00 DM rather
than 50,000.00 dollars?
Answer: As best as I can remember, the check was for 50,000.00 dollars. Had

it been 50,000.00 DM I don't think I would have made any special note of
it. During this period the club was spending sums in excess of 50,000.00 DM
for various items monthly, but because of the check being for dollars it struck
me as extremely high.

Question: Are you sure that the check was drawn on the American Express
Company?
Answer: No. As I remember, the check looked like an American check, but
I am not sure that it was drawn on the American Express Co.

Question: What do you know about the purchase of automobiles for the
club 2

Answer: In addition to the normal operating fleet of an NCO club Sys

tem I know that the club purchased a Ford line car (a Falcon or a Mercury)
and that this car was for the personal use of Hatcher and that he had an E–7
as his driver.

Question: Is there anything further you would like to add to this state
ment?

Answer: I would like to point out that on the first page of my statement
where Higdon is mentioned, at the time of the incident I did not know that that

individual was Higdon, but that later on I found out that that individual
was named Higdon.
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Concerning the phone call I received shortly after my confrontation with
Higdon, the caller identified himself as “Sam the hatchet man.” Sergeant
Major Goldstein was at that time known within the Division as Sam the
Hatchet Man.

I would like to emphasize that I only know that it was Sergeant Major
Goldstein who called because of the way the person identified himself, not

by my personal knowledge of what his voice sounded like over the telephone.
Finally, I would like to point out that while my concern about this statement
may have been noticed by the agents taking the statement, my concern is not as to
the truth or falsity of the facts and opinions expressed in the statement, but
rather as to the repercussions which flowed from the incident 5% years ago
and which I feel will probably again flow from this investigation. I can think of
no way to insulate my family from the type of treatment they had been subjected
to at other installations.

That ends the statement by Sergeant Major Parrent. I would like to
continue with the rest of my statement.

Senator RIBICOFF. We will ask the Department of Defense to investi

gate whether there were any improper pressures used on Sergeant
Major Parrent, whether he was discriminated against when his assign
ment was shifted.

You may proceed, sir.
Mr. BEARD. Thank you.
Major George found that Sfc. Narvaez Hatcher paid himself as club
custodian $1.75 per hour for 285 hours per month, a total of $498.75 per
month for his club services, which was in addition to his normal Army
pay of $5,760.82, including military allowances. My later investiga
tion verified that Hatcher paid himself these sums, even while he was
on leave in the United States and while he was a patient in an Army
hospital.
Major George also found that Sergeant Hatcher had been given
prior approval by the club system's board of governors to spend $600
per month for each of 11 clubs in Augsburg for repairs to club
premises and facilities. This totaled $6,600 per month, but Hatcher

spent $8,383.94 in October of 1964. In one instance, Major George
questioned the disbursement of $500 for refurbishing kitchen facilities
at the Flak Kaserne EM Club. He called in the post engineers, who
examined the work and estimated that it should not have cost more

than half of the $500 Hatcher paid.
Major George reported his findings to General Cunningham, who
fired Sergeant Hatcher from the job of club custodian. Hatcher was
reassigned within the division, but no other action was taken, and
Hatcher left the division in June or July of 1965 to return to the
United States for reassignment.
General Cunningham then removed the board of governors of the
club system and appointed a board in its place with instructions to
operate the clubs in a businesslike manner.
I checked the records of Hatcher's mismanagement of the clubs, and

reported my findings to Major George, who told me that since General
Cunningham had fired Hatcher, who had returned to the United
States, nothing further would be done about the matter.
It was my firm opinion, and it still is, in view of my investigation
*

-

-

of the Alcorn and Parrent allegations, that Major General Cunning
aam, after being fully informed on a number of occasions about, ir
regularities and improprieties in the Augsburg club system, failed to
order warranted and necessary corrective action and punitive measures.
As a matter of fact, from Major George's reports and my own investi
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gation, I believe that General Cunningham took positive action to
them to go scot free. I am not making this statement in retrospect, nor
cover up the improprieties and to permit the persons responsible for
as a result of having retired from Federal service. In fact, I so stated
in a report on the investigation which I wrote on January 18, 1967,
as follows:
Previous investigation of Club System irregularities conducted by Major
William L. George, Club Advisor, was ordered “covered up.” Other investiga
tions of known irregulariities were either closed or covered up.

It is a matter of record that Major George reported his findings
and made recommendations for full-scale investigation of the club
system on a number of occasions directly to the division headquarters

and, in some instances, directly to General Cunningham. These re
ports and recommendations were not acted upon.
THE CID ENTERS THE AUGSBURG CASE

On September 7, 1965, police officials of the 24th Infantry Division
gave the CID its first substantial information that there were criminal
activities going on within the club system.
We £ been suspicious previously because of various allegations
and reports that club custodians and managers “had a g
thing
going for them.” However, the CID cannot normally start an investi
gation without an official complaint. On September 7, however, we
learned that Major George had received an anonymous letter on
August 21, 1965, alleging that employees and managers were sys
tematically stealing money from club slot machines. In view of later
events, the letter proved remarkably accurate. During my investiga
tion, I became convinced that I knew who wrote the letter—a German

National employed as an auditor in the club system—and I am in
formed by ' subcommittee's staff that they recently verified that
he did write it.

The letter suggested that the club should be raided during a regu
larly scheduled time for counting the slot machine receipts. The letter
said the thieves could be caught with more money than they reported
on vouchers.

It was suggested that September 3 would be a good day for the

raid and that tight security should be kept for fear that all club
officials would be tipped off.
Major George took the letter seriously, and arranged a raid for
September 3, 1965. He and some subordinates moved in on the Sheri
dan NCO Club just after S.
Edward Jones had completed the
count of money taken from the slot machines.

#

The income voucher showed $654.10 less than the cash Jones had on

hand. The clubs used coin-counting machines which were equipped
with a trigger that, when depressed, erased the recorded count at
any time during the counting, returning the total to zero.
Sergeant Jones was arrested and signed a statement that he intended
to steal the money. He did not then or later implicate any other per
sons but said he was taking the money for himself. He was tried within
the next several months, convicted, and sentenced to 1 year at hard
labor.
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No other clubs were raided on September 3, 1965. Mr. Nestler and
I were critical of the way the raid was conducted. We felt that Major

George should have devised a plan to apprehend simultaneously all
the persons named in the letter as being guilty of skimming the
slot machine receipts, rather than Jones alone.
On September 4, 1965, Major George took another step in his
investigation of the clubs. He checked out all slot machines in the
Augsburg area, finding and removing 18 plugs or jumpers from 16
machines. The plugs were used to prevent slot machines from paying
jackpots. If, for example, three watermelons in a row were needed

for a jackpot, a plug in the proper place would prevent the third
watermelon from registering. My own investigation later established
that jackpot payout vouchers in the club system were falsified to show
that jackpots had been paid when none actually were.
The events of September 3 and 4–Sergeant Jones arrest and the
discovery of the plugs in the slot machines—convinced Major George's
superiors that these matters were too serious to attempt to contain
them within the division's police authority, and they ordered him to
report them to the CID. He did so on September 7, 1965, and I was

assigned to the case on that date, receiving from Major George all
information he had as well as data compiled by the MP's of the divi
S1On.

The arrest of Sergeant Jones and the evident skimming of the slot
machines engaged our immediate attention. Major George reported
to us the results of an analysis of slot machine receipts he had made in

1964, following the allegations of Sergeant Major Parrent. These were
his principal findings:
1. The club machines showed average receipts of $39,000 per
month, from January 1962 through March of 1964.
2. Sfc. Narvaez Hatcher was named club custodian in April
of 1964.

3. In April of 1964 the receipts dropped to $28,000.
4. Receipts continued to drop, reaching a 3-year low of $20,000
in November of 1964.

5. Major George made a comparison of an 8-month period in
1964, under Hatcher as custodian, with an identical 8-month
period in 1963, before Hatcher's regime. There was a difference of
$133,000 less in receipts while Hatcher was the custodian.
Major George reported that the Will Kaserne NCO Club in Munich,
during the period from January of 1962 through March of 1964
had slot machine income ranging monthly between $8,000 and $14,000.
During Hatcher's control, from April of 1964 through November
of 1964, the same club showed receipts ranging between $5,000 and
$6,000. After his analysis was completed, Major George monitored
the slot machines at the Will NCO Club. In January of 1965, receipts
were $10,072.45.
Because the skimming of slot machines was obviously a major aspect
of the conspiracy. I made my own analysis of the slot machine re
ceipts, making a thorough study of a 4-year period.
I found that examination of receipts for 4 years showed an average

profit of 52 percent, which was not at all consistent with the Army's
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requirement of 60–70 percent profits, a figure based upon normal
experience of slot machine winnings by players.
paid particular attention to the periods preceding and following
Jones arrest. I found that from January
August of 1965,
the average monthly profit percentage was 57.4 percent.
During the remainder of 1965, after Jones arrest, the average
monthly profit percentage was 70.2 percent. During this period, there
were no substantial changes in the division's troop strength.
During the period between Jones arrest and his conviction in
December of 1965, it was apparent that an intense effort was being
made in the clubs to slow down the play on the slot machines. Our
assumption was that this effort was
to indicate that Jones'
theft was an exception, and to hide the fact that skimming of the slot
machines was an organized operation. There were frequent shortages
of coins in the clubs, so that soldiers could not obtain change to play
them, and there were constant calls for repairs for machines that

t'.

'

supposedly had broken down.

I found it extremely significant that the average monthly profit
for the year 1964 was $15,708.12, while the monthly profit for the
period September–December 1965, while Jones was under arrest and
awaiting trial, was $41,651.60. It should be borne in mind that the
only practical way of apprehending slot machine skimmers was to
catch them in the act as Jones had been caught.

Although I was unable to uncover additional evidence of actual
thefts from the slot machine receipts, my statistical analysis con
vinced me that the custodians, managers, and other personnel con
nected with the club system for the 24th Division were stealing
between $300,000 and $350,000 annually from slot machines in the
Augsburg-Munich area alone—

Senator MUNDT. You say they are stealing this money. I agree that
is just another way of skimming. They were stealing it from their
fellow personnel in the armed services, were they not?
Mr. BEARD. That is right.
Senator MUNDT. They were not stealing it from the Government or
individuals; they were really stealing it from the servicemen of that
area?

Mr. BEARD. Yes, Senator.
Senator MUNDT. Is that correct?

Mr. BEARD. You are correct, sir—and the thefts had been going on
for an extended period of time. Most soldiers played the machines,
and on occasion there were lines waiting for the opportunity to play.
In support of my conclusion, I wish to call the subcommittee's close
attention to the most incredible series of coincidences that I have ever

encountered during my career as an investigator.
I am no expert on the laws of chance, but I suppose that the odds
against the occurrence of the figures I found in the records of slot
machine receipts for 1962 are perhaps as high as 20 billion to 1. These
are the figures for 1962, long before the club system was under inves

tigation. Note that very little imagination was used in the reports.
Whoever selected the figures simply wrote down the figure from 6
months before:
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SLOT MACHINE RECEIPTS, 1962

January, $18,887.50 and July, $18,887.50; February, $16,325 and
August, $16,325; March, $16,945 and September, $16,945; April, $14,
172.50 and October, $14,172.50; May, $19,150 and November, $19,150.
We in the CID believed that Major George should have checked
all machines in the Augsburg-Munich area for plugs, instead of the
few which were checked. However, the controls instituted by Major

George on slot machine operation after Jones arrest seemed to be very
effective. Income from the machines was much higher from that time
until I left the Augsburg area.
ANOTHER INFORMANT ON THE CLUB SYSTEM

About September 25, 1965, shortly after I started my investigation,
another informant made a substantial number of serious charges
against club managers, custodians, and personnel. The charges are
listed in full in my report of the case, but in this testimony I will
describe only a few of them.
Some charges which could be proved or had some basis in fact as
disclosed by my investigation are:
1. Fraudulent contracts for

Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you identify the informant?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir. £ informant in this case was the auditor, Mr.
Fritchie.

1. Fraudulent contracts for the club system were commonplace.
2. Invoices were altered and prices hiked.
3. Invoices were paid for nonexistent firms.
4. Foods were channeled from Government supplies in messes
to the clubs, where it was sold. The proceeds were pocketed by the
management personnel of the clubs.
5. £ payrolls were padded with nonexistent employees. Em
ployees were paid for times not actually worked.
6. Bar and kitchen reports were inaccurate and falsified.
We managed to substantiate certain of the allegations. For example,
salaries were paid in the clubs when the 24th Division was out on field
maneuvers. Substantial entertainment bills were paid for the same

period of field maneuvers. Bar and kitchen supplies were used for
parties for personnel, but no records of such use could be found.
A good example of fraud was the matter of the “L. & P. Metal
Works,” a firm purported to operate in Augsburg. These were the
circumstances: A vehicle in possession of the club system was rebuilt
to transport alcoholic beverages from club to club. The amount was
$381, according to the invoice which was obviously prepared with a do
it-yourself rubber stamp kit. The cost purportedly was paid by Ser
geant Hatcher with club funds.
My investigation showed that the Augsburg address on the invoice
was a private residence. No “L. & P. Metal Works” was listed in the
records of the Augsburg City Registrar. The itemized list of materials
for the work was dated March 6, 1964, but the purchase order, which
should have preceded the invoice, was dated 60 days later in May of
1964. The purchase order was signed by M. Sgt. Justin Blanchette, the
supply sergeant, and payment was then made by Sergeant Hatcher.
35–359–69–pt. 1–4
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Actually, the work was done by two soldier mechanics from the divi
sion. Their last names were Lewis and Place.

I found that many club system records were fraudulent or expertly
“doctored.” I was able to verify certain allegations of corruption, like
those mentioned above, but all my attempts to establish the facts about
other allegations of the informant proved fruitless, principally be

cause of the poor records within the club system and because the
principals were no longer in the area.

-

At one point, I interviewed Sgt. John C. Nelson, who admitted to
me that he was one of a group engaged in improprieties relating to the

club system, but he refused to give me any details. Nelson said the
others would retaliate and might even kill him.
ROLE OF SERGEANT MAJOR WOOLDRIDGE

During my investigation, I came to the firm conclusion that Sgt.

Maj. William O. Wooldridge, the division sergeant major, had effec
tive control of the club system and that all assignments to jobs within
it had to be approved by him.
He was '' to by club personnel and obviously was a person
of power and influence among them. In my view, the group he con
trolled included, among others, Sergeants Higdon, Bagby, Hatcher,
Bass, Teal, and Lazar.

Among the allegations which I was able to substantiate were a
number relating to various services provided with club funds to the

club custodians and managers. They frequently took advantage of
hotel reservations in Munich and elsewhere which ostensibly were

maintained for visting entertainers. Several parties they attended
were paid for with club system funds. Other £" relating
to their personal conduct were subsidized by club funds.
I found that there were questionable transactions between Sergeants
Hatcher and Lazar and an American-owned firm called Carbo-Mix, of

Frankfurt, which was a supplier of soft-drink dispensing machines
and supplies.
PROBLEMS OF THE INVESTIGATION

I was greatly frustrated by this investigation. There were road
blocks at every turn. I never had a regular staff to help me in checking
out adequately the numerous allegations I received.
Investigators who were assigned to me were soon relieved, primarily

because of the pressure of work upon all CID detachments in West
Germany. I could not operate efficiently without more help in a case
with so many widespread ramifications. I also encountered much
resistance from officials who wanted the case closed and forgotten.
Again, we were all aware of the “sensitive” nature of the case, par
ticularly after Sergeant Major Wooldridge became the sergeant major
of the Army in July of 1966.
THE CLOSING OF THE CASE

The investigation of the club system of the 24th Infantry Division
was closed at a meeting on May 10, 1967, in Frankfurt, West Germany.
Col. Henry Gibson, commander of the 15th MP Brigade, presided. He
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and others who attended agreed that the case should be closed. I agreed

with the decision, partly because of my frustration and partly because
I doubted that punitive measures even would be taken.
I believe that the principal consideration of those who attended the
meeting was that further investigation by me or other personnel would
embarrass Gen. Harold Johnson, Chief of Staff of the Army, who
had appointed
Major Wooldridge as the first sergeant major
of the Army in July of 1966. It was also considered that
Gen
eral Cunningham would be embarrassed by further investigation.
The
consideration, however, was the Wooldridge situation.

£

£

£

In closing the case, we used DA Form 1932, which is a commander's
report of disciplinary action taken. Form 1932 has limited local dis
tribution as a police report. It is not normally forwarded through

channels to the central CID repository at Fort Holabird, Md., where
any routine check about individuals whose names appear in reports
would disclose all information in the CID files about those individ

uals. If we had not been given a directive to close the case on a Form
1932, we would have normally closed it with an ROI (report of inves
tigation), which is a standard CID form for cases of more than simple
police actions and which automatically would have ensured that the
report would be filed in the central repository at Fort Holabird.
When I was transferred from the CID at Augsburg in 1967, the
reading file and other materials and notes on the club system investi
gation were in our files. They no longer can be found.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you, Mr. Beard. I have just a few questions.
Did you personally have any direct involvement with General
Johnson?

Mr. BEARD. No, Mr. Chairman, I did not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you personally have any direct involvement
with General Cunningham?
Mr. BEARD. No, Mr. Chairman, I did not.
Senator RIBICOFF. How did you know that further investigation
would embarrass either General Johnson or General Cunningham?
Mr. BEARD. This is the information I had received from my superiors.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who were those superiors?
Mr. BEARD. Primarily WO Karl O. Nestler,
Senator RIBICOFF. That was the only one although you did meet
with Colonel Gibson during the final decision?

Mr. BEARD. Yes. I proceeded to Frankfurt and was informed by
Colonel Gibson of the decision that had been made.

Senator RIBICOFF. This is what someone else told you. You did
not know whether General Johnson or General Cunningham would
have actually been embarrassed?
Mr. BEARD. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. You did not know that?
Mr. BEARD. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. How did you know that Sergeant Major Wool
dridge was the head of this overall criminal organization of conspiracy
as you call it?
Mr. BEARD. Mr. Chairman, I came to this conclusion as a result of
the extensive investigation I conducted. I found at every turn the
name Sergeant Major Wooldridge would come up. He was constantly
associated with the personnel #the division. He was also appointed
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as sort of an advisory or honorary membership to the board of gov
ernors of the club system by General Cunningham.
Senator RIBICOFF. Now # does this work? Does the general or the
commander appoint the custodian or does the board of governors
appoint the custodian!

Mr. BEARD. Well, sir, the custodian could be appointed by the board
of governors and it normally is. However, the general could appoint
a custodian if he felt that a new custodian was needed to straighten
out mismanagement and improprieties in the system.
But
I would say in all cases it would be done through the
board of governors.
Senator RIBICOFF. I gather from listening to Parrent's affidavit and
your
that generally the board of governors was just a paper
organization that no one paid much attention to.

#

£

Mr. BEARD. You are correct, Mr. Chairman. In this case with the

24th Infantry Division board of governors, they were appointed, not
elected to offices as they should have been.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you explain how the plugs or jumpers work
on slot machines? Are they magnets? What are they and how are they
inserted in the machine?
Mr. BEARD. On the back of the machine you have three wheels and

on these wheels they have a small piece of metal which is cut in the
shape of a triangle. Extending out each side is a small spring. This is
placed on a sprocket of wheels directly in line with whatever piece of

fruit on the wheel you would like to cover.
When the machine handle is pulled and the wheel turns, the machine
will never stop at this spot. It will always roll over. That is why they
call it a jumper. It rolls over the watermelon, cherry, or plum.
In some cases they got exceedingly greedy. They put two of those
on the machine.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was it not strange to all the men playing the
machines with so much money that no one ever hit the jackpot?
Mr. BEARD. Mr. Chairman, some of the individuals would only play
for 35 or 40 cents. Understand, these were lowranking people in the

military. They didn't have a lot of money. They would play maybe
$2 or $3. They would hit three plums for 58 nickels or maybe three
cherries for $3. The odds were definitely against them and they never
came out a winner. They don’t know there were no jackpots being paid
out.

Senator RIBIcoFF. The men hanging around did not have too much
to talk about. If somebody hit the jackpot would that not get around?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir, it would.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. No one was talking about hitting a jackpot.
Mr. BEARD. No one.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did the men feel they were cheated at all during
the period you were talking to the men—that something was amiss
in these clubs?

Mr. BEARD. I talked to quite a few of them. They were amazed that
something like this was going on in the club. They were all very irri
tated that the club custodian was stealing their money.
They were quite surprised as a result of the article that appeared in
the local newspapers of the amounts of money that were being stolen
from them by the club custodians.
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Senator RIBICoEF. In other words, during the investigation the Ger
man press—or was it the military press?
Mr. BEARD. The press in Germany, the Stars and Stripes.
Senator RIBIcoFF. The Stars and Stripes carried stories about the
investigation?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. About how much was being stolen?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am somewhat puzzled because in Secretary
Kelley's addenda he states:
Payoff on machines must be set usually at the factory to assure specified
returns to the players. This varies slightly in the services, however. The average
is 85 percent to the player and 15 percent to the activity.

In your testimony you talk about 60 to 70 percent profit under Army
regulations. Isn't there an inconsistency here between your statement
and that of Secretary Kelley?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, Mr. Chairman, there is. My statistics were based on
the years we were conducting investigation and not on the current date.
Also, it varied within commands. The European commands would
differ from the Far Eastern commands greatly. The Army regulations
put out could be augmented by the local commander based on necessity
or as the need came up.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would guess that even in Las Vegas they don't
make a 60 to 70 percent profit, do they, on slot machines?
Mr. BEARD. I hope not, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Here the members are playing the machines sup
posedly for relaxation and entertainment and the odds sure were
against them, were they not?
Mr. BEARD. They were against them very definitely.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You feel that the regulations at that time were
dissimilar to the regulations at the present time?
Mr. BEARD. I believe they were different, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you got out of Augsburg after you com
pleted the investigation, did you have your job with the CID at that
time or did you stay with it?
Mr. BEARD. No, sir. I rotated back from the normal tour in Germany.
I was reassigned to the detachment, 12th CID in New York City. I re
mained there until November 1968 when I retired.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, you had reached a period of re
tirement; is that it?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Now you are doing similar work for the State
of Pennsylvania?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, I am special agent for the bureau of investigations

of the department of justice for the attorney general in the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What was your work after you got reassigned to
New York? What were you doing then?
Mr. BEARD. The same line, sir. Criminal investigation for the U.S.
Army in another geographical location.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.
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Senator MUNDT. Mr. Beard, you make a pretty strong indictment
of General Cunningham when you say:
I believe that General Cunningham took positive steps to cover up the im
proprieties and to permit the persons responsible for them to go scot free.

That is a pretty serious indictment of a general of the U.S. Army.
I am wondering what hard evidence you have that would substantiate
that hunch.

Mr. BEARD. I based that conclusion on the facts and the information

obtained from Major George, Sergeant Major Parrent, and my per
sonal investigation into some of the discrepancies that were brought
to my attention.

I think that it is probably well justified, sir. It was definitely covered
up. I was furnished documents from the safe of division headquar
ters that pertained to former knowledge of irregularities in the club
SVStem.

# was also indicated at the time that General Cunningham re
lieved the old board of governors. He told the new division Sergeant
Major Neal:
You are now the president of the Board of Governors. You select your own and
straighten that System out.

Senator MUNDT. In other words, you believe that when he relieved
the board of governors, he left one of the fixtures there to create a new

board of governors? Is that what you are saying?
Mr. BEARD. No, Mr. Senator. He removed the old board of gover
nors, apparently after having been advised of all the improprieties

and irregularities, and had appointed a new board of governors of
which sergeant major of the division Neal was the president and Ser
geant Major Neal selected his own members, his own frineds, to com
prise this board of governors.
Senator MUNDT. Is it your testimony that Sergeant Neal was one of
the unsavory characters operating this racket; is that right?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, Mr. Senator.

Senator MUNDT. Do you think General Cunningham had knowledge
of Mr. Neal’s faithlessness?

Mr. BEARD. Yes, Mr. Senator, I do personally feel that he had
knowledge of it.

Senator MUNDT. Are you sure that these reports which you and
others made about the improprieties came to the personal attention
of General Cunningham?
Mr. BEARD. I spoke on numerous occasions, Mr. Senator, with Major
George at length in preinterview interrogations, so on and so forth.
I was firmly convinced that when Major George related that he had
appraised General Cunningham personally of these irregularities that
he was truthful.

I also notice that by talking to the former chief of staff of the club
division that he, who is the general's righthand man, so to speak, was
aware of the irregularities within the club system.
Senator MUNDT. He knew about them?

Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You talked to him personally?
Mr. BEARD. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. What is his name?
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Mr. BEARD. Colonel Hardin.
Senator MUNDT. His initials?
Mr. BEARD. Col. Ferris Hardin.

Senator MUNDT. The general's chief of staff, to your personal knowl
":
knew about this?
Mr. BEARD. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. Would it be his responsibility to report that to
General Cunningham although you cannot be sure of your own first
hand knowledge that he did so?
Mr. BEARD. I would assume this would be one of his responsibilities
in his position as chief of staff.
Senator MUNDT. I think that is a correct assumption. But we are not
sure in this testimony whether this particular individual carried the
information to Cunningham or not?
Mr. BEARD. Based on what Colonel Hardin had stated, General Cun

£

ningham had been
of some of the irregularities within the
system. The extent of the irregularities I cannot testify to, sir.
Senator MUNDT. In any event, you have given us a very important
name here, Colonel Hardin, whom I presume could be made available
as a witness or could be made available to take an affidavit so that

we can find out whether or not he reported to General Cunningham,
because conceivably, I can think of a hypothetical situation, maybe
the colonel is involved in this rather than the general.
Mr. BEARD. It may well be so, Senator.
Senator MUNDT. It could be a hypothetical case. We don’t want to
indict anybody—you don’t want to indict anybody—on circumstantial
evidence. You need to have some real hard facts involved.

We to pursue how far into the office of General Cunningham your
hard evidence goes. It goes now to his chief of staff, Colonel Hardin.
Mr. BEARD. Yes, Senator, that is correct.

Senator MUNDT. It seems to me as I read your statement sometimes
you indicate that—isit Major George?
Mr. BEARD. Major George.
Senator MUNDT. Major George is the fellow wearing the white hat
and sometimes he is wearing a black hat. Then you are critical, saying
he should have conducted the raid differently, he should have ex

panded the raids to other places, and at times I get the implication
that he was involved in the racket and other times I get the implication
he was a poor struggling major trying to do his best under pretty
impossible circumstances to clean it up.
What is your evaluation of Major

&ors:

Mr. BEARD. I believe Major George is conscientious, loyal, and he
had honest intentions of doing what was right.
As I stated £ I spoke to Major George on numerous oc
casions, sometimes for hours, obtaining little bits and pieces of in
formation that were proved to be true in the investigation.

•

I would say that in all honesty and sincerity, Major George did
his best, as best as he was capable of doing.

-

Senator MUNDT. I wanted that in the record because you criticize
him for some things. He may not have been the most efficient man in
the world, he may have made errors of judgment.

I wanted to know what you thought about his intentions and pur
poses and his reliability.
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Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. On the bottom of page 12 of your statement your
last sentence:
I also encountered much resistance from officials who wanted the case closed
and forgotten.

Do you remember some of those officials who wanted the case closed
and forgotten?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir. Going back to the conference between Colonel
Gibson, the 15th Military Police Brigade Commander in Frankfurt, a
meeting took place in £ office of the Commanding General of the
24th Division.

*

In attendance at that meeting was the assistant division commander,
his chief of staff, the local staff judge advocate, the division provost
marshal, the Augsburg area provost marshal, Mr. Nestler, and myself.
They—by “they” I am referring to the general and his staff—
Senator MUNDT. What is his name: Cunningham :

Mr. BEARD. No, sir; this is not General Cunningham. I think this
is General Weatherhill.

Senator MUNDT. All right.
Mr. BEARD. I am certain that the general's staff had discussed the
matter thoroughly and they had called this meeting to find out our
opinions, information, and what we had.
Since most of the information that we had uncovered as a result of

the investigation dealt with mismanagement within the clubs, they
felt that this was their own dirty laundry and they would like to clean
it, themselves.
Also, the sensitivity of Sergeant Major Wooldridge's position was
also brought out in this. This is one of the points where they stated
they would like to have the investigation closed, turned over to them,
and they—still referring to the commanding general and his staff—
would close the matter out, take corrective action and prevent further
OCCurrences.

Senator MUNDT. Were these the same people who were involved in
giving you the directive to close it out on form 1932, the normal
closing-out form?
Mr. BEARD. They were not the same people. These people were the
24th Division who had jurisdiction over the clubs. The decision came
to close it out through Colonel Gibson of the 15th Military Police
Brigade in Frankfurt who was the overall superior in the equivalent
investigation activity of this command.
Senator MUNDT. You say in your statement:
If we had not been given a directive to close the case on a form 1932, we would
have normally closed it with a ROI (report of investigation).
From whom did that directive come?

Mr. BEARD. That came from the 15th Military Police Brigade Com
mander, Colonel Gibson. Had he said we would not close it out on form
1932, we would further investigate, it would have been reported on
the CID report of investigation.
Senator MUNDT. Do you have any knowledge whether he was acting
independently on his own judgment in making the determination?
Mr. BEARD. I am sorry, sir, I could not answer that question.
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Senator MUNDT. In your testimony did you talk about somebody who
had given to the officers of one of these clubs a live lion; is that your
testimony?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, Senator, that is correct. The 24th Infantry Di
vision has a mascot, almost all the military organizations have a mas
cot. For the 24th Division it so happened to be a lion. Mr. Alcorn pur

chased a lion, at the total cost of $87.50, which was supposed to have
been an offspring of the MGM lion.
Senator MUNDT. Is that cheap for a lion?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir. In fact, the care and transportation of the lion,

just to get it to Augsburg was $390. The division disposed of the lion
ause, No. 1, it was costing a tremendous amount of money every day
to buy the lion probably filet mignon.
Senator MUNDT. It was skimming the profits from the slot machines.
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir, taking money away from them. Also, it re
assignment of individuals from military units to take care of

'

the lion.

Second, because it was not a real offspring of the MGM lion. So they
disposed of it.

enator MUNDT. Do you think they ascertained
Mr. BEARD. I think they decided it came from somewhere else besides
Hollywood.
Senator MUNDT. Is Mr. Alcorn a legitimate individual?
Mr. BEARD. I conducted a police background investigation with the
local German authorities on '' Alcorn. They had no record whatso
ever against him. According to what information was furnished, he
was a legitimate businessman.
Senator MUNDT. He was?

Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to point out for the information of our colleagues that
we have a new member of the subcommittee, Senator Gurney, who has
just been assigned.
Senator RIBIGoFF. Before calling on Senator Percy, the subcom
mittee wants to be fair and give everybody whose name has come out
in the hearing today or in
earings, an opportunity to come
here and testify.

£

Now today the names of both General Johnson and General Cun

ningham have been used, and Colonel Gibson. My direction is that
the staff send copies of this testimony immediately to the three gentle
men named.

Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Beard, on the last page of your testimony you have a most
interesting sentence. I would like to probe that matter a little.
You said:
I agreed with the decision [to close the investigation] partly because of my
frustration and partly because I doubted that punitive measures ever would be
taken.

£

For a tough-minded
who has distinguished himself by
pushing this case as far as you did that is a rather cynical attitude.

I wonder if you could expand on what caused you to be so frustrated.
When you had material evidence, as you had, why did you doubt that
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punitive action would be taken and why didn't you press your case
forward?

If you had pressed it forward, what could have been the results?
Would you have prevailed or would you have been overruled?
Mr, BEARD. First, Senator, one of the reasons that I became frus
trated was an incident which involved a military police sergeant
that was rotated back to the United States. He was given a party at the
expense of the NCO Wives Club. The custodian or manager of this
club furnished food and drink to this MP sergeant and all of the mili
tary police personnel in Augsburg without cost.
The investigation showed that all of the military police, including
the officer guests, in attendance at this party did not pay one penny
toward the party or the food that was consumed at the party which
was indicative that somebody had to pay for it.

The military police sergeant admitted he did not pay for it and he
had assumed that the club manager had paid for it. The club manager
was interviewed. He flatly denied it.

1. said

no, the MP sergeant

paid for it.

We proceeded to the staff judge advocate of the 24th Division with
this information. They said: “All you really have is one man's word
against the other.” The consumption reports did not show any food
being dispensed on that night for the # party although the cook
testified in a sworn statement that he had prepared food for that party
in particular and also the bartenders stated they had put beer down
for consumption at the MP party.
They said due to the lack of sufficient evidence no action was con
templated against the club sergeant of the 24th Division. Consequently,
the commanding officer of the military police company had no alter
native but not to try the military police sergeant because his defense
would be, “Well, you try the club manager, too.”
Also, another incident had to do with the reporting of the fraudulent
voucher wherein Sergeant Blanchette had ordered napkins for use at
a party for the European Association of Club Custodians & Managers,
or some title similar to that.

It was established definitely that he or someone in his staff had al
tered this document. Sergeant Blanchette said he did order the napkins
for that party. He had no approval from the board of governors or
anybody else.
This also met the same type of resistance from the staff judge ad

vocate's office. They said, “It is petty, after all, they were used for
something worthwhile,” just comments of this general nature.
Also, the Lewis and Place incident on the L. & P. Metal Works that

I have previously described. There was apparently no reason to take
any disciplinary action against anybody because, after all, they did fix
the club truck, although they had fraudulently made out these vouchers
and documents to substantiate the expenditure of funds.
I don’t think that it is material or not whether the truck was or

was not fixed. The important issue was that the documents were falsi
fied and entered into the record of the club system.

Still there was the same reluctance within the staff judge advocate's
office to do anything about it.
Senator PERCY. Could I come back to this meeting held May 10,
1967, when the decision was made to close the case. A tremendous
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amount of work had been put into this investigation. A body of evi
dence had been gathered together.
What would have happened if you had persisted and said you dis
agreed with the decision to close the case, that you would take it to your
next echelon of authority if your decision was not in accordance with
the others?

Could you not have prevailed in that meeting and kept that case
open instead of closed?

Mr. BEARD. Yes, Senator, I probably could have. This had never

£d my mind. You say, Could you have really persisted in doing
1S

I must remind you that at the time of this investigation I was a
member of the U.S. Army and, therefore, I received my instructions
from my superiors without question.
Senator PERCY. Yes, but you were in an investigative unit, con
ducting a criminal investigation, which puts you quite apart, I should
think, from the command that was present.
Was your superior present?
Mr. BEARD. I beg your pardon?
Senator PERCY. Was your superior present, the man to whom you
directly reported?
Mr. BEARD. No, he was not.

Senator PERCY. Did you take to him your unhappiness with the
case and the fact that a decision had been made to close it?

Mr. BEARD. Yes. We had discussed this even prior to my departure
to Frankfurt, we discussed this. I believe that my superior was just
thinking along the same lines as I was, they are apparently not going

to do anything, it is going to be another coverup, nobody wants to
cooperate, that attitude.
nator PERCY. You and your superior believed that if you had
persisted in this and had not just gone along with the closing of the
case you might have been discriminated against in future advance
ment or your life made somewhat uncomfortable for you, as has been
testified by Mr. Parrent?
Mr. BEARD. No, Senator, I don’t believe there would have been any
repercussions from my superiors, higher superiors, along these lines.
Senator PERCY. It is just a general feeling on your part that even
if you had persisted and kept the case open, literally nothing would
be done and it would be a waste of your time and Government money
in investigating further?
Mr. BEARD. That is true.

Senator PERCY. I wonder if you can tell me about the regulations
which exist within the Army regarding attempts to influence people
within the noncommissioned officers' enlisted men's and officers'

messes where men have authority to buy large quantities of material.
Are there adequate Army regulations to limit the amount of en
tertainment they can accept or the gifts thev can accept, so criminal

prosecution can lie if they do accept gifts? If there are such regula
tions, what is the limit?

Mr. BEARD. I will answer the last part first. I do not know what
the limits are. There are sufficient regulations now in existence that

will cover every aspect of giving gifts, receiving gifts, so on and so
forth, even the involvement of the person to be involved in it.
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How much pay can he actually draw in moonlighting jobs or how
much can be paid in running clubs. There are adequate regulations.
Senator MUNDT. Just to follow up with a quick question.
You say there are regulations now. Were those regulations in force
at the time you made this investigation?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, Senator. I am sure they were. Otherwise, I would
not have knowledge of them now since I have been out of the
service for approximately 1 year.
Senator PERCY. They were apparently not observed.
Mr. BEARD. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. Adequate regulations exist and it is the responsi
bility of the local command to see that those regulations are enforced.
Mr. BEARD. Yes, Senator. There are adequate regulations covering
just about all aspects of clubs, the operations of clubs, welfare, morale.
Senator PERCY. In your judgment, has influence peddling been

widespread in this purchasing system? Do suppliers lavishly entertain
men in positions to influence purchases and is it common practice
within the trade to try to buy influence that way?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, I think there is quite a bit of influence. For ex
ample, I can state that one individual has a competitive product. He
says: “I will give it to you at 10 percent discount.” There is unques
tionably some influence.
I won't say that it is a kickback but in the matter of personal serv
ices. Lavish entertainment, ves, I would say this definitely exists not
only in the military but in other aspects of life.
I have served in the European theater, Far East theater, and in
those countries it is a common practice.
Senator PERCY. In other words, local German law is inadequate.

It is a common practice done between suppliers and purchasers to
influence each other's judgment this way?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, most certainly. They feel it is a competitive field
and everything is fair.

Senator PERCY. Do vou suppose that this attitude prevails also
in the military, following the old adage when in Rome do as the
Romans do. The attitude of military personnel in Germany sort of
follows the line that this is the way business is done in Germany, and
we will do it to, and they assume all the German suppliers expect the
Army personnel to do it.

Mr. BEARD. Yes, Senator, they do.
Senator PERCY. The only thing really protecting the integrity of
the system is adequate military regulations.
Mr. BEARD. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. These regulations are adequate only if they are
enforced.
Mr. BEARD. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel there is adequate enforcement since we

do have such regulations throughout the military system and since our
military commanders are cognizant of the hanky-panky that can be
going on?
Mr. BEARD. I don't believe I am qualified to answer that question.
sir. It is a rather difficult question to answer in just a few words. I
don’t think that I want to put myself in a position to say yes, I think
*
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they are adequate, I think they are inadequate, because I am not that
familiar with all of them.

Senator PERCY. Your own personal experience leads you to believe
that the regulations were so flagrantly abused and enforcement was so
lax that you did not feel it was worthwhile investigating any further
the case despite the fact that you felt you had some pretty solid evi
dence on?

Mr. BEARD.Yes, sir; this is the sworn incidents I investigated. Speak
ing in general, I could not truthfully answer.
Senator PERCY. I want to get in my mind the organization of the
enlisted men's messes, the noncommissioned officers’ messes and the
commissioned officers’ messes.

I want to find out, if I can, who is exploiting whom. In the enlisted
men's mess, exploitation is either through skimming or through the
establishment by Army regulations of excessively high profit margins,
and I would say that 65 to 70 percent is a scandalously high profit
margin, which wuold not give me much recreation or relaxation if I
were losing money that fast.
Are those profits used only for the enlisted men's mess or can the
noncommissioned officers benefit from the exploitation of enlisted men?
Mr. BEARD. First, Senator, I will have to briefly explain that the
24th Division club system was established as one joint enterprise which
entailed 11 clubs.

All the money derived from the 11 clubs would be put into the 24th
Infantry Division club system funds. This was NCO and enlisted
clubs.

In most places there is very little discrimination anymore between
enlisted and NCO. In some posts you do have NCO and enlisted clubs

if the post is large enough and if the number of troops so indicate.
Senator PERCY. Are the machines located in all messes?
Mr. BEARD. In all messes.

Senator PERCY. Are the profit margins the same in all messes?
Mr. BEARD. They should be the same throughout the entire command.
Senator PERCY. Is the usage per man heavier among the enlisted
men generally and noncommissioned officers than among commissioned
officers or does the higher income of those of higher rank mean that
the commissioned officers are using the machines more?

Mr. BEARD. Sir, that is a very difficult question to answer but I will
try to answer it to the best of my
Having been in the enlisted clubs and NCO clubs and officers’ clubs,
I will state that probably your high-ranking noncommissioned offi
cers and your lower ranking officers put more money into the slot ma
chines than anybody else.
Senator PERCY. The higher ranking?

£

Mr. BEARD NCO's.

Senator PERCY. Is this in dollars or in percentage of their income?
Mr. BEARD. In dollars, I would say.

Senator £y. In doilars?
Mr. BEARD. Yes.

Senator PERCY. But would the enlisted man perhaps be putting a
higher percentage of his base pay, in the machines?

££

Yes, I would say he puts in a higher percentage but

dollarwise it would be lower.
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Senator PERCY. It is quite possible then that the enlisted men by
Army regulations, and thus in a perfectly legal manner, without any
skimming, are paying and underwriting and subsidizing commissioned
officers’ clubs.

Mr. BEARD. Not commissioned officers' clubs. Noncommissioned offi
cers’ clubs.

Senator PERCY. The profits would be put in a general pool.
Mr. BEARD. Excuse me, sir. The commissioned officers are ranked
completely separate from the noncommissioned officers in the clubs.
The money, as I stated, is all put into one fund and it is utilized.
For example, the Will NCO Club is utilized in grades E-4 and up
to E-9, which is the largest majority of the groups on the post, would
be within this category.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MUNDT. Did you find in the high-ranking officers' clubs the
same kind of jumpers had been put in the machines that were put in
the others?

Mr. BEARD, Senator, we did not have an opportunity to investigate
any other clubs except the 24th Division. As we previously stated, just
clubs in Augsburg within the 24th Division were checked by Major

£
£he time we got the information it was theaterwide that they
eOrge.

had found plugs on slot machines in the Augsburg area. It would
have been useless to try to check them anywhere else.
At later dates, I, on my own, would check in various clubs. I would
tell one of the custodians, “Open the back of your machine and let
me look at it.”

I did not find one club that had a jumper or plug on the back of it.
Senator MUNDT. You did not find any?
Mr. BEARD. No, sir, I did not.

Senator MUNDT. You found one you were telling us about.
Mr. BEARD. These were the plugs that Major George had found.
Senator MUNDT. That was a noncommissioned club?
Mr. BEARD. That is correct.

-

Senator MUNDT. You did not find the jumpers in the officers’ clubs?
Mr. BEARD. No, sir, nor did we check.
Senator MUNDT. You never checked ?

Mr. BEARD. No, we did not check. The only area checked was clubs
in Augsburg by Major George.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Beard, let us go back to the closeout of the
investigation. I would like to have you amplify on that a little more.
You mentioned a meeting that you had with a general and members
of the division staff. By whom was it called?
Mr. BEARD. I am not certain who called the meeting. My superior,
Mr. Nestler, informed me that we were to go over to this meeting. I
don’t know whether he had called it or requested it or whether the
division commander had.

I would like to assume that probably the division commander had
called it.

Senator GURNEY. Was this part of the normal procedure or was this
meeting called so that the high-ranking officers of the division could
get your final report?
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Mr. BEARD. I am not too sure. I don’t know whether it was set up
as a special meeting. I rather think it was a special meeting, however,

we had constantly kept the division commander informed of what was
going on.

Senator GURNEY. This was the end of the investigation?
Mr. BEARD. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY., You gave a full report of your investigation to
this panel of officers?

Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir, Senator, we did, a very detailed report of
what we had uncovered.

Senator GURNEY. What was the sense of the meeting? What did they
conclude at the end of the meeting?
Mr. BEARD. As I stated previously, Senator, most of it did deal with
mismanagement within the club system which is normally not a crim
inal investigative function. This is normally a commander's field where
he would enter into the picture and he would take all the corrective
action.

-

Senator GURNEY. Did you bring to the attention of the meeting any
criminal aspects of the investigation?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir; I believe we briefed them very thoroughly on it.
Senator GURNEY. What comment was there on these aspects of the
investigation by the people who attended the meeting?

Mr. BEARD. Senator, I am sorry, I don't recall the exact comments
because this has been quite a while ago. Since then quite a few things
have occurred. I have forgotten most of what occurred in the meeting
with the commanding general and also in the meeting with Colonel
Gibson.

Senator GURNEY. What is your recollection of the sense of the
meeting?

Mr. BEARD. I would say as best I can recall that they were very in
terested in assuming all the
jurisdiction of this matter
so that they could straighten the problem out, themselves.
They appeared very interested to know some of the smaller details
that came out, about the records, the associations that the sergeant had

£

formed.

The commanding general was very—how would I choose the words–
he wanted the investigation and he wanted to straighten it out. It
wasn’t my opinion that he wanted to cover it up. I think what he want
ed to do was to straighten it out himself without bringing it to the
attention of outsiders, outside the division, and also embarrass anybody

because of the sensitive position that Sergeant Major Wooldridge
WaS lin.

I do also recall, I believe the general stated that he would also be a
little hesitant in reporting the fact that since the Secretary of the

Army, I believe it was, had appointed Wooldridge to this position, it
would not be the proper time to release this information.
I don’t recall the exact conversation but it was something along the
sensitivity of the position of the Sergeant Major of the Army.
Senator GURNEY. What would be the normal procedure followed in

closing out the investigation? To whom do you make your report and
what usually follows?
Mr. BEARD. The normal procedure at the time I was in the service
was that we would receive the information or the complaint from the
-

-
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complainant, in this case it happened to be Major George, and weim
mediately obtained a case report number. This comes from your head
quarters of your group wherever it may be located. Ours was located
in Augsburg, Germany.

We obtained a case number. At that time we reported no names,
only that we were opening an investigation into the irregularities, any
within the 24th Infantry Division club system.
Senator GURNEY. I mean particularly in closing out the case.
Mr. BEARD. In closing out the decision could in this case have been
made by Colonel Gibson. He was the 15th Military Police commander
and next highest superior in the command.
Senator GURNEY. By “decision” you mean the decision to prefer
charges against some of the people involved?
Mr. BEARD. The charges would have to be brought against the indi

viduals by the division. We in the CID do not bring charges. We
merely report facts to the commander and he bases his decision on
those facts.

-

Senator GURNEY. Is the 15th Military Police Brigade part of the
24th Division?

Mr. BEARD. No, sir, it is not. It is part of the 7th Army now which
falls under the European Command. We had no supervision of the
24th Division whatsoever. The only thing we had was to police their
area of responsibility.
Senator GURNEY. I realize that but the testimony indicates that
“He and others who attended agreed that the case should be closed.”
Is that your section?
Mr. BEARD. That would be the 15th Military Police Brigade's
jurisdiction.

Senator GURNEY. Even though they are not under the command of
the 24th Infantry?
Mr. BEARD. That is correct. It would be that commander's preroga
tive, since he opened the investigation, to close it.
Senator GURNEY. You mean Colonel Gibson opened the investi
gation?
Mr. BEARD. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. It was not the 24th, it was the 15th Military Po
lice Brigade?

Mr. BEARD. Through the 15th Military Police group to which we
were assigned.
Senator GURNEY. However, I suppose if the 24th Infantry Division
commander wanted to, they could follow up on your investigation,
could they not?
Mr. BEARD. That was my assumption when we had the meeting that
they were going to follow up with the investigation and take the cor
rective action.

Senator GURNEY. It could have been done by either the 15th Mili
tary Police Brigade or the 24th Infantry Division?
Mr. BEARD. It could. We could have continued the case open or

turned it over to the division. That was Mr. Nestler's assumption and
anybody else, that the 24th Division would assume the remainder of
the investigation, take corrective action against those that were guilty,

and even establish a new board of governors.
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Senator GURNEY. In your testimony on page 12, you mentioned that
you had problems in carrying out your investigation because of staff
inadequacies and investigators who were assigned and reassigned.
Was this because of a shortage of personnel or do you think that
somebody interfered with the investigation?

Mr. BEARD. I don't think anybody interfered. In fact, the people I
did have for short periods of time were very enthusiastic about work
ing on this investigation. However, the strength problem—I imagine it
probably still exists—I think we were authorized nine investigators in
the Augsburg area and we had five.
So we were understaffed about 50 percent. This was just about com
mon practice throughout the entire command. It is throughout the
entire Army. The problem is that you could not get the qualified per
sonnel. Also, you cannot get personnel that will work under these con
ditions because it is not ideal, contrary to popular belief.
I did have good men working under me for these short periods of
time and they did a good job. But the problems in their own home sta
tions were just about as important as this. Somebody has to make the
decision, which is more important, the larceny in the club system, mur
der, or rape or robbery?
Senator GURNEY. One final question.
Also page 12 of your testimony says:
I also encountered much resistance from officials who wanted the case closed
and forgotten.

Who were they?
Mr. BEARD. That is going back to the division, sir.
Senator GURNEY. #. were they?
Mr. BEARD. That would be the commanding general and his staff. I
say the commanding general but I would say the staff within the
-

.#

1V1S10n.

For example, the staff judge advocate called me and said, “You don’t
have sufficient evidence.” These were the types of confrontations we
had, the resistance that we met.

Senator GURNEY. Have you named all the staff personnel in your
previous testimony?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, I have, the best I recall, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.

Senator RIBICOFF. I have one question.
This meeting of May 10 when you sat down together to decide to
close out the case. Is that the normal procedure of the CID investiga
tion or was this unusual?

Mr. BEARD. This was unusual.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, has this happened before in inves
tigations? You sit down and clear it with a group of people instead of
it to your superior officers?
Mr. BEARD. We had reported this to our superior officers.
Senator RIBICOFF. The meeting was called on May 10. Everybody
sat down together and made a collective decision. Is that the usual pro
cedure when you decide to go ahead or close out a case?

":

Mr. BEARD. Senator, to be perfectly honest, I don't know, because
I have never closed one out like this before.

Senator RIBIcoPF. How long were you in the CID?
35–359–69–pt. 1–5
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Mr. BEARD. Since 1962 I was accredited.

Senator RIBICOFF. You have had many investigations?
Mr. BEARD. I have had many investigations.
Senator RIBICOFF. This is the first time—
Mr. BEARD. We have closed one out in this manner.

Senator RIBICOFF. This is the first time that it went up to this level.
Mr. BEARD. That is true, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.
Senator MUNDT. You testified earlier about entertainment when the

division was out on maneuvers—they had entertainment at the clubs
while the men were gone. I can see where that would be a waste of
money for people to be entertained when they were out on maneuvers.
How does the element of corruption or kickback come in 2
Mr. BEARD. Senator, we could never definitely establish that enter
tainers were paying kickbacks to the club. We do know that the club
would make a contract which they claimed they had to abide by.
It was also proved during some of these occasions a man would be
hired to perform in one specific club and they were utilized elsewhere.
For example, private parties, of which there were numerous private
parties, in which not only entertainment—by entertainment, I am re
ferring primarily to bands because that was the nucleus of the enter
tainment—was taken elsewhere to other clubs, German clubs, not on
the installation.

NCO club managers and custodians' meetings, entertainment was
paid for by the club system.
Senator MUNDT. Was it an improper use of the entertainers?
Mr. BEARD. That is correct, it was improper use. They said:
We have started. We had the people billed, the same employees. Because the
division goes to the field, we can't tell everybody to go home because we can’t get
the help.

However, what they could have done which is what a lot of clubs
do, is say: “From such and such a date the division is going on ma
£ These employees will take their annual leave.” It is very
simple.

In this case they didn’t do it.
Senator MUNDT. Were the club managers in possession of the infor
mation in advance as to when the maneuvers were going to take place
so they conceivably could have canceled the contracts?
Mr. BEARD. Usually when you move out to one of the major training
areas you know well in advance because there are numerous prepara
tions. Any smaller, immediate alerts, there would have been no knowl
edge of this.

ut far-scale, divisionwide movement to a training area, there
would have been advance notice.

Senator MUNDT. Enough so that they could have legitimately can
celed the contracts if they had been made in advance?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, there would have been plenty of time.
£tor RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman, do you have any further ques
tions?

Mr. ADLERMAN. During that time while the troops were on maneu
vers, do you know how much they spent for entertainment?
Mr. BEARD. Yes. First, I would like to state that a certain percent
age of your total income may be used for entertainment.
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During this period, the 24th Division for entertainment exceeded
their authorized amount. I believe it was something like they were
authorized $8,000 and they spent something like $20,000 for enter
tainment while the troops were in the field.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When nobody was around while they were on
maneuvers they showed an expenditure of $20,000?
Mr. BEARD. That is correct. I have talked to bands that have played
in the clubs with absolutely no patrons, only the help.
Mr. ADLERMAN. One more thing: When the case was closed out,
were there reading files on this case?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir, there were,
Mr. ADLERMAN. What happened to those reading files?
Mr. BEARD. At the onset of this investigation in accordance with
the regulation, I maintained a progress file, which is a reading file,
from the very first interview right up until the final report was writ
ten and submitted.

When I departed my station in Augsburg, this reading file, the
original of the folder I have in front of me, and photographs of some
of the known subjects were left in the files at the Augsburg field office
in the 13th MP Detachment.

I have been informed by members of the subcommittee and mem
bers of the CID that they were unable to locate that reading file.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have made reference to the Augsburg file?
You have that right in front of you?
Mr. BEARD. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF: May I say that I personally examined this file

and can see it is bulky. It contains many statements that are not perti
nent to the investigation.
I will ask the staff to go through the file and that whatever is in
that file pertinent to the investigation and put it in the record for
reference. Meanwhile, the files should be under staff security.

Thank you very much, Mr. Beard, for your coming here and testi
g.

-

-

*

-

. The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morn
1ng.

(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the subcommittee recessed to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, October 1, 1969.)
(Members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff and Mundt.)
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Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
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February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
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Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the minor
ity; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant; Frederick Asselin, special assist
ant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
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Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening;
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, we will insert in the record at
the news release of yesterday by Secretary of the Army
Stanley R. Resor indicating the steps the Army has taken in recent

£
weeks.

''

Again,
state that we have had and continue to have complete
cooperation from the Department of Defense.
I commend Secretary Laird and Secretary Resor for putting into
effect many of these needed reforms.
(The document referred to follows:)
For correspondents: September 30, 1969, No. 821–69; OXford 7–5131 (Informa
tion); OXford 7–3189 (copies).
Secretary of the Army Stanley R. Resor issued the following statement today
concerning the investigation of nonappropriated fund activities:
The Army has, for some time, been investigating allegations of serious irregu
larities in the management of some nonappropriated fund activities.

Twenty-three criminal investigators are now working on this matter full time
throughout the world, in addition to the personnel employed in command and
(65)
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supervisory roles in the Washington area. Over a thousand witnesses have been
examined and 53 complaints are under investigation.

While complicated investigations like this one unfortunately take time, the
Army is moving ahead as fast as possible. Moreover, the Army has already made
a number of changes in policy to prevent the recurrence of the kind of problems
that have been uncovered.

Although the Army's investigation has been going on for some time, the Staff
of the Senate Permanent Investigations Subcommittee, chaired by Senator
Ribicoff, deserves a great deal of credit for helping bring these disreputable
activities to light.
Since it is healthy for the Army to have problems of this sort brought into
the open, the Army and the Subcommittee staff have worked together toward
a common goal. The Army will follow the Subcommittee's hearings closely to
determine whether further modifications in the system for managing non
appropriated funds are required and will take whatever steps are necessary
to prevent future instances of illegal or unethical conduct.
Information which the Army has developed to date indicates two major proD
lem areas:

First, a number of inadequates in the Army's system for managing non
appropriated fund activities have been discovered. There were some problems
with the basic regulatory structure which have been or are being corrected.
However, the major weaknesses have been in the enforcement and policing

of regulations, and in personnel selection procedures. Because of the pressure
of other more important matters, some commanders have been lax in Super

Vising nonappropriated fund activities.
Moreover, personnel assignments have sometimes not been made with the
kind of care which should be exercised in this sensitive area. As a result,

a number of strategically placed enlisted men have apparently been able to
abuse their positions in nonappropriated fund activities.
The Army's investigation has disclosed that a number of individuals in
important positions have violated the trust placed in them by having a financial
interest in firms dealing with open messes.
The investigation has also disclosed evidence of kickback payments made
by Suppliers of goods and of certain Services, particularly entertainment, and
of diversion of club supplies for private use.
These activities were made possible because responsible persons failed to
supervise the activities under their control with the proper degree of care.
In order to correct these shortcomings, a number of specific steps are being
taken to strengthen command supervision and to tighten personnel assignment
and selection procedures.

Commanders have been required to increase the frequency of their inspec
tions, both scheduled and unscheduled. A number of major commanders have
taken steps to centralize certain aspects of the procurement process, and the
advisability of further centralization is under study.
The Army Audit Agency is conducting audits of selected clubs to assist us

in developing a special independent audit group which will develop the expertise
to identify irregularities more quickly in the future. The Army has established
a “blacklisting” procedure for firms dealing with clubs and messes.
Finally, information-sharing procedures have been established to allow respon
sible commanders to gain from the experience of their colleagues in the field.
In the personnel selection area, procedures are being established to require
all open mess purchasing and contracting officers to reveal potential or existing
conflicts of interest so that those persons who should not be working in the
club field can be detected.
Personnel who are selected for club managerial jobs will have to undergo a

security file check. And actions are assigned the special qualification identifier
used for Open mess managers.
Moreover, certain personnel now on active duty have been relieved from club
or mess assignments, pending the completion of investigations and actions
thereon.

Second, the Army's investigation has disclosed weaknesses in the Army's
investigative machinery, arising principally from the previously decentralized
structure of the Army's criminal investigation system.
Two investigations, at the 24th Infantry Division in Augsburg, Germany, and
at Ft. Benning, Georgia, reaching back to 1965, uncovered many of the same
persons. These investigations were prematurely closed.
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Although no wrongful intent has yet been shown, these cases were clearly
handled unwisely. As a result of these failures, improper and possibly illegal
behavior was allowed to continue for too long a time.
The Army has just recently established a new central CID agency. This new
agency will monitor and coordinate criminal investigative activities throughout
the world. It will provide a central review of information and will provide a safe
guard against the premature or unjustified closing of investigations. In this way,
it should help to detect future irregularities more quickly and efficiently.
The Army does not defend these past failures. However, vigorous action is
being taken to thoroughly investigate this entire area and adopt procedures
which will prevent recurrence in the future.

Secretary Laird has expressed his concern Over this matter in a letter written
to Chairman Ribicoff On August 12, and General Westmoreland and I have per
sonally taken a number of actions to express the army's strong view that the
kind of activities which have been uncovered are not to be tolerated.

Since criminal prosecutions may grow out of the current investigations, it
would be inappropriate to describe the involvement of specific individuals in

specific irregularities since this might compromise the rights of potential de
fendants and jeopardize the viability of any criminal prosecutions which may be
initiated.

Senator RIBICOFF. Our first witness today will be Lt. Col. William
L. George.
Will you be sworn ?

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

-

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I do, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I have a prepared statement which
I have signed as an affidavit. I would respectfully request, sir, that an
officer from OCLL be able to read this.

I do not think, sir, that my voice will carry me through the five or
seven pages plus the many questions that I are sure the committee
may have at the conclusion of my testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. My understanding is, from talking to the staff,
that you are in a nervous state and are not feeling well, that while
you will answer the questions, you want your statement to be read for
you by another officer?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your name is, sir?

Major KRASHEs. Maj. Harold

D. Krashes from the chief of legisla

tive liaison office of the Department of the Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. The statement you will read will be entirely the
statement of Lt. Col. William L. George?
Major KRASHEs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. His own words and not yours?
Major KRASHES. His words.

Senator RIBIcoFF. The statement is notarized in proper form?
Major KRASHEs. The statement indicates it is notarized; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think under the circumstances you should be
sworn, too, sir.

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Major KRASHES. I do.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
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TESTIMONY OF LT. COL, WILLIAM L. GEORGE AND MAJ. HAROLD D.
KRASHES

Major KRASHEs (reading). “I, Lt. Col. William L. George, pres
ently serving with the U.S. Army, freely and voluntarily make the
following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified himself
to me as a member of the staff of the U.S. Senate Permanent Sub

committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Op
erations. No threats, force, or duress has been used to induce me to

make this statement, nor have I received any promise of immunity
from any consequences which may result from submission of this
statement to the aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

“The following information is about 5 to 6 years old and the dates
and details related are correct to the best of my ability and belief.
“I was assigned to the 24th Infantry Division, Augsburg, Germany,
in March 1962, and after 1 year of duties as company commander, I
was assigned as division headquarters commandant.
“During the fall of 1963 I was approached by the division sergeant
major William O. Wooldridge and asked if I would consent to taking
the job as NCO club field grade adviser. After checking the regula
tions and discussion with the Chief of Staff, I told Wooldridge I
would consent. On the surface the job appeared to be an advisory one
which would require little time and effort.
“During the following 7 or 8 months I gave very little attention

to the club activities unless specifically requested by the club managers.
“Sometime during the summer of 1964, I received a very lengthy
letter of complaint from Sergeant Major Parrent (sergeant major
of the 3d Engineer Battalion, 24th Division), a copy of this letter
was forwarded through the Chief of Staff to the commanding general
with a note that I would make an informal investigation and forward
the results.

“I do not remember a single allegation made by Parrent, however,
they seemed to be insignificant at the time. During the course of the
investigation I did learn of a great deal of
within the
club system. Results were forwarded to General Cunningham, the
commanding general.

£

“I did not have an occasion to probe into club activities again until
fall of 1964. At a football game in Munich, I was asked by Sergeant
Major Wooldridge to go with him and another major to a tour of all
the NCO clubs in Munich. We arrived at the

W' NCO Club about

5 o'clock on a Saturday afternoon in October 1964. After a couple
of drinks, a steak supper, all provided free by the NCO club we
started our tour of the five clubs in Munich.

“Accompanying us was Sergeant Major Wooldridge, Sergeants
First Class Hatcher, Teal, and Nelson. I might add that Nelson did not
participate in the drinks for he was called the chauffeur by Hatcher.
“After 4 hours of uneventful tours of the remaining NCO clubs
in Munich, we arrived back at the Will NCO Club at approximatel
midnight. We moved directly to the manager's office in the Will N£,
where I saw an NCO remove a package of $20 bills from the club

£

Safe.

“From prior experience I knew by the size of the roll, I knew that
£ removed was a $1,000 packet of $20 bills, however,
I did not verify the amount at that time.

what the NCO
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“We then proceeded to what I later learned was the EVE Bar
in downtown Munich. After several hours of floor show, champagne

was purchased for the floor show and the bar girls. I saw Teal or
Nelson pay a great sum of money which amounted to about $700.
“There was some disagreement between the manager and Teal over
the price of the bill; however, this disagreement was friendly and
Teal promised to return the following day. At this particular time I
felt that I was being taken. I arrived back at my quarters about 4:30
a.m.

“I approached Wooldridge on Monday morning and offered to pay
my portion of the $700 bill which I estimated to be $150. This offer
was declined and at this time I informed Wooldridge that I would
give all of the details to the commanding general.
“I’m not sure of the timing but I # rief the Chief of Staff as to

the entire activities of the previous Saturday night and was given
permission by him to brief General Cunningham.
“A briefing was held in General Cunningham's office during the
morning hours of the following day. General Cunningham informed
me that he would investigate my story and give me the details later.
“General Cunningham called me back into his office that same after.
noon at approximately 4 o'clock and he told me that Wooldridge in:

formed him all the club sergeants, which totaled about 17, contributed
$25 each for our Saturday night's entertainment.
“I was not satisfied with General Cunningham's answer and I
immediately set out to
NCO clubs monetary system and
in particular slot machines. There were approximately 100 slot ma
chines in the NCO club system, taking in $30,000 gross per month.
“I devised detailed charts and graphs on the slot-machine income
for the previous 5 years. It was immediately obvious that gross income
had declined on a total of $60,000 to $30,000 from the day that Hatcher
was assigned as custodian.

£

“It was interesting to note that bar and mess sales had remained at

about the same level. Also during this time, I rewrote through the
objections of Wooldridge and the club custodian, the new regulations
governing slot-machine operations which limited the custodian's au
thority and gave more command emphasis to slot-machine operations.

The new regulation brought immediate gains to slot machine gross
inCOne.

“During the fall and winter of 1964–65, I briefed General Cunning
ham many times on what I thought to be gross irregularities in the

monetary system of the NCO clubs. Each time I briefed General Cun
ningham, I also gave the same results to Colonel Hardin, the G1, the
provost marshal, Colonel Frank, the division IG and assistant division
commander, General Enemark.

-

“In particular, I remember I inspected a voucher where the custodian
had paid 6–$800 for the painting of a kitchen at the NCO club at Flak
Kaserne. I inspected the kitchen which supposedly had been repainted

and found that it was a very small place that had been repainted.
“I had the post engineers, Augsburg post, inspect and give me their
estimate as to the cost of painting. Their estimate, using the very best
Paint, was $25. This information was immediately passed to Colonel
ardin and General Cunningham.

“I recommended strongly that the CI from outside of the division be
brought in to investigate my findings. After receiving a definite “No,”
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I recommended that the division IG make an investigation, which was
also declined.

“Slot-machine operations income from slot machines drastically in
creased over a 12–14 month period to $60,000 per month. During the
Christmas holidays of 1964, ' made a detailed inspection of the Will
NCO Club in Munich and it was noted that their income (gross) had
slipped from about $20,000 per month to $4,000.
“In the presence of the Chief of Staff and the assistant division com
mander, I requested and received permission from General Cunning
ham to place a trusted sergeant at the Will NCO Club. His duties were
to £e the cash from the slot machines every night for a period of
10 days.

“In the first 10 days of January the sergeant (trusted agent) had
removed more than $10,000 from the slot machines. During the 10 days
my sergeant received threats, bribes, and girl friends offers from un
known persons. The threats were in the form of cars following him at
night and other things that I don’t remember.
“After changing several boards of governors, new custodians, firing
of several managers, increasing command emphasis the club system
seemed to improve.
“The next date of importance was August 24, 1965. I received an
anonymous letter at about 10:30 p.m. which was written in German. I
immediately carried the letter to Colonel Frank, division PM, who
translated it for me.

“In summary the letter stated that the club system was crooked and
gave instructions as to how I could catch the (crooks). This informa
tion and instructions were followed to the letter and resulted in the

conviction of Specialist Jones and he was given 1 year for this act.
“During the 3 months between Jones' court-martial and the date he
was caught stealing money, I received many anonymous telephone calls
which threatened my family and me. One in particular which I remem
ber most vividly happened about 2:30 in the morning and the caller
said: “You’re dead you bastard you, and hung up.
“All the calls were reported to Mr. Graham of the 24th Division CI.
Sometime in the late fall of 1965, I received a call on a Saturday night
from Sergeant Blanchette stating that he had found a jumper on a slot
machine.

“A jumper is defined as a small metal object which when placed on
a slot machine will reduce jackpot payouts by as much as 50 percent.
This enables the person placing such an instruction to rig jackpot
payouts in such a manner as to keep his percentages up to an acceptable
standard. All machines in the Augsburg area were inspected that night
by Graham and me.
“Several more jumpers were found that evening. It should be

pointed out that from the 24th day of August I was given permission
by General Rowny, division CG, to inform the outside division CI and
to cooperate fully (no holds barred) with their investigation.
“At approximately September 4, 1965, I made a three- or four-page
statement for the outside CI which I gave to Mr. Beard, CI. I was
called to Beard's office later and informed by Beard's superior to
change my statement to read division commander instead of General
Cunningham. He stated this was necessary in order not to classify
the report.
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“It was obvious that the club system was being mismanaged and
the commanding general agreed to place an officer over the System.

Once this officer was appointed, I no longer participated in club
activities.

•

“It is my opinion that the

-

-

CI, outside of the division, conducted

an investigation in a haphazard ‘Don’t want to touch attitude. .
“Question. You stated that while conducting an investigation into

the allegation made by Parrent you discovered a great deal of ir
regularities within the club system. Can you recall specifically what
they were?

-

“Answer. Behavior of club employees and in particular the conduct
of a female assistant manager in the Munich club system, overpay

ment of a club custodian by approximately $300,000 per month. It is
important to note here that the custodian was being paid at the rate
of 70 to 80 hours per week, even while on leave in the United States
and while a patient in the U.S. Army hospital. These gross errors were
pointed out to the commanding general.
“Question. Can you recall any of the allegations made by Parrent?
“Answer. I can't recall any of them in particular and they were all
investigated at that time.
did lead me into other irregularities
which were reported to the commanding general.
“Question. You stated that while attending the party after the
football game with Wooldridge, Hatcher, Teal, Nelson, and another

'

major, you felt that you were being taken. What do you mean by this?
“Answer. I feel that they were trying to put me into a compromis.
ing position and that I knew that the act was illegal and was not of
the conduct expected of an officer in the U.S. Army.
“Question. Is there any way that you could tell if the money Nelson
used to pay the expenses of the party that evening was the same
money that you saw Teal remove from the NCO club safe?
“Answer. Absolutely no: I do not remember if it was Nelson or
Teal that paid and I do not know if it was the same money or not.
“Question. The charts and graphs prepared reflecting slot machine
income over a 5-year period showed a decline in gross income of
$40,000 in slot machine income upon the assignment of Hatcher to
the club system. How long was he assigned and did the charts reflect
this decline during his entire tenure as custodian?
“Answer. He was assigned to the clubs for about 1 year while I
was serving as the adviser and the decline in gross income was over
his entire tenure.

“Question. When you raised the slot machine income back to $60,000
the expected norm, was Hatcher the custodian?
“Answer. Absolutely not.

“Question. Did you report all irregularities you found during your
investigations?

“Answer. I personally briefed Colonel Hardin, and General Cun
ningham in every case. I would like to add that I spent many hours in
the Chief of Staff's office discussing poor management of the NCO
club system.

-

“Question. What action, if any, was taken by the command?
“Answer. Despite my recommendations for a CI or IG investiga

tion, the only action that was taken to my knowledge was the replacing
of several NCO club custodians and managers.
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“Question. Did the replacement of the custodians and managers cor
rect the problem?
“Answer. No.

“Question. At the time that you caught Jones stealing money from

#£" machines did you think that others were implicated in the
, theft 2
“Answer. It is my opinion that there had to be more than one person
involved in order to later collect the $700 coverage from the safe which
only the club manager and assistant manager had access. It should be
noted that Jones was an area supervisor and not the club manager and
did not have direct access to the safe.

“Question. At the time the jumpers were discovered in the slot ma
schines was there an investigation conducted?
“Answer. This incident was reported to both division and other
CID, but was not pursued to my knowledge.
“Question. We have information that club system discrepancies
were purified by three sources before they were allegedly discussed
with General Cunningham. Will you explain this purification of
discrepancies?

“Answer. To my knowledge there were no discrepancies reported
by outsiders watered down prior to reaching the commanding general.
I would like to emphasize again that I personally brought to the at
tention of the commanding general all of the irregularities that I un
covered during the investigation of the club system. It was my normal
licy to include the division sergeant major in all my briefings.
“Question. Do you believe that there is, or was, an operation in effect
where moneys were systematically taken from the club system for
private gain?
“Answer. Absolutely; however, it is a very difficult matter to prove.
I have only my memory of my charts and graphs that I made of the
improvement of the system once they were forced to abide by regula
tions. I also conclude by personal investigation of the high standard of
living of individuals in the club system that additional income other
than regular pay and part-time income was necessary.
“Question. Other £ what you have related, do you have any
knowledge of any purchases by, or work performed on the clubs that
was paid for, when, in fact, the merchandise was not received or the
work not effected?
“Answer. No.

“Question. Do you have any knowledge of the club system hiring
nonexisting bands and pocketing funds disbursed for this type
entertainment?

“Answer. The club system had a $40,000 per month entertainment
fund which was my area of interest at the time of my departure from
Europe. I had a complaint from a sergeant who complained of the
malpractice of hiring bands in the club system. My investigation
revealed that deficiencies existed in the field of hiring and reporting

of engagements within the club. My investigation was not complete,
nor did I draw any conclusions from my investigation. I feel that
there were more mismanagements in the entertainment field than there
were attempts by anyone to obtain money from this area.
“Question. In your opinion, how did Hatcher remain in the club
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system as long as he did when major discrepancies were noted during
his tenure?

“Answer. I don’t know other than he remained in the job.
'tion. Do you know how long Hatcher has been in the club
Stem {

"'wer. I did not check his record but Hatcher told me that he
had been in the 24th Division club system for 11 years.
“Question. The normal maximum tour is 5 years, how in your opinion
did he stay that long?
“Answer. I have no proof but I asked the same question to Hatcher
and he supplied me with the following answer, ‘I would return to the

States every 3 years or after a tour, go to the Pentagon, pay an enlisted
man in the assignment section $300 to $500 for a return trip to Europe.
I never stayed in the States between tours more than 3 or 4 months.”
This may not be the exact words he used, but the information is precise.

“Question. Do you know an MP named Rhode, and on what occasion
did vou hear of him?

“Answer. Three or four weeks after the arrest of Jones, September 4,
1965, I was told by M. Sgt. Bobby Graham, 24th Division MP in
vestigator who was handling Jones’ case, that a Sergeant Rhode from
the Augsburg military police had called him the day before and asked
that the statement obtained from Jones be destroyed.
“Question. Is there anything further that you would like to add to
this statement?

“Answer. It is my opinion that the club system (NCO) in Europe
group. This was very evident during my investi
tion by the many NCO club supervisors both in and out of the

is a well-organized

ivision that I questioned concerning operations. They were very
reluctant in all cases to give any information that could have been
detrimental to the club system. I think an investigation by the Army
is long overdue.

“I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowl
edge it is true and correct.
“WILLIAM L. GEORGE.

...'"ribed
and sworn to before me this 30th day of September
9.
“WILLIAM A. RIDGELY,

“Notary Public.
“My commission expires December 14, 1969.”

. Senator RIBIcoFF. Colonel George, the threats you received, did you
just receive those threats in Germany or have you received threats in
the United States?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: No, sir, I have not received any in the
United States, sir. It was only during the 3 months, between Jones'
conviction and his trial, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you apprehensive about threats now?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoPF. Why are $' apprehensive about threats now?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I don’t want to go through another
3 months like I did in Germany in 1965.
Senator RIBICOFF. How extensive were those threats in Germany that

you received? Were they continuous or just occasional?
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Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Well, I would say maybe three or four

a week and particularly on Saturday nights. Like one I remember very

clearly now, they called my wife in # afternoon and said, “Your
children get off the school bus” at whatever time it was and hung up,
which was exactly what time my children got off.
Senator RIBICOFF. If you receive any other threats now I trust you
will report those threats to the committee.
Now you were in constant communication with both Colonel Hardin
and General Cunningham?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Every part of the proceedings you related to

Colonel Hardin and General Cunningham?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was their attitude when they received
this information from you?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, would say that Colonel Hardin
was very interested, he helped me as much as any superior can help you.
General Cunningham was very noncommittal. He would say, “Thank
ou very much. You are doing a good job.” That is all he would say.
e would end the conversation that wav.

Senator RIBICOFF. When you asked for someone from outside the
division to come in and investigate, you were turned down?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF: Who turned you down?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Normally, Colonel Hardin, the Chief
of Staff, would say that the general said no. I was never given any
reason why.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, when you asked for someone else
to be brought in, Colonel Hardin reported to you that the general
said no?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir, that is normally. Sometimes I
would ask Colonel Hardin. Sometimes he would report back to me or it
would come over the squawk box or other means of communications, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You received this anonymous letter advising you
about the defalcation and suggesting that you make a raid on all these
club custodians simultaneously. Was that done?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, there could only have been two
raids because they only had two electric counting machines. There
could have been one made in Munich, there could have been one made

in Augsburg. In my judgment at that particular time, and I had prior
approval of the Chief of Staff to hit only one club, to do a
job
I had to do it myself because I did not trust too many people in whom

£

I could confide.

Senator RIBICOFF. Yet, at the place you hit you got Jones?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: Yes, sir. I could have run a similar thing
down at Munich. I had a choice to either go to Munich, which was
50 miles away, or go to the Kaserne located there in Augsburg which
was a mile away from headquarters.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you went to Jones, was this the center
where the money was being brought in?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. It was at an individual club.
There were six clubs as well as I remember, in the Augsburg area.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was the money only brought into this one club?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir; no money was ever taken out of
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any club. The change stayed in the club. They used this for their
change fund. They had as much as a thousand dollars in some clubs
in a change fund.

Senator RIBIcoFF. There were six clubs but yet you just put yourself
and your assistant into the Jones club?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, Jones was the assistant manager.
It was his job to clear the machines at all six clubs in Augsburg. So
he would go from one club to the other. I chose him at a time when he

was in the biggest club. He would have one electric counter, sir, that
they carried in a sedan from one club to the other.
The assistant custodian and a disinterested witness would clear each

machine every Monday and every Friday. The 3d of September was
on a Friday.

Senator RIBICoEF. In your investigation you only arrested Jones?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. At that time you were satisfied, were you not,
that there were many others besides Jones involved?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir; in my own mind, yes, sir. In
my opinion, that is a true statement, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you call in the CID to help you at that stage
or did you try to handle it yourself?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, as soon as I had the approval to
do it myself, with a Captain Klem from the Chief of Staff, which
I did, as soon as I made contact with Jones and found out he was
trying to steal money I contacted the Chief of Staff who contacted
-

the CI, the 24th Division CI, who immediately came down and

completed the investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. You were all by yourself with one other
individual?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I had another witness; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. The CID was not notified but if they had been
they could have raided all the clubs simultaneously?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. They could only have raided two, sir,

because they were only counting money at two different times, in the
Augsburg area and in the Munich area, with the two electronic
COunterS.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, working at 11 clubs altogether?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. They only counted the money in the Augsburg
area and one club in the Munich area?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. The plan would be the assistant
custodian would clear each club on a Friday morning with a disin
terested witness, both Augsburg and the assistant custodian in
Munich.

They would in turn clear each of the five clubs in Munich and six
clubs in Augsburg in turn. They would go from one club to the other,
take the electronic counter and clear each club individually.

Senator RIBICoEF. In reviewing the evidence it seems that probably
the most minor of all the sergeants was Jones.

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, the people like the club custodians
did not clear slot machines, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When you get to Higdon, Hatcher, and Wool
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dridge, and you know Jones' part, did you know the entire history of
Jones in this operation?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you investigate the history of Jones and his
connection with the other side?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir; not investigate them individ
ually; no, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your entire contact with Jones and the sergeants
personally outside of the party was just that actual confrontation
with Jones when he was counting the money?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I don’t understand that question.
Senator RIBICOFF. What other sergeant did you personally have
contact with besides Jones?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. You mean on a day-to-day basis, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. Throughout the entire investigation.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I was in contact with all of them.

Senator RIBICOFF. What sergeants were they? Will you name the
sergeants?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I cannot remember all of them.
Senator RIBICOFF. Those that you remember.
L Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. There was Jones, Nelson, Teal, Hatcher,
8.78.1%

Senator RIBICOFF. Wooldridge?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir.
d Senator RIBICOFF. You personally were not in contact with Wool
ridge?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir, I was never in contact with Wool
dridge on anything except on official business in connection with club
activities with Sergeant Wooldridge.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think you said that Wooldridge asked for your
as an adviser?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you know this?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir, he was division sergeant major.
That was a normal routinely handled thing by a sergeant major. He
would normally do this in his command position.
Senator RIBICOFF. You, yourself, in your investigation were satis
fied that other sergeants besides Jones were involved in this ring,
were you not?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did it surprise you at all that the only one that
was picked up, the only one that was court martialed, was Jones?

Lieutenant'Colonel Gronor. Sir, the only ones I could have caught
that particular time was either Jones or Edwards. In my judgment, I
thought Jones was more guilty than Edwards. Later on I reversed
my position.
Senator RIBICOFF. At that time?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. At that time.

Senator RIBICOFF. After the passage of time you realized that Ed
wards was much more guilty than Jones?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You asked for someone to be brought in from the
outside. To whom did you make that request?
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Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, normally I made this through my
immediate superior, Colonel Hardin, the Chief of Staff.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was Colonel Hardin's reply?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Normally it was no, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. It was not at this time?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No at this time.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did this surprise you?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Any reason why he said no or just one word “no”?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No reasons were ever given to me by the
commanding general of why he did not, no, sir, other than, “Thank
you, I will look into it”, or “Thank, you, we will study it,” or “Thank
£ very much, you are doing a
keep it up,” or words to this

£fjob,

effect, sir.

It was never, “I don't want to bring in outside CI for one reason or
another.” He never did.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were you in the division when General Cunning
ham was replaced?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. After General Cunningham was replaced, CID
was brought in?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. That was the first time that CID was brought in 2

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Outside CID, yes, sir.
} Senator
that?

RIBICOFF. What was your role in the investigation after

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. After the CI, sir, I did very little after
the CI. They came in in September. I continued to monitor slot ma
chines from September to, oh, October sometime. When they brought
an officer manager which I recommended at that time I got out of the
investigating part.
Senator RIBICOFF. That was your only connection?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.
Senator MUNDT. I don’t think
told us the full story about Ser

''

£
Wooldridge because when the chairman asked you, did you know
im, you said you met him when he asked you to take the job.
Later in your testimony you said Wooldridge was with you on a
night out on the town.

-

Aieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I must have misunderstood you. I
knew Sergeant Wooldridge and knew him very well. I knew him as well
as I knew anybody in the division, I thought.
l
MUNDT. Did Wooldridge know what was going on in these

£or

clubs?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I have no knowledge of that other
than I would brief Sergeant Major Wooldridge. He knew I was mak
the investigation but I have no knowledge £ he knew of anything

'

else, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You know that he knew from your briefing, that
£ the same information to General Cunningham and Colonel
Hardin; is that right?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. He had the same information; yes, sir.

you

35–359–69–pt. 1–6
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Senator MUNDT. Did you ever ask him to join you in trying to get
the criminal division investigation started?

•

•

-

•

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I don’t believe I asked him to join me in

etting the criminal investigation going but I asked him to join me
in getting Sergeant Hatcher fired.
Senator MUNDT. You did?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Did you cause him to be fired?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Did you ask Colonel Hardin or General
Cunningham?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. Eventually, he was fired, sir,
-

but not the first time I asked.

Senator MUNDT. How long after the first time?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. It was just a couple months, sir. Really,
it has been so long I can’t give it to you in weeks and days.
Senator RIBICOFF. If the Senator will yield for clarification.
The Sergeant was not fired. He was reassigned; isn't that correct?
No disciplinary action?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. He was removed from his job, sir, and
placed in another company.
-

Senator MUNDT. He was transferred instead of fired.

Was there any change in the operation of the club when General
Rowny took charge?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir, we had more command super

vision. We had commanders actually assisting us, sir, in looking into
the clubs.

Senator MUNDT. Did you report to him substantially the same in
formation you had previously reported to General Cunningham!
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, he received a briefing. Just when

and where, I did not give it to him personally, but I know he knew
about previous activities. He made the statement to the effect that
“We are not going to have that and call in the outside CI, do any
thing you want.”
Senator MUNDT. Do you know who briefed him?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I would assume the Chief of Staff did.
Senator MUNDT. Colonel Hardin?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I am curious as to why Colonel Hardin whom you
presented with what seemed a very legitimate request, to put the
investigators to work on the club, would say no.
Did he say no at the time you asked him or did he say, “I want
to talk to General Cunningham first and report back”?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, he always talked to General Cun
ningham about club activities, especially on my reports.
Senator MUNDT. On your specific request, you said you requested him
to put the investigators to work on the club; is that right?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. When you asked him that, did he say at that meet
ing, at that time, on the basis of his own judgment, no, or did he
say, “Thank you very much, I will give you an answer a little later,”
and then say no?
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Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I made many requests to Colonel
Hardin. A lot of them went in the form of what we call DF, a disposi
tion form, a green slip. Frequently you would put at the top of it,
“CG, Chief of Staff.” That means if the Chief of Staff didn’t like it

he wouldn’t let it go in to the General.
} Always it came back with General Cunningham's initials on
them.

Frequently when the recommendation was made, it would come
back with nothing but the initials.
Senator MUNDT. And a negative answer?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sometimes there would be no answer,

sir. Or they would just write “no” to you.
Senator MUNDT. At one time you did succeed in getting a transfer at
the NCO Club. You said you “requested and received permission from
General Cunningham to place a trusted sergeant at the Will NCO
Club.”

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. How come you were successful on that occasion
to get General Cunningham to £y yes when all the other times you
say he said no? What was different?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I went up personally and spoke to
him right after Christmas 1964. Things were getting so bad, and
on this particular occasion I had Assistant Division Commander
General Enemark there and Chief of Staff. I made it in the form of a

plea to the General which he accepted.
I don’t think he realized the results were going to be so much, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Did the receipts of the club begin picking up when
you got the new club manager?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. After we got the new manager where,
Sll".

Senator MUNDT. Your trusted new manager.

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That trusted sergeant only stayed 10
days in the Will NCO.

Senator MUNDT. Did business start picking up in those 10 days?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. As a result of that we were
able to fire Sergeant Nelson.

'" MUNDT. Why did they take the trusted sergeant out after
10 days?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I had proven my point to the general.
There was no longer any need to keep him there.

Senator MUNDT. Who took Nelson's place then? You got him fired?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator McNor who took his place as manager of the club?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: Sir, I believe Sergeant Edwards. I
believe it was Sergeant Edwards.

Senator MUNDT. According to the records that we have on Sergeant
Edwards, I would assume the profits started slipping down again soon
after he took charge?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, about that same time, after we
started enforcing rigid controls over when the slot machines could be
cleared, prior to that time the custodian had almost free access into
the back of those machines.
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When I started the investigation I got permission to only clear them
on Mondays and Fridays which gave us some kind of count of when
£
could go to the home office or head office and check each

£uld—we

CIUlO.

All clubs started to improve about that time, sir.
Senator MUNDT. All clubs started to improve. These threats that
' have been getting, have any of them come to you by anonymous
etter or telephone call?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir, all of them were during the 3
months awaiting Jones' trial and they were all in the form of tele
phone calls.

Senator MUNDT. Were they all during the period of Jones' trial?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. I would like to bring out
here, sir, that at that particular time a little boy by the name of George,
who was not my son, got beat up badly by some kid who said I had
fired his father. We never did find out who the kid was

Senator MUNDT. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. No charges were brought against Nelson or any
other sergeants involved with the exception of Jones. Is that correct?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt asked you about when everything
was cleared up after there was removal of Nelson and Edwards.

Didn't you find after that period that there were some plugs in the slot
machines?

i.'"
Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. That was sometime in Septem
r 1965.
Senator RIBICOFF. After there had been a change in management?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. After there had been change in manage
ment.

Senator RIBICOFF. The plugs were still in the machines?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. The plugs were in the machine at that
time; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. The plugs being in the machines, what would this
mean to the individuals who were in control of the machines?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. It would mean, sir, less jackpot pay
outs. In other words, it is a little V-shaped object smaller than your
finger on one of the notches on the third reel of a slot machine, you
place that on it. You know a slot machine works on wheels. A lever
would fall down. By filling up the cavity the lever cannot fall down,
decreasing by as much as 50 percent jackpot payout.
Senator RIBICOFF. Then whoever was in charge of the machines and
collecting the money could take for themselves instead of having the
players receive the difference in the jackpot payouts which ordinarily
would show up on a preset machine?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. This could amount to a considerable amount of

money?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

£or

-

RIBICOFF. You don’t know who was getting the jackpot

money?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I only caught Jones. He is the only
one I know.
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. Senator RIBIcoFF. You don't know whether Jones put these counters
in or Jones had charge of all these machines?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I don’t know. Each man had access to

: back of the slot machine, not the bottom

where the money fell

OWn.

Senator RIBICOFF. He had charge of the back part of the machine?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. So there had to be a conspiracy between whoever
collected the money and whoever put in the plugs because they were
put in for a purpose of skimming some money out of the machine?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Most definitely, sir.
Senator. RIBICOFF. The only one again who had actually action
taken against him was Jones?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Colonel George, let us go back again to your
reports to General Cunningham and Colonel Hardin.
h £w many reports did you personally make to General Cunning
an a

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, many.
Senator GURNEY. A great many, did you say?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What about Colonel Hardin?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Usually both of them got my same brief
ings, sir. When I would find an irregularity in the £, I would brief
both of them. Normally when I would brief General Cunningham
I had to go through Colonel Hardin, my immediate superior.
Senator GURNEY. This would be a normal briefing?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Normally, a desk-type briefing. A lot
of times I would talk to the chief of staff who would be very busy.

He would listen. He would say, “OK, go brief the General.”
Senator GURNEY. What period of time did this cover?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, it covered from the fall of 1963 to
December of 1965.

Senator GURNEY. With respect to your reports of these irregularities
to both General Cunningham and Colonel Hardin, what was their
reaction? How would you describe it?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, these were such fantastic amounts
of money that I was talking about I am sure or I had the feeling
that they thought I was grossly exaggerating.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall any of the comments they made?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. Just from their attitude, I mean

when you walk in and tell somebody that somebody is stealing $40,000
a month, their reaction is that it is an overexaggeration. I had that
feeling, sir.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, it was a reaction of disbelief?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Well, disbelief in the gross amount;
Ves, Slr.

Senator GURNEY. Were any other officers of the 24th Division in
volved? By that I mean did you bring your reports to the attention
of the assistant division commander?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. He was a very busy man, sir. I

usually would catch up on maybe three or four briefings that I had
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given to General Cunningham at one time. Every time I briefed
the provost marshal, the G-1 who had staff supervision over the
clubs, G-2 intelligence, and the inspector general.

Senator GURNEY. How often would you say you had briefed these
officers and will you give their names for the record beginning with
the assistant division commander on down?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. The assistant division commander was

General Enemark. The chief of staff was Colonel Hardin. The G-1

changed two or three times, sir—I just remember one—Colonel Hand
ley. G-2 was Colonel Post. The ić who was there during the entire
time and who knew of everything was Colonel Gallows.
Senator GURNEY. Let us go to the IG. As I recall my own service in
the Army, he should be interested in this as one of his primary con
cerns. What was his reaction?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, the IG made an annual inspection.
Senator GURNEY. You mean annual inspection of the NCO Club
operations?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. Normally he did not find the
things I found in an IG type of inspection. I don’t know, Colonel
Gallows never expressed to me what his reaction to this whole thing
WaS.

Senator GURNEY. You did bring these same irregularities to his
attention?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What did he say? Anything?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. He would always ask me if I had re
ported them to the commanding general.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever ask him to take any action?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: I gave him a copy of a report one time
of an inspection I had made because I knew an annual IG inspection
of the NCO clubs, it was scheduled, and I know that he had his in
vestigator who lived in the same duplex apartment as I did looked
into these matters.

He gave a special report of this inspection to the General which I
was not privileged to look at, sir.
IG reports like that, staff officers don't look at them.
Senator GURNEY. You are saying that he was alerted at the time
he made the annual inspection because he made an annual report dur
ing the period of time you had apprised him of the irregularities you

''

had found in your inspection and investigation?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir; he was alerted at the time he
made the annual inspection, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I think you mentioned this but I think it is well
to go into it.

What officer within the 24th Infantry Division was primarily re
sponsible for supervision of the club operations?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, that is a good question. I can't
answer it.

Senator GURNEY. At that time, who would normally be in charge of
NCO club operations within any division?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. In this particular division the NCO
clubs, we had an assistant division commander at Munich, an assistant
division commander at Augsburg. Now they had overall supervision.
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They did not get involved in the direct management of the clubs, how
ever, sir. This was handled directly by a Board of Governors. These
were senior enlisted men who reported directly to the General.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, you are saying that there was no
one officer within the 24th Division, who, to your knowledge, was
primarily responsible for supervision of the club activities?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Not primarily responsible; no, sir. I was
there as an adviser. I was only adviser to the Board of Governors. I had
no supervisory responsibility, sir.
Senator GURNEY. My recollection, again from previous Army experi
ence, is that some officer, at the company level, battalion level, regi
mental level, is charged with the responsibility of overseeing these
club activities.

W!" is the custom in the Army today? Do you have any evidence on
that?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir; other than the 24th Division, I
do not have any evidence.
Senator GURNEY. I notice on page three of your testimony this
Statement:

It is my opinion that the CI outside of the division conducted an investigation
in a haphazard “Don’t want to touch attitude.”

Could you please amplify that and explain CI outside the Division?
Lieutenant Colonel (£ Once the investigation was turned over
to Mr. Beard and his group, I thought it was important enough to
bring more CI people in than just Mr. Beard.
Mr. Beard did a very wonderful job there but he could not cover
11 clubs anymore than I could. They employed 475 people and took
in $122 million a year. It was a big operation. It was a lot of people
for Mr. Beard to talk to.

I felt they should have brought in a whole battery of people to have

in:once it was opened up by General Rowny.
Senator GURNEY. Did you mention this or complain about this to
any of the CI people anywhere?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. It was not my job to complain
to them.

Senator GURNEY. I appreciate that. When the new division com
mander came on board—and I take it that was General Rowny?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Rowny, sir.
Senator GURNEY. He succeeded General Cunningham?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. When did that occur?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Either June or July, sir, 1965.
Senator GURNEY. What about the Chief of Staff? Was he replaced
at that time? .

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: No, sir, he was not replaced.
Senator GURNEY. Colonel Hardin stayed on?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. He stayed until the following summer.

Senator GURNEY. When you started to get some action under the
£"
commander. '. did that occur? Through Colonel
alrdin a

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir; through Colonel Hardin to the
General.
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Senator GURNEY. Tell us exactly how that did occur.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I got the anonymous letter on the
24th of August. I reported first within 30 minutes to Colonel Frank,
the provost marshal. Then the next morning, I don’t know whether I
reported it to Colonel Hardin, or Colonel Frank reported, but some
body reported to Colonel Hardin.
Senator GURNEY. He, in turn, reported to the commanding general?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I was not there, sir, I cannot say
whether he did or not.

Senator GURNEY. Who gave you the order to get things going?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. The Chief of Staff gave me permission

to go ahead and conduct the raid on the 3d of September, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. Did he say anything about a discussion of this

with the new commanding general, General Rowny?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I don’t remember, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Two final questions.

Could you amplify your testimony on page 5 concerning deficiencies
that existed in the hiring and reporting of engagements within the
club? I take it this was an entertainment sort of business.

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, it was just reported to me. As I
stated in my statement, this was a matter of interest to me because
I thought I had had the slot machine problem licked. I was looking
into the $40,000 a month expenditures on entertainment. I did not
complete my investigation, sir, but initially I felt that there was
more of a mismanagement of the club than there was in an attempt to
obtain money by club—in other words, a unit in a Kaserne, as we called
our little areas over there, would be scheduled for a field trip.
The club managers, they couldn't predict a month ahead when we
had alerts, when all the troops would be gone. They had entertain
ment. They had to book this months in advance sometimes.
When they had something scheduled for a certain night, the troops
went out on alert, no troops, they would cancel it, schedule it for an

other night without checking with the head office.

This is what I initially found. I don't think they were getting much
money out of the entertainment business, sir.
Senator GURNEY. One final question.
On page 4 you mentioned the high standard of living of indi
viduals in the club system and indicated that they were living beyond
their means.

Would you amplify that, please?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. A couple of them with their two cars, a
Cadillac—
Senator GURNEY. Cadillacs?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Cadillac, one Cadillac to my knowledge,
a Mercedes, one E–5 whose basic pay I don’t know right off but it is
very low, his wife sported a big new diamond.
Senator GURNEY. I wonder if we could have names. Who owned the
Cadillac 2

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sergeant Hatcher, who I understand was
told to get rid of it.
Senator GURNEY. What about the Mercedes?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Nelson.
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Senator GURNEY. You just testified somebody's wife had something.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sergeant Bass' wife had a big diamond
which he bragged about. They had two cars and four children and he
was an E-5. I sure couldn't buy my wife a diamond on that with my
four kids.

Senator GURNEY. Was this high living brought to the attention of

Colonel Hardin and General Cunningham!
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What did they say about that?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, this was one of those areas that I

could not prove. I didn’t pursue it. I had other more pressing things I
could do.

Senator GURNEY. Did they make any comment on it?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir; I don’t think I pressed it too
hard with them, sir. I just mentioned it. I don’t ever remember bring
ing that up to General Cunningham.
Senator GURNEY. Any other evidence of high living outside of these
expensive automobiles and diamond ring?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That party they took me on, sir, which
I mentioned.

Senator GURNEY. Was that customary? Were there other evidences
of parties like this which you know of ?
ieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Not to my personal knowledge. I didn't
investigate any.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. I have no questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You testified that you made some surveys as to the

#" of money that was taken while Hatcher was in charge of the
club

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You found instances of differences after he was

removed. For example, in one club there was a slippage of $20,000 a
month to $4,000 a month, before Hatcher got in and after he had it?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Maybe the other way around; $4,000, and after
Hatcher was removed it went to $20,000.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is right, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Your overall survey indicated that the take in
creased from about $30,000 a month to $60,000 a month.

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Those are rough figures, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Annually the difference would be roughly between
$300,000 and $400,000 a year.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This would be the take that would be extracted

from the slot machine. That would be the cut that these people were
making; is that right?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is what my graphs and charts
showed, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Now in the operation you had people who would
go around to each of the clubs? There were 11 clubs?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. How many in the Augsburg area and how many
in the Munich area?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, there were six, I believe, in the
Augsburg area and five in the Munich area.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The five in the Munich area were the larger ones?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. The largest one was the Will NCO
which was really a showplace in Munich. That was the largest

'

CIllb.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Naturally, the take there would be big?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who had charge of totalizing the take in the
Munich area?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Assistant custodian.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was that?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. At that particular time it was Sergeant
Edwards, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who had charge of totalizing the take in the Augs
burg area?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sergeant Edwards, sir—excuse me, sir,
Sergeant Jones.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would they go to each of the clubs with a counting
machine twice a week?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Twice a week, sir. Once on Monday,
once on Friday.
Mr. ADLERMAN. They would go to each of the clubs on Monday?
I, cutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And each of the clubs on Friday; is that right?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you made a raid you made it on only one
club, where you were told by the letter if you went there at this par
ticular time.

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You did that without the advice of the CID?
ILieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You did not have them available to you at that
time?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I didn’t ask for it, sir. I had worked

long on this investigation and I wanted to participate in catching
them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Prior to that you had asked for a CID investi
gation?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that refused?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So you had to do it on your own?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. I had the Chief of Staff's
permission to do it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Senator Gurney asked you who had charge of the
clubs: who was the responsible officer in charge of the clubs.
What part did Sergeant Major Wooldridge play in it?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, he was liaison enlisted man between
the board of governors and the commanding general. Normally, if
the commanding general dislikes something in the club system he
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would send Sergeant Major Wooldridge to a board of governors'
meeting or if he wanted something done, or disliked it he would send
the sergeant major to the board of governors’ meeting.
Then the sergeant major would informally address the group and
tell the commanding general’s desires.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You stated that you corrected the situation by

formulating new regulations governing the slot machimes operation;
is that correct?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was there any objection made to these new regu.
lations by anybody?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: Yes, sir; Sergeant Major Wooldridge
objected, sir.
M. r. ADLERMAN. He objected :

-

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. He objected on the point that I had

strengthened the duties of the adviser. I had put in the regulations
that the adviser would have a more supervisory capacity.

Sergeant Major Wooldridge felt that the NCO's could run their own
clubs. He was very adamant about this. It ended up with both of us in

the commanding general's office and the commanding general rewrote
the sentence himself.

I forgot what it was now but I remember it was acceptable both to
Sergeant Major Wooldridge and to me.
#.r. ADLERMAN. Did the regulations go into effect?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did this result in an immediate jump in the take of
the machines?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir. The new regulations, sir,
included clearing the machines on Monday and Friday. Under the
old regulations, the custodian, the NCO custodian could clear them
just about at will, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You were asked about high living. Do you know
what kind of office Sergeant Hatcher had?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What kind of office?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Equivalent to the commanding general,
practically.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Rather plush office?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know whether he had his own barber?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he have his own chauffeur?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. I am saying no, sir. I don't
know, sir. He never had a chauffeur I have ever seen. I have see him
drive many times.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You indicated in your statement that Nelson was
his chauffeur.

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. In the statement I meant on that

party night that Nelson was not to drink, he was to drive that particular
night. That is why Hatcher affectionately called him the chauffeur.
There was no stigma attached, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I have one additional question. In answer to Sena

tor Gurney you mentioned that somebody had given a report to the
IG but you had not been able to see the report.
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Do you recall that part of the testimony?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I said that the IG had given a special
report to the general which I was not privileged to see.
Senator MUNDT. The IG had given a report to the general?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Based on his personal investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE.

': sir;

this was on the annual in

vestigation. It happens every year, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I thought you said that somebody who lived in the
same apartment, the same place as you did, had done a little investi
gating and mailed in a report?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, his name was also Colonel Frank. He

was the inspector of the clubs on that particular year that I gave the IG
my report on prior to his making the annual visit to the NCO clubs.
And I know that the areas that I had given the IG were investi
gated and reports were given to the general which I was not privileged
to See.

I learned it, sir, by talking to the auditors at the NCO club.
Senator MUNDT. Was it a written report?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I did not seeit, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You don't know whether it was a written report or
not?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I think it was a written report.
Senator MUNDT. By whom was it signed?
Colonel GEORGE. It would be signed by the IG, Colonel

o:"
allows.

Senator MUNDT. Mr. Chairman, I think we should have the staff try
to get a copy of that report. The witness has just testified that Colonel
Gallows made a written report—to whom?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I think he made it to the commanding
general.

Senator MUNDT. The IG report?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. The IG report for 1965.
Senator MUNDT. Was General Cunningham still there?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I think we should get a copy of that report.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I understand we have requested the IG reports.
Senator MUNDT. I think we should make a request for this particular
report.

r. ADLERMAN. We will do so.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask one other question in connection with
this IG report.

Is it unusual in division Army business, to make an IG report like
this in secret?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I don’t think it was secret, sir. I was not

privileged to see any IG reports. This was not special; I don’t think, sir.
Senator GURNEY: I mean in connection with your special duties here,
as a consultant to these NCO clubs, whatever the title might be, would
it be normal for you to see an IG report on NCO clubs?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I saw the one after it was approved by
the general that came down to the club for corrective action and then
corrective action had to be taken and forwarded back to the division

headquarters within a certain length of time.
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Senator GURNEY. Could you explain that? I take it this was not the
IG report that went to the general but rather corrective instructions
to be made in the club operations which came back from him?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I tried to say earlier that I thought
that a special IG investigation report, which is not the normal annual
't was forwarded to the general after the annual inspection of
1965.

I did not see the special report. Now I did see the annual report when
it came down through channels, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy.

Senator PERCY. Colonel George, on page 5 of your testimony, the
uestion and answer section, you indicated that one of these men,
atcher, had been able to stay within the club system for 11 years and
that a normal tour of duty would be substantially less than this.
You indicated he had a system worked out whereby he could pay
someone back in the Pentagon in the assignment section, for a figure
# mentioned of $300 to $500, so that he could be assigned back to
urope.

£u

have any indication or feeling as to whether this was a cus
tomary thing, or whether it can be done and was done frequently by the
men in this syndicate?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. I don’t even have any knowledge
that Hatcher did this. I only have knowledge that Hatcher told me
this.

Senator PERCY. You have stated that he said directly to you that
he was able to buy his assignment. Do you have evidence that Hatcher
as well as other men had extended assignments within the club system?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir, I do not, sir.
Senator PERCY. Is he the only one?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. He is the only one I ever checked even
by talking to them about their tours, sir.
Senator PERCY. Regarding the other men you mentioned here, did
they seem to have unusually long tours of duty within the club system?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I never checked it. I think the only
time that we looked at their tours was when Vietnam started buildin

up and we were losing people at a rapid rate. We did check a few o
them. I don't recall any of them being long periods, sir.
Senator PERCY. What was the Army regulation in your knowledge
with respect to the percentage payout on the take on the slot machines?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, there is a 7th Army regulation
which I don’t recall, sir. I don’t even recall the figures but it is some

thing like 70 percent or 60. I don't know the exact figures.
Senator PERCY. If it is 60 to 70 percent, in your judgment, is this
exploitation? Is this an

''

high

profit margin for slot

machines?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir.
Senator PERCY. You think that is customary?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. By what standards?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. By the regulations.

Senator PERCY. By regulation. By what standards, normal gambling
standards?
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Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. You buy the machines to those
specifications. You order and they make them especially for the Army.
Senator PERCY. The military, as customer can instruct the manu
facturer on whatever percentage margin is desired. Could you have 15
percent profit or 70 percent?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir; I don't think any of the firms
would have risked their contracts on slot machines to deviate from the

Army standards. Once the sergeants bought the machines they could
take the-but I don’t think the manufacturers did, sir.
Senator PERCY. My question is this: From your knowledge and in
vestigating did you ever have cause to feel that the profit margin
prescribed by the Army regulations were unusually high? What is the

purpose of the 70 percent profit margin for GI’s who are spending
probably their whole pay for recreational purposes in the machine?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I will have to think a minute but I don't

think that is a 70-percent profit margin. That is a 70 percent jackpot
£or PERCY. Could you explain that further?

paVOut.

-

*

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I will have to search my memory here,
sir. You take the jackpot payouts are recorded on a special regulating
control sheet. You take the number of jackpot payouts, like you might
have $1,000 in the bottom of the box, there should be $700 in jackpot
payouts.

Senator PERCY. Seventy percent of the pot that exists at the time?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is right, sir. I say 70 percent. I

don't remember quite what the Army's figure is, whether it is 80 or 70
percent, but it is higher, it is higher than 15 or 20 percent in Las Vegas.
Senator PERCY. I presume when we have active duty Army officials
here before the committee we can inquire further into the policy of the
Army in this regard.

Could you tell us, though, from your experience, what benefit
the club system had from these profits a portion of which were skim
med off and a portion of which were plowed back into the system ?
Did it enable them to provide bargain prices for food and drinks?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. In other words, the players of the machines who
lost subsidized and underwrote the basic cost of food and drinks and
enabled them to offer the entertainment?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is the purpose of the slot machines.

Every nickel goes back into the NCO £ Not a dime is
ever removed from the NCO clubs. They keep it themselves to improve
their clubs. They have free beer nights, low steak nights. Lots of
entertainment.

They do concentrate on giving the troops a lot of entertainment from
the slot machines.

Senator PERCY. From your experience with slot machines in the
military, do you feel they are a necessary and desirable part of the rec
reation of GI’s noncommissioned officers and officers overseas?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No sir.
Senator PERCY. You do not?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. In other words, the very existence, you feel, of
gambling devices, authorized, supported, regulated by the military
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services, led to the skimming practices, led to the abuses, high living,
forth, that you observed?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Senator GURNEY. Colonel, I have one question. Did Sergeant
Hatcher mention to you the name of the enlisted man to whom he made

and so

the payment to get reassignment?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Are there any facts and circumstances surrounding
that conversation that would help us find him?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, I just repeated that one conversa
tion I had. I was appalled. That is how I remember it so well.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF: I think Senator Percy asked a question concerning
assignments. I think that as the case develops you will find, Senator
Percy, that this group of sergeants had a facility of getting assigned
where the action was. After they left Augsburg many of them together
went to Fort Benning. After Fort Benning, many of them then went to
Vietnam where they engaged in the same practices.
So, they did have a system where they ran these clubs and had a lot
to sav.

s'ator PERCY. Is it the intention of the chairman to try to find out
where within the regular assignment system there is a breakdown
enabling this distinct pattern of deciding where you want to go?
While other boys are going to Vietnam, these men were able to select
skillfully their own assignments, not only relatively safe assignments,
but also assignments that are highly lucrative.
Senator RIBICOFF. This is one of the objectives of the committee.

Before you came here I read a release from Secretary Resor which was
given out yesterday indicating a reform by the Army.
Since our investigation started we have accomplished a great deal
with the cooperation from Secretary Laird.
Many of the practices disclosed by our investigators have been
eliminated by the Defense Department today. If nothing else has been

accomplished, the committee has been able to bring about considerable
reform.

Concerning the percentages, the documents left with us by Assistant
Secretary, Kelley, yesterday indicated that the percentages on the
slot machines today were 85 percent to the players and 15 percent
for overhead. So there have been some changes there, too.
Mr. Adlerman.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel, I think you stated that you received the
original initial complaint from Sergeant Parrent about the summer of
1964?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir; I received it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Sometime after that, after you started your in
vestigation, were you invited to a party?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you testify that before the party you saw one
of the sergeants remove a package of bills from the safe that you
roughly estimated to be $1,000?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. This was quite a party; the bill you finally said went
up to $700?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct.

#. ADLERMAN.

Did you feel that they were trying to compromise

you?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir; I so stated in my statement.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you feel that they were trying to put you in a
position where you could not further your investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I had that personal feeling; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You went immediately to the commanding general?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I did.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And notified him of this fact?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you offer to pay $150 of the bill?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. I did, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that right?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And this was refused?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are there further questions of this witness?
Senator MUNDT. To whom did you offer to pay the $150?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
Senator MUNDT. Direct to him?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE: Yes, sir. I told him I was going to tell
the general if he didn’t accept it, which I did, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Is he the man who had the $1,000 in bills?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. No, sir. He did not, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Who had that?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, it was either Teal or Nelson. I do
not remember which, sir.

#" MUNDT. You went around the town and he picked up the
tab?

Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. That is correct, sir. We only went to the
one place, sir. One nightclub.
Senator MUNDT. You went to the Eve nightclub?
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. Duffy.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE. Sir, am I excused?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

-

Before Mr. Duffy is sworn to read the testimony of Sergeant
Jones, may I explain that Jones' testimony was taken in executive
session. The reason is this: Mr. Jones came to the staff and the staff

sent Mr. Jones to me. I was satisfied and so was the staff in talking
with Mr. Jones, that Sergeant Jones is the least of all these offenders.
It became apparent as we investigated this case that in many ways
Jones became the fall guy for the other sergeants. Of all the men,
the only man we see punished was Jones, receiving a year at hard
labor. Mr. Jones is out of the service. He is married. He has two

children. He has a job at which he works hard.
Mr. Jones made a plea to the committee that at the present time
exposure on television, in pictures, would jeopardize his standing in
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his community, would bring great problems and hardships to his
family.
I brought this matter up with the committee and under the cir
cumstances the committee members voted that we would allow Mr.

Jones to testify in executive session.
We believe that Mr. Jones has been punished sufficiently and that
there was not anything to be gained by revealing Mr. Jones’ past
before public view. His testimony, however, is part of this case and
Mr. Duffy will read his complete testimony as taken before the
executive session which was £yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Duffy, you do solemnly swear that the testimony you give
before this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. DUFFY. I do.

(The executive session as read by Mr. Duffy follows:)

35–359–69–pt. 1–7

[EXECUTIVE SESSION AS READ BY LaVERN J. DUFFY]
“FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

“ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

“TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1969

“U.S. SENATE,
“PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS OF THE

CoMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

“Washington, D.C.
“The subcommittee met at 4:42, in room S. 212, the Capitol, pursu
ant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to February 17, 1969,

Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, presiding.
“Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham Ribi
coff, Democrat of Connecticut; Senator Lee Metcalf, Democrat of
Montana; Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican of South Dakota; and
Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican of Illinois.
“Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the mi
nority; Walter S. Fialkewicz, detailed employee; Frederick Asselin,
special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and £ Y. Watt, chief clerk.
“Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will come to order.

“(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen
ators Ribicoff, Metcalf, and

''

“Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Jones, please raise you right hand. You do
solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give before this
subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
“Mr. JoNES. I do.

“Senator RIBIcoFF. You may proceed, sir.
“TESTIMONY OF SERGEANT JONES

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Jones, you were involved in a crime in Augs
from slot machines?

"'
concerning money taken
“Mr. JONES. Yes.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. You were tried at that time?
“Mr. JONES. Yes.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. And you were sentenced to what?
“Mr. JoNEs. One year hard labor.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time you were represented by counsel?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
(95)
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“Mr. AD, ERMAN: Who selected your counsel?
“Mr. JoNEs. Sgt. William Edwards.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. William who?
“Mr. JoNEs. Edwards.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Edwards. All right. Did you pay for counsel or
did they pay?
“(At this point Senator Mundt entered the hearing room.)
“Mr. JoNEs. I paid $100 of it, and Sergeant Edwards paid the re
maining $600.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time did they advise you not to testify
concerning the events?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes. Not at that moment, no, but later on, they did.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. And so you did not tell the whole story?
“Mr. JoNEs. No. I only told what my lawyer suggested I tell.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. And you did not tell about who else was involved
in the slot machine take?

“Mr. JoNEs. No, sir.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You have now made a statement to the committee?
“Mr. JONES. Yes.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you read the statement?
“Mr. Jon Es. Right.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Is it true?

“Mr. JoNEs. Yes.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you read your statement to the committee?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
“I entered the Army in August 1950 at Fort Bragg, N.C., and dur
ing the course of 13 years rose to the rank of Staff Sergeant E–6. In
July 1963 I was assigned to Augsburg, Germany, 24th Infantry Divi
sion, Headquarters and Support Company.
“After a short while in Augsburg, I wanted to supplement my
income so I applied for a job as Master of Arms at the NCO club.
This was an hourly job that paid $1 an hour and my duties were to
keep order in the club, check membership, and other odd jobs.
“As I recall, we could only work 120 ' a month.
“After working as Master of Arms for a short period of time I
contacted the assistant custodian Sgt. Sam Bass, and asked what I
would have to do to become a manager. He in turn told me I would
have to be interviewed by Sgt. Narvaez Hatcher who was the custodian
of the club system.

“On my first conversation or interview with Sergeant Hatcher he
related to me that I would be acceptable in the club system but first

he would have to make contact with the company and have me trans
ferred over to the club system on orders.
“Three or 4 days later orders were cut and I was to report to Sergeant
Hatcher as an assistant manager in the NCO clubs.
“During the second interview with Sergeant Hatcher, I was told
that I had been accepted, and that I was the type of person who
would be sure to stay in line but that they had ways to keep people
in line that did not stay that way. He then showed me what appeared
to be a small electronic device. He said this was used to get informa

tion on the people that did not stay in line. Hatcher stated, “we
got a good thing going here and we don’t want anyone to mess it up.”
“Did somebody just sav stop?
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“Mr. ADLERMAN. No, start with the second paragraph.
“Mr. JoNEs. As an assistant manager for the Infantry Kaserne
Club which I was assigned to I was to receive $180 a month. This
salary was over and above my military salary. In addition to that,

I was relieved of all military duties with the exception of periodic
inspections in my company.
“During my tenure as assistant manager for 2 or 3 weeks I was
assisting
Matthew Ray in the Infantry Kaserne Club. Sergeant
Ray was then transferred to the Sheridan EM Club and I was as
signed as manager of the Infantry Kaserne Club.
“Several days after I became manager, Sgt. Sam Bass, the assistant
custodian, came to the club and made his semiweekly count of the

£

take of the slot machines in the club.

-

“Sergeant Bass with a guard or disinterested person made the
count of the take from the slot machines. He then left with the tally
sheets, et cetera, leaving the money in the club.
“He remarked that he would be back later on. After several hours

Sergeant Bass returned and asked me if I had all the money counted
out. At this time I told him that I did, but it did not tally out with
the count that he left with me.
“This was a small club and the income of the club was limited at

this time, but there was approximately $50 over and above the count
as listed on the tally sheet. Sergeant Bass then instructed me to take
$15 and give him the remainder.
“When I questioned this, he said that this money took care of
many
ple. He said that this was a good thing and as long as I
went along I would come out ahead.
“I stayed in the position of the manager of the Infantry Kaserne
Club for approximately 3 months. Then I was transferred to Gablingen
NCO Club where I remained for approximately 3 more months. This
was two combined clubs, an NCO and EM club. The Gablingen Club's
income was approximately twice the amount of the Infantry Kaserne.
“During this period Sergeant Bass and Sergeant Hatcher were
relieved of their duties in the club. The custodian then became Sergeant
Collins and the assistants were Sergeant Lazar for Augsburg and
Sergeant Edwards for the Munich area.

''

“Under this new regime
continued as was—nothing
changed with the exception that Sergeant Lazar came around instead
of Sergeant Bass.
“When Sergeant Lazar was relieved of his duties, Sergeant Collins
was relieved as custodian and Sergeant Blanchette took over as cus
todian and Sergeant Edwards took over as assistant custodian.
“Again the system of rakeoff from the slot machines continued with
no fluctuation. Only this time Sergeant Edwards was the count man.
“During my stay at the Gablingen Kaserne the maximum biweekly
take from the slot machines was $1,100 and the minimum could be

'
or $70 due to the fact that the soldiers were on maneuvers in the
eld.
“Depending on the payouts of the machines, the rakeoff to the man
agers varied. If a machine had a $50 payout, they would estimate
that the machine had to take in $100.

“All above this would be the rakeoff for the sergeants. The rakeoff
varied as much as $500 of the biweekly take to as low as $50 of the
biweekly take.
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“After approximately 3 months in the Gablingen Kaserne I was
then assigned as manager of the Sheridan Kaserne NCO Club. This
is separate from the Sheridan EM Club.
“The Sheridan NCO Club was the main NCO club in the Augs
burg area. During this time Sergeant Hatcher and Sergeant Lazar
were visitors at the club.

“After I was assigned as the manager of the Sheridan Club,

#

William Edwards asked me to be the count or tally man for the slot
machines of the six clubs in the Augsburg area while he would take

care of the count or tally in the Munich area.
“He then instructed me on how to make the quick count. When I
was assigned by Sergeant Edwards to make the count or tally on the
slot machines, through instruction and experience we had the follow
ing system.
“I would go into the club with a disinterested party who was to
verify the count. We had the assistance of an automatic change
COunter.

“The club manager would then submit the payout for each machine.
I would make a quick estimate to double the amount paid out as the
income for the machine and then all above this double amount would

be siphoned off and put in the rakeoff from the machines.
“Although I made the count and the tally which was a false count
I never made the pickup of the change. The extra money was left in
the safe and Sergeant Edwards after making his collections in Munich,
would come to Augsburg and make the collections.
“Again the managers would get a small portion and the remaining

would go with Edwards for the supposed higher ups.
“The disinterested party or verifying man was never involved in
this scheme. Usually he was a person who was just assigned for that
particular day and was always out of sight of the counter when the
official count would come on.

“This counter we could quite easily snap off to zero and start over
again while in operation. I cleared the machines or made count of
the machine income for the six clubs in Augsburg area approximately
20 times. Edwards on occasion would do it himself.

“While I was the counter for the six clubs in the Augsburg area
on a good week the average rakeoff per week was $3,000 to $3,300.
From this estimate, you can be sure that from the larger clubs in
Munich the rakeoff would be better than $5,000.

“Combining these two rakeoff incomes, less the managers' share.
the rakeoff income take to the supposed upstairs or higher-ups on a
good week could be as high as $7,000 or $8,000 per week.
“On September 3, 1965, at about 9 a.m. I with a disinterested NCO

began to do the biweekly clearance of the machines, starting with the
slot machines in my club.
“I used the usual procedure and after I was through and about to
leave, an officer by the name of Major George came in and confronted
me with the fact that another count should be made in his presence.
“This second count was made and I was told there was approximately
a $600 difference. As a result of this I was relieved of my duties and

was returned to my original company duties. Eventually, I had a
court-martial.
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“After I was relieved of my duties and pending the court-martial
I returned to the company. Sergeant Edwards was also relieved o
his duties and assigned to the same company. We were in daily
contact.

“During this period, at the suggestion of Sergeant Edwards, I
obtained the services of a civilian attorney by the name of Richard
Buechner.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Was he German or American?
“Mr. JoNEs. He was an American civilian.

“Senator RIBICOFF. He represented most cases in courts-martial?
“Mr. JoNEs. That is about all I can remember him representing.
“This attorney represented all of the other managers, assistant man
agers, and custodians who were then under investigation. I paid
the attorney $100 and Sergeant Edwards paid the attorney $600 on
my behalf. As to the $600 paid by Sergeant Edwards, his only remark
was, “I’ll take care of it for you.’
“All the managers in the club system that I talked to during this
riod, including Edwards, Blanchette, et cetera, instructed me to
eep quiet and this was also the instruction from my attorney.
“In fact, at the time of my court-martial, I asked if I should bring
up some of these incidents and I was instructed not to by my attorney.
“I was court-martialed and found guilty in December 1965. I was
then incarcerated away from Augsburg in Germany for approximately
2 or 3 months.

“At one time during this time I was allowed to leave in full uniform
with sergeant stripes with instructions to travel to Augsburg to see
the commanding general of the 24th Infantry Division.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this General Cunningham?
“Mr. JoNEs. No, sir; it was the man who replaced him; I don’t
know his name.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. General Rowny?

“Mr. Jon Es. Rowny, that is right.
“Prior to my seeing the commanding general I reported to the
division sergeant major who was Sergeant Major Wooldridge's re
placement, a Sergeant Neal.

“I had a conference with Sergeant Neal in his office and Neal ad
vised me that I should go in and plead for leniency from the general
because whatever had happened pertained to me individually and
this was the only way I could help myself.
“Through innuendos he implied that I should not mention anyone
else in the club.

“Neal and I went to see the general together. I did ask for leniency

in my case. The general said he would review my file and make a
decision at a later date. About a week later I received orders that I
the States. I was then transferred to Fort

# '' : transferred to
1X. .N.e).

'i was placed at the replacement center at Fort Dix as an E-1
private and had general duties as a supply clerk in the replacement
company. I then got a hardship discharge under honorable condi
tions in September 1966.
“While operating in the clubs as club manager, in addition to m
military salary and my club salary, we benefited from the rakeo
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of the slot machines and we had access to the extra food supplies
and whisky supplies.

“As I recall on two occasions Sergeant Lazar came to the club and re
moved three bottles of Jack Daniels whisky and informed me that
he was making up several cases and that the other clubs had to donate
like amounts.

“Lazar informed me that this whisky was to be given to General
Cunningham.
“Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t know whether that was actually so?

“Mr. Jon Es. I personally don’t know whether it was so, sir. I was
only told this.
“On another occasion Sergeant Bass came to the club and made a
collection of 2 or 3 bottles of whisky, again stating that the other
clubs had to donate like amounts.

“He stated that this whisky was to be used for a party for the
sergeant major and the general, meaning Sergeant Major Wooldridge
and General Cunningham.
“On another occasion Sergeant Bass called a meeting of the man

agers and assistant managers of the clubs in the Augsburg area and
t Major Wooldridge was leaving and it was the
policy that we all donate a certain amount of money–$200 per man—
for people leaving the club system.
“He said that when we left, the same thing would take place so
that no one would be out of anything. I donated $200 and so did all
the other five or six managers and/or assistant managers present.
“I would guess that in the Munich area there were approximately
nine more people to donate an estimate of $3,000 which would then be
given to Sergeant Major Wooldridge. During my tenure at the club,
this occurred only at this time and had never occurred nor have I ever
heard of it since. This was the one and only donation that I know of.
“Another incident I recall involving the possible payoff to the
stated that Ser

higher ups was when I was manager of the Sheridan NCO Club. One
morning while doing my usual paperwork in the office, Sergeant Ed
wards came in on some official business and a few minutes later Ser

geant Neal appeared, the sergeant major of the division.
“Edwards then asked Neal to step outside a second and near the
door of my office I observed that Edwards handed to Sergeant Neal
what appeared to be a large number of bills (money).
“The only conversation I heard was Sergeant Edwards say, ‘Here,
sergeant major. Neal never looked at the bills, counted them, or any
thing. He said, ‘Okay. Thanks. And departed.

“After Neal left, Edwards came into the office and said, “Well, I’ve
taken care of the sergeant major, indicating that in my opinion, that
he

paid him off.

“During my early tenure as a club manager, there was a meeting
of the managers, including Sergeants Hatcher, Bass, Lazar, Ray and
Scovil.
“We had a discussion as usual on the take of the slot machines and

the rake off. Someone mentioned the Chief of Staff, who, as I recall,

was Colonel Hardin, would get too inquisitive. At this time, one of
the sergeants which one I don’t recall, spoke up and said, “Don’t worry
about him. He's being taken care of.”
“The meaning of this I couldn’t say.
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“I have read the foregoing statement and to the best of my knowl
edge it is true and correct.
“Senator RIBICoEF. Were you the only sergeant who was arrested
and court-martialed?

“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
“Senator RIBICOFF. None of the others were?

“Mr. Jon Es. To my knowledge, no, sir. There had not been, you
know, until after I had gone. £ happened after I left—I never
heard of any of them being.
£ How much did you get a week?
“Mr. Jon Es. It varied.

“Senator RIBICOFF. What did it average?
“Mr. JonEs. $10 to $15 and I think the maximum I ever got was
approximately $60 or $70.
“Mr. MORGAN. A week?
“Mr. Jon Es. Yes.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. When were you getting this money?
“Mr. JoNEs. When I was assistant custodian, sir.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. For how long?
“Mr. Jon Es. I was assistant custodian for approximately 3 months,
but during this period I did not clear the machines every time. Sergeant
Edwards cleared them once in awhile also.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. And you were only getting a rake off when you
cleared the machines personally?
“Mr. JoNEs. From my particular club sir, that was all.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. And when somebody else cleared the machines and
counted the money, they gave you nothing?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir, for my particular club, they did.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You got it anyway?
“Mr. JoxEs. From my particular club, yes.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. So you averaged $10, $15, $20, $25 each time as
against a take, you say of $7 or $8thousand a week?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. You served 1 year?
“Mr. JoxEs. I served, I believe it was a little over 6 months of it, sir,
and then I was paroled.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. And you served it in the United States?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, Fort Dix, N.J.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You were out, and now you are married?
“Mr. Jon Es. Yes, sir.
“Mr. APLERMAN. And you have two children?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.

“Senator RIBICOFF. May I say, for the other members of the com
mittee, Sergeant Jones came here voluntarily. He is deeply concerned
over this. He has made a new life for himself.

“He was deeply concerned over the fact that he is a respected member
of the community, and if this came out, that he would be held up to
disgrace. He might jeopardize his family life and his job, and under the

circumstances we felt there was enough justification for having this
executive SeSS1On.

“This is the reason that it is held in executive session.

“Senator PERCY. Was he contacted by the staff, and given the alter
native to be subpenaed as a witness?
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“Senator RIBIcoFF. You were contacted by the staff concerning this? .
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You were contacted by Mr. Duffy concerning this?
“Mr. JONES. Yes.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. You had not made any statement prior to this time?
“Mr. JoNEs. No, sir.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you be willing to testify in open session, the
same way you testified here?
“Mr. Jon Es. I would rather not, sir, for the reason that the Senator
just stated. I am willing to do anything in the world I can to help,

but like he stated, I have started a new life, I have paid my debt to
society, I hope, and I lived for a year in the gutter. I have lost one
family over this affair, and brought myself back out, and I have re
married, and I have two adopted children, and I don’t want to com
pletely crucify myself, although I do feel I should help in any way I
possibly can.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You tell us one more thing.

“This take was $7,000 a week, is that right f
“Mr. Jon Es. It could be as high as £ would not say this was every
week.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Let's say $5,000 to $7,000 a week?
“Mr. JoNEs. It could range in this area, yes.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Can you tell us who divided that money?

“Mr. Jones. Who divided the money?
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Who were the higher ups that got the money?
“Mr. JoNEs. The man that got it from us was Sergeant Edwards.
NOW

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Sergeant who?
“Mr. JONES. Edwards.

“Now, personally, as far as seeing myself, I saw him give it to no
one other than Neal this particular time, but I was told on different
occasions that it went way up to the top.
“This was the statement

' used.

-

“Senator RIBICOFF. But you don’t know that?
“Mr. JoNEs. I personally don’t know.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. What names were mentioned?

“Mr. JoNEs. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, General Cunningham's
name was mentioned to me, and then the incident that I mentioned in
my statement about Colonel Harding, which I don’t know if this is
a fact or not. I don’t know what they were referring to.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no knowledge, no actual proof of whether
or not General Cunningham or Colonel Harding or anyone else got
the money. All you know is what they told you?
“Mr. Jon Es. What I have been told, yes. This is all I can say for
Sure.

“Mr. ADLERMAN: Who told you that?
“Mr. Jon Es. This was mentioned at different meetings by Sergeant
Hatcher, by Sergeant Bass, by Sergeant Lazar and even Sergeant
Edwards.

-

“Mr. ADLERMAN. It was open knowledge?
“Mr. JoNEs. It was thrown around like we are sitting here now, just
talking. We were having a meeting, and these questions would often
come up. We were always told this.
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“Senator PERCY. At any of your meetings and discussions with any
of these men, did they discuss how you would handle this as an
income tax matter?

-

“Mr. JoNEs. No, sir.
How did you personally handle it? Did you report

#Senator PERCY.

it?

“Mr. JoNEs. I did not get that much money to start with, sir, and
it would not have made that much of a bearing on my income tax.

“Senator MUNDT. How much do you figure you got all together?
“Mr. JoNEs. I can’t truthfully say, sir, right off hand. I would have
to sit down and think back and go over it week by week as best I could
remember, and then I actually could not come up with a really true
figure.

“Senator MUNDT. Do you have some general idea?
“Mr. JoNEs. Generally I would say over the period of the time I
was there, it would not exceed over the 10 months I was there, it defi
nitely would not exceed—let me think there—not over $800 or $900.
“Senator MUNDT. Total?

“Mr. Jon Es. Total.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Thank you. That you personally got?
“Mr. JoNEs. That I personally got myself.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, the custodians got very little out
of the thing?
“Mr. JoNEs. Well, the manager did. Whoever Edwards gave the
money to must have gotten a tremendous amount, or Edwards got it
all himself, one. But we were told this went to higher-ups, and like
I say, the name of General Cunningham was mentioned and also Ser
geant Major Wooldridge, and they did say statements, like “very, very
high', who they were trying to say this was, I don’t know.
“Senator MUNDT. Were you the only sergeant who was court mar
tialed?

“Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.

“Senator RIBICoFF. For the purposes of the record, this was an
anonymous letter that had gone to headquarters telling what had

taken place, and suggesting that simultaneous raids be made.
“Apparently the raid was made by coincidence on his club, and
then apparently the word got out and they never made any other
raids.

“Senator PERCY. The anonymous letter suggested about September
3, didn’t it?

“Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, it suggested that September 3 was the date
that if they moved in, they would catch the whole crew, if they went
into every club.

“The STAFF. Senator, other individuals’ names were given in the
letter.

“Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, other individuals' names were given. They

moved in on Jones first, and Jones apparently was the smallest fry
of them all.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. If you had a rakeoff of $600 in the club, how
much would you get out of it?

“Mr. Jon Es. Would I get out of it? Out of $600 I would probably
get $30 or $35.
“The STAFF. That is the rakeoff take?
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“Mr. JONES. Yes.

“Senator RIBICoEF. Was there a percentage?
“Mr. Jon Es. It was strictly a percentage when they went around
clearing the actual machines.
“Senator RIBICOFF. How much was your percentage supposed to be,
5 percent, 10 percent, of the rakeoff?

“Mr. JoNEs. You mean for me personally?
“There wasn’t any set percentage.
“Senator RIBICOFF. Then Edwards or Neal would take the money

and just hand you something?

“Mr. JONES. Not Neal. £wards would take this, and say, ‘Okay, I
will let you have this much or something to this effect, and a lot of
times he would say ‘We had to give, like the sergeant major or some
one, a little more this time, so I can’t give you quite as much, and
statements such as this.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have any knowledge of how the machines
were gimmicked?
“Mr. Jon Es. No, I did not have any knowledge of this.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You don’t know how they rigged no payoff?
“Mr. Jon Es. At the time I got into the trouble. I did not, but since
then through talk with the investigators and what have you, I can
possibly see how it would work.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You had nothing to do with it. Did they have auto
matic younters on these machines showing how much money went
into it?
“Mr. JONES. No.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know whether they were on the machines
and broken?

“Mr. JoNEs. If they were on the machines, they were in the rear of
the machines.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. You had nothing to do with that?
“Mr. JoNEs. We did not have keys for those.
“Senator MUNDT. How would you know how much the machine
paid out?
“Mr. Jon Es. The only way we would know, once the money went into
the top of the machine, it went through the machine into a box at the
bottom. Then they had locks on these boxes and then you would open
the box and take your money out and go count it through a coin
counter.

“That is the only way to tell.
“Senator PERCY. Was your pay off always in coins?
“Mr. JoNEs. No, it was in bills.
“Senator PERCY. In bills?

“The STAFF. Tell them how the pavoff on the iackpots would come

and how you would figure out the take or rakeoff from each machine.
“Mr. JoNEs. Each machine was listed by number on a consolidated

sheet. Like machine 11, if they had paid out $50 in jackpots since
the last clearance, it would be listed there, $50.
“So consequently when you started clearing the machines they wanted
to make sure that you showed at least $100 income on this particular
machine.

“Anything over and above double what the jackpots were, that is
what was determined in using rakeoff—that is what the rakeoff was
for this particular machine.
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“Senator MUNDT. How about these inspectors, or disinterested third
parties, then?

“Mr. Jones. That is strictly what they were, disinterested parties.
“Senator MUNDT. How come they would not see all this?

“Mr. JoNEs. They were always arranged in such a place that they
could not see. The counter was only about an inch long, and it was on
this side, like the machine sat on this side of the desk, and he would

be over there, so anything could distract him for a second, and your
thumb could hit the counter and flip it back to zero.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have a foot pedal?

“Mr. JoNEs. No, you had a thing you could flip with your thumb, and
flip it back to zero.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. These machines rotate around–

“Mr. JoNEs. The coins rotate around, and we let the disinterested

party stand over there, and take the money out of the buckets and pour
in, you see. This is what he did.
“(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You did not let him count?

“Mr. JoNEs. Well, the machine supposedly did the counting.
“Senator RIBICOFF. Senator

£ any more questions?

“Senator MUNDT. No, I have nothing further.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. I would suggest we have this testimony read in the
record tomorrow, with the exception of the State where he is em

ployed, and this can be read in by a staff member, to avoid his being
photographed.
“Senator RIBIcoFF. Is there objection?
“Without objection, it is ordered that a member of the staff read the
testimony, deleting the residence and the place of employment of
Mr. Jones.

“Senator METCALF. Is this sufficient protection?
“Do you have any objection to that?
“Mr. JoMEs. None that I can think of.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you prefer that?

“Mr. Jones. I would rather not get up there myself.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you be willing to testify tomorrow, just the
way you testified here?

“Mr. Jones. I don't want to, no, sir. I do not want to.
“Senator METCALF. If it is satisfactory with the witness.
“Senator RIBICOFF. The witness has made a point of it, and he feels
that it would visit upon him and his family a tragedy. As a matter
of fact, out of all these men, he was the only one ' paid a penalty.
“He was probably the smallest down the line. He is the only one who

'.

paid a penalty, and personally may I
that I have no inclination to
make this man suffer more. He has rehabilitated himself. He is a con
scientious employee. I appreciate that.
“Senator MUNDT. When you were contacted by the staff, did you give
them a different story first and then change it?
“Mr. Jon Es. No, sir; I did not give them any different story. The
only thing I was told was that they would want me to come and testify

before a Senate investigating subcommittee.
“Senator MUNDT. This is the only statement you ever prepared?
“Mr. Jon Es. Yes, sir; this is the only statement I ever prepared.
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“Senator MUNDT. Why didn't vou say these things in your own de
fense when you were court-martialed?
“Mr. JoNEs. Because I was instructed by my attorney not to do so,

sir. He told me not to say anying about anybody that would involve
anybody but myself.

“Him being a legal counsel, I thought this was the best route to go,
S11'.

“Senator RIBIcoFF. Buechner was also the lawyer for the other
Sergeants?

“Mr. JoNEs. I know he was the lawyer for Sergeant Edwards, and

' Sergeant Gentry. These two I know personally that he was a lawyer
On'.

“Mr. DUFFY. Senator, for the record, Mr. Buechner did represent all
the club managers who were investigated by the CID.

“Senator RIBIcoFF. Buechner represented everyone, and told you
not to tell the story, even though he represented the other men in
volved in this?

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you refresh my recollection?
“A statement was made in the file when they tried to interview these
Sergeants, they were told they were represented by Buechner.
“Mr. DUFFY. It is part of the file, and is subject to extraction.
“Mr. JoNEs. A Mr. Beard wanted to talk to me, and I was told to
have him check with Mr. Buechner.

“Senator MUNDr. Do you feel the leniency for which you asked and
got was given in part because the man giving you it was involved in

this thing and was trying to keep it quiet?
“Mr. JoNEs. No, sir. In my personal opinion, I don't believe I re
ceived any leniency. Maybe I am wrong. Maybe someone else would
look at it differently.
“But I figure a year and a reduction to a grade of E-1 and I had

completed 16 years service, which I had to throw up in the air and
1ve up

“Senator MUNDT. I thought that was your statement that somebody
suggested it to you.
“Mr. JoNEs. Sergeant Major Neal suggested I plead leniency.
'nator MUNDT. Why ' he look you up in Fort Dix and suggest
that?

“Mr. Jox Es. He didn’t, sir. This was in Augsburg. I was court
martialed in Augsburg. This was while I was awaiting transportation
to the States as a prisoner that I went up for my post-trial review, I
guess you would call it, with the commanding general.
“This is what I guess you would call that, wouldn't you, the post
trial review 2

“Senator RIBICOFF. Did Neal or any of the other sergeants come in
with you to make a plea?
£ JoNEs. Sergeant Major Neal went in with me to see the com
manding general, but he never opened his mouth.
#Mr. Reico. He sat there, and he did not say a word for you?
“Mr. JoNEs. I believe the only reason he went in there was so I
would not say anything to involve him while I was in there. This is
just my opinion.
“The man sat there, and he was completely a nervous wreck almost
while I was sitting with the general.
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“Senator RIBICOFF. Do you feel you took the rap for everybody?
“Mr. JoNEs. I will put it this way, sir.
“I am the only one that anything has been done to so far, that I
know. There were a lot more people involved than myself, and a lot
more people who got much more money than I got out of it.
“Senator MUNDT. Did Mr. Beard ever talk to you about this?
“Mr. JoNEs. He is the one then who tried to
to me, I believe. A
Mr. Beard from the CID. I believe that was his name.

£

“Senator MUNDT. Was it after you were court-martialed?
“Mr. JONES. Sir. I don’t recall. I believe it was before the court
martial. I believe it was before the court-martial.

“Senator MUNDT. He never talked to you afterward? While you
were at Fort Dix?

“Mr. JoNEs. No. I can’t recall seeing anyone after I came to Fort
Dix. I applied for everything there myself.
“Senator MUNDT. How long after you were court-martialed was it
before you went to Fort Dix?
“Mr. Jon Es. A matter of 4 or 5 months, I believe, sir.
“Senator MUNDT. You were in jail that long?
“Mr. JoNEs. Yes. I was in Dachau, and then they sent me to Mann
heim, awaiting shipment.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. You mentioned before that when you were together
with a number of sergeants, they implied that the money went to
higher-ups. Did they also admit within their own circle that they
all got a piece of the rakeoff?
£ many sergeants did you mention before in your testimony?
“Mr. JoNEs. Well, there were, in Augsburg alone, there were six club
managers—Bass was present, and Lazar.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Who else was present at these meetings where there
was discussion?

“Mr. JoNEs. Hatcher, Lazar, Sam Bass, Matthew Ray was there at
times, Earl Scovill was there, Edwards was there at times.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Was there a tacit admission on their part that they
all got a piece of this rakeoff?
“Mr. £ Well, it was a know fact. Everyone knew it.
“Senator METCALF. Did you know it?
“Mr. JoNEs. Oh, yes.

“Senator MUNDT. Other than this slot machine record and the whisky
that you mentioned, did you notice any other irregularities or im
proprieties?
“Mr. JoNEs. No, sir; not that I could—not as far as the individual

club was concerned, but I heard, and again this is just hearsay, different
people say, ‘Well, they are making money on entertainment and things

of this nature, also but I don't have any proof, or I have no actual
knowledge of the thing myself, because I never did personally see it.
"Senator M. Nor. As a club manager would you hire the enter
tainers?

“Mr. JoNEs. No, sir. The custodian would handle that.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Higdon was one of the sergeants in that group?
“Mr. JoNEs. I did not know Sergeant Higdon. That was before my
time. I have heard his name mentioned frequently.

“Senator RIBICOFF. Any further questions?
“Thank you very much.
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“The committee will stand recessed until 10 o’clock tomorrow

morning.

“(Whereupon, at 5:13 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
in open session at 10 a.m., Wednesday, October 1, 1969.)”

Senator RIBICOFF. Arethere any questions of Mr. Duffy?
The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning at
10 a.m.

(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Thursday, October 2, 1969.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1969

U. S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican
South Dakota: Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; an
Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.

Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.

Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the
minority; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant: Frederick Asselin, special
assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at the time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The first witness is Rex Harding.
Will you be sworn, Mr. Harding?
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before
this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
TESTIMONY OF WARRANT OFFICER REX M. HARDING

Mr. HARDING. I have a prepared statement, sir.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Rex M. Harding. I reside in Springfield,
Va. I have been an accredited agent of the CID since 1960.
I have served with the CID in Washington, D.C., from 1961 to 1963;
with the CID in Japan from 1963 to 1965; in Fort Benning, Ga.,
from 1965 to 1968, and recently in South Vietnam.
(109)
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I returned from Vietnam in January of 1969, and I am presently
stationed in the CID office in Washington, D.C.

In August of 1967, I was assigned as the chief investigator in a CID
investigation at Fort Benning, Ga., involving allegations of irregulari
ties in the open mess system at that base. The CID received informa
tion from Sergeant Major Camp, member of the Board of Governors

of the post's open mess system, which alleged that certain high-rank
ing noncommissioned officers were involved in matters that included
larceny, fraud, falsifying public documents, receiving stolen property,
altering military club inventories, and concealing such inventories.

Among the noncommissioned officers who were identified during my
investigation as principals in these irregularities at Fort Benning
were Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge, Sergeant Major (Retired)
Callahan, and Sergeants Narvaez Hatcher, '#' Bagby, Theodore
Bass, Zane Fox, and John Nelson.
THE INVOLVEMENT OF SERGEANT MAJOR WOOLDRIDGE

One of the allegations in our investigation was that Sergeant Major
Wooldridge, then the Sergeant Major of the Army, on duty in the office
of the Army's Chief of Staff in Washington, D.C., was implicated in
irregularities at Fort Benning, because of a signed statement made by
Sergeant Major Oakley at Fort Benning, who stated to us that Sgt.

Narvaez Hatcher had requested from him clearance of air transporta
tion to ship 15 cases of liquor, removed from the club system at Fort
Benning, to Sergeant Major Wooldridge at the Department of Army
in Washington, D.C.
Our investigation produced a statement from Colonel Zimmerman
which corroborated Oakley's statement that Hatcher had requested
Oakley to furnish air transportation for the liquor to Wooldridge
in Washington.
SGT.

NARVAEZ

HATCHER

Our CID investigation in Fort Benning disclosed that, in April of
1967, two civilian employees of the NCO system were directed to con
struct a wooden fence behind the private residence of Sergeant Hatcher
which was located off the post at 41 Meloy Drive in Columbia, Ga. The
material to build the fence was delivered in an NCO open mess truck
which had been loaded at the NCO open mess warehouse. The two

civilians spent a total of 15 working days building the fence behind
Sergeant Hatcher's house. We determined that their labor was paid
for with NCO club system funds in the same manner as if they had
been officially employed on club system business.
SGT. THEODORE

BASS

Our investigation disclosed that Theodore Bass, as manager of the
Crain Hall NCO Club at Fort Benning, directed the clerk-cashier
employed by the club to make systematic reductions daily on the inven

tory records showing the amounts of liquor in possession of the club.
The liquor thus accumulated by reducing the inventory records was
not charged to club accountability. Sergeant Bass, when interviewed,
admitted that he had directed the clerk-cashier to change the inventory
records. He stated that he used some of the accumulated liquor as
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gratuities for various personnel at Fort Benning. Our

£

could not establish that Bass so disposed of the liquor. The altered
inventory records could not be found.
SGT. WILLIAM BAGBY

A clerk-cashier who worked under the personal supervision of Ser
geant Bagby, Mrs. Barbara Jo Chappell, admitted under interrogation
that she £ falsified records on instructions given to her by Bagby.
When interviewed, Sergeant Bagby declined to make any statement
on this matter.

The final report of the Fort Benning investigation, prepared after
I was assigned to South Vietnam, indicates that no disciplinary action
was taken against Sergeant Bagby.

That report also states that “no information is available pertaining

£

other subjects” in the Fort Benning inves
tigation of irregularities in the open mess system.
to action taken

SERGEANT MAJOR CALLAHAN

Retired Sergeant Major Callahan admitted that he had received
an undetermined number of cases of liquor from the club system after
he had retired from the Army. The liquor was delivered to his home
outside Fort Benning. We requested permission from Col. H. W.
Blackledge, provost marshal of Fort Benning, to obtain a search
warrant to attempt to find the liquor and any other material from
the clubs which might be in Callahan's house. Permission was denied
by Colonel Blackledge.
THE AUGSBURG FILE

During the course of our CID investigation into the Fort Benning

club system irregularities, I was informed by other CID investigators
that most of the high-ranking noncommissioned officers who figured
in our case had been involved in a widespread CID criminal inves
tigation centered in Augsburg, Germany, in 1965 and 1966, where
they had served with the 24th Infantry Division.
his information, of course, was considered essential to our inves
tigation of their activities at Fort Benning, so I got in touch with
arl O. Nestler and Irvin E. Beard, the CID agents who had han

dled the case in Augsburg. They informed me that their investi
gation of club system irregularities was similar in many respects to
my own, and they advised me to obtain their file on their closed case,
'. they expected would give me leads and information on the
methods of operation used by the NCO's under investigation.
Accordingly, I put in an official request to obtain the “Augsbur
file” relating to these individuals. I made the request through Col.
H. W.
then the provost marshal at Fort Benning. I also
called Lt. Col. Jack G. Pruett of the CID in our Washington, D.C.,

£

headquarters to tell him about the Fort Benning investigation and
advise him of my interest in obtaining the Augsburg file to help me
in my

£ called him because he was in the office responsible

for investigations relating to personnel attached to the Department
of the Army in Washington, D.C.
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I waited perhaps 5 or 6 weeks for the file, but it was not forwarded.
Finally, Colonel Pruett called me from Washington and told me
that the file was in the office of provost marshal general in Wash
ington, but that it would not be sent to Fort Benning for my use.
I asked him, why I couldn’t have it and he repeated simply that

I was not going to get it. He gave me no further explanation. From
that day to this, I have never had an opportunity to examine the
Augsburg file, and my only official knowledge of its contents comes
from the testimony of Mr. Beard before this subcommittee.
THE DELETION OF SERGEANT MAJOR wooDDRIDGE's NAME

When we began investigating the allegations of irregularities in the
Fort Benning club system in August of 1967, we listed Sergeant Ma
jor Wooldridge as one of the subjects of the investigation. This is done
on official CID report forms which form the file on a case and ultimate
ly are filed at the central CID repository in Fort Holabird, Md., where
inquiry about a particular person by qualified authorities will auto
matically disclose information about him relating to all CID inquiries
in which his name figured.
At the time we listed Sergeant Major Wooldridge as a subject of our
investigation, he was on the staff of the Army's Chief of Staff, with
offices in the Pentagon in Washington. He was the first sergeant ma
jor of the Army, having been appointed to that position in July of
1966.

-

I should point out, for the subcommittee's information in relation
to the inclusion of Wooldridge in our case file, that when an individual
becomes the subject of a CID criminal investigation, all records per
taining to him are automatically flagged and pertinent information
included in the file, including any police record he may have and any
reports of improper activities or
which have been made against
him and which normally will be found in the CID repository.
It was my impression at the time, and it still is, that when Woold
ridge's name was included in our Fort Benning investigative file, the
news may have really “rattled” some people. It is standard procedure,
after a man’s name has been placed in the subject block of a CID in

£

vestigation, to notify his superior that the man is in fact a subject of
military police criminal investigation. In the matter of Sgt. Maj. Wil
liam O. Wooldridge, first sergeant major of the Army, the superior to
be notified immediately about Wooldridge's involvement in our in
vestigation would have been Gen. Harold K. Johnson, Chief of Staff
of the Army, who was Wooldridge's immediate superior.

(At this point Senators Mundt and Percy entered the hearing room.)
Mr. HARDING. Following the first progress report I made on the Fort
Benning club system investigation, I was directed by Colonel Black

ledge, the provost marshal at Fort Benning, to delete the name of
Sergeant Major Wooldridge as a subject in the investigation.
Colonel Blackledge told us to remove Wooldridge's name from the
subject block of the reports, and thus remove him from the case.
It is significant that, as soon as Wooldridge's name was removed

from the subject block, I was precluded from obtaining from the CID
repository any information relating to Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
However, I made inquiry of an informed source within the CID
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whether there had been filed

previously in the repository any deroga

tory information on Sergeant Major Wooldridge. I was informed that
such information had been on file, but I was also told that Wooldridge's
dossier was missing from the repository.
I protested to Colonel Blackledge the decision to delete Wooldridge's

name from our reports, but I was given no further explanation of the
order. I proceeded with the investigation, aware from the various ac
counts I had received from the other CID personnel that I was being
barred from access to what I considered important information about

the previous activities of Wooldridge, Natcher, Bagby, Bass, and the
others.
THE INTERVIEW WITH SERGEANT MAJOR WOOLDRIDGE

On August 22, 1967, Colonel Pruett telephoned me from the CID
office in Washington. He informed me that the provost marshal gen
eral, Maj. Gen. Carl Turner, wanted me to catch the first plane out of
Fort Benning to Washington to participate in an interview of Sergeant
Major Wooldridge.
I arrived at the CID headquarters in Washington at approximately
8:15 a.m. on August 23, 1967. While I was with him, CID Investigator
Reis Kash was summoned to General Turner's office by Colonel Pruett.
They did not ask me to attend this meeting.

# returned about 15 or 20 minutes later and he told me that we
were going to interview Sergeant Major Wooldridge. He also told me
that we would not be able to interrogate Wooldridge in our usual fash
ion
criminal investigation, but that we would just interview
him and that our questions would be confined only to his trip to Bir
mingham, Ala., to his activities in Fort Benning, and to the alleged
shipment of liquor consigned to him in Washington. Kash said that

'

the interview would be “restrictive.”

I then asked Kash why we were being restricted in questioning Wool

dridge. I made my disgust at the procedure evident, and I recall that
Kash did, too. A restricted interview during a criminal investigation
seemed to me to be a remarkable departure from normal CID policy.
Kash told me simply, “Orders are orders. We do what we are told.”
When we had completed the relatively short and simple interview

with Wooldridge, the sergeant major would not sign the statement we
prepared from the interview. His refusal further upset Kash and me.
Kash, thereupon, took the statement to General Turner's office, and

he was accompanied by Colonel Pruett. I did not go with them, and
I have no knowledge of what was said. Wooldridge was not given a
copy of the statement.
n the following day, August 24, 1967, I again visited the CID
offices and heard Colonel Pruett talking on the telephone. From my
understanding of his conversation, I reached the conclusion that Reis

Kash was to take Wooldridge's statement to the Pentagon, where
Wooldridge would sign it. I did not accompany Kash to the Pentagon
to obtain the signature. Later in the day, I departed for Fort Benning
and I subsequently received a copy o Wooldridge's Statement.

In January of 1968, while the Fort Benning investigation was still
open, I was transferred in the normal course of duty to South Vietnam.
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EVENTS IN SOUTH VIETNAM

During the fall of 1968, in South Vietnam, I was informed by a
Captain Leach of the Inspector General's office in the Qui Nhon area,
that Leach had obtained information relating to an American corpora
tion named the Maredem Co.

Leach told me that he had allegations that Maredem had “squeezed

out” certain competitive firms engaged in selling supplies and equip
ment to military service clubs in South Vietnam.
I listened with much interest when Captain Leach told me that one
of the individuals who worked with the Maredem Co. was Theodore

“Sam” Bass. Leach also told me that Sgt. William Bagby, cus

todian of the Americal Division in Vietnam, had purchased substan
tial amounts of goods from Maredem. He said that this was also true of
the club system in the 1st Infantry Division. I was well aware at
that time that Sgt. Narvaez Hatcher was or had been the custodian
in the club system in the 1st Infantry Division.
My reaction to Captain Leach's disclosures was to consider that
there was a possible link between the activities of these individuals
who I had run across during my Fort Benning investigation and my
knowledge that Hatcher, Bass, and Bagby had been involved with
club system irregularities in Augsburg, Germany.
All the information I received from Captain Leach about Hatcher,
Bass, and Bagby was made available to CID officials at Long Binh,
South Vietnam. The commanding officer of that CID unit was Lt.

Col. Ferdinand Kelly. Colonel Kelly requested that the CID put the
information received into proper memorandum form.
Subsequently, I ascertained that CID Agent Rollinson had been
given the assignment to investigate the information about Maredem
and the involvement of Hatcher, Bass, and Bagby with further irreg
ularities in the club system. Some time later, I learned that Rollinson
had been taken off the case. I do not know since what actually hap

pened to that investigation.
While Rollinson was working on Maredem, I volunteered to him
that he would likely get some good results if he obtained a copy of the

Augsburg file, but I also told him that he should not bank too heavily

' his success in getting it because it had been refused to me earlier
when I was conducting a similar kind of inquiry at Fort Benning.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you, Mr. Harding:
Mr. Harding, when you requested permission from Colonel Black

ledge at Fort Benning to obtain a search warrant, he refused. Did he
tell you why?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this customary when you make a request

along this line, to be given a reason why it was granted or denied?
Mr. HARDING. It is customary and is a sort of deciding point. If a

full colonel tells you to do something, generally I do it, or vice versa.
So I had no grounds on which to question him. He was the local pro
vost marshal.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you think it was strange that you were re
fused permission to get a search warrant?
Mr. HARDING. Certainly, sir, because Callahan had already admitted

having received these cases of whisky from the Fort Benning club
system.
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Armed with this information it was certainly strange that they

would not let us go try to recover property that belonged to the Army
Establishment.

-

-

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you have similar experiences in investigation
with other people not involved with this group when you asked for a
search warrant? Were they granted or turned down?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir; I have never been turned down on a request.
This is the only one.
Senator RIBICOFF. This is the only time you have been turned down
on a request?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You asked Colonel Blackledge at Fort Benning
for the Augsburg file. What did he tell you?
Mr. HARDING. He told me to go ahead and prepare a letter to the
Augsburg CID, which at that time was the 13th CID. I did. I wrote a
letter requesting the Augsburg file, citing a file number and some of the
subjects who were alleged to have been involved. I signed off on the
letter as commanding officer of the CID in Fort Benning.
Senator RIBICOFF. Then you placed a telephone call. Was it to
Colonel Pruett?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this usual for an officer of your rank to call
on the telephone personally?
Mr. HARDING. In an incident where in normal—well, maybe not
normal but the average type of troops are involved, no, no, sir; I
would not.

Senator RIBICOFF: Why did you make the telephone call this time?
Mr. HARDING. Well, the sergeant major of the Army, I think it is

suffice to say is an unusual subject in a CID investigation much too
large for a local CID unit out in the field to handle.
Primarily your geographical location and secondly, this is why we
have CID detachments all over, that in the field, at any rate, you can’t

just pick up and go to another State and another area and run your
own investigation.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did Colonel Pruett take your telephone call im
mediately when you called him?
Mr. HARDING. Certainly.
Senator RIBICOFF: What did he tell you when you made your re
quest to him for the Augsburg file?
Mr. HARDING. He didn’t say anything that I recall, other than “Fine”
and “Let us know how you make out” or “Let us know of your progress.
Keep us posted on your progress.”
Senator RIBICOFF.
o was provost marshal general at that time
in Washington?
Mr. HARDING. General Turner.

Senator RIBICoEF. At the time when you made your call, was Gen
eral Turner provost marshal general?
Mr. HARDING.Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You received no reply for 5 or 6 weeks?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is that usual or unusual?

£

Mr. HARDING. Well, it was unusual, I think. A case of this
tude, at any rate, my answer should have been a lot quicker than that
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At any rate, having been almost in constant touch by phone with
Colonel Pruett, I even asked him to intercede in my behalf with the
CID people in Europe because I had an idea that somewhere down
along the line this file that we needed had been sidetracked.
]
RIBICOFF. Colonel Pruett finally did call you concerning

£r

this file?

Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. What did he tell you when he called you?
Mr. HARDING. He told me that the file was in Washington. So I
asked him if he would kindly put it in an envelope and send it down
to me, I needed it.

He informed me that it was not coming to me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did he give you any reason why he would not give
you that file?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did he say you just weren’t going to get it?
Mr. HARDING. I was not going to get it.
Senator RIBICOFF: What was your reaction when he told you that?
Mr. HARDING. My reaction before I hung up or before?
Senator RIBICOFF. Both.

Mr. HARDING. Before I hung up, “Thank you, sir,” and after I hung
up I would rather not repeat it.
Senator RIBIGoFF. You were rather surprised that this file wasn't
going to be sent down to you?
Mr. HARDING. Most surprised, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did Colonel Pruett give you any explanation?
Mr. HARDING. As to why the file was not going to be sent?
Senator RIBICOFF. That is right.
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
£ator RIBIcoFF. Now, who was the Army Chief of Staff at that
time?

Mr. HARDING. General Harold K. Johnson, sir.

Senator RIBTCOFF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge was attached to his
personal staff?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. When Mr. Kash returned to you and told you
that you would not be able to interrogate Wooldridge in your usual
fashion, as you put it in your testimony, what was your reaction then?
Mr. HARDING. Of course, my first reaction was why, he is just like
anybody else: ke is the subject of a CID investigation.
Generally, subjects aren't interviewed as such; they are interrogated.
Otherwise, everything you have to throw at somebody you use. When
he said interviewed rather than interrogate, well, this was quite plain
to me what was in the offing.

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Kash said, and I quote you, “The interview
would be “restrictive.’”
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. How often in your work in the CID have you had
restricted interviews?

Mr. HARDING. With subjects: none that I recall.

Senator RIBICoEF. This is the first experience you have had with a
restrictive interview with a subject?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. In January 1968, were you transferred to South
Vietnam ?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there a reason for your transfer?
Mr. HARDING. No, Sir. I do not believe so because I had been alerted
for duty in South Vietnam back in June of 1967 before this case ever
broke.

Senator RIBICOFF. As far as you are concerned, this was a normal
transfer for you?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you tell us more about the circumstances

when Colonel Blackledge, the provost marshal at Fort Benning, told
you to delete the name of Sergeant Major Wooldridge as a subject in
the investigation.
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir. As I recall, sir, Colonel Blackledge's pre
cise term was “sanitized,” sanitize the report as pertains to Wool
dridge, meaning remove his name from the subject block, No. 1.
Second, remove references to him by name from statements that we
had already taken. This was quite a job, by the way, because every
body had mentioned Wooldridge; you had to go back and redo #
statements to leave him out.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, you had to go through your en
tire file and whenever the name Wooldridge was in the file you had
to change that page and take it out?
Mr. ''
es, sir. This would mean to change this part of the
report that had to be forwarded.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you just put a pencil mark through it, or
did you have to do a new page or erase it?
Mr. HARDING. As I recall, many of the statements were retaken.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your work in the CID, had you ever sanitized
a report before?

Mr. HARDING. No; I haven’t.

Senator RIBICOFF. It was the first in your experience. How long
have you been in the CID?
Mr. HARDING. I have been working with the CID or around CID
for about 15 years.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. This is the first case where you had these situa
tions arise?

Mr. HARDING. This is the first one where I have ever been instructed

to delete somebody after a progress report was made.
Senator RIBICoEF. You kept running into the same group of ser

geants throughout your investigation and the investigation that was
1n

£ Benning, and then in Vietnam?

Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is it usual to have such a large group of sergeants
clustered together and moving together from one base to another?

Mr. HARDING. Well, I should think, based on my own 20 years in
the service, that it is highly unusual.
Senator Rincorr. How was that arranged? How does a large group
of sergeants move together from one place to another? Who makes
such an assignment?
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Mr. HARDING. I don't know, sir. I am not familiar with the enlisted
assignment system, or even the officer assignment system, for that
matter. When I get a set of orders from
I move.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the law of averages would be
against the same group of men moving over a period of years together
from one base to another, from one country to another?

#

Mr. HARDING. I should think so.

Senator RIBICOFF. You heard testimony yesterday about alleged pay
ments being made in Washington for assignments. Did you investigate
that at all?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir; not that one, no.
Senator RIBICoEF. Had you run into this experience previously?
Mr. HARDING. The only thing Iran into in connection with this par
ticular case, sir, was when the NCO club system was raided at Benning
on the 1st day of August, I believe, 1967.
During the shakedown of Sam Bass, or Theodore Bass, sergeant, a
shakedown of his desk, we came across a letter which had not been
posted yet. The address on the letter was to Sgt. Maj. William O.
Wooldridge, Department of the Army, and the letter was written by
Sam Bass. The letter began “Dear Tiger.”
Senator RIBICOFF. Dear what?

Mr. HARDING. “Dear Tiger,” and was signed off by Sam Bass. En
closed in this envelope with this letter was an overprinted 1049 request
for assignment for one Nelson. I don't recall Nelson's first name.
Mr. ADLERMAN. John Nelson.

Mr. HARDING. John Nelson. This was sent by Bass to Wooldridge in
Washington requesting help in obtaining a preferential assignment
for John Nelson who was assigned at the time to the 139th MP Com

pany at Fort Benning but worked in the club system.
This is the only incident I ran across where there was anybody
seeking help from another for assignment.
Senator '' In January of 1968, you were then sent in the
normal course to Vietnam ?

Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Then how did you run into this cast of characters
again in 1968 in Vietnam ?
Mr. HARDING. I had been sent to Vietnam and after a short time in

Saigon I went up to become assistant to the operations officer in Qui
Nhon.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Were you still with the CID?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir; at the CID detachment in Qui Nhon. I got
to know Captain Leach who was an investigator for the Qui Nhon
inspector general.
We helped him on several investigations and he in turn passed in
formation to us about things that he ran into that he couldn't handle
•

within the IG channels.

-

- -

He had an annual inspector general inspection or investigation com
ing up on the local mess system and particularly he was looking into
an outfit, it is, I believe Sarl Electronics, into a maintenance contract
on slot machines within the club system, on purchasing slot machines
for the club system.

So we agreed that he would pass to us anything that he ran across
that he thought would be of help.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was it customary for the CID and IG to work
closely together?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir. In every CID outfit I have ever been in we
have worked closely with the inspector general.
So a bit later during his inspection he came into the office one

morning and asked had I ever heard of Maredem Corp. At that time
I had not heard of Maredem. Then he asked had I ever heard about

Sam Bass—did I know a Sam Bass. And, yes, I did know a Sam Bass.
Then he went on into several areas and brought out Bagby's name
and Hatcher and a General Cunningham who was working down at
P.A. & E., I believe, in Saigon.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was P.A. & E. a civilian corporation doing work
for the Army?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir; Pacific Architects & Engineers, contractors
to the Army Engineers.
He said he had spoken to a civilian friend of his over in the Quincy
compound. I forget what the man’s name was, I think his first name
was Charles. This individual represented an outfit that sold consum

able supplies to mess systems.
This individual had accused Bagby of Squeezing him out in the
Americal Division area.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that Sgt. William Bagby, of the Americal
Division?

Mr. HARDING. Right. He had accused to Captain Leach that Bagby
had squeezed him completely out of the club thing in Americal and
further, that Bagby had been doing quite an amount of business with
the Maredem Corp.

£

Then I
to realize that if Sam Bass was a representative
of something in Maredem Corp. in Vietnam there must be more of it
because for the past few years wherever Sam Bass had been there
had been at least one, two, three, four or what-have-you. So I talked

to this civilian.

Again he would not make a sworn statement to me that this had

happened. He spoke off the record of everything except what I wanted.
enator RIBICOFF. Were you surprised at this time to see the same
roup of people in Vietnam? You knew they had been at Fort
enning and now you ran across them again in Vietnam.

Mr. HARDING. es, I was surprised. When I came into the country
in January, I had spoken to one of our agents in Saigon who had run
a case up at Zeon, the 1st Infantry Division. He had asked me if I
had ever run across a Sergeant Hatcher. Of course I had run across
Sergeant Hatcher.
At that time he was the custodian at the 1st Division. I recalled

this and I thought, well, if Hatcher is at the 1st Division and Bagby
is at the 23d Division or Americal Division, you can almost bet in
any other division there is somebody that—
Senator RIBICOFF. During your investigation, did you look into

reports of a meeting of all the club sergeants from all over the world
at Benning in July 1967 from the United States, from Korea, from
Vietnam, from Germany? Did they all meet together in Benning?
Mr. HARDING. We looked into this, yes, sir. A statement was obtained
from somebody in connection with the Benning case, I don't recall who
made the statement, but it was alleged that a meeting was held at Fort
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Benning including Wooldridge, General Cunningham, Lazar, Bagby,
and at least one from Europe and one from the Republic of Vietnam
and one from Korea.

This was given to somebody else to follow through. Whether or not
they ever got anything I really couldn't say, sir, but we did investigate
it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you investigate such a meeting?
Mr. HARDING. There was also a meeting alleged to have taken place
in upstate Georgia, some type of lake resort where sergeant majors.
including Craig from 3d Army and Bainbridge from 3d Army, and
so on, had gotten together.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you find that there was a general tieup among
all these sergeants who were in charge of the messes all over the world?
Mr. HARDING. I didn't know about the world, sir, but
Senator RIBICOFF. If you have Augsburg, Korea, Benning, and Viet
nam you are including a pretty good share of the world.
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir. We have troops in those places. It did seem
kind of strange that they would all stick together. I guess some people
form friendships like that in the military.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know who was responsible for shifting
these people from one place to another?
Mr. HARDING. I really couldn't say who was responsible. I should

guess it had to be somebody in high places.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was it someone who had access to the records, the
transfer slips, and other such papers?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You did have the one incident of a letter going
from Bass to Wooldridge concerning Nelson?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You had discovered that. What time of the year
did you first talk with Captain Leach about the Maredem Co. and its
activities in Vietnam ?

Mr. HARDING. I would guess, sir, in September or early October, in
this area. We were awful busy upcountry and I didn't pay any particu
lar attention to the dates. There should be a memo on file somewhere
that I wrote.

Mr. DUFFY. It was October, Senator.

Senator RIBICOFF. Does October refresh your recollection? Was it
October 1968?

Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was the last contact you personally had with
Maredem or this group of sergeants, October 1968, or were you in
volved subsequent to that?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir, this was next to the last contact I had. Some

time after the memorandum, a female entertainer came in to see me
in Vietnam. She had been referred to me again by Captain Leach as
perhaps being able to give some information relative to club kick
backs on the entertainment system. So, I interviewed her
Senator RIBICOFF. What was her name?

Mr. HARDING. Her last name was Flak, Diana Flak, a third coun
try national, Swedish or something of this sort.
Mr. DUFFY. Denmark.
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Mr. HARDING. Denmark. At any rate, I took a statement from her
in English, a sworn statement wherein she named dates, places,
amounts, and so on and so forth, and other people who had suffered
kickbacks to the entertainment people down in Saigon.
enator RIBICOFF. During your investigation, did you come across

"'

any evidence that there was a tieup of these sergeants with any crimi
nal syndicates?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir, nothing that I recall.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall from your investigation when the
Maredem Corp. was formed?
Mr. HARDING. No, I don’t, sir. After I passed this information we

had gotten down to our CI people in Long Binh, for all practical pur
poses we were read out of the investigation as such.
Our mission then reverted to one of feeding information to our
people at Long Binh because they had the units and the capability
to work all over the country where we did not.
Senator RIBICOFF. The investigation into Maredem it was started
by Leach. You talked to Leach. The information was turned over
to a CID agent by the name of Rollison?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you in contact with Rollison?
Mr. HARDING. I was, sir, at least twice a week. Any time I came u
with anything that I thought would be of interest to him I £
him on the phone and then followed up with written notes.
IBICOFF. What was Rollison's experience with the investi

£or

gation
Mr. HARDING.

I don't know, sir. He was on it for quite some time.

I don't know about any of his findings. I was never told.
Senator RIBICOFF. You say in your testimony, “I learned that Rol
lison had been taken off the case.”

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir; they formed a new unit down in Saigon.
They picked certain people for this new unit and he was one of them.
Senator RIBICoEF. You told Rollison that he wasn't going to get
anywhere with his investigation?
Mr. HARDING: I didn’t say investigation per se. I suggested that he

probably wouldn't get too terribly far as concerned the Augsburg
investigation.

Senator RIBICOFF: What was his response?
Mr. HARDING. “We will try.”
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.

Senator MUNDT. On this letter that you found in the desk of Sam
Bass, do you recall whether, he made a request of Sergeant Major
Wooldridge that a friend of his be £ ?
Mr. HARDING. I don’t recall the contents of the letter, sir, other than
it had this request for transfer of Nelson in it.
Senator MUNDT. You don’t recall to what location he wanted him
transferred?

Mr. HARDING. No, I don’t, sir, not offhand.
Senator MUNDT. Was the location spelled out in the letter?

Mr. HARDING. Well, the request for transfer certainly, sir, the loca
tion would be there.

Senator MUNDT. I am trying to find out whether this was part of
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this migration of sergeants that seemed to move around in flocks like
blackbirds migrate out in South Dakota.
I didn't know that sergeants in charge of clubs had that sort of col

lective impulse. That would have to be arranged by somebody, who
ever was in charge of the allocation of sergeants to this club system.
Mr. HARDNG. I should think so; yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Do you know who had charge at the high level of
assigning sergeants to these rather plush jobs?
Mr. HARDING. The individual who has charge of it, no, sir. I would
imagine it is whoever runs the Enlisted Assignments Branch, trans
fer people. It is all part of the personnel office operations and I am
not familiar with the operations.
Senator MUNDT. What effect did the removal of Wooldridge's name
from all the testimony that you had gathered at Fort Benning have
on the Fort Benning investigation?

It seems to me that would have pretty well stymied the investigation.
Mr. HARDING. Well, the effect on the local Fort Benning investiga
tion probably wasn't too terribly much. The effect on the overall, the
people involved in the overall investigation, it was a sort of point
of frustration.

This, plus even though we had a sworn statement of allegations
that Wooldridge had received club property, we were not afforded the
opportunity to put him in the repository on file as the subject of a
criminal investigation.
This within itself makes it unfair for every other individual who
was the subject of that CID case. Right now you could probably run
his name through our repository in Holabird and come up with a
blank so far as Fort Benning is concerned.
Senator MUNDT. I think you answered the question asked by the
chairman that you never had anybody order you to take a name out
of an investigation.
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator MUNDT. As a normal American citizen and a member of the

investigating team, would you consider that to be a whitewash?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I would, too. It would seem to me somebody white
washed Wooldridge right out of the picture.
Who gave you the order?
Mr. HARDING. Colonel Blackledge who was the provost marshal at
Fort Benning.

Senator 'sor. Is he the same man whose name appears here quite
frequently in your statement?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Did he say “No” when he should have said “Yes”

about #pplying evidence and was noncooperative to the whole investi
gation?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. To whom was he responsible?

Mr. HARDING. Colonel Blackledge was responsible to General York
who was the commander at Fort Benning. Major General York.
Senator MUNDT. Did you talk to Major General York about this?
Mr. HARDING. Did Italk to him?
Senator MUNDT. Yes.
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Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator MUNDT. When the colonel said “No,” was that the end of the
road as far as you were concerned?
Mr. HARDING. When the colonel said “No,” it was no.

Senator MUNDT. I am interested in whether or not by any chance—
and it looks more and more remote all the time—I

£ we have to be

definitely careful in this investigation to be fair to everybody whose
name has been mentioned—your testimony on page 1 is pretty clear
that you had been advised and you had seen signed statements by
Sergeant Major Oakley and another individual that 15 cases of liquor
were removed from the club system at Fort Benning to be shipped to
Sergeant Major Wooldridge at the Department of the Army in Wash
ington, D.C.
id your investigation go far enough to ascertain whether or not,
in fact, the cases of liquor were actually shipped? If they were shipped,
Were they designated directly to Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Mr. HARDING. If they were shipped, sir, they were not shipped from
Fort Benning. I would go that far. We went back through the mani

fests for months and months and there was no aircraft on Fort Benning
proper that was capable of hauling that amount of whisky.
We even went as far as to check Fort Rucker for transient aircraft

since they had the aviation center.

I think I am safe in saying it was not shipped out of Fort Benning
if in fact it was shipped.
Senator MUNDT. There is a possibility that Sergeant Hatcher and
this other individual who signed the statement might have been work
ing some triangular device to get this whisky for themselves rather
than to have it sent to Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. On page 3 of your statement you say that no dis
ciplinary action was taken against Sergeant Bagby although you
had pretty direct evidence from Mrs. Chappell that she had falsified
records under his direct orders.

Why was no disciplinary action taken against Bagby?
Mr. HARDING. Well, sir, we had nothing directly to do with any
disciplinary action against anybody. We are an investigating agency
or factfinding agency. When we complete a criminal investigation
case it is sent to the man's company commander, his unit commander,
under a cover sheet, which is a report of action taken by the com
manding officer.
If the commander involved refuses to take action or whatever, we
have no control over this.

Senator MUNDT. I know that. You indicate that you had seen the
final report of the Fort Benning investigation which was prepared
after your reassignment to Vietnam.
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. The final report states that no disciplinary action
was taken against Sergeant Bagby.
Did it give any reason? Did it find the evidence to be questionable
or inadequate or did it say “From orders from higher up we will
whitewash Bagby like we whitewashed Wooldridge”?
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Mr. HARDING. As I recall, they didn't even have a return back on
this cover sheet on Bagby.

Senator MUNDT. They didn't even have a return on the back?
Mr. HARDING. Which means they sent it out when the case was
completed and the man's commanding officer never did send it back.
Senator MUNDT. It was apparently dropped along the line. Who
would have the authority to whitewash that report, deleting names?
Mr. HARDING. I don't follow you, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Somebody had to prepare the report. Somebody
had to be responsible for the disappearance of the name Bagby. It
was in there when you submitted your evidence.
Mr. HARDING. Nobody at that point could take Bagby out of the
report of investigation. It would be a matter of his company com
mander or his responsible superior ignoring it, not deleting it but
just ignoring it. Because nobody could take him out at that point.
Senator MUNDT. Excent he didn't show up in the final renort.

Mr. HARDtNG. Yes, sir. He did in the final report. He did not show up
in the renort of disciplinary action taken.
Senator MUNDT. I see.
Is Colonel Blackledore the same man who denied the search warrant
to search the house of Callahan?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. How often do you have requests for search war
rants denied ?
Mr. HARDING. This is the only one I have ever had denied.

Senator MUNDT. In all vour experience this is the first time that
anvbodv has said vou can’t have a search warrant?

Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir. This is the only one.
Senator MUNDT. There was nothing unusual about this search war
rant from the other ones that you had requested?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir. It would be a matter of going to the FBI
and in turn going to the Federal judge.
Senator MUNDT. Did he give any reasons for denying it?
Mr. HARDING. No. Sir.

Senator MUNDT. Do vou think that was a kind of curious perform
ance on the part of the colonel to stop you from having a search
warrant?

Mr. HARDING. Certainly.
Senator MUNDT. Is this another whitewash proposition?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You also tried to get the Augsburg file and had to
work through this same Colonel Blackledge?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You did not get it?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
•

Senator MUNDT. Did he give you any reason why you couldn't have

it?

Mr. HARDING. Colonel Blackledge had nothing to do with this, sir.
Senator MUNDT. At the time you made the request he had something
to do with it. He either had to say yes or no or ask somebody else.
Mr. HARDING. He told me to proceed, to go ahead and write the letter
to Augsburg and request the file.
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Senator MUNDT. Did you get an answer from your letter to
Augsburg?
r. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Senator MCNor. What did they say?
Mr. HARDING. They said they were not going to send it, No. 1.
No. 2, the names I had given them as being involved in my investi
gation did not appear in their investigation.
Senator MUNDT. Did not appear in their investigation?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator Mesor. You knew better than that, didn’t you?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Do you have a copy of the letter they wrote you.
Mr. HARDING. I don't have a copy of it. It became part of the official
files as did all the correspondence.
Senator MUNDT. Of course you couldn't very well remember who

signed it in Augsburg.
r. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Who signed it?
Mr. HARDING. A CID agent by the name of Yost. Y-o-s-t. I suspect
Mr. Karl Nestler could give you a full identity on him.
Senator MUNDT. If we don’t have the letter, Mr. Chairman, I
suggest we have the staff obtain the letter.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is so ordered.

Senator MUNDT. I am kind of interested in this interview, if you
can call it that, that you had with Sergeant Major Wooldridge. You
went to see him with the expectation that you were going to have the
normal kind of interview, I suppose?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. With Mr. Kash, who was an associate of yours?
Mr. HARDING. Mr. Kash was a member of the 1st CID here in

Washington.

Senator MUNDT. Was he higher in command than you or lower
in command, or were you associates?
Mr. HARDING. I guess we were associate investigators. He ranked
me if that is what you mean.
Senator MUNDT. I was wondering why someone in General Turner's
office didn’t ask you to protest.
Mr. HARDING. He was the senior member of the team.

Senator MUNDT. That was the logical thing to do?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. He came back and told you that you were going
to interview Sergeant Wooldridge. He also told you to ask him just
certain questions.
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Did he indicate to you that he had communicated
that as a result of his conference with General Turner?

Mr. HARDING. What Mr. Kash told me was that “Orders are orders,
and we do what we are told.”

Senator MUNDT. Who gave the orders to Kash?
Mr. HARDING. I have no idea, sir. I was not present at the meeting
-

and I don't know what was said and who said what.

Senator MUNDT. At least he received the orders after he left you to

go to the meeting?
35–359–69–pt. 1–9
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Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Ten or 15 minutes later, he came back and said,
“Orders are orders, and here they are”?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. So he got them at the meeting?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. He didn't tell you who was at the meeting?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator MUNDT. You have no idea who was at the meeting?
Mr. HARDING. I do not.

Senator MUNDT. He just disappeared and came back and said “Or
ders are orders”?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. You don't know whether he saw General Turner or
saw Colonel Pruett?

Mr. HARDING. I believe he met with Colonel Pruett. As far as Gen

eral Turner, I don't know.

Senator MUNDT. Do you know whether General Turner gave the or
ders or not?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. He didn't tell you anything about it?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You had quite a hassle getting Sergeant Major
Wooldridge to sign the statement. First he did not want to sign it.
Then later you received a copy of the Wooldridge statement which was
signed. Is that right?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Was it the same statement without change that he
had previously refused to sign?
Mr. HARDING. I believe it was the same statement, sir.
Senator MUNDT. The staff tells me it was not a sworn statement.

Mr. HARDING. No, sir; it was not sworn, as I remember. He did not
swear to it. It was a subscribed statement.

Senator MUNDT. At the time he refused, did he refuse to sign it
under oath or refuse to take an oath?

Mr. HARDING. He refused to sign it the first day or the day we took
the statement. When he declined to sign the statement the oath would

have nothing to do with it. He just didn't sign it, that is it.
Senator MUNDT. If he had signed it, would you have made him sign
it under oath?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir; there is no way you can make anybody sign
it under oath. If they don’t want to take an oath, that is that. This is
why generally there are two of us interviewing people. Whether he
swears to it is of very little consequence as long as another one is sit
ting there listening.
Senator MUNDT. Did you have a witness there while he was being
interviewed?

Mr. HARDING. Well, Mr. Kash and I were there: yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. What happened ultimately to the investigation
at Fort Benning? Was it closed out without finalizing the results?
Mr. HARDING. At Fort Benning?
Senator MUNDT. Fort Benning.
Mr. HARDING. It was a completed case: yes, sir.
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Senator MUNDT. What time?
Mr. HARDING. Sometime after—I don’t know the exact date but
sometime after I left for Vietnam.

Senator MUNDT. We were given the date of January 16, 1968.
Mr. HARDING. That would be after I was gone.
Senator MUNDT. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Harding, I have a few specific questions.
First, could you tell us whether it is customary in criminal investi
gations of this type to notify the principal suspects that they are
under investigation?
Mr. HARDING. Well, yes, sir; we have to.
Senator PERCY. You must notify the principal suspects that they
are under investigation?
Mr. HARDING. We notify them when we call them in for interview
or interrogation. As far as generally, when something breaks, picking
up the phone and notifying everybody who is involved; no, sir.
But as we talk to

£

we have to notify them.

Senator PERCY. Their superiors are notified, also, that there is an
investigation underway?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Did you at any time notice after the suspects were
notified that there was an investigation underway that they altered
their procedures or the way they were conducting their business
because of being under investigation?
Did it impair your work or were you investigating things that had
transpired some time before?
Mr. HARDING. We were primarily investigating things that had
transpired before; yes, sir. When the Benning case broke it was a
£r of going to all the clubs simultaneously and starting to work
back.

We closed the clubs on this one day, all the clubs, and confiscated
everything that we thought would be of help. So that it was a matter
of working back.
Senator PERCY. I just want to be clear. In your long experience
•

in criminal investigation work, it is customary for you to be able
to requisition a previous file of possible offenses of the suspect and
in all other cases you have been able to obtain such a file, but not in
this case.

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir; this is true.

-

Senator PERCY. Would it have helped you, do you believe, in your

investigation to have obtained such a file and was the lack of such a
file a hindrance which severely impaired your work in this case?
Mr. HARDING. I believe so based on the testimony read yesterday
of a court-martial involved, the names named in the court-martial,
of Colonel George's testimony.

I think it would have been of tremendous value to us because you
had the same names that appear in our Benning file and later in
Vietnam.

-

So, the point being, for instance, had I known that Hatcher had a
chauffeur and a Mercedes Benz or what-have-you, and living in style

high on the hog type thing in Germany, this is something to confront
him with when you interview him or interrogate him, as the case
may be.
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Senator PERCY. In other words, you felt you could have established

again the repetition of a pattern which had transpired before, be
fully inspected before, and it would have helped you break this case?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. As I figured Mr. Jones’ “take” on the skimming of
the slot machines, he derived roughly about 5 percent of the skimming
profits. Ninety-five percent were passed higher up.
Do you believe from your investigation that the passing up stopped
at the level of the sergeants or is £ any feeling on your part that
the 95 percent was distributed even at a higher level?
Mr. HARDING. Well, of course what the Senator is speaking of now
I had nothing to do with, I was not in Augsburg. The only thing I
know about £e Augsburg investigation is '' has been given before
the committee.

So I have no way of knowing where the payoff went.
Senator PERCY. You were £g essentially then with the distribu
tion of liquor in this particular case?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Not coin machines?

Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir. There are no coin machines in the clubs in
the continental United States.

Senator PERCY. Do you have any evidence or feeling that the liquor
which was “skimmed off” out of the club mess had been passed up
the line and this might be a reason for the sergeants and club man
agers doing favors for higher officials, and for the unusual procedures
and practices that have been revealed in this case?
Mr. HARDING. As far as favors, I don’t know, sir. Based on the

statements of the people, I feel that the liquor was being passed on
to higher-ups; yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. You do?
Mr. HARDING. I do.

Senator PERCY. Might this possibly be one of the reasons—their
having accepted small favors or large favors—behind the leniency
and the unusual departure from normal criminal investigating proce
dures in this case?

Mr. HARDING. This is always a possibility, yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Would you yield for a question?
Senator PERCY. I will be happy to yield.
Senator MUNDT. I think I heard Mr. Harding say something but he

almost swallowed the words. If you can give me your answer again
it will help me answer a phone call I received from an irate citizen.
I think I heard you say there are no slot machines in the clubs in the
continental United States?
Mr. HARDING. I believe that is true.

Senator MUNDT. An irate citizen called up and asked if they have
them. I can answer the phone call that under sworn testimony there
are no slot machines in the continental United States?

Mr. HARDING. I said to the best of my knowledge, there are none in
the continental United States.

Senator MUNDT. At least there were none at Fort Benning?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir; there were none at Fort Benning.
Senator MUNDT. I can answer the phone call with a little more
assurance than I had a moment ago.
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Senator RIBICOFF. I may add that I think the Army regulations
specifically forbid slot machines in the United States.
I can't say anything about Nevada but I understand there are no
slot machines in messes in the continental United States, but there
are no restrictions in other countries. Is that correct?

Mr. HARDING. That is my understanding, sir. I was speaking of the
clubs and messes, of course, not of the States.
Senator MUNDT. I think the ruling is in States where they are illegal,
and that would probably be all except Nevada, at least in the con
tinental United States, I think they would live under the laws of the
States in which they are located.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator PERCY. While we are on the subject, have you at any time

during the course of your many years in criminal investigation ever
dealt with coin-operated machines or had any experience with any
investigation involving them?
Mr. HARDING. Well, certainly. I think everybody in this business has
at one time or other.

Senator PERCY. I wonder if you would care to comment on whether
or not, in your judgment, it is a wise procedure for the Army to permit
these machines in the U.S. military installations abroad. Since it is
contrary to public policy in 49 of the 50 States to have such machines
and since they are £ from all domestic military installations and
because they so easily sponsor abuse where they do exist, I am wonder
ing if you think they ought to be continued as a source of possible
exploitation of the

£men 2

Ir. HARDING. Well, sir; I can't answer, of course, for the Army. I
have been overseas many times and I have never played. If people want
to put their money in it that is their affair.
£ PERCY. I wonder if you could comment on whether or not

you have any recommendation to make with respect to Army pro
cedures in criminal investigations, specifically when an investigator,
who is as experienced as your self, is rebuffed and ordered not to go

any further and be in good conscience feels that such an order is
severely hindering him in the assignment he has been given.
Is there any basis for your appealing to higher authority to have
such a decision reversed? Would it be practical and feasible and in

accordance with operations in an establishment as large as the Army?

Mr. HARDING. Well, sir, this is rather difficult. In this particular
case when I was forbidden at Fort Benning to pursue certain facets

of the investigation I did what I think any other agent would do in
comparable circumstances. I took it to Washington. That is as high
as We Can CrO.

Now after I had done this, what happened from there is just not
my sphere. I have done all I can do. I have taken it to the provost
marshal general's office. What they do with it is really none of my
affair.

Senator PERCY. Were you engaged full time from August 1967, to
January 1968, in this investigation?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir. Not full time. This was a transition period
for us. Our commander had been shipped to Europe and our opera
tions officer had been shipped to Vietnam. I was going in as com
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mander and operations officer and trying to run this thing, too. I did
not devote full time to this.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel as a result of your investigations in
this case or in any others that it is necessary for much tighter control
to be exercised by the Army over its various messes? Do you think
that this investigation and the Army studies will lead to better pro
cedures in the future to eliminate these abuses?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator MUNDT. We already have, Senator, the corrections made

by Secretary Resor. Already some good has come from our own
investigation.
Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Harding, # us go back to the beginning of
the investigation at Fort Benning, Ga.

The complaint, I understand, came from a Sergeant Major Camp
who was according to your testimony, a member of the board of
governors of the post open mess.
Now, who was actually ordering the investigation in the CID?
Mr. HARDING. It was pointed out yesterday in order to open an in
vestigation we have to have a complaint from somebody who is knowl
edgeable of the circumstances that they want looked into.
Sergeant Major Camp as a member of that board of governors down
there had been scouting this system for quite some time before he came
to us.

He talked to Mr. Blade and myself one evening about some of the
irregularities.
Senator GURNEY. This was at Fort Benning?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir; this was at Fort Benning. The following
morning I took my boss
Senator GURNEY. Who was he?

Mr. HARDING. At that time it was Mr. Massey, who a week or so
after this was transferred to Germany. But we decided that we would

go to Colonel Blackledge and tell Colonel Blackledge that certain
allegations had been made and how about us looking into it.
We did this and Colonel Blackledge gave the “go ahead” for the
complaints.
Senator GURNEY. So that it was actually Colonel Blackledge's order
that started the investigation?
Mr. HARDING. At our request; yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. By the way, was there any connection between
Mr.
Massey's transfer to Germany and the beginning of the investi
gation?
s

Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Who would normally know about the institution
-

of such an investigation or who would know about it in this particular
case?

Mr. HARDING. Well—

Senator GURNEY. I am referring, of course, to the commanding

general at Fort Benning, or any division commanders.
Who would know about it, who would be interested in it?
Mr. HARDING. The preparation for the massive raid on the club

system which involved all of the annexes operating was one of the best
kept secrets I had ever run across.
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We had certain select people who were going to head teams to hit
each club. Until the actual morning of the raid, about 7 o'clock in
the morning, nobody knew this raid was going to come off, not even
Colonel Blackledge.
He had told us to set the thing up however we wanted to set it up.
So there were not more than a half dozen of us that knew this thing was
coming off.
Senator GURNEY. I am wondering now, Mr. Harding, who would
know officially that an investigation into the open mess system was
going on?
Mr. HARDING. Nobody except the ones in our office and Colonel
Blackledge at that time.
Senator GURNEY. The commanding general would not know; he
-

would not be notified?

Mr. HARDING. We wouldn't notify him. I would imagine Colonel
Blackledge as the provost marshal would notify him.
Senator GURNEY. Whom would he notify?
Mr. HARDING. I would assume G-1 for whom they worked.
Senator GURNEY. G-1 of what unit?

Mr. HARDING. This would have been at Fort Benning.
Senator GURNEY. You mean G-1 of the entire Fort Benning military
installation?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How about the commanding general at Fort
Benning; would he know?
Mr. HARDING. He would know. I would assume that the chief of
staff or his G-1 keeps him informed. He would know.

Senator GURNEY. That is really what I am getting at. Would Colonel

Blackledge, before he instituted this investigation, notify, as a matter
of routine, the commanding general and his chief of staff and any
body

''

Mr. HARDING. I couldn't answer, sir, whether he would notify him
beforehand or not.

Senator GURNEY. I gather from the testimony that this was a rather

extensive investigation and that all clubs at Fort Benning were hit
at One time.

Did you ever ascertain during the investigation how much money
was involved, or can you make an estimate of how much money was
involved?

Mr. HARDING. I couldn't even begin to make an estimate, sir. There
were statements involved from the people who worked in the club
system that some of the bartenders and managers and this sort of
thing used their own shot glasses, their own leaded shot glasses.
I think it would be really impossible to calculate how much money
could be involved.

Senator GURNEY. Could you give any estimation of whether it might
be $1.000 or $100,000 or $500,000?

Mr. HARDING. I just couldn't say anything, sir, that I would want
to be held to.

-

No. 1, we don't know how many years we are involved with and we
don't know how many bottles of # uor or what were involved.
I could say, were they using a leaded shot glass where an individual

is paying for a double shot of liquor and getting a shot and a half and
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this half shot is skimmed off and set aside, low in the bar, and the
money pocketed, I don't know how you could even guess how much
money was involved.

Senator GURNEY. Would you say there was evidence of a great deal
of this kind of activity?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. So you would probably conclude that a very con
siderable sum of money was involved?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Going now to the conclusion of this investiga
tion, I understand you were not aboard when it was finally concluded?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. While you were involved in the investigation,
whom do you think was apprised of reports of what was going on by
your investigation? Anyone other than Colonel Blackledge?
Mr. HARDING. I kept Colonel Pruett informed. He was commander
at that time of the 1st CID here in Washington.
Senator GURNEY. What about Fort Benning?
Mr. HARDING. At Fort Benning the people I kept informed at Fort
Benning was Colonel Blackledge. Then our immediate superiors up at
3d Army Headquarters, Fort
who was Colonel Sandmore.

£

Senator GURNEY. Who was he?

Mr. HARDING. He was my commander.
Senator GURNEY. In CID !

Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir; he commanded the CID group for 3d Army.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t know whether any of your reports
were brought to the attention of say, the commanding general at Fort
Benning, or his IG, or his chief of staff'

Mr. HARDING. They were, sir, because all reports are funneled
through a distribution system; through the post judge advocate to the
commander. So he would be notified by this copy of the report that
goes to the judge advocate general.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask about this, realizing, of course, that
you were not present at the final conclusion of the investigation.
Your testimony is that no one, Bagby, Callahan, Chappell or anyone
else involved, was prosecuted. Who would make the decision on
whether there should be prosecution or whether there should not be
prosecution?
Mr. HARDING. Well, for the military people involved a man's com
manding officer would determine whether or not he would be punished.
For the civilians involved, obviously the military can’t try civilians.
So this would have to be done through the FBI and then through the
Federal courts.

To the best of my knowledge, the FBI was not read into this thing.
Senator GURNEY. In a case like this which involves far more than

a company or a battalion matter—it really involves the whole fort–
wouldn't other people beside the company commander be involved in
making a decision as to prosecution or nonprosecution?
Mr. HARDING. Unless he would coordinate it with his own JAG

representative, his own judge advocate representative, I don't see how
any action could be taken on the military people.

Senator GURNEY. Previous testimony indicated that decisions were
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probably made by the provost marshal or the commanding general in
the case of the 24th Infantry Division.
Mr. HARDING. I would hate to liken the commander of Fort Benning

to that of that division as was mentioned yesterday. I don’t see how
you could compare the two.
Once we have submitted our final report we are out of the thing
completely.
Senator GURNEY. I recognize that. Again, I am probing to find out
what the method of procedure would be for prosecution.
It would seem to me that in a case like this the company commander
would be responsible.
Mr. HARDING. Well, for an individual, the normal variety of troops,
it would generally be the company commander who is responsible for
requesting court-martial, this sort of thing.
I don’t know what else to say because we have no control.
Senator GURNEY. In the case of the Wooldridge file, did you ask any
one other than Colonel Pruett why the file was not sent?
Mr. HARDING. No, sir. I believe then and I still do that we have taken

it as high as we could take it. If the file had been sent to him and if he
couldn't send it to me, that he had a reason. I don’t know what the
reaSOn Was.

Senator GURNEY. Do you have any speculation on what the reason
might have been or who made the decision?
Ir. HARDING. I don't know who made the decision but I would
assume he was told not to.

Senator GURNEY. You don't have any speculation on who had told
him not to?

Mr. HARDING. No, I don’t, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I notice that on page 5 in your testimony you say,

“It was my impression at the time and still is that when Wooldridge's
name was included in our Fort Benning investigative file the news may
have “rattled some people.”
Who are these people whom you think may have been rattled?
Mr. HARDING. Of course the first individual—perhaps rattled is not a
good word—but the first people, the indication we got that it caused
an undue amount of concern was Colonel Blackledge.
Senator GURNEY. It was Colonel Blackledge?
Mr. HARDING. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Anybody else?

Mr. HARDING. When I called Washington, the first time I called
over an individual of this stature being involved in a criminal
Washington, I would say that Colonel Pruett voiced some concern

investigation.

-

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall any comments he made at that time
when you talked to him?

Mr. HARDING. I don't recall anything specifically that Colonel Pruett
said other than keep him advised which we did keep him advised.
Colonel Pruett told us to hold off for a while temporarily until we
got guidance from
on what to do with what we had.
Senator GURNEY. Did he give any reason for why he made this state

"£

ment?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. There was no discussion at the time?
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Mr. HARDING. No, sir. Although I understand why he would seek
guidance.
Senator GURNEY. In your testimony on page 6, you mention that you
were barred from access to what you considered important information
the previous activities of Wooldridge, Hatcher, Bagby, Bass, and

'

Others.

Now, of course, we know about the Wooldridge file. That has been
thoroughly discussed. What about the files on Hatcher, Bagby, and
Bass? Did you ever request those?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir. They were all run through the repository,

sir, I couldn't tell you exactly what the outcome was but some of the
people we were involved with had been involved in minor things
through their military service.
Speaking of the Wooldridge file is sort of misnomer. The Augsburg
file is what we are speaking of wherein Hatcher, Bass, Bagby, Woold
ridge, Teal, and so on were involved in that club investigation in Augs
burg.

Šator GURNEY. Were any separate files requested on Wooldridge,
Hatcher, Bagby, and Bass other than the Augsburg file?
Mr. HARDING. The repository files were requested and as I recall
were received at Benning. But when Wooldridge was removed from
the subject block of the CID report this precluded us from running his
name through the repository in a normal manner, meaning that gen
erally it is done with a case number and circumstances and this sort of
thing.

Well, once Wooldridge was deleted we couldn't do this. This is why
I requested the information from here in Washington on Wooldridge
if there were any repositories, any reports in the repository on him.
Senator GURNEY. Couldn't you make a similar request on the others
and run their names through?
Mr. HARDING. We could have on the others. I could do the others in

the normal routine way. So there was no point in going out—it created
a lot of work for somebody else.
Senator GURNEY. I am not sure I understand that. Could you explain
it a little more?

Mr. HARDING. On our CID report of investigation the subject block,
and individuals's name goes in a subject block. One of the first things
you do is prepare what we call a 2804 card, send it to the repository
at Fort Holabird. This informs them that this individual is a subject
of a current CID investigation.
This card is filed. Upon completion of the case when the final report
is made another 2804 card goes into the file along with the original
copy of the report plus all of the attached documents.
This becomes a permanent file, a part of his dossier in the repository
at Fort Holabird.

To take Wooldridge first, when he was deleted from the CID
report I could not send his name through the normal channels for a
repository check.
I had to rely on somebody up here to do it for me because they
had direct access to the repository that I didn't have.
The other individuals who are on the case report posed no problem.
We simply made out 2804's and sent them through the normal channels
and received reports back on those people.
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Senator GURNEY. I see. That is what I didn’t understand. You did

get reports on the other people?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. You mentioned running across some of these peo
ple in Vietnam. You mentioned two, as I recall. Bagby with the
Americal Division and Hatcher with the 1st Infantry Division.
} Did you run across any others? Were there any other units over
there?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir, I didn't. Of course, I didn't look, either. I
didn’t have the opportunity where I was stationed to go around
through the Republic of Vietnam looking for people I ran across a
couple years before.
he other name that was mentioned prominently in the Maredem
thing was Sam Bass. He was a representative and had come to Qui
Nhon at one time, I had been notified about it, but I was late in

getting the information.
Why he was there, I don't know.
Senator GURNEY. One final question. What about General Cun
ningham in this picture while you were in Vietnam / Did you ever

'

evidence of his activities?

Mr. HARDING. No, sir. The only time that I ran across General
Cunningham's name in Vietnam, I received a call from an individual
who had been our group commander down in Fort McPherson. He
worked for a security section of the Pacific Architects & Engineers in
Vietnam. He told me that General Cunningham had just signed on
with P.A. & E.

As I recall, he didn't even tell me in what capacity.
Senator GURNEY. This was the only mention you heard of his name?
Mr. HARDING. This is the only one. I beg your pardon. The second
time was when the Qui Nhon security chief of P.A. & E. called me one
morning and asked me if I had known whether General Cunningham
was in town.

He had been aware of this Benning and this Augsburg thing, any
way. No, I didn't know it and I didn't attach any particular impor
tance to it because I didn't know what part he had played in the
Augsburg file.
Senator GURNEY. You said he called and asked you whether you
knew that General Cunningham was in town?
Mr. HARDING. In Qui Nhon.

Senator GURNEY. Why would he have asked that question of you?
Mr. HARDING. I don't have any idea other than as I say he had
retired as a CID agent and had known of the Benning investigation,
I presume the Augsburg investigation.
Senator GURNEY. Nothing further.
-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you run across Higdon as custodian at Long
Binh 2

Mr. HARDING. No, sir, I did not. I heard his name mentioned.
Whether it was mentioned by Diana Flak or by Captain Leach, I
really don’t know.

-

Senator RIBICOFF: What happens if a CID file is taken from the
CID and made a police file? Do you ever get it or is it taken out of
the custody of the CID :
Mr. HARDING. The police file, sir?
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Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, military police.
Mr. HARDING. Well, we belong to the Military Police Corps. We
are the ones that generate the CID reports of investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you present when Mr. Beard testified earlier?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you recall his testimony relating to the closeout
of the Augsburg file in Germany?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you recall that they took out the CID classifi
cation and they put it in an “MO" classification?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that right?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir; what he is referring to, if after we open
a case and later on it is ordered closed or what-have-you, not worked

to its completion, then the CID case number is withdrawn and it is
turned over to the local provost marshal investigative people which
are MP's in plain clothes who work the more minor offenses.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The effect of that, I would like to point out, as
Mr. Beard testified, the effect of that was that when it is closed out
on an MO file there is only a distribution of three copies.
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This would be in general?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. There would be no sending of the file to the central
depository at Fort Holabird?
Mr. HARDING. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So if you tried to check in Fort Holabird you
would come back with a “no incidence” on that particular individual?
Mr. HARDING. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that correct?

Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So if you would ask for Sam Bass' file in the CID
file in Augsburg and tried to check it with the Fort Holabird reposi
tory you would come back with nothing?
Mr. HARDING. There would be nothing.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.

Senator MUNDT. I would like to direct your attention once more to
the interview that you tried to have with Sergeant Major Wool
dridge on the occasion when you and Mr. Kash were asked to come to
the office of General Turner.

Mr. Kash went with Colonel Pruett in what you believe to be
the office of General Turner. I don’t know whether he saw General

Turner, you don’t know what happened behind the closed doors and
Kash never told you.

However, when he came back, Kash told you that this was to be a
restrictive interview only, ask questions only about the trip to Bir
mingham, about the activities in which the sergeant major was engaged
in at Fort Benning, and about the alleged shipment of liquor to him
in Washington.
Beyond that you were not to go?
Mr. HARDING. Right.
Senator MUNDT. What type of questions would you have asked Ser
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geant Major Wooldridge had you been permitted to conduct an
unrestricted interview such as you had always done before? . .

This is the only time you had had wraps put on you on the kinds of
questions. What else were you going to question him about?
Mr. HARDING. Any participation that he had in the club system in
-

Europe, in Augsburg. At this time we knew of the existence of the
Au

£ file.

-

nator MUNDT. In other words, you were going to try to put to
ther as best you could the story of Augsburg as it pertained to

Sergeant Major Wooldridge because you had been denied access to the
Augsburg file?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir, not only Wooldridge but also as it pertained
to Hatcher. As I recall, one of the times £ Wooldridge came to
Fort Benning he stayed at Hatcher's home.
Anything that we could have extracted from that Augsburg file
that would have tied these people together at any prior post I think
would have been beneficial.

Senator MUNDT. So that in effect, as a result of the conference which
you were not able to attend but which Kash and Pruett attended, you

were denied the right to ask any questions dealing with the Augsburg
situation in its entirety?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir, we were denied the right to interrogate him,
period. It turned into an interview, not as an investigator to a subject
but more as an investigator to a witness, if you will.
Senator MUNDT. Sort of a press conference. You were the reporter
and he was the man making the statements?
Mr. HARDING, Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I wanted to establish that because from Colonel

Pruett we can ascertain this solution to the mystery which you can
not ascertain because he was present with Mr. Kash. Is that right?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.

I want to take this opportunity on behalf of the committee of com
mending you, Mr. Harding, for your knowledge and your hard work.
We sympathize with your frustrations. We do appreciate your co
operation with this committee, sir.
Mr. HARDING. Thank you, sir.

Senator MUNDT. I would like to add I commend you for the circum
spection you have demonstrated in refusing to testify about things of
which you have no first-hand knowledge.
Mr. HARDING. Thank you, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Pruett, please.

You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I do, sir.
TESTIMONY OF LT. COL. JACK PRUETT

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have a prepared statement, Colonel?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Mr. Chairman, I do not have a prepared
statement.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
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Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Mr. Chairman, I do have notes which
I will refer to.

Senator RIBICOFF: What is your position now in the Army?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I am the planning officer of the 1st
Military Police Detachment.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where is it located?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. In the Office of the Provost Marshal

General in Washington, D.C.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you the commanding officer?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir, I am.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you been in the Army?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I have been in the Army 26 years, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long, sir?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Twenty-six years.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you been associated with the CID !
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Throughout this period approximately
8 to 10 years actively engaged in CID activities.
Senator MUNDT. How long have you been the commanding officer
of this detachment?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I assumed command of the unit again
this year the 1st of July, sir.
Senator MUNDT. January?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. July.
Senator MUNDT. The 1st of July of this year?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. I previously commanded the
unit on a prior assignment when I was here in Washington during the
period to which Mr. Harding is referring.
Senator MUNDT. Were you the commanding officer at that time?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. On July 16, 1965, were you in Saigon?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. What was your position?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Deputy Provost Marshal, Military Sys
tems Command in Vietnam.

Senator RIBICoEF. From July 1965 to December 1965, were you at the
General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. In December 1965, were you assigned to the
Office of Provost Marshal in Washington?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you have anything to do with CID investi
gations at that time?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. However, initially when I was

assigned to the Office of the Provost Marshal General, I was a branch
action officer and I had no connection during this period of time with
CID activities.

Senator RIBICoEF. In the spring of 1967, did you join the 1st CID
Detachment in Washington?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Were you made head of the 1st CID Detach
ment in Washington in the spring of 1967?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, until approximately
-
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March 1968 when I departed Washington on reassignment to Fort
Bragg, N.C.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long were you there?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Approximately 10 months.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Are you back in Washington now?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. You are back in Washington?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you briefly tell the subcommittee the fumc
tions and the duties of the CID unit in Washington?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The functions and duties of the 1st CID5

it is the top CID unit, as we refer to it in the Army.

We are there to support the Provost Marshal General, the Army
Chief of Staff, and such other departmental activities that may re
quire investigative service.
Additionally, we do provide personal security services for selected
individuals.
Senator RIBICOFF. When General Turner was the Provost Marshal

General, did he control that unit directly?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What does direct control consist of ?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The direct control means that I reported

directly to General Turner for my mission assignments, for clearance
of missions or such other activity that we may be required to perform.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this the usual procedure?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Normally, we would go through a dep
uty or an executive officer. However, in this instance General Turner
was my immediate superior.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When did it first come to your attention that
Sergeant Major Wooldridge was under investigation by the CID !
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The first incident that came to my
attention in reference to the sergeant major was in approximately

April 1967, I learned from General Turner that Sergeant Major Wool
dridge and others acting with him had

£"to bring a large

quantity of liquor into the United States without declaring the liquor
or without paying the customs duties on it.

Senator RIBICOFF Would you prefer to make your complete state

£ answer questions?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I believe, sir, that it would put it more
in context and in the proper sequence if I did refer to my notes and
went through it in a chronology that may make it clearer.
Senator RIBICoEF. Fine. You may proceed that way.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. In this instance, Agent Kash informed
me he had been summoned by General Turner and that General Tur
ner and he would make an inquiry into this allegation.
General Turner later informed me that he personally would handle

ment first before

the investigation, and that no complaint file or official investigation
would be initiated by my unit.
I later learned that Kash departed by Army aircraft, they went to
Fort McClellan, Ala., with General Turner for the purpose of inter
viewing personnel involved in the shipment of the liquor.
I instructed him that due to the sensitivity of the individual I had
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been informed by General Turner that he would personally conduct
the investigation.
As instructed I did not open an official file. I later learned that Kash

had assisted the general by recording certain testimony during the
interview of an NCO at Fort McClellan and that he had prepared
certain statements and released those to General Turner.

This is the extent of my factual knowledge on this particular
incident.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you talking about the Fort Benning situation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir. I am talking about an alleged

shipment of liquor from Vietnam into the continental United States.
This is prior to the Fort Benning incident and how it arose.
During this time it is customary that an individual who is involved
in any irregularities or any investigation, that we make a check at the
Defense Central Investigations Index.
This is at the Fort Holabird office. The search was made by a
representative of the provost marshal's office. It was reported to Kash
who subsequently informed me that a record existed on Sergeant Major
Wooldridge which revealed that on the 24th of January 1943,
Wooldridge, while assigned to the 37th MP Company, and another
enlisted man had broken into two telephone coin boxes in London,
England, and had stolen moneys of a value of approximately $8.
After an initial sworn denial, Wooldridge, whose fingerprints had
been found on the boxes, confessed to the larceny. As a result of this
incident, Wooldridge was tried and convicted by a general court
martial. He was sentenced to be confined at hard labor for 5 months

and to forfeit $25 of his pay for a month and to be reduced to the
grade of private.
It was also indicated that Wooldridge had absented himself without
leave for two brief periods of time.
I instructed Kash to get a copy of the offense report which I received.
I brought this matter to the attention of General Turner and advised
him that this should be brought to the attention of the Chief of Staff
-

of the Army.

Further, that Sergeant Major Wooldridge should be considered for
removal from his sensitive position.

Senator MUNDT. What date are you talking about when you made
this statement?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This was in the April time frame, sir,
after we first found out about the initial liquor importation.
Senator MUNDT. In what year?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. In 1967.

Senator MUNDT. Thank you.

Senator GURNEY. Was he then sergeant major of the Army?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
In early August 1967, Sergeant Major Wooldridge again came to
my attention officially when the allegations were made against him
during an investigation originating at Fort Benning, Ga.

Investigation at that time disclosed that there were widespread
criminal irregularities at the NCO clubs at Fort Benning, Ga., which
included allegations that substantial quantities of liquor, food, serv
ices, and moneys were being made available to a group of senior

NCO's, retired military personnel, and civilians at Fort Benning
and in Columbus, Ga.
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It was alleged that systematic theft was being accomplished through
continuing inflation of prices on drinks and food, from kickbacks from
suppliers, and through outright larceny of club materials, equipment,
services, and money.

Allegations in this investigation which pertained to Sergeant Major
Wooldridge were as follows: That during 1965, upon his departure
from the 24th Infantry Division, it was arranged that Sergeant
Major Wooldridge would win a $1,000 jackpot at the NCO club

in Augsburg, Germany. That Sergeant Major Wooldridge, a group
of senior NCO's and a retired senior officer met at Fort Benning,
Ga., in pursuance of a scheme to manipulate military payment cer
tificates, U.S. dollars, and Vietnamese currency.
That approximately 15 cases of liquor, allegedly the property of the
-

NCO

' Fort Benning, Ga., were given to Sergeant Major Wool

dridge and transported for him from Fort Benning to Washington,
D.C., in an Army aircraft.
I immediately reported this information to General Turner who
informed me that we would take no action until we had an opportu
nity to discuss this with the Chief of Staff, Army.
to this, General Turner informed me that he had in
formed the Chief of Staff of the Army of the allegations—

S.'

Senator RIBICOFF. Was General Johnson the Chief of Staff then?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. General Johnson, sir. Of the allega
tions and that he had been instructed to handle the investigations of
all allegations pertaining to Sergeant Major Wooldridge at the De
partment of the Army level.
I was directed to and did contact Col. Robert Hufnager, at that
time provost marshal of the 3d Army, and Colonel Blackledge,

£

then provost marshal at Fort
all
tions pertaining to Sergeant

ml.

Ga., to inform them that

Major Wooldridge would be

forwarded to the 1st CID.

Further, that all information pertaining to Sergeant Major Wool

dridge in their £ would be extracted due to the sensitivity
of his position and such information forwarded to this headquarters.
These were the instructions I had received, information as requested
was forwarded to the office.

On or about the 23d of August 1967, Sergeant Major Wooldridge
was invited to the office of the Provost Marshal General.

I received a telephone call to report to the Provost Marshal General.
General Turner gave me specific instructions to be followed during
an interview with the sergeant major by Kash. These instructions
which I subsequently gave to Kash were that Wooldridge would be
given an opportunity to make a statement after being advised of his
rights under article 31 of the Uniform Code.
Wooldridge would be asked or questioned only on certain allegations
pertaining to the investigation at Fort Benning, Ga.
-

Wooldridge made an unsworn statement to Kash, denying those
allegations.
During the Fort Benning investigation, investigators there learned
that Sergeant Major Wooldridge had been the subject of a criminal
investigation conducted at Augsburg, Germany, in 1965.
He informed me and requested the file be obtained from headquar
ters, U.S.A. With the approval of General Turner, I initiated the re
35-359–69–pt. 1–10
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quest for the record. In about September 1967, the Office of the Provost
Marshal General received from the Provost Marshal Headquarters
USEUR the file.

The file was dispatched by cover letter signed by the Chief of the
Protective Service Division from Provost Marshal Headquarters
USEUR.

The cover letter cited that a review of this case by the 15th MP
Brigade Commander revealed it contained unsubstantiated allegations
and was ordered to be voided.

I instructed Kash to make an analysis of this file and to prepare a
talking paper for General Turner on its contents. His analysis dis
closed that the Augsburg file was concerned with the theft of NCO
club funds, services, food, drinks, and equipment.
The personnel involved were senior NCO's in the club system and
sergeant majors. The modus operandi of some of the personnel in
volved are the same as those in the current investigation at Fort
Benning, Ga.
Allegations involving the sergeant major of the Army were ex

tracted. I do have them. I think the committee has a copy, I would
respectfully request that I do not read these in public in that they
affect innocent persons, their wives, and children.
Senator RIBICOFF. We have not seen the document but we will ac

cept your request temporarily and excuse you at this time from read
1ng it.

We will make a final ruling when we have seen the document.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Mr. Chairman, they are only allega
tions, unsubstantiated, and I think they might prove embarrassing.
Senator RIBICOFF. I want to say that this committee is deeply con
cerned and most zealous in its desire to see no innocent person is in
volved during this entire hearing.
We will, during this entire hearing, adhere to this policy. But you
will give a copy of the document to the staff to look it over. Then the
committee will make a final ruling on your request.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUErr. Thank you, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Is this material you are talking about something
in writing or something you will have to tell us about

£prepared
Orally

£enant Colonel PRUETT. It is prepared in writing. It is an analy
sis which Agent Kash and my office prepared at the time for submis
sion to General Turner for his review.

The material I am referring to, there are two or three allegations
which I feel would hurt innocent people. This is available.
The foregoing allegations and the analysis of this documentation
Were

£ to

General Turner with a recommendation that the

Chief of Staff, Army, be informed and that a thorough investigation
be initiated.

During this period of time, Colonel Blackledge and investigators

in his office requested the Augsburg file. I relayed this request to Gen
eral Turner and received instructions that this file would not be re

leased to anyone.
I so informed Colonel Blackledge and reiterated General Turner's
instructions that all allegations pertaining to Sergeant Major Wool
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dridge would be referred to the Office of the Provost Marshal Gen
eral.

General Turner informed me this action was being taken based upon
direction of the Chief of Staff, Army.
Senator MUNDT. Was that General Turner?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. General Turner informed me of this.
During September 1967, information pertinent to allegations re

lating to Sergeant Major Wooldridge were forwarded from Fort
Benning, Ga., to the 1st CID.
On the 29th of September, a message was prepared and dispatched
to USRV, Vietnam, requesting that all information and documenta
tion on the Fort Benning undeveloped leads be forwarded direct to
my office in the 1st CID.
During January of 1968, the investigation at Fort Benning, Ga.,
was written as a completed case. The 1st CID had not opened the case
file on Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
I directed that the information received
the 1st CID pertain
ing to Sergeant Major Wooldridge be assembled and held as a ref
-

'.

erence file. At this time

Senator RIBICOFF. What is the significance, sir, of a reference file?
Is there any difference between a reference file and another file?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. The reference file that I di
rected be established was the accumulation of all the documentation,

data, everything that we may have had on Wooldridge and that it
be put into a file and marked “eyes only” for General Turner, myself,
agent Kash, and the secretary or stenographer, Mrs. Nesbitt.
The normal records disposition in the unit, they are reviewed an
nually, and if you have permanent records such as the CID reports

referred to by Mr. Harding, those are retained. There are copies
at another location but certain files are destroyed after a given period
of time.
I felt that we should accumulate all this data and hold because

I felt that it would come up again.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is that reference file still in existence?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It is in existence, sir. It is involved
in the Army investigation that is going on concurrently with the
committee hearings.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.

-

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The documentation that is in that file
I believe most of it has been submitted to the committee.

Senator GURNEY. I have one question. You said the reference file
was marked. How was it marked ?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. “Eyes only," sir, because there are cer
tain files that are marked for certain individuals.

At this time after our discussion with the executive officer of the

Office of the Provost Marshal General I again made a recommenda
tion that an official investigation be initiated. Or in lieu thereof that
a recommendation be made to the Chief of Staff, Army, that Sergeant
Major Wooldridge be offered the opportunity to resign or retire from
the U.S. Army.
It was my opinion that for the good of the service and specifically

the noncommissioned officers corps he should be removed from this
position.
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That is the chronology, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was Turner's reaction to that?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The reaction was that

W'. people are
accused of many things and that Sergeant Major Wooldridge was
just a good old country boy and that was the end of that discussion, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Senator MUNDT. Did you happen to tell the general that Jesse
James was just a good old country boy?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, I am an officer in the Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This is the extent of the chronology,
S11'.

Senator RIBICOFF. I will go over some of this again so that we may
fully understand it.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. When did you say the case of Sergeant Major
Wooldridge came to your attention?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The first incident was the attempted im
portation or the importation of liquor into the United States from Viet
nam without declaring the liquor or paying customs duties on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. How many bottles were involved?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, I was never informed on the amount

of whisky. General Turner handled this, himself, along with one of
the agents in my office. I have never seen any paperwork on this
incident.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was this in April 1967?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was there information that besides liquor there
were some guns in that plane?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir. Not to my knowledge.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was it General Abrams personal plane?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I believe in this instance it was Gen

eral Abrams’; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who conducted this investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. General Turner with agent Kash.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did General Turner play a personal role in this
investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. With Mr. Kash?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mention has been made that General Turner said

or someone said that he had reported this to General Johnson.
From your personal knowledge, did he or did he not report his find
ings to General Johnson?

ieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, I have no knowledge that General

Turner personally informed the Chief of Staff, General Johnson, of
any of these allegations or any of the information I have mentioned.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you did recommend that this be done?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you do not know whether he did or did not
report this to General Johnson.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT.I do not.
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Senator MUNDT. Is that the normal line of command: that if Gen

eral Turner was going to report to anybody superior to him, it would
have been General Johnson?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. There are two intervening
officers occasionally, depending on the matter in question, that he might

approach first. This would be the Secretary '' the General Staff or
the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army.
£ator MUNDT. Do you recall who those gentlemen were at that
time?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. At this particular time, sir, I do not.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you learn from your personal investigation
whether General Turner personally intervened with the Customs
concerning Sergeant Major Wooldridge's involvement with

£
1quor

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I did not learn this for my personal

information. However, from rumors within my own office, among
my own agents, I only heard rumors to this effect. I have no personal
knowledge that this occurred. I might correct one statement I made,
Senator Mundt.

There is another office—the Deputy Chief of Staff of Personnel
within the chain.

Senator RIBICOFF. I do not want any undue reflection on General
Abrams. Do you know how it came about that Sergeant Major Wool
dridge was on General Abrams plane?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This would be in the normal course of

a routine visit into the Southeast Asia area, sir. As the senior non
commissioned officer of the Army this would be a normal association
that he would be on that aircraft and accompany the general in order
to provide him the advice of the office of the sergeant major in respect
to enlisted personnel.

Senator RIBICoEF. Could he have that plane without General Abrams
being aware of it?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Not the aircraft.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Abrams would not know what was on

that plane if he was on it, and General Abrams did not?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Absolutely.
Senator MUNDT. Could you supply for the record, Colonel, the
names of the three intermediary officers whom he might have talked
to instead of General Johnson?

-

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you started this investigation, did you
come on Sergeant Major Wooldridge's record during your
investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was it the first time it had come to your atten.
tion when you asked for the records of the CID repository?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. What instructions did you give to Mr. Reis Kash
of the CID with reference to this case?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I directed Mr. Kash to get a copy of
the file at Fort Holabird, which he did. He gave me a copy of the
record at Fort Holabird. I, in turn, passed this to General Turner
for his information.
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Senator RIBICOFF. You looked at this file and you became deeply
concerned that a man like Sergeant Major Wooldridge was in such
a sensitive position. Did you make recommendations to General Turn
er as to what should be done?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF: What was General Turner's reaction to you?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The decision had been made that he

would be the sergeant major of the Army. His reaction to me was
that he took the file, looked at the file, and no comment, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You recommended that he take it up with Gen
eral Johnson. To your knowledge, you do not know whether he did or
did not take that up with General Johnson?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. In August 1967, did you initiate an investigation

into the irregularities at Fort Benning in the NCO messes?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The Fort Benning office initiated the
investigation, sir. We were informed of their investigation that they
were conducting.
Senator RIBICoEF. Who first told you about the case?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. There were numerous phone calls. I
am unclear on the first phone call as to whether I received my initial
information from Mr. Kash in my office or Mr. Harding from Fort
Benning.
However, I spoke with Mr. Harding on numerous occasions.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was this the first time that you learned from
either Mr. Kash or Mr. Harding that Sergeant Major Wooldridge had
been involved in the Augsburg investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was that the first time you knew about it?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What happened when the Fort Benning investi
gators requested that you obtain the Augsburg file?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I immediately informed Harding that
I would attempt to obtain such files as they may have in Augsburg.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you notify General Turner about the turn
of this investigation now?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator RIBICOFF: What did he say?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. He instructed me to obtain the file and

bring it to our headquarters and not to release it without his approval.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long did it take you to get the file to your

headquarters from the first time you made the request?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, it took several weeks. If I recall
in checking the mail registry, the front office received the file on the 2d
of October. This was sometime later.
At that time the file—we were then informed the file was in the head

quarters and the file was taken to our office.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did General Turner tell you not to release that file
to anyone else without his okay?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. How long was it before you notified Mr. Hard

ing that the file was not going to be forthcoming to you?
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Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Quite some time, sir. However, I do not
recall the time period.
Senator MUNDT. Did you examine the file that you had given to
General Turner?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir; I screened the files, scanned
them. However, we are an extremely busy office. Normally we would
have an agent review and make analysis of the file. Then if I feel it is
enough to really digest it I would go into it in great detail.
Senator MUNDT. What was your reaction to the file after you had
screened it? Did you feel it was important?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I felt it was important enough to have
an agent review it in great detail. You must recall, sir, this was some
years later after the initial allegations were made in Europe. This is not
a normal CID report. There had been no action taken.
The allegations are old, the evidence is old. Is there a relationship?
It certainly had informational data that was of value to anyone '.
is investigating the other individuals at another location, Fort Ben

"g:

"' for example.

o I had Kash make an analysis of this particular data. It was not
an investigation.
Senator MUNDT. Kash would be a better source than you would be, if

you had to rely from memory as to what was in this file because I take
it you went through it rather summarily. Your only concern about it,
you said, was that Mr. Kash do a businesslike job and analyze this
carefully; is that right?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This is correct.

Senator MUNDT. Did anybody else besides you and Kash have a
chance to read it before it was turned over to General Turner?

Colonel PRUETT. General Turner did not receive the file personally

from me at any time. He received the analysis of the report itself. The

analysis which we provided General Turner was only those allegations
as pertained to Wooldridge.
You see, sir, prior to this we had informed him that a Fort Benning
investigation was in progress and that individuals named in the Fort
Benning investigation were also involved in previous offenses of a
•

like nature in Europe.

Senator MUNDT. Was it at that juncture that the decision was made
to block out all reference to Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir; not specifically at that one time.
-

Senator MUNDT. When was that decision made?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That decision was made initially after

the review of the analysis, after the review of the case report and
after he had received £ analysis of the report.

Senator MUNDT. That decision was made by you or by General
Turner 2

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. By General Turner, sir.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. In your conversations with General Turner, did
he ever tell you that he had received specific instructions from Gen
eral Johnson on how to conduct the investigation?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I was informed, I was told by General
Turner that he had informed the Chief of Staff of the allegations and
that he had been directed to conduct the investigation himself, or to
handle the allegations about the sergeant major.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Do you mean handle the investigation on the
Washington level and take it away from Fort Benning?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you again told by General Turner that he
had received his instructions from General Johnson? But of your own
knowledge you don’t know actually whether General Johnson had
given such instructions?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is absolutely correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you call Colonel Blackledge at Fort Benning
and tell him to sanitize the information in the case concerning Ser
geant Major Wooldridge?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir; I did.
Senator RIBICOFF. At whose instructions?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. General Turner's.

Senator RIBICOFF. In your long experience in the CID, had this ever
been done before?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. In others words, this was the first time in your
long experience that any file had been sanitized and the name removed?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I must correct that, sir. There are in

stances but they are relatively minor where there is a national security
interest and in those cases where there is a minor offense, yes; but those
are extremely rare.
Senator RIBICOFF. For all practical purposes, once you so instructed
Fort Benning, that ended it. They got the message loud and clear,
did they not?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir, they did.
Senator RIBICOFF. How did you personally react to such instruc
tions?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I must admit I was thoroughly upset.
It is unusual.

Senator MUNDT. How did Colonel Blackledge react over the tele
phone when you told him?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. He was extremely upset because we
realized that if you delete one subject and one offender from the file you
might as well close your eyes.
Senator MUNDT. There were no conceivable security reasons for
making this deletion?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. None to my knowledge, sir, whatsoever.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, from your long experience you
felt that this was a coverup pure and simple?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. For whatever reasons I was so in

structed to close this case, sir. I was upset about it. I knew no reasons

why the case should be closed. I was given none.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask one question.
Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.
Senator GURNEY. What about General Turner? Did he seem to be

upset at giving the order?
Lieutenant £ PRUETT. Not particularly, sir.
Senator MUNDT. I don’t know how colonels react to generals, I have

never been either one, but did you raise any protestation? Did you say,
“General, I think this is a kind of dangerous thing to do,” or “This is
unprecedented,” or did you just say, “Okay, sir”?
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Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, after you have spent your life in the

service you click your heels and obey your orders.
Senator RIBICOFF. There is a question of policy in the element of
command. The question was put by another member of the subcommit
tee: What recourse or what policy should be put into effect when a man
knows right deep in his heart, his mind, and his intellect that some

thing is wrong? Do you have any thoughts philosophically?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Frankly,

\'

Chairman, I think we

have an excellent system in our program within the Military Police
Corps. I think most of the agents who testify here will also support this
comment.

We have recently reorganized within the last year to establish a
major headquarters that may hopefully eliminate this type of situa
tion from ever occurring again. Rarely does it happen and I hastem to
say that.

It is unfortunate that it happened here at the seat of government.
The recourse to me, sir, is £
Senator MUNDT. Have you developed a system which you think will
eliminate the possibility of this happening again?
Lieutenant Colonel

£ Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Will you give us some idea as to how you have cor
rected the situation?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. Some year ago in August 1968,
the Chief of Staff directed that we study and prepare a plan to imple
ment a CID agency here at department level.
This agency to
the overall monitorship of the entire criminal

£

investigation program throughout the Army. This means in effect

that we will have an agency here in Washington in which we will have
monitorship and receive copies of all reports throughout the world,
some 5,000 to 6,000 per month. These will be reviewed.

Built within the agency is a new Intelligence Information Division
or Directorate that will accept and receive all the documentation. This
includes information on performance, operations in Europe or in the
Pacific; just this summer this unit was activated.

It now has a commander and staff and is in the process of extending
these functions in the functional areas of investigation.
Senator MUNDT. Is it set up in such a way, Colonel, that a man hold

ing the position of General Turner, if he should desire at some future
date, could not put a roadblock in the whole process as General Turner
did on this one for no reason?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I think it is. I think the safeguards are

in the agency now.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What happened to the investigation of Sergeant

Major Wooldridge at the Washington level?
Lieutenant 'l PRUETT. Sir, there was never an official investi
gation opened on Wooldridge. There were inquiries made and informa
-

-

-

•

tion received but no CID report was ever written. We were never
permitted to open the file on Wooldridge in Washington. I, on my own,
accumulated

£ reference file that was retained.

Senator RIBICOFF. You did this on your own. Was this against orders
or instructions?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I was not told not to to do it, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. We will let it go at that. I understand.
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Did General Turner again personally take direction of the investi
gation? Did General Turner then take direction of the entire investiga
tion on the Washington level?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That was done, yes sir, with the ex

ception of the statement that Kash took to my office.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you present at that time?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF: What were his instructions to you at that time?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That he would only be questioned on
certain aspects of the Fort Benning investigation and this included
the questions in reference to the shipment of the liquor from Fort
Benning to Washington, his activities at Fort Benning, Ga., from
visits there; and the allegation that the sergeant major and a group
of noncommissioned officers had met together.
Senator RIBICoEF. I am sorry, I did not hear that.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That Sergeant Major Wooldridge and
al#' of senior noncommissioned officers and a retired senior Army
officer met at Fort Benning, Ga.
Senator RIBICOFF. Fort Benning, Ga.?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you were closed out of any questions in the

Augsburg case?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF: What was your reaction to this?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I was very disappointed. I thought
that if we were going to conduct an investigation we should conduct
a thorough investigation into all aspects.
Senator RIBICOFF. What were the reactions of Mr. Harding and Mr.
Kash to it?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Both were extremely upset, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was the retired senior officer named at that time?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. At that time, sir, I was not sure, I did
not have the name per se. I was given to understand it may have been
Major General Cunningham.
RIBICOFF. Was Major General Cunningham the senior

.#"

Officer &

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was this an unusual situation? Mr. Harding
testified he did not recall a restrictive type interview like this in his
entire experience in the CID.
Do you recall any such restrictive examination in your experience?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, that is a term I am sure we have

coined within this one investigation. I have never heard it used before.
We either interview or we interrogate.
Senator RIBIcoFF. This was all by itself and stood by itself?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you have any knowledge of the Vietnam
investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was any request made to you about the Augs

burg file in Vietnam :
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir; not during my tenure as the
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commanding officer of 1st CID. I understand after I left the file was
requested of the new commander.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you conclude that this procedure was actual
ly a coverup for Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I hesitate over the term “coverup.” For
whatever reasons the investigation was closed. It was very unusual
to me, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When did the Augsburg file finally arrive in
Washington?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. In early October 1967.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you request anybody to analyze the file?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir, Mr. Kash.
Senator RIBICOFF. When he analyzed the file did he give the sum

mary to you?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you turn the summary over to General
Turner ?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was his reaction?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. His reaction was that we would not do

anything at the time until he had an opportunity to discuss it with the
Chief of Staff.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was another case opened on Sergeant Major
Wooldridge after you turned this over to Turner?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, there was never a case opened on
Wooldridge. There was additional information that kept arriving
to our office in Washington.

Senator RIBICOFF. After early October 1967, at any time did you
again ask General Turner to open up the Wooldridge case?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir; this was during January 1968
when the Fort Benning case was written as a completed case.

In late October, really, I gave him an additional paper which re
ferred to the Fort Benning case. That was on the last occasion, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF: What did General Turner tell you at that time?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Again, sir, that was a very short con
versation, that he was a very good old boy, good old country boy, and
that was the extent of the conversation.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you find it strange from your experience

that the same group of senior sergeants could move together as they
did from Augsburg to Fort Benning to Vietnam /
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Extremely strange, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you run into this before?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir; I have not.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How do you think this takes place?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. There must be someone at the top some
where within the office of the personnel operations, where the assign
ments are made, who must have the contact with each of these in
dividuals in order to move them.

- - -

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was Sergeant Major Wooldridge in a position to
control these assignments?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Not in his position per se. He was Ser

geant Major of the Army and, of course, exerts a tremendous influence
on the total noncommissioned officer corps throughout the world.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Are other noncommissioned officers in charge of
making assignments?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Because of his position and his prestige with other
sergeants, Sergeant Major Wooldridge could exercise influence in see
ing who got assigned where?
ieutenant Colonel PRUETT. You can assume that.

Senator PERCY. On that point, regarding the possibility of his
moving himself back and forth to Europe, could you say whether the
same procedure within the Personnel Assignment Section of the Army
could not also have been used to obtain the high post of Sergeant Major

of the Army?
Has any investigation been made as to how Sergeant Major Wool
dridge obtained the position he did directly under General Johnson?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Not to my knowledge, sir. But the

normal procedure would be that nominations would be made by the
various commands throughout the world. They would normally select
one of their best or the best from that particular command, sergeant
major, and give a recommendation to the Chief of Staff of the Army
or to his staff.

Then there would be a screening process as in any other administra
tive procedure and the final decision, I am sure, would rest either
with the Vice Chief or the Chief of Staff based upon their records
and their standing throughout the Army.
Senator PERCY. At any time during the period prior to his appoint
ment to this high office, would it have been normal procedure for in
sertion to be made in his personnel jacket about some of these irregu
larities with which he had been involved before?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It had not been fully investigated, yes,
charges either proven or disproved. If proven, yes.
Senator PERCY. Could we assume an investigation is carried on when

a man is appointed to that high post of Sergeant Major of the Army?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, I cannot give you that answer be
cause this was a first and I am not familiar with those administrative
But the normal records check would be made, his intel

£

igence dossier, our criminal files at Fort Holabird, and any other
police files in the local areas where the man may be stationed.
Senator MUNDT. Would there have been a record of the earlier court

martial included in that? The offense was not very serious but it still
is not what the Army likes to have happen.

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, sir.
Senator MUNDT. How did you learn that General Turner had per
intervened with Customs concerning Wooldridge's involve

£y
ment?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Only by rumors within my own office,
sir. I have no personal knowledge that he did.
#nator MUNDT. You have no personal knowledge whether he did or
not ?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir; I do not.

Senator MUNDT. I want to read one paragraph from the testimony
of Mr. Harding, which you heard, and then ask you a question or
two.
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Mr. Harding says: '
It is significant that as soon as Wooldridge's name was removed from the
subject block I was precluded from obtaining from the CID repository any
information regarding Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
However, I made inquiry of an informed source within the CID whether there
had been filed previously in the repository derogatory information on Sergeant
Major Wooldridge. I was informed that such information had been on file but
I was told that Wooldridge's dossier was missing from the repository.

The last sentence disturbs me:
I was told that Wooldridge's dossier was missing from the repository.

Can you shed any light on what he is talking about?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. The informed source referred to

there is Agent Kash of my office. The files that we obtained a copy of,
Mr. Brisentein who controls and is the liaison officer from our office to

Fort Holabird, later informed us when we went back again to ask for
the file was missing and it disappeared from the files.

the file, that

This is the basis for this information.

It subsequently reappeared in the files at Fort Holabird.
Senator MUNDT. Was there any changes in it after it came back?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. None that we could determine, sir;
InOne.

Senator MUNDT. Give us a hypothesis as to how such a file could

disappear.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It could have been properly taken or
withdrawn by one of the agencies for review and then returned back
to the files.

This is the one way that it could have been taken from the file.
Senator MUNDT. Would Wooldridge himself have access to the file?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I don't think so. The files are very
strictly controlled. I doubt that, unless there was someone whom he
was extremely close to.
Senator MUNDT. Would it be your presumption that some agent had
legitimately taken the file out?
ieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I would presume that, sir, because it
reappeared.
Senator MUNDT. Without change?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. As far as we know, sir. Had it dis

appeared and never reappeared I would have other thoughts.
enator MUNDT. The important fact would be if there were a change
in the file.
Iieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Is there a duplicate filing system?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Are there other files you could measure it against
as to whether or not there were changes made?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. As I mentioned earlier, I obtained a

copy of the file. The file that was back in the repository we note no
change in that. Had there been some skullduggery to remove the file
I feel that it would never have reappeared.
Senator MUNDT. It would not have reappeared in the same form 2
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. So your hypothesis seems to be substantiated by
your own knowledge of what was in the file. That is all.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.

Senator PERCY. I wonder, Colonel, if you could tell us whether or
not you were ever contacted by any other Army officer attempting

to influence the investigation other than General Turner or was this
just a case of a direct line of command to him from the person whom
you received your orders?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It was a direct line to the General, sir.

He was my immediate superior to whom I reported. You must realize
at this level the case was handled as a sensitive-type investigation.
Senator PERCY. There was no other Army £ at any time who
ever contacted you other than your own immediate superior?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.
Senator PERCY. Is it true that when the Wooldridge case was closed

this adversely affected the investigations that were then being carried
on at Fort Benning involving £ individuals? Was the investiga
tion impaired by the closing of this case?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. So other guilty parties were perhaps being shielded
as a result of the closing of this one case?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. You take a statement, he men
tioned six or seven names. You take one name out and go back and

ask for another statement and please omit this name, you have killed
the effect of your investigation.

Senator PERCY. It is very difficult, of course, to inquire into motiva
tion, but you had firsthand the most direct access to the principals
involved.

Is it possible that the sole motivation of General Turner could have
been to save the Army from embarrassment? Or was there any other
motivation that has not been revealed that should be considered?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, I can’t give you any other motiva
tion. The only thing I can say is that possibly this was the strongest
motive that he may have had, to preclude the embarrassment. How
ever, I can't ignore the fact that the individual remained in the
position.
Senator PERCY. I am sure that as we go up the chain of command
here we are going to bump continually into realities of life for in
stance that in the Army no one ever disobeys orders, a principle which

has been established for a long time and possibly for very good reasons.
But in a criminal investigation unit such as the one in which you
have served for a number of years during your career, do you feel
there should be some recourse or appeal measure beyond just the
normal chain of command when you detect what you consider to be
an absolute wrongdoing? Otherwise, perhaps what has happened in
this case may continue: a person in a very high, sensitive position who

in your judgment should not be left in that position is permitted to
remain there because regulations are so rigid and inflexible and you
just simply have to take the order and hold your patience and con
science in silence.

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This is an extremely unusual case. Nor
mally you have recourse. If you are stopped at a certain level you can
progress and go beyond that. We have inspector generals in the Army.
There is nothing to preclude the individual from going and complain
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ing that the case is being squashed, whitewashed, or certain things
are occurring.
The unusual part of this one is that we had reached the top. For
whatever reason, and I again reiterate for whatever reasons, the case
was closed.

I felt I had reached the extent of my level of informing.
Senator PERCY. I wonder if, at the time the comment was made by

General Turner regarding the background and personality and char
acter of a highly placed individual in the Army, when Turner made
his comment that Wooldridge was merely a country boy, and sort of
dismissed your strong recommendation, did Turner have adequate
access to sufficient information in the files to come to the same conclu

sion, as to the character of the individual involved as you had?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I believe he did, sir, because the talking
papers that I had presented to him, because of the analysis of the
Augsburg file, because of the interview of Wooldridge and the interest
that had been expressed in the 3d Army at Fort Benning in this in
vestigation, the numbers of people involved, and the unlikely idea that
this was a coincidence, the people from Germany showing up at Fort
Benning.

Senator PERCY. So there is no basis that any reasonable man, having
access to this information, could come to the conclusion that a country
boy was involved rather than, as my distinguished colleague from the
West refers to him, a Jesse James, or from my own background in
Cook County, Chicago, I would be almost impelled to classify the
group as more of the khaki Cosa Nostra.
Was there any basis for coming to the conclusion that this was a
case which ought definitely be looked into and that certainly there
Was a reS
in the case of the provost here to report directly
to General Johnson, the background, character, and nature of the man
that he had in a hi hly sensitive post?
I wonder why £ had recommended that man for that position

'#'

did not make himself aware of these facts before such a recommenda

tion was made—a man who traveled and had access to personnel, the
planes of General Abrams and others who were carrying on the degree
of responsibility that they did.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I cannot answer for the reasons as to

why the case was closed. I can comment in regard to the selection and
you must bear in mind at the time the individual was selected there
was no official investigation in the files. Washington had no knowledge
at the time of his selection other than this record we had at the

repository.
And many men stub their toe through the service and pay their
debt and still aspire to and reach the upper levels in the service.
So, the Augsburg investigation, which never reached the United
States, no one in Washington could possibly have had knowledge of
-

that.

The commanders, if you will recall from the testimony, had changed.
So, whatever data was provided to the Chief of Staff's office to select
this individual would have been limited, considerably limited.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I do hope in the course of our investi
gation we will be able to bring out who was responsible for the recom
mendation and appointment and promotion of Sergeant Major Wool
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dridge and whether or not this individual did have access to the Augs
burg file and background information.
Thank you very much.
Senator MUNDT. I have a question, Mr. Chairman.
Is it the custom of the Army when a sergeant gets his first experi
ence in Augsburg serving in one of these clubs, does he for the rest of
his career get that kind of assignment in different areas of the Army—
that is his specialty—and would it be normal if he did well in serving
-

one club that from then on he would never have to be a fighting ser
geant at any time, he could always look forward to being assigned
to a club 2

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir. Normally, the enlisted men have
military occupation specialties. This is a particular job within an

"#:

hey are selected for this particular type of job or, as mentioned by
Mr. Beard, they moonlight. They will go out and ask for an assistant
manager's job and do this whenever they can. They are not within
their normal duty job.
I would say that it is not a common practice.
Now he may run a club in Germany today, come to the United
States, perform as an auto mechanic, and then next year wind up
running a club somewhere else or participating in the operation.
Senator MUNDT. There is something a bit unusual about Sergeant
Hatcher or any other sergeant or anybody else who seems to be able
to make a career in the Army working in clubs. It is not normal?
-

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It is not normal; no, sir.

Senator MUNDT. One other question. We have very little informa
tion about what occurred at this so-called meeting of all of these
sergeants at Fort Benning: Sergeant Wooldridge was there. We have
a report that a high-level officer, presumed to be General Cunningham,
was there.

I believe you said that among the things you were permitted to in
terrogate Sergeant Major Wooldridge about was this meeting in
Georgia. That was scratched out as a restricted area. Am I right
about that?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir. I may have misled you there.
This was actually his activities at Fort Benning and his relationship
with the club NCO's and so forth.

I did mention that this was deleted. The only thing that we were

permitted to ask him about was a trip in Birmingham, his activities
on the Fort Benning reservation, and the liquor that was transported
allegedly to Washington.
I do not have knowledge in this area.
Senator MUNDT. You
no knowledge

£

as to whether such a meet

ing was held or not?

£ Colonel PRUETT. No, sir.
Senator MUNDT. You don’t know whether this was a little Apa

lachian meeting with a southern accent? Or it could be a perfectly
legitimate meeting, I suppose. You can’t give us any leads as to where
we can find out and identify this meeting?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir.
Senator MUNDT. That is all.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
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Senator GURNEY. Colonel, let us go back to your first acquaintance
with Sergeant Wooldridge which I understand was a liquor customs
case from Vietnam.
I believe

'' testimony was that General Turner took this out of

your hands but I do also recall that you said that he was going to look
into it with Reis Kash who was one of your men. Is that correct?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. What did Reis Kash have to say about that? What

"' ? Did they investigate this liquor business?
ieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Reis only informed me that he must
assist the general and that the general would handle it personally.
The relationship here is that there will be no discussion. I was the

commander, however, I would not be informed as to what transpired
during the interview at McClellan or any other such activities during
this inquiry or investigation.

Senator GURNEY. General Turner said to you that even though he
was using one of your investigators that you would not receive any
information about this case at all?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And you did not receive any information from
Mr. Kash?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I did not, sir, only to the effect that he
would be accompanying General Turner, that they were going on a trip
to Alabama because I must know where my agents are and what they
are engaged in.
As to what transpired I understood only from him that they had
interviewed, documentation had been taken and that he had given this
documentation on the aircraft to General Turner.

Senator GURNEY. Have you ever experienced a similar situation in
your duties as commander of this unit?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Only in the 1st CID, the unit at this
time.

Senator GURNEY. Did you consider this highly unusual and

irregular :
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Extremely, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know where this liquor would have come
through customs?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT.I understood Hawaii, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Hawaii?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Hawaii.

Senator GURNEY. I notice in your testimony you mention several
times that you personally recommended to General Taylor that action
be taken against Wooldridge.
How many times did you make these recommendations?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Three specifically that I can recall, the
last being when I went through the executive officer and informed
him that I was quite upset.
Senator GURNEY. Each time the answer was no and nothing would
be done?

-

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This is correct. You see, we had no in

vestigation, sir. All we had was information.

Senator GūNEy. I was pinpointing the number of times you made
the recommendations to him.

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
35–359–69–pt. 1–11
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Senator GURNEY. Of course, I know you testified several times that

you had no personal knowledge of what the Army Chief of Staff knew
of this personally. Of course, we also know that there is a lot of
scuttlebutt that goes around in a situation like this.

Was there any scuttlebutt that the Army Chief of Staff knew any
thing about this situation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The only one really of any rumors,
scuttlebutt, if you will, was the first initial liquor case, of the alleged
importation of the liquor into the United States without declaring or
paying customs on it.
I received no scuttlebutt on any subsequent comments relative to
Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
Senator GURNEY. By the way, do you know where this Augsburg
file is now?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Where is it?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. To my knowledge, it is with a special
investigation being conducted by the U.S. Army. I believe copies of
it have been supplied to the committee.
Senator GURNEY. What became of it? Do you know what became
of it after it was requested?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. From Europe?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. It stayed in my office. It never
left my office. It was one of the documents I had placed in an “eyes
only” file.
Senator GURNEY. What about the recent analysis? Is that in
existence?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Is that in the same file?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir, and copies have been supplied
to the committee.

Senator GURNEY. How long was General Turner the Army provost
marshal general?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. To the best of my knowledge, 4 years.
Senator GURNEY. Do you remember the dates when he began and
when he ended?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It would be from 1964 to 1968.

Senator GURNEY: Do you recall what his duty was before that?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. He was the provost marshal of Europe.

Senator GURNEY. Of Europe?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Where was he stationed?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. In Heidelberg, Germany, sir, in the
headquarters.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know whether he had any previous ac
quaintance with Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir; I do not.
Senator GURNEY. Was there any attempt to find out during the in
£ation whether there was a previous connection between these two
Innen &

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no questions.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Thank you very much, Colonel Pruett. Again, on
behalf of the committee I want to thank you for your cooperation and

your candor before us today. We are most appreciative, sir.
The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning at 10
3.111.

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Mr. Chairman, am I fully excused?
Senator RIBICOFF. You are fully excused. You have made a request
for an executive session. I would suggest you make arrangements with
the staff as to the material, and we will make a ruling in executive
session.

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.
(Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Friday, October 3, 1969.)
(Subcommittee members present at the time of recess were Senators
Ribicoff, Mundt, Percy, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
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ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONs

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office

Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi

eoff, Democrat, Connecticut:, Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican,
South Dakota; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the
minority; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant; Frederick Asselin, special
assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Duffy?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Duffy will read an affidavit from Col.
Joseph Zaice. Will you please read the sworn statement of Colonel
Zaice's as to why he can’t be present today?
Mr. Duffy (reading): “To the chairman and members of the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations:

“I was present during the subcommittee's hearings today, October
1, 1969, prepared to testify to matters which may be within my knowl
edge relating to the subcommittee's current investigation of military
service clubs and kindred matters. However, my duties in the Penta
gon require me to travel this afternoon to Colorado Springs, Colo.,
with the Secretary of Defense for security reasons. I would have been
prepared to testify before the subcommittee on Thursday, October 2,
1969, had not my military duties interfered.
(161)
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“Therefore I respectfully request that the attached affidavit pre
pared by me and duly sworn be accepted by the subcommittee and
printed in the record in lieu of my appearance as a witness.
“I will be prepared to testify before the subcommittee at any time
in the future should my testimony be required.
“(S) JosepH. E. ZAICE.

“Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of October 1969 in
the city of Washington, D.C.
“(S)

WM. R. LEwis,

“Notary Public.
“My commission expires December 14, 1973.”
I will read the affidavit, Senator.
“I, Joseph E. Zaice, freely and voluntarily make the following
statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified himself to me as a
member of the staff of the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations. No
threats, force, or duress have been used to induce me to make this state
ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any con
sequences which may result from submission of this statement to the
aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

“I am a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army, Military Police Corps.
I am now assigned to the Department of Defense in Washington, D.C.
“From 1962 to 1963, I served with the CID in South Korea. In
1963, I became an instructor in the U.S. Army Military Police School
at Fort Gordon, Ga. In September of 1966, I was assigned to the
Office of the Provost Marshal General in Washington, D.C., and in
March of 1968, I became commanding officer of the 1st CID Detach
ment in Washington. I served in that post until July of 1969, when I
was assigned to the Pentagon.
“I succeeded Lt. Col. Jack Pruett as commanding officer of the 1st
CID Detachment. In the chain of command of the Army's CID, I
was responsible directly to Col. James C. Shoultz, who was the
executive officer in the Office of the Provost Marshal General, and
to the Provost Marshal General himself, who was at that time, Maj.
Gen. Carl C. Turner.

“When I took over the unit from Colonel Pruett, he identified for

me a closed file in his office which he said related to Sgt. Maj. William
O. Wooldridge, then assigned as the sergeant major of the Army.
The file consisted of two large manila folders which were sealed and
were classified “eyes only” for General Turner, Colonel Pruett, Chief
Warrant Officer Shearer—the operations officer of the 1st CID De
tachment, and Mrs. Janet Neblitt, secretary to the commanding officer
of the 1st CID Detachment.

“Colonel Pruett identified the folders as containing an inquiry
into the background of the sergeant major of the Army. He told me
that it contained certain derogatory information about Sergeant
Major Wooldridge.
“Colonel Pruett said that CID agent Reis Kash had worked on it

and had compiled a summary of information on Wooldridge that re
lated either to an investigation at Fort Benning, Ga., or in the Euro
pean theater. I cannot now recall which investigation was identified as
being in the file.
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“Colonel Pruett said that the Wooldridge matter had been handled

personally by General Turner and that it had been discussed with the
Army Chief of Staff, General Harold K. Johnson, who was Sergeant
Major Wooldridge's direct superior. I also was told that it had been
decided at the top military level that the case would be closed and no
further action would be taken. This decision was said to have been
taken in the best interests of the service.”

“After Colonel Pruett had briefed me about the Wooldridge file, I

took possession of it and placed it in the cabinet from which it had
been removed. I did not then or at any subsequent time open the sealed
folders and examine their contents.

“Sometime in September or early October of 1968, I received a tele
phone call from Lt. Col. Ken Buzzell of the CID office at Long Binh
in South Vietnam. I had known Colonel Buzzell for many years, and
he knew that I was commanding officer of the 1st CID Detachment. He
asked me if we had a case on Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge in our
files, explaining to me that his organization was investigating matters
relating to Wooldridge.
“I told Colonel Buzzell that we had no case on Sergeant Major
Wooldridge, but that we did have a file on him for which no case had
ever been opened. I also told him that an inquiry had been conducted
into Wooldridge's activities, and that I would check into the matter to
determine whether it would be possible to release the file for shipment
to him in South Vietnam.

“Following my telephone conversation with Colonel Buzzell, I
sought to carry through on the matter. I talked with either Col. James
E. Shoultz, the Executive Officer, or with Maj. Gen. Carl Turner, the
Provost Marshal General. I cannot now remember which person I
talked with. I asked permission to release the Wooldridge file to
Colonel Buzzell in South Vietnam. Whichever officer I talked with—
Colonel Shoultz or General Turner—told me that the file could not be
released to the CID in South Vietnam.

“Sometime later, on October 21, 1968, I wrote a personal letter to
Colonel Buzzell in South Vietnam advising him that “the subject in
question has been a political “hot potato” here.’”
Mr. ADLERMAN. '. you have a copy of that letter?
Mr. DUFFY. I do. I would like to read from that letter after I read
the affidavit.

Senator RIBICoEF. As long as you have opened up the letter, you
ought to read all of it.
Mr. DUFFY. All right. It is a very short letter. I will read the letter
at this point:
21 OCTOBER 1968.
Col. KENNETH BUZZELL,

8th Military Police Group (CI),
APO San Francisco.

DEAR KEN: Sorry about the delay. By now you should have received mes
sages re: Captain Sward and CF monies.
OPO says that Sward will retain his commission and that a message was
dispatched on or about 17 October.
Colonel Hyde, S&I Division, OPMG, indicated that a block of funds was being
provided USARPAC–that they would handle the resources within the command.
Re: your original request. The subject in question has been a political “hot
potato” here. No case was opened by the 1st. The “inquiry” provided sufficient
information to satisfy local requirements and resulted in the matter being
closed. The following cases: AI-(AJ-3A)-67–331 and GP-(USARV-147th)–
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67–39 are available in the Repository. As I recall our conversation, you stated
that you had them on hand. If not, drop a line and I’ll have them sent from the

Repository.
Take care and keep safe.
JoSEPH E. ZAICE.

LTC, MPC, Commanding.

Returning to the balance of the affidavit, Mr. Chairman (continues
reading):

“In #. October of 1968, General Turner, then retired, left the
Office of the Provost Marshal General. He was succeeded by Maj.
Gen. Karl W. Gustafson. No action was taken on any matter relating

to Wooldridge until June of 1969 when Colonel Shoultz sent for the

file on Wooldridge, asking that it be brought to his office.
“I do not know what
to the Wooldridge case following
Colonel Shoultz's request for the file.
“Question. In your statement, you refer to the use of the phrase
‘political “hot potato”’ in your letter to Colonel Buzzell. Will you
explain what you meant by it?
‘Answer. I did not use the world political in its usual connotation
relating to affairs of government at any level. Rather, I used it as
a customary Army slang term to indicate that it was a matter of in
ternal interest to the hierarchy in the military service.
“I made this judgment because of the persons interested: the Ser
geant Major of the Army, the Provost Marshal General, and the Chief
of Staff of the Army.
“I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowl

£

•

it is true and correct.

“(s)

JosepH. E. Z.AICE.

“Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of October 1969
the City of Washington, D.C.
“(s) WM. R. LEwis,
“Notary Public.
“My commission expires December 14, 1973.”

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.

-

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, before I leave, could I also at this time
put into the record as a bulky exhibit the Fort Benning CID investi
gating file for reference.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the file will go into the record
as an exhibit.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 1” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Please raise your right hand.
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Colonel SHOULTz. I do.
TESTIMONY OF COL. JAMES C. SHOULTZ

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a statement, sir?
Colonel SHOULTZ. I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Shoultz, will you give us your back
ground, please?
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Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir. I am the current deputy provost mar

shal of the Army. I have been a Military Police Corps officer since
about 1946. I am in my capacity at the present time as the deputy to
Maj. Gen. Karl W. Gustafson.

I have been in CID activities for one tour in my career in Korea
in 1954–55. I came to Washington as the executive officer in the office
of the provost marshal general in the summer of 1967; August, to
be precise.
At that time I took over from an individual who was under orders
for the Far East. I remained as executive officer in the office of the

provost marshal general for approximately 1 year and became the
deputy provost marshal £ when General Gustafson was ap
pointed as the provost marshal general.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you understand what the sergeant major of
the Army is?
Colonel SHOULTz. Do I understand what the sergeant major of the
Army is?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Yes, sir. Will you tell us what the sergeant major
of the Army is?
Colonel SHOULTz. The sergeant major of the Army is the senior
enlisted noncommissioned officer in the U.S. Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. What are his duties?

Colonel SHOULTz. His duties are to advise the Chief of Staff and

the Army staff as necessary of conditions within the enlisted estab
lishment and to give them the benefit of his experience.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this considered an important post in the
military service?
Colonel SHOULTz. Most assuredly it is an important office.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Have we always had the sergeant major of the
Army?
Colonel SHOULTz. We have not.

Senator RIBICOFF. How long has there been such a position?
Colonel SHOULTz. I believe—I was not in the States at the time—

I believe he became sergeant major and he was the first—Sergeant
Major Wooldridge in 1966.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was he the first man to hold this post?
Colonel SHOULTz. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How was it created? Whose decision was it to

create such a post?
Colonel SHOULTz. I am not privy to that knowledge.
Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t know that?

Colonel SHOULTz. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you know how that position is chosen?
Colonel SHOULTz. I do not know, sir. I understand it is a nominative

position from the Army commanders in the field. However, I have no
personal knowledge of how the selection procedure is made.
Senator RIBICoEF. Is the post of the sergeant major an important
ost 2

Colonel SHOULTz. It most assuredly is, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Why?
Colonel SHOULTz. Because the individual who is the sergeant major
-

of the Army is in a position to greatly affect the morale, the welfare,
the discipline of the Army at large.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Does the sergeant major of the Army have avail
able to him assignment rosters?

Colonel SHOULTz. Not directly. I assume he could certainly talk
to people who do control assignment rosters.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is the sergeant major of the Army looked up
to

£he man who is liaison between the officer corps and the enlisted

Innan

Colonel SHOULTz. That and other things, sir. Certainly, he is the
enlisted man’s representative in the Army.
Senator RIBICoEF. In this position, would it be easy for him to in
fluence assignments?
Colonel SHOULTz. I would imagine if he had a particular man in
mind for an assignment that he could probably talk to the assignment
people and his words would undoubtedly carry influence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you consider the sergeant major of the Army a
sensitive post?
Colonel SHOULTz. It would certainly be a sensitive post in the sense
I assume, sir, that you mean sensitive from a security viewpoint.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Is it sensitive from a security standpoint, as well
as personnel assignments and influence?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes.

Senator RIBIcoFF. This is a very sensitive position, then?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. From your long experience in the CID, do you
think it strange for a particular group of sergeants to be able to have
similar assignments in the same place at different years from Augs
burg to Benning to Vietnam :
Colonel SHOULTz. It would be unusual.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is it unusual that the same group of men in the
normal course of military assignments would find themselves together
in one post after another?
Colonel SHOULTz. In any number, certainly.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would vou please tell us, Colonel Shoultz, about
the 1st CID detachment in Washington?

Colonel SHOULTz. The 1st CID mission was to carry out very sensi
tive investigations and to provide protection, personal protection,
for selected designated Department of Defense officials.
The unit, when I arrived in Washington. I was told by the then
deputy provost marshal general, Colonel Walsworth, who was my
superior, who was my immediate superior, that his experience with
the 1st CID had been that it was a personally operated organization
that the provost marshal general issued all necessary directives to
that unit to control its operations.
I later found in discussion with the provost marshal general, General
Turner, that he meant just that. On occasion he told me that the 1st
CID worked for him; that they did nothing without his personal
knowledge and that he assigned the cases.
I pretty generally and gracefully withdrew from any attempt to
directly operate the organization.
Senator RIBICoEF. Was this a usual procedure for the CID to have
a provost marshal general personally take care of everything?
Colonel SHOULTz. No. The CID unit commander should take all cases
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referred to him, should pursue those cases to whatever end is necessary
and then to submit a completed report of investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you in the CID under General Gustafson?

Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, 1'. not in the CID. I am the deputy provost
marshal general. The deputy provost marshal has other responsibilities
than the CID.

Senator

RIBICOFF. Are you in the provost marshal general's office

InOW #

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is the office today under General Gustafson run
differently than the office was run under General Turner?

Colonel SHOULTz. Most assuredly, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you explain the difference between how the
office was run under General Gustafson and how it was run under
General Turner?

Colonel SHOULTz. I shall do that, sir.
As far as the 1st CID, which is the unit directly assigned and the
only unit directly assigned to the provost £ general, it re
ceives its missions from other commanders who are in need of assist

ance throughout the world in what we call the forwarding of an un
developed lead on a case, or they may be assigned original investiga
tions which they pursue on their own.
They also, as I previously mentioned of course, receive frequent
assignments to security missions for personnel.
The operation is always handled by the detachment commander
on the cases referred to him for investigation.
Senator RIBICoEF. Were you a participant in the policy decisions
made by General Turner?
Colonel SHOULTz. I was never, a participant in a policy decision
made on any particular case, if that is what you are referring to.
Senator
ICOFF. Are you saying that in any policy on any case
you neither initiated a policy nor were you asked for your policy
opinions?
Colonel SHOULTz. No, sir. I volunteered a couple times, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What happened when you volunteered?
Colonel SHOULTz. In one particular case I volunteered that I un
derstood there had been an investigation of the sergeant major.
Now this came about because Colonel Pruett, the CO of the 1st, was

a very frustrated man and would stop by my desk or the deputy's desk
to tell us of his problems.
In this particular case he had been pretty well frustrated by some

decisions he had gotten from the provost marshal general and he said
to me that he was working on a case that involved Fort Benning and
that the provost marshal general had just refused to let him go all
the way; all out, on the case.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Is this the first you had heard about the Fort
Benning investigation?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

-

Senator RIBICoEF. This is the first time you had heard it from
Colonel Pruett?

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

•

(At this point Senator Mundt entered the hearing room.)
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Senator RIBICOFF. Did Colonel Pruett keep you advised from time

to time of the Fort Benning investigations?
Colonel SHOULTz. He did on several occasions tell me he was hav

ing a considerable amount of trouble with it, sir.
£ RIBICOFF. Was Colonel Pruett told by General Turner not
to pass information on to you?
olonel SHOULTz. I understood he was, sir; but I can’t say that of
my own knowledge. It wasn’t said in my presence, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Why do you believe that General Turner gave
such instructions to Colonel Pruett?

Colonel SHOULTz. I think, sir, that that was a generalized instruc
tion and not pertaining to me particularly. He didn’t want Colonel
Pruett talking to anybody.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was it your understanding that General Turner
did not want Colonel Pruett talking to anybody?
Colonel SHOULTz. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. What did Colonel Pruett tell you about the un
usual way the Fort Benning operation was being conducted?
Colonel SHOULTz. He # me that in the Fort Benning case those
people had sent an undeveloped lead up to Washington for the 1st
CID to give them assistance by looking into some allegations against
the then sergeant major of the Army, and that in doing this he had
been given some very rigid guidance by the provost marshal general
as to just how he would conduct that investigation and even so far

as to say at one time, I believe he told me, “I have got to call them
down there and tell them to take out some of the previous information
they had in some of their statements.”

-

Senator RIBIcoPF. When you heard about the Fort Benning case
from Colonel Pruett, did you discuss this matter with General Turner?
Colonel SHOULTz. I discussed it with both General Turner and the

deputy, not together; but I went in and got thrown out of General
Turner's office on it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you say you got thrown out?
Colonel SHOULTz. Figuratively, sir; not physically.
Senator RIBICOFF: What did he say to you when you told him about
the Fort Benning case?
Colonel SHOULTz. He told me that he had looked into the matter

thoroughly, that all people ever brought him were unsubstantiated
allegations against the sergeant major, and that he didn't believe any
of them, that he had discussed the matter with the Chief of Staff
and that the case was closed, that really Sergeant Major Wooldridge
was a very simple fellow and people took advantage of him fre
quently; that he was just a good old country boy.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know from your own knowledge whether
or not General Turner actually discussed the Wooldridge case with the
Chief of Staff, General Johnson?

Colonel SHOULTz. I have no knowledge of that.
Senator RIPICoEF. Was it just General Turner who told you he had
discussed it with General Johnson?
Colonel SHOULTz. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. When did you first learn that the Augsburg file
had been transmitted to Washington?
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Colonel SHOULTz. In 1969, in June, sir, when I heard about the
“eyes only” file in the 1st CID and had not brought up to the front.
This is when we were initiating our own investigation, our new in

vestigation or I should say consolidated investigation of Wooldridge's
actl WitleS.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was this after you had learned that this commit
tee was looking into the question?
Colonel SHOULTz. That is correct, sir. We also looked for the files

from Vietnam. We knew that they had initiated an investigation in
October of 1968 on the same subject.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you remember reading about the Augsburg
case at any time in the press?
Colonel SHOULTz. I possibly did, sir. I was in Europe for 3 years,
from 1964 to 1967. I was working as chief of operations and had
actually nothing to do with CID matters. My matters were law enforce
ment over there during that particular time.
I probably did, the £ Weekly is always looked at very care
fully every week over there, not because it is necessarily the greatest
exponent of truth and veracity in what it puts out but because we have
to know what they are saying.
Senator RIBIcoFF. In 1967 when the Wooldridge matter, and the
Augsburg file started and came to your attention, did you recall the
1965 Overseas Weekly story?

Colonel SHOULTz. I did not recall that, sir. However, I did tell the
rovost marshal general that it had been my understanding that there
£ been an investigation involving this individual, in this previous

conversation I mentioned to you, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was this when you were figuratively thrown out?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Colonel Zaice testified that he talked to either you
or General Turner, he didn’t recall who, in order to obtain permission

to transmit the Augsburg file to Vietnam to assist them in their inves
tigation. Permission was denied.
Did you turn down Colonel Zaice?
Colonel SHOULTz. I first saw the file in June 1969. I think I would

have known if such a file existed prior to that time if he had come to
me with such a request.

Senator RIBICOFF. Therefore, when Colonel Zaice says he does
not recall whether it was you or General Turner he talked to, you
know he did not talk to you?
Colonel SHOULTz. I certainly have no recollection of his ever talk
ing to me concerning the file.
Senator RIBICoEF. Do you have knowledge that Colonel Zaice
talked to General Turner?

Colonel SHOULTz. I have no knowledge, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you tell the subcommittee how you learned
about the Augsburg file?
Colonel SHOULTz. This summer when we learned of the “eyes only”
file in the 1st CID, I asked for that file because I wanted to turn it

over to our chief investigator in charge of the investigation here in
first of all, to see what was in it and see if it was

W£

applicable to him.
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Of course there were several things in that file, as I recall, that
were most applicable to the current investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. This was the beginning of the summer of this
year?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You saw this file and started to go into the case.
Did you then brief the current military authorities of the United
States?

-

Colonel SHOULTz. I did, sir.

Senator GURNEY. May I ask a question at this point?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. I just want to ask the witness if your first knowl
edge of this Augsburg file was not as a result of the request of this
subcommittee to get the file?
Colonel SHOULTz. No, sir; it was not. Well, I really can't answer
that question, sir. It could possibly have been. I know that my first
knowledge of it was in June of this year, as I stated. I knew that

we had an investigation opening at that time.
Senator GURNEY. I wonder if we could ask Mr. Duffy if the Army
was apprised of this file at least when we initiated our proceedings
and our request to get the files?
-

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, I was in Vietnam. We ran into information

with reference to the Augsburg file. At that time we made a formal
request to the MACV Command for that file. That was the latter
part of June of this year.
We subsequently learned that is when the investigation was initiated
by the CID.
Senator GURNEY. That is what tipped off the investigation by
the Army?
-

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator MUNDT. Is your investigation, Colonel, complete and
thorough involving the locations of Augsburg and Benning and Viet
nam, all three areas?

Colonel SHOULTz. Is it complete now, sir?
Senator MUNDT. No. Is it complete in that you have investigated
all the three areas now?

Colonel SHOULTz. We are investigating very definitely and very thor
oughly. In fact, we have had about from 20 to 30 investigators working
since June, along with many hundreds of others who have been assist

ing us in the field in all those areas, sir, to complete the investigation,
to find out just exactly what did happen in each place.
Senator MUNDT. You interrogated Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Colonel SHOULTz. We offered him a chance to make a statement, sir.
He refused.

Senator MUNDT. That was not quite responsive to the question,
Colonel. Have you interrogated him? You said you offered him a
chance to talk to you.
Colonel SHOULTz. Not to me personally. I have never talked to him.
Senator MUNDT. By “you” do you mean the Army?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. The question is: Have you ever interrogated him,
your group?
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Colonel SHOULTz. Not this summer. Not in this current investiga
tion, no.

Senator MUNDT. Not in this current investigation?
Colonel SHOULTz. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Have you talked to Colonel Pruett?
Colonel SHOULTz. Have Italked to Colonel Pruett?

Senator MUNDT. You, symbolizing your investigative team.
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir, we have talked to Colonel Pruett.
Senator MUNDT. And Mr. Beard?

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Do you feel that the evidence that has been placed
before this subcommittee, insofar as the Augsburg case is concerned, to
be relatively sound?
Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, I have not read all the transcripts of what
has been put into the record here.

I am of the general opinion that at least according to the commander
of the 15th MP Brigade in Europe he closed the case on legal advice

rather than for the purpose of protecting somebody.
Senator MUNDT. On the basis of the evidence that you have gathered
so far, do you think that case should have been closed at that time?
Colonel SHOULTz. Certainly not, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You say they closed it on legal advice. Will you ex
pand on that a little bit?
Colonel SHOULTz. When you accumulate a sufficient amount of evi
dence as to assure yourself that there is a possible legal basis for pro
ceeding, it is the duty, the usual practice for the criminal investigator
concerned to go to his legal officer and ask him if he has enough in
formation there to make a case.

The legal officer, the judge advocate, of course, in the Army's case,
gives advice to that individual or to the group, the CID, that there is
or is not sufficient information to pursue.
Senator MUNDT. What advice did he give you? Was it or was it not
enough :

Colonel SHOULTz. What was in that file at that time was not enough
to pursue according to the commander who was quoting the legal
officer.

Senator MUNDT. Let me see if I understand this correctly. After the

Augsburg file had been completed and the CID went to the legal offi
cer asking if they had enough to start a trial or “Is there enough here
to continue to investigate so that we can have a trial” and the legal
officer said, “No, what you have gathered is not significant enough,
close the case.”
Colonel SHOULTz. It could be.

Senator MUNDT. Who would make that astonishing statement on
the basis of the evidence to close the case, it is not serious enough to

justify continuing the investigation?
Colonel SHOULTz. It is up to the commander concerned to make the
decision on the closing.

Senator MUNDT. Let us get the name of the legal officer.
Colonel SHOULTz. The brigade commander was Colonel Gibson,
-

S11".

Senator MUNDT. Was he the one that made the decision?
Colonel SHouLTz. He is the one that made the decision.
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Senator MUNDT. On the advice of what legal officer?
Colonel SHOULTz. He didn't tell me, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Some legal officer?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir. I think it possibly is in his statement that
we have. I don’t recall, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You would agree with the committee on the basis
of the evidence you have, which is incomplete, and on the basis of the
evidence, we have, which is incomplete, that certainly this should
not have been an investigation which was stopped ?

Colonel SHOULTz. Based on the information we have currently, it
should never have been closed, sir.
Senator MUNDT. That, to me, is one of the serious aspects of this,
quite apart from the skulduggery which may have been committed by
Some scamps in uniform, this stupid country boy who does not know
how to get around, fleecing the servicemen out of hundreds of thou
sands of dollars.

There is plenty of evidence which was in that file which you had seen
and which was available to that legal officer. It must have been or the
legal officer wouldn’t be much good if he did not examine the files.
To think in the Army at that time you had that kind of lax attitude,
it is just incredible that they would close the file, forget about it,
this is standard operating procedure of the U.S. Army, which we
know it is not.

OK, that is all.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. Colonel, let us go to this present investigation. The
Army is in the midst of conducting an investigation into the whole
NCO club operation; is it not?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You testified that you offered Sergeant Wool
dridge a chance to be interviewed or to say something and he said he
would not. Is the Army going to drop it there? Are they going to at
least ask him questions and let him take the fifth amendment or are

they going to let it drop and ask him if he wants to volunteer to
testify?

Colonel SHOULTz. He was given every legal advice we are required
to give in the case of any witness.
Senator GURNEY. Do you have the power to subpena him before
you in this investigation?
Colonel SHOULTz. We can talk to him, yes, sir; we can bring him be
fore us, certainly.
Senator GURNEY. Have you done that?
Colonel SHOULTz. We have done that.

Senator GURNEY. He has then actually been brought before you in
subpena form and refused to testify?

'olonel SHOULTz. That is correct, sir. .
Senator GTRNEY. What about the other sergeants that were engaged
in this nefarious operation with him in Germany in the 24th Division;
people like Hatcher, Lazar, Higdon, Bagby, Bass, and some others?
Have you talked to them?
Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, I know that our investigators either have or
will talk to all of them. I have not seen any statements personally from
those particular individuals.
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Senator GURNEY. But it is your intention that all of the people in
volved in this Augsburg case will be brought before the proper officers
and questioned?

Colonel SHOULTz. It would be completely improper if they were not.
Senator GURNEY. What about going to the former provost marshal
general's operation? There was testimony here yesterday about a liquor
customs case involving Sergeant Wooldridge. I think this occurred
just before you came on board.
Colonel SHOULTz. I understand from the record now it occurred in

April 1967 which was about 4 months prior to my time in the office.
Senator GURNEY. Did you know anything about the disposition of
: and General Turner's involvement in it after you came on

£

r

Colonel SHOULTz. I first heard of the case this summer when we

opened the file.
Senator GURNEY. When you were deputy provost marshal under
General Turner, did any £ cases come to your attention like the
Wooldridge case in which the general intervened and said, “We won't
go ahead with any investigation here,” or tried to suppress evidence?
Were there other cases?

Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, for the record, I was not his deputy. I was
his executive officer. I know of no other case of this nature, sir. I

know that General Turner personally conducted some other investi
gations but I was not privy to those particular investigations.
I don’t know what they were. I

£ from time to time he did use

investigators from the 1st for investigations but I have no idea what
they were.

Senator GURNEY. How did you gain this knowledge?
Colonel SHOULTz. By an investigator simply saying he was workin
with General Turner. I would walk into
they would be out with him.

£ unit

down there an

enator GURNEY. Would a record of these investigations be in the
files of the 1st CID detachment?

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Are vou sure of that?

Colonel SHOULTz. Well, they are required to be there, sir. Whether

they are there or not I haven't looked at their files sir.
Senator GURNEY. Would you think the general, for example, would
commandeer an agent to make a personal investigation on his own with
out a file being opened up in that 1st CID detachment?

Colonel SHOULTz. I suppose it could happen, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know whether it did happen?
Colonel SHOULTz. I do not, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. One other final point that I think we have dis
cussed but I would like to pin it down hard and fast.
-

It is your testimony that General Turner pretty much. operated
as the commanding officer of the 1st CID detachment, running it the
way he chose to run it. Is that correct?

olonel SHOULTz. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Telling them what to do and telling them what
not to do?

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. But that is not the case today?
35-359–69–pt. 1–12
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Colonel SHOULTz: Sir, today we have an entirely different concept
for criminal investigation, one we have sought for years. That is to
have our command or agency to oversee the entire operation through
out the world.

Up until 2 to 3 or 4 weeks ago, every CID agency in the world was
responsive only to its major commander,
Senator GURNEY. Now it is a centralized operation in Washington?

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Under the present centralized operation, if there
were another Augsburg case and a file on it in Germany then the
record of that case would also be in Washington?

Colonel SHOULTz. It would, sir. It has to come through this new
agency and its chief for review and it would receive, of course—we
get a huge number of cases every year but we think we have a sufficient
staff built into our organization to give personal, detailed review to
every case that comes in.

Senator GURNEY. There has been considerable testimony here, yester
day in particular, that when these matters were brought to the atten
tion of General Turner by Colonel Pruett. General Turner would say,

for example, “No, we are not going ahead with any investigation on
Sergeant Wooldridge because that is what the Army Chief of Staff
savs.”

'fier has been no testimony, of course, as to what the Army Chief
of Staff really said or whether he said anything.
Do you know first of your own personal knowledge whether the
Army Chief of Staff knew anything about this Wooldridge case?
Colonel SHOULTz. I have no knowledge of that, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was there any discussion or talk or rumor or
scuttlebutt anywhere in your command while you were executive
officer that might lead you to believe that the Army Chief of Staff
either knew anything about it or did not know anything about it?
Colonel SHOULTz. I think I related that General Turner told me

he had talked to the Chief of Staff. It was my impression that he
talked to the Chief of Staff. Of course, he talked to the Chief of Staff
many times on many things.
-

Senator GURNEY. What I am really asking is this: Since this
appears to be such a celebrated case, involving as it does, criminal
charges of a very serious nature against the top enlisted man in the
U.S. Army, I think it would just be human nature that there should

be some scuttlebutt around as to whether the Chief of Staff knew
about it or didn't know about it, aside from what General Turner said.
Colonel SHOULTz. Anything I would give you would be an opinion
on that, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What is your opinion?

-

Colonel SHOULTz. My opinion is that General Turner did talk to
the Chief of Staff about some of Wooldridge's derelictions.
Now, just what light they were cast in, I would only be guessing
-

and I would prefer not to guess.
Senator GURNEY. I understand that. Thank you.

•

Senator MUNDT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one other question?
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.

•

•

•

Senator MUNDT. I want to get the date again when this investiga
tion began.
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Colonel SHOULTz. When we began investigation here in Washington?
Senator MUNDT. Right.

Colonel SHOULTz. The consolidated investigation?
Senator MUNDT. When you began your investigation after it had
been swept under the rug and locked up and closed out, at what time,

subsequent to that did you reopen the investigation.
Colonel SHOULTz. About June 23, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Of this year?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Are you in charge of that investigation?
Colonel SHOULTz. I am not, sir.
Senator MUNDT. The committee should know the name of the officer

who is specifically and individually responsible to see that a business
like job is done with this second effort so that if he succeeds we can
build a monument to him and hang it on a sour apple tree when it
is completed and have his name on it.
Colonel SHOULTz. I am sure that Maj. Gen. Karl W. Gustafson

would accept that challenge any time.
Senator MUNDT. Is he really in charge?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. If things go well, and we hope they will, he should
receive credit for it.

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. If we have another fiasco like we had in Germany,
then some day we may have General Gustafson up here.
-

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask another question?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Let us get back to Sergeant Wooldridge again.
As I understand it, he has been invited through a process £ a Sult)
pena to testify to these charges and he has refused to do so. Is that
correct?

Colonel SHOULTz. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Is he still sergeant major of the Army?
Colonel SHOULTz. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Has he been relieved of those duties?

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Is he still on active duty with the Army?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Why has he not been relieved of his other duties?
Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, I must state that he has never been brought
to trial. The purpose of the current investigation is to determine the

completeness of his guilt or innocence. At £ time certainly if there
is sufficient evidence actually to take him into court and try him I am
certain the court will take the necessary action.
Senator GURNEY. What is his present assignment?
Colonel SHOULTz. I believe he is sergeant major of a post; I believe

it is White Sands, I am not quite sure.
Senator GURNEY: I certainly agree that a man should not be judged

lilty before a trial. But I am also surprised that a man still remains
in a high position in the Army after he has refused to testify or to
say anything about these very serious criminal £
Don't you think it is rather strange he is still on duty?

-
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Colonel SHOULTz. I think we in the Army entertain the same sort
of idea of justice in the Army that I enjoy as a civilian; that I am
innocent until some court proves me guilty.
Senator GURNEY. I agree, as I said I did. I also believe that his con
duct in all of this certainly would lead one to think that he ought
not to be in a position of responsibility.
Colonel SHOULTz. Well, sir, that is not a judgment that I can make.
Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Shoultz, in the present investigation are

you looking into alleged kickbacks to Sergeant Higdon of $25,000
from Universal Consultants in Vietnam?

Colonel SHOULTz. I do not know, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you check that?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you looking into alleged kickbacks to Sgt.
Maj. William Wooldridge from the Tom Brothers & Co., Ltd.'
&l' SHOULTz. We are, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is that investigation completed?
Colonel SHOULTz. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. We will ask you further questions next week
concerning activities that we will develop. To keep this case orderly
we will forego questioning on that now.
Thank you very much.
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Kash.

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
Subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. KASH. I do, sir.
Chairman, I have a prepared statement which I would like to

#.

Itea Ol.

Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly, sir.
TESTIMONY OF WO REIS R. KASH

Mr. KASH. Sir, my name is Reis R. Kash. I live in Alexandria, Va.
I have been an accredited CID investigator since 1952. I have served
during most of the intervening years in Washington, D.C., Fort
Meade, Md., in South Korea, Fort Polk, La., and in West Germany.
When I returned from Germany in 1962, I was assigned to Fort
Knox, Ky., for a 2-year period.

In November of 1964, I was assigned to the 1st Military Police
Detachment (criminal investigation) in Washington, D.C., where I
worked in the office of the provost marshal general. I remained as
signed to that office until November 1968 when I went to South Viet
nam for a 10-month period. When I returned from duty in South
Vietnam, I was assigned once more to the 1st Military Police De
tachment in Washington, D.C.
In 1966, upon the appointment of Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge
to the position of sergeant major of the Army, I requested Robert A.
Brisentine, liaison officer at the central repository of CID files, Fort
Holabird, Md., to run a check on Sergeant Major Wooldridge's name.
Mr. Brisentine ran the name check and found that Wooldridge had
a criminal record while an enlisted man in the U.S. Army. Mr.
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Brisentine forwarded to me Wooldridge's “rap sheet”, or record of

criminal activity, which showed that Wooldridge had been arrested
on January 24, 1943, while assigned to the 37th Military Police
Company in Great Britain.

•

The charge was that he and another enlisted man had broken into
two telephone coin boxes in London, England, and had stolen, the
contents of the boxes. Wooldridge's fingerprints had been found on
the coin boxes. Thereafter,
was tried and convicted by a

W£

general court-martial. He served a term at hard labor. His record
also showed that he had been AWOL on two occasions.

When I received this information, I prepared a momorandum for
Col. Jack Pruett, then

''' officer of the

1st CID Detach

ment, attaching a copy of Wooldridge's record to it. I recommended
that the information be given to Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner, then the
rovost marshal general. I also recommended that the information
brought to the attention of Gen. Harold K. Johnson, then the
Chief

#Staff of the Army, who I understood appointed Wooldridge

to the position of sergeant major of the Army. Subsequently, Colonel
Pruett informed me that he had brought the information about
Wooldridge to the attention of Major General Turner.

Sometime shortly thereafter, Colonel Pruett directed me to obtain
another copy of Wooldridge's “rap sheet” in order that our office might
preserve a permanent record of the fact that an arrest record on
Wooldridge existed. I thereupon made the request to Mr. Brisentine
to furnish another copy. Brisentine then informed me that, when he

attempted to obtain another copy of the arrest record, he found that
Wooldridge's dossier was missing and that an index card had been
substituted for it which indicated that the arrest record had been de

stroyed some years previously. I could not understand how the index
card could reflect as destroyed 2 years previously a dossier I had just
read. The only conclusion I could reach was that someone had removed
the dossier and substituted the file card in an effort to conceal further

£" of the fact that Sergeant Major Wooldridge had a criminal
recordi.

In early April of 1967, I was ordered to meet Major General Turner

early one morning at Davidson Field, Fort Belvoir, to fly with him to
Fort McClellan, Ala. Enroute, General Turner informed me that

he was personally conducting an investigation into certain charges
Sergeant Major Wooldridge, and that he had selected me
to help him by preparing a transcript of the interview. He told me
that the entire procedure was strictly confidential.
General Turner gave me a paper, which to the best of my recollec
tion was a so-called “fact” sheet, setting forth allegations concerning
Sergeant Major Wooldridge which were the basis for our visit to Fort

''

McClellan.

To the best of my recollection, the document stated that a KC-135
aircraft, which had been assigned to Gen. Creighton W. Abrams, com
mander of our forces in South Vietnam, had carried General Abrams,
members of his staff, and a number of high-ranking NCO's, includ
ing Sergeant Major Wooldridge, from South Vietnam to the United
States. The aircraft had stopped at Hawaii for refueling and for a
customs check by officers of the U.S. Customs Bureau. The Customs of

ficials had discovered a quantity of liquor—as I recall, eight or nine
cases of whisky—on the aircraft.
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The interview which General Turner and I conducted at Fort Mc

Clellan was with a sergeant major who had been on the aircraft with
Wooldridge. I cannot remember his name. General Turner asked all
the questions during the interview. I took down the conversation in
shorthand, and subsequently I typed it aboard the aircraft as we flew
back to Washington. I made a couple of strike-overs in the typing
while we flew through a thunderstorm, and General Turner asked me
to retype the document to eliminate the errors because he said that
he was going to give the memorandum to Gen. Harold K. Johnson,
the Army Chief of Staff. General Turner asked for and received my
notes of the interview. I never saw the memorandum or my shorthand
notes of the interview again.
To the best of my recollection, the sergeant major at Fort McClellan
told us that the liquor found by customs officials on the aircraft was
art of a larger amount of whisky which had been donated by various
NCO's in South Vietnam for the entertainment of Sergeant. Major
Wooldridge and the senior NCO's who accompanied him during the
tour of South Vietnam. The liquor that was not used during the

festivities was given to Sergeant Major Wooldridge. It was loaded on
the aircraft without the knowledge of General Abrams.
Upon the discovery of the liquor by the customs officials in Hawaii,
the other NCO's on the plane with Wooldridge took the responsibility
for failing to declare the liquor, even though it belonged to the ser
geant major. We were told that all of them contributed some money
to pay the duties and penalties. Later, Wooldridge took all the liquor
except for a few bottles which another NCO took.

When we returned to Washington, General Turner directed me to
determine who the person was who had informed the customs officials
that Wooldridge was attempting to smuggle liquor into the United
States. General Turner showed me a memorandum from Wooldridge
which identified an Air Force sergeant as the person Wooldridge sus
pected had informed on him.

I considered General Turner's request highly improper, but since
I was under his orders, I went through a preliminary investigation
in order to satisfy General Turner that I had attempted to carry

out his direction. I made a name check on the Air Force sergeant in
the Repository without finding any information of value. General
Turner had also directed me to check the bank accounts of the Air

Force sergeant. I respeatedly told the General that I didn’t want to
take that action, pointing out that whatever fee the man might have
received from customs as an informant would have been so small

that it would not have been reflected in his bank account. However,

upon the general's repeated insistence, I did make a partial credit
check on the Air Force sergeant.
My conclusions at that time, considering General Turner's actions
and conversations with me relating to Sergeant Major Wooldridge
were: (1) that General Turner's actions were unprofessional and im
proper; (2) that General Turner possibly was attempting to shield
the Army from embarrassment, and (3) that General Turner may
have had some personal involvement in this incident.
Soon after our return to Washington, I heard from an informed
source that Major General Turner had attempted to have customs
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officials quash any publicity about Wooldridge which might stem from
the attempt to smuggle liquor into the United States.
In August 1967, our office received a request from Rex Harding,

CID investigator at Fort Benning, Ga., who was conducting an
inquiry relating to irregularities in the military club system at that
post.

The request from Harding was to obtain for him the so-called
Augsburg file
to an investigation of similar matters in

£

West Germany which had involved Sergeant Major Wooldridge and
other high ranking NCO's. Through a series of informal telephone
calls, Harding and I were able to obtain from CID investigators
who had been at Augsburg—notably Mr. Beard and Mr. Nestler-sig
nificant details of that investigation. We found that the information

we obtained on the Augsburg case was relevant to the investigation
a £g identity of names of persons and activities they partici

that Mr. Harding was then conducting at Fort Benning. There was
pated in.

It was planned that Harding would use the information from Augs
burg during a future interrogation of Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
An interrogation was scheduled for August 23, 1967, in Washington,
D.C., where
Major Wooldridge was then stationed as the
first sergeant major of the Army. I was not advised until that date
that I would participate in the interrogation.
On August 23, Colonel Pruett told me that he had received the
following orders from Major General Turner relating to the Wool

£

dridge matter: (1) That I would conduct an interview, not an inter

rogation, of Wooldridge; (2) that Harding would ask no questions;
(3) that the interview would be restrictive in nature, because I was
limited to the following questions: the flying of liquor destined for
Wooldridge to Washington on a Government aircraft: a visit to
Birmingham, Ala., by Wooldridge; and certain gratuities Wooldridge
was supposed to have received at Fort Benning. I was told that Wool
dridge could not be asked any questions relating to the Augsburg
investigation. When I received these instructions from Colonel Pruett,
Mr. Harding was not present.
I was extremely upset by the instructions and I so stated to Colonel

Pruett. He told me that he shared my concern and frustration, but
stated that General Turner had given him these orders.
Harding and I interviewed Wooldridge immediately thereafter,
but we made no attempt to interrogate him. Wooldridge denied all
the charges, making an entirely self-serving statement.
Harding, unaware that he was to be prohibited from questioning
Wooldridge, waited patiently while I conducted the interview. Then
Wooldridge read the statement, refused to sign it, took a copy, and left.
Harding asked me in amazement, “What in the world is going on?”
I answered, “It’s a goddam fix.”
Subsequently, I never discussed our interview of Wooldridge with
General Turner.

As a result of my work with General Turner on the smuggling
incident and mv restricted interview of Sergeant Maior Wooldridge,

I formed the firm conviction that General Turner was in the process of
covering up and “whitewashing” the case at Fort Benning involving
Wooldridge.
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In spite of my belief that General Turner had no intention of
exposing Wooldridge, I prepared, with Colonel Pruett, a summary of
all the information on Wooldridge then available to us. We prepared
this in the form of a “fact sheet” which we hoped General Turner
would present to General Johnson. Colonel Pruett told me he gave the
fact sheet to General Turner but I do not know if General Johnson
ever saw it.

The Augsburg file arrived in Washington early in October of 1967.
It was given to me by Colonel Pruett for review. Almost immediately
I noticed that the file had been opened as an “ROI” or “Report of
Investigation.” However, it had been closed as a military police report
on a DA form 19–32. As other witnesses have testified before the sub

committee, the difference is significant.
An “ROI” would have a permanent status, would be cross-indexed,
and the information would be retained and be available as an investiga
tive aid and a permanent record of the case at the repository in Fort
Holabird, Md. However, a military police report on DA form DA
19–32, would have a limited local distribution and would not be
maintained as a permanent record. At the time of the Augsburg in
vestigation, these military police reports were not forwarded to Fort
Holabird and were not cross-indexed in the Defense Central Intelli

gence Index.

In my opinion, the information in the Augsburg file warranted
further investigation for the purposes of eventual criminal prosecu
tion. However, if the appropriate authorities determined at that time
for adequate reasons that the investigation should have been termi
nated, the case should have been closed as a “Report of Investigation
Closed,” as provided for in existing regulations.
Senator MUNDT. Just a point for clarification. I am not sure now
the difference between what should have been put in as a “Report of
Investigation—Closed” and what was put in.
Mr. KASH. Sir, in the title of a CID Report of Investigation there
is a provision for a completed case which means that all the leads have
been explored and all the evidence has been gathered and conclusions
have been reached, of guilt or innocence, or that there is a crime
committed but insufficient evidence to say who did it.

We have another procedure whereby a case is closed administra
tively. This might be where a subject died during the course of in
vestigation or something like that.
Now the procedure which existed at the time of the Augsburg in
cident was that a decision on closing the case would be reached with the
JAG, that is the staff judge advocate, with the post commander or
area commander and with the provost marshal involved.
This procedure required that the authority who closed the case would
be reflected in the body of the case report and the reasons for the clos
ing shown.

c: type of ROI is officially identified as “Report of Investigation—
OSeC1.

Senator MUNDT. Now tell us specifically what should have been
done different from what actually was done.
Mr. KASH. In my opinion, that case should not have been closed to
begin with. However, should it have been determined that it was ap
propriate to close it the case should have been closed on an ROI as a

1S1

“Report of Investigation—Closed,” the business cross-indexed and
the file maintained in Holabird and made available for future
reference.

Senator MUNDT. That I understand, but I don’t exactly understand
what procedure was used in closing it. Was it closed in such a way
that you don’t know who closed it, you can't identify the officer who
ordered it closed?

What was wrong with the procedure that was used?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir. The case number which in effect authorized the

ROI was withdrawn thereby eliminating the permanent record of the
CaSe.

The case was then closed on a 19–32, which is a complaint report. It
would be the same type of form used for stealing a bicycle or breaking
a window or something like that. This does not have permanency and
does not have distribution other than pretty limited local distribution.
Senator MUNDT. Does it carry the name of the officer who ordered
it closed?

Mr. KASH. I don't recall seeing the 19–32 but normally it would not,
S11".

Senator MUNDT. I think I understand.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you were discussing the closing of the case
in Augsburg you were referring to an ROI number. Is that the CID
file number?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Does that automatically mean if that file was closed
under a CID number that it would go to the repository at Fort
Holabird?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would it be a permanent file available in the future
to anybody?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. If it was closed out on a MO number, which is a

£number, it only has a local distribution of three copies in Ger
many :

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; that is essentially right.

a' ADLERMAN. This would not go to Fort Holabird to the central
eS

Mr. KASH. Not under the procedures that existed at that time, that
is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. If it were not for the fact it was within the memory

of some of the CID agents when this case was opened in Fort Benning
and in Vietnam, if they had not remembered this file you never would

have had access to the Augsburg file?
Mr. KASH. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICoFF. You may proceed, sir.

Mr. KASH. Colonel Pruett examined the Augsburg file, recognized
its significance, and requested me to make an analysis of it, with pri
mary emphasis on Wooldridge's role. Some of the material in the file
was in the form of sworn testimony and was apparently credible;
there also were allegations from informants and other sources, not
necessarily sworn, which were not substantiated within the file.

My analysis of the Augsburg file disclosed the following:
1. Senior NCO's in the Augsburg/Munich club system stole or im
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used club funds, services, food, liquor, and equipment. The
method of operation and many of the personnel involved were identical
with those under investigation at Fort Benning.

2. There was information that Sergeant Major Wooldridge used
his official position to protect and promote individuals in the military
club system who were members of the conspiracy.
3. According to the file, Wooldridge participated in parties paid for
with club funds, utilizing club food, liquor, and personnel, and at
which improper conduct was reported.

4. Wooldridge and others utilized hotel facilities paid for with club
funds and charged to other purportedly legitimate accounts.
5. According to the file, club furniture and fixtures were diverted to
Wooldridge for his own use.
6. There was information that club liquor and bags of coins were
put in Wooldridge's car.
It is my understanding that when my analysis of the Augsburg file
was completed, Colonel Pruett made it available to General Turner.

Sometime between the interview of Wooldridge and the receipt of the
Augsburg file, I was present when Colonel Pruett telephoned Colonel
Blackledge, the provost marshal at Fort Benning, to tell Colonel
Blackledge that, by direction of Major General Turner, all references
to Wooldridge would be deleted from the records of the Fort Ben
ning investigation. Colonel Pruett used the Army slang word “sani
tize” to indicate that all references to Wooldridge be removed.
Later, after I made the analysis of the Augsburg file, I was in
formed by Colonel Pruett that General Turner had directed that
the file would not be made available to anybody who asked for it.
It is my professional opinion that the lack of the Augsburg file
seriously hampered the Fort Benning investigation.
My analysis of the Augsburg file, my knowledge of the Fort Ben
ning investigation, my observations while on duty in South Viet
nam and later here in the United States, lead me to conclude that

Sergeant Major Wooldridge and other high-ranking NCO's and civil
ian persons are involved in a major criminal conspiracy.
I have two exhibits which the subcommittee may wish to make a
part of the permanent record of this investigation.
They are: (1) the results of DCII file check on Sergeant Major

Wooldridge which shows that the records purportedly were destroyed
and (2) my analysis of the Augsburg file.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, they will both be received as
exhibits.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits No. 2 and 3”

for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. With reference to your second exhibit, could you let
the committee look at that first? There may be some allegations in
there that we do not want to be made public at this time.
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Mr. DUFFY. Could we look at the second exhibit you referred to?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are there some allegations that are not substan
tiated 2
Mr. DUFFY. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. The exhibit will be marked for identification be
fore it is made a final exhibit.
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Mr. KASH. Mr. Chairman, I believe I gave it to one of your staff
members earlier.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Kash, before asking you questions I would
like to say this: As a result of our check we find you to be a highly
competent reputable individual, who has the respect of all the mem
bers of the Army who know you.
We recognize that you had a very tough job, full of great frustra
tion. We want you to know that we appreciate your candor and
cooperation.

Mr. KASH. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any idea why you were the one who
General Turner picked for this confidential mission?
Mr. KASH. For several reasons: I can type, take shorthand, and I
am a good investigator.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did he really want a good investigator?

Mr. KASH. I think he wanted a competent person along, yes, sir. Of
course, the purposes were not to produce a good investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. Subsequent to this investigation and after Gen
eral Turner was made the U.S. Marshal, did he offer you a job in
the U.S. Marshal’s office?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; he did.

Senator RIBICOFF. When was that job offered you?
Mr. KASH. In May, I believe.
Senator Rnicor. Wasit in May of this year?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; the first week in May, I believe.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious about the first time you requested a
check of Sergeant Major Wooldridge when he was made the sergeant
major of the Army.
Did you request Sergeant Major Wooldridge's file at Fort Holabird
from Mr. Brisentine, after his appointment as sergeant major of the
Army?
Mr. KASII. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Was it customary to ask for the file after appoint
ment instead of before appointment?
Mr. KASH. Sir, my asking for the file was not an official business. I
was not clearing the sergeant major. As a matter of fact, I had not
known that he existed or had been made the sergeant major of the
Armv.

Senator RIBICOFF. How did you happen to ask for the file at Fort
Holabird?

Mr. KASH. I saw Sergeant Major's Wooldridge's photograph in an
Army publication and thought it might be well to check his record, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did this relate to the 1965 story about Augsburg
or something else?

Mr. KASH. No, sir. This was the Army Digest, you know, publicity
type release that he had been appointed sergeant major of the Army.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you explain to us what a “rap sheet” is?
Mr. KASH. It is a police record of arrests, sir.

Senator RIRICoEF. Is this an Army term or a general police term?
Mr. KASH. This is a general police term.

Senator. RIBIcoFF. Does the Army use the general police term “rap
sheet” for its criminal files?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was it General Johnson who appointed Sergeant
Major Wooldridge to the position of sergeant major of the Army?
Mr. KASH. I am sure he had the final say: yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know the procedure for appointing a man
to be sergeant major of the Army?
Mr. KASH. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much time elapsed between when you again
asked, at Colonel Pruett's direction, for the file on Sergeant Major
Wooldridge to the time you received the file?
Mr. KASH. I originally thought it was a couple of weeks but it was
about a month or so.

Senator RIBICOFF. How do you explain the missing file for a period
of a month?

Mr. KASH. I suspect it was intentionally removed from the files, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would this indicate a conspiracy between a num
ber of individuals to get the word to Sergeant Major Wooldridge or
to somebody else at Fort Holabird? What do you think happened?
Mr. KASH. It could have gone two or three different ways, sir. I
believe when a request for a dossier is made this triggers an admin
action at the depository showing there is an interest in the

'tive
e.

This could have caused someone there to react to the interest and
remove the file.

Alternately, of course, it could have come about through—General
Turner knew of the file, he might have notified Wooldridge. Wool
dridge might have effected removal of the file.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your investigation, did you find that Sergeant
Wooldridge was unusually well connected throughout the

'',
I'm V a

£ KASH. Yes, sir.
\

£or RIBICOFF. Did he have key men in every contingent of the

AI'm V

'' KASH.

Sir, Sergeant Major Wooldridge occupied a position of

enormous influence.

He has built up a circle of friends throughout the Army over the

27 or 28 years of his career. He was in a position to influence a lot
of actions among the senior NCO's.
Senator RIBICOFF. From your experience in CID, has there ever
been an operator like Sergeant Major Wooldridge before?

Mr. KASH. I don't recall anyone who has been quite as big as Ser
geant Major Wooldridge, sir. To be honest, to even approach it.

M'

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, Sergeant
Wooldridge
assumes the proportions of a fictional character. We recall “Catch 22”
and some of the other books that have been written about operations
in the service. But this is one of the most unusual which has come
down the pike.

General Turner took you along on this flight to Fort McClellan and
#" that what you were doing was strictly confidential. Was that

told

llSlla I &

Mr. KASH. Usual with General Turner, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Had you experienced anything like this in your
Army career?
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. Mr. KASH. No, sir. As a matter of fact, it violated an Army prin
ciple of chain of command.

Senator RIBICOFF. What Army principle was violated?
Mr. KASH. That is that you will adhere to a chain of command.
The superior goes through the intermediary level before contacting
a subordinate.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many people did General Turner skip or

j'
to get down to you?
Mr. KASH. Anywhere

from four to five, depending on who you

wanted to include in the chain of command.

Senator RIBICOFF: Was this embarrassing to you before your
immediate superiors?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; it was.

Senator Ribicoke. Did you tell your superiors that General Turner
had directly requested that you go with him by yourself?
Mr. KASH. On this particular occasion, sir, I left my home at

6 o'clock in the morning and had no opportunity to consult my
superiors. However, on my return the following day I advised Colonel
Pruett where I had been. I gave him enough information that he
knew what I was doing.
Senator RIBICOFF.

ilow

much advance notice had you about this

trip with General Turner? When did he tell you you were going to
Fort McClellan 2

Mr. KASH. I was awakened at 6 o'clock in the morning by a phone
call—I was on leave—and told to go to the airport. I was not told I
was going to McClellan until I got on the plane.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, General Turner called you
at your home at 6 o'clock in the morning when you were on leave and
told you “Leave with me at 6 o'clock”?
-

Mr. KASH. He had a clerk call me.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did he send a car for you?
Mr. KASH. I believe I drove myself, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How far was that?
Mr. KASH. I lived at Belvoir. It was 2 miles or so.

Senator MUNDT. Had you met General Turner prior to this
occasion?

Mr. KASH; Prior to my service in Washington, sir?
Senator MUNDT. Prior to this early morning call.
Mr. KASH. I had worked for him for some time; yes, sir.
£or MUNDT. He knew you and also knew you were an inves
tigator?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir. He knew me for some time. I had gone to work
for him in 1964 in Washington.
Senator MUNDT. I share the Chairman's curiosity why he would
pick one of the ace investigators who has a good reputation for tough
ness to do that coverup job for him.
Mr. KASH. It was not necessarily a coverup job at that time, sir. I

had worked on a number of investigations for General Turner, for the
provost marshal general, which were handled very discreetly and
which were appropriately disposed of. While I had begun to be a little

upset about the Wooldridge file I had no occasion to suspect a coverup
at that phase on this particular job, sir.
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Senator MUNDT. Had all previous investigations been on the up and
up!

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am reading from your statement:
Then General Turner asked for and received my notes of the interview. I

never saw the memorandum or my shorthand notes of the interview again.

What is the custom when an investigator has notes of an interview?
What do you generally do with those notes?
Mr. KASH. Normally the notes are incorporated into a permanent
or semipermanent record and are maintained in the office. They are
not the personal property of the investigator.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, when you make notes they are put
in the permanent file. They are part of the file. They don’t belong to
you?
Mr. KASH. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were your notes ever lifted by a superior officer
on any other occasion?
Mr. KASH. I know probably of one other case when I was not per
mitted to make notes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was it with General Turner?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was that case?

Mr. KASH. This was the interview of a very senior offier who was
involved in an offense. The disposition was handled correctly, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was the dispostion handled correctly?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did he ask for your personal notes? Did you
hand them over to him?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know what he did with those notes?
Mr. KASH. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are the notes part of the files?
Mr. KASH. I don’t believe a file was made.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you repeat that, please?
Mr. KASH. I don't believe a file was made.
Senator RIBICOFF. No file was made at all.

Did General Turner then direct you to try to find out who had
informed on Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Had you ever experienced anything like that be
fore in your service?

Mr. KASH. No, sir; I had not.
Senator RIBICOFF. What did you say to General Turner when he
asked for this?

Mr. KASH. First I told General Turner I didn't want to do it,
I didn’t think it was proper. General Turner told me to go ahead and
do what I was told to do, and so forth. Then I approached it as a
practical matter because, really, it would be impossible to determine

# he wanted determined with the information and resources avail
8.0le.

Senator RIBICOFF: Would you say in your opinion General Turner's
actions were unprofessional and improper?
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Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. How do you make that judgment?
Mr. KASH. Well, it is not proper for a police agency to try to find
out the name of an informant who is helping the police with the inten
tion of furnishing the information to a criminal. It is rather obvious.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do I understand you to be referring to improper
conduct by General Turner in his asking you to find the informant
and to his conduct in other matters as well?

Mr. KASH, The business of flying down and interviewing the
sergeant could have been legitimate if it were properly reported to
General Johnson, I think. The business of trying to find out the name
of the informant, there is no excuse or no reasonable cause for that.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you convinced from your own investigation
that General Turner tried to quash the Customs intervention of this

h' coming in on General Abrams

plane?
Mr. KASH. I was told at that time by people, it was generally voiced

around, that he had gone to Customs to attempt to quash the publicity
about the case; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You conducted a restrictive interview with

Sergeant Major Wooldridge and not an interrogation. Have you ever
conducted that type of interview before?
Mr. KASH. No, sir; I have not.

Senator RIBICOFF: Is that unusual in your profession?
Mr. KASH. Very definitely, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. What did you all feel? There was Mr. Harding,
Did you
there was Colonel Pruett, Colonel Blackledge, and
together to discuss this problem that you called “A god damn

'''

#"
X

Mr. KASH. Harding and I discussed it and Pruett and I discussed

it. I never discussed it with Colonel Blackledge. This prompted the
first, I believe, of four requests for assignments to Vietnam that I
submitted.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ask to be assigned to Vietnam after this?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Who did you put that request to?
Mr. KASH. I submitted several requests in writing as addressed to
the Department of the Army, whoever it would go to, Chief of Per
sonnel Operations. I made three or four requests verbally of my su
periors to be reassigned.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did the fact sheet that you prepared ever get to
the eyes of General Johnson?
Mr. KASH. I don’t know if it ever got to General Johnson, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did General Turner say he was turning it over
-

to General Johnson?
Mr. KASH. He never discussed it with me.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did he discuss it with Colonel Pruett?

Mr. KASII. According to Colonel Pruett, Turner said he would take
the information to General Johnson, I believe. I should not quote the
conversations between the two. Pruett told me he gave it to General
Turner with the recommendation that it go to General Johnson.

Senator RIBIcoff. From your experience, is it unusual for a group
of sergeants to be together on assignment in different countries at
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different times, the same group of people in Augsburg, in Fort Ben
ning, Vietnam /
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; it is extraordinarily unusual.
Senator RIBICOFF. How are assignments made? Do you know?
Mr. KASH. I have a basic idea; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you tell us how they are made?
Mr. KASH. There is the Office of Personnel Operations, a Depart
ment of the Army activity here in Washington. Under the Department
of Personnel Operations is a section for the enlisted men. Within
that section is a branch for senior noncommissioned officers. Most of

these people would fit into this control branch.
There is a duplicate of each man's record maintained or at least
the essential information in each man's record is maintained here in

Washington. You are talking specifically about assignments now?
Senator RIBICOFF. That is right.
Mr. KASH. When a commitment for a person of a particular rank
and job title comes up the man's name is supposed to be submitted
along with a number of similar job title people and the selection is
made. If it is an unfavorable tour it is done on rotation. You are

supposed to get the bad tours only after everybody else has had his
share of bad tours. If it is a good tour the same thing applies.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is there supposed to be a sense of equity and fair
ness in the distribution of these assignments?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was Sergeant Major Wooldridge in a position to
influence the assignment of his friends?
Mr. KASH. He was, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How could he arrange for the assignments of his
friends to the spot where he wanted them to go?
Mr. KASH. It could be done probably very easily and very infor
mally with a telephone call to the senior sergeant in charge of the par
tuclar man's records. I am not saying it was done but this is how it
could have been done.

Senator RIBICOFF. Could he call up his old friends and say, “take
care of Bass,” or Higdon or Hatcher, or anybody else?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Was it chance that brought all these men to the
same place at the same time?
Mr. KASH. Of course not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know anything about the Fort Benning

£ in 1967 when custodian sergeants from all over the world got
together?

£ KASH. Only what I have been told by investigators from Ben
ning and from notes and records I have seen, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is your information about that meeting
from what was related to you and from the notes and records you
have seen!

Mr. KASH. To the best of my recollection, sir, I was advised that a
number of senior NCO's, a retired major general, and possibly some
other people met at one of the smaller NCO clubs at Fort Benning.
I believe they occupied a private room. The source of the informa
tion, as I understand it, was present during the meeting. He was an
informant of the criminal investigation division at Fort Benning. To
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the best of my recollection, the purpose of the meeting was to work out
a system for manipulating currencies including Vietnamese piasters,
American military payment certificates, and green dollars.
Senator RIBICoEF. Was this related to Vietnam?

Mr. KASH. Well, it was worldwide, as I understand it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Piasters would have to be Vietnam.

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were subjects such as kickbacks, club operations,
slot machine skimming, and contacts discussed?
Mr. KASH. To the best of my recollection, again, sir, this was more

or less a general business meeting. The thing that stuck in my mind
was the investment of the money that was being generated by illicit
activities.

Senator RIBIcoFF. What do you mean when you say “illicit
activities”?

Mr. KASH: This was all in the framework of skimming slot machines,
shorting on liquor, kickbacks, the whole procedure for £ Operations
around food and liquor and clubs.

Senator RIBICOFF. Has anything like this on a worldwide scale ever
come to vour attention before?

Mr. KASH. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this the first time?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were the sergeants who were involved in Augs

burg, Fort Benning, and Vietnam present at this Fort Benning meet
ing in 1967?

Mr. KASH. This is my understanding, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. On page 2, Mr. Kash, with reference to the record
that was destroyed, the rap sheet on Sergeant Major Wooldridge, did
you report to anyone that this report was missing and had been
destroyed?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; I reported this to Colonel Pruett.
Senator GURNEY. Was anything done about trying to find out what
happened to it?

r. KASH. I believe Mr. Brisentine at Fort Holabird made extensive

inquiry at Fort Holabird. He told me over a period of a month or two
he attempted to find the missing dossier.
Senator GURNEY. No one ever found out what became of it?

Mr. KASH. No, sir. Mr. Brisentine had made a copy for his records at

Fort Holabird of the rap sheet. So the record was not entirely lost.
Senator GURNEY. I think you may have testified to this while I was

talking to counsel and didn't hear. Was this inquiry for the rap sheet
made prior to the appointment of Wooldridge?
Mr. KASH. No, sir; it was some time shortly after his appointment.
Senator GURNEY. Simultaneously with the appointment?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. As his investigating agent, did you make any other
investigations for General Turner similar to the Fort McClellan affair?
Mr. KASH. I took part in several, I would almost say numerous,
investigations which were sensitive in nature.
Senator GURNEY. Were these handled in

''

much the same

fashion, that is, a personal matter by General Turner rather than a
case matter of the CID?
35-359–69–pt. 1–13
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Mr. KASH. Yes sir; they were handled at his direction, usually
retained by him and usually any paperwork generated retained by
him. On these sensitive cases there was nothing put in the first CID
files.

Senator GURNEY. I am well aware of the fact that some of these

were sensitive cases that perhaps should be handled this way. Were
there any other cases like the Fort McClellan case that were in the

nature of a coverup?
Mr. KASH. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. When was this meeting of the sergeants at Fort
Benning that Senator Ribicoff just questioned you about?
Mr. KASH. I couldn’t give you the date on that, sir. I would say
in 1967 or so.

Senator GURNEY. Who did the informant report to?

Mr. KASH. He reported to the CID at Fort Benning, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Is a record of this report in existence?
Mr. KASH. I believe so, sir. I believe it was incorporated into the
Benning case.

Senator GURNEY. Again, to your knowledge, was any aspect of the
report of this particular meeting hushed up by General Turner?
Mr. KASH. I believe any restriction on the dissemination of the

information in general, and the removal of Wooldridge's name would
come into your description; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. While you were on the Fort McClellan case with
General Turner, did he instruct you at any time not to talk about
the case to anyone?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; he did.

Senator GURNEY. Had you ever done this before or after any
other case?

Mr. KASH. Frequently, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Is that unusual?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Normally, would you report this case and also
the other cases in which he instructed you not to say anything to your
commanding officer?
Mr. KASH. I normally furnish Colonel Pruett as much information

as I felt I could actually get away with telling him; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY: What was the name of the Air Force sergeant
major? Do you recall?
Mr. KASH. He was an Air Force sergeant assigned
Senator GURNEY. I mean the sergeant involved in the customs case.

Mr. KASH. He was a sergeant assigned to the SAM wing at An
drews Air Base. I do not know his name.

Senator GURNEY: Do you know whether anything happened to him
*,
furnished? Was he assigned some

' £ult of the information he
Where?

Mr. KASH. First of all, sir, I don't believe there was any information

furnished and, secondly, I don’t believe there was any action taken.
Senator GURNEY. By the way, what was your assignment in
Vietnam ?

Mr. KASH. I was assigned to the office of the commander in chief,
General Abrams, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What was your duty there?
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Mr. KASH. I was a personal security officer for General Abrams.
Senator GURNEY. A bodyguard?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Sounds like an interesting assignment.
-

Mr. KASH. Very interesting.

*

-

-

-

-

1

-

Senator GURNEY. Did you at any time in your investigation of the
Wooldridge case hear talk around Washington, or anywhere else as far
as that goes as to whether the Chief of Staff of the Army wanted to
cover up the case?
Mr. KASH. No, sir, I did not.
Senator GURNEY. That is all I have.
Senator MUNDT. Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.

Senator MUNDT. You read very carefully, I presume, the rap sheet
on Sergeant Major Wooldridge when you requested it after you learned
he had been appointed to a new responsibility?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Are you familiar now with the robbing of the coin

boxes in London, and the fact that he was convicted and did a term
at hard labor? It was also said that the rap sheet shows, in addition,
that he had been AWOL on two occasions.

I wonder if you could describe that a little more fully. Were these
serious cases of being AWOL or was he just late reporting after a
hard weekend ?

Mr. KASH. To the best of my recollection, one was about four days
sir, and the other was more or less a weekend type situation, he fai ed
to report, actually, or just gone some hours.
Senator MUNDT. On the 4-day one, did he return voluntarily?
Mr. KASH. I would presume so from the record, yes. He might not
have.
h Senator
im?

MUNDT. Is there any record of disciplinary action against

Mr. KASH. Not to my recollection.
Senator MUNDT. You have been pretty close to both General Turner
and Sergeant Major Wooldridge by virtue of your investigative activi
ties. To the best of your knowledge can you tell us how the association
developed between these two officers, these two individuals? Did you
examine a case where they had served together 8 or 10 years ago, for
example? Do you think that acquaintanceship developed after Chief
of Staff Johnson had appointed Wooldridge to be sergeant major ?
Mr. KASH. No, sir. I don't know the situation, but I believe from
remarks I heard and so forth, that they, General Turner and Sergeant
Major Wooldridge, had known each other on prior assignments.
Senator MUNDT. On prior assignments?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Can you give us any specifics on that?

Mr. KAsir. No, sir. This would be based on a remark by General
Turner, for example, “I have known Bill for a long time,” something
to that effect.

-

Senator MUNDT. I will inquire of the staff: Do we have any informa

tion as to how long this acquaintanceship and association between
Wooldridge and General Turner existed?
Mr. DUFFY. We don’t know.
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Senator MUNDT. Is it possible to examine the Army records and find
out? It seems to me we should be able to obtain from the Pentagon

the records of prior service to determine whether or not they had criss
crossed each other's trails at any place. I think it should be done, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is so ordered.

Senator MUNDT. When you talked about this dossier, you brought in
one new element and left out an old one which was referred to earlier

by Colonel Pruett.
If this is the same dossier, this disappearing dossier, some witness,
I think it was Colonel Pruett said it was gone one day and came back
again in a couple of days. It disappeared and they went back again
and it had reappeared. Now this is the old element you didn't mention.
Were you aware of that? To your knowledge is that true, that the
dossier was gone and came back in an unchanged form?
Mr. KASH. I heard from Mr. Brisentine this morning, and I had
known it generally, that the dossier had been rediscovered recently.
The dossier is apparently not changed except there is a date written on
the cover. I don’t remember the date but Mr. Brisentine said there was

something, 1969, written on the cover.
Senator MUNDT. It reappeared recently, some time since the investi
gation began?
Mr. KASH. I believe it might have coincided with the initiation of
your investigation.
Senator MUNDT. What happened to the card, the index card—
Mr. KASH. I didn’t ask.

Senator MUNDT (continuing). Which would reflect the fact that it
was destroyed?
Mr. KASH. I don’t know, sir.
Senator MUNDT. You don’t know?

Mr. KASH. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You did not see that card yourself? You relied on
Mr. Brisentine for that?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You are an oldtime investigator; is it customary
for dossiers to do a disappearing act and then come back, and have false
information inserted and an index card disappear? I am sure you have
some kind of security over files of this kind? You just don’t put them
out in the hallway where anybody can pick them up and dispose of
them any way they want to?
Mr. KASH. No, sir; it is peculiar.
Senator MUNDT. Peculiar.

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. When I was on the Un-American Activities Com

mittee in the House we had a lot of files, evidentiary in nature, rumors,
and scuttlebutt and everything. We used to have a couple of policemen
standing there all the time guarding our files. What £ of security
is there on this file?

Mr. KASH. There is restricted entry into the area. There are GSA.
type guards. It is handled as an exclusion area with a general rating of
confidential.

Senator MUNDT. Do you have a sign in and sign out system?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; there is.
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s' or MUNDT. You also have to sign out, I presume, if you take a
file out.

Mr. KASH. I believe a record is made of all people signing out the
file, or at least the agency it goes to.
Senator MUNDT. Any records of who took this file out?
Mr. KASH. I don't know, sir. I believe the record indicated it had

been destroyed rather than withdrawn, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Index card?

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDr. Which was obviously wrong?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
k

Senator MUNDT. Was the index card written in pen or ink or typed ?
Mr. KAs H. Mr. Brisentine could answer these questions, sir. I don't
110 W.

Senator MUNDT. Is he going to be a witness later?
Mr. IDUFFY. We don't have him scheduled.

Mr. KASH. I would like to point out he might not have seen it. He had
requested the dossier from the intelligence center and they furnished
the information.

Senator MUNDT. I don't think we should leave this hanging up in the
air, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have asked the staff to interview Mr. Brisentine,
which they have not yet done.

Senator MUNDT. All you know is what Brisentine told you?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. You are not sure whether Brisentine saw the index

card himself or whether somebody furnished the information to him?
Mr. KASH. That is correct.

Senator MUNDT. He would know?
Mr. KASH. He would know.

Senator MUNDT. I think we should find out, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBIcoFF. The staff in the next few days will talk with
Mr. Brisentine.

Senator MUNDT. You say on page 4 of your statement:
Soon after I returned to Washington I heard from an informed source that
Major General Turner had attempted to have Customs officials squash any pub
licity about Wooldridge which might stem from the attempt to smuggle liquor
into the United States.

Do you believe on the basis of your research that when you obtained
this information Major General Turner did try to quash any publicity?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Do we have any additional information by the
staff as to Customs or anything else on this?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes, it has been verified that General Turner did
get in touch with the Customs people.
Mr. DUFFY. With reference to the publicity.
Senator MUNDT. That is all the questions, but I would like to lead
a round of applause for the Customs people out in Hawaii. I never
thought they would go through a general's plane that carefully when
it comes in. When they found that liquor, I think they ought to get
a round of applause.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I want to make the record clear. Is vour informa

tion that General Abrams was not aware that the liquor was on
that plane. Is that correct?
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Mr. KASH. We were so advised, that the general did not know that
the liquor was on the plane.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is it a pretty big plane?
Mr. KASH. It is a 707.

Senator RIBICOFF. Could a group of sergeants have some liquor on
the plane without the general knowing about it?
Mr. KASH. Absolutely.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you have any questions, Mr. Adlerman?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes, one or two questions.

I think there was some testimony by Colonel Pruett that there had
been a change of procedures since our investigation was initiated in

that files now come from all over the different theaters of the Army
into the central files of the CID, so that they know what is going
on out in the field. Is that correct?
Mr. KASH. That is correct.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is it standard operating procedure when a man like
Sergeant Major Wooldridge is appointed to an important post to run a
name check or an investigation as to his background and whatever
record may be against him, any derogatory information?
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Now if such check was made, they could have pos
sibly found the record of his involvement in the coin box thefts back
there, but they would not have found any record on the investigation
in Augsburg; is that correct?
Mr. KASH. That is correct.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Because there was no ROI number on file in the

Fort Holabird repository?
Mr. KASH. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. They also would have found the AWOL incidents,
too; would they not?
Mr. KASH. They would have found the AWOL and the larceny but
not the Augsburg portion.
Senator MUNDT. The staff has iust advised me that there were 61

bottles of liquor involved in this Customs incident; is that correct?
Mr. KASH. My recollection is based only on the interview. I was
thinking in the nature of six to nine cases.
Senator MUNDT. More credit again to Customs, because I am afraid
that had they not found it Sergeant Major Wooldridge would have
been AWOL quite a while.
Senator GURNEY. I have a couple of questions.
Going back to the interview which you had with Sergeant Wool
dridge, I understand that there was no interrogation but I am a
little confused. Is it a fact that during this interview the sergeant
major simply read a statement, and then departed? No one asked him
any questions whatsoever? Is that what happened?
Mr. KASH. That is not correct. What happened is that I asked him
certain questions, those questions which I had been authorized to ask.
I reported this information on a statement form and in the form of
a narrative. When it was completed this statement was given to Ser
geant Major Wooldridge to read. He was afforded an opportunity to

sign the statement. Either sign it as a sworn statement or sign it as an
unsworn statement. His rights under the 31st article of the code also
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includes declining to sign the statement. He declined at that time.
The following day he signed the statement as an unsworn statement.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ask one general question about one inci
dent or did you ask two or three? How did that work?
Mr. KASH. There were three or four areas I was authorized to look
into. I would ask several questions on each area.

Senator GURNEY. You have investigated, I am sure, many incidents

where personnel of the Army have been involved in wrongful ac
tivities.

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. The incident you recited was probably the most
far-reaching incident that you ran across in your career of this kind of
wrongdoing and certainly it is extremely serious in nature.
Now my question is: What is the Army custom, when they have
what appears to be an ironclad prima facie case of wrongdoing, as to
keeping a person on active duty? Is there any custom to your knowl
of

£ KASH. Yes, the man must be retained on active duty because if
he were released from active duty that would be a bar to trial.
Senator GURNEY. Perhaps I should phrase it differently.
Instead of assigning him to a responsible position in the Army or
active duty while this investigation is
is it customary to
suspend the man from whatever duties he might have?

£

Mr. KASH. This is frequently done; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Is it your opinion that in the particular case of
Sergeant Wooldridge normally he would be suspended from whatever
his duties were ?

Mr. KASH. He was, sir, he was sergeant major of Vietnam and he
was suspended from that assignment.
Senator GURNEY. My understanding was that he resigned his ser
geant major duties voluntarily.
Mr. KASH. He was replaced as sergeant major of the Army rou
tinely
a normal expiration of term of service. He went to
Vietnam as the Command Sergeant Major of MACV.
-

£

Senator GURNEY. When was that?

Mr. KASH. I don’t recall exactly when, sir, I think 1968.
Mr. DUFFY. September 1968.
Senator GURNEY. How long was he in that position?

Mr. KASH. He was there until you opened your investigation, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Of course, he was sergeant major in Vietnam fol
lowing all that was known about him in Augsburg and all that was
known about him at Fort Benning, and also the liquor-Customs case
and these other charges. Isn’t that a fact?

Mr. KASH. That is true, sir. Now this information was not neces
sarily known to the commander who appointed him, but it was a matter
of record.

Senator GURNEY. It was known to General Turner.

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And to several other people.
Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Again I ask the question: In circumstances like
this would it not be normal to suspend him from such duty?
Mr. KASH. Certainly, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. Thank you.

Senator MUNDT. One other general question: You have been in this
investigative business quite a while. What is the custom, the attitude,
or the policy of the Army with witnesses that you interrogate who take
the fifth amendment which, as I understand it, is what Sergeant Major
Wooldridge did, and perhaps others?
Do they get a good conduct ribbon for doing that, or is there some
concern in the Army?

Mr. KASH. This is a difficult area for us because, as I understand it,
the philosophy in the Army concerning the invoking of the fifth
amendment or the 31st article is that there can be no presumption
drawn from this. Now this conflicts with the regulation which we have

which says a man is responsible for his duties and is required to report
about his duties. These are in conflict, and I can't resolve it.

Senator MUNDT. Indeed they are. It seems to me this must have
occurred so often and our congressional record goes back to General
Zwicker, at least, and perhaps further than that.
I wonder if the Army resolved it. I remember when the former

Commander in Chief, General Eisenhower, was a help on this. He
didn't see why a man who was a responsible officer should hide behind
the fifth amendment and still continue to be a responsible officer. This
had nothing to do with his guilt but overly timid. It seems to me that

you have to have some certain sense of responsibility to your country
and to the service: that when you are asked questions which are in the
interest of the service to answer rather than hide behind the fifth
amendment.

I wonder what happened. Do we have an Army file with officers here
and there who hide behind the fifth amendment and put their own per
sonal interest above that of the service of their country?
Mr. KASH. I am trying to recall. I can think of one or two instances

in which an officer invoked his rights, was or was not tried, was not
found guilt v. He is still on active duty and in a position of rank and

authority. He was a company grade captain; the one I am thinking of.
Senator MUNDT. The Constitution gives him the right to invoke the

fifth amendment but it does not give him the right to be a high-ranking
officer.

Mr. KASH. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You say this is an unresolved question. You have
a conflict here and you close vour eves and say. “I wish it would go
away,” but the little man on the stairs keeps popping up again. After
all your experience you can’t testify this morning whether or not there
is a policy of frowning on an officer and his responsibility after taking
the fifth amendment?

Mr. KASH. I cannot testify to that point; no, sir.
MUNDT. I am sure you have to say that; you have to tell the

£ator

truth.

Senator RIBICoEF. One final question: Am I correct that the only time
Sergeant Major Wooldridge was ever questioned was when vou and
General Turner questioned him? He was never questioned as to Augs
burg, Fort Benning, Vietnam, except that one incident when our com
mittee talked to him in Vietnam this spring?

Mr. KASH. To the best of my knowledore, the onlv time he was ever
interviewed was the interview that Harding and I took part in.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. This is what I cannot understand.

There were these allegations against him that went back from 1965
to now. Yet nobody in the military questioned him except for this one
incident

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir; this is the only time he has ever been officially
questioned, to the best of my knowledge.
Senator Rincorris that usual in your experience?
Mr. KASH. No, sir. I don’t know of anybody else except for his friends
who have similar reputations and enjoy similar immunities.
Mr. DUFFY. When we interviewed Sergeant Major Wooldridge this
year he advised at that time he had not been questioned by anybody
with reference to this matter with the one exception you referred to
today; the questions on the Fort Benning case.

Senator GURNEY. During your investigations of Sergeant Major
Wooldridge, did you ever inquire into how he got to be sergeant major;
that is, who recommended him for this post? Who was instrumental in
bringing him into the office of sergeant major of the U.S. Army?
Mr. KASH. Sir, first of all, I would like to say I have never been as
signed to investigate Sergeant Major Wooldridge or his friends, other
than one interview, which was set up. How he got to be sergeant major
I have some knowledge, but it is recently acquired and I would rather
not comment on it. It apparently was a routine thing the way he got
the appointment.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t know of any unusual facts and circum
stances surrounding the appointment?
Mr. KASH. In the way of manipulation of assignment and so forth,
I do not.

Senator GURNEY. Have you found out from your recent information
who recommended him for the post?
Mr. KASH. I believe he was one of 20 recommended, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I mean who recommended him for the 20?
Mr. KASH. You mean how was he selected out of the 20?

Senator GURNEY. First of all how did he get on the list of 20?
Mr. KASH. I don’t know.

Senator GURNEY. How was he selected out of the 20? Would you
have anv knowledge of that?
Mr. KASH. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are there further questions?
Senator MUNDT. No; except it seems to me from your long experi
ence in the Army you would sort of know who picks an officer.
Mr. KASH. I am quite sure General Johnson had the final selection

of Sergeant Major Wooldridge. He must have had.
Senator MUNDT. That is what we would think. He either had it

himself or it was delegated, and it was done in his name.
Mr. KASH. I don't believe he would have delegated the final selec
tion, sir.

Senator McNnt. When he had the 20 sergeants from the different
posts around the world—Kash is a good sergeant and ought to be
considered for this—when he got the 20 the decision to take one out
of the 20 would be by General Johnson?
Mr. KASH. I would assume that would almost surely be the case, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Who was then Chief of Staff.

Mr. KASH. Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much for testifying and being
with us today, Mr. Kash.
The subcommittee will stand in recess until Monday, at 10 o'clock
8.10.

(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m. the subcommittee was recessed, to recon
vene at 10 a.m. Monday, October 6, 1969.)
(Subcommittee members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff,
Mundt, and Gurney.)
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Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: Sen
ators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you raise your hand, Mr. Manuel ?
Do you solemnly swear £ testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. MANUEL. I do.

TESTIMONY OF PHILIP R. MANUEL

(At this point Senator Metcalf entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. You may proceed, sir.

Mr. MANUEL. Mr. Chairman, my name is Philip R. Manuel. I live
in suburban Virginia. I am employed as an investigator on the staff of
this subcommittee and have been so employed since March 1, 1968.
I have had approximately 9 years experience in the field of investiga
tion and served as a special agent of the Counterintelligence Corps.

U.S. Army, and as investigator on another congressional investiga
ting committee.
(199)
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As a result of information uncovered by the subcommittee staff dur

ing the course of this investigation, I was assigned to inquire into
firearms transactions of Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner while he was the
Provost Marshal General of the U.S. Army.
My investigation has shown that General Turner, in his official
capacity as U.S. Army Provost Marshal General, obtained from vari
ous sources firearms, both rifles and handguns, some of which have

been traced to a gun dealer in North Carolina. The evidence I gathered
indicates that General Turner converted and sold these firearms for

personal gain. The investigation revealed that General Turner ob
tained weapons from at least two major police departments in the
United States: namely, the police departments of Kansas City, Mo.,
and Chicago, Ill.
I obtained from the Kansas City Police Department on September
24, 1969, documentation which shows that General Turner obtained

from that department 96 weapons which had previously been confis
cated and normally would have been destroyed. General Turner ob
tained the total of 96 weapons on five separate occasions as follows:
On August 1, 1966, he obtained 13 firearms: on November 22, 1966, he
obtained 10 firearms; on September 12, 1967, he obtained 60 auto
matic handguns; on January 16, 1968, he obtained four automatic
handguns, and on May 7, 1968, he obtained nine automatic weapons.
The documentation received from the Kansas City Police Department
identifies the weapons by make, model, and serial number.
Inner-department memorandums of the Kansas City Police Depart
ment covering these five separate transactions were obtained and they
revealed that the Kansas City Chief of Police, Clarence Kelley, ap
proved the release of these weapons to General Turner because of Gen
eral Turner's interest in firearms both as a collector and a lecturer on
firearms.

Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to introduce for the rec
ord exhibits for reference and these are the documents obtained from

the Kansas City Police Department identifying the 96 weapons which
were obtained by General Turner.
Senator RIRIGoff. Without objection, they will be received as an
exhibit for reference.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 4” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MANUEL. Chief Kelley advised me, however, that it was only
because General Turner was the Provost Marshal General of the

Army and an official of the U.S. Government that he was allowed to

obtain weapons from the police department. Furthermore, in an in
terview with Sgt. Thomas Whitney, the property custodian of the
Kansas City Police Department, Whitney told me that in personal
conversations with General Turner, when General Turner visited the

nroperty room to inspect and select the confiscated weapons, General
Turner stated that he was going to use these weapons as spare parts
in his gun collection, as displays in U.S. Army military police mu
senms, and in training of U.S. Army personnel.
I obtained from the Chicago Police Department documentation
which shows that General Turner obtained from that department ap
proximately 400 firearms on four separate occasions; namely, Mav
3, 1968; August 1, 1968; August 30, 1968; and November 14, 1968.
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On each of these four occasions, General Turner personally signed
a receipt which stated:
My signature hereon acknowledges that I have received all the inventoried items
listed on this manifest and all of said property will be retained by the U.S.

Army for training purposes. Destruction of all such items will be made by the
U.S. Army at such time that they have completed their usefulness as training
aids.

At this time, Mr. Chairman, I wish to submit four separate sets of
documents obtained from the Chicago Police Department identified
by name, serial number, make of weapon, and so forth.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, they will be admitted as an
exhibit for reference.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 5” for ref

erence, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MANUEL. Also, I would like to introduce a copy of the signed
receipt which General Turner signed with the language I just read
into the record.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it is so admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 6” for refer
ence, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. MANUEL. From interviews of various Chicago Police officials,
including property custodian Lt. Paul Duellman, who will testify
later in these proceedings, I learned that General Turner came to
Chicago in April and May of 1968 as commander of Federal troops
which were at that time mobilized because of civil disturbances on the

West Side of Chicago following the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.

-

While in Chicago, General Turner obtained permission in his ca
pacity as Provost Marshal General to inspect and obtain whatever
weapons he wanted from all of the arms collected and confiscated by
the Chicago Police Department. As stated previously, he obtained
from the department on four separate occasions a total of approxi
mately 400 weapons–handguns of all types including revolvers and
automatics, both of foreign and domestic origin. The last time Gen
eral Turner signed a receipt for weapons from the Chicago Police
Department was on the 14th of November, 1963. The date is signifi
cant because General Turner actually resigned from active duty in the
Army and ceased to be Provost Marshal General on October 31, 1968,
2 weeks before he signed this last receipt and received the last quan
tity of weapons.

Further, my investigation uncovered the fact that in his capacity as
Provost Marshal General of the U.S. Army, General Turner caused
to be sent to him in Washington, D.C., a shipment of approximately
200 weapons from Fort Bliss, Tex. In order to obtain these weapons,
General Turner stated that the purpose therefor was to make the

weapons museum pieces for the U.S. Military Police Museum in Fort
Gordon, Ga., in furtherance of certain U.S. Army training programs.
By a subpena dated September 24, 1969, served on General Turner

by a staff member of this subcommittee, he was required to produce
in compliance with Part B thereof—
All records, including gun dealer's license or licenses, books and records per

taining to such licenses, correspondence related to the acquisition or sale of
guns and inventory of guns owned by you or in your possession—for the years
1964, 1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968.
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In response to this subpena General Turner, on September 30, 1969,
made available to this subcommittee certain gun records containing
the following:
(1) An undated and unaddressed receipt from the Pine State Gun

Shop, 109 Gillespie Street, Fayetteville, N.C., 28301, reflecting the
Sale of 17 separate handguns for a total sale price of $1,122.50.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce in evidence
that receipt which was in General Turner's gun records which he
turned over to the subcommittee in compliance with its subpena.
Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, it is so admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 7” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MANUEL. The serial numbers of these weapons as identified on

this sales slip from General Turner were matched against the serial
numbers of records received from the Kansas City Police Depart
ment and the Chicago Police Department.

The matching of these serial numbers showed that 13 of these wea
pons were obtained by General Turner from the Chicago Police De
partment and one was obtained from the Kansas City Police Depart
ment. Of the remaining three, one did not include the serial number
could not be matched and the remaining two are unaccounted

''
TOr.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce an exhibit
which is a compilation of the 17 weapons listed on the sales slip
showing the sales price, the matching serial numbers which were
matched to the documents received from Chicago.

Senator RIPIcorr. Without objection, it will be received.
... (The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 8" for ref
erence and follows:)
i

,

. . . .

EXHIBIT No. 8

LIST OF GUNS IDENTIFIED ON RECEIPT 0BTAINED FROM GENERAL TURNER OF GUNS SOLD TO THE PINE STATE
-

GUN SHOP AND DISPOSITION THEREOF

-

"Gun serial number
0 serial number

# ' #"0.
‘. . ;

-

-

-

Selling price

Source of weapon

------------- - - - -

Source unknown-------------------------------------------Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on

$65.00
55.00

Nov. 14, 1968, .38 Colt 4% in barrel SW90442.

-

1 Colt No. 31247-------------------- Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on
,"
Nov. 14
t
Obtained
General
Turner
from
Department
on
1 Colt N 0.877429-------------------.
42
Nov. 14,by1968,
Colt 38
special
2 inChicago
barrel Police
revolver
S.N 877429.

70.00

1 Colt No. 238018------------------- Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on

57.50

-

#£#£ '#

-

-

*
*
May 23, 1968, Colt. 38 revolver, S.N. 238018.
1 Smith & Wesson No. 112481--l!----- Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on
f
... . . . . . . . . .
1 Nov., 14, 1968, Smith & Wesson 38 caliber, 2 in. barrel, S.N.
* *
* . . . .
.
. ;
112481.
*

**

-

65.00
-

-

70.00

*
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Mr. ADLERMAN. What is the source of the document?

-

Mr. MANUEL. The compilation was made up by me showing match
ing serial numbers on sales slips and receipts from the Chicago Police
Department.
-

The sales slips were included in the records which General Turner
turned over to the subcommittee in compliance with a subpena we
served on him.
Mr. ADLERMAN. From General Turner’s own records?

Mr. MANUEL. Yes, sir.
Also in the records of General Turner which were turned over to

the subcommittee in compliance with the subpena is evidence which
indicates that General Turner is a licensed firearms dealer under pro
visions of the Federal Firearms Act requiring him to keep records for
the purchase, acquisition, sale, and disposition of all handguns.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce as evidence
what looks like the original of General Turner's Federal firearms
license.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 9” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MANUEL. Although General Turner provided one document in

dicating the sale of 17 weapons to the Pine State Gun Shop, including
guns which could be traced to the Kansas City and Chicago Police
Departments, his other gun records do not reflect the sale of any other
weapons which I knew had been obtained from these departments.

Based on these facts, an investigation was conducted regarding the
Pine State Gun Shop of

£ N.C. This investigation revealed

that the owner of this gun shop is currently free on $5,000 bond fol
lowing his arrest in June of this year for alleged violations of title 1
and title 2 of the Gun Control Act of 1968-specifically, failure to

keep adequate gun records and possession of fully automatic weapons.
The investigation revealed that, in making this arrest, the Federal
agents involved obtained a search warrant, a copy of which this sub
committee obtained from the court clerk in Fayetteville, N.C. The

return on this search warrant showed that the Federal agents con
fiscated and held as evidence, a

' quantity

of weapons of all

types including, rifles, shotguns, handguns, automatic weapons and
explosives.

A warrant return dated June 27, 1969, revealed that 14 handguns
were confiscated from the Pine State Gun Shop. Of these 14, six were
traced by serial number to guns which General Turner had obtained
in Chicago and one was traced by serial number to arms which Gen

eral Turner had obtained from the Kansas City Police Department.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce an exhibit

similar to the previous exhibit which is a compilation of the handguns
seized by the Federal agents on June 27, 1969, with matching serial
numbers, traced, where possible, to the Chicago and Kansas City Po
lice Departments.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 10” for refer

ence and follows:)
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ExHIBIT No. 10

List of handguns seized by Federal agents on June 27, 1969, from Pine State
Gun Shop
Description of confiscated weapon and source

. Smith & Wesson-K Model .38 cal. SN33365: Not known.
. Rossi Derringer .22 cal. SN306875: Not known.
Rossi Derringer .22 cal. SN306888: Not known.
. Colt official police .38 cal. SN614744:

:

A. Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on No
vember 14, 1968.

B. Listed on receipt given by General Turner to subcommittee on Sep
tember 30, 1969.

C. Not listed in Pine State Gun Shop records.
5. Smith & Wesson Model M&P .38 cal. SN58262:

A. Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on
August 1, 1968.
B. Not listed in records given by General Turner to the subcommittee
on September 30, 1969.
C. Not listed in Pine State Gun Shop records.
6. Colt revolver .38 cal. SN787542: Not known.
7. Smith & Wesson revolvers .32 cal. SN6237.09:

A. Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on
August 1, 1968.
B. Not listed in records of General Turner given to subcommittee on
September 30, 1969.
C. Not listed in Pine State Gun Shop records.
8. Colt official police .38 cal. SN845596:
A. Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department Novem
ber 14, 1968.
B. Listed on receipt, turned in by General Turner to the subcommittee
on September 30, 1969.
C. Not listed in Pine State Gun Shop records.
9. Smith & Wesson .38 cal. SN857785:

A. Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department Novem
ber 14, 1968.

B. Listed on receipt turned in by General Turner to subcommittee on
September 30, 1969.
C. Not listed in Pine State Gun Shop records.
10. Colt police positive .38 cal. SN238018:
A. Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Department on May
23, 1968.
B. Listed on receipt turned in by General Turner to subcommittee on Sep
tember 30, 1969.
C. Not listed in Pine State Gun Shop records.

11. Colt police positive .38 cal. SN94927:
A. Obtained by General Turner from Kansas City Police Department on
May 7, 1968.
B. Listed on receipt turned over by General Turner to subcommittee on
September 30, 1969.
C. Not listed in Pine State Gun Shop records.
12. Astra Cub Automatic .25 cal. SN936.284: No record.

13. Hopkins-Allen boat pistol .38 cal. SN90548: No record.
14. Hopkins-Allen boat pistol.38 cal. SN90547: No record.

Mr. MANUEL. This case is currently being prosecuted by the Federal
Government. Although the principals have not been indicted, other
details of which this subcommittee has knowledge should not be re
vealed at this time.

It should be further noted that of the seven handguns found in the
confiscated cache of weapons mentioned above, five of them were listed

on the receipt given by General Turner to the subcommittee in response
to the subpena, and the remaining two were not found anywhere in
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General Turner's records, although they were traceable to shipments

obtained by General Turner from the Chicago Police Department.
The subcommittee also obtained a copy of the gun records main

tained by the owner of the Pine State Gun Shop which revealed gun
transactions between General Turner and the owner of the Pine State
Gun Shop dating back to 1965.
An examination of these records indicates that the owner of the Pine

State Gun Shop recorded 10 separate transactions of sales by General
Turner of guns which General Turner had obtained from the Chicago
Police Department. Of this number only three guns were identical to

the weapons listed on the receipt that General Turner supplied to the
subcommittee in compliance with his subpena. Therefore, in total the
subcommittee has identified 23 separate weapons—the identities of
which were found either in General Turner's records, the Pine State

Gun Shop records, or the return of the search warrant dated June 27,
1969—which can be traced to shipments of weapons which General
Turner received from either the Chicago Police Department or the
Kansas City Police Department. It is not known exactly how much
money General Turner received as a result of the sale of these weapons,
because the gun dealer's records did not reflect a price. From General
Turner's records, however, the 14 guns listed on the receipt he turned
over to the subcommittee amounted to $927.50. The price of the remain
ing nine guns traceable to the police department sources is unknown.
Further, it is not known exactly how many guns General Turner did

sell to the Pine State Gun Shop due to the obvious discrepancies in both
sets of records.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce an ex
hibit similar to the other two. It is a compilation of the gun sales
made by General Turner of weapons traceable to the Chicago Police
IDepartment.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 11" for refer
ence and follows:)
EXHIBIT No. 11
GUN SALES RECORDED IN RECORDS OF PINE STATE GUN SHOP REFLECTING PURCHASES FROM GENERAL TURNER
OF WEAPONS TRACEABLE TO CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
Date of sale

Description

Source

. Jan. 21, 1969------ .357 Colt Magnum No. 26433-...-- (A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart

-

-

2 Jan. 21, 1969------ Smith & Wesson .38 caliber
No. 208576.
-

3 Jan. 21, 1969------ Colt .38 caliber No. 917377- - - - -

ment on Nov. 14, 1968.
(B) Not in General Turner's records turned over to sub
committee on Sept. 30, 1969.
-

(A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart
ment, Nov. 14, 1968.

(B) Not in General turner's records turned over to the sub
committee on Sept. 30, 1969.
(A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart
-

ment, Nov. 14, 1968.

(B) Not in Generai fürner's records turned over to the sub
committee on Sept. 30, 1969.
(A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart
-

4 Jan. 21, 1969------ Colt .38 caliber No. 869664-----

-

ment on Nov. 14, 1968.

(B) Not in General Turner's records turned over to sub
committee on Sept. 30, 1969.
5 Jan. 21, 1969------ Colt .357 No. 6270------. ------ (A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart
ment on Nov. 14, 1968.
-

(B) Not in General Turner's records turned over to sub
committee on Sept. 30, 1969.
6 Jan. 21, 1969------ Smith & Wesson .357 No.
5126645.

-

-

(A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart
ment on Nov. 14, 1968.

(B) Not in General Turner's records turned over to sub
committee on Sept. 30, 1969.
35-359–69–pt. 1–14
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GUN SALES RECORDED IN RECORDS OF PINE STATE GUN SHOP REFLECTING PURCHASES FROM GENERAL TURNER
OF WEAPONS TRACEABLE TO CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT-Continued
Date of sale

Description

7 Feb. 13, 1969-----. Colt, Detective Special .38
877429.

Source

(A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart
ment on Nov. 14, 1968.
(B) Records of General Turner received on Sept. 30, 1969, by
the
indicate the sale price for this weapon

#mmit"

was 5/U.

8 Jan. 21, 1969------ Smith & Wesson .38 caliber
No. 112481.

(A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago on Nov. 14, 1968.

(B) Records of General Turner received on Sept. 30, 1969, by
the subcommittee indicate the sale price for this
weapon was $70.
9 Jan. 21, 1969------ Colt, .357 caliber No. 70407----- (A) Obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police Depart
ment on Nov. 14, 1968.
(B) Not in General Turner's records turned over to sub
committee on Sept. 30, 1969.
10 Apr. 10, 1969-----. Smith & Wess0n .38 caliber
(A) Obtained by General Turner on Nov. 14, 1968, from
No. 28049.
Chicago Police Department.
(B) Records of General Turner turned over to subcommittee
on
30, 1969, indicate sale price of this weapon
-

#

was 565.

Mr. MANUEL. For example, there were two weapons confiscated on
June 27, 1969, which did not show up in either General Turner's rec
ords to the subcommittee, nor in the records of the Pine State Gun
Shop. Also, weapons identified in General Turner's records provided
to the subcommittee are not recorded in the records of the Pine State
Gun Shop. Conceivably, there could have been many others.
Among other records turned in by General Turner in compliance
with the subcommittee subpena were receipts from the Criminal In
vestigation Division, Provost Marshal General's Office, indicating that
on July 8, 1969, September 3, 1969, September 4, 1969, and Septem
ber 23, 1969, General Turner turned in to the Army a total of 202
weapons.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the date of the resignation of General
Turner from the Army?
Mr. MANUEL. General Turner resigned from active duty in the Army
on October 31, 1968.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So, the deliveries made September 3, 1969, Septem
ber 4, and September 23, 1969 were after he left the Army?

Mr. MANUEL. Approximately 11 months after.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this after the committee had begun its
investigation?
Mr. MANUEL. At this point, Mr. Chairman, I had started my
investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this after he had resigned as U.S. Marshal?
Mr. MANUEL. As best we can determine, General Turner resigned

as Chief U.S. Marshal on either September 2, 3, or 4, 1969.
The 202 weapons General Turner turned in to the Army are as
follows:

July 8, 1969—General Turner turned in one sawed-off shotgun, one
machinegun, one submachinegun.
September 3, 1969–General Turned turned in 12 rifles, one shotgun,
63 handguns. Of this number, six were traceable to the Chicago Police
Department.

eptember 23, 1969–General Turner turned in 19 rifles, five of which
were traceable to Chicago, five shotguns, 91 handguns—43 of which
were traceable to Chicago—and three incomplete weapons, two of

which were traceable to Chicago. Of the total of 118 weapons turned
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in, 50 were traceable to the Chicago Police Department. This is out
of the September 23, 1969, inventory list.

September of 1969 is 11 months after General Turner left the Army.
Early in September of 1969, he resigned as Chief Marshal of the
United States.

Furthermore, the U.S. Army, in response to an official request by
the subcommittee, has advised that in December of 1967, 195 weapons
were transported to Washington, D.C., from Fort Bliss, El Paso, Tex.,
and delivered directly to the residence of Major General Turner. To
date, from this El Paso shipment, 18 weapons were released by Gen
eral Turner to the Military Police Museum at Fort Gordon, six were
released to the CID laboratory in Frankfurt, Germany, and in Sep
tember of 1969, General Turner released to the 1st CID Detachment

in Washington, from his residence, a group of weapons, 35 of which

#

had been identified by the Army as
from this El Paso ship
ment. These transactions account for 59 weapons from the El Paso
shipment. The whereabouts of the remaining 136 weapons is unknown
to the Army and this subcommittee at this time. Similarly, in the
investigation conducted by the subcommittee concerning the guns ob
tained by General Turner from Kansas City and Chicago Police De
partments totaling approximately 500, an account can be made for 23
sold to the Pine State Gun Shop and 56 turned in to the Army. The
whereabouts of approximately 400 weapons obtained by General
Turner from the two police departments is unknown.
The Office of the Provost Marshal General has advised that while

General Turner was the Provost Marshal General of the Army, or in
fact since he left that office, they have no record of weapons from
police departments turned over to the Army by General Turner other
than the guns turned in during July and
of 1969. There
fore, to recap, out of a total of approximately 700 weapons which are
known to have been obtained by General Turner under the color of
his official position as Provost Marshal General, which he stated
would be used by the Army, approximately 500 are still unaccounted

S.'

for.

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Manuel, do you know from your investiga
tion the ultimate destination of the guns seized in Fayetteville, N.C.,
from the Pine State Gun Shop?
Mr. MANUEL. Mr. Chairman, it is our information—evidence in our

ossession indicates the weapons were destined for the island of Haiti
in the Caribbean to be used by a group of revolutionaries in that
country.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Manuel, has General Turner given the sub
committee any information on where the missing weapons may be?
Mr. MANUEL. He has not given any information to date to the sub
committee concerning that subject.
Senator GURNEY. £ Manuel, what about the Gun Control Act of
1968? Is there any way we can trace these missing weapons through
shops or police departments?
Mr. MANUEL. I don’t quite understand your question.
Senator GURNEY. According to the Gun Control Act of 1968 certain
records must be kept by gun shop dealers.
-

Mr. MANUEL. This is correct.
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Senator GTRNEY: Is there a way to trace these records in order to
Mr. MANUEL. If the serial numbers are included in the records. You

locate the missing weapon?

run into a problem when the records are incomplete, or the gun

!ealer has failed to record the serial number in the records. Then tra.
ing is a very difficult task, indeed.

Senator GURNEY. What records are the gun dealers supposed to

keep? Do they keep them in their shop, or do they forward records of
receipts and sales to the FBI?
Mr. MANUEL. I am not really an expert on the Gun Control Act of
1968. However, I do know that law places an obligation on the gun
dealer to keep accurate records of all purchases, sales, and dispositions
of firearms which he uses in his business.
-

These records are open to inspection at any time, as I understand

it, by agents of the Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Division of the
Internal Revenue Service.

They would be the ones who could give us the procedure in this mat
ter, which procedure they follow to trace weapons and keep weapons
in line. It makes it very difficult—my own investigation established

' are approximately

100,000 gun dealers in the United States

today.

To keep track of all the weapons that they buy, sell, transact, ac

quire, and so forth, is a very difficult task.
Senator GURNEY. Unless there is a central depository of records,
really it would be impractical to trace them.

Mr. MANUEL. It is my understanding there is no such central de
pository now.
Senator GURNEY. What about police records of guns confiscated

from criminals? Is there anv evidence that any of these guns have
later turned up again in this fashion?
Mr. MANUEL. Well, the guns that General Turner received from the
Chicago Police Department, the police department records reflect
thev came from a variety of sources.
Senator GURNEY. Of course, I mean after they were turned over to
General Turner by the police department and then went to a gun shop
dealer.

Are there any records that these guns have again turned up in
criminal hands?

Mr. MANUEL. To be honest, we have not traced the guns that far but
from the records of the Pine State Gun Shop—this gentleman kept

records reflecting he bought certain guns from General Turner and
when he sold the same guns he recorded the persons to whom he sold
them. That is the last we know of these guns.

Whether they have since been put into other hands or exactly who
these people are who bought these weapons from Pine State which
General Turner obtained from the Chicago Police Department is un
known to us right now.
Senator GURNEY. One final question. I realize this is not exactly
•

-

within your scope of knowledge or expertise, but do you know wheth;
er a central record is kept, say by the FBI in Washington, of the serial
numbers of guns involved in crimes?

-

Mr. MANUEL. There is a central record file kept in NCIC, I believe,
which is the central depository, but I cannot state that they include all
guns ever reported in crimes. I don’t know.
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I think that is what it is intended to do. Whether it does or not I
don’t know.

Senator GURNEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. I have one question, Mr. Manuel.
For the purposes of the record, General Turner resigned as Provost
Marshal on October 31, 1968?
Mr. MANUEL. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did he pick up some guns on November 14, 1968,
certifying that this was being done as Provost Marshal General of the
Army {
Mr. MANUEL. He did that.

Senator RIBICOFF. From the Chicago Police Department?
Mr. MANUEL. From the Chicago Police Department.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Your exhibit 6 indicates that on this day he
picked up some 45 guns.

Mr. MANUEL. I think it is more than that, Mr. Chairman. He picked
up on that day—we will have testimony from the representative of
the Chicago Police Department and he will state exactly how many
guns were picked up on each day.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Metcalf?

Senator METCALF. No questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman?

Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Lieutenant Duellman?

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I do.
TESTIMONY OF LT. PAUL T. DUELLMAN

Senator RIBIcoFF. You may proceed, sir.
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I am Lt. Paul T. Duellman, the command

ing officer of the Evidence and Recovery Property Section of the
Chicago Police Department, Chicago, Ill. My duties in this capacity
is that of providing custodial care of all evidence and property which
comes into the hands of the Chicago Police Department. After the

property has been used in court and is no longer needed for any evi
dentiary purpose, disposal is made of the property. During the
course of the duties of my office, I turned over a quantity of weapons
to the U.S. Army.

On or about May 23, 1968, superintendent of police introduced me
to a man in full military uniform and identified him as being Gen.
Carl C. Turner. I was further directed by the superintendent to make
available to General Turner weapons which we were holding in our
disposal bins. Also to permit General Turner to make a selection of
whatever weapons he so desired for the purpose of turning same over
to the U.S. Army.
On this date General Turner selected 63 firearms which were turned
-

over to him in behalf of the U.S. Army. On the subsequent days of
August 1, 1968, 132 weapons were turned over to General Turner.

On August 30, 1968, 66 firearms were turned over to General Turner,
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and again on November 14, 1968, 136 firearms were turned over to
General Turner.

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Lieutenant Duellman, is this receipt that is dated
November 14, 1968, signed by General Turner?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. That is a replica, or a Xeroxed copy, of the
original. I have the original receipt in my presence.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Now it shows some 45 inventory numbers; is that
-

right?

'tenant DUELLMAN. The inventory numbers would total to

136

inventories.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I mean the number of inventory numbers you have

there is 45. On each inventory you may have more than one weapon?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir. The inventories listed on this mani
fest contain 136 inventories and each inventory would represent one
or more weapons.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. The actual number of inventory notes on here is 45
but each inventory may contain more than one weapon. I am sorry,
there are three columns there. I missed that.

Lieutenant DUELLMAN.Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You do list each of these numbers. I didn’t realize
-

there were three columns. Does that account for your
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. 136 individual firearms.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That were turned over on November 14?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know at that time he was no longer con
nected with the Army?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir; I did not.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. On September 25, 1969, Investigator Philip
R. Manuel asked me if I was aware that on the date of November 14,

1968, General Turner had been retired from the Army. I answered no.
I was not aware of his retirement at that time.

On at least two of the occasions of meeting General Turner he was
dressed in full military uniform.
A total of 397 firearms were turned over to General Turner, repre
senting the U.S. Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. Lieutenant Duellman, how long have you been a
member of the Chicago Police Department?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Twenty-three years, sir.

Senator RIBIcorr. How long have you been in charge of the Property
Control Section of the Chicago Police Department?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. A little better than 3 years.

Senator RIBICoEF. Is it your responsibility to dispose of confiscated
weapons collected during the normal course of your work for the
Chicago Police Department?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator RIBICOFF. During the course of the year, do you collect
many weapons this way?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. During the year of 1968 we disposed by
burning in an open hearth furnace of a steel mill over 12,000 firearms.
Senator RIBICOFF. You disposed of 12,000 firearms. According to
Illinois State Law, in what way is the Chicago Police Department
authorized to dispose of confiscated weapons?
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Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Sir, if I may quote the Illinois State law,
I will read chapter 38, paragraph 24–6.
Confiscation and disposition of weapons.
Upon conviction of the violation of Section 24.1 or Section 24.3–1 of this

Article, any weapons seized shall be confiscated by the trial court. Any stolen
weapons so confiscated when no longer needed for evidentiary purposes shall be
returned to the person entitled to possession, if known.
All other confiscated weapons when no longer need for evidentiary purposes
shall in the discretion of the trial courts be destroyed, preserved as county
property, delivered to the Armed Forces of the United States, or the Illinois
National Guard, or sold and the proceeds of such sale shall be paid to the County
Treasurer.

Senator RIBIcoFF. During the period of the Chicago riots, following
the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., was General Turner
in charge of the Federal troops at that time?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes; General Turner came into Chicago to
be the commanding officer of all Federal troops in Chicago during the
riot situation.

Senator RIBICOFF. During the time he was on duty during the riots
did he request guns from you?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir; he did.
Senator RIBICOFF. How were the guns delivered to General Turner?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The guns were placed on a large table. Gen
eral Turner made personal selection of ' firearms that he wanted.
As he would select a weapon the inventory number was marked on a
sheet and it was placed in a separate box.
After we had a quantity of weapons in a box the box would be sealed
and taped with heavy steel banding tape.
After the receipt was signed, General Turner directed that the
weapons be taken to the first floor of the building and loaded into his
Staff Car.

Senator RIBICOFF. When General Turner came to the police depart
ment to identify and take the guns, was he accompanied by any aides
or assistants?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. At no time that he came to the evidence and

recovery property section did he have anyone with him. General
Turner was always alone.

Senator RIBIcoFF. On all these occasions General Turner was by
himself. Was he in military uniform?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. On at least two of the occasions I remember

definitely he was in full military uniform.

-

-

-

Senator RIBICOFF. When he took these guns, did you require him to

s: a receipt?
ieutenant DUELLMAN.Yes, sir; I did.
Senator RIBIcoff. Is this the correct legend on the bottom of the
receipt:
My signature hereon is acknowledgement that I have received all the inven:
toried items listed in this manifest and all of said property will be retained by
the United States Army for training purposes.

-- -

Destruction of all such items will be the responsibility of the United States Army
after they have completed their usefulness as training aids.

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir. I dictated and had this typed on
this manifest, myself.

Senator Ribicoff. Was there any cause for you to doubt the authen
ticity of General Turner's request?
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Lieutenant DUELLMAN. None whatsoever.
Senator RIBICOFF. He was in uniform?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. He was in full uniform.
Senator RIBICOFF. You knew him to be provost marshal?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. On November 14, after he resigned from the
Army, did you know he had resigned from the Army?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I did not know.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you assume he was still provost marshal
when you turned those guns over to him?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. During your experience with the Chicago Police
Department, have you given large quantities of guns to the U.S. Army
on other occasions?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir. During my 3 years as commanding
officer of the evidence and recovery property section this is the only
time we gave such large volume of guns to any agency.
We have given two or three, possibly up to a half dozen, guns to the
Alcohol Tax Unit. These would be guns that were possibly used in a
Federal prosecution. But never to this volume of nearly 400 guns.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, this was the first time in your
experience, to your knowledge, that guns in this quantity had ever
been given to any agency of the Federal or State Government?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Were you under the impression that these
weapons were being turned over to the provost marshal for training

#.

purposes for the
Army?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that the reason why you gave him the guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The total reason for the delivery of the
gll nS.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any personal knowledge of the dis

' of these guns once they left the custody of the Chicago Police
epartment?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. None whatsoever, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Had you assumed they were being used for the
purpose stated?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes. That is why I put the last paragraph
on there, that destruction would be made by the U.S. Army of the
weapons after they had served their usefulness because the Chicago
Police Department would not desire to get the guns back.
Septor RIBICOFF. Once they left you you did not want them any
more &

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. To comply with the law you wanted them de
stroyed if they were not used by the Army?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Metcalf.

Senator METCALF. I understand that these guns were a great variety

of guns; foreign, domestic, handguns, shotguns, rifles.
k

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. A wide variety; yes, sir.
'tor METCALF. Were they all in working condition, or do you

nOW
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Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Possibly some of them were not in working
condition.

Senator METCALF. Some of them that have disappeared might have
been cannibalized to make working guns of others ''the same variety?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I did not quite follow your question.
Senator METCALF. You say some of the guns #' disappeared and
we have no trace of them. They might have been cannibalized and the
parts used for other guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. To that I can't comment.

Senator METCALF. There was such a variety that legitimately you
anticipated that these could be put into a museum or for special train

ing purposes for varieties of foreign and domestic weapons?

£ DUELLMAN. It was of like variety.
Senator METCALF. Perhaps hundreds of other guns of the same type
or common type were not selected by General Turner at that time?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. There are many, many more guns that he
did not select.

Senator METCALF. That he passed over?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.

Senator GURNEY. Lieutenant, let us go back to these occasions when

the general came in to get these guns.
As I understand it, there were three occasions. On the initial occa

sion the superintendent of police introduced you to him. Do you recall
any conversations that '' place? I mean specifically what did Gen
eral Turner say? Anything about why he wanted the guns, what he
was going to use them for, where they were going?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. To correct your statement, Senator, there
were four occasions, not three.

I do recall one instance when the general did say that the weapons
were to replenish or refurbish a museum, which I assumed was for the
purpose of military training of military personnel.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall any other statements that he made
about the proposed use of the guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. At least he did make one statement that they were
to be used for a museum which you understood to probably be an Army
museum?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Sir, counsel for General Turner has asked us to

ask vou a question, which we will do.
Was this turnover of guns pursuant to Illinois statute or court order

as required by the statute? If not, why not?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. In Chicago when evidence is presented to the
court the judge under all normal circumstances decrees that the prop
erty be destroyed by law or disposed of according to law.
At that point, the property is always returned to the Chicago Police

Department and I in my position make disposal of the property in
accordance with the law.

In this case, the chapter of the law provided that certain weapons
which would be of use to the Armed Forces of the United States could
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be turned over to the Armed Forces and, in compliance with this
statute of Illinois law, I did make this turnover to General Turner.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is there a separate room or vault where confiscated
weapons are kept?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir. We have large vaults. We have lit
erally hundreds of thousands of weapons in there because the police
department maintains all the evidence and property that is to be used
in the courts and during the trial and at the conclusion of the trial the
property is always returned to the Chicago Police Department for
destruction.

Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you.
Senator Metcalf?

Senator METCALF. I noticed when you read the statute that you are
authorized to sell some of the weapons. Under what conditions is the
sale authorized?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I can only say we have never come up against
that. We have never sold any. It is against our policy in Chicago to sell

"g weapons.
enator METCALF. If you had a very rare weapon or a weapon of
special excellence could it be sold to a collector rather than destroyed?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I think the statute covers the entire State.

Perhaps in smaller communities it might be beneficial to sell the wea
pons but in Chicago, itself, it would be against our policy, it is against
the rules and regulations of our department.
Senator METCALF. You have never sold a weapon under the statute?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. We never have; no, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you be good enough to let us have a copy
of the Illinois statute to be made an exhibit for our record?

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 12” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBTCOFF. Are you familiar with all kinds of guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoFF. From the exhibit—you don’t have the exhibit with
you, I have asked the staff to give it to you—would you describe gen
erally the types of guns that were picked out by General Turner and
generally what are guns like that used for?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I can just say that they were of a wide va
-

riety. There were almost all calibers represented: 22 calibers .32-, 38-,
.44-, .45-caliber weapons.

There were shotguns, rifles, automatic pistols, derringers. Almost

any type of weapon that you see today would be represented.
Some foreign make, Webley pistols, some Belgian make, automatic
-

pistols. Some Barettas from Italy. Some German-made weapons, just
a wide variety of handguns and rifles and shortguns.
-

Senator RIBIcoff. Were any of the guns picked out antiques or
museum pieces or unusual in any way or were they the run-of-the-mill
types of gun that are used generally?

-

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. There would be some antique weapons in

volved but it is rare that the police department obtains any antique
items as such.

Senator RIBICoEF. Were there among the guns that were listed here
anv antiques?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I do not recall any actual antique weapon.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. No questions.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did General Turner pick out the guns, himself?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. He made hand selection of all weapons,
himself.

Mr. ADLERMAN. He made individual selections of all the guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And the guns like the Barettas or the Webleys or
the–did he have American weapons?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir; many of them.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Smith & Wessons?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. And Colts.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were they unusual from the type of guns picked up
every day by other police departments in the United £
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Army personnel come with General Turner
when he made his selection?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The only other Army personnel I know of

could possibly be the staff car driver whom I did not see, myself. He
was parked on the lower level of the building.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did General Turner supervise the packing of these
weapons into the crates? Were you present when this was done?
Lieutenant DUELIMAN. He would, after examining weapon, making
his selection, record the number, we would place it in the box. When
we had 30 or 35 handguns in one box in his presence we would seal the
box, band it at that point.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This was in his presence?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Then they were taken out from the Chicago Police
Department office into the staff car downstairs?

I' DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it always a staff car?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I was told by the general to have one of my
men take it downstairs and he described the staff car and said there

would be a military personnel in the staff car which would receive it
and put it in the trunk of the car.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know what kind of car it was?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I have no knowledge what kind of car.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no knowledge whether it was a staff car
or private car?

' DUELLMAN: No. One of the personnel who worked for
me was told to bring it downstairs and place it in his car as he had
done on three previous occasions.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much for your testimony and
your cooperation, Lieutenant.
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Shoultz.
TESTIMONY

OF COL.

JAMES C. SHOULTZ–Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Shoultz, you have already been sworn,
so you may proceed.
-

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. There are two phases here. Is there anything that
you know of your own knowledge about the gun transactions of
General Turner?

Colonel SHOULTz. I have never personally witnessed any gun trans
actions by General Turner during my tour as his executive officer
in OPMG.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have knowledge of certain aspects of gun
transactions by General Turner as a result of your investigation?
Colonel SHOULTz. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Will you tell us what facts you are aware of from
your investigation concerning General Turner's gun transactions when
he was provost marshal?

Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, I have been directed to ask if the committee
has coordinated this particular question with the Department of
Justice.

Senator RIBICOFF. I was told by the Department of Justice that both
the Defense Department and the Justice Department have indicated

to you what testimony you are free to give. I was told that this morn
Ing, S1r.

Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, the latest information I have from the Army
general counsel, Mr. Jordan, was that I was to ask you that particular
question, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Apparently the Defense Department or the At
torney General must be 24 hours or 48 hours apart.
Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, I am like a fly sitting on an anvil at this
particular stage.

Senator RIBICOFF. My understanding is that both the Army and the
Justice Department are carrying on investigations in the matter of

General Turner. They both have gathered information. There is con
templated further action by both the Army and the Justice
Department.

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Certainly this subcommittee in no way wants to
jeopardize any subsequent proceedings by either the Army or the
Justice Department.
In my conversation this morning with Mr. Wilson, I was told that
you would be cleared by Defense and Justice as to what information
you could give us.
Apparently they have not cleared you on what facts you can relate
to us. I don’t want to embarrass you in your position as colonel. It has
been testified that you take your orders when they are given to you.
For the present I will excuse you until Justice and Defense get to
gether to clear you as to what you can testify to.
Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, I deeply appreciate that.
Senator RIBIcoFF. The last time you were here we asked you con

cerning your knowledge of an investigation concerning large sums of
money turned over to Sergeant Higdon by Universal Consultants, Inc.
Were you able to check on that?
-

Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, I can provide that information. I don't have

it with me now. My people this morning were gathering that together
and I can have that for you, sir. I have no hesistancy in answering
that, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Does that apply as to the Wooldridge matter with
Tom Brothers & Co.'

Colonel SHOULTz. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Any further questions?
Senator GURNEY. I am curious for the record.

What did the Army general counsel advise you to say if the com
mittee chairman had said no, he had not coordinated the testimony
between the Justice Department and the Army. What did he say about
your testifying?
Colonel SHOULTz. At that point, sir, I am afraid I would have had
to punt or something.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.

Senator RIBICOFF. I think it is fair to say that this subcommittee
has had complete cooperation from the Defense Department and the

Attorney General.
Certainly, there is no desire on our part to embarrass you in any
way.

Colonel SHOULTz. Sir, for the record one particular point I note in
Mr. Duellman's testimony there that I think should be cleared, that
the Army staff and Lieutenant General Throckmorton, in particular,
would be very chagrined to learn that General Turner was in com

mand of troops in Chicago.
He at no time ever commanded U.S. troops in Chicago. The com
mander there was Lieutenant General Throckmorton. General Tur

ner's position was as personal liaison officer for the Chief of Staff,
U.S. Army.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was he there then in an official capacity even
though he was not a commander?
Colonel SHOULTz. Exactly, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. He was there in the performance of his duty, so
he was there in an official capacity?
Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you for clearing up the record. We want
the record to be accurate.

Colonel SHOULTZ. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.

(Whereupon, at 11 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Tuesday, October 7, 1969.)

(Members of the subcommittee present at the time of recess: Sena
tors Ribicoff, Metcalf, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs.

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m. in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended,
eed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Lee Metcalf, Democrat, Mon
tana; Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican, South Dakota; Senator
Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gur
ney, Republican, Florida.
Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the mi
nority; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant: Frederick Asselin, special
assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff, Mundt, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner. Please raise vour right hand.
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
General TURNER. I do, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you two gentlemen please identify your
selves?

Mr. BoNNER. My name, Senator, is Walter J. Bonner, B-o-n-n-e-r.
This is my partner Edward C. O'Connell. We are counsel for the gen
eral.

Senator RIBIcoFF. General Turner, while you are represented by able
counsel in all fairness it is my obligation to advise you that investiga
tions are being conducted by different governmental departments that
could lead to serious charges against you and that your testimony, any
(219)
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thing you say, can be held against you. I feel that I have the obligation
to make the information available to you.

f' BoNNER. Thank you, Senator. The general has been apprised
Of thIS.

TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY RETIRED:
ACC0MPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND EDWARD
C. O'CONNELL

Senator RIBIcorr. Do you have a statement you would like to make?
General TURNER. I do not, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. General Turner, you turned over certain

gun

records to the subcommittee in compliance with the subcommittee's
subpena.

:Are those all of the gun records you kept as a gun dealer?
General TURNER. No, sir. I had up until about 3 or 4 months ago a
complete record which I was required to keep by Federal statute.
I have not had an occasion to use that gun book, the official record,
and I missed it but did not pay much attention. I went through all
my records of the things that I had accumulated from the Army,
thinking that it may have been misplaced. I continued looking. I did
not find that.

Then when this matter came up I consulted my attorney and I made
up a record of those that I had on hand. I made inquiry, telephone
inquiries, as to where I may have misplaced it. I called a friend of
mine in South Carolina to ascertain if he knew any whereabouts of it.
Sir, that book would be to my advantage today and whoever has it
I would appreciate it if they would return it.

Senator RIBICOFF: Are your gun records available?
General TURNER. The records that I submitted are the only ones that
I have, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you submit to us all your records as to your
transactions with the Pine State Gun Shop?
General TURNER. I submitted the only ones that I had. The others
were in my ledger that I was required to keep.
Senator RIBIGoFF. How long have you been doing business with the
-

Pine State Gun Shop 2
General
have

'''
known the manager of the Pine State Gun
Shop since 1956 when I was stationed at Fort Bragg, He is the best

gunsmith that I believe I have ever known. I have traded with him. I
have had him fix some guns.

Inasmuch as I have been a collector for over 25 years and a lec
turer to the Boy Scouts and to civic clubs, and I study guns, it is a
hobby with me.
•

•

Senator RIBIcorr. How much business did you do with the Pine
State Gun Shop? How long have you been selling guns to the Pine
State Gun Shop?
General TURNER. I have not sold him many guns over this period of
time. We have traded some but I have not done a great amount of
•

business with him.

•

-

Senator RIBICoEF. I have here a series of checks going back over
a number of years from the Pine State Gun Shop to you. I would like
to present them to you to see if they are accurate.
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I have one here on February 17, 1969, to C. C. Turner for $1,122.50.

W: #" please examine that and see if that check was made payable
O you

General TURNER. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator RIBICOFF. I will admit that, without objection, as an exhibit?
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 13” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know what that check was for?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was that check for?
d

General TURNER. I sold him some pistols. I am a licensed firearms
ealer.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many pistols were involved here?
General TURNER. As I recall, about 17.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did any of these guns that this check discloses
come from the Chicago Police Department?

General TURNER. In the absence of my book I would say some were
but how many I do not know.

Senator RIBICoEF. But there were some in this shipment that came
from the Chicago Police Department.
General TURNER. I believe that to be correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. If our records indicated that 13 of these guns
by serial number came from Chicago and one from Kansas City, would
you say that that was corrector incorrect?
General TURNER. I don’t know whether it is correct or incorrect.
Senator RIBICOFF. I will read you from our exhibit and I would like

you to tell me whether they are correct or incorrect.
One Colt, 90442, obtained by General Turner from Chicago Police

Department on November 14, 1968. Would you say that that was cor
rector incorrect?

General TURNER. I do not know whether it is incorrect or correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. One Colt, 31247, from Chicago Police Depart
ment, 1968.
General TURNER. Sir, I don't know.

Senator RIBICoFF. One Colt, No. 877429, from Chicago Police De
partment, November 14, 1968.
One Colt, 238018, obtained from the Chicago Police Department on
-

-

May 23, 1968.
General TURNER. I don’t know the numbers.

Senator MUNDT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
I can see how the General would not be able to remember a certain

gun from a certain police department by a certain number.
May I inquire whether or not you ever did procure pistols from the

Chicago Police Department? ..
General TURNER. Yes, sir, I did. .

-

Senator MUNDT. Will you describe the circumstances under which
you procured them?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
When I was in Chicago in April during the riot
-

-

Senator MUNDT. April 1968?

-

-

-

General TURNER. April 1968, yes, sir, I was the personal representa
tive of the chief of staff at the riots. I did not command the troops.

We were discussing at the police headquarters over a cup of coffee
after it was over. They told me, and the question of a gun collector
35-359–69–pt. 1-15
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came up, that I was a gun collector and a lecturer and a curator, and
they said that they had a lot of weapons that they were destroying
every week and asked me if I wanted some.
I told them I would go down and look over what they had. I went
down and I looked over some and I accepted some. But he gave me
those guns, he gave me those guns.
Senator MUNDT. Will you identify whom you mean by the pronouns
“he”, General?

General TURNER. The Superintendent.
Senator MUNDT. The Superintendent of the Chicago Police
Department?
eneral TURNER. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. What is his name?

General TURNER. Conlisk, James Conlisk.
Senator RIBICOFF. What I don’t understand, General Turner,

you

say they gave them to you. For what purpose did you take them?
General TURNER. They were going
them and they told
me they were destroying them and asked me if I wanted some, and
I did accept some. But these guns were not military guns. They were
not used by the military and they gave them to me personally because

''

I was a collector.

(At this point Senator Metcalf entered the hearing room).
Senator RIBICoEF. I have here four copies of receipts. On the bottom
of the receipts for one gun is this statement:
My signature hereon is acknowledgement that I have received all the inven
toried items listed on this manifest and all of said property will be retained
by the United States Army for training purposes.
Destruction of all such items will be the responsibility of the United States
Army after they have completed their usefulness as training aids. Received all
of the above. Signed Carl C. Turner.

General TURNER. That is correct, sir. However, I questioned this and
I said, “These are not for the Army,” and he said, “Well, this is the
only way we have of clearing our record.”
I said, “These are not for the Army. These are for me.”
“Well this is the way we have to clear our records.”
I do not know the law in Illinois and when a man tells me something,

a man of his position, I accept it and I accepted it on that basis. These
were for me personally.
Senator RIBICOFF: Who told you that? Was that Lieutenant
Duellman?

General TURNER. I don’t recall whether it was Lieutenant Duellman

' I know when I signed the certificate, I said, “These are not for the
I'm V.

I £er talked with the superintendent. I said, “These are not for
the Army.” He said, “I know it but this is the way we have of clearing
our record. This is all right.”
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you here yesterday when Lieutenant Duell
man testified ?

General TURNER. I was not, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of the record, should
we not show that receipt to the witness, and have him examine the
signature and acknowledge that that is his?
(Exhibit 6 was shown to the witness.)
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General TURNER. This is my signature, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you examine all these records and see if your

signatures on the legend on the bottom of the statement are there for
each of the four receipts.
(Witness examining exhibit 6.)
Mr. BoNNER. Senator, we have three receipts. Do you have one
other up there?
(Witness given the fourth receipt.)
General für NER, Sir, on November 14, 1968, I was in civilian

clothes. I had retired from the Army. They were well aware that I
had retired from the Army.

A: that time I again brought it up saying, “These are not for the
rmW.’’

They said, “Well, this is all right. This is the way we clear our
records.”

I was up there discussing with them the possibility of running a
survey on a department of the police force as a civilian consultant
after I retired.

Senator RIBICOFF. With whom did you have that discussion on
November 14?

General TURNER. The superintendent, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. His name was?
General TURNER. James Conlisk.
Senator RIBICOFF. James Conlisk?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. With reference to the guns that you acquired from
the Kansas City Police Department, what did you tell the Kansas
City Police Department the guns were for?

&: TURNER. The guns were for me. I used them to lecture, to
cannibalize, and I am a gunsmith. I fix many, many guns free. It is a
hobby with me. And they gave them to me to lecture, to do what I
wanted to with, and I so picked them up on my record.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you tell the Kansas City police authorities
that they were for your personal use instead of the Army's?
General TURNER. Yes, sir. Many of them I destroyed.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you tell the Chicago police or the Kansas
City police that you were going to resell these guns?

eneral TURNER. I had no intention of reselling them. They gave
them to me for whatever use I wanted for them.

-

-

£or RIBICOFF.

Both the Chicago police and the Kansas City
1Ce?
ponGeneral
TURNER. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you acquire guns from any other police de
partment in the United States besides Chicago and Kansas City?
General TURNER. Not that I recall right now, sir.
-

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you certain of that?

General TURNER. I said that—not that I can recall. If I had my
book I could tell you, sir.

Senator RIBIcoPF. Would you not remember if you went personally
to a police department of a major city to acquire guns?
General TURNER. Sir, I have visited many police departments in the
United States. I have helped them with their riot control plans. I
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lectured for the Department of Justice and I have contacted police
forces as the military liaison and, as I said, I do not recall.
If you could refresh my memory I would be very happy if I have.
Senator RIBICOFF: Whatever happened to the remaining guns that
you acquired from the Chicago and Kansas City Police Departments
which approximated 500 guns? Where are those?
General TURNER. Sir, I destroyed many of these and used them for
parts. The first thing I did, I checked them for safety. If they were
not safe you take the springs out of them and you destroy them.
Senator RIBICoEF. How did you pick the guns? As I understand
from Lieutenant Duellman the guns were spread out on the table
and you indicated which guns you wanted. Then they were put into a
case and taken out to your car.
How did you choose the guns you wanted?

General TURNER. I selected those on variety, not quality, for parts,
and I remarked many times, “This is the one that I can use for parts.”
Many of these were these little .22's which were called belly guns.
These were not all fine Smith & Wesson magnums. They were a va
riety of all types of weapons, rusted, and many of them destroyed.
Senator RIBICOFF. The guns that you acquired from Kansas City
and Chicago were used for your own personal purposes and not for
the U.S. Army. Is that right?
General TURNER. They were given to me as such. However, I used
many of these as parts to repair other guns that I have given to the
Armv.

£ator RIBIcoFF. I have another check here dated January 23, 1969,
from the Pine State Gun Shop in the sum of $835.
Will you look at this check to see if you received this check?
General TURNER. That is my signature, sir.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 14” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
f Senator MUNDT. Will you tell the committee what that check was
Or?

General TURNER. It was probably and it was for some guns.
Senator MUNDT. You don't recall whether it was for pistols or rifles?
General TURNER. No, sir, I don’t recall.
Senator MUNDT. Under the gun laws of the country would the re
cords of the Pine State Gun Shop show what kind of guns were re
ceived for the check?

General TURNER. They should; yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Would they show the numbers as well as the name
of the gun?

General TURNER. Yes, sir; make, model, number, and the complete
nomenclature.

Senator MUNDT. The book you lost would do the same thing?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. I have another check to you of $271.20 dated Sep
tember 25, 1967. The check will be admitted an as exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 15” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you look at that, sir?
General TURNER. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was that for?
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General TURNER. I assume guns or parts.

-

-

Senator MUNDT. Did you sell to other gun merchants beside this
one?

General TURNER. Would you repeat that, please?
Senator MUNDT. Yes. Did you sell guns to any other gun merchant

or gun collector that you can recall other than this Pine State Gun
Shop 2

'eral TURNER. I may have. I traded a lot of guns.
Senator MUNDT. Do you recall the names of any other gun shops to
which you sold guns?
General TURNER. Not in these amounts; no, sir, I do not.

Senator MUNDT. In any amount?
General TURNER. I don’t recall and I would have to have my book
to refresh my memory.

Senator MUNDT. Are there any gun shops in the Washington vicinity
that you might have sold to?
General TURNER. I have not sold any in the Washington vicinity
to my knowledge.
Senator MUNDT. Did you sell any in North Carolina?

General TURNER. Only to the Pine State Gun Shop, sir, in North
Carolina, as I recall.

Senator MUNDT. Did you sell any in Georgia?
General TURNER. No, sir, I don’t believe I have.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have three more checks here which I will show

to you, dated November 15, 1966, for $125; September 22 for $103.35,
and April 1, 1966, for $57.10, all from the Pine State Gun Shop.
(Checks referred to shown to the witness.)
General TURNER. Sir, these checks were to me.
Senator RIBICOFF. These checks will be made exhibits.

The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits No. 16A, 16B,
and 16C” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcom
mittee.)

Senator RIBICOFF. All these checks represent the sale by you to
Pine State Gun Shop of how many guns?
General TURNER. I don’t know how many guns.
You see, sir, in 1966, some of these guns were my personal guns that
I had bought or had traded for. These were not from the Chieago
Police Department.

Senator RIBICOFF: What happened with the 195 weapons you re
ceived from Fort Bliss?
General TURNER. I did not receive them from Fort Bliss. I received

those from customs. They were not military weapons. They were
confiscated weapons that they were going to destroy. I received a tele
phone call from the provost marshal, I don’t remember who at the
time, and he said, “You are a gun collector,” and incidentally, I am

well-known throughout the Army as a gun collector and a gunsmith
as a hobby.

I fixed guns within the Army for individuals.
He said. “Do you want these?”

I said, “What do I want with them?”
He said, “They are going to destroy them.”
I said, “We can put them in the museum. However, before I accept

these I want to make this clear. Is this junk or what?”
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He said, “It is a lot of junk.”
I said “Are there any strings attached? Can I cannibalize one, two,
or three or whatever it takes to fix up one and place it in our museum?”
Incidentally, I might mention that the Military Police Corps used
to have a very fine assortment of guns for display and for lectures at
--

- -

Fort Gordon. This was destroyed sometime prior to the time that I
took over as the provost marshal general. I was trying to rebuild that.

1. hoped to build a museum as such and we were accumulating
these.

-

I accepted those and they were a lot of junk. I sent them, the first
batch I sent to Fort Gordon as I recall, I received these in the latter
part of 1967.

On the 25th of January—I am talking about the guns from Fort
Bliss, sir—I received them sometime in the latter part of 1967—on the
25th of January, I sent to Fort Gordon 45 that I had selected out, had
gone over, repaired some and sent them to Fort Gordon to the museum
or the laboratory.

Again on the 16th of May 1968, I sent them another 40 that I had
worked over.

-

And again I had some remaining. I kept these separate in my base

ment because these were for the museum. Even though he said there

£ no strings attached, these

I wanted for the museum and I did

Sulch.

Some were destroyed and cannibalized because there were some old
ones, some old Winchester 73's, that there were no springs available.
I cleaned them up. I refinished many of the stocks, I replaced the
parts.

When a gun had no further use I would destroy it in line with the
instructions that I received when I received them.

And I have given some down to Gordon that I have not received
receipts for because I just didn’t get receipts. I just gave them to
them. I gave many of my personal weapons to d' that I had
traded for.

Senator RIBICOFF: Who was the man in customs whom you talked

£regarding the guns that came from Fort Bliss? Who was this
Iman Z

General TURNER. This was the provost marshal at Fort Bliss. I
did not talk with customs on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who was he?
General TURNER. I said I do not recall his name.
Senator RIBICOFF. The provost marshal?
General TURNER. Yes. This was in 1967.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was he the provost marshal?
General TURNER. At Fort Bliss.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you generally know the provost marshals in
the different areas?

General TURNER. I generally do but I cannot think of his name at
this moment, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF, Will you supply the committee with the name of
the provost marshal you talked to?

General TURNER. I will be happy to.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would like to read to you, sir
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question on that?
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Senator RIBICOFF. Certainlv.

•

Senator GURNEY. General, as I understand your testimony, the
provost marshal general at Fort Bliss, whose name you do not recall,
initiated the transaction by calling you and telling you that he had
some surplus weapons. Is that correct?
General TURNER. These were not Army weapons. These were con
fiscated weapons that customs had confiscated and were going to
destrov.

s' or GURNEY. But he initiated the call to you to tell you that he
had these weapons?
General TURNER. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Then you said, “Send them along,” and he sent
them along?
General TURNER. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. These weapons that you say were seized and were
not Army weapons, had they been seized by the Alcohol Tax Unit
of the Treasury Department and turned over to Fort Bliss?
General TURNER. I don’t know. I understood they were from
Customs.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many guns did you receive from the police
department in Kansas City?
neral TURNER. Sir, I don’t know exactly how many.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Our records show 96. Would you deny that?
General TURNER. Nor can I confirm it. I assume it is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many guns did you receive from the police
department in Chicago on the four occasions?
General TURNER. I don’t know, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Our records show over 400, would you deny that?
General TURNER. I could not deny it or confirm it without my books.
Mr. ADLERMAN. If we show you the receipts and that writeup before
you, would you admit your signature on those receipts?
#' I admit my signature. I did not personally count

,"

them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Weren't you there when they were packed?
General TURNER. No, sir; they were in a box.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You were not there when they put them in the box?
General TURNER. They were putting them in the box. I did not count

them personally. I assume that is the number that they gave me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you sign for over 400 guns?
General TURNER. I did.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you admit that you obtained those 400 guns from
Chicago?
General TURNER. I admit I got what they said I had on the receipt. I
-

did not personally count them. I assume it is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many guns did you get from Fort Bliss?
General TURNER. As I recall, there were 100 and some odd.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it 195 guns?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Your records will prove it one way or the other?
General TURNER. If that is what the records say, I agree with it. I
said I don’t know, I don’t remember.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You admit there were well over 100?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. That totals close to about 700 guns. How many guns
did you turn back to the museum or to the Army?
General TURNER. I furnished you my records, sir, and I have turned
back, from the receipts that I have now, over 300.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You turned back over 300 guns?
General TURNER. And I have destroyed and cannibalized a great
number.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What happened to the rest of the 400 guns?
Mr. Bon NER. I think he just answered. He said he destroyed and
cannibalized some.

Mr. ADLERMAN. He turned back 300 guns. He said he cannibalized
SOme.

How many did you cannibalize?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

Mr. ADLERMAN Did you cannibalize 10?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Twenty-five?
General TURNER. You can say any number. It would be pure con
jecture. I don’t know how many. If I had my book I could show you
exactly which ones I cannibalized or destroyed, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is this the book you are talking about that was fur
nished to the committee?

General TURNER. That is the one I gave you when I could not find
my other one, sir. That is not the book.

. ADLERMAN. Is this the book you furnished to us as a record of
your gun transactions?
General TURNER. That is the one I furnished you of the guns I had
on hand. I do not have—

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you advise us at that time that you had lost the
original records?
eneral TURNER. I did not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You gave us this record and this purported to be
the original record as far as we were concerned?
General TURNER. No, sir; it is not purported to be the original rec
ord. I had 10 years in that book.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you put all those records in this record all in
one day?
General TURNER. I beg your pardon?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I

£like to show you this book.

Mr. BonnER. Mr. Adlerman, may I say something to you? When

ou issued your subpena which requested the general to make avail
able to the committee his gun records on or about I believe September
30, we found out the book that we were speaking about was missing.

Mr. ADLERMAN.You did not apprise us of that.
Mr. BoNNER: You are quite right, we did not. I take the full blame
for that, Mr. Adlerman. We asked the general to reconstitute as best
he could from memory the former book. That is what he tried to do
here.

If there is any error in this it is my error, it is not his.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I will accept it. If you want to take the blame for it,
it is all right with me.

Mr. BoNNER. I do if there is any blame.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were all those entires in that book entered all in

one day?
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General TURNER. I took an inventory of every gun that I had and
to the best of my memory as to where they came or from whence they
Canne.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You put it in that journal?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many guns do you account for there?
General TURNER. Sir, I get 100. These right here go back to 1946,
some I acquired in 1946.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The most you account for in the record you supplied
the committee, without advising us that this was not your original
record, is 100 guns?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Coming back to the three—
Mr. BoNNER. Mr. Adlerman, excuse me a moment, will you?
There is a large number of other guns that were recorded as well, Mr.
Adlerman, in other records that were turned over to the committee on
these sheets. I am sure you have got them. There is at least 100 or more
accounted for. This was done from memory and it gave you more
records.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you prepare this, General, in one day?
General TURNER. I did, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You wrote them all in at one time?

General TURNER. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where did you get the records to write these records

-

1n

General TURNER. I took the actual gun, took the make, model, and
number and tried to remember from whom I received them.

Senator GURNEY. These were guns you had physically on hand at
the time you made these entries?
General TURNER. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Where are they kept?
General TURNER. They are kept in my home in a locked cabinet with
the exception of those over the fireplace.
Senator GURNEY. There are no entries in this book on guns you did
not have physically in your possession at that time?
General TURNER. £ is right, sir. As a matter of fact, there are
two in there, there is a rifle that the Pine State Gun Shop, that I gave
him some time ago to fix the scope on, my hunting rifle, and there is
another one in there that I was having reblued, as I recall.
Senator GURNEY. Guns that were not then in your possession but
were in gun shops or gun repair shops?
General TURNER. £ is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is there a single gun in this record that came from—
pardon me, I see one here—the Chicago Police Department. Other
than that one at the very end, are there any others that came from the
Chicago Police Department?
General TURNER. Sir, I don’t know.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Of over 400 guns you received from the Chicago
Police Department, you only entered one in here as far as I can see.
Is that correct?
h

General TURNER. That is the gun that I have in my possession at

One.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do any of the records show those weapons you
'A'. they entered in here?

obtained from Fort Bliss
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General TURNER. Sir, I don’t know.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have a record here, you say the name, the num
ber, the caliber, the model, the date and from where you received it.
It says “From,” I assume it is from whom you received it?
General TURNER. From whom I obtained them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I see no entries here other than one, the very last
one, a Mauser, without a number on it, a 7.65 caliber, 1896 model, date
received 1968, Chicago Police Department, for repair and reblue.
That is your entry on there. Is that the only gun you account for
from the Chicago Police Department?
General TURNER. But I have turned all those that I had retained,

including of my personal, over to the CID for the museum.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did you do that?
General TURNER. I did prior to making this book up.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When

# you make the book?

General TURNER. On the day when I got the subpena.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the date of that?

Mr. BONNER. The day that you served it?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. BoNNER. Somewhere on the 26th or 28th of September. The
Subpena was brought to us and we suggested he put the book together.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you make this book up just 2 weeks ago?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Coming back to the numbers again, out of the 700
guns you claim about 300 you sent to the museum, 400 you claimed
were cannibalized. Is that right?
General TURNER. No, I did not claim they were cannibalized.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many did you cannibalize to the best of your
knowledge?
General TURNER. I don’t know how many I cannibalized. But I
know that I traded. You may trade five for one.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You traded in those guns?
General TURNER. I traded them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You received those guns under your receipt to the

Chicago Police Department for the use of the Army; is that right?
General TURNER. They were not for the use of the Army. They were
going to destroy them and he gave them to me personally.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did Superintendent Conlisk tell you this?
General TURNER. Yes, sir. He gave them to me personally.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He made you sign a receipt for them personally?
General TURNER. I said, “What about this Army? These are not for

the Army.” He said, “That is all right. That is the only way we clear
our records.” There is no question in my mind, sir
Senator RIBICOFF. Is Lieutenant Duellman in the room?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Lieutenant, will you please come and take this
seat?
TESTIMONY OF LT. PAUL DUELLMAN–Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner, I will read you excerpts from
Lieutenant Duellman's testimony yesterday and I would like you to
comment. As I understand, you were not here. I believe your counsel
was here in the room yesterday.
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Mr. BoNNER: Yes, sir we were here. We have a copy of the lieuten
ant's statement and the general has had an opportunity to read it.
Senator RIBICOFF. That is fine.
This is what Lieutenant Duellman said:
On or about May 23, 1968, superintendent of police—

Is that Superintendent Conlisk, sir?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF (continuing):
Introduced me to a man in full military uniform and identified his as being
Gen. Carl C. Turner. I was further directed by the superintendent to make avail
able to General Turner weapons which we were holding in our disposal bins. Also
to permit General Turner to make a selection of whatever weapons he so desired
for the purpose of turning same over to the U.S. Army.

Is this the first time, Lieutenant, you have met General Turner?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. To the best of my knowledge, that was the

"g first time I ever met General Turner.

enator RIBICOFF. Was Superintendent Conlisk with General Tur
ner at that time?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. He personally introduced General Turner to
me at that time.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall the conversation between the super
intendent, General Turner and yourself on May 23?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Only that the Superintendent after the in
troduction had informed me that I was to display the weapons that
we had in our disposal bins for General Turner's viewing and to turn
over whatever weapons he so desired, to turn them over to him
personally.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was General Turner in uniform 2

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. He was in full military uniform.
Senator RIBICOFF: Was anything said at that time that the guns were
for the U.S. Army?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I don’t recall that it was a specific point
made at that time they were specifically for the U.S. Army. But it was
assumed, he was a general of the Army, and in accordance with the
statutes of the State of Illinois I turned the weapons over to him for
the purpose of the U.S. Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. Lieutenant Duellman, further said:
On September 25, 1969, Investigator Philip R. Manuel asked me if I was aware
that on the date of November 14, 1968 General Turner had been retired from
the Army.
-

I answered no, I was not aware of his retirement at that time.

Did you know he was retired on November 14?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I did not know, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF: Would you say, General Turner, he was aware
that you had retired?

" TURNER. No, sir. I said Superintendent Conlisk was aware
of it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did Superintendent Conlisk take you to Lieu
tenant Duellman at that time?

Mr. BoNNER. What time, Senator?
Senator RIBICOFF. On November 14, 1968?

General TURNER. I don't recall who took me up there, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. How many times did Superintendent Conlisk
bring Mr. Turner to you?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. To my recollection, four times, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did Superintendent Conlisk bring General
Turner to you on each of these four times?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was nothing said about retirement at that time?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Not to me, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. A total of 397 firearms were turned over to Gen

eral Turner representing the U.S. Army. Is that correct?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. 397 weapons, yes sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this the total on all the four occasions?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIGoFF. On at least two occasions of meeting General
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. To the best of my knowledge, yes. sir.

Turner, was he dressed in full military uniform?

Senator MUNDT. How was he dressed the other two times?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. In civilian dress.

Senator MUNDT. Twice in military and twice in civilian dress?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. A question from me:
How Were the guns delivered to General Turner?

And your reply:
The guns were placed on a large table. General Turner made personal selec
tion of the firearms that he wanted. As he would select a weapon the inventory
number was marked on a sheet and it was placed in a separate box.

After. We had a quantity of weapons in a box, the box would be sealed and

taped with heavy steel banding tape.
After the receipt was signed, General Turner directed that the weapons be
taken to the first floor of the building and loaded into his staff car.
senator RIBICoEF. Now, when General Turner came to the police department

to identify and take the guns, was he accompanied by any aides or assistants?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. At no time that he came to the evidence and recovery
property section did he have anyone with him. General Turner was always alone.

Senator. RIBICOFF. In other words, on all these occasions General Turner was
by himself. Was he in military uniform?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. On at least two of the occasions I remember, definitely,
he was in full military uniform.

Senator RIBICoEF. When he took these guns, did you require him to sign a
receipt?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Is this the correct legend on the bottom of the receipt: “My
signature hereon is acknowledgement that I have received all the inventoried
items listed in this manifest and all of said property will be retained by the
U.S. Army for training purposes. Destruction of all such items will be the re

£y of the U.S. Army after they have completed their usefulness as train
£enant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir. I dictated and had this typed on this manifest,
Ing aldS.

myself.

Senator RIBICoEF. Was there any cause for you to doubt the authenticity of
General Turner's request:
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. None whatsoever.

Was there

any conversation at any time with you that this was just

a shadow operation where this legend would be typed on a manifest
so that you would comply with the statute and let General Turner take

these guns himself personally?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. In all your dealings with General Turner did you
take this legend seriously?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I did, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you have released these guns to him if he
had failed to sign this legend on the bottom of the manifest?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I don’t believe I would have, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Why was this legend important to be on the mani
fest?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I was making this turnover of weapons in

compliance with the State statute and I wanted to protect myself by
having a bona fide receipt showing its purpose.
Mr. Bon NER. Senator Ribicoff, if I may address you, sir?
Lieutenant Duellman has just alluded to the State statute. As I read
the State statute, a copy of which I have recently procured, in order to
turn over these weapons even to the U.S. Army it would have to be
under court order.

Did the lieutenant have such a court order since he is familiar with
the statute?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Shall I answer?

Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, you can answer.
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I did not have a specific court order.
Senator GURNEY. May I pose a question?
You have been in the room while the general has been testifying,
Lieutenant. I think I summarize his testimony accurately when I say
that at the time the transaction of the guns took place the general
stated specifically either to you or to the superintendent that these
guns were for his personal use and not for the use of the U.S. Army.
Do you recall any such statement on the part of General Turner?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I do not recall any statement of that type
made in my presence.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBIGoFF. I think in all fairness, and this committee cer
tainly wants to be fair and be as judicial as we possibly can, because
there is so much involved as far as General Turner is concerned, that
Superintendent Conlisk should be requested to come here at the first
possible opportunity to tell of his conversations, because the statement
that General Turner is a variance with the testimony of Lieutenant
Duellman.

It would have a definite bearing on the circumstances of the acquisi
tion of these weapons.

In all fairness to the parties involved I would trust that a member
of the staff will immediately contact Superintendent Conlisk.
Senator MUNDT. May I ask the general, is it your memory and
recollection that you told Superintendent Conlisk that you were going

to use these weapons for your personal use and not the Army's use?
Is it your recollection that you told him that in the presence of
Lieutenant Duellman?

General TURNER. No, sir; I do not believe Lieutenant Duellman was
there.

Senator MUNDT. I quite agree with the chairman. The superinten
dent is the only fellow who can verify or refute what you have told us.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Lieutenant, on the question of whether or not a
court order was entered in the disposition of these guns. Does this
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take place usually at the close of a trial and the judge makes the dis
position at the end of a trial on how the guns are to be disposed of,
whether they are to be returned to the defendant in the case or whether

they are to be otherwise disposed of?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. In some instances a judge or magistrate

may make this determination. But generally the judge indicates at the
time of the trial that the weapon is to be disposed of according to law,
at which time it is returned to the Chicago £ Department, the in
vestigating officer that brings the weapon to court brings it back to
the police department vault and it will be disposed of 30 days after
this court order.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you generally get a separate court order for dis
position of those guns after the court has made a determination that
they shall go back to the weapons department, your department?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Would you restate that once more, please?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I say, do you usually get a separate court order for
further disposition of those guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So the court order that is required is the one im
mediately after the trial when the judge makes a decision on how
to dispose of the guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir; that is the one and only court
order.

Senator RIBICOFF. Reading further, Lieutenant Duellman:
And you were under the impression or you felt that these weapons were being
turned over to the provost marshal for training purposes for the U.S. Army?

Your answer was, “Yes, sir.”
Senator RIBICOFF. That was the reason you gave him the guns?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The total reason for the delivery of the guns.
Is that correct?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. This was the sole reason in my mind at that
time, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. If they had been for personal purposes, would

you have turned them over?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I never even thought of that. I only thought

of it as being a turnover to the U.S. Army for

£ purposes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did Superintendent Conlisk ever tell you directly
or indirectly that this was ' the personal use of the general?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The superintendent never did.
Senator RIBIcoFF. He never communicated that to you?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.

-

-

-

Mr. BoNNER. Senator, might we ask the lieutenant whether in his
experience as custodian of records—I don't recall his precise title—of
the Chicago Police Department, he did on any other occasions ever
turn over weapons to anyone for the U.S. Army?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.

-

Senator RIBIcorF. Was this the first time that this was ever done?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN.Yes, sir.
Mr. BoNNER. Thank you.

-

Senator GURNEY. I have one other question.

In your experience as custodian, of these weapons
turn over any weapons to anyone for his personal use?

-

did you ever
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Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Never for their personal use.
Senator RIBICOFF. The staff calls my attention to the fact that it is
bad precedent to allow counsel to ask the witness questions in these

proceedings. It may be bad precedent but I will have to depart from
it because there are serious charges involved here, a man's reputation

is at stake, and I want to lean over backward to accord every possible
courtesy and every consideratiton for anyone who is involved in cir
cumstances such as the general is involved.
Mr. BoNNER. We are very grateful to you, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Lieutenant, a further question (continues read
ing):
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any personal knowledge of the disposition of
these guns once they left the custody of the Chicago Police Department?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. None whatsoever, sir.

£for

RIBICOFF. You had assumed they were being used for the purpose

Stated :

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes; that is why I put the last paragraph on there, that
destruction would be made by the United States Army of the weapons after

they had served their usefulness because the Chicago Police Department would
not desire to get the guns back.
Is that correct?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. That is correct, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Did General Turner indicate to you at any time
that these guns might be used in part for a £
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. During the conversation between the super
intendent, General Turner, and myself there was some mention made
of some of the weapons or the weapons going into a museum.

I wasn’t directly concerned at that time as I was busy preparing the
guns and displaying them and getting the proper receipts for the guns
themselves.

Senator MUNDT. In your experience in the disposition of guns have
you on other occasions made weapons available for museums?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir; I have not.

Senator MUNDr. You have not?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Never have.

Senator MUNDT. How do you destroy a gun?

Lieutenant DUELIMAN. We take the weapons, place them in large
boxes, use steel banding tape on them. We take them to South Chicago
steel mills and there I personally observe them being placed in an

open hearth furnace and they are melted down into molten steel.
Senator MUNDT. You really get rid of them?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcorF. One more question on the guns. We will com
plete the questioning on the guns and then we will go to the other
phase of the Turner case.
What puzzles me, General Turner, is this: You are a general of the
Army. You were the Provost Marshal of the U.S. Army, which is

equivalent of being the chief of police, really, of the entire Military
Establishment.

You know the seriousness of statements that people make and sign,
whether it is a confession or acknowledgement or receipt.
What puzzles me is how a man of your position and your experience
could sign on four different occasions this statement:
-
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My signature herein is acknowledgement that I have received all the inventoried
items listed on this manifest and that all of said property will be retained by the
United States Army for training purposes. Destruction of all such items will be
the responsibility of the United States Army after they have completed
their usefulness as training aids. Received all of the above.

And the date is given on each one of the manifests and signed by
you personally.
What were you thinking of when you signed such a declaration?
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER—Resumed

Showing the witness Exhibit No. 6.)
eneral

£ I questioned that and

I said, “These are not for

the Army,” and he said, “This is OK, this is the way we clear our
records.”

Senator RIBICOFF. Is this Superintendent Conlisk?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. But how would vou feel about an accused or even

a prisoner or a '" who is an illiterate signing a statement that
WaS SO

|''

alse?

Would you as a provost marshall ever stand for such games being
played with a signature on a manifest of such a transaction?
h £ TURNER. Sir, this is hindsight. I recognize I should not
aVe.

However, when he told me, “This is OK, this is the way we clear
our records,” I have great faith in that man because he is a fine chief

of police and an outstanding one.
enator RIBICOFF. This is Superintendent Conlisk?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did Superintendent Conlisk tell you this on four
separate occasions?
General TURNER. On the first occasion he did and even on the last
occasion he did. I don’t remember about the other two.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Were you and Superintendent Conlisk playing
games with your acknowledgement and signature?
General TURNER. I was not playing games, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Isn't this basically a conspiracy between you and
Conlisk to evade the laws of the State of Illinois?

General TURNER. No, sir. I was not familiar with the laws of Illinois.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you assume Superintendent Conlisk was?
General TURNER. I assumed that he was.

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, I am not quite clear. I think the
testimony was that you signed it in the presence of Lieutenant Duell
man. Is that correct?

General TURNER. That is correct.

Senator METCALF. Was Superintendent. Conlisk there when you
signed in the presence of Lieutenant. Duellman :
General TURNER. On one occasion they brought it up to me.
Senator METCALF. Who? Both Superintendent Conlisk and Lieu
tenant Duellman?
General TURNER. No.

Senator METCALF. Who are “they”?
General TURNER. On the first one I did not sign the statement im
mediately. I asked him, “Are these for me?” and he said, “Yes.”
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Senator GURNEY. Asked who, General?
General TURNER. I beg your pardon?
Senator GURNEY. Whom did you ask?
General TURNER. Superintendent Conlisk.

. Senator METCALF. I know, but when the guns were selected and put
in the box and packed and the receipt presented to you by Lieutenant
Duellman you signed it in his presence. Isn’t that your testimony?

General TURNER. I don't know whether I signed it in his presence
each time or not.

Senator METCALF. When you signed it you did not make a statement
to Lieutenant Duellman that “These guns are not for the Army and
that these guns are forme”?
General TURNER. When I saw the statement I did say, “These are
not for the Army and this is not what Jim Conlisk told me.”
Senator METCALF. You said it to Lieutenant Duellman?

General TURNER. I didn't say I said it to Lieutenant Duellman. I
said, “These are not for the Army.”
Senator METCALF. I still am not clear. Was Superintendent Conlisk
there alongside of Lieutenant Duellman when you took delivery of
the guns?

General TURNER. I talked with Superintendent Conlisk and he said,
“This is all right. This is the way we clear our records.” There was no
in my mind. If there had been a question I would not have

'"
One 1t.

Senator METCALF. But you did not raise the question to Lieutenant
Duellman when you actually signed the receipt in his presence and
took the delivery of guns? You only raised this question to Super
intendent Conlisk at some area remote from where you signed the
receipt and where you took delivery of the guns. Is that correct?
General TURNER. Sir, I don’t remember the exact details in the last
2 years. However, there was no question in my mind that these guns
were given to me personally. He said when I brought this up, he said,
“That is all right, this is the way we clear our records.”
Senator METCALF. I understand, but I still am not clear how and

when you delivered
General TURNER. Sir, I cannot reconstruct 2 years from now ver
batim or time or place.

Senator GURNEY. General, to the best of your recollection, did you
sign the receipt after the guns had been packed and put away?
General TURNER.I don’t know. I don’t know, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. You don’t recall? The guns were spread out on
the table, you made a selection, and then they were put into the box.
You have no recollection of having signed the receipt then?
General TURNER. I made the selection and I went on back up to
Superintendent Conlisk's office.

nator GURNEY. Where did you sign the receipt?
General TURNER. I don’t remember whether I signed it down there
or in his office. I may have signed it at either place or at another place.
Senator GURNEY. Is it your
that on the four different
occasions you have no recollection of where you signed the receipt?
General TURNER. I signed some down with Lieutenant Duellman but

£

I don't know whether I signed—on one occasion I signed them in
another man’s office.
35 3.59–69–pt. 1–16
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Senator GURNEY. What man was that?
General TURNER. I don’t remember. It was on another floor. Because

they were making up the receipts—they were making up the receipts
and it took some time to make these receipts up.
Senator GURNEY. Lieutenant, what is your recollection about where
the receipts were signed and when?
TESTIMONY OF LT. PAUL T. DUELLMAN–Resumed

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. To my recollection, all four receipts were
signed in my presence.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am sorry, I did not hear that.
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. All the receipts were signed in my presence.
Senator GURNEY. This was after the selection was made and the guns

were put in the box?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes.
•

£r GURNEY. Was the superintendent present at the time of the

S10 mln

£nant DUELLMAN. He may have been present at one or two of
the signings but I am quite sure he was not present at all times that
the four receipts were signed.
Senator GURNEY. Now, according to my recollection of your testi
mony, this particular receipt was typed in at the end of the inventory
of the guns turned over to General Turner. Is that correct?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. As the complete manifest was made I in
formed my secretary to type this as part of the manifest and the
general signed the manifest.
Following this on other dates that guns were picked up, this became
a routine thing, of having this receipt, this statement being placed
on the manifest itself.

Senator GURNEY. At the time the receipts were signed on these four

occasions, whether the superintendent was present or whether he was
not present, it is your testimony that General Turner never raised any
question about whether these guns were going to be for his personal
use or for the use of the U.S. Army?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No such discussion was made in my presence.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. If you had known it was for his personal use in
stead of for the Army would you have given him the guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I think I would have advised the Superin
tendent against it.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner, you retired from the Army on
October 31, 1968.
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER–Resumed

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Yet on November 14, 1968, you picked up 132–
was it 132–guns on November 14?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I believe that is correct, sir; 132 or 136.

Senator RIBICOFF. 136 guns on November 14, and at that time you
again signed:
My signature hereon is acknowledgment that I have received all the inven
toried items listed on this manifest and all of said property will be retained by
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the U.S. Army for training purposes. Destruction of all such items will be the
responsibility of the U.S. Army after they have completed their usefulness as
training aids.

On November 14 when you picked up these guns you knew you had
no way of controlling what would happen with these guns in the U.S.
Army, isn’t that correct?
Mr. BoNNER: Was the Senator addressing the Lieutenant or address

ing the General?

enator RIBICOFF. General Turner.

General TURNER. Would you repeat that?

Senator RIBICOFF. You retired from the Army on October 31?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. On November 14 you were again at the Chicago
Police Department. You picked up some 136 guns that were packed
and brought out to your car. You then signed this manifest which is
exhibit No. 6 over your signature with this legend:
My signature hereon is acknowledgement that I have received all the inven
toried items listed on this manifest and all of said property will be retained by
the U.S. Army for training purposes. Destruction of all such items will be the
responsibility of the U.S. Army after they have completed their usefulness as
training aids.

On November 14 you were aware of the fact that you were no longer
a member of the U.S. Army as a provost marshal?
General TURNER. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. You knew on November 14 you could not control
the disposition of these guns for either training purposes or for
destruction?

General TURNER. That is right.

Senator RIBICOFF. What were you thinking of when you signed that
manifest on November 14, sir?

•

General TURNER. Because I asked again of Superintendent Conlisk:
“Jim, you know I am not in the Army,” and he said, “This is the way
we have to clear our records. It is okay.”
He know that I was retired. I mentioned the fact, it was well known

that I was retired. I was concerned about this. He said it was okay,
these guns were going to be destroyed and he gave them to me just
as he gave the others.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Lieutenant Duellman did not know that you
had retired on November 14, did he?

General TURNER. I don't know whether he did or not but I talked
with him up there for some time when we were sorting them out.

Senator Ribicoff. Did you tell him you were retired?
General TURNER. I don't know

£

Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t know specifically?
General TURNER. I would not know specifically.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. It is your contention on all these occasions that
the legend that you signed on the manifest was false that this was

done as part of a scheme between you and Superintendent Conlisk
for both of you to evade the laws ''Illinois, for you to acquire these
ns?

":

BoNNER. Excuse me, Senator. Not to cut short an answer but
the General has already stated to you that he was not aware of a law
of Illinois. So he certainly couldn't conspire to try to breach that law.
He is not a lawyer.
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Senator RIBICOFF. We are talking about Conlisk, too, sir. Is there
any question in your mind that the statement that was signed by your
client was not a correct statement at any time?
Mr. BoNNER. No. There is no question in my mind to that effect.
But there is a great question in my mind as to whether there was
any conspiracy and you have used that term twice now.
enator RIBICOFF. We hope to have Superintendent Conlisk at the

first possible moment.
Senator GURNEY. On that specific occasion, on November 1968, you
distinctly recollect that you talked to Superintendent Conlisk about
this particular sign-off statement concerning the guns at the time you
signed it; is that correct?
General TURNER. I don’t recall. I don’t recall. I was surprised to
see this statement on there and I talked with him about it. I don’t

recall whether I signed it then or after.
As I say, I don't recall.
Senator GURNEY. What I am saying is that you discussed this
particular statement with Superintendent Conlisk and it had to be
after the statement with the guns listed on it was made up and the
statement typed in at the end o' list.
General '' I don't know whether I signed it then before I
talked with him. I brought it up.

Senator GURNEY. At any rate, your testimony is that with this sheet
in your hand you said to Superintendent Conlisk something like this:
“Superintendent, here is a statement down here. You remember, these
guns are for my personal use and I am a little hesitant about signing
this,” a statement something like that, is that your testimony?
General, you had to do # because the statement was only at the
end of the receipt.
General TURNER. Yes.
Senator GURNEY. So this could not have been a reference drawn

out of hot air during your discussion with the superintendent. Cer
tainly as provost marshal general you were signing through a formal
receipt for a whole lot of guns and you must have had this in your
hands and talked to him when you signed it. Is this correct?

General TURNER. I don’t recall whether I brought it up before I
signed it or not. I don't remember. But I did bring it up and I said,
“I don’t want any part of it.”

d'or GURNEY. Why did you sign it if you didn't want any part
Of it?

General TURNER. Because he told me this is the way they closed their
records out, that these were for me.

-/

Senator GURNEY: Did you always conduct your affairs as provost
marshal general and as the senior police officer in the U.S. Army,
like this? You don't have to answer that.

-

*

. At any rate, you did discuss this particular receipt with the super
intendent and you had the statement in your hand while discussing it
even though you cannot recollect whether you signed it at this time,
is that right?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator METCALF. Would the Senator yield?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
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Senator METCALF. As I understand it, here was a statement saying

guns were for the Army and you said, “These are not for
the Army.” And the superintendent said, “Well, this is the way we
that these

clear our records.”

You did not question that, you did not say, “Well, what do you

mean, clearing our records?” You just accepted that statement?
General TURNER. When he told me, “This is for me,” he said, “This
is the way we clear our records.”
Senator METCALF. What did you think he meant by “This is the way
we clear our records”? Did you ask him, “What do you mean by that?
Why do I have to
it?”
General TURNER. They were going to be destroyed.
Senator METCALF. I know they were going to be destroyed but when
he said, “This is the way we clear our records,” didn’t you say, “What
do you mean by ‘clearing our records”

#

You accepted it?
General TURNER. I did.

Senator METCALF. You did not ask any questions about it?
General TURNER. No.

Senator METCALF. You did not go any further other than to accept
the statement “This is the way we clear our records”?
General TURNER. Why should I not accept his statement? He is a
man of great

''

Senator METCALF. You are a man of integrity, too. You signed this
statement “These are for the Army.” Why should we accept that? Isn’t
there something of greater dignity in signing a statement than just an
oral statement?

General TURNER. These guns were given to me and there was no
question in my mind, Mr. Metcalf, no question in my mind or I would
not have accepted them.
Senator METCALF. I thank the Senator.

Senator MUNDT. I have one question.
Are you quite sure now in your own mind, General Turner, on this
last batch of guns which you received after you had retired from the
Army, that you raised the question with Superintendent Conlisk about
the propriety of signing that statement because you told him, “I am
retired from the Army now. I have nothing to do with the Army. I
can't sign a statement binding the Army because I am retired from it.”
Did you tell him that before you signed it?
General TURNER. I told him as I have in the past, “Jim, I have
retired. I am no longer connected with the Army.” We were up there
discussing a possible consultation or survey on the part of that
department.

said, “These, Jim, are not for the Army.” He said, “I know it but
this is the way we will clear our records.”

Senator MUNDT. Are you sure you told him that and you are sure
of what he told you?
General TURNER. I am sure.

Senator MUNDT. Now you mentioned something, “I told him as I
had in the past.”

Did you receive more than one batch of guns after you had retired?
General TURNER. No, sir, only one.
Senator MUNDT. You meant as you had in the past
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General TURNER.

£ that again.

Senator MUNDT. I think you probably misspoke yourself because
you said, “I told him as I had told him in the past that I have retired
from the Army.”
General TURNER. No. I told him that these were not for the Army
as I had told him in the past.
-

Senator MUNDT. On this last occasion you also added the fact, “I
am retired from the Army”?
General TURNER. That is right.

Senator MUNDT. He said, “Go ahead and sign it anyway”?
General TURNER. That is right.

Senator RIBICOFF. We are going to inquire of Superintendent Con
lisk. In fairness to Superintendent Conlisk, Mr. Manuel of the staff
informs me that he had interviewed Superintendent Conlisk who in
formed him that he gave the weapons to the general because he was
provost marshal. This is a statement of Mr. Manuel.
I would want the record to indicate in all fairness that there was

Some indication from superintendent Conlisk. Of course we will re

quest Superintendent Conlisk to come before the committee to testify.
Senator GURNEY. Again, General, on November 14, 1968, do you
recall who if anyone was present when you had your conversations
with the superintendent?

General TURNER. No, sir. Only he and I. We had been to lunch with
three or four and discussing the possible survey, and so forth.

Then when we were, as I recall, outside his office or in the hall some
place I brought this up. I said. “Jim, as you know, these are not for

the Army. I am retired.” He said, “I know. This is the way we clear
our records.”

Senator GURNEY: Now, Lieutenant, let me clarify one detail about
signing the reciept for these guns.
As I understand it, the list of guns was prepared after the guns
had been selected and put in a box or was the list prepared while this
was going on?
TESTIMONY OF LT. PAUL DUELLMAN–Resumed

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. In most cases it was being prepared as it
was going on, where we would load a number of guns into a box as we
had the original inventories present.
I would take the inventories, give them to the secretary. The sec
retary would be typing them.
Senator GURNEY. The secretary was present in the room?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. In an adjoining room, outside my office.
Senator GURNEY. What is her name?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I have an Officer Ernst, E-r-n-s-t.

Senator GURNEY. So that when the transaction of selecting and
putting away the guns in the box was completed, the list was com
pleted simultaneously or shortly thereafter.
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Shortly thereafter: yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Then the list was brought into the room by your
Secretary Ernst?
-

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And handed to the General?
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Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Handed to the general and signed by the
general prior to his leaving my office.
Senator GURNEY. Pid that occur on all four occasions?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir; to the best of my knowledge, it oc
curred at all times in my office.
Senator GURNEY. It occurred also in November 1968?

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. The last transaction.

Now, General, may I have your attention for a moment? You tes
tified a short time ago that in the transaction of November 1968, you
had the list in your hand with the signoff statement on it and you dis
cussed this signoff statement with Superintendent Conlisk.
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER–Resumed

General TURNER. There was a period sometimes of a couple of hours
before I received the statement.

Senator GURNEY. Let us explore that. You are denying the testi
mony that was just stated by Lieutenant Duellman?
General TURNER. It was not signed simultaneously. They would
take the tags off on those in the boxes and send them someplace. At one
time I remember there were a couple of hours.
Senator GURNEY. Now hold on. Let us get this clear because this
is important.
Are you saying that on one of these occasions you did not sign the
statement until about 2 hours after the guns had been selected and
transferred. You were given the statement 2 hours later and signed it?
Is that your testimony?
General TURNER. £ is right.
Senator GURNEY. Don't forget that there is another party involved
here, the lieutenant's secretary. You are not going to be confronted
simply with the testimony of one witness but of two witnesses.
General TURNER. I understand.
Senator GURNEY. You want to stand on this statement?

Mr. BoNNER. Excuse me, Senator. He can be confronted by 20 wit
nesses. That does not mean what he is telling you is not the truth.
Senator GURNEY. We understand. We are trying to give the General
a full benefit of the doubt.

Senator RIBICOFF. May I say to counsel we are going to try to be as
courteous and considerate as possible but we think it is wrong for you
to interpose your statements and objections as they are.
If there is a question you want to ask we will try to accommodate
you but let us not get into an argument with Senator Gurney or any
member of the committee.

•

Mr. BoNNER: I have no such intention, sir, and I will refrain from

doing so in the future.
General TURNER. In other words, when they were selected I was gone

out and I would go up to Superintendent Conlisk's office, I would #
around and visit the other people that I had worked with during the
two altercations that occurred there.

I visited many friends around the police headquarters.
Senator GURNEY. You would not have the statement with you at
that time?
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General TURNER. I would not.

Senator GURNEY. You would return to the lieutenant's office?

General TURNER. That is right, or they would send it up. At one
time they sent it up and I signed it in somebody's office. I don’t re
member.

Senator GURNEY. You don't recall which lieutenant this was?

General TURNER. No, sir; I don’t remember.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask some other
questions regarding the gun records.

Senator MUNDT. If the chairman please, let us not leave this hang
ing, whether or not in fact 2 hours !' elapse, 2 hours or thereabouts,
as he indicated between the compilation of the records.
TESTIMONY OF LT. PAUL DUELLMAN–Resumed

Lieutenant DUELLMAN. It is difficult to pinpoint the exact span of
time when this occurred. However, at the time that the gun selection
was made, to the best of my knowledge the inventories were taken to

the secretary, the secretary typed them up and the general practice
was to have General Turner sign it at that time.
Now, there are times when possibly my secretary might have gone
to lunch and the selection of the guns might have been 11, 11:30, 12
o'clock, and there could have been an hour elapse in the time when the
secretary came back and completed this list at which time the general
might be very right that he could have walked around the building and
come back to sign this statement.

But to my recollection, all four statements of receipts for the
weapons were signed in my presence and to the best of my recollection
they were signed in my office or in the immediate vicinity of my office,
which could have been in the secretary's office or a side storage room.

But it was within the normal scope of time that it would take to
complete such a manifest.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did this reflect the actual content of the boxes

containing the guns which the general took away from the Chicago
Police Department building?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I do think we ought to call as a
witness the secretary and question the secretary. It is important to
know when this was signed and what was said.
Senator RIBICOFF. At the request of Senator Gurney, we will request
that the secretary of Lieutenant Duellman be present tomorrow as
well as Superintendent Conlisk.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What is the name of the secretary again?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Patrolman Martin Ernst. E-r-n-s-t.

Senator GURNEY. General, as I understand it, you have been a gun
collector for many years.
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER–Resumed

General TURNER. For 25 years or so.
Senator GURNEY. You are also a widely known authority on
weapons?

General TURNER. On particular types: yes, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. Tell me, General, did you state during the course

of your testimony, that you bought and sold a great many weapons? Is
that correct?

General TURNER. Yes. I have bought—not a great deal-I have
bought and sold weapons.

Senator GURNEY. Did you buy them from dealers?
General TURNER. Normally you got them from dealers. You could
buy out a collection. If you wanted four or five to fit in within your
collection you may have to buy the entire collection to get it.
Senator GURNEY. Would you sell them to dealers, too?
General TURNER. I normally sold most of them to dealers.
Senator GURNEY. Did this practice go on for 20, 25 years?
General TURNER. I have not been active, I mean as active the last

2 or 3—I was more active the last 2 or 3 years, than I was back
some years ago.

Senator GURNEY. Would you say that you had been selling for 10 or
15 years?

i.eneral TURNER. No, I have been trading and I may have been sell
ing occasionally but I didn’t have too many.
Senator GURNEY. During all this time?
General TURNER. Oh, yes, I have been trading guns for years.
£or GURNEY. To what dealers did you sell beside the Pine State
dealer?

General TURNER. As I stated previously to the chairman, I don't re
member those because you don't stop in going to a gun shop—
Senator GURNEY. Even though your testimony is that you have been
buying and selling to dealers for about 25 years, the only recollection
you have is of the one in North Carolina?
General TURNER. You sell them at gun shows.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t sell them to dealers?

General TURNER. The dealers are at gun shows, sir. This is what
makes up the gun shows.
Senator GURNEY. What gun shows did you attend during this time?
General TURNER. I have attended many, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Where were some?

General TURNER. I would say in Goldsboro, N.C.
Senator GURNEY. When do you think you might have been there?
General TURNER. In the last 2 years.
Senator GURNEY. In the last 2 years?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. How many dealers would be present at that time?
General TURNER. There might be 200 or even 300.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall the approximate date there,
General?

General TURNER. No, sir; I do not.
Senator GURNEY. But within the last 2 years?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What other gun shows have you attended?
General TURNER. I have made the gun shows in Winston-Salem.
Senator GURNEY. When was that?

General TURNER. This was last year sometime.
Senator GURNEY. Did you attend any others last year?
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General TURNER. Yes. I attended one in Durham, last year or the
year before last.

-

Senator GURNEY. Did you buy and sell guns in Durham, in
Winston-Salem, and in Goldsboro?
General TURNER. And traded guns, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall how many you bought and sold?
General TURNER. No, sir; I do not.
Senator GURNEY. Would you say it was two or 20 or 200?
General TURNER. Sir, I couldn’t say without my book.
Senator GURNEY. How about last year? Would you recall?
General TURNER. No, I could not give you that. It would be purely
conjectural.

Senator GURNEY. I realize you could not give me the exact number,
but surely you must have a recollection of whether you sold 10, 20 or

500 last year. Last year is not very long ago.
General TURNER. But I can’t. I wish I could. If I had my book I
could give you specifically every gun that I had.
GURNEY. Have you maintained gun records over the 25

'"

years

General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How long have you maintained gun records?
General TURNER. For about 10 years, sir, as long as I have had a
Federal license that required me to maintain them.
Senator GURNEY. Was this all in one book?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You mentioned that you thought your friend in
South Carolina might have this book. Who is that?
General TURNER. No, I did not say he might have it. I called him
and asked him to check to see if anyone ' run across my book in
South Carolina.
Senator GURNEY. Who is he?

General TURNER. His name is James McNeely in Columbia, S.C. He
was the secretary of the South Carolina Gun Collectors Association.
b
GURNEY. I see. Why would he know who might have your

£or

OOK?

General TURNER. I don’t know that he did. I asked him to check

with those down there to see if they had it. It had been lost. It had
been taken. I don’t know where it is. An agent may have it or an
agency may have or the committee may. I don’t know where it is but
I would like to have it back.

Senator GURNEY. Where did you keep it?
General TURNER. I kept it with me all the time.
Senator GURNEY. You mean in your pocket?
General TURNER. No, sir; this is a large ledger such as that.
Senator GURNEY. In your office?

General TURNER. No, sir, I kept it at home. Then when I would go
to a gun show I would take it with me in one of these little plastic
briefcases because you entered every transaction that you made there.
Senator GURNEY. You kept this book for 10 years?
General TURNER. Oh, yes.
Senator GURNEY. How often did you refer to it?
General TURNER. Any time there was a transaction.
Senator GURNEY. I mean would that be every week?
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General TURNER. No, sir. There would be months without ever re
ferring to it.

Senator GURNEY: Do you recall when you last referred to it?
General TURNER. No, sir, I don’t believe I do.
Senator GURNEY. It is a pretty important book, a record for 10
years.

General TURNER. Sir?

Senator GURNEY. Did you refer to it this year of 1968?
General TURNER. I referred to it in 1969, this year.
Senator GURNEY. I mean 1969.

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall if you referred to it in June 1969?
General TURNER. Sir, I don’t. I don’t want to give you any informa
tion that is not correct and this would be purely conjecture.
Senator GURNEY. But you certainly referred to it, say, within the
first 6 months of this year?
General TURNER. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. When did you first miss it?

General TURNER. Frankly, about 3 months ago or 4 months ago.
Senator GURNEY. Was this prior to the time of the subpena?
General TURNER. Oh, I didn’t even know that this committee was
meeting, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did you report the loss of this book?
General TURNER. I did not. I hope that I would find it.
Senator GURNEY. Did you report the loss of the book to the—what
is the Government agency charged with
General TURNER. ATF. Alcohol, tobacco, and firearms unit of the
Treasury Department.
Senator GURNEY. Did you report the loss to them?

General TURNER. I did not. I did not know that it had actually been
lost.

Senator GURNEY. Have you reported it yet?
General TURNER. I have not.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t think it is lost?

General TURNER. I hope it isn’t. I don’t have it.
Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea where it might be?
General TURNER. No, sir; if I did I would get it, sir. It would be to

my advantage and I could explain a lot of these technical questions,
you may rest assured.
Senator GURNEY. Do you think someone might have stolen it?
General TURNER. That is possible.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you keep it at home?
General TURNER. I kept it down in my shop. I have a shop in my
basement and I keep it there in the shop. I have three volumes of
books, 6 feet long on particular guns, histories, and all types. I have
a large library.
Senator GURNEY. One other question.

You mentioned that you destroyed guns regularly. How did you
destroy guns and where?
General TURNER. Many of these we call belly guns.
Senator GURNEY. What kind?

General TURNER. Belly guns.
Senator GURNEY. Belly guns?

-
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General TURNER. That is a colloquial expression. But it is a very
cheap gun. Many of these little German guns, 22's, or an alloy. First
you check, if I may digress a little bit, you check with a rod, you
pull this and the cylinder turns. You check with the rod. Does it coin
cide? If it does not, it can blow up. Take the cylinder out, take the
springs out, and bang it on an anvil.

Senator GURNEY. Then what would you do with the gun after you
banged it on the anvil?
General TURNER. Throw it in the trash can.

•

-

Senator GURNEY. How many would you say you destroyed in this
fashion?

General TURNER. Over what period of time, sir?
Senator GURNEY. Well, 25 years.
General TURNER. Sir, I am not that smart, I can’t remember.
Senator GURNEY. Well, several hundred, several thousand?
General TURNER. I have within the last 2 or 3 years I would esti
mate, and this is an estimate, I would estimate many over a hundred,
-

many over a hundred.

Senator GURNEY. Less than 200, though?
General TURNER. No, I didn't say less than 200. I don’t know.
Senator GURNEY. You are reasonably sure it is over a hundred?
General TURNER. Many over a hundred.
Senator GURNEY. Your method of destroying guns was always by
banging them on the anvil and throwing them in the trash can?
General TURNER. That is right, and make a note in my book “De
stroyed.” Put it on an anvil and bang it with a big hammer and bend
it, distort it. Some are very fragile alloys, others are steel, so you
have to do it a different way. The point is to mutilate it to the point
that it cannot be used again.
Senator GURNEY. I have no further questions.
Senator RIBICoEF. A few more questions, sir.
When did you first learn you were under investigation by the CID?
General TURNER. In August.
Senator RIBICOFF. Of this year?
General TURNER. Of this year; yes, sir, the middle of August.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was that about the time the book was lost?

General TURNER. No, sir. I had missed it long before that.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you resign your job as U.S. marshal under
pressure on September 2%

General TURNER. When the CID told me that I may be called I went
to Mr. Kleindienst and told him, “I may be called and to preclude em
barrassment to anyone you will hand my resignation in because this
was Army.”

He said, “Well, let us check it out.”

Later on he called me and I said, “Do you want my resignation?”
He said, “It is going to be real sticky,” and I said, “I will give it to
you.

. Senator RIBICoEF. After September 2 when you had this conversa
tion, you resigned on September 2 after your conversation with Mr.
Kleindienst?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF You then called Colonel Shoultz, did you not?
After your resignation did you call Colonel Shoultz?
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General TURNER. About what, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. CID, about turning over some guns to the
museum?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. When were those guns turned over?
General TURNER. There were several. There were some on September
23. There were some on September 4. I turned some over in July and I

turned some over on September 3.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did that amount to 202 guns that you turned over
to the Army Museum, to Colonel Shoultz?

General TURNER. You mean this last group?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, sir.
General TURNER. I would estimate over 200, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. If these were your guns personally,
feel that you were compelled to turn them over to the Army

# did you

General TURNER. I did not feel compelled to turn them over. I had

some left over that I was working on from Fort Bliss. I called him up
and on the advice of my attorney I said, “I can never over a period of
time fix all of these,” and I said I started closing out, reducing my col
lection the first of the year, because I have retired on 70 percent, sir. I
was a paratrooper and I have got a busted vertebra and I have arthri
tis '' the shoulder won’t stay in the socket and a knee won’t stay in
the socket and a foot that has grown back crooked.
And if I sit in a chair I must take violent exercise or be a cripple.
I cannot stand too long, which I had to stand. I started closing out
all of my collection. I even gave some away, fireplace ornaments and
so on, to people.
But I said, “If there is a question on any of this"—and I discussed
this with my attorney—“If there is any question on this then I will
turn them over to them and let it be resolved later.”

Senator RIBICOFF. That was after you discussed this with the attor
ney who is with you now?
General TURNER. That is right, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall how many guns you sold to the
Pine State Gun Shop for the money you received?
General TURNER. No, sir; I don’t.
Senator RIBICOFF You don't recall how many?
General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Our incomplete records that we have indicate 23

guns that are actually traceable to Chicago and Kansas City. You
would not contest 23 guns. You had to sell something to get that large
amount of money.
General TURNER. I sold many guns. As to the number I don’t recall.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know whether any of these came from
Chicago or Kansas City?
General TURNER. Sir, I don’t know.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever sell any guns to anyone else in the
past 3 years outside of just at a gun show?
General TURNER. Yes; I have traded.

Senator RIBICOFF: Whom else have you sold guns to?
General TURNER. Did I trade or sell?
Senator RIBICOFF. Sell.

General TURNER. Sir, I can’t remember right off.
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Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t recall?

General TURNER. Not at this time, I can’t recall.
Senator RIBICOFF. You are a gun dealer, you have been dealing with
£ for 25 years. Are there many people that a man like you sells guns
tO %

General TURNER. No; there are not.
Senator RIBICOFF. There are just a few you deal with. You dealt
with the Pine State Gun Shop for some time. You know you sold them
guns but you don’t recall anyone else that you sold guns to?
General TURNER. No, sir; I don’t.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much did you show on your income tax
returns in the past 3 years that you received for the sale of guns?
General TURNER. I declared, when this matter came up
sub
penaed-I make out my own income tax, unfortunately—but when
they subpenaed my income tax returns my attorney looked them over

£

and saw an obvious error in mathematics.

He says, “Let us check these and insure that they are right.” We
turned these over to the committee and we consulted a CPA and I

said, “Go over these to see if they are correct.” They were not correct.
There were some omissions, mathematical errors. There were some
duplications and there was a lot left out, long-term stock was con
tained on short-term and vice versa. That is why I said unfortunately
I have been making them out. I have filed amended returns.
Senator RIBICOFF. What do your tax returns show on your dealings
with guns? What was your income from guns, sir?
General TURNER. In 1968

Senator RIBICOFF. If you want to refresh your memory you can, sir.
Mr. BoNNER. Senator, we brought the amended returns with us for
the committee.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have them with you?
Mr. BoNNER. They were delivered to my office sometime yesterday
afternoon, I believe.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you want to take a few minutes out to examine
them?

Mr. BoNNER: Whatever pleases you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. We want the facts. We want to afford you every
opportunity to look at them.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, could we have the name of his

certified public accountant for the record?
General TURNER. Yes, sir; Harry Levin.
Senator GURNEY. His address?

General TURNER. On Eastern Avenue, 7826 Eastern Avenue, North
West.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are these your amended returns or your original?
General TURNER. Amended, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. When were the amended returns filed?

Mr. BoNNER. It should be within the past few days.
Senator RIBICOFF. These were the amended returns in the past few
davs?
Mr. BONNER. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Originally he did not list his income from
Mr. BoNNER. Mr. Adlerman returned to us on our request copies of
all his income tax statements which we had turned over to the com

mittee in response to the subpena.
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It was our opinion, although, we don’t claim to be tax specialists
in the field of law, that if there were some errors they should be re
viewed by the accountant.
They were reviewed, changes made and amended returns filed. The
original returns are here and I will return them to Mr. Adlerman.
The amended returns are here as well.

Senator MUNDT. In the unamended returns were there any profits
shown in gun transactions?
Mr. BoNNER. From my recollection, Senator, the answer would be
no. But I would prefer that the records speak for themselves.

Senator MUNDT. The records will speak for themselves. I just wanted
to get the basis for this next question. On the amended return how
much profit was shown in gun transactions for, say, 1967, 1968?
Mr. BoNNER. To be frank with you, I have not read the amended
returns. They are here. We will be glad to look them over and answer
the question specifically.
Senator MUNDT. Do we have the amended returns in our files?

Mr. BoNNER. They are here for the committee. We brought them
here.

Senator PERCY. Would the witness care to respond as to whether the

amended returns show any substantial income from gun dealings or
whether the changes have been unsubstantial?
General TURNER. Would you repeat that question?
Senator PERCY. Yes. Does the amended return filed within recent

days show a substantial income previously not reported in the returns
that you prepared?
General TURNER. Not substantial, sir.
Senator PERCY. What inconsequential amount would it be then? Is

it a few dollars, a few hundred dollars? It was evidently enough for
your CPA to call for amended returns.
General TURNER. In gun dealing you know you trade. You may
give five, take five, and so forth. I did not have my book available
again, if I may bring that up.
As a matter of fact, in the past, the reason I did not declare it is
that I did not consider this hobby as inclusive within that, to be very
honest and truthful with you, Senator.
-

(At this point Senator Metcalf withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator PERCY. It was only trading, there was no cash involved?

General TURNER. There was some cash but you would buy more guns
possibly or ' may trade some. In other words, you may pay $800 for
a collection but you would have your money invested in it.

Senator PERCY. If you sold that for $1,200, to my simple way of
thinking you would have a $400 profit which would be taxable.

General TURNER. But if you didn't get $800 back you would not

£ on gun trading. This is
a hobby with me and I take some and put it in my collection.
This other stuff, many of them are destroyed or turned over. I was
have that much, Senator. I am not

after the pieces that would enhance my gun collection.
Senator PERCY. Could you give us some idea as to what the amended
return now shows?

General TURNER. In 1968, $2,400. In 1967

Senator MUNDT. Talking about net profit.
General TURNER. Yes, sir; that I declared.
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In 1967, $2,000. And I did not include those that I had given away
to the museum, of mine. I did not deduct them which I should have.
And in 1966, $1,300.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Can we ask you what your returns were originally
before they were amended for each of those years? What was the ori
ginal amount shown on the return?
General TURNER. May I give you 1965 before I answer that question;
1965 was $900; 1964 was $200.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me ask you now again, can you give us the figures
shown on the original return for those years?
Mr. BoNNER. What figures, Mr. Adlerman?
Mr. ADLERMAN. The figures you are just discussing now, his income
from the sale of guns.

Mr. BoNNER. I think the answer before was that there was not any.
Senator PERCY. So you had a $4,600 increase from guns now that
has been revealed only in the last few days.
What is your top tax bracket, roughly, for these years?
General TURNER. I don’t remember. I don’t know.

Senator PERCY. Can you tell us what your total income was for 1968?
Mr. BoNNER. I assume the Senator means the total gross income as
opposed to net.

enator PERCY. Yes, subject to taxation.
General TURNER. My total income was $31,554.77.

Senator RIBICOFF. May I ask counsel if you would let us have the
original and amended returns?
Mr. BoNNER. Of course, the originals have been filed but we have
copies for you, Senator.

Senator PERCY. Just for our own general purposes subject to further
refinement, I would estimate the understatement of Federal income
tax for 4 years then is about $2,000.
Senator RIBICOFF. May I go over some figures with you for the pur
pose of the record, General?
You received some 96 guns from the Kansas City police. You re
ceived 400 guns from Chicago.
-

General

NER. I believe 300 and some odd.

Senator RIBICOFF. What was the figure?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. 397 weapons.

Senator RIBICOFF. 397 from Chicago, 96 from Kansas City, and
Fort Bliss, 195. Is that correct?

General TURNER. I believe it is, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. That is 688 guns. Is that correct?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. In 1968, you gave 40 guns and 40 guns again to
the Army Museum; is that right?
General TURNER. Forty-five, forty and eight.
-

Senator RIBICOFF: What is that again that you gave?
General TURNER. Forty-five, forty and eight.
Senator RIBICOFF. So you gave 93?
General TURNER. Oh, as you were. No, sir. I gave—it was 93 in 1968.
Senator RIBICoEF. Then you gave 202 guns after September 2, 1969;
is that right, sir, 202 in 1969?
General TURNER. What about the others with no receipts, sir? Now
I have turned the receipts over. That is one I do not have here, that
-
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I turned a receipt over that had six or eight on it and there was
another that had one on it.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many do you estimate yourself that you
turned over to the Army in 1968 and 1969, '' own figures?
General TURNER. With or without receipt I would say in the vicin
ity of 350.
Senator RIBICOFF. You turned over 350.

Senator MUNDT. Does that include the 202 in September?
General TURNER. Sir?

Senator MUNDT. Does that include the 202 in September?
General TURNER. Yes, sir. . .

Senator RIBIcoFF. Our records show that the Pine State Gun Shop

received 23 guns that were sold by you for which you received funds
from the Pine State Gun Shop. That leaves some 315 guns.
What happened to the other 315?

General TURNER. Many of them were cannibalized, many of them
were destroyed, and I traded some.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know how many you traded?
General TURNER. No, sir; I would have no way of recalling that.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you trade them for other guns?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoFF. Where are those guns that you traded for?
General TURNER. Sir?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Where are those guns now that you traded for?
General TURNER. Many of them were turned over in this group.
You may cannibalize some, destroy some, and you may swap four for
one and swap that one off and three or four more for another one.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do any of the other members of the committee
have any more questions to ask about guns?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. I mean we have to go into the second phase of
it. We will take a recess after we have finished with the gun phase.
Senator GURNEY. I would like to ask a question about the income
tax returns.

Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.
Senator GURNEY. General, in response to Senator Percy's question
ing you did give some figures of additional amounts of money in your
amended tax return.

Is it true that these additional amounts of money were derived
from the sale of weapons?

General TURNER. From gun trading; yes, sir, my hobby.
Senator GURNEY. All of the additional amounts involved?

General TURNER. Say that again, will you please?
Senator GURNEY. You filed original income tax returns. Following
the subpena of the committee you filed amended returns. In each
case the amended returns show additional amounts of money.
General TURNER. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. My question is, were all these additional amounts
of money derived from the sale of guns?
General TURNER. No, sir. There were a few Turner mathematical
-

errors in there.

-

Senator GURNEY. Would you tell the committee what additional
amounts of money were derived from the sale of guns?
35–359–69–pt. 1–17
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General TURNER. I believe I named those off a while ago. There
were $2,400, I believe, and then there was from 1964 to 1968 —

Senator PERCY. $2,400 in 1968, $2,000 in 1967, $1,300 in 1966 and
$900 in 1965 for a gross total of $6,600.
General TURNER. $200 in 1964.
Senator PERCY. How much in 1964?

General TURNER. $200.

Senator GURNEY. All these amounts that Senator Percy has just
mentioned were amounts derived from the sale of guns?
£al TURNER. From gun trading, not necessarily from the sale
-

Of GrunS.

enator GURNEY. Now, my question is in what manner did you fur
nish the records to the certified public accountant who £pared the
amended returns showing where these amounts came from?
General TURNER. Sir?

Senator GURNEY. I say in what manner did you give information to

'' certified

public accountant on these amounts of money so that
e could prepare the returns?
General TURNER. I told him how much. I itemized it, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You mean you had no records at all?
General TURNER. Sir, I have stated that my record is gone.
Senator GURNEY. How did you arrive at an estimation of $900 addi
tional income from the sale of guns in 1965?
General TURNER. It was approximately that, sir, and I think it was
quite liberal.
Senator GURNEY. You had no records at all to come up with this
figure of $900?
General TURNER. No, sir. You buy some, you sell some, you invest,

you keep them during that year, and you may have $1,500 invested
and it may come out the next year.
Senator GURNEY. In 1966 you came up with a figure of $1,300.
General TURNER. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. That you furnished to your public accountant. Is
-

it your testimony that you furnished to him only verbal estimates of
this $1,300?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You furnished him no records of any sort?
General TURNER. I furnished him a piece of paper stating this is
liberal, this is what I believe that I made on gun trading during these
year’S.
Senator GURNEY. This was in your handwriting? I mean by that
there were no sales slips from any gun traders or gun dealers?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Going to 1967, $2,000. Is the same thing true for
that figure?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. This is the estimate that you gave to him, with no
backup information from sales slips from gun dealers?
General TURNER. You don’t have sales slips.
Senator GURNEY. What do you have?
General TURNER. You have your book that you enter it in.
Senator GURNEY. You mean there is nothing that passes in this
transaction against the gun and dollars?
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General TURNER. No, sir. You put it down in your book. Now under
the new law there is a sales slip with his license on it. But in the past
this was not required.
Senator GURNEY. I see, just the amount of money passed. And in

1968, concerning the $2,400, your testimony is the same that this was
an estimate that you furnished to your public accountant?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. No backup information?
General TURNER. I had none.
Senator GURNEY. Of any sort?

General TURNER. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you another question.
I see that the amounts go up, 1964, $200; 1965, $900; 1966, $1,300;
1967, $2,000; and 1968, $2,400.

I take it you were trading increasingly each year; is that right?
General TURNER. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Why did you do so little trading in 1964, only
$200?

General TURNER. Because I was only here 6 months out of that year.
I was in Europe, sir.

Senator GURNEY. You did not do any trading over there?

General TURNER. Nothing to speak of. I had all my gun collection
back here, packed away, with the exception of my hunting rifles and
that sort that I used.

Senator GURNEY. Where did you do most of your selling and trad
ing in 1965, do you recall?
General TURNER. At the gun shows.

Senator GURNEY. And where were they?
General TURNER. I believe I stated there was one in Durham—
Senator GURNEY. In 1965?

General TURNER. Sir, I don’t remember in 1965.

Senator GURNEY. What about 1966, do you remember?
General TURNER. Nor do I remember in 1966.

Senator GURNEY. 1967, do you remember?
General TURNER. I think there was one in Durham. There was one
in Durham is the best I remember.

Senator GURNEY. Last year, 1968?
General TURNER. There is one a year in Durham and Winston-Salem
and Goldsboro or Greensboro, one of the two.
Senator GURNEY. In 1968, you went to Winston-Salem and Golds
boro or Greensboro?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY: Do you recall in that year, which was last year,
what dealers you did business with?
General TURNER. No, sir; I do not. This is a complete armory with
table to table, and so forth.

Senator GURNEY: Are these dealers in the business for a long time,
and well established?

General TURNER. Many of them are, many of them are collectors.

They come from far and wide to look over the wares; see what they
can trade, pick up some for their collections.
For many of them it is their professional business.
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Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea what an average transaction
would amount to in dollars the purchase or sale or trade, $25, or $50.
General TURNER. Sir, that would depend on the item. It could be

a buck or it could be $15 or whatever, depending on the item.
Senator GURNEY. What would you say might be the average?
General TURNER. I don't know what I might say because I don’t
know what gun we are talking about.
Senator GURNEY. We are talking about several guns. You are an
experienced trader over many years.

General TURNER. Yes, sir; but you can't say 11 guns. Many of these
things cost $7 new. Many of them cost $65 or $70 new.

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall in 1968 whether you had any ex
tremely expensive weapons that you sold You would recall that?

General TURNER. Not extremely expensive.
Senator GURNEY. Did you sell any for $500?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Sell any for $100?
General TURNER. I had an antique that I had bought that I sold.
Senator GURNEY. For about $100?

General TURNER. No; I think it was $200 and something.
Senator GURNEY. Dropping down from that figure; there were no
sales between $100 and $200?

General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How about $50 and $100; were there any sales in
this amount?

General TURNER. Yes; I am sure there were.
Senator GURNEY. How many would you say?
General TURNER. Sir, I don’t know.
Senator GURNEY. $50 or $100 is a pretty expensive gun.
General TURNER. $50 or $100 is a wide variation. If you get around
from $35 to $55, then you are getting a better, and #you get down
to $15 to $25, you are covering a greater portion.
Senator GURNEY. Of your transactions?
General TURNER. Yes. This is a straight sale. A trade is a matter of
2 to 5 bucks?

£or GURNEY. Did you include some of those in this figure; two
to five 2

General TURNER. Sir?

Senator GURNEY. Did you include in the $2,400–
General TURNER. I included everything and, sir, I went overboard
rather than go underboard on it.
Senator GURNEY. In the $50 to $100, would you say; you traded, oh,
a dozen?

General TURNER. Sir, you are asking me questions that I couldn't
possibly remember.
Senator GURNEY. Last, year, just last year? It is only last year.
General TURNER. Sir, this is not a profession I fool with every day.
It may be 3 months.
Senator GURNEY. You have been fooling with it for 25 years.
General TURNER. No, but I don't fool with it every day. Sometimes
I don’t see them for 3 months except when I take them out and oil
them.
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Senator GURNEY. You are one of the best known collectors and au

thorities on guns in the country.
General TURNER. I didn't say that, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You said yes when I did.
General TURNER. Well, thank you for the compliment but I am not.
Senator GURNEY. Do you think you could give us some idea of how
many weapons you sold for $50 to $100?
General TURNER. No, sir; I could not.
Senator GURNEY. Not even a ball

# figure?

General TURNER. No, sir. It may be misleading; it may be erroneous
and I would not want to tell you anything that was not correct.
Senator GURNEY. Well, I appreciate that. But most of the trans

actions, as I recall, were in the $25 to $50 class? That was your
testimony.

General TURNER. I would say $25 or below. Some of them went over.
But no big deals.
Senator GURNEY. Well, quite a few guns are involved according to
your testimony.
General TURNER. Sir, and we have a lot of junk involved here, too.
Senator GURNEY. I mean there are a lot of sales involved.

General TURNER. Well, we had a lot of guns but many of them were
destroyed and many of them were junk and many of them had been
cannibalized.

Senator RIBIcoFF. If the Senator will yield for a second.
Lieutenant, were the guns he took from the Chicago Police Depart
ment junk or good guns?
Lieutenant DUELLMAN. It was a wide variety of weapons. Some had
value. Many of them were the average type weapon that a police

officer might carry. There were many weapons, too, which I say in
truthfulness were the cheap type weapon, also.
Senator GURNEY. I have no

£ questions.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, could I pursue that for a minute
more.

Did you consider when you sold these guns, General Turner, that
you were in the business of dealing in guns?

General TURNER. Are you speaking to me, sir?
Senator PERCY. Yes, sir. Do you consider to be in the business—
General TURNER. No, sir; this is a hobby with me.

Senator PERCY, You did not consider this in any way as adding to
your financial well-being?
General TURNER. None whatsoever.

Senator PERCY. Why, then, when you went overboard in estimating
this amount with your accountant, did he explain to you it would be
necessary to file an amended return?
General TURNER. I don't understand the question, sir.
Senator PERCY. If you do not consider yourself in the business and
do not consider that in dealing in guns you added to your financial
well-being, why did you then decide in the last few days to file an

amended return and reveal $6,800 of income in 5 years that had not
been revealed before?

General TURNER. On advice of my counsel, sir.
Senator PERCY. Pardon ?

General Tt RNER. On advice of my counsel.
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Senator PERCY. What explanation did he give you? Did you argue

with him the same as you are arguing with us maintaining that you
are not in the business, or did he define for you what a business was?
General TURNER. I did. I said, “No, this is gun trading, you give
some, take some, and so and so.” He said, “That in my opinion is con
sidered profit,” and so forth.

Then he called the tax man and I said, “Then if this is, then let us
correct it.”

Senator PERCY. General Turner, we are dealing with very important
matters which we in the committee recognize to have a deep impact
in the country.
We have had an undermining of confidence in various areas in the
country. At this stage we can only come to two conclusions: either
that you are so incredibly naive that an accountant could easily define
for you and quickly convince you that you have been in the business
of guns, earning an income which is taxable income, or that you have
evaded the payment of income taxes.
Now, as you may know a taxpayers' revolt is on in this country.

Our mail is heavy from people who resent paying taxes, on hard
earned money when someone else finds a loophole. But this is not
a case of discovering a loophole. This is evasion.
I wonder if you could explain to us why you as the Provost Marshal
General of the United States Army, are apparently so incredibly naive
that you do not know when you realize income and do not know that
you
an income tax return on it? What other explanation could

£ile

you give

General TURNER. Sir, I think these are still questionable items that
were included.

Senator PERCY. You mean you now question
General TURNER. I don’t question, but I say they are still
questionable.
Senator PERCY. You cited this return and you have now declared
this as income.

General TURNER. That is right.
Senator PERCY. You have agreed with your accountant that this is
income as defined by the Internal Revenue Code that must be declared
and which every other gun dealer, and there must be many of them,
probably has been declaring as income through the years.
Senator GURNEY. Will the Senator yield?
Senator PERCY. I will be happy to.
Senator GURNEY. General, my recollection of your testimony is
that in recent years a written record of a gun transaction is required.
Is that

£

In other words, when you sell a gun a piece of paper passes; is that
correct?

General TURNER. I believe now you must take his Federal license
and get a copy of that piece of paper and file it. In the past this was
not true.

Senator GURNEY. I understand that. But it was true in 1968; is

that right?

i.'" TURNER. I believe

it was 1969, the last part of 1968, I

1eVe.

Senator GURNEY. The Gun Control Act passed in 1968, as Irecall.
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General TURNER. I am not that familiar with it.

Senator GURNEY. My question is were there any pieces of paper that
passed when you sold these guns in 1968?
General TURNER. I don’t think so.

Senator GURNEY. You don’t recall that?

General TURNER. No, sir; I do not.
Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection at all?

General TURNER. No. You put their name down in a book and check
the Federal dealer's license. That is what you are required to do.
Senator GURNEY. But you say there is a piece of paper required now
in 1969; is that right?
General TURNER. You have to have a copy of their Federal dealer's
license, not just the number. Up until the latter part, in December of
1968 or the first part of 1969, all you had to do was put the man's
name, address, and his Federal firearms license number.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.
d

£or MUNDT. What would you do

with that after you put it

OWn

General TURNER. You would enter it in your book and keep it as a
permanent record, sir.
MUNDT. You didn’t have to send a copy of that to anybody

£ator

else

General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Tell me about this gun show business. That is kind

of new to me. The way you described it sounds like an old country
bazaar out in the West.

Do you go lugging down all these guns that you have to Winston
Salem? Do you get a truck or station wagon to carry your guns down
and display them and everybody displays them and they sort of
jockey back and forth and trade or what?
General TURNER. No, sir. The first is these are advertised in the

Shotgun News and notices are sent out to interested people, lots of

publicity. They are closely supervised by the alcohol, tobacco, and
firearms unit. They have men for questions and so on.
And you rent a table, $5, $6, or $7, whatever it is. You spread your
wares out on that table. The public comes in and the other people will
come in from all around. There can be hundreds of people coming in.
They look, they have displays for the best collection of a certain
thing. They have contests and give prizes for the best Colt collection,
we will say, or the best Winchester collection, and so on.
This is the way it is done.
Senator MUNDT. How many guns did you take down to Winston
Salem?

General TURNER. A couple of bags full.
Senator MUNDT. A couple of bags? How big a bag? Did you take a
hundred guns down or a thousand guns or five or six?
General TURNER. No, sir. I can only lift so many. I would say I
would take a hundred or less. Never in excess of that. And these are

your small ones. These are not including rifles or anything.
Senator MUNDT. Any particular reason these gun shows are all
held in North Carolina?

-

-

General TURNER. No, sir; they are held in every State in the Union,
Sir".
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Senator MUNDT. The only ones you mentioned were in North
Carolina.

General TURNER. I made one here in Winchester, Va., sir.
Senator MUNDT. You did?

General TURNER. I am a licensed dealer in North Carolina.

Senator MUNDT. You can't sell guns in West Virginia or Virginia or
Someplace else?
General TURNER. Pardon?

Senator MUNDT. You can't sell guns except in North Carolina?

General TURNER. Oh, no, sir. You can sell guns in the adjoining
State. This is new, and I am not familiar with it and I have called
8 or 10 months ago, I said, “This is so confused, I can’t under
stand it. What can I do?” They said it was confusing to them.
I said. “Can I go to North Carolina?” and he said yes. I said fine.

them

But I had a license in North Carolina.

Senator MUNDT. If you had a gun show in Baltimore, could you go
up there and display your guns?
General TURNER. You could but I would not go to Baltimore.
b Senator MUNDT. That is closer than Winston-Salem to lug that
ag.

General TURNER. But I went to a gun show in Baltimore and there
were too many people and you lose two or three and you grab your
stuff up and get out of there.
Senator MUNDT. There are police in Baltimore.
General TURNER. I am not the police department. The police chief
is a close and cherished friend of mine. It is the hoods.
Senator MUNDT. The who?

General TURNER. The hoods.

Senator MUNDT. Can't you protect your table full of guns against
the hoods?

General TURNER. You know the hand is slicker than the eye,
Senator.

•

Senator MUNDT. The way you described the gun show in Baltimore
this is a wonderful place for criminals to pick up their guns.
General TURNER. Well, sir, I would say that there is an abundance

of people who attend that and they crowd through and guns are lost
sometimes.

Senator MUNDT. Kind of shoplifting?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You stick to North Carolina, you don’t lose any
there.

Senator RIBICoEF. General, when you are talking about the value of
these guns, on February 17, 1969, vou received this check for $1,122.50
from the Pine State Gun Shop. I have a memorandum from the Pine
State Gun Shop indicating there are 16 guns for which you received
$1,122.50, they are all from Chicago except one from Kansas City and
one is unidentified, indicating that they are valuable guns.
The average, as I look at this, about $60, $65, $70. So this wasn’t
junk. Would you like to look at this?
General TURNER. I turned that over to you, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. We got this from the Pine State Gun Shop.
General TURNER. No, sir. T turned that over to the committee. These

were the cream of the crop. They were Magnums, they were very, very
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fine ones. I had gone over each one of these, had stripped it and gone
completely over it to see that they were perfect.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was this $1,122.50 turned over to the Army?
General TURNER. No, sir. These were my guns.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words

General TURNER. And I will so declare them on my income tax.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you picked up these guns you were pro
vost marshal?

General TURNER. I may have picked them up on the 14th of Novem
ber, sir. I was retired.

Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t remember the dates that these guns
were picked up?
General TrRNER. No, sir; I do not.

Senator GURNEY. General, when was the show in Winchester, Va.
General TURNER. They have a sham battle out there every year. I

don't remember when it is. But I didn't go back the second time.
Senator GURNEY. When did you go the first time?
General TURNER. Two years ago, I think I went out there once but
I didn’t go back.

Senator GURNEY. When you attended these shows in 1968, were
there many buyers who came by and saw them?
General TURNER. Not in large numbers, no, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What would be the largest transaction?
General TURNER. You would never go over five, five at the most, five
of Vour
ones or one of the better ones. Now the big shows are in

£

Columbus. That is where all the dealers come, to Columbus. That is

your big show. And in Houston, Tex.
Senator GURNEY. Is that Columbus, Ohio, or Georgia?
General TURNER. Columbus, Ohio. That is the big one.
Senator GURNEY. Have you been to that one?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. No further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman.

Mr. ADLERMAN. General, I show you this check for $835 which is
dated January 23, 1969, and I ask you whether or not you received
that money from the Pine State Gun Shop?
Showing the witness exhibit No. 14.)
neral TURNER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that from the sale of guns?
General TURNER. It must have been, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The records we obtained from the Pine State Gun

Shop reflect the sales of some 10 weapons which consist of a Colt Mag
num, a 357, a Smith & Wesson, .38, ' .38, Colt .38, Colt 357, Smith
& Wesson 357, Colt and Texas Š ecial, Smith & Wesson .38, and a Colt
357, and Smith & Wesson .38 caliber gun.
All of these 10 guns came out of the inventory you received from
Chicago. Did you sell these guns to the Pine State Gun Shop?
General TURNER. I don’t know whether I sold that list because I

don’t remember the names or number.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I show you this record and ask if this refreshes your

recollection as to whether or not those are the guns you sold to Pine
State Gun Shop?
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General TURNER. Sir, to answer your question specifically, of these
articular guns I don’t know how many I sold. I know the amount by
ooking at my signature on the check but if he wanted to put 25 down
there
11) or if he wanted to put two down there I don’t know.
As I say, I cannot verify because I don’t remember Smith & Wesson

£

caliber .38 No. 28049.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many transactions did you have of the size of
$895 or $1,122?
General TURNER. You mean here?

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many gun transactions? You have been in this
business, not the business, it is a hobby—
General TURNER. I cannot answer that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many gun sales have you made that have
totaled at one particular time $895 or $1,122?
General TURNER. These apparently are very good ones.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am not asking you that. I am asking you how
many gun transactions have you had of that size?
General TURNER. Sir, I don’t know how £y guns.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you had more than 10?
General TURNER. I don’t know whether I had more than 10. I said

I don’t know how many I have had.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You just amended your income tax return and
you have $6,800 increase in your income tax returns on the amended
returns from your hobby sales.
]
trying to find out how many more of these types of sales you

£m

18 Ol.

General TURNER. I have no great sales.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Whom did you sell them to?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. These particular guns, do you deny these are the
guns you sold to the Pine State Shop?

General TURNER. Do I deny that I did not sell them?
Mr. ADLERMAN. That you did sell them.
General TURNER. That I did sell them?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

General TURNER. No, I don’t deny it because I sold him some.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You said before the others were the cream of the

crop, that is why you got $1,100 for them?
TURNER. That is right. There were some very good cream

£

on this.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this also the cream of the crop?
General TURNER. When you are getting into the Magnums you are
getting into the cream of the crop.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is the cream of the crop; is that right?
General TURNER. I don’t say they were all cream of the crop. The
Magnum is.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You sold 10 guns and received $895, which is al

most $90 a gun. Isn’t that a high price for a handgun?
General
NER. That is very high.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That must be the cream of the crop, too.

General TURNER. Well, I don't think—as I said, if this number of
guns, they average $90 apiece
Mr. ADLERMAN. Well, you could figure it out, yourself.
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General TURNER. Or whatever you said.
Mr. ADLERMAN. $895 for 10 guns.
General TURNER. These were 357's. The majority of them were 357's
and would fall in that category.
-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you sold any other guns besides these in that
category?
General TURNER. In what category?
Mr. ADLERMAN. In the cream of the crop category.

•

General TURNER. Sir, you are asking me questions that I wish I
could give you the answer to and I hate to rely
Mr. ADLERMAN. We would like to get the answer.

•

General TURNER. I would like to give you the answer, sir; but I do
not have an indelible memory on the type of gun and the number of
that gun.

M'". When did the CID first start their investigation?
$'" notice that the CID was starting an inves

When did it come to

tigation on the gun sales?
General TURNER. I don’t remember. It was in the last, it was very,
very recently. I had no idea.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you say it would be about June or July?
General TURNER. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. August? Did they interview you?
General TURNER. They interviewed me in the latter part of August.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did it come to your notice that they were investigat
ing you before?
General TURNER. But guns were not brought up, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they come to you on the Wooldridge matter?
-

General TURNER. On the what?

Mr. ADLERMAN. On the Wooldridge matter.
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When was that?

General TURNER. That was in the third week in August, I believe,
within that time frame.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is this about the time your records disappeared?

General TURNER. No, sir. I had missed it long before this.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did they disappear?
General TURNER. Sir, I have answered this question four times.
When did it disappear? I don’t know. I do not know when it disap
peared and I do not know where it went. I would like to have it back.

Now to ask me again, you are going to try to get me to tell a lie and
I won’t lie.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am trying to get the truth.
General TURNER. I am trying to give you the truth.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When # you last miss them? When did you last
see them?

General TURNER. I missed the records sometime in May or June. I
paid no attention to it because I didn’t have an occasion for it.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I have one or two other questions.
How would you normally enter these checks from the Pine State

Gun Shop in your financial records at home?
I mean by that do you have a bank deposit receipt book you put
them in 2
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General TURNER. Yes, sir. My bank is back in Oklahoma, sir. I send
it to them. I endorse it “For deposit only” and send it to my bank.
Senator GURNEY. Do you send a deposit slip alone, listing the check?

General TURNER. No. They send me a deposit slip.
Senator GURNEY. Do they list, the check on their deposit slips? I
mean by that under the title of Pine State Gun Shop.
General TURNER. No, sir. They say deposit. I will write them a letter
and say Pine State Gun, so much; Joe Doe, so much, and I send it
back to them and they give me a receipt for it.
Senator GURNEY. You do this on a letter or something?
General TURNER. Yes, sir; on a letter.
Senator GURNEY. Do you keep a copy of those letters?
General TURNER. No, sir; but I would enter it in my bankbook that
I turned over the amount that was deposited.
Senator GURNEY. I am not sure I understand that. You enter it in

your bankbook, you say?
General TURNER. Yes, sir; in my checkbook.
Senator GURNEY. Do you write in your checkbook from what shop
or from whom the check comes from ?

General TURNER. Yes, sir; I make a notation on the other side.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, within your records it would
show, for example, the checks from the Pine State Gun Shop?
General TURNER. I assume that it would.

Senator GURNEY. Do we have those records, Mr. Counsel?
Mr. DUFFY. I don’t think there was any correspondence made avail
able to us.

General TURNER. I didn’t say correspondence.

Senator GURNEY. Do you have the correspondence?
Mr. BoNNER. The correspondence was sent to the bank. He has never
maintained the correspondence.
General TURNER. I used to send a letter to the bank.

Senator GURNEY. You did not keep a copy yourself?
General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Even for important things like financial records?
General TURNER. I put it in the checkbook.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this: When you would make these
bank deposits during the time you were on active service, and some
of these were made during that time, wouldn’t you dictate to your
secretary a letter which says “Dear Mr. Banker, I forward herewith
checks for deposit”?
General TURNER. No, sir. I would take a memo and say, “The follow
ing checks are deposited to my account.” I have been with that bank
since I have been 13 years old and the president is one of my Boy
Scouts, sir.
b
GURNEY. This memorandum you send simply goes to the

£or

an K. A

General TURNER. That is right.

Senator GURNEY. And then they send back to you a deposit slip?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY: Do we have those deposit slips?
b

# ADLERMAN.

I think we have subpenaed the records from the

an K.

Senator GURNEY. Did General Turner furnish those slips?
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Mr. ADLERMAN. I think they are under subpena, sir.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Bonner, were any deposit slips turned over?
Mr. BONNER. I don’t know.

-

General TURNER. The point is, if it is on my statement you just
throw the deposit slip away. It is on the monthly statement.
-

Mr. DUFFY. In examining those records we didn't find any deposit
slins.

eneral TURNER. Then it is on the monthly statement then.
Mr. BoNNER. You have the monthly statements.

Senator GURNEY. Is it your testimony you throw all the deposit slips
away, is that it?
General TURNER. After the monthly statement, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. That is an unusual way to keep records, I must
SaV.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. General Turner, I mentioned earlier the amount of

income and a rough estimate on taxation.
We didn’t know at that time the top tax bracket, but I think now it
is 39 percent. So roughly on $6,800 of unreported income, which has
now been reported, the tax liability, based on the 1968 percentage fig
ure, would be somewhat in excess

''$2,500.

General TURNER. This is for 5 years, Senator.
Senator PERCY. That is right.

General TURNER. This is for 5 years. And in 1964 and in 1965 there
is a lot of difference between those two and the next vear.

Senator PERCY. Yes, but for gross income, if the percentage is
around 39 percent for those years, and I don’t know what it is, 39
rcent for 1968, we can figure roughly an understatement of tax lia

ility of over $2,500 in this one item, Mr. Chairman.
General TURNER. I don’t know.

Senator RIBICOFF. If there are no further questions, I would ask the

committee staff to ask the Chiefs of Police of Chicago and Kansas City
to be here tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we could have the lieu

tenant's secretary since the chief of police is coming from Chicago?
Senator RIBIcoFF. That request is being made, too, for Mr. Ernst to
accompany the chief here tomorrow, too.
If there are no further questions we will stand in recess until to

morrow morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, October 8, 1969.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Percy and Gurney.)
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENTSUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting £
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A.
Ribicoff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican,
South Dakota; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and
Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the
minority: Carmine S. Bellino, consultant; Frederick Asselin, special
assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, Chief Clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee communicated with the Superin
tendent of Police, Mr. Conlisk. His duties in Chicago are of such a
nature that it is impossible for him to leave Chicago the remainder
of the week. So, Superintendent Conlisk and Chief Kelley will appear
Monday morning at 10 a.m. We will not meet on Thursday and
Friday.
I am a member of the Finance Committee. The Finance Committee

will be finishing its hearings today. On Thursday and Friday, the
committee will be in executive session at which time, in accordance
with a letter I have received today from the Chairman of the Finance

Committee, votes could possibl '. taken on major provisions of the
House bill. I feel that I have the obligation to be there at that time.

Our first witness today will be Carmine Bellino, who will discuss
the affairs of the Maredem Corp. This afternoon, we will meet and
our witness will be Miss June £ who will testify on the kick
backs in the entertainment field in Vietnam.
(267)

26S

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing by the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. BELLINo. I do.
STATEMENT OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Bellino, will you, for the purpose of the
record, give us your qualifications and your experience?
Mr. BELLINo. My name is Carmine S. Bellino. I was certified public
accountant in New Jersey, New York, and the District of Columbia.
I was chief of the accounting unit in the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion and special agent accountant from 1934 to 1945 and I have been
•

connected with this subcommittee from time to time since 1947. I am

associated with the accounting firm of Wright, Long & Co. of New
York City.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your work with this subcommittee, did you
have occasion to investigate the records of Maredem, Marmed, and
other groups in ''
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Will you relate to us the results of your inves
tigation?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

There are approximately 1,200 recognized or chartered clubs in

Vietnam. There are an additional 500 sundry clubs operating in remote
areas. In centers of large troop concentrations or within divisional or
area support headquarters, headquarter commands, club systems oper
ate. The systems may operate as many as 35 to 40 clubs. Generally, one
or two men are responsible for the purchasing and contracting for all
the clubs in that system. Individual club managers have no direct deal

#
with suppliers, contractors, etcetera. This concept puts consider
able purchasing power in the hands of a very few.
Of 167 Army clubs for the calendar year 1968, which we reviewed,
mainly to obtain the amount of business they have done, we found they
have approximately $53 million. That is 167 out of the over 1,200 or
close to 1,700 clubs that operate in Vietnam.
The names of Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge, Sgt. Seymour
Lazar, William Higdon, and Narvaez Hatcher have been previously
mentioned during the course of this hearing as having been in club

operations in Augsburg, Germany. While in Vietnam, they decided to

£

form a partnership in
Kong which later was incorporated.
The partnership was formed with a view of acting as a sales agent
to the service clubs to provide foodstuffs at a reasonable price. It must
be remembered that Higdon was in charge of the MACV group at
Long Binh which consisted of over 30 #. while Hatcher presided
over a consortium of clubs at Dian for the First Infantry, while Wool
dridge, who had completed his term as sergeant major of the Army,
returned to MACV in Vietnam and was named sergeant major of that
area of command, that being a very influential position.

Lazar retired from the Army as of December 31, 1967, to run the
business. They had no production facilities, no previous experience in
moving or handling of food products or other items. This was a self.
dealing corporation.
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When they opened their office, they used a desk and telephone pro
vided to them by Phillip Haar, one of their suppliers who will be dis
cussed later and they had the services of a part-time bookkeeper.

Their mode of operation was to contact former suppliers of the
clubs and advise them if they expected to do business with the clubs
they had to do business through Maredem Corp. and pay them com
missions or a share of the profit on all goods.

One of the principal suppliers, the Diamond Head Food Co. of
Los Angeles, was operating with a broker located in the Philippines
by the name of Hermar & Co. Since Maredem desired the business and
did not have sufficient funds to pay cash for the products as required
by the Diamond Head Food Co., it was arranged that the Great West
Food Packers Co., in San Francisco, would act as the purchaser from
Diamond Head Food and upon receipt of orders from Maredem or
directly from the club custodian to the Great West Food Packers
shipment would be made.

' West

Food included 25 percent of the selling price on the

item. This included a split between Great West Food and the military
sales representative, who retained 10 percent, the balance of 15 per
cent going to Maredem. The previous sales representative, Hermar
Corp., who received only 12 percent, was ousted and replaced by
Maredem, who received 15 percent.
While Lazar ran the company, they took another former sergeant
who was part of their Augsburg clique and he later opened a villa in
Saigon and was the salesman or ordertaker for the Maredem Corp.
Senator GURNEY. Opened a what?
Mr. BELLINo. He opened a villa.

This villa was used extensively for entertainment, et cetera, where
many of the custodians, including Sergeant Major Wooldridge, would
usually convene. In the period of 1 year, Maredem did over $1,200,000

worth of business, principally with the clubs where Higdon, Bagby,
and Hatcher were in control.

For example, USARV where William Higdon was the custodian,
did $468,000 worth of business through Maredem. First Infantry,
where Hatcher was custodian, had $293,000 worth of business and the

Americal Division, which William Bagby was the custodian there,
was $274,000 worth of business, or over $1,050,000 those three received

out of a total business of $1,210,000.
In other words, 87 percent of the Maredem business the first year
was done through Higdon, Hatcher, and Bagby.
The financial setup of the Maredem Corp was a very curious one.
I might say at this point that originally this corporation, according
to a letter in our possession, which I would like to introduce, would be
set up as the “A” Burg Brothers.
Mr. ADLERMAN: What does the “A” Burg Brothers mean?
Mr. BELLINo. I would say Augsburg would be the “A” Burg as I
would visualize it.

#"
exhibit.

RIBICoEF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an
-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 17” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. How do you spell that?
Mr. BELLINo. “A” and B-u-r-g, Burg Brothers.
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This is a letter dated August 30, 1967, to Attorney Lester Hoover,
Junction City, Kans. It says “Dear Mr. Hoover.” This is written by
Lazar, 1st Infantry Division, NCO & EM Open Mess, APO 96345.
This letter is to give you more information concerning the telephone conversa
tion you had with Sergeant Higdon in Hong Kong in reference to establishing a
company, which is to be named “A” Burg Brothers.

This company is to be composed of and limited to six (6) individuals, who
are to remain nameless at this time. We would like to know, if through strictly

legal means, it would be possible for all participants to remain unnamed and
still retain unquestionable title to said company.
However, if absolutely necessary, names will be utilized. “A” Burg Brothers
will be dealing in club and hotel supplies, directed mainly towards and for
the U.S. military, and in dealing only with the American military, using Ameri
can postal facilities and military sea transport, will not, at any time, deal in
foreign currencies or exchanges, or foreign flag carriers.
We also would require legal counsel to advise us to the most advantageous
site (tax wise) for the establishing and registering of said company, i.e.
Bahamas, Portugal, Singapore.
Naturally, we wish to discuss with you, your feelings in regards to assuming
the position of the company's legal counsel and to fix or determine fees for your
services rendered.

Also, we would need to know exactly what proceedings or steps need to be
taken to obtain the necessary export licenses and related items in this matter.

Each of the six participants must have equal protection for his rights in the
company. All six participants must and will agree not to sell, for any reason,
his or their shares in the company, to any person or persons, including fellow
partners in “A” Burg Brothers, for a period of two (2) years. Nor can any
participant be forced by the company (majority vote) to sell his share in the
company for the same period of time from date of the company's activation.
After the two-year period mentioned above, a partner may sell, barter, or
trade his share, if he so desires, but he must give the remaining partners the
first opportunity to purchase said share.
We will also need to be advised of the necessary insurance protection to be
furnished the members of the company, i.e. event of death of a partner.
The establishment of a position of Secretary-General Manager is desired, at an
annual salary of Twenty-four thousand dollars ($24,000.00) per annum, to be
drawn in monthly increments. The Secretary-General Manager will be in execu
tive control of “A” Burg Brothers Ltd., without having any vote in the company
as to his position.

There is further detail which I don't think will be necessary to be
read. So I will omit that.

This name, however, was soon dropped, “A” Burg Brothers, and in
place of that the Maredem Corporation was coined from the first names
of the wives of Sergeants Hatcher, Bagby and Lazar.
Mr. DUFFY. You don’t mean Bagby, do you?

Mr. BELLINo. No. It is Hatcher, Higdon and Lazar. Hatcher's wife
Marion, Mar: Higdon's wife, Edith, ed; and Lazar's wife, Emilie, em.
They initially formed a corporation called Maredem, Ltd., in Hong
Kong, and they had a meeting of—the first board meeting was held in
1325 Prince's Building on the 22nd day of November, 1967, at which
Lazar was appointed sales manager at $1,500 a month, plus ex
penses, in South Vietnam.
I would like to offer minutes of the board meeting of November 22,
1967, at which among the men present, according to the minutes, was
Mr. H. F. G. Hobson

£or

RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an

exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 18” for refer
ence and follows:)
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EXHIBIT NO. 18
MAREDEM LIMITED

Minutes of the First Board Meeting held at the Company's Registered Of
fice, 1325 Prince's Building, on 22nd day of November, 1967, at 4:00 p.m.
Present, Mr. H. F. G. Hobson.
Appointment of Sales Manager: It was resolved that Mr. S. Lazar be, and
he is, hereby appointed Sales Manager of the company on a salary of US $1,500
per month plus expenses in South Vietnam.
Appointment of Bankers: It was resolved that Banque Nationale de Paris
of Queen's Road, Hong Kong and Crocker Citizen National Bank of San Fran
cisco, California be and hereby appointed Bankers to the company; that an
account be opened with the said Bank.
Signature on Cheques: It was resolved that Mr. S. Lazar whose specimen
signature is appended below be hereby authorized to operate the Bank Accounts
and other instruments requiring endorsement of the company be endorsed by
Mr. S. Lazar.

Signed: S. LAZAR.
Resolution for Bankers: That a copy of this Resolution, signed by the Chair
man, be sent to the Banks accompanied with specimen signature cards duly
signed by Mr. S. Lazar.
Appointment of Auditors: It was resolved that Messrs. G. Ian McCabe & Co.,
of 1325 Prince's Building, Hong Kong, be and they are, hereby appointed Audi
tors to the company at a fee of US $200 per annum.
Appointment of Secretaries: It was resolved that G. Ian McCabe & Co. be
and is hereby appointed Secretaries to the company at a fee of US $1,000 per
annulin.

Financial Year: It was resolved that the financial year of the company ends
On 31st December.

HOWARD HOBSON,
Chairman.

Dated this 22nd day of November 1967.

Mr. BELLINo. An account was opened at the Banque Nationale

de Paris in Hong Kong and an account at the Crocker Citizens Na
tional Bank in San Francisco.

The chairman was listed as Howard F. G. Hobson, and secretary
and auditors were G. Ian McCabe & Co., Hong Kong.
A second board meeting was held on the 21st of December, 1967,
at which Lazar's salary was increased to $2,000 a month.

At that time they decided to open an account at the Bank of
America, Beverly Wilshire, Branch, Los Angeles.
I would like to place into evidence the minutes of the meeting.
RIBICoEF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an ex

£ator

hibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 19” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 19
MAREDEM LIMITED

Minutes of Board Meeting held at the Company's Registered Office, 1325
Prince's Building, on 21st December 1967 at 12:00 noon.
Present, Mr. H. F. G. Hobson.

Appointment of Sales Manager: It was resolved that Mr. S. LaZar be and he
is, hereby appointed Sales Manager of the Company at a salary of US $2,000
per month.

Appointment of Bankers: It was resolved that the Bank of America—Beverly
Wilshire Branch, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. be and hereby appointed
Bankers to the Company and that an account be opened with the said Bank.
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Signature on Cheques: It was resolved that Mr. S. LaZar whose specimen sig
nature is appended below be hereby authorized to operate the Bank Account
and other instruments requiring endorsement of the company be endorsed by
Mr. S. LaZar.

Signed : S. LAZAR.

Resolution for Bankers: That a copy of this Resolution, signed by the Chair
man, be sent to the Banks accompanied with specimen signature cards duly
Signed by Mr. S. LaZar.
HowARD HOBSON,
Chairman.

Dated this 21 day of December 1967.

Mr. BELLINo. The funds which were deposited in the Banque Na

tionale de Paris, on January 24, 1968, were $2,000 of currency and on
February 10, 1968, there was a bank transfer from a Munich bank

£
the Commerzbank. That is C-o-m-m-e-r-z-b-a-n-k, mounting to
$4,365.
I would like to place in evidence the transcript of the account at the
Banque Nationale de Paris in Hong Kong.

£or

RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an

exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 20” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. In the Crocker Citizens Bank of San Francisco on

December 11, 1967, a deposit of $2,000 was made and that was in
currency.

I would like to place in evidence the signature card indicating the
$2,000 deposit on the initial deposit of December 11, 1967.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 21” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Phillip Haar, owner of Carbo-Mix of Europe and Bar
Dispensers, Inc., and several other concerns doing business with non
appropriated fund clubs and messes was contacted by Lazar and later
was permitted to use his facilities while getting started in business.
Maredem was then located at 11020 Mercantile Ave., Stanton, Calif.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do I understand you to mean that the Maredem
Corp. was permitted to have desk space in Mr. Haar's office?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. They had desk space and they used the tele
phone and they used the services of their bookkeeper when they first
got started.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that the only type of employment they had?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they have any other staff :
Mr. BELLINo. At that time, no, except they sent a man to Vietnam
who had been working for Phillip Haar. They took him over and put
him in charge of maintenance of the Bar Dispensers and also to get
business for them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. All right.
Senator GURNEY. What was his name?
Mr. BELLINo. His name was Clifford Terhune.

Senator GURNEY. How do you spell the last one?
Mr. BELLINo. T-e-r-h-u-n-e, Terhune.
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I would like to place in evidence the statement from Adolf Fritzsche
of Augsburg, Germany, and read pertinent extracts that relate to this
group and Carbo-Mix.
Senator RIBICOFF: Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 22” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 22

STATEMENT OF MR. ADoLF CHRISTIAN RUDOLF FRITZSCHE, #122 KARweNDEL
STRAssE, AUGSBURG, WEST GERMANY, TAKEN on 18 SEP 69, 1020 AM, AT AUGS
BURG, WEST GERMANY

Mr. Fritzsche, a West Germany national, was advised of his rights and freely
offered the information as listed below :

“I, Adolf Fritzsche, state that I have been employed by the US Army Comp
troller's office in Augsburg from the period of 1961 to 1966, then was employed
by the Army Youth Association for several years and as of the 15th of this
month I am now back at the Comptroller's office.

During the period 1961 to 1966, I acted as auditor mostly for nonappropriated
funds for all the Army establishments in the Augsburg-Munich area. At times,
I also acted as the auditor for the appropriated fund projects which included
the Commissary and Army Sales Store, etc. The nonappropriated fund accounts
which were under my examination as auditor, were the NCO/EM Club and the
12 annexes which were located in the greater Augsburg-Munich West Germany
area.

From the period 1961 to early 1964, in my opinion, the clubs were working
under normal condition. There were some exceptions of renovation misuses and
petty thievery. Benefits were high and services were exceptional. In 1963 the
Army supplies and purchasing was centralized. With this centralization the
clubs and the custodians seemed to organize into one unit and I believe at this

time they formed a managers club or organization. Some of the custodians and
managers of the club in question and who were directly under the command of

SGM WOOLDRIDGE, were Sergeants HATCHER, LAZAR, BAGBY, BASS,
OCCHUCHIUZZIO, PENNINGTON, FOX, EDWARDS, DAISY and WILLIAMS.
There was also two civilian nationals as managers, OPAS and COHRS.
I remember in 1963 in the club operated by SGT OCCHUCHIUZZIO, while
working there, I observed a strong friendship between SGT OCCHUCHIUZZIO
and SGT Richard LINANE. SGT LINANE was the Sergeant in charge of the

Consolidated Mess. He, LINANE, had free access to the club, dining room,
kitchen and Offices. He was a very close and personal friend of OCCHUCHI
UZZIO. During one of my official visits of the club as auditor, I observed SGT
LINANE drive up to the club in a 3% ton truck and have OCCHUCHIUZZIO and
his help unload from the truck a number of food stuffs which included canned
food and other items which were clearly marked as Army property (canned
food can be especially distinguished from other food stuffs). OCCHUCHIUZZIO

and LINANE took the food from the truck into the kitchen of the club and prob
ably used it as club property. There were about five large wooden boxes of food
stuffs. In my audit at that time. I did not seen any receipt for any such food
stuffs. Also as a result of my audit the sales did not increase nor did the benefits.

It is my opinion that the food was taken and sold through the club and the bene
fits were probably used by the management for their personal use.
Some of the related incidents that made me suspicious of the wrong doings at
the club began when I met an old Army acquaintance of mine. He had at that
time informed me that he was a beer salesman for the Riegele Brewery. When I
remarked that I worked for the US Army, he said he was digusted with the US
Army and he refused to do any business with the US Army NCO Club because
of the demand of “kickbacks” of DM300.00 per month which amounts to about

$75.00. He said that the demand was made by the club managers for using Riegele
beer in the clubs. He further remarked about the trouble he had with keeping
account of the equipment that was on loan to the clubs. I was aware of this for as

auditor I often had difficulty in establishing where a on loan property was lo
cated, often times it was not in the proper club as registered. I suspected on
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some occasion it was being used as personal property of the managers in their
homes.

It was shortly after this meeting with my Army friend that I made a trip to
Munich with Mr. OPAS and Mr. COHRS in Mr. OPAS automobile. OPAS re

lated to me of the free spending manager Sergeants of the clubs. He stated that
they had plenty of money and easy access to funds. If the Sergeants needed money
and wanted a party off post they simply opened the safe, took the money from the
safe, paid for the parties and the next day removed the money from the slot
machines to put it back to the safe. This occurred prior to the “JONES incident”
when the managers had the keys to the slot machines.
Again while on an official audit visit to the club in 1965, I was working in the
Offiice

of SGT

HATCHER

when

I

overheard

a

conversation

between

SGT

HATCHER, SGT LAZAR and SGM WOOLDRIDGE. They were discussing a
formation of a business corporation. HATCHER was to return to the States

and purchase some property in California for the corporation. He was to set up
the corporation and was to have everything in operation when LAZAR and

WOOLDRIDGE could join them in retirement. They also talked of the pur
chase of a sail boat for pleasure. The boat was to be purchased in Bremerhaven
and someone could either sail or ship the boat back to the US so they could have

it in California when they retire. This talk of the sail boat and the business
corporation, etc., I thought it all being big talk and took it as a joke.
About five months ago I was in the company with Mr. COHRS, when Mr.
COHRS showed me a business card which I could only relate as it was explained

to me as a corporation business card that had the initials or first names of the
wives of SGT HATCHER, WOOLDRIDGE and LAZAR On the name of the

corporation. This was a corporation that the Sergeants were discussing which I
overheard years before. COHRS said that they had a corporation now and that
they were selling club supplies to Army EM clubs. I said where did they get the
money because they could not get it out of Germany any more, COHRS said
“they made it in Vietnam.” He further stated that they were nice people and
he was going to visit them soon.
While making the 1965 audit, Mr. OPAS approached me as a bookkeeper and
auditor to complain to SGT HATCHER about the “carbo-mix soft drink” that

the clubs were using. Also that he, OPAS, was losing money on the carbo-mix be
cause he was being charged too much, at times the products were spoiled, half
filled or completely unservicable. I did mention this to SGT HATCHER and he
got very excited and angry and told me not to interfere and forget about the
carbo-mix. He said not to put it in my audit and not to mention about the carbo
mix equipment. He said “if you want money, I will give it to you, but forget
about the carbo-mix.” It was my understanding that HATCHER was related to
the owners of the carbo-mix corporation through marriage. Carbo-mix is a soft
drink which I believe was made locally and which is dispensed through a pres
Sure fountain. On Several Occasions after that I had a conversation With SGT

HATCHER about the equipment and each time he would order me or anyone to
discontinue complaining. I asked for the contract on the carbo-mix on several
occasions but never did see it.

Prior to the 1965 audit, the income from the slot machines was approximately
$500,000.00. It seemed that after the take over of the 24th Inf Div there was a
considerable loss of income from the slot machines. This was an unofficial ob

servation. I had some suspicions but I could not pin point them. A later audit
revealed over a $100,000.00 decrease in income in the year of the audit. During
the audit of 1965 I began making notice of the losses of slot machine funds, the
seemingly loss in the entertainment line and renovation expenditures. It was
during this time that SGT WOOLDRIDGE almost daily approached me and
asked me with concern about these losses.

It was also during this time that SGT LAZAR approached me and asked me
if I was going to report the loss of revenue from the slot machine. I told him I
was, and if he had any question about he should make himself right. He admitted
to me of taking some of the money from the slot machine but he would like
to make it right. I told him if he had any shortages he should discuss them im
mediately with his CO and tell him that there are shortages but that he would
correct them now. This discussion was in the main office building and at that

time we both observed Gen CUNNINGHAM entering the building. I said to
LAZAR why not tell the General everything. He said he would and I observed
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LAZAR approach Gen CUNNINGHAM and have a conversation with Gen CUN
NINGHAM. I did not hear this conversation. It was shortly after this conver
sation, about 1% hour or more, that Gen CUNNINGHAM had come into my office,
to my desk and asked me how the audit On the clubs was coming along. I told
him not too good. Gen CUNNINGHAM said yes, I know about it and shook his
head and that was all.

The only other thing I remember about the Sergeants of the club was of an in
cident early in 1963 when all of the Sergeants went to a private weekend party in

Austria which was supposed to be a ski party. A personal friend of mine who
attended this party and who would ski, said that the Sergeants only came there
to have a good time and mentioned that SGT BAGBY had brought two girls along

with him. There were other girls at the house but who they were with, this party
could not say. SGT BAGBY during one evening had walked a long distance to his
car in the snow. He had lost his shoes and had gotten frost bitten feet and had
to be taken to the hospital. This party was for the managers of the club and
custodians and their friends. I do not know who paid for this party.
Read, approved and signed by me:
ADOLF FRITZSCHE.

This Statement was taken and witnessed by:
WALTER S. FIALKEWICZ.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th day of September 1969 in Augs
burg, Germany.
H. W. WHITE,

CPT, JAGC, District J.A.
[Seal]

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, will you tell us the financial structure,
or the capital structure of the Maredem £p. Has anybody been able
to tell just who invested how much and what?

Mr. BELLINo. From the records that were maintained whenever they
received money which was for capital or investment the only entry
made was Maredem, Hong Kong. No one knew from those records who
actually deposited any of the moneys or advanced any of the moneys
to be used for capital or for loans.

Mr.ADLERMAN. Have you any reason to believe that they themselves
don't know how much each one invested?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. They, themselves, did not know. They could
not tell me how much each one actually invested. In fact, Sergeant
Major Wooldridge, when we asked him, said it was around $14,000.
We asked him in what £ of currency, was it cash or checks. He
said it was green '' irst he said it was $10,000 in green money
on one occasion and the balance on another occasion.

Mr. ADLERMAN. By green money you mean currency?
Mr. BELLINo. Currency. Then he changed that and said no, it was
$7.000 in currency on each of two occasions making around $14,000.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you call the financial setup of this company
very unusual?

Mr. BELLINo Most unusual, especially when nobody knew how
much each one had contributed.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have a total figure of how much was con
tributed?
-

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As far as capital stock is concerned?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This money came from various sources?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
35–359–70–2
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Where did it come from ?

Mr. BELLINo. I would like first to explain what the books show and
then I will explain where the money came from. It came from various
sources around the world.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did it come from Hong Kong, from Swiss banks?
Mr. BELLINo. From Hong Kong, Germany, and U.S. banks:
Mr. ADLERMAN. There is no way of telling from any of these ac
counts whose money it was?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Go ahead.

Mr. BELLINo. No being able to determine whose money this was they
decided to do it on a percentage basis. They distributed to Lazar
28.6205 percent, Hatcher the same percentage, Higdon the same per
centage, and Wooldridge 14.1385 percent.
What they did was to take the total amount of $89,880 which they
determined was the amount contributed for capital and loans and ap
plied the first three amounts received as part of the capital invest
ment of $20,000.

In other words, on December 8, 1967, the books show they received
from Maredem, Hong Kong, $5,000. They applied all of that as capital.
On December 13, a similar entry for $2,000; that was applied as
capital.

' January 8, they received $13,76403. They applied $13,000 even
to capital which would make $20,000. That would be $5,000 for each
one and they distributed the balance of $764.03 on a percentage basis
to Lazar, Wooldridge, Higdon, and Hatcher.
Lazar, Higdon, and Hatcher each receiving $218.67 and Wooldridge
receiving $108.02.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many stockholders are there altogether?
Mr. BELLINo. At the present time there are five stockholders. At this
time there were only four.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Which were the four?

Mr. BELLINo. Wooldridge, Higdon, Hatcher, and Lazar, each being
credited with $5,000 capital.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was the balance of that $89,000 that came in from all
sources called loans?

Mr. BELLINo. Called loans distributed on a percentage basis to each
One.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Equal percentage basis?
Mr. BELLINo. Twenty-eight percent, 28 percent, 28 percent, and 14
percent.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Fourteen percent went to Wooldridge?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The other three got 28 percent?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Now the actual source of the money is first $5,000 which was treated
as capital came from Deak & Co., a money exchange house in Hong
Kong.

'
money was put through an individual name
Mr. ADLERMAN. D-e-a-k & Co. ?
Mr. BELLINo. D-e-a-k & Co.

Frank Furci.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Do they have branches in the United States?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And other areas of the world?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. The $5,000 came from Frank Furci who was
a supplier to clubs and messes and operated under American Service
Sales Co. and American Industrial Co.

That company has done almost $2.5 million worth of business with
these Army clubs in Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Coming back to the money from Deak & Co., in
whose name was that money sent?

Mr. BELLINo. Through Frank Furci.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was Frank Furci?

Mr. BELLINo. Frank Furci was the part owner of American Service
Sales Co. and American Industrial Co. who did business with clubs in

Vietnam of over $21% million.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have any background information on him?
Mr. BELLINo. Other than he was formerly in the service. When he
got out he went into this club business and is now operating a restaurant
in

£

I might say that we tried to talk to Mr. Furei but he did not express
any desire or any interest in talking to any American representative
of Congress. So we weren’t able to talk to him.
Senator GURNEY. Did you say he was the sales representative of
American Services Co.?

Mr. BELLINo. He was part owner of American Service Sales, also
known as American Industrial Co.

Senator GURNEY. Also a sales representative or factor of this com
pany in Vietnam?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. The $2,000 which was treated as capital was
currency that originally was deposited in the Crocker Citizens Na
tional Bank and transferred to the Bank of America.

The $13,764.03 was made up of seven different items. $35.16 was a
check from Van Law Food Products which is a 1-percent discount on
two invoices; $1,618.42 was a payroll check from a Charles R. Baker
of the Pacific Architects & Engineers Co., Inc.; $210 was a check from
the 90th Replacement Battalion open mess to William E. Higdon;
$500 was from a bank in Zurich, Switzerland, the Foreign Commerce
Bank, Inc.

Also $9,000 was from the Foreign Commerce Bank, Inc., but the
check was payable to a Georg Schell.
A check for $1,200 was issued by Glenn D. Faulks to Georg Schell.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In these transactions, have you been able to ascertain
whose money it was or which individual stockholder's money it was?
Mr. BELLINo. In a few instances you can see, for instance, one check
from William E. Higdon, $210 was Higdon's money. We don't know
in the other instances whose money it was.

I would like to place in evidence these various items that support
the source of the funds, exhibit for $5,000 deposit for December 8,

1967, and the transfer of the $5,000 from Deak Co.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 23" for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Mr. BELLINo. The $2,000 deposit ticket showing that it was trans
ferred from the Crocker Citizens National Bank.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 24” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. The $13,764.03 deposit ticket made up of various
items, $35.61, a check from Vanlaw Food Products.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as Exhibits No. 25 and No. 26.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 25 and 26”

for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. $1,618.12 is a payroll check of Pacific Architects &
Engineers, payable to Charles R. Baker.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 27” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. And a check from the 90th Replacement Battalion

payable to William E. Higdon, $210.
enator RIBICOFF. Admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 28” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. $500 deposit from the Foreign Commerce Bank which
is payable to Georg Schell.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 29” for refer

ence and appears in the appendix on p. 521.)
Mr. BELLINo. $9,000 check from the Foreign Commerce Bank of
Zurich.

Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 30” for

reference and appears in the appendix on p. 522.)
Mr. BELLINo. The $1,200 check from Glenn D. Faulks, First Na
tional Bank of Miami, Fla., payable to Georg Schell.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 31” for refer
ence and appears in the appendix on p. 523.)
Mr. BELLINo. And a second $1,200 check, No. 130, from Glenn D.

£ on the First National Bank of Miami, payable also to Georg
Schell.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 32” for refer

ence and appears in the appendix on p. 524.)
Mr. BELLINo. Those items make up the $13,764.03 of which $13,000
was treated as capital and the balance was distributed among Lazar,
Wooldridge. Higdon and Hatcher.

Senator GURNEY. Before you leave that, do you have any informa
tion on the identity of these individuals, Faulks and Schell?
Mr. BELLINo. Faulks is a dealer who works for an international

'gu'. firm that supplies liquor to the various clubs. He is in Bangkok.
We have had a representative try to reach and talk to him but he
has been unavailable.

Schell, we don’t know, but it looks like it is a fictitious name, prob
ably used by one of the individuals, but we don’t know who he is.
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In other words, we checked the Passport Division, we found the

£
for a Faulks but there was no passport for Georg Schell. So
e is not an American. He is either British or fictitious or some other
nationality.
Senator GURNEY. And Charles Baker? Do we have any information
on Charles Baker concerning that item, $1,618.42?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir; except he was an employee for Pacific Archi
tects & Engineers.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no way of knowing what these moneys
were for, whether they were kickbacks or payments for goods sold
and delivered or anything else?
Mr. BELLINo. I would say the Vanlaw Food Products which was a

1-percent discount on two invoices would have to be some form of com
mission which one of the custodians was apparently entitled to receive
from Vanlaw.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no idea what the other moneys were for?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ask them?
Mr. BELLINo. They never told us what any—the only thing they
knew was that the money as recorded in their books just showed a
deposit from Maredem, Ltd.
r. ADLERMAN. They could not explain it?
Mr. BELLINo. They could not explain anything. They had no idea
what it was. At least they claimed they did not know and they could
not furnish any information.
I might say—I was handed a note here about Frank Furci—Frank
Furci’s father showed up in Hong Kong, accompanied by Santo Traf
ficante, a known racketeer from Tampa, Fla. When questioned, they
indicated they were friends and they were traveling around the world
together at the time. They stopped to visit Furci, Frank Furci in
Hong Kong, and to visit his restaurant in that location.
Senator GURNEY. May I ask one other question? This $210 trans
action—the check of the open mess of the 90th Replacement Battalion
from Higdon—seems to be an Army transaction. Do you have any
information what that check was for?

Mr. BELLINo. The custodians might have received a certain salary.
This might have been their salary. I don't know. Twenty-eight thou
sand dollars was deposited on January 9, 1968. I would like to offer
that deposit ticket.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.
Mr. BELLINo. And the source where it came from.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 33” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. It came from Emilie Mendler from a Stuttgart, Ger
many, bank. I believe it is Zempralkaffe Wuerteembergisher Volks
banken, Stuttgart, Germany.

Senator RIBIcorF. Is there, any identification of Emilie?
Mr. BELLINo. Emilie Mendler is apparently a friend of Lazar. We
have noticed in tracing funds from Lazar's account, which we will
come to later, there have been various checks issued by Lazar to
Emilie Mendler which were deposited in this bank.
Senator RIBICoFF. In the Stuttgart bank?

Mr. BELLINo. In the Stuttgart bank.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was this check for $28,000 from the same Stutt
gart bank?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Two thousand dollars deposited on January 19, 1968, I would like
to offer the deposit information.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

Mr. BELLINo. It is a $2,000 check from Frederick Gillmore III,
realtor, Pensacola, Fla., payable to Maredem.
(The document

£ to was marked “Exhibit No. 34” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. That related to a real estate transaction in which

Narvaez Hatcher was involved. He requested the real estate man to
make the check payable directly to Maredem.
A $6,300 deposit on February 19, 1968. I would like to offer the
deposit ticket in evidence and the source. This came from a Zurich,
Switzerland, bank, the Foreign Commerce Bank of Zurich.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 35” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Were these cashiers' checks?

Mr. BELLINo. No, sir; these are bank transfers.
Senator RIBICOFF. A bank transfer to whom?

Mr. BELLINo. Transfer from Stuttgart, Germany, to the Bank of
America.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that a draft on one bank?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir; and deposit in the Bank of America.
Mr. ADLERMAN. It would not show necessarily whose money it was.
It was just one bank crediting another bank.
Mr. BELLINo. That is right. The only thing we have is that there
was a 75 cents charge made by the bank. That is how we got the in
formation where it came from. The $23.64 item
Senator RIBICOFF. How did that Sneak in 2

Mr. BELLINo. $2,000 deposit on April 24, 1968, consists of two
items, $1,933 drawn on a Munich bank, the Bayerische Hypotheken
Und Wechselbank. I would like to offer those documents in evidence.

Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted in evidence. Is that Munich, Germany?
Mr. BELLINo. Munich, Germany.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 36” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINQ. And $67 was a check, from Seymour Lazar. We do
not have the check but we have the charge which was on about the

same date, Bank of America, account of Seymour Lazar, $67 shown
on that statement.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 37” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On May 17, 1968, $6,220 was deposited. The check
which came from the Dao Heng Bank.
Senator RIBICOFF. Which bank is that?

Mr. BELLINo. The Dao Heng Bank in Hong Kong. This, I believe,
was the balance left in the Maredem, Ltd., account which was in the
Banque Nationale de Paris which was when it was taken out by Lazar
and sent eventually to the Maredem bank account in California
through the Dao Heng Bank.
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In other words, this was initially in the Nationale Banque de Paris.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 38” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On May 31, 1968, there is an item of $23.64 payable
to Maredem from Peter J. Demetros, who is an insurance agent in
Hong Kong. I would like to offer that in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 39” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On July 29, 1968, a $5,000 deposit. I would like to
in evidence the deposit ticket and American Express Travelers

'

checks.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted in evidence.

(The documents referred to were market “Exhibit No. 40” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. The deposit ticket for $5,000 shows there are 93 $50
bills amounting to $4,650, and 17 $20 travelers checks, American Ex
press, which are attached. They were purchased by Clinton W. Linin
ger and signed by him and deposited in Maredem.

Now, Clinton W. Lininger was the former aide to Sergeant Major
Wooldridge when they were in the Pentagon. He was given a posi
tion with the Maredem Corp. as the secretary and he does all the
accounting, all the purchasing, practically carries on all the business
at the present time.
Mr. DUFFY. Was he in the assignment branch in the Pentagon?
BELLINo. Was he with the assignment branch? I do not know

#.

that.

All those deposits amount to $70,307.67.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I would like to recapitulate with you. You

indicate that the total amount was $89,880, $20,000 was allocated to
Lazar, $9,880 to Wooldridge, $20,000 to Higdon and $20,000 to
Hatcher. But of this $89,880, there is no indication that the actual
funds credited to Lazar, Wooldridge, Higdon, and Hatcher came in
that proportion from each one of those men.
Mr. BELLINo. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t know where the money came from
and whose money it was?
Mr. BELLINo. That is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Does this look to you as if they were trying to put
money into the corporation and calling it loans and so forth in an effort
to allocate the money without paying taxes on it from various sources?
Mr. BELLINo. It looked to me that at some time or other they were
sharing receipts of moneys and this was a method now of distributing

among themselves. In other words, they all felt they were entitled to
some money from wherever it came from before and now they were

willing to distribute it on what they considered an equitable basis.
Mr. ADLERMAN. By calling it loans they could avoid the taxes?

Mr. BELLINo. Well, in starting a corporation, you don't always put
all the money in capital. It would be natural to set up some of it as
loans. That would be the usual business custom.

Senator GURNEY. Did the attorney in Junction City, Kans, I think
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his name was Hoover, complete the legal work on the formation of
this corporation?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir. He seemed to have dropped out. They even
tually used a lawyer by the name of Martin Sosin who was also a
for Phillip Haar and Bar Dispensers. He is located in Los

''
Angeles.

£ ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, coming back to Frank Furci, you stated
he was part owner of the American Industrial Services and also
known as the American Service Sales Co., suppliers to clubs and
messes: is that right?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How much business did he do with orders from

Lazar, Hatcher, and Higdon?
Mr. BELLINo. $21% million worth of business between Lazar,
Hatcher, Higdon, and other custodians.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is aside from the Maredem Corp.?
Mr. BELLINO. This is before Maredem was formed.

The difference between the $70,307.67 and $89,880 is an item of

$19,572.33. A journal entry was made for that item. Journal entries
could be made by accountants for almost anything. In this case, they
claimed the actual entry was $22,000. The $3,000 was another transac

tion which I don't want to confuse the Senators with. I am leaving
that out and will now discuss the $19,000 part of the entry which was
supposed to be for snacks and syrups that some member of the group
had obtained and contributed to Maredem as his share. But now their

dividing is all equally under this percentage method.
Of the so-called snacks and syrups that came from unknown sources,
Wooldridge was credited with $2,767.23 while the other three received
a credit of $5.601.70.

A curious thing about that item is the fact that in reviewing the
books of Maredem there was a deposit of $13,415.86 which came from
USARV and EM and NCO Mess at Long Binh that was operated by

Higdon. This check was deposited by Maredem on January 25, 1968,
and was in payment of a 20-ton walk-in freezer.
I would like to offer in evidence, Senator, the check of $13,415.86

of which one of the signers is William E. Higdon payable to Maredem,
Ltd., together with the disbursement voucher signed by William E.
Higdon and a typewritten bill of Maredem, Ltd., which shows the ad
dress of 11020 Mercantile Avenue, Staunton, Calif., and also the ad
dress of 1325 Prince's Building, Hong Kong.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 41” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. As I understand the situation, Maredem never
owned this refrigerator?
Mr. BELLINo. That is correct.

Senator RIBICoEF. But the club system paid for the refrigerator?
Mr. BELLINo. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. But the club system paid for the refrigerator
to Maredem though Maredem did not own it?
-

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Would it be out of club funds?
Mr. BELLINO. Sir?
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Senator MUNDT. Was it paid out of club funds?
Mr. BELLINo. It was paid out of club funds, yes, sir. This is a check
paying out of club funds.
Mr. ADLERMAN. To put this in perspective now, this is what, a 20
ton freezer?

Mr. BELLINo. This is a 20-ton freezer that was originally purchased
by the 1st Infantry Division.
Mr. ADLERMAN.Who was custodian at that time?

Mr. BELLINo. At that time Seymour Lazar was in charge as
custodian.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he pay for it?
Mr. BELLINo. He paid American Service Sales and Allied Inter
national, operating together, he paid some $9,000 for it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Out of club funds?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. To American Sales?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this freezer moved from the 1st Infantry
Division club to Long Binh 2

Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it transported there?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was the payment for that freezer made to Mare
dem Corp.?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Maredem Co. 2

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. By whom?
Mr. BELLINo. Made by the USARV club at Long Binh of which
Higdon now is custodian.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was Sergeant Higdon custodian?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The 1st Infantry Division who had originally paid

$9,000 for the freezer, they got nothing for it?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Higdon paid the Maredem Co. for this freezer,
in other words, it was stolen from the 1st Infantry Division, delivered
to the Long Binh Co., and Maredem was paid $13,000 for it, whereas,
the original price was $9,000; is that right?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. It was really stolen from the 1st Infantry Divi
sion and delivered to the Long Binh division?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. I would like to put in evidence the docu
mentation which supports that, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Where is the freezer now?

Mr. BELLINo. At annex 14, in Long Binh.
I would like to place in evidence—in questioning this transaction,
Mr. Lazar said to me that he had given $5,000 in currency to Frank
Furci; that this was a walk-in freezer, he said, that the 1st Infantry
Division had initially desired and wanted, but they didn't use it, and
Frank Furci had it in his warehouse or he had it someplace and, since

they had gone out of business, he took it over and Maredom sold it
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to the Long Binh group for the $13,000; and that he claimed he had
paid $5,000 in currency to Frank Furci. He had no documentation,
no record of any kind to prove it in any way.
I communicated with Mr. Lininger, who was the secretary-treasurer,
and I would like to place this letter in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 42” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, you examined the bank account of the
Maredem Corp. They had a deposit of only $6,365 at that time; is
that right?
Mr. BELLINo. That is the Nationale de Paris account.
f

Mr. ADLERMAN. The disposition of these funds was all accounted

Or

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. None of these funds went for the payment of the
walk-in freezer?

Mr. BELLINo. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. One final question here. Did you testify as to
whether the 1st Infantry Division ever had physical custody of the
freezer? As I understand, they never had custody at all?
Mr. BELLINo. I will establish that through our evidence.
This is the letter from Lininger. It says:
DEAR MR. BELLINO :

This is in regard to your fonecon request in which you desired information as to
the method of purchase payment for the 20-Ton-Walk-In Freezer, subsequently
sold to the USARV NCO & EM Open Mess in Vietnam by Maredem Ltd. in De
cember 1967.

In not being a participant of Maredem Limited at the time of this transaction,
I can only reply to your query on the basis of what the Company books reflect.
In screening the Company books and information available, I can only surmise
that the purchase of the above item was made from the initial investment funds
of Maredem, Limited, Hong Kong Office, prior to these investment funds being
forwarded to the California Office.
Sincerely, MAREDEM, INC., C.W. LININGER, Secretary Treasurer.

We mentioned that it did not come out of the funds in Hong Kong:
it did not come out of the funds in Crocker Citizens National Bank; it
did not come out of Maredem funds. Therefore, it was taken as a capi

tal contribution and shared equally by Higdon, Hatcher, Woold
ridge, and Lazar.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have any proof showing that Lazar was cus
todian of the club when the 1st Infantry Division paid for that
freezer?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. I would like to place in evidence in that con
nection the minutes of the 1st Infantry Division, dated March 30, 1967,
at which time the board approved purchase of a walk-in freezer, cost
not to exceed $7,000; Seymour Lazar signed as secretary, custodian.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 43” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. I have here the purchase order which I would like to
place in evidence. It is dated March 24, 1967, from the 1st Infantry
Division, signed by Lazar to the Allied International Co. in San Fran
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# who were suppliers for American Service Sales, Frank Furci’s
Outfit.

This called for one walk-in freezer at $3,350; two 2-hp. electric
motors, complete, for $3,790, or $1,895 each; for a total cost of $7,140.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 44” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is this the same 20-ton freezer?

Mr. BELLINo. That is the 20-ton freezer. I might explain that a
subsequent letter was sent through McConnell, who is connected with
the Allied Industrial, from Norm Kurtz, who was the salesman for
American Service Sales, re this purchase order No. A-312, in which he
SaVS :

Just after we mailed this purchase order we discovered we left off the brand
name. Carl Davis says they should be Nor-Lake, both freezers and motors.

I would like to place in evidence the invoice from Allied Interna
tional to the NCO-EM Open Mess, at the 1st Infantry Division, dated
June 23, 1967, in which the total amount of the billing, which includes
sea transportation, freight and packing; total amount is

£d
9,171.75.

Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 45” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. That included the freight and packing, insurance
and finance charges?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. It raised the cost to $9,000. I have here the
check which paid for that $9,000; the check went to United California
Bank, International Department, to the credit of Allied International.
The total check is $15,599.88, and includes four invoices, one of them
being the invoice for the walk-in freezer of $9,171.75.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 46” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. When we visited the 1st Infantry Division, Mr.
LaVern Duffy and myself, the first thing we were greeted with was
that all records had been destroyed—the ones that we wanted.
As a result, we made further inquiry, and Mr. Duffy learned that
a lot of the records were in a shed outside under the hot sun. He

stripped to the waist, and went out there and dug in, and came up

# these couple of documents which otherwise we would not have
I might say, in connection with the destruction of the records, the
bookkeeper and the custodian there at that time—I believe it was

Sergeant Nelson—John Nelson—and George Lumm, the bookkeeper–
claimed that they were advised by the auditor to destroy all records
after their audit was completed.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Nelson is the same sergeant that was involved in
the Augsburg case?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir; Nelson succeeded Higdon.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In the 1st Infantry Division, Lazar had been the
custodian; is that right?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. He was succeeded by whom?
Mr. BELLINo. He was succeeded by Narvaez Hatcher.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was he one of the partners in the corporation?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right: in other words, when the 20-ton freezer
was shipped from the 1st Infantry, Hatcher was the custodian.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Hatcher was the custodian at the time the freezer

was taken out of the 1st Infantry Division and delivered to Long
Binh 2

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time who was custodian at Long Binh"

Mr. BELLINo. Higdon was the custodian at Long Binh.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have the transportation charges and the
vouchers showing the transportation for 1st Infantry to Long Binh 2
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. I would like to offer in evidence the docu

mentation showing the transportation, trucking charges, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 47” for
reference and mav be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. This is a bill from the American Industrial Service

to the USARV club, trucking charges, five trips for the delivery of all
units composing one walk-in freezer from NCO-EM Open, Mess,
Headquarters, 1st Infantry Division in Di An, to vour club; deliveries
made on January 2, 3, 4, and 5. Transportation cost, $225. I also would
like to offer the installation of the freezer.

Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 48” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. This is a voucher signed by Higdon, a bill from the
American Industrial Service for installation of walk-in freezer at
annex No. 14: total cost of $590.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bellino, with regard to your investigation in
the 1st Infantry Division, and the statement by the sergeant that he
had been ordered to destroy all the records by the auditor, were you
able to run that down as far as the auditor is concerned?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. We have affidavits which I would like to

offer in evidence. One is from Albert L. Lundquist, who is the auditor–
or who made the final examination—an affidavit sworn to by the
American vice consul and signed “Albert L. Lundquist.”
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 49” for refer

ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 49
AFFIDAVIT

I, Albert L. Lundquist, who reside at the Long Binh Military Post, Republic
of Vietnam, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J.
Duffy who has identified himself to me as a member of the staff of the United
States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on
Government Operations, and Fred Asselin, Special Assistant to Senator Ribicoff,
Acting Chairman. No threats, force or duress has been used to induce me to make
this statement, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any conse
quences which may result from submission of this statement to the afore
mentioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

I am presently assigned as an auditor at the Internal Review Division of
USARV Comptroller at Long Binh in Vietnam.
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I have been in the United States Army since December 1967. During my tour
in the Army, I have served at Fort Gordon, Georgia from December 1967 to
September 1968. Upon leaving Fort Gordon, Georgia, I went on leave for one
month and then reported to Oakland, California to go to Vietnam. I left the
United States on 16 October 1968 and arrived in Vietnam on 17 October 1968.

My duties in the Audit Section at Long Binh are auditor of open mess funds,
AER funds, unit funds, prison deposit funds at the USARV stockade.

On approximately the 18th or 19th of March 1969, I conducted an audit on
the books of the 1st Infantry Division located at Di An. I completed this audit
on 3 or 4 April 1969. I recall when I first arrived at the 1st Infantry Division
to conduct the audit, I had discussions with Sergeant Lumm, the bookkeeper

of the 1st Infantry Division. Mr. Lumm advised me that Mr. James May, SP4,
an associate of mine at the Long Binh Audit Division, had initiated an audit
of the 1st Infantry Division on or about October or November 1968. Mr. Lumm ex
plained to me that May had been there several days. Lumm told me that May
asked him to prepare certain audit schedules and that he would check them

when they were prepared. Mr. May told Sergeant Lumm he could not conduct a
proper audit because they were not in condition to be audited. Lumm told me
that May left and did not return. It was my understanding that Mr. May left
for the United States approximately January 1969.
I also recall during the course of my conversations with Sergeant Lumm, he
asked me if it would be all right to destroy certain records relating to the Open
mess system. I told him that I would have to check with my superiors. I then

contacted Major Himmelsbach at Long Binh and he told me that the records
would have to be maintained. I SO advised Mr. Lumm of this fact. In other
words, I made it very clear to Mr. Lumm that their records were not to be
destroyed.

I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is
true and correct.

ALBERT L. LUNDQUIST.
JUNE 4, 1969.

Subscribed and Sworn to before me this 4th day of June 1969.
CARL N. SCHMIDT,
American Vice Consul.

Senator RIBICOFF. What does that affidavit purport to say?
Mr. BELLINo (reading):
On approximately the 18th or 19th of March 1969, I conducted an audit
on the books of the 1st Infantry Division located at Di An. I completed
this audit on 3 or 4 April 1969.
I recall when I first arrived at the 1st Infantry Division to conduct the
audit, I had discussions with Sergeant Lumm, the bookkeeper of the 1st
Infantry Division.

Mr. Lumm advised me that Mr. James May, SP4, an associate of mine
at the Long Binh Audit Division, had initiated an audit of the 1st Infantry
Division on Or about October Or November 1968.

Mr. Lumm explained to me that May had been there several days. Lumm
told me that May asked him to prepare certain audit schedules and that
he would check them when they were prepared. Mr. May told Sergeant
Lumm he could not conduct a proper audit because they were not in condi
tion to be audited. Lumm told me that May left and did not return. It was
my understanding that Mr. May left for the United States approximately
January 1969.
I also recall during the course of my conversations with Sergeant Lumm,
he asked me if it would be all right to destroy certain records relating to

the open mess system. I told him that I would have to check with my superiors.
I then contacted Major Himmelsbach at Long Binh and he told me that the
records would have to be maintained. I also advised Mr. Lumm of this fact.

In other words, I made it very clear to Mr. Lumm that their records were
not to be destroyed.

Senator GURNEY. Lumm was the one who said the auditor had
advised him to destroy the records?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
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I

# say

that we have found some financial transactions be

tween Lumm and Seymour Lazar in Seymour Lazar's account.
We don’t know, there are certain checks that we found that we

can bring up later, appearing in Lazar's account, and just what
they were for, whether they were exchange of cash or what it was,
there is a relationship.

I might also mention with regard to May when he appeared to
make the audit he apparently was very loquacious and he started
telling Custodian John Nelson that we was going to get this whole
group, he knew, who they all were, he knew there was a syndicate

operating, and included Wooldridge, Lazar, Hatcher, and Higdon,
and I believe he mentioned Cunningham.
Is that right, Mr. Duffy?
Mr. DUFFY. I am not sure.

Mr. BELLINo. I believe John Nelson mentioned that the other day,
that there was a syndicate operating there and had control of these
clubs and he was going to make a very, thorough investigation
and examination and he would get the facts on them. He was
there only a few days and he was gone.
Mr. DUFFY. Did he refer to them as “Little Mafia”?

Mr. BELLINo. That is right. He referred to them as “Little Mafia.”
Senator GURNEY. Did it have anything to do with his precipitous
departure from Vietnam?
Mr. BELLINo. We don’t know. We have tried to locate him. He has

been traveling over Europe. His mother, whom we contacted, said she
didn’t know exactly where he was but she was going to get in touch
with us if she ever heard from him.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Mr. May conduct an audit?
Mr. BELLINo. No. As indicated in this statement here, he decided he
could not make an audit; the records were in such a mess.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, he gave up?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. After 2 days he gave up and he said he couldn't
make an audit?

Mr. BELLINo. I don’t know whether he actually gave up but he said
he had a hard time. He was called back, at any rate. Later on, Lund
quist came out and made an examination.
We also have an affidavit from Major Himmelsbach I would like to
offer in evidence.

Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 50” for refer
ence, and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 50
AFFIDAVIT

I, Major Robert B. Himmelsbach, who is stationed at Headquarters USARV,
Long Binh, Vietnam, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to
LaVern J. Duffy who has identified himself to me as a member of the staff of

the United States Senate Permanent Subcomittee on Investigations of the Com
mittee on Government Operations. NO threats, force or duress has been used to

induce me to make this statement, nor have I received any promise of immunity
from any consequences which may result from submission of this statement to
the aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.
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During the period 19 March-3 April 1969, SP4 Albert L. Lundquist conducted
an audit of the 1st Infantry Division NCO/EM Open Mess system. During this
period of time, Lundquist called me with regard to the destruction of open
mess records pertaining to the 1st Infantry Division. I informed Lundquist that
the records should not be destroyed and that they would probably be transferred
to the records holding area in Okinawa. I further informed Lundquist that the
open mess should contact the records management office to determine the proper
disposition of the records and that there is an Army Regulation that sets forth
disposition procedures.

Attached hereto to my affidavit as Exhibit “1” are excerpts from the army
regulations relating to the disposition of files.
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.
ROBERT B. HIMMELSBACH.

DAVID P. GARRETSON, Vice Consul.

Mr. BELLINo. This was also taken by LaVern Duffy. It reads:
During the period 19 March—3 April 1969, SP4 Albert L. Lundquist conducted
an audit of the 1st Infantry Division NCO/EM Open Mess system.

During this period of time, Lundquist called me with regard to the destruction
of open mess records pertaining to the 1st Infantry Division.
I informed Lundquist that the records should not be destroyed and that they

would probably be transferred to the records holding area in Okinawa.
I further informed Lundquist that the open mess should contact the records

management Office to determine the proper disposition of the records and that
there is an Army Regulation that sets forth disposition procedures.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have any evidence to show how the $13,415
that the Maredem Co. received for the freezer, which really belonged
to the 1st Infantry Division, was divided up?
Mr. BELLINo. I would say that the 1st Infantry Division should
have received what they initially paid for. There was some $9,000.
Mr. ADLERMAN. They did receive that money?
Mr. BELLINo. They should have received $9,171.75. They did not
receive that money; no, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. They were cheated? Is that right?
Mr. BELLINo. In fact, they paid an excessive amount of $4,240.86,
paid by USARV Club at Long Binh over what it actually cost.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The 1st Infantry Division was cheated out of the
$9,000 that it paid for the freezer?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Then the Long Binh Division, I mean the Long
Binh Club, paid $4,200 more than it originally cost the 1st Infantry
Division?

Mr. BELLINo. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is Mr. Higdon's payout?
Mr. BELLINo. Higdon's arrangement.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What happened to that money?

Mr. BELLINo. It was deposited in Maredem, and it was apparently
included as part of the initial investment by these individuals. I talked

to Lininger. He said it must have been £ in the $19,000 journal
entry setup. Otherwise, you have an income of $13,000 with no cost,
and they would have to pay more taxes on the $13,000. So they had to
set up some cost item and they made the journal entry setting up: they
called it snacks and sirups. They never mentioned the walk-in freezer
at all.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, the money that came in was not
shown on the books as income but it was shown as investment?
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Mr. BELLINo. Well, they showed it as being received from 1st In
fantry which is included as income. But in order to not overstate their
income without showing the fact that there is a cost factor, they made
a journal entry.

The journal entry then set that up as a loan, funds that came in as a
loan.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Therefore, this was really divided four ways then?
Mr. BELLINo. Making the journal they sort of took it out of income.
That is right, it was divided four ways between them.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the total earnings you have been able
to establish?

£

Mr. BELLINo. The total earnings of the
which existed
until August 31, 1968, a 9-month period, then they formed the cor

poration, but at the time they closed their partnership on August 31,
1968, their profit was $78,297.19. They shared that equally.
Senator RIBICOFF. Even though Wooldridge had a smaller percent
age of the capital he shared in the profits equally with the other three?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir; because now they all were granted the same
amount of capital, you see. Wooldridge's share is lesser only in the
loans.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Lazar, Wooldridge, Hatcher, and Higdon each
received $19,574?
Mr. BELLINo. That was credited to them on the books.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They each were credited with an equal amount,
$19,574.30 which came up to $78,297.19%
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You say this shows as earnings. Now, does this in
clude items like the $13,000 which was put in as an investment?
Mr. BELLINo. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. There were other funds that came in really as in
come but were called investment or loans or something of that kind?
Mr. BELLINo. That will show how he gets credit for that in the
corporation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. But this part here, the $78,000 on their books, was
called earnings?
Mr. BELLINo. That was the profit from their operation for the 9
month period.
Then they formed a corporation.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bellino, before we leave this 1st Infantry
Division, as I have gathered here, this total cast of characters at one
time apparently were club custodians of the 1st Infantry Division.

'' you give their names, I believe starting with Lazar, and the
time frames during which they were club custodians at the 1st Infantry
Division ?

Mr. BELLINo. Lazar was custodian at the 1st Infantry Division
from the 1st of December 1965, to September 1967.
Hatcher took over then from September 1967 to the 1st of October
1968.

Then John Nelson took over from October 1968 and he was there at
the time that we were in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Anybody else after that?
Mr. BELLINo. I do not know who succeeded Nelson.
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Senator GURNEY. During this time, Wooldridge was also 1st Divi
sion sergeant major, was he not?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. When was that?

Mr. BELLINo. I don’t have the actual dates. He was the first one,

whenever the first one was appointed, until last August.
Mr. DUFFY. He became sergeant major of the Army in July 1966.
He was with the 1st Infantry Division prior to that time. Nelson was
succeeded by James R. Morrison as £
All these same individuals were involved in the Augsburg investiga
tion, including Mr. Morrison.
Senator GURNEY. At the same time Higdon was the custodian at
Long Binh. When was that?

Mr. BELLINo. He was there from November 1967 to July 1968, and
I believe before that he was nearby at the 90th Replacement and 2d
Field Forces for about a year or so.

Senator GURNEY. And Bagby was with the Americal?
Mr. BELLINo. Bagby was with Americal.
Mr. DUFFY. Bagby was also involved in the Augsburg investigation
and Fort Benning investigation.
Senator GURNEY. It sounds like a plague of locusts descended on
Vietnam, particularly the 1st Division.

Mr. BELLINo. A corporation under the name of Maredem was
formed where they continued to do business with all assets and liabil
ities from the partnership transferred to the new corporation.
It became necessary, however, to form another corporation called
Marmed, Inc., as the State authorities believed it was not advisable
to incorporate under the same name of an existing limited partnership.
Therefore, they incorporated Marmed, Inc., doing business under
the name of Maredem, Inc.

£

On September 1, 1967, which followed the
when the
new corporation began business, no capital stock was issued but notes

and loans payable were recorded amounting to $168,177.19, payable
$44,574.30 each to Lazar, Hatcher, and Higdon, and $34,454.30 to
William O. Wooldridge.
Now this $168,000 is determined in the following manner: The
capital invested in the partnership was $20,000. The loans of the part
nership at the beginning were $69,880. The profit to August 31, 1967,
was $78,297.19, which makes a total of $168,177.19.
Now this total amount was distributed on the corporate records
by allowing $15,000 each as capital stock for each of the individuals,
Lazar, Wooldridge, Hatcher, and Higdon, making their capital invest
ment of $60,000.

They set up loans from each of $20,000 except that Wooldridge's
loan is $9,880. They refunded to each one, gave them a check for
$9,574.30 each. That is a total of $38,297.19. That makes the distribu
tion of $168,177.19.

Now the interest and principal payments made in 1968 to each
individual, Lazar received a total of $45,320.39, and that is deter
mined as interest of $7,046.09, principal on the loan of $9,574.30
and $35,000, which is the capital ' of $15,000 and the loan of
$20,000.
35-359–70–3
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In other words, starting with—we don’t know the actual amount
that he put in—he had in this corporation at this time $45,320.39.
Hatcher and Higdon had the same.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was the same distribution made in the same fash

ion to Hatcher and Higdon?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir; the same amounts. Wooldridge was a little
less. His total was $34,822.87.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That came to a total of $170,784.04?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. Wooldridge put in $14,880 as the records
claim he put in and he has received and he has credited on the Mare
dem books at December 31 a total of $34,822.87 altogether or approxi
mately $20,000 more than what he had allegedly put in.
During this period of 13 months, the group made $100,000.
Senator GURNEY. On that point, Mr. Bellino, what in your opin
ion as a public accountant would be taxable income, reportable as
taxable income, to these four people?
Mr. BELLINo. They reported the amounts they actually received from
the partnership of $9,574.30 plus the interest they received, too.
Senator GURNEY. That was reported in their income tax returns?
Mr. BELLINo. Lazar filed an income tax return which we will discuss

later and that is what he reported.
Senator GURNEY. You are going to go into that later?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. The first 13 months of operation, Maredem
reflected total profits of $131,761.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You are talking now of profit, not paybacks for
the loan'

Mr. BELLINo. This is total profits for the partnership and the cor
poration altogether.
Mr. ADLERMAN. There were other payments made besides this; they
would have the benefit of capital which was received in other ways
and not called profits?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Of the $1,210,871 in sales, Maredem sold directly some $471,703,
sold through Great West Food Packers $635,967 and through a firm
called World Importing & Exporting Co. a total of $103,201.

The Maredem stockholders submitted a personal financial state
ment to the Bank of America, Beverly Wilshire Branch, showing
the combined net worth in February 1969 of $318,026.
At this point, Sam Bass is a stockholder owning only a $15,000 share.
When he became a stockholder at the end of 1968, they declared a
bonus to Sam Bass of $15,000 which he immediately turned around and
gave back to the corporation as his share of the stock investment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is the same Sam Bass mentioned previously
in the Augsburg investigation, former master sergeant?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He is the one that ran the villa in Saigon?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And did the entertainment for all the custodians and
So forth?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And for Fort Benning as well?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
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This is a financial statement of Seymour Lazar.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 51” for refer
ence may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. That shows a networth of $54,903 as of February 14,
1969.

Financial statement of William E. Higdon showing net worth of
$115,000 as of January 31, 1969.

(The document referred to mas marked “Exhibit No. 52” for refer
ence may be found in the files of the subcommittee.
Mr. BELLINo. Financial statement of Narvaez Hatcher shows a net

worth of $86,500 as of January 31, 1969.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 53” for refer
ence may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Sergeant Major Wooldridge as of February 10, 1969,
shows a networth of $49,212.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 54” for refer

ence may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, did you examine the amount of busi

ness that they received from each of the club systems?
Mr. BELLINo. Maredem, Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you describe what amounts they received?
Mr. BELLINo. I believe we have already brought that out.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am sorry.
Mr. BELLINo. That was

through

£ out earlier. It was 87 percent done

'" three clubs with which Higdon, Hatcher, £

Were

connected.

The financial statement of Bass shows a net worth of $12,321.70. It
includes $15,000 stock that he got from Maredem through a bonus.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 55” for refer

ence may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

' £ He would be under if he did not have that $15,000
stock listed as an asset.

Senator GURNEY: Is there any testimony or evidence as to what he
got the money for? What service was the bonus given for?
Mr. BELLINo. It just said bonus. The one who really—he was located

in Saigon while Clifford Terhune was up in Nha Trang, I believe. He
was in a more dangerous area than Bass was but he didn’t get a bonus.
£ later on. Later he formed a company and
got much more money.
I mentioned the Great West Food Packers Co. and how they became
connected through Diamond Head Foods.
Now, Maredem instructed Great West Food Packers, Inc., to charge
a greater sum for Sea-Land freight handling than the actual cost. Öf

We will discuss

17 invoices that were reviewed, there were excess freight charges of
$10,708.50 which is more than the actual freight charges. This was
distributed as follows: Maredem received $9,901.10, Great West re
ceived $524.81, and Pelligrini, who was a military sales manager, re

ceived $282.59, a total of $10,708.50, which were just added costs, not
actual costs, but added costs to the transportation.
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Senator GURNEY. Who added these? Which one of these companies?
Mr. BELLINo. The Great West Food Packers on instructions from
Maredem.

We reviewed the records of World Beverages, Inc. Maredem en
tered in a sales agreement with World Beverages, Inc., of San Fran

cisco whereby Maredem would receive 60 percent of the gross profit
on shipments to Vietnam. Of 21 shipments made to the clubs for which
Higdon, Bagby, and Hatcher were custodians, the percentage markup
ranged from 36 percent on cost to 159 percent.
Senator RIBICoEF. Were these beverages alcohol or soft drinks?
Mr. BELLINo. These were all things. World Beverages would have
been beverages of some kind, I don’t recall the actual nature.
Americal Division had seven invoices and $33,033 was the selling
price on the seven
The cost price was $18,575.60 or a gross
profit of $14,457.40 which was a markup range from 46 percent to 83
percent.
USARV at Long Binh, where Higdon was, there were six invoices

#:

of $9,350.02 selling price. Cost price was $3,969.14 or a gross profit of

$5,380.88, a markup range of 125 percent to 159 percent.

.

The First Infantry Division, selling price of eight invoices was
$60,818.20, cost price was $32,940.75, a gross profit of $27,877.54. The
range there was from 36 to 159 percent.

he range was from 36 to 159 percent. The lowest was 36 percent
and the highest was 159 percent.

Senator GURNEY. Do you know what the average markup would
have been in Vietnam during this period?
Mr. BELLINo. It would not have been that much. I would say the
average would have been more around 25 percent or 30 percent.
Senator GURNEY. Could you spell out very briefly the mechanics
of how this was done? Who did the markup, W'd Beverages or
Maredem?

Mr. BELLINo. World Beverages, Inc., would receive the orders from
Maredem and they would ship the orders on instruction from Mare
dem. In other words, Maredem was really just an order taker or the

club might send in the order directly to them. It could go either way.
Senator GURNEY. The markup would be made by World Beverages.
They in turn would then split with Maredem. Is that correct?

Mr. BELLINo. In World Beverages, there they received the 60-per
cent-gross profit on the shipments. That was their share of the com

mission. So that Maredem actually, in these cases, would set the price
to the club. World Beverages would not let the club know what the

cost price was. They would merely send them the price as given to
them on the purchase order through Maredem.
Senator GURNEY. I see.

Mr. BELLINQ. But then World Beverages, knowing what their costs
were, they could compute the 60 percent and send the check to Mare

dem on each occasion when they received the money.
Senator GURNEY. I see.

Mr. BELLINo. I mentioned Clifford Terhune. In May 1967, Philli
Haar of Bar Dispensers—Far East, employed him as a salesman '

maintenance man in the sale of sirup and bar dispensers in Vietnam
for which Terhune was to receive $500 a month plus
$125 a week.

expenses, or
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Before you go further on that, will you explain
what the bar dispensers are £ what part Mr. Phillip Haar played
in that, the nature of the business and so forth?

Mr. BELLINo. Phillip Haar, as noted in the affidavit from Germany,
was doing business initially in Germany selling bar dispensers.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is a bar dispenser?
Mr. BELLINo. They use them in all the coke machines. They put
sirup in and they pull the handle.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is it carbonated?

Mr. BELLINo. A certain amount of sirup comes out. It is all meas
ured. Once they set it, it is uniform and they can control it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You say that in the Augsburg file, Mr. Phillip Haar
was mentioned as doing business in Germany with the bar dispensers?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Now, will you tell us, was he in business in the
Far East?

Mr. BELLINo. Haar was in business in the Far East. He started in

May 1967; he started operating Bar Dispensers—Far East.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Can you tell us a little bit more of the nature of the

business of Bar Dispensers? They have two facets to that business;
is that right? One is the sale of the dispenser, itself.
Mr. BELLINo. And the second is the sirup.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The second is the supply of sirup. The third aspect?
Mr. BELLINo. Bar liquor dispensers which is a different unit they
use only for liquor.
Mr. ADLERMAN. There is a third aspect and that is the necessity for
having constant maintenance on them.

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
ADLERMAN. Is this a machine that requires maintenance every

#

Wee

Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Haar says at one point in one of his letters that
his machines don’t require the maintenance that they were saying it
required. In other words, they wanted a maintenance man, at least
for the first year, they didn’t need as much attention, they had no
problems usually.
Mr. ADLERMAN. It depends on the quality of the water; is that
right? If there is a lot of chlorine in the water, impurities in the water,
the filters fill up.
Mr. BELLINo. They had various problems. I don’t know what the
reasons Were.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Regardless of that, the business, as you say, is
divided into several parts. One is the sale of dispensers or the lease
of the dispensers. The second and big part of the business is the fur
nishing of the syrup that is used to mix the drinks.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that correct?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Phillip Haar was in all three aspects of this
business.

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

-

Mr. An £AN. The supply of sirup, sale or lease of bar dis
pensers, and the maintenance.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. He formed a corporation to operate in Vietnam?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the name of that corporation?
Mr. BELLINo. Bar Dispensers—Far East was the initial corporation
that was formed.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he have another corporation?
Mr. BELLINo. Later on they got together with Lazar; they formed
the Bar Liquor Dispensers—Far East.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Haar originally was in business for himself?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He hired a fellow named Terhune?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN: I would suggest that you proceed with the story
of Mr. Haar and Mr. Terhune. Then we will come to the arrangements
made with the Maredem Corp. in a chronological order.
Senator GURNEY. Is there any evidence that Phillip Haar was pre
viously in the Army and had any contact with these characters?
Mr. BELLINo. He had contacts with them in Germany. In fact, his
first sale in Germany was through his contact with Hatcher.
Senator GURNEY. Was he Army or civilian?
Mr. BELLINo. He was civilian. He went to Germany and he realized
they didn’t have dispensers there. He thought they would be a good
thing for the clubs. £ claims as a result the first year the clubs saved
$60,000 by putting these dispensers in.
Senator GURNEY. He first went to Sergeant Hatcher in Germany?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. In what year?
Mr. BELLINo. That would have been around 1964.

Senator GURNEY. Is there any evidence that he met any of the
others in Germany at that time?

Mr. BELLINo. I believe he met Lazar. I don't recall specifically

whether he met Higdon in Germany or not. He had a salesman, how:
ever, by the name of William Gallo in Germany who, I am sure, would
have met all of them if they were there at that time.

Terhune was employed by Haar as a salesman and maintenance
man in the sale of sirup and bar dispensers for which he received
$125 a week, or $500 a month. Some friction arose in connection with
Terhune's initial expense account. So he returned home but before
leaving Vietnam, he obtained from Gilbert Danner, the manager of
the International House, a purchase order for one bar dispenser
unit and an order from Sgt. Cecil Moore at Long Binh for two units.
As a result of meeting with Haar and his associate when he returned
to the States, he met with Harold Gelber and Phillip Haar and they

asked him to go back to Vietnam. They agreed at this time to pay
him $2,000 a month, which was to cover his salary, expense, and “every
thing.” He had a 20-percent partnership agreement in Bar Dis
pensers—Far East.

Terhune returned to Vietnam on the 4th of July 1967, and about
that time Haar formed this new company called Bar Dispensers—Far
East, which was formed in July. In October 1967 Terhune had a con
versation with Seymour Lazar whom he had previously met as he was

custodian of the clubs in the 1st Infantry Division at which time Lazar
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advised him he was going to retire and he was going to make a deal
with Phillip Haar and they would work together.
He stated his company would be called Maredem and that Carbo Mix
and Maredem ' work together. Lazar asked him to work for his
company and pointed out the possibilities of earning more with him
since Maredem would be selling general merchandise-club supplies—
in addition to sirup and dispensers.
Terhune had assisting him, in making installations of bar dis
pensers, one Donald Leroy Brown, known as Lee, whom he employed
at $1,000 a month and if he would prove himself, he could get $2,000 a
month, this fee to be paid by Phillip Haar.
Brown started

'' on October 8, 1967. Terhune went home about

the middle of November 1967 and in December he returned to Vietnam

and began working for Maredem. Terhune stated Lazar and Haar had
gotten together and made arrangements to be associates. Terhune was
under the impression he would be working for both companies since
Haar's equipment was in Vietnam and he was to continue to take care
of the equipment. Terhune stated the only deal he knew existed be
tween Haar and Lazar was with a new company that was formed called

Bar Liquor Dispensers—Far East. This was besides the deal they had
together in selling sirups. At the time of the formation of this com
pany, they £ leasing units to the clubs. Terhune stated for sev
eral months in 1968 he inquired about an accounting for commissions
due him. Sam Bass insisted that his drawings already equaled his
commission earnings.
Mr. ADLERMAN.

£m Bass, of course, was connected with the Mare

dem Corp.?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As their Saigon representative?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. He was now an officer of the corporation.
Terhune disputed this and on or about November 1 he met Lazar

in Hong Kong. In this connection, on October 29 Lazar sent a cable
to Sam Bass at Maredem stating he would arrive in Hong Kong the
first of November, “I will take care of Terco and Mass. Will go into
Saigon around November 5.”

erco was the Terry Terhune Co. Mass was a Major Massey who

was now in charge of the 1st Infantry Division, the #A# at Long
Binh, NCO Mess, succeeding St. Martin.
At the meeting with Lazar, Terhune stated that Lazar insisted he
was not entitled to commission on orders which emanated from

Hatcher and Higdon. Terhune claims he insisted otherwise and there
after checks were issued to Iter Co., a concern owned by his British
wife. He stated this was done in order to avoid payment of income
taxes should he return to the States although he had no such intention.
Total payment to Iter Co. from November 1, 1968, to January

16, 1969, amounted to $102,681.52. I would like to offer these checks
in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The checks referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 56A, 56B, 57,
and 58” for reference and appear in the appendix on pp. 525-528.)
Mr. BELLINo. There are

£ checks. The first one is dated Novem

ber 1, 1968, to Iter Co., $36,531.59. It is endorsed Iter Co. and endorsed
Irene R. Terhune.
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There is also an endorsement on this one of David Tom who is a

partner in Tom Brothers, Ltd., another very big supplier to clubs
and messes.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Bellino, is that the Tom Brothers you are referring
to

Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. Were they also in Augsburg, Germany?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Bellino, because I understand you will be fin
ishing your testimony this morning and I must leave in a few minutes
unfortunately, with the permission of the Chair, I would like to try to

cut through all of the maze of checks, figures, financial statements,
maneuvers, and transactions and ask just two basic questions.
First, you probably know more about the Maredem Corp. than any

one else now. You are familiar with its incorporation, You are familiar
with the recordkeeping. You are familiar with the destruction of rec
ords. You are familiar with the filing of networth statements by its
owners. You are familiar with kickbacks and other purchasing activi
ties carried on. Could you try to define for us what you see as the activi

ties carried on, which you have now thoroughly investigated that re

£

quire censure under existing statutes of SEC,
U.S. Army, Inter
nal Revenue Service, or any other general or criminal statutes? What
specific malfeasance can you put your finger on that you think the com
mittee should be aware of ? After you answer that question, I would
like to ask a more general, second question.
Mr. BELLINo. # would say definitely there were some violations of
military regulations. Whether there are any criminal violations as far
as what happened in Vietnam and sales here in the United States, any
fraud, there may be a possibility that I really couldn't make any defi
nite statement on.

I am an accountant and not a lawyer as to what possible—
Senator PERCY. So far as evidence being submitted, the kickbacks,
for instance, do you feel that the evidence is sufficient and that regula
tions are adequate so that there can be prosecution of those who have
engaged in the process of kickbacks for purchases?
r. BELLINo. I would say that the facts can very well be developed
to the point where they can be prosecuted if there is a violation, that
would make the facts a violation within our statutes.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel that the submission of networth state
ments can be, then, also a basis for prosecution for income tax evasion
if the tax returns of the individuals involved do not reveal adequate
means through normal Army pay for building up such a networth?
Mr. BELLINo. I think, Senator, they were £ that. I was going

to disclose later on how Lazar, when he filed his tax return for 3 years
took that into account and moneys which otherwise might be kicked
back, or it could be anything, he has reported them as gambling gains.
So he has covered himself to that extent as far as income tax.

Senator PERCY. He called them gambling gains?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Senator PERCY. They were operating a business, weren’t thev :
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Incorporated?
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Mr. BELLINo. Now I am talking about before they became connected
with the business. This was the financial statement prior to when they
started the business. Although they cover in 1969, a good deal of their
assets came in before and they had good income in 1968.
Senator PERCY. In other words, you feel that there are adequate
regulations now in existence to prosecute, criminally if desired or nec
essary, the practices that you are now revealing to this committee?

Mr. BELLINo. I believe there probably are. I don't know. But I know
that they tried to get out of this country, Maredem is presently doing
business in Hong Kong. They are still at Stanton, but I understand
an order was put through the other day and they are operating out of
Hong Kong.

In other words, they were trying to get away where our subpena will
not be honored. That was one of the problems we had. All these other

companies we felt were paying kickbacks we couldn't subpena their

records at all. So that if they move out of the country, I don't know
what possible criminal violations there might be.
Senator PERCY. The second question I really would like to put to
every competent witness of your caliber and
because it
is not our purpose in this committee to replace the court system. It is
our purpose to try to find out what is wrong with the operation of
Government that permits this kind of thing to go on, unrevealed un
til a Senate committee begins an investigation and hearings of this
type and Senate investigators go in. What do we need to do to tighten
up to prevent this kind of thing—to enact legislation, to enact regula
tion, to encourage the U.S. Army or whatever agencies of Govern
ment would be involved—and to see that this kind of practice is not as

'i

widespread or as easy to get by with as apparently it has been.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. We felt, Senator, in that regard, from the very
beginning that one of the principal weaknesses was in the line of
command in the CID. They have corrected that, I understand, now.
They have a separate CID unit which was very, very important that
investigators are not controlled by the immediate superior because they
will have reports made for “eyes only” and they will see it only and

you can't get it. We still are awaiting a report on Lazar who was inter
viewed by CID at Long Binh and Dian in connection with gambling
gains and losses that he claimed.

We have not seen that report. We don't know where it is. It is a rather
big weakness in the investigative line of command and I think they
have started on the right foot in that connection.

Senator PERCY. You are corroborating the implication that I made
before that in the U.S. Army today, which contains a criminal in
vestigating unit, there ought to be some resource beyond an imme
diate superior. We have been told, once in the Army you click your

heels when you are given an order. It is quite a different order to charge
in and do battle where lives are involved as compared to an investi

ation of malfeasance, where the investigators are hampered by per
aps some line of command at the top that may be in collaboration or
sympathetic with or trying to cover up or prevent disgrace to the Army
or whatever other reason there may be. The investigator today has

no recourse other than to click his heels and say, “Yes, sir" and he
then has discharged his obligation. There is something basically wrong
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with the criminal investigating procedure of the U.S. Army if this is
the case; do you agree?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. I might add this committee also exposed a
similar situation back in 1947 in the Air Force which was the cause

of the beginning of the Office of Security Investigations and took it
out of line command and I believe now the CID of the Army has
finally seen the light and is doing the same thing.
Senator PERCY. Is it your implication—you have been connected
with this committee for a long time—that hearings have been held,
malpractice has been revealed, and nothing was done about it.
r. ADLERMAN. There is a little difference. At that time, the Air

Force was involved. Senator Symington was Secretary of the Air
Force at the time. He took immediate steps and he formed the In
spector General’s Office. They did a very good job there. There had
been probably a revamping of the whole procedure where the Air
Force was concerned.

Senator RIBICOFF. The line of inquiry you make, Senator Percy, is
most pertinent. I think it is fair to say that as a result of the investiga
tion of this committee, Secretaries Laird and Resor have taken definite
steps to reorganize the entire club and mess system to try to make sure

that what we have seen unfolded here during the past few weeks will
not happen again. That is my understanding from direct conversa
tions with both Secretary Laird and Army authorities.
Senator PERCY. May I add, Mr. Chairman, I hope we won't have to
have another investigation to include the Navy and my own branch
of the service, the Marine Corps, before we start to correct the prac
tices which have been revealed in investigations of the Air Force and
of the Army.

Senator RIBICOFF. My feeling is that Secretary Laird is sufficiently
aware of what has taken place so that these directives will go through
other branches of the service as well as the Army.
While there may be a question whether any criminal statutes were
violated, isn't it true that you have unfolded here with your figures,
which are very complex, substantial conflicts of interest?
Mr. BELLINo. Definitely.

Senator RIBICOFF. This group of sergeants formed a company in
which they sold to themselves as custodians of the club system. The
clubs they were charged with in Vietnam did business to the extent
of about $53 million. Is that correct?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. The funds, apparently, as we trade them go back
to Augsburg and other places where money was being skimmed. Ap
parently these funds were going into different bank accounts and banks
all over the world. This is how the money was filtered back into
circulation again and legitimatized, so to speak.
Senator PERCY. Is it true, Mr. Chairman, the racket under which
these clubs are operated puts forth a facade of some supervision with
a resulting implication to the servicemen that there is a great deal

more Army regulation of the clubs than there actually is? The prac
tices appear to be much freer than they possibly should be, wouldn't
you say, when they are dealing with servicemens’ hard-earned pay?

Senator RIBICoEF. I would say that as this investigation develops it
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becomes very £ that there was general indifference by Army
authorities in this type of operation. No one seems to care very much.
You can understand a general who has a responsibility for military

affairs looking upon this as rather a nuisance. It appears the Defense
Department did very little supervision of club operation, yet testimony
has indicated that the open mess business amounted to some $750 mil
lion a year.

The large variety of letters that the subcommittee is receiving as a
result of its investigation suggests there is not a man or woman who
has been in the service who does not feel that during his course of serv

ice he has been gypped in club operations. Apparently, it has been wide
spread and there has been corner-cutting and conflicts of interest and
skimming. It appears that no one was really in charge of this $750
million business.

Senator PERCY. I excuse myself for diverting you from your previous

# of testimony. I think it is important, however, that we try to get to
this.
Senator RIBICOFF. I do, too. The objective of this committee is not

only to bring out what went wrong and why but to propose construc
tive suggestions to the executive branch for improved regulations.
I believe needed legislation will be introduced when the hearings
are completed.

Senator GURNEY. I think a factor, too, that we ought to discuss and
put before the committee, is that the NCO club system as we see it here
was probably devised many years ago when the Army was small, even
prior to World War II. The old system was not then able to cope with
the occupation forces following World War II in Korea and Vietnam.
The main mission of the Army was a combat one, fighting military
operations, as you point out; commanders at this point were not

equipped to take care of the new sort of activity which sprang up. A
few interested persons found it a very good thing and got established,
as We See.

Mr. ADLERMAN. There is another aspect, also. There are many
regulations and they have been pretty tightly drawn. For example,
they provide for a board of governors. The fact is that the board of
governors in the Augsburg case proved nothing more than a rubber
“I need a motion,” “I need this,” “I need that,” and this was

£p.
One.

Now the board of governors as designed by the Army is supposed to
be one that really supervises. But the enforcement of regulations, the
carrying out of the regulations, require, I think, a little more

'

Senator GURNEY. I must say I can’t be too critical of that because

think you will find that boards of directors in private life often don't
know what is going on in their business either.
The thing so apparently missing here is that there was no way to
audit these NCO clubs regularly and to find out what was going on.
That is what was missing.

Had there been a good audit system, these things would have been
revealed long ago.
Mr. BELLINo. One of the elements when anything is wrong is very
-

oor records. We found that in some units the situation was really

£ and others were a little better. We found where they were better,
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the commanding officer took a little interest in the clubs, a personal
interest, it would be a whole lot better.
We happened to go by mistake to a Green Beret camp. There was
not a document we asked for that they could not pull out of a file like
that and hand it to us. There was
wrong. They brought us to

£

the wrong camp. We were glad to be there and see the operation of the
Green Berets.

Senator GURNEY. I think the Green Berets will be delighted to hear
this testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Mr. BELLINo. These funds which were given to Iter Company were
deposited in an account in the Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., and the address

given for Iter Company was 304.J. Ho-Tung House, Kowloon, which
is the same address of Tom Brothers, the concern doing a great deal
of business with the clubs and messes and which I point out was also

operating in Augsburg, Germany.
When Lazar was questioned as to these payments to Iter & Com
pany he stated that Terhune was an employee of his who stopped

working in August or September 1968. They had a verbal agreement
he would receive 10 percent of all sales so he could give the salesmen
their commissions and he would also pay for labor and parts that
would be shipped from Hong Kong.
I might say we didn't find any evidence of any labor or shipments or

any payments that were required to be made by Terhune.
Clifford Terhune was working for Maredem, Ltd., when Higdon
authorized a $500 payment to C. Terry Terhune Enterprises for each
of the months of February 1968 and March 1968.
I would like to offer the documents supporting that in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 59” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. When Terhune returned to the States in November

1967, Lee Brown, who was employed by him, communicated with
Phillip Haar and advised him that Lazar was expected to be in the
States on the 15th of November, but in a subsequent letter advised
him he didn’t know when Lazar would arrive in the States, there was
a possibility he might go first to Germany.
I would like to offer those letters in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence—

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 60A and

60B” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo (continuing). To get together with Hatcher and Hig
don and get things straightened out. In this connection I would like
to offer a letter in evidence reading “Wed, night,” which I believe was
in January 1968. There is no actual date on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 61” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have a series of letters, do you not, Mr.
Bellino?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. In each of these letters Lee Brown would urge
Mr. Haar to get in touch with Higdon to straighten it out and they
wanted kickbacks, they wanted commissions, you have to do something
about it; is that right?
Mr. BELLINo. He said get together with them and if you get together
we will have a good business going here.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have five or six letters. I don’t think it is neces

£
to read all of them. Just read the highlights of a couple of these
etters.
Mr. BELLINo. One, “Wednesday night,” it says:
Things sure need to get straight between you, Hatcher and Higdon. They
have a lot of pull. How strong is Our connection with them?

Next letter: Friday night, January 26:
Things look good here, Phil, but you and H., H. and S.,

meaning Hatcher, Higdon and Sandy Lazar,
have to get your heads together and come to an agreement and we can get rolling.
The future is unlimited.

The letter on Sunday, February 3:
I would say Hatcher and Higdon have about 50 clubs. How many they have

control over is hard to guess. . . . February looks good if we can ever get
loose. . . . I think if we work things right we can get 98 percent of the business
here.

#

Then in a letter on Tuesday
February 1968, it mentions that
Briscoe, that is another man I believe who was also in Germany.
Briscoe is one of the custodians in Vietnam who was a friend of Higdon. The

Sooner you and them come to an agreement I will know which way to go.

Then the letter of Sunday, February 11:
I am sure Hatcher and Higdon are there by now. They will go over the prob
lems with us over here. Sure hope you can straighten out things with them.

I would like to offer all those letters.
Senator RIBICOFF. The letters will be admitted as evidence.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 62A, 62B,
62C, 62D, 62E, and 62F" for reference and may be found in the files
of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. You have a series of letters. Why don't you sub
entire series of letters and again take the highlights from those

' ''
etters

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. I might mention that in one of these letters,
the one Sunday, February 11, there is a statement, “Higdon sold
OMD’’—that is officers mess division—“100 cases of sirup.”
Mr. DUFFY. Is there any mention of kickbacks in those letters?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes. I would like to bring out that when Phillip Haar
began to show some dissatisfaction in what he was getting. In 1968,
Phillip Haar began to show dissatisfaction with the amount of busi
ness he was getting from Higdon and Hatcher.

Mr. DUFFY. Aren't you preceding yourself a bit? You haven't come
to the arrangement made yet between Higdon and Haar; is that right'
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Mr. BELLINo. That is right. We haven't come to that yet. That is
right. These letters were in April 1968 after he had made the
connection.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I wonder if you could just discuss the arrangements

made with Lazar and Phillip Haar in November 1967.
Mr. BELLINo. In November 1967, Lazar had a discussion with
Phillip Haar and he told Haar:
I don’t want to go into the dispensary business. I want Syrup. If you back
off syrup I will get the business for you.

Haar stated he agreed to back up and Lazar agreed to give him 50
cents per case. That is what Haar told us at that time.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Now this meant that Lazar told Haar:
If you get out of the syrup business, let me handle the syrup business and
you get out of it, I will pay you 50 cents for every case that I sell.

Mr. BELLINo. Yes. Originally he agreed to pay him $1.00 per case.
But Haar told me at this time when I interviewed him it was 50 cents

a case which was correct, at that time it was.
Originally the agreement was $1.00 a case. I would like to offer
that as evidence.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They later reduced it to 50 cents a case.
Senator RIBICOFF. Accepted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 63” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 63
AGREEMENT

This Agreement dated this fourth day of January, 1968, by and between
Bar Dispensers—Far East, Inc., hereinafter referred to as “Dispensers” and
Maredem, Ltd., hereinafter referred to as “Maredem”.
Whereas, Dispensers is desirous of granting to Maredem the sole and ex
clusive right for five (5) years commencing with December 1, 1967, to use the
name CARBO-MIX for a trademark and other advertising purposes in connection
with the manufacture and sale of Syrup;
The Parties Agree As Follows:
1. Dispensers grants to Maredem the sole and exclusive right for five (5)
years to use the name CARBO-MIX for trademark or advertising purposes in
connection with the manufacture and sale of syrup.

2. Maredem shall pay Dispensers $1.00 per case (the case is defined as four
one-gallon containers of syrup or its equivalent) for all cases sold by Maredem,
subject to minimum guaranty set forth in No. 5 below.
3. Dispensers warrants and agrees that it has the exclusive right to the name
CARBO-MIX and will not during the aforesaid period give such permission and
license to use such name to anyone in connection with the manufacture or sale
of syrup.

4. Payment of the aforementioned $1.00 per case shall be made by Maredem
to Dispensers by the end of the month following each calendar quarter during
the term commencing with the quarter ending December 31, 1967.
5. Dispensers shall have the sole right to terminate this agreement in the
event Maredem fails to pay a minimum guarantee of $1,000.00 per month during
the term herein, or $12,000 per year.

In the event Dispensers exercises its right to terminate this agreement as
provided in this paragraph, Dispensers agree to purchase Maredem's inventory
of syrup, labels and bottles at Maredem's cost, not to exceed $3,000.00.
6. Maredem shall maintain a complete set of books and records and Dispens
sers shall have the right to examine said books and records during regular busi
mess hours at its sole cost and expense.
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7. In the event a dispute arises under this agreement, the parties agree to ar
bitrate said dispute under the rules of the American Arbitration Association
then in force, and the costs of said arbitration shall be borne equally by the
rties.

"£d: January 4, 1968.
BAR DISPENSERS-FAR EAST, INC.
11020 Mercantile Avenue,
Stanton, Calif.

By PHILLIP M. HAAR, President.
MAREDEM, LTD.,
11020 Mercantile Avenue,

Stanton, Calif.
By SEYMOUR LAZAR.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Under this agreement, Hatcher meant that Haar had
to get out of the business of supplying sirups?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Payment for his getting out of the business of sup
plying the sirup, Lazar and the Maredem Corp., would pay him $1,
later reduced to 50 cents, for every case?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN.

They

are still listed as in the business of selling

bars in this country?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. Aoi...MAN. But he was out of the sirup business?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Will you go on from there?
Mr. BELLINo. This is the agreement which was entered into on
January 4, 1968, when Maredem shall pay Dispensers $1 per case.
That was to be paid, a minimum guarantee of $1,000 per month.
There was added on “or $12,000 per year.”

Now in February, Sergeant Major Wooldridge submitted a travel
voucher which I would like to offer in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 64” for refer
ence. May be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Showing he departed Washington, February 14, and
returned to
February 23. He was reimbursed for $122.25
for 934 days per diem at $16 per day less 15 Government meals.
The voucher reflects he was in Los Angeles, Calif., from February 14,
1968, to February 22, 1968.
On February 22, the voucher shows he was in Glendora, Calif., for
5 hours when he returned to Los Angeles and departed the following

W'

day for Washington.
Now Wooldridge stayed at the Grand Hotel in Anaheim, which is
a few miles from Stanton, Calif. While at the hotel he used the

name of W. O. Patty, P-a-t-t-y.

Staying at this hotel at that time were William Higdon and Narvaez
Hatcher. According to information from very reliable sources, Wool

dridge, Higdon, Lazar, and Hatcher met with Phillip Haar at which
time they made him understand that he would not have been able to

sell anything if it had not been for them, that the agreement which had
been entered into on the 4th of January 1968, was amended on the 15th
of February 1968.

This is during the period that this group was in Anaheim nearby
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at Stanton and they reduced the payment per case by Maredem from
$1 to 50 cents a case.

It was about this time that it was agreed that Sam Bass—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have an agreement on that?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes. I have also an exhibit, the signature of W. O.
Patty in connection with the Grand Hotel restaurant.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 65” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. And an addendum to the agreement reducing the $1
per case to 50 cents per case.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 66” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 66
ADDENDUM TO AGREEMENT

This Addendum dated this 15th day of February, 1968 by and between Bar
Dispensers-Far East, Inc., hereinafter referred to as “Dispensers” and Maredem,
Ltd., hereinafter referred to as “Maredem”:
Whereas, Dispensers and Maredem have entered into an Agreement dated
January 4, 1968; and
Whereas, the parties are desirous of amending said Agreement by this
Addendum, as follows:

1. Maredem shall pay Dispensers Fifty Cents (50%) per case (the “case” is
defined as four one-gallon containers of syrup, or its equivalent) for all cases
sold by Maredem, commencing February 15, 1968. The payment of said 50¢ per
case shall be made in the Same manner as provided in the original Agreement.
2. All other terms as provided in the original Agreement shall continue in full
force and effect as provided therein.
BAR DISPENSERs—FAR EAST, INC.,
By P. M. HAAR.
Stanton, Calif.
MAREDEM, LTD.,
By SEYMOUR LAZAR.
Stanton, Calif.

Mr. BELLINo. Sam Bass went on the payroll of Bar Dispensers at

$1,500 a month from March 7, 1968, through May 7, 1968. Bass had
received from Maredem on February 15, 1968, certain checks and was
continued by Maredem when he was let out by Phillip Haar.
On February 14, 1968, Martin Sosin, the attorney, advised both
Maredem, Ltd., and Phillip M. Haar relative to the formation of
Macar Corp. for the purpose of selling bar liquor dispensing units.
I would like to offer that letter in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 67” for refer

ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No.

67

L08 Angeles, Calif., Feb. 14, 1968.

Re Macar Corp.
MAREDEM LIMITED

Mr. PHILLIP M. HAAR,
Stanton, Calif.

GENTLEMEN: This will confirm our several conversations wherein you
have requested that I organize on your behalf a California corporation which
has for its main purpose the sale and distribution of liquor dispensing units.
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The name DISPENSERS, INC. is not available for use and I thought, after
conversations with Mr. Haar, that the following name would be appropriate
and would in all likelihood be available : MACAR CORPORATION.

It is my understanding that the stock ownership in this corporation would
be owned equally by Maredem Limited and Phillip M. Haar.
The articles of incorporation shall be filed so that the corporation comes into
existence on or after March 1, 1968. It is to the corporation's best tax advan

tage, because of State tax regulations, that the corporation be organized dur
ing the first 15 days of the month. Subsequent to the filing with the Secretary
of State we shall file an Application with the Commissioner of Corporations
for a Permit to issue shares equally as Set forth above.

If you have any questions feel free to call me at any time.
Very truly yours,
MARTIN SOSIN.

Mr. BELLINo. On Mar. 1, 1968, Macar Corp. incorporated but was
doing business as Bar Liquor Dispensers—Far East.

The officers of Macar Corp. were Seymour Lazar, president and
director; Phillip Haar, vice president and director; Elsie I. Turner,
secretary-treasurer and director.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Elsie Turner is secretary to Mr. Haar?
Mr. BELLINo. She is secretary and office manager. She was office
manager for Mr. Haar's enterprises.
Maredem advanced $7,000 to Bar Liquor Dispensers but when
business relations were severed Phillip Haar returned $6,000 to Mare
dem. Ltd.

Then shares of stock were issued to Maredem, Ltd., for the $1,000
investment on Aug. 18, 1969. .
As a result of Haar's association with the Maredem group, Haar
was required to do certain things: One, discontinue the service; two,
he had to reduce the fee on each case of sirup from $1 to 50 cents a case
that he received.

Three, Haar permitted Lazar or Maredem to have an interest in
the sale of liquor dispensers through Bar Liquor Dispensers in the

Far East and; four, he had placed Sam Bass on his own payroll.
When Phillip Haar was asked by a supplier why he broke off with

Maredem he replied, “I got the Mafia treatment.” When asked what
he meant, he said,

"They all want a

rakeoff.”

As a result of backing out of the sirup business, Haar lost a profit
of $7,435.16 on sirup which had already been ordered through him.
Vanlaw Food Products, supplier, had initially sold through Bar
Dispensers—Far East and ordered by William E. Higdon for USARV,
Long Binh, and 90th Replacement clubs and Narvaez Hatcher for
the 1st Infantry club.

Maredem took over the sales and the profit. Haar received only
$1,275, which was the fee at $1 per case. The average cost for the

sirup sale taken over by Maredem was $5.97 per case. Maredem sold
the sirup through Higdon and Hatcher's units at $11.80 a case for
a profit of $5.83 or 98 percent markup on cost.
•

On February 25, 1968, after the February meeting in California,
the minutes of the USARV NCO/EM Open Mess, signed by William
E. Higdon, secretary, custodian, reflect the following motion was
carried.

I would like to offer in evidence the minutes of the meeting.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted as evidence.
35-359-70-4
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 68” for refer

ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 68

AVHGA-SF (25 Feb 68) 2d Ind
Subject: Minutes of Board of Governors Meeting.
Headquarters, United States Army Vietnam, APO 96375.
To: Commanding Officer, Long Binh Post (Prov), APO 96491.
1. The minutes are approved with the exception of paragraph 5k, k, and 1
Which are disapproved. Entertainment expenses will not exceed the amount
in pargaraph 4a, 1st Indorsement.

2. Approval of those items mentioned in paragraphs 2, 3, 4b, and 4e of 1st
Indorsement is contingent upon completion of the action stated therein.
For the commander:

RICHARD A. EDWARDs, Jr.,
Colonel, GS,
Deputy Chief of Staff (PdA).
AVID CO (25 Feb 68) 1 Ind.

Subject: Minutes of Board of Governors Meeting.
Headquarters, Long Binh Post Vietnam (Prov), APO 96491, 13 March 1968.
To: Commanding General, United States Army Vietnam, Attn: AVHDC, APO
96375.

1. Recommend approval of paragraphs 5 g and i.
2. Recommend approval of paragraph 5 b, c, d, and e, subject to certification
by Long Binh Post Staff Engineer that proper wiring and sufficient electrical
current is available.

3. Reference paragraph 5 a. All repair work should be coordinated with the
Long Binh Post Staff Engineer prior to repairing and acception of completion
of repairs.

4. Recommend disapproval of the following motions:
(a) Paragraph 5 f. Entertainment expenses should not exceed $50,000 for the
month of March 1968.

(b) Paragraph 5 h. Motion picture projector should not be procured for the
sole use of one annex, but should be available for the use of the club system as
a whole.

(c) Paragraph 5 j. Provisions of paragraph 12, USARV Reg 230–60 should be
followed.

(d) Paragraph 5 k. Current bar prices are low enough to allow all club mem
bers to drink moderately. Lowering the happy hour price to ten cents a drink
will only encourage over indulgence, an undesirable situation in a combat zone.
(e) Paragraph 5 1. This motion is in violation of paragraph 23, USARV Reg
230–60.

ROBERT H. WILLIAMSON, Jr.,

Colonel, Artillery, Commanding.
1. The regular meeting of the Board of Governors of the USARV NCO/EM
Open Mess was called to order by the Vice President at 1015 Hours on 24 Feb 68.
(a) The following members were present:
SGM Harris, B., Vice President
1SG Lewis, B. F., Member

PSG Ingram, J. R., Member
MSG Estes, T L., Member
SFC Cornielson, A. J., Member

SFC Miranda, E. M., Member
SFC Brewer, H., Member
PSG Keith, Mack, Member
SFC Emiliano Normandia, Member

PSG. McGiaty, E., Member
SFC Martin, W. J., Member

1SG Lloyd, G. W., Member
MSG Nazzarro, J. J., Member
1SG Crawford, M., Member

SFC Higdon, W. E., Secretary/Custodian
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(b) The following members were absent:
SGM Garrity, R. M., President
1SG Jones, F. L., Member
1SG Chase, R. L., Member

SGM Eulenstein, E. P., Member
SFC Hornberger, D. E., Member
MSG Gillespie, J. N., Member
1SG Whitehead, M. D., Member
SFC Hoehn, F. L., Member
SSG Sarver, W. M., Member
SGM Vernon, R. E., Member
MSG Schultz, G. F., Member

SFC Fujinaga, J., Member
(c) Also present:

CWO Davis, E. S., Asst. USARV Open Mess Officer
MAJ Wise, H. L., S-1 LBP, Advisor

LTC Higashino, G. T., IBP, Staff Engineer
2. The minutes of the December meeting were read by the Vice President of

the Board. A motion was made and seconded to approve the minutes as read.
Motion carried.

3. The financial statement for the period ending 25 January 1968 was explained
to the board. A motion was made and seconded to accept the financial statement
as read, subject to audit. Motion carried.
4. Old Business: NOne.
5. New Business:

(a) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate funds not in excess of
$20,000.00 for the repairs of war damages in Annex #4, 14 and 21 caused by
the past months explosions. Motion carried.
(b) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $650.00 for the purchase
of an air conditioner to be placed in annex #7. Motion carried.
(c) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $15,000 for lowering
the ceiling and sealing in annex #14 suitable for air conditioning and that the
Secretary/Custodian will obtain bids from contractors for final approval by the
house committee. Motion carried.

(d) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $650.00 for the purchase
of an air conditioner to be placed in annex #20. Motion carried.
(e) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $3,500 for air condi
tioners to be placed in annex #19. Motion carried.
(f) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $60,000 for entertain
ment for the month of March 1968. Motion carried.

(g.) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $21,000 for the purchase
of 8 Carbo-mix dispensers. Motion carried.
(h) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate funds not in excess of
$1,000 for a motion picture projector to be placed in annex #20. Motion carried.
(i) A committee was established to review the salaries paid to all military

personnel working in the NCO/EM club system and present their recommenda
tions to the Board of Governors at the next regular meeting.
(j) A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $12,000 for improve
ments to Annex #11 to include flooring, septic tank, latrine and water tower.
Motion carried.

(k) A motion was made and seconded that sales during the regular happy hour

will include hard liquor drinks to be sold for 10é. Motion carried.
(1) A motion was made and seconded to present a gift not to exceed $25
to all departing board members who have served on the board for at least 3
months. Motion carried.

6. Having no further business the meeting was adjourned at 1130 hours.
BERT A. HARRIS,
SGM, USA., Vice President.
WILLIAM E. HIGDON,

SFC, E-7 USA,

Secretary/Custodian.
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1. Reference accounts receivable—Cash Shortage: The amount $2,249.10 in
cludes the following breakdown of Shortage.

(a) $350.75 that was on books since September 1967 due to a shortage at
Annex #3, CID is investigating—Investigation is not complete as of this date.
(b) $327.96 consists of piaster petty cash funds in various annexes. When
disinterested officers counted the cash on 27 January 1968, the cashiers failed
to show these officers the hand receipt of manager signing for these piasters.
(c) The amount of $1,570.39 is accounted for, as a cash count error.

2. Per USARV Reg 230–60, Sec IV para 40e, a cash count by disinterested
officers was conducted on 27 January 1968 of the cash on hand 25 January 1968
at the USARV NCO/EM Open Messes Main Office. When the amount of piasters
counted by the Officers was compared with the books a discrepancy of $1,570.39
was noted. Due to the shortage of trained accounting personnel and the effects
of TET offensive, this discrepancy was not discovered until 15 February 1968.
At this time it was noted that on 26 January 1968 the cashier had converted a
check for $4,303.66 to piasters in the amount of 507.832 $VN, and this money was
On hand at the time of the count. However, the cash count was not correct. To

Verify this fact, a cash count was immediately taken by Major Miller and CEO
Davis and a cash work-back was prepared from the existing documentation on
disbursements and receipts of piasters. At this time 144,844 piasters were counted.
When the cash work-back to 25 January was completed it was noted that 558,265
$WN should have been counted by the officers on 27 January 1968.
3. Since the books reflected a shortage of 1,898.35, it was necessary to place
this amount in an A/R Cash Short account until the discrepancy could be inves
tigated per USARV Reg 230–60, Section IV para 48 c.
WILLIAM E. HIGDON,

SFC, E–7, USA,
Secretary/Custodian.

Mr. BELLINo. The motion carried was a motion made and seconded

''

$21,000 for the purchase of eight Carbo-mix dispensers.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, talking about kickbacks, in the course
of your investigation did you come across any evidence of kickbacks?
I am talking now about after they broke off with Sam Bass and the
Maredem Co. I believe the item on page 5.
Mr. BELLINo. I am sorry, I didn’t get the question.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have any indication that there were any
kickbacks being paid?
Mr. BELLINo. Being paid in connection with the sirup business?

to

Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You can cover page 21 of your notes there.
Mr. BELLINo. After breaking off with Sam Bass and the Maredem
group business was difficult unless kickbacks were agreed to.
In various letters starting July 1, 1968, from Lee to Phil the follow
ing comments as to kickbacks appeared.
I would like to offer those letters in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admitted in evidence.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 69A, 69B
and 69C” for reference, may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)

Mr.ADLERMAN. Phil being Phil Haar and Lee being Lee Brown; is
that right?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes; this letter is dated Monday, July 1, 1968–
Phil, the NCO club at Tan Son Nhut needs a master and two subs in about

three weeks. Sam offered him the equipment and syrup at a 10 percent kick for
$11.80. I offered him 5. I told him Sam could not give his services. Gary and I
talked it over and we think we should offer him 10 on the syrup.
What do you advise? Let me know soon.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. What do you take that to mean?

Mr. BELLINo. That means a 10 percent kickback to the custodian
(reading):
They are giving us a rough time about service at Long Binh, so we are really
going to give them everything and if then it does not work we have done our
share.

-

It will only mean one thing, the major is in on the payoff. Sam and Terry are
really spreading the rumor about us but it will Only be a matter of time. I think
we should spend the next two or three weeks here beating them at their own
game. What do you think?

Mr. ADLERMAN. What do you think he meant by that?
Mr. BELLINo. The only thing would be the kickbacks. That is the
only decision that was left.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were there any indications to you that Haar re
£kickbacks before he had to deal with Higdon and the rest of the
crowd 2

Mr. BELLINo. We have not found any information or any documen
tation of paying direct kickbacks other than their getting together on
the business.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Now in competition with the Maredem Co. they feel
the only way they can get a business is to take a kickback?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
The second letter says:
Tan Son Nhut NCO club will give us an order. I should get a purchase order
for a triple off them this week.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is a triple dispenser?
Mr. BELLINo. Triple type (continues reading):
He was offered 15 percent by our competitor. I don’t know why they want it so
bad unless it is to say they have a unit on Tan Son Nhut. I haven’t lost any
accounts to them but it takes some pressure when they offer so much. They stick
around Long Binh and Saigon area most of the time.

I might mention there were two other letters that referred to kick
backs which I had reviewed.

Under our working arrangement when any document we desired to
have Xeroxed, we handed it to a girl in the office by the name of Mary
Taylor and she would get a copy made and then give me a copy.
checking my notes and the documents received I found two of
them had not been turned over and up to this time we have not re

£

ceived them. They are very pertinentletters.
Mr. DUFFY. Are you talking about your visit to Haar's office?
Mr. BELLINo. The business with the

Mr. DUFFY. Where did this happen?
Mr. BELLINo. This happened in the office of Bar Dispensers, Mr.
Haar's office.

Mr. DUFFY. In California?

Mr. BELLINo. Right, at Stanton, Calif.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bellino, concerning these letters, who was in
charge of the NCO club at Tan Son Nhut at this time?
Mr. BELLINo. I don't know at this time in September 1968.

Senator GURNEY. You did not pursue this particular thing beyond
these letters?
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Mr. BELLINo. These letters were not obtained until after we came
back from Vietnam just recently. One of the letters that was not
returned to us consisted of three pages. In there Lee said—
We made an agreement to pay him five percent. Sam Bass is offering 10
percent.

The second letter, December 14, 1968, says–
. . . discontinued the five at Airmen's Club—we would have to pay 10.

These documents have not as yet been produced.
£ator GURNEY. Do you have any idea where this Airmen's club
WaS 4

Mr. BELLINo. I think the Airmen's club was in Tan Son Nhut.

Senator RIBICOFF: What is interesting in your testimony, Mr. Bel
lino, as I follow you, and it is very complex, is that we find a company
formed by four sergeants, '' been together from Augsburg
to Fort Benning to Vietnam, wherever the action is with servicemen.
They formed this corporation. The corporation deals with them, with
each individual owner of the capital stock. They are custodians of the
various clubs. They pay themselves and make a profit for themselves.
They then go ahead and brazenly steal a 20-ton freezer belonging
to the U.S. Army and then pay a substantial sum of money to the
corporation that they control.
They operate in less than a year a business amounting to a million
and a quarter dollars of sales on which they make a substantial profit.
It becomes obvious, too, that the capital that goes into this business
is capital derived from skimming and other acts of malfeasance in
Germany which they used to build up a capital in the business.
We have here a continuous operation of a group of men who seem
' be able to get assignments together at the same time at the same
place.

This has been a tough job for you to trace and follow. While it is
full of details I do think that the picture that you draw is very clear.
Mr. BELLINO. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have any further questions, Senator
Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any further questions?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, do you have any evidence to indicate
how much they declared they received by way of gambling income?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you develop that?
Mr. BELLINo. Seymour Lazar filed 1965, 1966 and 1967 income taxes

in April 1968 and reported he had gambling income for the 3 years
of $111,931.52. He said he had losses of $54,000 and he reported a net
gain for the 3 year of $57,258.52.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was that?
Mr. BELLINo. This is Sevmour Lazar.

£ ADLERMAN. Do you have any other reports of gambling win
nings

Mr. BELLINo. We have examined the deposits in the accounts and
they are usually money orders from various individuals. Some of
them he had purchased originally in the post office but many of them
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were from other military personnel. A few that we have contacted have
no idea how their checks got into Seymour Lazar's bank account.
One of them said:
Whenever I had a money order I cashed it at the post office. I don't know
Lazar. I don’t know how this money order of mine got into his account.

It appears that he had so much money, so much military payment
certificates he had to get out of the country without anybody knowing
it,
he was glad to get a check from any source in any way that he

''

COlliOl.

For a lot of that money we have all the documents. Maybe you
would like to make them as a reference exhibit to look at. They are all
available here.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you please submit them in bulk as evidence.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 70” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Any other questions?
Mr. ADLERMAN. How about the other sergeants, Mr. Bellino? Do

you have any information on gambling winnings and losses on in
come taxes on the others?

Mr. BELLINo. Not on the others; no, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is there anything else?

Mr. BELLINo. The only other thing that we find, when we talked to

both Lazar and Wooldridge, they indicated that they had no financial
transactions. We find there is a considerable number of checks issued

by Lazar to William O. Wooldridge.
Mr. DUFFY...We asked Sergeant Major Wooldridge the last time we
interviewed him in June in Saigon to furnish the committee certain
documents.

Those documents have not been supplied to the committee.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much. I understand there was a

request made yesterday by Senator Gurney for Officer Ernst of the
Chicago Police Department.
Is Officer Ernst here?

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Mr.

£ I do.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a prepared statement, sir?
Mr. ERNST. Yes; I do.
TESTIMONY OF MARTIN A. ERNST

Mr. ERNST. I am Martin A. Ernst, Chicago Police Department,

Chicago police officer for 25% years, and assigned as secretary to the

£ officer of the ević' and recovered property section for
the last 5% years.

My duties consist of preparing department administrative reports,
communications, maintenance of section records, and investigation of
various correspondence.
-

During the normal course of my duties I prepared the firearms list

ings of weapons turned over to Gen. Carl
OccasionS.

Turner on four separate
-
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Manifests were prepared from inventory listings and from identi
fication tags removed from firearms packaged and awaiting author
ized destruction by the evidence and recovered property section of the
Chicago Police Department.
After immediate completion the manifests were delivered to Lieu
tenant Duellman who in turn required General Turner to sign the
receipt portion of the manifest immediately and before General Tur
ner removed the firearms from the section.

Section procedures demand that all property removed from the sec
tion for any purpose be receipted for at such time and before any
property is removed from custody of the evidence and recovered prop
erty section.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Let us pin these details now. As I understand, you actually pre
pared the receipts that General Turner signed?
Mr. ERNST. Yes; I did.

Senator GURNEY. Was there a time lag between the time that Gen
eral Turner received the guns from the property room and the time
that he signed the receipt for the property }
Mr. ERNST. No; there was none except perhaps for the last list un
til we had completed the last list which might be maybe 5 or 10 min
utes at the most.

Senator GURNEY. It was all done simultaneously while he was there,
while the guns were there, and in the last few minutes while you were
preparing the receipt for his signature?
Mr. ERNST. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. To your knowledge, did General Turner state to
you or to Lieutenant. Duellman in your presence that these weapons
were to be used for his personal use and not for the Army?
Mr. ERNST. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was there any discussion about this at any time?
Mr. ERNST. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection that General Turner said

during this transaction of signing the receipt or at any time while
you were present:
I am accepting these guns for my use and not for the Army's.

Mr. ERNST. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. On the occasion of November 14, 1968, the last

time that General Turner picked up these guns from the Chicago
Police Department, did he ever inform you or Lieutenant Duellman
in your presence that he had retired from the Army?
Mr. ERNST. No, sir; he did not.
Senator Gurney. Were the weapons that General Turner received
on these four separate occasions from the Chicago Police Department
delivered immediately to him after he signed the receipt for them?
Mr. ERNST. Yes, sir; he removed them immediately after he signed
the receipts.
Senator GURNEY. To your knowledge, did General Turner have any
time to contact Superintendent Conlisk between the time he signed the
receipt for the weapons and delivery of the weapons to him?
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Mr. ERNST. No, sir; because he took the weapons right out with him.
Senator GURNEY. And also to your knowledge, how many times was

the superintendent of the Chicago Police Department present in the
property room when General Turner selected his weapons?
Mr. ERNST. The only time I recall Superintendent Conlisk being

with the general was the first time he came down and I don't believe
the superintendent waited until the transaction was completed.
Senator GURNEY. Your recollection is that he brought the general
down, introduced him to Lieutenant Duellman and left shortly
thereafter?

Mr. ERNST. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall any discussion on that first occasion
between any one of the three, the superintendent, General Turner, or
Lieutenant Duellman, about the business of the guns being for the
general's personal use?
Mr. ERNST. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever deliver the typed receipt for these

w': to the superintendent or to his office?
r. ERNST. No, sir; all the manifests went directly to Lieutenant
Duellman.

Senator GURNEY. I don’t have any further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does the staff have any questions?
Thank you very much, Officer Ernst.
We will not have a session this afternoon but June Collins will

testify tomorrow at 1 p.m. So the committee will stand in recess until
tomorrow at 1 p.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 1 p.m.; Thursday, October 9, 1969.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 2 p.m. in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate '' 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Lee Metcalf, Democrat, Mon
tana: Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican, South Dakota; Senator
Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gur
ney, Republican, Florida.
Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the minor
ity; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant; Frederick Asselin, special assist
ant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
(Committee members present at time of convening: Senators Ribi
coff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.
Miss Collins?

Will you please stand and raise your right hand? You do solemnly

swear that the testimony you will give before this committee will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Miss CoILINs. I do.
STATEMENT OF JUNE I. COLLINS

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you have a statement?
Miss CoII.INs. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Will you please proceed? Please identify yourself.
Miss CoIDINs. My name is June I. Skewes. My professional name is

June Collins. I am an Australian national. My address in Saigon is 206
Plantation Road. I was head of the June Collins Promotions.
June Collins Promotions was an enterprise that booked entertain

ment for performances for American soldiers in the field and at officers
(317)
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and enlisted men's clubs in South Vietnam. We began operations in the
middle of 1967.

June Collins Promotions no longer exists. I closed my business in
January 1969 because the clubs, particularly the enlisted men's clubs,
stopped contracting with me. The clubs would not deal with me be
cause I reported to military authorities on their corrupt practices.

#" my reports to the authorities either in November or December
Sir, I think before I continue reading my statement I would like
to say that what I have tried to do here is not name a few names of

people that I have paid, and so on, nor point the finger at them, but
try to give some picture of what it was i: trying to #. business with
the open mess system in Vietnam.
I will say it is frustrating. I will also say it is virtually impossible to
remain 100-percent honest in dealing £ these people.
To get back to my statement: Corruption is widespread throughout
the NCO enlisted men's open mess system. The most common form of

corruption is the kickback. The booking agent, such as myself, would
be paid by the custodian of the club. Then, I would have to give the
custodian a certain percentage of my profit. That is a kickback.

The amount of the percentage—or the cut—would vary, depending
upon the size of the entertaining group and the size of the contract.
A five-piece band, for example, might be booked for $150 a show. Out
of that, I would pay the band $100, take $25 for myself as my booking
fee and kickback $25 to the custodian.

The payment generally would be cash.
However, a bigger contract—for an entire show with band, singers,
dancers, and so on—would involve much more money. In that situa
tion, the custodian could make a sizable kickback without charging
the agent such a high percentage of the agent's profit.
The average floor show that the agents booked, usually we received
from about $300 or $350. Out of that the normal kickback was $50.

The kickback system extends far beyond the entertainment for the
clubs. The majority of the custodians of the clubs I know of demand
and receive kickbacks for the purchases they negotiate—from snack
bar items to furniture to kitchen equipment, air conditioning and so
on. The normal kickback on these items is 10 percent.

In my experience in South Vietnam, going back to 1967, I do not
know a single club custodian who does not receive kickbacks.
One tends to judge custodians not by whether or not they are hon

£" in a strict sense most of them are dishonest. I think all
of them.

I would like to say a little thing here.
Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.
Miss CoIDINs. I am generalizing here. I am saying, “custodian.”
A custodian is a man who is responsible for more than one club. There
are some small clubs that do not belong to a division, they are called
nondivisional clubs. I very seldom found dishonesty in the managers
there, not custodians, but the managers of these small clubs. I am
speaking here of custodians.
Anyway, as I say, in a strict sense most of the custodians are dis
honest, but you judge them by the manner in which they conduct them
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selves in receiving their kickbacks. And they demand favors from the
business people they buy from. The sales people and the agents, usually
they will wine these people, they will dine them, they will be very kind
to them, and they '' even provide women for these custodians. I know
certain agencies that provide women in their shows that really have

very little talent. They are in the show strictly for the sense of obliging
the custodian. Maybe they are go-go dancers. They don’t really do
anything much else.

Some are gentlemanly and kind. Others are crude and greedy and
demand sexual favors from the businesses they buy from. I did not
provide women for them because that is not the kind of enterprise I
managed. But others were less principled in that regard.
But I did pay kickbacks. I had no choice. It was either pay kick
backs or go out of business. I hoped I could help the authorities put
an end to this form of corruption. '' is why in the latter part of 1968
I went to the Army Criminal Investigation Detachment, the CID, and
to other authorities and reported what I knew of this system. The
word obviously filtered down to the custodians and their friends.

Gradually my business dried up. Finally, I closed up shop. I was hav
ing a difficult time to get anything at all.
It was a personal tragedy for me. I am faced with an uncertain
future. I must find a new career for myself. I enjoy living in the Far

East but, because of this statement and because I am known for having
reported on these corrupt practices, I probably will never be able to
work in Asia again, at least not in Vietnam.
But there is a far greater tragedy in this than my losing my busi
ness. That is the terrible disservice being done to America's GI's in
Vietnam. They risk and give their lives in a massive military effort
and they ask very little in return. Yet they are exploited by a wide
spread syndicate of cynical men who are making millions of dollars
at their expense. After what I have seen in Vietnam, I have very little
faith in anyone or anything. I have become very cynical myself.
I would like to point out an example here. I hope I am not putting
in too many examples.
Senator RIBICoEF. You go ahead at your own pace, Ma'am. You don’t
have to stay at all with your written statement. Anything you want to
interpolate, you go right ahead.
Miss CoLLINs. Thank you.
I believe that the GI in Vietnam receives combat pay. I think the
amount is $90 a month. I spoke to a lot of GI’s while I was there. Their

salary is not very much. It makes me feel very ill to think that these
boys living out in the field the way they do receive $90 for what they
are doing and these custodians are
in more or less luxury, not
always luxury but
living so well, in a safe place, making the
money I see them making.

''

£

Because of the kickback system, American soldiers are not getting
the kind of entertainment shows they deserve. Their custodian kick
backs make it difficult to book quality entertainment. Often perform
ers are not booked on the basis of talent, but on the amount of kick
back their agent guarantees.

Another example here, if I came along with an Australian show, and
GI’s would prefer to see an American or Australian show, if I came
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along with an Australian show and offered it at $30 and the Korean
show came along and offered it for the same amount, even if my show
had more talent, or if not mine but if the Australian show had more
talent, and if the other show had a higher kickback, the GI’s would get
the show because the higher kickback was paid.
The custodian kickback system means the clubs cannot afford the
quality and quantity of furniture and supplies the GI’s deserve. The
custodian kickback system means the clubs must operate below serv
ice levels they should achieve.
In the final analysis, the kickbacks come right out of the GI’s pockets
because the clubs are operated with nonappropriated funds.
Many of the GI's themselves know what is going on. By that I don’t
mean the GI in the field. He has no time to know what is going on, but
the ones back in headquarters can’t help but see what is happening.
They know that often a certain few favored senior NCO's are receiving
kickbacks—and that a certain favored few officers are getting a cut of
the kickback. Other officers, they know, are doing nothing to stop it,
even though they know it is going on.
It is a demoralizing situation, one that has grown to such huge pro
portions that the American military, even if it begins today, may have
to spend years and years trying to eliminate it.
I recall one club custodian—a Sergeant Higdon of USARV Open
Mess Division—who said to a group of people one day in the Inter
national House in Saigon £ was extending because he couldn't
afford not to. “Being a club custodian,” he said, “is worth $150,000.”
Nobody blinked an eye. No one was surprised to hear such a remark
coming from a club custodian. This is common knowledge. They talk
about it. Frankly, I think custodians make a lot more.
of them
have Swiss bank accounts and they live very well.
I want to give some specific examples of how the kickback system
works. It might be best to trace the history of how my own business—

£

the June Collins Promotions—was ruined by the kickback system.
In November 1967, I was spending as much time as I could with
the 25th Division at Cu Chi. I was booking acts there too, mostly bands.
There isn't too much money in booking bands. But I was getting by

adequately and I liked the 25th Division. I knew the officers as well as
the enlisted men. They liked and respected me and I liked and re
spected them.

In the beginning when I went there they didn't have the open mess
system. When I first went to the 25th Division they were not operating
under the open mess system. At that time I think there were 30 or 40
clubs in the division and each one had an individual manager. At that
time I did not make kickbacks. USARV, I believe, put out the word

that the divisions had to operate on the open mess system so our divi
sion went on the open mess system. I believe it was around about the

middle of 1968, I am not sure when it was, and our first custodian was
a Sergeant Bennett. He was there a short time and then was reassigned

and Sergeant Libario (Bill) Giambri took his place around August

or September 1968. That is when I began to have problems. Up until
this time I had previously worked with him about 8 months. Then
Sergeant Giambri told me in September 1968 he could not book my

band. In fact, he said he wanted no business with me. He said the open
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mess was in financial difficulties, because too much money had been
spent in the past on entertainment. He said he had to cut back on at
least 50 percent of the entertainment contracts Sergeant Bennett had
made before he left. All this made sense and I did not question it. But
then I learned that he had just booked from CDA Promotions, a com
pany headed by Randy Crane—a band called the Teenyboppers. I

knew Randy Crane, I have know him a couple of years. I knew he had
never booked bands before. He was booking strictly floor shows. In
fact, he had talked to me about 2 weeks before this and he had ques
tioned me quite at length on the band business.
After I had told him all I could about it he flew off to Manila and

he came back with a couple of bands. Therefore, I knew that Giambri
had not made advance booking with Crane at that point. It was not
The implication, of course, was that the Teenyboppers had

£
een booked ahead of time. I knew that wasn’t true.

Later Giambri did start booking through Crane several months
ahead of time, and this is against
CV regulations, but he wasn't
booking in advance with Crane at this moment. But I let it go. And
even though I did not do any more business at the 25th Division, I
continued to stop by now and then to say hello to the many friends
I had there. On one of the visits in 1968 I noticed they were building
a standdown area. It is a place where they bring the troops in from
the field occasionally and they allow them to stay there for 2 days
resting. During that time they checkout with doctors, dentists, and
they check their weapons.

Colonel Rubin, G-1, told me that the division commander wanted
to have a band at this new standdown each night to entertain the men
while they were in from the field. He suggested I take the matter u
with Giambri as it seemed the division could use another band. I

£

Colonel Rubin I was charging only $125 a show for my band and
Crane was charging $150 a show for the Teenyboppers. Someone
must have looked into this and spoken to Giambri because against his

will he did around September 1968 sign a contract with me for my
band. It was really logical if they were in debt at that time.
The one I was providing for $125 had eight people, Filipinos. The
one they were employing for $150 had five people,
Giambri
signed the contract with me, all right, but he screamed and shouted
at me all the time he was signing it. He was very angry. He said if my

£

band was even 5 minutes late one time he would fire them immediately.

He said he was taking this issue to higher authorities because nobody

was going to put pressure on him. He said he would do business with
whoever he pleased.
He did not take the matter anywhere. I am sure what he was really
mad about was that he suspected I had told Colonel Rubin that the con
tract had gone to Crane because Crane was paying him kickbacks.
Giambri’s

£ were correct. I had told Colonel Rubin. I don't

mind saying that I was afraid of Giambri. As I look on it now, I don't
know whether I should have been or not, but he was a very bad tem
pered man and was threatening. He was in a very bad mood.
Therefore, about a month later I had to go to see him to submit
my invoice. i was rather surprised when instead of being nasty he was
-

very nice. As a matter of fact, he said that he didn't hold a grudge and
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he wanted to forget the whole thing. He said he was even prepared to
hire another band from me. This was very surprising to me. If some
body disliked me that much, the sudden change when I had not seen
him in the meantime was quite unusual.
Then I found out the reason for his change of heart. He had decided
that I would be a good girlfriend for him. The implication being if I
was not there would be no more business. I did go out with him for,
I am not sure how long, it was 2 or 3 weeks, for a short period of time.
At the end of this time I didn't feel very happy with the arrangement
and I told him I did not want to continue. I know it would have helped
my career had I continued going out with Giambri. It would have
meant much more money for me, more bookings with other custodians
as they learned that I was one of them, and it would probably have led
to other contacts.

During the time I was going out with Sergeant Giambri I met sev
eral of the people that he was doing business with. Among them were
the DeFalco brothers. They were close to him. The DeFalco brothers
were two retired sergeants. They leased two homes in Saigon, one with
a swimming pool, and they were in the furniture business selling to the

open mess system. They entertained Sergeant Giambri and they let
him use their villas when he came to Saigon. This was about two or
three times a week. He had his own room in one of their villas.

One time around Thanksgiving of 1968, I believe it was Thanks
giving Day, Virgil DeFalco and Giambri made a trip to Hawaii
together in a commercial aircraft. I asked Giambri why he had gone
commercial at a cost of about $600 when he could have made the trip
by military aircraft at no expense. He was on R. & R. at that time. He
said that by going commercial he would have 2 to 3 hours more with his
wife, who was to meet him in Hawaii. I say he must have loved her
very much to spend $600 for an extra 3 hours. The truth of the matter is
that DeFalco paid for the trip. I know this for a fact because I was
there when DeFalco and Giambri were talking about it.
At any rate, the DeFalco brothers were very close with Giambri.
They were also very close to other custodians, including the custodian
of the 2d Field Force. I don’t remember his name. I believe he did lose

his job. I suppose had I been more cooperative with Giambri I could
have expanded my business somewhat using their contacts. Unfortu
nately, I did not cooperate. The DeFalco brothers and Giambri had
frequently invited me out on the town in Saigon. I had accepted a
number of times. But I was not particularly happy about the entire
arrangement. I began to feel about these outings as a kind of black
mail. I stopped seeing him socially around the time Giambri started

etting the message that I wasn't going to continue. Finally, it was

£ Thanksgiving I

was at their villa, they were having a little
party there. I told them all I did not want to see any of them at all
again including Sergeant Giambri. I told them I was going to call the
25th Division and report what I knew about them.

I did go and speak to the G-1 Colonel Reubens and I told him the
whole story. I told him everything I knew about Giambri and what
crooks I believed his friends were. I told him about two incidents that

were illustrative of the kind of goings-on that they were involved in.
First there was a gift shop that the 25th Division open mess had
planned to put in the division. This was around September 1968. I also
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wanted to put in a bid for the gift shop. I believe there are about six
people who did put in a bid for that
shop. However, Giambri and
the DeFalcos talked it over in front of me and with me and they said
the gift shop I could put in wasn’t big enough. The one that the

#

DeFalco's were planning to put in was quite a good one, and very large.
Giambri said that he was going to see that of all the bids put in that the
DeFalcos were going to get it.
The arrangement, normally, when a gift shop is put in a division or
open mess system—the arrangement is that you build it at your ex

pense, the concessionaire, and you pay 10 percent of your gross to the
open mess system. In this case they were going to pay 10 percent of
gross to the open mess system plus 10 percent of gross to Giambri
personally.
My second example for the G-1 report had to do with the division
Sergeant major, a man named Sergeant Major Bennett. Prior to Giam

bri's taking over as custodian the custodian was as I have said earlier,
a Sergeant Bennett. The division sergeant major was named Bennett
also. A business associate of mine, the manager of the National China
and Equipment Co., I can’t remember his name, had asked me to
represent him to the 25th Division in bidding for the snack bar sales.

I went to the custodian Sergeant Bennett, and presented my friend's
offer. It seemed at the time we were going to make the sale. When I
went to him I would like to point out £ present G-1 had accompanied
me. It wasn't Colonel Reubens, it was the one before. Then a man

named Ray Evans, who was involved in furniture sales with the open
mess system came to me and said the sale was his. I knew Ray Evans

and he was quite well known in Saigon as a man who also paid kick
backs to custodians. Anyway, he said that the real power at the 25th
Division was not the custodian Sergeant Bennett, he said the man
who made the procurement decision for the open mess was the Divi

sion Sergeant Major Bennett, and Sergeant Major Bennett, according
to him, had promised him the contract.
I thought the G-1 would be interested in both accounts. He was.
Somehow it was decided that there would be no new gift shop at the
25th. I am not sure whether Evans did get the contract.

Incidentally, Evans had approached me at one point in the snack
bar negotiations, it was in the International House in Saigon in
August 1968. He offered me a small percentage of the return if I would
talk to this chap I was representing and convince him to withdraw.
He said he had to pay Bennett 7 percent or so and while he knew
1 or 2 percent for me wasn’t
did want to make it worth my
while. I was very angry and I declined his offer.

£

I told Colonel Reubens all this in September 1967, and then I
was afraid what I had told was going to hurt quite a few people, and
I felt the DeFalco brothers, Evans, Randy, and the division sergeant
major and possibly Sergeant Giambri of course would know that I

was the one that had reported them. For a while I was afraid to go
to my apartment in Saigon.
I then decided in 1969, it was the 10th of March, I decided to go
home to Australia. My business at this point had already finished.

While I was away, the 25th Division open mess had finally found a
supplier for their snack bar contract. They were doing business with
35-359–70–5
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a man named
His company was called Pacific Sales. I
must admit I was a little amused when I had returned to find out

that Giambri, the man about whom I had given 25th Division ample
warning, had gotten himself into a scrape with Bohunicky. Ordi
narily, each division open mess will contract out for around about
$40,000 worth of snack goods a month. This is about the average.
The snacks will usually comprise peanuts, sausage, things like that.
The usual kickback for the custodian on snack bar purchase is 10
percent. That would be about $4,000 a month.
I would like to add a bit here. The custodians, when they are getting
ready to return to the United States for their next
usually
get a little greedy. Where normally they book their shows and so on
around about 1 month in advance, they mostly book about 3 months

£

in advance at that last month. The idea is to pick up the extra kick
backs and the new custodian coming in has to wait before he can

start collecting. In this instance Sergeant Giambri became very greedy.
Instead of ordering the monthly snack order for $40,000—I said here
he ordered it for $400,000—I am not sure whether it was $400,000

or $480,000, but it was at least $400,000. This is about a 10-month
supply of snacks.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do snacks stay fresh that long in the Vietnam
weather, for say, 10 months?
Miss CoLLINs. They can not possibly, I am sure. But he had made

an arrangement where he signed the purchase order for, say, the $400,
000 worth of snacks. Bohunicky was to have them delivered so much
a month, $40,000 worth each month. Therefore, nobody would know

what had happened and he would be receiving a kickback for the next
10 months instead of the new custodian. What actually happened,
Mr. Bohunicky must have made a mistake because all the snacks
arrived at one time.

Senator RIBICOFF. Where did they put $400,000 worth of sausages

and potato chips?
Miss CoIIINs. It created many problems because they didn't have
anywhere to put them. I believe they had to try to sell them. I am
sure they sold some to the 1st Division. They also didn't have enough
money to pay for all of them at this time. So it was quite a disaster.
Senator RIBICOFF. May I add that our investigators have established
what you are saying is a fact, that $400,000 worth of snacks were
delivered to this area. The staff tells me the shipment engulfed the
area with snacks.

Miss CoLLINs. I was told that the first anybody knew about it was
when the general looked out his window and saw a convoy of peanuts
coming through.
Everybody heard that Sergeant Giambri was not allowed to return
home. He was under investigation. I don't know what happened to
him. It seemed to me had they listened to me when I put in my report
on him 2 or 3 months earlier they wouldn't have # this problem. I
don’t see how the CID are going to prove anything. Actually, unless
they catch you with the money, with the ;:' it is really ve
difficult. I don’t see what is going to happen to Bohunicky. I don’t

know what happened to Giambri. I have turned in reports to the CID
and to the OSI and to many people at various times but nothing
seems to come of it.
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When I turned in the report to the CID of the 25th Division on Ser
ant Giambri, I fully believed that the man would lose his job. There
ore, when I spoke to one of the warrant officers in CID about a month
later I asked him was Giambri still there. He said yes. I said, “How
can you keep him here after everything I have told you, and signed

the paper?” He said, “We haven't got proof. Besides, we have been too.
busy to work on the case. Somebody is being murdered, other things
more important.” It always seemed to be that way:
As for the officers involved in the kickback, I didn't know too many

of these. However, there are two here I would like to mention. One,
an Air Force Captain Appleton, and an Army Major Massei, who
were both involved in kickbacks that I can vouch for.

I will start with Captain Appleton. He ran the officers club at Tant
Son Nhut Air Force Base. I had booked a band there in October 1968.

and Captain Appleton seemed like a pretty nice guy. If there is going
to be a kickback they usually tell you about it at the time you sign the
contract. Therefore, you are prepared, you can say yes or not. With
Captain Appleton he didn’t mention a kickback. I didn't expect there
would be any. I booked him a Philippine floor show for four nights

at $150 a night, that is $600. At the completion of the show I had
booked, Captain Appleton asked me to give him the $300 kickback.
This was absolutely ridiculous. That is half of what I was going to get.
It would not even allow me to pay my expenses. I told him he must be
crazy. He said that if I didn't give him the kickback he would refuse
to '. me, he would forget to mail the check to the bank. I said if that

was the case I would pay it but I didn't have that kind of money and I
would have to give him a check. He agreed to take a check. He said he
would come to my apartment the next day and collect the check. I went
to my apartment—

Senator RIBICOFF. I have here a photostatic copy of a check. May
I have one of the staff show you the check? Will you tell the commit
tee whether this is the check representing the $300 kickback to Captain

AR leton?

' CoLLINs. I believe it is. It is my signature. I am sure this is it.
Senator RIBICOFF. This check does not contain the name of Captain
Appleton, but it is made out to a numbered account. Is that correct?
Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did Captain Appleton instruct you to make the
check out to that account number?

Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. May I say that the staff's investigation indicates
that account No. 23,101 is in fact an account in the name of Captain

Appleton. This will be admitted as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 71” for refer
ence, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. The bank is the Atlantic Bank, Ltd., in Hamilton,
-

Bermuda.

Miss CoILINs. The next day, I believe it was October 30, 1968, he
came to my office and I in the presence of my office girl, Miss Tuck and

my office boy, paid him the check. Meanwhile, somebody had stolen a
checkbook of mine from the Australian Embassy where I collected my
mail. They had written checks in my name and put them on the black
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market. No attempt was made to forge my signature. However, the
bank paid out on these checks. This is a common kind of theft in South
Vietnam and a common ruse in the blackmarket. My bank later made
good on all the checks.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, your bank paid out the money
in your account under wrongful signature. Then after having depleted
your account, the bank reimbursed your account because of the false
checks. Is that correct?

Miss CollLNs. They reimbursed me about 6 weeks later. I believe it
took about 6 or 8 or 10 weeks, but enough time to embarrass me. In
the meantime, the phony checks depleted my bank account and several
of my own checks were returned marked “insufficient funds.” One of
those that bounced was Captain Appleton's.
Senator RIBICOFF. That was poetic justice.
Miss CoLLINs. He promptly filed a complaint about me with Captain
Rhames, at the Commercial Entertainment Office. According to the
military regulations, entertainment agencies can have their licenses

revoked if bad checks are paid out. Appleton, knowing the rules,
wanted me to lose my license, but what he didn't know was that I had
reported, in confidence, to Captain Rhames about the $300 kickback.
I had also reported to Captain Rhames about the stolen checks.
When Appleton called Rhames and demanded that action be taken
against me £ writing a bad check, Rhames asked him why he had
not called me first. I don't know what reason he gave.

Then Rhames asked Appleton just what he was doing, accepting
a $300 check from myself. Appleton had just returned from Hong
Kong and he said he had bought for me at my request some jewelry,
and the $300 was return payment for the jewelry.
This is a signed note here. Captain Appleton's trip to Hong Kong
was paid for by Randy Crane.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did he ever buy you any jewelry?

Miss Co.LINs. No, he did not. I would not allow anybody else to
choose jewelry for me.

Senator METCALF. Was there any jewelry declared in customs?
Miss CoILINs. I am sure it wasn’t.

Until the military would take action against Appleton there really
wasn’t much I could do. And I did intend to make good on Appleton's
check once my bank reimbursed me.
A few weeks later I was having lunch at the International House
and I was called to the telephone. This was unusual. I had never been
called to the phone there before. It was Randy Crane. Randy Crane
had a bad check from me too and wanted to know about it. I explained
about the stolen checks and how they had been cashed on the black

market, and my bank would soon make up the losses. At that time his
check also was cleared.

Then Crane asked how I was. I was rather surprised at his concern
for me, since he knew that I had reported him and Sergeant Giambri.
Anyway, then he said he had someone else there who wished to speak
with me. It was Captain Appleton. He put Captain Appleton on

the phone. Appleton was very angry and grumbly and he said he was
leaving Vietnam and he must have his money. I tried to explain to him
but he was not really interested and he was very mad at me.
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I listened to him for a while and then I hung up. I was quite angry.
I went back to meet Robert Flynn of the Customs Bureau, whom I
was to have lunch with. When Flynn arrived I told him the story
about the $300. He asked me would I make a sworn statement to some
of his associates in the OSI and I said I would. I went to the OSI that

afternoon to sign a statement. I believe they then went and searched
Captain Appleton's place and picked up the check. I do think he
was court-martialed. I have been told, I think he was court-martialed.
Anyway, he did £ into trouble, I am quite sure for that, and other
things I was told about. I gave the OSI a sworn statement.
The other officer I was going to mention is Major Massei.
About August 1968 I stopped by Major Massei’s office on business. I
was trying to book a show again. There was one of my competitors,
another agent, Miss Doris Lee. She was bringing Major Massei after
noon tea on a tray. I thought it was rather unusual since it is the duty
of the office girl and not a booking agent. I later found out that Miss
Doris Lee was now his girl friend and she was doing quite a land office
business with USARV. She is a booking agent, '# said, the same as
myself, and she was showering Major Massei with her affections in
return for his contracts. Naturally, he was getting—I am saying
naturally, I am sure he was getting—his usual kickback.
I would like to elaborate a bit on this here. Long Binh would usually
hire about nine bands a month. This is on a

monthly basis. Those nine

bands were usually supplied by four or five different agents. I have
often had bands working at Long Binh. Apparently the arrangement
between Major Massei and Doris Lee was # she would go to Manila
and I believe she brought back nine bands. This may be incorrect, but
it was a considerable number, I think it was nine. She had a contract

with him for quite a lengthy period of time, which again I believe was

£ other agents such as myself, Randy
Crane, anybody else, we were wasting our time to go there. They didn’t
need any more bands for quite a few months. This is against regula
tions. You are not supposed to book, I think it is MACV regulations
28–10, you are not supposed to book more than 1 month in advance.
You are not supposed to give all the trade to one person. Anyway, it
6 months. This meant that

was common knowledge as time went on of the relationship between
Massei and Doris Lee. In fact, he went a little overboard, it seemed.
Long Binh's coast is not very far from Saigon. Therefore, the enter
tainers drive down at night and drive back after the show. We are not
allowed to stay on the post. However, her bands were staying on the
post. They were living on the post, which meant she didn't have to
supply housing for them and housing is very expensive in Saigon.

Also, transportation. We have to hire transportation to get them down
and back. The usual cost of these microbuses or station wagons is
around 50,000 or 55,000 piasters a month. On the legal rate of exchange

this is about $450. So if you had to supply these vehicles for several
groups it is quite expensive.
She was also using the USARV vehicles, which again was something

that had never happened before to my knowledge.
The housing didn’t last too long because eventually Colonel Castle,
who was the post commander at that time, found out about it and he
forbade them to stay on the post, and she moved them down to Bien
Hoa, a district near there. Massei and Doris Lee were in this together.
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It was a situation that was bothersome to some of the other sales peo

ple. Randy Crane for one was upset. Randy had just recently paid for
a trip to Hong Kong taken by Sergeant McGlamary, also of the

USARV. The trip was about October 1968. Randy was one of the

I' there great at wining and dining and looking after everybody.
am sure in this instance he spared no expense in looking after Ser
geant McGlamary in Hong Kong.
One day in November 1968 the office boy working for Randy, an
Australian chap, I have forgotten his name, told me that USARV was
giving Crane the run-around and still was not coming through with

any bookings and wasn't it lousy of them to do that to him after the
fortune he spent on McGlamary in Hong Kong. I implied there should

be some honor among thieves, but there is not any. As far as I know,
well, it is not now, this was a few months ago, but Major Massei stayed
with Doris Lee up until he left there. I think he left there a month or

two ago but they did continue this arrangement.
I recall an occasion in June or July 1968, though, when Major
Massei thought that he would like to have me for his girl friend.
Maybe I could have gotten the same arrangement, if only for one night

anyway. I was trying to book some shows in USARV at the time and
he invited me to have dinner with him to talk it over. I felt confident

that he was about to give me some bookings so I accepted the dinner
date. I think seduction must have been on the man’s mind. Instead of

taking me to the Officers’ Club for dinner, he arranged something
special. He had Sergeant Schiro, who was the mess sergeant at the
Officers’ Club, set a small room up in the back for our dinner.

It was very romantic, with white linen, silver, candles and wine, and
very intimate. However, the whole little tete-a-tete was broken up
when another salesman came bursting in drunk. This salesman was a
man named Pete Jenkins. He
to dinner with us. Major
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Massei asked him repeatedly to leave but he was in a very friendly
mood and he refused to go.
After sitting there for some time he further annoyed Major Massei
by trying to talk business and offered him a 10-percent kickback, or
whatever it was. Major Massei was outraged and threw him out. He
told him never to return. He was especially angry because the offer
of 10-percent kickback was made in front of me. Massei needn’t have
worried because we all knew.

I have told several high-ranking officers of my experience in the
kickback system. Some were surprised, some were not so surprised.
Some said they heard rumors about it before. Others said they found
it hard to believe. One of those who was quite upset was Colonel Sum
ner, Chief of Staff of the 25th Division at that time. I think it was
around January when I talked to him. He found it hard to believe at
first but later he did some checking on his own and he believed what
I was telling him. He is a very good man, and I know he was very
with the thought that this could be happening in his own

£
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He called in his G-1, who was again Colonel Reubens. He ordered
an investigation of the club system. I don’t think it made much differ
ence, though, because one custodian can be found out and dismissed
and the next one that comes along, he is no better. Sometimes I have
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seen them come and for 2 or 3 months they are all right. After 3 months

"' just doing business the same way.
yway, it couldn’t have been much later than my discussions with
him that

Sergeant

Giambri bought all the snacks from Bohunicky.

So in the investigation they had it was absolutely no use whatsoever.
I would like to say here something that really is not important but
I report on somebody such as Sergeant Giambri I would
not be able to do business in that area any longer because, naturally,
I had made an enemy. Each time I reported on somebody the only
person I hurt was myself because none of them ever lost their jobs
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except Captain Appleton. So I could not do business there. But they
were still left in their job.
Senator RIBICOFF. May I say at this point that I am informed by
our staff that the staff investigation of the committee indicates that
reports were made by Miss Collins to CID but the CID did not follow
up her complaints and the information that she had given to the CID.
Miss CoILINs. Thank you.
I also talked with General Clay once about this corruption. I think
it was January 1969. At that time he was in the G-1 section of MACV.
I found myself in his office, I didn’t go there specifically to talk to
him but once I was there I thought it was a good opportunity. I guess
I must have talked to him for about 30 minutes or even an hour. But

nothing came out of that either. I was also interviewed at some length
by CID officers and OSI officers in late 1968. There is nothing that I
am saying at this moment that I have not told them and other authori
ties as well. Most everything I have ever said nobody has done too

much about it, if anything. I am not suggesting anyone in these
investigative units is involved in these underhanded dealings. I am

positive they are not. But I do think the operations of the kickback
system range so far and wide in the American military structure in
Vietnam that it is probably very difficult to clean the whole thing up.
Another example here. Here I mention the Sergeant Major of the
Army, Sergeant Major Wooldridge. It is more or less the general
feeling and belief of most everybody in Saigon that he is one of the
ringleaders of the whole thing.
Senator MUNDT. Do you have any personal, firsthand information
concerning Sergeant Wooldridge?
Miss Col.IINs. No; I do not have any. This is just a general feeling
amongst myself and the people involved in this business in Saigon.
I am going to mention in the statement here—I would like to read it
if I could. Would you mind if I read the statement, or would you
rather I speak? I did have dinner at Sergeant Major Wooldridge's
home on about three occasions. The first time I went there I was taken

by a custodian called Bill Bagby from the American Division. I went
there a couple of times after that as the guest of Sergeant Major—a
friend who was living with him—Sergeant Major Sanders. On each
occassion I had dinner there there were several people there, usually
six or eight people, even on one occasion more. They were all custodians
or sergeant majors of the Army.
-

I can understand him having sergeant majors there, but custodians,
that does not seem normal. Another man who was there was Sam Bass,

the salesman. He was always there.
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Senator MUNDT. You conclude from that circumstantial evidence

that Sergeant Major Wooldridge is involved?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

•

-

-

-

Senator MUNDT. Beyond that you don't have specific information?
Miss CoIDINs. No; I do not.

Senator MUNDT. You never paid him a kickback?

Miss CoLLINs. No; never. I don't remember all the people who were
there but there was Bill Bagby, who took me there. Sergeant Nelson
was there, he was a custodian. All the custodians go there, every one of
them. Things not normal, really, because they are not the same rank.
Usually sergeant majors will stick together, that is normal, but not
with the custodians.

I have already mentioned Sergeant Major Bennett of the 25th Divi
sion, who decided where the contacts were let and with whom when it
came to the open mess.
And then there were custodians who would come down to Saigon

for business or pleasure or a combination of both, I guess. If they
didn’t have a villa of their own, or they chose not to stay in it if they
did, they would usually stay at the Embassy Hotel. The Embassy Hotel
is one of the better or more expensive hotels in Saigon. They would
often bring their division sergeant major along as a guest and they
would entertain their sergeant major, providing him liquor and girls.
If you will look closely you will £ that back at the divisions, too,
the custodians and the sergeant majors spend a lot of time together.
They more or less advise the custodians. I would say it is impossible for
them not to know what is going on. They are supposed to be a smart
man to be a sergeant major. How can they not know what is going on
if they are with him all the time like this? If they know they are prob
ably getting a percentage. In my opinion, Sergeant Major Wooldridge
knew what was going on too.
I will give you an example of the type of villas they had. Sergeant
Major Wooldrige had a very nice £ He had one man servant. He
had a Chinese man cook and he had at least one house girl. He shared
his villa with another sergeant major. I know the cost of living in
Saigon is probably costing him around $500 a month.
Senator GURNEY. Was this his own personal residence?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. It did not belong to or was rented by the division?
It was something he rented himself?
Miss CoI.LINs. I am sure it was.

Senator GURNEY. You say the total overall cost was about $500 a
month?

Miss CoLLINs. Villas of the standard he was living in usually run
around 50,000 to 60,000 piasters a month. 60,000 would be about $500
on the legal rate of exchange.
Senator GURNEY. Would the servants be in addition to this?
Miss CoIDINs. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. At the time you were there was lavish food and
drink served?
Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. And several guests?
Miss CoILINs. Yes. Several of the custodians had villas in Saigon, so
Sergeant Major Wooldridge was not the only one. I have already men
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tioned Sergeant Giambri stayed with the DeFalco brothers. He didn't

have one. The 9th Division had a villa. It was a two-story place. I
have been there. Sergeant Briscoe had that one. I think it was in 1967.
After he left the next custodian, Sergeant Dugger, took that one over.
Senator GURNEY. Was there other evidence of high living? What
about automobiles?

Miss CoIDINs. You know, the open mess system buys vehicles. Ser
eant Major Wooldridge was entitled to a vehicle so they didn't have to
uy vehicles. They had Army vehicles.
enator GURNEY. However, these were vehicles that presumably were
stationed at every Army post they were supposed to be in, is that
correct?

Miss CoILINs. Not necessarily. In Saigon they must have a problem
with housing because the Army has procured many villas downtown
on the economy, two- or three-story places. The officers usually go
there and enlisted men live in these villas and they are entitled, certain
ones, to vehicles which they are allowed to take and use to go back
and forth.

Senator GURNEY. How much time were these available as used?

Was Wooldridge in the villa most of the time or on weekends?
Miss CoI.LINs. He lived there.
Senator GURNEY. He lived there all the time?

Miss CollINs. That is right. When he wasn't at work he was in his
villa, I guess.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would like to ask a question so that we don’t
have a wrong impression. Only one or two sergeant majors are actually

involved in the club system. Isn't that right? In each division only
one or two sergeant majors are involved in the mess system and the
club system?
Miss CoILINs. Each open mess system has a committee. On that com
mittee there are usually three or four sergeant majors. But the main

sergeant major would be the division sergeant major. As I said, they
stay there to advise them. They must know what is going on in the
division.

Senator, RIBICOFF. And there are many, sergeant majors in the
division who have no contact whatsoever with the club?

Miss CoIIINS. Many, many, yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would not want to leave the impression that
every sergeant major in the Army was involved in the club system.
We want to be very careful not to have a general indictment of men
who are in the service and doing their duty and have nothing to do
with the club system.
Miss CollINs That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Along that line, how many clubs were there in
the 25th Division? There were several clubs, were there not?
Miss CoLLINs. I believe the NCO and EM open mess had more than
30. That is without the officer clubs.

Senator GURNEY. How were they scattered around?
Miss CollINs. We had clubs in all the base camps. All the money
for each base club must be approved.
Senator GURNEY. You are saying that in an operation like the 25th

Division the sergeant major of the division had charge of all the clubs
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So that all the kickbacks and any illegal profits being made were being
made on all of the clubs while this one man was in charge?
Miss CoILINs. That is true. This is what I tried to point out before.
When I first started in this business the open mess system was not
operating in the division. They were all working separate clubs,
separate managers. At that time I think I only found one man who
was dishonest, and yet I dealt with hundreds. It wasn't until the open
mess system was formed.

If you have a manager who has one club, the amount of money he
is handling is very small. Therefore, his temptation is not very great.
But if you pool all the money from 30 or 40 clubs and you have one
sergeant handling all this, the temptation that he is getting day after
day is fantastic. It seemed to me that they don’t have any supervision
from officers. They all have an officer advisor. This officer advisor is
usually a man who is an infantryman. He has been in the field or he
Wants to £ to the field. This job is not important for his record. He
wants to be in the field commanding, or in operation. So the officer
advisors in most cases really don’t take much notice. They really are
not terribly interested, I don’t think. Therefore this sergeant goes al
most with absolutely nobody checking on him at all except occasionally
the sergeant major.

Senator GURNEY. He is busy running the war and the sergeant
major is busy running the mess.
Miss Col.IINs. Well, the custodian is busy running the mess.

I wanted to mention another point here, the custodian–relationship
between the custodian and division sergeant major. I did some
business in one particular area quite a bit. The chap there who was
custodian was a little bit of a wag, I think. After I booked the shows
with him at one time I went back to see him before they did the per
formance. He was sitting drinking with his sergeant major. He
asked me when I walked in, he said “Where is the bread?” His slang
term. I said, “I didn't bring it.” He said, “Next time be sure you
the bread.” So, the sergeant major was sitting listening. Nat
urally he must have been getting some.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was meant by the word “bread”?
Miss CoILINs. This is not my slang. He used it. It is a slang term
meaning money.
Senator GURNEY. Commonly used slang in Vietnam for kickbacks?
Miss CoLLINs. I think it is fairly commonly used slang among Amer
icans and Australians. I don’t use slang, myself, not too much.
Anyway, the next time I came I brought his “bread”.
Getting back to the girls that they provide for the custodians. I
don’t know whether the sergeant majors get the girls or not. Many
times I have been asked by a custodian to go and visit his sergeant
major and have a drink with him. The 9th Division, the custodian
said, “My sergeant major would like to meet you. You must come
with him and have a drink,” and I said, “I don’t want to. I am busy,

#

I have to talk with a friend.” He said, “You must.”

He got a car and took me to the quarters of the sergeant major and
I had a couple of drinks with him. This practice was, I believe, started

by a Korean woman who had another promotion company. Her name
was Miss Chung, and her company was Chung Promotions. It was
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very common knowledge she provided girls for—I think all of her
shows had one girl that she provided if they were needed for the
custodians. One provided for was Bill Bagby, of Americal Division.
I am not trying to say here that every agent provided girls for the
custodians. They didn’t. As a matter of fact, a couple of agents that
I know, and one or two sales people have told me they have never
aid a kickback and they refused to. That may be true. I find it very
£ to believe. The kickbacks, I gave the kickbacks but I don’t want
to name all the custodians and the others who received them. All I can

say at this time is that I gave kickbacks to at least 10 different cus
todians. I don’t really see what is to be gained by naming these cus
todians. My main purpose is to try to show how the system I think
is so poor. I really think the whole system should be open. It is really
very poor. Most of the custodians are caught up in a system that en

courages them to be dishonest. The proper authorities know what is
going on but up until this here nothing has ever really been done to
Stop it.

# would like to say that it really breeds corruption. For myself, I
did not want to pay kickbacks. For a long time I didn’t pay a kick
back. Eventually,

# you don't pay a kickback you go out of business.

Not all the agents are honest either, I would like to say that. Some of
them are and don’t want to pay the kickback. Some of the bigger
agencies, they really started it and they are just as bad as the
custodians.

For example, if you found an honest custodian and this agent, say
he is a big agent, he goes up, and I know this has happened, they throw
on the desk a whole roll of American dollars and they say, “You book
my show and this is yours.”
Maybe that man is honest and he throws him out, but maybe one
time he is in need of money: How long can you stand up to the tempta
tion if it is happening day after day? This is why I say it is the system.
That is why I say not all the agents and sales people are honest, either.
Many of them are just as dishonest as the custodians.

Most of the other people in my work and salesmen in general paid
kickbacks. Perhaps in that sense we got along quite well with one
another, in that we always kept one another informed as to who
demanded kickbacks, how much, and what kind of treatment we could

expect at that division and this one.
We used to tell each other, “If you go there, you must pay.” It was
Randy Crane, for instance, who told me that Bill Bagby had to be paid.
He introduced me to Bill Bagby. I was going to book some shows. He
told me how much I had to pay him. But as far as true loyalty among
us, that didn’t exist.
I recall an incident with Crane in November 1968 when he was

working with Sergeant Giambri. This may say something about the
kickback system and what feeble attempts have been made to even
conceal it. One day I went by Randy Crane's office. As I went into the
inner office he had a big booking board all around the wall. He would
have one board, say, for January, one for February, one for March.
These boards were already filled up. That meant he had 3 months
advance bookings.

As I said again this is illegal. We are supposed to book only 1 month
in advance. Of those bookings, most every column said “Cu Chi.” The
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majority of his business was in Cu Chi. Anyway, I reported that—did
I report that? I am sure I reported that. Let me get back to my
Statement.

Anyway, this was with Giambri. He was paying Giambri the kick

backs. I wasn't doing much business. When I made out my CID re
ort on Giambri I mentioned this advanced booking infraction. Some
dy must have told Giambri who told Crane because the next time I
went to visit Crane his reception office had a sign on the wall, “do
not enter.” The office I had been in the first time it was almost impos
sible to get in. I had to go and sign a paper. I went in. When I got
inside the same boards were there, but the Cu Chi words had all been
changed. Instead of saying Cu Chi, all these names now were changed
to Australian names, Australian cities that began with a “c,” Charleval
and Crupi, I don’t remember. But they were all Australian names.
It was such a silly way to try to coverup.

Randy Cranes and Sergeant Giambri in Vietnam had many people
involved with them, a few officers, some sergeant majors, lots of rich
businessmen, and many, many
They have somehow mana
to frighten or intimidate some of the honest soldiers who know what
is going on but for some reason don’t take steps to stop it.
It was none other than Sergeant Giambri who described my plight
best. This was the time he thought I was going to make a nice girl
friend for him and I guess he was trying to help me. He said, “June,
you are never going to get anywhere in this country unless you start
to play along. You £ it is the syndicate. The syndicate has put out
a list of people who to do business with, and who not to do business
You are definitely on the list as someone not to do business

£

#

with.”

I never saw the list, but I am sure it exists. I didn’t have to be too
smart to know I was listed as a person not to deal with, someone not
to give contracts to, and ultimately somebody to be put out of business.
They got their wish, I am out of business and at the time I made this
they were still in. This one is not current. It is a racket they have got
going and it is a very profitable racket. They have their Swiss bank

accounts, their expensive liquor, their beautiful villas and their beau
tiful women to prove it. It is tragic that this corruption, the kickback
£ and the rest of it is allowed to continue as long as it has. I hope
that it will not continue any longer.
That is the end of my statement.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Miss Collins, for your
most impressive testimony. You, yourself, I think have done a lot
with your testimony to bring this filthy racket, as you call it, to an
end. I am curious. How did you get into the booking business in the
first place?
Miss Col. LINs. It is such a long story. I used to be an entertainer in
Japan and in the Far East. When I went to Vietnam, when I first

went to Vietnam the Armv did not run the entertainment. Therefore,
they were booking very few shows over there. I first went there in
1966. There was no commercial entertainment officer, there was no open
mess system, and there was no entertainment. I found an American
magician there.

Do you mind me telling a little story?
Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.
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Miss CoLLINs. I found an American magician there who wanted to

do shows for the military. He said they didn’t want him because they

said they wanted to look at a girl. I joined him. He was doing magic
and comedy and I was doing some comedy, magic, and dancing. From
there when it got organized I kind of fell into the agency part of it.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have one more question: You mentioned that
a show would cost about $350 and up, and you would have to pay a
kickback on a $350 show of some $50.
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was there a show of 7 nights a week going on at
each mess, each club?
Miss CollINs. Yes. No, I am sorry. Depending on the budget they
had. If the custodian made good profits they £ afford more shows.
Some could only get one or two shows a month. Some places would not
get shows for a month. In the open mess system, usually they would
average—at Long Binh, they had seven shows a week. It depended
on the place.

Senator RIBICOFF. Seven shows a week, so there was a kickback of
$50 a show. That would be $350 a week per show.
Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. About how many shows are being run a month or
a year in Vietnam? Have you any idea how many shows all over

Vietnam are taking place?
Miss CoLLINs. Right now, I don’t know how many are there, but
for the last 6 or 8 months they have an overabundance, so much so
that many of them are out of work, which seems unbelievable. I believe
last Christmas they had approximately 112, including bands. Bands
get $150 a night, usually.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, there are just thousands of shows

going on with professionally paid entertainers each year in Vietnam?
Miss CoLLINs. As of the last 18 months, yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. That is for the 500,000 men who come back and

forth from the field. So when Sergeant Higdon says a club custodian's

job is worth $150,000 a year, it is easy to understand where the $150,000
comes from if you have to kick back $50 on each show and another

10 percent on all the merchandise you buy. Is that right?
Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. So $150,000 didn't shock you when he said that
is what the job of custodian is worth?
Miss CoILINs. I thought it was rather a modest estimate.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.

Senator MUNDT. How would you estimate the total amount of kick
backs that you have personally paid while you were in Vietnam ?
Miss Col.I.INs. I haven’t paid as much as some because I book pre
dominantly bands. On ban 'W'. are paying $25 a day. Also, I didn’t
pay kickbacks everywhere.
en I worked outside the Division, I
didn't pay. I worked quite a bit with Special Forces, and I was never
asked to pay by them.
Senator MUNDT. I realize that, and you realize that you were not on
the approved list. But you have given us one illustration of a kickback
of $300 to Captain Appleton, and have said that you made other kick
backs. How much would you estimate that you have personally paid
in kickbacks?
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Miss CoLLINs. I have tried to estimate that. I would say I have
robably paid—I have estimated without any records—around about
8,000 or $10,000.

Senator MUNDT. You, yourself, have paid $8,000 or $10,000?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. Over a period of how long?
Miss CoILINs. Two years.
Senator MUNDT. Two years?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. Did you ever pay any other kickbacks by checks

except that one to Captain Appleton?
Miss CollINs. I was very surprised he would accept the check. You
know these sergeants are not really stupid and taking a check is quite
foolish. I never paid any others.
Senator MUNDT. Do you know whether these sergeants and custo
dians maintained numbered accounts generally, as Captain Appleton
did? Did they have Swiss banks?

Miss CoLLINs. They used to talk—when I say they talk, this Inter

£

national House in Saigon was a club, was a private club kind of
run by the American
All the salespeople used to sit there an
drink and the custodians went there when in town to join them. When
they had a few drinks they would talk. Quite often you would hear
people talk of bank accounts.
Senator MUNDT. You mentioned on page 3 something about the

£.

International House—
Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator MUNDT (continuing). In Saigon. Can you tell us more
about that? That was not an NCO club, was it?

Miss CoILINs. The International House was a very plush two-story
club that was built, I don’t know what it has to do with it, was built

and it is run by the embassy, the embassy is in charge of it, specifically
for embassy workers and American Government workers. When they
have memberships left over some of the military can gain membership
and some of the salespeople have, although actually I don’t think they
are entitled to it.

Senator MUNDT. In other words, this is a recreational area primarily
for civilian American employees.
Miss CoIDINs. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. Did they have a kickback system too?
Miss CoILINs. I don’t know. I did no business with them.

Senator MUNDT. Did you know Mr. Danner, who was at one time
manager of that club?
Miss COLLINs. Yes.
Senator MUNDT. Is he still the manager?

Miss CoLLINs. No. His assistant, Bill Nichols, is the current manager.
Senator MUNDT. What happened to Mr. Danner?
Miss CoILINs. I believe he got tired of Vietnam and left. I think he
left voluntarily.
Senator MUNDT. You think he left voluntarily?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. These profits that were made by kickbacks, skim
ming, and cheating, whom did they hurt? Were they hurting the
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American taxpayer? Were they hurting the American GI? Were they
hurting the Saigon Government?
Miss CoILINs. I think they were hurting the GI. Say the custodian
took $10,000 or $20,000 a month. If he had not taken that money, it
could have been spent to provide more shows or to provide new furni
ture, something like that.
Senator MUNDT. The real victims were the GI’s fighting the war?
Miss CoLLINs. I think so.

Another thing I would like to point out here, before the open mess
system took over, a lot of clubs used to make club profits. Then they
were running individual clubs; what commanders would do when they
had made quite a bit of profit, they would buy liquor with it, beer,
and they would give it to the men in the field for free. They didn’t
have to pay for this. Now with the open mess system none of this
happens, the men don’t get anything like that. It doesn’t happen any
InOre.

Senator MUNDT. The profits all evaporate some place in this corrupt
system?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. If you were going to write the rules for eliminating
this, making it on the up and up—because the NCO club does perform

a useful service for the GI's, it gives them a legitimate place for rec
reation, and if properly run is certainly something we should sustain,
some kind of recreation, some kind of club, some place where they can
meet—if you were going to write the rule book yourself, how would
you write it to keep this corruption from occurring?
Miss CoLLINs. I would not allow one man to have as much power as
he has had so far. That one man really is all powerful. I would make
it that there were a group of people running it and I would see that
there was much more supervision. The officers must supervise this
much more than they have been doing.
Senator MUNDT. This man that you would strip of totalitarian
power would be the Sergeant Major or the custodian?
Miss CoIDINs. The custodian.

Senator MUNDT. You would provide a supervisory committee for
every custodian?
Miss CoLLINs. They have committees now but I don't think the com

mittees seem to do anything. The custodian still is the one who says
what they buy, who they buy it from. He just has to go to the commit.
'W. want to spend this amount of money, we need chairs,”
and so forth. He is the one who decides when to buy it.
Senator MUNDT. From your experience over there, did you find any
one officer in the Army or any one group of officers in the Army whose
responsibility it was to see that the custodians were honest and per
formed properly?
Miss CollINs. Major Massei. He was the club adviser.

tee and say,

Senator MUNDT. He was the club adviser. Didn't you report that
he was one of the racketeers?

Miss CoLLINs. Yes, he was.

•

Senator MUNDT. So they didn't have anybody protecting the
chickens but the fox and the chickens.

-

•

Well, it is a sorry situation. I would like to join the chairman in

congratulating you on the efforts that you have made both over there
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and over here to try to straighten it out. Because as one who has
certainly
£ $8,000 or $10,000 dollars in kickbacks in 2 years, you the

atten
now something about the system. It should be brought to
tion of the proper officials. All you have gotten out of it so far for your
efforts is to be blackballed over there, and put out of business.
s that right?

£

Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Metcalf.

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I want to
concur in the compliments that have been directed to the witness.
During World War III proudly wore the shoulder patch of the 9th
Infantry Division. I am appalled at the statements that you have
made about the deterioration of some of the activities of enlisted men.

Now, General Westmoreland too wore that shoulder patch. I will
call and ask General Westmoreland to investigate this thing and have
the officers of the Army who are responsible brought to justice. Many
of us in the 9th Infantry Division, I know in the 25th, were interested
mostly, as you have suggested, in combat and not very much con
cerned with clubs and so forth. But the officers, enlisted men and the
others who are responsible for this deterioration of a proud division
should be brought to justice and properly punished.
Thank you very much.

Senator RIBICoEF. You make a very good point, Senator Metcalf.
When this investigation is over, the entire transcript will be sent to
Secretary Laird and the Defense authorities.
I hope that we on the subcommittee will have our own recommenda
tion as to how to eliminate these practices.
Senator METCALF. Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.

Senator PERCY. Miss Collins, # wonder if we could ask for your
thoughts on the question of the slot machines and their role in the
entertainment of GIs. First, can you tell us anything about the opera
tions of slot machines in the clubs? That is, who actually runs them?
Miss CoILINs. Senator Percy, I don’t really know too much about
the slot machines. I couldn’t answer on slot machines.

Senator PERCY. Could you comment generally on the role of slot

machines, as you have seen them in the entertainment of GI’s? The
entertainment of GI's is your business. Do you feel that this is a legiti
mate activity, is there enough of an advantage to offset some of the ob
vious disadvantages we have heard so much of in these hearings? And
I know you have been patient in sitting through a good deal of the
hearings.

Miss CoLLINs. I don’t think that they are really necessary. I think

most of the GI's play them out of boredom, that is what I feel. There
is nothing else to do. Maybe there is no movie on or floor show.

Senator PERCY. There could possibly be better alternatives to relieve
boredom than just slot machines, which lend themselves so easily,
as we all know, since they have been barred in the 49 States in this
country, to corruption of one type or another.
I wonder if you can also tell us a little about another subject which
has concerned many of us deeply, that I have looked into several times
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in Vietnam, the use of marihuana for relieving boredom. Is the use of
#" among GI's a common problem? Is it widely used in Viet
Inann

Miss CoLLINs. Some of the commanders have told me that this is a

problem. I don’t really know about it.

Senator PERCY. You have no firsthand knowledge or observations
as to the problem?
Miss CoLLINs. No.

Senator PERCY. Could you comment on the speeches you have heard,
many of them on the floor of the Senate certainly many in the press,
about the corruption inside Vietnam? When we talk about corrup

tion in Vietnam, we usually are talking about the corruption of the
Vietnamese. I have heard a good deal about that over there. Is it gen
eral knowledge among the Vietnamese that there is corruption inside
the U.S. military particularly at least as it relates to these clubs and
in the sales to clubs? I presume that the Vietnamese businessmen
sell to these clubs and therefore also pay kickbacks.
Miss CoLLINs. The Vietnamese that £ concessions paid kick
backs. Some Vietnamese have talked to me about it and have said they
also pay. So, Vietnamese must know about this. However, it is a small
percentage of the Vietnamese. It is only a few that have gift shops on
the post.

-

Senator PERCY. It would seem somewhat hypocritical then to hear
us so self-righteously condemn corruption in the Vietnamese when it
is revealed on such a widespread scale in our own club organization.
Miss CoILINs. Yes. You kind of expect to find native corruption but
you don’t expect to find it amongst your own people.
Senator PERCY. You referred to Sergeant Higdon. Is he the same
Sgt. William E. Higdon who has been referred to so often in these
hearings, and you have been present at most of the hearings?
Miss CoI.LINs. Yes; it is.

Senator PERCY. On page 12 of your statement you talk about the
involvement of Sergeant Major Wooldridge as a sort of “ringleader in
the kickback system among those sergeant majors who are involved.”

Can you tell us more about this? Who are involved if he is the ring
leader? Can you give us specific names or instances beyond what you
have already?
Miss CoI.LINs. No. As I said here, I made this on an assumption say:
•

ing he is the ringleader. It is something that is more or less talked
about over there. You know, “Sergeant Major Wooldridge, if you are
his friend, that is very good.” Just from these kinds of conversations

and what I have seen the few times I was at his place.
Senator PERCY. Did you keep any type of records at all of kickbacks
or anything that could be furnished to this committee as further evi
dence of your verbal testimony?
Miss CoLLINs. Do you mean names of people?

•

ounts, names of people, dates, anything that
would help the committee, or provide assistance to the military in the
Senator PERCY.

prosecution of these cases?
Miss CoILINs. I don’t have a list that would put names—not names,

dates. You don't keep that kind of list. At that time you are not think:
ing that you are going to be using such a list. I could put in a list of
35-359–70–6
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names and I haven’t done so for one reason: that is that since these

investigations began many agents, including Miss Diana Flecks, have
already submitted lists to the CID, I believe, and to the committee. I
have checked them out. I don't have any names that have not been
previously submitted.
Senator PERCY. When you made several reports to the CID, to the
officers in charge, did you ever get any real satisfaction that your
complaints were falling upon sympathetic ears and that some real
followup action was going to be taken?
Miss CoILINs. They were always very sympathetic. They were sym

R.' For example, when I spoke to one of them at the 25th, I saw
him again about a month later. I said, “Why haven’t you put the
man out?” He said, “We had a murder in the division last week and we

are all busy on that, we can only work on this in our free time. So we
don’t have a chance to come back to it too often. We can't devote our

full attention to it.”

This seemed to be the general feeling. Also in Saigon everywhere it
seemed to be the same way.

Senator PERCY. Would you describe the reason for the lack of follow
up as primarily one of cynicism that you can't do much about the sys
tem or a lack of resources to follow up, or is it a case of the investiga
tion or information being or the personnel being discouraged from

carrying on such an investigation?
Miss CoIIINs. I don't know whether they were stopped. I don't think
it was cynicism. I think they take their orders, if their boss tells them
they have to work on something else, then they will have to work on
something else. It seems they should devote a particular group of people
on this and this alone and this is what I think it would take, not some
body working on it part time.
Senator PERCY. In other words, in your view it is a question of
judgment. In this case a Senator of the United States, Senator Ribi
coff, who has many other thinks to do—chairman of other committees,
loaded down with work, nevertheless—felt it important enough, once
he heard of this, to spend a great deal of time investigating it. I have
no doubt either that the Army is now spending considerable time day
after day in taking remedial action as revelations come forth. But
it was a lack of judgment on someone's part, then, as to the relative
importance of having rottenness and corruption right in the midst of

our GI's who are overseas today supposedly Vietnamizing an effort.
In a sort of unholy way we have to a certain extent Americanized an

activity over there which has become a discredit to this country,
and which all of us dislike intensely having revealed in public.
Miss CoI.LINs. I agree with you. I think it was somebody's lack of
judgment. I am surprised that they didn't make a real effort.
Senator PERCY. Are there any other suggestions that you could
give us concerning what can be done to correct this? In other words,
would you feel from your own observations in talking with CID that
there ought to be provided better staffing, better quality
people
who can exercise either better judgment or be able to have some re
#" if they themselves simply don’t have the time to investigate

£

this.

Miss Col.I.INs. I think, for example, each division has their own CID.
The CID are responsible for all the investigations in that division.
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So this is many, many different things they have to look into. I think
each country—this is a very vague idea, I have not thought of it
before—maybe each country should have one group in Saigon and
their job be only to keep their eyes on the open mess system if they
have such a system.
Senator PERCY. I know that most of us have spent a good deal of time
in the military and with the military, and there may be some impres
sion that there is just rottenness and corruption throughout the mili
tary. I think I would like to state right here and now that it is and has
been my observation that we are dealing with a very miniscule per
centage of our military personnel of a particular type and category of

people which can be found in every society. I suppose it exists on
campuses, in church organizations, in charitable organizations, and
in Government. There are typically a certain percentage who are a
discredit to their profession. But it is my general impression that this

case has involved a very small part of our total service manpower and
that most American military personnel conduct themselves with great
honor, with great dignity. We in no way in this committee wish to im
ply or cast aspersions on a group as a group, other than perhaps this
small group which has been referred to as the Khaki Cosa Nostra, and
we do want to find a way that they will never again be permitted to be
a discredit to the military.

Could we talk about, lastly, one large area where you went after
June Collins Promotions went out of business?

I believe you went up to I Corps. You worked there with the U.S.
Marines. Do you have any observations as to whether or not the climate
was different? I don’t mean the weather, but whether or not the work

ing atmosphere inside the organizations at least in that unit where I
have some personal knowledge of the discipline of that command, re
vealed any evidence of kickbacks such as those in the 25th Division?
Miss CoILINs. I worked with the marines briefly but I didn’t see any
evidence of kickbacks. I never was spoken to about kickbacks.

Senator PERCY. You saw no evidence in I Corps at all. Would

you have had an opportunity to observe activities there so you could
see whether there was a different climate for doing business?
Miss CoILINs. The Americal Division is up there also, and they take
kickbacks.

Americal is the Army. The marines there, I don’t think they are tak
ing any kickbacks.

Senator PERCY. I am sure the Marine Corps will be glad to hear that.
I would like to join my chairman and my other colleagues in thank
ing you very much indeed for your candor. This has been a difficult
task for you, I know. We very much appreciate your being here.
Miss CoILINs. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.

Senator GURNEY. Miss Collins, did you ever work with the Green
Berets?

Miss CoI.LINs. I think they are my favorites. I worked with them
whenever I could.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever pay kickbacks in that group?
Miss CoLLINs. I never paid any kickbacks to the Green Berets. To
my knowledge, neither has anybody else. I think this is because the
commanders have always kept a closer watch over them.
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Senator GURNEY. I am sure the Green Berets will be happy to be
classed with the marines.

How many different outfits did you work with in your bookings?
Miss CoLLINs. I think I worked with every division there except
Fourth Division. I did not work with Fourth Division. You did not

work with, I don’t believe I ever booked anybody with 1st Cavalry.
Apart from that I worked with all of them.
Senator GURNEY. A certain number of names have been mentioned

here during the days we had hearings. I would like to run through these
with you and ask you specifically, in the case of each one; did you ever
pay any kickbacks to Sgt. Narvaez Hatcher?
Miss CoIIINs. I don't know Sergeant Hatcher.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever pay any kickback to Sgt. Seymour
Lazar?

Miss CoLLINs. I don’t know him.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever pay any kickbacks to Sgt. William
Higdon?
Miss CoII.INs. Sergeant Higdon never gave me any business. I did no
business in USARV, and I paid there, but not to Sergeant Higdon.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever pay kickbacks to Sgt. William
Bagby ?

#. Collins.

I was asked to pay a kickback to Sergeant Bagby. I

did not do business with him.

Senator GURNEY. Did he ask you personally?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever—by the way, did any of these other
sergeants, Hatcher, Lazar, or Higdon, ever ask you for a kickback?
Miss CollINs. No; I don’t know the first. Sergeant Higdon never
gave me any business.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever pay any kickback to Sgt. Sam Bass?
Miss CoIDINs. I didn't know him as a sergeant only as a civilian.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever run into a Sgt. John Nelson? Did
you ever have any business with him?
Miss CoI.LINs. I met him at Sergeant Major Wooldridge's house one
night. I asked him about some business previously when I met him at
t;SARV office a week before. He said no. Then I met him at Sergeant
Major Wooldridge's house, and he said come and see him again, maybe
we could talk business. I never went back.

Senator GURNEY. I know you are reluctant to give names here be
cause so many were involved in this business. But we are interested

in this committee in pinpointing the blame perhaps on some of the top
people who were involved who really should have had in their position
of responsibility more dedication to honesty in the U.S. Army. So I
would ask you this question. I hope you can answer it.

As I recall, you stated you were at Sergeant Wooldridge's villa in
Saigon on three different occasions.
Miss CoILINS. Yes.
•

£ator GURNEY. Will you say for the record who was there at that

time

Miss CoLLINs. I can only say those that I remember. Most of them
I didn’t know, I had never met before. Mr. Bass, Sam Bass; Sergeant

Nelson; Sergeant Babgy; naturally, Sergeant Major Wooldridge, and
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his other friend, Sergeant Major Sanders. I know the 69th Signal,
the sergeant majors were there. These are people I have only met once.
I can’t remember their names.

Senator GURNEY. Were there any commissioned officers on these
three occasions?

Miss CoIDINs. No, never.
Senator GURNEY. They were all NCO's?
Miss CoLLINs. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. On page 3 of your testimony you mentioned that
there were, as you put it, a certain favored few officers who were in
volved in these £ arrangements. You mentioned two. Again I

hope that our commissioned officers in the military have a greater
sense of responsibility. Do you recall any other officers in addition to
the two you named who were involved in the kickbacks?
Miss CoILINs. I could not say any others. The officers were not too
involved in this. Most of them didn’t know much about it. These two

are the only two I could truthfully talk about.
Senator GURNEY. One other question here. Do you recall ever run
ning into the name of a business concern known as Sarl Electronics in
Vietnam 7

Miss CollINs. Yes, I know it quite well.

Senator GURNEY. Can you tell us a bit about this company and its
operation?
Miss CoLLINs. Sarl Electronics is owned by, I believe, by a very
wealthy American named Bill Crum. I have met him. We have mutual
friends or acquaintances. I have had dinner at his home. I have been

swimming in his pool. His friends were very, very many in the mili
# custodians. He has some friends as general officers, two that I
noV.

Senator GURNEY. Who were they?

Miss CoIDINs. One is retired now, General Meyers, who used to be
the commander of Qui Nhon. He used to be a house guest when he
came to Saigon. General Cole used to dine at his place quite a bit.
Senator GURNEY. Who was General Cole?

Miss CoLLINs. General Cole was at Long Binh Post at the time. I
think he was in charge of the concessions, and so on, the PX's. I tried
to get a concession at Long Binh once. I was told the approval would
finally have to come through him. That is how I know him.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever # to him and ask—
Miss CollINs. I was told I would have to go to him. I got as far as
the lieutenant colonel and then he said he talked to General Cole on

my behalf and it was no longer necessary for me to talk to the general.
Senator GURNEY. There wasn't any business there?
Miss CoI.LINs. They told me there was going to be and then they

changed their mind and they said no.
Senator GURNEY. Tell us a little more about Mr. Crum. What was

he doing in Vietnam?

•

Miss CoLLINs. He has many, many American sales people working
for him. I don't know how many, but I have met many American sales

people there that work for him. They seem to be the better sales peo
le. He is known to have a very prosperous organization. I believe

e supplies the slot machines, the larger percentage of the slot ma
chines to all the military clubs throughout Vietnam.
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Senator GURNEY. What other supplies does he sell to the military
in Vietnam'

Miss CoILINs. The main ones are the slot machines. I do believe they

sell practicall

£, supply they buy. I believe they sell everything

the clubs need but their main business is slot machines.

Senator GURNEY. What sort of reputation does he have? Do they
talk about this Crum in Vietnam 7

Miss CoLLINs. His reputation is that he is filthy rich.
Senator GURNEY. How did he get to be filthy rich?
Miss CoILINs. I don’t know. I had never met him before Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Is it common knowledge in Vietnam that he has

£e piece of the action out there with all of the military opera
tions?
8.

Miss CoIDINs. Yes. You know, this is again probably not relevant
but this International House was a meeting place of all the people who
were making money there, the sales people, the trades people, the cus
todians. I remember at one time when the peace talks began and peo
ple were hoping that there would be a pull out of a lot of GI’s and
a lot of troops I was hoping there would be, I heard one sales person
in the International House say, “I hope these peace talks don’t come
to anything so that the bubble won't burst.” So people are looking
at it from two sides of the coin.

Senator GURNEY. Did you say you were at Mr. Crum's house on
two occasions?

Miss Collins. At least two occasions. I have been there swimming
a few times.

Senator GURNEY: Do you recall who was there when you were there?
Miss CoILINs. He never had any military people while I was there.
He just had civilian people, mostly men.
Senator GURNEY. No further questions. .
Senator PERCY. Following up on Senator Gurney's questions. With
respect to Brigadier General Cole, do you feel that the closeness be
tween him and William Crum was strictly because it was the general's
responsibility to manage the PX's and clubs? Was it strictly a busi

ness relationship, or when you say there is a closeness, is there any
thing more implied that would indicate the two of them had a com

mon understanding?
Miss CoLLINs. I have never met General Cole and I have never seen
him at Mr. Crum's house. I just heard Mr. Crum mention that he
had been there quite often.
Senator PERöy. Did he ever say or imply to you directly anything
regarding his relationship with General Cole?
iSS Co.LINs. I have heard implications, I have heard, yes—I really

don't feel I am qualified to speak about this. I have never seen it. I
think it was a very close friendship and I think it was probably busi
ness. I '' £ say.
Senator PERCY. I respect your desire to avoid passing on just idle
comment or hearsay which would have no basis '' I think it
is best to keep that out of these hearings to the extent that we can.
But do you feel it would be desirable and prudent for this subcom
mittee to question William Crum or General Cole about their rela
tionship, and about the operation of PX's and clubs?
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Miss Collins. That depends on what knowledge the committee has.
I don’t know.

Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GURNEY. I have one other question, Mr. Chairman.
You mentioned a conversation at the International House at a meet

ing of a group of people. Sergeant Higdon made the statement that
being a club custodian is worth $150,000. You also said that the ser
geant said that he was extending because he could not afford not to.
What do you mean by that?
Miss CoILINs. Most club custodians stay 18 months. When their

12 months is finished they usually stay another 6 months. I think some
rule came out where they can’t extend over 18 months. At one time

they would extend as long as they could, I believe. Now they have a
limit of 12 or 18, I am not sure, but they always would extend as long
as they could.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, he was # that he wanted to
stay in Vietnam as long as he could. Is that about it?
Miss CoILINs. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. That is not the average attitude of the soldiers in
Vietnam, I guess, is it?
Miss Collins. Soldiers count their days to get out. Custodians
usually want to stay.
Senator GURNEY. This was true of most custodians?

Miss CollINs. Yes. I think if they checked the records they would
find all the custodians, the percentage of the custodians did extend as
long as they were able to.

Senator GURNEY. While the killing is going on in Vietnam

this in

volves killing in U.S. dollars, is that right?
Miss CoILINs. Yes. There are so many forms. This is another thing
that was not in my statement. There were many ways people were
making money there. Other ways. DeFalco Brothers, for example,
were selling furniture. I went to their place one day with Sergeant
Giambri.
had quite a lot of furniture stacked up on the veranda,
club furniture. I asked him about it. I asked him, was it American
made furniture. In the beginning the clubs used to buy American
furniture because the Vietnamese make was not so sturdy, but you
have a long time in delivery getting it from the States to there. So
they started buying Vietnamese furniture. This was a very good
racket, quite wide over there in the furniture business. They will get
the Vietnamese to make the furniture for them, the Americans. Then
the Americans will sell it to the clubs. But say they sold a thousand
chairs and the chair is $20. They sell these chairs to the club at $20
and say the chair is 1200 piasters. This is around $10. They will get
paid by check from the club system and put it in their bank account
and they will draw their own check and cash it on the black market
at 200 piasters to the dollar, whereas the legal rate is 180 piasters to
the dollar. Therefore, when they pay that man these 1200 piasters,
instead of making a profit of $10 they have made a profit of about

#

$14.

Senator GURNEY. They have it coming and going.
Miss CoLLINs. Yes. This is why most of the furniture people are

selling Vietnamese furniture. I think most of them are dealing in the
black market.
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Senator GURNEY. Incidentally, I too want to join the rest of the
committee, Miss Collins, in thanking you for coming here. You have
performed a great service. I also would like to ask you, for the record

because I think the subcommittee work is important in uncovering
this unsatisfactory mess, did you come at the invitation of this
subcommittee?

Miss CoLLINs. When I met Mr. Duffy in Saigon he said they may
require me here. Later on he wrote and asked me could I come here.

enator GURNEY. We are much appreciative of your giving us your

*: valuable testimony.
enator RIBICOFF. Miss Collins, thinking philosophically, you said
that on one occasion at the International House one man said he hoped
the war would not end so that the bubble would not burst. We recall
other wars in which the United States has been involved. There was

austerity at home. There was austerity where the war was bein
fought. It becomes obvious in Vietnam those who are sacrificing an
dying, Americans and South Vietnamese, are paying a very, very
deep price but generally the entire war seems to be surrounded with
an atmosphere of corruption. When you visit Vietnam one sees activ
ity beyond the reach of the imagination, with automobiles and motor
scooters and all the consumer goods that one can imagine. Not only
is there corruption in the club system with payoffs and kickbacks, but
when we go into the other phases of our investigation, the next phase,
the blackmarket in currency, we again see corruption in this war. It
affects all phases of society in Vietnam.
It is one of the great tragedies of the Vietnam war that the men
who are sacrificing their lives are the only ones who have really made
a sacrifice.

We want to thank you very much, Miss Collins, for coming here.
We are most appreciative.
Miss CoILINs. Thank you.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy has a deposition.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, you have already been sworn.
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have occasion to interview Mr. Douglas H.
Strahan in Vietnam ?

Mr. DUFFY. Yes. While in Saigon I took a deposition from Mr.
Strahan on May 19, 1969, in Saigon.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was Mr. Strahan investigator for Detachment “A.”

of the 8th Military Police Group in Vietnam?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he conduct a survey during the period of Janu

ary 24 to February 24, 1969, to determine any areas within the field of
commercial entertainment in Vietnam susceptible to collusion, bribery
and general abuse?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you give an excerpt of his statement that
would be pertinent and of interest to the committee?
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, may we have this affidavit inserted in
the record in total?
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Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection it will be admitted.
(The affidavit referred to follows:)
AFFIDAVIT

I, Douglas H. Strahan, who reside at 75 Hong Thap Tu Street, Saigon, Vietnam,
freely and voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has
identified himself to me as a member of the staff of the United States Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government

Operations. No threats, force or duress has been used to induce me to make this
statement, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences
which may result from submission of this statement to the aforementioned
Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

In my capacity as an investigator for Detachment A, 8th Military Police
Group in Vietnam, I conducted a survey during the period of 24 January to 24
February 1969 to determine any areas within the field of commercial entertain
ment in Vietnam susceptible to collusion, bribery, and general abuse.
The survey consisted of interviews of performers and booking agents of varied
nationalities and of an examination of the operation of the USARV Commercial
Entertainment Office located at 168 Pahn Dinh Phung Street, Saigon, Vietnam.
I.

FINDINGS

(a) The USARV Commercial Entertainment Office at the time of this survey
was under the operational control of LTC Samuel K. Apuna, USARV Special
Services Officer. The office was operated by CPT Bruce L. Rhames, Coordinator,
and MSG Earl L. Putnam, NCOIC. Rhames occupied this job since 10 Sep 68 and
Putnam since Dec. 67. Rhames and Putnam had no special qualifications to
arbitrate contract and salary disputes. The only directive governing the operation
of that office is USARV Regulation 28–10. That directive is limited in scope and
vaguely defines the responsibilities of the Commercial Entertainment Office.
Neither Rhames nor Putnam Were aware of the existence of AR 600–50

(Standards of Conduct for Department of the Army Personnel) prior to this
survey. Putnam plans to marry Miss “Chico” Aiko Soma, a female booking agent,
who is also co-owner of “Chi-Co's Promotions Inc.” 241 Troung Tan Puu Street,
Saigon. Putnam has been dating Soma for about a year and during that time
she had earned her livelihood in Vietnam as a booking agent. Putnam also
exchanged Christmas gifts with Soma and joined her in Hong Kong in August
1968 on R&R leave. Putnam has further placed himself in a position of possible
compromise by accepting a job as General Manager for a booking agency, Fitz

Ray Promotions, Golden Building, #450 Hong Thap Tu Street, Saigon, to be
effective upon retirement from the Army on 1 April 1969. Rhames' association
with performers and booking agents was not established other than occasional
dinners and the dating of a Miss Patricia Rubio, Secretary, USARV Open Mess
System, Long Binh Post, since January 1968. Both Rhames and Putnam declined
to make any statement concerning their alleged gambling with booking agents
and performers.
(b) Bookings of shows by Open Mess Custodians was found to be the most
widely abused area of commercial entertainment. A custodian controlling 10
smaller clubs could easily gross $12,000.00 monthly in kickbacks. Complaints by
a number of performers interviewed support the allegations that kickbacks are
solicited as a matter of course by custodians before shows are booked. The com

petition among the large number of booking agencies also corrupts honest cus
todians by temptations of kickbacks, gifts, paid R&R's, and the “charms” of a
female companion. Certain Open Messes (Cu Chi, Dong Tam, Camp Holloway,
Long Binh Post, Chu Lai, Qui Nhon, and Camp Davis) are known among many
entertainers and agents as “payola clubs”. The modus operandi of the kickback
system is for the custodian to get an agent into the privacy of a rear office and
solicit a kickback by subtle hints, delaying tactics, and suggestions that there
might not be any open dates. A less sophisticated custodian uses a direct ap
proach. If a kickback is agreed upon, the custodian writes out a check to the
agent in the maximum price of the show and the agent in turn hands the cus
todian the kickback, preferably in US green currency. MPC is acceptable. Checks
are avoided. The kickback is usually a package deal which includes a girl fur
nished by the agent for the custodian to sleep with for the duration of the book
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ing period. Nearly all entertainers and agents interviewed agreed that kickbacks
are a way of life in the commercial entertainment business in Vietnam. The
bigger bookings agencies are in a position to monopolize the entertainment busi
ness by supporting the kickback system.

(c) The payment of performers is an undesirable situation as it presently ex
ists. USARV Reg. 28–10 requires that Club Custodians accept Piasters from
performers but this has not been the case. Performers who refuse to cooperate in

paying kickbacks, in giving female members of their show to custodians, find
themselves in a position where they cannot buy food. Performers are not author

ized to possess MPC in Vietnam and if a custodian refuses to accept Piasters they
are forced to violate currency control regulations or do without food. Approxi
mately 10 performers interviewed complained of not being paid any salary
at all by their booking agent, and in some cases as long as three months. Several
agents have abandoned their performers after working them several weeks or

months without pay, leaving performers stranded in Vietnam without air fare
home or money to pay for food or lodging. The payment of performers by worth
less checks has been practiced widely by agents. Agents have also frequently
“fined” performers by deducting money from salary due for petty reasons. The
USARV Commercial Entertainment Office has been ineffective in arbitrating
Salary disputes.
(d) The control of passports has worked to the disadvantage of the perform
ers. Nearly all booking agencies collect and hold the passports of new performers

under the pretext of safekeeping and do not return them to the owner until
a contract has expired. The bookings agents have used this system as a coercive

device in manipulating performers. If a performer is uncooperative the booking
agent has an exit visa stamped in the performer's passport forcing him him
to leave Vietnam within 10 days. Some agents have used this method to force
a performer to “renegotiate” a contract more favorable to the agent.
(e) Grievances and complaints by performers and agents against Open Mess
Custodians have been largely ignored by the USARV Commercial Entertain
ment Office, and in some cases, ignored. The present system does not provide
for a method of handling salary disputes and breaches of contracts or allega
tions of mistreatment of performers by agents and custodians.
(f) Air Terminal personnel who schedule flights for entertainment groups
have become involved in the kickback system. An Army Lieutenant assigned to
Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Saigon, is reportedly on the payroll of LAD Promotions
for obtaining flights for performers. The same officer has been seen visiting in
the villa of LAD Promotions. Enlisted personnel affiliated with air terminals
have been recruited by entertainment groups and receive a salary for carrying
performers and baggage to and from flight lines. This practice is supported by the
entertainment business in Vietnam because of the low priority given them on
air travel. Failure to appear for a performance cancels bookings and this become
a financial set back.

(g) Military telephone lines are given to booking agencies by contacts in sig
nal or communication unit. At present seven agencies are known to have military
lines. Two (CDA Shows and June Collins Promotions) have “MACV” listing.
Three (Chung Promotions, Star Supply, and 20th Century Promotions) have
“TIGER” listings. One (Copenhagen Entertainment Agency) has an “ARVN”
listing. One (CDA Shows) recently changed listings from “TIGER” to “MACV”.
Other agencies are believed to have military lines but do not list their number

at Commercial Entertainment Office. A former club manager for the 69th Signal
Bn, Saigon, admitted to securing a military line for LAD Promotion in return for
free shows.

(h) The use of military personnel by agencies and performers to purchase mus
ical equipment while on R&R leaves has common spread practice. This is done
more out of sheer necessity than as a profit motive. There are only two firms in
Vietnam, both in Saigon, which cater to musicians and they have a limited in

ventory of items and equipment. Entertainers recruit military contacts to pur
chase rationed items, such as cameras and tape recorders, from post exchanges.
II.

RECOMMENDATION

(a) The presently asigned Coordinator and NCOIC of USARV Commercial
Entertainment Section should be reassigned because of their personal involve
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ment with booking agents and performers. Their ability to maintain an impartial
position at this stage is highly doubtful.
(b) PUTNAM's prospective employment with Fitz-Ray Promotions after re
tirement from the Army should be denied.
(c) The present USARV Commercial Entertainment Section should be scrapped
in lieu of a Central Booking Office composed of a tri-service group. The Central
Booking Office should be located in Saigon. It should be staffed with sufficient
and qualified personnel to deal with the problems between the military services
and some 2,000 performers and agents. The Central Booking Office should
book all shows for open messes in the Republic of Vietnam relieving Open Mess
Custodians completely of that function. This would eliminate the opportunity
of kickbacks for custodians. The Central Booking Office should require all
interested and qualified agencies to submit an application for “invited con
tractor” status. All

contracts between

agencies and performers should be

reviewed by the Central Booking Office. The Central Booking Office should
require that booking agencies be of reputable background. The Central Book
ing Office should limit the number of booking agencies in Vietnam to a realistic
number and should require that a performer be represented by some booking
agency before being allowed to perform in Vietnam.
(d) The Central Booking Office should conduct all auditions of new shows
and assign ratings and maximum price. A minimum of three persons should
be present at an audition before any rating can be given a show. The present
audition rating forms should be revised to reflect a more positive rating system.
A show should be informed of the rating attained.

(f) The CENTRAL BOOKING OFFICE should handle the payment of perform
ers and bill the respective Open messes for the amount of the show. This would
further remove from the custodians the opportunity to engage in kickbacks and
bribery.

(g) Performers should be allowed minimum amounts of MPC in order to pay
for food and lodging while performing at military installations. Limited PX
privileges should also be extended to performers to allow them to purchase items
necessary to cleanliness and health. Performers should be quartered on installa
tions where no local facilities exist. The local Special services or open mess should
assist performers with necessary travel to and from air terminals, quarters, etc.
(h) A system for the control of passports should be instituted by the CEN
TRAL BOOKING OFFICE (at least a system for hearing complaints of mistreat
ment and coercion by agents should be established) to eliminate the temptation
of an agent to wrongfully withhold another person's passport.
(i) A more realistic system should be established permitting performers to
obtain flights on military aircraft. This would eliminate the present system of
air terminal personnel getting kickbacks for arranging flights.
(j) The CENTRAL BOOKING OFFICE should be empowered with author
ity to deny access to US installations to agents or performers who issue bad
checks, misuses passports, engage in acts of misconduct, violate contracts, pay or
offer kickbacks, etc.

(k) USARV Regulation 28–10 should be rescinded and replaced with an inter
service directive outlining in greater detail the authority and responsibilities of
the CENTRAL ROOKING OFFICE. The obligations of booking agencies and the
needs of performers should be contained in such a directive.
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge found it
correct.

Doug LAS H. STRAHAN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of May, 1969.
PAUL B. MCCARTY,
Consul of the United States of America.

Mr. ADLERMAN. With the permission of the Chair, I would like to
insert into the record as a bulk exhibit, supporting documents obtained
by Mr. Strahan during the course of his survey.
Senator RIBICOFF. It will be admitted into evidence.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 72A, 72B,
72C, and 72D” for reference and follow:)
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ExHIBIT No. 72A
AFFIDAVIT OF WALTER LEE MOORE
WITNESS STATEMENT

Place: Saigon, Republic of Vietnam; date: 31 Jan 69, time: 1030, last name,
first name, middle name: Moore, Walter Lee, Social Security account no. 551–
66–3131, organization or address: 238/B Troung Minh Ky, Saigon, Republic of
Vietnam.
SWORN STATEMENT

I, Walter Lee Moore, want to make the following statement under oath:
I was born on 25 Oct 46 at French Camp, Calif. My home of record is 1050 W.
22nd St., Merced, Calif. I served on active duty with the United States Army
from 16 Jan 66 to 11 Oct 68. I served in the Republic of Vietnam from Feb 67
to Oct 68. I was assigned to Company “A”, 69th Signal Bn., APO 96307, Saigon,
RVN. From about Jun or July 67 for a period lasting about 3 or 4 months, I
was the Assistant Manager of the NCO/EM Open Mess, 69th Signal Bn. After
that time, I was assigned as Bar Manager to the Khaki Minh BOQ–69th Signal
Bn Officer's Open Mess, Saigon. I was given the duty of obtaining entertainment
for the club. This job brought me in contact with a group called “LAD Promo
tions,” owned by Johnny Alladin, Pierre DuPont, and Bobby and Ray Lehr. That
agency was located in a villa at #176/1A Troung Minh Ky, Saigon, RVN.
LAD Promotions booked shows for various messes and clubs in the Republic of
Vietnam. I bought several shows from LAD Promotions for a standard price.
Shortly after my association with LAD Promotions, Bobby Lehr told me “Ser
geant Moore, you're new at the game. Have you ever thought about making the
check out for more than the cost of the show and we will give you the remainder

back in cash?” That remark was made in my office. No One else was present. I
never did agree or accept any kickback from Lehr or his associates in the form
of cash.

Sometime in early January 1968, just prior to the VC Tet Offensive, Bobby &
Ray Lehr and Johnny Alladin came to me and asked me to sell them food out
of the mess's portion. I told them I couldn't, but I would try to get them from the
port area in Saigon. I told them I didn't want money for food, but that I wanted
free shows for the club which would not be charged to the club fund. They agreed
to credit the total amount of any food I furnished to the cost of the shows. They
agreed to pay $50.00 to $60.00 for a case of meat and a local market price for
vegetables and dry goods which would be in the form of free entertainment. I
cannot recall the exact time I made my first good delivery to LAD Promotions,
but it was in Jan 68 before the TET Offensive started. I took a 3-quarter ton

US Army vehicle assigned to the club and drove to the Saigon Dock Area and
saw an Army Sergeant First Class (F–7). I believe he was the NCOIC of the
Dock area. I do not know his name. He was a caucasian, about 6'1' ' tall, and

weighed about 200 lbs. I told him what I wanted. He thought I was getting food
for the BOQ and had no idea I was going to give it to civilians. The Sergeant
telephoned the cold storage section and told them to give me whatever meat they
could spare. He also called the vegetable and dry goods sections on the Dock
Area and asked them to give me whatever they could. On that load, I got about
eight (8) cases of steaks, two or three cases of chickens, some cases of vegetables
and assorted canned and dry goods. I drove the truck to LAD Promotions villa
and with the assistance of the Lehr brothers and Alladin unloaded the food

supplies. The meat was placed in freezers downstairs and the dry goods were
taken upstairs to a store room. I had been previously introduced to the SFC
by Captain Flynn, CO of the 525th MI Detachement, Saigon. The person who gave
me the vegetables was a Negro SP5 assigned to the Produce Section, Saigon
Docks.

The Cold Storage Supply was located near the end of the Hai Bai Troung
St, Saigon. The Soldiers who gave me the meat and other food stuff had no
knowledge as to the disposition of the food. While I was helping unload the
truck at LAD Promotion's villa, I saw several cases of US Army “C” rations
in the upstairs storeroom. After the first load. I continued supplying LAD Pro
motions with various amounts of meats, vegetables, and dry goods obtained

from the Saigon Docks. The amounts varied according to what was available
and there was never any set amount. I do not recall the number of loads I gave
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LAD Promotions but it was several loads. I made all deliveries in the club's

vehicle. No one else assisted me in the pick ups and deliveries. ALLADIN and
the LEHR brothers helped unload the first few loads, but afterwards they
just sent their Vietnamese workers down to do the unloading. I never obtained
food supplies from any other source other than indicated above. When I first
visited the Dock Area, I asked the SFC if there was anything he needed. He
Said he needed a shotgun. I mentioned this to Bobby Lehr and he said Alladin
had a shotgun he could probably get. Lehr obtained the gun and told me to give
it to the SFC. I observed that the gun bore the markings “US Army.” I have
no idea where Alladin got the gun. I delivered the gun to the SFC and he fixed
me up with another load of food supplies which I delivered to the LAD Pro
motion's villa.

Sometime in November or December 1967, I don’t remember the exact time, I
was visiting in the office of LAD Promotions. Alladin and the Lehr brothers
were present. They told me that they needed a telephone installed in their
office. They said that if I could get them one they would give my club five free
shows. I told them I might be able to get them one installed. I mentioned their

request to LTC Richard Nims, Commander, 69th Signal Bn. Nims was agree
able to the idea and instructed me to contact 1LT Gillsdorf, 593rd Signal Co.,
Saigon to see if arrangements could be worked out to install a phone for LAD
Promotions. Gillsdorf told me he could have the phone installed. A couple days
later Gillsdorf sent a crew of Signalmen from his unit out to the LAD Promo
tion's villa and they hooked up a phone. The phone was hooked up on a “Tiger”
or “MACV” line which are US military lines. I later saw the phone in the
office of LAD Promotions. I can't remember which number was assigned to
the phone.

I make the foregoing statement after being given written immunity on 30 Jan
69 by the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam.
W.L.M.
AFFIDAVIT

I, Walter Lee Moore, have read or have had read to me this statement which
begins on page 1 and ends on page 2. I fully understand the contents of the
entire statement made by me. The statement is true. I have initialed all correc

tions and have initialed the bottom of each page containing the statement. I
have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward, without
threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement.
WALTER L. MooRE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer

oaths, this 31st day of January, 1969 at Saigon, Republic of Vietnam.
DOUGLAS H. STRAHAN.

Article 136(b) (4), UCMJ, 1951.
Witnesses:

THOMAs D. ELLIOTT,

DETA (PROV) 8TH M.P. GRP (C 1) APO SF 962/3.

ExHIBIT No. 72B

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE,

Norton Air Force Base, Calif., September 27, 1968.
Attention of: 18D 24G–0/970.

Subject: Republic of Vietnam, Alleged Irregularities in the Booking of Enter
tainment at Military Clubs.

To: Cmdr, Hq 6th MP Gp (CI) Ft MacArthur, CA 90731.
Mr. Thad Swift, 5107 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, California was inter
viewed at his request on 19 Sep 1968. He stated he is a comedy performer and
has just recently returned from the RVN. He stated his booking agent, Ed Hill,
who resides at the Deplomat Hotel in Central Saigon, RVN, advised him to the

effect that unless kickbacks are made to the military club manager who hires
entertainment, his show will not be booked. Swift stated that if there is no
kickback there is no work. A Mrs. Chun (phonetic) (NFI) is a Korean booking
agent who is known to be paying kickbacks to the club managers. Chun resides
in Saigon, address unknown. To his knowledge no Air Force personnel are in
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volved in the payment or acceptance of kickbacks, and those military involved
are believed to be Army personnel. Recently, the Army reorganized the club
system in RVN to a consolidated club system where all entertainment is booked
at a central location for a certain number of clubs in an area. To his knowledge

the individual club manager has no voice in the entertainment scheduled for his
particular club. Swift never witnessed any payoffs nor does he have any first
hand knowledge of any; however, he stated he believed his booking agent, Hill,
to be truthful in his comments. The majority of the activity seemed to be in the

areas of Saigon, Long Binh, Pleikou, Da Nang, Na Trang, and Qui Nhon. In
conclusion, he stated he has appeared at many Air Force facilities throughout
the U.S. and Far East and had never known his agent to make a kickback to any

Of the club managers.
R. S. VoSHELL,

Chief, Criminal Investigations Division,
(For the commander).

Place: Fort MacArthur, CA 90731, Date: 11 Oct. 68; Last Name, First Name,
Middle Name: Horstman, Charles L.; Grade: Criminal Investigation.
INVESTIGATOR'S STATEMENT

I, Charles L. Horstman, want to make the following statement under oath :

Upon receipt of letter, Department of the Air Force, OSI District 18, Norton
Air Force Base, CA, concerning the alleged irregularities in the booking of enter
tainment at military clubs, Mr. Thad Swift, Apt 105, 5107 Hollywood Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA, was interviewed.
Mr. Swift reduced his statement to writing and his statement is attached. To
clarify certain items in the statement of Mr. Swift and to elaborate on items
mentioned by Mr. Swift in a subsequent interview, the following information is
given : Swift would like it known that his booking agent Mr. Ed Hill, would
probably not talk to identified investigators due to possible self-incrimination.
Mr. Swift related that the investigators should approach Mr. Hill as agents
wanting to book entertainment in the Saigon area and questions be put to him
about the possible “kickbacks”. Mr. Swift also related that to the best of his
knowledge Mr. Ed Hill has a drinking problem but that information he possesses
would be of vital interest in this investigation concerning “kickbacks”.

Mr. Swift recalled that as far as the shows being booked into the Camp Inari
area, this had to be accomplished by going through Miss Chun and that Miss
Chun is paying a considerable amount of “kickbacks” to the club management
personnel in this area.
Mr. Swift wanted it understood at the conclusion of his interview that he

had no personal antimosity toward personnel in Vietnam but he felt it was his
duty to bring his matter to the attention of the authorities and that he would
have no objection to being a witness at a later time. End of statement.
CHARLEs L. HoRSTMAN,
Criminal Investigator.
AFFIDAVIT OF THAD SWIFT
WITNESS STATEMENT

Place: 5107 Hollywood Blvd, Los Angeles, CA.; Date: 9 Oct. 68: Last name,
first name, Middle Name: Swift, Thad (NMN); Social Security Account No.:
271 16 9142, Grade: Civilian, Organization or Address: 5107 Hollywood Blvd.,
Apt. 105, Los Angeles, CA.
SWORN

STATEMENT

I, Thad Swift, want to make the following statement under oath: I arrived
in Saigon, Vietnam on 2 Jan 68, as a professional entertainer and my agent
was a Mr. Ed Hill who is presently residing at the Diplomat Hotel. Thien-Nga
Khach-San 73, Huynh Quang Tien Central Saigon (Nga Tu 29 Tran Hung Dao
Sq). Prior to working in Vietnam I was informed that I would have to check
with the Professional Entertainment Branch (Special Services) at the Saigon
main office. In January 1968, this said office was maintained by a lieutenant,
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a specialist fourth class and a Sgt Putnam. The lieutenant at that time was
new on the job but Sgt Putnam seemed to be running the whole show. In a
back room of the office they were using there appeared to be a lot of “loot”

stashed (radios, televisions, and cases of alcoholic beverages). The specialist
fourth class in that office was scared stiff and didn’t make a move without the

approval of either the lieutenant or Sgt Putnam. Prior to my arrival in Viet
nam I had a union contract that stated I was to be paid for my round trip from
California to Vietnam. The contract was good for six months with an option,
although I did not renew it. At the end of my contract, I did stay an extra three

weeks because the guy who was to replace my act did not show up. My salary
was paid every week whether I worked or not.
I would like to mentioned at this time the monetary “kick-back” that was
going on during my stay there and I am sure that it continues to exist. I will

have to give a little background on what I mean by “kick-back”. In order that
an American show consisting of American entertainers seeking employment in
Vietnam in numerous clubs) be booked, first the American show is booked free
of charge to two or three clubs wherein the professionalism of the act is ob

served by numerous individuals who at the end of the shows give a rating
which is used as a basis for the salary the entertainers would receive. Sgt
Putnam was one of the raters for the entertainers wanting to receive a salary
in Vietnam. The rating which my show received was about the highest in that it
was rated at $425.00 per show for the group. This did not mean that we would
receive $425.00 all the time.

As I have previously mentioned, my agent, Ed Hill, had to make payments
and to the best of my knowledge these payments were made by check and the
checks were sent to Hong Kong. In lieu of checks being given to Sgt. Putnam and
possibly the lieutenant in the Entertainment Branch office, I know for a fact
that cases of alcoholic beverages, radios and televisions were used to pacify and
to pay-Off Sgt. Putnam. After our show became well known in Vietnam, I met
another agent there named Salverson, whom I know and he tried to hire me
as he thought I had come to Vietnam alone. I told him to talk with Ed Hill and
to try to book his whole show. Salverson set up two shows in Long Bihn. We
did a show at the Officers club, one at an EM club and three more at another

officers club. A colonel, US Army, that I used in my act at the officers club came
up to me after the show and said he would like to have our show at Vung Tai
and I told him we were not booked there. He said he could give us 10 or 12
shows in this area so I introduced the colonel (further ID unknown) to Ed Hill.
There was no pay-off there (this transaction of club engagements) because the
colonel set up the bookings. Before we left the area, the colonel called to check
the clubs and they all wanted us back. This is quite unusual for normally
entertainers have to wait six months before reappearing in a club, but on this

occasion it was only a few weeks before we were back in the area putting on
a show.

Salverson told Ed Hill that he had to “pay-off” to get our bookings in Long
Bihn. I worked about 20 shows for Salverson and Hill and then we came

across a Miss Chun, a Korean national who is an entertainment booking agent
in Saigon. Miss Chun has a very large following in the entertainment field and
I am positive that “kick-backs” have to be made in order for her to exist.
Some of the places where financial “kick-backs” are common are: Camp
Benari; Pla Cu; Da Nang (Marines—everything is pay-off); Long Bihn (every
thing is pay-off); Bihn Wau; Quen Yan; La Trang (all the clubs, EM, NCO
and Officers Clubs).

Ed Hill was quite a braggart and he told me that it was none of my business
when I complained about the “pay-offs” going on in Vietnam. Hill told me that

if I wanted to get paid he would have to book the show and in order to book
the show he would have to make “pay-offs”.

It is quite easy for pay-offs to be made in the club system due to the con
solidation of the clubs. As I previously mentioned the rating for our show was
$425,00, but when we worked the consolidated clubs we usually got $350.00 and
they, the club personnel or the persons receiving the “kick-backs”, got between
$50.00 and $75.00 per show. I never suffered any loss of money from my salary
due to Ed Hill having to make a kick-back, because my contract stated what
my salary was to be and the “kick-backs” were made by Ed Hill with his own
money.
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In addition to the information I have given about “pay-Offs”, I would like to
mention that a direct order was issued while I was in Vietnam that no third

nationalist could fly in an American (military) aircraft, but that they would
have to fly commercial aircraft. This order was continuously being ignored.
Further, a directive that no strippers or prostitutes are allowed in the club
system as entertainers, but this is circumvented by the girls classifying them
selves as hula dancers and when they arrive at the clubs after obtaining their
contract, they go into their strip show.
I departed from Vietnam on 26 Jul 68. Mr. Salverson, mentioned in this state
ment had an organization called the American Entertainers Abroad and he is
presently under investigation for the death of two teenage entertainers who were
killed in an ambush while riding in an Army truck to fulfill an engagement in
Vietnam.

The reason I am making this statement is not for personal gain nor do I have
personal animosity against any person or persons in Vietnam, but I do feel that
the “kick-backs” consisting of monies and gifts is a million dollar business and
that it should be looked in to by the appropriate authorities.
I would also like to mention that Mr. Ed Hill will probably be a hostile

witness in discussing this situation for fear of implicating himself and others
who depend on the military contracts at the clubs to make a livelihood.
End of Statement. T.S.
AFFIDAVIT

I, Thad Swift, have read or have had read to me this statement which begins
on page 1 and ends on page 3. I fully understanding the contents of the entire
statement made by me. The statement is true. I have initialed all corrections and
have initialed the bottom of each page containing the statement. I have made
this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward, without threat of
punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement.
THAD SWIFT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer
oaths, this 11 day of October, 1968, at 5107 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif.

CHARLEs L. HORSTMAN,
Criminal Investigator.

ExHIBIT No. 72C
AFFIDAVIT OF GOFFREY M. LAING
WITNESS

(AR

STATEMENT

195-10–TB PMG 3)

Place: Saigon, Republic of Vietnam; date: February 2, 1969; Time: 12:45;
last name, first name, middle name: Laing, Goffrey M.; organization or address:
No. 238/B Troung Minh Ky, Saigon, Republic of Vietnam.
SWORN

STATEMENT

I, Goffrey M. Laing, want to make the following statement under oath:
My permanent home address is No. 3 Mountainview Crescent, Penrith, N.S.,
Whales, Australia. I came to the Republic of Vietnam on approximately 25 or
26 Nov 60 with a group of entertainers called “The Unfortunates.” My group ini
tially consisted of six members. We came to Vietnam to perform shows for allied
military forces. We signed a joint contract in Australia with an agent named Lyle
Richardson. We were to perform in Vietnam for six months and we were to
receive $1,800.00 per month for the group. Upon arrival in Vietnam, we were re
quired to sign a new contract with Mr. Edward Murdock, an American agent. Our
initial contract had actually been under the signature of Murdock. The second
contract was completely different from the first. It specified that we were to pay
our own air fare which would be deducted from our first months pay; that we
would be returned home after completion of our contract; and that we would have
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three, one-month options. After the first three months Murdock was to furnish
us a written letter seven days before the end of the first three months Otherwise
the contract was terminated and we would return home. We did not want to sign

the contract, but Murdock put it to us in such a way that we either signed or we
didn't get to work. We signed the contract against our desires. The contract was
signed in Saigon.
Murdock has breached the contract many times. Specifically, we have never
received any pay whatsoever since being in Vietnam except for some advances.
We have not had enough money to buy food, toilet articles or other necessary per
sonal items. In Dec. 68 while performing at Cam Ranh Bay, RVN, the entire band
became sick because of sorrid living conditions and from continually eating only

Snack-bar food. We could not work for three days because of illness. When we
returned to Saigon, Murdock said he had deducted $150.00 for each of us for the
three days we wore ill. It Cam Ranh Bay, the Club Custodian, Sergeant Colby,
refused to provide us decent living quarters or decent food. We were all quar
tered in a shed behind a warehouse. The shed had no windows. There was no

lights in the bathroom. Our musical instruments were damaged by weather be
cause of lack of care in transport. Upon returning to Saigon, we reported this to
the Commercial Entertainment Office and we were assured that Murdock would

be disciplined. No action was taken to investigate the situation at Cam Ranh
Bay and nothing was done to Murdock.
When we first arrived in Vietnam, Murdock collected all of our passports saying
he was doing that to protect them from theft. He said we really didn’t need pass
ports while in Vietnam since all we actually needed here was an identification
card. We have all repeatedly pleaded with Murdock to return Our passports, but
he has always dismissed the subject with some comment. He has also threatened
to have the Vietnamese authorities confiscate our musical instruments if we made
an attempt to quit his show. He also threatened to take us to the Commercial En

tertainment Office “To see what they had to say about it.”
My group went to the Commercial Entertainment Office on 15 Jan 69 to get
paid and Murdock's secretary, Elizabeth, informed us that we owed the agency
money. On 30 Jan 69, we were told by Mr. Leo Lifilitzia, General Manager of
“Showbiz Inc.” that Edward Murdock had called from Bangkok the previous
and announced his resignation from “Showbiz Inc.” That means that Lifilitzia is

now the President of the agency with which we deal. On 30 Jan 69, we all
went to see Lifilitzia at his home and demanded that our passports be returned.
He told us our passports were in the hands of the Vietnamese Immigration
for exit visa to be stamped in them and that we were all to be returned home

and would not collect any pay. Once an exit visa is stamped in a passport a
person must leave Vietnam within ten days. This was done without our knowl
edge and consent. I feel that we have been treated unfairly by our Agency, by the
Commercial Entertainment Office, and by several Open Mess Custodians. The

Commercial Entertainment Office has not acted on any of our complaints of
mistreatment by our Agency and has not attempted to help us collect the salary
M. L.

due us. End of statement.

G. M. L.
AFFIDAVIT

I, Goffrey M. Laing, have read or have had read to me this statement which
begins on page 1 and ends on page 2. I fully understand the contents of the
entire statement made by me. The statement is true. I have initialed all cor

rections and have initialed the bottom of each page containing the statement. I
have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward, without
threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement.

GOFFREY M. LAING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer
oaths, this 2nd day of February, 1969, at Saigon, the Republic of Vietnam.
DOUGLAS H. STRAHAN.

Article 136(b) (4), UCMJ, 1951.
Witnesses:
THOMAS I, ELLIOTT,

Bat. A. (Prov) 8th MP GRP (CI) APO SF 962/3.

35-359–70–-7
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ExHIBIT NO. 72D

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ALWYN CARTER
WITNESS STATEMENT

Place: Saigon, Republic of Vietnam; date: 2 Feb 69; time: 1500, Last name,
first name, middle name: Carter, Robert Alwyn; organization or address: #206/B

Truong Minh Ky, Saigon, Republic of Vietnam.
SWORN STATEMENT

I. Robert Alwyn Carter, want to make the following statement under oath:
My home address is care of Arnold Barrie Carter, Solicitors, #25 Earl's Court
Square, Lond, SW, 5, England.
I came to the Republic of Vietnam on 4 Oct 67, as an entertainer to perform
shows for allied forces in Vietnam. I have been affiliated with a show called

“The Shades of Holly.” That group consisted of myself, my wife Susan Carter,
Paul and Jill Russell, and Mr. Martin A. Griffin. During my experience as a
performer at many military bases in Vietnam from Oct 67 to the present time, I
have observed the abuse of office by Club Custodians, Commercial Entertain

ment Office personnel, and illegal activities by Booking Agents. The Commercial
Entertainment Office in Saigon has extended favored treatment to certain Book
ing Agents. That office has failed to act impartially on legitimate complaints of
performers. Personnel of the Commercial Entertainment office have also violated
conflict of interests by openly accepting entertainment from Booking Agents
with whom they must negotiate a fair price for the US Government. The NCO
at the Commercial Entertainment office has stated his plans of going into business
as a general manager of a booking agency upon retirement from the Army in
1969. Certain Open Mess Custodians have accepted kickbacks from Agents as a
matter of course. Custodians have also engaged in immoral behavior by having

sexual relations with female members of shows performing at their clubs.
Club Custodians have used undue influence on performers forcing them to violate
currency regulations by the threat of denying them a performance. Booking

Agents have mistreated performers by unlawfully collecting passports to the
owner, and by having exit visas stamped in the passports to have a performer
forced out of Vietnam. The Booking Agents have used the performer's passports
as a coercive device in keeping uncooperative performers in line. The Bookings

Agents have violated contracts with performers as a matter of course specifi
cally by not paying salaries, and by forcing a performer to renew a contract not
desired by the performers.

Shortly after arrival in the Republic of Vietnam, my group negotiated a
contract with LAD Promotions, #176/1A Truong Minh Ky, Saigon, Vietnam.
The LAD Promotions is owned by Robert Lehr, Ray Lehr, Johnny Alladin, and

Pierre DuPont. The contract called for a period on 4 months at $150.00 per night.
The Lehr brothers collected our passports about that time and they had custody
of our passports from that time until we forced them to return the passports
to us about five months later. During the time LAD Promotions held our pass
ports the Lehr brothers reminded us that they would have us removed from Viet
nam by having exit visas stamped in our passports and force us to leave country.
I have learned from talking with other performers that the practice of collecting
and retaining passports of newly arrived performers in Vietnam is standard
with Booking Agents. The Filipino performers are victims of this practice. I
personally know of an Australian group known as “The Unfortunates” whose
passports were collected and held by their Agent, Edward Murdock, for a period
of about 3 months. That group forced the return of their passports on 31 Jan 69
by lodging a complaint with the Australian Embassy. Paying kickbacks to Open
Mess Custodians has been routine procedure. If you did not pay a kickback you
did not perform a show and thus could not earn a living.
Sometime in approximately April 1968, while my group was performing at
the Main EM Club, 25th Infantry, Cu Chi, Vietnam, I was forced to pay a $50.00
kickback to the Custodian, Sergeant Oxley, known as “The Big OX”. Oxley called
me into his back office and said “What about my bit?” From previous experience,
I knew that he was demanding a kickback before he would approve my show.
He wrote me a check for $350.00, the cost of the show. I then handed him $50.00
in MPC as his kickback. The usual procedure is for a Custodian to ask an Agent
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“Where else have you played? If you state you have played at Long Binh Post
or Second Field Force, then they know you have been “initiated” and know what
you are supposed to pay. The Custodians seldom ask directly for a kickback, but
by putting the questions indirectly a firm understanding is made that a kickback
is required or else your show is “not needed.” Upon returning to Saigon in April
1968, I went to the Commercial Entertainment Office and reported that I had
been forced to pay a $50.00 kickback to Oxley. The person I reported the incident
to was an NCO, SSG Earl Putnam. Putnam dismissed the matter by telling me
that “You couldn't prove it and that you will also be charged if you are involved.”
I know in my own mind that my Agent, LAD Promotions, paid kickbacks to
Custodians in order to obtain bookings. I know that from the experience with

Oxley, from conversations I’ve had with other Custodians, and from comments
I've heard from the Officers of LAD Promotions. I have no actual evidence to

offer in proof that LAD Promotions is engaging in kickbacks.
On approximately 10 February 1968, my group performed a show at the “Rice
Paddy” EM/NCO Club, 39th Signal, Da Nang, RVN. At the end of the show a
cousin of the Lehr brothers, George Lehr who is a US Marine Corps Warrant
Officer, came to my Wife's dressing room in a drunken condition and attempted
to fondle my wife's breasts. My group was quartered in a villa near the base.
George Lehr came to our villa, accompanied by Pete Patton, Area Manager,
LAD Promotions. Lehr put his hand under the dress of Mrs. Russell and attempted
to fondle her. Lehr and I got into a fight because he was determined to have One
of our wives that night. Lehr was armed and tried to pull his gun on me. Me

and my group were forced to leave the villa in the middle of the night and find
an Army Military Police patrol. Three jeep loads of MP's accompanied by a
Vietnamese Policeman, forced their way into the villa and caught Lehr trying to
climb a wall in the rear of the villa. Upon returning to Saigon, I reported that
incident to Lt Hensley, Commercial Entertainment Officer. I furnished him a
written report of the incident. Hensley later told me that here was no record of

the incident at Da Nang. I later discovered that my written report was missing
from the files of the Commercial Entertainment Office. I feel that Hensley pro
tected the Lehr brothers in that incident.

In February 1968, while performing a show at the 25th Division (Aviation)
Officer's Club, the Club Custodian, a sergeant entered my wife's dressing room
and propositioned her for sexual relations. The Custodian was a Sergeant. I
do not recall his name.

On approximately 5 April 1968, my group performed a show at the “Dragon
Mountain.” Mess Association, 4th Division, Pleiku, RVN. The Club Custodian was
a Sergeant Callahan. After the performance, Callahan, and one of his friends
whom I suspect was a First Sergeant, attempted to force my wife and Mrs.
Griffin to sleep in one section of a hut which also contained the 2 extra beds on
the opposite end. The obvious arrangement was for Callahan and his friend to
sleep with our women, although that was never stated. Callahan instructed me
and the other male members of the band that regulations specified that we could
not sleep with our wives and that we must sleep apart in another building. We
saw that our wives would be at the mercy of Callahan so we moved outside on
the ground. It was so bitter cold that we all went over to the MP Station and slept
on the floor the remainder of the night. A first Sergeant, who seemed to be a friend
of Callahan, called me a trouble maker and explained to me that the soldiers
could not have their wives in Vietnam and that women must sleep separate on
Pleiku. I cut short our tour and returned to Saigon where I reported this incident
to Lt Hensley and Sgt Putnam. They dismissed the matter by telling me “It was
camp regulations.”
There have been other incidents, I don't remember the specific details, where
Club Custodians have asked me “How many women do you have in your band?”
and “Which one is mine?” This has been such a common practice that other
groups have accepted it as the necessary way of getting their bookings. If a

group refuses to “cooperate” no bookings are given by the Custodian.
Sometime during the Fall of 1968, about 2 months before Christmas, we were
at the Vung Tau Mess Association, RVN, attempting to book a show with the
Custodian, Sergeant. I remember him only as a “Big, fat man.” He pointed to my
wife and asked: “Does she Strip?” I told him that he knew perfectly well it was
forbidden by regulations for performers to do strip shows. He told me: “I have
an arrangement with shows I work with.” He also asked me “What systems
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have you worked on?” After he saw that he could not have my wife and that I
wasn’t offering a kickback, he said he did not need our show. We did not get a
booking.

In December 1967, the Custodian of the 101st Airborne Division's Open Mess,
a Sergeant Harris, hinted for a kickback by telling me that “We can work out
something, maybe fifty-fifty.” Harris had ten clubs under his supervision.
I have heard rumors that a Sergeant Stevenson, Club Custodian at Tan Son
Nhut Air Base, Saigon, RVN, went on an R&R to Bangkok, Thailand, compli
ments of the Lehr brothers.
The Lehr brothers hired Thomas Swank, the former Club Custodian at Bien

Hoa, as their General Manager. Swank has APO privileges and Lehr brothers
have access to that privilege. Swank has been in his position for approximately
the past six months.

On an occasion, I don't recall the times, when my group was performing for
the Open Messes of the 199th Infantry, we had no money to buy food and
I was forced to write personal checks to the Club Custodian for MPC. I believe
I wrote a total of four checks. I had no alternative if I wanted my group to

survive. The Custodian accepted the checks and gave me MPC. I do not have the
cancelled checks and I believe that Lehr brothers may have them in their posses
sion. My mail formerly was received at LAD Promotion's address.

Club Custodians who will not provide performers with food or shelter or
money with which to purchase those necessities, actually force performers to
violate the currency control regulations. If a Booking Agent does not pay per
formers for several months and a Club Custodian refuses to do what he is

required then a performer literally has no means of support.
A Lt Griffiss, 8th Aerial Port, Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Saigon, RVN, is some
how cooperating with LAD Promotions. In April or May 1968. Mr. Malcolm
Clydesdale, was departing Vietnam and he remarked to me that he had delivered
$200.00 cash in an open envelope to Griffiss. This was referred to as “poker
winnings.” Clydesdale said that Bobby Lehr had given him the money to deliver
to Griffiss at 8th Aerial Port as payment for having speeded up manifesting
groups on flights. I have personally seen Griffiss on several different occasions
visiting at the Lehr brother's villa. Griffiss has no official connection with the
entertainment business to my knowledge.

In appears to me that the LAD Promotions have received favored treatment
from the Commercial Entertainment Office. In April 1967, Lt Hensley forced me

to sign a contract with LAD Promotions which I did not want. He did that
by saying that he would not allow my group to work in Vietnam and that he
would have us deported to Hong Kong. In April 1968, I attempted to obtain
the name of Hensley's superior officer so that I could make a complaint, but when
I went to a USARV office on Plantation Road, Saigon, some NCO referred me
back to the Commercial Entertainment Office. At one time LAD Promotions

owed me and members of my group $500.00 in salary. I repeatedly complained to
Hensley, but he always sided with LAD Promotions. I was finally forced to file
a suit against LAD Promotions in civil court.
About 2 days before the trial was scheduled to begin, LAD Promotions settled
out of court. I also pointed out breaches of contract between “The Shades of
Holly” and LAD Promotions, but Hensley never showed the slightest interest. At
the end of March 1968, my group decided to leave LAD Promotions and Hensley
then forced us to work as a house band, making only $175.00 per show. My group
auditioned in February 1968 at the Third Field Hospital, Saigon, with only one
representative of the entertainment committee, Lt. Hensley, present. On 30 Jan
uary 1968, I checked our folder at the Commercial Entertainment Office and saw
that three new audition sheets had been prepared to show that three other officers,
Maj Dean, MajJewel and Capt Becker, were present with Hensley at our audition.
That is completely false. Sgt. Putnam has also remarked to me that he has per
sonally conducted auditions with only himself present. On the morning following
our audition, Bobby Lehr sumoned me to his villa to discuss a contract and while
I was there he physically assaulted me and attempted to push me over a second
story balcony. Hensley was promptly advised of that, but he dismissed it as a
personal matter between me and Lehr. In March or April 1968, I reported to
Hensley and Putnam that the Lehr brothers had illegally obtained US Army
food supplies in return for free shows at the Khai Minh Hotel BOQ Club (69th
Signal Officer's BOQ). One of the groups which performed a free show there
was “The Tony Sheridan Trio.” I also told Hensley and Putnam that LAD

Promotions had an Army telephone installed in their villa free of charge.
Putnam informed me that those incidents had nothing to do with me.
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Sergeant Putnam has openly associated with female Booking Agents. I have
seen him on at least two separate occasions dining with female Booking Agents
at the Blue Diamond Restaurant, Tu Do Street, Saigon, RVN. The most re
cent occasion I saw him doing this was on the evening of 30 January 1969.
Putnam told me about two months ago that he is engaged to a female Book
ing Agent. He was careful to explain that his finances did not receive pref
erential treatment from the Commercial Entertainment Office.
Putnam has indicated that he is due to retire from the Army sometime dur

ing 1969 and that he plans to remain in Vietnam and set up his own com
mercial entertainment agency. It is my understanding that Putnam is slated
to be the General Manager of Fitz-Ray Promotions which may be owned by
an American, Pete Jenkins. Jenkins sponsors several other groups such as Chung
Promotions. I also believe that Jenkins owns a Supply Corporation. I under
stand that Jenkins owns two night clubs in Saigon. One of his clubs is called
“The Cave” or “The Cavern.” I have heard remarks that Jenkins sells and

installs cooling equipment to Open Messes. Putnam came to the Commercial
Entertainment Office in about December 1967.

Cpt Rhames, Commercial Entertainment Officer, is supposed to be dating a
woman who is connected with One of the shows. I do not know her name or

which show she is connected with. I have heard this information from numerous
musicians.

Approximately one month ago, Mr. Ned Kelly, an Australian who is con
nected with “Kangaroo Promotions” showed me a large roll of US green cur
rency and stated that was what he used to obtain his bookings. End of statement.
R.A.C.
AFFIDAVIT

I, Robert Alwyn Carter have read or have had read to me this statement
which begins on page 1 and ends on page 6. I fully understand the contents of

the entire statement made by me. The statement is true. I have initialed all
corrections and have initialed the bottom of each page containing the statement.
I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward, without
threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement.
ROBERT A. CARTER.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer
oaths, this 2nd day of February, 1969, at Saigon, Republic of Vietnam.
DOUGLAS H. STRAHAN.

Article 136(b) (4), UCMJ, 1951.
Witnesses:

JOSTIN D. GRIFFIN.

2441 Nguyen Nuynh Duc. PHO Nhuan.

Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in recess until Monday
morning at 10 a.m.

(Whereupon, at 4 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m. Monday, October 13, 1969.)
(Committee members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff,
Percy, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

MONDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended,
agreed to February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting
chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat. Connecticut; Senator Lee Metcalf, Democrat, Mon
tana: Senator Karl E. Mundt, Republican, South Dakota: Senator

Jacob K. Javits, Republican, New York; Senator Charles H. Percy,
Republican, Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican,
Florida.

Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip Morgan, chief counsel to the minority;
Philip R. Manuel, investigator; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant;
Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y.
Wyatt, Chief Clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Percy.)
Senator RIBICOFF You do solemnly swear that the testimony you
are about to give before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. CoNLISK. I do.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES B. CONLISK, JR., ACCOMPANIED BY
MARVIN ASPEN

Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy?
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations meets today to

hear testimony from police superintendent James B. Conlisk, Jr., of
(361)
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Chicago, regarding the transfer of weapons to the former provost
marshal general of the Army.

-

-

I am pleased, Mr. Chairman, to present Superintendent Conlisk this
morning.
As a member of this subcommittee and as a Senator from Illinois,

I would like to take this occasion to comment briefly on a matter that
has taken the highest priority in the work of Superintendent Conlisk
and his men and was the reason why he could not appear before us as

originally scheduled last week; namely, that hit and run guerrilla

forces have sought to spread havoc in Chicago this past week. . .
Quite beyond the scope of this inquiry, I commend the Chicago
Police and the Illinois National Guard who stood behind them for

their calm and professional manner in which they have responded to

repeated provocations from these Maoist “Red Guards.” They have
skillfully prevented widespread violence and destruction and at all
times have shown an unwavering devotion to duty.

The outrages that have occurred in the streets of Chicago this week
and the alert manner in which they have been curbed presents an
essentially different pattern of
and response from the well

'

publicized and well studied disorders that occurred during the Demo
cratic National Convention of 1968.

The rights of free speech, peaceful protest, and lawful assembly are
guaranteed by our Constitution, and, as such, are inviolable and
sacrosanct. Full freedom to espouse a cause or to denounce injustice is
the hallmark of our democracy.

What happened in Chicago, however, is a perversion of these basic
rights. Young people who destroy the property and threaten the lives
of innocent citizens, young people who seek to confront authority for
the sake of confrontation, may indeed seem mad. But it is clear that
their wanton behavior has a clear-cut

purpose, for surely it is the in:

tent of the rioters to destroy as the main victim of their criminal
attack the free institutions of our democratic society.

This radical, Weatherman element of the SDS is truly Students for
the Destruction of Society. It is essential that we repulse this evil chal
lenge to America.

'' Richard B. Ogilvie and Mayor Richard Daley join together to
meet this challenge and have moved responsibly to assure the rights
of our citizens to live just and orderly lives is preserved.
Mr. Chairman, I spent the last 4 days in Chicago, as I have many
other times during disorders. There is a deep concern in our city today
about this type of disorder. I would trust that it would be looked upon
as a perversion of the October 15 peace movement for war to be taken
to the city of Chicago endangering the lives of innocent citizens. Con
cealed weapons, the use of the bicycle chains and spears hidden under
their clothes, the wanton destruction of hundreds of automobiles, win

dows, and the injury of innocent people, including the police and a
colleague of Mr. Aspen, assistant corporation counsel, Mr. Elrod, who
was very seriously injured, these are part of the reason why the
superintendent couldn’t be here last week.

inally, I would simply like to take this occasion to commend the
tremendous restraint and the great dignity with which the Chica
police forces have protected the people of Chicago during this crisis.
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I do hope that it will be considered as we complete our studies of riot
conditions in Chicago.
Of course, this is an unrelated matter to the matter before the com
mittee this morning. But I did wish to make known to the committee the
superintendent's reason for having to delay his appearance here and
to welcome the superintendent here this morning.
At this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
enator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
Have you a prepared statement?
Mr. CoNLISK. I do.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you like to read that?
Mr. CoNLISK. I would.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Mr. CoNLISK. May I pass out copies to the committee as well?
Senator RIBICOFF. The members of the committee have copies.
Mr. CoNLISK. At the outset, by your leave, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to introduce Mr. Marvin Aspen, who is an assistant corporation
counsel involved in municipal legal affairs. He is on my right.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Mr. CONLISK. My name is James B. Conlisk, Jr., Superintendent of
Police of the city of Chicago. I am here at the invitation of this com
mittee to discuss four transfers of a total of 397 firearms by our de
partment to Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner while he was Provost Marshal

#S.

General of the
Armv.
The first time General Turner came to Chicago and met with me

was during the civil disorders in our city in April 1968. He was sent

pursuant to a request, to the President of the United States by the
mayor of the city of Chicago and the Governor of the State of Illinois.
He accompanied Lt. Gen. George R. Mather, commander of a special
Army task force based at Fort Hood, Tex. On May 23, 1968, General
Turner returned to Chicago and met with me at my office to further
discuss matters relating to the April civil disorders. During the meet

ing, General Turner asked about the manner in which the Chicago
Police Department disposed of firearms taken into custody by the
department. I informed him that it was our practice to deliver such fire
arms for destruction to a steel mill where they are melted to scrap
metal. These deliveries for destruction are made four or five times a
y08.1".
General

Turner asked me if it would be possible for the department

to turn over to him some of these weapons for a Military Police Mu
seum at Fort Gordon, Ga. It was his purpose to replenish the firearms
exhibits of this museum. He stated that a large police department
was an ideal source of firearms because of the wide variety of weapons
it confiscates and disposes of. He added that many weapons we con
fiscate are excellent museum pieces, which are no longer manufactured.

General Turner was explicit in his explanation of the intended use
of the weapons and my approval was given with the understanding
that the weapons would be transferred to his custody solely for the
use and benefit of the U.S. Army.
I introduced General Turner to two officials of the Chicago Police
-

Department, Director Joseph Hurley, the commanding officer of the
Central Services Division, and Lt.

#:

Duellman, a custodian for
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the police department, who has appeared before this committee, and
instructed them to grant General Turner access to our firearms inven
tory and to give every assistance in transferring to his custody any
weapons the general selected. I further instructed my staff to prepare
proper receipts to document the transfer of the weapons. This was
done as to every weapon transferred to the custody of General Turner.

General Turner personally signed a receipt for every weapon deliv
ered to him. I have already furnished this committee with copies of

these receipts, together with inventory documentation for each of the
397 weapons delivered to General Turner. For your convenience I have
attached additional copies to this statement.
You will note that the receipts recite the following language:
My signature hereon acknowledges that I have received all the inventoried
items listed on this manifest and that all of said property will be retained by
the United States Army for training purposes.
Destruction of all such items will be made by the United States Army at such
time that they have completed their usefulness as training aids.

General Turner's signature follows this statement on each of the
receipts.
I want to stress that at no time in any of the conversations with
General Turner did I say, or imply, that the weapons he had selected
were for his private use, or for the private use of any other person. It
was my explicit understanding, as reflected in the receipts General
Turner signed, that these weapons were to be turned over to the U.S.
Army for official purposes.
I first learned t'. these weapons were not used for the purposes
for which the general had requested and receipted when Internal

Revenue Service investigators questioned me and my staff and re
quested to examine our records in regard to these weapons. We dis
cussed the transfer of weapons fully and openly with the investigators

on September 8, 1969, and put all our records at their disposal. Since
that time we have cooperated with other Federal agencies interested
in this matter, including this committee and its staff.
On at least two occasions subsequent to the first visit by Internal
Revenue Service investigators, General Turner telephoned me and
asked that I order the receipts of the transfer of weapons to him
destroyed. I informed General Turner that this would not be done.
I am prepared to answer any questions that this committee might
have of me and want to assure the committee of the continued coop
eration of the Chicago Police Department with its work.
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you, Superintendent Conlisk.
Superintendent, in at least 10 instances during his testimony on
October 7, 1969, General Turner told the subcommittee under oath

that he made this statement or one similar to you relating to the guns
he obtained from the Chicago Police Department, and I quote: “These
are not for the Army.”

Was his testimony correct? Did he say that to you on any
occasion?

Mr. CoNLISK. He did not, Senator.

Senator RIBICoEF. In at least 15 instances during his testimony on
October 7, 1969, General Turner told the subcommittee under oath

that you had said to him, relating to receipts for the guns, and I
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again quote General Turner, as a statement as to what you said,
“Well, this is the way we clear our records.”
Was his testimony correct and did you make that or other similar
-

-

statements?

Mr. CoNLISK. His statement is incorrect. I did not make that state
ment or a statement similar to that.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Conlisk, in numerous instances during his
testimony on October 7, 1969, General Turner repeated the following
statements, sometimes with slight variations in the wording, other
than those noted below. The words “he” or “they” refer to you. “But
he gave me the guns, he gave the guns.” “They gave them to me per
sonally because I was a collector.” “They were given to me.” These
are quotes from the testimony of General Turner referring to you.
Did you give the guns to General Turner for his personal use or
did you understand when he signed the receipts they were to be for
his personal use?

r. CoNLISK. The guns were given to General Turner as a cus
todian for the purposes of the U.S. Army. They were not given to
General Turner for his private use.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Superintendent Conlisk, during his testimony
on October 7, 1969, General Turner stated under oath at least six

times that he informed you on November 14, 1968, that he was retired
from the Army.
Did he so inform you on that date? Did you, on November 14,
1968, in fact know or understand that General Turner was retired
from the Army?
Mr. CONLISK. I did not understand that General Turner was retired

from the Army in November of 1968.
Senator RIBIcoFF. On November 14, 1968, the time of the last de
livery, you were under the impression that he was still a general of
the U.S. Army?
Mr. CoNLISK. I was under that impression; yes, sir.

(At this point Senator Metcalf entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you transfer the guns to General Turner be
cause you believed he was acting in his official capacity as the Provost
Marshal General or because you knew he was a gun hobbyist and a
collector?

Mr. CoNLISK. I transferred the guns to General Turner because Ibe
lieved that he was the Provost Marshal General of the U.S. Army and

was the custodian of those weapons for the purposes of the U.S. Army.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you at any time discuss with General Turner
the possibility that he might be engaged as a consultant to make a
study of any operations of the Chicago Police Department?
Mr. CONLISK. I did. I did have such a discussion.

Senator RIBIcorF. You did discuss that with the general?
Mr. CoNLIsk. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did General Turner discuss with you the reason
for your department's insistence that he sign the receipts for the fire
arms with specific language stating that the weapons were to be re
tained by the U.S. Army for training purposes?
Did he question the necessity for signing that statement, particularly
since the guns were for his own use and since he was retired from the
Army?
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Mr. CoNLISK. The general did not discuss with me the necessity for
signing the receipt which is exhibited in the attachment to my
Statement.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did General Turner say that he didn't want any
part of the language of the receipt, and did you then tell him that
you needed his signature on the receipt to clear your records?
Mr. CoNLISK. I did not tell him that.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner testified to the subcommittee

that on at least one occasion, on November 14, 1968, as he was faced
with the receipt, he told you that the guns were not for the Army, and
that he said he was retired, and that you told him to go ahead and sign.
Is that correct?
Mr. CONLISK. That is not correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were you present on all occasions when General
Turner signed the receipts for the firearms?
Mr. CoNLISK. I was not present on any of the four occasions.
Senator RIBICOFF. You weren't present on any of the four occasions?
Mr. CoNLISK. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. I believe your statement speaks for itself, Super
intendent.

I would appreciate it, however, if you could amplify a little bit
the telephone conversation which you had with £i Turner.
You say in your testimony, “General Turner telephoned me and
asked that I order the receipts of the transfer of weapons to him
destroved.”

Could you amplify as much as

possible, to the best of your recol

lection, that telephone conversation?

£d he explain

why he was making such an unusual request of

Ou ;

Mr. CoNLISK. As I recollect, it was on at least two occasions, and
the substance of the conversation was, “Can you get rid of those re
ceipts that I signed?” And I asked why. He said, “They,” whoever
they are, and he didn’t expound on that, “are out to get me,” “me,”
General Turner. That is as much as I can remember.

Senator PERCY. Do you know who he meant by “they”?
Mr. CoNLISK. No, sir, I do not.
Senator PERCY. “They are out to get me”?
Mr. CoNLISK. Right.

Senator PERCY. Did you have any knowledge, Superintendent, that
General Turner was a registered gun dealer?
Mr. CoNLISK. I had no such knowledge; no, sir.
Senator PERCY. Do you feel it may be a conflict of interest, for a

Provost Marshal General of the Army to be a gun dealer?
Mr. CoNLISK. I have never had any thoughts either way about that.
Senator PERCY. If you had known that he was a gun
would
ou have felt somewhat uneasy about releasing that many guns to

£

him, 300 and some guns I believe, just on his signature?
Mr. CoNLISK. Well, it certainly would have raised some appre
hension on my part. I don't know if it would have militated against
turning the weapons over to him because of his position as the Provost
Marshal General of the U.S. Army, and because of the relationships
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and the necessary cooperation which does exist between and among
governmental agencies.
I cannot say that I would have refused to turn over the weapons
had I known that.

Senator PERCY. In other words, the auspices under which he came
in response from officials of the State of Illinois, or the city of Chi
cago, to the President of the United States just removed any thought
from your mind that there could be any conflict of interest, and it was

unthinkable for you to feel that a general of the Army would take
guns, the receipt for which he had signed, and then use those for his
own personal use or gain?
Mr. CONLISK. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. Thank you, Superintendent, very much.
Senator RIBICOFF. With the permission of the other members of the

committee, counsel for General Turner has sent up to the table two
questions which are pertinent.

May I say to counsel for General Turner, or counsel for any other
person involved, if you would like the committee to ask the witnesses
any questions, if you will send them up to us in writing, and if they
are pertinent to the investigation, I certainly will ask those questions.
Here, Superintendent, are two questions sent up to me by counsel for
General Turner.

Isn't it a fact that the first transfer of guns occurred immediately
following the riot in Chicago in April 1968?
d Mr. CoNLISK. May 23, our documentation indicates was the first
ate.

Senator RIBICOFF. May 23.
Counsel, I see, shakes his head. Have you another date, sir?
Mr. O’CoNNELL. It was as to the responsiveness of the question
whether or not he knows the transfer. He only relates to what the
document shows.

Mr. BoNNER. You only have four receipts and you ought to have
five. There is the first one that is missing.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have another receipt or memorandum in
dicating that there were five transfers of guns instead of four?
Mr. CoNLISK. Not to my knowledge, Senator. I don't know of any.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does counsel have a copy of such receipt? If you
will send it up to me, I will ask about that.
Mr. Bon NER. We don't have copies of it. The Chicago Police, of
course, would have it, unless you have it. We certainly don't have it.
But we would have testimony we would like to provide you regarding
it in due course.

Senator RIBIGoFF. We do not have a copy in the committee files. If
you have anything to buttress your testimony, I would certainly ask
that question.

Mr. BoNNER. When the General comes back to testify, Senator,
perhaps we can clarify it then.
-

Mr. O'ConnELL. It would relate to the 11th or 12th of April when
General Turner was there immediately following the riots. That is
when the first transfer took place.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Metcalf?

Senator Gurney.
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Senator GURNEY. I have one question, Superintendent.
Were any of the four receipts for the guns that General Turner
received signed in your office?
Mr. CoNLISK. None of them were signed in my office nor in my
presence, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner?
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY, RETIRED;
ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND EDWARD
C. O'CONNELL–Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Bonner and Mr. O'Connell, you have sub
mitted these questions in accordance with the rules, and the Chair and
the committee are pleased to have them.
General Turner, you have heard the testimony of Superintendent
Conlisk.

Do you want to change your testimony in any particular detail?
General TURNER. I will not characterize on Superintendent Conlisk's

testimony. The only thing I can say is that it was highly inaccurate.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your counsel has raised the question that you

received five deliveries of guns, not four; is that correct?
General TURNER. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. When did you receive the first delivery of guns?
General TURNER. If you recall from my testimony the other day, I

stated that I was there the first time during the April riots. The 10th

#

was my birthday and I recall it very vividly. I talked with
Chief Conlisk and he said that they destroyed the guns, and asked me
if I wanted to look them over. He knew that I was a gun dealer because

Of

I told him that I had a Federal firearms license. He took me down and

told someone, I don’t recall—it may have been Duellman, but I was
introduced but do not recall the names—and said, “Give him what he
wants personally.”
I think that is borne out in Lieutenant Duellman's testimony. When
Lieutenant Duellman gave me the certificate to sign, I stated,
These are not for the Army. The superintendent gave these to me.

And he said,
Go ahead and sign them and go up and see the superintendent. Any change,
the superintendent will tell me.

I went back to the superintendent's office and said,
Jim, these guns are for me. You gave them to me. Is that correct?

And he stated,
This is the way we clear our records.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you have any evidence of the delivery of guns
to you on April 11?

-

Mr. BONNER. In order that he may properly answer the question,
Mr. Chairman, may I ask you to recall the testimony of Lieutenant
Duellman that on each of the four occasions testified to so far on

which the general was provided guns, those guns would be selected
by the general and placed into some sort of a box, crated, and then
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made available to the general. We have this testimony ranging for
a period of May 23, 1968, through approximately November 14, 1968.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think if there is any question involved, the gen
eral should give the testimony rather than the attorney.
Lieutenant Duellman stated:
What is your recollection about where the receipts were signed and when?
Answer: To my recollection, all four receipts were signed in my presence.

He said nothing about any fifth receipt.

Mr. BoNNER: You are quite correct. #ere is nothing about a first
receipt, not a fifth.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you any evidence of that? I would rather
have your client testify to it.
General TURNER. I offer this bag which they put some guns in on
trip. They gave me that bag out of the evidence room and

#"

SalC1 :

Put them in this.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you say “they,” who do you mean by “they”?
General TURNER. Duellman, or whoever was in the evidence room.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who actually gave you those guns?
General TURNER. I don’t know, but the man in the evidence room
who was taking care of them gave me this bag.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it Lieutenant Duellman?
General TURNER. I said I did not know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Somebody gave you the guns and you should know
who gave them to you?
General TURNER. Why? I just met 15 people. Whoever got me to

sign the receipt gave me this bag and put the guns in there.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Can't you help us by identifying the man who
gave you those guns in April?
General TURNER. Mr. Adlerman, if I knew, I would tell you.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner, was some document signed on
April 11?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Some document?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Superintendent Conlisk, could some member of
your staff call the Chicago Police Department?
We are doing that now, I understand.
Mr. BoxNER. Senator, as an aside, if I might also point this out,
I noted in the transcript of Mr. Ernst, who testified here last week,
who is also a member of the Chicago Police Department, that a ques
tion was put to him by Senator Gurney to the effect:
•

As I understand, you actually prepared these receipts that General Turner
signed?
Yes, I did.

It just struck me as peculiar, Senator Ribicoff, that in looking over
the receipt for November 14, although it was prepared by one man,
and as I understand the testimony this document was prepared line
by line as the guns were picked out by the general, it is typed out on
two different typewriters.
I was wondering how one man could be typing on two different type
•

writers at the same time.
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Would you look at the receipt for November 14, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. It would seem to be two different typewriters.

Mr. BoNNER: I don't know much about typewriters, but one of those
was an elite typewriter and the other pica type. Unless he was using
his right hand on one and his left hand on the other, they couldn’t

have been prepared by the same person at one time.
Senator RIBICOFF. No, they are two different typewriters.
Senator PERCY. General Turner very much depends in the determi
nation of this case upon distinguishing between recollection and the
recollection of exact wording used. Are you absolutely certain the

superintendent said to you and that your memory is infallible in this
respect, that instructions were given in these precise words:
Give them to him personally?

Your recollection of that one word “personally” is quite important.
Is it possible you could have been mistaken, or you thought that is
what was said, or that is what you would like to have had said, when

you can't remember even a man who gave you those guns and can't
identify who that man is?

That one word is the crux of that particular aspect of this testimony.
(At this point Senator Mundt entered the hearing room.)
Mr. BoNNER. If you will give us a moment, Senator Percy, we will
find it for you. It is in the transcript before us.
Senator PERCY. Even if it is in the transcript—
Bosser. Lieutenant Duellman himself used the word “per

'i
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£or PERCY. Could it have been a matter of mistake in recollection
or memory as to what actually did occur at that particular time on
that particular day?
Mr. BoNNER. Excuse me, Senator. The word “personally” was used
Lieutenant Duellman. It is now being corroborated by General

'

Ulriner.

Senator PERCY. Who originally introduced the testimony when the
word “personally” was used?
General TURNER. Lieutenant Duellman.

Senator PERCY. And Lieutenant Duellman said that these guns
were given to him personally?
General TURNER. Let us find the testimony.
Senator PERCY. General Turner, I just spent a few minutes looking
through some of your earlier testimony, and the words, “I cannot
recall,” “I do not recall,” “I cannot remember." are all the way through
this testimony.
Again I ask the question, is it possible you could have been mistaken

when you overheard someone say, “Give these guns to him personally”?
General TURNER. I don’t think so.

Senator RIBICOFF. May I say we have Lieutenant Duellman on the
telephone. Superintendent Conlisk, Lieutenant Duellman informs us

it is an absolute requirement for him to account for every gun that
goes through that department.
He is now checking the records for April 11 and 12 to find out if
there is any indication that any other guns were given.

Lieutenant Duellman is checking that date now at the Chicago
police headquarters.
Senator Gurney.
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Senator GURNEY. General, it may be that you do not recall all of the
people you saw on your April visit to the Chicago Police Department,
but it is a fact that on the four occasions that gun receipts were signed
Lieutenant Duellman was present in general supervision of the trans
fer of these guns.
Surely, you would remember whether he was present in this April
transfer. Was he present?
General TURNER. I believe he is the one.

Senator GURNEY. He was the one who turned over the guns to you
at that time?

General TURNER. In April; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And also at that time did you sign a receipt?
General TURNER. I did.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this, because I am certain this is

relevant. Apparently you attach great weight to the fact that a fifth

receipt was signed. 'r'. was the first receipt signed.
Would you advise the committee what the facts and circumstances
were if, in fact, there was a first and fifth gun receipt signed, which
differed from the others? Obviously, this is the point you make.
What is it, anyway?
General TURNER. £ point is that they said there were four times,
talking about May. I came up and there was a fifth time. I swore to
tell the truth, and I am.
The first time was in April.
(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator GURNEY. I understand that.

General TURNER. That is when the conversation went on with
Duellman and Superintendent Conlisk.
Senator GURNEY. What conversation?

General TURNER. The conversation, as I told Duellman, if he was

the one that gave me the receipt and I assumed that he was because
he said that he gave them all to me—I said, “These are not the numbers

of the guns.” And he said, “These are cases” that they referred to.
I believe I said, “Is there one or 50 in a case, or what?” And he said,
“These are the cases that these refer to.” I said, “These are for me.

Chief Conlisk gave these to me.” And he said, “Well, go ahead and
sign them. This is the record that I have to have. You go up and see
the superintendent and tell him and he will change it,” and so forth.
I went back to see—

Senator GURNEY. Change what?

General TURNER. I said, “if there is any change on this certificate."

because I said, “These are not for the Army. They were given to me.”
I went back to see the superintendent, and he said, “This is the way
we clear our records.” There was no question in my mind. There was
no question in my mind whatsoever, because we had been working day
and night, and I had full confidence in what he told me. There was
no reason to doubt him.

•

•

They were intended for me, and that is my testimony, sir. That is
the truth, and I say it before this committee and may God be my
judge. That is the truth.

Senator GURNEY. Let us go back just a little bit. I am somewhat
confused about testimony you gave earlier.

As I understood it, you were talking about some numbers and you
mentioned case numbers. Are you testifying that the numbers that
35-359–70–8
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were put on the alleged receipt at that time were not gun numbers
but case numbers?

-

General TURNER. That is correct, sir. If you will refer to those re
ceipts, there is not a gun number on it. There is a case number.
enator GURNEY. One other question, and this puzzles me very

deeply. We had long testimony here regarding gun transactions bought

from you, General, and also, of course, from £ Duellman.
Why is it that now, at this late date, we are just learning about a
fifth gun ''' Why wasn't this mentioned long before if it is im
portant to you?

General TURNER. I went back after the testimony the other day
and review this. I assumed that there were four. But the date May—

it was not in May. How could it be in May when the first group was

received in April? This is what brought this out.
Mr. BoNNER. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. To clarify a point we were
discussing a moment ago—
Senator GURNEY. Just a minute, please.

Again I ask you: You have such a vivid recollection of this, General
Turner. You point to the suitcase here as given to you by the Chicago
Police Department at the time the guns in
as you say, were

A'.

transferred to you.

It seems to me that unusual circumstances surround this, and yet no
evidence or testimony on your part has come before us about any of
these facts and circumstances. I don't understand that, if it is so
important.
The other testimony, for example, on the other four occasions, as I
recall, stated that the guns were put in a box, there is your presence,
in the presence of Lieutenant Duellman, and now we have a red plaid
suitcase here which appears for the first time today in this very
important incident alleged to have occurred in April.
Yet there has been no testimony at all before us.
(At this point Senator Javits entered the hearing room.)
General TURNER. They were referring to four. I was not sure how
many. But I do know that in April, and in that bag, they gave me some
guns, in open, prior to my departure.
Senator GURNEY. Where has the bag been since April?
General TURNER. In my basement, sir. They were not all boxed. This
group was put in that bag.
Mr. BoNNER. May I say, Mr. Chairman, with regards to the word
“personally” which was referred to before, in order to assist Senator
Gurney, you, Mr. Chairman, on page 480 of the transcript, directed a
question to Lieutenant Duellman last week—
Do you recall the conversation that went on between the superintendent, Gen
eral Turner and yourself on May 23rd?

Lieutenant Duellman's answer was as follows: and I quote—
Only that the superintendent, after the introduction, had informed me that I
was to display the weapons that we had in our disposal bins for General Turner's
Viewing and to turn over whatever weapons he so desired, to turn them over to
him personally.

Senator GURNEY: One other question.
On this visit in April, on your first contact with the Chicago Police
Department about these weapons, and according to your testimony
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the first transfer of weapons to you, General Turner, it would be
extremely helpful to this committee if you could give us some idea of
who might have been present during this transfer.
So far your recollection is that you believe that Lieutenant Duellman
was there. Were there any other people present during the gun
selection in April 1968?
General TURNER. There were two or three there present, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall who—
General TURNER. I do not recall their names.

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall whether Lieutenant Duellman's
secretary was present?
General TURNER. I do not recall, sir.
Senator GURNEY. But there were at least two or three, including
Lieutenant Duellman?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Was Superintendent Conlisk present?
General TURNER. Not during the selection; no, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You mentioned you saw 15 people. Where would
the other 10 or 12 people have been?

General TURNER. Would you repeat that?
Senator GURNEY. As I understood your testimony earlier you men

tioned that you saw about 15 people on the April visit.
My question is who or at least where were these other 10 or 12 people
who are still unidentified. We know you saw the superintendent,
Lieutenant Duellman, probably two others at the place where the guns
were selected.

Where were the other 10 people?
General TURNER. In the evidence department. As I would go along,
they would say, “This is so and so,” a normal introduction.
Senator GURNEY. Where the guns were kept?
General TURNER. Within the confines of that; yes, sir. This included
several rooms there.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you, how many people would you say
actually were in on the selection and transfer of ' weapons? Any
besides Lieutenant Duellman and the other two or three people?
General TURNER. I believe there was a Hurley, as I recall a name.
Senator GURNEY. A man by the name of Hurley?
General TURNER. A man by the name of Hurley; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you remember any other person?
General TURNER. No, sir; I do not.
Senator GURNEY: Do you recall anybody that you could describe as
being unusual looking so we could identify such a person?
General TURNER. No, sir; I could not.
Senator GURNEY. No other questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Metcalf.

Senator METCALF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

-

On April 11, which is the day on which you received the first
S

General TURNER. On or about that day, sir; yes.

- -

- -

- -

*

Senator METCALF (continuing). What time of day was it? Was it in
the morning or the afternoon? Did you go over there in the morning
of that day to get these guns?
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General TURNER. I don’t recall whether it was the morning or the
afternoon.

Senator METCALF. Were you accompanied by an aide?
General TURNER. I was not.

Senator METCALF. You were alone?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator METCALF. You went up all by yourself?
General TURNER. I did. I am not authorized an aide.

Senator METCALF. And you were in your regular military uniform :
General TURNER. I was in my combat dress; yes, sir.

Senator METCALF. How many guns did you receive in that plaid
suitcase?

General TURNER. There was about 14 to 20, within that range, as I
recall. I don’t recall how many. But there were, say, 14 to 20, some
thing like that.
Senator METCALF. Did you make the selection in the same way in
which you described before; that is, were the guns put out on a table
and did you select the ones you desired and discard some?
General TURNER. As I recall, I believe that I did. I believe that I
did. They had a couple, three or four, boxes, and I think they opened
the boxes up and I went through them and picked them over.
Senator METCALF. But you don’t accurately recall how you made
that selection?

General TURNER. No, sir; I don’t.
Senator METCALF. Do you recall what type of guns you selected?
Were they all of one type:

General TURNER. No, sir; there was a variety.
Senator METCALF. When they presented you the certificate for the
guns on or about April 11, did you sign the same disclaimer that you
signed on the others?
My signature hereon is an acknowledgement that I received all the inventory
items listed on this manifest and that all of Said property will be retained by the
U.S. Army for training purposes.
Destruction of all such items will be the responsibility of the U.S. Army after
they have completed their usefulness as training aids.

General TURNER. I did. But I talked with Chief Conlisk, Superin
tendent Conlisk.

Senator METCALF. When did you do that? After you had signed
it?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

£ator METCALF.
him?

And you went upstairs to his office to talk to

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator METCALF. But you already had signed the certificate.
General TURNER. Lieutenant Duellman said:
Go ahead and sign this. This is what I have to have for the record. If there is
any change, the chief will come down and tell me.

Senator METCALF. Now you recall that Lieutenant Duellman was
there when you signed the certificate?

General TURNER. If that was the person who presented me the
receipt.

Senator METCALF. You just got through saying Lieutenant Duell
man presented it to you?
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General TURNER. He said he presented me on every one of them. I
assume it was Lieutenant Duellman.

Senator METCALF. He was talking about the four that we have and
we have discovered another one this morning.
I am trying to get the sequence in which these events occurred.
Thereafter, was it morning or afternoon when you went over for
the other guns, the other four times? Did you get in your car and drive
over early in the morning to the police department to make your
selection of guns, or did you go in the afternoon? Did you go at night?
General TURNER. It wasn't at night.
Senator METCALF. It was not at night. You know for sure that it
wasn’t?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator METCALF. You don't recall whether you went in the morning
or the afternoon?

General TURNER. I do not recall, sir.

Senator METCALF. You said there were about 15 people around at
the time that you went in on this on or about April 11. How many
people were around the second time you went there?
General TURNER. Let me clear something up, Senator.
Senator METCALF. That is all I want vou to do.

General TURNER. I said I was introduced to about 15 people while I
was walking around and during my stay in there.

Senator METCALF. That was on your first visit?
General TURNER. That is correct, sir.
Senator METCALF. On your second visit, how many people were

around or to how many people did you talk?
General TURNER. Sir, it would

# purely conjecture if I told you—

to make a stab out of the air.
Senator METCALF. You don’t recall?

General TURNER. I don’t recall how many people were around. I
didn't go in and count them.
Senator METCALF. And you don’t recall anything about the third
meeting, how many people were there?

General TURNER. When I selected the guns?
Senator METCALF. Yes; the third time.

General TURNER. That were in the room where I selected these; there
were always two or three.
£ator METCALF. You don’t recall whether it was morning or after
noon f

General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator METCALF. And the same is true about the fourth one?

General TURNER. That is right.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Senator METCALF. What did you do with the guns that you got, the
14, 15, or 16 guns that you received on or about April 11?
General £
think I have told you in my previous
testimony

Senator METCALF. We didn’t hear anything about these guns in your
previous testimony.
General TURNER. I used them. I cannibalized some. I destroyed

some. And, as I said, some of these may be the ones that I turned over
to the Army.
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Senator METCALF. And some you sold?
General TURNER. I don’t know that I did.

Senator METCALF. None of those is entered in this book that you
prepared?
neral TURNER. None of the guns, because that is the book, as I
explained to you the other day, that I made up of what I have in my
home today.
Senator METCALF. What I mean was that none of the guns that you
received on or about April 11 is entered in this book?
General TURNER. I don't know.

Senator METCALF. We determined the other day that one of the guns
that was on these other inventories from Chicago was in the book, but
as far as you know were any of the other guns that you have just
shown up on or about April 11 entered in the book?
General TURNER. They were entered in the previous book which I
hope, through this nationwide coverage, someone would return to me.
Senator METCALF. So you don't know what were the numbers of the
guns?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator METCALF. You don’t know what kinds of guns they were 2
Were they Smith & Wessons, Walters or Lugers?
General TURNER. Or for parts or whatever they might be.
Senator METCALF. And you don’t know what happened to them?
You don’t recall?

General TURNER. I cannot tell you.
Senator METCALF. General, during the whole course of this conver
sation, I have asked you about whether you came over in the morning
or the afternoon, and you didn't recall.
How many people were there? You didn't recall. You don't recall
what you did to the guns.
The only thing you recall is that the word “personally” was used.
How do you account for this failure to recollect some of the ver

pertinent things that happened in the course of your visit to the Chi
cago Police Department, and then all that you remember is that the
word “personally” was used by Superintendent Conlisk?
General TURNER. Senator, whether it is 10 o'clock in the morning or
2 o'clock in the afternoon, to me does not have any bearing whatsoever
on what you did.
-

Senator METCALF. It seems to me it would have a bearing on your
recollection.

-

General TURNER. That is, if it is a normal time. I am not trying to
evade. I am not trying to give you some figures that are not true. I am
trying to tell you the truth, Senator.

Senator METCALF. So the only point that you are making this
morning with respect to these guns on or about April 11 is that you
not only signed a false certificate four times, but you signed a false
certificate five times?

(At this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
General TURNER. You said that, sir. I didn't.
Senator METCALF. Didn't you sign a false certificate five times?
General TURNER. Was it false when he told me that he was giving
these to me?
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Senator METCALF. Is this certificate that you signed true, that these
guns are to be used by the U.S. Army for training purposes and that

the destruction of such items will be the responsibility of the U.S.
Army after they have completed their usefulness as training aids? Is
that true?

-

General TURNER. That was the certificate. That is what he said, “Go
ahead and sign and then go see the chief.” I went up to see the chief.

Senator METCALF. Was that true on April 11 when you signed it in
the presence of Lieutenant Duellman?

General TURNER. That was the language that was on the certificate;
yes, Sir.

Senator METCALF. Was it true?
General TURNER. Was what true?

Senator METCALF. Was the certificate that you signed on April 11
the truth when you
it in the presence of Lieutenant Duellman?

£

General TURNER. That was what was on the certificate and that was

what I signed. And then I told him they were not for the Army, and
I went up to see. I reiterate, I went up to see the chief, and he said,
“This is all right. This is the way we clear our records.”
Senator METCALF. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt.

Senator MUNDT. What would be your estimate or best recollection
as to the largest number of guns covered by any one of these five
receipts?
General TURNER. My recollection?
Senator MUNDT. Well, if you have records, that is so much the better.
General TURNER. There was a total of 63 on one. That was on the

23d of May as they have dated it.
Senator MUNDT. Our records show, and I think the testimony con
firms, that you got approximately 400 firearms on four separate oc
casions. Since then you have recalled a fifth occasion. One would
have to believe it was something over 400 guns altogether. Would
that be right?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. I am trying to ascertain what was the biggest
shipment or selection you made on one occasion. You obviously
eneral TURNER. Apparently on August 1, sir.
Senator MUNDT. How many guns did you receive on August 1?
General TURNER. I can count them, sir.

Senator MUNDT. All right.
General TURNER. About 135 was the largest one. This was after I
was out of the Army.

Senator MUNDT. I am trying to get a physical picture of what hap
pened. You walked in and you see all these guns displayed which they
had put out on the table.

•

You apparently said, “I will take this one but this one I don't want.

and so forth. When you got all through you had about 135 guns, right?
General TURNER. That is right.

-

Senator MUNDT. Were they all pistols or did they include rifles and
sawed-off shotguns, machine guns or anything else?

General TURNER. No, no machine guns. The majority of them were
pistols. I think there were a few rifles, as I recall.
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Senator MUNDT. What happened to the guns physically after you
signed the receipts, after you had made the selection? Were they put
in packing cases or did you carry them out personally and put them in
your automobile? What happened?
General TURNER. The only ones I carried out personally were those
in April, sir, in this.
Senator MUNDT. That was the fifth time?
General TURNER. That was the first time.

Senator MUNDT. Obviously, you didn't carry 135 guns out. What
happened?

eneral TURNER. They delivered those and put them in my car.
Senator MUNDT. The police department delivered them and put
them in your automobile?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. 135 guns?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. They were in cases, were they?
General TURNER. They were in boxes.
Senator MUNDT. Then what happened to them next? You had
them in your automobile.
General TURNER. When I came back to Washington, I brought
them back with me.

Senator MUNDT. You brought them back?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. In your car?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. All 400 of them?

General TURNER. No. I specifically remember the 14th of November
after I retired. They were put in my car. In fact, I gave them the
keys and told them what type of car it was. It was parked in the police
lot. They put them in the car and returned my keys. Then was
when I went back and talked with Chief Conlisk.

When I immediately left there, I said, “Jim, I have retired. These
are just like the others. These are not for the Army.”
And again he said, “This is the way we clear our records.” I was in
civilian clothes. And, furthermore, Chief Conlisk and two more of

his staff, we had lunch that day. He had asked me to run a survey
on a portion of his police force, that he needed a survey.

I told him that I would, that I had formed my own company as
a consultant. He asked me if I would run a survey on a portion of
his police force because he was having difficulty.
Senator MUNDT. Did you run the survey?

General TURNER. No, sir; I did not.
Senator MUNDT. Chief
and this luncheon?

Čoniisk, do you remember this conversation

TESTIMONY OF JAMES B CONLISK, JR.—Resumed
Mr. CoNLISK. I remember a conversation with General Turner

about his being a consultant to the department.

..

-

Senator MUNDT. Do you remember the conversation he just re
lated?

Mr. CoNLISK. As to the time and date I don’t recall it precisely.
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Senator MUNDT. No. Do you remember the conversation and the
occasion?

Mr. CoNLISK. I remember the conversation about General Turner.

Senator MUNDT. Do you remember him in connection with that
visit—and listen, General Turner, so we have the visit right—do you
remember him saying something about—
I am a civilian now. I have some guns. I am going to sign a statement that
makes it look like I am delivering them to the Army but this is not the case.

And your brushing it off with a side remark saying—
This is the way we have to do it to clear the records.

Do you remember that?
Mr. CoNLISK. General Turner and I did not have any such conver

sation with regard to the records and the fact that he was no longer
in the Army.
What he said with regard to—quoting me as saying, “This is the
way we clear our records,” that is untrue.
£ MUNDT. You never, ever had that kind of conversation?
Mr. CONLISK. That is correct.
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER—Resumed

Senator MUNDT. General Turner, how do you explain this?
General TURNER. I stated under oath

Senator MUNDT. So did your friend, Jim, state it under oath.
General TURNER. It was immediately outside his office when I went
up to see him.
Senator MUNDT. This was on the first occasion or the last occasion?
General TURNER. There were two occasions.
Senator MUNDT. There were four or five occasions.
General TURNER. There were two occasions—the first occasion when

I spoke to him, that was true.
Senator MUNDT. That was the first time you got some guns?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. And the last time?

General TURNER. And when I said, “Jim,”—we had discussed run

ning this survey, and he asked me if I would, as a consultant.
enator MUNDT. There is no problem on that. We are talking about
this other part. We are talking about this controversial part, about
why you should sign a statement as a general in the Army, which was

patently, obviously, and totally false on its face.
You admit it was false on its face. You said it worried you, you
were disturbed about it.
General TURNER. I was.

Senator MUNDT. The statement says—
All the property will be retained by the U.S. Army.

You had no intention of giving it to the Army. You were going
to use them to cannibalize, to put in your basement, things like that.
So you knew it was a false statement, didn't you?
eneral TURNER. He knew I was a civilian at the time I came up

there, and the date that I got the guns.
Senator MUNDT. The first time you went up there you went up there
in combat uniform.
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General TURNER. That is right. We had been working together day
and night for a long time, and we were sitting in his office having
coffee when this matter came up.
Senator MUNDT. How do you explain the sharp distinction of testi
-

mony?
General TURNER. I can’t.

Senator RIBICOFF. If the Senator would yield for a second, I have
talked to Lieutenant Duellman. There were guns delivered to General
Turner on April 11. We will suspend for a few moments while the
stenographer will go to the telephone and take down from Lieutenant
Duellman his statement and what was said on the statement when

the guns were delivered.
We will be in suspension for a few moments while the information
is taken down.

(Whereupon, at 11:08 a.m. a brief recess was taken.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Metcalf, Mundt, Javits, Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: Sen
ators Ribicoff, Metcalf, Mundt, Javits, Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICoEF. Senator Mundt will complete his questioning and
then the stenographer will read back the telephone conversation. This
will be reduced to an affidavit form at a later date. We will have the

stenographer read the transcript back as soon as Senator Mundt fin
ishes his present line.
Senator MUNDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I recall, when we interrupted the hearing to get the telephone
testimony, I was asking you about the procedures in handling the guns
and you said they delivered them to your automobile which you drove
at the time.

Was this a personal automobile, General, or a staff car?
General TURNER. At one time it was, the 14th of November.
Senator MUNDT. The other times it was a staff automobile?

General TURNER. That would be a staff; yes.
Senator MUNDT. Did you drive your own car as a general or did
you have a driver?

General TURNER. No, sir; I had a driver. It was in the April riot we
had the rent-a-cars with radios in them, that we rented.
Senator MUNDT. But you had a uniformed driver; did you not?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. An Army driver?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Do you remember his name?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. Did you have an aide when you were general?
General TURNER. I did not, sir.
Senator MUNDT. You did not?
-

General TURNER. No, sir.
MUNDT. You were the only general in the Army without an

#"

alCle

General TURNER. Sir, a staff officer is not authorized an aide. Only a
commander.
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Senator MUNDT. I see. But you had a military driver whose name
you cannot recall. You could find that from the record?

General TURNER. We had military drivers on all the cars that we
rented during the altercation in Chicago and other places.
Senator MUNDT. Is this the suitcase that you carried into the head
quarters to pick up your '' this red suitcase?
General TURNER. Would you repeat that?
Senator MUNDT. Is this suitcase we are looking at, is that the suit
case you carried in when you went in to get the guns?
General TURNER. I did not carry it in. They gave it to me and put
the guns in it.

Senator MUNDT. That is a police department bag?
General TURNER. I don’t know. It was in the evidence room.

£nator MUNDT. I see.
too?

Did you have to sign a receipt for the bag,

General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Let me ask you, Chief–
Senator METCALF. Would the Senator yield?
Senator MUNDT. Yes.

Senator METCALF. But did you carry the bag out from the evidence
room to your own car, you personally?
General TURNER. I did.

Senator METCALF. I am emphasizing the word “personally.”
Senator MUNDT. Chief, what would be your estimate, and we have
established somewhere between 400 and 500 guns in total that were
delivered to General Turner—that is right, General Turner?
General TURNER. I don’t know how many, sir. I knew you said you
had 400 and I said I didn’t know how many were in here. I said from
15 to 20. I don’t recall.

Senator MUNDT. I meant in total. You said you had about 400 or,
maybe a few more, guns given to you altogether. Is that right?
Seneral TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator MUNDT. What would be your estimate of the total value of
those guns?

Mr. CoNLISK. I would have no way of knowing, Senator, what the
total value of the guns would be.
Senator MUNDT. You have no way of knowing?
Mr. CoNLISR. I personally do not know.
Senator MUNDT. General, I am disturbed about the statement that

appears in the Chief's sworn testimony.
I am sorry, vou are a superintendent, not a chief.
About the Superintendent's testimony. I want you to listen very
carefully.
On at least two occasions subsequent to the first visit by Internal Revenue
Service investigators, General Turner telephoned me and asked that I order the
receipts of the transfer of weapons to him destroyed. I informed General Turner
this would not be done.

Why did vou make a phone call like that?
General TURNER. I had talked with Superintendent Conlisk on

other occasions. In fact, I called him one time and thanked him for
supporting the marshals up there in a particular trial.
I said. “Jim, this statement on this Army still bothers me because

they were not for the Army, those weapons.”
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It had bothered me and I accepted his statement: “This is the way
we clear our records.”

I had called him again when this investigation—when I heard some
thing about the investigation, and he said, “There is no problem. There
is no problem.”
He called me about 3 or 4 weeks ago and stated that they had come
in and had checked the records and had gotten statements, and I said,
“Jim, you knew those guns were for me, didn't you?” And he said,
“Well, er, uh.”

I said, “You call the head of the AFT, Mr. Serr, and tell him that
those guns were for me.”

And he said, “Well, I will have to consult my attorney.” And I
said, “You knew”—
Senator MUNDT. Stop there. I don't want you to go too far. Do you
remember that conversation, superintendent?
Mr. CoNLISK. Let me state it this way, General–Senator, I am sorry.
Some of the things the general has said just in the last few moments
are correct. Some of them are incorrect.
Senator MUNDT. Which are incorrect?

Mr. CoNLISK. The fact that he called me—no, I am sorry. The fact
that I called him. I did not call him.
Senator MUNDT. You never called him?

Mr. CoNLISK. He called me on two occasions that I can recall.

Senator MUNDT. Did you ever call him?
Mr. CoNLISK. I have called him, yes, but on matters not related to
this subject.
Senator MUNDT. Have you called him within the last month or so?
Mr. CoNLISK. Well, let's see, the investigators were in September
8, the first time, and it was subsequent to that that the general called
me on at least two occasions.

£ator MUNDT. Was it subsequent to that that you called the gen
eral Z

Mr. CoNLISK. I am sorry, sir. I did not hear your question.
Senator MUNDT. Was it subsequent to the beginning of the investi
gation that you called the general?
Mr. CoNLISK. It was not. I have not had any conversation with him
which originated with me.
Senator MUNDT. The only conversations you have had since the
investigation was known to you with the general have been calls origi
nated by the general?
Mr. CoNLISK. That is correct, Senator.

Senator MUNDT. Do you agree to that, general?
General TURNER. No, sir. He called my home and I was not there,
and Mrs. Turner stated that, “Chief Conlisk had called you.” I went
to a pay telephone in Springfield, Va., and called him.
The first time I didn't get him and they said, “He will be back in
about an hour and a half.” I called him and I said, “I am returning
your call.” He said, “I want you to know that the investigators had
come in and had gotten copies of these receipts.” And then
Senator MUNDT. Stop there.
Do you remember that?

Mr. CoNLISK. I remember now, Senator. He called me and I was not
in. I returned his call and I did speak to Mrs. Turner when he was
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not at home. Then he returned the call. The original call originated
with him.

Senator MUNDT. This statement is correct now. You have reconciled
your differences on that one?

Mr. CoNLISK. On the point that I did call him, right.

Senator PERCY. Senator Mundt, would you yield for a question?

Senator MUNDT. Let me follow through on this other point first.
That leaves in sharp disagreement and dispute a direct conflict of
sworn testimony, by the way—your description of the telephone call,
and his, because he said you asked him to destroy the receipts.
Did you or did you not ask him to destroy the receipts?
I
TURNER. Initially, several months ago, as I have stated,

G'"

SallC1 :

Jim, is there anything wrong with those receipts that would be incriminating
because you gave them to me and it said for the Army and you said, “That is all
right, that is the way we clear our records.”

I called him. I called him from my home prior to this, and talked
with him, and he said, “There is no problem. There is no problem.”
And I said, “Well, then, if there is, let's straighten it out.”
And he said, “There is no problem.”
Later, he called my home. Mrs. Turner told me that I had a call
from Chief Conlisk. Then is when I returned his call and he said, “I
wanted to inform you that they have come in and obtained the receipts
for these guns.”
And I said, “Jim, these were for me, not for the Army, and will
you call Mr. Serr, of the ATF, and tell him this?”
And he said, “Well, er, uh, I will have to consult my attorney.”
Senator MUNDT. You haven’t gotten down to the nub of my ques
tion. The question was: Did you or did you not ask the superintendent
to destroy the receipts?
Gneral TURNER. I do not recall specifically asking him to destroy
them.

Senator MUNDT. It is certainly a very likely probability that you did,
is it not, because you were worried about it?
General TURNER. Well, sir, that is an assumption.
Senator MUNDT. It is an assumption, but it is a probability. You may
deny it if vou wish to.

eneral TURNER. I do not recall asking him to destroy this. I don't
know whether I did or not.

Senator MUNDT. You would not want to say under oath that the
superintendent was wrong when he testified under oath that you did
ask him to destroy it?
You would not categorically deny that testimony, would you?
General TURNER. Nor could I confirm it, sir.

Senator MUNDT. You would be more interested in denying it, if you
could.

General TURNER. Sir, I am under oath.
Senator MUNDT. That is right. And under oath you don't feel that
you would want to deny it?
General TURNER. I don't recall, sir, and that is the truth.
Senator PERCY. Senator Mundt, there is one point—

#" MUNDT. Did you call this man Serr, S-e-r-r, as he suggested
you do?
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Mr. CONLISK. I did not call Mr. Serr.

Senator MUNDT. I yield now for a question by Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Senator Mundt, I felt it important to try to deter
mine in general terms your line of questioning.
When Mrs. Turner notified you that Superintendent Conlisk had
-

telephoned, did I understand correctly that rather than telephoning
from your own home, you went out to a pay telephone to return that
call?

If that is correct, why?
General TURNER. I went on an errand down in Springfield. At that
time I used the telephone.
Senator PERCY. There is no particular reason why you didn’t want
to use your home telephone?
General TURNER. None whatsoever.

Senator PERCY. And you still reaffirm Senator Mundt's question that
on as important a matter as instructing or requesting that receipts that
'' had signed be destroyed, you do not flatly deny that you said that,
ut you simply assert at this time you can't recall as important a mat
ter as that when you can recall the use of specific words on other oc
casions that are important in your testimony?
You cannot at this time clarify at all as to whether in your recol
lection you did discuss the receipts and instruct or request the Super
intendent to destroy them?
General TURNER. I do not recall. I do not recall whether I requested
him to or not, because he had told me they were mine, and had given
them to me, and that they were to be destroyed, and I had no reason.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Senator Mundt.
MUNDT. I yield to Senator Javits for a unanimous consent

£or

requeSt.

enator JAVITs. Thank you, Senator Mundt.

First, I would like to express my appreciation to my chairman and

'' 'league for the inquiry which is £ conducted at such a high
6Vol.

I would like to explain that other committee assignments have kept
me from the hearing. I would ask unanimous consent that I may put
questions to the witnesses in writing so that they may be made a
part of the record?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Senator MUNDT. I have no particular criticism of a man whose
memory fails him as far back as this, but I am perplexed by the fact

that your memory is so precise on certain items and so vague on others.
It would seem very important to me to remember, if you could,

whether you said “destroy the receipts,” but you can't remember so
you can't testify.

I wonder how you can be so precise that the superintendent is wrong
when he denies another statement that you made, and that is—
This is the way we keep our records. Go ahead and sign it. It doesn't mean
anything. This is part of it.

He denies it over and over again. You must have told us that 10, 12,

£
times the other day in one way or another and you reiterate it
Oday.
How can you be so sure your memory is reliable in the one instance
and have so much skepticism about its reliability on another question?
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General TURNER. Sir, the signing of a certificate for the Army was

of great importance to me because '. were not for the Army.
In our discussion, if I had wanted him to destroy them—and, as I
said, I do not recall my specific language—and he had told me there
was no problem on this, and I said, “These were for me, weren't they,
Jim 2*

And he said, “Well, er, uh,” not like he had said before, “this is the
way we clear our records.”

o answer your question specifically, sir, I do not recall, and that is
the truth.

Senator MUNDT. You do not recall what?

General TURNER. Whether I told him to destroy them. I didn't know
whether there was a need to destroy them or not.

£ator MUNDT.
2
D art
General

But you still depend on your memory on the other

TURNER. I am very certain of the other part.

Senator MUNDT. Superintendent Conlisk, is there any possibility
that your memory has failed you in that connection, and that you did
in fact tell him something to make him believe this strong statement
that he signed was simply a pro forma, perfunctory procedure that
you did quite frequently down there in Chicago and let people have
guns and sign them and say, “This is the way we clear our records”?
Mr. CoNLISK. There is no possibility, Senator, that my memory fails
me on this score at all. I am quite certain. Absolutely certain.
Senator MUNDT. Do you remember whether or not General Turner
did come to you and express some troubled feelings about having to
sign it?

#

CoNLISK. General Turner never expressed to me any doubts

about signing the certificate.

Senator MUNDT. He never even raised a question, or he would have
no occasion to make a statement?

Mr. CoNLISK. He did not raise the question at all to me.
Senator MUNDT. General, we have a pretty serious bit of direct con
flict of testimony. All we are trying to do is ascertain the truth. I can’t
look at either one of you fellows and tell whether you are telling the
truth or not. I am inclined to believe you both. But I know that you
can't both be right on this issue. You know it.
General TURNER. I understand his position, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Will the Senator yield?
Senator MUNDT. I presume he understands your position.
General TURNER. Yes.

Senator MUNDT. That doesn’t solve the question.
General TURNER. But I have given this truth, under oath, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Let me ask you one final question.
In retrospect, do you think that as a general in the
that you

£

acted properly in signing a statement that you knew to be false regard
less of whether the superintendent of police of one of our major cities

would say it is OK or not? You still have to answer for your own
conduct and your own signature, and you knew you had signed some
thing which was patently false; didn't you?
General TURNER. When he told me, sir

Senator MUNDT. May I ask the first question first? Didn't you know
you were signing something which was false? Regardless of why or
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on whose advice, or what extenuating circumstances, you knew the
statement was false?

General TURNER. That is when I brought up “These are not for the
Army,” and he said—
Well you will have to go see Superintendent Conlisk, because this is the thing
that We have to have to clear our records.

Senator MUNDT. All right. That is a direct piece of conflicting testi
mony that this committee does not have the power to resolve.
But I want to find out from you whether or not you didn’t know
that it was false when you signed it, and that is what troubled you,
and why you said to the lieutenant:
This is a difficult thing for me to sign, it is a lie.

You claim you went to the superintendent and said,
Look, you are making a liar out of me. I am signing something which is false.

But wasn't it wrong for you to sign it if you had the superintendent
of every metropolitan area in America urging you to do it, wasn't it
still wrong and didn’t you know it was wrong?
General TURNER. Sir, this is hindsight.
Senator MUNDT. This is hindsight. I said “in retrospect.” What
about it?

General TURNER. And you are right.
Senator MUNDT. OK.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman?

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.

Senator GURNEY. General, there is another conflict of testimony
between you and the superintendent, and that is with regard to who

initiated the phone calls between you and him concerning these in
vestigations by the Government.
You said he called you first to tell you that somebody had been

around asking about these guns. General Turner said no, that you
called him first.

Your testimony, as we understand it, is that you made one call fol
lowing a call from the superintendent to your wife from a pay sta
tion. Where did you make the call that you say originated the conver
sation between you and the superintendent?
Were there any other calls other than this pay station call?
General TURNER. Yes, sir. I made a call from my home.
Senator GURNEY. When was this?

General TURNER. In September sometime. In September.
Senator GURNEY. Of 1969?

General TURNER. As you were. In August; August 1969.
Senator GURNEY. Of this year?
General TURNER. As I recall in August 1969.
Senator GURNEY. What about that phone conservation.
General TURNER. In this, Isaid—
Jim, I understand that they are checking out on guns on me in the McClellan

committee: Is there any problem up there on that certificate that you told me,
“This is the way we clear our record?” And he said, “None. There is no prob
lem, no problem.”

Senator GURNEY. Was this prior to the phone conversation with

your wife that we have just heard about from the superintendent?
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General TURNER. Some 2 or 3 weeks later, I assume, within this time
frame, he called me.

£or GURNEY. This is on the occasion that he talked to your
wife?

General TURNER. That he talked. Then I was going down to Spring
field and I called him back and said, “Did you call me, Jim?” And
he said:

: I wanted to apprise you that they have come in and obtained
#. Well, that is no problem. You gave these to me, and you told me.

rece

these

-

I

Now, to eliminate any complication, you call Mr. Serr and tell him that these
you gave to me, would you? And I told him I spelled it out, S-e-r-r.

“Will you call him and tell him this?” And he said, “Well, er, uh,
I don’t know. I will have to check with the attorney as to whether I
can or not,” or words to that effect.
Senator GURNEY. I take it we have cleared this up, then. The first

call with regard to Uncle Sam's investigations concerning these gun
transactions was made by you to the superintendent. You did initiate
the phone call to ask what was going on?
eneral TURNER. Yes; I have mentioned this in several phone calls
to him. Every time I talked with him.
Senator GURNEY. According to my understanding of earlier testi
mony you stated that the superintendent first called you to advise you.
Now you are saying that you did call him to ask him about the
investigation?
General TURNER. I have mentioned the fact in previous telephone
calls. ”Is there any problem about this?” It bothered me, Senator, it
bothered me, because I had his word and I had the certificate.
Senator GURNEY. One final question here on this first phone call.
As I recollect you said it was in September 1969. Where did you
make this call from?

General TURNER. I think I made it from my home.
Senator GURNEY. I would just as soon you testify instead of the
counsel. He certainly wasn’t there when you made the phone call.
Let the witness answer on his own.

Yes, General?
General TURNER. Will you repeat your question?

Senator GURNEY. My question was, in September 1969, when you
initiated this phone call to the superintendent about the investigation

£" going on about the guns, from where did you make the phone
C

General TURNER. From my home.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
And then did you reach the superintendent at that time?
General TURNER. Yes, I called him at his home.

Senator GURNEY. And, again, would you tell us what that conversa
tion was in September 1969?
General TURNER. Substantially about the

receipts,

and I said, “Is

there any problem with these?” And he said, “No.” I called him at his
home because I knew they were checking. I wanted to be clear because
it was my understanding, as I have told you, that these were only for
the record, to clear his record.
35-359–70-9
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Senator GURNEY. What time of day was this?
General TURNER. This was at night.
Senator GURNEY. Early evening, late evening?
General TURNER. At night.
Senator GURNEY. Just at night. And he said what?
TURNER. He said, “There is no problem,” or words to that

£eral
effect.

Senator GURNEY. Now, then, Superintendent, do you recollect this
phone call in September 1969 from the general to you at your home?
Mr. CoNLISK. I recall a telephone £ General Turner to me
at my home.
Senator GURNEY. And the facts and circumstances as he relates them

are substantially what the conversation was about?
Mr. CoNLISK. The conversation was about the destruction of the

signed receipts.
Senator GURNEY. In this first conversation in September 1969, he
initiated the request to you to destroy the receipts?
Mr. CoNLISK. That is correct, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. And, General, in your recollection of the conversa

tion, was there any discussion about destroying receipts?
General TURNER. As I said, I don't recall the conversation about the
destruction of the receipts, Senator. I don't recall. If I did, I would
tell you. He gave me no indication that there was anything wrong with
it.

Senator GURNEY. There was another telephone call between you and

the superintendent, and this, as I understand it, was 2 or 3 weeks later.
As nearly as I can determine here, there was a call from the super
intendent to your wife. You were not in. Your wife told you about the
phone call, and then later you made it from a pay station.
Did you initiate any other phone call to the superintendent of po
lice subsequent to your September 1969 phone call and this one we are
talking about involving a pay station 2 or 3 weeks later?
General TURNER. No, sir. When I called him in the first part of

September, and then he called me back and I was not in, I called him
back and I have not had conversation since with him.

Senator GURNEY. Wait a minute. You say he called you back and
talked to your wife. You initiated, then, a phone call to him?
General TURNER. I did, sir.
Senator GURNEY. When was that?

General TURNER. This was on the pay telephone in Springfield. It
was the same day, within a couple of hours.
Senator GURNEY. But you knew before you went into the pay sta
tion that he had called you because your wife told you.
General TURNER. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. Did you initiate any other phone call be
tween September 1969 and the pay station telephone call to the
superintendent?
-

General TURNER. Not that I recall.

Senator GURNEY. Superintendent, now let us go back to this pay
station business again.
As I understand your testimony, you were returning a call that
General Turner had initiated to you?
Mr. CoNLISK. That is correct.
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£ this point Senator Mundt withdrew from the '# room.)
nator GURNEY. When was that made in this time sequence?
Mr. CoNLISK. The date I don’t know, but it was subsequent to my

conversation with him when he called my home, subsequent to that
time.

Senator GURNEY. Would you say it was within a day or 2 of the pay
station call.
l

Mr. CoNLISK. No, I would say it was more like 10 days to 2 weeks
ater.

Senator GURNEY. Ten £ys to 2 weeks later than the September
1969 phone call to your home?
Mr. CoNLISK. Right.
Senator GURNEY. My question was how much prior in date was it to
the pay station telephone sequence of calls?
'' CoNLISK. I must have misunderstood you, Senator. I thought
you were talking about the pay station telephone call.
Senator GURNEY. My question was to you: Did the General initiate
a call to you which prompted you to return his call? You talked to
his wife and then he called you from a pay station?
-

Mr. CoNLISK. Right.
Senator GURNEY. When was that call from General Turner?

Mr. CoNLISK. About 10 days to 2 weeks subsequent to the telephone
call to my home. You see, this latter occasion, the pay station telephone
call, was in my office.
Senator GURNEY. Yes. Was the call from General Turner made on

that same day that you returned his call and talked to his wife?
Mr. CoNLISK. Yes, sir; the same day, within a matter of hours.

Senator GURNEY. Now, then, General, do you recall initiating any

such phone call to the superintendent on that day that he called you
and talked to your wife?
General TURNER. I did not initiate a call on the day he called me.
Senator GURNEY. So here we have another direct conflict in

testimony.

As I understand, the testimony is that the superintendent said that
he talked to your wife in this phone call in answer to a call which
initiated from you that same day, and your testimony is that you made
no such call to him.

General TURNER. I did not, sir.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman?

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.

Senator PERCY. General Turner, taking into account your oath in
which you have solemnly promised to tell the truth and the whole
truth, do you now deny that at any time you asked Superintendent
Conlisk to destroy the receipts?
General TURNER. Sir, I have tried to answer that three times. I do

not recall telling him to destroy the receipts.
Senator PERCY. Do you deny that you ever said that to him ?

General TURNER. If I don't recall, sir, I cannot deny it, nor can I
confirm it.

Senator PERCY. Superintendent Conlisk, you mentioned two tele
phone calls, and that General Turner had asked you to order these
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receipts destroyed. You have given your sworn testimony that with
out any doubt this request was made, and there are no ifs, ands or buts
in your mind about it.

an you recall ever mentioning after the receipt of these calls to
anyone else in your department, or anyone, that you had received such
a call and that the request had been made of you?
TESTIMONY OF JAMES B CONLISK—Resumed

Mr. CoNLISK. Yes. I mentioned it to my executive assistant.
Senator PERCY. And he would be prepared to testify that you men
tioned it. How soon after the receipt of the telephone call?
Mr. CoNLISK. Well, the next day, because I received the call at my
Ome.

Senator PERCY. So this was fresh in your memory?
Mr. CoNLISK. Yes.

Senator PERCY. And there would be no reason for you to tell some
one in your department of such a call unless it had taken place?

Mr. CoNLISK. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. So that we now have further corroboration that the

call, the request, was made and substantiated well preceding this
particular hearing.
Mr. CoNLISK. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could expand a little bit, superin

tendent, on the conversations that apparently took place regarding
your using General Turner as a consultant.
There seems to be some confusion as to how he could be a consultant

if he were a member and on active duty in the armed services.
Could you expand a little bit on that explaining as close as you can,
the way the conversation happened to come up, and what you had in
mind that he might do as a consultant to the Chicago police?
Mr. CONLISK. Yes. General Turner as the Provost Marshal General

of the U.S. Army is, in effect, the chief police officer of the U.S. Army.

Besides this, he had a great measure of experience in military
police operations, including organizational structures and things of
this nature.

The Chicago Police Department is constantly striving to improve its
operations, to make for the most effective and efficient department
that we can.

-

And, as a consequence of this, we have, from time to time, employed
consultants who have experience, and, as a matter of fact, the Inter
national Association of Chiefs of Police is currently involved in a
survey of the department, at the conclusion of which they will make
recommendations for improvements.

It was with this thought in mind, and the fact that General Turner
said on an occasion in which we had a conversation that he was think

ing about retiring from the Army.
At this time, I suggested to him the possibility—I asked him what
was he going to do £ he retired, and he told me he was going into
the consulting business. So at this time I asked him about the feasibil
ity of his conducting a survey of our detective operations because of
his vast experience, because of his great knowledge of the matters
relating to criminal investigation.
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General Turner indicated at this time he would be very much in
terested in conducting such a survey and making recommendations.
Senator PERCY. So it was a time to be in the future?
Mr. CoNLISK. Yes.
Senator PERCY. It was an intention to become a consultant?

Mr. CoNLISK. That is correct; yes.
Senator PERCY. And you, feeling that he had an expertise upon
which the Chicago police could draw, discussed with him the possi
bility that at some time in the future when he relinquished his post
aS

£" Marshal of the Army he would become available for that

purpose

Mr. CoNLISK. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator PERCY. Does counsel wish to have any other question put on
that particular point?
The question seemed to be quite germane as to whether this then
clearly indicated that General Turner was available in a private capac
ity at that time, as a gun dealer or whatever it may be, a consultant.
Mr. Bon NER. General Turner has testified categorically that this
conversation took place on November 14 of 1968 when he was in fact
a civilian and was dressed as a civilian.

I would like to know when, in Chief Conlisk's best recollection, this
conversation took place.

Senator PERCY. Will the Superintendent respond to the question? I
will be happy to repeat it.
Mr. CoNLISK. It might well have been on November 14 that we had
this conversation which related to General Turner becoming a con
sultant to the Chicago Police Department.
However, I was not aware of the fact at that time that General
Turner was no longer a member of the U.S. Army.
Senator PERCY. £ you very much.
General Turner, I would like to put another question to you that I
have put before.
Do you feel that it is a conflict of interest for a person on active
duty in a responsible position and a responsible command such as you

had, to be an active gun dealer, dealing commercially in guns, while
at the same time representing the Army in official capacities in your
various responsibilities?
TESTIMONY OF MA.J. GEN. CARL C, TURNER-Resumed

General TURNER. Carl C. Turner, this was his hobby, not the Provost

Marshal General of the Army's hobby. This was my hobby. And I did
not consider any conflict of interest. As a matter of fact, any hobby
that you have is not tied to the position that you hold.
I have been in this long before I was the Provost Marshal General,

or even in the Military Police Corps. As I have stated, I have been

doing this as a hobby for 25 years or so.
Senator PERCY. You persist in calling this a hobby. Possibly in your
mind it is a hobby. But so far as the Internal Revenue Service is con
cerned, it is a business.
Do you think it is proper for you, while actively serving in a com
mand post, where you would have access to guns, where you could
make representations to such persons as Superintendent Conlisk, to be
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£ing
in the business of buying and selling guns while on active
duty?
Čeral TURNER. This was a hobby with me. As I told you, I was a
gunsmith. This was a hobby to me, and it has always been.
I have studied guns, and I consider it no conflict of interest because
I would go months without ever having or being related to one, other
than working on one in the basement.
Senator PERCY. Did you at any time discuss with any members of
the Chicago Police Department the need for the Army to have guns for
training purposes, or the need for guns to be used in museums?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge. I never even brought it up,
because I assumed he had given these to me. I did not bring it up.
Senator PERCY. Do you categorically deny that at any time you ever
discussed guns to be used for the purpose of Army training or for
museum purposes?
General TURNER. I do not recall ever bringing that up.
BoNNER. Excuse me, Senator. Do you mean in Chicago or any

l'

place?
Senator PERCY. Pardon?

Mr. BoNNER. Do you mean in Chicago or any place?
Senator PERCY. With the Chicago police; we are dealing with the
Chicago police.
General TURNER. Because these were not the type of guns used by
the Army for training.
Senator PERCY. Do you think that if you were a normal hobbyist,
as a gun collector, that you could have come in to the Chicago police
and carried out suitcases full of guns and boxes crated up full of
guns, if you had not been and represented yourself to be a general
in the Army of the United States and used d' position of influence
to gain access to those weapons?
Can any gun collector in your 25 years of experience walk into the
Chicago Police Department or any other police department and have
access to guns of that quantity and size by merely signing a receipt?
General TURNER. If he had told me they had to be for the Army
rather than “This is the way we clear our records,” I would have
said, “Turn them over to Fort Sheridan out here.” I would not have
touched them.

Mr. BoNNER. Would you turn that question around and ask the
superintendent whether in fact the Chicago police have ever given
guns to the Army in the last 25 years?
Senator PERCY. May I ask this question of the superintendent: Is
it your normal practice when gun collectors as hobbyists come in to

ask for guns, for you to turn them over to them, either singly or in
large quantities?
Mr. CoNLISK. It is not the practice of the Chicago Police Department.
Senator PERCY. In your mind, did you turn them over in this
particular case not to a hobbyist, but to a general of the Army who
certified to you that they were for training and museum purposes?
Mr. CoNLISK. I turned them over to General Turner for the pur
poses of the U.S. Army.
Senator PERCY. Do you think, General Turner, if you were an or
dinary civilian, that you could have had access to these guns, or did
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you presume in your mind that you were using some influence to
obtain these guns

General TURNER. Would you repeat that? I didn't quite get that.
Senator PERCY. In your own mind, would you today assume, just

as you might have assumed then, that it was really the position that
you occupied, the auspices under which you came, that caused the
Chicago Police Department to turn these over to you rather than
just a routine request from a routine hobbyist who wanted guns for
a collection?

General TURNER. These were turned over to me on friendship. We
had been together under the greatest stress, and we became very close
friends, and I admire him. We worked together day and night. And
these, to me, were turned over on the basis of friendship and not the
Provost Marshal General of the Army.
Senator PERCY. Did you sell some of the guns given to you by the
Chicago police?
General TURNER. That has been established, sir.

Senator PERCY. Did you file income tax returns when those income
tax returns were due for the profit made on those sales?
General TURNER. And that was—I sold those this year, as I recall,
and I have not rendered my tax return this year.

Senator PERCY. I would merely like to say, Mr. Chairman, what I
said before in a situation when suddenly these hearings were sched
uled, 5-year income tax returns were filed in an amended form, and
it appears to me that the general was either incredibly naive about
the nature of the business in which he was engaging, or there was
an evasion of taxes.

In this situation that we have had before us this morning, I would
say when we have diametrically opposed testimony from two men
in prominent positions of
we have either an incredible
case of perjury at the highest levels, or we have a case of an incredibly
convenient lapse of memory at particular times when it best serves

£

General Turner's purpose.

I am deeply distressed at the nature of the testimony we have had
this morning.

I just wish that it were possible for him to be more certain about
telephone calls of a material nature to this whole inquiry, and his in
ability or unwillingness to flatly deny that he held such conversations.
I think we will just have to let the facts judge for themselves.
Senator GURNEY. General, I would like to refer to these phone calls
one more time.

First of all, there is a lot of confusion up here about these phone
calls. We thought it was one and then we find out it was two. You
did describe and so did the superintendent describe, what each of
your versions was in response to my questions about the earlier phone
call in September, the one that went ' you to him, and your home
to his home.

Regardless of who initiated the second phone call, where your wife
was involved and you went to the pay station, what is your recollection
of the conversation about that phone call with the superintendent?
What was that all about? How did that differ from the first one?

General TURNER. I returned his call, as I stated, and he said, “I
wanted to inform you that the ATU have taken the records that we
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have on the guns that you took.” And I said, “Well, this is no prob
lem. You gave them to me.” And I said, “Then to clear this up, will
you call Mr. Serr and tell him that you gave them to me?”
Then he said, “Well, I will have to—”, and I said, “You know you
gave those to me, didn’t you?” And he said, “Well, uh, I will have to
consult my attorney,” or “the attorney,” whichever one.
That is the crux of it.

Senator GURNEY. Now, superintendent, and I am not talking about
who called who, but I am trying to get to the phone call the second
time.

Would you give your testimony as to what your recollection about
what this phone call was about?

Mr. CoNLISK. As I recall, on the first occasion that General Turner
called I informed him about the Internal Revenue Service. On the
second occasion was when he asked me to call Mr. Serr of the Internal

Revenue Service, I guess.
Senator GURNEY. And his request that you call Mr. Serr, was really
the new meat of the matter in the secoond phone conversation?
Mr. CoNLISK. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.

Senator RIBICOFF. The reporter is now ready to read the transcript
of the testimony.

Please read slowly enough so that Superintendent Conlisk can un
derstand what is being said as well as General Turner.

(The telephone conversation is as follows:)
(The reporter read from his notes as follows the testimony given
over the telephone by Lt. Paul Duellman, Chicago Police Department:)
TESTIMONY OF LT. PAUL DUELLMAN-Resumed

“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. My name is Lt. Paul Duellman.

“What they want written in the record, I believe, is this: That we
have found 12 inventories listing property that contain the following
certificate attached to each individual inventory: I now quote the
certificate that is attached.

“‘Evidence and recovered property section inventory number’—it
was 12 different inventories, one on each of the 12 individual certifi
cates.

“It says: “To inventory records on April 11, 1968, with the authoriza
tion and in the presence of Superintendent James B. Conlisk, Jr., and
Central Service Director Joseph P. Hurley, the following listed items
of property was turned over to'—immediately below that—‘General
Turner, U.S. Army, representative Chief of Staff, Headquarters Task
Force III, Chicago, Ill.”
“Below that is the word ‘item’, and it describes the individual
weapon, listing the make, caliber, type of pistol or revolver and serial
number on each of the 12 inventories.
S
that it lists turnover location,

“Below

room 705, 1121 South State

treet.

“The next line says, “turnover date, April 11, 1968.”

“The next line says ‘turnover witness. It bears the actual signature
‘Lt. Paul Duellman.”
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“The next line says “Commanding officer, evidence and recovered
property section.’
“That is the end.

“Mr. ADIERMAN. I am going to ask you a question and then you will
answer and the stenographer will take it down.

“You testified previously that you had only given him guns on four

:* Is that correct, and do you wish to change your testimony
nOW

“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Since we have rechecked our records we

have found 12 inventories that date back to a turnover of weapons
on or about the 11th of April of 1968 to Major General Turner. This
indicates that there were five turnovers of weapons rather than the
four that originally were noted.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Now I am going to ask you a question that the coun

sel for the general proposed. The question that the counsel for the gen
eral has proposed is: May we ask where and from whom the language
contained on the receipt was obtained, and when it was obtained?
“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The wording of this certificate that is

attached to each of the manifests was originated and dictated by
me based upon the information presented to me by Major General
Turner.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Now I will ask you another question, or a state
ment, rather: You were placed under oath at the time that you testified
before the committee. Is that correct, and your statements now would

they have the same force and effect and are they true as though you
were testifying before the committee in the hearing room?
“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The answer is yes, sir.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Lieutenant, could you supply to the committee
a record of the inventory numbers and t'. gun numbers or serial num
bers on the guns that were supplied to General Turner on April 11?
“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. Yes, sir, I shall.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. One more
Did you, on the occasion of
April 11, supply these guns to General Turner with the understand ing
that they were for his own personal use?
“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. The answer is no, sir.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you instructed by Superintendent Conlisk

&#

to turn over these guns to General Turner and that they were going
to be used by General Turner for his own personal use?
“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. I received no such instructions or directions

from the superintendent of police.
“Mr. ADLERMAN. What instructions did the superintendent of police
ive vou?

"'nant DUELLMAN. That I

was to permit General Turner to
make selections of weapons or items which might be of use to the U.S.
Armv.

#. ADLERMAN. Is there any other statement you wish to make for
the record?

“Lieutenant DUELLMAN. No, sir.

“Mr. ADLERMAN. Thank you very much, Lieutenant.”
Senator RIBIcoFF. Superintendent Conlisk, having heard the testi
mony over the telephone of Lieutenant Duellman, is your memory or
recollection refreshed as to the date of April 11, 1968?
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES B. CONLISK, JR.—Resumed

Mr. CoNLISK. No, sir; it is not.
Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t recall?
Mr. CONLISK. I don't recall at all.

Senator RIBICOFF. You don't recall that April 11, 1968, conversa
tion at all?

Mr. CoNLISK. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you at any time, April 11, 1968, or any time
subsequent thereto, ever indicate to General Turner that he was going
to get these weapons for his own personal use, or that General Turner

had told you that they were for his own personal use as a hobbyist?
Mr. CoNLISK. No, sir. Our only conversations related to the accept
ance by General Turner of these weapons for the purposes of the U.S.
Army.

£ator RIBICOFF.

In other words, at all times the turnover of the

guns were to General Turner in his official capacity as a provost mar
shal to be used for U.S. Army purposes?
Mr. CONLISK. That is correct.

Senator MUNDT. Have you had other experiences, Superintendent
Conlisk, where you have turned weapons over to the U.S. Army?
Mr. CoNLISK. No, sir; there have been no other weapons turned

over to the U.S. Army in my recollection of 23 years on the police
department.

Senator MUNDT. Have they been turned over to any other authority?
Mr. CoNLISK. There are weapons which are turned over to other
agencies of the U.S. Government for evidentiary purposes, in cases in
which the Government has a case to prosecute.
Senator MUNDT. Anybody else?
Mr. CONLISK. No, sir.

Senator MUNDT. So in your experience as superintendent of police—
how far does that go back?

Mr. CoNLISK. Two years August 1.
Senator MUNDT. This is the only instance where you have had the
problem or the opportunity, if you will, concerning weapons not
needed by the police department being turned over to an agency of
Government 2

Mr. CoNLISK. We have never done it; no, sir.

Senator MUNDT. The lieutenant, apparently, concocted the state
ment or devised it himself. He didn't have any precedent to go by.
Mr. CONLISK. That is correct.

Senator MUNDT. So it was to protect the property of the police.
We had some testimony somewhere along the line or some allusion
to Illinois law pertaining to these guns.
Do you know anything about that?
Mr. CoNLISK. Illinois law provides that weapons which are con
fiscated by the police department, that come into the hands of the police
department—I will put it that way because some weapons are volun
tarily turned in—may be either used by the police department for
the purposes of that police department, may be turned over to the
Armed Forces of the United States, or returned to the rightful owner
that is the first one—or destroyed, and the manner of destruction by
our department is melting in an open hearth steel mill.
-
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Mr. BonRER. The statute says this can be done in the discretion of
the court, not in the discretion of the Chicago Police Department. That
is what the statute says, “shall in the discretion of the trial court be
destroyed, preserved as county property, delivered to the Armed Forces
of the United States,” and so on.

I asked the question to Lieutenant Duellman as to whether or not
there was in fact a court order in this case allowing a transfer to any
body, and the answer apparently is no.
I would also like to know, if I might, Mr. Chairman, and it is not
really clear to me, as to whether or not the superintendent agrees that
Lieutenant Duellman created this language for the receipt or whether
perhaps it was supplied to Lieutenant Duellman by the superintendent
or by counsel of some sort.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you like to answer that?
Mr. CoNLISK. Yes, sir. The construction of the language was the
construction evolved by Lieutenant Duellman.
Senator RIBICOFF. As the custodian whose responsibility it was?
Mr. CoNLISK. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. BoNNER. With no assistance from anyone else, sir? With no
assistance from anyone else?

Mr. CoNLISK. To the best of my knowledge, he had no assistance
from anyone else. I do not know.
Senator RIBICOFF. I had asked Lieutenant Duellman that question,

I think, probably before the stenographer was taking it down, where
he had gotten the language, and he told me he had devised it himself.
General Turner, again I want to read very carefully the legend on
the format.

My signature hereon acknowledges that I received all the inventory items
listed on this manifest, and that all of said property will be retained by the
U.S. Army for training purposes.
Destruction of all such items will be made by the U.S. Army at such time that
they have completed their usefulness as training aids.

When you signed that manifest four times, actually, you knew
that that statement was false?

TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER—Resumed

General TURNER. I signed that, sir, because the first time I said,
“No,” and I repeat, “No, these are not for the Army.”

He said: “Then go up and see the superintendent. This is the certif
icate that I have to have.”

Then is when I went up and saw the superintendent and he said:
“This is what we have to have to clear our records.”

Senator RIBICOFF. But a provost marshal—for all practical pur
poses, here you were, really, the chief of police of the U.S. Army.

Do you think it was proper for the provost marshal general of the
U.S. Army to sign a statement that was false on the face of it? .
General TURNER. This is bad judgment, because, when a man gives
me his word, his word is his bond, and that was the reason.

Senator RIBICOFF. But wouldn't that indicate a complicity between

two chiefs of police, that an error or a wrong was being committed,
that both of you agreed to the wrong?
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General TURNER. I should not have—this is hindsight. I should
have stopped and taken them up to Superintendent Conlisk.

c£"
PERCY. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question about Kansas
1ty?
You have already testified, General Turner, on the transactions in

Kansas City. But could I just ask once again for the record: When

£

you obtained guns from the Kansas City
did you ever say to
them that these were for purposes of Army training?
TURNER. No, sir; not to my knowledge. Not to my knowl

£eral

eClCre.

enator PERCY. Did you ever specifically say to them, to any mem

ber of the Kansas City Police Department, “These weapons are for
my own personal use”?

General TURNER. Yes; yes.
Senator PERCY. You s ecifically state that you said to a depart
mental member of the Kansas City Police:
These weapons that I am obtaining from you are for my personal use, for
Whatever I choose to do With them?

General TURNER. The certificate that was testified to the other day
from Kansas City states that—
the chief of police approved the release of these weapons to General Turner
because of General Turner's interest in firearms, both as a collector and a lec
turer On firearms.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel that the chief of police would have
given these '' to you if you had not been the provost marshal
general in the Army?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel that holding that post enabled you
better to get these weapons than if you had not or did not hold such
a post?
General TURNER. I don't know.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel there is a potential conflict of interest,
then, in your being a gun dealer and collector while at the same time
holding a responsible position in the Army?
General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator PERCY. You see no conflict of interest whatsoever?
General TURNER. I did not.

Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have here a number of canceled checks. I will

read you the names and the amounts. I would like you to let me know,
sir, whether they were for gun transactions.
'y 26, 1968, $550 from a William A. Albaugh III. Was that for
Cruns :

"General TURNER. Yes, sir. Antique.
Senator RIBICOFF. This may be made an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 73” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. There is one for May 17, 1968, from W. H. Bacon,
for $380. Was that for guns?

General TURNER. Would you repeat that?
Senator RIBICoEF. May 17, 1968, from W. H. Bacon for $380? Was
that for guns?
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General TURNER. Yes, sir; out of my private collection.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 74” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Under what circumstances were they sold?

General TURNER. That was at a gun show.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were they antiques?

£ TURNER. I
We

don’t know. One of them was. I recall that

istinctly.

£ £corr. Here is one dated June 11, 1968, from James J.
DiFilipantonio, for $150.
General TURNER. I don’t even recall the name.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you look at this and see if it was for guns?
General TURNER. I don’t even recall the name.

Senator RIBICOFF. If DiFilipantonio told the staff that they were
for guns, would you question him?
General TURNER. I don’t recall the name or instance.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 75” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator RIBICOFF. Here is one dated April 26, 1966, from W. H.
Bacon for $300. Would that be for guns?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 76” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Here is one for $45, September 6, 1968, from Rob

guns?

ert O. Grinnell. Would that be for
General TURNER. I don’t recall the name or the incident.

Senator RIBICOFF. Pensacola, Fla...? Mr. Grinnell lives in Winston
Salem, N.C.
General TURNER. I don’t recall the incident.
Senator RIBICOFF. If Grinnell had informed the staff that it was for a

gun, would you question that?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 77” for refer
ence, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICoEF. Here is one of September 26, 1968, from Robert E.
Kelley, for $132.45, would that be for a gun or guns?
General TURNER. I don’t recall the name Robert E. Kelley.

Senator RIBICoEF. If Mr. Kelley said it was for guns would you ques
tion that?

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 78” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the

£

Senator RIBICOFF. Here is one from William A. Albaugh, again,
21, 1968, for $250.
Seneral TURNER. That was for an antique.

s'

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 79” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator RIBICOFF. And one from Rodney Schroyer, September 24,
1968, $32.80.

General TURNER. That was on a gun trade. That was a trade.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 80” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

General TURNER. That was a rifle, I might add.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Franklin Steinko, Jr., for $30?
General TURNER. I don’t recall.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 81” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. And one from Harold Schroyer for $66.50, Sep
tember 25, 1968?
General TURNER. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that for a gun?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 82” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
General TURNER. But this does not mean profit on guns.

(At this point Senator Mundt withdrew from the hearing room.)

Senator RIBIcorF. In addition to your gun book, did you maintain a
cash receipts book or other records which would identify your de

posits, deposits such as these and others? Did you have any records
indicating what the money was for that was listed in your deposits?
General TURNER. Not specifically; no.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you carry any such books?
General TURNER. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. The amount shown on your amended return for
1968 as hobby sales is $2,400. Is the $2,400 a gross amount received
from various individuals?

General TURNER. As I told you the other day, this does not mean
all profit.
When you buy one, for instance on an antique, you may give
$240 and sell it for $250. That is $10.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any record of the gross amount you
received from the sales of guns?
General TURNER. No, sir; I do not. It was in my book.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How about your expenses in connection with the

£ of guns? Do you have an expense sheet as to what the guns cost
Oul &

General TURNER. In my book; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was that the book that was lost?

General TURNER. Yes, sir. This is a hobby, not a business, Senator.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What is your definition of a hobby that involves
a substantial sum of money? When does a hobby become a business?
General TURNER. Well, collecting cars is a hobby, but I can't work

periodically—to me

on cars. I can work on guns. When you

it was a

hobby, not a business, Senator. A hobby is a part-time thing in vour
spare time.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. No questions.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy?
Senator PERCY. No questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. The chairman regrets recessing these hearings for
a number of days, but a number of Senators on this committee will
be leaving tonight for the NATO Conference in Brussels and will not
return until a week from Wednesday.
-

As a consequence, we have no alternative but to recess these hearings
until a week from Thursday, at which time most of the members, as
I understand it, will have returned from the NATO Conference.
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Mr. BoNNER. Senator Ribicoff, I say this with all respect to the com
mittee. Mr. O'Connell and myself, being lawyers, have a little bit of a
conflict of our own. We are not only here before the legislative branch
of the Government, but we also have to be quite frequently before the
judicial branch as well. We are both scheduled for District court trials
next week.

Is there a way we can work out a schedule with your staff that would
be convenient to all of us?

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have your own matters to handle next
week?

Mr. BoNNER: When somebody in the U.S. district court for the
District of Columbia says we have to be there, we have to be there,
and when you say we have to be here, that means we have to be here.
That puts us in an unenviable position.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy, Senator Gurney says you are
going Tuesday night instead of Monday night.
Senator PERCY. I am leaving on a House plane in the morning be
cause my balance-of-payments meeting begins the next morning and
the Senate plane would be too late for me. I would have no objection,
so long as you have a quorum and have a member of the minority, to
your going ahead tomorrow.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until such day
as decided between the schedule of counsel for General Turner and
the staff.

The committee is in recess until further notice by the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 12:38 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
subject to the call of the Chair.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office

Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,
Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff,

Democrat,

Connecticut; Senator Lee Metcalf, Democrat, Montana; and Senator
Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J. Duffy,
assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the minority;
Philip R. Manuel, investigator; Carmine S. Bellino, consultant;
Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y.
Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBIcoFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senator Ribicoff.)

Senator RIBIcoFF. Colonel Kelley, do you have other associates
from the Kansas City Police Department with you?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Why don’t they all come up and be sworn to

£
and you can
or the others.

take seats together, in case there are questions

Would you raise your right hands?

-

-

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. KELLEY. I do.
Mr. WHITNEY. I do.

Mr. BISHOP. I do.
(403)

35-359–70-10
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TESTIMONY OF CLARENCE M. KELLEY, CHARLES DON BISHOP, AND
THOMAS WHITNEY

Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Kelley, you are chief of police of Kansas
City, Mo.?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And you, sir?

Mr. Bishop. Don Bishop, retired from the Kansas City Police
Department.
Senator RIBICOFF. And vour name?

Mr. WHITNEY. Thomas Whitney, Kansas City Police Department.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a prepared statement, Colonel Kelley?
Mr. KELLEY. I do not.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You are in charge of the Police Department in
Kansas City?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.

'" point Senators McClellan and Metcalf entered the hearing
I'OOIm.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you tell us what the regular procedure is,
defined by statute or policy, for the final disposition of weapons
confiscated by the Kansas City Police Department?
Mr. KELLEY. Senator, may I first read into the record an affidavit
which I made for one of the members of the staff?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Certainly.
Mr. KELLEY. This is dated October 6, 1969 (reading):

“I hereby make this statement to Mr. Philip R. Manuel, whom I
know to be an investigator for the Senate Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations in Washington, D.C.

“The contents of this statement are true to the best of my knowledge
and in making this statement, I have been in no way offered any
promise of reward, nor have any threats been made against me.
“On August 1, 1966, I authorized release to Maj. Gen. Carl
Turner, the Provost Marshal General, U.S. Army, 13 hand weap
ons, the description of which and serial numbers, where available,

were given to Mr. Philip R. Manuel, investigator for the Senate,
room 101, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. Ten such weapons

were given to General Turner on November 22, 1966. Sixty such weap
ons were released to General Turner on September 12, 1967. Four such

weapons were released to General Turner on January 16, 1968. Nine
such weapons were released to General Turner on May 7, 1968.
“These weapons had been seized by us during various investigations
and were scheduled for destruction in accordance with our established

procedures to do so after the expiration of an appropriate period. This
period is about 2 years, although there is no period established which
makes the destruction date mandatory.
“The request for these guns was made in each case to former Lt.
Col. Don Bishop, who retired from this department June 15, 1969.
On no occasion did I speak with General Turner concerning these
Wetl|OOnS.

“In making the request, Lieutenant Colonel Bishop stated that the
guns were to be

'' General Turner in connection with his duties

as Provost Marshal General of the U.S. Army. They were to be used,
according to Lieutenant Colonel Bishop, for firearms safety classes,
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for Boy Scouts, and other civic groups and for inclusion in a gun
collection maintained by General Turner. In my conversations with
Lieutenant Colonel Bishop, he told me the weapons to be included in
the collection and for the instructions were to be exclusively for the

use by military personnel and no statement was made, nor did I feel
any implied that they were to be used for General Turner's personal
use or resale. This department does not resell such weapons after
seizure and had I been informed that they were to be used for resale,
the request would have been denied.
“(Signed) CLARENCE M. KELLEY,
“Chief of Police, Kansas City, Mo.
“STATE OF MIssou RI,
“County of Jackson, ss:

“Subscribed and sworn to before me a Notary Public in and for
the county of Jackson, State of Missouri, this 6th day of October
1969.

“MARGARET F. RICHARDsoN,
“Notary Public.

“My commission expires March 25, 1972.”
This, since preparation, must be expanded to include 17 guns which
were granted to General Turner under the same conditions November
4, 1965, for a total of 113 guns.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Thank you very much.
Colonel, General Turner testified before this committee that officials

of the Kansas City Police Department knew that he was obtaining the
guns for his personal use because he told them that he was.
Was his testimony correct?

Mr. KELLEY. He did not mention the guns to me at any time on the
occasions when I talked with him.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you give him these guns for his personal use?
Mr. KELLEY. I did not.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you personally approve of the release of
these guns to Major General Turner?
Mr. KELLEY. I approved a request prepared in each case by or
through Lieutenant Colonel Bishop.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you ever meet General Turner and discuss
with him the uses to which he would put the weapons?
Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was it your understanding that the weapons
would be used by him in connection with his duties as provost marshal
general of the U.S. Army?
-

Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did Lt. Col. Don Bishop so inform you?
Mr. KELLEY. He did, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. There were five memorandums of your depart
ment which have been placed in evidence, which indicate your ap
proval for release of quantities of guns to General Turner. Four of
these five indicate that General Turner would maintain personal
possession of the guns, using them in certain civic demonstrations
and activities.

Is that your understanding of their eventual use?
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Mr. KELLEY. It was my understanding they were to be turned
over to General Turner and they were to be used for the purposes as
I outlined.

As to the method of transfer to him, I did not know at that time

how this was accomplished.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do any of the memorandums or any of your
conversations with anybody in your department indicate that these
guns were to be for the personal use of General Turner or he could in
clude these guns for resale?
Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Apparently, the real issue between General Turner
and all of those who have made guns available to him is whether they
were released to General Turner for his personal use as he claims, for
whatever way he wanted to use them, or whether they were released
to him for the purpose of trying to be of service to the country, to
accommodate t'. military and Boy Scouts and other organizations,
and so forth, to which he referred.

That has become the real crux of the issue, with respect to these
you have any authority, and would you be violating any law,

gUllmS.
Do

or any rules or regulation that governs you in the discharge of your
duties to take these confiscated weapons and give them away to some
body for resale for profit?

W.' you be authorized to do that? Would you be violating any
law, rule or regulations to do that?
Mr. KELLEY. Senator McClellan, there is no statutory provision for
the destruction or the retention or the transfer of these guns. It is upon
my approval. But I certainly feel that it would be a violation of my
moral obligations to maintain this department and to dispose of that
property which I can from time to time dispose of in such a manner
that it benefits a person personally.
So I therefore say that as a moral issue I certainly would be guided
by this and would not permit this to be done.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it would be quite unethical and im
roper for you to do it? There may not be any statute to prohibit you
rom doing it.
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir, I think it would be a violation of the moral
1SSule.

The CHAIRMAN. If such was engaged in as a practice, as General

Turner insists his operations have been, when those of you in the dis
charge of your duties confiscate weapons, if it is proper and ethical to

turn them over to an individual to make profit—I don’t think it is—
wouldn’t that practice become most reprehensible?
Mr. KELLEY. Most reprehensible because it might be reasonably
inferred that they were seized for this purpose.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me that any individual, any citizen, with
a sense of obligation and duty to his country, a sense of propriety and
ethics, would £ some conscientious scruples against
these
weapons that have been confiscated from others in the enforcement of

£

the law, getting them as a gift and taking them out and selling them to
make a profit.
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I don’t know how this can be justified. If it is good for General
Turner, it would be good for any citizen to be coming up there and
getting guns from you and taking them out and selling them. If it is
good for him, if it is proper and right, if there is nothing wrong with it,
why couldn't any citizen do it? He wouldn’t have to be in the service.
One citizen is entitled to the same consideration, I assume, as any
other.

Mr. KELLEY. I speak for myself, but I would say that I would
consider it highly reprehensible that this be done, using a position
for the accumulation of property for which profit can be made.
Certainly, I have never done it.
I did not do it in this instance and will not do it in the future.

The CHAIRMAN. That seems to be the issue here, whether you people
who are in the position of confiscating these weapons, who have the

legal custody and control of them, have been dispensing them to
General Turner so he could make a profit out of them or do whatever

he wants to do with them. That is the issue. You say you didn’t?
Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And you wouldn’t have done it, had you known
that was what he was going to do with them?
Mr. KELLEY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What kind of certificate did he sign with respect
to the use of them?

Mr. KELLEY. In some instances just his name, in some instances
he was not there and they were sent to him. I will have to refer you
to one of the other witnesses as to the procedures insofar as the transfer.
The CHAIRMAN. I read in the record where he certified that they

were for use in the military, and signed a certificate. Didn’t he sign
that kind of certificate for you?
Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this: How long have you been in
your position where you had control of these guns, where you could
dispose of them?

Mr. KELLEY. Since August 28, 1961.
The CHAIRMAN. 1961?

Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Have any other individuals, soldier, citizen, or
otherwise, ever received guns from you for their personal use as
General Turner contends he received them in this instance?

Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Metcalf.

Senator METCALF. I have only one further question. Has any other
individual ever received guns from you?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator METCALF. Who was that and for what use?

Mr. KELLEY. We have a procedure whereby we try to give usable,
workable guns to our own £ The procedure for the past year has
been to have—

Senator METCALF. Just for the past year?
Mr. KELLEY. No. It has been for some time. But the procedure for

the past year has been to have a committee consisting of three of our
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people review the request. Prior to that, individual requests were made
to me and they were on the basis of use. The guns which were turned
over in this type of procedure were workable guns which can be used
by officers or individuals.
Senator METCALF. Have you ever given guns to people for museums
or display purposes, municipalities?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir, we have.

Senator METCALF. Can you enumerate at least the variety of gifts
you have made?

Mr. KELLEY. We have given guns to various other agencies, some
for use by their personnel, such as the surrounding police departments.
We are the largest with a number of small cities around us. We have
given them to those departments.

We have given some to Federal agencies. We have given some to
Federal agencies for display purposes. But it is clearly indicated that
this is the purpose that they are to be used for.
Senator METCALF. If a chief of police of a surrounding community
in Missouri came to you and £ you for guns, you would give the
guns to him only for official purposes and not for his private use?
Mr. KELLEY. That is correct.

Senator METCALF. And your policy in getting these guns distributed

has always been to give them for public or special display purposes?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir, that is right.
Senator METCALF. Thank vou.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner?

TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN, CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY (RETIRED),

ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND EDWARD
C. O'CONNELL—Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. General Turner, you have heard the testimony
of Colonel Kelley.
Would you want to respond in any way to that, sir?

General TURNER. Colonel Kelley never gave me any guns. Colonel
Bishop did, and it was on the approval of Colonel Kelley.
I cite you as of August 1 the release of weapons to me. This is

August 1, 1966. I am quoting from the receipt.
It is respectfully recommended these weapons be released to the above-named

General Officer of the U.S. Army for his use in dismantling for parts, et cetera,
in connection with repairs to be made on other weapons which he maintains in a
gun collection.

Mr. BoNNER. Could we emphasize that, Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBICOFF. This is in the record, is that right?
Mr. BoNNER. Yes, sir. This is a receipt from the Kansas City police.

I want to repeat those words to you since I understand from Colonel
Kelley that he says no guns were turned over to the general person
ally. I want to quote this language again.
In connection with repairs to be made on other weapons which he maintains in
a gun collection.

Senator RIBICoEF. Colonel Bishop, did you give these guns to
General Turner?
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES DON BISHOP AND THOMAS WHITNEY
Resumed

Mr. BISHOP. Not all of them, sir. Some were picked up from our
property room by the general or by his representative, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you tell us the background and circum
stances under which these guns were given to General Turner?

Mr. BISHOP. With the Senator's permission, may I read my affi
davit, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.

Mr. BISHOP (reading): “This statement is made in response to the

telephone request of Mr. Philip Manuel, who has identified himself as
an investigator for the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
U.S. Senate, Washington. D.C.
“I first met Major General Carl Turner at a convention of the

International Association of Chiefs of Police in Louisville Ky. in
1965. At that time General Turner was provost marshal general
of the U.S. Army.

“At various times subsequent to our first meeting, General Turner
talked to me about the possibility of obtaining weapons from the
Kansas City, Mo. Police Department, which the police department
had confiscated during the normal course of duty and had scheduled
for destruction.

“In making these requests for weapons, General Turner stated to

me that he would use these weapons in his lectures on firearms safety
to Boy Scouts and other civic groups. General Turner also stated
that some of the requested weapons were to be rebuilt and that some

of the weapons were to be used as sources of parts to rebuild other
weapons he had collected, all of which weapons I understood were
to be donated to the Military Police Museum at Fort Gordon, Ga.

General Turner also stated that he was a firearms hobbyist and
enjoyed working on weapons in his basement.
“My recommendations to Chief Clarence M. Kelley, that General
Turner be favorably considered to receive weapons were based upon
General Turner's statements to me that such weapons were going to
be used by him to conduct lectures on firearms safety to civic groups
and to present his collection of such weapons to the Military Police
Museum at Fort Gordon, Ga.

“The contents of the foregoing statement are true to the best of
my knowledge and in making this statement I have been offered no
reward or been threatened in any manner.
“Signed: CHARLEs DoN BISHOP.
“Subscribed and sworn to before me a notary public, in and for
the county of Jackson, State of Missouri, this 21st day of October
1969.

“HENRY G. EAGER,
Notary Public.

“My commission expires July 29, 1972.”
The CHAIRMAN: What is this? He was collecting weapons to present
to the Military Police Museum at Fort Gordon, Ga?
Mr. BISHOP. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. He represented that is why he was collecting the
weapons?

Mr. BISHOP. He was using the weapons in his demonstrations and
lectures, Senator McClellan, and when he completed that he was
making this presentation to the Military Police Museum at Fort
Gordon.
The CHAIRMAN. The ultimate destination of them was this museum?

Mr. BISHOP. That is my understanding of it, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you whether you would have made the

request and secured the approval from Colonel Kelley for the dispen
sation of these weapons to É'i Turner had you known or had you
believed or had any information or reason to

},elieve

that he would

have resold them for a profit for himself?

Mr. BISHOP. I would not have made such a request, sir. If the
general had stated that to me, I would have advised the chief of
police of such a request. However, I would not have recommended
they be released to anyone for that particular purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. Why wouldn’t you? Isn’t it all right to give a
general weapons to go out and resell them and make a profit? Isn’t
that all right?

Mr. BISHOP. No, sir; I don’t think a general would be entitled to do
that anymore than anyone else would be.
The

£

You don’t think so?

Mr. BISHOP. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Then you didn’t do it for that purpose?
Mr. BISHOP. Not at all, sir, only for the purposes I have stated, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you really believe at the time you recom
mended it that the ultimate destination of these guns after they were

repaired, and so forth, and after they were £ for demonstration
purposes, the ultimate destiny of them would be this museum?
Mr. BISHOP. That was my belief, sir. That was my understanding
of it at the time the transaction occurred, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever recommended to your superiors

that any of the guns that you had confiscated or had available be
released to any individual or any organization or association for
resale and profit?
Mr. BISHOP. Never, sir. I do not recall of ever making such a recom
mendation at all.

Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Whitney, on September 12, 1967,
there is a receipt here which I believe you prepared. Have you a
copy of that?
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you explain that receipt to us and the
circumstances for the 60 guns, where those guns went?

Mr. WHITNEY. This receipt was made out by me after a request
was made for a large amount of handguns to be used—rather, to be
given to General Turner and to be used in a military police museum,
and after I selected or picked out these guns, rather than having the
man that picked them up, sign individual property slips on which
each one o: these guns was listed separately, I made out this receipt
and had him sign for the total amount of 60 guns, attached to which
is a list of the guns.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. That receipt indicates that it was signed—I
can’t make out the name of the man signing it—Thomas F.—I
can’t make out the last name.

Mr. WHITNEY. I believe it is Thomas R. Taylor.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Thomas R. Taylor?
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. That was Thomas R. Taylor personally or was
it the CID?

Mr. WHITNEY. Thomas R. Taylor was a member of the first CID
in Washington, D.C.
Senator R1BICOFF. Was he picking these up for General Turner
and did you assume this was in his official capacity with the first CID?
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. General Turner, who is Mr. Thomas R. Taylor?
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY (RE
TIRED), ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND
EDWARD C. O'CONNELL-Resumed

General TURNER. Mr. Taylor was the CID agent who gave a lec
ture at the International Association of Chiefs of Police which was

held in Kansas City in 1967.

I was informed by Colonel Bishop that they had a box of old guns
down there and that they had been throwing them over there, and
asked me if I wanted them. I said, “I have no way of carrying them
back.” I asked Mr. Taylor to drop by there and pick up that box of
old guns, which he did.

Senator RIBICoEF. But he signed it in the capacity of a CID agent
for you. Have you a copy of this receipt? Have you seen it?
eneral TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. We gave you copies of this, but we will give you
our copy to look at.
(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is part of exhibit 4.

General TURNER. Mr. Taylor signed that for me, not for the CID.
He was a member of the

£

Senator RIBIcoFF. If you look at it, didn’t he sign it 1st CID?
Doesn’t it say 1st CID on that?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Were you in charge of the 1st CID Division?
General TURNER. It was under my command.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Under your command.
I have no further questions on the Kansas City episode, but if
counsel would like to send up some questions for me to ask, I would
be glad to do so.
Mr. BoNNER. If I might do this, Mr. Chairman, at the beginning, I
will say there has been testimony here from two of these gentlemen,
or perhaps all three of them, though I am not certain I heard them

correctly, that the ultimate purpose of these guns was to be turned
over to the Army for use in a museum.

I would just want to point out to you, sir, and I would like per
mission to read from the receipts in the record, that not one of these
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receipts from the Kansas City Police Department, not one of these
receipts, supports their testimony.
In fact, the receipts contradict the testimony. On the first receipt
we talked about a moment ago, the one dated August 1, 1966, it states

in paragraph two, and I quote, and I will be as brief as possible in
quoting from these receipts,
It is respectfully recommended that these weapons be released to the above
named General Officer of the U.S. Army,

which quite obviously he was,
for his use in the dismantling for parts, et cetera, in connection with repairs to be

made on other weapons which he maintains in a gun collection.

The next receipt, also part of this record, and dated November 22,
1966, reads in paragraph one as follows:
The above-named will be a visitor in our city on Friday, November 25, 1966.

As you know, he is a collector and a “tinkerer” of old model automatic pistols, notice—
he is a tinkerer—which he repairs and uses for demonstration purposes, et cetera,

when conducting classes in firearms safety for Boy Scouts and other civic groups.

And then paragraph two, and I continue quoting,
Since it is nearing the time—

The CHAIRMAN. Is all of this in the record?

Mr. BoNNER: Yes, sir, it is. But it has never been read, Senator
McClellan.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a moment.

If all of this is in the record, under the rules there is no occasion here

for argument by counsel. The record will speak for itself. I insist that
the rules of the committee be followed.

Mr. BoNNER. Mr. Chairman, the public record does not indicate
this language. The committee has it before it but the public is not
aware of it. They are now aware of the testimony of these three gentle
men but not the words of these receipts.

In fairness to the General, these disclosures should be made public.
The CHAIRMAN. Are the receipts in the record, Mr. Chairman?

Senator RIBICOFF. The receipts are in the record and copies will
be made available to the press. I realize the seriousness of the charges
against General Turner. The press has carried this case to a great
extent. I want to extend to General Turner every possible courtesy.
Under the rules, counsel, any question that you would like me to

put to these witnesses I will do so. If you do not have them ready
Mr. O'CoNNELL. We do, sir. It is just one question.
Senator RIBIcoFF. If you have any other questions, you can sub
mit them to me.

Mr. BoNNER. Thank you, Senator Ribicoff. I am very pleased
that you will make the receipts available to the press.

Senator RIBIcoFF. May I say that all these receipts and all the
exhibits that have been introduced are available to the press. They
can see these receipts, read them, and make copies of them by
requesting them from the committee staff.

The question from counsel is asked of Col. Don Bishop: In a
recent conversation with Mr. O'Connell, who had identified himself
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over the telephone to you as General Turner's attorney, did you con
cede that the understanding with General Turner may have been so
vague that he may well have understood that the weapons were for
him personally while the police felt they were for use by the Army?
TESTIMONY OF CLARENCE M. KELLEY, CHARLES DON BISHOP, AND
THOMAS WHITNEY–Resumed

Mr. BISHOP. There was no misunderstanding on my part, sir, I
do not believe. It was quite clear that they were going to be utilized
for lectures and demonstration purposes, but ultimately would go
to the Military Police Museum, was my understanding of it all the
way

' sir, and that same would hold true.

Senator RIBIcoFF. In other words, so far as you were concerned,
your entire dealings with General Turner were on the basis of these
guns being turned over to him for official use only, not personal use.
Mr. Bishop. In his lectures and demonstrations, yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was that your understanding at all times?
Mr. BISHOP. For military
civilian use both, Senator Ribicoff.

'i

Senator RIBIcoFF. But not for his personal use or for sale?
Mr. Bishop. No, sir, absolutely not.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you convey this belief of yours to your
superior officer, Chief Kelley?
Mr. BISHOP. I did, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. If you have any more written statements
Mr. BoNNER. With regard to that statement, I believe he only
answers what his understanding was. If he would comment on was

the conversation so vague that he conceded to me in this conver
Sat1On

The CHAIRMAN. Was the conversation so vague that you think
that General Turner could have had a different understanding
about it?

That is what you want to ask?
Mr. BoNNER. That is correct, Senator. Thank you.
Mr. BISHOP. I would have to say it is possible, sir, but I don’t
believe so.

The CHAIRMAN. Why do you say it is possible?
Mr. BIsHoP. Because he talked about the lectures, the demon

strations, that he was making to Boy Scouts and other civic groups.
The CHAIRMAN. So you think maybe he misunderstood you?
Mr. BIsHoP. I don’t believe so, but there is a possibility of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you saying you handled the thing kind of
carelessly?
Mr. BISHOP. I didn’t think so at the time, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think so now?
Mr. BISHOP. I really don’t believe I did, sir, but there is a pos
sibility of a question arising there.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you again, both of you: Would you
have let these guns go to General Turner except that you believed
they were going to be dedicated to public use?
Mr. Bishop. That is the basis on which I made my recommenda
tion to Chief Kelley, Senator McClellan.
The CHAIRMAN. How about you, Chief?
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Mr. KELLEY. I would not have released them were it under any
other conditions.

Senator RIBICOFF: Sergeant Whitney, when you released these guns
to General Turner, did you ever have any conversations with General
Turner?

Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir, I did.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you give us the nature of those
conversations?

Mr. WHITNEY. Almost all the time when the general came down he
was with Colonel Bishop and his conversation to me was always, or
gave me the impression, that these guns were to be used as part of a
military museum, and then a later conversation when he got the last
group of guns in 1968 he mentioned that some of these guns were good
enough to be used by some of his people on active duty.
It was always my impression that these were for official use and use
by the military or in a military museum.
The CHAIRMAN. Was he provost marshall general at that time?
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir, he was.

£nator RIBICOFF. Have you any more questions you would like to
8.SK!

Mr. BoNNER. Senator Ribicoff, I would like to point out one thing
to you. I don’t know if it has a great amount of relevance, but for the

interest of the committee and gentlemen of the press, I am not good at
mathematics, but I have gone through your receipts; there are quite
a few of them and I have totaled them up. It may be that I made a
mathematical error.

These receipts contain the value of these guns put on them by the
Kansas City Police. They come to the total sum of $662.75.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have no further questions of the Kansas City
officials.

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman?

I have listened with some interest to the detailing of items of the
receipts. I don’t want to open that whole matter up.
But, General Turner, you have gone over those receipts. Is there
anything in the receipts that you gave to the Kansas City Police
that indicated that you were going to use these guns for

£ment
resale?

TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY (RE
TIRED), ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND
EDWARD C. O'CONNELL-Resumed

General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator METCALF. So at no time did you tell Colonel Bishop or
Colonel Kelley that you were going to cannibalize these guns and use
them for resale?

General TURNER. I didn’t say resale.
Senator METCALF. That is the point. I can see that in your enthusi
asm for the collection at Camp Gordon you identified it as your own
and you might say “my collection” or your own collection.
But what I want to know is did you ever tell the Kansas City
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Police Department that you were going to sell, some of these guns
or that you were going to use the parts for repair of other guns that
you were going to #
GENERAL TURNER. That is contained, sir, in the August 1, 1966,
memorandum.

Senator METCALF. May I have permission to have that part of
the memorandum read into the record?

Mr. BoNNER. May I read it in to you, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. You haven’t been sworn.
Senator METCALF. Let General Turner read it.

GENERAL TURNER (reading):
It is respectfully recommended that these weapons be released to the above
named General Officer of the U.S. Army for his use—shall I start over again?

Senator METCALF. You are quoting Colonel Bishop. I am asking
what you said. You are reading the receipt to Colonel Bishop. I am
what you told Colonel Bishop and what you told Colonel

£
ellev.

'ral TURNER.

I have never talked with Colonel Kelley about

this. I have talked with Colonel Bishop.

Senator METCALF. Did you tell Colonel Bishop that you were going
to use some of these guns for resale?

General TURNER. No, sir. I was going to use them for parts, can
nibalize them, lectures.

Senator METCALF. And sell the guns that you had repaired?

General TURNER. I did not say that. I didn't say I wasn’t.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you tell him they were going to this museum?
General TURNER. I beg your
The CHAIRMAN. Did you tell him they were going to this museum?

£

General TURNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You never told him that?

General TURNER. Not to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, in the course of collecting these guns,
tell him or others, that they were going to this museum?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I would think maybe you would remember that.
You said you didn't tell him that you were going to sell them. You
say you didn’t tell him that. You remember that.
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Do you remember whether you told him
they were going to the museum or not?
de: URNER. I do not recall ever telling him that they were
going to the museum.
f The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about the people you got the guns
I'Oln.

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever tell any of them that?
General TURNER. Not that I recall, no, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Colonel Bishop—you dealt with Colonel Bishop?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Colonel, he has no recollection of telling you that.
What do you want to say about it?
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES DON BISHOP AND THOMAS WHITNEY—
Resumed

Mr. BISHOP. I stand on my statement, Senator McClellan. In our

conversations we discussed the use of the weapons just as I have
stated before, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you have any way of knowing anything
about that museum down there before he told you about it?

Mr. Bishop. Yes, sir, I knew there was a museum at Fort Gordon;
SIr.
y eS,
Senator

RIBICOFF. Were you in the Provost Marshal's department

at one time?

Mr. BISHoP. I am still active in the U.S. Army research program,
sir, and I command a criminal investigation detachment.
Senator RIBICOFF. In the Provost Marshal’s office?

Mr. BISHOP. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask General Turner two or

three questions? I haven’t been able to attend the hearings, and there
is some question raised as to certifying the value of these guns.
May I ask you first on the receipts where they certified the value
someone said they totaled $662.75, the value of all the guns you let
him have.

Is that correct, do you remember?

Mr. WHITNEY. Sir, those are estimates by police officers who con
fiscated the guns, and the estimated value is put on each property
slip as to what they believe the gun would be worth.

£ CHAIRMAN. That wasn’t

an appraisal made by anyone more

competent?
r. WHITNEY. No. Sir.

The CHAIRMAN. May I then ask the General two or three questions
along this line.

General, how long have you been engaged in this collection of guns,
'' forth? How long have you been engaged

repairing, them, selling
in that business?

TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY (RE
TIRED), ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND
EDWARD C. O'CONNELL—Resumed

General TURNER. Sir, I have been a collector for over 25 years.
The CHAIRMAN. During that time how many hundreds or thousands

of guns would you say you have collected?
eneral TURNER. Sir, it is not in the hundreds of thousands.
The CHAIRMAN. Not hundreds of thousands. I said hundreds or

thousands. Give us some rough estimate.

General TURNER. Sir, I was not too active the first 20 years.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, let's take the last 5 years when you were
active. Just tell us how many guns you have collected during the past
5 years.

General TURNER. I would say 600 or 700, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 600 or 700? I think this record shows more than that.

I understood the record here shows about 700 guns. Would you say
that is about how many you have collected?
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General TURNER. I would say in that vicinity, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Around 700?

General TURNER. That would be an estimate, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. General, what would you say was the value of the
guns you collected?
General TURNER. Sir, I cannibalized many, many of these.
The CHAIRMAN. I didn’t ask you that. I know you cannibalize them.
What would you say was the value of these guns you collected? You
are an expert in this field now. You have been a collector. You know

£hing about their value. I think you sold some to museums, have
yOll
General

TURNER. No, not to museums, no, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you sold guns to other collectors?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. So you do know something about the value, I
assume. Do vou?

General TURNER. An approximate, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Give us an approximate value of these guns. How
much?

General TURNER. My collection that I maintain now
The CHAIRMAN. I didn’t ask you that. Answer the question. The
guns that you collected, and according to the record here, there are
about 700 of them, tell us what the value of those guns were. Take
into account that some you would cannibalize and so forth. Just give
us your expert opinion now as to the value of those guns.
(£ TURNER. Sir, it would be a ball park value.
The CHAIRMAN. It would be a what?

General TURNER. A ball park value.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, let's get in the ball park.
General TURNER. I would say the value would be around $4,000
or $5,000.

The CHAIRMAN. $4,000 or $5,000?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You say that is all, $4,000 or $5,000?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How many of these guns did you sell?
General TURNER. Sir, in the first day, and I am not trying to evade
ur question, Senator, I told them that I maintained a record required
'' Federal statute in my book over the entire period that I was a col
lector.

You see, today there is a collector's license. Prior to this year it was
all included in a dealer's license. That doesn’t necessarily mean I was
a dealer.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the question I asked? I would like to get
an answer to the question.
General TURNER. And I had in that book every gun that I had
ever had.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, you had a record of them.
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

' CHAIMAN.

In the course of that record, did you also keep the

Vaille

General TURNER. Yes, sir; in the book.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, what did it add up to?
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General TURNER. That is the book that I do not have, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand you do not have it. But you have
seen the book; you prepared it, you know about it. You estimated the
number of guns and the value of them. What do you say was the
value as you kept it in the book? If the book is ever found, then we
can verify it.

Mr. BoNNER. Excuse me, Senator. Do you mean the value of all of
his guns or the guns he received from the police departments?

The CHAIRMAN. Have you misunderstood my question?
General TURNER. I don’t quite understand it, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You kept a list of all the guns you col
lected; didn’t you?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. So you knew what you had collected and knew the
number, according to your book?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The book is now gone.

put the

You
Correct?

value of the guns in the book, as I understand you.

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. So you had guns you had received; a description of
them, the number of them, 'i the value of them in your book?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What did that value total?

General TURNER. Sir, I don’t know.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever total it?
General TURNER. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How many of these 600 or 700 guns have you sold
during the past 5 years?

£

General
Sir,
The CHAIRMAN. Sir?

I don’t know.

General TURNER. I could not tell you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Didn’t you keep a record of those you sold and
what you got for them?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it also in the book?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How did you arrive at your subsequent income
tax report on this matter if you lost the book?
General TURNER. As I stated the other day, sir, this was, in my
opinion, a very liberal estimate, because there are times when I would
go 4 and 5 months and never even fool with guns.
The CHAIRMAN. You would go what?
General TURNER. I said go 4 or 5 months and never even trade a
gUlil.
The CHAIRMAN. All of this subsequent income tax reporting; is
that profit from guns?
General TURNER. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What else is involved? Will you give us a break
down—is it $6,000 you reported?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give us a breakdown of it; what part is
profit from guns and what part is something else?
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General TURNER. The profit that I declared from guns was in
1964, as I recall, and I don’t have the records

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to help you supply it for the record.
I am just trying to get the value.
General, here is the situation: You say that the guns were given to

you to use as you please; to do anything you wanted with them.
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Those from whom you procured the guns, both
in Chicago and Kansas City, all contend that they did not give them
to you for that purpose. There is a definite conflict, an irreconcilable
conflict, between what you say and what they say.
In that situation you try to resolve where the truth is by the attend
ing circumstances as far as you can. I am trying to ascertain how many
of these guns did you really sell, and how much profit did you make
from them? You are the only one who knows.
General TURNER. Sir, it would only be an estimate.
The CHAIRMAN. Give us some kind of an estimate.

General TURNER. Thirty, 40, whatever it might be. I don’t know
sir. I wish I did. I wish I had my book and I could tell you exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. What became of your book?
General TURNER. Sir?

The CHAIRMAN. What became of your book?
General TURNER. Sir, I don’t know.

The CHAIRMAN. Where did you have it?
General TURNER. I kept it with me in my basement. I looked for it.
I made calls. I do not know where it is.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you discover it was missing?
General TURNER. Sir?

The CHAIRMAN. When did you discover it was missing?
General TURNER. About 4 months ago.

The CHAIRMAN. Was that after this investigation got underway?
General TURNER. I had no knowledge of the investigation at the
time I missed it.

The CHAIRMAN. You missed the book before you knew about the
investigation?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You couldn’t find it.

General TURNER. I was sure it was around. I thought I had
misplaced it.

he CHAIRMAN. I will tell you what I would like to have you do.
I would like to have you reconstruct from memory the sales of the

guns you have sold during the past 5 years, to whom you sold them,
the time as near as you can remember when you sold them, and the
price you received for them.
Reconstruct and file that for the record, please, according to your
best memory and recollection. The crux of this thing is whether they
gave you the guns to do as you please with—just “they are yours,
take them, cannibalize them, sell them, do whatever you want to

with them,” or whether they observed what I would think would be a
propriety that no individual, be he provost marshal general or any
other general or any other citizen, should be permitted to make a
personal profit out of these contraband weapons.
35–359–70–11
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If it is legitimate and that is right and they gave them to you for
that purpose, I think we ought to know. But these circumstances,

if we get the circumstances out here before us, will throw some light
on whether you are truthful or whether they are telling the truth.
I

#ld like to have this information. Will you supply it for the

recor

General TURNER. I will try to, yes, to the best of my ability.

":£amas.

I want to ask one other question and then I am

through.

In the sale of any of these weapons, did you sell any to any foreign
government?

-

General TURNER. No. sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Any agent of any foreign government, or to anyone
whom you thought, under circumstances where you thought or had
any reason to suspect, that these guns were going to a foreign govern
ment or to some revolutionary force in a foreign government?
General TURNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.

Supply that information for the record, if you will, please.
Senator RIBICOFF. Another question of counsel to your attention,

Colonel Bishop. If the guns were ultimately intended for an Army
museum, why do none of the receipts reflect this fact?
Mr. BISHOP. I believe, sir, that on a memorandum, as I recall,

each of them that I submitted to the chief for his approval, I para
phrased it and said, “Per our verbal conversation, on previous conver
sations, with regards to release of the weapons,” sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I have no further questions of the Kansas City
Police and I am going to release them, unless there is some reason
you want them here.

I want to thank the three of you gentlemen for the time you have
given this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. May I ask the General one other question?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, General, as a matter of ethics
and morality, do you think it is proper and an acceptable practice for

policemen who, in the course of their duty, have confiscated the
property of others, to make it available to an individual for personal
profit? Do you think that is proper?
General TURNER. Sir, these guns
The CHAIRMAN. I didn’t ask you that. You know all the circum
stances, and I haven’t said anything here that is outside of the evidence
in this hearing—do you think it is proper or commendable for them
to follow that course of action?

General TURNER. Sir, this is hindsight.
The CHAIRMAN. I know we have some hindsight. But I am talking
about either present sight, hindsight or future sight. Do you think it is
proper?
eneral

TURNER. In the light that it has been presented here, I

worked on these guns

The CHAIRMAN. I didn’t ask you that. I don’t care what you did
with them. You took them and made a profit out of them. Do you
think it was proper?
General TURNER. No, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you, gentlemen. You are excused.

General Turner, did you ever receive weapons from any police
department in Germany while you were stationed in Europe from May
1961 to June 1964?

General TURNER. Yes, sir. Dr. Doonze in Berlin, who I worked very
close with. He was the superintendent of police in Berlin.
Senator RIBICOFF. In West Berlin?

General TURNER. In West Berlin. They were destroying a group of
weapons and he told me to go down there and I told him I wanted some
parts. He said, “Go down there and get what you want.”
(At this
Senator McClellan withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator RIBICOFF. How many weapons did you receive from the

#

chief in West Berlin?

General TURNER. Sir, I do not recall.

Senator RIBICOFF: Were they given to you as personal property or
as property of the U.S. Army?
&' TURNER. As personal property, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What did you do with these weapons?

General TURNER. I cannibalized many of them for parts, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you sell any of them?
General TURNER. I do not recall. I do not recall. In 1962, I do not

recall whether I sold them or not. I still have some in my collection.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was it a handful? Was it five? Was it 10? Was

it 50? Was it 100? Was it 1,000? You must have a general idea of how
many.

General TURNER. To the best of my recollection, sir, it was 20 or
30 at the most.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many different times did you get guns
in West Berlin?
General TURNER. I believe twice.
Senator RIBICOFF. Twice?
General TURNER. I believe twice.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you remember whether you sold them or
not?

General TURNER. No, sir, I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever sell any of these weapons to rod
and gun clubs sponsored by the U.S. Army?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge, sir; no, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know whether you did it or not?
General TURNER. No, sir. I can neither deny nor confirm.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am at a loss to understand when you say not
to your knowledge. You would know whether you did or did not.
d' TURNER. I do not recall ever selling any to a rod and gun
club.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever bring any of these weapons back
to the United States?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How many?
General TURNER. I don’t know, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. How did you transport these weapons to the
United States?
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General TURNER. In my personal baggage and they were checked
out through Customs and I brought home all my hunting weapons
and all of my personal hunting weapons, my target weapons and all.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you pay any duty on these?
General TURNER. Sir, these were declared in my personal baggage,
which there was no duty on. I even brought back a bunch of parts
that I had stripped down.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did they come in a bag or did they come in a
trunk? How were these guns transported?

General TURNER. In a trunk with my personal baggage. I checked
each one of them out and declared each one of them through Customs.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you remember how many trunks there
were of guns?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Prior to leaving Europe in 1964, did Mrs.
Dorothy Palmer of the Weapons Registration Section, U.S. Army
Europe, actually retype the weapons registration form to show that
these weapons were your personal property?
General TURNER. I do not recall a Dorothy Palmer.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you remember a Dorothy Palmer?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. She was with the provost marshal's office in
Heidelberg.
General TURNER. That was my office, yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you remember a woman retyping your
registration statement?
General TURNER. No, sir, I do not.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you remember how many weapons were
registered on that manifest either?
General TURNER. No, sir, I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were these the weapons that you got from the
West Berlin Police Department?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Those that you brought back with you?
General TURNER. Yes, sir, some of them.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was the total amount you received from the
West German Chief of Police about 20?
di

#" TURNER. Twenty—I don’t remember, Senator.

101.

I wish I

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Could it have been in the neighborhood of 500?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Could it have been in the neighborhood of 300?
General TURNER. Well, sir, we can go down the scale but I don’t

remember how many, and I would not be telling the truth if I told
you it was in the neighborhood because I don’t know.
Senator RIBICOFF. There would be a difference between, let us

say, 20 and 100 or 20 and 200. I can understand 20 and 25.
General TURNER. I would say 20, 30, or 40. I don't remember how
many there were.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you receive an AK-47 weapon from Ser

geant Major Wooldridge in August 1967?
General TURNER. Yes, sir, and that was sent to the laboratory
and contained on that receipt. It was sent to the museum at Gordon.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Did Sergeant Major Wooldridge bring you this
weapon from Vietnam aboard General Abrams’ personal airplane?
General TURNER. Not General Abrams plane.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Johnson’s?

General TURNER. Yes, sir. He told me when we were airborne that

he had a rifle over there for the museum. When the baggage was un
loaded, it was put in my car. I found out. I said, “Get rid of this
thing,” and I took it to the office and in the early part of 1968 that
was taken to Fort Gordon and turned over. It is contained on a

receipt.
Senator RIBIcoFF. From the documents which you turned over to
the committee we find that you turned over to the Army some fully
automatic weapons. Where did you get those?
General TURNER. Sir, those—somebody would come by the office
and say, “Here is one for the museum,” and put it in there. I would
never know manv times that thev were even there. I went in the

supply room one day and I said, “Get rid of these things. Get them on
then on down to the laboratory where they belong.”
Senator RIBIcoFF. According to your documents, on July 8, 1969,
' turned over to the Army two machine guns and one sawed-off
Shotgun.

£ you

ever register these weapons with ATF as required by the

Gun Control Act?

General TURNER. Sir, these were not my personal weapons. These
were not my personal weapons. These were for the museum.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where did you get them?
General TURNER. As I told you, people would say—would drop
one by and say, “Here is one for the museum,” and } sent them on
down there. As a matter of fact, somebody came by in a car and I
said, “If he is going to Gordon, take those on down to the museum.”
Senator RIBICoEF. In July of 1969 these weapons were at your
home and you were no longer in the service. Were they turned over
# the Army subsequently, in July 1969? These weapons were at your
One.

General TURNER. One of them was a presentation, sir, and it has
a plaque on the handle, that somebody gave me in a box from 1st
CID to display in the office. When I cleaned out the office, it was
brought home. I called the CID and I said, “come and get this. I
tlin donating it to the laboratory or the museum in Gordon.”
As a matter of fact, whether it was operative or not, I don’t know.

But it had a plaque with my name on it, carved on it, and I sent it
on down there.

Senator RIBIcoFF. In accordance with the Gun Control Act, you

were supposed to register that weapon and you didn't. Is that correct?

*''eral

TURNER. That was given and it was displayed in my

Ollice.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Have you any documentation or proof that you

s'
'" a weapon from an authorized gun dealer in the United
tates
General TURNER. Would you repeat that?

Senator RIBIcoff. Have you any documentation or p" that you
bought '' from gun dealers in the United States
General TURNER. '' sir. I bought a matched pair of .38 Chiefs
-

from the Smith & Wesson factory, sir.
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Senator RIBICoEF. Do you have proof of that?
General TURNER. Yes, sir; and it was submitted to the committee.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Are they the only weapons you bought from an
authorized gun dealer?

General TURNER. No, sir. I have bought many.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have proof of that? Or is that in the book
that disappeared?
General TURNER. This is in the book, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have the canceled checks with which you
paid for these guns?
General TURNER. There is one in there that I bought a collection
worth 800-and-some-odd dollars in July 1968, as I recall. I remember
that specifically.
Senator RIBICOFF. From whom did you buy that collection?
General TURNER. I bought that in Fayetteville, N.C.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you know the name of the individual?
General TURNER. I believe a Mrs. Guy.
Senator RIBIcoFF. G-u-y?
General TURNER. G-u-y.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever receive permission from the

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Division to do business at gun shows
as required by law?
General TURNER. Received? Yes, sir.

'"

RIBIcoFF. When did you receive these and what gun

SnOWS

General TURNER. Before this year, my license, collector's license,
the Federal firearms license, was registered in Oklahoma, which is

my home. I have had this for a period of 10 or 12 years.
I said, “I am in the Army. This is a hobby with me. Where do I
register?”

e said, “Register your place of residence,” which was in Oklahoma.
Now, in 1968, I believe, if you were attending an adjoining State,
you must write in to Dallas and get permission to attend outside of
your State, which I did each time.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What was the average number of guns you
traded, sold, or swapped at each gun show?
General TURNER. It could be from one to 10.

Senator RIBICOFF. Ten would be the maximum?

General TURNER. I wouldn’t say it was maximum. You said
average. I would say one to 10.
Senator RIBICOFF. One to 10?
General TURNER. One to 10.

Senator RIBIcoFF. There wouldn’t be too many guns in the
transaction generally?
General

#'

Not necessarily.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you remember the largest number at any
gun show?
General TURNER. No, sir; I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. What was the largest dollar amount of sales at
any gun show where you sold guns that you received?
General TURNER. Sir, I would not know.
Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t know?
General TURNER. No.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. How much of your gun sales were done on a
cash basis?

General TURNER. I would say that 50 percent of it was.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any other bank account, other
than at the First National Bank in Altus, Okla.?
General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. That is your only bank account?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you had any other bank accounts in the
past 8 years?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. The only bank account you ever had was in
Altus, Okla.?

General TURNER. That is right.
Excuse me. My wife has—we have a joint account with my wife.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Where is that joint account?
General TURNER. I submitted it. It is the United Virginia Bank.
But I have never written a check on that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer this journal in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the journal is accepted in
evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 83” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. ADLERMAN. You prepared this pursuant to the subpena, this
record; is that correct, General?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

# ADLERMAN.

In preparing that, you listed every gun you could

recall!

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you list any of the guns you got from the
Chicago Police Department?
General TURNER. I did not have them at the time I prepared that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did you prepare this?
General TURNER. When '' I prepare it?
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did you prepare that book?
General TURNER. After I £ everything over and got the sub
pena for my records.
Mr. ADLERMAN. As I recall, the testimony, we subpenaed the
records. You prepared this book and submitted it to us as the record
of the guns in your possession or in the transactions you had. And it
developed that your counsel had advised you to do so just before
the hearing.
I think you prepared it a week or two before the hearing; is that
correct?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This book was prepared after you received the guns
from the Chicago Police Department.
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And after you received the guns from the Kansas
City Police Department?
eneral TURNER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That was 700 guns, approximately.
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Did you list any of those guns that you received in 1968 from the
Chicago Police Department in that book?
General TURNER. I don’t know, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You prepared the book.
General TURNER. I know it, but I did not have my other book to
tell me where the guns came from.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you look in there and see whether or not there
is a single gun in there from the Chicago Police Department?
General TURNER. I have listed the guns that are in my possession,
and I start out with a flintlock, and a Rabian flintlock, that I have

had for years.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You had one gun there from the Chicago Police
Department, is that correct?

'' TURNER.

I don’t know. I don’t know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think you testified before there was only one gun
from the Chicago Police Department.
General TURNER. You informed me of that; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Those guns were obtained by you in 1968 and you
do not have them in there.
General TURNER. These were in the book.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I understand they were in the book that was lost.

But you are reconstructing it. You put in there guns that you received
way back in 1945, 1946, and so forth.

-

eneral TURNER. These are the guns that I have now.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

General TURNER. These are the guns that I have now.
Mr. BoNNER. He prepared it from guns he physically had, Mr.
Adlerman, so he could give you the information. '. guns you are
talking about he apparently did not have and that is why he couldn’t
list them.

-

Senator METCALF. Then that list that has been prepared as a result
of the loss of the book is only an inventory of the guns that were
physically in your possession at that time?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator METCALF. And you didn’t remember or recall anything
about any of the other guns you have ever owned, handled, or had
in any transactions?
General TURNER. Sir, you don’t remember a type of a gun or a
serial number.

Senator METCALF. You might have had one unusual type of gun.
General TURNER. I might have, but I didn’t.

Senator METCALF. So all that that book is is an inventory of the
guns that were physically in your possession at the time that the
subpena was served on you?
General TURNER. That is correct.

Senator METCALF. And it doesn’t purport to talk about any
of the other guns that have been in your possession at any other time?
General TURNER. That is right, sir.
Senator METCALF. I am glad this was brought out because I mis
understood. I thought from previous testimony that you had tried
to reconstruct the missing book in answer to the subpena.
General TURNER. No, sir.
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Senator METCALF. All you did was answer and say, “I have these

guns at this time in my possession.”
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. We are now going to shift from the guns to
Augsburg and other instances.
o you want a short recess?

General TURNER. Sir, may I take a short break?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Certainly. We will recess for 5 minutes.
(Whereupon, at 11:18 a.m. a brief recess was taken.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Metcalf.)
(Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m. the subcommittee reconvened after a
brief recess.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Metcalf.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. The records Lieutenant Duellman mentioned in

his telephone conversation will be placed into the record, without
objection.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 84” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. General Turner, when did you first hear of the

investigation of the clubs within the 24th Infantry Division in Augs
burg, £
General TURNER. Would you repeat the question?
Senator RIBIcoFF. When did you first hear of the investigation of
the club system within the 24th Division in Augsburg, Germany?
General TURNER. It was in 1967, and the information I received

was that an investigation had been conducted on Sergeant Major
Wooldridge and had been closed out on a 1932, which indicated that
the allegations could not be supported or that they were unfounded.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you know any of the officers who were
assigned to the 24th Infantry Division during the period 1962 to 1967?
General TURNER. Yes, sir. I knew the commanding general. They
had two or three commanding generals.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You knew all the commanding generals?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you know General Cunningham?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

•

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you know any of the enlisted men during
that period?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge; no, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you know Sergeant Major Wooldridge? . .
General TURNER. If I met him, I did not remember meeting him.

Sir, may I make a statement on this, not a prepared statement?
Senator RIBICoEF. Certainlv.

General TURNER. I would like to, and I want to, give you a résumé

of this which I think you may want. I am prepared to accept the
testimony that has been presented by the military police officers, even
though some of it was new to me and appears to have been taken out
of context. But I am prepared to accept it.

The considerations which led me to certain decisions are known

only to me. They were my decisions. And it was not my practice that
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my motivations or purposes during my period of service now under
inquiry be made known to my subordinates.
delegated authority to my deputy, to my executive officer, to my
chiefs of divisions and to my commanders to act in my absence, and on

matters that fall within the responsibility of the Provost Marshal
General’s Office.

They made decisions daily that I was not personally aware of. By
this I do not intend to convey the idea that I did not have the re
sponsibility for these decisions.

I accept that responsibility, then and now, because authority can
be delegated but responsibility cannot and lies with the commander
or the chief of that service or agency.
Let me say on the outset that while the matter before this com

mittee has reached a degress of national significance and importance, it
was only one of literally thousands of matters concerning which I was

called upon to render a decision during my time as the Provost
Marshal General.

Many of these decisions not under discussion here related to matters
of substantial significance and related directly to our defense posture
and internal security of our Nation.
And also, about this time I made this decision, I made another

decision which attracted national significance at Culpeper, Va.,
when I denied admittance to the Nazis who endeavored to desecrate

our national cemetery by the burial of George Lincoln Rockwell.
I made a decision that day, too, and I applied my best judgment.
The public approval of my decision at the Culpeper National Cemetery

is not likely to be accorded newspaper recitation of my testimony
here today. Nonetheless, the decision at Culpeper and in the Wool
dridge case were prompted by the same determination to deal in
justice and equity.
I do not intend to convey the impression that I then or now was
unconcerned about allegations of impropriety or illegality in any
aspect of the Army structure.

} merely wish to assert that during the period in question my mind
was occupied by a wide range of problems, and the matter now before
us does not assume the proportions of significance that it charac
terizes now.

Until Sergeant Major Wooldridge was appointed Sergeant Major of
the Army, I do not recall ever having met him. If I did, I do not recall
it.

The appointment of an enlisted man to the unprecedented high

£ was of major Army significance. I assumed his selection fol
owed a careful and thorough screening process. He had a top secret
clearance, as I recall. I assumed that his record was without a shadow

#Oubt.
i. blemish,

and that his integrity had been established beyond a

Accordingly, I was prepared to give him every benefit and support
£
on his

which he was
to by this position. He had a picture
wall from the President of the United States in his office.

When he was received at any post, he visited the commanding
eneral in his office, and there was no reason to believe that his screen

£ not been completely down to the nth degree when they select
e

-
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When I learned of his name in connection with an alleged effort to

smuggle liquor into Hawaii, I made prompt inquiry to the customs
officials and found that the matter

£ been closed and that a

fine in

excess of $500 had been paid by Wooldridge and two other sergeants.
I conducted a brief inquiry and was satisfied that Wooldridge was
not to blame for not declaring the liquor, and had paid a share of the
fine in order to get the matter resolved without embarrassment to
General Abrams whose plane he was on.
I asked that publicity not be given to the incident in order to avoid
pointless embarrassment to the Army. The fine had been paid and
the matter closed before I every learned of it.
There is no reason to believe that publicity would have resulted in

any case. Since I am well aware that gossip and suggestions of scandal
are frequently attached to the successful competitor of selection of
this high office. I was not alarmed by rumors that Wooldridge may have
been #. ed of misconduct in other assignments.
In the £ summer of 1967, I was told that Fort Benning had opened
a case and that a Fort Benning sergeant had requested air transporta
tion for liquor to be sent to Washington, D.C., for Wooldridge.
I was
lest the Army sergeant major be smeared on
unsupported accusations of another man. I was confident, based on a
combination of my confidence in Wooldridge's preselection screening
and my aversion to witch-hunting, that my decision was just and that

£

it served the best interests of the Army.

A few months later in 1967, I was briefed on the Augsburg investiga
tion. I learned that the file contained numerous allegations concerning
Wooldridge and other enlisted men. I was also advised that the investi

gation had been open and under investigation for over 3 years, and
that it had been closed out in April on a 1932 by that commander as
unfounded.

There was insufficient evidence to support the allegations.
And I did not take issue with the judgment of that senior com
mander who closed it out on a 1932.

H. was on the ground.

He had

access to the complete investigation.
By closing it out on a 1932 it was obvious that he decided that
the allegations were not supported, and I could not disagree with his
judgment.
# the best of my recollection, no new evidence against Wooldridge
was made known to me during the remaining year before my
retirement.

On each of the three instances wherein Wooldridge's behavior was

in question, I provided the Chief of Staff with a briefing of the facts
BS £ them. And I said earlier while I am not prepared to dispute
the recitation of allegations embraced in the testimony of the Military
Police officers who have appeared before you, I do not agree with some
of their conclusions concerning my motivation.

Specifically I wish to tell you that my decisions, no matter how they
appear to my subordinates, were not calculated to protect Wooldridge
or any other individual.
I do not wish evidence of wrongdoing suppressed or distorted. And
I did not intend to whitewash or conceal meaningful evidence of
criminality.
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Gentlemen, over a period of years I have been required in the dis
charge of my military duties to make decisions, arrive at many judg
ments, and frequently the rightness or the wrongness of these decisions

were determined only by the events that followed.
There is no yardstick that can be applied to a problem which insures
correctness of decision. These decisions must be based on an assessment

of facts and circumstances within a specific time frame. The right ones
go largely uncounted, and the wrong ones can attract a great deal of
attention.

I have gone through an appraisal of my judgments and decisions in
this matter during the past few weeks. I have endeavored to identify
those circumstances and considerations which made more difficult

the appropriate decision in these matters.
I have concluded that a combination of two factors was involved.

First, the absence of a centrally controlled direction of investigations
through the Army which I proposed, as you know, and has been
adopted, denied me timely access to information which would have
assisted me in reaching a decision; and, two, I had full confidence in
the effectiveness of the preselection screening of the Sergeant Major of
the Army candidates.
These factors, coupled with my version of fishing expeditions,
witch-hunting and baseless gossip and suspicion led to my decisions.
Having spent all of my £ years in the service, and part of my
childhood, '' have devoted my entire effort to the enhancement of
the glorious tradition of the Army, and I would not tarnish that image
unless I was reasonably sure that there were facts to warrant such
action, and being well aware that gossip, capricious and malicious
allegations do great damage to a person, #. family and to the Army,
I acted in such a manner as to insure that there would be adequate
facts present rather than personal jealousy before a person's character
was destroyed.
And whether you know it or not, you can take 10 letters and mail
them at 10 different cities at a different time to a man who is sus

£ or not a friend

of someone, alleging impropriety, infidelity,
omosexuality, and you can destroy that man and he will never

know it.

It is rather a cruel coincidence, gentlemen, that centralized control
and direction of Army criminal investigations that I first proposed in
1965 because I knew the weaknesses and recognized those weaknesses
in decentralization—I submitted the entire plan and organization and
vigorously advocated during my tenure as the provost marshal has
just recently been accomplished.
I met with massive resistance in my advocacy of centralization.
However, even though it was approved prior to my retirement in
October 1968, it was only implemented as a reality on September 30,
1969.

Sir, my greatest ambition is to walk into a 10-cent store and buy a
pencil without an eraser and have the ability to use that pencil in my
decisions.

Thank you, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Have you finished your formal statement,
General?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Had you met Sergeant Major Wooldridge during
your stay in Germany? Did you know him at all?
General TURNER. Not as Sergeant Major Wooldridge. As I say, I
may have met him.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you recall Mr. Wooldridge whatever his
capacity was?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you know Lieutenant Colonel Pruett and
Colonel Shoultz?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did they work with you?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How do you appraise their abilities and their
integrity?

General TURNER. I personally selected both of them.
Senator RIBIcoFF. So you had confidence in these two gentlemen?
General TURNER. I do.

Senator RIBIGoFF. Will you tell us, then, why you refused a request
of your top aides, and

£

Colonel Pruett and Colonel

were your
$h'.

top aides, were they not,

General TURNER. One was my executive, Colonel Shoultz, and
Colonel Pruett was the commanding officer of the 1st CID.
Senator RIBICOFF: Why did you refuse their request to open a
thorough investigation into the activities of Sergeant Major ''
ridge, after you had been informed, one, that he had a criminal record;

two, that he attempted to smuggle liquor from Vietnam to the United
States; three that he had been involved in an investigation of criminal
activities in Augsburg, Germany; and, four, that he had been involved

in an investigation of criminal activities involving the same personnel
, Ga.?
This is what I can’t understand. You had confidence in these two

and the same method of operation at Fort Ben

men. They were the top members of your staff. They made the
request to d'. They weren’t capricious men. They were thoughtful,
experienced men.

When they made that request to you, you turned them down.
Why?

Čneral TURNER. All before the Hawaiian case was prior to his
assignment at the Pentagon. As I told you, I do not have the authority
to £ an investigation. I reported it to the Chief of Staff and we
discussed this.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you mean with General Johnson?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you refer the request from Colonel Pruett
and Colonel Shoultz to General Johnson?
General TURNER. I went over and briefed him and stated that the

coin box back in 1943, that he had been apprehended for taking
some coins, I believe in England, in 1943, and £ he was 19 or
20, and also on the Augsburg investigation, they briefed me on that,

I apprised the Chief of Staff that, as I recall, there was some prosti,
tution, coin manipulation, receiving a $1,000 jackpot. But that had
been closed out as unfounded and there was no new evidence pertaining
to that.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. In other words, you briefed General Johnson
on the criminal record, the liquor smuggling, the criminal activities
at Augsburg and the criminal activities at Fort Benning, Ga., and
General Johnson told you to forget it?

General TURNER. No, sir. He said, “Stay on it. Keep me posted.
Check it out.”

I did, and I never heard one other thing or any new evidence.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you personally conduct these investigations?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF: Whom did you check it out with? Did you
check it out with either Pruett or Shoultz?
General TURNER. I didn’t check it out with them because when

they briefed me we discussed these matters. There was no new evidence
that had come up that I had been apprised of. As a matter of fact,
the way this started at Fort Benning was that either I received a call
or was apprised of the fact that an investigation was being conducted
at Fort

£

-

I either called a Colonel Blackledge or he called me, I don’t re
member which. He said, “We have an allegation against the Sergeant
Major of the Army, Sergeant Wooldridge.”
I said, “What is the allegation?” And I believe he said that this

information came from one person of dubious veracity who alleged
that 15 cases of liquor had been shipped to Sergeant Major
Wooldridge.

I said, “Fine. Do you have the facts? Do you have Emerson’s five
friends? Who, what, when, where and how?”
And he said, “No.”

I said, “Then get them before you start interrogating. What was
the plane number? Who

£ it?

When was it delivered? Who

received it?”

And he could not support me with that.
I said, “You must be cautious about circulating unfounded allega
tions and unsupported allegations throughout the Army against
someone, because it can do irreparable damage.”
Senator RIBIcoFF. I am still at a loss to understand, General,

that your two trusted men, your right-hand men, Colonel Pruett and
Colonel Shoultz, asked to open a thorough investigation. You talked
to General Johnson, your superior. He told you to look into it.
General TURNER. That is right.

Senator RIBIcoFF. But you still turned your two top men down
who wanted this investigation.

General TURNER. Sir, the investigation was being conducted at
Fort Benning. It was still open. And the investigation was continuing
at Fort Benning. They opened the investigation, and you don’t start
another investigation on top of another investigation.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you make the Augsburg file available to
them? They asked for it.
General TURNER. To whom?

Senator RIBIcoFF. To Pruett and Shoultz at Fort Benning? To
Colonel Blackledge?

General TURNER. If he requested it, the OPMG should have the
piece of paper upon which he requested it. There are specific directions
on how you request a case file.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you hear the testimony of Colonel Pruett?
General TURNER. I did not, but I read it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you present at the time Colonel Pruett
testified?

General TURNER. Would you speak a little louder?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I said did you hear the testimony of Colonel
Pruett?

General TURNER. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You read the testimony of Colonel Pruett?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I call your attention to a statement he made, I
think page 282 of the transcript. I will give you the gist of it.
Pruett stated that Turner ordered no action on the Fort Benning until Turner
told General Johnson.

Is that correct?

General TURNER. I did tell General Johnson.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you later tell Pruett that you had informed
General Johnson?
General TURNER. I don’t recall whether I did or not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you order the sanitizing of the Benning record

to remove Wooldridge's name from the Benning record?
General TURNER. What do you mean by sanitizing?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Taking his name out of the record.
General TURNER. Sanitizing can mean separate the wheat from the
chaff, the facts from the allegation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let us get down to facts. Did you order the
taking of Wooldridge's name out of that file?
General TURNER. I told him that I was aware of the fact that he

was the subject of this investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You are not answering the question.

General TURNER. Wait until I get through.
That he was the subject of this

it' that if they could not

support the allegations his name should not be the subject of this
investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you tell them to take Wooldridge's name out
of that investigation?

General TURNER. If I told him to, I said, “If you can’t support
the allegations, his name should not be the subject of that investi
gation.”
Senator

METCALF. Mr. Chairman, he refuses to answer the question.

Did you ask that Wooldridge's name be taken out of the file? You
can answer that yes or no. Now, don’t make a speech.
General TURNER. I am not making a speech, Senator.
Senator METCALF. You have made a lot of speeches this morning.
Can you say you did or you did not?
General TURNER. If the allegations weren’t substantiated, yes.
Senator METCALF. You asked that his name be taken out of the
file?

General TURNER. As the subject; yes, sir.

Mr. AdLERMAN. Did you know that Pruett recommended a full
investigation or recommended that Wooldridge be retired?
General TURNER. Retired?
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Pruett tell you that he advised that a full
investigation be made of Wooldridge or, in the alternative that he be
advised to retire?

General TURNER. I do not recall any such conversation, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You do not recall?

General TURNER. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you feel that Colonel Pruett is a truthful man?
General TURNER. Yes, I do.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Having so testified, would you deny that you had
this conversation with him?

General TURNER. I deny that I ever heard such a conversation.
I do not recall. This was 2% years-2 years ago, sir; and I cannot
recall my exact language. But I do not—this is not up to him. It is up
to the Chief of Staff of the Army. I am only a staff officer.
Senator RIBIcoFF. According to testimony of Warrant Officer

Reis Kash—do you know Reis Kash?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. How did vou know him?
General TURNER. I selected Reis Kash.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How is his ability?
General TURNER. He has great ability.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Is he a trusted assistant in your office?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. He was asked to analyze the Augsburg file
when it arrived in your office on October 2, 1967.
Were you aware that an analysis had been made by Mr. Kash?
General TURNER. I was briefed on that; yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. They told you that serious allegations against
Sgt. Maj. Wooldridge had been made and it was given to Colonel
Pruett who then presented it to you. Is that correct?
General TURNER. Yes, sir. He briefed me on it.
Senator RIBIcoFF. So you agree with their testimony about the

Augsburg file and the relationship of Kash and Pruett to yourself?
eneral TURNER. I was aware of the contents of the Augsburg
file although I had never seen it. Aware on what they briefed me on.
Senator RIBICOFF. I offer this for the record for identification, and

ask you whether you had seen this analysis given to you. This will
not be made part of the record. There are allegations in here that

should not be included at this point.
(Document handed to the witness.)
Senator R1BICOFF. Do you recall seeing that?

General TURNER. I recall being briefed on it, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you think that is serious enough
General TURNER. Excuse me, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF (Continuing). To have a full investigation?
Mr. BoNNER. He has not seen the letter on the top. We are re

lating to the document under the letter. The letter is dated September
15, 1969. This is the first time we have seen it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you seen that?
General TURNER. Not the cover letter. But I am familiar with the

analysis of the Augsburg investigation that was closed out by that
commander as unfounded; yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Did that leave any unanswered questions that
required further investigation?
General TURNER. That is a matter of opinion. If it has been closed
out as unfounded, there is no reason to question the fact that they
were still prevalent.

Senator RIBIcoff. But they were telling you right along that it was

w'

file. They were calling
to your attention additional analysis and additional information. This
was of a very serious nature. You were the man with the complete
a coverup throughout the entire

responsibility.
ou were told by your trusted, right-hand men, who you, yourself,

say are capable, whose ability you respect. Yet you didn’t let them
make the analysis or the investigation.
(At this point Senator McClellan entered the hearing room.)
General TURNER. I was the staff officer on the Department of
Army Staff. Any irregularities or deficiency that came to my attention
I reported to the commander of that man. I so reported these to the
Chief of Staff of the Army.

Senator RIBIcoFF. In the analysis made by Mr. Kash, the first
paragraph is significant and reads as follows:
The Augsburg case is concerned with the theft of NCO Club funds, services,

food, drink, equipment. The personnel involved are largely senior NCOs in the
club system, and Sergeants Major. The MO and the personnel involved are the
same as those of the current investigation at Fort Benning, Ga.

Do you recall that paragraph?
General TURNER. Not in that detail, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Does this refresh your recollection?
General TURNER. You see, this Augsburg investigation was re
ceived sometime later.

Senator RIBIcoFF. That is right, but you were now involved in the
Fort Benning incident where your top investigators were calling to
your attention that the same personnel, the same methods, were in
volved in Augsburg and involved in Benning, indicating a conspiracy
that needed investigation. Yet you did nothing with it. You sat on it.
General TURNER. I did do something with it. I did not sit on it:
I went to the Chief of Staff and we discussed it. This has been closed
out as unfounded.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Are you sure, now, you told General Johnson
about the Augsburg file?
General TURNER. I discussed it with him. The telephones in

England, the Augsburg, and the Benning. As a matter of fact, when
they came up to interrogate him, I told him that they were comin
'' # interrogate him on some allegations from Benning on the NC
Ul

Senator RIBICOFF. I believe we will have to call General Johnson

because General Johnson in a conference with the staff, General
Turner, has told the staff that you never told him anything about the
Augsburg file.
'' TURNER. I did sir. I discussed it. I said, Sergeant Major
Wooldridge was investigated and it started back in the early 1960's,
and specifically about a $1,000 fixed jackpot.
We discussed them generally. But I did state these were closed out
as unfounded and unsupported by that commander.
35-359-70-12
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Senator RIBIcoFF. So you discussed fully the Augsburg file and the
criminal allegations, and the liquor—you discussed all of these things
with General Johnson and you did nothing about it because General
Johnson told you not to?
General TURNER. He did not tell me not to. I said, “The investi

gation continues at Benning. I will keep you apprised of any further
information that comes up.”
As I stated, no new evidence was ever reported to me since then

and prior to my retirement.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to read into the record part of Mr.

Beard's testimony.
He stated:
The investigation of the club system of the 24th Infantry was closed at a meeting

on May 10, 1967, in Frankfurt, Germany. Colonel Henry Gibson, Commander
of the 15th Military Police Brigade presided. He and others attended agreed the
case should be closed. I agreed with the decision partly because of my frustration
and partly because I doubted that punitive measures ever would be taken.
I believe that the principal consideration of those who attended the meeting
was that further investigation by me or other personnel would embarrass General
Harold Johnson, Chief of Staff of the Army, who had appointed the Sergeant
Major Wooldridge as first Sergeant Major of the Army in July 1966.
It was also considered that Major General Cunningham would be embarrassed
'by further investigation.
The primary consideration, however, was the Wooldridge situation.

Have you any comment to make on that?
General TURNER. I do not think—if he closed out on frustration,

this is no way to close an investigation out, or his assumption that
nothing

£ be taken. I cannot buy that.

Senator RIBICOFF. But do you agree with your Colonel Pruett, your
Mr. Kash and Mr. Harding that your action in ordering sanitizing of

the Fort Benning case with relation to Sergeant Major Wooldridge for
all practical purposes killed the investigation?
eneral TURNER. No, sir; I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. You are talking about two of these men. Do you
know Mr. Harding?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was he under your command?
General TURNER. No, sir. He was assigned to Fort Benning.
Senator RIBICOFF. Lieutenant Colonel Pruett and Mr.

£h you

have the highest regard and highest respect for.

General £ They worked for me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. They worked for you and you respected them,
as you said, and they were both able. Yet you disagree with them
when they say that when you sanitize a file and took out Sergeant
Major Wooldridge's name, for all practical purposes it would kill the

investigation.

General TURNER. Senator, let me clear up a point, as I stated before.
I said if the allegations cannot be substantiated, his name should not

be the subject of that investigation.
Senator RIBIcoFF. But the whole purpose of the investigation was
to substantiate it. This is the crux of this matter.

General TURNER. What would have kept them from interrogating
all the other people?
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Senator RIBICOFF. Because
had a whole history, going back
to Augsburg covering Sergeant Major Wooldridge, £ e had

been killed and buried. Now the same men show up at Fort Benning.
This is called to your attention, General, by your top investigators
who are completely frustrated.
Then you sanitize a similar incident that comes up involving the
same man at Fort Benning.

What would you think if you were a colonel or an investigator and

your general told you to forget it or sanitize or take out the name?
Wouldn’t you think it was being killed?
General TURNER. No, sir. I apprised General Johnson of these facts

as I knew them at the time. I later talked with Colonel Blackledge, a
' later, when I addressed an OSC class which was graduating at
ort Benning.

I said,

"Whatever happened

to this investigation?” and he stated,

“It could not be founded. The facts could not be founded.”

He had a top secret clearance. Why was not all of this brought up
before he got that? He couldn’t have. I relied on his screening.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you been connected with the
Provost Marshal's Office in any capacity?
General TURNER. Since 1950, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall any other case that you were
investigating where you sanitized the file?
General TURNER. No, sir.

(At this point Senator Metcalf withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Was the Wooldridge case the first case since
1950 where you sanitized the file?

General TURNER. You are putting too much emphasis on sanitizing.
Senator RIBICOFF. He raised a man's name under investigation.

General TURNER. If you cannot support the allegations. He is
sergeant major of the Army. I certainly didn’t want capricious,
malicious, unfounded facts circulating throughout the Army on a
man who represented 90 percent of our Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. The same men move on to Vietnam and you were

told by Colonel Zaice that Sergeant Major Wooldridge was involved
once again in club system irregularities in Vietnam in October 1968,
and the Vietnamese authorities asked for the Augsburg file and you
refused to make it available to the CID in Vietnam.

General TURNER. What was the date on the paper that came in
requesting this file? What was the date? What was the date it was
received and what was the date that it was answered?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you remember the dates yourself?
General TURNER. No, sir. But it is stamped on the official corre
spondence.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you deny refusing to make the Augsburg
file available to the CID authorities in Vietnam?

General TURNER. I ask you, what was the date on the paper.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We are asking you.

•

General TURNER. I was not aware of this because I was only in

the office 3 days during the month of October.
The CHAIRMAN. You were asking about the date. According to the
date in the affidavit which is in

tember or October, 1968.

£

record was sometime last Sep
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You were telephoned from the CID office in Long Binh, Vietnam,

asking if the first CID had a case on Wooldridge, explaining that his
organization was investigating matters relating to

\'

o you remember that?

General TURNER. I never received a telephone call from Vietnam,
no, sir, on this matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know Lieutenant Colonel Zaice.
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What position did he hold in March 1968?
General TURNER. He replaced Colonel Pruett as the commanding
office of the 1st CID. As to the exact date, Senator, I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. He succeeded Pruett?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This affidavit from Lieutenant Colonel Zaice,

and I have read something from it here, says, “Pruett had briefed
Zaice about the closed files on Wooldridge.”
I guess that was about the time he succeeded Pruett–
Pruett had briefed Zaice about the closed file on Wooldridge which contained

derogatory information and which had an “eyes only” label on it, and Zaice
thereafter took possession of it.

Did you know about that file on Wooldridge that had a label on
it of “eyes only”?
General TURNER. I knew there was a file in there. I don’t know

''

the “eyes only”. That was in the administration of the 1st

, Sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Zaice also stated in his affidavit that Lt. Col.

Ken Buzzell, CID officer, Long Binh, Vietnam, telephoned in Sep
tember or early October 1968 from Vietnam, asking if the 1st Č#5
had a case on Wooldridge, explaining to me—meaning to Zaice
his organization was investigating matters relating to Woold

:

ridge.”

£t was last year, September and October.
“Zaice told Buzzell”—who is Buzzell?

General TURNER. I don’t know, sir. I don't know Buzzell.

The CHAIRMAN. Zaice told Buzzell that the inquiry file was that
no case had been opened on Wooldridge. However, Zaice said he
would check into it to see if the file could be released to Buzzell
in Vietnam?

The affidavit further states, and I understand this affidavit is in the
record,
Zaice then talked this over with either Colonel Shoultz or General Turner. He
didn’t recall which. Shoultz said he had no recollection of it so it must have been
Turner to whom Zaice talked.

Did Zaice talk to you about it?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN (reading):
In any event, Zaice was told that the file could not be released to Buzzell.

Did you tell him that?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge, sir. I don’t ever remember

discussing it with Colonel Zaice.
The CHAIRMAN (reading):
Z ice subsequently, described this in a letter to Buzzell dated October 21, 1968–
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Which is in the record—
as “a political hot potato.”

General TURNER. Sir, I was not in the office except 3 days in Oc
tober 1968. The last day of that month I retired. I was gone from the
3d to the 12th. I came back on the 13th, and I went on leave on the
15th. I was in the office 3 days, sir; during the month of October.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you refuse at any time to release this file?
General TURNER. I did not.

The CHAIRMAN. Were you ever requested to release it?

General. TURNER. Not to my knowledge. The paper that they
requested it on-you see, there is a certain procedure. I don’t know
whether this was a telephone request or a written request.
The regulations prescribe that if you want a file, it must come
through authorized military channels from those commanders. This
will preclude some man coming up and saying “I want a file” on some

body. This is wrong. There is a prescribed way of doing this.
The CHAIRMAN. It never came through channels?
General TURNER. I don’t know. I was not aware of it. I have never

seen a paper on such.

The CHAIRMAN. Would it have to come to you for approval?
General TURNER. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Who else could approve it or disapprove it?
General TURNER. As I stated, I have a deputy. I have an exec.
The CHAIRMAN. That is under your command.
General TURNER. That is right.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was your deputy who could have approved
it without your knowledge or disapproved it without your knowledge?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

The CHAIRMAN. You know who they were.
General TURNER. My deputy was Colonel Shoultz and my executive
was Colonel Walsworth.

The CHAIRMAN. Did Zaice ever talk to you about this file, about
getting it released to Vietnam?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge, sir. Not to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. This may be a pretty important question here.
You say not to your knowledge. If he states positively he did, it seems
to me on a matter of this importance, where in some other instance
you had regarded it important enough to order his name sanitized
from official documents in an investigation, it seems to me that this
would be of sufficient import to you that you would recall whether
you were asked to release this file.
General TURNER. Sir, I was not in the office on the 21st.

The CHAIRMAN. I don’t care whether you were in the office or out
in the field plowing. The question is were you asked?
General TURNER. I do not recall ever being asked on that request
from Vietnam.

•

Senator RIBIcoFF. General Turner, I read from the testimony of
Colonel Pruett.
I told Colonel Buzzell that we had no case on Sergeant Major Wooldridge but
that we did have a file on him for which no case had ever been opened.

-

-

I also told him that inquiry had been conducted into Wooldridge's activity,
that I would check into the matter to determine whether it would be possible to
release the file for shipment to him in South Vietnam.
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Following my telephone conversation with Colonel Buzzell, I sought to carry
through on the matter. I talked with either Col. James E. Shoultz, the executive
officer, or with Maj. Gen. Carl Turner, the provost marshal general.

I cannot now remember which person I talked with. I asked permission to
release the Wooldridge file to Colonel Buzzell in South Vietnam. Whichever

officer I talked with, Colonel Shoultz or General Turner, told me that the file
could not be released to the CID in South Vietnam.

Sometime later I wrote to Colonel Buzzell about the hot potato.

Do you recall that conversation?
General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. So if Pruett said he had a conversation with

either Shoultz or yourself, it is your contention it wasn’t you, it was
Shoultz. Is that correct?

General TURNER. Yes, because I didn’t discuss it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Shoultz testified it wasn’t him. Do you recall
that conversation at all?

General TURNER. No, sir, I don’t. But that was why I was asking,
sir, if you will refresh my memory.
Senator RIBICOFF. It was the latter part of September 1968 that the
conversation was had with either you or Shoultz. Do you recall?
General TURNER. I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were you on a first-name basis with Sergeant.
Major Wooldridge?
eneral TURNER. No, sir. Do you mean did he call me Carl?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you call him Bill?
General TURNER. I may have. Just Sergeant Major or Bill.
Senator RIBICOFF. He might have called you General, but you called
him Bill. Were you and Wooldridge very friendly?
General TURNER. No, sir. As I told you, I would only—I would
never mingle with him socially. The only time I would ever see him
was when I would visit the Pentagon, and my office was in the Main

Navy Building. His office was at the head of the stairs where you would
run into him in the hall or at official ceremonies, and so on. That was
the extent.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Wasn’t Sergeant Major Wooldridge's picture on
your wall?
General TURNER. Yes, sir. He gave me a picture, as he gave all the
other general officers pictures of the sergeant major of the Army.
Senator R1BIcoFF. Was that on your wall?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you keep that in your office?
General TURNER. Along with about 40 more.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you write warm letters to Sergeant Major
Wooldridge?

General TURNER. The letter that you are referring to, sir, is he
stated that he was sending a Seiko watch and said, “Accept this as
a gift.” He congratulated me on being appointed U.S. Marshal.
I wrote him back and told him, “Give me the price tag. Give me the
price tag. I didn’t want it that way.”

And in levity I referred—and in levity I referred—to the Hawaiian
case where the liquor had come in and the sergeant that he had left
there had not declared it. This was purely in jest.
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Senator RIBIcorF. What I find very interesting is that, your
memory seems to be a very convenient one. You can remember in
detail what you want to remember and what may be the proper
answer, but you can’t remember in detail matters that are against
your interest.

You knew what this letter was before I even told you what the
letter was.

•

•

•

•

General TURNER. Sir, this is an assumption on your part.
Senator RIBICOFF You knew this. But when questions are asked
#. all members of the committee you are very vague. Senator
cClellan asked you questions, I asked you questions, Senator

Metcalf, Senator Percy, Senator Gurney, and Senator Mundt asked
you questions.

-

You have been very vague about so many things. Yet you knew
what was in the letter before I even asked you what the letter was.

General TURNER. Because I have a copy of the letter.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Is this the only letter you ever had with
Wooldridge?

•

General TURNER. To my knowledge. I don’t think I ever wrote
him but one letter. There may be another, but I doubt it. I don't
recall that. But I remember this letter specifically, when I said “Give
me the price.”

•

•

•

Senator RIBIcoFF. This is a letter to “Dear Bill.” You have a
copy (reading):
It was nice receiving your memorandum and also the watch you forwarded.

The only question in my mind is “how much is the check”. Now, let us stop all
this mealy mouthed stuff that you are giving me on the Seiko and send me the

bill. If you don’t, you know that you could be arrested by the United States
Marshal and that is going to be more difficult to get out of than trying to smuggle.

eight cases of liquor into the United States. Of course, that was proven to be in
error, but this arrest won’t.
Mr. Kash will do an outstanding job in taking care of General Abrams. In fact,
I breathed a sign of relief when I learned that he was assigned this duty. Kash
was my best within this field and he has many other capabilities just as efficient.
I am sure that General Abrams has recognized many of these. In fact, Kash told
me before he left that he still had the big “T” branded on his left hip. He will

probably tell you that that isn’t all that has been branded on his left hip.
Bill, it was nice hearing from you and for your information your picture is

adequately displayed in my new office as it was when I was The Provost Marshal
General. There it shall remain even though they have a new Sergeant Major of

the Army. I am after quality and I found it in you. Incidentally, last week as I
was coming out of the Pentagon, General Johnson hollered at me and we had a
short chat. It was good to see him and you know how I feel toward him. He
looked pretty chipper in that narrow brimmed hat and those civilian clothes.
In fact, I would have named him the “beaubrummel” of the Pentagon from his
£e that day. I hope to get with him in the near future and do some more
Chit chat.

Colonel Don Synnott who you knew as my Executive Officer was sworn in
two weeks ago as my Deputy. It is good to be back with him and I can enjoy
problems less
Please give

£

-

£ Abrams,

-

-

Mr. Kash and my other friends in Vietnam my

best regards.

Yet Mr. Kash, of whom you speak so highly, wanted to get away
from the CID in Washington because of the coverup in the Wooldridge
CBS6.

General TURNER. He never told me that.

-

•

-

Mr. BoNNER. Mr. Chairman, just for a moment, if I might, since
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you have allowed me to address you from time to time, you were
discussing General Turner's memory a moment ago.
I just wanted to bring something to your attention regarding your
memory. Senator McClellan was questioning General Turner a few

moments ago regarding an affidavit from Colonel Zaice and whether
or not the general had a conversation with Colonel Zaice by telephone.
He said he couldn’t recall.

I recall you stating, sir, that Colonel Shoultz testified that he
certainly didn’t.

I just want to inform you and the members of the committee that
Colonel Shoultz testified to no such thing. He said he couldn’t recall
either. That is on page 345 of the transcript.

I am quoting him: “I certainly have no recollection of his ever
talking to me concerning the file.”
It is “I certainly have no recollection,” not “I didn't.”
Senator RIB1CoFF. I read from Mr. Kash's testimony—
When we returned to Washington, General Turner directed me to determine who
the person was who informed the Customs official that Wooldridge attempted to
smuggle liquor into the United States.
General Turner showed me a memorandum from Wooldridge which identified
an Air Force Sergeant as the person Wooldridge suspected had informed on him.

So you had received other communications from Sergeant Major
Wooldridge.

General TURNER. The name when I was questioning Sergeant Major
Wooldridge, the name kept coming up and it was Sergeant Ramsey of
Fort McClellan, Ala., the name of this sergeant in the Air Force kept
coming up.

I told Mr. Kash, “Check this man out.” Wooldridge gave me a list,
as I recall.

I said, “Who else was on the plane?” He gave me a list of four or
five names in the hall and said here are the ones. The one that was

most familiar and stayed with them during this time, I told Mr. Kash
to check him out. Whether I said it as an informant, I could care less.

I wanted to know if he were involved in this in any way.
After he told me that he had checked him out and there was no file

on him, the file was insignificant, we dropped it.
Senator RIBICOFF. '' Kash, of whom you think so highly, also
testified,
I consider General Turner's request highly improper. Since I was under his
orders I went through a preliminary investigation in order to satisfy General
Turner that I had attempted to carry out his directions.

My conclusions at that time, considering General Turner's actions and con
versations with me relating to Sergeant Major Wooldridge were, one, that General
Turner's actions were unprofessional and improper; two, that General Turner
possibly was attempting to shield the Army from embarrassment and; three that

General Turner may have had some personal involvement in this incident.

Why do you think Mr. Kash would come to such a conclusion?
General TURNER. Sir, that is just his conclusion. I don’t even
drink. How could I be involved? No.

Well, the point is everybody has their opinion, but these opinions
were never expressed to me.

Senator RIBICoEF. But these were opinions by three of your most
important subordinates. These were opinions of your most important
subordinates.
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General TURNER. Not my most important subordinates. I had
no most important.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Your valued subordinates.

General TURNER. Every man I had in the office was a valuable
subordinate.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You respected these three men, Colonel Shoultz.
Lieutenant Colonel Pruett and Mr. Kash.

General TURNER. I respected them.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You respected Mr. Kash so much that you
were pleased and complimented by the fact that he was the man
who would be taking care of General Abrams.

General TURNER. That is right, as his bodyguard.
£"
RIBIcoFF. The committee will stand in

recess until 2

o'clock.

I don’t want to be unfair to you. Did you want to finish a statement
before we take a break?
General TURNER. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.

General TURNER. I want to make it abundantly clear, Senator,
that I never protected Wooldridge or any other man on an investiga
tion, and it would have been to my advantage, and I would have been

the first to report this to the Chief of Staff if I had any supported
evidence of wrongdoing, without question.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until 2
o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 2 p.m. the same day.)

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
McClellan and Ribicoff.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:23 p.m., Senator Abraham

A. Ribicoff, acting chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senator Ribicoff.)

(At this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY (RETIRED),
ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND EDWARD
C. O'CONNELL–Resumed

Senator RIBIcoFF. General Turner, do you know Colonel Henry
Tufts of the CID.

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoff. Is he a competent officer?
General TURNER. Yes, I assume he is; yes, sir. Sure.
Senator RIBIcoFF. An additional survey was made concerning a
of investigations in the file, and an analysis of the Augsburg

#"
e.

-
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On July 22, 1969, this is what Colonel Tufts says, in part:
Derogatory information concerning the club system was diluted or withheld
from the Division Command group through the efforts of the managers, custo
dians, members of the Board of Health, and the Division Sergeant Wooldridge
and later Neal.

His conclusion is:
Few of the allegations or indications of criminal activity uncovered in subject
investigations were fully investigated. Other than that concerning Joe, as related
in paragraph one, there is no record of any disciplinary action having resulted upon
the investigation. CID personnel were instructed to discontinue the investigation
on or about May 1, 1967.

Colonel Pruett in his testimony on page 286 testified that Colonel
Blackledge of Fort Benning CID had requested the Augsburg file.

Colonel Pruett testified he relayed this request to you and received
instructions the file would not be released to anyone. Colonel Pruett

testified that he informed Colonel Blackledge of General Turner's
instructions that all allegations pertaining to Sergeant Major Wool
dridge would be referred to the

&#. of the Provost Marshal General.

General Turner informed Colonel Pruett that this action was taken

on the direction of the Chief of Staff of the Army.
Did General Johnson instruct you to refuse the Fort Benning CID
Office access to the Augsburg file?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did he instruct you?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you do that on your own, then?
General TURNER. The proper way to request, as I explained this
morning, a file is to send it through command channels.

I have no knowledge that this was sent through command channels.
In other words, it would have gone from Benning to 3d Army to the
Continental Army Command to the Department of the Army. You
just don’t send out an investigation on someone just because someone
grabs the telephone and calls for it.
Senator RIBIcoFF. There was an awful lot of telephone grabbing
throughout the years here, and everyone was frustrated each time.
General TURNER. I can cast no information on that.

Senator RIBICOFF. During Colonel Pruett's testimony, in answer to
certain questions, he stated:
I was told by General Turner that he informed the Chief of Staff of the allega
tions of the Augsburg file, that he, General Turner, had been directed to conduct
the investigation himself or to handle the allegations about Sergeant Major
Wooldridge.

Did you order Colonel Pruett to call Colonel Blackledge and tell
him to sanitize the information in the case concerning Sergeant Major
Wooldridge?

General TURNER. Sir, you asked me two questions there. Will you
ask the first one?

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you order Colonel Pruett to call Colonel
Blackledge and tell him to sanitize the information in the case con
cerning Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
General TURNER. As to the word “sanitized,” I don’t recall. How

ever, I did say, as I stated this morning, that Wooldridge's name
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unless the allegations were substantiated, should not be the subject of
that investigation.
(At this point Senator Metcalf entered the hearing room.)

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did this, too, have to go through the 3d Army
to get something like this done?

ć' TURNER.

No, sir.

Senator R1BICOFF. It doesn’t. Was this done
General TURNER. That was not an order. I said it should not be

the subject of an investigation. You see, I have no control over Fort
Benning. I was a staff officer. That commanding general at Fort
Benning and that provost marshal and the 3d Army—this was their
investigation. This was decentralized.
I do not have the authority to call up anyone and tell them “you
will” or “you won't.”

Senator RIBICOFF. But you were the provost marshal of the U.S.
InV.

čeral

TURNER. I am a staff officer on the Chief of Staff's staff.

Senator RIBIcoFF. But weren’t you the boss? You were the provost
marshal of of the U.S. Army, were you not?
General TURNER. That is right. But I had no control over this
detachment down here or any other. They were decentralized, not
centralized. Decentralized.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did General Johnson have nothing to do with
this either?

General TURNER. With what?

Senator RIBIcoFF. The refusal of the Augsburg file, Did you have
the authority to give or refuse the availability of the Augsburg file to
all these investigators?

General TURNER. If they requested as they should, you can.
Senator RIBICOFF. You can or can’t?
General TURNER. You can.

Senator RIBIcoFF. But didn’t they request it? You said you can but
you didn’t.
General TURNER. Senator, this file had been closed out unfounded.

As I told you, this is 2 years since then. Ibased my decision on the facts
that were available at that time.

The decision now may appear a lot different because it had little or
no significance other than anything else at the time. This file had been
closed out by a senior commander on a 1932, and, as I stated this

morning, I assumed that Wooldridge's background had been com
pletely cleared. He took office in 1966. This was conducted for a
period of 3 years in Augsburg and was closed out as unfounded.
I was not concerned about dragging up a dead cat on anyone. I
did not want the Army blemished by some unsupported allegations
that had been closed out.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you have authority to keep Mr. Harding
from asking questions of Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
General

£

No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. If my memory serves me right, you told Mr.
Harding not to ask questions of Sergeant Major Wooldridge.

General TURNER. I didn't tell Mr. Harding anything, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. One final question: Did Colonel Pruett make
three separate recommendations to you that action be taken on the
investigation of Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
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General TURNER. Three separate recommendations? Not to my
knowledge. I received a talking paper from Colonel Pruett which I
went to the Chief of Staff on, and that was on the investigation of

Wooldridge.
One of them was the fact that he had broken into a telephone in
England, I believe, in 1943, and also that he had won a $1,000 jackpot

in Augsburg; another about 15 cases of liquor being sent to Washing
ton; and another about the fact that he had had a meeting in Georgia
with a senior officer.

I understand now, and only recently, that the 15 cases of liquor
was never delivered to Washington. Am I correct in that?
Senator RIBIcoFF. You testify. I am not answering questions about
whether you are correct or not correct.
General TURNER. I was informed of that by someone. I believe it
was here in this committee.

Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Pruett, would you please come forward?
TESTIMONY OF LT. COL. JACK PRUETT–Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel, you have been sworn. Did Colonel
Blackledge request the Augsburg file of you?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Whom did you relay your request for the Augs
burg file to?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. As I stated in my previous testimony,
Mr. Chairman, that request was made of Germany, that they for
ward the Augsburg file to the Office of the Provost Marshal General.
This was the initial request for the report from Europe.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What answer did you get?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. We received the file from Europe in
the front office at the Office of the Provost Marshal General on the
2d of October 1967.

Senator RIB1CoFF. Then what happened?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That file was then reviewed, as I

stated previously, an analysis made of the file, and a copy of this
analysis was furnished to General Turner.

Senator, RIBICOFF. After the analysis was furnished to General
Turner, what did he tell you?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That the file would remain in our

custody, sir; and would not be released to anyone prior to his discus
sion with the Chief of Staff concerning the allegations that had been
made against Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know of your own personal knowledge
whether discussion was held by General Turner and the Chief of
Staff General Johnson?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did he tell you, though, that he had discussed
this matter with General Johnson?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This came later, sir, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did he say at a later date he had talked with
General Johnson?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir; as I stated in my previous
testimony, I was informed that he had informed the Chief of Staff of
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these allegations and that he had been instructed to handle the in
vestigation of Sergeant Major Wooldridge at the Department of the
Army level, at the office there.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What is the Department level?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Well, within the Office of the Provost
Marshal General, sir.

'"

RIBIcoFF. Within the office. Weren't you part of that

Office?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Then who handled it at the office?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. As previously testified, General Turner
ran the 1st CID and I was his commander, which meant he would

handle it personally with the Chief of Staff and discuss with me what
action would be taken, that we would not refer the file to Fort Benning.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You would not refer the file to Fort Benning?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.
Senator RIBICOFF. What action then was taken?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The file was retained in our office. I

£"

several phone calls asking for the file which I would not

Irelease.

Senator RIBICOFF. Why was the Augsburg file important from an
investigative standpoint?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. In the background, from the analysis

of the file, sir; the offenses that had occurred previously in Augsburg
were very similar and the same type of offenses that were at that
time under investigation at Fort Benning.
The personnel involved, many of the same people were involved in
the Fort Benning investigation, had allegations made against them
in Europe. So there is a relationship here.
Senator RIBIcoFF. And if that investigation had been brought out
in the open, do you think it would have been possible for the same

group of men to go to Vietnam where they would engage in the same

practices they engaged in in Germany and Fort Benning?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir; I do not.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How many times did you ask General Turner
to take action, recommend action, on the
investigation?

Wooldridge

matter

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The first time that I made a recom
mendation was when we first discovered that he had a criminal

record, which at that time I did not believe that the Chief of Staff had
knowledge of or the man would not have been selected as the Sergeant
Major of the Army. That was the first occasion.
-

''. second

occasion was during August of 1966 when Wooldridge
again came to my attention in reference to the Fort Benning
investigation.
At that time, I again made a recommendation that the man was in
a very sensitive position and should be investigated or removed.
The last time, the last occasion, was the last conference or comment
that we had relative to the case as a whole, that the man be given an
opportunity
to resign
or Benning
retire from
U.S.during
Army.the
This
waspart
when
the investigation
at Fort
wasthe
closed
early
of
-

1968, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. This word “sanitized”; who used the word
“sanitized”?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, that word came from the front,
office. I believe it is General Turner's own word. I have never used

it before this investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. When the word “sanitized” was used, what did
you understand that to mean?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Well, there was further explanation.
of it, sir, that Wooldridge's name would be deleted from the case at
Fort Benning, Ga., due to the sensitivity of his position.
Senator RIBICOFF. Consequently, you had an investigation without

the principal being investigated.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. One of the principals.
Senator RIBICOFF. One of the principals being investigated.
Senator GURNEY. Colonel, were the details of the Augsburg file.
known to General Turner? I mean by that, did he realize that the

same people who were involved in the Augsburg case were also
involved in the Fort Benning case?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The original Augsburg analysis that

we made for General Turner on the file was an analysis that pertained
particularly to Sergeant Major Wooldridge. I had Mr. Kash go
through the file. I asked him to extract those allegations that were
made against Wooldridge in the Augsburg file. Later it came about,
when the Fort Benning investigation was further developed, that a
number of the same people were involved. But the initial analysis, no,
only Wooldridge.

Senator GURNEY. He was fully aware, due to the Kash analysis
of the file and memorandum on the file, of the involvement of Sergeant
Wooldridge in Augsburg and of the fact that he was also under sus

picion at Fort Benning?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. This is correct.

Senator GURNEY. General Turner also knew of the other people
involved, both in Augsburg and at Fort Benning, or some of them?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. Based on a subsequent talk
ing paper that was prepared for the general.
Senator GURNEY. One other question. We have heard testimony
here that unless you go through channels you can’t get anything.
What about that? In these

'#

investigations, if for instance, you

have an important investigation and someone wants a file, can he get
it by, say, getting in touch with your CID unit?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The system to which the general is
referring is correct. Normally, there are written communications that
are either TWX's, telegrams, and so forth. However, in many in
stances we refer to the telephone, of course.
The nature of the case itself may be such that we need the infor
mation by telephone. Otherwise, we would request certain files and
then follow up with documentation, either a letter or a TWX, a
message of some sort.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, this kind of a request was not
unusual at all?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It is not unusual to receive requests.

for information by telephone; not at all, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. And certainly in an investigation of this type.
involving the sergeant major of the Army, the top enlisted man of
the Army, it would not be unusual to bypass 3d Army or whatever

the chain of command is and ask them to file directly from the 1st
CID unit, would it?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, they may call, but by Army
Command structure they normally would notify their next major
command headquarters £ such a request was made.
It is not normal for a detachment at the lowest level to bypass all
the intermediate headquarters and go directly to the Department of

the Army. However, in this case, they felt they had sufficient reason.
to call direct to us.

Senator GURNEY. That is what I mean. It was important and it
was noteworthy and they wanted the information in a hurry.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. General, let us get back to this matter of not
going through channels. That puzzles me.
Is this the only reason why you did not furnish the Augsburg file
on Wooldridge?
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY (RE
TIRED), ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND
EDWARD C. O'CONNELL–Resumed

General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. That is the testimony you just gave.

General TURNER. The file at Augsburg had been closed out as
unfounded. Whether Colonel Pruett knows it or not, I briefed the chief
of staff and told him that there were some allegations in Europe

Senator GURNEY. I understand that. Let us take it step by step so

we can understand what we are talking about.
Your earlier testimony just a few minutes ago, was that one of the

reasons why you did not respond and furnish this file, or, to put it
another way, instructed the file not be sent, was because it did not

come through channels.
Do you now retract that testimony?
General TURNER. When I was asked about this file on Augsburg,

the only allegation against Sergeant Major Wooldridge was 15 cases
of liquor being delivered to Washington.
Senator GURNEY. I am talking about the whole Fort Benning
investigation.
General TURNER. That is what I am talking about. The only allega
tion that Colonel Blackledge told me was that it was alleged by men
of dubious veracity that they were investigating some NCO clubs
and that an allegation had been made against Sergeant Major Wool
dridge that he received 15 cases of liquor, I believe.

£,

is when I told him “Who? What? When? Where? How?”

and he knew none of it.

Senator GURNEY. However, the Augsburg file was sent for "
actually did show up in headquarters in CID and you did know wha"
the analysis was, didn't you?

iefed
General TURNER. When they gave them to me I did. They briefed.

me on it.

-
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Senator GURNEY. And you refused to let the file go down to Fort
Benning, didn't you?
General TURNER. I did.

Senator GURNEY. Why?
General TURNER. Because it had been closed out as unfounded.

Senator GURNEY. Didn’t you think there might be some possible
relation between Sergeant
Wooldridge's activities in Germany

M'

and very similar activities at Fort Benning?

General TURNER. I never received a paper to my knowledge, and I

have a copy of the memorandum sent to me, outlining any names
that were involved in the 24th Division and Fort Benning.

Senator GURNEY. Are you denying that you ever received this
memorandum done by Kash on the Augsburg file?
General TURNER. I have it now.

Senator GURNEY. You never saw it before today?
General TURNER. I was briefed on it. I do not recall having

Senator GURNEY. My question is did you ever see it before today?
General TURNER. I am trying to tell you, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. I am trying to get the answer.
General TURNER. I do not recall seeing this. I have it now, but I
was briefed on it and knew the contents, as I testified this morning.
I do not recall seeing this. I may have. I don’t know. But I knew
the contents.

Senator GURNEY. Why did you order the sanitizing of the file, then?
General TURNER. The sanitizing
Senator GURNEY. If you knew nothing about Wooldridge and knew
nothing about his involvement in
why did you order that

£

the file be closed and sanitized?

General TURNER. I did know something. I heard that they had had
an investigation for over a period of 3 ' and they had closed it out.
Senator GURNEY. Then you did know that he had been under

investigation?
General TURNER. Yes, I did.

Senator GURNEY. And yet you still sanitized the file?
General TURNER. I had not seen the file and I really didn’t know
the allegations.
Senator GURNEY. Then why did you sanitize it if you didn’t know
what was in it? You are the head police officer of the U.S. Army.
General TURNER. Which investigation are you talking about,
Senator?

Senator GURNEY. I am talking about the one we are talking about.
General TURNER. Which one are we talking about,

''

Or

Benning?

Senator GURNEY. The Benning case that

produced the Augsburg

e.

General TURNER. I said this morning, Senator

Senator GURNEY. Never mind this morning. I wasn’t here. Let us
talk about what you said right now.
General TURNER. And I want to repeat
Senator GURNEY. What you said now was that you don’t ever

recall having seen this Kash memorandum at all. That is your
testimony.
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General TURNER. No, it is not.
Senator GURNEY. Isn’t it?

General TURNER. No, it is not.
Senator GURNEY. Prior to today?

General TURNER. No, sir. I was given this in August.
Senator GURNEY. August when?
General TURNER. This year.

Senator GURNEY. Did you see it in 1967?
General TURNER. I may have, but I said I knew the contents of it.
As for this particular one

Senator GURNEY. If you knew the contents of it, then why did you
sanitize the file? These are serious charges as you well know.

General TURNER. I said sanitize. That, in my opinion, is to separate
the wheat from the chaff.

Senator GURNEY. Explain the wheat from the chaff bit.

General TURNER. The facts from the malicious allegations that
cannot be founded.

Senator GURNEY. Don’t you think that as a police officer, given the
allegations contained in this file here, plus the indication that these
men might be involved in the same things at Fort Benning, you would
be interested in finding out about it?

General TURNER. Sir, we are looking back on this on hindsight and
making an assumption.
Senator GURNEY. You had hindsight. You were looking back from
1967 to 2 or 3 or 4 years prior to that. Your hindsight had also been
freshened and brought up to date by the events that occurred at
Fort Benning.

General TURNER. Colonel Blackledge, when he visited my office,
after he had talked with me, I said, “Have you gathered the facts on

the allegation against Wooldridge?” And he said, “No, we have not.
We are still trying to work on the liquor deal.”
That is the only thing I talked with him about. He said, “We have
some other people that we are investigating.”
Senator GURNEY. Wasn't he trying at that time to gather the facts?
General TURNER. Was he trying to do what, sir?

Senator GURNEY. Wasn’t he trying to gather the facts? Isn’t that
why he asked for the file?

'i TURNER. The

liquor was not in the file in the Augsburg

CaSe

h

S'or GURNEY. But the same sergeant major was involved, was

e not?

General TURNER. Apparently, yes; there were some allegations
ainst him, yes, sir; I £d. I had not seen the files at the
time I talked with him.
Senator?

Senator GURNEY. General, let me ask you this. When did you find

out that in addition to Sergeant Major Wooldridge's involvement in
£ there were also other people involved? When did you find
at out'

-

General TURNER. I had heard that there had been a case in Europe

at the 24th Division, and that the commander—and it had been

going on for 3 years—and that the commander over there had closed
out as unfounded. That happened sometime in 1967.
35–359–70–13
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But it was just a passing remark that he had been investigated and
it was closed out.

Senator GURNEY. I have the Kash memorandum before me. It is

dated October 7, 1965. Wasn’t that about the time that you found
out about not only Wooldridge but also the involvement of other
NCO's in the 24th Infantry Division case?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. When did you?
General TURNER. I told you. The 1965 that you are talking about—
this went on for a period of 3 years, from 1965–1964. It was closed

out in 1967, in April or May of 1967. And I didn’t close it out. I
didn’t even know it was going on.

Senator GURNEY. But in 1967, at the time the Fort Benning case
arose, did you not know at that time that some of the same people
were involved in Benning as were involved over in Germany?
General TURNER. I had no names of the people that were involved

at Benning, and it is not in that analysis, the names that were in the
24th Division in Benning.

Senator GURNEY. Colonel Pruett, let me turn to you now.
Did you ever advise the general that some of the identities between
Augsburg and Benning were the same?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Not by name specifically, Senator.
However, he was informed that Sergeant Major Wooldridge and a

roup of noncommissioned officers were involved in irregularities in

urope and some of the same noncommissioned officers, at Fort
Benning were involved in an investigation, and this was in August of
1967.

At that time I did not name Bagby, Bass, Higdon, and so on. But
a group, sir. This is in the memorandum for record.
Senator GURNEY. As a matter of fact, referring to the Kash memo

randum of the Augsburg file, it says the personnel involved are largel
senior NCO's in the club system and sergeant majors, and the £,
and personnel involved are the same as those in the current investi
gation in Fort Benning, Ga.
I believe you did know, didn’t you, general, that the same set of
people were involved, even though you did not know their names?
General TURNER. No, I didn’t know the same set of people were
involved, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Then your testimony is that you never read the

memorandum which was prepared especially for you?
General TURNER. As I

£you, I don’t remember this. I remember

being briefed on it by Colonel Pruett.
Senator GURNEY. What did he say in his briefing?
General TURNER. He went down the list, apparently, because I
recognize from this what he had briefed me on. I may have received
it. I don't remember 2 years ago, Senator, over 2 years ago, each
piece of paper I received, nor any time a decision comes up in an
office with 50 men, all 50 don’t run up and ask me about it.

Senator GURNEY. Don't you think that you would have remem
bered a case involving serious criminal charges against the top non
commissioned officer of the Army?
General TURNER. I would.
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Senator GURNEY. Well, you have answered the question, then. You
would. So you did know about this memorandum?
General TURNER. I knew of the contents of this.

Senator GURNEY. All right. We have finally established that.
General TURNER. I stated that first, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Well, if you did, I didn’t hear you.
General TURNER. Excuse me.

Senator GURNEY. Why, then, did you order this file to be closed
and not available to the people who were investigating at Fort
Benning?
General TURNER. Because I went to the Chief of Staff, and I dis

cussed this with him and told him that this investigation at Augsburg
involving these had been closed out by that commander as being
unfounded.

Senator GURNEY. When did you tell General Johnson about the
Augsburg affair?
eneral TURNER. When the talking paper—well, the one I have
'' date on it—was submitted to me by Colonel Pruett and Mr.

'

BSI).

Senator GURNEY. Did you tell General Johnson at that time about
the investigation going on at Fort Benning?
General TURNER.

'' sir.

Senator GURNEY. So your testimony is that you briefed the Army
Chief of Staff, General Johnson, both on the Augsburg file and gen
erally what it showed, and at the same time you brought to his atten
tion that the NCO's involved in Augsburg were also involved in
something at Fort Benning, including Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
Is that your testimony?
General TURNER. I don’t recall exactly what I briefed him on indi

vidually on individuals, but I did tell him that Sergeant Major
Wooldridge was involved in an investigation at Augsburg in the NCO
clubs, and it was closed out as unfounded.

After Sergeant Major Wooldridge was interrogated or interviewed—
they are synonymous—by Mr. Kash and Mr. Harding, I met Sergeant
Major Wooldridge in the hall as I was coming out of £ and I said,
“You go in and brief the Chief of Staff. If you have anything to hide,
£ get in there and you tell him because I understand you denied
these.”

Senator GURNEY. When was this?

General TURNER. This was after—when they came up to interview
Wooldridge on the Benning case.
“Sergeant Major Wooldridge, you go in and brief the Chief

f'

Of Staff.”

Senator GURNEY. But this was after your conversation with the
Chief of Staff; isn’t that right?
General TURNER. No, sir; this was before the conversation with the
Chief of Staff.

Senator GURNEY. When did you have the conversation with the
Chief of Staff?

General TURNER. I had two or three.
Senator GURNEY. When was the first one?

General TURNER. One on the breaking in of the telephones in
England, when I first got that information, another time on the liquor
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coming into Hawaii, and the third time I went over and I said, “Did
you know he broke into some telephones? He had an investigation at
Augsburg and it was closed out. And now Benning. They have in
terrogated him on three allegations or two allegations, whatever it
was, from Benning.”

And he said, “Keep a close check on this.” I said, “The investiga
tion continues at Benning. I will keep you apprised if anything
develops.”
Senator GURNEY. Let us get back to the Augsburg file because that
is how we started to talk about you and your conversations with the
Chief of Staff. Is it your testimony that you advised the Chief of Staff
about this Augsburg file?
General TURNER. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. And what did he say about the file?
General TURNER. Well, he didn’t say. I told him it had been closed
out as unfounded.

Senator GURNEY. That was the end of any discussion about the file?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. All right.

Now let us go back to the other question that I asked you originally
which you then tried to slough off on the Chief of Staff.
General TURNER. Never.

Senator GURNEY. Why did you order that the file could not be
released to the Fort Benning investigators?
General TURNER. Because in my judgment that had been closed.

Senator GURNEY. Then General Johnson has nothing to do with
that?

General TURNER. I so stated a while ago that he did not.
Senator GURNEY. Well, that is not the way I heard it. But now
your statement is he had nothing to do with that?
General TURNER. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. You made this decision on your own?
General TURNER. That is right, sir.

Senator GURNEY. My question to you is: As chief police officer of
the U.S. Army, knowing as you did, of the content of the Augsburg
file because of a special briefing by your agent in whom you place great
confidence—you selected him as the one to conduct the investigation
into the liquor case and also knowing what was going on at Fort
Benning the very serious charges against Sergeant Wooldridge and these
senior NCO's—the same ones that were involved in Augsburg, the

same kind of shenanigans and monkey business—why did you order
that this file should not be sent to Fort Benning so that these investiga

tors could have the benefit of it in conducting their investigation?
General TURNER. Because the first one on the $1,000 j ackpot

had

been closed out unfounded.

The second one, that some liquor had been sent to Wooldridge, and
I said, “Get the facts.”

And the third one was the meeting. There was no additional evi
dence that was furnished to me that he had committed a wrong or
allegation, not evidence.
Senator GURNEY. Did you not also know, and you, I am sure, were
kept closely informed on what was going on at Benning, that kick
backs were involved?
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General Turner. I wasn’t conducting the investigation, sir. Benning
WaS.

Sir?

Senator GURNEY. Yes?

General TURNER. I was not conducting the investigation at
Benning. That was an independent command down there.
Senator GURNEY. But you were intensely interested in it. You
ordered the file that they wanted to be kept under lock and key,
eyes only.

It seems to me that shows an astounding interest in this particular
investigation.
General TURNER. I was no more interested in this than any other
investigation that came to my attention.
Senator GURNEY. Then why did you order this file be for eyes only?
General TURNER. I didn’t put for eyes only on it.
Senator GURNEY. Didn’t you order Colonel Pruett to put for
eyes only?
General TURNER. Not to my knowledge. I don’t take care of
administrative matters in the 1st CID.

Senator GURNEY. Didn’t you refuse to turn it over?
General TURNER. I did.

Senator GURNEY. Didn’t you order it sanitized?

General TURNER. What do you mean by sanitize? I said you
separate the wheat from the chaff, the allegations from the facts, and
if you can’t substantiate the allegations he should not be the subject
of the investigation.

That didn’t stop anybody from continuing to investigate. We have
'' a group of excuses for somebody not doing some
thing. This is—
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you one other thing. According to
Colonel Pruett's testimony, the Benning allegations included syste
come up here

matic theft through inflated prices for food and drink, kickbacks from

suppliers, larceny of club materials, equipment, services, and money.
id you know anything about any of '. things?
General TURNER. No, sir.

As you were. That he took part in parties. I was aware of this, but
this is the same thing that had been closed out in Augsburg. It had
been closed out unfounded, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean that Benning had been closed out?
They were trying to £out some information about it. That is why
they wanted the Augsburg file.

&: TURNER. W', you

talking about the Augsburg file?

Senator GURNEY. I was talking about the allegations at Fort
Benning.

-

General TURNER. The only allegations that I know at Fort Benning
was the liquor being sent here, a $1,000 jackpot, and a meeting in

Georgia, and that they were investigating the NCO club. And not
only had it been closed out, he had been cleared for selection for the
sergeant major of the Army after this had been closed out. . .
Senator GURNEY. Let me read some testimony taken earlier in
these hearings.
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On page 281 of the transcript, Lieutenant Colonel Pruett testifies:
In August 1967, Sergeant Major Wooldridge again came to my attention
officially when the allegations were made against him during an investigation

originating at Fort Benning, Ga.

I'

at that time disclosed there were widespread criminal irregulari
ties in NCO clubs at Fort Benning, Ga., which included allegations that sub

stantial quantities of liquor, food, services, and money were being made available
to a group of senior NCO's, retired military personnel and civilians at Fort
Benning and in Columbus, Ga.
It was alleged that systematic theft was being accomplished through continuing
inflation of prices on drinks and food, from kickbacks from suppliers, and through
outright larceny of club materials, equipment, services, and money.

Allegations in this investigation which pertain to Sergeant Major Wooldridge
were as follows:

And then it talks about the three you talked about, the d'
the scheme to manipulate military payment certificates and the 15
cases of liquor.

-

Then we have here, summing up, the testimony of Colonel Pruett
at that time:

I immediately reported this information to General Turner who informed me
that we would take no action until we had an opportunity to discuss this with
the Chief of Staff of the Army.

Subsequent to this, General Turner informed me that he had informed the
Chief of Staff of the Army of the allegations.

What is vour comment on that?
General TURNER. I did inform the Chief of Staff.

Senator GURNEY. I am talking about the allegations. That is what
we were talking about a short time ago.

General TURNER. About the allegations at Benning?
Senator GURNEY. That is right.

General TURNER. What do you want to know, sir?
Senator GURNEY. What I want to know is this: You continually

say that the reason you place no importance on the Augsburg file is
because it was ancient history. It had been closed. It had no

£

on Fort Benning.

Then I point out to you again and again that Sergeant Major Wool
dridge was involved in very serious charges at Fort Benning involving
the things that I have just £ and ask you why you, as
provost marshal general, the chief police officer of d'. Army, did not
consider this important enough to make this file available to these
investigators at Fort Benning, Ga.
That is what I want to know about, General Turner.

General TURNER. Because the paper they submitted to me had
three allegations in it that they wanted to interrogate Wooldridge on.
Senator GURNEY. What did Colonel Pruett tell you about what was

going on at Fort Benning, Ga?
General TURNER. I do not recall the detail in which you read.
Senator GURNEY. You don't recall anything that was going on at
Fort Benning?

General TURNER. I didn't say I didn't recall anything. I said I did
not recall the detail.

Senator GURNEY. What little thing do you recall?

General TURNER. I recall that an investigation was going on at
Benning, and they had
Senator GURNEY. Involving what?
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General TURNER. Involving Sergeant Major Wooldridge alleged to
receive 15 cases of liquor.

Senator GURNEY. I thought you testified earlier that you later,
after the 15 cases of liquor incident, heard about the rest of the

investigation.
Did you not so testify?
General TURNER. I said that I had heard an investigation had
taken place at Augsburg. I did not know the details.
Senator GURNEY. I am talking about Benning.
General TURNER. Would you state that question again?
Senator GURNEY. I said didn’t you, after hearing about 15 cases
of liquor, also later hear about some of the other things that was
going on at Fort Benning?
General TURNER. Yes. They said they were investigating the NCO

clubs down there, But to my knowledge, Wooldridge was not involved
in them. Only the liquor, the meeting in Georgia and the $1,000
jackpot in Augsburg.
Senator GURNEY. But I just read you testimony here which is
contradictory to that.
Let me turn to Colonel Pruett.

Colonel Pruett, did you advise the general that some of these
other investigations, aside from the three things that we have talked
about were going on?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir. I stand on my testimony.

Senator GURNEY. What do you say to that, General?

-

General TURNER. Then why was it not included in the paper that
he submitted to me?

Senator GURNEY. What paper?
General TURNER. The talking paper.

Senator GURNEY. Are you talking about the Augsburg file analysis?
General TURNER. Not only that, a talking paper that he gave me
to go over and talk with the Chief of Staff on.
Senator GURNEY. Let me read to you, General, paragraph No. 1
of the so-called talking paper:
The Augsburg case is concerned with the theft of NCO club funds, services,
food, drink, and equipment.

The personnel involved are largely senior NCO's in the club systems and
Sergeants Major.

General TURNER. This is not the one that I have, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Which one do you have?
General TURNER. May I read this to you?
Senator GURNEY. Certainly, but let me finish, because the testi

mony is that this was prepared for your eyes especially (reading):
The MO and the personnel involved are the same as those of the current inves

tigation at Fort Benning, Georgia.

Colonel Pruett as well as Agent Kash, in whom you place the
greatest confidence, who did this for you especially, brought to your
attention that the same people were involved in the same kind of
shenanigans and monkey business at Fort Benning as occurred in
Augsburg.
Then you ordered that the file be eyes only, closed out, not sent

down to Fort Benning. Do you deny that? Do you deny the latter?
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General TURNER. You gave three. Which is the latter?
Senator GURNEY. That you ordered that the file would not be
made available to the investigators at Fort Benning.

General TURNER. Because it had been closed out, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. But after you knew that it involved the same
people and the same sort of things, is that correct?
General TURNER. I don’t recall ever receiving another request for
it after I received this.

Senator GURNEY. That is not responsive to the question.
General TURNER. Well, that is my best answer.
Senator, we are going over something here that I made a decision
on, or somebody made a decision on, and I have the responsibility
for that decision.

I would like to reiterate that I never protected Wooldridge or any
other man, regardless of how it looks now, 2 years after. I never
protected him or anyone else from being investigated if I had the
facts to warrant such an investigation. We can go on
Senator GURNEY. Why didn’t you make the Augsburg file available
to Fort Benning, then?

General TURNER. We are going back to that. I told you this had
been closed out.

Senator GURNEY. We are going back to it because you just said
that you never covered up the Wooldridge case, you didn’t do any
thing out of line.
General TURNER. This, in my opinion, was not covering up.
This had been closed out after being investigated for 3 years, and it
was closed out as unfounded.

Senator GURNEY. Don’t you think as a police officer the same cast
of characters and the same sort of business poses a rather strange or
happy coincidence?
{' TURNER. I don’t know that I was fully aware that it was
the same cast planned.

Senator GURNEY. Read what you have. You wanted to bring that
to our attention.

General TURNER. You see, in this Augsburg thing these were
allegations, and let's distinguish that between evidence that could be
supported.
enator GURNEY. I understand. I think before we finish we will

find somebody sat on this one, too, in Augsburg, Germany. That is
why they were only allegations, because somebody didn't permit the
investigation to be made.
That is what we are talking about as far as this Benning thing is
concerned.

General TURNER. Well, I didn’t.

Mr. BoNNER. Mr. Chairman, would it be relevant to this investiga
tion to find out who investigated and cleared the sergeant major for
that position in 1966, which took place after an independent investiga
tion had already taken place about the Augsburg allegations?
The General has repeatedly testified to this committee that that is
one of the items he relied upon, that investigation which led to
Sergeant Major Wooldridge's appointment.
Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, I think it is relevant. He

obviously relied on those investigators over and above his own specially
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selected officers to make recommendations, such as Colonel Pruett
and Warrant Officer Kash. At least we should know who made that
investigation.

-

Mr. BoNNER. Mr. Chairman, it may be that the members of this

committee do not agree with the judgment the General made. Never
theless, he did have some very strong things to rely upon.
Senator METCALF. At this time I would like to have General

Turner bring out

'' after trusted members of his staff had made

recommendations to him, and written recommendations, and a sum
mary of a file before you, he relied on previous screening, and relied
on other material from people who were not on his staff, of whom he

had no knowledge, with whom he had no communication.
General TURNER. First, Senator Metcalf, every time a man comes
to me with a recommendation that doesn’t necessarily mean that I

should accept it. We have many, many recommendations which, in
my opinion, may not be best.
Senator METCALF. When my administrative assistant comes to me

I pay a good deal more attention to his recommendation than I pay
to £ ody from the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, for
example.

I should think that you would, too. These men on your staff are
your trusted counselors and advisers. You brush their suggestions
aside. Apparently, you didn’t even read one of the summaries that was
made by a trusted warrant officer, and then relied on an investigation
that didn’t have the full information, didn’t have the full knowledge,

and you just said, “Well, the previous screening was all right so he
must be

al right.”

That isn’t the way that any of us does business.
General TURNER. Senator, there have been many recommenda
tions made to me that I have not accepted and I have agreed with
the minority rather than the majority.
Would you repeat what you just said?
Senator METCALF. Maybe the committee will find out about them,
too.

General TURNER. It could.

Senator GURNEY. General, your testimony, I believe, was that
General Johnson did not tell you to do anything about this file.
Did you ever advise General Johnson what you had done about
the file: One, refusing to let it go to Benning; and, two, if we can use
that word “sanitize”, knowing what it means, did you ever tell him
about that?

General TURNER. Really, I can’t remember. If I could, I would
tell you, Senator.
In discussing this thing, we discussed whether any additional evi
-

dence had come up. I relied on his screening. I relied and I was defi

# against witch-hunting. I have seen people destroyed by witch
unting.

If my hindsight was better than my foresight, it would be better
vice versa. If my foresight was as good as my hindsight.
But I want to reiterate, Senator

-

-

Senator GURNEY. Is it your thought that your CID investigators
engage in witch-hunts? Is that what you are saying?
General TURNER. No.
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Senator GURNEY. They were the ones doing the investigating,
weren’t the ?
General URNER.

%
Not necessarily. The investigation was at
Benning.
Senator GURNEY. Do you mean the CID people were not investi
gating at Fort Benning?
General TURNER. They were. You said their investigators. They
are not mine. They belong to that command down there.
Senator GURNEY. Yes, but don’t you have a fairly high opinion of
the CID personnel? You certainly did have of this one in Washington.
You took personal command of it.
General TURNER. Well, that is a matter of opinion on personal
command.

On the important cases, I did discuss it with them.
Senator GURNEY. It is your testimony, then, that as far as these
CID investigators at Fort Benning were concerned, they were on a
witch-hunt.

# that it?

General TURNER. No, sir, I did not say that. I said I have an

aversion against witch-hunting
Senator GURNEY. What has that to do with Fort Benning?
General TURNER (continuing). And capricious allegations and when
you call a man and he says he has an allegation and doesn’t know
the who, what, when, where, how, to me it is not very good to start
out on a witch-hunt if you don’t know the basic elements to prove
something. You have to do your homework.
Senator GURNEY. I go back and ask you again: Were they witch
hunting at Fort Benning?
General TURNER. I don’t think so.

Senator GURNEY. Then why do you drag this red herring of a
witch-hunt in?

General TURNER. I said I have an aversion against witch-hunting or

capricious allegations or unsupported facts.
enator GURNEY. You say a witch-hunt was not going on. Then I
say to you why didn’t you let them have the file?
General TURNER. I didn’t because it had been closed out. Now, if

that is a bad decision 2 years from then, it is a bad decision. Every
decision I have made has not been a good decision. I have made some
good decisions, believe it or not. But in my best opinion, in my best
judgment, based upon the facts that I had at that time and in that
time frame, I made that decision.

#ator GURNEY. In spite of all the admonitions and advice of your
Staff:

General TURNER. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Metcalf.

Senator METCALF. General, you have used the term “closed out by
a 1932”. I listen to some TV programs but I don’t know what a 1932
is. Will you tell me?
General TURNER. A 1932 is a DA, a Department of the Army form
1932. It is a complaint form. When I' receive an initial complaint,
you put the allegations down on it. If these
are developed

£

and substantiated, it goes over into a report of investigation which
ends up in Fort Holabird.
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DA 1932, as we refer to it, if the allegations are not supported or are

unfounded, is closed out and stays within that

£

Senator METCALF. Who makes the decision whether a 1932 will be
closed out in the command?

General TURNER. The command that is conducting it.
Senator METCALF. The commanding general?
General TURNER. That is right.

Senator METCALF. And the commanding general made such a
decision in this case?

General TURNER. I assume that he did. It was in Europe. I don’t
know. I assume that he did.

Senator METCALF. I am not trying to trap you.
General TURNER. I know it.

Senator METCALF. You testified that it was closed out with a 1932.
General TURNER. But my whole point is I don’t want to mislead

'' saying the commanding general acts on every one of these 1932's.
0.

Senator METCALF. Who acts on them if the commanding general
doesn’t?

General TURNER. The provost marshal for the commanding general.
Senator METCALF. He is not under your command?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator METCALF. Is he under your supervision at all?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator METCALF. You haven’t anything in the chain of command
to do with a provost marshal in a combat division?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator METCALF. How many times do you remember you have gone
through and “sanitized” files?

General TURNER. This is the only time, to my knowledge. I don't
like the word “sanitized” because it is a colloquial expression having
many meanings.
Senator METCALF. Let us say how many times have you gone through
files of people who are under investigation and deleted the name of a
person who is accused?
General TURNER. I have never deleted a name.

£r METCALF. How many times have you directed someone else
to do it?
General TURNER. Senator Metcalf, I said if they cannot support
these allegations, his name should be

-

-

Senator METCALF. OK. How many times have you made a decision

that allegations cannot be supported and directed that names be
deleted?

General TURNER. This. This is the only time it was ever proposed
to me.

Senator METCALF. The only time you ever made a decision. How
many files do you think come before you every year?

General TURNER. In my capacity as provost marshal general?
Senator METCALF. Yes.

General TURNER. I would say a minimum of five or 10.
Senator METCALF. Five or 10?

General TURNER. Yes; out in the commands there are 2,000 or
3,000 a month.
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Senator METCALF. And the only one you remember is this one on

Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
General TURNER. That is right.
Senator METCALF. You assumed that the screening on Sergeant

Major Wooldridge was adequate, and so forth. Was part of that

£a and convicted of a crime before

screening that he had been
he was made sergeant major?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator METCALF. Was that part of the screening?
General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator METCALF. So that was part of the record and you thought
this was just the minor peccadillo of a young soldier. And then subse
quent to that came this Hawaiian episode, is that right?
General TURNER. No; after that—well, as you were; yes.
Senator METCALF. But subsequently there was the Hawaiian inci
dent where he was convicted or
guilty or at least was fined

£d

for a violation of customs regulations.

General TURNER. That is right.
Senator METCALF. Did you think that was, too, a minor peccadillo,
-

that the second time around he ought to be excused?
General TURNER. Excuse me.

Senator METCALF. Go ahead.

General TURNER. Sergeant Major Wooldridge was not the one who
did not declare the liquor, Senator.
fi

£ator METCALF.

He was part. He was one of those who was

neC1.

General TURNER. The man who was left there, the sergeant who
was left there to process all the stuff through customs—Sergeant
Major Wooldridge and Sergeant Ramsey had already gone to the
hotel and they testified that they left him there to process this through
Customs.

When this man did not, they called Sergeant Major Wooldridge
from the hotel and said, “Come back out here.” He came back out
there and stated that he was left there to process this through customs.

Senator METCALF. I congratulate you on your memory of this inci
dent. But he was fined. He was one of the party.
General TURNER. He was one that paid in excess of $500.

Senator METCALF. And subsequently, then, we come up to these
cases where we have a repetition of the same sort of thing, as brought
up by Senator Gurney, at Fort Benning as at Augsburg.
Now, here is a pattern that appears, reported to you by Colonel
Pruett, reported to you by Warrant Officer Kash, and you disregard
it and refuse to let other investigators in the CID work out a further
investigation on the basis of the pattern in the file that you had.
General TURNER. He was cleared from this in Augsburg.

Senator METCALF. I understand somebody at a command level said
the complaint, the 1932, as you call it, was not warranted as far as
the investigation was concerned.

Today, General, would you make that same decision?
General TURNER. Sir, if I knew then what I know today, and if the

allegations are true that have been published in the paper, there would
have been no question in my mind I would have opened it.
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Senator METCALF. Your failure in October 1967 to follow through
on a case where a pattern had been developed over the years has
developed into a national scandal as far as these people are concerned,
and you could have prevented it back there in October 1967.
General TURNER. We can look back now and see the pattern,
Senator, but the point is when I was in Europe I did not know he was
being investigated.

You see, I left there in May 1964. I did not know he was being
investigated at the 24th Division. And I didn’t know that he was
being investigated in Vietnam. You see, these are decentralized into
commands.

To refresh your memory on why I remember the liquor case in

Hawaii, General Abrams' aide said the General wanted me to per
sonally check into this, which I did. That is why I have such a good
memory of this.
Senator METCALF. Colonel Pruett, may I direct a question to you?
paper” or
Did you inform General Turner, either in this
in a memorandum, about the Augsburg situation in relation to the
same pattern in Fort Benning?

£

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir; it is contained within the

analysis of the Augsburg file, in the first paragraph of the file.
Senator METCALF. And did you give him an additional oral briefing
in addition to the written material that is before the committee?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir; we discussed the file.

Senator METCALF. And you told him about the similarity of the
and similarity of the people who were involved in the two

£n
CaSeST

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. To quote, sir, from the first paragraph:
The modus operandi and the personnel involved are the same as those of the
current investigation at Fort Benning.

Senator METCALF. Do you remember that, General Turner?
General TURNER. I see it from this paper; yes, sir.
Senator METCALF. But you don’t remember that that paper was

given to you or you don’t remember that Colonel Pruett told you
about it?

General TURNER. Yes; I told you he briefed me on it. As I said,

as for actually receiving the paper, I knew the contents of this.
Senator METCALF. And in spite of that recommendation from a
valued, trusted, and experienced officer, you decided that Sergeant

Major Wooldridge's name should be deleted from the file and it
shouldn’t be made available to investigators?
General TURNER. This says:

-

The modus operandi and the personnel involved are the same as those of a
current investigation.

As Colonel Pruett said, there were no names mentioned.
Senator

Senator METCALF. Then why did you decide that since no names

were mentioned that Sergeant Major Wooldridge's name should be
deleted? The only time that you can remember you have issued such
an order was then.

General TURNER. I said if they could not substantiate the allega
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tions, his name should be deleted as the subject. If they had sub
stantiated the allegation, his name would not have been deleted.
Senator METCALF. Colonel Pruett, what is your recollection of that

conversation when you were directed to delete the name?
TESTIMONY OF LT. COL. JACK PRUETT–Resumed

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. I was so informed, as I stated in my

testimony, previously, sir, that Sergeant Major Wooldridge's name
would be deleted from the investigation at Fort Benning.
The word “sanitized” was used, and, as I stated, it was the first
time I had heard it used.

As I was directed, I did call Colonel Blackledge, who was the pro
vost marshal at that time, and passed on these instructions that his
name would be deleted from the files and from the investigation.
Senator METCALF. Did General Turner tell you why he had given
you that order?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. He informed me that the allegations
pertaining to Wooldridge would be handled at Department of the
Army level, and that meant our office; that it would not be handled by
Fort Benning; that we would handle the allegations pertaining to
Sergeant Wooldridge.
Senator METCALF. At the Department of Army level?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. That is correct.

Senator METCALF. Would that be the level that he was in charge
of? I am not familiar with the chain.

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. My office specifically, sir. The 1st CID.
Senator METCALF. And it would be taken away from Fort Benning?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. It should be pointed out, General Turner, that
while you keep saying that the Augsburg file was insignificant because
it was based on unsubstantiated allegations, the report on the Augs
burg file, the complete paragraph, reads as follows:
A review of this case revealed at the time it was ordered to be voided it con

tained nothing but unsubstantiated allegations.

It also appears at the same time some allegations could have been substantiated
if proper investigative resources had been available and applied.

Isn't it true, General, that whenever an investigation is carried on,
investigators, trained investigators, are often confronted with raw
files, and because they are trained they go through the files and try
to determine what parts of the raw files are substantive and what
parts are unsubstantive?

Then you take the facts that are pertinent and follow them through.
If the Augsburg file had been made available, the continuing pattern
would be shown to trained investigators, who apparently were the
cream of your staff. That is what bothers me.

General TURNER. Would you repeat that last sentence?
Senator RIBIcoFF. What bothers me is if you had gone through
the Augsburg file, a trained investigator who knows that he is always
looking at material, some substantive and some are not, makes his
own decisions as to which ones should be followed through and which
ones have meaning.
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If the Augsburg file had been made available to the trained investi

gators, they would have found the repeating of the patterns containing
the same men who were under investigation.
You keep using the words “separating the chaff from the wheat.”
I am just curious.
Was this phrase given to you or used by General Turner when he

told you that he wanted to make sure that we don’t have the wrong
man, unsubstantiated testimony, gossip or rumor, we want to separate
the chaff from the wheat?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The phrase itself, Mr. Chairman, I am
not familiar with, the chaff from the wheat; no, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. The word “sanitized” but “chaff from the

wheat” you don’t recall?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. The word “sanitized” and also the

discussion to delete his name from the Fort Benning case.
Senator GURNEY. General Turner, concerning the decision to

sanitize the file and delete Sergeant Major Wooldridge's name from
the file, who made this decision? Did you?
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. CARL C. TURNER, U.S. ARMY (RE
TIRED), ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, WALTER J. BONNER AND
EDWARD C. O'CONNELL—Resumed

General TURNER. I was talking with Colonel Pruett on this matter.
It is my recollection that we discussed this, and also that we, or I,

stated that if these were circulated throughout the Army as unfounded,
then it would do irreparable damage, because I was under the impres
sion that he had been cleared on all of this in the past.

Sanitize, as I said, is a colloquial expression, and I have never seen
a definition of it. My intention of sanitize is that I do not want to
blemish the Army unless there is sufficient justification.
I did not want to blemish the sergeant major of the Army—not
Wooldridge, the sergeant major of the Army—who represents 90 per
cent of our Army, unless there was sufficient basis to do so.
Senator GURNEY. General, I am interested in the answer to the
question.

Did you make the decision to have the file sanitized and Sergeant
Wooldridge's name deleted?

General TURNER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. One other thing I am curious about.

General TURNER. But let's bring up when. I didn’t say when. I
assume they deleted it when they wrote it up and closed it out, when
they could not substantiate these allegations.
Senator GURNEY. I thought you were going to answer when you
gave the order. When did you give the order?

General TURNER. Whenever we discussed it. I don’t remember
when.

Senator GURNEY. You don’t remember when?

General TURNER. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. 1967.

Senator METCALF. Would the Senator yield?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
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Senator METCALF. What do you mean, “circulated to the Army”?
Aren’t these files secret and secure?

General TURNER. No, sir. In my command, a report of investiga
tion, let's say, at Benning, if a man's name comes up in the 6th Arm
in San Francisco or anyplace, they send out an undeveloped lead if
it goes in any other place, overseas or otherwise.
Senator METCALF. So you stopped any development of these
undeveloped leads on Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
General TURNER. No, sir.

Senator METCALF. Then what did you do when you said that the
name of Sergeant Major Wooldridge would be deleted from the file?
General '. If the allegations could not be substantiated—
wait a minute. An investigation opens as a subject, a man's name, a
and then if 10 other people are involved, their names are

't
isted.

Senator METCALF. Is that known to all the Army when an investi
gation is opened?
-

General TURNER. Yes.
Senator METCALF. It is?

General TURNER. Yes, generally speaking.
Senator METCALF. Then an investigation was already opened and
known to the Army?
General TURNER. That is right.
Senator METCALF. So what you had tried to prevent had already
taken place.
General TURNER. No.

Senator METCALF. I don’t understand how you can deny files to
investigators and at the same time you can tell us that if a man’s
name is in a file it is known to everybody in the Army and, therefore,
to everybody in America.
General TURNER. No, it is not known to everybody in the Army,
Senator.

-

Senator METCALF. That is what you testified to Senator Gurney;
that you wanted to prevent this from being known to everybody in
the Army.

General TURNER. I didn't want unsupported, malicious allegations
that were unfounded circulating throughout the Army on anyone.
Senator METCALF. How is this file going to be circulating through
out the Army unless you release it?
General TURNER. Because I was not conducting the investigation,
Senator. Benning was.
Senator METCALF. Then why did you interfere in that?
General TURNER. I did not interfere.

Senator METCALF. Well, you certainly did. You interfered by pre
venting them from having the information.

General TURNER. I was not conducting the investigation.
Senator METCALF. Obviously, you weren’t conducting the investiga
tion. You were preventing the investigation. That is a different type
of a situation.

General TURNER. Sir, I don’t agree with you on preventing an
investigation.
Senator METCALF. I certainly know you don’t. I just don’t under
stand how investigations can take place when general officers can
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delete names and call off investigations and put obstacles in front of

the investigating officers for “this will be known throughout the
Army.”

-

The security of your office and the security of the other staffs would
be that it wouldn’t be known throughout the Army.
General TURNER. I did not conduct the investigation nor did I tell
them to close the investigation.

Furthermore, I told Colonel Blackledge that if we could help him
any, we would. If he gets the facts, we would investigate them.
Senator METCALF. Thank you, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. Any other questions?
Senator GURNEY. I have one final question, General.

As I recall your testimony, the allegations in the Augsburg case
were unfounded. Is that correct?

General TURNER. Yes, sir; it was closed out by that commander as
unfounded.

Senator GURNEY. How about the Fort Benning case? Were the
allegations unfounded there?
General TURNER. I never heard any more about the Fort Benning
investigation until 1968 when I was down there addressing an OCS
class commissioning them.

I asked Colonel Blackledge, “Whatever happened to your investi
gation on Wooldridge and the NCO Club?”
He said, “We could not support it. It was unfounded.” I paid no
more attention to it and I never heard anything about it since I
retired.

Senator GURNEY. What about the facts adduced here about Viet

nam? You have been here, of course, and have heard a lot of the
testimony.
Are those allegations unfounded, too?
General TURNER. I don’t know.

Senator GURNEY. Would you say they were unfounded?
General TURNER. I don’t know.
Senator GURNEY. I am curious.

General TURNER. I don’t know what evidence they have. I have
never been apprised of it.
Senator GURNEY. We have a major investigation going on here
now on all three of these things. As a result of that, the centralized
CID that you advocated and wanted a long time ago has now been
established; mainly because somebody finally is looking into these
unfounded cases.
Isn’t that true?

General TURNER. What is your question?

Senator GURNEY.. I was simply saying that unless you take a look
at some of these unfounded allegations and put investigators on them
and £nd out whether they are true or not true, you never get to the
truth.

General TURNER. I saw the weakness in decentralization a long

time ago, Senator, and I proposed to change it. I submitted the plan
and organization, because this would occur many times.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask another question.

It is your view of criminal investigations within the Army that a
centralized CID is a major advance and step in the right direction.
35–359–70–14
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# do you reconcile that view with deleting names and sanitizing
eS:

Do you think that should be done in a centralized CID?
General TURNER. That is one of those “when did you quit beating
your wife” questions.
Senator GURNEY. Should that be done under a centralized CID?
General TURNER. The commander of that unit. It will not be under

the provost marshal to make the decision. The commander of that
unit and his staff, as I visualize it, will control, have an immediate
report from not only in the United States but over command all over
the world where CID are interested or stationed.

Senator GURNEY. What would be your recommendation to them
about sanitizing files and deleting names?
General TURNER. Sir, I believe this, and if I am wrong, I am

wrong: It was my best judgment. But you can destroy a man with

£ and I think every mother and
father who has a son in the Army should be aware that somebody is
looking at this in order to prevent some malicious rumor or allegation
from destroying someone.
capricious, malicious

I would rather let three loose than to destroy one innocent man.

Maybe I am wrong. I don’t think so.
Senator GURNEY. What would be your recommendation to the
new head of the centralized CID about sanitizing and deleting names?

What would be your advice to him?
General TURNER. It would not be.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean
General TURNER. I would say unless it is supported, the man
should not be included as a subject.

Senator GURNEY. You are saying, then, that there should be no
deletion or sanitizing of investigative files?
General £ am not saying that, Senator. You are using the
word “sanitized” to cover a broad field. Sanitizing has really never
been defined. He has an idea, I have an idea and you have £ One.
Senator GURNEY. Let us use the word “altered” then. Would you
say that the commanding officer of the CID in a centralized system
should alter the files?
General TURNER. I can’t answer that. That would have to be based

upon the circumstances and what the situation is. I would not imagine
he would.
Senator GURNEY. Neither would I.

Senator METCALF. May I ask a question?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Yes, Senator.

Senator METCALF. Colonel Pruett, would you tell us what happened
in the Fort Benning investigation?
TESTIMONY OF LT. COL. JACK PRUETT–Resumed

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. Sir, I have never reviewed the final

report from Fort Benning. It was closed, to the best of my knowledge,
in January 1968.
The file, itself, I believe, was inconclusive. I do not have detailed

knowledge of the file.
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Senator METCALF. You didn’t follow it through after you were
ordered to deny the file to Fort Benning, and to remove Sergeant
Wooldridge's name?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. No, sir. As the General stated, the case

properly belonged with the 3d Army commander and with the com
mander at Fort Benning. Our interest was in any allegations that
pertained to Wooldridge.
Senator METCALF. In your opinion, do you believe that removal of

Sergeant Wooldridge's name and the fact that he was taken out as a
rincipal person in the investigation hampered or halted the
investigation?
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. There is no question—
Senator METCALF. That is, at Fort Benning.
Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. There is no question about it, sir.

If you take one subject from a case, then you have altered the entire
CaSe.

You can’t properly go back to an individual and say, “I would like
to take another statement from you, and in this statement please
delete Sergeant Major Wooldridge.”
Senator METCALF. So the deletion of Sergeant Major Wooldridge's
name and the alteration—since General Turner dislikes “sanitized” the

file—substantially handicapped the further investigation of the case at
Fort Benning, in your opinion?

Lieutenant Colonel PRUETT. It had to, sir. The investigation was
too far down the road. Had Wooldridge's name come up immediately
in the initial phases, there may have been a possibility of deleting
Wooldridge without affecting the final results.
However, once you get a group of people involved in the same case,
any investigator will give you the same opinion.
Senator RIBICoEF. Are there any further questions?
I have a closing statement.

As we close out the phase of the hearings that relate to General
Turner, a brief summary is in order.

The subcommittee in the course of its investigation of improprieties
in the operation of military service clubs in Germany, '. nited
States, and Southeast Asia, discovered that General Turner while he

was provost, marshal general of the U.S. Army, and on one occasion
after he had retired from the Army, received 423 firearms from the
Chicago Police Department.
General Turner acknowledged that he had signed the statement on
five separate occasions which indicated that 396 weapons he received
on those occasions were for the use of the U.S. Army for training
pur :- that they would be destroyed when they proved no longer
uSeiull.

On another occasion, General Turner received 26 firearms for which
he did not certify such use by the Army.

The subcommittee produced evidence that General Turner later
resold 22 of the 396 weapons for which he made certification that they
would be used by the Army.

We also discovered that General Turner while he was provost
marshal general of the Army received 113 guns from the Kansas City
Police Department, after indicating to the responsible authorities in
the department that the guns were to be used by the U.S. Army.
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The top ranking officials of both the Chicago and Kansas City
Police Departments testified under oath before the subcommittee that
they would have denied General Turner possession of the firearms if

they had known that he intended to use t'. for personal purposes or
to sell them for profit.
General Turner, on the other hand, has repeatedly testified that
officials of both police departments knew, because he had so informed

them, that the weapons were not for the Army's use but were for his
own personal use.
They deny that he had made this statement. The conflict in testi
mony is direct. Perjury was committed in these hearings.
As acting chairman of the subcommittee I will direct the staff to
forward the transcript of these hearings to the Department of Justice
for appropriate action.

The second area of our investigation which relates to General Turner
is a matter of an extensive coverup within the Army of the questionable
activities of Sgt. Maj. William Wooldridge in Germany, in the United
States, and in South Vietnam.

General Turner has denied all the testimony by other witnesses,

#

which has indicated that he was instrumental in
coverup operation.
He has told us he took various actions and issued certain orders

and directives, because he viewed allegations against Sergeant Major
Wooldridge as groundless and unfounded.
In so doing, it is clear that he acted against the repeated recommen
dations of his trusted and valued subordinates who have testified that

they were very much concerned about the several phases of the Wool

dridge story and wished to conduct a full and thorough inquiry into
Wooldridge's activities.
Further, General Turner has testified that the Army Chief of Staff,
General Johnson, was fully informed about the developments in the
Wooldridge matter.
However, the subcommittee staff in an interview with General

Johnson were told that he was never informed about the Augsburg
investigation which seriously implicated the sergeant major of the
Army.

It is apparent to me that the record will not be complete until the
former Chief of Staff, General Johnson, furnishes the subcommittee
with a statement about these matters.

The subcommittee has also made the transcript of these hearings,
as they have proceeded, available to appropriate officials of the U.S.
Army for consideration of failures in administration and supervision
which have so seriously marked these hearings.

We trust that the Army will take appropriate action in all matters
disclosed by this testimony.

We find that as this information develops, the Secretary of Defense,
Melvin R. Laird, and his subordinates, have taken action in many
phases of activities that have been subject in this investigation.
Without objection, at this time I would like to introduce for the

purpose of the record a news release from the Department of Defense
concerning audits ordered for service clubs.
(The news release is as follows:)
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NEws RELEASE-OFFICE of AssISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(PUBLIC AFFAIRs)
AUDIT

ORDERED

FOR SERVICE CLUBS

Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird today ordered “immediate action” to
assure that officers' and noncommissioned officers' clubs and open messes are
audited at least once a year by independent certified or licensed public accountants.
The Secretary of Defense directed the Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
Force and the Directors of Defense Agencies to take the action, which will be
financed from the nonappropriated funds of the activities concerned.

The requirement for at least an annual independent audit affects clubs and open
messes which spend $10,000 a year or more.
Secretary Laird reported concurrently that the Department of Defense will
continue to give full and prompt cooperation to the Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations of the Senate Government Operations Committee which has
been inquiring into the activities of clubs and open messes.
The Department of Defense has made available to the committee the results

of investigations which have been conducted over a period of months into alleged
irregularities in the administration of certain clubs and open messes.
Following is the text of Secretary Laird's audit requirement memorandum:
-

“AUDIT OF NoNAPPROPRIATED FUNDs—CLUB oPERATIONS

“I plan to have issued in the near future expanded policy covering the audit
of all nonappropriated fund activities. However, recent events reinforced the
need for immediate increased emphasis on the audit of officers’ and noncommis
sioned officers' clubs and open messes.
“You are therefore requested to take immediate action to assure that such
clubs and messes are audited at least annually by independent certified or licensed

public accountants. The cost of such independent audits will be financed from the
nonappropriated funds of the activities concerned.

“Exceptions to the use of independent auditors may be made only where
necessary such as in the case of activities (1) aboard ship, (2) in combat or remote
locations overseas, (3) involving expenditures of less than $10,000 annually, pro
vided alternative arrangements for such activities will assure an independent
review such as would be provided by a central audit organization.”

Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Gurney or Senator Metcalf, have you
any comments?

Senator METCALF. No, Mr. Chairman.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, there is an exchange of corre
spondence between me and the Attorney General who was mentioned
in some of the earlier testimony concerning the Marshal appointment.
I would like to get that into the record. I do not have it with me. I

would like to have it at this point in the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the correspondence between
Gurney and Mr. Kleindienst will go into the record as an

#
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 85” for
reference and follows):
ExHIBIT NO. 85
Hon. RICHARD G. KLEINDIENST,

Deputy Attorney General,
Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. KLEINDIENST : Today I had the opportunity to ask certain questions
of Major General Carl C. Turner in connection with his appearance before the
Government Operations Subcommittee. One line of questioning concerned itself
with the circumstances under which General Turner resigned as Chief of the
United States Marshals Service.
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In Substance, General Turner testified that when the Army informed him of
the investigation, he went to you, informed you that he might be called as a wit
ness and at that time offered to submit his resignation. General Turner then in
dicated that you had some reluctance to accept his resignation but that you did
so only if the matter was going to get sticky.
I thought you should be advised of this testimony and I would welcome any
comments that you might have with respect to it.
Very truly yours,
EDWARD J. GURNEY,
United States Senate.

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL,

Washington, D.C., October 10, 1969.
Hon. EDwARD J. GURNEY,
U.S. Senate,

Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR: I have your letter dated October 7, 1969, in which you
referred generally to a summarization of the testimony of Major General Carl C.
Turner before the Subcommittee on Government Operations. I deeply appreciate
the opportunity to correct the record in this regard.

My recollection of the events leading up to his resignation is substantially as
follows:

In the month of August, 1969, I was verbally informed by an official of the De
partment of Defense that it appeared that Major General Turner would be in
volved in an investigation surrounding certain practices with respect to the opera
tion of non-commissioned Officers clubs. This official indicated to me that in all
likelihood General Turner would be concerned in the matter as a principal
witness before the Subcommittee. He also informed me that as Soon as possible

I would be able to look at certain documents in the possession of the Department
of Defense concerning General Turner.

Immediately following this conversation. I asked General Turner to visit my
office and informed him of the above conversation. At that time I stated to him

that I would be compelled to ask for his resignation if in fact I ascertained that
he would be involved in Scandal or malfeasance as a witness in such an investiga

tion. I explained to him that our desire to upgrade the whole United States
Marshals Service would be impeded if its head was one of the subject matters of
a Senate investigating committee. In our initial interview, General Turner in
dicated to me that he did not regard the matter of any consequence and that he
did not believe it appropriate for him to resign.
Immediately upon the receipt of documents from the Department of Defense,
I examined these documents. They convinced me that General Turner, in all

probability, would be personally involved in the controversy. Immediately there
after I asked General Turner to visit my office, informed him of that fact, and

asked for his resignation.
Let me emphasize the fact, however, that at no time have I passed judgment
on General Turner's conduct. My Sole purpose in asking for his resignation was
to prevent the United States Marshals Service from becoming involved in a pub
lic controversy to its detriment.
-

At the same time, I would like to point out that General Turner was given his

position as Chief of the United States Marshals Services only after the completion
of the normal FBI full field investigation.

In this regard, the FBI not only contacted two of the military officers who have
testified adversely against General Turner before the Subcommittee, Colonels
Shoultz and Zaise, but additionally contacted officials of the Provost Marshal
General's office, including members of the Criminal Investigation Detachment.
None of these individuals furnished unfavorable information. They all recom
mended General Turner. The FBI investigation also encompassed a review of Gen

eral Turner's service records, as well as Defense Central Index files (indices to
Army, Navy and Air Force investigative files); Office of Secretary of Defense,
Security Division; House Committee on Un-American Activities (now known as
House Committee on Internal Security); Civil Service Commission; Veterans
Administration; Internal Revenue Service; Central Intelligence Agency; and
the United States Secret Service files.
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The Attorney General had no advance knowledge of the controversy which is
the subject matter of the Subcommittee's current hearing or of General Turner's
involvement therein.

I assure you of my desire, and that of the Attorney General, to cooperate fully
in all matters of mutual interest.

Very truly yours,
RICHARD G. KLEINDIENST,

Deputy Attorney General.

Senator RIBIcoFF. The committee will stand in recess until to

morrow morning at 10 a.m.

(Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, November 23, 1969.)

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Metcalf, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office

Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,
Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat,
Connecticut; Senator Lee Metcalf, Democrat, Montana; Senator

Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Senator Edward J.
Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Also present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel; LaVern J.
Duffy, assistant counsel; Jack Balaban, investigator; Philip W.
Morgan, chief counsel to the minority; Philip R. Manuel, investigator;
John Brick, investigator; Carmine S. Bellino, accountant consultant;
Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; Walter S.
Fialkewicz, Department of Justice; Joseph Honcharik, accountant on
loan from GAO, Daniel Harris, accountant on loan from GAO; Linda
Boivin, accountant on loan from GAO; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Metcalf.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Thomas?

Do you represent all four of the witnesses today?
Mr. THOMAs. Three of them: Sergeant Major Wooldridge, Sergeant
Higdon, and Mr. Hatcher.

enator RIBIGoFF. Would it be your preference to have all of your
clients at the table together or would you prefer them one at a time?
Mr. THOMAs. Whatever pleases the committee.
Senator RIBICOFF. I want to extend you the courtesy if you have
a preference. If you have no preference, I would have them all up

here, but if you did have a preference for one at a time, that is all
right with me.
(475)
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Mr. THOMAs. I think I would prefer to have all three there.
Senator RIBIcoFF. That is fine. Sergeant Major Wooldridge,
Sergeant Higdon, and former Sergeant Hatcher.
Is Mr. Lazar represented by other counsel?
Mr. STEINBERG. I am his counsel, Mr. Chairman.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Would your preference be to have your client
presented after the present three, or do you have a preference?
Mr. STEINBERG. # it please the committee, I would be agreeable to
this examination going forward at the same time.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Messrs. Wooldridge, Higdon, Hatcher and La
zar, please raise your right hands.
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE. I do.

Sergeant HIGDON. I do.
Mr. HATCHER. I do.
Mr. LAZAR. I do.

TESTIMONY OF SGT, MA.J. WILLIAM 0. W0OLDRIDGE, SGT. WILLIAM

HIGDON, AND NARWAEZ S. HATCHER, ACCOMPANIED BY COUN
SEL, DAVID L. THOMAS; AND SEYMOUR LAZAR, ACCOMPANIED
BY COUNSEL, LARRY STEINBERG

Senator RIBIcoFF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, would you give
your full name, please?

Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. William O. Wooldridge, Mr. Chair
Iman.

Senator RIBIcoFF. And your address?
Sergeant Major WooldridgE. White Sands Missile Range, N.

Mex., sir, is my military address.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Would you supply the committee with your
background?

Mr. THOMAs. May I say something, Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Certainly.
Mr. THOMAs. I have advised my clients of their privileges under the
fifth amendment of the Constitution of the United States, particularly

that portion where they may invoke the privilege against self

incrimination, and particularly that any link in a chain of incriminat
ing evidence

''

permit them to invoke their privilege against

self-incrimination.

I have so advised them to respectfully decline to answer the ques
tions on the ground that their answers may tend to incriminate them

because the proceeding, I think you will agree, has been of an accusa
torial nature as concerns all of them.

I am sure that the distinguished Senators would be as ready to
protect a man’s rights under the Constitution as anyone in this world.
I have advised them, and I believe any association or position that
they held, whether it be Augsburg, in Vietnam, or Fort Benning,
would certainly be a link in a chain of incriminating evidence.
I believe, therefore, they would be proper in giving their name and
rank and then respectfully declining to answer on the grounds that
the answer may tend to incriminate them.
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(At this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
Mr. THOMAS. We wish to extend our appreciation to counsel and
staff for their courtesy during our stay here.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. I understand. Of course, this is a right you have,
and your clients have a right to take that privilege. But each one of
them will have to state themselves that they take the fifth amendment.
Word from counsel is not sufficient.
Mr. THOMAS. I have advised them to do so and understand that.

Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, would you like to
make a statement now?

Will you give us your name, rank, address, and your background?
Mr. THOMAs. I believe he doesn’t understand the question concern
ing his background.

Senator RIBICOFF. His full name and address does not jeopardize
his right, by saying what his name is and where he lives.
Mr. THOMAs. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When I ask his background, he might then want
to plead the fifth amendment.

Sergeant Major Wool DRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, my name, sir, is
Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge, and my home address is 101
Sunrise 'ill' in Junction City, Kans. My military address is White
Sands Missile Range, N. Mex.

Senator RIBICoEF. Would you give us your military background
and your experience in the Army?
Sergeant Major WooldRIDGE. Sir, on advice of counsel, I would
respectfully decline to answer the question on the grounds that it
may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy?

Suppose we do this with each witness at the present time and then
we can proceed.

Mr. Lazar, would you give us your name and present address?
Mr. LAZAR. Seymour Lazar, 111 Western Avenue, Anaheim, Calif.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you give us your military background and
your present background?
(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. LAZAR. On the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to

answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege

against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Sgt. William Higdon, will you give us your
name and present address?
Sergeant HIGDON. My name is Master Sgt. William Higdon. I am

presently assigned to Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala. I am residing
at the Diplomat Inn at Huntsville, Ala., my civilian address, and as

far as my military background, I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that it might tend to incriminate me, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Hatcher, what is your name and where do
you live?

Mr. HATCHER. My name is Narvaez S. Hatcher, I live at 900 South
E Street, Pensacola, Fla.

Senator RIBIcoFF. What is you military background?
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Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Duffy, will you give us the military back
ground of Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Our records indicate, after exam
ining the 201 files and certain disbursement records within the De

partment of Defense, that Sergeant Major Wooldridge was born on
August 12, 1922. He enlisted in the Army on November 13, 1940.

During the Second World War he served with the 1st Infantry
Division in Europe. From March 1947 to May 1954, he served in
Germany with the 1st Infantry Division again.
From December 1958 to Janu
1965, he served in Germany in
Augsburg with the 24th Infantry Division.

From January 1965 to August 1965, he rejoined the 1st Infantry
Division while it was stationed in the United States.

From September of 1965 to July 1966, he served with the 1st

Infantry Division in Vietnam. He £ went to Vietnam about that
time, September 1965.
From July 11, 1966, to July 2, 1968, he served as the first sergeant
major of the Army, the first noncommissioned officer to hold that rank.
From September 1, 1968, to August 1969, he held the position of
command sergeant major in Vietnam.

From August 1969 to his present time, he is presently stationed

at the White Sands Proving (' in New Mexico.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, will you give us information concern
ing various kickbacks from American Service Sales, Inc., as they

apply to Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Mr. DUFFY. During the course of our investigation in Vietnam,
Mr. Chairman, we looked into the activities of a firm called the

American Services Sales Co., also known as the American Industrial

Services Co. They were selling supplies ostensibly to the clubs in
Vietnam.

I think they began their operations around 1965. In examining
their operations we found that the partners in this operation were Mr.
Frank Carmen Furci and James E. Galagan.
During our investigation in Vietnam, we found that most of their
business in Vietnam was done with the clubs that were under the

custodianship of Sergeant Lazar, Sergeant Hatcher, Sergeant Higdon
and Sergeant Bagby.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that when we speak of Lazar and Hat
cher we are speaking of the 1st Infantry Division. When we are speak
ing of Sergeant Bagby, we are speaking of the Americal Division, all
located in Vietnam.

During this investigation, we determined that Furci and Galagan
sold approximately $2% million to these clubs under these individual
Sergeants.

Furci’s and Galagan's operation came to an abrupt end around
October 1967. They were raided by Vietnamese customs on July 12,
1967, for illicit money transactions. Evidence was adduced during that

raid. They were ultimately fined approximately 45,000 U.S. dollars
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for that raid. That put them for all intents and purposes out of busi
neSS.

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, it was said that this material had
been extracted from a 201 file.

I wonder if the witness will tell us what a 201 file is, for the record.

Mr. DUFFY. A personnel file, Senator Metcalf.
Senator RIBICOFF. We will have a short recess of 5 minutes.

(Whereupon, at 10:15 a.m. a brief recess was taken.)

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Metcalf, Percy and Gurney.)
(Whereupon, at 10:32 a.m., the subcommittee reconvened after a
brief recess.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, I hand you photo
static copies of two documents. One is a check dated September 14,
1966, for $2,764, from the Overseas Development Bank, Geneva,
Switzerland, payable to the First National Bank of Arlington.
The second item is a credit memorandum, whereby the First Na
tional Bank of Arlington credited your bank account for two checks
aggregating $2,764.
hese checks were from James E. Galagan, both dated August 29,
1966. One in the amount of $1,700 and the second one for $1,064.

Sergeant Major Wooldridge, is this not the same James Galagan

#" a partner with Frank Furci in the American Service Sales,
Inc.
TESTIMONY OF SGT, MA.J. WILLIAM 0. W0OLDRIDGE, ACCOM
PANIED BY COUNSEL, DAVID L. THOMAS–Resumed

Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline
to answer that question on the grounds that it may tend to incriminate
Ine.

(At this point Senator McClellan entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. Does this represent a kickback to you?
Sergeant Major WooldFIDGE. I respectfully decline to answer that
on the grounds that it might tend to incriminate me, sir.

Senator RIBIcoff. While you were a sergeant major of the 24th
Infantry Division at Augsburg, Germany, did you assist Jimmy Tung
of the Tom Brothers in obtaining the necessary unit adjutant general
clearances to conduct business as a vendor in the 24th Infantry

Division area? While you were sergeant major in the 1st Infantry
Division in Vietnam in September 1965 to July 1966, did you receive
kickbacks from the Tom

£ for sales made to the 1st Infantry

Division by the Tom Brothers?

I hand you what purports to be photostatic copies of four letters
written by you as sergeant major of the Army, and ask you to
identify them. .
Three of these letters are dated October 28, 1966, and one is dated
-

January 12, 1967. All four letters contain the same language and
introduce four representatives of Tom Brothers.
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I will read into the record the letter dated October 28, 1966, signed
by Sergeant Major Wooldridge on behalf of Jimmy Tung.
To Whom It May Concern
I wish to introduce Mr. Jimmy Tung, clothing representative for Tom Brothers
and Company of Hong Kong.

I have known and been associated with Mr. Tung for the past seven years.
During this period, I have been most pleased with both his finished products and
his exceptional reputation among soldiers, both officers and enlisted.

This reputation is a direct result of his honest and business dealings, coupled
with his desire to insure his customers receive a more than acceptable product.
WILLIAM O. WoolDRIDGE,

Sergeant Major of the Army.

Similar letters were written by you for Henry Tung, David Tung
and Peter Zee.

I hand you what purports to be a photostatic copy of a $1,000
check made out to William O. Wooldridge dated February 11, 1969,
drawn on the Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., of Hong Kong.
The other two supporting documents show that the money was
deposited to your account at the Suburban National Bank of Virginia.
My staff advises me that their investigation at the Dao Heng Bank
that the $1,000 was provided by the Tom Brothers of Hong

£he
Ong.

Will you disclose to the subcommittee other moneys you have re

ceived from the Tom Brothers since 1959 when you first developed
your association with the Tom Brothers in Germany?
Sergeant Major WooldFIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline
to answer the question on the grounds it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you identify those letters or those checks,
Sir?

Sergeant Major Wooldridge. I respectfully decline to answer that
question, sir, on the grounds it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. The documents will be put into evidence as
exhibits.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 86, 87,
for reference and may be found in the files of the subcom

:

and
mittee.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Bellino, I hand you what purports to be a
credit instrument which is dated November 25, 1966, and states that
$2,280 was deposited to his account in the First National Bank of

Arlington.
This shows it was drawn on the International Credit Bank of

Geneva, Switzerland, under the code name of “Fishhead.”

Will you please explain the Fishhead account, sir?
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE. S. BELLIN0–Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. This $2,280 check was a deposit in the account of
William O. Wooldridge from the Fishhead account in the International
Credit Bank in Geneva.

I might explain that we are going to take in two items at the same
time to explain the whole account.
The Mechanics National Bank of Burlington, N.J., received in the

mail on June 14, 1966, a check dated May 31, 1966, in the amount of
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$1,114 from the International Credit Bank, Geneva, Switzerland, by
order of Fishhead, account No. 2573, to be credited in that case to the

account of Seymour Lazar's checking account.
The check was mailed in an envelope having the address of James
P. Does, Caravelle Depot, Saigon.
The bank employee was confused in getting the check from Fishhead,
so he sent it back to James Does for further instructions.

However, the envelope with the check was returned undelivered
and the check is presently in possession of the bank.
A photostat has just been received and we would like to make that
an exhibit.

Senator RIBICOFF. That may be introduced as an exhibit.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 89A and

89B’’ for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Investigation discloses that the funds in the Fish
head account, No. 2573, were transferred to the International Credit
Bank at Geneva, Switzerland, from two accounts in the Marine
National Exchange Bank, Milwaukee, Wis. A total of $362,000 was
sent to the Fishhead account from these two accounts. One was the

American Wending Service, Ltd., which opened an account at the
Marine National Exchange Bank in Milwaukee, Wis., on August 3,

1966. The address was given for this company as care of John B. P.
Burn & Co., Gloucester Building, Hong Kong.
The second account is in the name of American Industrial Service.

The same address was given for this

opened by a #'

''' Both accounts were
' accompanied by

visit from James G

his attorney, William Fox, of Cahill & Fox. The names shown on
the record, however, were Howard C. Hobson and William Turnbull,
Jr.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Those may be introduced as an exhibit.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 89C and

89D” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is Mr. Fox a member of the original firm of
American Service Sales, Inc.?
Mr. BELLINo. That is correct.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Does he hold 510 shares of stock?

Mr. BELLINo. I believe so, according to our records.
It was from this account that money was also transferred, $2,280,
to Wooldridge's account.
Senator

£

Would you explain this transaction, Sergeant

Major Wooldridge?
TESTIMONY OF SGT, MAJOR WILLIAM 0. W0OLDRIDGE, ACCOMPA
NIED BY COUNSEL DAVID L. THOMAS–Resumed

Sergeant Major Woold RIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully
decline to answer that question on the grounds it may tend to in
criminate me.

Senator RIBIcoFF. What is the meaning of the code name Fishhead
and why was it used?
Sergeant Major Woold RIDGE. I respectfully decline to answer that,
sir, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was this a payoff or a kickback from a vendor
doing business with the 1st Infantry Division in Vietnam while you
were with that unit?

Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE. I respectfully decline, sir, to answer

the question on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Bellino, would you explain to the committee
a series of transactions and checks from Seymour Lazar to William
O. Wooldridge?
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLINO-Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. Seymour Lazar issued at least seven checks to
William O. Wooldridge, from December 23, 1966, through August
26, 1967. These seven checks totaled $11,339.

It is noted that the writing of the name of William Wooldridge
appears to be in his own handwriting on some of these checks.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you hand the checks to the Sergeant
Major, please?
(Documents handed to the witness.)

Senator RIBICOFF. Sgt. Major Wooldridge, do these checks payable
to you and deposited in your various accounts represent your share of
the kickbacks which were held by Seymour Lazar?
TESTIMONY OF SGT, MAJOR WILLIAM 0. W0OLDRIDGE, ACCOMPA
NIED BY COUNSEL DAVID L, THOMAS–Resumed

Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. I respectfully decline to answer the
question on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I call your attention to check No. 47 and
check No. 55, dated April 1, 1967, and May 5, 1967, for $3,000

each, which were deposited in Bank Rohner & Co., Ltd., Zurich,
Switzerland.

This would appear to be a deposit of $6,000 in your account in the
Zurich bank. Will you tell us how much you have deposited in this
Zurich bank?

Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. I respectfully decline to answer the
question, sir, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are these funds your share of kickback mone
suppliers to the friendly custodians of the Vietnam NC

£by
ClubS:

Sergeant Major WooDDRIDGE. I respectfully decline, sir, to answer
the question on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator GURNEY. Is there any other explanation, Sergeant, aside
from its being a kickback for these funds?
Sergeant MAJOR WooDDRIDGE. Mr. Senator, I respectfully decline
to answer that question on the ground it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Bellino, do you have any ideas from your
investigations as to the method, the conduit, from Lazar to others in
these transactions?
Mr. BELLINo. The indications are that Lazar's account—that Lazar

was the individual who seemed to be collecting most of the money
and would be distributing it.
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There are checks also from Lazar to Sam Bass and Hatcher and

Wooldridge, and numerous other individuals.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did this start in 1967 after Mr. Lazar resigned
from the Army?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir, this is before, while he was still in the
service.

Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, our records dis
close that in February 1968 you and your associates, in Americal
Co., including Higdon, Hatcher, Lazar, and Sam Bass, met at Ana
heim, Calif.

At that time, did you give Lazar a check for $6,300 drawn on the
Foreign Commerce Bank of Munich, Germany?
Sergeant Major Wooldridge. I respectfully decline to answer that,
sir, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you tell us the source of these funds in
the Munich bank?

Sergeant Major WooldHIDGE. I respectfully decline to answer the
question, sir, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you deny that this $6,300 is a portion of
our proceeds from skimming from the slot machines in the 24th
#' Division in Augsburg, Germany?
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 90” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Sergeant Major Woold RIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully de
cline, sir, to answer that question on the grounds it may tend to in
criminate me.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to direct a rather basic

question to Sergeant Wooldridge.
The implications, of course, are, by the testimony that we have
heard, that you are somewhat of a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. There
isn’t any question but what the battle ribbons that you wear indicate
that your degree of service to this country over a period of many years
has been very great, indeed. We are well aware of that.
On the other hand, the testimony gives the implication that at
various times you have been a discredit to the very uniform that you
Weal".

I just returned yesterday from meetings in NATO. All throughout

Europe the armed services newspapers are filled every day, the front
age is dominated, by this particular case. Some of the GI’s I talked
with indicated almost a sense of rage, that men who were given the
trust as you were would steal from the very GI’s they presumably
were serving.

A sergeant said he almost hesitated to put on his uniform for fear
that he might be somehow implicated and those engaged in service
club operations are almost ashamed of their profession.
You know from your lifetime experience in the military service
•

that millions of men are engaged with great dedication to their
country. They are honest and of highest integrity.

I know you have counsel, but it is your decision really as to whether
you continue to make this statement asserting your right to remain
silent, whether you continue to shed no light whatsoever, whether
you continue to make no statements on your own.
35-359–70–15
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Is there nothing that you wish to say that would help put in per
spective your faith in the integrity of the millions of men that serve
in the armed services? Have you any excuse that you might wish to

offer for these activities that have presumably been carried on by
you and your fellow £ officers?
Mr. THOMAs. May I speak?
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. THOMAs. As counsel for Sergeant Major Wooldridge I have
examined the case and have attended the hearings here. As much as
we would love to supply the committee with the information it desires,

having considered the matter thoroughly, the only advice I can give
him, due to the accusatory nature of the proceedings here, is to
respectfully decline to answer based on his privilege under the fifth
amendment of the Constitution because the law states that if he does

give any explanation he would open up an area of inquiry, and cer
tainly, with the nature of the proceedings here, there would be, in
any answer or association, a link in a chain of incriminating evidence.

Y do wish to give that explanation. He is invoking a privilege,
Senator Percy, that is guaranteed under the Constitution, and I feel
it best, of course, that he take my advice.

Senator PERCY. The constitutional right is very clear, indeed.
But I wonder if sometimes there isn’t a point of higher duty where a
person who has devoted himself to the defense of this country must
recognize what this is doing.
W' cognizant of what this whole matter is doing to the morale
inside the armed services. We are cognizant of the fact that it is now

casting aspersions on hundreds of thousands of people who don’t
deserve to have any cloud cast over the way in which they are con
ducting their business.
I feel that the integrity of the armed services is substantially
higher than probably any other social or economic group.
ut this condition now exists and all of us engaged in this case are
well aware of it. Isn’t there anything you can do to still protect your
constitutional rights and those of your clients and still, at the same
time, put into perspective the narrow segment that this really per
tains to?

Mr. THoMAs. The only thing I can do, Senator, is protect the
interests of my client. That is my sole duty, to protect the interests of
my client.

There has been an indication that an investigation is currently
underway, and that he may later indeed be prosecuted. He is in the
military, subject to court-martial proceedings and the Uniform Code
of Military Justice.
As
as it would

'
be desirable for the Army to shed light on it in
this proceeding, I have to protect him from any later proceeding.
I am sure you, as a Senator, would enjoy this same protection. And
as a soldier, he is still a U.S. citizen and entitled to the protection

under our great Constitution.
That is our position, sir. I am sorry if it is displeasing or if we
cannot be of help or if it hinders the investigation this committee is
carrying on.
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Senator PERCY. Then it is your intention to advise your client that
no matter what the nature of the question is, no light will be shed
directly by any of the accused on this case?
Mr. THoMAs. For my three clients that will be our policy and
intention after giving it much thought and consideration, Senator.

That will be our policy.
Senator PERCY. All right.
Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, while you were
visiting Anaheim, Calif., in February 1968, did you use a fictitious
£, W. O. Patty, while staying at the Grand Hotel, Anaheim,
Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline
to answer that question on the grounds that it might tend to incrimi
nate me, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. I hand you a restaurant charge which bears
the signature of W. O. Patty and ask you if this is not your hand
writing?
(Document handed to the witness.)

Sergeant Major WooDDRIDGE. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer
that on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. During your stay at the Grand Hotel, did you,
in a conversation with John

#

Small, the assistant manager of the

Grand Hotel, represent yourself as W. O. Patty?
Sergeant Major WooldRIDGE, I respectfully decline to answer that,
Mr. Chairman, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. During the conversation with Mr. Small about
certain hotel charges, did you lay out five $100 bills, stating that
this should take care of everything, and did you also say at this time
that you would supply more money if it was needed?
Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. I respectfully decline, sir, to answer
that on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBIcoFF. At this point we will place into the record the
affidavit of John E. Small.

(The affidavit referred to follows:)
AFFIDAVIT

I, John E. Small, residing in Orange County, and Assistant Manager of the
Freedman Way, Anaheim, California, being duly sworn, depose

£ Hotel, 7
and Sal V:

I freely and voluntarily make the following statement to Mr. George Vissio, Jr.,
who has identified himself to me representing the U.S. Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations.

Messrs. William Higdon and Narvaez Hatcher made reservations for and used
rooms 605, 607, 609 and 611 at the Grand Hotel during the period February 14
1968, to February 23, 1968. At the time the reservations were made, they

said

that one of the rooms would be for a very important person, who they identified

as William O. Wooldridge, Sergeant Major of the Army. Sgt. Maj. Wooldridge
did not sign the hotel register because Messrs. Higdon and Hatcher pre-registered
the above rooms.

During a credit check over various charges on the hotel bill which Messrs.
Higdon and Hatcher were incurring, a person identifying himself as W. O. Patty
entered the discussion and subsequently laid out five $100 bills stating that this
should take care of everything. He also stated if you need more let me know.
I so identify the attached pictures of Sgt. Maj. Wooldridge as W. O. Patty and
so initial and date same.
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During the above period Messrs. Seymour Lazar and Theodore B. Bass came
to the above listed rooms and used phones, bar, etc., in the hotel. Mr. Lazar
upon departure and release of the rooms signed for the remainder of the bill
which was in excess of $400 on a BankAmericard.

I. solemnly swear that the foregoing statement dated October 10, 1969, con
sisting of 2 pages, each of which I have signed, has been read by me and it is
true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, so help me God.
JoHN E. SMALL.

...'" and sworn to before me, a notary public, the 10th day of October,
ADELAIDE REYNOLDs, Notary Public.

My Commission Expires October 9, 1970.

Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, before going into
the Americal company with you, # would like to ask you about an

interview that you had with a reporter of the Washington Daily News
that appeared in that newspaper on Tuesday, October 7, 1969.
The story was written by Jim Lucas, a widely respected and com
petent reporter. I quote from his story:
He, Wooldridge, is accused of being a stockholder in the Maredem Co., of Fuller

ton, Calif., controlled by NCOs and ex-NCOs, which has sold millions of dollars
worth of supplies to clubs they control.

He admits he is a stockholder. He says he bought his stock last year after clearing
it with the judge advocate general in Vietnam and being assured there was no
conflict of interest. He says his dividends so far have amounted to $3,500.

Did you make these remarks to the reporter?

Sergeant Major WooldRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline
to answer that, sir, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. The story will go into the record as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 91” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee staff advises me that you did

tell the staff that you consulted with Colonel Richard F. Seibert of
the Judge Advocate's Office concerning this matter.
I would like to have this affidavit printed in the record and ask for
your comments.

(The affidavit referred to follows:)
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD F. SEIBERT

I, Richard F. Seibert, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to
John Brick, who has identified himself to me as a member of the staff of the
United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, of the Com
mittee on Government Operations.

No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this statement,
nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which may
result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations.

I am a colonel in the Judge Advocate General's Corps of the U.S. Army, and
I am presently assigned to duty with the Army and Air Force Exchange Service
at Dallas, Texas.
The information contained in this affidavit was obtained in the course of an

attorney-client relationship with Sergeant Major William O. Wooldridge, but I
have secured his express permission to release to the Subcommittee information
about my professional services to him in relation to Maredem Ltd., Marmed Inc.,
and other companies or corporate interests in which he may have been associated.
I first met Sergeant Major William O. Wooldridge in 1962 or 1963 in Augsburg,
Germany, when I was the Division Staff Judge Advocate of the 24th Infantry
Division and Sgt. Major Wooldridge was the Division Sergeant Major. We be
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came acquaintances at that time, and I have assisted him with two or three minor
legal assistance problems since 1964.

In the period January–March of 1968, Sgt. Major Wooldridge asked me for
legal advice concerning a business venture. I suggested that he go to the Army

Legal Assistance Office in the Pentagon, but Wooldridge insisted that he talk
to me about the matter.

In March or April of 1968, I visited the Pentagon, where I talked to Wooldridge
about the legal advice he wanted. He told me he had a business interest in Hong
Kong with three enlisted men who were retired from the Army. He said their
names were Lazar, Hatcher and Hidgon. Describing a partnership they were all
investing in, Wooldridge asked me whether he would be involved in a conflict

of interest situation. In this connection, he related that he had invested $5,000
in this business venture.

At that time, he told me that the other three men were all retired and that

he was the only one on active duty. He said he particularly wanted my advice
because he was not inclined to trust his partners or their attorney, a man named
Martin Sosin, in Los Angeles, California. He assured me that he would not take

an active interest or participate in the affairs of the business. I recall definitely
that Wooldridge told me that the other three men were retired and that he was
the only one still in active service. I have since been informed that two of his

business partners, Hatcher and Higdon, were then on active duty as military
service club custodians in South Vietnam, and that they were, in fact, using their
authority as custodians to purchase club supplies from their own company.
On the basis of the misleading, inaccurate, and incomplete information fur

nished to me then and subsequently by Sgt. Major Wooldridge, by the attorney
for his partners, Martin Sosin, and by Clinton W. Lininger, the secretary and
office manager of the corporation in which Sgt. Major Wooldridge and the others
were stockholders, I formed the professional opinion that Sgt. Major Wooldridge
have no conflict of interest situation arising from his investing in Marmed

#ld
no.

Moreover, on the basis of misleading, inaccurate, and incomplete information
furnished me, on December 11, 1968, I wrote to Sgt. Major Wooldridge, who was
then on active duty in South Vietnam, concerning Marmed Inc., as follows:
“There is no conflict of interest or any Army regulation or directive being vio
lated in connection with this business venture, so you have nothing to fear by

signing the Statement of Issuee.”
t was not until August 29, 1969, when I was informed about the true details
of the Maredem and related companies’ status by the staff of the Senate Investi

gations Subcommittee and the CID, that I learned that Maredem had been
operating since November of 1967, and that all of the principals of the Maredem
ompany excepting Seymour Lazar were on active duty with the United States
Army at the time I was approached by Sgt. Major Wooldridge for a legal opinion.
Nor did I learn until recently that the Maredem Company and successor com
panies actually were a million-dollar business enterprise, having achieved this
stature by reason of extensive sales to service clubs in Vietnam, and that Woold
ridge had an investment of much more than $5,000 in the venture.

ad I known the facts since related to me by the staff of the Senate Investiga
tions Committee and the CID, or if

£ and Sosin had supplied me with

them at the time I was giving legal advice to Wooldridge, I would definitely have
advised Sgt. Major Wooldridge that Army regulations would have prohibited him
from participating in this business venture.
RICHARD F. SEIBERT.

Subscribed to and sworn before me on this 20th day of October, 1969, in the
County of Dallas, State of Texas.
JoANNA MUIR, Notary Public.

My commission expires June 1, 1971.

Senator RIBICoEF. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, did you give
Colonel Seibert false and misleading information about the Maredem
Company and its officials?

Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE, I respectfully decline to answer that
question, Mr.
nine.

'' on the grounds it may tend to incriminate
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Senator RIBICoEF. The sworn testimony in this record shows that
the Maredem Company had total sales in its first year of operations
in excess of $1.2 million, net profits amounting to $131,761.
Mr. Bellino testified that on an alleged investment of $14,880 by
\' in the Maredem Company you were credited on the books of
aredem as of December 31, 1969, with $34,882.87.

Would you say these figures were inaccurate in any detail?

Sergeant Major WooDDRIDGE, I respectfully decline, sir, to answer
that, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You submitted a personal financial statement
to the Bank of America dated February 10, 1969, as a stockholder in
the Maredem Company, showing combined net worth of $49,212.
Is this an accurate figure?

Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE: I respectfully, sir, decline to answer
that on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. I hand you a copy of the minutes of the board
of governors meeting of the 1st Infantry Division NCO and EM Clubs
of

December 8,

1965.

You will note that you were the CG's representative at this meeting
and Staff Sgt. E7 S. K. Lazar was acting secretary-custodian.
One of the discussions at this meeting related to the annexation of

other clubs. Were you actively pushing the annexation of these clubs
at the 1st Infantry Division £ subsequently at Long Binh and also
at the Americal Division?

Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer
that question on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. That will go into the record as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 92” for

reference, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this purchasing power which enlarged the
kickback opportunities one of the reasons you were pushing the
annexation of the clubs into one unit?

Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. I respectfully decline to answer, sir,
on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator McClellan, have you any questions?
The CHAIRMAN. Sergeant, how long have you been in the service?
Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE. I respectfully decline, sir, to answer
that question on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you honestly believe that service in the U.S.
Army for any period of time, a short period or a long period, could
possibly incriminate anyone?
Mr. THOMAs. May I say something, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Let him. I am asking him.
Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer

the question on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
The CHAIRMAN. Since you are taking the fifth amendment on all
questions on the advice of your counsel, and I am not criticizing your
counsel, I wholly agree with Senator Percy that the final decision is

yours as to whether you cooperate with the Congress of the United
States in its efforts to perform its duty with respect to the protection
of the Army and the servicemen of our country. The final decision as to
whether you will cooperate with this committee to the end that it may
get the information to which it is entitled rests with you and your own
conscience.
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Therefore, I ask you this question, and I hope you will search your
soul before you answer: Do you honestly believe that if you gave a
truthful answer to the questions that have been asked you regardin
your conduct, particularly with respect to moneys you have receive
and kickbacks, alleged kickbacks, do you honestly believe that a
truthful answer might tend to incriminate you?
Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, there is a reasonable

apprehension in my mind it may tend to incriminate me and I respect
fully decline to answer that question.

The CHAIRMAN. You honestly believe that if you told the truth, you
would incriminate yourself? Is that the correct interpretation of what
you said?

Sergeant Major Woold RIDGE. I respectfully decline, sir, to answer,
on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
The
Let me ask you, Sergeant—and I don’t know how
many years you have served—he doesn’t want to admit it.

£.

Sergeant, according to the information the staff gives me, you have
been in the service nearly 30 years, during which time you have been
given considerable recognition; considerable honors have been be

stowed upon you in the belief and possibly in the fact that you had
rendered distinguished or outstanding service.

I want to ask you now in view of that if the time has come in your
life, and if this is the occasion when you come to feel that you no
longer have any sense of obligation and loyalty to your country and
to your fellow servicemen. That is, are you £ to help this
committee and your Government, and your colleagues, your buddies
in the service, to help in this bad situation by telling the truth and
giving this committee the benefit of the information and the facts

that you have that are within your knowledge which this committee
needs and which the Congress needs to perform its duty?
Have you reached that point where you no longer feel a sense of
obligation and loyalty to your country that would compel you or re
quire you to meet this responsibility?

Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE., Mr. Chairman, I respectfully
decline to answer on the grounds that it may tend to incriminate me
Slt".

The CHAIRMAN. I certainly share Senator Percy's thought. Your
conduct, as it stands, may be reflecting upon many, many innocent
servicemen, your buddies, some of them whom are dying every day.
Do you feel, do you sense the impact, the consequences of your
acts here today?
Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, sir, I am respect

fully declining to answer the questions on the grounds that they may
tend to incriminate me.

-

The CHAIRMAN. How many people are identified with the service

clubs? How many servicemen? There are thousands of them, are there
not, throughout the breadth of the Army that are identified with
service clubs, working for them and identified with their operations?
Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE. Sir, I am respectfully declining to
answer on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, whether you answer or not, I think everyone

knows there is quite a large number.
Do you realize that by not helping clear up this matter, by not giving
•

-

the committee the information it needs, by not helping make this
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record clear, that you cast an aspersion upon all of them? That is,
you leave this record open to the point that there could be a suspicion
that there are many others who are absolutely innocent involved with
you in this kind of operation?
Don’t you want to clear it up so the innocent will not be under
suspicion?

Sergeant Major Woold RIDGE. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer
on the grounds that it may tend to incriminate me.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you one other question.
If you did take these kickbacks and conduct yourself in the position
you occupy as the testimony here so reflects, would you agree that such

conduct has been a breach of trust and that you

£

een a traitor

to your Government?

Sergeant Major Woold RIDGE. I respectfully decline, sir, to answer
that on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
The CHAIRMAN. I just express this hope, that somewhere, in some
way, this committee will be able to make a record here that will

actually identify those who are responsible, all of them, and be able
to make a report and a record that will vindicate those who are inno
Cent.

You won’t help us do that. You are declining, you are refusing, to
help us do that. But I hope in some way, in spite of your circum
stances in which you find yourself today, where you have to take the
fifth amendment on every question that is asked you about this matter
in order not to possibly incriminate yourself—I hope we can find some
other way, some other source, where we can pin this down to those
who are involved and responsible and remove the possibility and prob
ability of suspicion against others who are innocent.
I think every one of you owe that to your country.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. I have one question.
Sergeant Wooldridge, as I understand it, you were a member of the
1st Infantry Division in World War II, and also landed at Normandy
on D-day. Is that true?

Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. Senator, I respectfully decline to
answer the question, sir, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate
Ime.

Senator GURNEY. I also understand vou have a brilliant combat

record. You were awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in October
1944 and again in the Battle of the Bulge.

Now my question is: How would you have felt as a soldier in those
days if the sergeant major of the 1st Infantry Division, in similar
circumstances as these here today, took the fifth amendment when
asked certain questions about his activities?

How would you have felt as a soldier back in October 1944?
Sergeant Major WooLDRIDGE. Senator, I must respectfully decline
to answer on the grounds it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator GURNEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. I have one last question, Mr. Chairman.
Sergeant Major Wooldridge, after all of the accusations, charges,
and
that have been made are resolved, I wonder if after

£
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all of the testimony is in, you wouldn’t consider making a statement
at that time that would then absolve all of the innocent servicemen

who are engaged in the service of their country and who due to impli
cations feel a cloud hanging over them because of this case.
Mr. THOMAs. May I

Senator PERCY. I would rather have an answer from the Sergeant.
Sergeant Major Woold RIDGE. Mr. Senator, I must respectfully
decline on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.

Senator PERCY. Now would counsel like to reply?
Mr. THOMAs. Senator Percy, that is a yet unforeseen circum
stance. It has not been proposed to me that he issue a statement
either after, under oath or not, concerning this matter.
If it were presented to me at some later time, I would consider it
and advise him. I think he could not at this time state whether or

not he would be, and I cannot so state.

Senator PERCY. I would respectfully suggest to counsel to take
into account what role Sergeant Major Wooldridge can play in
trying to remove the cloud that does hover over the military opera
tions, particularly with respect to the service clubs at this time, and

do whatever can be done without incriminating your client, to put
in perspective the activities that have been revealed by this investi
gation, which I trust are a miniscule part of the operations of the
military services, and the military service clubs.
Mr. THOMAs. Senator Percy, if that could be done, nothing would
be more desirable to me and my client than to be able to accomplish
just what you ask.
Senator PERCY. Thank you.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Bellino, will you give us the background
record of Seymour T. Lazar?
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0–Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. Seymour T. Lazar was born July 22, 1929, in the
Bronx, N.Y.

He was inducted in the Regular Army, 1202d ASU Detachment
No. 2, 1st Army, New York City, August 19, 1946.
He served five enlistments for a period of over 21 years. Prior to
1961, he was stationed in Japan and Korea. On April 6, 1963, he was
mess sergeant for the 24th
Division in Germany.

£

On April 13, 1965, he became supply sergeant at the 24th Admin
istration Company in Germany.
On December 1, 1965, he was secretary-custodian of the 1st Infantry
Division NCO—EM open mess in Vietnam.

On November 17, 1967, he was en route to the continental United
States, and on December 31, 1968, he was retired at Oakland, Calif.
Lazar has been court-martialed on five occasions for being AWOL,
driving vehicle at excessive speed and converting to his own use,
entering an off-limits area, misappropriated and applied to own benefit
property of the United States, and stealing a truck.
or the various offenses, one, he forfeited $50 of pay for 1 month,
was reduced to private and restricted to the company area for 30 days.
He received 30 days hard labor without confinement. He received $30

pay for 1 month and was restricted to the limits of Camp Crawford,
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Japan, for 90 days on another charge; was reduced to grade of RCT
and forfeited $50 of pay for 3 months; and was reduced to grade of
staff sergeant and forfeiture of $140 of pay for 2 months.

Mr. ADLERMAN. These are various penalties on the five different
charges, is that right?

Mr. BELLINo. That is right, five different charges, five different
court-martial hearings.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And was this based upon a CID report?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. The CID report relates to the theft of the
Armv truck.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 93” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. An indication as to how Sergeant Major Wooldridge
cooperated with his friendly custodians

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you any idea what his military service was?
Mr. BELLINo. Lazar has been awarded numerous medals including
the Good Conduct Medal, Vietnam Service Medal, Bronze Star Medal,

and the Army Commendation Medal.
The CHAIRMAN. Were these awarded before or after these courts
martial?

Mr. BELLINo. In some cases after and in some cases before, or in
between.

The CHAIRMAN. What award did he receive, if any, following the
five courts-martial?

Mr. BELLINo. I will have to look that up.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like you to supply that for the record.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We can supply that.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to know whether these things were
taken into account in making awards in the military.
(The information requested follows:)
(Army records show that Seymour Lazar was awarded the Army
Commendation Medal for meritorious achievement and Bronze Star

Medal for meritorious service on February 6, 1967. His fifth courts
martial was March 31, 1966.)
Senator GURNEY. Has a Good Conduct Medal ever been revoked?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Lazar is no longer in the Army.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Bellino, I wonder if I can ask you this. We
have received evidence and heard testimony that the possibility
existed that assignments within the personnel assignment bureau of
the Army were purchasable, and the coincidence of these men
returning to Europe so frequently and then moving as a unit would
lead one to believe that there may be something that ought to be
looked into.

Is there any indication or evidence that you have ever seen to
substantiate the possibility that influence can be brought to bear in
awards of this type, that these awards are also obtained through
influence other than just the conduct of the individual?
Mr. BELLINo. There has been evidence in that connection. I

believe Mr. Duffy will have something more specific.
Mr. DUFFY. Senator, we are still looking into that matter at this
time.

Senator PERCY. I think it would be an appropriate point since a
man gets into a position of influence because '' the record he has
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established, including the record of awards and so forth, presumably
based upon conduct rather than influence.
It is well-known how you get certain awards from foreign countries.
You can accumulate them on a quid pro quo, you can exchange them,
you can do all sorts of things.
If that exists inside the armed services, we certainly should know
about it. Again, I would like to point out, however, that if it does exist,
it must be an infinitesimal fraction of a percent. But if it is at all

inherent in this case, we ought to have whatever evidence can be
brought out.
Senator RIBICOFF. Proceed, Mr. Bellino.

Mr. BELLINo. An indication as to how Sergeant Major Wooldridge
cooperated with his friendly custodians is evident from the following
case: The theft of the Army truck. On November 4, 1965, a quarter-ton
utility truck was left in front of the USO club in Saigon by its driver,
Michael W. Hoffman, while he went inside to eat.

When he came out, the truck had disappeared. Nine days later,
on November 13, it was located in possession of Lazar at the Saigon
dock area. The registration numbers had been altered but the engine
revealed the vehicle was the one Hoffman had reported

£r
Stolen.

When Lazar was questioned he told the military police he had
obtained the vehicle from the 1st Infantry Division sergeant major
and then refused to make any further statements.
He elected to exercise his rights under article 31, USMJ, 1951.
Sergeant Major Wooldridge was interviewed by Paul O'Neil De
Noux, of the 1st Military Police Company, and Wooldridge stated
about the first of November 1965, he asked Lazar “to scrounge up a
vehicle somewhere.” He claims he meant that Lazar should borrow a
vehicle from another unit.

A couple of days later he observed Lazar driving a quarter-ton
utility truck. Wooldridge asked Lazar where did he get the truck.
Lazar replied, “Don’t sweat it.”
Wooldridge stated he made no further inquiry but admitted riding
in the truck with Lazar on at least two occasions.

Wooldridge then refused to give a signed statement to the military
police investigator.

In April 1966, Lazar was punished by being reduced to grade of
staff sergeant and forfeiture of $140 per month for 2 months.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Lazar, did Sergeant Major Wooldridge have
knowledge that you had stolen this quarter-ton utility truck?
Mr. LAZAR. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer the question
on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
s

•

Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you testify, Mr. Bellino, concerning the
various gambling gains of Mr. Lazar?
Mr. BELLINo. When Lazar filed his 1965, 1966, and 1967 returns

in 1968, he showed as receipts or income from gambling a total of
$111,931. He broke it down to 1965, $6,568; 1966, $45,143; and 1967
was $60,220.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do I understand that in 1968 he filed returns

for 3 years? Were these amended returns?

Mr. BELLINo. No. Being overseas he wasn’t required to file them
until he returned to the United States.
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When interviewed, Lazar stated he had won the money

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, I would like to ask Mr. Duffy a
question.

Mr. Duffy, did you examine the minutes of the NCO Clubs for 1967?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, Mr. Adlerman. We reviewed the minutes of the

First Infantry Division while in Vietnam. I might add that I would
like to insert into the record the minutes of the First Infantry Divi
sion dated September 11, 1967.

In reviewing these minutes, we showed that Sergeant. Lazar was
the secretary-custodian of the First Infantry Division. There is a
remark in the business:

New Business: a. Adopted a new resolution that no gambling will be permitted
on club premises.

Senator RIBIcoFF. The minutes will be admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 94” for ref
erence and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 94
1ST INFANTRY DIVISION,
NCO & EM OPEN MESS,

APO U.S. Forces, September 11, 1967.

Subject: Minutes of Board of Governors' Meeting of 1st Inf Div NCO & EM
Open Mess.
Thru : Commanding Officer, 1st Inf Div Spt Cmd, APO 96345.

To: Commanding General, 1st Infantry Division, Attn: AVDB-P. APO 96345.
1. At 1035 hours, 8 August 1967, the Board of Governors of the 1st Infantry
Division NCO & EM Open Mess convened at the Open Mess Main Club.
2. The following members were present:

Sgt Maj Allen (2nd Bde), President.
Sgt Maj Bennett (Spt Cmd), Member.
Sgt Maj Pough (3rd Bde), Member.
Lt Col Contrearas (HQ's Cmdt), Club Advisor.
SFC Lazar (1st Admin Co), Secretary, Custodian.
Absent:

Sgt Maj Silva (1st Bde), Member.
Sgt Maj Dorman (Div Arty), Member.
Others Attending:
SFC Hatcher (1st Admin Co), Observer.
3. The Board reviewed the minutes of the last meeting and approved them

without correction, noting that no funds were dispersed to Sgt Maj. Furgeson
(para 6, Minutes of Board of Governors—July 1967) in compliance with indorse
ment of last month's minutes by AC of S, G-1, 1st Infantry Division.
4. The Board approved the financial statement, subject to audit, for the month
of August, without correction and deemed it ready for forwarding to the USARV

Comptroller's Office thru AC of S, G-1, noting that in the future, accounts of
“Repairs Expense” and “Other Expense” are to be broken down and better
clarified.
5. Old Business:

(a) Noted that work on the installation of booths at the Lai-Khe annex was

near completion and the amount expended to date for this project was $325.00.
Sgt. Major Pough informed the board that all that remained to be done was the
installation and sewing of the foam rubber backs and seats. Complete reports on
final work and costs to be presented at the next meeting.

(b) Reaffirmed that the Secretary, Custodian has authorization to spend up
to $200.00 per month for other than normal resaleable items without consulting
the Board of Governors.
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6. New BusineSS:

-

-

(a) Adopted a new resolution that no gambling will be permitted on club
p remises.
(b) Approved droppage of goods lost as a result of falling off truck in convoy
to Lai-Khe annex in the value of cost price $177.66.
(c) Discussed changing the Constitution and by-Laws of the club system and
approved giving notice to all club patrons of proposed changes in procedures

stipulated for such changes in the present Constitution.
(d) Requested the Secretary, Custodian to conduct a survey into the advis
ability of decreasing food prices to the patrons of the Open Mess.
(e) Determined that each month the Board would set a limit on the disburse
•

ments allowed for entertainment for the following month and alloted the sum

of $12,000.00 for the month of September 1967.
(f) Determined that the President of the Board of Governors would always
be appointed on Division Orders by the Division Commander or his representa
tive.

(g) Determined that it would be a matter of record that all plans, contracts,
or agreements for purchases of other than normal resaleable items will be

brought before the Board and recorded in the minutes of the meeting.
(h) Noted, discussed, and approved following explanations and changes of

policy were brought up by the 1st Inf Div IG as a result of his audit conducted
on the club system on 5 September 1967:
1. Noted that check #128, dated 30 June 1967, made to the account of
Julia Kocka for the sum of $600.00 was supported by Disbursement Voucher
#318, dated 30 June 1967, on file in the club records, however, no invoice
was available. The Secretary, Custodian was directed to obtain from Julia

Kocka, an invoice for the performances paid and to present this invoice at
the next board meeting. He was also directed to not, under any circum
stances, make any payments in the future to firms or individuals without
an invoice for services rendered or items obtained.

2. Noted that at the present time, the amount of funds on hand in the
Main Club safe are $5,009.64 less than the amount shown on hand in the
club's records and that an investigation of this shortage has been initiated.
3. Noted that adjustments have been made so the August financial state

ment does reflect the sum of $450.85 owed the Tailor Shop Concession since
February 1967. This amount will be returned to Tom Brothers' Tailors and
a check in the same amount will be issued by Tom Brothers to the Sons of
the 1st Infantry Division Scholarship Fund. This amount of $450.85 is the
remainder of outside funds, that, thru administrative error, was not sep

arated from club records as prescribed by USARV audit team in February
1967.

4. All receipts from the Kwiki Freeze ice cream shop are counted and
recorded daily by a member of the club System. These funds are deposited

through Division Finance to the account of the Kwiki Freeze Company and
the receipts of these deposits also forwarded to that company. It was deter
mined that from now on, all deposits will be made as before, except that
two copies of the deposit receipt for each deposit will be obtained and one
copy kept on file in the 1st Inf Div NCO & EM Open Mess Main Office,
Kwiki Freeze Concessionaire file.

5. Approved notifying members of proposed changes to present Constitu
tion and By-Laws as noted in paragraph 6c above.
6. Approved policy of all club annexes on Di-An base turning in all
monies received as part of their daily income to the Division Finance Office
for deposit to this club system's account in Bank of America, Saigon, and
receiving two copies of the receipt for deposit, one to be retained on file at
the respective annex and the other to be turned in with the daily operations
reports to the club's Main Office. Club annexes outside the Di-An base com

plex will follow the same procedures, but, due to transportation problems,
will be required to turn in these monies and reports at least once a week
and/or before funds for deposit exceed the amount of $5,000.00, whichever
occurs first.

7. Determined that new procedures of clearing slot machines would be

incorporated as suggested by the Secretary, Custodian and that the Sergeant
Major of the area in which 1st Inf Div NCO & EM Open Mess clubs are
located on different bases would maintain possession of the keys to the
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cash boxes for these slot machines in these clubs, in a locked container. The
Secretary, Custodian would retain the keys to the locked container in which
the slot machine cash box keys are kept.
8. Determined that any gifts of club assets, monies, or properties, would
not be presented without prior approval of the Board of Governors, and only
when a formal record of such consent is made in the minutes of the Board

of Governors' meeting and approved by the G-1, 1st Inf Div.
9. Determined that an invoice for five telescope directors chairs was sent,
*hrough error, to the 1st Infantry Division NCO & EM Open Mess, as indi
cated by a memo dated 19 July 1967, from the company that distributed
these items. These items were promotional in nature and were not to be sold.
The Secretary, Custodian has been directed by the Board of Governors to

request from the representative of Allied International a letter stating the
club was erroneously billed for the five telescope directors chairs and that
this letter be presented at the next Board of Governors' meeting.
7. The meeting adjourned at 1445 hours, 8 August 1967.

PresiaCnt.
club Advisor.
Secretary,

custodian.

Mr. DUFFY. I would like to read another extract from the minutes:
h. (2) Noted that at the present time, the amount of funds on hand in the
Main Club safe are $5,009,64 less than the amount shown on hand in the club's
records and that an investigation on this shortage has been initiated.

It is interesting to note that the minutes indicate there was a

change of custodians before they met again. I have the minutes of
October 6, 1967, indicating that now Sergeant Hatcher is the custodian

of the 1st Infantry Division and Sergeant Lazar was president.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, that will go in as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 95” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 95

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION,
NCO & EM OPEN MESS,

APO US Forces, October 6, 1967.
Subject: Minutes of Board of Governors' Meeting of 1st Inf Div NCO & EM
Open Mess.

Thru : Commanding Officer
1st Inf Div Spt Cmd
APO 96.345.
To: Commanding General
1st Infantry Division
APO 96345.

1. At 1300 hours, 5 October 1967, the Board of Governors of the 1st Infantry
Division NCO & EM Open Mess convened at the Open Mess Main Club.
2. The following members were present:

Sgt Maj. Allen (2nd Bde), President.
Sgt Maj Bennett (Spt Cmd), Member.

Sgt Maj Dorman (Div Arty), Member.
Sgt Maj Pough (3rd Bde), Member.
Lt Col Contreras (HQ's Cmdt), Club Advisor.
SFC Hatcher (HQ & Ho Co), Secretary, Custodian
Absent:

Sgt Maj Silva (1st Bde), Member.
Others Attending:

SFC Lazer (1st Admin Co), Observer.
1st Sgt Sikes (1st Admin Co), Observer.
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3. The Board reviewed the minutes of the last meeting and approved them.
Without corrections.

4. The Board approved the financial statements, subject to audit for the month.
of September 1967, and deemed them ready for forwarding to the USARV Comp

troller's Office thru AC of S, G-1. 1st Inf Div, noting that the board previously
requested a break-down of accounts of “Repairs Expense” and “Other Expense”
for its own benefit of clarification and does not intend for such break-downs to.
be added as part of the actual financial statement.
5. Old Business:

a. Noted that an invoice from Julia Kocka (para 5h1, Minutes of Board of
Governors' Meeting, dtd 11 Sept 67) was obtained and is presently in the club's
files.

b. Noted that a letter from the representative of Allied International (para
6h9, Minutes of Board of Governors' Meeting, dtd 11 Sept 67) was presently on
file, stating that this club system had been erroneously billed for five Telescope
Directors' Chairs.

c.. Sgt Major Pough reported that the finished booths were presently being in
stalled in the Lai-Khe annex and the final expenditure for this project was

$160.00, or a total of $485.00 having been spent for the project.
d. Decided to shelve plans for changing food prices until later date.
e. Noted that proper notice of proposed changes to the Constitution and By

Laws had been given the Open Mess patrons and since no objection or new pro
posals were presented, directed the Secretary, Custodian to commence printing
the new Constitution and By-Laws.
6. New Business:

*

(a) Noted that letters of notice will be sent to AC of S, G-1, 1st Inf Div,
stating that annexes of the 1st Div NCO & EM Open Mess have been
established in Lai-Khe and Phu-Loi as authorized by letter from Headquar
ters, USARV, authorizing establishment of the Open Mess and annexes for

providing facilities for all 1st Inf Div personnel.
(b) Decided to grant the Secretary, Custodian the authority to main

tain hiring of Third Country Nationals as he believes will best benefit the
club system and to set their pay scales as he deems proper, noting that
all third country nationals must be paid in piastres as required by current
regulations.
(c) Determined that the Sergeant Major of the 1st Aviation Battalion
would be made a permanent member of the Board of Governors as repre
sentative of the members Of that command.

(d) Determined that in the future, the Secretary, Custodian may dis
burse an amount equivalent to 15% of the previous month's gross sales
for entertainment expense and if larger amounts are deemed necessary,
such requests will be brought before the Board.
(e) The Board approved additional entertainment expense of not more
than $10,000.00 to be dispersed as favors and free issue for the Christmas
and New Year's holidays of this year. The Board also noted that it desired
for all NCO's and EM of the 1st Infantry Division to receive a share of
this disbursement, regardless if a branch of this club system is located in
their area or not, ie 1st Brigade and Division Artillery, for the members
of these commands have had occasion to give support to this Open Mess
whenever possible.
(f) Determined that annex 1-B, located in the 1st Medical Battalion
area, due to limited income, should be closed permanently, but not until
discussions with the unit commander of the area in which the annex is

located are held, concerning the difficulties involved in continuation of
operation of that annex.

(g) Interviewed contractors bidding for the completion of the build
ing of annex 4 & 4-A (2nd Brigade Annex) and decided to grant the con
tract to Mr. Pat Paschal, at a cost of $21,130.00, construction of which was
already approved as shown in para 3e, Minutes of Board of Governors
Meeting of 4 Feb 67 and para 2 of corrections of those minutes.
7. The meeting adjourned at 1445 hours, 5 October 1967.

President.
own Advisor.
Secretary, Custodia".
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TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0-Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. When interviewed, Lazar stated that he had won the

money playing poker in 1966 and 1967; that he usually played poker
every night at the club of which he was custodian from 7 to 10 p.m.;
that his gambling deposits were made in cash, by money order or
checks thrown on the table; that military payment certificates were
used during the poker games.
Lazar stated that he would take his winnings to the post office at
the First Division in Vietnam and obtain money orders.
Lazar stated he could not remember the names of the other players,
but the names are on file with the CID at Dian and at Long £ 8.S
he was questioned by them in those two areas.

When the committee staff made inquiry at Long Binh for reports as
indicated by Lazar, we were told there were no records of such inves

tigation.
The determination of these gains was done by Lazar by designating

to his accountant various deposits in his bank accounts at

'

Me

chanics National Bank, Burlington, N.J., and at the First National
Bank, Junction City, Kans.

However, the designated deposits actually include numerous postal
money orders, bank money orders cashier's checks, bank checks and
personal checks, most all of which were payable to someone other
than Lazar; the final endorsee, however, being Lazar.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Lazar, I hand you Exhibit 70 which consists

of volumes of items which you deposited in your account.
Will you look over these money orders, checks, and other items,
and tell us how these items came into your possession?
(Documents handed to the witness.)
TESTIMONY OF SEYMOUR LAZAR, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
LARRY STEINBERG-Resumed

Mr. STEINBERG. Mr. Chairman, might I make a brief statement in

regard to these volumes of records?
They appear to be some hundreds of sheets, including a lot of
notes which are not clearly identified.

I will say with candor that it is my client's intention to adopt a
position of invoking the privilege of the fifth amendment. But I
must say that I don’t think it really would prove practicable to
answer this question in any event, because of the extreme volume

and variety of the documents.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you want an opportunity, you and your
client, to look over those documents and come back later in the day?
Mr. STEINBERG. No, Senator. I have said, and I will repeat, that

we would claim the privilege in any event. But this would have been
an almost impossible burden.
Senator PERCY. Would you mind examining the first top document
to see whether or not that one single document can be identified? Is
there any comment that your client might wish to make about that
single document? Can he identify it? Does he recall it? Can he give
us the circumstances in which the check was received, whether it was

deposited, and for what action the check was made payable?
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Mr. STEINBERG. It is the intention of my client to claim the
privilege of the fifth amendment.
Senator PERCY. So no matter how much time you need, even if you
had a week, you would still intend to give that same answer with
respect to each single additional document, even though there are
hundreds there?

Mr. STEINBERG. Yes, that is true. I am only commenting that the
volume is such that the problem would in any event be great.
Senator RIBIcoFF. The chairman wants you to know, you and
everybody else in front of this committee, whatever time you need,
whatever surveys you want, the committee will afford you that
opportunity.

e don’t want you to be in a position that we are handing you
these things without giving you an opportunity to review them.
We will be pleased to recess for an hour or a day or a week or a
month to make sure that everybody that appears before this com
mittee will be fully apprised of all the circumstances, all the charges
that are made against them.

Mr. STEINBERG. In that regard, if I might, Senator, I would like
to request that we receive, if possible, copies of at least exhibits 93,
4 and 5 which, if I recall, appeared to relate to my client with some
particularity.
Senator RIBICoEF. The staff will supply you with copies.
Mr. STEINBERG. Thank you.

Senator RIBICoEF. We haven't received a reply.
Mr. LAZAR. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer the questions
on the grounds previously stated.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Bellino, is this exhibit a single deposit of
$2,485.27? Will you describe this to the committee? Is this an example
of the deposits made?
Mr. BELLINo. This total is $2,485.27 and consists of about 15 different

items. The first one is a Fort Hood Military Credit Union check to
Sgt. Robert L. Council, San Francisco, in the amount of $75; another
one, Arkansas-Louisiana Gas Co. check to Harold Edward; 1st Infan

try Division, NCO check signed by Lazar, payable to himself; an

American Express Traveler's check signed by Glenn Hobolt; Harris
Trust & Savings Bank check payable to Private 1st Class—
Senator RIBICOFF. They are all varied and come from all types of
banks and all types of individuals; is that correct?
Mr. BELLINo. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Lazar, staff members have contacted several
of the individuals who were the original payees on these items and all
of them are at a loss to explain how these got into your bank accounts.
In fact, an individual stated he always cashed his postal money
orders at the military post office.

Will you tell us how these checks, as shown in this schedule, came
into your possession and deposited by you?

Mr. LAZAR. I respectfully decline to answer the questions on the
grounds that the answer might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. How about gambling losses, Mr. Bellino?
Mr. BELLINo. Lazar deducted from his 1966 and 1967 income tax

returns losses of $54,673. These losses were determined by Lazar from
35-359 O-70—pt. 2–16
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certain charges on his bank accounts and so indicating them to his
accountant.

In reviewing these items, we find there were checks issued to various
individuals. At least 90 percent of these items do not appear to be
proper items for deductions as gambling losses.
We have a schedule of these items I would like to include as an

exhibit with copies of the checks.
Senator RIBIcoFF. They will be admitted as exhibits.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 96 and 97”
for reference: “Exhibit No. 96” follows and “Exhibit No. 97” may be
found in the files of the subcommittee.)
ExHIBIT No. 96
SEYMOUR LAZAR, WITHDRAWALS REPORTED AS GAMBLING LOSSES
Payable to—

Date charged

Amount

Ruth Kraft--------------------------------------------------------------------- Mar 3, 1966
Transferred to savings account 28000, First National Bank, Junction City, Kans------ -- Apr 29, 1966
Mrs B. Glickman-------------------------------------------------------------- July 26, 1966
Carroll Ann Torres----------Mrs. B. Glickman--------------

$50
2,000

Mrs. N. Lazar-----------------Mrs. E. Mendler---------------Mechanics National Bank --------Theodore Bass------------------Mrs. E. Mendler------------------

600
2,000
2,000
,000
1,289
1,500

200
480
470

-

- - - - - -

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

Cash, Bank of Rohner----------------------------------------------------------- Dec.
Subtotal------------------------------------

W. O. Wooldridge--------------------------------------------------------------- Jan.
Could not locate------------------------------------Jan.
Tom Brothers & Co.--Jan.
Cash-------------------------------------------------------------------------- Jan.
A. M. Waddle--------------------------------------.
Jan.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

- - -

5,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - -

- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

9, 1967
10, 1967
16, 1967
17, 1967
23, 1967

2,939
6,000
1,000
1,000
2,019

Subtotal------------------------------------------------------------------------------Feb. 3, 1967
--- Feb. 10, 1967

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mildred E. Patty----------------------------------------------------------Mrs. Ruth Kraft-----------------------------------

- Mar. 21, 1967
- Apr. 11, 1967
Account No. 20147, Bank of Rohner & Co., Zurich---------------------------------------- do------David Tung----------------------------------------- Apr. 13, 1967
do------- - - -

- -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Apr. 14, 1967

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - -

12,958
5,000
2,000

- - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -

11,589

do------- -

90-----------------------------------------------------------------------------do------M. E. Patty--------------------------------------------------------------------- Apr. 19, 1967
Cash, Union Bank of Hong Kong Ltd----------------------------------------------- Apr. 20, 1967
William 0. Wooldridge----------------------------------------------------------- Apr. 21, 1967
George Lumm, Mercantile National Bank, Hammond, Ind--------------------------------- do------Debit memo-------------------------------------------------------------------- Apr. 24, 1967
Cash, Union Bank of Hong Kong Ltd----------------------------------------------- Apr. 25, 1967
William O. Wooldridge----------------------------------------------------------- ay 4, 1967

7,000
400
30
470
750
A70

600
100
200
200
490

100
600
300

150
200

Less personal---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3,000
1,500

Subtotal-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6, 160

Carlton Corp., Dao Heng Bank----------------------------------------------------- May 8, 1967
M & M Hatcher, South National Bank of Columbus, Ga------------------------------------ do-----Vietnam Regional Exchange---------------------------- May 12, 1967
Cash, Union Bank of Hong Kong Ltd---------------------------------------------------- do------Sears, Roebuck & Co.-------------------------------- May 23, 1967
M. E. Patty-------------------------------------------- May 25, 1967
W. 0. Wooldridge---------------------------------------------------------------- May 31, 1967

2,000
1,000
347
200
30

Subtotal------------------------------------------------------------------------------Less personal---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7,243
1,500

-

- -

Subtotal.------------------------------------

- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

666

3,000

5,743
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SEYMOUR LAZAR, WITHDRAWALS REPORTED AS GAMBLING LOSSES-Continued
Payable to—

Date charged

Amount

# ##

.#

-- June 29, 1967

300
600
400

PHShah Ltd., Wing Lung Bank Ltd.----------------------------------.........
Cash, First National City Bank--:

Deak & Co., Hong Kong------

- - -

- - - - -

William Wooldridge--------------------------------------------------__ do------Could not locate----

-- June 30, 1967
...”------------------------------------------------------------------........... do------Mildred E. Patty-------------------------------------------------------........ July 7, 1967

398

500

Subtotal------------------------------------------------------------------------------less personal------------------------------------------------------------------.........I.

3,228
1,500

Subtotal-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1,728

**----------------------------------------------------------------------.

July 14, 1967

Cash, Dao Heng Bank----------------------------------------------------------------y do------Kinne Tanaka-------------Mrs. Nobuko Lazar-------

100
#
500

-- July 24, 1967
do------Stephen Co., Stephen Jewelry Co-------------------------------------------------- July 25, 1967

1,000
730

Subtotal------------------------------------------------------------------------------less personal---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2,530
1,500

- - - -- - - - - - - ---- -- -- - - --- - --- - - - -- ---- --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --

Subtotal-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1,030

Total----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35,019

Senator, RIBICOFF: Mr. Lazar, I show you these checks. Will you
examine this? Would you be willing to explain any of the checks in
this transaction?

(Documents handed to the witness.)
Mr. STEINBERG. Senator, might I request a very brief recess in order
to be able to examine these rather numerous documents?

Senator RIBICOFF. Yes. Do you want 5 minutes?
Mr. STEINBERG. Yes; that would be quite agreeable.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess for 5 minutes.

(Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m. a brief recess was taken.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Metcalf, Percy, and Gurney.)
(Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m. the subcommittee reconvened after a
brief recess.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Percy.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Lazar, would you want to answer that ques
tion, now that you have had an opportunity to look over the exhibit?
TESTIMONY OF SEYMOUR LAZAR, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
LARRY STEINBERG-Resumed

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer the question on
the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Lazar, Doris Lee Price, operating as Aldo
Ltd., was a booking agent for shows in Vietnam. She was the recipient
of numerous contracts and June Collins testified as to her association

with a club custodian at Long Binh.
I hand you herewith a letter from Doris Lee Price on stationery of
Aldo Ltd., and I will read the letter.
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Aldo Ltd., Bank of America, 6333 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.
Dear Sir: Please use this letter as authorization to transfer the amount of

$15,000 from my checking account No. 3686–01376, to the account of Mr. Seymour
T. Lazar, No. 2138—5824, Bank of America, Beverly-Wilshire Branch, 9461 Wil
shire Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.

Your prompt action in this matter would be greatly appreciated.

That was for $15,000.

Will you explain this transaction in your own way, and is this not
a kickback to you from Aldo, Ltd.?
That will be made an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 98” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
(Document handed to the witness.)

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer the question
on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Bellino, will you explain Condormats Corp.
and Ernest Paschall?

Mr. BELLINo. Ernest Paschall, operating in Vietnam, was doing busi
ness as Condormats Corp., and has done several

million dollars worth

of business with the clubs of which Lazar, Hatcher, and Higdon were
custodians.

-

Lazar's account at the Bank of America contains a deposit on the 21st
of February 1968 in the amount of $7,490. This item is a check dated

December 17, 1967 from Ernest L. Paschall, of Condormats Corp.
Senator RIBICoFF. I show you this check and ask you to explain it.
(Document handed to the witness.)

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer the question
on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this a check for a kickback to you?
Mr. LAZAR. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer the question on
the grounds previously stated.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would ask for a ruling as to whether
or not the witness can say “on the grounds previously stated” or
whether, in your opinion, he should state “on the grounds that it would
tend to incriminate me.”

He has gone to the other phraseology several times. I would ap
preciate a ruling from you as to whether he should be permitted this
alternate wording.
Senator RIBICOFF. Well, to me it seems so obvious, these men taking
their rights under the fifth amendment. Whatever way they want to do
it is all right with me.
However, if you would insist or if you would like to state the indi
vidual reasons—

Senator PERCY. I don't think it takes any longer.
Senator RIBICOFF. All right, then, I think you should state the full
reason for refusal to answer.

Mr. LAZAR. On the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to answer
this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees under the
Bill of Rights, including the privilege against self-incrimination con
tained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. The check will be admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 99” for refer

ence and appears in the appendix on p. 529.)
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Senator RIBICoFF. Did you get together with Narvaez Hatcher, Wil
and Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge and form Mare

liam

#".

dem, Ltd. ?

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICoEF. Was the purpose of this company to do business
with the NCO clubs in Saigon?

Mr. LAzAR, Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.

Senator RIBICOFF: Were you a custodian of the 1st Infantry NCO

# when you decided to organize a company to do business with the
ClubS f

Mr. LAzAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you formed Maredem, did you receive the
major portion of your orders from Sergeant Hatcher who succeeded
you as custodian at 1st Infantry Division NCO club, Sergeant Higdon
who was custodian at Long Binh, and Sgt. William Bagby, custodian
at Americal Division?

Mr. LAzAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege of
self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.

Senator RIBICoEF. Althought Sergeant Major Wooldridge invested
less than you and the other stockholders, do you all share equally in
profits

'd losses?

Mr. LAzAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your first year of operations, did your invest
ment of $25,000 increase to $45,320.89?
Mr. LAZAR. On the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to answer
this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees under the

Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege against self
incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.

Senator RIBICoFF. Maredem records reflect you issued four checks
from November 1, 1968, to January 16, 1969, amounting to $102,681.52.
This sum was paid to Iter Co., a fictitious firm, owned by Mrs. Irene
Terhune, wife of Clifford Terhune.

Are these funds the share of kickbacks to Sgt. William Bagby and
other custodians who were giving your company most of its business?
Mr. LAzAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was it your scheme to distribute the funds
through Iter in order to evade the payment of income taxes by the
recipient of the funds?
-

-

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination £ in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you arrange with Higdon and Hatcher to pay
your Maredem Co., $13,000 for a 20-ton walk-in freezer which was
owned by the 1st Infantry Division and purchased by you when you
were custodian?

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have an account in the Foreign Commerce
Bank at Zurich, Switzerland?

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have an account at Bayerische Hypothe
keht Und Wechselbank, Munich?

Mr. LAZAR, Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have any funds in an account under the
name of Emilie Mendler at Zentralkasse Wurtembergischer Volks
banken at Stuttgart, Germany?
Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to
answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is or was Emilie Mendler your wife?

Mr. LAzAR, Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. I hand you herewith certain documents which re
flect the source of certain deposits in this Stuttgart account. You will
note a deposit of $2,119.50 on October 21, 1966, from American Indus
trial Services.

(Document handed to the witness.)
Senator RIBICoFF. We will recess for a few minutes. There is a
crucial vote in the Finance Committee. I will return as soon as I can.
The committee will recess for 5 minutes.

(Whereupon, at 12 m. the subcommittee took a brief recess.)

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Percy.)

W'"

I'eCeSS.

at 12:05 the subcommittee reconvened after a brief
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Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will come to order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: Sen
ators Ribicoff and Percy.)

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Lazar, is this not a kickback to you from
Frank Furci’s company?

Mr. LAzAR, Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you explain these checks, Mr. Bellino? This
is a series of checks on the Emilie Mendler account.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 100” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. The first one was the deposit we just mentioned of
$2,119.50 from American Industrial Services, and the other pertinent
one is a deposit in the Bank of America, Maredem Limited Account,
on about January 5. The deposit actually was made on January 9,
1968, of DM 112,254.80 or $28,000, which was in the testimony initially
on the formation of the Maredem Co. It shows it came from the Emilie
Mendler account in Stuttgart, Germany.
Senator RIBICOFF. You will note, Mr. Lazar, a withdrawal from
this account of DM 112,254.80, which was deposited in Maredem Lim
Account at the Bank of America, Wilshire Branch, Beverly Hills,

#
'alif.

Is this not the $28,000 deposit which appears on the Maredem account
on January 9, 1968?

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I call your attention to the notation on the last
page of these documents. It states certain checks amounting to DM
150,000, were used by Mrs. Mendler to pay for the apartment she pur
chased at No. 72 Farrentstrasse, Stuttgart, Germany. Do you have an
interest in this apartment?
Mr. STEINBERG. We don’t have a copy of that at the moment.
(The document was handed to the witness.)

Mr. LAzAR, Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees

under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I hand you 14 checks payable in cash amounting
to $23,000. Will you please examine these checks?
(The checks were handed to the witness.)
-

(The checks referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 101” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. I direct your attention to checks No. 5, 7,42, and
75, which total $20,500, and which appear to have been deposited in
the Bank of Robner, Zurich.

Mr. STEINBERG. Excuse me, Senator. Was that 74 and 75?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Checks 5, 7,42, and 75.

-

Mr. LAzAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
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under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this a Swiss numbered account in your name?

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination £ in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. I hand you herewith check No. 136 payable to
cash for $300 and deposited in the Dao Heng Bank in Hong Kong,

£ dis

to credit of Baker Co., numbered 4242—O. Staff
closed this account is a black market currency account.

Will you tell us how the check got into this black market account
and how much you received for this dollar check?
(The document was handed to the witness.)
(The document referred to was marked “exhibit No. 102” for refer
ence, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. LAZAR. On the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to answer
this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees under the
Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege against self
incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator RIBICOFF. All documents and checks which were offered or

submitted to this witness will be put into the record as exhibits.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Lazar, I listened in closed executive session to

the testimony of former Sgt. Ed Jones. He explained the way the pay
off system worked when he first became manager of the Infantry Flak
Kaserne Club, where in Sergeant Bass gave Sergeant Jones $15 of the
$50 that was in excess of Bass' tally as assistant custodian making his
semi-weekly count.
Jones also stated that after Bass and Hatcher were relieved, you re

placed Bass and that, according to Jones, “Nothing changed.” Again,
the system of rakeoffs from the slot machines continued with no fluc
tuation. Is this so?

Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator PERCY. Jones also stated that while he was the counter for

the six clubs in the Augsburg area, “On a good week the average rake
off per week was $3,000 to $3,300.”

He also said that when Sergeants Bass and Hatcher were relieved,
you became the assistant custodian in charge of the Augsburg clubs,
while Sergeant Edwards became such for the Munich area.

Is Sergeant Jones' statement correct? Were you involved?
Mr. LAZAR. Senator, on the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline
to answer this question, and base this on my constitutional guarantees
under the Bill of Rights, including but not limited to the privilege
against self-incrimination contained in the fifth amendment.
Senator PERCY. I understand, Mr. Lazar, that you live now in my
own city of birth, Pensacola, Fla. It is not possible to live there for
nothing. You have been out of the Army for some time now. You have,
to my evidence, no visible means of support. Excuse me, I believe it is
Sergeant Hatcher that lives in
Fla.

£
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Perhaps you could tell us where you do reside now, and also would
you mind telling us whether, since you have left the Army, you have
engaged in gainful employment?
Mr. LAZAR. Senator, in respect to my home address, again, it is 111

Northwestern Avenue, Anaheim, Calif. As to the rest of it, Senator, on
the advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to answer this question,
and base this on my constitutional guarantees under the Bill of Rights,
including but not limited to the privilege against self-incrimination
contained in the fifth amendment.

Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Duffy, will you give us the background on
M. Sgt. William Ernest Higdon?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. M. Sgt. William Ernest Higdon enlisted in the Army at
Fort Jackson, S.C., on March 14, 1947.
From June 6, 1963, to July 2, 1964, he was club manager of the
24th Infantry Division at Augsburg, Germany. From July 24, 1966 to
October 1967, he was with the 2d Field Force and 90th Replacement
Battalion. From November 24, 1967, to July 21, 1968, he served as
custodian for the Long Binh Post in Vietnam, and from August 30,
1968, to the present time, he is stationed at the Redstone Arsenal in
Alabama.

Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Higdon, we have been supplied with
information that you were paid $25,000 in kickbacks by Universal
Consultants during the period of September 1967 to March 1968 while
you were custodian of the USARV-NCO club system in Long Binh,
Vietnam. This money was paid to you for the award of contracts.
Will you tell us about your arrangement with Universal Consultants,
Inc.?

TESTIMONY OF SGT. WILLIAM HIGDON, ACCOMPANIED BY COUN
SEL, DAVID L. THOMAS–Resumed

Sergeant HIGDoN. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer
on the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you use the alias George Schell in receiving
this $25,000 kickback?

Sergeant HIGDoN. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer
on the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have a Swiss bank account under the name
of George Schell.

Sergeant HIGDoN. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Duffy, will you read into the record an affi
davit from Louis R. Crooks?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, we obtained an affidavit from Mr. Louis
R. Crooks on October 2, 1969. I would like to read the substance of the
affidavit:
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ExHIBIT No. 103
AFFIDAVIT OF LOUIS R. CROOKS

I, Louis R. Crooks, freely and voluntarily make the following statement on
October 2, 1969, at about 7:30 p.m. to Walter S. Fialkewicz, who has identified
himself to me as a member of the staff of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations. No threats, force
or duress has been used to induce me to make this statement, nor have I received

any promise of immunity from any consequences which may result from sub
mission of this statement to the aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations.
I joined the U.S. Army in the latter part of 1945 and was in the Army of
Occupation in Japan until the middle of 1947 when I received an Honorable
Discharge and returned to the United States. I was out of the service until
January 1950 when I again reenlisted in the U.S. Army. I served in the Army
from that time until my retirement on March 1, 1969.
During my service, I had a tour of duty in Germany from October 1959 until
March 1964. My assignment for the entire tour was in the Augsburg, Germany,
area.

Question. Mr. Crooks, were you ever employed in the club systems while in the
Augsburg area?

Answer. Yes, I first started as a Master of Arms in the Sheridan E. M. Club in
December of 1959. About seven months later, the Custodian, Sgt. Benny Weeks,
gave me the job of Supply Sergeant of the 24th Division NCO and EM open
Messes.

Question. Would you earplain your duties as the Supply Sergeant?

Answer. I was responsible for all the supplies, equipment, furniture and non
perishable supplies. I had no control on the beverages such as whisky or beer. We
had a warehouse in the Sheridan Kaserne, while my office was located in the Flak
Kaserne. I had the responsibility of the control of inventory cards on the equip
ment and furniture in the clubs. This was for all the clubs in the Munich and

Augsburg area.
Question. As the Supply Sergeant did you have the opportunity to be in the
clubs at other than general operation times?
Answer. Yes.

Question. During this period did you observe any opcration or activity by the
managers that was in contrary to military regulations—if so explain in detail?
Answer. When I went into the club system Sgt. Weeks was the custodian and,
in my opinion, Sgt. Weeks was honest and tried to operate an honest system.
Weeks was later replaced by a Sgt. Mitchell who also, in my opinion, was operat
ing the clubs to the best advantage of 24th Inf. club systems. When William
Wooldridge became Sgt. Major in the 24th Inf Div., Mitchell was promoted to
Sgt E8, and was transferred to another unit within the 24th Inf. Div. Wooldridge
then brought into the custodian job his former personnel clerk or company clerk
from Munich whose name I believe was Sgt. Green. His assistant custodian,
but was not called that—he was called the purchasing agent and other several
titles—that was Sgt. Bill Higdon. One of Higdon's jobs was to clear all slot
machines.

Question. When did Green and Higdon get this job?
Answer. Between October 1962 and January 1963—I just can't recall.
Question. Did you observe any irregularities then?
Answer. Yes, that is when I observed Sgt. Higdon with the other managers,
while clearing the slot machines making illegal entries on the tally sheets. They
would first figure out how much they would have to report the machine took in,
figure out how much the machine was supposed to have paid out and then take
the biggest part of the profit. This was done first on a numbered tally sheet. This
I mean was a copy of the official tally sheet. They would figure it out on the
unofficial copy and then after figuring out how much they were to take from the
profits they then filled out the official sheet.
Question. Who did you see do this, how many times, where and when?
Answer. I seen this done a number of times by Higdon with the help of the
following Sgt. Managers—Bagby, Hatcher, Powers, Myers, Lazar, Spoonman,
Bass, Roy Werren, and the slot machine repairman, a Sgt. Robinson. This I
observed from early 1963 until I left in August 1963. This occurred when I was

in the mangers office while Higdon was clearing the machines with the managers.
I would be there for some business and they wouldn't stop for me for they
thought I didn’t know what was going on. The security sergeant who was sup

*
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posed to check the figures usually was off in the club with a drink or seated off
in a corner of the Office eating or drinking, not close enough to observe the true
count of the money. I knew there was a difference in the count of the money that
came out of the machines and the amount they listed on the official tally sheet.
I didn't see them take the money out of the clubs or see who got the money.

Question. What made you think that Higdon and the others got this rake-off
from the slot machines?
Answer. Because of the high living that they were doing such as having big
parties at the Atlantic Club, a civilian club in Augsburg, and Munich. Hatcher
buying a reasonably new Cadillac car not once but twice. Sgt. Werren buying a
new Mercedes and the others spending a lot and gambling in fairly big stake

games. Another thing was that they would pay me $25 or $50 for pulling any One
night duty they had in the club while they would be running around or partying.
They also on occasions took me to parties which they paid for. They would take
me along because I was good with my fists and I’d help them out. This was in

civilian clubs. Wooldridge, Higdon, Hatcher, Bass and the others were in all the
parties. As to the fights, these occurred only a couple of times, they were only
arguments and as I recall Wooldridge was not there. They also would take me
out to eat at a lot of civilian places which were expensive and they always paid
the bills.

Question. Is there any other incident that made you aware of irregularities
in the clubs?

Answer. Yes, a little before July 1963, Sgt. Green gave me a purchase order
to pick up some cooks' uniforms and waitress' uniforms and other club uniforms.
The store was located about three blocks away from the main railroad station
near the circle in Augsburg. Included in the order, but not listed on the Order

sheet, was expensive men's silk dress shirts and ties. This occurred several
times. Each time there were three or four shirts of different sizes. These shirts

and ties went to the managers and sergeants in charge. I even got several that
they told me to take. The only time they gave me the shirts is when I questioned
them about them. After one of these trips to the shop in Augsburg in July 1963–
I came back with the order, this Sgt. Green, I believe Green—the Sgt. that
relieved Mitchell—took Out of the Order three or four of these silk dress Shirts
and told me to deliver them to Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
I took the shirts over to Wooldridge in his office. I said “the custodian said I

should give you these shirts.” Wooldridge said “OK” and took the shirts. This is
when I said to Wooldridge that I wanted to discuss something with him about the
clubs. He told me to sit down. I then asked Wooldridge “where the shirts came
from or who was paying for them cause they weren't on the purchase order.” As

I recall, Wooldridge told me that they didn't concern me, or something to that
effect. Then I brought up the manner of Higdon and the others not clearing the

machines as club SOP (Standard Order of Procedure) as required. Wooldridge
asked me what I meant and I explained in detail, by drawing him. On paper the
tally sheet and how they were not entering the right amount of coins taken from

the machines, as the coins were counted. Wooldridge told me this matter would
be checked into and I should go on about my business. Three or four days later I

came into work and the Custodian handed me my pay check and also a set of
orders which were taking me off the club system rolls as a supply sergeant and
placing me back into the Headquarters Company, Augsburg Post-Engineers
Section.

Senator PERCY. Which were the authorities? Were they local au
thorities who issued the orders? Is there a chain of command that you
could trace to see how he could have been transferred so quickly?
Mr. DUFFY. Senator, we have not looked into that matter, but we
will do that (continues reading):
After I reported in I went to see the adjutant, a Lt. Col. “Bud Riser.”
I told Col. Riser about the entire club system. I, under his direction, went to
see the CID-Augsburg Post, 24th Inf., CID.
I explained to two of these 24th Inf. CID men how the swindle of the slot
machines was being done and how they could catch them. They told me they

would check it out. I never heard from them again. About three weeks later,
Lazar, Hatcher and Bass met me on the golf course and gave me an expensive
set of match golf clubs—cost about 275 or 300 dollars in the golf pro shop. They
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said since I was fired and didn’t get a party or $25 gold piece as a going away
present they gave me the clubs.
Question.
did you next see Col. Riser?
Answer. After I saw Col. Riser in Augsburg, he left that post shortly thereafter

W'

and went to Washington, D.C., to the Pentagon where he got the Career
Assignment Branch for enlisted personnel. The next time I saw Col. Riser was
when I visited him in his office in Long Binh, Vietnam, in 1967. This was just a

friendly visit and we had a friendly conversation. At this time, Col. Riser told
me that his headquarters and he were reorganizing the NCO clubs in the Long
Binh area into one group or association of clubs. I asked Col. Riser who he was

making the custodian of this association of clubs. His reply was “Bill Higdon.”
Question. After you were released from duty in Augsburg, what happened to
you?

-

Answer. Nothing other than that I got transferred out—they didn’t try to do
anything with me because I was a wild One then, and if I had a few drinks in me
they wouldn't fool with me.
Question. Did you know anyone else who was associated with club8?
Answer. Yes, there was a civilian moviemaker whose name was Alcorn. This
man operated in the clubs as if he owned them. He could do anything he wanted
in the 24th Inf. Div. He could walk into General Walker or General Cunning

ham's office without any appointment. Through his pull, Sgt. Spoonman got out
of being charged in an accident death of a German civilian. I know he sold silk

suits from Hong Kong.

If I might make a statement here, Mr. Chairman, we have established

that Mr. Alcorn was involved with the Tom Brothers who ultimately
turned up as vendors in Vietnam. We have had testimony about that
today (continues reading):
I saw he had a diamond display case, but I didn't know if he sold the diamonds.
He was there when I left and I didn't know what happened to him.
Question. Is there anything you wish to add to this affidavit?
Answer. Yes. While in the clubs, the only sergeants I knew that were really
honest were Sgts. Jacoby, Mitchell, Weeks, and another sergeant whose name
escapes me now. I believe it was Ray. I think he complained for some reason and
he was relieved of his duties.

Question. Will you read this statement and make any corrections and initial
same?
Answer. Yes.

Question. Will you sign this Statement Affidavit?
Answer. Yes.
LOUIS R. CROOKS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of October 1969.
J. LEON GASQUE.
My Commission Expires June 1, 1970.

Senator RIBICOFF. The affidavit will go into the record as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 103” for ref
erence and appears on p. 508.)

Senator RIBICoFF. Sergeant Higdon, would you like to make any
statement?

TESTIMONY OF SGT. WILLIAM HIGDON, ACCOMPANIED BY COUN
SEL, DAVID L. THOMAS–Resumed

Sergeant HIGDON. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBICoEF. Sergeant Wooldridge, would you like to make any
statement?

Sergeant Major WoolDRIDGE. I respectfully decline to answer, Mr.
Chairman, on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Hatcher, would you like to make any com
ment?

-

Mr. HATCHER: I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds that
my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Higdon, did you make false entries on
the tally sheets and share in the proceeds obtained from the slot ma
chine skimming operation?
Sergeant HIGDoN. I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICoEF. As an organizer and shareholder of Maredem, did
you hold a $35,000 interest in Maredem as of December 31, 1968?
Sergeant HIGDON. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICoFF. While you were custodian of the NCO open mess
at Long Binh Post, Vietnam, did you ever order any merchandise from
or through Maredem Corp.?
Sergeant HIGDON. Mr.
I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. I hand you a disbursement voucher in connection
with a 20-ton walk-in freezer which you had picked up at 1st Infant
NCO Mess. Why did you pay Maredem $13,000 for this

&airman,

£
reezer?

(Document handed to the witness.)
Sergeant HIGDON. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. While you were custodian at USARV-NCO Open
Mess at Long Binh, did you order through Maredem approximately
$500,000 worth of supplies?
Sergeant HIGDON. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.'
b Senator RIBICoEF. I show you this purchase order for $36,987, signed
by you.

Do you want to comment on that?
(Document handed to the witness.)
Sergeant HIGDoN. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer
on the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your account at the First Hawaiian Bank in
Honolulu, Hawaii, there is a deposit on November 10, 1966, of $1,135
composed of four money orders and six checks. Will you explain how
these five different enlisted men's checks and money orders were de
posited in your account?
Sergeant HIGDON. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. This will go in as an exhibit.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 104 and 105”

for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. In 1968 you had total deposits in five banks of
$28,000 while your take-home pay was only $7,900. How do you account
for this difference?

Sergeant HIGDoN. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully decline to answer
on the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
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Senator PERCY. Mr. Irvin Beard, a CID Agent, read the affidavit of
Sergeant Major Kenneth L. Parrent, taken on the 10th of July 1969,
in which Parrent stated he was appointed to his grade in September
1963, he was transferred to the 3rd Engineers Battalion at Munich,
Germany, also that on his first day of duty he noticed you in civilian
clothes with two buckets full of coins placing them in the trunk of your
civilian car. Also, that you said those were coins taken from the slot
machines and that you were taking them to the club custodian. When
Parrent pointed out that this was an improper way to handle money
and that a disinterested witness should also be present, Parrent said
ou replied that the manner in which you were doing it was how it was
£ in the area's club system.
Do you affirm or deny that you did this act and, if so, and if you did
make such a statement that this is the way it is done, what did you
really mean by that statement? Could you explain it to us?

Sergeant HIGDON. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer on the
grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. We would like to learn a little more on how the clubs

are operated so that we can do whatever can be done to tighten up the
administration, to preserve the integrity for the enlisted men and
noncommissioned officers they are to serve.
Parrent also stated that he was appointed to the board of governors
of the Noncommissioned Officers '' system at this time, and that
there were no elections, but with 16 sergeant majors on the board.
As a custodian, did you know anything about this? Is this the way
the boards were set up? Were all 16 selected this way? Did you have
anything to do with this? Do you know who did? Is this the way board
members were supposed to be selected according to military regulations
on the subject? W' Sergeant Hatcher the club custodian at this time
and, if so, of what club?

Sergeant HIGDON. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer on the
grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. My last question: Miss June Collins, a booking agent
in Vietnam, testified that she recalls your telling a group in the Inter
national House in downtown Saigon one day that you were extending
your duty in Vietnam because you couldn’t afford not to. She stated you
said being a club custodian is worth $150,000.
Sergeant Major, I have been to Vietnam a number of times, and
whenever I asked a serviceman there no matter how devoted he was

to his duty, “When do you go home,” they usually say in 111 days 3
hours and 32 minutes, or something like that. The one single thing
every serviceman in Vietnam knows is the time that he has left when
he can return to his family and to his own country.
Can you tell us whether you did say this? What did you mean by it?
Can you explain why you were so anxious to stay on in Vietnam ?
Sergeant HIGDON. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer on the
grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will
give before this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. FIALKEWICZ. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF WALTER S. FIALKEWICZ

Senator RIBICOFF Mr. Fialkewicz, did you make an investigation in
Las Vegas concerning Sergeant Higdon?
Mr. FIALKEwicz, Yes, Senator. On October 17, 1969, I visited Las
V

, Nev., and I served upon Mr. Dick Chappell, the manager of the

Riviera Hotel, a subcommittee subpena requesting hotel and casino in

formation on the visit of William Wooldridge, William Higdon and
Phillip Haar to the hotel on or about February 16, 1968.
As a result of the service of the subpena, I received documented
information from the hotel which I will submit to the subcommittee.
Senator RIBICOFF. That will be made an exhibit.

(The documents referred to were marked, “Exhibit No. 106” for
reference and

'. be found in the files of the subcommittee. An ex

cerpt appears in the Appendix on p. 530.)
Mr. FLALKEwICz. These documents show that on February 16, 1968,
Wooldridge, Higdon and Haar registered into the Riviera Hotel from
February 16 through February 18, 1968.
Wooldridge on his registration gave his address as 453-A Sheridan
Avenue, Washington, D.C. Higdon gave his address as the Ambassador
Hotel, Hong Kong, and Haar gave his Los Angeles address.
Wooldridge's bill for room and room service only came to $112.49.

Higdon's bill for room and room service came to $65.32, and Haar's
came to $124.78. All three bills were paid by Haar.
On Higdon's and on Wooldridge's bill it states, “Bill to Mr. Haar in
room 465,” and the notations under “Bill to the Far East Overseas.”
William Higdon made an application for cashier's credit in the
Casino. This was a request for gambling credit by the applicant. His
request for a limited amount of credit was listed at $2,000. Higdon
listed his firm as the Maredem, Ltd., with a business address of Shell
House, Hong Kong. He gave his residence as the Ambassador Hotel,
Hong Kong, and his phone 714–826–8760, in care of Phillip Haar. He
listed his bank reference as the Foreign Commerce Bank, Zurich,
Switzerland, and his personal reference as Philip M. Haar.
The casino cashiers credit card shows that on February 18, 1968, Hig
don drew out $1,000 on credit, and later in the day paid the $1,000 back
in chips. Again, on the same day Higdon drew out another $2,000 and
left an IOU disbursement of the $2,000 until March 27, 1968, when he
paid this IOU back with a cashier's bank check. This cashier's check
was drawn on a bank in the United States. The record also shows that

on October 19, 1968 Higdon again visited the Riviera casino and drew
out another $2,000 which he did not pay back until November 25, 1968,
then with a check from a foreign bank.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Can you clarify for us who Phillip Haar is, or can
Mr. Duffy?
Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Haar is the owner of several companies, Carbo
Mix of Europe, Carbo-Mix of Germany, Carbo-Mix Overseas, Bar Dis

pensers, Bar Dispensers Far East. They are all companies that were
supplying these dispensers to the NCO clubs, both in Germany and in
Vietnam.
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Mr. DUFFY. That is the 24th Infantry Division also.
Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Higdon, do you want to make any com
ment on this statement?

TESTIMONY OF SGT, MA.J. WILLIAM 0. W0OLDRIDGE, SGT. WIL
LIAM HIGDON, AND NARWAEZ S. HATCHER, ACCOMPANIED BY
COUNSEL, DAVID L. THOMAS; AND SEYMOUR LAZAR, ACCOM
PANIED BY COUNSEL, LARRY STEINBERG

Sergeant HIGDoN. Mr. Chairman, I respectively decline to answer
on the grounds it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask Mr. Hatcher who, I believe, does
live in my city of birth, a question.

Obviously, when we are not getting any cooperation from witnesses
we can only now try to determine how they are living, what their visi
ble means of support are, and whether they left the armed services with
an undue amount of accrued capital.

Mr. Hatcher, is it true that you do live in Pensacola, Fla...? Is it true
that you do have a 32-foot Chris-Craft? Is it true that you do spend a
good deal of your time fishing for pleasure, and is it true that you do
not have any visible means of support?

In other words, are you not now employed or have not been employed
since you left the Army?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. Could you repeat your address?
Mr. HATCHER. 900 South E Street, Pensacola, Fla.
Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, will you give us the background on
Mr. Hatcher?

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Hatcher, who is now a civilian, on November 1,

1968, retired from the Army after approximately 22 years of service.
On May 2, 1961, Hatcher was assigned to the 24th Infantry Division,

Augsburg, Germany. His principal duty was listed as EM/NCO club
supervisor.

In March of 1964, Hatcher became the custodian of the 23d In

fantry Division.
On March 6, 1965, he was reassigned to the 24th Administrative

Company, 24th Infantry Division, Augsburg.
On August 22, 1967, Hatcher was assigned to the 1st Infantry
Division, Vietnam, and remained with that unit until October 11, 1968,
when he returned to the United States. Hatcher resigned from the
Army on November 1, 1968.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Hatcher, in 1964 while custodian of the 24th

£burg, Germany, did you hire Jones to work

Infantry Division in
in the NCO club systems?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you hired Jones, did you tell him, “We have
a good thing going here,” that the club employees and potential trou
blemakers in the club system were kept in line by the use of concealed
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recording equipment and that recordings of compromising conversa
tions could be used to prevent anyone from “blowing the whistle” on
the club system?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you show Jones these miniaturized recording
systems at that time?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you responsible for the sizable drop in slot
machine revenue after you became custodian of the division in 1964?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you share in the systematic theft of revenue
from the slot machines .# the 24th Infantry Division during the pe
riod that you were custodian?
Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you receive your pay as custodian while, in
effect, you were in the United States?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICoFF. Did you pad bills for renovation of certain club
facilities within the division?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. As an organizer and shareholder of Maredem
Corp., did you invest $25,000 in Maredem?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you have a total credited to you by Maredem
on December 31, 1968, of approximately $45,000?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBICoEF. I show you five purchase orders signed by
Hatcher. While you were secretary-custodian of the 1st Infantry Divi
sion did you not order substantial amounts of merchandise from the
Maredem Corp.?
(Documents handed to the witness.)
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 107” for

reference and may be found in the file of the subcommittee.)

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you purchase through Maredem approxi
mately $290,000 worth of supplies?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF: While you were secretary-custodian of the 1st In
fantry Division did you lease as many as 12 units from Bar Liquor

Dispensers, a company in which Phillip M. Haar and Maredem had
an interest?
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Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. I hand you a contract signed by you with Bar
Liquor Dispensers—Far East. Is this your signature? And being a
stockholder in Maredem, would you share in this contract?
Document handed to the witness.)

£

-

document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 108” for ref

erence, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBICoFF. While you were secretary-custodian of the 1st In
fantry Division in Vietnam, you entered into a concession contract

with Mr. Ernest Leroy Paschall, granting him a concession to operate
a gift shop on four locations. Were you in collusion with Paschall by

depositing illicit funds as receipts from gift shop sales so that dollar
funds could be sent to the United States without detection?

(The document referred to was marked “exhibit No. 109” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Hatcher, did you permit the shipment of the
20-ton walk-in freezer which had been purchased by the 1st Infantry
Division NCO mess to Long Binh and agree to the payment of $13,000
to your company, the Maredem Corp.?

Mr. HATCHER: I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds that
my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Hatcher, in August 1967 an investigation was
conducted into the club system at Fort Benning, Ga. Among the
charges made during this investigation were larceny, fraud, falsifica
tion of public documents, receiving stolen property, and other charges.
During the Fort Benning investigation it was found that in April
1967 a wooden fence was constructed behind your home located at
41 Melroy Drive, Columbus, Ga. The material was delivered in the
noncommissioned officers open mess truck, driven from the NCO open
mess warehouse. Construction of the fence required a total of 15 work
ing days by two military personnel with their time and labor paid by

the NCO club system as though they were employed on official club
business.

On June 6, 1967, you received the Army Commendation Medal for
“outstanding performance, meritorious service, as assistant mess secre
tary of the central noncommissioned officers open mess system from
November 1, 1975 to April 15, 1967.”
Could you explain to this committee, why it is that Army personnel
was used to construct a fence behind vour home and whether this ac

tually was true, and whether you profited at all by this fence?
Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer that question on
the grounds that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. Could you tell us when an investigation is being con
ducted, or has been conducted, into your activities, and you receive a
meritorious award, was there any influence or could there be any in
fluence in the system exerted by you to obtain such an award for your
self, or to give you a better record than you might deserve?
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Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. As acting chairman of this subcommittee, I have
some comments in closing out this phase of our investigation.
First, it should be made very, very clear that this entire proceeding
is not to be taken as a reflection on sergeants of the Army and the mil
lions of officers and men who do their duty and do it well.
I want to commend Colonel Shoultz, Lieutenant Colonel Pruett and

Lieutenant Colonel Jack Zaice, Warrant Officers Reis Kash, and Red
Harding. These men came forth to testify about certifications and
actions taken within the Office of the Provost Marshal General which

they felt were improper. These men did their best to uncover conspir
acy within the open mess system that had operated in Germany, then
in the United States, and then in South Vietnam.

Their attempts to carry out their duties as soldiers failed because the
man they reported to, by his own admission, chose not to act upon their
recommendations. Time and again they tried to have their position
heard and their recommendations implemented. They were not suc
cessful. Now they have told the subcommittee what happened. By
coming forward they have demonstrated that their allegiance to their
country and to the Army is more important to them than all other con
siderations.

The point needs to be made, it seems to me, that the CID and other
military personnel involved in police work performed professionally
and competently regarding the matters they were examining. Regret
tably, severe restrictions, ranging from the sanitizing of reports to
restrictive interviews, were imposed on them, preventing them from
doing the job they are capable of doing. Had they been allowed to
pursue their investigation in the manner they proposed, this investiga
tion might not have been necessary and that, to my way of thinking, is
the crux of this entire issue. It is my hope, and I know I speak for
other Senators on this subcommittee, that the Army recognizes the
contribution in both the past and present these men have made. They

are good men with dedicated service ahead of them. It is our hope that

the Army will continue to benefit from their experience, judgment, and
competence in the future.

My next point is this: These hearings have produced testimony which
indicates a serious betrayal of public trust by a very small number of

men. Coming together in Augsburg, Germany, while assigned to the
24th Infantry Division, these senior noncommissioned officers took ad

vantage of inadequate accounting practices in the open mess system.
They also exploited the long-standing Army attitude about the NCO
and enlisted men's clubs, which is an honorable one. That is, the GI's
themselves should run their own clubs and that policy regarding the
morale and welfare of U.S. soldiers should be made at the local com
mand level.

In this environment of lax bookkeeping procedures a conspiracy
was born. The members of the conspiracy realized profit from the pock
ets of their fellow soldiers. They also realized that they had a good

thing going. Later they actually formed a corporation and began buy
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ing and selling from themselves. Funds were funneled in and out of
Swiss bank accounts. War zone conditions in South Vietnam made

their venture even more profitable.
There is a war going on in Vietnam and the Army, understandably,
has a tough assignment. It is not surprising, though not excusable, that
the most efficient controls are not applied to the clubs there. It was a
situation made to order for Maredem, Inc., a company owned by Ser
geant Major Wooldridge, the former Sergeant Major of the Army and
Command Sergeant Major to the Military Assistance Command in
Vietnam.

-

It is shocking to think that this kind of enterprise could flourish
during wartime in a war zone. The Department of the Army is receiv
ing transcripts of these hearings. The subcommittee is confident appro
priate action will be taken regarding this entire situation, and I am
also asking the staff to make a transcript available to the Department
of Justice for any action it may deem proper.
Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to give the witnesses
just one more opportunity to answer a very serious charge made against
them, to see whether they wouldn’t want to reconsider, each on their
own, and search their conscience as to whether or not they would
simply want to deny the facts stated in these charges.

r. Ervin Beard, who was the Chief of the Criminal Investigation
Division investigating the irregularites in the operations of enlisted
men's clubs and noncommissioned officers’ clubs in the Augsburg-Mu
in 1965 to 1967, particularly the 24th Infantry Division,

'"

Stated:

A tightly knit clique of high-ranking noncommissioned officers dominated and
controlled the operations of the club mess system.

He also stated that although he did not have the hard evidence, he
was convinced that “these men were engaged in a criminal conspiracy
which involved systematic larceny of nonappropriated funds, property
and services of the club system to their own benefit and enrichment.
Mr. Reis Kash, CID investigator, and in the first CID detachment
located here in Washington, made an analysis of the Augsburg report
and concluded essentially the same thing.
Ervin Beard continued:
I knew that Sergeant Major William O. Wooldridge was a leader in the criminal
organization. Other NCO's whom I found involved were Sergeants Hatcher, Lazar,
Higdon, Bagby, Bass, Nelson, Teal, and a number of others.

Would either of you, any of you, or all of you, care to comment as to
the accuracy of these statements, or to deny # accuracy?
Mr. THOMAs. May I ask, Senator Percy, which of the witnesses
would you like to have decline first?
Senator PERCY. Would the witnesses feel that they need time to more
fully study or understand the nature of the charges that have been
made against them?

Mr. HATCHER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer on the grounds
that my answer may tend to incriminate me.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Lazar?
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Mr. LAZAR. I respectfully decline to answer that question on the
grounds it may tend to incriminate me.

-

Sergeant HIGDoN. Mr. Senator, I respectfully decline to answer
on the grounds that my answer might tend to incriminate me.
Sergeant Major Wool DRIDGE. Mr. Senator, I must respectfully de
cline to answer the question on the grounds it may tend to incriminate
ne.

Senator PERCY. Once again, Mr. Chairman, simply because of the
failure of our witnesses to take any steps which would put into proper
perspective the actions of which they are accused, I would like to state
that from my own knowledge and belief, my own service in the military
for a number of years, and my continued association with the military
in one way or another, I have found for the most part the military to
be composed of honorable men of great integrity, who, at considerable
sacrifice to their own personal lives, have devoted themselves to the in
terests of their country. I don’t think that any single person in uniform
should ever feel any differently than a politician, when someone in
public life is accused of or convicted of malfeasance or of dishonest
or criminal actions. I don’t think any one of us can assume that that is

a taint over all people in public life. To a certain extent it casts a cloud.
But for the most part I feel that the 3,400,000 men and women in the
service of this country should in no way associate themselves with this
case, or take any responsibility, other than the fact that these criminal
actions which are charged have to be tried in the courts of proper
authority.
Certainly I join with the chairman and would like to commend him
on the fairness with which he has conducted these hearings, the great
opportunity he has given witnesses to clear their name £ Teloul
tation, if in any way they feel that the conduct of these hearings has
been unfair to them. I commend him, again, for the way he has con

ducted this, and I hope that our intent and purpose will be only to find
ways in which we can tighten regulations, either through legislation or
internal regulations, within the armed services, on the system so that
we will not have this kind of malfeasance again in the future, which is
damaging to the morale of the armed services and damaging to the
reputation of our own country.
Senator RIBICoFF. There are other phases of these hearings that will
continue at a later date. The Secretary of the Army, Mr. Resor, has
indicated to the committee that he would like to come before us and

have an opportunity of explaining the entire situation concerning
messes and clubs, what the Army intends to do with this in the future.

The committee will make itself available as soon as the Secretary of
the Army finds a date that will work with our schedule.
I do want to take this opportunity to pay great tribute and compli
ment the hard work and

£ of members of the staff, Messrs.

LaVern Duffy, Carmine Bellino, Philip Manuel, Walter Fialkewicz,
Jack Balaban, Philip Morgan, Fred Asselin, John Drury, John Brick,
Joseph Honcharik, Daniel Harris, Miss Linda Boivin, and may I say
you, too, Mr. Adlerman.
I would also like to thank the U.S. Government Accounting Office
employees as follows: D. Richard
and Frank Philippi, Phila

£

delphia, Pa.; Maurice Frame, John Hornung, and Joe Unger, New
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York City; Jesse Plummer and Edward Traynor, Kansas City; George
Vissio, Jr., Darryl W. Dutton, Richard R. Raker, Charles R. Fisher,
and Victor J. Ong, Los Angeles; George Choos, and Thomas Coupar,

San Francisco; Charles Stats, Chicago; and Edward H. Stephenson,
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis.
The hearings will stand in recess subject to call of the Chair.
Mr. THOMAs. May I ask whether my clients are excused?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.
Mr. STEINBERG. And Mr. Lazar as well?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes. You are all excused.

(Whereupon at 1:05 p.m. the committee was recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.)
(Committee members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff
and Percy.)
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT OF
MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed
to February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman
of the
presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,
Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat, Con

£

necticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, filinois;

and Sena

tor Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
eneral counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Ruth Y. Watt,
# clerk; and Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff.

Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will please come to order.
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Today the subcommittee begins a new phase of
these hearings on improprieties related to U.S. Government opera
tions in South Vietnam. We will examine the extent and effect of the

black market in currency in that country, which is purported to be a
billion dollar racket.

The testimony we expect to hear will show that our investigation of
only 13 bank accounts has uncovered evidence of black market money
transactions amounting to about $360 million during each of the past
5 years.

The currency manipulations we will disclose apparently are typical
but we will have witnesses who will testify that they represent only a
small segment of the entire black market. The true size of the opera
tions of a large number of unscrupulous individuals who run the
black market will probably never be known, but we have a great deal of

evidence ready for these hearings and we are now prepared to dis
close the details to the Congress and to the American people.
(531)
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The currency manipulation racket is damaging because it seriously
hampers our efforts on behalf of the people in South Vietnam and it
undermines their own attempts to stabilize and strengthen their econ

omy. When hundreds of millions of dollars are siphoned from the
legitimate financial channels of a small nation embroiled in war, the
result can only be the imposition of additional burdens through taxa
tion and inflation.

Furthermore, the flight of dollars from Vietnam through conspira

cies of the kind we have found, weakens and reduces the economy of
that country and diminishes the beneficial effects of our AID program.
The depletion of hard currency holdings within Vietnam increases the
need for additional AID support, and also '' the necessity of
replacing that hard currency with dollars from the United States.

Our main purpose, therefore, is to show through testimony and
documented evidence that financial corruption in many guises damages
and hinders our Vietnamese efforts. It must be eliminated if our tre
mendous national contribution to South Vietnam is to be effective.

When all testimony and evidence is in the record, I am confident that
the currency black market will have suffered a setback.
We propose to show that the black market in money is a highly
profitable operation because of the substantial difference between the
official exchange rate of 118 piasters to the dollar and the black-market
rate which is usually at least 170 piasters and sometimes goes about 200
piasters to the dollar. . .
The hearings will include testimony about all aspects of the black
market, particularly about one of the principal methods of operation.
-

the transfer of dollar funds to bank accounts outside Vietnam in ex

change for piasters at an advantageous black-market rate within
Vietnam.

-

We will show that participants in the racket, which violates both
Vietnamese laws and military currency regulations include Vietnamese
citizens, Americans employed in Vietnam, military personnel, U.S.
businessmen, and third country nationals, among whom are major
black-market dealers.

Our witnesses will be government officials, banking experts, private
businessmen, military personnel, and staff members. I expect that these
hearings will prove to be very important in terms of producing the
kind of administrative supervision and control that will promptly
reduce the huge volume of black-market currency that flows from
Vietnam.

Senator Percy, do you have any comments to make?
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize the bi
partisan nature of this investigation. Certainly on behalf of the mi
nority, in the absence of Senator Mundt, I would like to commend the
staff for the fine job of investigating that they have done, the wit
nesses, some of whom are coming at a little peril to them, and the

Embassy itself in Saigon for the careful job they have done to set up
a division to try to understand what is going on, and then do the very
best they can with it.
We are hamstrung to a degree. There are sometimes instances of
wrong doing which are not violative of American laws, but are viola
tive of Vietnamese laws. The only way we can bring to light those who
are corrupting that society and profiteering from war is simply to
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:* them to light and then hope that action will follow as a result
O1 lù.

Certainly what we are going to hear in these hearings is a most
Sordid story of how profiteers of tragedy prey upon a war ravaged
economy. The ultimate tragedy is that such widespread financial cor
ruption undermines the huge American investment of blood and
treasure in Vietnam.

The 40,000 dead and the hundreds of billions spent to prosecute that
war are indeed a very high price for the American people to pay. We
simply cannot allow ourselves, if there is anything we can do to
prevent it, to add to that very high price without exercising the high
est vigilence to halt corruption # bring war profiteers to justice
who are exploiting this very heavily taxed economy.
I trust that these hearings will contribute to
light on the
wrong doing, so it can be determined whether or not a way can be
found to prosecute those who have been exploiting the people and the
country of South Vietnam.

£dding

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. I have no comment.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Mundt has a statement that he would like

to read and he is on the way down. So, we will recess for 5 minutes to

give an opportunity to Senator Mundt to read his statement.
We will stand in recess for 5 minutes.

(A 5 minute recess was taken.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will come to order.

Senator MUNDT. Mr. Chairman, let me quickly associate myself with
the statement that you have made and which I had the privilege to
read earlier. I want to reaffirm the fact that I think we are getting
into an area of investigation here where hopefully we can be of genu
ine service to the Army, to the Government in Vietnam, and to the
overall cause of public honesty and good behavior.
The information I have received about this vicious racket leads me

to conclude that one of its major byproducts is the gift of joy and com
fort to the enemy. Certainly it has contributed heavily to the severe in
flation which has plagued the Saigon government for years and it

siphons out of South Vietnam hundreds of millions of dollars which
our taxpayers have made available to the Vietnamese people and to
our military establishment for the prosecution of the war in trying to
invest the viability of the economy of Vietnam.
As I understand the operations of the currency manipulators who
are the subjects of these hearings, their huge and and unconscionable
profits in the tens and perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars are
channeled out of the legitimate money market and deposited in banks
almost everywhere in the world except in South Vietnam.
Testimony in these hearings will disclose some of the manipulators
and their coconspirators. We will show that approximately $360 mil
lion was funneled through only 13 bank accounts in the United States
and in Hong Kong. It is quite certain that we have here an example
of a well-known natural phenomenon—when you look at an iceber
in the sea, your eyes can only see that part above the surface, whic
scientists estimate to be one-eighth of the total mass of the iceberg.
The rest is hidden in the depths.

Even though we have as witnesses in these hearings banking experts
and economists who will have knowledge about the operations of the
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currency in the black market, we will have participants in the manip
ulations tell their stories. It is extremely unlikely that we, or anyone
else for that matter, will ever be able to determine how many hundreds
of millions of dollars already have been siphoned out of Vietnam, and
how many will be in the future unless we can find some system so
that responsible authorities can put a halt to the operations of these
unscrupulous manipulators.
I believe the evidence will show that eliminating this racket is going
to be a very difficult task, but we must certainly do our best to do it.
One of our major considerations in these hearings will be to deter
mine who must take the steps to put an end to the currency black
market. Certainly the Vietnamese themselves must take on a major
part of the law enforcement job. Their laws are being violated, and
their law enforcement agencies will be required to do much of the
work within Vietnam. But on the other hand, our military is also re
quired, and so is our American Government and this is a sort of tri
partite responsibility. Our Government officials can help a great deal
when they work in conjunction with the Saigon Government and the
Army with these results.
I believe that Americans who seek out the moneychangers for illicit
rofits should be dealt with much more severely than they have been
in the past.

I know it is difficult to stamp out a black market in currency in an
area where the inflationary fires are burning very fast, less than a
year ago I spent a few days in Paris and walking down the street I
was three times accosted by people who observed I was an American
and in broken English they tried to sell me francs on the black market
on the streets of Paris.

This is not solely a Vietnamese phenomenon. It occurs wherever
you have instability and wherever you have great amounts of infla
tion, and wherever there tends to be a failure to punish adequately
those who are caught. The problem is not so much to detect them, I
guess, as to get them adequately punished.
This it seems to me is that the world banking industry also seems to
be somewhat culpable. I think the banking industry owes it to honest
banking and honest currency to impose some stern measures in self
policing. It is absolutely incredible to me that American banks, to say
nothing of the Swiss banks, where these transactions are being depos
ited, knowing about the curious source of these vast amounts of money.
So as these hearings start, I recommend close attention to testi
mony and evidence by the American section of the banking industry.
I am sure that 95 percent of American bankers must hang £ heads
in humility to £ how they are being used by unpatriotic crooks
overseas and how their facilities have become cyclone cellars of these
large accounts.
Without a laissez-faire or “see no evil” policy on the part of the
American banks which carried the code-named accounts, numbered ac
counts we will discuss, those accounts could not have been used so fla

grantly as conduits for black market money.
For this particular Senator, I might say that I have considerable
doubts as to why we should have coded accounts in the American bank
ing industry whatsoever.
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I think it is reprehensible the way it operates in Switzerland, with
numbered accounts, and unless you are a tax dodger or engaged in

some kind of unscrupulous activity I see no reason why an Ameri
can banking institution, supervised as it is by the Federal Govern
ment,

£ engage in the type of banking practices which hide ac
£ supervisory purposes

counts so that neither those who need to know

on the part of the Government, or others, can identify the account.

We are about to hear I think several days of testimony about this
almost unbelieveable pattern of corruption in the currency black mar
ket. I share the acting chairman’s expectation that the arduous and in
tensive work that has gone into the preparation of these hearings will
be rewarded with prompt corrective action that will help run these
money movers out of South Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much for your statement, Sen
ator Mundt.

Senator GURNEY. In these hearings we have previously learned about
the shenanigans of some of our military personnel in Vietnam, but

the testimony we are about to hear will show that these NCO club
operators were pikers and small time operators compared with what
we are about to bring out in the next few days.
The testimony today, and all of this week will show the racket
earns hundreds of millions of profits to moneychangers. We hear about
big time operators
highly organized syndicates. They are not

#

iust a few individuals. The whole nation of South Vietnam and to a
extent our own Nation suffers because of them.

£

When the testimony is in, I would hope that the U.S. Government
and the South Vietnam Government will take the ball and run with

it, and bring these moneychangers to heel.
From the preliminary rundown of the testimony, it seems to me that
the war on these moneychangers is important to our overall effort
in Southeast Asia. I would hope that bot £ will give great
attention to the war on profiteering and black market.
Thank you.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Parker, will you come forward. Please raise
your right hand.
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. PARKER. I do.
TESTIMONY OF ROBERT R. PARKER

Senator RIBICOFF: Will you proceed. You have a prepared statement.
Mr. PARKER. Yes, I do.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
distinguished committee to
my views on black market currency
manipulations in Vietnam. Before I proceed, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to give you some of my background. I was an attache of the Ém.
bassy and assistant to the Director of the USAID in Vietnam from
September 1967 until October of this year. I was also chairman of

£

the Irregular Practices Committee of the American Embassy in Sai
gon. This committee was set up at the direction of Ambassador Bunker
to deal with a number of problem areas including the black market
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and currency manipulation. This is the principal subject matter I
would like to direct myself today.
Black marketeers and illicit moneychangers have built a racket
which has been estimated overall as running over $150 million a year
in Vietnam. In Saigon and other cities, they create an atmosphere of
illegality and fraud, immorality and cynicism.
lack marketeers and money manipulators give aid and comfort to
the enemy. Their activities make the Vietnamese economy more un
stable and subvert efforts to establish economic stability to Vietnam.
They undermine what we are trying to do in Vietnam.
Vietnamese are involved in these manipulations. So are Koreans

and Chinese. Regrettably, a large number of those involved are Ameri
cans. At the top of the black-market hierarchy, in a kind of executive
position, are a small group of well-organized Asian-Indians.
Most of these are Muslims from the Madras area of south India.

They use the names Ismael, Ameen, Abdul Kadar, Marecar, Pillai,
and Mohammed but they share one common goal—to get rich quick.
These men—and their elaborate and obscure family ties—constitute
a syndicate in the most criminal and sinister sense of the word. Theirs
is a syndicate with a network throughout South Vietnam and with
connections in banking circles throughout most of the world.
The Indian moneychangers are intelligent men. They use legitimate
banking institutions—many of them in the United States—to facilitate
the transfer of U.S. dollars back and forth throughout the world to
fund their illicit activities. The key transactions are illegal. These
resolve around exchange rates differing from those set by the Govern
ment of South Vietnam. For the heart of the traffic in illicit money is
the ability to buy at one rate—the black-market rate—and somehow
convert back to dollars at a legal rate.

The moneychangers' techniques are simple, although more sophisti.
cated now than they were 3 or 4 years ago. At that time, around 1966,
1967, and early 1968, the moneychangers bought dollar checks that

specified no payee or were made out to “cash.” They bought these
checks with piasters.
For example, a check for $1,000 made out to no payee might bring
as much as the equivalent of $1,800 in piasters from the money
changer. By $1,800 I mean if it was computed at the legal rate.
Then, when a moneychanger had accumulated a sizable number of
these checks, he would smuggle them into Hong Kong. Once in Hong
Kong, a payee would be stamped or written in. From then on, the
checks would follow legitimate banking channels.
One common payee that was used was the “Prysumeen” account at
the Manufacturers Hanover Trust in New York City.
In 1968, traffic in this account was in excess of $11% million a month.
But there were dangers to this sort of transaction. There was the risk

of apprehension during the course of smuggling the checks from Sai
gon to Hong Kong. There was also the danger that the checks them

selyes might turn up in raids on the manipulators. There was the added
risk to the manipulator that the check itself might bounce.
Moreover, the authorities—the Vietnamese Fraud Repression Serv
ice—were tracking the “blank payee” black-market checks more ef
fectively. Many successful raids had been carried out.
It was then that the moneychangers began switching to their new

system—lateral transfers.
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In this approach, a money instrument, usually a bank transfer, is
negotiated, moving a sum of money from one account in the United
States to a target account—to “Prysumeen” for example.
Immediately upon confirming the transfer, the moneychanger re
wards his customer by paying him in piasters well above the official
rate. The Government's official rate is 118 piasters to a dollar. But on
the black market, a dollar is worth at least 200 piasters.
Sometimes a dollar can be worth as many as 220 piasters. And now
it is worth even more than that.

If John Doe, an American living in Saigon, transferred $1,500
from his bank in Chicago in 1967 to the “Prysumeen” account in New
York, the moneychanger might pay Mr. Doe as much as the legal

equivalent of $2,200 in piasters. That is about 260,000 piasters.
The figures I am giving you are approximations. The rates change
from day to day and right now are higher than ever before.
Then Mr. Doe walks out of the moneychanger's store—a clothing
shop or a newsstand—with more than a quarter of a million piasters
in his pocket and virtually no evidence ' wrongdoing.
For the mere fact of carrying so many piasters is no proof of money
manipulation. But that much money, coupled with receipt of a sizable
lateral transfer, can be evidence to support an arrest.
Mr. Doe knows better than to carry around the receipt of the lateral
transfer. If he wasn’t smart enough, his moneychanger gave him the
word to destroy the record. It is plain to see, therefore, that policing
this lateral transfer black market operation is difficult.
Unlike the primitive check and blank payee system, the bank trans
fer is a very sophisticated ploy.

Until now, the moneychangers have been paying a premium for U.S.
dollars, whether they are using the blank payee check system or the
more sophisticated lateral transfer.
But now that they have U.S. dollars safely stashed in respectable
banks in New York and other cities, it is a simple matter for them to
begin selling those dollars. That is where the profit comes in.

t us say, for example, that a merchant or an industrialist—he can
be any nationality—made millions of piasters in Vietnam. He wants
desperately to get his money to a safer place such as the United States
or Switzerland. Or he wants to convert his excess cash into a form

which is less subject to inflation. He may also want to avoid taxation.
Whatever his motives, he wants his abundance of piasters converted
into a more stable form-like U.S. dollars or gold. For this conversion,
he is willing to pay a price. It is worth it to him since there is no legal

way for him to get his riches outside the country except for certain
approved purposes and not merely to permit him to keep his fortune
in a safe haven. So he goes to his friendly moneychanger and arranges .
for a deposit in his name, in a specified bank anywhere in the world
where he may have an account.

.

.

-

-

He may deviate from that somewhat and go to his local goldsmith
and purchase gold or gems. These he hoards.
In either case, he pays a substantial premium because of the illegal
character of the payment in his account in a foreign bank—or because
of the high cost of gold and diamonds in the local market.
We have learned from the “Prysumeen” and other accounts that

large amounts of money are channeled to places where gold may be
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purchased legally. The assumption is that gold is then smuggled back
into Vietnam where it commands a substantial price and is sold for
piasters. These piasters are then used to acquire additional dollar in
struments on the black market.

The cycle goes on and on—and it is the moneychanger who realizes
the huge profits, although his accomplices, many of whom are Ameri
can, enjoy generous returns as well.
The money manipulator profits because, with his large dollar sup
lies moving in and out of his American bank accounts, he can deposit
ds almost anywhere in the free world. And he will give nearly
anyone access to those dollar deposits—but only for a price. The price
he demands is always high.
Moreover, with his illicit connections, he can smuggle gold or
diamonds into Vietnam for lawful sale. As vou know these items are

virtually untraceable. Since they command a very high price—the
moneychanger wins again.
Everyone seems to benefit—the moneychangers, the goldsmiths,
the merchant who wants to convert his piasters to dollars, the John
who want higher-than-official exchange of piasters for their dol

£
an"S.

However, failure to effective challenge the money manipulators
does more harm than simply adding to the currency and economic in
stability of South Vietnam.

The presence of this well-known group of Indian currency violators,
operating openly, weakens the morale of more dedicated Vietnamese
law enforcement officials, makes corruption seem easy and encourages
others, who may be inclined to obey the law, to share in the black
market profits themselves.

But I believe we are making progress. On the positive side, working
relations with enforcement authorities have improved steadily during
the past 2 years.
Some of this is attributable to the efforts of the U.S. Customs Ad

visory Team, the Army CID, and much to the increased efforts by
the Vietnamese themselves. I believe the Vietnamese realize the seri

ousness of the problem and are determined to stop it.
But keep in mind, prosecution of the moneychangers is a frustrating
and difficult task.

It is easy enough for the Vietnamese Fraud Repression Service to
stake out a moneychanger's business and then raid him. Chances are,
some evidence of money manipulation will turn up. He may be found
to have U.S. dollars in his safe or a number of checks known to be
from the black market.

But shortly after the raid, the “legal services” unit of the Indian

"' syndicate swings into action.
A man who is colloquially known as the Indian Ambassador appears
at the customs office or the police station.
He puts up bond for the release of the suspected moneychanger—or
he pays the prescribed fine, usually triple the amount seized.
In no time at all, 2 or 3 days at the most, the money manipulator
will be back in business.
What is needed are

£ fines and imprisonment for continual

violators. The association of moneychangers, the syndicate, can pay
the fines as now administered—and finance the man's operations as
he resumes his business.
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The syndicate protects its own. Vietnamese procedures should be
strengthened to take more bite out of the syndicate when one of its
members is found out. It is worth noting that the Indians make little
pretense of projecting themselves as honest businessmen. Most of their

clothing shops and bookstores are “fronts,” pure and simple. These
businesses provide little or no revenue. Their merchandise is heavy
with the dust of indifference.

Their association or syndicate is so well organized that daily a bag
man stops by the shops to pick up funds. We are not certain where

the drop is for this daily pickup. But we do know that an Indian
mosque was raided by the Vietnamese police and that $13,000 worth
Of £ postal money orders were seized—along with $70,000 in other
U.S. dollar instruments.

Included in these papers were personal and company checks and

receipts showing bank transfers within the United States to the
“Prysumeen” account.
Incidentally, productive as the raid was the Vietnamese are under

standably hesitant to conduct similar ventures. They feel they cannot
raid Indian mosques often, no matter how strong their suspicions, since
the issue of religious harassment would probably work against their
cause in the long run.
(At this point Senator McClellan entered the room.)
Mr. PARKER. At any rate, they did conduct this one mosque raid.
It was in late 1967. The raid turned up significant evidence that some
of our Government employees and contractor employees were engaged
in black market activities.
Their names were on the checks in some instances. In others their

banks were sending back receipts of money transfers to the “Prysu
meen” account. There had to ' a tougher policy established as to
what action would be taken against those U.S. and contractor em
ployees involved in money manipulation.
I met with the Acting Director of the AID mission, and then with
Ambassador Bunker. The Ambassador indicated that it was his view

that anyone under the U.S. diplomatic mission who was engaged in
black market activities should be dismissed and barred from future
Government work in Vietnam.

In defense of the career-oriented Foreign Service employee and the
dedicated and conscientious contractor employees in Vietnam and
around the world, I would like to say a few words now about some of
the problems the U.S. mission was faced with in Vietnam.

The percentage of career U.S. Government civilians in Vietnam is
lower than any other country. There are many jobs being done there

which are unique to Vietnam. Many of the personnel who £ this work
were recruited from outside Government in 1965 and 1966. They do

not have career status and have no expectation of getting it.
Thus, among this group of “temporary” employees, esprit de corps
and dedication to duty is less than in other missions.
Now we turn to the contractor employees. There are a number of

Americans in this category who work hard, play equally hard, gamble
for high stakes and who see nothing wrong with cashing mone
they can get the best rate or where they can make a quic

£ver
profit.
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Most of these people—that is, of those who engage in the black
market—know that the worst that can happen to them if caught is
that they will lose their jobs and possibly have to pay a fine.
They have little loyalty to their company because if they lose one
job they will drift on to another and because they know that their
company will terminate the majority of them anyhow as soon as
work gets short.

In this setting—a lucrative black market appealing to many Ameri
cans who felt little affection for Government service and little loyalty

to their private business employers—it is not surprising that some of
our own people became involved.
Since late 1967 more than 400 U.S. Government-sponsored em

ployees have been disciplined as a result of disclosure that they were
engaged in black market activities. Only a very few regular U.S.
Government employees have been involved. Most of those disciplined

have been fired by their employers. About 200 more cases are being
processed.
There is a system of appealing these dismissals. About 25 percent

have appealed. About 20 percent of the appeals have been successful.
There are those who may say dismissal and debarment for a single
offense is too harsh. Perhaps it is.
But involvement in the black market is a serious offense. For a
soldier it would mean a court-martial. The civilian is much more

gently handled.

The Indian moneychangers are making huge profits, to be sure,
but there would be no such profits without Americans or other free
world civilians to write the checks or effect the bank transfers.

Moreover, our people are warned in no uncertain terms the moment

they arrive in Vietnam. Among other things, they are directed not
under any circumstances—to sign a check with the payee left blank.
Invariably, the suspected black marketeer whose check turns up
in a raid insists that he wrote the check at a poker game and left the
payee blank because that is the way you pay off in poker.
It is a believable enough story, I suppose. But we hear it all the
time. And the people we hear it from have been warned over and
over not to write checks with no payee.
I don't mean to overemphasize the role of government and contrac
tor employees in the black market. They are not the only Americans

in currency manipulating. In fact,iiving
they in
areVietnam.
small operators when

compared to other Americans also

These are category 4 Americans. They have no connection with
their Government. Most of them are decent self-respecting, law-abiding
But others are dishonest. They will do anything to make a

'
ollar.

These men and women have roamed around the globe since the
1940’s, following our troops wherever they make camp, from France,
to Germany to Japan to Korea to Vietnam.
They are willing to take risks—if they can take a profit, too. They
trade on their American citizenship—demanding and insisting on all
the rights that privilege entitles them to.
Some of this group also sell influence, and—most important of all—
they sell a way of life: a life-style, if you will, based on kickbacks, easy
money and doubledealing.
-
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It is this life-style—this example—that has corrupted many a
soldier, officers as well as enlisted men, and compromised many a
civilian employee of our Government and many American contractor
employees, too.

-

•

•

---

•

*

Many of these civilians with no official business in Vietnam live in
comfortable villas in Saigon. But they can't really account for their
InCOme.

And they finance their incountry expenses in the black market.

Their profits are usually sent home to a bank in the United States.

From there, it is a simple matter to transfer certain specified sums to
black market accounts in New York. The moneychangers take it from
there, rewarding their American customers handsomely.
Let me give an example of the kind of American I am talking
-

about.

This American, traveling on a fraudulently obtained passport,

actively engaged in intimidation, extortion, bad checks and otherillicit
activities while posing at various times as a CID agent, a customs
agent, a CIA agent and as an informant for Vietnamese agencies.
Because of this man's status as a private citizen, the U.S. Govern
ment had no jurisdiction over him in South Vietnam. It was only
after many months that the Vietnamese Government was able to appre
hend him and cause his deportation. He was last heard of in Singapore
where his activities have already become a problem to our consulate.
But other citizens of our Nation are less ambitious in their greed.
They stay closer to the legal limits of both Vietnamese law and U.S.
law.

Their businesses seem to be legitimate—because they go out of their
'' their bookkeeping practices
appear entirely aboveboard. But that occasional check that shows up
on the black market—well, it must have been from that poker game
the other night.
They have reasons and excuses galore—and they frequently have

way to appear to be lawful. On

lawyers to remind investigators of their constitutional rights. But
when they are discovered in illegal activities—and this happens fre

quently—the army initiates a process called debarment.
A debarred civilian is denied the privilege of doing business on
-

military installations. Thus, while currency manipulation may have
been one of many activities he pursued, the debarred American now
enters the black market at full throttle. Until his period of debarment

ends, his only means of livelihood is frequently the black market.
So this peculiar kind of American is troublesome to the Vietnamese
Government and to ours. Whether he is selling club supplies or book

ing bands or engaging in the black market, he seems to always have
one foot outside the law—and one in.

Regrettably, it is very difficult for the Government of Vietnam to
effectively cope with these people. Because of the role played by the
United States in the economy of the nation, they go out of their way
to avoid trouble with Americans.

We desperately need a system whereby American nationals abroad
can be brought to justice—especially in Vietnam where the host govern
ment is understandably reluctant to file charges against our citizens.
But no such system exists now. The result is unjust. It pleads for
correction. Soldiers are court-martialed for money violations. Govern

ment employees and contractor employees are fired.

.
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4 civilians get away with no trouble at all. No one pros
ecutes them unless they are so broke they can’t pay a fine. The worst
that the United States can do is to cause them to be legally barred from

entering military establishments. This is an obvious inequity.
For the tragedy is that were it not for American and free world

civilians the black market in Vietnam would not exist as it is today.
And if it were not as prosperous, it would probably not be as £
to our young soldiers.
The GI, after all, is a small player in a game with million dollar
stakes. He gets into the game as easily as his civilian friends. But when
he gets caught, he suffers most. The GI becomes the victim of a money
manipulation system he didn’t create and doesn’t really understand.
In turn a much smaller, but nonetheless significant, number of
American soldiers is victimized again by the black market. This time
in a much more brutal way. These are the GI’s who, for whatever

reason, go AWOL or desert their units. They seek refuge in Saigon
and other Vietnamese cities, and ultimately, play a worrisome role in
the black market.

Continually on the run from MP's and the CID, AWOL's require
about $50 a day to live. For their own protection, AWOL's tend to
hide out in groups under the leadership of one man, usually a gangster
type deserter as well.

In the black market, a deserter can sell his contacts with the mili
tary and his citizenship for a price. He speaks English, and equipped
with false ID and stolen blank checks, he can provide for his own liv
ing and bring in much more for the unseen manipulators who oversee
illegal activities.

Once again, we find the postal money orders, the MPC's, the green
dollars—all obtained by the wit of fugitives—filtering up through the
black market hierarchy.

Eventually the money instruments find their way into the hands of
manipulators—and into the “Prysumeen” account or any number of
accounts in U.S. banks, to be redistributed later to banks all around
the world.

These young GI's take their work seriously. One young soldier, an
AWOL but anxious to return to his post, made contact with military
investigators.

A battleax, wielded by one of his deserter friends, cracked his skull
one night. He did not collaborate again.
In another illustration, a man named “Red” was leader of a group.
of 30 to 40 deserters who were hiding out in a large hotel in Saigon.
“Red” rigged the hotel with an elaborate alarm system. In the event

raid, the alarm was triggered, allowing the AWOL's time.
to escape. This ring was apprehended, but Saigon is a big city and

of an

similar smaller groups still exist.

Money orders, used as a means to get U.S. dollars out of Vietnam,
constitute a major problem in the black market. In 1968, for example,
more than a million dollars a day was written in money orders.
It is one of many tragedies, brought on by this war, that this com

munity of deserters exists in Saigon and other cities. But it is there.
It is able to exist, in large measure, because the black market Sup
ports it.
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I would now like to describe what has been done about the situation.
. The principal vehicle for U.S. Government £ coordina
tion is the Irregular Practices Committee, established by Ambassador
Bunker on August 30, 1967. As he explained in the document setting
up the group:
I have become increasingly concerned by reports of irregular practices involv
ing illegal currency dealing, contracts calling for payment in U.S. dollars although
piaster payment would be less expensive, diversion of Post Exchange into the
private sector of the Vietnamese economy and illegal activities by PX conces
Sionaries.

The Government of Vietnam has also expressed an urgent desire for additional
procedures and regulations aimed at reducing the occurrence of these practices.

The charter of this committee was simple:
To develop ways and means for preventing the involvement of U.S. personnel
in any activity contrary to U.S. or GVN laws or regulations.

Since its establishment the committee has initiated many actions
to effect tighter controls, among these are:
1. Two changes in military payment certificates since October 1968.
2. Personal conduct regulations.
3. Currency control regulations.
4. Establishment of policy of paying piasters for piaster expenses
and dollars only for dollar expenses.
5. More stringent exchange service and commissary regulations.
6. Civilian personnel-punishment and/or disciplinary action for
violations of GVN law by civilian personnel.
7. Blacklisting of local firms.

8. Status of U.S. contractors as regards duty-free entry, tax exemp
tion, currency payment, use of military payment certificates.
9. Exercise of recall right of contractor personnel for illicit activ
ity—suspension and debarment of contractor personnel.
10. Release of evidence seized by U.S. authorities to the GVN for
prosecution purposes.

11. Recovery of confiscated U.S. Government property.
12. Arranging for publicity about the penalties for illicit activities
(in the press, on radio and
13. Liaison with the GVN concerning dangerous drugs.
14. Establishment of mail facilities for the reporting of illicit

#,

-

activities.
-

£mit" back to their home country, by third country na

t1OnalS.

16. Detail of U.S. Internal Revenue personnel to Vietnam and estab
lishment of procedures for exchange of information.

17. Procedures relating to the MACV Debarment Review Board.
The committee does not handle individual cases, nor does it promul
gate regulations. It considers ways and means of identifying problems
and taking action to corrector ameloriate them.
One example of a committee action was a memorandum submitted to
Ambassador Bunker the pertinent parts of which stated:
U.S. Mission Policy: Civilian Personnel of U.S. Government-Financed Contrac
tors Engaged in Illicit Money or Black Market Transactions.

The Irregular Practices Committee has voted unanimoulsly to recommend a
U.S. Mission Policy to you for your approval.
The proposed policy reads as follows:
Individuals employed under United States Government-financed

contracts

in

Vietnam who have engaged in black market money or other illicit activities will,
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as a matter of U.S. Mission policy, be suspended from all privileges granted by
the United States military, be denied access to all United States military installa
tions and are to be considered as unacceptable for continued employment under
United States Government financed contracts.

The committee submits the following guidance for implementation of the policy
Statement;

That each U.S. Government-financed contract in Vietnam contains clauses Sub
Stantially as follows:

(Three contract classes were quoted.)
To the extent existing contracts do not contain such clauses, each U.S. Govern
ment contracting officer will use his best efforts to cause existing contracts to be
amended to include them.

It is understood in making this suggestion that each agency would draft con
tract clauses in accordance with their own procurement regulations. What is
being sought is the substance rather than any particular prescribed format.

This policy statement was approved by the Ambassador.
The point intended to be made by the above illustration is that the
committee suggests policy and actions and looks to the individual
agencies to implement it in accordance with their own procedures.
On balance, it is our judgment that this group has been effective in
instituting actions in their area of responsibility.
Spot announcements on TV and radio, articles in the unit news
£ briefings for military and civilian personnel and exhortations
y commanders and supervisors have all been used to get the word to
American personnel.
An intensive enforcement effort was undertaken in the summer of

1968 which is still continuing. Close and effective liaison was established
between the GWN customs, their American advisors, the CID, OSI
and ONI, embassy security and the USAID. Checks seized on the
market were reproduced and farmed out to the interested agency for
action. A regularized system of suspension and debarment, including
an appeals procedure was put into force. At present, the level of effort
against black market activities is very substantial.
New weapons are needed in this effort. Some innovations in legal
remedies that might help curtail the activities of American civilians
in the black market without fear of punishment are

:*

Ineeded.

The U.S. banking industry, unknowingly, of course, is being used by
the money manipulators.
Black marketeers used reputable banking institutions as a kind of
drop point for their transactions, a clearinghouse where funds are
transferred and then disbursed around the free world.

I think steps should be taken, cooperative steps between the U.S.
Government and U.S. banks, that will put an end to this practice.
My statement has been essentially a backgrounder on the money
black market, how it works and the problems resulting from it. I

hope that it has been helpful to the committee in their examination of
illicit money manipulation in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much for your statement. You
make mention of an Asian-Indian syndicate. Will you tell us a little
bit more about this syndicate?
Mr. PARKER. I would like to answer that by means of one illustration.

Two brothers emigrated from south of Madras to Saigon about
35 years ago. One established himself in the export-import business.
The other established himself in the bazaar business—by that I mean
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bookstores, candy stores, and small things of that character. One of
these gentlemen has now passed away and the other one is still living
but returned to India.

One line of this family controls most—they are the biggest Indian

importer in the entire country. The other line of the family is directly
tied in with at least four of the known biggest black market operations
in money in the country.

Here you have a perfect situation where you have American cash
coming in on one side of the family, and flowing out to finance legit
imate business enterprises controlled by the other wing of the family.
Now as to the names that are used by some of these people, they use
a series of family names and in one business transaction they will
Spell the name one way and the next business transaction they will spell
it slightly differently.
When we first got into this we thought that perhaps this was a
problem in English. But it was later determined without any doubt
that this was an effort to obscure who these people were. To give you
an example of one name that relates to this joint family situation.
Noormohamed Mohamed Yusuf Kamaluddin Kanakka Pillai. This

£
gentleman, that is his full name. Each one of these names
as been used on black market accounts at one time or another, either
by themselves or with any one of a dozen different permutations.
Senator RIBICOFF: You say Asian-Indian. How do you distinguish?
Who do you mean by Asian? Are these Chinese?
Mr. PARKER. No, sir: they are Indians. I used that to make sure
that no one was thinking I was talking about Apaches.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think no one took you for that. But is most of
the black market on the top level run by Asian-Indians or are the
Chinese in that?

Mr. PARKER. They have Chinese sections all of the way through,
but the evidence that we have been able to establish, and the results of
the staff work by the committee staff, indicates that the Indians are
the principal bankers. They are the ones who handle the transactions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have these Indians been in Saigon for many
years, or have they just moved in in the last half a dozen years?

Mr. PARKER. These Indians have been in Saigon for many, many
years. Some of them even have Vietnamese citizenship.
However, there is usually one son in the family or one daughter
in-law in the family who is established in Hong Kong and another

in Singapore and another in Kuala Lumpur. So that the same family
has first cousins and brothers-in-law and daughters-in-law in all of
the principal spots that it is handy or convenient to use as conduits
through which money would flow. That includes the United States,
also.

Senator RIBICOFF. You talked about lateral transfers. How does the

word get back to Saigon?
In other words, Jones deposits $10,000 in the “Prysumeen” account
in New York. How long does it take for word to get back to Saigon
that the $10,000 has been placed in deposit in New York for which
piasters will be paid out?
Mr. PARKER. I would estimate that on a $10,000 transaction, word
would be in Saigon within 24 hours. The way it would be handled
would be that the moment that the transfer was affected to the New
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York bank, the person having control of that bank would receive a
cable from the bank that a deposit had been made.
Now, this would usually be an individual in Hong Kong. As soon
as he receives that cable, he would merely send another cable quite
innocuous to his colleague in Saigon saying that “Grandmother's will
was just probated for $10,000.” That would be all that would be neces
sary
the man in Saigon to know that it was OK, and he could
ort.also on a good customer, once their credit is established, they
p ay
But

#

don’t worry about the transfer actually being made. They will give
him advances against a future transfer.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you find that American businessmen who do
a substantial amount of contracting in Saigon or in Vietnam use the
black market currency extensively to make larger profits or minimize
their costs?

Mr. PARKER. Well, there certainly has been evidence of that seized
by the Vietnam customs in their activities. In other words, there are
a great many Americans in business in Vietnam who have been ar
rested by the customs service and fined for black market activities.
Now the conclusion that you can reach from that is that, yes, they
are using it for business purposes because the magnitude of some
of these transactions is such that it could not be purely a personal
convenience to them.

Senator RIBICOFF. There isn’t enough income, or there is not enough
money that they could use in that volume.
Mr. PARKER. We are talking in terms of $190,000 or $200,000 in a
relatively short period on behalf of one person who would be con
sidered a small businessman.
Senator RIBICOFF. How efficient and effective are the custom officials

of Saigon?

Mr. PARKER. They are pretty good. The difficulty that they have,
I think, is one which the authorities here in the United States would

have some empathy for. The nature of the crime that they are tryin
to investigate is sort of a white-collar crime. They have to have soli
evidence in order to be able to prosecute. There isn’t very much evidence
left lying around except in the case of the careless money manipulator.
Most of the evidence that has been obtained which enables them to

move ahead has been as a result of raids. But the more pressure that
is put on the raids the less evidence is left lying around.
By and large, they have done a good job.
Now, they are handicapped by some peculiar laws. For example,
they are not permitted to serve a search warrant after sundown for
this type of a violation. If it was a crime of violence or national
security they could do so.

So from sundown to sunup the black marketeer can have anything
he wants and feel relatively secure in his own house, because if it is
entered by the authorities the evidence has been illegally seized and
can’t be used in the prosecution.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you explain how the black market operates

in military payments certificates in Vietnam.
Mr. PARKER. I have an example on that. It is relatively a petty
example, but it makes the point Ibelieve quite clearly.
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The official rate of $1 equal to 118 piasters. Unofficially in this
example, it is 180. Right now it is substantially more than 180.
Joe is a person who is authorized to possess military payment
certificates.

Senator GURNEY. Would you define what a military payment certifi
cate is so that we will understand that?

Mr. PARKER. A military payment certificates is script issued by the
U.S. Department of Defense in the same denominations as a U.S.
dollar, up to a $20 bill. It is the money which all of us who were en
titled to the use of MPC's used in Vietnam. It is what you had to
spend at the commissary and the PX and the clubs, and so forth. No

one other than those who were authorized were supposed to have it.
Senator GURNEY. It was U.S. military money in Vietnam.
Mr. PARKER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is it only supposed to be used in American instal
lations of one sort or another

Mr. PARKER. That is correct, and technically it is not really money.
It is script because it is not money in the sense that it is supposed to
have an international monetary value.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do the GI’s in Vietnam get paid in military pay
ment certificates or do they get paid in dollars?
Mr. PARKER. They get paid in military payment certificates to the
extent that they draw money in Vietnam. Many of them allot their
salaries through various systems to soldiers deposits or their bank
accounts in the United States.

Senator RIBICoEF. But they will designate how much they will re
ceive in Vietnam if they want to, and this is given to the soldier in

military payments certificates.
Mr. PARKER. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. What is the maximum amount that you can draw
in military payment certificates?
Mr. PARKER. I don’t believe there is a maximum in what you can
draw. There is a maximum in what you can convert back to U.S.
dollars, and I think that is $200 a month.
Senator RIBICOFF. Can each individual convert $200 worth of mili

tary payment certificates to dollars?
Mr. PARKER. You may purchase $200 worth of postal money orders
monthly. If you are leaving the country permanently or on leave you
may turn your military payment certificates in at the airport and
receive green dollars for them more or less as you go aboard the
plane; $200 is the normal limit.
However, there are exceptions to that when a military commander
so authorizes or where a civilian supervisor so certifies that these were
lawfully obtained.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any figures as to how much in mili
tary payment certificates are issued monthly by the U.S. Government.
Mr. PARKER. No, sir; I don’t. The comptroller of McFee would have
that sort of information, but I am not privy to it.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Would it be a considerable amount?

Mr. PARKER: Oh yes, I am sure it would be a considerable amount,
but I have no idea what the total figure would be.
Senator GURNEY. Who can convert these military payment cer
tificates?
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Mr. PARKER. Only authorized persons.
Senator GURNEY. Who are they?
Mr. Parker. That is U.S. Government employees, those employees
of U.S. Government contractors whose contracts provide that they may
have MPC's, and members of the Armed Forces. They are not available
or not supposed to be available to Vietnamese at all.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are MPC's the equivalent of dollars?

Mr. PARKER. They are the equivalent of dollars and they are handled
on a 1-to-1 basis as far as official transactions are concerned, but they
are found on the black market.

Senator RIBICOFF $200 a month can be converted into dollars?
Mr. PARKER. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Could you give us an example of how the black
market operates in MPC's.

Mr. PARKER. Well Joe is the person who is authorized to possess mili
tary payment certificates.
Jimmy is a person like Joe, but with connections.
Susie is a person who accepts MPC's in payment for services
rendered.

Senator RIBICOFF. Susie could be a prostitute.
Mr. PARKER. She could be, or she could be a maid.
Senator RIBICOFF. Often this is how the MPC's are spent for per
sonal services of that kind.

Mr. PARKER. That is correct, and in bars.
Mohamed is a person who retails piasters.
Hindu is a person who wholesales piasters.
And the Hangsengbank is one of the many banks in Hong Kong.
Now, Joe pays Susie for services rendered in MPC's.
Susie cannot spend these MPC's but does not mind taking a dis
count for her services and sells the MPC's to Mohamed for 160 piasters
per MPC dollar. That is, the legitimate rate would be 118 to 1. She gets
a slight markup.
Mohamed knows Jimmy who has connections with the post office.
Mohamed makes a deal with Jimmy and Jimmy takes the MPC's to
the post office and exchanges them for U.S. postal money orders.
For doing this, Mohamed pays Jimmy 10 piasters; thus the MPC's
cost him 170 piasters, but instead of having MPC's he now has U.S.
postal money orders.

Mohamed, the retailer, sells these postal money orders to Hindu, the
wholesaler, for 180 piasters, and Mohamed makes 10 piasters profit.
Hindu transfers these postal money orders to Hangsengbank and
asks for cable transfers, evidence that U.S. dollars are deposited out
side Vietnam.

Hindu, the wholesaler, sells these cable transfers to people who want
their money out of Vietnam at a higher rate than 180.
The result is that everybody is happy. Susie made some money for
services rendered. Joe is happy, he received the services. Jimmy is
happv, he made a few piasters. Mohamed is happy he made a few pias
ters. Hangsengbank is happy, it made a little commission. Hindu, the
wholesaler, made a profit. The man who wanted to buy dollars and
get his money out of Vietnam is happy, he got his dollars.
No piasters left the country, they just changed hands.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who is the loser on this type of thing?
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Mr. PARKER. I am not sure. I would like to have one of the econo

mists explain that to me, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t the true loser the Vietnamese Government

who loses the hard currency, and it harms their economy.
Mr. PARKER. There is no doubt but what there is a loss of hard

currency to the Vietnamese Government. In other words, had these
been converted legally that hard currency either would have been for
exchange accounts of the Vietnamese Government or perhaps out of
piasters. We are buying piasters anyhow, so it has the same net

#

effect.

The difficulty is that I am not sure what happens in the economy
after it gets to that point.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The loss of the hard currency for Vietnam means

that they don't have a buildup of reserves that they can use to buy
the necessary things that they need in the country from abroad, is
that right?

Mr. PARKER. Well, to the extent that they do not get hard currency
that they otherwise would have earned, that is true.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In turn the taxpayer of the United States is the one
who suffers because we have to send additional AID to make up for
the loss of the hard currency in Vietnam.
Mr. PARKER. That is where it gets a little fuzzier to me, because
the economists maintain that this equation as to what you have to put
into an economy or what you have to take out of it and what the end
result is, is a lot more complicated than that. I know that you will
have an economist as a witness and I would much prefer that he
wrestle with that one rather than me, because I just don’t feel com
petent to deal with rather abstract economic matters of that type.
Senator RIBICOFF. How does a black marketeer take his profits out
of Vietnam in this transaction?

Mr. PARKER. Well, let us take a typical example of an Indian who

is operating a concern and who is actively engaged in money chang
ing. Now he buys dollar instruments at a certain rate for piasters. He
sends these dollar instruments to his brother-in-law in Hong Kong
who has a business there.

The brother-in-law deposits the money into a Hong Kong bank. The
Hong Kong bank sends this check to a New York bank for clearance
or even deposits it in an account in their own name in New York.
Now, at that point, the black marketeer has his money outside the
country. He brings back in gold or other valuables only to the extent
that he needs to replenish his operating capital.
So that at all times if he his prudent, most of his resources are kept
outside of the country because whenever he needs money inside the
country he merely transfers something from one bank to another in

' United States or from one bank in the United States to a Swiss
ank.

For that he gets piasters in Vietnam. So he has this pretty well made
as far as being protected himself, because he keeps # resources Out
of the reach of the local authorities.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was the system of military payment certificates
designed to eliminate this black market in American dollars?
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman, I am not an expert on MPC. I don’t
know the exact philosophy of why it was originally established. I
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know that we had MPC in Japan right after World War II, and I

know they had it in Germany. My own personal experience is in
Japan it didn't seem to work very well. In Vietnam it doesn’t seem to
be working very well, either.
Senator RIBICOFF. For all practical purposes, a military payment
certificate gets down to being equivalent to a dollar.
Mr. PARKER. No, it does not. I think it is a little more worrisome
than that. The certificate becomes an intermediate currency between
piasters and dollars, and it is substantially discounted.

For example, it is quite possible for a soldier to take a $100 bill into
a moneychanger, and I mean U.S. green money, and get $135 worth of
MPC's. He takes that $135 worth of MPC's down to the post office

and buys $100 money order and sends it to his bank, and at that point

: : completely even, except that he has $35 in spending money in his
all Cl.

So, I don’t think that the MPC is exactly the same as a dollar.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is my memory correct that when the United States
started to go into Vietnam in force, in the beginning, that you did not
have MPC's? The soldiers were receiving payments in dollars. There

developed a large black market in currency which caused deep con
cern to the American and Vietnamese authorities.

So someone figured that the way to stop this was by having MPC's
instead of dollars. Then the MPC's certainly have not stopped the
black market in dollars or in piasters.
Mr. PARKER. I think that is true. It clearly has not. I am not sure

if you had not introduced MPC's in, you might have exactly the same
situation, or perhaps a worse situation.
Senator RIBICOFF. If you have a war going on with a rich country
like the United States, with a stable dollar, imposing this tremendous
outlay in cash into a weak economy and a weak country, you are going
to generate black market in currency no matter what you try to do.
Mr. PARKER. I think that that is true. It is just a question of how
closely can you contain it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any thoughts or ideas from your experi
ence how we could contain it or how the South Vietnamese can contain

it? Because if you are dealing in such substantial sums of money, you
are depriving the South Vietnamese Government of a basic under
pinning for their country. You have these great inflationary pressures,
and with this inflation you bring many internal problems, which end
up by the United States pouring more and more funds into South
ietnam to establish their economy and the war effort.
Mr. PARKER. Well, there are a series of things which can be done.
First of all, the fundamental problem is economic, and the economists,
I am sure, can give you much more persuasive and probably much
smarter comment on this than I can.

But as far as the mechanics of the thing are concerned, increased
enforcement will help, making it possible for the soldier to have places
where he can acquire piasters legally. By that I mean many of the
transactions involving soldiers are because they just don’t have any
place that is convenient where they can go change their money legally.
If there is a lack of convenience there, they just don’t bother.
I would like to see the professional money manipulators handled
much more stringently. By that I mean imprisonment and possible
deportation for continued violations.
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Senator GURNEY. Just there, you touched on one subject that I think
we ought to expand on. You mentioned an easier way for GI’s to con
vert their money, or their MPC's. What about that? Suppose on pay
day, of course, I suppose all throughout Vietnam—is that once a
month?

Mr. PARKER. I believe so. I think it varies with the services.

Senator GURNEY. They are paid in piasters. Is there an opportunity
right then at the pay table to change their piasters into money orders
or some other way of getting them into dollars so they can send them
home? That is one of the problems; isn’t it?

Mr. PARKER. Whether or not there is an opportunity would depend
on where they are when they are getting paid. Certainly, it would be
true in any of the base camps, but in other situations it probably
would not be.

Senator GURNEY. Isn’t this one of the problems?
Mr. PARKER. It is not the problem of getting conversion at the time
you get paid. It is the problem that the soldier gets downtown on
Tudo Street and gets six beers in him and then decides he wants to
convert some money. At that time, it becomes rather difficult because,
to my knowledge, I think the USO is the only place where they can
lawfully exchange MPC's for piasters. This is one of many points.
Senator GURNEY. In Saigon, or some other base camp where the
troops are on recreation, they can do that then.
Mr. PARKER. I am sorry.

Senator GURNEY. I said the problem is an inability to exchange the
money when the troops are on furloughs or leaves or recreation, is
that right?

Mr. PARKER. That is one of the problems. It has been a problem
in the past. It is a minor problem when compared to the size of the
total market. It is one of the things that does cause MPC's to float
into illicit channels.

Senator GURNEY. Is anything being done about that?
Mr. PARKER. There is an effort being made on a number of occa

sions, but the one principal area that I know of that I think would be

helpful, would be to have an additional place in downtown Saigon
where money could be exchanged other than the USO.
Senator RIBICOFF. Let us take the ordinary GI in Vietnam. He re
ceives military payment certificates and the official rate is 118 piasters.
He knows the unofficial rate for what he has got is up to 180 or 200
or it has gone as high as 220 piasters. Let us not kid ourselves. He
feels, “Here I am getting 118 and everybody else is getting 180 to
200 and 220 piasters.”

It would be hard put to expect this person not to try to get as
much as he can for his American dollars or military payment cer
tificates.

-

-

Mr. PARKER. I am very sympathetic with this situation, because
certainly the same thing applied to me living in Saigon. It is a

very unhappy thing to have to exchange your money at a rate much
less than what the free market could be.

Senator RIBICOFF. Don’t you reach a situation where the American
Government has to look at this realistically, too, to have some sort of

in-between rate where the GI who certainly is risking his life and his

energies, and he gets paid and you expect him to get 118 piasters
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for whatever he is going to buy in Vietnam, and he knows that this is
only a very small fraction of what his money is actually worth in Viet
nameSe terms.

Mr. PARKER. This is one of the real problems insofar as the GI is
concerned. I am making a distinction now between the accommoda
tion
exchange situation and the professional money black mar
keteer. He is in it as a matter of business whereas the average soldier
is in it as a matter of convenience or as a matter of making $10
stretch to $15 or $20. But the bigger the spread between the free
market or black market rate and the official rate, the more temptation
there is for all of these people to do this.
Senator GURNEY. On that score, do you have any breakdown of
the black market operations in these various categories? I take it that
there is a profit in connection with GI’s making a buck or two on the

''

black market.

Then there is an operation as far as the contractors are concerned,
an operation as far as the civilians dealing with PX's. What per
centage of black market money flows through these various opera
tions? Do you know?
Mr. PARKER. No, I do not, and I know of no possible way of making
such a measurement. The original source of MPC's, perhaps or checks
comes from many, many places. Then it flows up through this system.
Our estimates with respect to magnitude have been made to a certain
extent by tapping in at the top of the system and seeing what went
through it.
You can imagine there is just no way possible of going beyond a
certain point to determine whether 38 percent of all transactions origi
nated with GI's, or whether 52 percent did, and so on.
Senator GURNEY. There are no estimates on how much money GI’s
spend in Vietnam or send home?
Mr. PARKER. There are estimates on that which the military has. I am
sorry I do not.
Senator GURNEY. I think it would be fairly easy then to determine
that particular volume of transactions. If they spend or amount of
dollars in Vietnam and send a home, then that part in Vietnam is part
of vour black market operation, or vice versa.
It would be fairly easy to estimate that.
Mr. PARKER. I think the difficulty you would have there is that, yes,
you can get figures of that type. You are dealing with what they did
with their money in the first instance. They drew $100 and kept $80 to
put in their pocket, or they kept $20 to put in their pocket, and they
sent $80 home. But you don't know what happened to the $80 after
it got home. It may have been mailed back to him in four $20 bills
inside of a thick envelope. It is this sort of leakage that casts doubt
on the creditability of some of the projections.
Senator GURNEY. The reason I asked the question is that I think the
valuable part would be where there should be the main effort. What I
understood you to say is that the GI portion of the transaction is rela
tively a minor one and why bother spending much time on that, and
the time on the part of the transaction where the most money

£

1S ma (te.

That is why I asked the question. I would think statistics on this
would be not only interesting, but very valuable, to find out where
to hit hardest at this trafficking in money changers.
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Mr. PARKER. Well, the efforts against this problem have taken place
across the board as far as the agencies in Vietnam are concerned. The
military has spent a great deal of time and effort in both education

and enforcement. One of the principal efforts has been to try to accom
modate the requirements of the military as much as possible so that
they won't be placed in a situation where the temptation is greater
than it normally would be.
The item I mentioned as far as the ability to convert into piasters is
one point. There are a number of others—the ability to buy postal
money orders as easily as possible within lawful limits—all of these are
efforts to try to accommodate the situation and to reduce temptations
as much as possible.
Senator GURNEY. That raises a point in your example here on
MPC's where you mention Jimmy has connections with the Post Office.
Well, is that any American, is that what you are talking about, is en
titled to MPC's.

Mr. PARKER. It might be if it was a small transaction, but if he
really had a connection he might know a postal clerk. I think that the
committee staff has an example that they will present to the committee
of this type of situation in some depth.
Senator GURNEY. This of course would be corruption and crime. I
am talking about Jimmy, a person who is entitled to have MPC's and
therefore entitled to convert them into dollars through a money order.
Mr. PARKER. It could be just that simple. Of course.
Senator GURNEY. Could it be any other way? Could a Vietnamese
go in and buy a U.S. postal money order?
Mr. PARKER. That would be the way it would be, but that is no less
criminal and no less corrupt than a postal clerk that is on the “take,”
because the terms and conditions under which those postal money orders
are sold to Jimmy are that those are for his personal use and to be sent
outside the country. One of the things which is being done now, which
was not on my list of examples is that most of the post offices, and I
have been gone for more than a month, I hope all of them have an
arrangement where when the soldier or sailor or civilian buys a postal
money order it is deposited right then and there in the outgoing mail.

This was done for the same purpose, to keep the number of instruments
flowing on the market at a minimum.
Senator GURNEY. Is there any limitation on the amount of postal
money order?
Mr. PARKER. $200 per month. That is per person.
Senator GURNEY. The same as your conversion.

Mr. PARKER. Yes; it is in the same regulation, by the way.
Senator RIBICOFF You opened up a very interesting question when

you talk about “Red,” leader of a gang of 30 to 40 American deserters.
How extensive are desertion rates in Vietnam?

Mr. PARKER. I am sorry, sir. This is an area that I just can't speak
to, because I don’t know.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you have had some experience with the de
serter in Vietnam, the American deserter in Vietnam.

Mr. PARKER. That is correct, because many of these fellows with
trafficking on the black market and with passing bad checks. Curiously

enough, it was in a way helpful that some of the checks which they
passed were bad because in certain raids checks which had been issued
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by deserters in some cases on nonexistent bank accounts or bank ac
counts that didn’t belong to them were returned to the money changer.
They went to the bank and bounced and came all of the way back.
These provided a great deal more information about where the illicit
accounts were located than did any check that would have been cashed.
Because on the back of the check it had its itinerary exactly where
it went and what hands it
through on the way to the bank ac
count and all of the way back.

£ed

Senator RIBICoEF. But this gang that you gave an example of “Red”
and his 30 to 40 deserters. Isn’t it easy to trace an American deserter
who lives in Saigon? He must stand out like a sore thumb.

Mr. PARKER. No, sir; it is not that easy. Saigon is a very, very big
city, and there are a lot of Americans in it. Assuming any one of these
fellows one way or the other could come up with some identification
documents, which is a fair assumption, the CID and military police
have a very difficult time tracing some of them.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is “Red” and his gang typical or not typical of
such a situation?
Mr. PARKER. I think it was one of the worst.

Senator RIBIcorr, Are there a number of gangs like that in Saigon?
Mr. PARKER. Well, there have been at various times in the past. The
military police and the CID work on this all of the time and they do
a real good job on it, but there is a hoodlum element in Saigon.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do they reach into the hundreds or the thousands?
Mr. PARKER. I don’t know, in the thousands would be completely
out of line. I don’t have any statistics on desertions and I am not really
knowledgeable in that area, but there are a substantial number.
Senator RIBICOFF. You say it takes them about $50 a day to live.
That is rather a high rate. Is $50 the cost of living a day in Saigon?
Mr. PARKER. That is the cost of living when you have people looking
for you. The people who provide housing to these people normally do
so knowing that they are being sought by the authorities, knowing that
they themselves may have trouble with the Vietnamese police if it be
comes known that they are harboring someone, and the operation that
“Red” had, he was requiring the people associated with him, to cash

so many dollars' worth of checks per day of which he got half.
That was for his services of providing such protection as he could
RIBICOFF. Where did these men generate the money that

p rovide.
Senator

would be able to bring them $50 a day?
Mr. PARKER. That is trying to cash checks either through Govern
ment facilities on the basis of improper, forged, or counterfeited ident
cards, or on the black market.
Senator GURNEY. Checks given them by moneychangers?
Mr. PARKER. No; if they could get hold of some blank checks, they
would write out the check and give it to the moneychanger. In other

words, the moneychanger was a target of the AWOL deserter just
as much as anyone else.
Senator RIBICOFF: The moneychanger is a key man. Everyone sought
him out and he made it all ways.

Mr. PARKER. He also took bad checks from time to time.

#

the way, the way that worked, if the moneychanger took a bad
check that was to his own personal account, but if he was raided and
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had to pay a fine, the syndicate split the cost of the fine and put him
right back in business, because that was a normal business expense.
Senator RIBICoEF. The amount of money involved is so large that any
fine that he would pay would be insignificant toward the overall trans

actions that they would have on a day-to-day basis, and certainly
month to month and year to year.
Mr. PARKER. Well, I think since the summer of 1968, we have collec

tively through U.S. efforts and through GVN efforts, they have had not
quite as good a balance sheet as they had before that, because their
expenses have gone up because of the increased enforcement. But the
fine as a deterrent is really not very effective because you are fined
three times the amount that is seized.

I doubt very much, I think you would have to have a tremendous
amount of luck to even be able to apprehend 5 percent of what went
through any system, and that doesn’t even begin to worry anyone
who is in this particular business. The fine just doesn’t do it.

Senator RIBIcoff. In your supervisory capacity, the name “Prys
umeen” came to you very early in the proceedings and you knew
there was a “Prvsumeen” account.

Mr. PARKER. I was with a national police officer who had just fined
this mosque raid, and among the documents that turned up in that with
evidence of bank transfers to the “Prysumeen” account. When the com
mittee staff and the Office of the Inspector General, foreign assistance,
first started looking into this, well over a year ago now—this would
have been in the middle of the summer of 1968—they come out with an
inquiry to Saigon about some of these accounts and we were able to
identify them there and provide information back.
Since then, we have been swapping information on the subject.
Senator RIBICOFF. Wasn’t it very obvious to the Manufacturers Han
over that “Prysumeen” was a drop for a blackmarket operation?
Mr. PARKER. I have never had any contact with the Manufacturers
Hanover Trust on this, Mr. Chairman. I have been on the other end.

I would think that members of the committee staff who actually have
had contact with Manufacturers Hanover Trust probably would be
better able to speak on that than I would. I would certainly think

that although it might be profitable for a band to have accounts like
this, with good substantial balances in them that are nice and active,
that at least some place along the line they would have wondered why
all of this activity.

- - -

-

Senator GURNEY: Without these legitimate accounts and being in
the U.S. banks, a lot of this black market activity could not have

continued; isn’t that correct?
Mr. PARKER. Without some banking facility of this nature, being
-

-

•

able to use the U.S. banks for U.S. dollars made all of that easier. I

think theoretically the same thing could have been done through
Swiss banks.

• *

-

-

- - -

-

Senator GURNEY. Now then my question is this: We have U.S. Gov

ernment people, U.S. Embassy people in Vietnam or the foreign aid
people. Have they made any recommendations about what these banks
Ou

' to do

about these “Prysumeen” accounts?
r. PARKER. Well, I think that is one of the purposes of these hear

ings.

-

"#nator GURNEY. There is no question about that, but I mean have
they made
any recommendations to these banks!
35-359–70—pt. 3-3
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Mr. PARKER. Specifically, not to my knowledge.
Senator GURNEY. Why haven’t they?

-

-

Mr. PARKER. Because we don’t know what to recommend. At least I

don’t personally.
Senator GURNEY. Well, I can think of something to recommend. Do
-

away with the accounts.

. PARKER. Well, I am not so intimately familiar with that.
Senator GURNEY. I am not saying that is going to be our recommen
dation, but that is something that would stop it.
Mr. Park. It would certainly hamperit. My concern on somethin
like that was that just what are the other factors that are involve
on the banking side, if there were restrictive legislation placed upon

certain types of accounts.
Being in Vietnam 10,000 or 12,000 miles away, doesn't give you a.
-

veg good perspective of that.

•

-

, -

enator GURNEY. I am not talking necessarily about legislation, al
though that certainly is a possibility. But, it occurs to me that there
can’t be much question that the banks know these accounts are being
used for illicit traffic in money in Vietnam.
There must be some way of doing something about it if they want to.
What I am saying is—I can understand why one banker might not
want to perhaps be a Boy Scout about this and do something about his
account, if 12 or 15 other banks aren't doing anything about theirs,
but I am surprised really that people who know this is going on like
the U.S. Government AID people, like the Embassy people in Vietnam,
have not sat down with these bankers and said, “Look, you have ac
counts that are being used by moneychangers in Vietnam. Do you have

any suggestions about how we can stop that? That is in your banking
activities.”

-

My question is, why wasn’t this pursued as far as the U.S. bankers
are concerned?

*

,

-

Mr. PARKER. Well, my answer to that is that I don’t know what rep
resentations may have been made to the banks here in the United
States, since I was on the other end of the proposition in Vietnam.
Whether or not the banks would be persuaded by argumentation

that this would be a good thing to do, I just don't know.

Senator GURNEY. W' this discussed by the AID people in Vietnam
as a possibility to curtail this moneychanging activity?
Mr. PARKER. First of all, let me make one thing clear, that the AID
people in Vietnam are not responsible for this black market.
Senator GURNEY. I know that. All we are trying to do is find out

how you can stop it. I am not pointing the finger of responsibility at
anybody. I am just trying to find solutions.
Mr. PARKER. Well, over the period of the last 16 or 17 months, there
has been any number of discussions both with Washington people and
at the Embassy level and so forth in Vietnam on just how do we go
about whipping this thing. Well, on those things within our area of
activity we took a series of actions, some of which I outlined in my
prepared statement.
-

f*

-

On the other end, we knew that the staff of this committee was

actively working on this in the United States and that they had a much
more intimate connection with the banks, both from an investigative
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standpoint and also from the standpoint of how this business worked
back here than we did.

As I say, in all candor, one of the things which I would hope would
come out of this is some feasible recommendation, because it would be

pretty presumptuous for me out in Vietnam to say: “Well, somebody
ought to have subpena power against bank accounts,” because I am not
sure whether that is a good idea or not.

|

Senator GURNEY. I am not suggesting a method here. I am suggest
ing that it is quite obvious to me, because these are the illustrations
that you have given the committee, that one of the ways to conduct
a black market operation is for a moneychanger in Saigon to persuade
John Doe who has a bank account in the First National Bank of

Chicago to change a sum of money from his personal bank account in
Chicago to a Manufacturers Hanover Trust in New York, to the “Pry
sumeen” account. This is an example you have given us.

Another man in Saigon gets a rakeoff from the moneychanger and

££

that. This is one of the principal ex
amples you have given us. In fact, it is the only one I can think of be

he makes a nice

sides the GI example that you have given us.
It leads me to believe that as a naive innocent person in this business,
if that is the principal way to make money, why didn’t the Embassy
le and why didn’t the AID people ask somebody to contact these

£

s in the United States and say, “Look, we are losing all kinds

of money here by these bank accounts in your banks, and what can we
do about it.”

-

-

-

-

-

-

Didn't anybody do that?
Mr. PARKER. Apparently not, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Well, I would only suggest that maybe it is not too
-

late to lock the barn door.

-

-

Mr. PARKER. I would hope not, and I think something really in the
form of a plan of action can be developed on this. Certainly from my
own personal viewpoint, I feel very strongly that anything we can
do to put a monkey wrench into this works is just fine.
Senator GURNEY. By the way, turning to another point in the activi
ties in Vietnam, to what extent are military payment certificates
used by contractor personnel, civilian personnel, aside from the GI’s
being paid. Could you describe that a little more fully to us.
Mr. PARKER. It would vary from contract to contract as to exactly
what they were authorized, but many if not most of the U.S. citizen
employees of contractors working for the U.S. Government have ac
cess to MPC's.

At the present time, contractor personnel are not permitted to buy
postal money orders. They are permitted access to the commissary
and the PX within certain stated limits. There is traffic by these people
in MPC's, but that traffic was rather seriously diminished in
of
1968 when the new regulations on permission to acquire postal money
orders and the limitation on conversion rights were established.
Senator GURNEY. Your testimony is that these new regulations effec
tively cut off or at least impede to a very large degree that black mar
ket operation.
PARKER. It closed one big faucet which had been running rather

M'

*:

wild.

-

Senator GURNEY. What about AID moneys? You have a large black
market transaction in AID moneys, as such.

-
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Mr. PARKER. On that our
has been pretty good. When I
mentioned that there were only a very few U.S. Government em
ployees that had been mixed up in this business, by a very few I mean
less than 10. That is across the board. That is 10 that had been dis

missed and so forth. We had some in AID, the Navy has had some,
and some of the other Government agencies have had some. We have
had no specific examples of large-scale black market operations by
either the employees of AID contractors or AID contractors.
We have had three or four indications of contractors themselves who

acquired money on the black market in order to establish their opera
tion in Vietnam. One of those cases is now being tried by a hearing
examiner on an administrative basis, since the firm is now under sus
pension by AID.
By the way, the other ones that we have had are the same category,
are still under suspension.
Senator GURNEY. I am a little bit confused here. I understand from

the testimony that the black market operations are about $150 million
a year; is that right?
Mr. PARKER. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. Again as I gather from the testimony, the civilian
contractor profit is negligible now, and AID is no factor, and you
testified that the GI’s were a minor factor in this. Where do we get
$150 million figure?
Mr. PARKER. Well, now, you said that the AID contractor part of it
was a minor part. I didn't mean to imply that the civilians in total rep
resented a minor part. The biggest single element in this is Depart
ment of Defense contractor employees—that coupled with the cate
gory 4 people.
Senator GURNEY. Then the big factor is the contractor civilians; is
that correct?

Mr. PARKER. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. Now then, would you go back and explain a little
bit more about your testimony just a moment ago, that said that you
closed that loophole.
Mr. PARKER. No; you asked me about postal money orders.
Senator GURNEY. You must have misunderstood me. I was talking
about the whole area of moneychanging as far as contractor person
nel and civilian personnel are concerned.
Mr. PARKER. One way that this works is this: The question that I

answered before related to how many postal money orders could they

buy. One practice which is prevalent is that the contractor employee
sends 100 percent of his money home, to his bank. Then he lives com

pletely by cashing checks off the black market. That would mean an
input of $300 or # a month into the black market in his own per

sonal checks or in cash.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean by that contractor personnel get
paid, and then they take it to the black market and make a profit and
send

'" pay home and live off the profit; is that what you

are

SaVln

# PARKER.

No, they allot their money home directly, and they

don't get paid in Vietnam. Then they cash a personal check or else
draw checks and have someone in the States send them cash, which
they then introduce onto the black market. We have substantial evi
dence of that.
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Senator GURNEY. Is there any effective way to stop that?
Mr. PARKER. One of the procedures that we have been using on this
and here again this is since the early part of this year, we have been
trying to require all contractors to have their people take a certain
percentage of or a certain minimum of salary in piasters on the theory
that it is not possible for somebody to live out there without ever
buying piasters, and therefore we would rather see to it that they got
them legally as a part of their contract salary.
This

£ met with a little bit of resistance, but by and large most of

the contractors have agreed to this, and they are putting it into effect.
One of the problems in getting something into effect overnight is the
fact that (a) the contractor who has a contract with the United States,
and (b) he also has a contract with the person that he employed, and
sometimes these contracts just didn’t provide for this sort of thing.
Senator GURNEY...What about the cashing of personal checks? Has
any thought been given to stopping that practice, just preventing it?
Mr. PARKER. Well, the only place that they can cash a personal
check legally now is either through an accredited bank or at a finance

office. It is the illegal cashing of checks that has been the problem all
of the way along the line. If anything, the more places that you could
legally cash a
the less difficult it is to legally convert and this
to a certain extent is an ameliorating effect on the level of black market
activity.
GURNEY. Is there any way to get at the illegal cashing of

£

is:

C.

Mr. PARKER. That is through raids and surveillance and so on.
Senator GURNEY. I am talking about some sort of a “stop payment”
arrangement. In other words, if a man may legally cash a check at
certain places in Vietnam, and the check does not contain that stamp
of where he may cash it, the post office or whatever facility he has to

do it legally, why wouldn't it be possible simply as I put it to stop
payment on checks that are cashed elsewhere and make it illegal.
Mr. PARKER. Well, I would think—

Senator GURNEY. That would soon stop, if he cashed a check at the
wrong place.

Mr. PARKER. Let me explain why this would be almost impossible
to administer. He writes the check and he leaves the payee blank. He
doesn’t know what name is going to be stamped in there until that
check comes back to him in his monthly statement. If he is real smart,
he will never have a monthly statement sent to him in Vietnam.
So this stamp that goes on there could be something like the First
National Bank of Washington, D.C. There would be no way in the

world of identifying that other than that stamp. Where it gets inter
esting is where it goes through a series of channels and is endorsed
and reendorsed by people.
Senator GURNEY. £ check stamp with the payee the First Na
tional Bank of Washington, D.C., does not go through the regular
channels of Vietnam, does it? It goes to Hong Kong and then some
-

where else.

Mr. PARKER. That is just the point. At Hong Kong, anyone could
take a check and put any name on it and mail it to the bank and ask
that it be credited to their account in the United States or to any other
account.
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Senator GURNEY. I recognize that, but I think what I am really say

ing, if he wants to use a check, why not set up a place in Vietnam that
he has to run his check through as a control point.
Mr. PARKER. Well, if we could do that we could effectively stamp
out the black market but the difficulty is that the checks which are be

ing cashed over there illegally from the point that they are cashed
in Vietnam until they reach a safe haven in Hong Kong or Bangkok
are smuggled goods, subject to confiscation and subject to prosecution
at any time.
To the extent that we are able to obtain information about these

checks and to the extent that the customs service is capable of finding
somebody with them and grabbing them, they are confiscated.
Senator GURNEY. I guess maybe we had better discuss this with a

banker on this particular matter. I thought you might have discussed
that in your discussions with Vietnam on what to do about checks.
So, I was curious as to whether you had any suggestions on how to
control the check traffic.

Mr. PARKER. The real difficult part is that most of the checks are
introduced into legitimate banking systems from places where anyone
has a perfectly legal right to have the check. It is very hard to tell
whether a check, it shows a name of a company in Hong Kong, was
in fact cashed in Hong Kong or was in fact cashed somewhere else and
carried to Hong Kong.
This is one of the evidentiary problems that the Government has
down there in
certain types of transactions where they
have obtained photos of the checks but have not actually seized them
in the country.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Parker, in the colloquy you had with Senator
Gurney, I appreciate very much his plug for the First National Bank
Of
in this case, I think we would rather be plugging the

£

&#

first National Bank of Fort Lauderdale or Miami. I would like to
ask a basic question, which might really get to the underlying problem
of these things; namely, relating to the inherent weakness of the cur
rency and possibly the weakness of the government of Saigon,

£ doesn’t the Saigon government adopt a floating price for the
piasters thus ending the black market with one fell swoop?
Mr. PARKER. I don’t really believe I can answer that. I have gone
over the economic side of this thing with our specialists in this field,
and with Treasury attaché on a number of occasions and there are

professional economists that know much more about the problems of
free-market rates and its domestic consequences than I do. I would

much prefer to let someone answer who has expertise in that rather
than myself.
Senator PERCY. Is this type of corruption which we have seen just
an inevitable aftermath of a tragic war of this type, where so many
billions of dollars are being spent? Is it just one more hidden cost that
we have in Vietnam?

Mr. PARKER. Well, in my own experience in World War II and
Korea, and in Vietnam, I have seen the same sort of thing, probably

not to the same degree as exists at present. There are a lot of prob
lems in a wartime situation. You attract a lot of activity that were
things different there would be no reason to engage in it.
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Yes, there is an element strictly of this is one of the things that goes
with fighting a war. .
Senator Ferox. If I have asked a question that was answered while
I was out of the room, let me know, but could you explain how that
portion of the AID program that relates to commodity price supports
or commodity support actually operates in connection with the pur
chase of consumer goods brought in from the United States into the
economy? What role does currency and American dollars play through
the '', program?
Mr. PARKER. This doesn’t relate to the black market aspect of it, but
commodities on an approved list are available for import with AID
money. The importer
up Vietnamese currency, which goes into a
ial account. This Vietnamese currency subsequently is used by the
nited States and by the Government of Vietnam to finance joint
projects. The importer in turn gets an authorization for a certain
amount of U.S. dollars. He negotiates or puts out on tenders and buys
what it is that he intends to import and what it is that it says he may
import on his license. . .
A letter of credit is opened in an American bank. The American

'

supplier is paid for the goods in dollars. The goods are shipped to
Vietnam. The importer pays his customs in piasters as the goods come
in, and they enter the £
Now they may either be for resale or for use in his own business,
depending on the particular circumstances.
ator PERCY. Are a part of our AID dollars used for the Viet
namese economy consumer-type products?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Senator PERCY. What portion of our AID dollars, how many mil
lions or hundreds of millions of dollars each year, go to the purchase
of consumer products for the Vietnamese economy out of our AID
program?

Mr. PARKER. I am sorry, sir; I don’t have those figures. They are
available and I am sure that they can get those.
Senator PERCY. Do you have an estimate?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have the figures.
£or
PERCY. Is it tens of millions or hundreds of millions or
What

Mr. ADLERMAN. The 1968 fiscal year estimate was $200 million for
the commodity import program.
Senator PERCY. What has impressed me on a number of visits to

Saigon is the yearly increase in the number of consumer goods over
there, of all kinds. In the stores, it seems way beyond the level which
that economy would have supported had there not been a war. In ordi
nary terms, or in ordinary times, there is austerity. We cut back here to
the point where you couldn’t get consumer goods for 4 years in World

War II and even in Korea we cut back in consumer goods. Yet in
Saigon, and

£ South Vietnam, instead of austerity, there

seems to be an artificial prosperity in consumer goods financed by, let
us say, $100 million.
Is there any explanation that you can give us that will enable me
to understand better how or why our AID dollars have to be utilized
for that purpose,
* .
*

-

-
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Isn't that actually a form of price supports, to provide consumer
goods to hold down the black market in these otherwise scarce con
Sumer goods?

-

-

Mr. PARKER. Here again we are in an economic area that is not my
particular field. I would suggest, however, that the presence of 500,000

plus Americans in South Vietnam has contributed to the prosperity
over there substantially. I don’t think that that is much different than
the effect that it had on Japan and Korea and some other countries.
That is completely exclusive of AID.

... Wherever you have that much money coming in and being spent,
it is bound to have an effect.

Senator PERCY. In other words, in Japan, Korea, Thailand, Taiwan,
and certainly South Vietnam, there are a great many people who
have made a tremendous amount of money as a result of this war.
Are there a great many people out there who would hate to see this
war end?

Mr. PARKER. I am sorry, sir, I personally doubt that very much.

Senator PERCY. How about all of the camp followers that you have
described in your testimony here, who go around where Americans
engage in war, to exploit these conditions. Certainly they would be
put out of business if we weren't in that war. They couldn't follow
another one.

Mr. PARKER. They might find another place where business oppor
tunities seem to present themselves pretty well. .
Senator PERCY. In your comments today, Mr. Parker, I very much
appreciate the fullness of your testimony and the clear picture which
you have given to us, probably the clearest picture the American
people have ever had regarding some of the side effects of the war.
-

-

Have you brought out what can be done to prosecute the people who
are spoiling the situation, and benefiting from the loss of treasure as
well as lives of the fighting American people?
Mr. PARKER. I have commented on the difficulty of obtaining evi
dence on some of these cases as far as the Vietnamese end of it is

concerned. As far as the American end of it is concerned, in many
instances we don’t have violations of American law as such. We have

violations of the Vietnamese law or violations of the military regu

lations by someone who is outside of court-martial jurisdiction:
One area that occurs to me that I would like to see some—I should

say some action taken, there is some action being taken, and this is
Internal Revenue. But quite frankly, there ought to be some way of

establishing a form of legal process over expatriate Americans who are
living in areas where the U.S. Government is providing most of the
money in the area that makes it extremely attractive, commercially,
for them to be there.

Senator PERCY. I assume if they are clever enough to make this
much money in these circumstances, they are probably clever enough
not to be paying too much income tax.
Do you suppose that something could be done through our passport
division; for instance, the threat of losing American citizenship or the
denial of an American passport. Would there be a possible penalty
that could be considered a threat to these people who are exploitin
the military personnel and raising the price of this war for the Sout
Vietnamese and the American people who pay the greatest cost?
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Mr. PARKER. The difficulty there is the various court decisions on
who may have a passport and for what purpose. It is the same diffi

culty that Senator Gurney alluded to in connection with where you can
cash a check.

It is very difficult and one wonders just what the proper cure is be
cause you could get a cure that would be more £than the dis
ease itself.

Senator PERCY. If the main thing we can accomplish is to put the
spotlight of public attention on those people who have been exploiting
the situation, is there anything else that you can think of that this
committee can do to pinpoint the names, the identity of the people
who can be properly charged? If they can’t be brought under U.S.
laws, at least we can expose them for what they are.

Mr. PARKER: I would hope, and I feel confident that much of that
will come out in these hearings. That makes me very happy and I am
sure that it is in the highest tradition of the work of this committee.
Senator PERGY: I would hope we can do everything possible then,
Mr. Chairman. If we can’t prosecute them and put them in jail, since
obviously their actions are totally contrary to national interest, then

Ithink we must do everything we can to expose them for what they are.
Senator RIBICOFF. My feeling is, Senator Percy, that at the conclu
sion of these hearings, we will have a series of recommendations to be
made to the Congress both in terms of banking laws and Internal Rev
enue Code, to try to catch these people who are engaging in these
activities.

Senator PERCY. As a member of the Banking Committee, I will cer
tainly push as hard as I possibly can on anything we can determine
which will help cut back this activity.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Parker, just as briefly as you can, would you
recapitulate on the method used to get hard currency out of Vietnam.
Isn't the basic requirement or the basic reason for this black market
twofold: One a profit that somebody
make in converting dol
lars into piasters at a higher rate than the legal rate, so that he can pay

#

for services.

For example, a contractor who is engaged in work in Vietnam, en
aged by the U.S. Army—he has to have a payroll of say $15,000 or
20,000 to do certain work. He has to buy materials and supplies. If
he had to convert his dollars at the legal rate, it is going to cost him
$50,000 at 118 piasters for the dollar; is that right?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. If he does it at the black market rate and he gets

180 or 200 piasters, he cuts his costs in Vietnam by almost half; is
that correct?

Mr. PARKER. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Then he of course can keep those dollars back in the
States, and so he has a profit motive to do that.
Mr. PARKER. This has been a factor in certain contracts. The reme

dial action that has been taken on that is twofold: (1) to require that
only piasters be paid for piaster costs and (2) to audit the books of the
contractor to assure that the piasters which he claims he acquired law
fully and is either seeking reimbursement for or seeking dollars in
payment under a fixed-cost arrangement—
Mr. ADLERMAN. So steps have been taken?
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Mr. PARKER. That was a problem, yes, and this is the subject of at
least one case that AID has, and several with the Army. I should say
the military, rather.
* *
Mr. ADLERMAN. The next real big reason for the black marketing
- -

-

is that the people in Vietnam who are able to acquire a certain amount
of piasters, large sums of piasters, are fearful of what is going to hap
£ in Vietnam. They want their money in Switzerland or the United
tates or some place where it is in hard currency; is that correct?
Mr. PARKER. Well, that is flight of capital and I am sure that is a
major factor. Another one is the possibility of a hedge against
inflation, too.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Now, if the black market money manipulator has
millions of dollars abroad in the United States or in Switzerland, they
are willing to pay almost any amount to get that money credited to
their own account in France or Switzerland or the United States. They
are willing to pay a price of 220 piasters.
Mr. PARKER. The present rate is even higher than that, That is an
indication that that is true.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Does the black market rate act as a barometer of

the feeling whether or not the affairs of South Vietnam are good
or bad or what their future is. For example, right after the Tet holi
day when the North Vietnamese and the Vietcong had been unsuc
cessful, did the black market rate go down?
Mr. PARKER. For a period after the Tet offensive of 1968, there was

an indication that money was coming back into Vietnam. That is in:
vestment capital.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Now, when there is talk of a pullout of the U.S.

£y
and the future is uncertain; does that affect the black market
rate?
Mr. PARKER. Well, there has been that talk and the market is going
up. How directly the link is I am not sure.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What is the current rate now?

Mr. PARKER: I can't state exactly, but when I left Saigon in early
October, it had gone up to about 225 to 230 which is the highest it had
been since I was there in 2 years.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Coming back again to the recapitulation of the
method, we had many
C’s being converted into money orders.
These MPC's would come into the hands of the money operators, and
in those cases people like the deserters are very valuable to the money
changers, because they can have false identification papers and go to
the military post office and change them to money £ The only
person who can do that is accredited military personnel or civilian
personnel.
Mr. PARKER. A civilian government employee.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So you have that modus operandi. Then you have
the checks that are drawn on U.S. accounts and cashed with the money
changers with a blank payee. That is another method, is that right?
Mr. PARKER. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Then you have the lateral transfers which are the

more sophisticated ones, where a man who has sums of money in the
United States, say in San Francisco, will order a bank draft sent to
another bank in New York, and deposited in the account of the money

changer, and as soon as they receive a cable that the money has been
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deposited in the hands of the money changer, he can draw the piasters
at the black market rate from the money changer, is that right?
Mr. PARKER. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Then you have still another one, and that is the
actual greenbacks, of people who can go to the money orders and go
to Singapore or some other place '# change those for greenbacks,
and then come back and use those greenbacks to buy piasters at black
market rates.

-

Mr. PARKER. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Or # which are at a lower rate, and then take
the MPC's and buy the money orders again, is that right?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have had illustrations of these things.
Mr. PARKER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Abie:AN. f would like to call your attention to one case, I
think you have a memorandum here which relates to an arrest of Mr.
Surbaugh, or Frederick Surbaugh, is that correct?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I will show this to you and ask you to explain what
happened in this case.
Mr. PARKER. Would you like me to read the memo?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. PARKER. I think that would sum it up (reading):
On October 10, 1968, the GWN Fraud Repression officers apprehended subject
as he was leaving the Majestic Book Store, 11 Tu Do, Saigon. He had in his
possession a brief case containing $79,888.90 in MPC. He was arrested.
Subject stated that he had been a PX officer on the USNS Tarus. He dis
covered he could make a lot of money selling merchandise he bought in Singa
pore by selling it to soldiers in Vietnam. He took a one year leave of absence
and took orders and sent the merchandise in through the APO. He received

payments in NPC which he converted into dollar instruments. Over a period of
several months in 1968, Surbaugh admitted handling in excess of $500,000 in
negotiable instruments.
Surbaugh served several months in Chi Hoa prison because he was unable
to pay the assessed fine. He was a close associate of Robert Moore Jones, a no
torious black marketeer in Saigon.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to call Mr. Duffy.
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much, Mr. Parker.
TESTIMONY OF LA VERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you been sworn?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have investigated this case of Mr. Surbaugh.
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you also investigated some other matters?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you read such excerpts as are necessary to
explain the case.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, while in Saigon we had the opportunity
to review the files of the CID agency in Saigon. During that period
we reviewed a sworn statement by Mr. Surbaugh, obtained by the CID,

and I would like permission of the Chair to read an affidavit that I
prepared from the seven page sworn statement which was obtained

from Mr. Surbaugh by the CID agents in Saigon.
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I, LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel of the Permanent Subcommittee on Inves
tigations of the Committee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate, examined at
the Headquarters of Detachment A, 8th Military Police Group in Saigon, a seven
page sworn statement from Frederick Addison Surbaugh obtained by Thomas E.
Graham and James W. Boydston of Detachment A. The sworn statement was
obtained from Surbaugh on December 5, 1968, in room 117 of the Majestic Hotel
in Saigon.
Surbaugh was questioned on a number of matters ranging from fraud, Smug
gling and illicit money and blackmarket activity.
Parenthetically I would like to say that Mr. Surbaugh's original sworn state
ment contained a number of charges and allegations which have not been substan
tiated. I excluded such matters from this affidavit that I have prepared.
Following are extracts from Mr. Surbaugh's sworn statement that relate to his
involvement in currency manipulations:

“My home of record is Route 1, Richmond, Missouri. I am, by profession, a
farmer and seaman. I was signed on as Junior Engineer with the United States
Navy Ship (USNS) Taures, a cargo vessel, when the ship arrived in Saigon, Viet
nam, in June 1967. I was paid-off the ship at Saigon; which means I left the ship
legally and after my contract had expired. I left Saigon two or three days later
and flew with a U.S. Air Force flight to Okinawa. I flew from there via commercial
air to Bangkok, Thailand; from there to Hong Kong, British Crown Colony; from
there to Tokyo, Japan; and went to San Francisco, California, by passenger ship.
From San Francisco, I went home. About August 1967, I left home and flew via
commercial air to Saigon. I took up residence in the Majestic Hotel, Saigon. Im
mediately after I had established residence in Saigon, I made trips to the Republic
of Singapore on a weekly to ten-days frequency. My purpose in going to Singapore
was to obtain U.S. Federal Reserve Notes (green dollars) which I smuggled back
into the Republic of Vietnam and exchanged for U.S. Military Payment Certifi
cates (MPC). My profit was an average of about thirty-five percent.
“I have no idea as to the amounts of money I made in this activity. With the
money I did make, I was supporting my family in the continental United States,
which includes my son and semi-invalid parents. I have a live-in housekeeper, who
takes care of my parents, and my expenses there were approximately $400.00 per
month. My personal expenses were about $350.00 per month and I also had the
travel expenses to and from Singapore. Beyond this, I purchased a stock farm of
180 acres in Ray County, Missouri for about $30,000.00 and paid for it in cash.
I negotiated for the farm when I returned to the continental United States in

July 1968 and paid for it in September 1968, when I returned to the United States
in September 1968 for the second time. I have made no improvements in the prop
erty, but bought a farm tractor that is on the farm now in September 1968, when
I was at home the second time.

“There was no one working with me. I had no partners and/or associates. My
operations were to go to Singapore, accumulate green dollars, bring them into
Vietnam, change them for MPC, meet my expenses, take the profit and purchase
cashier's checks at the Bank of America Branch in downtown Saigon (until the
branch moved to Tan Son Nhut, Vietnam, and on the U.S. Air Force Base) and
I would then take the cashier's checks to Singapore, negotiate them, and repeat
the cycle. In Singapore, there is a free market and I cashed the checks at various
banks and places of business. There was no one person with whom I had contact
in Singapore.
“I was engaged in this activity from about August 1967 through October
1968 and I used my passport to pass to and from Singapore from Vietnam. While
in Singapore, I declared myself to be a businessman and did in fact purchase
hi-fidelity equipment and diamond/jade jewelry. In some cases, I purchased
this for others, but I also sold the equipment and jewelry on the market in
Vietnam. I do not know how much equipment and jewelry I did sell, but it was
roughly about $3,000.00 worth. My profit was about seven percent.
“On 10 October 1968, Vietnamese Custom's Officials arrested me in my room
at the Majestic Hotel, Saigon. The result of this was that I was fined about
$50,850.00 (6,000,000.00 Vietnamese piastres). I mortgaged my property to pay
$30,000.00 and I still owe $11,000.00 on my fine.
“(Questions by Graham; answers by Surbaugh.)
“Q. What caused you to decide on entering into the illicit money market in
Vietnam *

“A. I had heard that it was a very profitable business and decided to enter
into it for profit. I returned to Vietnam with $2,000.00 and began my business with
that amount.
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“Q. Do you have a criminal record?
“A. I was arrested in Lerado [sic], Texas, for a bad check and I made restitu
tion. I served two years in jail in Mexico for smuggling automobiles into Mexico
from the United States.

“Q.
“A.
“Q.
“A.
“Q.

Did you operate in Vietnam unmolested?
As far as I knew, no one knew anything about it until I was arrested.
Were you ever taken before the courts after your arrest?
Vietnamese Customs set the fine and I never appeared in court.
Where did you change your green dollars in Vietnam?

“A. At the two bookstores on Tu Do Street, Saigon. Both are located side

by side next door to the Majestic Hotel and both are named “Majestic.” I
changed too at Luxor Store, located On Tu Do Street, Saigon, one or two doors
from the Maxim's Drugstore. I changed also at the Continental Palace Hotel.
I changed too at a store on the street between the Rex Hotel and the Continental
Palace, about three or four doors around the corner across the street from the
Continental Palace.

“Q. What are the names of the individuals you dealt with?
“A. I do not know their names and never asked.

“Q. How were you introduced to these persons?
“A. I introduced myself.”

I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.

(S) LAVERN J. DUFFY.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this—day of July, 1969.
(S) CARL N. SoHMIDT,
American Vice Consul.

Mr. ADLERMAN. From reading your memorandum, it seems that he
started off on this venture with approximately $2,000, is that correct?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And according to this memorandum, he admitted
that he had handled in excess of about $500,000 in negotiable instru
ments.

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So that it is quite profitable on $2,000.
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Now, do you have another example of a modus

operandithat was used to get dollars out of Vietnam?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, in the latter part of last ' the CID during the
course of an investigation, broke up a very large
money order

£

ring in Phu Bai, in Vietnam. Now, I would like with permission of the
Chair to read an extract I made from the official CID report of that
investigation. I will read just excerpts, Mr. Chairman, and with per
mission of the chairman I would like to place the entire memorandum
in the record.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DUFFY. I made this extract.

On March 6, 1969, the CID in DaNang and the Vietnamese National

Police arrested Melvin Lockhart, site supervisor of Dynalectron, Da
Nang; John Danner and Allen Collins, both of Consolidated Engi
neers; and two Army personnel attached to the Army Postal Unit,
Phu Bai, Vietnam, on charges of extensive illegal currency manipula:
tions involving the military payment certificates being exchanged

for postal money orders.
During early December 1968 to February 10, 1969, Army postal
clerks at Phu Bai sold up to $40,000 per day in illegal money orders to

Lockhart, Danner, Collins and others. . .
The postal money orders were made out in blank and sold for a profit
in the DaMang and other areas.
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The military payment certificates which were exchanged by the
Army postal clerks for money orders were obtained from various
Sources, including Korean concessions at U.S. Army installations.
the latter part of September 1968, at the 575th Army postal
unit at Phu Bai combat base in Vietnam, SFC Carlos Porter ap
proached Sgt. Frederick E. Anderson and requested that Anderson
allow him to purchase 1,000 dollars’ worth of United States postal
money orders in one transaction without a commander's authorization
certificate. Porter told Anderson he would pay him $20 if he would
allow the purchase. Anderson agreed and the transaction was com
pleted a few days later. Anderson and Porter subsequently made

£

several other similar transactions.

Apparently the information that Sergeant Anderson was dealing
illegally in money orders began to circulate. About October 15, 1968,
James Mathews approached
Anderson and stated that he had
heard that Anderson had sold money orders in excess of the authorized
amount and requested that Anderson allow him to purchase $5,000
worth of money orders in one sale for which he would pay him $100 for
each $1,000 purchase. Anderson agreed and they began regular trans

£

actions for similar amounts. Mathews then introduced Thomas W.

Griever and Myles Castle, both of Dynalectron Corp., to Anderson
and they began frequent transactions with Anderson for large sums.
Anderson's dealings with these individuals grew to such propor
tions that he, Anderson, required assistance. About November 15, 1968,
Anderson asked Sgt. John Droge, another postal clerk, to participate
in the illegal scheme and Anderson told Droge that he would receive
half of the profits. Droge agreed. Shortly after Droge became involved,

1st Lt. Arthur McEnany observed Droge in the process of making one
of the illegal transactions and demanded that Droge explain his
actions.

Droge referred him to Anderson for the explanation. Anderson ex
plained the scheme to McEnany and agreed to pay McEnany to keep
quiet and permit their operation to continue. Due to the operation's
growth, SP5 Michael Hennings and SP4 Robert Charleson, both
postal clerks, were brought into the operation.
During the latter part of November 1968, SP5 Leslie Blanchard told
Anderson that he had been selling blank U.S. postal money
orders to Mr. Won Cho, formerly employed with the Kuk Tony
Corp. concession, Post Exchange (PX), Phu Bai.
Blanchard was aware of Anderson's illegal money order sales and
suggested to Anderson and McEnany that they include Cho as a buyer.
Blanchard referred Anderson and McEnany to Cho since Blanchard's

tour in Vietnam would end in late November 1968. Blanchard intro
duced Anderson to Cho who began making regular purchases. :
During the latter part of November 1968 until about the middle of
December 1968, Mr. Pyong Chu So, employed at the time with the
Vinell Corp., learned of the scheme through Hennings and began
buying several thousand dollars’ worth of money orders regularly.
Griever and Mathews had been reselling the money orders purchased
illegally through the 575th Army postal unit to a Vietnamese for a
considerable profit.

* **

-

The Vietnamese then resold the money orders for a further profit.
Also during that period, Mr. Jong Myan Kang, former employee
of the NCO Club at Phu Bai, requested that Anderson sell him several
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thousand dollars’ worth of money orders. Anderson stated he could
at this time because he was too busy with his other

£ sell to him
uyers.

About November 28, 1969, Mathews told Lockhart about the illegal

money order operation and gave Lockhart a letter of introduction to
Anderson. During early December 1968 Lockhart presented the letter
to Anderson who agreed to sell money orders to him. The following
day Lockhart introduced Danner and Collins to Anderson as his part
ners in the money order operation. It was agreed that Collins would
deliver the money to Anderson and return the money orders to Lock
hart and Danner.

-

During early December 1968 to February 10, 1969, Anderson and
his accomplices at the 575th Army postal unit sold up to $40,000 per
day in illegal money orders to Mr. Cho, Mr. So, Lockhart, Danner
and Collins.

The illegal operation was discontinued about February 10, 1969,
when Anderson and the other offenders at the 575th Army postal
unit learned that the CID was conducting a covert investigation into
their activities. During the span of their illegal money order trans
actions, Anderson, was paid about $21,000, Droge about $6,000, Mc

#
about $11,000, Hennings about $15,000, and Charleson about
9,000.
-

Anderson and McEnany were apprehended on February 25, 1969

and admitted participating in the illegal money order scheme. Ander
son volunteered to assist in effecting the apprehension of the others

involved, including Lockhart, Danner and Collins. Anderson relin
£
$20,100 to the CID; $2,857 of that amount was confiscated
uring searches of Anderson and his personal £ A total of

£

$12,290 was
by McEnany to the CID, $4,640 of which
was confiscated during searches of McEnany and his personal
possessions.
On March 5, 1969, three Koreans and Collins were apprehended in

dividually immediately after completing illegal money order trans
actions with Anderson and an undercover CID agent.

Lockhart was apprehended on March 6, 1969, in DaMang, Danner
was apprehended on March 7, 1969, at his residence in Saigon.
Now, Mr. Chairman, in connection with this investigation, a certain
number of courts-martial were held and I would like to summarize

a memorandum which we received from the Department of the Army
just the other day with reference to this situation.
In connection with the Department of the Army investigation of
U.S. postal money orders offenses in the 575th Army postal unit in

Vietnam, the Department of the Army, Office of Chief of Legislative
Liaison, has advised this subcommittee that the following military
personnel were charged with military offenses and tried by court
martial as follows:

Sgt. Frederick Anderson, tried by general court-martial, found
guilty, and sentence as approved was 2 years' confinement and a bad
conduct discharge.

Sgt. John F. Droge was tried by special court-martial, found guil
and sentenced to confinement for 6 months, confinement suspended an
forfeiture of $73 per month for 6 months and reduced to the grade
of Private E-1.
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First Lieutenant McEnany was tried by general court-martial, sen

tenced as approved 2 years confinement and dismissed from the service.
It is very interesting, Mr. Chairman, as to the three civilians in this
investigation, to wit, John Danner, Allen Collins, and Melvin Lock
hart, £ the Department of the Army records as of November 14
indicate that no punitive action had been initiated with reference to
these civilians, which again draws up the inequities resulting from

these cases, civilians versus military personnel.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have one question. The gist of this is really the
fact that these three civilians bribed the postal money order clerk.
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. To fill out as much as $40,000 a day in money or
ders for MPC's which they had gathered together.
Mr. DUFFY. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Even though the rule was that no more than $200
could be turned into money orders for any individual unless they had
special permission from the commanding officer.
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Which is an activity which would indicate that
the money orders were a large part of the black market activity.

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct. I might add this: During our inter
views with principals involved in this case, we have learned that this

was not a quarter-million-dollar operation with this one postal unit
operation in Phu Bai. The approximation was made during a period
from November 1968 to February of 1969, the amount ranged from half
a million dollars through this one post office itself. We also learned

that there were additional groups operating in Da Nang using a simi
lar method and in a similar way. I am sure that situation is still being
investigated by the CID.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer into the record a statement

from the Army to the effect that for the year 1968, in Vietnam,
postal money orders were issued in the amount of $353,387,838 for 1
year.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, that will be admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 110” for refer

ence and follows:)
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ExHIBIT NO. 110

Value of money orders in Vietnam 1968:
January ----------------------------------------------- $29, 210,400. 71

February

---

32,723,998. 26
34, 156, 325.67

-

96,090,724. 64

-----------------------------

28,714,964. 10

--------------------------------------------------

24,605, 412. 92

2d quarter total---------------------------------------

88, 622, 731. 89

-

March –

-

1st quarter total
April -May
June

35, 302,354.87

July -----August ------------------------------------------------

-

26, 367, 321. 40

September ---------------------------------------------

27, 384, 890.94
26, 322, 194.67

3d quarter total---------------------------------------

80,094,407. 01

October ----------------------------------------------November --------------------------------------------December -

29,989, 997.43
29,400, 909, 70

4th quarter total.--------------------------------------

88, 579, 974. 48

Total, 1968

29, 189,067.35

--- 353,387, 838.02

Mr. DUFFY. When this was closed, action was taken against the
parties involved.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are there any other names of any other parties
mentioned?

Mr. DUFFY. These are sworn statements from the parties involved
and the parties who prosecuted this case. I see no objection to that. #
have examined it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. There are no names of any persons that are not di
rectly implicated?
Mr. DUFFY. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is so admitted.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 111” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand adjourned until to
morrow morning at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the subcommittee recessed to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, November 19, 1969.)
(Subcommittee members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff
and Gurney.)
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT OF
MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONs

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GoverNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:15 a.m., in room 3302, Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to
February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding. ". .
.
.. .
.
. . .
.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,
Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat, Con
necticut; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
general counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Ruth Y. Watt,
chief clerk; and Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribi
coff.

*

* *

*

*

Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff and

£

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Our first witness is Sgt. Albert Chang.
Would you please come forward?
Please raise your right hand.
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
2.
Sergeant CHANG. I do.
,
**
-

*

-

-

*

,

-

-

-

TESTIMONY OF SFC ALBERT CHANG
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a prepared statement, sir?
Sergeant
CHANG. Yes,
sir.you like to read it? .
.
.
.
Senator RIBICoEF.
Would
Sergeant CHANG.Yes, sir."
Senator RIBICoEF. You may proceed, sir.

-

...

-

* -

f.

-

-

-

Sergeant CHANG. My name is Albert Chang. I am a sergeant first
class, in the U.S. Army. I am a photographer presently assigned to the
U.S. Army Pacific Headquarters at Fort Shafter, Hawaii.
(573)
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I am 47 years old. I am a native of the island of Maui in Hawaii.
I have been in the Army a total of 24 years. I served as a soldier in
World War II and as a combat photographer in the Korean war and
in Vietnam.

My decorations include the Bronze Star, the Army Commendation
Medal with four clusters, the Purple Heart, the Good Conduct Medal
with five loops, the American Defense Medal, Pacific Asiatic Theater
Medal, the World War II Victory Medal, the Army of Occupation
Medal (Korea and Japan), the National Defense Service Medal,

Korean Wharang Distinguished Service Medal with gold star,

''

Korean Service £ with five
stars, United Nations
Service Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal with two campaign
stars, the Vietnamese Service Medal, and the United Citation Medal
with one cluster.

At this point Senator McClellan entered the hearing room.)
ergeant CHANG. My remarks today relate to my service and work
in Vietnam.

I was first assigned to Vietnam in January of 1962. I was a combat
photographer with the Pacific mission of Stars and Stripes. My work
took me to all combat areas of Vietnam. I was later to be wounded four
times.

In December 1962 my tour was concluded and I returned to the U.S.

Army Pacific Headquarters at Fort Shafter. I volunteered to return
to Vietnam and was assigned to Vietnam in July 1964. This time I was
working out of the # Public Information Office as a combat
photographer.
I returned to Hawaii in December of 1964. I was about to complete

my 20 years of service and had decided to retire from the Army. I
retired in March of 1965.

I worked for National Geographic magazine under contract as a
combat photographer in Vietnam for about 6 months, from April 1965
to November 1965. Then I went to work for the Associated Press as a

combat photographer in Vietnam. The dates of my employment with
the AP in Vietnam were from November 1965 to August 1968.

The Vietnam offices of the AP are in the Eden Building located on
Le Loi Street near the Rex Hotel in downtown Saigon. Our offices
were on the fourth floor. On the second floor of the Eden Building was
an Indian moneychanger. He used the name “Dima.” I don’t think

that was his real name. Dima was about 40 years old, a good-looking
man, always well dressed. He spoke excellent English and was very
courteous to his clients.

His office was tastefully furnished and he made no effort to present

himself as something other than what he was. He was a moneychanger
and nothing else. Two other men, whom Dima described as his brothers,
worked for him.

“Bank of India” was a nickname that Dima's American customers

gave him and his office.
My work required that I be away from Saigon and in combat areas

most of the time. However, I would be able to return to Saigon for

short periods—usually for a day or two-three or four times a month,
sometimes more. During these brief visits, I observed the Dima oper.
ation. I found it distressing.
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".

The Indians were making thousands—possibly millions—of dollars
in their moneychanging transactions while many of my friends—
Some that I grew up with—were getting shot at and killed in combat.
The whole thing was upsetting and I made up my mind to try to do
something about it.
My first move was to win the confidence of Dima and his asso
ciates. I had a friend—an American newsman who engaged in the
black market through Dima—introduced me to him and vouched for
my reliability. Dima accepted me, and I began signing over checks to

him of about $100 or $200 on an average of once a month.
The dates of my transactions with Dima were approximately Jan
uary 1967 through August 1968. During that period, I wrote Dima
about 18 checks.

I will briefly describe the system of currency manipulation which
Dima used.
I would write him a

personal check for $100 or $200 to be drawn

on my account at the First National City Bank in New York. That
is where the AP deposited my payroll checks. I would leave the
payee line blank, as per Dima's instructions.
ima did not vary from that system in all my transactions with
him; nor did I ever hear from other persons doing business with him
that he varied from that system.
Dima never seemed concerned about the risk involved in his trans

actions. He would tell us, “Don’t worry about getting caught. I have
people who will make certain we are not caught.”
he profits I would receive from Dima on my investment would
vary. It would depend on what the black market was for piasters on
the day. I negotiated with him. During most of my dealings with
Dima, the official rate, piasters to U.S. dollars, was 118 to 1; that is,
had I cashed checks at, say, the Chase Manhattan Bank, Saigon
Branch, I would have received 118 piasters for every dollar. that WaS
the legal rate.
However, by cashing my checks with Dima, I would receive any
where from 135 piasters to the dollar to as much as 190. It all de
pended on what the black market in dollars was on the day I went
to Dima.

''

I would give Dima a $100 or $200 check with the payee
line left blank. He would immediately repay me in piasters at the
black market rate.
I entered into these transactions with Dima so that I could ulti

mately expose his operations. I did not profit personally from any
of these activities. After Dima would pay me, I would take for myself
the piasters which I was entitled to under the official rate of 118

piasters to $1 and give the remainder to charitable organizations in
Saigon. One of the

£ I frequently gave these black market

iasters to was the Bo Dap Orphanage in the Gia Dinh sector of
Nsalo. On.

# went
area,

further than that. Many times, countless times, in battle

# through devastated villages or hamlets left by the Viet

cong, I would see refugees coming out of an embattled area. I would
give what I had, and all that I had, in my pocket. I could not help

but feel great compassion for the people who were suffering the most.
It was like this with me.
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Actually, the profit on a $100 or $200 check was not much money,
no matter how lucrative the market for dollars was that day. I was a

small-time operator. But there were many of us so-called small-time
operators—hundreds of them—doing business with Dima. I believed
that there were many so-called big-time spenders doing business with
Dima, too.
I would go down to Dima's office some days and talk with him and

watch the people come in and change their money with him. Dima was
always very evasive with me. It was difficult to pin him down on any
thing specific. I did conclude, though, that his clientele was large and it
included many persons, both civilian contractors and military officers,

in high places. It was because of his powerful customers that he felt he
was immune from the Vietnamese law. He felt as though he was an
untouchable.

Because of these conversations with Dima, and because I was one of
his regular customers, he and I became friendly. He trusted me. So I
had achieved my first goal in exposing him. I had won his confidence.
I did not go to the £ customs office, which had charge of
policing currency violators, or to the U.S. Army CID, because f was
afraid to. It was common knowledge that Dima was being protected by
eople in high places, but I didn’t know who was protecting him.
herefore, I wasn’t sure what authorities I could trust.

Frankly, I was afraid for my life. I didn't mind dying in battle,
but not by an assassin's bullet.
There was no doubt in my mind that had Dima known I was spyin
on him—or that I might turn him in—he would have had me murdered.
You can have someone killed in Vietnam for as little as $50, and Dima,
I felt, was not above having it done. After all, he was the only

#

moneychanger in Saigon that I knew about who never got raided by
Vietnamese customs. The papers were full of stories about Indian
ut never Dima. I do not think this was

moneychangers being

£

a coincidence.

I wanted to expose Dima—but I wanted to do it right, to make sure
he was put out of business for good. At the same time, I wanted to stay

healthy myself. So I waited, hoping that the opportunity would pre
sent itself for me to give my evidence and information to authorities
who would crack down on him.
In the meantime—this would have been in March of 1968—I was hit

in the chest by shrapnel in a battle I was covering at the 25th Division.
It was a serious wound and I was fortunate to have survived it. It was

the fourth time I had been hit in Vietnam and I decided it would,
hopefully, be my last. The pressure of going into countless battles
had already
to me. Sometimes I would come out of a battle talk
ing to myself and crying. I had been through three wars. I decided to
leave war zones for
But I still wanted to get Dima.
I told him I was returning to Hawaii soon. Dima asked me to check
in with him just before I left. He wanted me to do him a favor. The

£

#.

favor he wanted me to do turned out to be this:

-

He asked me to smuggle about five large envelopes of checks
to Hawaii and to mail them from Hawaii. The envelopes were ad

dressed to the Marine Midland Grace T. of New York, Marine Mid

land Building, 140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10015; and to
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Manfra, Tordella & Brooks, Inc., 44 Whitehall Street, New York,
N.Y. 10004.

-

I said I would take the envelopes to Hawaii and mail them for him.
This was the evidence I was waiting for. Once I arrived in Hawaii,
I wrote a letter to the Commanding General, Headquarters, MACV,
J–1 Division, and included with it the envelopes Dima had given me
containing the checks.
(At this point Senator McClellan withdrew from the hearing room.)
Sergeant CHANG. I did not sign my name to the letter or put a re
turn address on the envelopes. In the letter, I explained who Dima
was, how his operation worked, and other information about his illegal
activities in currency manipulation. I felt that with this letter and
with the checks as evidence, Dima could be arrested and then put out
of business.

I did not mail four of the checks to the U.S. Army, however, I kept
them for another purpose I will discuss later.
I have since learned that my letter and the checks arrived in Saigon
September 14, 1968. I do not know what action was taken because of
this information since I have not returned to Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, a copy of your letter will go
into the evidence at this time.

Would you like to read this letter into the record at this time? Have
you a copy of it?
Sergeant CHANG. No, sir.
(The document was handed to the witness.)
Sergeant CHANG. This is the letter I wrote.
(The letter referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 112” for reference

and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 112
COMMANDING GEN

Headquarters COMOSMACV, J-1 Division,
APO San Francisco:

With much soul searching and a heavy conscience and after eighteen months as
a soldier in Vietnam dealing with the black market money exchange racket in
Saigon I feel duty bound to expose the largest black market activities in that
country where millions of dollars in U.S. and Vietnamese currency are being
passed daily.
I am pin-pointing step by step on where you are to go to break this racket
which is costing the United States and the Vietnamese government millions of
piastres and U.S. dollars.
If you are to make a raid on this establishment along with Vietnamese police
I would strongly suggest that you keep certain so-called police advisors out of
this as a few of them are on the payroll protecting this “Bank of India” of
which hundreds of Americans and Vietnamese civilians deal with.

1. The Bank of India is located on the second floor of the Eden Building in
Saigon. The room number is 221 which has a news office and they are using that
as a front for their activities.

2. There is a name plate on the door marked “DIMA,” this is your head man
Or boss Of the Outfit.

3. When you walk into the door there is another door on the right. This is

your key to where huge amounts of U.S. greens, personal checks and Vietnamese
piastres are hidden in secret compartments inside the small bathroom. I know
not where the compartments are hidden but a thorough search of the area will
uncover a fortune in black money that are used for exchange.
3. To your left as soon as you walk in there is a compartment blocked out in
that room. This room is shared by a news office which has nothing to do with

any of the money exchange business at hand. Two Indians run this small but
profitable office. The head man's name is DIMA. He will not deal with you unless
someone he knows will bring you in and introduce you as a solid customer.
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4. He will accept personal checks and green dollars. The profits will fluctuate
from day to day. When I left two weeks ago a green U.S. hundred dollar bill
will give you $155.00 to that hundred dollar bill. A check of the same amount
will bring you $141.00 in MPC. For Vietnamese currency, it will bring you from
one hundred and eighty to one hundred and ninety, again depends on that day
to day basis.

5. Hundreds of civilians and U.S. military are using this “bank” and are reap
ing in thousands of dollars in huge profits daily.
6. If you gain his confidence he will ask you to mail his checks to certain
banks in the United States where all of his deposits are. Another bank is in
Hongkong.
7. Through some of the U.S. military personnel he has asked to mail the
checks through the APO giving a fake return address.
8. The “Bank of India” opens at nine in the morning and closes about eight
at night.
9. By surveillance you will be able to see dozens walk in and Out of that Office

seven days a week. They do not show any of their money in person as they are
warned by the head man to walk out with their money inside their pockets.
10. The names of the two banks in the United States where he has been de

positing his checks are as follows: Manfra, Tordella and Brooks,
hall Street, New York, N.Y., 10004; Marine Midland Grace T.
Marine Midland Building, 140 Broadway, New York, N.Y., 10015.
The checks are paid to the order of: Manfra Tordell & Brooks,
in favor of sincere, and : Marine Midland Grace Trust Co. of N.Y.

Inc., 44 White
of New York,
A.C. Arbitrage
A.C. Arbitrage

in favor of Sincere.

11. The above addresses written on the envelopes can be picked up in any
APO in Saigon.

I am giving you this information so that upon my return to Vietnam I will
not be tempted again to deal with any black market money transactions. I am
hoping you will not divulge how you got this information. I did make a lot of
money and I am going to pay my taxes with it to ease my conscience. Untold mil
lions of dollars go unpaid to our government in taxes.

I know after my tour in Japan I will have to return to Vietnam for another
tour and I would not like to be tempted to use this method in making huge profits.
Please do not divulge how you got this information.
In the Vietnamese police department there are certain so-called advisers who

keep tabs with the “Bank of India” and they do keep them advised on police
crackdowns. This is one of the biggest reasons why they go unchecked and operate
in the open.

The Bank of India is being helped and protected by these people and by Some
Vietnamese police officials.
This is a true statement as much as I know and have dealt with these people
with a profitable advantage. I have been in the Air Force for over 10 years and
I am going to redeem myself by giving all what I have made back to our Govern
ment in unpaid taxes.

Senator RIBICOFF. I think it is worthy to note that not much hap
ened as a result of this letter. There was a covert investigation. Noth
ing has been done to Dima. In the last 2 months there has been a raid
on Dima's operation in Saigon, but no evidence was discovered in
the raid.

This sort of carries out your statement that you have made that
Dima had pretty good advice and protection, and was always advised
as to activities against himself.
You may proceed.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The last two or three paragraphs of your letter
were an attempt to disguise your identity; is that right?
Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You said you were in the Air Force, but you were
InOt.

Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. So you tried to hide your identity at that time.
Sergeant CHANG. For my personal health sake.
Mr. ADLERMAN. However, they did find out who you were.
Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. All right. Go ahead.
Sergeant CHANG. I terminated my employment with the AP in
August in Saigon shortly before I left for Hawaii. Upon arriving,
I went to work as a photographer with the Honolulu Advertiser, a

daily newspaper there.
I stayed with the Advertiser 4 months. I couldn't work out with
them. I was always depressed and completely despondent. Then I
asked the Army to recall me into the service. I felt guilty about not
being with the troops at the frontlines in Vietnam. The knowledge
that they were fighting and I was back in the States—in civilian
life—depressed me. I was making a poor adjustment to civilian life
and I wanted to be back in the Army.
Added to this was the fact that my son, an Army captain, was in
Vietnam fighting, serving with the 25th Division.
In November of 1968—while I was still with the Advertiser—a

hand-carried letter from Dima was delivered to me. It was carried by
k newspaper friend of mine from Saigon. He arrived from Hong
Ong.

In the letter, Dima indicated he knew I had not mailed the envelopes
to the New York financial establishments. He urged me to mail the
envelopes back to him in Saigon. That was all the letter said. I did
not answer the letter then. About 2 weeks later I answered and told

him I did not have the checks any more.
Then, in December of 1968, three or four letters from Dima ar

rived. This letter was postmarked Hong Kong and arrived through

the regular mail. In this second letter, Dima indicated he knew I
had given detailed information of his activities to the Government
and that I had also turned over the black-market checks to the
authorities.

Dima said he would “get me” no matter how long it would take. He
did not use the word murder or kill. But there was no doubt in my

mind that's what he meant. I was worried, of course. I destroyed that
letter along with the first letter. I did because I didn't want any of my
family, my two girls, to seeit and have them worry.
The four checks I had kept from the original envelopes I brought
back from Saigon amounted to $4,000. I took those checks and de
posited them in my account. My purpose was to donate that $4,000
to funds at the 24th and 1st Divisions. The funds are for college schol
arships for the children of men killed in action. It was my firm deter
mination of my way to hurt Dima.

As a photographer covering the 25th and 1st Divisions, I had done
some promotional work for these scholarship funds and I felt great
compassion for the children of Americans who had died in this war.
These were my favorite fighting units in Vietnam. I think I had more
close friends from Hawaii and the mainland that lost their lives in

Vietnam than anyone else I know,

Additionally, I wanted to get back—if that is the right word—at

Dima and those people making money from the black market. My
taking $4,000 for the scholarship funds from their pockets was a way
to punish them, I guess, for their illegal activity.
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But later I had second thoughts. I sent the money back to Dima
by bank draft. I sent two checks for $2,000 each. I have one of them
here. I sent the first check—

Mr. DUFFY. Would you wait for a moment, Mr. Chang, until the
chairman examines the check?

Senator RIBICOFF. This check was made out to “cash” and you sent
this on to Dima'

Sergeant CHANG. Not that check you are holding in your hand, Mr.
Chairman. That check was made into a bank draft at the Bank of
Hawaii and the bank sent it.

Senator RIBICoEF. I see. You gave this check to your bank in Hawaii,
who then made out a cashier's check and you sent the cashier's check
to Dima 2

Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a copy of that check returned?
Sergeant CHANG. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this the check made out to “cash?”

Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, this check will go into the
record as an exhibit.

(The check referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 113” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
Sergeant CHANG. I sent the first check in December of 1968, or
January of 1969. The second check was sent in March of 1969. I can

not find the first canceled check, but I have the second.

Senator GURNEY. The second check is the one just put into evidence?
Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
I felt bad, very despondent, about having taken this $4,000. It was
for a good cause—the scholarship fund. Yet it was a form of steal
ing—even though it was stealing from a lawbreaker, Dima. But it was
still theft and I had never done anything like that before.

-

I have not heard from Dima directly since the second letters.
In July of 1969 I was interviewed in Hawaii by Mr. Duffy of the
subcommittee staff. I told him what I have just £ the subcommittee.
Shortly after my interview with Mr. Duffy, I received a telephone
call—it was a local call, placed in Honolulu—from an American
whose voice I could not identify. I don't know how this caller got my
home
number, since my number is unlisted. Anyway, the caller
seemed to be speaking for Dima. He told me basically what Dima had

£

said in the December letter.

He said they would “get me.” He did not say murder or kill. But
that’s what he meant.
In
of this year, CID investigators interviewed me in Hawaii.
I
them what I had told Mr. Duffy and what I have told you

£
''

today.

. I have not heard from Dima or anyone else involving these matters
since then—except for my conversations with Mr. Duffy.

In closing, I know I will be condemned by the people who fre
quently participate with Dima. I did what I did because I felt it was
my duty, and love for my country and the Army.
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much, Sergeant Chang, for
coming here and giving this straightforward, simple story. I know
-
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how hard it must be for you to make what amounts to really a con;
fession of the entire situation. I would hope that men like Dima would
be able to be exposed.
It is difficult for me to see how Dima could operate so long in

Saigon and go scot free. Apparently, from what you say, everybody
knew about it. He was in a building occupied by newspapermen and
others. The traffic was very heavy. His reputation as a black-market
operator was known to hundreds in Saigon, and yet nothing has ever
happened, as you say, to Dima.
ow do you explain that? Why do you think that Dima has such
a charmed life?

Sergeant CHANG. I would assume because of the protection which I
assume he had, which he talked about often.
Senator RIBICoEF. When you say “protection,” would you say he had
protection from the Vietnamese authorities, the American authorities,
or both ?

Sergeant CHANG. I would say the Vietnamese authorities, and maybe
the Americans, too. I don’t know.

Senator RIBICOFF. From your experience as a soldier and associated
with newspapermen, how does that protection work from the South
Vietnamese authorities?

Sergeant CHANG. I don’t know, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t know. You aren’t familiar with that?

Sergeant CHANG. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. But Dima always indicated a sense of confidence,
that he wasn’t worried about anything happening to him?
Sergeant CHANG. He never was £
Senator RIBICOFF. He was never raided until 2 months ago, and
nothing happened.
Sergeant CHANG. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you ever received any other threats from
any source?

Sergeant CHANG. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are those the only threats you have received?
Sergeant CHANG. Right, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. As acting chairman of this committee, I will ask
the CID to get together with you and make a thorough investigation
of the threats you have

£

Again, my thanks to you for coming before the committee.
Senator Gurney?

Senator GURNEY. Sergeant, as I understand it, you became quite

friendly with Dima, and I think I understood you to say that you
discussed his operations with him from time to time and this so-called

protection.
What did he say about protection, anyway? Can you recall what his
words were in describing his protection?
Sergeant CHANG. That he was safe; that he had people in places
that would tip him off.
Senator GURNEY. Did he give any indication regarding places? Did
he mention any names about any departments of Government or police
or anything of that sort at all to give you a hint as to what he was
talking about?
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Sergeant CHANG. He didn't mention any names, but I can assume
who.

-

Senator GURNEY. Who would you assume?
Sergeant CHANG. The police, the Vietnamese police.
Senator GURNEY. The Vietnamese police?
"Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did he say police at any time?
Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
.

*

.

Senator GURNEY. He used that word?

Sergeant CHANG. He used that word.
Senator GURNEY. Did he indicate what level of police he was talk

ing:
Sergeant CHANG. No, sir.
-

Senator GURNEY. He didn't indicate that it might be the chief of
police of Saigon?
Sergeant CHANG. He wouldn't indicate any large names, but I as
sume it was high, high positions.
Senator GURNEY. But it is your statement that he did mention the
word “police” and this is at least one kind of protection you are sure
-

about?

-

Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. On page 5 of your testimony, you mention, in the
middle of the page—well, it seems to me I gathered somewhere from
our testimony that there were a number of money changers operating
in Saigon. Is that correct?
Sergeant CHANG. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know or can you tell us who some of these
might have been?

Sergeant CHANG. No, sir; I don’t.
Senator GURNEY. Can you tell us where they were operating, that
is, out of what kind of a building, what kind of a hotel, or where they
might be located?
-

£ CHANG. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Would you have any idea how many? How many
money changers were operating in Saigon?
Sergeant CHANG. I don't have any definite idea, but it was well
and established, the fact that they had many money changers

£

1n Saigon.

-

Senator GURNEY. What kinds of fronts would they use for their
place of business? Did they have any common theme there?
Sergeant CHANG. Some of them were book stores, I think.
Senator GURNEY. Any other kinds of operations that you recall?
Sergeant CHANG. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBIGoFF. Thank you very much. We do appreciate your
coming here and giving this testimony, Sergeant.
Mr. Kerekes, please. Will you raise your right hand?

You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. KEREKES. I do.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Please proceed.
Mr. KEREKES. Mr. Chairman, I am greatly honored by having been
invited by your committee to discuss the monetary implications of
certain financial practices in Vietnam. It was 17 years ago that I last
appeared before this distinguished committee to tell about some of the

difficulties which then had arisen in connection with setting the ex
change rate for Austria in 1949.
Incidentally, the rate then established, and which I then defended
before your committee, has proven to be one of the most durable ones
in the free world and permitted Austria to become a prosperous
member of the community of free nations.
At that time, I had just finished a 10-year stretch of public service
which took me thro
Treasury, the old War Department, and the
Foreign Service, but focused in other than its purely military aspects
on the problems of international money movements and on exchange
rates.

Since then I have been in teaching—currently I present the subject
of international finance in the Graduate School of Business Adminis

tration at New York University—and in finance, for the last 10 years
with Messrs. Goodbody & Co., members of the New York Stock Ex
change. My continued interest in international finance has been
demonstrated by numerous publications in the professional press in
recent years.

In reading the testimony which was presented here yesterday and
in discussing this matter with staff members of various agencies of

our Government in preparation of my own appearance, I was most
impressed by the similarity of the foreign exchange drainage problems
which have to be faced in Vietnam today with those I and my col
leagues had to meet a quarter of a century or so ago in areas like North
Africa, Italy, Austria, et cetera.
In each of these instances, the establishment of a realistic and

unified foreign exchange rate, one which is certainly preferable from
the doctrinaire or academic point of view, proved to be either eco
nomically unsound or socially untenable and occasionally, and I might
say most often, both.

A rate which would have permitted the distribution of imported
necessities at an acceptable price has grossly overvalued local currency

in relation to its supply and to the demand for it. Why? Because the
political uncertainties in areas of military conflict tend to £

demand for foreign currencies. Local capital seeking foreign haven
simply outbids legitimate demand. Therefore, a second tier of exchange
rates will develop a black market quotation substantially in excess of
the official price.
The latter perforce has to be based in a socially acceptable price
structure, that is, one which permits the pricing of imported necessities
within reach of the broad ranges of population. The result is always
the same—flight of capital, relative ineffectiveness of economic aid,

corruption both on local level and often, regrettably, by American
military and civilian personnel, as well.
•

•

What you have heard here yesterday and this morning is the result
of rather typical monetary evolution of war-torn countries with the
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large U.S. military presence. The circumstance which may make the
financial and monetary issues in Vietnam less typical and even greater
that the contemplated reduction of the U.S. commitment in the area
does aggravate and accelerate the flight of capital from Vietnam and,
thus, creates
anand
even
greater
disparity
between
official
black
market
prices. than what prevailed hitherto
f

|

Such a cleavage will increase the incentive for black market dealings,
lace further premium on corruption, and might escalate an already

£ economic situation into a chaotic one. It ' have incalcu
lable consequences upon realization of even our grossly reduced objec
tives in the area and to the power struggle between the adversary
governments in Vietnam.
-

-

The monetary situation in Vietnam, bad enough as it is, has a current
tendency toward accelerated deterioration which, at the very mini
mum, would increase the budgetary and balance-of-payments deficit of
the United States, or conversely, greatly reduce the effectiveness of the
same expenditures.
-

I have, in preparation of this appearance before your committee,
tried to ascertain what plans are being made by our authorities to hel
meet the aggravating set of problems arising from the flight of capita
from Vietnam. These
are made
by Vietnamese
who wish to establish foreign nest eggs and by the French business
community, which still has
and extremely lucrative interests in

£
£

''

Vietnam.

The ultimate supply of hard exchange for these transfers originates,
of course, from the direct and indirect expenditures of the U.S. Gov
ernment and of American personnel in Vietnam. In ultimate analysis,
every diversion of foreign exchange from Vietnam means, dollar for
dollar, penny for penny, million for million, an added burden on the

American taxpayer,

-

Yet, it is evident from what you gentlemen heard here yesterday that
the monetary and financial leakages in Vietnam constitute an impor
tant and aggravating issue to our Government and should receive
serious, immediate attention. In spite of the rather extensive turnover
on the staff level in Government agencies handling financial and for
eign exchange matters, an attempt should be made to harness the
experience of U.S. officials who have handled problems of similar
nature during the post-World War II reconstruction period.
The research should be directed to reduce the opportunities of divert
ing the use of dollar resources placed at the disposal of Vietnam
economy into channels not directly conducive to the war effort. To
achieve such a result, three reforms immediately come to mind:

1. Multiple exchange rate: Since it is impossible to establish a uni
tary exchange rate for Vietnam that would coordinate the internal and
external value of the
at least a dual exchange rate should be

£

established where the lower—or lowest—tier should actually subsidize
goods of mass consumption and the upper—or highest-rate should

beat or near the blackmarket rate.

-

*

If this discrepancy should cause a loss in piasters accounts to the
National Bank of Vietnam, it would be better to authorize the utili

zation of counterpart funds to offset this deficit than to let the present
abuses continue. There should be by all means strict surveillance and
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end-use audit of the goods entering, Vietnam under the subsidized
exchange rate.
2. Recycling the expenditures of U.S. personnel: U.S. person
nel, both military and civilian, are being paid by scrip-mili
tary payment certificates—for which they d', local currency
-

-

through authorized channels at the official exchange rate of 118 pi
asters per dollar.
Because of human weakness, and since the local price structure in
Vietnam is more or less adjusted to the black market rate, which cur
rently, I understand, is about 240 piasters, a substantial percentage of
the MPC's find their way into the black market. The result is that
the dollar claims represented by the MPC's do not accrue to the Viet
-

namese economy, but finance capital flight.

#

To reduce this
the MPC's should be exchangeable officially
at the highest tier of the dual or multiple exchange rate system. This
will rechannel these dollars into the U.S. circuit and will gen

erate no more inflationary pressure upon the local economy than
if the piasters would have been acquired on the black market. It
would also stop what is in ultimate analysis a shameful practice of
forcing our fighting men either to break the military regulation or
to surrender part of their hard-earned purchasing power.
3. The tying of dollar balances created by our spending in Viet
nam: Withdrawals of the dollar balances created by our military

spending in Vietnam should be limited to mutually approved purposes
on which expenditures in the dollar area would # given preference.
Needless to say, no expenditure should be authorized which is not
promoting directly the United States-South Vietnam war effort.
I understand a suggestion to this extent has already been made
to our own authorities by Mr. Elliot Janeway and received well by
them. The Vietnamese authorities who saw a curb on their sovereignty,
as well as damage to their prestige, have, however, strenuously op
posed this measure. They would probably do so now.
Yet, not only is such a measure more of a necessity now than ever,
but it might become a useful tool in the hands of the Saigon Govern
ment in
South Vietnam's resources on their country's
primary national goals and in putting their precious foreign exchange
resources beyond the reach of local political pressures.
These above suggestions are not offered as a panacea nor as a com
plete program. If adopted, they alone will not win the war, although
they will make the monetary sacrifice which this country makes in
Vietnam a more rational one. They are submitted to call attention to
the possibility, indeed to the need, of facing up to the financial con
sequences of the unfortunate situation in Southeast Asia with new
ideas, but with seasoned experience.
Inquiries into this matter makes one agree with Santayana that
those who do not study history are bound to repeat its mistakes.
I earnestly beseech your committee to use its great influence toward
the inception of appropriate, even if bold and unusual, measures
for the purposes s'precluding financial chaos in Vietnam and for a
more effective utilization of the resources spent by this country on

£

programs deemed as essential to our objectives in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Kerekes, I am very grateful to you for this
-

most important testimony.

-

... .

-
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What departments of the Federal Government are responsible for
financial decisions and currency decisions in Vietnam?
Mr. KEREKES. I understand that it is the joint committee on which
the Pentagon, the Treasury and State, all three, carry their weight.

Senator RIBICOFF: So you have the Pentagon, Treasury, and State
who have a responsibility of not only fighting the war, and all the
consequences of military operations, but ' the very grave problems
of economic stability, and to make sure that the economy of Vietnam
does not collapse.
From your testimony, our situation in Vietnam economically is no
different than this country has faced in many instances before.
Mr. KEREKES. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. There must be a body of information or knowl
edge, or personnel, who understand these problems. How can you
explain that nothing basically has been done when it comes to currency
stability in Vietnam after '' these years?
Mr. KEREKES. My personal opinion, sir, is that on the technical level,

the turnover of personnel in the last years, or perhaps last decade, in
the Federal service was far too fast to permit the use of accumulated

experience. That is why I speak of seasoned experience. That is why I
speak of the similarity of the issues.

I am completely taken aback by the fact that the people who had the
experience with this type of problem are not now in the Federal
service. People who are technicians there now are very new at this.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the people running this are babes
in the woods when it comes to this situation.

Mr. KEREKES. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIGoFF. You are indicating, if I get your testimony, that
if the President's program of Vietnamization accelerates, South Viet
nam faces some grave economic problems and potential economic
collapse; is that correct?
Mr. KEREKES. That is right, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. With Vietnamization and the withdrawal of

American personnel, economic problems accelerate in Vietnam, or
would accelerate in any country faced with similar circumstances.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. There would be a flight away from the Vietnamese
currency of any nature; isn't that correct?
Mr. KEREKES. That is right, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And the black market rate at the present time is

240. It has gone up just from 170; is that correct?
Mr. KEREKES. It certainly has.
Senator RIBICOFF. That indicates a potential collapse of the South
Vietnamese economy.
Mr. KEREKES. That is right, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. If this takes place, you will have a flight of capi
tal from many sources. You will have it from the South Vietnamese
businessmen. You will have it from the French industrialists. You will

have it from Americans and foreign nationals with investments in
South Vietnam.
You will also have it from those officials in the South Vietnamese

Government who might see their days numbered and who are trying
to build up a nest egg in Switzerland or someplace else.
Mr. KEREKES. That is exactly what I am saying.
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Senator RIBICOFF. The burden of a South Vietnamese economic

collapse falls upon the shoulders of the American people, does it not?
Mr. KEREKES. That is right, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Since 1954, our economic aid to Vietnam has been
$4,447,200,000.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. That is exclusive of military aid. This is our
direct economic aid.

Our projected program for Vietnam for fiscal 1970 is $613,300,000.
As I understand your testimony, if our Vietnamization program
goes into effect and Americans are withdrawn, and if we still have
connections or interests in South Vietnam, we are going to have the
burden of propping up the entire South Vietnamese economy; that is,
if we want to stop it from collapsing.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any idea what it would cost the United
States to prop up the South Vietnamese economy?
Mr. KEREKES. No, except to say certainly more than the figure of
aid now, because some of the military aid that is given, and some of
the military spending to the South Vietnamese Government will not
be available to the same extent. This is why I am talking about a much
more sophisticated approach to Vietnam's financial household, to our
financial relationships to Vietnam, to the exchange rate, and to the

other financial and monetary matters which are necessary than my in
vestigation demonstrated exists today.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do I understand you that the American au
thorities and the South Vietnamese authorities, by allowing the ex
change rate of piasters to run wild, are doing a disservice to the United
States as well as the South Vietnamese themselves?

Mr. KEREKES. Yes, sir. You understand me well.

Senator RIBICOFF. It is bad, economically bad, militarily bad, and
from a moral standpoint bad, to allow such a situation to continue.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. I am at a loss to understand how you put into
effect a multiple currency exchange rate in a country. How is this done?
Mr. KEREKES. You tell people to whom you grant preferred licenses,
such as the importation of necessary foodstuffs, “You have to pay only
so many piasters,” let's say 118 piasters, “for the money that you need
to buy essential foodstuffs abroad.”
You tell somebody else who wants to import a not-so-essential com

modity, you pay 118 and 50 percent more, and you tell somebody
who wants to import, let's say, luxury commodities, yes, you'n get it,
you can get the exchange, but only if you pay, let's say, 200 percent
more than the official rate.

Senator RIBICOFF. To do this, then, wouldn’t you have to have a
rigid price control mechanism? In other words, if the worker is going
to buy his basic commodities at the rate of 118 on imported items,
you are going to have to make sure that the price for which this
commodity is sold is rigidly controlled.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Otherwise, it would not work.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes. Price controls and profiteering controls have to

be instituted. That is why I said in my testimony that rigid end-use
35-359–70—pt. 3–5
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audits—strict surveys and end-use audits. End-use audits mean also
the price. It means not only that it gets to the ultimate consumer, but
also at what price it gets to the ultimate consumer.
Anything that is subsidized by the exchange rate obviously has to
be end-use audited, both from the price and the
viewpoints.
Senator RIBICOFF. As I understand your testimony, if your official
rate is 118 and your black market rate is 240, the price that anyone
P' for anything on the open market is at 240.
Mr. KEREKES. It exactly is, sir. That is where it is now. The difference

£

now goes to the black market.

Senator RIBICOFF. The difference goes to the black market. Human
nature being what it is, you can’t expect a GI who is risking his life
and his limb in Vietnam, who has a few extra dollars to spend, to
pay at a 240 price base when all he gets is 118 when he can go into an
Indian moneychanger and get 240. Is that correct?
Mr. KEREKES. You can’t expect him to do any differently. Yester
day in New York I spoke to three officers who recently returned from
Vietnam. I asked “What did you do with your money?” They all said
they turned it in to the black market.

I asked why; how did they justify it morally? They said, “We had

just been out there risking our lives. We got back on a pass and nobody
is going to take away half of the little money we have in order to
subsidize what is going on here.”
In my opinion, it is completely immoral to demand that the Ameri
can fighting man who is risking # life out there should subsidize this

kind of operation that you heard about yesterday and this morning,
or else be in the position of violating the regulations. I think our Gov
ernment is very wrong in demanding that from him.
Senator RIBICOFF. # basically it isn't only the G.I. Everybody who

is doing business in Vietnam is faced with a situation that is illegal.
The question is, Who gets caught? That is what it amounts to.
Mr. KEREKES. Vietnam has a legal economy and an extra-legal
economy. The reason I don't use the expression
is because I feel
it is a moral connotation that I no longer want to include my soldier

£

friends under.
Senator RIBICOFF. But this is the state of the world as we have it.

War brings many problems and economic problems are grave. They
also have much to do with the ability of a country to sustain itself from
collapse.

Mr. KEREKES. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. No matter what may happen militarily in South
Vietnam, South Vietnam can collapse and can be defeated by runaway
inflation, as it can be from military aggression.
Mr. KEREKES. Senator, it will be £ by economic pressures if
this kind of system is permitted to last. This is, in my opinion, economi
cally and financially speaking, the 59th minute of the 23d hour.
Senator RIBICOFF. I didn't hear your last statement.
Mr. KEREKES. I say this is the 59th minute of the 23d hour, to put
in measures which would prevent it, or at least which would tend to
prevent it, which would be aimed to prevent economic collapse. With
this kind of exchange rate system it will collapse.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, we are now on the knife edge of
potential economic collapse in South Vietnam.
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Mr. KEREKES. If they continue with this system; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And it behooves the President of the United

States not only to be concerned about the military operations, but to

make sure that the proper American authorities that have to do with
inflationary pressure and with currency, and with the economic sta
bility of Vietnam, immediately address themselves to economic prob
lems of Vietnam, because they are serious for whatever may happen
in the future in South Vietnam.

Mr. KEREKES. They certainly are, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. The military has a war to fight, the State Depart
ment has its problems, certainly, in the field of diplomacy, but it would
seem to me that the Treasury has not really given its attention suf
ficiently to the problems that are involved with the stability of the
iaster, the drain on the American dollar, and the basic economy of

£ Vietnam.

Mr. KEREKES. Certainly there is no evidence that I could discover
that they did, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What surprises me is that many of the problems
we have internationally involve economic problems that have to do
with the Treasury, and Treasury policy. Yet I have never found a situa
tion where the Treasury hasn't
allowed itself to be completely
subordinate to the military and the State Department in exercising
its responsibility.
You could win the war in South Vietnam militarily, you could win

£

the war diplomatically in Paris, but you can lose it just as fast with
economic collapse and chaos in turn; isn’t that correct?

Mr. KEREKES. It certainly is correct, sir. That is what I am trying
to point out, about the urgency.
Senator RIBICOFF. Isn’t there a large body of experts in this coun
-

try, even many who may not be part of Government, who understand
the manipulation of the international money market, legitimate, illegit
imate, how to make it stable, how to make it work, how it doesn't work?
New York and Wall Street must be loaded with that type of knowledge.

Mr. KEREKES. It certainly is, sir, but they are not active now on this
particular issue. I would like them to become more active. Only they
could bring in the experience.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would these men be glad to advise the Federal
Government in these fields?

Mr. KEREKES. I think so, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your testimony, I believe, has been most pertinent.
It would be my hope that our present administration would be alerted
to the great potential disaster that we have pending in Vietnam on
the economic field, and that they would bring within their council of
advisers the knowledgeable people in this country who could set up
a system for not only the benefit of the United States, but also of the
South Vietnamese, to prevent economic collapse, which you certainly

have in the making with what has been going on in the black market
at the present time.
I am rather shocked over all these past years that no attention has
been paid to these economic problems by either our Government or the
-

South Vietnamese.

Senator Gurney?

-
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Kerekes, I think early in your testimony you
mentioned that there had been people in the Government who were
experts on the problems in Vietnam concerning money. You mentioned,
for example, that we had similar problems during World War II.
Then I think you said there had been a turnover in the Government
personnel and that these
were not now available. When did
they leave the Government
Mr. KEREKES. Well, it was in the early 1950's. That is when a very
large number of people left. That was the time that the Federal
Establishment contracted. Also, it was the time that many teaching
positions became available, the big expansion in our universities. A

people

good number of these people are on Wall Street, as the chairman
justmentioned.
But also, a very large number of them are now in teaching. As a
matter of fact, the first three or four who come to my mind are in
teaching. Then, from then on, the turnover in the policymaking posi
tions in Treasury and State has just been appalling. Every time I met
somebody I made it my business to come down every year a few times
and meet the people who had the positions that I had filled in Treasury
and State. I always found somebody else, usually technically able
people.
# is not the caliber of the people that saddened me, but the fact
that as soon as somebody learned the job, he was out and there was
somebody else.
l

£ator GURNEY. He was not acquainted with the particular prob

enn a

Mr. KEREKES. He wasn’t, because he wasn't on the job long enough.
By the time he became acquainted, there was somebody else.
Senator GURNEY. In any event, this departure of personnel has not
occurred recently? It occurred some time ago?
fl Mr. KEREKES. No, it is a turnover rather than any one period of out
OW.

Senator GURNEY. One part of the testimony that troubled me and I
am sure there was no intent on anyone's part to imply this, is that the
policies of the present administration, regarding Vietnam, had some
thing to do with the moneychanging problem that we now have there.
I would like to clarify this. The moneychanging problem, and all
#imony you have given about it, did not begin in January 1969,

'id it?

Mr. KEREKES. No. The only thing is, it has become more acute which,
of course, doesn’t reflect on anybody in particular. It becomes more
acute now with our contemplated withdrawal because, as the chairman
pointed out, it exaggerates the difference between the black market
rate and the official rate.

Senator GURNEY. But it had been going on for years.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. It started long before.
Mr. KEREKES. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Practically all our testimony that we have, and
the examples that we have from the witnesses, is testifying to transac
tions that took place before January 1969.
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
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Now let's mention another point, because this is equally important.
It is the present policy of the present administration to Vietnamize the
war and to turn over the fighting to the South Vietnamese and, hope
fully, the money problem also.
I gather from your testimony that the institution of these policies
by President Nixon earlier this year have aggravated the problem. Is
that correct?

Mr. KEREKES. Yes, it aggravated it.
Senator GURNEY. Do you have any evidence on that score? The wit
ness yesterday testified that certain procedures had been invoked in
Vietnam which are helping this problem and now there is less activity
than there was a few months ago. Have you evidence to the contrary?
Mr. KEREKES. No, I don’t have evidence to the contrary, but I think
that the black market price of the piaster, which is lower than it ever
was before, in other words, the dollar price there is higher than it
ever was before, is no indication of any improvement of the Vietnam
ese financial situation, sir. As a matter of fact, it is an indication of
accelerated deterioration.

Senator GURNEY. I do not think that we ought to conjecture, but
I do think we get to the facts. You may be right, and I do not think
that either one of us knows, do we, whether there is a greater outflow
of black market money from Vietnam today than there was, say, 6

months ago? That is the question I am asking.
Mr. KEREKES. Statistics are not dependable, sir, and one can really
only go on the basis of black market prices.
£ GURNEY. Isn't this true: You may get a greater demand
for black market money because of the point you made, but that is no
proof that the volume is greater than it was 6 months ago, is it?
Mr. KEREKES. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. As a matter of fact, one could make a very good
point; if the commodity becomes scarcer, then the price becomes high
er. Is that not true?

Mr. KEREKES. You could, sir, but there is no evidence that your
commodity is getting scarcer, because the inflow of aid, the inflow of
military spending, and the inflow dictated by the spending of Ameri
can personnel there has not declined.
Senator GURNEY. The testimony yesterday was that these loopholes,
the current practice of exchanging MPC's, is being plugged to some
extent. That was the testimony. I ask you, do you have evidence to the
contrary, that there is more outflow of black market dollars today than
there was 6 months ago?
Mr. KEREKES. No, and I don’t think anybody would have, either pro
or con. But the sources I consulted, that I have just spoken about, three
officers who had come back, do not tell me that any of the sources have
been plugged.
Senator GURNEY. Neither do they tell you that the problem is any
greater today than it was 6 months ago.
Mr. KEREKES. No, but all I asked was—

Senator GURNEY. I don't think that we ought to make unfounded
charges here—
Mr. KEREKES. I didn't make charges.
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Senator GURNEY. Or make statements that the present policy of the
present administration is aggravating this problem, which I under
stand the testimony to be, unless there is proof of the matter.

Mr. KEREREs. No, sir; I did not in any way implicate the present
administration. I happen to be a supporter of the present administra
tion. What I have said was that the situation which is created by our
withdrawal, the psychological and financial situation, is a really grave

one
and, therefore, it is a problem to the present administration. I did
not £ that this administration has been less skillful in these prob
lems than the previous administrations.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask this question: We have a potential
danger of a greater outflow of dollars, and I understand that. I think
your point is well made. I am not arguing that.
Let me pose this question: Suppose we followed the policies and
demands
members of this country, a minority, to be sure, and

o'

some Members of the Senate of the United States, that we cut and run

in Vietnam; that we get out right now. Of course you can't do that in
24 hours anyway. This is going to take a certain amount of time to do,
and a certain amount of advertising.
What, then, do you think the £ancial crisis might be in South
Vietnam as far as the outflow of black market money is concerned, and
the whole financial structure of South Vietnam?

Mr. KEREKES. It would be placed under even greater stress.
Senator GURNEY. It would be an even greater disaster, wouldn’t it?
Mr. KEREKES. Of course it would.

Senator GURNEY. I think that is a very important point, too.
Mr. KEREKES. I couldn't agree with you more, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you. I do #. we ought to clear those up,
because these matters are of great importance today, the policy on
Vietnam by the present administration.
Now let me ask a couple of technical questions which I tried to get
at yesterday. Were you here yesterday?
Mr. KEREKES. No, but I read the testimony.
Senator GURNEY. I was groping in the dark, because I don’t really
know much about these money matters. Is there any practical thing

that you can suggest to bring a halt to these check transfers? For
example, the practice used now by an American in Vietnam of drawing
a check on, say, the First National Bank of Miami, and having this
check directed to one of the accounts in one of the New York banks,

let's call it a Vietnam account for want of a better term, and then, of
course a payment in Vietnam black money piasters for a check ex
change which took place in the United States.
Is there any practical way to stop this through the cooperation of
the banks here in the United States?

Mr. KEREKES. Well, I think through cooperation of the banks here,

which I am sure you would get, you could get at the flagrant cases and
the flagrant abuses. But I see in this issue that has arisen there, Senator,
not so much a police issue, important as it is to police them, but I see
it from another issue, from the incentive in black market dealing being
maximized.

. Black market dealings are going to take place. The way to cut it out
is to cut down on the incentive. That is why I propose, aside from the
morality of it, this is why I propose that at least as far as the American
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personnel are concerned, and also as far as imports are concerned, a
change in the exchange rate system which has its built-in corruption,
that we get at the profitability of it.
If we get at the profitability of it, we will reduce it to almost non
existent dimensions, and (b) will do away with the damage which it
*

-

- -

CauSeS.

Senator GURNEY. I do agree with the importance of this. Your sug
gestion is far more important, fundamentally, than these other things.
I would hope the present policies would be to adopt proposals such
as yours, or similar ones, in order to get to the basic root of the evil.
Still, I was curious about some of the mechanics going on now, and
wondered, whether by measures, one could stop any of these present
leaks. That is what I was asking.
Mr. KEREKES. Senator, one could, but the problem is whether greater
damage would not be done to the American banking system. Suppose
you put in some freezing regulations, which the Treasury could insti
tute by Executive order—
Senator GURNEY. I suppose there could be voluntary methods by
the banks themselves. I wondered whether that was practical or not.

Mr. KEREKES.. I don’t think it would be practical, sir, because it
would force the banks to make such policing of all their accounts that

it would be an unfair responsibility on our banks. Then the question
would be, how much legitimate foreign capital would be driven away
by such measures?
Maybe we could accomplish our objective, but do such damage to
the American banking system that it would more than offset it. Cer
tainly we don’t want to do that in the present banking situation.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, there really isn’t a practical way
to get at it through that means.
Mr. KEREKES. No, sir. There is really not one that I would care to
advocate here.

Senator GURNEY...What about Vietnam itself? Is there any practical
way to cut down check transactions in which a person makes out a
check to a blank payee and it eventually finds its way into a bank
account in the United States? Is there any possible way to control that
through some check-cashing facility in Vietnam?
Mr. KEREKEs. By the American personnel?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. KEREKES. Yes, but, again, I think as far as American personnel
are concerned, the legitimate ones—they would just take advantage of
the better rate and not engage in this check traffic.
I think we could expand the rule and say that all personal checks
that leave the country for any purpose, through the APO or other
wise, have to be registered at the APO. You could do that.
Senator GURNEY. I realize, of course, this would mean a radical
departure from bankin procedures, and maybe an inconvenient one.
But I wonder if it £ t be done. I recall in World War III spent
some time in Europe and we never had any checks that we used. We
simply used the scrip that was issued in France or whatever country
we were in. Of course, that was a different sort of war. There wasn’t

as much civilian activity then, I suppose, as there is now.
Really, what I am saying is that, while it may be inconvenient for
soldiers and American personnel to operate on cash instead of credit,
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as we are so accustomed to doing today, is it not possible that we
would use a cash system instead of a credit system? Or perhaps a
controlled credit system, in which you had only cash with American
personnel?

• .

.

•

-

Mr. KEREKES. I think you would run into constitutional questions.
How can you forbid a man to have a checking account? ...
Senator GURNEY. I think the American military authorities could
issue an edict—well, I don’t know what the mechanics would be because

I don't know enough about banking to know that, but it does seem to
me that the idea should at least be kicked around.
Mr. KEREKES. I think we should kick it around.

Senator GURNEY. The problem with bank drafts is that they even
tually find their way back to the United States.
-

Mr. KEREKES. But how do you prevent a man from writing a draft
on his own bank?

Senator GURNEY. I don’t think you could. But you can certainly pre

vent a check being honored that might come from Vietnam. I suppose
you might say, “How are you going to control that?” I don’t know.
Mr. KEREKES. Senator, under the Executive order it is permissible,

and I just thought of that since you asked, to declare everybody who is,
let's say, on the soil of Vietnam, or any country, a bloc national for
the purposes of the Trading With the Enemy Act, which means that
no bank can honor his draft.

If today an American goes to China, I understand he becomes a bloc
national, with freezing of Communist Chinese assets. So legally it could

be done, but I think the administrative problems which would arise or
practical problems which would arise would make it difficult.
Senator GURNEY. I guess you have answered my question.
Thank you.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
As I understand the importance of your testimony, irrespective of
what our future policy in Vietnam may be, complete military involve
ment, Vietnamization or immediate withdrawal, there are grave eco
nomic consequences with us now, and they will become graver in Viet
nam, and it behooves the Treasury to immediately give serious atten
tion, irrespective of what was or wasn’t done in the past, to assure that
we are aware of the grave problems to the South Vietnamese, and also
the correlative consequences to the United States, who will have to foot

this bill one way or another.
Mr. KEREKES. That is exactly right.
Senator RIBICOFF. There is a large body of expert advice who under
stand international manipulation of money that is available to this
administration, or any administration, to advise them how to handle a
complicated situation such as this.

Mr. KEREKES. There is, sir. It is available.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Kerekes, is there anything in the U.S. law that
prohibits a man from issuing a blank check for the payment of piasters
at an illegal rate?

Mr. KEREKES. Not to my knowledge, sir.

. Mr. ADLERMAN. Are there some laws in effect that forbid transac
tions, for example, with the Chinese?
Mr. KEREKES. Yes.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Is there any reason why a law could not be passed to
make it illegal to use bank accounts in this country for the conversion
to piasters at the black market rate?
Mr. KEREKES. I don’t even think we need a law there. Under the

Trading With the Enemy Act, I think a regulation like this could be
issued. But the point is, as I just discussed with Senator Gurney, the
inconveniences and the drawbacks of putting such a regulation into
effect. The Treasury has the powers.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t it also correct that in the United States there

is a free market in piasters, and £ can go right down to a bank in
Washington or in New York and buy piasters at the world rate, which
is the black market rate in Vietnam ?

Mr. KEREKES. Mr. Adlerman, the problem that arises in regard to
this is as follows: In the United States, we do have a free market, and

generally speaking we cannot put ourselves in the position of enforc
ing other countries foreign exchange laws, other countries' par values.
Therefore, we have to allow the trading in piasters just as we allow
the trading in any other currency, except for currencies that are spe
cifically prohibited under the Executive order. I think it is 8389,
issued under the Trading With the Enemy Act.

Here, again, the Treasury could issue such an order, and that might
not be quite as inconvenient as would be the blocking of the checks
under an Executive order. That could be done.

Senator RIBICoEF. But the only way you are going to get around
the question of legally dealing in piasters anyplace else but South
Vietnam is to put in some exchange system to make it unprofitable to
deal in piasters anyplace in the world, without having a two-level or
multidealing in piasters, which you recommend.
If you don’t do it that way, there will be a loophole, whether it is in
Hong Kong, New York, or in Geneva, to have piasters reach their
true level. If this inflation keeps running the way it is, certainly a

peasant growing rice isn’t going to sell his rice at the 118 piaster rate.
Mr. KEREKES. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. He will try to see that it gets into North Vietnam,
Thailand or China; isn’t that correct?

Mr. KEREKES. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Before you are through, you have everybody

hoarding goods, not finding their way into the normal medium of ex
change or the ordinary commodity market of the country.
Mr. KEREKES. That is right.

Senator RIBIGoFF. I want to thank you, Mr. Kerekes. You have
rendered a great service by bringing this to not only the committee's

attention, but to the attention of the entire Government. Thank you
very much for giving us your time, sir.
Mr. KEREKES. Thank you, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Backlund, will you please come forward?
Will you be sworn, please?
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,

so help you God?
Mr. BACKLUND. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF BRANDON H. BACKLUND

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you president of Backlund Associates?
Mr. BACKLUND. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What is the nature of your operation?
Mr. BACKLUND. We are an architect-engineer firm.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In 1965, did you get together with a group of other
companies?
Mr. BACKLUND. I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the name of this company?
Mr. BACKLUND. Worldwide Consultants.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this a consortium of a number of companies?
Mr. BACKLUND. It was.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you explain what the operation was?
Mr. BACKLUND. This was a combination of 15 U.S. firms engaged in
the practice of engineering and architecture. We combined ourselves
into this consortium or association for the purpose of being able to
accomplish work which geographically or from a size standpoint we
could not handle individually.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you originate the plan?
Mr. BACKLUND. I guess you could say that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And did you consult with anybody in the military
as to the feasibility of your operating in Vietnam?
Mr. BACKLUND. I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you tell us who that was?
Mr. BACKLUND. After discussing the U.S. Government, and partic
ularly the military needs with the then Chief of the Bureau of Yards
and Docks of the Navy, at his suggestion I went to Vietnam to fur
ther investigate the need.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you open an office in Vietnam :
Mr. BACKLUND. I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you get contracts to do architectural and engi
neering work in Vietnam?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the first job there?
Mr. BACKLUND. The design of a photolab at Tan Son Nhut Airbase
for the U.S. Air Force.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This was in September, 1965?
Mr. BACKLUND. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, you opened an office and had how
many employees?

Mr. BACKLUND. During the fall of 1965, we had approximately 30
to 40 employees in our Saigon office.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How did you finance the operation?
Mr. BACKLUND. It was financed privately by the member firms.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have a bank draft or any funds available to
you?

Mr. BACKLUND. Yes, I did.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How did you get local currency at that time?
Mr. BACKLUND. When I first arrived, I was advised to trade the
U.S. dollar instruments, I believe first at a bookstore.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I didn't quite hear what you said.
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Mr. BACKLUND. I said I was advised to convert the dollar instru
ments at a bookstore.

Mr. ADLERMAN. A bookstore?

Mr. BACKLUND. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who did you consult with as to where to go and
how to change your money?
Mr. BACKLUND. I talked with any number of U.S. military and civil
ian personnel.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And this was in 1965?
Mr. BACKLUND. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, they advised you to—What did you
have, express money orders?
Mr. BACKLUND. I had American Express travel checks.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How much did you have at that time?
Mr. BACKLUND.. I arrived in Saigon to start the operation with $20,
000 in American Express checks.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And did you consult with a Mr. Jack Sutherland
at that time?

Mr. BACKLUND. I did.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who is Mr. Jack Sutherland?

Mr. BACKLUND. Mr. Sutherland was an employee of AID of the
State Department.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ask him how you could change that $20,000
into piasters?
Mr. BACKLUND.. I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What did he tell you?
Mr. BACKLUND. He said that he knew a Vietnamese industrialist or
businessman who he was sure could handle this transaction.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the name of this man?
Mr. BACKLUND. Phuoc.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Nguyen Tan Phouc?

Mr. BACKLUND. That sounds like the name; yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What arrangement did you make?

-

Mr. BACKLUND. He advised me to send the letter of credit which I

had to the bank in the United States with instructions for them to
deposit these funds to his account in another bank in the United
States.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At this point, I would like to introduce the affidavit
of Jack Sutherland.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is this a true copy of the affidavit of Mr. Sutherland?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes.

-

-

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an exhi
bit.

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 114” for
reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 114
AFFIDAVIT OF JACK E. SUTHERLAND

I, Jack E. Sutherland, who reside at 16/1 Hoang Dieu in Saigon, freely and
voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified
himself to me as a member of the staff of the United States Senate Permanent
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Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations.
No threats, force or duress has been used to induce me to make this statement,

nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which may
result from submission of this statement to the aforementioned Senate Per
manent Subcommittee.

Since August 1964, I have been employed by USAID in Saigon as a well
driller.

On April 30, 1969, Mr. Duffy of the Senate Investigations Committee met with
me in Saigon and inquired as to my relationship with Mr. Brandon Backlund of
World Wide Consultants. I was further asked by Mr. Duffy if I in fact had in
troduced Mr. Backlund to a Vietnamese merchant So that Mr. Backlund could

exchange US dollars for piasters. I told Mr. Duffy that I first met Mr. Backlund
in June or July of 1965 in Saigon through Jack Parrish who was formerly em
ployed by the Office of Engineering, USAID. I recall at the time of our meeting
with Mr. Backlund hotel accommodations in Saigon were difficult to come by
so Mr. Parrish asked me if it was all right if Mr. Backlund stayed at my villa
which is located at 6/G #2 Ngo Thoi Nheim, Saigon. I agreed to let Mr. Back
lund stay at my villa and after he had been there for a couple days he asked me
if I knew of anyone who could exchange US dollars for piasters. Mr. Backlund
mentioned he had 20,000 in US dollars to exchange. I told Backlund I had an ac
quaintance with a wealthy Vietnamese merchant named Phuoc who might be
of assistance. I contacted Phuoc and then took Backlund over to Phuoc's Office

which was located at 171–175 Dai Lo Ham Nghi, Saigon. During this meeting,
Phuoc told Backlund he had a bank account in New York and the US $20,000
should be deposited in Phuoc's account. The following day the three of us met
again in Phuoc's office. At that time, Backlund handed Phuoc a letter which he
had
in regard to the transfer of the US $20,000 to a United States bank

#ten

account.

During my initial interview with Mr. Duffy, I was unable to supply the full
name and current address for Phuoc but I have since obtained it. Mr. Phuoc's

full name and address is as follows:

Nguyen Tan Phuoc, #4 Le Loi, Room 303, Saigon.
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is
true and correct.

June 2, 1969.
JACK E. SUTHERLAND.

Mr. ADIERMAN. Mr. Backlund, did you write a report to your friend
or consortium on August 25, 1965?
TESTIMONY OF BRANDON. H. BACKLUND–Resumed

Mr. BACKLUND. I don't recall the date, but I wrote him.

Mr. ADIERMAN. I would like to show you this report and ask if you
recognize it.

(Document handed witness.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will go into the record as an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 115” for ref
erence and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO.

-

115

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To : All firms.
From : Backlund.

Subject: Progress report.
August 24. Saw Capt. Scanlan, OICC, Lt. Comdr. Pitman, Lt. (S.G.) Mintun.
Parcelling out work today. Come back tomorrow. Referred to Peg Palermo their
ofc. re. help on housing for our U.S. sec'y. Looked at apartment on Rue (Duong)
Pasteur. 22,000 VN$/mo. and not very good. Exchanged $100. U.S. at bookstore,
got 131 WN$/U.S.$. Got Nguyen Kha at AID USOM2, called on villa owner,
discussed details. He offered to take U.S.$. trav, checks at 120/$. Told him I can
do better. Agreed to write ltr. accepting his offer of villa, with our conditions
and 1 mo, rent (150,000 WN$) as earnest money tomorrow. Went to airport, got
Walt Gates. Tried to get driver to go to Air France ticket ofc.——in English,
French, and Vietnamese—he took us to Sutherland house.

Kha came over in

eve.; we went over all details and needs, I outlined our requirements for villa.
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Gates and I staying at Sutherland's. Power off most of evening. Discussed pos
sible need standby generator at Villa.

August 25. Early-wrote up ltr. of acceptance of offer on villa, cys, typed
later in a.m. at USOM for me by Kha's sec'y; cy enclosed. Back to OICC at 8,
introduced Gates around, checked on work. Pitman cagey, but Jim Mintun said

we're selected for some work, that it was being typed up at the time. Grain,

civilian from BUDOCKS here from D.C. at Scan's request gave him complete
rundown on WWC.; he seemed happy w/info. and us. Got Kha, met owner Bui

Quang Tan at villa, went over my letter and requirements, got Tan to agree to
all. Showed him what we want done. Workers there painting, cleaning now
Asked Tan's help in getting refrigerator until our's gets here; he will try, M r
Astor Hotel out, will go back later to see him on room for Betty Ward #
France hadn't found my bag yet; they cabled all their stops in E. Asia & #ci'
Suggested I see United AL rep. Found them, finally got to man who under.
stood English. He will cable Honolulu, hope for reply in 2 days. Back to book.
store, exchange $1500 in travel checks @ 129 WN$/US$ today. To Tan's ofc., pd.
him 1st mo. rent behind closed doors. He had talked to Dir. Gen. Of PTT and

tele-communicq., said he needs ltr. from us requesting civil phone, telling why.
Wrote one out by hand. Went out to furniture maker shop, but no one around
I could talk to ; will have to go back w/Kha. Mgr. Astor Hotel didn’t come back

as I was told ; will go back tomorrow. Back to Air France. No news on bag; paid
for 10 one way economy class air fares for Filipinos to here from Manila; they
are to call Thurs. mor, at Filipinos Hotel from their Manila ticket ofc. Wouldn’t
take VN$, so used $886. in trav, checks. Cabled Bovay re. OICC-Selection, asked
they double A/C unit shipment for additional rooms at Willa. Hope air shipments.
are coming. Found Yeoman at OICC in charge of mail, gave him WWC and
personnel names; they’ll set up box for us. No mail from anyone,
Back at Sutherlands. USOM friend of his going back to states, trying to
unload WN$. Bought $300 U.S. worth at 130/$. Rental car owner came over re.

my complaint that we can't talk with driver. He said all men over 30 being
drafted into Army, that he's running English School for them. He demanded
3 mos. auto rent in advance. Argued him down to 2. For 2% days rental to date
plus gas (@ 200 VN$/day this took 46,330 VN$. He's a real pirate, but we can't do

any better. This is in line with w/my budgeted costs. This money exchange is
an awful pain, plus the worry of hauling it around. Must keep my briefcase in
hand at all times, awake or asleep. Still working on exchange for balance of
year's villa rent thru Sutherland with his wealthy WN friend who has a bank

account in New York. Plan now is to mail my letter of credit back to Morgan
Bank, have them transfer funds to his bank account, and I get VN$ here.
Am asking him to talk to Chartered Bank, deposit direct in our account so I

don't have to handle the stuff. He is part of wealthy group here who meet daily,
set money prices. If I take our US$ to bank for deposit, all we get is 735 VN$/
U.S.$ legal rate.

BOVAY—Please call Dundore @ Morgan Bank, tell him what to expect. Will
write him tomorrow, give him man's name, bank, account no. The risk is getting
the VN$ here, but I know and trust Sutherland thru Parish. Here you trust your
friends only—no one else. They're all out to get you, which is why Kha is so valu

able to me. $15,000 VN per mo, to him is the best money we're spending.
4 a.m. Thursday August 26. Second floor of villa is supposed to be ready
to live in this week end, but much to do by then. Hope I can start negotiations w/
OICC this a.m. for contract. With that all else can start, incl. getting military

phone line (must have that and civil to operate), Commissary and Px privileges
for food, clothing supplies, and tax and duty exemptions. Guessed right on bed

linens—commissary has 'em. Let me know your conclusions—Bovay, McGaughy
re. employment contracts. Our people here want to know, and I can't and won't
welch out on what we've promised them. All firms having personnel here must
send pay as arranged individually with them. Send expense allowance of $350/

mo to WWC here; we'll disburse in VN$ and/or U.S.$, probably the latter, let
them worry over their own conversions, deduct for quarters, meals, and services
at villa. And all-get civil-soils engr., arch, over here. Please keep me posted on
everything.
Think I'll hold this till I see what happens with the OICC.

Viola–First job is Photo Lab. Bldg. for Air Force at Saigon Airport, 2
story, precast conc. Back to apartment to study scope, prelims, pre-des. conf to
morrow night.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. That was typed from your original transcript?
Mr. BACKLUND. I believeso, yes.

Without reading all in detail, it looks generally familiar.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In this report, did you report how you changed the
money, how you changed your bank draft?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, will you read extracts of that report?
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Backlund's progress report on August 25, 1965,
reads in part:
Plan now is to mail my letter of credit back to Morgan Bank, have them trans

fer funds to his bank account, and I get Vietnamese piasters. I am asking him
to talk to Chartered Bank, deposit direct in our account so I don't have to handle
the stuff. He is part of a wealthy group here who meet daily, set money
prices. * * *

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you referring there to the men who meet daily
with Phouc?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you directed your bank, the Morgan Bank to
deposit the amount into a bank account that Mr. Phouc directed you
about. What was the name of that account?

Mr. BACKLUND. I believe he used the name “Prysumeen.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. At the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.?

Mr. BACKLUND, I believe that is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is the name that Mr. Phouc gave you and the
name of the bank?

Mr. BACKLUND. Yes. I think so.

Mr. DUFFY. In the same progress report there is another quote which
is pertinent.
This money exchange is an awful pain, plus the worry of hauling it around.
Must keep my briefcase in hand at all times, awake or asleep.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you deposited that amount or caused it to be
deposited, that $20,000 into the Prysumeen account, did you get any
advice from the bank that monev had been transferred to that account?

Mr. BACKLUND. As I recall, I did.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 116” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
b Mr. ADLERMAN. Then did Mr. Phouc come to you with a cardboard
Oxf

Mr. BACKLUND. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did he have in that box?

Mr. BACKLUND. He had Vietnamese currency.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In the amount of $20,000?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. What units? Ten piasters, one hundred? One
thousand? In what units do piasters come to you?
I believe the normal units would be like 100 piasters

#".

and 500.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How big a cardboard box would hold $20,000 in
piasters? Can you show us?

Mr. BACKLUND. About a foot and a half long, a foot high, and maybe
a foot wide.

-
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was it tied up in ribbon?
Mr. BACKLUND. No, sir.

(At this point Senator Gurney left the hearing room.)
-

Senator

IBICOFF. How was it delivered? Did it have a string around

it?

Mr. BACKLUND. I think it had a piece of twine around it.
Senator RIBICoEF. It had a piece of twine around the box?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Was this the ordinary way for everybody to do
business?

Mr. BACKLUND. Well, I had the impression that everyone was. I
don't know about putting money in cardboard boxes. I don't think I
ever saw that much on another occasion.

Senator RIBICoEF. Was using that way to change dollars into piasters

a common way for people who handled a lot of money to be doing
business?
Mr. BACKLUND. I believe so.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you feel you were doing what everybody
else was doing in Vietnam.
Mr. BACKLUND. This was all I knew to do.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Backlund, you mentioned the fact that this was
an awful pain to carry around. IDid you have to keep it with you all
the time? Were you worried about being robbed ?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have it under your bed at night?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You had to haul it around with you during the day
time 4

Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As a matter of fact, you were robbed at one time,
weren’t you?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How much did they take?

Mr. BACKLUND. Well, fortunately, I had gotten it down to about
$3,500 when they broke into the villa at night.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You had it in a strongbox underneath your bed?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes, unfortunately I didn't have the strongbox under
the bed that night.
Mr. ADLERMAN. But they did get away with some part of that $20,000.
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer into the record a handwritten

letter signed by Mr. Backlund.
Would you identify this letter?

(Document handed witness.)
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes, this is the letter I wrote to Mr. Dundore at the
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. in New York.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it will go into the record as
an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 117” for ref
erence and follows:)
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ExHIBIT No. 117

WORLD WIDE CONSULTANTS, INC.,

OMAHA, NEBR.
Mr. R. DUNDORE, Vice President,
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.,
New York City, N.Y.
DEAR DICK : In order to get the best rate of exchange, have arranged to trade
$20,000 through a friend here. He has an account in the Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co., 44 Wall St., name of acct. Prysumeen, Order 1803, has already cabled
them to expect $20,000 deposit.
Since I have odd amount left, enclosed is my Am Ex traveler's check no. 837 for

$100. Please return the difference to me here, make immediate transfer to his
account of the $20,000, cable me that it has been done. His bank will also cable
him so I can get WN$. Also enclosed is Trav. Ltr. of Credit No. D11591, showing
balance of $19,933.40.
Thanks,

BRANDON H. BACKLUND, President.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to have Mr. Duffy read one paragraph.
Mr. DUFFY. The first paragraph of the letter reads as follows:
In order to get the best rate of exchange, I have arranged to trade $20,000
through a friend here. He has an account in the Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company, 44 Wall Street, name of account “Prysumeen”, order 1803, has already
cabled them to expect $20,000 deposit. Make immediate transfer to his account
of the $20,000. Cable me that it has been done.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know if there were additional checks sent
to the Morgan Trust Co. by the consortium?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes; we used the Morgan account to pay our people
with.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I have a list of checks here—

Senator RIBICOFF. How many piasters were you getting at that stage
for vour dollars?

r. BACKLUND. In the range of 120 to, I believe, as high as maybe
140.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And the legal rate at that time was 73?
Mr. BACKLUND. That sounds familiar.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Ioffer you these checks. I would like you to identify
them. Look at the names of the people who signed these checks and
see if you can identify them.
(Documents handed witness.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Backlund, these checks run to a total amount of

some $50,000, and they are signed by Mr. Glen B. Schaefer and Mr.
Bradford B. Dallas. Do you know Mr. Schaefer?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And Mr. Bradford Dallas?
Mr. BACKLUND. I have never met Brad Dallas.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know Mr. Schaefer?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was he the one in charge of your consortium in
Vietnam /

Mr. BACKLUND. Mr. Schaefer went to Vietnam, I understand, on
three different occasions when we had need for his services over there.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And was he authorized to sign checks for the con
sortium?
Mr. BACKLUND. I am sure he was.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. And then Mr. Bradford Dallas, you never met, but
you know of him?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was he also authorized to sign checks?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. It appears that something like a total of $74,000
between the $50,000 you had changed and the money they authorized
went through the accounts of Baker & Co., and Pillai. Look at the
May 1967, check signed by Mr. Glen Schaefer in the amount of
7,000.

Mr. BACKLUND. Yes, I have it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. It shows there was a total of $7,000 transferred by
Worldwide Consultants.

I have one last question, Mr. Backlund. When you did this work for
the Army or the Navy—they were the one in charge of the contract at
that time; isn’t that correct?
Mr. BACKLUND. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You did it on a fixed-price contract basis?
Mr. BACKLUND. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you designed and did the architectural design
work; is that right?
Mr. BACKLUND. Yes.

Mr. A DLERMAN. When you were computing the amount of man-hours

in order to come to your fixed-price negotiated contract, with the
Navy, do you know at what rate they figured the man-hours of labor?
Was it at the rate of 73 piasters a dollar, or was it at the rate of 100
piasters?

Mr. BACKLUND. When you speak of man-hours, you are talking
about moneys in U.S. dollars?
Mr. ADLERMAN. You had to pay some of that out in piasters; did
you not?

Mr. BACKLUND. No; we paid all of our personnel their salaries in
dollars.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You had to pay out some $70,000 in piasters, during
the course of your operation?
Mr. BACKLUND. Let me back up a little. You say that there is about
$50,000 represented in checks here?
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is right.
Mr. BACKLUND. When I was there, I had a total of $40,000, and I
converted the $20,000 as we have discussed. I converted a part of the
rest of it that I needed piasters for, for salaries and local expenses of
operation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What I am trying to say is, that you had to convert
this for necessary expenses of your company, the consortium, in
-

Vietnam?

Mr. BACKLUND. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What I am trying to find out is, when you made a

fixed-price contract were the expenses of your company in Vietnam,
not only in the first contract but also in the successive contract, com
puted at the basis of 73 piasters to the dollar for the expenses in Viet
nam, or at the rate of 150 piasters to the dollar?

Mr. BACKLUND. Any expenses that we computed were computed at
the actual dollar cost.
35-359–70—pt. 3–6
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Mr. ADLERMAN. At the actual dollar cost. You computed it at the
actual dollar cost, which would be at 130 piasters?
Mr. BACKLUND. Whatever the exchange rate was at the time.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know if the Navy in their negotiation with
you took cognizance of this rate?
Mr. BACKLUND. I can't answer that. All of our negotiations as to the
cost of doing work were in U.S. dollars.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You don’t know how they computed it?
Mr. BACKLUND. I would assume they would compute it at the then
official or artificial rate.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Thank you.
RIBICOFF. The checks will be placed into the record as an

£or

exhibit.

-

(The checks referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 118” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. I might say that the president of this company has been
very cooperative in furnishing documents, as well as Mr. Backlund.
Senator RIBICoEF. The committee expresses its appreciation to you
and vour associates.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to insert in the record at this point the
affidavit of Stephen C. Brophy and Leonard L. Wilson.
Mr. DUFFY. Without reading these affidavits, I would like to have
them printed in the record at this time, affidavits obtained in Saigon
from Mr. Leonard Lee Wilson and Mr. Stephen C. Brophy. They are
both civilians working in Vietnam. They were involved in the
operation. They document some of the accounts that went through this
Manfra, Tordella & Brookes which was referred to in Mr. Chang's
testimony.
There are a number of checks that they supplied the committee set

'.

forth in their affidavits.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is so ordered.

(Leonard L. Wilson's checks referred to were marked “Exhibit No.

119° for reference. Stephen C. Brophy's checks were marked “Exhibit
No. 120” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommit
tee. Excerpts appear in the appendix on pp. 771–776.)
(The affidavits referred to follow:)
AFFIDAVIT OF LEONARD LEE WILSON

I, Leonard Lee Wilson, who reside at 216 Hien Vuong Street, Saigon, freely
and voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy and Carmine S.
Bellino who have identified themselves to me as members of the staff of the

United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Com
mittee on Government Operations. No threats, force or duress has been used
to induce me to make this statement, nor have I received any promise of immunity
from any consequences which may result from submission of this statement
of the aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

I am a United States citizen and a retired United States Air Force Lieutenant

Colonel presently employed by Page Communication Engineers, Office in Saigon
and Washington.
My current permanent address is General Delivery, Colorado Springs, Colo
rado. I first arrived in Vietnam in July 1965 as a direct-hire employee of USAID
assigned to Telecommunications of the Public Safety Division. I remained so
employed until or about the 17th of January 1968.
One or two months after my arrival in Vietnam I was escorted by a man to a
bookstore on Tu Do Street near the Majestic Hotel with an Indian sounding
name. At that time I gave the Indian manager of the bookstore Federal Reserve
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Notes and received in return piasters. The piaster rate was in excess of the legal
rate. Thereafter I dealt regularly with the Indian. The minimum rate of exchange
that I received was 135 piasters, the maximum 150 piasters per U.S. dollar.
I have frequently made exchanges of currency in Room 221 of the Eden
Building, Nguyen Hue, Saigon. The Indian I dealt with at this location is known
to me as “DIMA”. As I remember, I first went to the DIMA store in the early
part of 1968. I do not recall the specific date.
Mr. Charles Redlin of PSD/USAID has also visited the original location on
Tu Do Street and I believe that he has exchanged money.

It was my custom to travel to Bangkok every four to five weeks where my
family was residing. Upon returning to Vietnam I would bring Federal Reserve
Notes back with me; however, never in excess of $200.00. I would then cash the
Federal Reserve Notes with DIMA for piasters at a rate in excess of the legal
rate of exchange.

I have examined a photostatic copy of my check dated July 24, 1968, Check
No. 1882 for $300.00, drawn on the Kelley Field National Bank, San Antonio,
Texas, made payable to the Marine Midland Grace Trust Company of New York,
A:C Arbitrage in favor of Sincere. This check bears my signature and I recall
negotiating this check with DIMA. As I recall, the exchange rate that I was
paid was between 180–190 piasters per U.S. dollar. I was aware that DIMA
was not an authorized money changer. I am attaching a photostatic copy of this
check as Exhibit “1” of my affidavit.
After the July 24, 1968 check incident, I discontinued doing business with

DIMA for a period of time; however, DIMA did look me up, found me at my
home located at 216 Hien Vuong. The first night that he came I was absent
and my wife asked him to return, as I recall. He returned on a subsequent

evening and said that the July 24 check had been stolen by a newspaperman
who he had known for five years and who was serving as a courier. This courier
had absconded with certain checks. The man first went to Hawaii, attempted

to cash some of the checks and then went on to the United States, possibly
New York. DIMA related that he knew who the courier was and that they were
watching him. He did not say how much the courier had absconded with. At that
time DIMA asked me for a replacement check. I notified my bank, put a stop
order on the check. I waited two additional months for the statements to be

returned and when the check was not included in the return checks I then gave
IDIMA the replacement check for the amount of $300.00. It was after this re
placement check was given to him that DIMA changed his mode of operations.
He now follows this procedure: He writes the number, date and name of the
check down on a scrap of paper, puts the scrap of paper in his pooket and then
trusts the customer to mail the check. Attached hereto as Exhibit “2” is a piece
of paper given to me by DIMA with instructions to mail future checks to Manfra,
Tordella & Brookes, Inc. I have mailed checks at his direction to Manfra, Tor

della & Brookes, Inc. to a New York City address. I merely put the check into
an envelope and addressed it to his bank. He gives me the money at the time
I show the check to him.

As part of my affidavit, I am attaching the following checks that I have
negotiated with DIMA.

Exhibit “3”: Check #201, dated Feb 68, payable to Hongkong and Shanghai
Bank Corp., A:C: P. J. KANAKKAPILLAI 24082–2, in the amount of three
hundred dollars ($300.00).

Exhibit “4”: Check #203, dated Mar 5, 68, payable to Hongkong and Shanghai
Bank Corp. A :C: P. J. KANAKKAPILLAI 24082–2, in the amount of six hun
dred and fifty dollars ($650.00).

Exhibit “5”: Check #230, dated Apr 1, 68, payable to Manfra, Tordella and
Prooks Inc., A:C: ARBITRAGE IN FAVOR OF KANAKKA, in the amount
of two hundred dollars ($200.00).

Exhibit “6”: Check #238, dated Apr 25, 68, payable to Manfra, Tordella and
Brooks Inc., A/C ARBITRAGE IN FAVOR OF KANAKKA, in the amount of
one hundred and fifty dollars (150.00).

Exhibit “7”: Check #250, dated Jun 4, 68, payable to Marine Midland Grace
Trust Co of NY. A :C: ARBITRAGE IN FAVOR OF SINCERE, in the amount
of one hundred dollars ($100.00).

ExhibitInc.,
“8”:A:C:
CheckARBITRAGE
#1851, datedIN
JunFAVOR
10, 68, OF
payable
to Manfra,
Tordella
Brookes
SINCERE,
in the
amountand
of
two hundred dollars ($200.00).
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Exhibit “9”: Check #1877, dated Jun 22, 68, payable to Marine Midland
Grace Trust Co of NY, A:C: ARBITRAGE IN FAVOR OF SINCERE, in the
amount of one hundred dollars ($100.00).

Exhibit “10”: Check #1881, dated Jul 2, 68, payable to Manfra, Tordella and
Brookes Inc., A:C: ARBITRAGE IN FAVOR OF SINCERE, in the amount of
three hundred dollars ($300.00).

Exhibit “11”: Check 1880, dated Jul 7, 68, payable to Marine Midland Grace
Trust Co of NY, A:C: ARBITRAGE IN FAVOR OF SINCERE, payable in the
amount of four hundred dollars ($400.00).
Exhibit “12”: Check #209, dated Aug 11, 68, payable to First National City
Bank, N.Y., New York City, N.Y., Pay FNCB, For Deposit, in the amount of five
hundred dollars ($500.00).

Exhibit “13”; Check #1894, dated Sep 5, payable to Manfra, Tordella and
Brookes, Inc. of NY, A/C ARBITRAGE IN FAVOR OF SINCERE, in the amount
of four hundred dollars ($400.00).
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.
LEONARD LEE WILSON.

May 1, 1969.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of May 1969.
PAUL B. McCARTY,

Consul, The United States of America.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN C. BROPHY

I, Stephen C. Brophy, who reside at 240 Gia Long. Apartment 14, Saigon,
freely and voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has
identified himself to me as a member of the staff of the United States Senate

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government
Operations. No threats, force or duress has been used to induce me to make this
statement, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences
which may result from Submission of this statement to the aforementioned Sen
ate Permanent Subcommittee.

I am a United States citizen employed as a Statistician by Pacific Technical
Analysts, Inc., Control Data Corporation, contractors to MACCORDS, MACV
Headquarters, located in Vietnam. My current office is at MACV Building on Tan
Son Nhut Airbase, Saigon. I have been in Vietnam for approximately two years.
Since December 1967, I have exchanged a number of personal checks for piasters
and MPC's at DIMA, an Indian black market money changer located in the Eden
Building (Room 221, Saigon). DIMA's office is known as the Bank of India,
utilizing the following routine in exchanging currency. I would make out the
check, leave the payee blank, and then hand it to an Indian. He took the check
to a location in the back where I could hear someone typing. When the Indian
returned, the payee would be typed in on my check. I recall on one occasion the
Indian asked me if it would be all right to use my APO address to mail the check.

I agreed and he prepared an airmail envelope with my APO address appearing
in the upper lefthand corner. My check was inserted in the envelope. I did not
mail it. I assumed the Indian did. The black market rate of exchange I received
for my checks varied from 160 to 200 piasters to the dollar.
On November 11, 1968, I took a fellow employee to DIMA’s to exchange some
checks. The Indians did not want to do business with him, saying that they
could not handle the present Volume of business. On occasions I have had to
stand in line with other Americans to exchange money at DIMA's.
On a visit to the same money changer on or about September 16, 1968, I was
told by the Indians that the check that I had written on 7 July 1968 was lost.
They asked for a replacement. On September 20, 1968, my personal check, No.
734 in the sum of $600.00, was given to the Indians as a replacement for the
allegedly lost check. My lost check dated 7 July 1968, No. 724, has been shown to
me by Mr. Duffy and it bears my signature. It is attached hereto as Exhibit “1”
of my affidavit. My replacement check, No. 734, dated 20 September 1968 is
marked as Exhibit “2.”

In 1968, I visited Bangkok, Thailand. When I left that country I brought back
into Vietnam approximately U.S. $100.00. I exchanged these U.S. dollars at
DIMA's for piasters. I received from the Indians at DIMA 180 to 190 piasters for
each U.S. dollar.

I am also attaching as part of my affidavit a number of personal checks that
I have negotiated at DIMA's.
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Exhibit “3”; Check #659, dated 31 Dec 67, payable to DAO HENG BANK
(H.K.) Ltd No. 4491–1, in the amount of one hundred dollars ($100.00).
Exhibit “4”: Check #705, dated March 25, 68, payable to Manfra, Tordella
and Brookes, Inc., A:C: Arbitrage in Favor of KANAKKA, in the amount of
four hundred dollars ($400.00).
Exhibit “5”: Check #727, dated 23 July 68, payable to Manfra, Tordella and
Brookes, Inc., A:C: Arbitrage in Favor of Sincere, in the amount of six hundred
dollars ($600.00).

Exhibit “6”: Check #733, dated 20 Sept 68, payable to Manfra, Tordella and
Brookes, Inc., A:C: Arbitrage in Favor of Sincere, in the amount of five hun
dred dollars ($500.00).

Exhibit “7”: Check #745, dated 17 Nov 68, payable to Manfra, Tordella and
Brookes, Inc., A :C: Arbitrage in Favor of Sincere, in the amount of five hundred
dollars ($500.00).

Exhibit “8”: Check #763, dated 12 Jan 69, payable to Republic National Bank
of N.Y., A. : C : Arbitrage in Favor of Sincere, in the amount of five hundred dol
lars ($500.00).

I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.

STEPHEN C. BROPHY.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th day of May 1969.
PAUL B. McCARTY,
Consul, of The United States.

Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow

morning at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., with the following present: Senator

Ribicoff, to reconvene tomorrow morning, Thursday, November 20,
1969, at 10 a.m.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT OF
MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed
to February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chair

man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Re
publican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
general counsel; £ J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Ruth Y. Watt,
clerk; and Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribi

#
COft.

Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will please come to order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff and Gurney).
Senator RIBICOFF. Our first witness will be Mr. Bellino. Please raise

your right hand.
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. BELLINo. I do.
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE. S. BELLINO

Mr. BELLINo. During the subcommittee's investigation of impro
prieties in U.S. Government operations in South Vietnam, the staff
made an extensive inquiry into allegations of widespread violations
of South Vietnamese currency control laws.
Money manipulations of the kind and in the volume which our in
-

quiry disclosed are extremely detrimental to the American effort to
support the Vietnamese economy and they also seriously damage Viet
namese attempts to stabilize their national finances.
(609)
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Large sums of U.S. dollars involved came from dollar payments to
U.S. civilian and military personnel and American businessmen, fun
neled into the black market, in violation of American regulations and
orders in South Vietnam.
ESTIMATES OF THE SIZE oE BLACK MARKET

Our investigation disclosed that the Vietnamese currency black
market is so large that no one can assess accurately the gigantic total
of illicit transactions. However, there are some indications of the tre
mendous size of the black market.

For example, previous witnesses have said that illicit money trans
fers may total more than $150 million per year.
Another estimate, by Dr. Frans Pick, publisher of Pick's Currency
Yearbook, indicates that black market transactions from 1965 through

1968 were between 4 and 5 billion piasters annually, or about $35 to
$45 million per year. The subcommittee's investigation shows that
these assessments are too conservative.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 121” for ref
erence and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 121
BASIC OFFICIAL EXCHANGE RATES
[in Vietnam piastres per U.S. dollar at end of year]
1950

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Basic rate-------35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00
Effective rate------------------------------------- 360.00

35.00
60.00

35.00
60.00

35.00
60.00

Controlled free rate------- 73.50 73.50 73.50
Script rate---------------------------------------

73.50

73.50

73.50
* 118.00

-- -- - --

73.50

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 June 30.

* Devaluation of June 18, import rate of 138 later abolished.
*Devaluation of Jan. 1; piastre premium and tax applies to most transactions.
* Introduced Aug. 31, also applies to purchases of dollars for most invisibles.
-

1966

1967

19681

280
80
80
{:*138
# 180
118
---------------(*) ---------------118

118

118
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[In Vietnam piastres per U.S. dollar at end of year]
1959

1960

1961

87.75

96.60
.75
92.75
94.15
93.20
93.20
96.15
95.10

-

92.00
93.00
89.85
87.25
86.75
86.95

December----------

- 82.

92.

- 82.50

97.00

-

1962

1963

1964

100.00
108.00
115.00
105.00
100.00
100.00
97.50
92.00

96.00
100.00
99.00
100.00
100.00
95.00
102.50
115.00

137.50
150.00
135.00
142.50
145.00
135.00
147.50
170.00

-

98.15 102.50

-

1965

177
175
170
176

182
189

1966

1967

1968

190

176.00

162

180

176.50

175

190 168.00
180
180 165.00 -------170 160.00 -------220

165.00 --------

195
155

-

125.00 170.00

165

Black market activities in Indochina have had an uninterrupted development
during the last 27 years. The French administration kept the currency fluctua
tions in the marché parallèle more or less under control until Japan occupied
the country. The outbreak of civil war in North Viet Nam depreciated the
Piastre substantially and, beginning in 1951, a cycle of sharper debasement began.
Political influences in a few major Scandals of “legal transfers” Via Paris, which
netted millions of Dollars to a few Operators, led to a drastic decline of the
Piastre in 1953. In September 1956, a nationalization decree, forcing Chinese
residents to adopt Viet Namese citizenship and evicting them from eleven key occu
pations if not complying with the measure, led to large movements of flight capital
to Hong Kong and a sharp rise of the Dollar. With the help of new American
grants, the Piastre recovered to 80.00 per Dollar in early 1958. After remaining
relatively stable throughout the year, the unit weakened in early 1959. Having
regained some ground during the rest of 1959, the Piastre softened markedly in
1960 and 1961, as a result of political troubles and military events. By March
1962, the black Piastre listed at a new low of 115 units per Dollar. It subsequently
improved SOmewhat, but Went into another decline in the fall of 1963 and touched

180.00 per Dollar in November 1964. Under the pressure of Viet Cong victories,
the Dollar rose to a high of 195 Piastres in July 1965 in Saigon's trading and
fluctuated around this level during the first quarter of 1966. It then zoomed to
220 and reached a record high of 250 Piastres near the end of June, before the
latest devaluation of the Piastre. Since then, the black market level of the Green
back declined and remained remarkably stable, fluctuating between 180 and 160
Piastres. Annual black market transactions in Viet Nam banknotes, payments and
gold were estimated at between 4 and 5 billion Piastres from 1965 to 1968. Prin

cipal trading centers of Viet Nam Piastres, in their order of importance, were
Bangkok and Singapore. Paris also played a major role in these

# Kong.
ealings.

Mr. BELLINO. We present 13 bank accounts, in the United States and
Hong Kong, which held black market funds from Vietnam.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 122” for ref

erence and follows:)

CS NO
K

"-31,779,974
3- 47- 8-,-706-85-2,- 349- 8- 37
51,666,281
125,424,846
TrustGrace
Midland
Marine
118
345,
98,224
3,325,
0–70020-7
,379,
or
-

AC 0UNTS–SUM ARY
BANK
1965–69
DEPOSITS,
OF

Esa*
1
Ntviamiot
altbelde.

account
of
Name
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1965–69
Total,
No.
Account
Bank

12 .–CUR ENCY
NO.
EXHIBIT
MARKET
BLACK
B10,466,341
National
Republic
6,954,655
-0a1n-k6-–-1-6-5-0- -l17,420,996
-

M$4,533,885
Co---Trust
$Hanover
$8
5a142n61u-,f0a719-c34t29u47,r1e438r563s478
$7,884,991

M656,654
Co---Trust
-Hanover
3,725,942
424,387
845,303
5a4-nu-–f0a-–c3t-4u1-r9e-6rs1,799,598

Meele---Van
H.
J.
C#
BNational
Citizens
84,777
47,900
-arocker
537,677
465451
5,000
-n-k- - - - -

3
C30,070,315
of
Bank
The
&
23,651,826
16,282,505
11,237,250
81,241,896
524–54690
alifornia- - - -

M1,245,514
B&
Tordella
682,729
309,033
653,711
2,890,987
4222280
ranfra,
o ks- - -

E
Foreign
g
&
R119,735
416,040,925
17,498,444
10-8-,ep
–6806–3
-ank----8
31,650,
3,
3-e
0-9-,9-3-1
t

-

Lt00,000
Bank,
Heng
5Dao
1
6,000,000
5,000,000
21,500,000
4242
d.- - - -

Hs570,243
F.
C.
Ci107,610
Trust
Irving
1,4
-0oa 3-–-0-2-3-–-8-73- 152,805
2,
1,473,552

25,000,000
-4491
43,000,000
1
4,000,000
62,400,000
do00,000
-------

}

C5,697,
Finance
Tai
Hang
138
o119,341,148
5(2)
-432
-,–6-04–-3-4,0-51-70
-

B200
Noble
-5r4o-0 t-–h-5e–-r3-s-4-3-8- 658,883
658,683
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Mr. BELLINo. They are identified on this schedule, showing deposits
totaling approximately $375 million in less than 5 years, an average
of about $75 million per year. The 13 accounts are only a few of the
many throughout the world which are used to siphon currency from
Vietnam.

A number of other types of conduits are used for currency manipula

tions, particularly postal money orders and travelers' checks.
I present my exhibit No. 51

£ has already been put in evidence

as exhibit No. 110.

A schedule of postal money orders purchased by U.S. military
personnel in Vietnam during 1968 has already been made exhibit
No. 110. The total is $353 million. Travelers' checks and money orders
issued by American Express in South Vietnam in 1968 totaled
$9 million.

The Prysumeen account which we will discuss later shows approxi
mately 40 to 50 percent came from Vietnam and nearby areas.
Accordingly, a reasonable estimate of the amount of traffic in 1968
in black market currency is $225 million or one-quarter billion
dollars.
MONEY ORDERS IN THE BLACK MARKET

How are money orders used as conduits of illicit funds? The Army
uncovered a conspiracy at Danang in which, during the period from
early December 1968 through
February of 1969, sales of illegal
money orders sometimes reached $40,000 per day. išach soldier is
allowed to buy two money orders per month, limited to $100 each.
To buy more, a soldier makes a deal with a dishonest clerk in a military
post office who sells him money orders with the payee left blank—an

#

important factor, since a money order can have only one endorser.
A soldier also may personally, or in collusion with others, bu
many money orders at different post offices. In fact a group of a.w.o.l.
soldiers earned living expenses by such operations done on behalf of
a black marketeer.
Records of sales have limited value because the volume is about

500,000 per month, and there is no effective means to check transac
tions by the same person.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you mean $500,000?
Mr. BELLINo. No, that is 500,000 money orders per month.
The money orders may be mailed home or resold in the black
market.
ACTIVITY IN THE HONG RONG MARRET

£

We have been told that, within the past 3 months several
of postal money orders from South Vietnam, each valued at ap

proximately $600,000, have been sent to Hong Kong. A reliable source
in Hong Kong's money market said that among Hong Kong's ex
£ about five are known as Saigon brokers because they
handle so many transactions of Vietnamese origin. The largest firm
is Hang Tai Finance, formerly known as Hang # Cheung Kee Bank.
Another is the Po Sang Bank, which allegedly is linked to the Chinese

change

Communists.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any idea, Mr. Bellino, where the

money orders that go to Hong Kong ultimately end up?
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Mr. BELLINo. They end up in the United States and paid by our
Post Office Department.
Senator RIBICOFF. They are paid by the Post Office Department to
*

-

-

whose account?

-

-

Mr. BELLINo. To whoever acquired them. One large batch of around
$650,000 got in the hands of Deak & Co.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. And this Po Sang Bank which is allegedly linked
to Chinese Communists, some of these American dollars can end up
in Chinese Communist hands.

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You mean Deak & Co. in Hong Kong?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, that is right.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bellino, is it customary and usual to have
large batches presented to the post office for cashing in?
Mr. BELLINo. I would say it is an unusual thing, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Has it been going on recently from Hong Kong?
Mr. BELLINo. It has been going on at least up to the time when we
were in Hong Kong, a few months ago.
Hong Kong's brokers used to deal largely in piasters brought in
by servicemen and airline personnel. This smuggling was expensive.
and the brokers sought to switch to buying piasters in Vietnam, mak
-

-

-

ing payment by either of two methods, “inland payment” or “outside
payment.”

Inland payment is sometimes difficult and always hazardous. It in
volves exchanging piasters for dollars within South Vietnam.
Outside payment is the method used in the 13 bank accounts we
examined. It is easier and safer, involving simply the mailing of a
dollar instrument to a designated account in the United States. Hong
Kong, or other world financial centers. When the depositor shows
evidence that the deposit has been made, the broker in South Vietnam
gives him piasters at a high black market rate.
-

syNDICATE opFRATIONs

Most of the bank accounts to which we have traced black market

funds are operated by syndicates. Usually the principals are of Chinese
background or are Indian nationals. They are leading operators of the
currency black market.
The huge black market attracts many persons with dollar funds—
servicemen, civilian employees of Federal agencies, contractors' em
ployees, American businessmen, Vietnamese citizens, “third country”
nationals, news media employees, tourists, merchant seamen, and many
others.

The black market operator always at a profit, buys or sells dollars,
military payment certificates, and piasters. Not only is he violating
the law but he faces the hazard of a sudden change in the market
prices. Usually one man is considered to be the price setter for a par
ticular day.
HOW THE BLACK MARKET OPERATES

The basic concept of currency manipulation is simple—to profit on
the difference between the official rate for the piaster and the current
black market rate. In August of 1966, the official rate was set at 118

piasters to the dollar. Since then, the black market rate has ranged
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from 142 piasters to a rate usually near 180 piasters. Sometimes the
rate has risen above 200.
THREE METHODS IN COMMON USE

Following are three ways commonly used to profit on the difference
between the official piaster rate and the illicit rate:
1. Some transactions involve the purchase of military payment
certificates for piasters at a black-market rate and the subsequent con
version of these MPC's into dollar instruments—money orders or other
devices.

For example, a check for $200 is handed to a moneychanger in
Vietnam, who, in turn, gives $270 in MPC's. The recipient turns in his
MPC's for money orders which he then deposits in his stateside bank
account. He repeats this cycle time and time again and thereby is
in a position to realize substantial profits.
2. Large-scale transactions generally involve bank transfers into
overseas accounts of the black-market dealers. This system is sophis
ticated, and has been the safest. It undoubtedly is used currently for
most of the big black-market deals. The customer, having “green
dollar” instruments, simply transfers them to the dealer's account in
New York, Hong Kong, or elsewhere. The customer shows proof of the
deposit to the moneychanger, who pays him in piasters at a high black
market rate.

Americans or “third country” nationals in South Vietnam with
ready access to “green dollars” or military payment certificates profit

by this method. Persons pay for their business and living costs in
piasters, but their funds are in dollar instruments.
By using the moneychangers' bank accounts abroad, they receive

piasters at the black-market rate, sometimes as high as 200 to the dollar,
to pay their Vietnamese expenses at a rate of 118 to the dollar.
3. Wealthy Vietnamese, who may lack confidence in their piaster

holdings, wish to preserve and invest them by obtaining hard currency
deposits in the United States, Switzerland, or other repositories
overseas. They pay a high price in piasters to have their funds trans.
ferred to hard currency sanctuaries.

One of the simplest ways to do this is to sell piasters at a high rate
to an American who has access to dollars.

We have found bank transfers going from Vietnam to accounts in
the United States, and thence to relatives or associates of Vietnamese
citizens. Everyone profits in these transactions—the American in Viet

nam sells dollars for piasters at a highly profitable rate, while the
Vietnamese citizen has green dollar security abroad. Vietnamese must

have official permission to send funds abroad, and this is rarely given
except in transactions for merchandise to be shipped into Vietnam.
ACCOUNTS ASSOCIATED WITH PRYSUMEEN

The 13 bank accounts we examined include four large accounts con

trolled by a group of Indian nationals in Hong Kong who have a
syndicate for Vietnamese currency manipulation. The four accounts
are: Prysumeen, Lala, Baker Co., and K. Pillai. The group is headed
by B. S. A. Rahman, who is also a motion picture producer and a
manufacturer of wire and rope.

-
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Rahman was born in 1928 in Madras, India. Four male relatives
assist him in his various enterprises, and his principal business associ
ates are S. Ameen and K. Pillai.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is Rahman a resident of Saigon or a resident of
India?

Mr. BELLINo. He is a resident of India but he does considerable

traveling. He may be in the United States at the present time. He
travels to the United States often.

Senator RIBICOFF. Does he spend considerable time in Saigon?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.
THE PRYSUMEEN ACCOUNT

Of the four accounts controlled by the Rahman group, the largest is
the Prysumeen account at the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. in
New York City. It has been used extensively for depositing black
market funds originating in Vietnam.
During 4 years, deposits in the Prysumeen account in Manufacturers
Hanover have totaled $51 million. About 45 percent of this money came
from sources in or near Vietnam. Origins of all deposits in the Pry
Sumeen account are:

Vietnam, Hong Kong, Singapore--------------------------------- $23,000, 000
Swiss banks ---------------------------------------------------

Middle East banks
Others –

-- -- -- -- -

- -- -- -- ---

Deposits under $5,000------------------------------------------Total ---

- - - ----

5,300,000
10, 700,000
9,000, 000
3,000, 000
51,000, 000

Withdrawals from the Prysumeen account went to the following
destinations:
Middle East banks--------------------------------------------- $42,000, 000

Hong Kong ----------------------------------------------------

3,700,000

Swiss banks ------------------------------------------Other ---------------------------------------------------------

2,600,000

Under $5,000---------------------------------------------------

2,000, 000

--

Total --

---------------------- - - - - - - - - - - -

700,000

51,000, 000

Senator RIBTCOFF. What is the significance of the fact that while
$10,700,000 are deposited from Middle East banks, $42 million are
deposited in Middle East banks?

Mr. BELLINo. The deposits from the Middle East banks, either they
have accounts, that some businessmen, probably Indian businessmen,
may have made deposits to these banks and Prysumeen had the money
transferred to the United States, in order to get their hands on the
dollars so that they in turn could consider disposing of those dollars at
a little higher rate.
Senator RIBICOFF. But the differential is here, you have some $30
million differential that goes to Middle East banks. Does that mean
that many of these people center their operations in the Middle East?
Mr. BELLINo. Without knowing exactly who the individuals are, we
know they are banks, but without knowing who they are, it may be off
setting transactions or separate and independent transactions.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In the Middle East, is it true that much of the
money that is used in the Middle East is converted into gold?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes; we will discuss that later.
*
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Mr. ADLERMAN. That is one of the most prominent places where gold
transactions are held.

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Is the Prysumeen account still in existence?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir; it is closed out.
Senator GURNEY. When was it closed out?

Mr. BELLINo. The early part of this year.
Senator GURNEY. As a result of the committee's investigation?
Mr. BELLINo. I will present later on what happened. The U.S. at
torney’s office in New York was in touch with the Prysumeen account
and shortly thereafter they opened another account.
We will discuss that later.
PRIOR PRYSUMEEN ACCOUNTS

Although the Prysumeen account in the Manufacturers Hanover
was not opened until February of 1965, the bank had long been doing
business with individuals in the Prysumeen group.
On May 30, 1957, A. H. Baker, of Trans World Agency in Hong
Kong, requested that the bank open an account for him.

£ referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 123” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On June 12, 1957, A. Husain of the Trans World
Agency requested that another account be opened in his, Husain's
name. Signators were Husain and a Mr. Ameen.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 124, 125,
and 126” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee.)
REQUEST FOR A NUMBERED ACCOUNT

Mr. BELLINo. In February 1963, the persons holding the Husain
Ameen account sought to close it. Apparently they inquired about es
tablishing a numbered account.
Paul D. Lucas, bank official, advised them that the bank did not

handle numbered accounts. May I present in this connection my Ex
hibit No. 54.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is admitted.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 127” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 127

MANUFACTURERS HANovER TRUST Co.,
New York, N.Y., February 14, 1969.
Mr. A. HUSAIN OR AMEEN,
P.O. Bo." No. 2728,
Hong Kong.
DEAR MR. AMEEN: Thank you very much for your letter of February 6, 1963
in which you have inquired as to the method whereby you may close your
account with us.

All that you need do is to indicate to us the disposition of whatever balance
should be in your account as of the date we received your request. Naturally,
this remaining balance should be free and unencumbered, that is, no addi
tional checks or drafts should be drawn against it which might be received

here after the closing of your account. With your instructions in hand, we
Will then be able to pay out the funds to whatever party you wish.
We should like to mention in connection with your inquiry on numbered
accounts that it is not our practice, nor that of any of the commercial banks
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in this country, to make use of numbered accounts for depositors. Each account
at our bank is carried in the name of the person, partnership, or company in
which it has been established. When we receive funds for credit to an account,

all we have to know is the correct account party and his address to insure
that the proper credits will be made.

Although we regret the circumstances which have caused you to close your
account with us, permit us to thank you very much for having allowed us
to serve your interests in the past. Moreover, we look forward to the Opening
of an account in the name of one of your colleagues, which you have indicated
in your letter.

Very truly yours,
PAUL D. LUCAS,
Assistant Secretary.

Senator RIBICOFF You may proceed.

-

-

Mr. BELLINo. He wrote: “Each account at our bank is carried in the
name of the person, partnership, or company in which it has been estab
lished.” On February 28, 1963, Ameen asked the bank whether a
code name like “

Luck” could be used.

-

On March 13, 1963, Mr. Lucas wrote to “Husain or Ameen” that
he assumed they wished their account to be handled confidentially,
“. . . so as not to indicate your name with regard to your account.”

Mr. Lucas also wrote: .
“... If you wish a special designation for your account only insofar
as payments to it are concerned, we would be able to arrange for the
•

•

-

creation of a private code word to designate your account at the
bank . . .”

I offer this as an exhibit. Also the letter from Mr. Ameen to the
bank.

Senator RIBICOFF. It is admitted.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 128 and

129” for reference and follow:)
ExHIBIT NO. 128
A. HUSAIN,

IMPORTERS, ExPoRTERS, AND CoMMIssIon AGENTs,
Hong Kong, February 28, 1963.
Re using of the code names for the purpose of depositing and correspondence.
MESSRS. MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST Co.,

44 Wall Street,
New York 15, N.Y.
DEAR SIRS: We thank you Very much for your letter of the 14th instant and
came to know that you are not Operating any number account.
Please inform us whether the use of any code name is permitted for the pur
pose of depositing or correspondence in connection with an account standing in
the personal names. We wish to make it clear through an example.
Taking Our Own account, please let us suppose that you permit us to use the
code word 'GOODLUCK for the purpose of depositing and correspondence. Under
this arrangement all the cheques and documents pertaining to our account will
be signed in the usual way as this letter itself. But when you write letters or
send credit or debit slips they should be addressed to 'GOODLUCK' instead of
to our personal names. In the same way whenever you receive amounts for
credit addressed to ‘GOODLUCK' they should be placed to the credit of our
account. The only difference is with respect to the name for deposit and cor

respondence. We will sign all the documents including the cheques and the let
ters in our personal names in the usual way. We hope you can understand what
We mean.

We request you to let us know whether you will permit the operation of our
account under such an arrangement.
Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,
AMEEN.
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ExHIRIT No. 129
**

Mr. A. HUSAIN

-

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST Co.,
New York, N.Y., March 13, 1963.

# AMEEN,

Post Bow No. 2728,
Hong Kong.

DEAR MR. AMEEN : Thank you for your letter of February 28, 1963, in reply to
Ours of February 14.

We would infer from your letter that you are trying to effect an arrangement
whereby the maintenance of your account here will be handled in a confidential
manner, so as not to indicate your name with regard to your account. In certain
Special instances, we have agreed to maintain an account on our books in a name
other than the true name of the depositor. For example, if you should wish to
maintain your account under a style as “John Smith, Post Office Box No. 2728,

Hong Kong”, we would be able to do this providing we received from you (and
also from Mr. Husain if this special name refers to a joint account) an affidavit,
gluly executed, witnessed, and notarized which will state that Husain or Ameen
are doing business under the trade style of John Smith and that you are known
as John Smith, and that our bank is authorized to pass transactions through the
account of John Smith without any liability whatsoever with respect of the true
identity of this account.

As an alternative to the above, and if you wish a special designation for your

account only insofar as payments to it are concerned, we would be able to arrange
for the creation of a private code word to designate your account at our bank.

This private code word, however, is used only insofar as payments coming in to
our bank for credit this account. It is not used insofar as correspondence or
account title is concerned.
For example, let us assume we established the word GOOD LUCK, as you
indicated in your letter, which we would record as meaning the account of A.
Husain or Ameen, Hong Kong. You would be able to furnish this code word to
other parties who have occasion to send remittances to your account. If, there
fore, we should receive a remittance or transfer which instructs us to pay GOOD
LUCK a certain sum, we would then automatically credit your account here. The

principal purpose of such an arrangement is to enable the person making the
remittance to your account keep your name confidential and unknown when
instructing his bank to make the payment to you.
Wherever applicable, we do prefer to maintain the account title in the true
names of our customers. However, and as implied above, if a special request is
made, we might then be able to cooperate.
We trust this information will be of assistance to you and should you wish to
proceed further in respect of the above, please communicate with us at your
earliest convenience.
Very truly yours,
PAUL D. LUCAS,

Assistant Secretary.

Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Ameen asked the bank on April 20, 1963, to regis
ter the code name “Good Luck.” On April 25, 1963, the bank told
Ameen that the code name “Good Luck” was already in use.
Senator RIBICOFF. They may be admitted in evidence.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 130 and
131” for reference and follow :)
ExHIBIT No. 130

A. HUSAIN OR AMEEN,

IMPORTERs, ExPORTERs, & CoMMISSION AGENTs,
Hong Kong, April 20, 1963.
MANUFACTURERs HANovER TRUST Co.,
# Wall Street,
New York 15, N.Y.
DEAR SIRs: We thank you very much for your letter of the 13th Ultimo and

for your elucidation with respect operation of coded accounts.
Conforming to your regulations for coded account, now we request you to
register the code "GOODLUCK” for us so far the deposits into our account are
25–339–70–pt. 3-7
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concerned. All the remittances addressed to “GOODLUCK” and coming to you
for disposal should be credited to our account. Other things with respect to the
operation of our account remain the same.
Please kindly confirm the above arrangement to us in writing immediately.
After your confirmation, we will advise Our friends in this connection.
Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,
-

-

AMEEN.

-

ExHIBIT No. 131

MANUFACTURERs HANOVER TRUST Co.,
New York, N.Y., April 25, 1963.

-

Mr. A. HUSAIN OR AMEEN,
P.O. Boa, 27.28,

Hong Kong.
DEAR MR. AMEEN: Thank you very much for your letter of April 20, 1963.
Regarding your request that we register the code word “Good Luck” for use
in designating your name as far as deposits to your account are concerned, we
wish to inform you that this code word has already been registered by other
parties both in the United States and in the City. We are, however, able to
register for your use the double code word “Good Luck Hong Kong” which, if
agreeable to you, would you kindly confirm this to us so that we may mark our
-

records accordingly.

Once again, we wish to reiterate our understanding that this code word, if and
when registered, will refer only to deposits coming in for credit to your account,
but not as a registered cable address for your company in Hong Kong.
Looking forward to your early reply,
- -

Very truly yours,
-

PAUL D. LUCAS,
Assistant Secretary.

-

Mr. BELLINo. The next exhibit which I would like to offer suggested
seven other code names on May 3, 1963: Freeman, Goodman, Water

man, William, Wilson, Victor, Vincent. Mr. Lucas replied on May 7,
1963, that the seven code names were already in use. He suggested the
code word “Prysumeen.”
Senator RIBICOFF. Admit them as evidence.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 132 and
133” for reference and follow:)
EXHIBIT No. 132

A. HUSAIN,

IMPORTERs, ExPoRTERs & CoMMIssion AGENTs,
Hong Kong, May 3, 1963.
MESSRs. MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST Co.,
-

-

-

44, Wall Street,

New York 15, N.Y.
DEAR SIRs: With reference to your letter of the 25th Ultimo for which I

tender my sincere thanks, I understand that the code word "GOOD LUCK" is
not available with you. I have given below seven code words in order of my
preference and request you to register the one which is unbooked with you
a 1d to confirm the same to me in Writing.
FREEMAN.
GOODMAN.
WATERMAN.
WILLIAM.

|

WILSON.

VICTOR.
. VINCENT.

*

, Thanking you,

*

-

Yours faithfully,
*

:

*

**

*

-

* *

*

.
*

*

*

-

-

-

-

-

* *

-

-

. . . ;* * ,

-

. . .

AMEEN.
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EXHIBIT No. 133
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST CO.,
New York, N.Y., May 7, 1963.

Mr. A. HUSAIN OR AMEEN,
P.O. Bor No. 2728,
Hong Kong.
DEAR MR. AMEEN: We have received your letter of May 3, 1963 and notice
that you have given us seven codewords which you suggest we consider for
-

-

your use.

Unfortunately, the names you have suggested already appear on Our books
as the designation for a number of Other accounts and as you will appreciate
they would constitute considerable difficulty in registering for your use.
We have, therefore, established the private codeword “PRYSUMEEN” which
will identify your account only and which will instantly alert our operational
people here that a special arrangement is involved. You may advise your clients
that, when remitting funds to our bank for the credit of your account, they use
this codeword “PRYSUMEEN” which We Will understand to mean that the

relative funds are to be credited to your account with us. You will see that the
use of this private codeword will mean a more secure and expeditious handling
of transfers to your account here.
If you are agreeable to using this private codeword “PRYSUMEEN”, will
you kindly acknowledge this to me so that our Cable Department may expect
to receive such messages in the future.

-

Looking forward to your early reply, we remain
Very truly yours,

PAUL D. LUCAs,

-

Assistant Secretary.

Senator RIBIcoFF. While they didn't take numbered accounts, they
had similar code name accounts.

.*

-

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
. . .
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have any idea why the name “Prysu
*

meen” was used?

-

*

*

-

** *

*

Mr. BELLINQ. One of the bank employees decided it was necessary
to construct the name because all of the names that they had re
quested were being used, and so they said, “Well, we have a prior
account, they had an account with Ameen and Husain. So they take

the “p-r-y” from prior, and they put the last part of the name of
Ameen, and
they “Prysumeen.”
put a syllable “su,” and that is how the bank con
structed
the word
•

*

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you saying they had a prior account in the

£?

name of Ameen, and they made

Mr. BELLINo. And they put the connecting syllable of “su” in it
so that it would sound better.
The next exhibit is a letter from Mr. Ameen to the Manufacturers

Hanover dated June 19, 1963, which I would like to offer.
- Senator RIBICOFF. It is admitted.

-

*

**

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 134” for

reference and follows:)

.

...

-

-

*

-

-

-

ExHIBIT No. 134
*
*
•

A. HUSAIN oR AMEEN,

*

IMPORTERs, ExpoRTERs & CoMMIssion AGENTs,
Hong Kong, June 19, 1963.
MANUFACTURERs HANoveR TRUST Co.,
4 Wall Street,
-

**

*

New York, N.Y.
DEAR SIRs: We thank you for your letter of the 7th ultimo and your sug
gestion of “Prysumeen” for us for the purpose of deposits.
We agree to the above code word and request you to book the same for us.
We are circulating the above code word among our friends and it will take
some time for us to make it known among all our friends. Meanwhile the
credits for our account may be addressed both in the old way and to “Prysu
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meen”. Please put both such credits to our account. At the same time we
assure you that addressing the credits in the old way will fully stop after
Some time.

Thank you,

Yours faithfully,
AMEEN.

Mr. BELLINo. Ameen agreed to the Prysumeen designation on June
19, 1963, writing:
We are circulating the above code word among our friends and it will take
some time for us to make it known among all our friends. Meanwhile, the
credits for our account may
“Prysumeen”.

be addressed both

in the old way and

to

. At the same time we assure you that addressing the credits in the old
way will fully stop after some time.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is there any significance to you, in indicating what

£

kind of an account it was? Did it have any
to you, that
message which was given about it being made known to our friends?
Did it have any significance to you, as to the nature of the account?

Mr. BELLINo. To me, especially where they don't mention names,
it would have to be that this is a very secret operation, and they want
the name now spread about so that they could tell them what to do and
where to send the money.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Does that indicate to you that it was a type of

operation where people had to be sending in checks with their name
and then automatically getting credit?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So that it would be a black market operation?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did it have any significance to them, do you
know? Did you have any discussions with the bank?
Mr. BELLINo. We have discussed that, but they would not at this

point
admit that that is what it was, or that they knew that is what
1t Was.
Husain wrote the bank on September 13, 1963:
Any number that accompanies the word “Prysumeen” is for our reference
and thereby we will be able to identify the depositor.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 135” for
reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT NO. 135

HoNG KONG, September 13, 1963.
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST CO.,
International Division, 44 Wall Street, New York 15, N.Y.

DEAR SIRs: We have gratefully received your letter of the 9th instant enclosing
cheque for $2,000.
We understand your position with regard to order cheques with subsequent
endorsements and the error committed by Our party, and are glad to note that
you won't encounter any hurdle concerning the collection of bearer cheques.
Any number that accompanies the word ‘PRYSUMEEN' is for our reference
and thereby we will be able to identify the depositor. The number 1803 referred
to in your above letter, has been wrongly described as the account number while
in fact it is the order number and we quite regret that it has misled you. We
wish to state that any number that accompanies the word ‘PRYSUMEEN" has
nothing to do so far as you are concerned (as regards the account with your
goodselves) and you can safely ignore the same. But while advising us of such
credits, please be kind enough to inform us such numbers as we will know the
depositor immediately thereby. Please kindly excuse us for the trouble we are
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giving you in this respect. We have warned our friends over describing the
numbers for the deposits so that you may not be confused by them.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
AMEEN.

Mr. BELLINo. I point that out because some of the transfers would
have a reference and an order number, and the bank would begin to
get confused with the reference number and they explained that that
had to do with information that they needed.
THE BANE SUGGESTS A NEW ACCOUNT

I might say at this point they still have the same Husain-Ameen
account, but they are using “Prysumeen” with it.
But in December of 1964, Ameen told the bank that he and Husain
wished to use the name Prysumeen on their checks.
-

I offer this in evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Admit it as evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 136” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 136

HoNG KONG, December 12, 1964.
Re our account in the name of “A. Husain or Ameen”.

MANUFACTURERs HANovER TRUST Co.,
International Division,
44 Wall Street, New York, N.Y.
DEAR SIRS : We wish to draw your kind attention to our above mentioned
account in the name of “A. Husain or Ameen” and bring to your kind perusual
that all transactions, in which we are dealing, depositing as well as drawing,
are done in the above name with exception in the deposits in which case our
clients use our code name “Prysumeen”.

Now, in order that we may have more convenience in our future transactions,
particularly in issuing cheque, we intend to take off the names A. Husain or
Ameen printed in the cheque leaves and instead print our code name Prysumeen
in each and every cheque leaf. If it is not practicable to insert Prysumeen,
instead of our names, we would much appreciate if you provide us with blank
cheques without any name. At present we are holding in our hands three
unused cheque books which we would immediately return to you, if our sugges
tion is brought into effect. Please let us have your point of view regarding this.
Thanking you, and awaiting your early reply in this connection,
Yours faithfully,
i

AMEEN.

Senator RIBICOFF. In order to save time, if there is no objection
from Senator Gurney, all of your exhibits will go in, and we will mark

them as they go in, so that you can continue, because as you are read:
ing your statement on the left margin you do refer to the individual

£ I think it would save a lot of time if we admitted all of the
exhibits together.
You may proceed, and the clerk will be handing up to Senator

Gurney and myself the exhibits as we go along.
Mr. BELLINo. In December of 1964, Ameen told the bank that he

and Husain wished to use the name Prysumeen on their checks. The
bank replied that “Prysumeen” could not be printed on the checks
above the line used for signatures, since this space is used to show
account titles. The bank suggested instead that a new account be
opened in the name “Prysumeen.”

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 137” for refer
ence and follows:)
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EXHIBIT No. 137
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST CO.,

New York, N.Y., December 28, 1964.
Mr. A. HUSAIN OR AMEEN,
P.O. Boa 2728,

JHong Kong.
GENTLEMEN: We are pleased to reply to your letter of December 13, 1964, in
which you requested information in regard to changing the name printed on
-

your checks.

If you wish to have the name “PRYSUMEEN” printed in the upper left hand
corner of your checks, which you would then continue to sign in the normal
way, without the name “A. Husain or Ameen” being printed on the checks, there
would be no objection to this procedure. However, we would not agree to having
the name “PRYSUMEEN” printed above the line reserved for signatures, since
this space is used to show the title of an account. In order to do this you would
have to open a new account under the name of “PRYSUMEEN” and make
arrangements as to who would have authority to sign for that account.

We would welcome your comments on these two alternatives and, if it is the
former in which you are interested, we will be most happy to have new checks
printed for you. We anticipate your return letter on this matter,
Very truly yours,
LEod M. Goss,
Vice President.

Mr. BELLINo.
Ameen wrote on January 22, 1965, that a new account
**
Prysumeen” should be opened.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 138” for
reference and follows:)
G4

-

ExHIBIT No. 138

JANUARY 22, 1965.
Re our account in the name of A. Husain or Ameen.
MANUFACTURERs HANovER TRUST Co.,
International Division,

44 Wall Street, New York, N.Y.
DEAR SIRS : We are very much pleased to have received your letter of Decem
ber 28, 1964 and are sorry for our belated reply.
We have noted your comments as regards to our account. We understand
that you would not agree to having the name ‘PRYSUMEEN' printed above the
line reserved for signature. So, we have now decided to open a new account
Aunder the name of ‘PRYSUMEEN’ and authorise some one to sign for that
account. We will be operating the present account until our future account will

become familiar to all of our customers. We will close our present account
after sometime. Please let us know the procedures to Open a new account.
We are receiving your cables regularly advising us the credit of Dollars Five
thousand and above, which we appreciate. But we wonder as to why you
remained quiet without sending any cable advice for the deposit of dollars Fifty
Thousand into our account on January 6, 1965 which you received from a local
bank. Moreover another credit of Dollars Fifty-five Thousand into our account

on January 18, 1965 was also not advised by cable by you. Your credit slips
were received by us after four days from the date of deposits concerned. The
consequence of this delay has caused inconvenience to us some extent in fulfilling
our commitment to our friends. Please look into this matter and do the needful

to avoid any recurrence in future such as this.
Thanking you, and waiting to hear from you soon,
Yours faithfully,
AMEEN.
DATA ON THE PRYSUMEEN ACCOUNT

Mr. BELLINo. On February 15, 1965, Ameen wrote that the “Pry
sumeen” account should be opened with a deposit of $5,000 and that
authorized signatures would be Yau Chi Wai and M. Ohadu.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 139” for
reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 139

HONG KONG, February 15, 1965.
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST CO.,
International Division,

44 Wall Street, New York, N.Y.
GENTLEMEN: We are in receipt of your kind favour dated 3rd February, the
-

contents of which are noted with thanks. In accordance with your rules and

regulations, Mr. Yau Chi Wai and Mr. M. Ohadhu who will have the signing
authority of our new account PRYSUMEEN have duly signed the cards and
agreement form and have handed over them to M/S Dao Heng Bank Ltd., Hong
Kong for their authentication. M/s Dao Heng Bank Ltd., will authenticate
specimen signature cards and agreement form of Mr. Yau Chi wai and Mr.
Moulathambi Ohadhu and would despatch the cards and agreement form with a
cheque for U.S. $5000/(dollars five thousand only) to be credited to the account
PRYSUMEEN. The amount U.S. $5000/ is the initial deposit for the new

account. So, please send the cheque books with the title “PRYSUMEEN” printed
in the upper corner of the left side of the cheque leaves, at your earliest
convenience.

We will be operating our present account in the name of A. Husin or Ameen
until the new account PRYSUMEEN is familiar with all our depositors. After
that the present account will be closed and cheque books will be surrendered for
cancellation. If any amount is received for the credit of A. Husin or Ameen
after its closure, it may be deposited in the new account PRYSUMEEN to be
operated by M. Ohadhu or Yau Chi Wai.
Either Mr. Yau Chi Wai or Mr. Moulathambi Ohadhu will sign all documents
and cheques pertaining to our new account in the name of PRYSUMEEN.
While advising either by cable or by Air Mail letter, please have correspond
ence With the undermentioned addresses:
M. Ohadhu or Yau Chi Wai,
P. O. Box 13553,

Hong Kong.
For Cable: “INNOCENCE”, Hong Kong.
Thanking you
Yours Sincerely,
AMEEN.

As we previously mentioned please credit to our new account “PRYSUMEEN”
all the amounts you receive hereafter for A. Husain or Ameen and all cable
advices to be addressed to “INNOCENCE” Hong Kong.
Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,
-

-

•

AMEEN.

Mr. BELLINo. Certain of those instructions follow:
We will be operating our present account in the name of A. Husin or Ameen,
until the new account Prysumeen is familiar with all the depositors . . . If any
account is received for the credit of A. Husin or Ameen after its closure, it may
be deposited in the new account Prysumeen to be operated by M. Ohadu or Yau
Chi Wai . . . While advising either by cable or air mail letter please have
correspondence with the undermentioned addresses:
M. Ohadhu Or Yau Chi Wai,
P.O. Box 13553,

Hong Kong.
For cable-Innocence, Hong Kong.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did that strike you as ironical?
Mr. BELLINo. It sure does.

On February 16, 1965, William W. L. Tung of Dao Heng Bank Ltd.,

Hong Kong, sent Manufacturers Hanover a copartnership bank ac:
count and security agreement for Yau Chi Wai and Moulathambi
Ohadhu, with a Dao Heng Bank check for $5,000.
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The agreement shows that Yau Chi Wai and M. Ohadhu were mem

bers of a firm called “Prysumeen” doing business at 3 Yun Ping Road;
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.

*

-

The account's signature card shows that both signatories lived at
3 Yun Ping Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, with the same tele
phone, 776517. Yau Chi Wai's business is shown to be “Gem Merchant.”
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 140, 141;
and 142” for reference and follow:)
-

ExHIBIT No. 140

- -

-

|

DAO HENG BANK, LTD.,
Hong Kong, February 16, 1965.
Re new bank account

MANUFACTURERs HANOVER TRUST Co.,
International Division,

44 Wall Street, New York, N.Y.

DEAR SIRs: We enclose herewith the Co-Partnership Bank Account and
Security Agreement duly completed by Messrs. Yau Chi Wai and Moulathambi

Ohadhu, together with specimen signature cards duly signed and our cheque No.
65/1530 dated February 13th, 1965 for U.S.$5,000.00 representing the initial deposit
in this new account.

* *

-- *

*

*

-

We would also take this opportunity of advising you that we verify the sig
natures as those of the depositors.
Kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter and enclosures at your early
*

convenience.

Yours faithfully,

-

WILLIAM W. L. TUNG,
Submanager.
Enclosures.

ExHIBIT No. 141

Co-PARTNERSHIP BANK Account AND SECURITY AGREEMENT
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, Date 12th Feb. 1965. ,
Gentlemen: The undersigned, co-partners, doing business under the name and
style of Prysumeen, at 3 Yun Ping Road, Causeway Bay, Hk. in consideration

of the opening and maintenance of a bank account of this partnership by Manu
facturers Hanover Trust Company, do hereby agree with said Trust Company
that,

1. Said Trust Company, at Post Box No. 13553 be and hereby is designated
as a depository of this partnership, and any partner, agent or employee of this
partnership hereby is authorized to deposit any of the funds of this partnership
in said Trust Company, either at the above designated branch office or at any

of its other branch offices. Said Trust Company may at any time refuse to
accept and/or may return by ordinary mail or otherwise the whole or any part
of a deposit.
2. [Cross out inappropriate instructions or state any different arrangements
desired. State the full names of the signatories who are not partners.]
-

(a)

-

(b) Any two partners.
(c )

-

is (are) hereby authorized:

(a) To sign, make, draw, accept or indorse on behalf, or in the name, of this
partnership, any and all checks, notes, drafts, bills of exchange, acceptances,
orders or other instruments for the payment of money or the withdrawal of
funds, including such as may bring about or increase an overdraft. Said Trust
Company is hereby authorized to pay, cash or otherwise honor and charge to
this partnership any such instrument and any instrument payable to or held
by this partnership when indorsed as aforesaid, and also to receive same for
credit to the account of, or in payment from, the payee, indorsee, or any other
holder thereof (including any partner, signatory or agent of this partnership),
without limitation of amount any without inquiry as to the circumstances of
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issue, negotiation or indorsement thereof, or as to the disposition of the proceeds
thereof, even if drawn, indorsed or payable to cash, bearer, or to the individual
order of any signing partner or signatory of this partnership, or other partner,
or agent, or tendered in payment of his individual obligation, and without regard
to any notation on any part thereof indicating the effect, purpose or condition
Of its issuance, delivery, receipt or acceptance and without regard to any altera
tion, defacement or erasure of such notation, and said Trust Company is ex
pressly relieved of any duty on its part to pass upon the regularity of such
notation, or to make any inquiry with respect thereof or in respect of any
alteration, defacement or erasure thereof. Said Trust Company may conclu
sively assume that the date of any such instrument, acceptance or indorse
ment is the true date of making, drawing, acceptance or indorsement as the
case may be, completed in each instance by delivery on that date. Any check

drawn by this partnership to the order of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Com
pany may be treated by the Trust Company, in the absence of written instruc
tions, as payable to bearer or cash and may be received from the holder thereof
and charged to this partnership without limitation of amount and without any
inquiry as to the circumstances of issue or disposition of the proceeds thereof.
(b) To borrow money and to obtain credit for this partnership from said
Trust Company on such terms as may seem to (him) (them) advisable, and to
make and deliver notes, acceptances, and any other obligations of this part
nership therefor, instruments of guarantee and of indemnity, agreements and
contracts, all in form satisfactory to said Trust Company, and, as security
therefor, to grant a security interest in and to assign, transfer, hypothecate,
mortgage, pledge, trustee, withdraw exchange and substitute any stocks, bonds,
securities, mortgages, bills and accounts, bills of lading, warehouse receipts,
goods, insurance policies, certificates, or any other property of every nature
and description held by, or belonging to, this partnership, with full authority

to indorse or guarantee the same in the name of this partnership; to execute
and deliver to said Trust Company security agreements and all instruments of
assignment, transfer, hypothecation, mortgage, pledge, trust and powers of
attorney; to discount any bills receivable or any other paper, whether or not
negotiable, held by this partnership; to subordinate and assign any obligations
and debts owed to this partnership by another or others, and in connection
therewith, to execute and deliver instruments of subordination and assignment
in form satisfactory of said Trust Company; to authorize and request said
Trust Company to purchase, sell or exchange for the account of this partnership
stocks, bonds or other securities and foreign exchange; to execute and deliver
all instruments, agreements and contracts required by said Trust Company in
Connection with any matters contained in this agreement.
3. Any and all instruments deposited by or on behalf of this partnership with
said Trust Company for discount, credit, collection, or otherwise, whether pay
able to or to the order of this partnership or any individual partner or signatory
of this partnership, may be indorsed (by handwriting, stamp impression or by
any other means) by any partner or signatory of this partnership, acting alone,
or by any other person authorized or purporting to be authorized so to do, with
or without specifying the person who made, affixed or imprinted such indorse
ment or his authority so to do."
4. The undersigned hereby waives protest of any negotiable instruments de
posited with or held by the Trust Company to which the undersigned is a party,
and the undersigned hereby consents to any and every renewal or extension of
time or other modification which may be granted or made with respect to such
negotiable instruments, and any such renewal or extension of time or other modi
fication shall be deemed to have been granted or made with full and express
reservation by the Trust Company of all of its rights of recourse against the under
signed in respect of such negotiable instruments.

5. This partnership agrees that any oral or written stop payment order must
specify the precise account number, and payee, date, amount and number of the
item and be given by one authorized in Paragraph “2(a)” hereof. This partner

ship agrees to indemnify and hold the Trust Company harmless from and against
any and all claims and suits, whether groundless or otherwise, and from and
against any and all liabilities, losses, damages, expenses and costs (including
counsel fees) resulting from the Trust Company's non-payment of such item. This

p further agrees that the Trust Company will in no way be respon
sible or liable'(a) 'for certification or payment through error or inadvertence of
-

-
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post dated items or of items which this partnership has requested

Said Trust

Company not to pay or for delay in executing such request, provided the Trust
Company shall have used ordinary care as employed in the usage of trade in the
banking industry, (b) if by reason of such certification or payment other items
drawn, accepted or made by this corporation are dishonored by said Trust Com
pany and returned unpaid, or (c) for any reason which, but for a stop payment
order, would be applicable. Said Trust Company shall not be liable for loss in
transit or otherwise of cancelled vouchers and/or statements, or loss resulting

from failure to present or by reason of late presentation of any item.
6. Each of the members of this partnership shall be severally and personally

liable for any and all liabilities and obligations of this partnership to the Trust
Company and claims of every nature and description of the Trust Company
against this partnership, whether now existing or hereafter incurred, originally
contracted with the Trust Company and/or with another or others and now or
hereafter owing to or acquired in any manner by the Trust Company, whether
contracted by this partnership alone or jointly and/or severally with another or
others, absolute or contingent, secured or unsecured, matured or unmatured (all
of which are hereafter collectively called “Obligations”). This partnership and
each of the members of this partnership do hereby give to the Trust Company a
continuing lien for the amount of all such Obligations upon any and all moneys,
securities and any and all other property of this partnership and each of said
members and the proceeds thereof, now or hereafter actually or constructively
held or received by or in transit in any manner to or from the Trust Company, its
correspondents or agents from or for this partnership and each of said members,
whether for safekeeping, custody, pledge, transmission, collection or otherwise
coming into the possession of the Trust Company in any way or placed in any safe
deposit box leased by the Trust Company to this partnership or any member
thereof. The Trust Company is also hereby given a continuing lien and/or right of
set-off for the amount of said Obligations upon any and all deposits (general or

special) and credits of this partnership and each of the members of this partner
ship with, and any and all claims of this partnership and each of said members
against, the Trust Company at any time existing and the Trust Company, is hereby
authorized at any time or times, without notice, to apply such deposits or credits,
or any part thereof, to such Obligations and in such order and amounts as the
Trust Company may select, although said Obligations may be contingent or un
matured, and whether any collateral security therefor is deemed adequate or not.
7. Unless this partnership shall notify the Trust Company in writing within
fourteen calendar days of the delivery or mailing of any statement of account and
cancelled vouchers, of any claimed errors in such statement, or that this part
nership's signature upon any such returned voucher was forged, or that any such
voucher was made or drawn without the authority of the partnership or not
in accordance with the signature arrangement set forth in paragraph “2(a)”
hereof, or that it was raised or otherwise altered, or unless this partnership shall.
notify said Trust Company in writing within six months after the delivery or
mailing of any such voucher than any indorsement was forged, improper, made
without the authority of the indorser or missing, said statement of account shall
be considered correct for all purposes and said Trust Company shall not be liable
for any payments made and charged to the account of this partnership or for
any other errors in the statement of account as rendered to it. No legal proceed
ing or action shall be brought by this partnership against the Trust Company to
recover any payment of any instrument upon which any signature or indorsement
has been forged or was improper, or which was drawn, made, accepted or indorsed
without the authority of this partnership or the indorser or not in accordance with
the signature arrangements stated in paragraph “2(a)” hereof, or which was
raised or altered, or from which any indorsement was missing unless (a) this
partnership shall have given the written notice as provided hereinabove, and (b)
Such legal proceeding or action shall be commenced within one year after the date
when such statement and cancelled vouchers were delivered or mailed to this

partnership in the case of an unauthorized signature or any alteration on the
face or back of the item or one and one-half years in the case of an unauthorized
indorsement.

.8. The undersigned also agrees to be bound by all the rules, regulations, con
ditions, limitations and agreements contained in any signature card, deposit
ticket, check book, pass book, statement of account, receipt, instrument or other
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agreement received by this partnership from the Trust Company or delivered to
the Trust Company by this partnership, with the same effect as if each and
every term thereof were set forth in full herein and made a parthereof.
9. The authorities herein contained shall not be affected by dissolution of

termination of the partnership, changes in the membership of the partnership
or in the signatories, modification of the powers of any partner or signatory, or
any other act or event, but shall be and continue in full force and effect unless
and until revoked or modified by written notice actually received by the Trust
Company at its office wherein the partnership account is then maintained, signed
in behalf of the partnership by the partner or partners then entitled to exercise
the authorities contained in paragraph “2(a)” hereof; provided, however, that
such notice shall not be effective with respect to any exercise of the said authori

ties prior to the receipt thereof nor with respect to any checks or other instru
ments for the payment of money or the withdrawal of funds dated on or prior
to the date of such notice but presented to the Trust Company after the receipt.
of such notice unless otherwise expressly provided for.
10. In the event of any litigation in which the Trust Company and the under
signed or any of them shall be adverse parties, the right to a trial by jury and
to interpose any defense based upon any Statute of Limitations or any claim of
laches, and any set-off or counterclaim of any nature or description is hereby
waived by the undersigned. The undersigned agrees that if an attorney is used,
from time to time, to enforce any of the rights herein granted to the Trust
Company or to obtain payment of said Obligations at maturity- (expressed or
declared) whether by suit or by any other means whatsoever an attorney's fee of
15% of the principal and interest then due on account of said Obligations shall
be added thereto. The Trust Company shall not, by any act, delay, omission or
otherwise, be deemed to have waived any of its rights or remedies hereunder
unless such waiver be in writing, signed by the Trust Company, and then only
to the extent therein set forth; failure of the Trust Company to insist on com
pliance with, or to exercise any right and/or remedy granted to it by this agree
ment or any of its rules, regulations, conditions, remedies and agreements con
tained in any signature card, deposit ticket, check book, pass book, statement of
account, receipt, notice, instrument or other agreement shall not be deemed a
waiver thereof Or a bar thereto on any other occasion nor shall same establish a
course of conduct.

11. Any notice to the Trust Company shall be deemed effective only if sent
to and received at the branch, division or department of the Trust Company con
ducting the transaction or transactions hereunder. Any notice to this partnership
shall be deemed sufficient if sent to the partnership to its last known address
appearing on the records of the Trust Company. Each of the members of this
partnership hereby designates the partnership as agent to receive notice here
under On his behalf.

12. The word “undersigned”, as used in this agreement, shall include not only
this partnership but also the members thereof individually.
-13. The undersigned hereby represent and warrant that none of the authorities
herein contained is contrary to or inconsistent with any other agreements among
the undersigned, or between the undersigned and other parties.
14. The following are the authentic signatures of the above named signatories
of this partnership who are NOT partners thereof:
-

-

*

15. Any provision hereof which may prove unenforceable under any law shall
not affect the validity of any other provision hereof.
16. This agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of the State of New York.

17. The signatures below are the authentic signatures of all the partners.
Very truly yours,
For PRYSUMEEN,
By Mr. YAU CHI WAI
Mr. MoULATHAMBT OHADHU
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ExHIBIT No. 142
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In consideration of the opening and maintenance of this account by MANUFACTURERs.
HANovER TRUST comíPANY, hereinafter called “Company”, the undersigned, hercinafter

called “Depositor", agree(s) to the Depositor's Contract which ap
side hereof.
SIGNATURE ARRANGEMENT
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A. Mr. YAU CHI WAY
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\
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Mr. MoULATHAMBI OHADHU

#s, 3, Yun Ping Road,
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*
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*
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Causeway Bay. Hk. #"o's
n

*

TELEPHONE
No.

.

776517
ū
-
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ofPositor's CoNTRACY
Depositor agrees to be bound by the following, and the ruics, regulations, conditions and limitations appearing on any deposit
ticket, receipt, statement of account, or notice, and further agrees that the use of a deposit ticket by or for Depositor or the mailing
or the delivery of a nonthly statement, receipt, or notice, shall constitute due and sufficient notice to Depositor of all the rules.
resul-tions, conditions and limitations appearing thercon, that all items and relative documents are received only for transmission at
Depositor's risk, and may be presented for payment in cash, by credit (conditional or irrevocable). drafts or otherwise. that items
intiuding those drawn on this or any other office of thi, Company, will be credited provisionally, subject to receipt of payment is
cash of available solvent credit at this office of the Company. Depositor agrees that any oral or written stop payment order must
city the precise, account number and payce, date, Agwunt
number of the item and be given by one duly authorized, Depositor
fruin and aca nat any and all rlaims and suits, whvther uroundless or otherwise,
ces to indemnify and hold the Gus
harnal
from and against any and all liab
amages. expense" and costs (including counsel fees) resulting from the Company's
non-payment of such itera. Depositor further agrees that the Company will in no way be responsible or liable (a) for certification
or rayment through error or inadverience of post dated items or of items which Depositor has requestcd said Company not to pay
or for delay in executing such request, provided the Company shall have used ordinary care as employed in the usage of trade in
the banking industry, (b) if by reason of such certification or payment other items drawn, scepted or made by Depositor are dis
honored by said. Company and teturned unpaid, or (c) for dishonoring and returning items unpaid for any reason which, but
for a stop payment order, would be applicable, Said Company sh-ll not be liable for loss in transit or otherwise of cancelled
vouchers and/or statements, or loss resulting from failure to pre-cut or by reason of late presentation of any item or failure to
credit or delay in crediting items deposited at an office other then this office, or the nonpayment and return of an item drawn.
arcopted or made by Depositor by reason of such failure to credit or delay in crediting an item. Depositor waives the protest of any
instrument to which Depositat is a party, acquired or held by the Company or received by it for deposit. collection of otherwise.
in any litigation in wherh Depositor (or any of thein) and the Company shall be adverse parties, this Company and Depositor
-

•

**

waive trial by jury and, additionally. Dentator waive, the right to interpose any defense based Ypon any Statute of Limitation:
ct -r class of Isches or any set-off or counterclaim of any nature or J.cription. The contract shall be coverned by ...J for "ed

in accordance with the laws of the State of New York. Any provision hercol which may prove unenforceable under any law shall
14t affect the validity of any other provision hereof.
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Mr. BELLINo. Manufacturers Hanover wrote to “A. Husain or

Ameen” on March 3, 1965, calling attention to U.S. Treasury Depart
ment regulations:
Specifically, we refer to our government's prohibitions against dealing with
the above designated countries or designated Nationals thereof. As you un

doubtedly know, designated Nationals are persons who have been in Mainland
China or North Korea since December 17, 1950 or persons who might be acting
for Or On behalf Of Such countries.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 143” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 143

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST CO.,
New York, N.Y., March 3, 1965.
A. HUSAIN OR AMEEN,
P.O. Box 27:28,
Hong Kong.

GENTLEMEN: In regard to your new account, entitled “PRYSUMEEN”, which
we recently opened for you, we have a request regarding the two signators, Mr.
Yau Chi Wai and Mr. MOulathambi Ohadhu.

We assume you are familiar with the regulations of the United States Treasury
Department concerning transactions with Communist China and North Korea.
Specifically, we refer to our government's prohibitions against dealings with the
above designated countries or designated Nationals thereof. As you undoubtedly
know, designated Nationals are persons who have been in Mainland China or
North Korea since December 17, 1950 or persons who might be acting for or on
behalf of such countries. As you can appreciate, our bank must take every pre
caution against participating in any way whatsoever in transactions which are
in contravention to our government's regulations.

Under the circumstances, we would appreciate your confirming to us that
Messrs. Yau Chi Wai and Moulathambi Ohadhu are familiar with our United

States Treasury Department's regulations, that they have not visited in Main
land China or North Korea since December 17, 1950, and that none of the
transactions which may pass through the account of PRYSUMEEN will be in
violation of these regulations.

Once again we wish to thank you for this new account relationship and we
assure you that it is always our desire to be of service to you.
Very truly yours,
LEOD M. GOSS,
Vice President.

Mr. BELLINo. The bank asked for assurance that the regulations
would not be violated.

w: Ohadhu answered on March 9, 1965, saying that he and Yau Chi
al

. . . are very much familiar with the regulations of the United States Treasury

Department and under no circumstances would we violate such rules and regu
lations. Mr. Yau Chi Wai is a British subject and Mr. Moulathambi Ohadhu is
an Indian, both of whom have neither been in China or North Korea since De

cember 17, 1950, and both of them never had and will never have any kind of
transactions whatsoever with the above designated countries.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 144” for ref

erence and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 144

HoNg Kong, March 9, 1965.
MANUFACTURERs HANovER TRUST Co.,
International Division,
New York.

DEAR SIRs: We thank you very much for your favour of 3rd instant the con
tents of which have had our careful attention.
We have noted your enquiries regarding the two signators for account “PRY

SUMEEN”, Mr. Yau Chi Wai and Mr. Moulathambi Ohadhu. You can be rest
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assured that we are very much familiar with the regulations of the United States
Treasury Department and under no circumstance we would violate such rules
and regulations. Mr. Yau Chi Wai is a British subject and Mr. Moulathambi
Ohadhu is an Indian, both Of Whom have neither been in China nor in North

Korea since December 17, 1950 and both of them never had and will never have
any kind of transaction whatsoever with the above designated countries.
By the way, we wish to draw your kind attention to the below mentioned
credits which caused grave concern on our part:

$115,000 on March 3, 1965; $50,000 on March 3, 1965; $25,000 on March 3, 1965;
$15,000 on March 4, 1965, and $40,000 on March 4, 1965.
We regret to state that we did not receive cable advices for the above credits
in spite of our repeated instructions and your assurance that you would exercise
your utmost care in advising credits.
Moreover, this matter caused misunderstanding and dispute with our local
bank and clients. We hope that you do understand our integrity in this line which
we do not want to lose at any cost. We are surprised to note your cable of March

4, mentioning non-receipt of $50,000 whereas the relative credit slip shows that the
amount has been credited to our account on March 3.

We utterly fail to understand how so much oversights and errors are made in
such big transactions and please understand that a Small error or oversight
makes grave consequence on Our part. We hope that such errors Will never happen
again and you would certainly find a remedy to avoid repetition.
It is quite obvious that these errors will certainly effect any kind of business and
in particular is a serious menace to our integrity in our line of business,
We were in expectation of enjoying considerable facilities from your bank,
such as over-draft, special favour in charges to boost our business. But instead
we are actually annoyed by your errors resulting in loss in some transactions.
We presume that if you are in our position, you would hardly continue to keep
the account with such bank which would discourage the flow of business. How
ever, in view of our long time relation, We Once more request you to bestow your
keen attention to give us efficient service, if not facilities, so as to save us from
grave consequences and loss.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
M. OHADHU.

Senator RIBICOFF. The only assurance that they have was an ex
change of correspondence, and no one knows whether they did or did
not have connection with North Korea or China?

Mr. BELLINo. That is correct.

..

.

Significantly, Yau Chi Wai denied in a 1969 interview with the

subcommittee's staff any knowledge of the Prysumeen account, while
M. Ohadhu, also interviewed in Hong Kong, stated that he was a clerk
at Baker & Co. It should be noted that statements made to the bank

in March of 1965 do not necessarily mean the principals of the Prysu
meen group did not violate U.S. Government regulations.
Senator GURNEY. Did you find anyone at 3 Yun Ping Road?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, we found a family and children, and we talked to
one of the children that directed where his father was at that moment,

but it is a sort of a duplex house and they all lived in that one house.
Senator GURNEY. Neither one of these men were there.

Mr. BELLINo. This Yau Chi Wai, we went there at lunch time and
we met him after lunch and that is how he knew we had been at his

home. But he was at the office of Precious Trading Company where
we interviewed him.

I offer in evidence a letter from Ameen which authorizes the closing

of the Husain or Ameen account and the crediting of the balance
therein to the new Prysumeen account.
r

** *
*

-

-

-

-

-
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 145” for
reference and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 145

-

HONG KONG, March 15, 1965.
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST Co.,
International Division,
New York, N.Y.

-

DEAR SIRS : Your letter of 9th instant is to hand and the contents were noted
With thanks.

-

We hereby authorize you to close our old account A. Husain or Ameen' and
credit all the balance of the funds to Our new account ‘Prysumeen” under credit
advice to us. As a result from next month you will have to send the statement

of account only for the new account. From now Onwards our old account should
be considered as closed. Please note that we have today destroyed all the cheque
books relating to our old account, as you have notified us in your letter to dis
card them. We will also continue with the present authenticating key as there
is no need to have new One.

As we have previously instructed, all your future communications should be
directed to us as follows:

For letters: Prysumeen, P.O. Box No. 13553, Hong Kong.
For cables: “Innocence, Hong Kong.
While we cable you we will no longer use ‘Bulbul as our signature and Our
new signature will be “Innocence' which please note. As usual, please do not fail
to send us cable advice for the credit of $5000/–and above, as we regretfully
have to point out that we did not receive such advice for some of the credits of
more than $5000/-.

Thanking you and awaiting your reply,
Yours faithfully,
AMEEN.

In reply to us, please confirm all our proposals regarding the closure of our old
account as well as putting into force all the procedure with our new account
‘Prysumeen” so that we can continue our usual business with the new account.

BACKGROUND of PERSONS IN THE PRYsUMEEN GROUP
Mr. BELLINo. The Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. wrote to Dao

£

Heng Bank in Hong Kong on September 15, 1966,
informa
tion about Prysumeen. William W. L. Tung replied, saying that ob
taining the information was difficult because “Prysumeen is a pseudo
nym for an account. The people behind the name run various different
accounts and several companies.”
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 146” for
* -

reference and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 146

DAO HENG BANK, LTD.,

Hong Kong, October 22, 1966.
Mr. F. F. CUNHA,
Assistant Vice President,

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.,
International Division, 44 Wall Street, New York, N.Y.
DEAR MR. CUNHA: Please accept my apologies for the delay in answering

your letter dated September 15, 1966 by which you requested information on the
financial responsibility, credit standing, reputation and manner of meeting pay
ments of Prysumeen. To obtain any such information is difficult, as Prysumeen
is a pseudonym for an account. The people behind the name run various different
accounts and several companies.
Prysumeen, as such, do not keep an account with us but we do handle a great
of their foreign exchange business, and this has always been entirely satis

£

actory.

-

We understand that the men behind the name Prysumeen are Messrs. B.S.A.
Rahman, Mahamood, Shuaim, Ameen and Abdulbader. They are all known to
us, as we handle an account of theirs under the name of Baker & Company. This
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is a very well kept account—again the only business we do is .heir foreign ex
change business—with balances reflecting six to seven figures. To the best of
our knowledge these men are people of integrity, good reputation and moral
standing. We understand that their interests in business are very diverse, in
cluding precious stones, shipping, motion pictures, etc., and they are now entering
the textile business.

Finally, we feel we should advise you that Mr. B. S. A. Rahman is a very
wealthy person and a very clever man—in fact we believe he is the brains of the
Organisation, and because of his reputation he is able to obtain the necessary
finances for most of the ventures entered into.

I very much regret that we are unable to be of more assistance to you with
regard to the requested information, but I sincerely hope that the foregoing
might be of some help.
With very best wishes and kindest regards.
Yours sincerely,
,
WILLIAM W. L. TUNG,
-

Sub-Manager, Dao Heng Bank Ltd.

Mr. BELLINo. The National Bank of Pakistan, Hong Kong branch,
wrote to Manufacturers Hanover Trust on August 20, 1965, asking for
a report on the means, standing, and respectability of the persons in
Prysumeen.

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 147” for refer
ence and follows:)
EXHIBIT No. 147

NATIONAL BANK of PAKISTAN,
August 29, 1965.
The MANAGER,
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.,

International Division, New York, N.Y.
DEAR SIR: We shall be obliged if you will favour us with a report on the
means, standing and respectability of:
Prysumeen, (Banking with you).
-

Any information you may be able to give us will be treated as strictly private
and confidential and without any responsibility on your part.
Yours faithfully,

-

M. CHAD, Manager,

Mr. BELLINo. On September 2, 1965, Hans G. DeHass of Manufac.
turers Hanover wrote to the National Bank of Pakistan that the

Prysumeen account had been “operating on a routine, nonborrowing
basis” since February of 1965.

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 148” for refer
ence and follows:)
-

ExHIBIT NO. 148

MANUFACTURERs HANovER TRUST Co.,
New York, N.Y., September 2, 1965.
The MANAGER,
National Bank of Pakistan,
Hong Kong.

*

DEAR SIR: This is in reply to your letter dated August 20th, in which you
inquire about M/s Prysumeen, New York.

We have had an account in the name Prysumeen, with the address, P.O. Box

13553, Hong Kong, since February 1965, the account operating on a routine, non
borrowing basis since that time.
Because of the nature of the relationship, we have not had occasion to check

closely into the subject's affairs. However, it is our understanding that they are
engaged in business as importers, exporters, and commission agents.
Very truly yours,

HANS G. DE HAAs,
Assistant Vice President,
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Mr. BELLINO (reading):
Because of the nature of the relationship we have not had occasion to check
closely into the subjects affairs. However, it is our understanding that they are
engaged in business as importers, exporters and commission agents.

A year later, on September 2, 1966, M. Ohadhu wrote to Manufac
turers Hanover:

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 149” for refer

ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 149

PRYSUMEEN,

Hong Kong, September 2, 1966.
GENTLEMEN: We acknowledge with pleasure your letter of 2nd and 5th Ultimo,
the contents of which are noted with care. We have received our missing credit
advices as per your 5th Ultimo with thanks.
We are very much pleased to learn your new planning for keeping our account
on electronic data processing equipment. We are anxiously expecting your check
books and deposit tickets and as soon as we receive new checkbook, we will
destroy our old checkbooks etc. in accordance with your instruction. We are very
much appreciating your new arrangment and quick service and kind Co-opera
tion.

We are keeping account with you for the past eight years from 1958 up to now
such as Ameen or Hussain and Prysumeen. You can easily find our financial
position from our past transaction with you. You can refer our financial standing
from Local Banks such as Dao Heng Bank Ltd. and Wing Lung Bank and they
will give full picture of our financial status here.
We deeply regret to point out our utter disappointment as a result of your
unfavourable attitude toward us. Our Check No. 199 for the amount of US

$15000/- was returned unpaid just for the reason that there was an insufficient
fund in our account. We presume that the insufficient fund would be about $3000
to 5000 in which case the difference would be negligible. You should take into
consideration our integrity before dishonouring our Check for the difference
of $3000 to 5000/- as we have been your valued client for the more than 8 years.
It caused grave concern on our part. Hence in future in such case as above if we
issue check in anticipation of certain funds. Please be kind enough to honour
the check and let us know the short of funds if you do not receive funds within
two or three days.

In these Circumstances, we find ourselves obliged to approach you with a view
to obtaining a small overdraft facilities. An advance or overdraft of $10,000 to
15,000 would be adequate and drawings would be spread over a period of one
week time. Please note that in the past we are keeping always our account on
credit balance. Let us know whether you would allow above facility and you could

see your way to making advance or overdraft facility merely against Our personal
security.

August 1 to 12: Statement of account missing: We have received your state
ment of account up to July 29 stating the credit Balance of $94,271.24 and we
have received yesterday your statement of account from August 12, 1966 open
ing balance $6,806.51. From July 29 to August 12 statement of Account is missing
and please send the duplicate of the same to us.
Anticipating your early favourable reply.
Thanking you for your kind Co-operation.
Your faithfully,
M. OHADHU.

Mr. BELLINo (reading):
We are keeping account with you for the past eight years from 1958 up to
now such as Ameen or Husain and Prysumeen. You can easily find our financial
position from our past transaction with you. You can refer our financial stand
ing from Local Banks such as Dao Heng Bank Ltd. and Wing Lung Bank and
they will give full picture of our financial status here.

At the request of F. F. Cunha of Manufacturers Hanover, the

Wing Lung Bank of Hong Kong wrote on October 7, 1966, that they
did not have a Prysumeen account but that they were informed that
Prysumeen was a partnership with Yau Chi Wai and M. Ohadhu as
:::, :::9

70–p". : –S
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the sole partners. That statement obviously was incorrect. The reply
of Dao Heng Bank to the same inquiry has already been introduced
in evidence.

•-

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 150” for refer
ence and follows:)
EXHIBIT No. 150

WING LUNG BANK, LTD.,
Hong Kong, October 7, 1966.
Mr. F. F. CUNHA,

Assistant Vice President, Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.,
International Division, New York, N.Y.
DEAR FRED : I have your letter dated September 16 in which you request us to

furnish you with an up-to-date report on Messrs. Prysumeen, P.O. Box 13553,
Hong Kong.
We wish to inform you that we do not have an account in name of Prysumeen
in our books. However, we are informed that this is a partnership firm with
Mr. Yau Chi Wai and Mr. M. Ohadhu as the only partners. Mr. Yau Chi Wai
maintains with us a current account which has been active and well conducted

with balances fluctuating between four to six figures. We have received from
time to time remittances from abroad for credit of Mr. Yau's account with us.

Both Mr. Yau and the said Mr. M. Ohadhu are authorized to sign singly on the
account.

It is of course understood that the above information is given without responsi
bility on our part. I hope it will be of some help to you. .
-

With kindest regards,
Yours Sincerely,

PATRICK P. K. WU,
Assistant Manager and Secretary.
STAFF INQUIRIES IN HONG KONG

Mr. BELLINo. Staff interviews in Hong Kong with both Yau Chi
Wai and M. Ohadhu, the operators of the Prysumeen account, dis
closed that they were employees rather than principals or true owners
of Prysumeen. Yau Chi Wai is the office manager of Precious Trad
ing Co. at 36 Queens Road Central. He denied any knowledge of
the Prysumeen account and said he had nothing to do with it. He
could not recall signing a signature card for the account. He insisted
his sole occupation was office manager of Precious Trading.
We found M. Ohadhu at the shared offices of Gem De Orient and

Baker & Co., 39 Queens Road Central. He said he was in charge of
Baker & Co., and said little else.
Senator RIBICOFF. What started the physical setup of Baker & Co.,
-

-

and Gem De Orient.

Mr. BELLINo. It was three small rooms and the first part was Gem
De Orient and the other side was Baker & Co.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was there no merchandise or any activity there.
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir. At Precious Trading we did see some mer
chandise but not Baker & Co. and Gem De Orient.

During a second visit, he gave his full name, Moulathambi Ohadhu,
and said he uses the name “Thambi.”

-

Suyed Ameen was interviewed at Deak & Co., Hong Kong. He said

he dealt in gems and precious stones, operating as Precious Trading
Co. He lives at 3 Yun Ping Road. He identified his partners as:
Mr. Rahman (senior partner), M. K. Abdul Kader (Rahman's
brother-in-law), Mohamed Iqbal, a minor partner and a distant rela

tive of Rahman, and Abdul £, a nephew of Rahman.
-

1
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Ameen said that K. Pillai operates Baker & Co. Pillai was then in
India on a long visit. Thambi was operating the company for Pillai,
selling gems on consignment. The only other employee of Baker &
Co. was a Chinese messenger. Ameen also told us that Pillai had lived

in Saigon, leaving there in 1957 or 1958.
Ameen said that he himself had been in Saigon once for 2 days in
1967 on a “sightseeing” trip. He would not discuss any currency mat
ters, but agreed to consider doing so. He failed to attend a meeting
the following day, and sent word that he was indisposed to talk.
SOME DEPOSITORS OF FUNDS IN THE PRYSUMEEN ACCOUNT

More than 200 individuals, companies and banks deposited funds
in the Prysumeen account. The following firms doing business with
the Defense Department, AID, or with military clubs and messes in
South Vietnam, deposited funds in the Prysumeen account at Manu
facturers Hanover and profited through black-market transactions
initiated in South Vietnam:
$65,200
American Industrial Service (owned by the same people).------------- 34,000
DeGill Corp-------------------------------------------------------- 205,000
Elleget Enterprises, Inc.--------------------------------------------- 46,000
Mrs. Isobel Evans & R. & R. Supply Co
248,000
Lad Promotions-----------------12,000

American Service Sales---------

-

-

Sarl

Electronics

-

Star Distributing Co-----Tectonics Asia Inc.-----------World Wide Consultants--

-

-

–

-

13,000
58, 500
24,000

... Star Distributing Co., located in Okinawa, put approximately
$58,000 in the Prysumeen account.
This company has the exclusive distributorship with the military for
all magazines and periodicals in Vietnam, including Stars and Stripes.
Mr. John Serviates, president of the Star Distributing Co., was inter
-

-

viewed by Mr. Duffy of the committee staff on July 16, 1969, at which
time Mr. Serviates admitted that his company had indeed trans
ferred moneys to the Prysumeen account in New York and picked up
iasters at the black-market rate in Saigon. He refused to supply any
urther information and identify the company's contact with the In
dian moneychanger in Saigon.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We heard testimony yesterday about World Wide
Consultants. Are there any others that you investigated here?
Mr. BELLINo. There are no others that we could say were companies
that we could identify.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you do an in-depth investigation on DeGill?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir; we will discuss that in our statement later on.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mrs. Isobel Evans and R. & R. Supply Co.?
-

Mr. BELLINo. We will discuss that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And Sarl Electronics.
Mr. BELLINo. We are working on that now.

*

l

Details regarding World Wide Consultants have already been pre
sented. We do not have complete details on each black-market
transaction.

-

-
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However, we know that the R. & R. Supply Co. in 1968, received
piasters in exchange for dollars deposited in black-market accounts
as follows:

Deposited in black market account

Amount of —
Date received by Evans (1968)

Feb. 23---------------

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mar. 11----------------------------------------------------

Apr. 15------------May 14--May 26--June 1---June 13--June 11---------------------------------------------------Aug. 16---------------------------------------------------- - -

- - -

Total------------------------------------------------

piasters

Amount

1,580,000
1, 106,000

$10,000
7,000
10,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

1,610,000
810,000
1,650,000
1,650,000
1,650,000
1,690,000
1,790,000
13, 536,000

Location

San Francisco.

Hong Kong
North Carolina.
Geneva.
San Francisco

82,000

According to records of an individual who maintained evidence
records in Vietnam.

The U.S. dollar value of 13,536,000 piasters at the legal rate is $114,
771. The profit on these exchanges is $32,711. That is on just these
few items.

Senator GURNEY. Are they really in the supply business?
Mr. BELLINo. They were suppliers to clubs and messes, and also with
constructing and rennovating the various clubs and messes.
PRYSUMEEN FUNDS TO BANKS IN DUBAI

Eighty-two percent of the $51 million which passed through the
Prysumeen account was sent to banks in the city of Dubai, a seaport
on the Persian Gulf in the Trucial Oman states, a group of seven
independent sheikdoms. The disbursements were:
:

Almotunt

National Bank of Dubai----------------------------------- $25,512, 610°
First National City Bank of Dubai------------------------, 665
*

British Bank of Middle East at Dubai----------------------

11,937, 988

Total---------------------------------------------------

42, 419, 263

* All funds for this bank went through Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. where they
maintain an account.

Most of the funds transferred to the banks above were at the order

of accounts controled by B.S. A. Rahman:
Name:
Almount
Baker & Co------------------------------------------------ $28,798, 390
Kanna ----------------------------------------------------

6,095,069
2,031, 576

Innocence -------------------------------------------------

Total----------------------------------------------------

36,925, 035

Sundry others----------------------------------------------

5,494, 228

Total----------------------------------------------------

42,419, 263

Senator RIBIcoFF. It is rather obvious from your investigation that
what you had here was an international ring or syndicate, operating
worldwide in the black-market transaction involving American dollars.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. And these American dollars ultimately were
going to the credit of people who weren't American nationals.
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.

''

The banks in Dubai do business in gold. Gold
is prevalent
in the states of the Persian Gulf, and gold hoarders will pay $70 an
ounce and sometimes as much as $85. Seeking to discover whether the

black-market funds were used to buy gold, we served a subpena on
the First National Bank of New York in order to get the desired in
formation from the bank's Dubai branch.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 151” for
reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 151

SHEARMAN & STERLING,
New York, August 26, 1969.
Mr. CARMINE S. BELLINO, C.P.A.,

U.S. Senate Permanent Investigations Subcommittee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BELLINo: We are writing on behalf of First National City Bank,
to which you delivered a subpoena of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations seeking records located at the bank's branch in Dubai.
Promptly upon receipt of the subpoena, the bank forwarded a copy to its Dubai
Branch and instructed the branch to forward the documentation sought, unless
production would violate the laws of Dubai. Subsequently, the bank received
a communication from the Manager of the Dubai Branch advising that it has
been the practice in Dubai for many years to observe bank secrecy.
In view of this policy, and in light of the ruling of Judge Milton Pollack in
U.S.A. v. First National City Bank & Loveland, Civil Action No. M-11-188,
S.D.N.Y. 1968 (where he indicated that he would not order compliance with
a Grand Jury Subpoena Seeking records located at a foreign branch if the
foreign government issued a prohibitive injunction, and where he then granted
an adjournment of an enforcement proceeding in order to determine whether
the foreign government would enjoin production), the Manager approached the
Ruler of Dubai for permission to produce the documents.
He advises that the Ruler forbade production and promptly issued a general
prohibition to all banks Operating in Dubai.

A copy of his ruling, in Arabic, is enclosed, as well as a translation which
the bank has prepared.
The Manager of the Dubai Branch advised the head office that, in view of
the Ruler's firm prohibition on this matter, he is unable to forward any docu
mentation to the head Office. While we regret the inability to comply with your
subpoena, we must point Out that it is the Manager's fear that defiance of the
Ruler's proclamation would lead to an immediate closing of the bank's branch
in Dubai, as well as imprisonment of officers of the branch.
Very truly yours,
SHEARMAN & STERLING.
TRANSLATION

The Government of Dubai
MEMORANDUM

Concern: Maintaining the secrecy of monetary transactions between banks
and their clients.

To all banks operating in Dubai.
In execution of the policy that we have followed in order to enhance the
economy of this country and to insure a greater security to the individuals oper

ating in that field, we order the following:
1. It is prohibited for any bank operating in Dubai to disclose to a third
party any information about the account of any of its clients or on any monetary
transaction between them or for the account of that client, whether the trans
action took place in the past, is taking place now, or will take place in the

future, unless there is a written authorization from the client or from his
representative.
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2. Exempted from this prohibition is information given on the basis of a
Special Order issued by us or by the Dubai Court for the general good.
RASHID, BIN SAEED AL-MAKTOUM,
Ruler of Dubai Emirate.

-

Mr. BELLINo. Attorneys for the bank, however, advised us that the
ruler of Dubai had forbidden the production of records and had issued
a general prohibition on such matters to all banks operating in Dubai.
Senator GURNEY. Is it well known in financial circles that Dubai

is a gold trading center in the world?
Mr. BELLINo. A gold smuggling center. There was an article in the
Wall Street Journal in the early part of 1968, where they disclosed
that one of the reporters had the experience of being offered a share
and a profit in the gold smuggling business.

Senator GURNEY. How long have they been in the gold smuggling
business?

-

-

Mr. BELLINo. I would say in that area, for many, many years, gold
has been the main business in that area, for many years.
:
I wish to submit a schedule showing a sample listing of funds with
drawn from the Prysumeen account at the Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co. I also submit a group of supporting documents relating to
these withdrawals.

These
aCCOunt.

-

will show a sample of how some of the money came out of the
t

-

• .

-

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 152 and
153” for reference, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
OTHER INTERESTS OF B. S. A. RAHMAN

.

-

Mr. BELLINo. Reliable sources told us that the true owner of the

Prysumeen account was B. S. A. Rahman, a very wealthy Indian with
interests in many firms across the world. He and his associates control
the following enterprises:
Precious Trading Co.:
B. S. A. Rahman opened the Precious Trading Co. on April 3, 1959.
at 36 Queens Road Central, Hong Kong. His partners were: S. A.
Ameen, Mohamed Kassem Maraicar '' Kader (Rahman's father
in-law); Naduppan Dalai Mohamed Kassim Mohamed Iqbal; Habeeb
Suyed Abdul Kader, and M. Mahamood. Yau Chi Wai was the man
ager of the firm.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 154” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo (continuing). Baker & Co.:
This firm is located at 39 Queens Road Central, Hong Kong, sharing
offices with Gem de Orient. Its post office box, 13553, and its cable
address, “Innocence,” are identical with those of Prysumeen. Both
addresses are registered to Yau Chi Wai.
The registered partners are M. Mahamood, K. N. M. Kamaludden,
J. P. Jamaluddin. All supposedly live at 3 Yun Ping Road, Hong
-

*

-

-

-

'

ong.

-

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 155” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo (continuing). Almost every document which identifies
residences of members of this syndicate indicate that all of them live at
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3 Yun Ping Road. Baker & Co. supposedly is in the import-export
field, specializing in precious stones.
Senator GURNEY. I take it that Baker & Co. and Precious Stones are

not fronts but legitimate businesses. In other words, these people make
: profit on the money and then make a profit on the precious gems
ater On.

Mr. BELLINo. Actually, Baker & Co. are supposed to be in precious
stones, but we didn’t see anything in Baker & Co. It was just a small
office with a desk and that is where we interviewed Thambi and there

was no indication openly that they were dealing in precious stones.
Baker & Co. was their money-changing operation.
Senator GUERNEY. So, they make a profit on the stones through the
Precious Trading Co., but it was a £ profit.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

The firm of K. Pillai, at 39 Queens Road Central, has one known
operator—Noormohamed Mohamed Yasuf Mamaluddin Kanakko

£ He has an account, 449–1, at the Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., in Hong
Ong.

*

The reason we put this in is frequently the name that they used was
just a portion of that large name. ' is his true name, but sometimes
there was Kanakko and other times it would be another part of the
lmanne.

-

Pillai has an account,449–1.

Senator RIBICoEF. Much of this is cumulative, and it would seem

to me that it could go into the record as it is read, and as you went
down you might pick out significant transactions that you might like
to call to our attention, as you go along.

-

Mr. BELLINo. I would like to discuss the Lala account.

The lead to the Lala account came to us as a result of an inquiry
which Mr. Duffy contacted Tri Fong Nai, of Carbondale, who was a
student under the aid training program.

We found one of his checks, I believe, in the Prysumeen account
and when we got in touch with him he sent us also another listing
in which he showed that there was an account Lala at the Republic
National Bank. .

.

-

I understand it means a merchant dealing in money matters, a man
of influence.

The Manufacturers Hanover wrote Prysumeen on May 21, 1968,

#
that a subpena for Prysumeen records had been served by the
U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York.
On June 7, 1968, the Republic National Bank of New York was
requested to open an account for Mr. Kamaluddin under the code
name “Lala.”

The request was made by Au Choung Kit, managing director of
Foreign Exchange and Investment, Ltd., Hong Kong. The account
was opened on June 12, 1968, with the cable address “Obedience.”

Authorized signators were K. Kamaluddin, signing as M. Mama
ludd, and “Monla Thamby” (also identified as “Thambi” and “Mr.
Thumby”) who is actually Moulathambi Ohadhu, signator for Pry
Sumeen. The Lala account thereafter was used by the combine in lieu
of the Prysumeen account.
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(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 156, 157,
158, and 159” for reference. Exhibits 156, 157, and 158 may be found
in the files of the subcommittee. Exhibit 159 follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 159

FOREIGN ExCHANGE & INVESTMENT LTD.,
Hong Kong, June 7, 1968.
REPUBLIC NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR SIRs: We shall appreciate it if you will kindly open a checking account
for our valuable customer, Mr. Kamaluddin (under the code name “LALA”).
In this connection, we are pleased to forward to you herewith :—
1. 2 copies of your Agreement and Specimen of Signatures cards duly signed
by Mr. Kamaluddin and his authorized signatory, Mr. Thumby.
2. Our Check No. 18708, for US$11,001.00, in your favour and of even date, for
initial deposit to the account of Mr. Kamaluddin.
Please send by airmail at your earliest convenience to Mr. Kamaluddin at

G.P.O. Box No. 13815, Hong Kong, the following items:—
1. A check book of 100 checks by air parcel post, and 5 check books of 100
checks each by surface parcel post.
2. A telegraphic key for authenticating cable communications between you
and Mr. Kamaluddin.

Please render the same excellent service to Mr. Kamaluddin as you have been
to uS.

Having pleasure to be at your service, we are,
Very truly yours,

AU CHOUNG KIT,
Managing Director.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you get into the size of the Lala account?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes. It was continued from Prysumeen, and in 1968
there was a $10,400,000 or it was $17 million in the Lala account and
that would be in addition to the $51 million previously that had gone
into the Prysumeen account which would be a total there of about
$68 million between the two of them.

On August 21, 1968, Republic National Bank asked Foreign Ex
change and Investment Ltd., for information about Mr. Kamaluddin,
because the Lala account was becoming active.
In other words, the reply made to the bank instead of referring to
Lala, the reply was in connection with Baker Company.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 160 and
161” for reference and follow :)
ExHIBIT No. 160

AUGUST 21, 1968.
FoREIGN ExCHANGE & INVESTMENT LTD.,
Hong Kong.
GENTLEMEN : This is in reference to your letter dated June 7, 1968 recommend
ing to us Mr. Kamaluddin for whom, at your request, we opened an account
under the designated name of LALA.

For the completion of our records it will be highly appreciated if you could
furnish us with some confidential information regarding Mr. Kamaluddin,
indicating his business, financial standing and anything else you might find
interesting for us to keep in file and, if possible, a copy of his latest balance sheet.
This account is becoming to be active to our satisfaction, and for this reason
we would like to have our records complete.
We thank you very much for your cooperation and we assure you that any
information you might give us will be treated in strict confidence and for our
exclusive uSe.

Very truly yours,
MANUEL G. ORELLANA,
!

A88istant Cashier.
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ExHIBIt No. 161

FOREIGN ExCHANGE & INVESTMENT LTD.,
Hong Kong, September 18, 1968.

DEAR SIRs: We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated August 21, 1868 in
quiring about the status of Mr. Kamaluddin, who is operating an account in your
books under the designated name of LALA—Hong Kong.

In this connection, please be informed that Mr. Kamaluddin has been a long
time customer of ours and is known to the undersigned for more than ten years.
He is the sole proprietor of the Baker Company, Hong Kong, which is dealing.
in precious stones. Enclosed herewith, please find an opinion on the Baker Com
pany from their bankers—The National Bank of Pakistan, Hong Kong, which is.
Self-explanatory and should prove to be helpful to you.
Should you need any further information on Mr. Kamaluddin, please do not.
hesitate to contact us again.
Having pleasure to be at your service, we are,
Very truly yours,

FOREIGN ExCHANGE & INVESTMENT LTD.,
AU CHOUNG KIT,

Managing Director.

Mr. BELLINo. Now the other accounts which I believe may not be
necessary refer to Miracleo, Miracleo and Noble Brothers, also under
the control of the same group of Indian operators. . .
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 162, 163,

164, 165 and 166” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On June 27, 1966, an account in the name of Miracleo.
•

of Hong Kong was opened at Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.

The original signator to checks was H. M. Adbul Kader. Subse:
quently, on December 24, 1966, the name of H. A. Razak was included
as another signator.

-

A sworn affidavit reflects that H. M. A. Kadar is also known as
Hameed Sahib Muhaned Abubaker Abdul Kader, holder of an Indian
passport issued in Hong Kong on December 21, 1966.
An account in the name of Noble Brothers was opened at the Manu
facturers Hanover Trust. Co. on January 17, 1968. Hajamohideen
Abdul Razak is the check signator.

According to the Hong Kong records for 1968, the Noble Brothers
firm was “commission agent, representative, Sole Prop. gems, dia
monds and travel.” The account was closed January 29, 1969, and the

balance was transferred to the Miracleo account.
However, before closing the account into Miracleo, H. A. Razak
asked the bank to open an account for “Serene,” subsequently request

ing a change to the name “Arcadesco.”

•

owever, he did not produce requested documentation and the ac

count was not opened.

•

•

•

The total is shown on our schedule which was introduced in the

beginning, and in Miracleco there was a total of $3,700,000 and Noble

Brothers was $658,000, and K. Pillai was an estimated amount of
$62,400,000, and Baker & Co. an estimated amount of $21,500,000.
On November 15, 1968, Manufacturers Hanover advised Razak as
follows:

f

While we appreciate that the proposed account you wish to open with us.
would be a personal account, we still feel that opening an account in the

name of ARCADESCO or SERENE for that matter, must be accompanied by
some sort of documentation for our mutual protection. It is not our policy to open

accounts which carry a fictitious name, trade style or pseudonym, even though
the motivation behind such use is straightforward,
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OTHER ACCOUNTS INVOLVED IN BLACK MARKET OPERATIONS
HANG TAI FINANCE CO.

This company, organized in January 1953, was initially called the
Hang Tai Cheung Kee Bank. However, subsequent legislation re
uired capital stock of HK 5,000,000 which they could not provide.
the bank changed its name in 1965 to Hang Tai Finance

£refore
O.

The initial account was opened at Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co. on May 3, 1954. Cheung Shu Fun, owner-manager of the Hong
Kong firm, wrote that checks they intended to send for collection “will
be mostly traveller cheques, bankers’ draft representing remittances
of overseas Chinese in America to their families in Hong Kong.”
Manufacturers Hanover found that this bank had a capital of only

$200,000. It was entirely owned by Cheung Shu Fun, a Saigon busi
neSSman.

FOREIGN ExCHANGE & INVESTMENT, LTD.

This company was formed December 27, 1962, in Hong Kong as a
subsidiary of Hang Sang Bank in Macao. They are dealers in foreign
currency exchange, exporters of fireworks, and importers and ex
porters of wholesale cultured pearls.
The Hang Sang Bank of Macao had an account at the Grace Na
tional Bank of New York—an account which was taken over by For

eign Exchange and Investment, Ltd., on June 15, 1965. Grace National
Bank of New York, in a subsequent merger, became Marine Midland
Grace Trust Co. Of New York.

The managing director of Foreign Exchange and Investment is

Au Choung Kit. Individuals authorized to sign checks singly, in addi
tion to Au Choung Kit, are Au Wing Ngok, and Fung Pou. Other
employees also had authority to sign checks for certain expenditures.
This company also opened an account at the Republic National
Bank on April 1, 1966, and an account with Manfra, Tordello &
Brooks on December 27, 1962.
Total deposits made by this company from 1966 to a period in 1969
amounted to $114,526,772 as follows:
Marine
Midland
Grace

Manfra,
Tordello,
& Brooks

Trust Co.

1965--------------------------------------1966--------------------------------------1967--------------------------------------1968-----------------------------------1969---------------------------------------

$653,711
309,033
682,729
1,245,514
(1)

$2,379,
298,224
345,118
302,949

$16,040,925
31,650,827
43,119,735

17,498,444

$653,711
18,729,521
32,631,780
44, 710,367
17,801,393

Total--------------------------------

2,890,987

3,325,854

108,309,931

114,526,772

Year

- - -

#

Republic
National
Bank

- -

- - - - - - - - -

Total

1 Not available.
J. VAN MEELE ACCOUNT

On November 19, 1966, C. C. Chong, manager of the Union Bank
of Hong Kong, Ltd., advised the Crocker-Citizens National Bank
in San Francisco that J. H. Van Meele desired to open a U.S. dollar
account.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 167” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
The account was opened on December 19, 1966 with an initial
deposit of $5,000.
The Union Bank of Hong Kong, Ltd., stated that they had been
full power to operate the account. On December 5, 1966, the

£
ank wrote:

*** As soon as funds are received, you are requested to transfer same to
the credit of account of Union Bank of Hong Kong, Ltd., under advise to us
by airmail and by cable should the amounts reach $5,000 or exceeding $5,000.

Mr. BELLINo. The Crocker-Citizens National Bank told the Union

Bank that a power of attorney executed by J. Van Meele was needed
for operation of Van Meele's account.
Van Meele account deposits from December 1966 to December
1968 were $537,677.19.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 168” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator RIBICoEF. Is that a private banking firm?
Mr. BELLINo. I believe it is a private banking firm.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is the Marine Midland a New York bank?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Senator RIBICoEF. The Republic National Bank? .
Mr. BELLINo. That is a bank, I understand that the bank's owners
are Lebanese, the principal owners are Lebanese at the Republic
-

National Bank.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. And they did business, about $108 million worth
in the 4 years.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The Manfra, Tordello & Brooks, was that the

account referred to yesterday?
Mr. BELLINo. The transactions in that account were interesting in
that would receive a batch of checks in an envelope, postmarked
“Saigon”, and, obviously, I believe we have some envelopes with the
Saigon postmark on it, so it seemed to me anybody in the bank seeing
that would know that there is something wrong here.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That was the bank account that Mr. Chang men

tioned yesterday, that he was given an envelope to mail to Manfra,
Tordello & Brooks; is that right?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Some of the accounts that went into the Van Meele account included

another $397,500 from the DeGill Corp.
Year:

Amount

1966 ---------------------------------------------------------- $5,000
1967 ---------------------------------------------------------- 447,900

1968 ---------------------------------------------------------Total -----------------

84, 777

--- 537,677

Some of the deposits in this account were made by the following:
Degill Corp------------------------------------------------------- $397, 500
Ernest L. Paschall, d.b.a. Condormats
28,700
American Trade Development Co----------------------------------8,700
-

Subtotal --------------------------------------------------Other ---------------------------------------------------Total

--

-

434, 900
102,777

537,677
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C. F. HSIAO ACCOUNT

C. F. Hsiao opened an account, No. 03023873, at the Irving Trust
Co., New York, on August 29, 1949. The account received $40,000 in
black market currency funds from the Evanses R. & R. Supply Co
Checks were paid directly to this account by the NCO/EM open mess
at Long Binh on an existing contract.
Total deposits in this account from December 9, 1966, to January 2,
1969, amounted to $2,152,805:
Year:

Almount

1966 ---

$107, 610

-

1967 ------------------1968 ---------------------------1969 -----

---

-

---

Total ----------------------------------------------------

1,473, 552

507, 243
1, 400
2, 152, 805

C. F. Hsiao, manager of Yom Hong & Co., told us at Hong Kong,
that, on behalf of a friend in Bangkok, he let his name be used for the
Irving Trust Co. account. He said he received $50 for every $10,000
deposited, or one-half cent for each dollar.

e said he also handled green dollars brought into Hong Kong by
persons from Saigon. He claimed that he sold the dollars to local
banks in Hong Kong.
Yom Hong & Co., an import and export firm, is located at 367-371
Queen's Road Central, in the heart of the Communist area of Hong
Kong. The partners are five Chinese, one of whom, Sui Kai San, is
Hsiao's uncle and is manager of the National Bank of Laos. All part
ners live in Bangkok.
A confidential source said that Hsiao has been a member of two or

£ons which are largely, but not exclusively, Communist in mem
rship.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 169” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
RIBIcoFF. How did the NCO/EM mess get involved in

,'"tor

this?

Mr. BELLINo. This involved a contract for the operation of a
bathhouse at Long Binh, and the contract called for payment to be
made directly to C. F. Hsiao account.

In other words, instead of paying the Dragon Lady, who operated
this business, instead of paying her directly and paying them in piasters
so that the locals would be paid in piasters, they were giving them these
dollar checks going
to a black-market account in New York.

#

Senator RIBICoEF. You say the Dragon Lady. What do you mean a
bathhouse?

Mr. BELLINo. I am sorry; I believe it was a sauna bath, and they had

masseuses there, between 150 and 200 masseuses that operated that
establishment.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, you had a bathhouse in Long
Binh with 150 masseuses?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.

Senator RIBICOFF. Run by the Dragon Lady?
Mr. BELLINo. The mysterious lady known as the Dragon Lady.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was this on a military base?
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Mr. BELLINo. It was on a military establishment and that is why
the contract was with the NCO/EM Open Mess Club.

Senator RIBICOFF: Who is the Dragon Lady?
Mr. BELLINo. Well, a mysterious woman, I understand from Saigon.
Mr. Duffy might be able to give us a little more information on that.
Senator RIBICOFF. Could you give us some information on that?
Senator GURNEY. Did her physical appearance resemble the original
Dragon Lady?
Mr. DUFFY. She is very attractive. We interviewed her in Saigon
and there is an interesting story as to how she financed the steam bath.
I won't burden the committee hearing that now but it is a very inter
esting #
Senator RIBICOFF. The thing is that I think these papers are rather
dull. We might liven things up by hearing some of the details. I think
it would be a good time to have the details.
Mr. DUFFY. I will defer to Mr. Asselin. He has a detailed memo

randum on this, and I would like to have him tell about that.
Senator RIBICoFF. Will you raise your right hand?

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. AssELIN. I do.
TESTIMONY OF FREDERICK ASSELIN

Mr. AssELIN. Madame Phuong told us that Hsiao was her lover and
he had given her something like $300,000 in diamonds, that she had
smuggled these diamonds into Vietnam. She financed the construction
of the steam bath. She would sell the diamonds from time to time as

the expenses went up.
She got clearance from the USARV headquarters to operate the
steam bath and it had between 150 and 200 masseuses. She had some

difficulty but she managed, with the use of the authorities, to con
struct it.

She was paid in this manner: They would take the proceeds from
the steam bath to the NCO club system cashier once or twice a week.
The cashier would write a check from the MPC's Madame Phuong
was paid in, and that check was made out to the Hsiao account and
mailed directly to that black-market account in New York.
So here you have money going directly from the GI's, who go to
get the steam bath and massage parlor, transferred to U.S. dollar
instruments and deposited directly in a black-market account in New
-

York.

TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLINO-Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. There was a total of $2,250,000 deposited from 1966
through 1969, into the Hsiao account. We don't have the total amount.
Senator RIBIcorF. What was the charge the GI would pay for a
steam bath?

Mr. BELLINo. I think it was a nominal rate, and I don’t recall the
actual amount.

Senator RIBIcoFF. $2,250,000 must be an awful lot of baths.
Mr. BELLINo. This did not all come from the baths. This is an ac

count which they were pulling money in and this was one of the
accounts and it included moneys from other sources, also.
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TESTIMONY OF FREDERICK ASSELIN–Resumed
Mr. AssELIN. I think the figures we have range from $14,000 every
2 weeks—something like that.
Senator RIRICOFF. If a GI went into the steam bath, would he pay
in piasters or with military payment certificates?
Mr. AssELIN. It was MPC's. Every 3 or 4 days Madame Phuon
would assemble all of her proceeds and go to the cashier who '#
take 10 percent that went into the NCO club system, and make out
-

-

a dollar instrument to the Hsiao account and it would be mailed di

rectly to this black-market account.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to have permission to put into the
record at this place a staff memorandum written on this.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will go in the record.
(The document referred to follows:)
- -

-

-

-

*

*

MEMORANDUM

JUNE 14, 1969.

-

To: Jerome S. Adlerman.

,

-

From: LaVern Duffy and Fred Asselin.
Via: Bellino/Morgan.

Subject: Vietnam investigation.
Black market violations can be charged to several vendors and en
tertainment booking agents who contract with NCO/EM and officer's
club systems.
Yvon M. LeSaux, manager, and probable owner, of Paris Pro
*

*

motions, deposited checks in K. Pillai's account in the Manufacturer's
Hanover Trust in New York. Randy Crane of CDA Promotions used
his own bank account to manipulate currency. And it was Ray Evans
of R. & R. Supply and the King Co. who led us to the C. F. Hsiao
£". No. 03–023–873, at the Irving Trust Co., 1 Wall Street, New
York.

-

Evans twice transferred sums of $10,000 in August 1968 and De
cember 1968, from his Arizona bank to the Hsiao account at the

Irving Trust. Later, a Mr. Yang, Evans' Chinese partner in Saigon,
confirmed for us that Evans was in effect selling his U.S. dollars to the
Hsiao account through Indian moneychangers. In return, Yang said,
Evans was rewarded in piasters at the black-market rate. However,

finding Hsiao was difficult.
One C. F. Hsiao, an aging Hong Kong lamp merchant, was inter
viewed in April 1969. We suspected he wasn’t the real C. F. Hsiao.

He wasn't. The C. F. Hsiao of the Irving Trust account is about 40
years old, a dealer in precious stones, an investor in Asian businesses,

an international moneychanger with ties in Vietnam, Hong Kong,
Manila, Europe, and the United States—and a ladies' man. .

.;

We learned this from his mistress, Madame Phuong, the mysterious
“Dragon Lady” of Long Binh. She is the most intriguing of all those
who manipulated both money and custodians in Vietnam. We inter
viewed her on June 12, 1969.

-

Madame Phuong belongs to that select group of Indo-Chinese who
adopted French culture and citizenship.
the serenity and
Oriental calm of the Buddha with the decadence of a Parisian
absinthe drinker. She is sensual and inviting even as she approaches

£

middle age.

*

*

-

-

-

.

*
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No one could be more perfectly suited to operate a massage parlor
and steam bath for American GI’s than Madame Phuong. Her enter

prise, located righton USARV headquarters at Long Binh, was a quick
Success. .

The GI’s, who promptly nicknamed her “The Dragon Lady,” paid
for their massages and baths in MPC's. Later, these MPC's, converted
into U.S. dollars, found their way into the Hsiao account in New York.

Since Hsiao did not reside in Vietnam, it would seem that Madame
Phuong was his operative here. She refutes that assumption and tells
an altogether different story.
In 1958, while living in Paris, Madame Phuong met and fell in
love with C. F. Hsiao, pronounced Chow, an entrepreneur of consid
erable means. They did not marry. But they began to live together.
Madame Phuong describes herself as a £ wife. She enjoyed
her common law husband’s income. But she insists she never asked

where the money came from, as is the custom in China.

-

-

About 1966, Hsiao loaned her $200,000 U.S. to open a restaurant in

Bangkok, called Caesar's, a key club open to the public once the initial

membership is paid.

-

Then, in 1967, Madame Phuong, with Hsiao's blessings, decided to
try
to exploit
the market created
by the nearly half million GI's in
South
Vietnam.
s

-

-

She returned to Hong Kong, Paris, or Bangkok—it is not always
ible to get specifics out of Madame Phuong—and borrowed $300,
000 U.S. from Hsiao.
She next went to a

-

# Kong gem merchant who deals only in

cash, asks no questions, and gives no receipts. Inevitably, she bought
$300,000 U.S. in diamonds and other jewels and flew to Bangkok with
them. She refused to tell us the name of the jeweler.

Later (we are now in early 1968), Madame Phuong smuggled her
fortune in gems from Thailand to Vietnam. She sold the gems—to

whom, she will not say. But the Indian moneychangers are a good
. . .on. hand? If one thing the
else would have that much... cash

glleSS.
Who

-

moneychangers have plenty of, it's piasters. And they are closely
allied with gem companies (Baker and Co. and the Precious Trading

Co., to name two) which provide them easy outlets for
Stones.

smuggled

*

Now, with some $300,000 U.S. in piasters, Madame Phuong pro
ceeded to contract out—to Vietnamese suppliers, she says—to con
struct her steam bath.
The steam bath and massage parlor was opened in June of 1968.
A unique method of profit
was agreed upon. At the end of
each day, Madame Phuong would collect all her proceeds and take
them to the cashier at the USARY open mess headquarters.

#

-

-

The cashier would extract a certain percentage for the mess system,

crediting Madame Phuong with the remainder. At regular intervals,
the cashier would write out a check, in dollars, combining Madame
Phuong's combined credits for deposit in the Hsiao account at Irving
Trust. USARV Headquarters was in the unlikely position, therefore,

of actually sending its checks directly to a black market account in
New

York.

-

-

*
-

*

*

-

-
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Madame Phuong has no idea what the significance of this account
is. She said she owes some $210,000 on the interest-free loan, suggest
ing that she had paid off about $90,000 on the principal. But she
insists all she was doing was paying off her loan to her lover, Hsiao;
and everything she did because he told her to. A Chinese wife does not
ask questions.
Madame Phuong must have sizable operating and overhead ex
penses at the steam bath and massage parlor. She employs 100 persons,
she says. These people she pays by selling other diamonds and gems
in Vietnam.

Again, she declined to say to whom. But, since all her share of the
proceeds is sent to the Hsiao account in New York, she does need
piasters and the gems are one explanation as to where she gets them.
To substantiate her claim that she pays in-country expenses by
selling precious stones, she waved before our eyes a huge diamond
ring. If it was really a diamond, it was as big a mounted diamond as
either of us had ever seen. She said she used to have one that was

bigger. But she sold that in Vietnam, using the proceeds to operate her
business.

While Madame Phuong was opening her parlor, her brother, Trach,
joined her. He had been working in the DaMang area, learning how
to book acts for open messes. He came to Saigon and opened his own
firm; the Star Agency.
All the money Trach earned as an agent (in fact, all the checks writ
ten him by the clubs system) were made out to the Hsiao account and
deposited there directly. Since most of the entertainers he booked
were Vietnamese, he was then faced with a significant and continual
need for piasters to meet his payroll.
He says he met his in-country expenses from money he made as an
entertainer himself. It turns out that Trach is perhaps the best known
and most popular pop singer in South Vietnam. And it is entirely
possible that he was #. to pay all his in-country expenses, including

the Star Agency payroll, from his earnings as an entertainer.
His wife, who is Italian-French, and their five children live in
France. The Vietminh imprisoned him and his family in the fifties.
is£mined that they not be harmed again so he has them live

#

alol'Oa.01.

To repay his debt to the United States for keeping South Vietnam
free, he donates some time each week to a radio program called “The
Voice of Freedom,” he says. It is on Armed Forces radio. He became
quite emotional when he told us these things.

At one point, he felt he could not go on until Madame Phuong, his
sister and business associate, was out of the room. When Madame

Phuong left, he spoke of his family, his dedication to the United States
and to the cause of freedom, his fear of VC reprisals and insisted he's
never once engaged in money manipulation of any kind.
But he could give us no explanation as to why checks for his enter

tainers were not even made out to Star Agency, but show the payee as
C. F. Hsiao. He explained that his son has conducted some of the Star
Agency's business but now the son is in Paris.
oth Madame Phuong's parlor and her brother's booking agency

began to meet hard times. First, about 8 months ago, the Star Agency
found no more bookings and went out of business. Then, March 1i,
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1969, trouble hit the steam bath. Patronage continued high, but the
PX directed that no longer would Madame Phuong be paid by checks
or any other kind of dollar instrument. From then on, she has received
only piasters. Madame Phuong is terribly distraught.
In fact, when USARV notified her that we wanted to see her, she
assumed that two representatives of the American Government in
Washington would be sympathetic about her plight. She thought we
might instruct USARV to return to the check system of payment. We
were sorry to disappoint her.
She says she is tempted to consider unloading her piasters—and she
must have millions after 4 months—with the Indian moneychangers.
But, when asked if she would deal in the black market, she replied that
it is not worth the risk of going to jail for a few million piasters or
a hundred thousand dollars. The clear implication was that such a sum
of money is not big enough to warrant facing the threat of appre
hension.

-

She does not bank her piasters, she says, but has them hidden in a
safe place. She would not tell where.

Adding to her problem with the piaster surplus, Madame Phuong
finds that Hsiao has taken up with a new girl friend. He lives with her
in Hong Kong. But Madame Phuong, always the loyal Chinese wife,
is still £ to repay the loan Hsiao made. Unfortunately, he
will not accept piasters.
She would not tell us how to contact Hsiao. Madame Phuong says
that if he is in trouble with the law he got himself into that trouble
on his own and he should get caught on his own—that is, with the au

thorities receiving no help from her. It is difficult to argue with the

Dragon Lady of Long Binh.

-

Senator GURNEY. I have one further question. The money transfer
on the NCO club to the Dragon Lady was in complete contravention of
U.S. Army regulations; was it not?
-

Mr. AssELIN. I don't know, Senator, whether or not that is true. I

don’t know what Army regulation it would violate except for the
money going into a black-market account.
She presented herself as a businesswoman, a third-country national,
so she had a right to be paid.

I might add that the PX, the regional exchange, captured the steam
bath later—that is, they took it out of the NCO club control because

Madame Phuong was not a third-country national, and she was really
Vietnamese. So this has been cut out.

Senator GURNEY. I guess that was my question. I thought from the
testimony yesterday that no one should have MPC's except authorized
persons, and I assume she wasn't an authorized person.
Mr. AssELIN. They found her later not to be what she presented her
self to be. I might add that she thought the subcommittee investigator

would help her. She was accumulating tremendous supplies of piasters,
because once this Hsiao account was cut off, they would pay her in

piasters as they would pay any other Vietnamese, and she had, some
thing like 4 or 5 million piasters, and she thought we would force the
PX to allow her to be paid into the black-market account again. But,
of course, we couldn’t do that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was Sergeant Higdon involved in this?
35–359—70—pt. 3–9
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Mr. AssELIN. Most of the checks made out to the Hsiao accour

signed by Sergeant Higdon, who was the NCO custodian ther
Senator GURNEY. Did you ask her whether any other moneys cl
hands between her and Sergeant Higdon?
Mr. AssELIN. We asked her, but there would be no money &

changing hands between her. It is just that the checks made out
Hsiao account were made out and signed by Higdon, and it w
direct payment to her.
Senator GURNEY. I realize that, but was there any quest
kickbacks?

Nr. AssELIN. She denied any reference to kickbacks and thin
that.

The key point is how a woman like this is able to pay her ex:
when all of her income is deposited in New York. £ said th
continued to sell her diamonds, and she did have a sizable diam
at the time, so there is no question that she probably had these.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may continue, Mr. Bellino.
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S, BELLIN0–Resumed

KNowLEDGE OF SAIGON TRANSACTIONS AVAILABLE TO BANE
DEPOSIT OF PROF. TRAN TAM

Mr. BELLINo. Evidence that deposits in the accounts exami
the subcommittee's staff stemmed from Vietnamese currency m
lations was readily apparent in communications received by the
ican bankers.

On October 30, 1962, a man identified himself as Prof. Tral
wrote Manufactures Hanover about his difficulty in depositin,
in the account of A. Hussain, order 1803.

Professor Tam reported Hussain's instructions:
Mr. A. Hussain (c/o Esso, Saigon) just informs me that I can send the
to him with details as follows: Mr. A. Hussain. Credit: A. Hussain—Ord
Manufacturers Hanover Trust, 55 Broad Street, New York.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 170” f

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. On November 9, 1962, Manufacturers Hanover
that the account belonged to A. Husain. They suggested to Pro
Tam how he might make another deposit.
It should be noted that Professor Tam referred to Husain a

of Esso, Saigon. It was obvious that Husain was operating in Vi

(The document referred to was marked £ No. 171” f.
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
CHECKS FROM A. C. SETRELLA OF RAYMOND-MORRISON-KNUDSE

Mr. BELLINo. Manufacturers Hanover received an unsigned
dated August 12, 1963, with two checks of $2,000 and $5,000
The $2,000 check was in favor of A. C. Setrella. The bank r

to enter this check for collection since they could not identify

the maker or the endorser. The bank wrote on September 9, 196
they could not accept the check because they would have to gua
all prior endorsements.
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The check was forwarded to A. Husain or Ameen in Hong Kong.
The other check for $5,000 was payable to cash and, therefore, it was
deposited in the Prysumeen account.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 172” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. The bank also indicated it was confused with the nota

tion—credit Prysumeen Account No. 1803—and they suggested this
reference number be omitted.

. On

# 9, 1963, A. C. Setrella requested information regard

ing the $7,000 he deposited on August 12, 1963. Setrella showed his
address as Raymond-Morrison-Knudson, APO 143, San Francisco,
Calif., a firm operating as a combine on U.S. contracts in Vietnam.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 173 and
174” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
THE JOPPE CHECK

Mr. BELLINo. On February 18, 1965, Paul D. Lucas of Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co. wrote to “A. Husain or Ameen” stating that on
June 3, 1964, $200 was credited to their account per instructions of
Nassauische Sparkasse, Frankfurt/Main, Germany.
Subsequently, the bank was informed that the $200 should have
credited to Gerhard Joppe, Saigon, Vietnam. The bank requested

#

Vlce.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 175” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On February 22, 1965, Ameen wrote that the $200
had been credited on June 3, 1964, to the account of a friend, order 677,

in Saigon.

-

As you know, in this transaction both Mrs. Lieselotte Joppe and our friend
of Ref. 677 are involved and to our knowledge we understand that Mrs. Joppe
would have received the equivalent from our friend in Saigon and would have
instructed the German bank to credit the amount to our account.

In this connection, we regret to inform you that at present we can not do any
thing unless and until we receive such instruction from our friend in Saigon as
to reimburse the Said amount to you.

However, we are immediately writing to our friend the whole matter and
we would not fail to instruct you as soon as we receive reply from him.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 176” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On May 3, 1965, Mr. Lucas again asked for advice and
information.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 177” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On May 8, 1965, M. Ohadhu wrote:
Following our letter of February 22, 1964, to you, we immediately wrote the
whole matter to our friend in Saigon who specifically denied the claim of Mrs.
Lieselotte Joppe, explaining that the amount in question has been settled by him
and the party has fully enjoyed the benefit of this transaction and as a conse
quence our friend has refused to reimburse the amount.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 178” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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MR. VAHID—TU DO STREET, SAIGON

Mr. BELLINo. On October 25, 1966, Doan Quoc Sy informed t
he wanted to transmit $360 to the Prysumeen account, saying
told by Mr. Vahid of TuDo Street, Saigon, to make the

in Account Prysllmien, Reference 677. (It appears therefore t
erence 667 is Mr. Wahid in Saigon. Numerous transactions ha
noted in the Prysumeen account involving reference No. 667 in
transactions with Ray Evans of R. & R. Supply which will
cussed later.)
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 179”

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. On November 1, 1966, F. F. Cunha of Manufa
Hanover advised Doan Quoc Sy about the best way of trans
funds for Mr. Vahid. Subsequently, on December 16, 1966, Doa
Sy forwarded $300 for deposit in the Prysumeen account.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 180, 1
182” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcomm
DR. R. AMIN

Mr. BELLINo. On February 22, 1967, Dr. R. Amin of Milled
State Hospital, Milledgeville, Ga., inquired about transferring
to India by sending them to the Manufacturers Hanover Tr
and asking them to inform a/c Prysumeen 277/THRU.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 183”
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Robert W. Olsen of Manufacturers Hanovel

Prysumeen about the Amin inquiry:
We did not, though, reveal your name as being a depositor of our bank
we convey any information with regard to the relationship that exists bet

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 184” fo

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
DEPOSITS FROM ROY W. ADAMS

Mr. BELLINo. A memorandum, dated August 17, 1966, in th
cleco file of the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., from Rich
Johnson, deputy representative at Manila, reflects that most
deposits in this account came from Roy W. Adams. Johnson po
that “his name (Adams) on the return address should be a clu
contents.”

This memorandum indicates that Johnson might have some
edge of the true source of the funds deposited in the Miracleco .
as well as to Prysumeen, to which account reference is made.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 185” fo
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
CHECKS WITH PAYEES BLANK; CHECK FROM MAx E. How AI

Mr. BELLINo. On September 12, 1966, H.M. Abdulkader of Mi
sent Paul Lucas of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. a cashier'

for $1,000 from Max E. Howard of Fischbach & Moore, AP
Francisco, Calif., No. 96309.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 186” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Abdulkader advised that—
Some fraudulent persons give us the checks after receiving the equivalent
value. Immediately they send telegrams to their banks to stop payment. * * *
Is there any way to stop this type of fraudulence?

In reply, Mr. Finch of Manufacturers Hanover advised Miracleco
If your customer stops payment of these checks, there is nothing that can be
done by you Other than your bringing suit against them.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 187” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. It was pointed out also that the bank had received
checks without payees’ names. Miracleco asked the bank to fill in the
Miracleo name or account number on all such blank checks.

Checks without payees' names certainly indicate irregular practices.
Since many of the checks came from Vietnam, the bank officials must
have understood that the account was a conduit for black-market
currency.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 188” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. Can we go back to page 18 of the testimony?
In examining these accounts, Manfra, Tordello & Brooks, and these

others, I notice that in the private banking account there is no account
1969 and the Republic National Bank account transactions went from
$43 million to about $171% million.

Was this as a result of the committee investigation, or was this a
result of only a partial year's operation as far as Republic was con
cerned?

Mr. BELLINo. I might say on 1969, we did not get the information,
and we are trying to get a sample of the activities to present at the
We did not necessarily get everything in 1969 or right up

£
to date.

Senator GURNEY. There is no significance between that big drop in
figures in the Republic National Bank?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir.
CHECK

OF DARWIN

L.

KLEINENDORST

On August 21, 1967, Mrs. Darwin L. Kleinendorst, St. Paul, Minn.,
wrote Manufacturers Hanover to say that her late husband had been
employed by Page Communications in South Vietnam.
He had written a check to the order of 0544–0–34196 (Miracleco
account) with Manufacturers Hanover. She asked whether her hus
band had an account in the bank.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 189A” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. On August 29, 1967, F. F. Cunha wrote that her hus
band did not own the account. This correspondence makes clear that
whatever funds were received from Darwin Kleinendorst, the source

was a firm doing business in South Vietnam.

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 189B" for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Mr. BELLINo. In a number of instances, detailed in my stateme
was known, or, in the exercise of reasonable care, should have
known to officials of the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. in
York that the Prysumeen account in that bank was being used
conduit for transfer of currency from South Vietnam.

Letters to the bank from would-be depositors in the Prysu
account indicated that the funds had originated in Saigon. (
letters to the bank from the Prysumeen people in Hong Gong
such references as “our friend in reference 677” and “our friel

Saigon.”
Still other letters used reference numbers other than names of

sons. In fact, reference 677 cropped up in connection with tran
by Isobel Evans which will be discussed later.
Manufacturers Hanover corresponded with the depositors, g
them advice on how to make deposits into Prysumeen, and c

sponded with Prysumeen in Hong Kong about the deposits.
The bank received checks without payees' names, and since
of the checks came from Vietnam, someone in the bank must
understood the nature of the transactions.

Senator GURNEY. As far as the Republic Bank account is conce
did you find any evidence that transfers of funds were going
that account to Dubai or some of the other accounts?

Mr. BELLINo. I would say so but on some of these banks lik
public, we did not analyze the disbursements. We wanted to see
was happening. We got it from Prysumeen, and we felt that wou
sufficient for the purpose of considering what we might be able
to stop this type of activity, and we didn't take the other acco
BLACK-MARKET FUNDs FLowING FROM GoverNMENT OPERATIC
THE DE GILL CORP.

This company was formed by Gilbert Danner, former manag
the International House in Saigon, and Jo DiBella. After its
formation, it was sold to Leonard Pitcock and William Gilbert.

The DeGill Corp. rented cargo vehicles from a Vietnamese nat
and leased them to Pacific Architects & Engineers, Inc., a firm
contract to the U.S. Army in Vietnam.

DeGill Corp. financed its operations by illicit exchange of U.S
lar instruments for piasters. The company also was involved in r

ing quantities of stolen U.S. Government equipment.
William O. Gilbert wrote to Security Pacific National Bank on
tember 11, 1968: “* * * In the event that any agent of the U.S.
ernment asks for information or documents concerning the oper

of our account, please refrain from making any disclosure whatsoe
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 190” fo

erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT NO. 190

DEGILL CoRP.,
Philadelphia, Pa., September 11, 1

Att.
Mr. Charles Israel, Assistant Cashier.
PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK,
San Francisco, Calif.
GENTLEMEN: This will authorize you to destroy all our letters to your
directing you to transmit funds to the account(s) of third persons.
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In the event that any agent of the U.S. Government asks for information or
documents concerning the Operations of our account, please refrain from making
any disclosures whatsoever.

Mr. Kirk Lambert Kirk, an Attorney-at-Law of your city, is the bearer of this
letter. He is authorized to receive any message which you may wish to transmit
to us on this subject.

Very truly yours,
WILLIAM O. GILBERT,
President and Treasurer.

Mr. BELLINo. He also authorized the bank to destroy all letters di
recting the bank to transmit funds to the accounts of third parties.
The bank did not comply nor did it answer Mr. Gilbert.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is the account still alive?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir. This DeGill Corp. was placed on a blacklist
by the Defense Department and by AID.
AID has been trying to get the records from this company and they
have never succeeded. They have stalled them for many reasons. The
account that they maintained was in operation up until about the time
that Mr. Duffy and I talked to Mr. ' in Singapore, and after
that they stopped the transactions back in California, where they had
an account.

Senator RIBIcoFF. From your figures, the chances are that they made
much more money in the black market than they did in their legitimate
enterprise.
Mr. BELLINo. I would say by the nature of their operation, and the
indictment, they were making it in many more ways rather than black
market. They are involved in thefts of trucks and all kinds of heavy
equipment, and machinery which was taken right out of Saigon and
shipped to the Philippines and sold back to the U.S. Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. As you trace all of these transactions and letters
back and forth from banks and customers, to the Indians, and to the
Chinese, do you feel that the banks themselves knew that these accounts
were involved in black-market transactions?

Mr. BELLINo. I feel, Senator, that the banks certainly know that the

money was coming from Vietnam. They knew there was a war in Viet
nam. I think that they should have at least exercised a little more care
at this point.
I might say this, too: that the Treasury Department has a Foreign
-

Assets Control Division. They ordinarily look into the Treasury regu
lations that were mentioned before, dealing with Communist countries,
but they did nothing whatsoever to determine about this black-market
activity. They took no action of any kind.
When Mr. Hawk, if you recall, was interviewed, he mentioned how
he had been trying to get information to the Treasury Department, the
AID, the White House, and for a period of 2 years, and nobody would
move on it. No one did anything until this committee began to move
on it in connection with information which we had received from the

Inspector General's Office of the State Department.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, various governmental agencies
had knowledge of these transactions, the thefts and black market and

all types of wrongdoing, and dishonesty, but paid no attention to the
information they were receiving.

Mr. BELLINo. I might mention, the subpena served by the U.S.
attorney's office in New York, and I understand from Mr. Morgenthau
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that was done at the request of the Treasury Department, Int

Revenue, but nothing ever happened. They wanted to know
was going on, and they reported to Washington here, and tha
the extent as far as we know of what they did.
They afterward, the IRS, went back some time later, and
they did, they found our accountants there from the General Acc
ing Office, and they didn’t take any further action.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is there any question in your mind tha

Treasury Department, if it made inquiry into all of these banks
what was going on, that these transactions would have been sto
by the banks? £ you think that the banks would have floute
Treasury Department?
Mr. BELLINo. The banker has suggested to us, Senator, that on

they probably could control things is for Treasury to tell then
this account is an account you have to be careful with, or don’

them on, especially when they have indications that it is a l
market activity, and they would stop immediately.
Senator RIBICOFF. But as you look at these transactions, could
be any question by any prudent banker that these are black-m
accounts?

-

Mr. BELLINo. In my opinion, there would be no question in my
Of course, everyone looks at things probably a little differently
Senator RIBICOFF. There is no question in my mind, as we trace
transactions as you relate them, and you look at the correspon
that took place, that these banks were very well aware that they
handling black-market accounts. I can’t conceive how any reaso
banker, or prudent banker, could have drawn any other concl
than that he was being used or the bank was being used as a dr
a conduit for black-market accounts being run by worldwide s
cates, to the detriment of the United States.

Mr. BELLINo. Of course, Senator, the banker just looks at r

coming in and money going out. Money is a commodity, and
are SOme

.' who do arbitrage at a different rate of the dol

the pound. It might be in a London market as compared to the

market. They want to accept that and it is sufficient not to as
further questions. But it seems to me when letters come in with S
and reference to people in Saigon, they certainly should be aler
that point and they should take some action.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would say that the lengthy correspondenc
, took place to try to get a numbered account, and to get a code
the way the lateral transfers were being run, the way the mone
being deposited, the transfer of the money from the U.S. bank
military payment certificates, and money orders, to banks i
Middle East, was certainly ample warning to an American banl
these accounts were being used to the detriment of the intere
their own country.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. On a similar matter, Mr. Bellino, on page 1
listed a number of people who were doing business in Vietnam an
were making deposits in the Prysumeen account. Now, as I under
the testimony that we had previously, yesterday and the day b
American nationals who engage in illegal black-market transacti
Vietnam can be barred from PX transactions and from doing bu
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with U.S. bases. This certainly was the testimony of the AID man who
was before us.

You have indicated that in the case of the Star Distributing Co., that

this was a company that had a monopoly on news distribution to our
Armed Forces in Vietnam, and the president testified he was making
deposits directly into the Prysumeen account. Has any action been ini
tiated to cut off the Star Distributing Co. from operating on U.S. bases
in Vietnam 7

Mr. BELLINo. Insofar as we know, no action has been taken.
Senator GURNEY. Is it your opinion that action should be taken in
this direction?

Mr. BELLINo. I would think in every one of these accounts some action
should be taken.

Senator GURNEY. And I would say probably long overdue.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious. How are Vietnamese customs offi

cials paid?
Mr. BELLINo. In connection with that interesting question, Senator,
when a raid occurs, they get their regular salary, but when a raid occurs
and any moneys that are found in the establishment are taken and con
trolled by the customs officials, then later on they divide the amount
that was received between all of the individuals that were in on the
raid.
-

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, when the money was picked up, it
doesn't go into the South Vietnamese treasury, but the customs offi
cials take it?

Mr. BELLINo. They maintain a certain amount in the treasury, and
the balance they distribute among all of the raiders. It is done in
accordance with their law which exists in Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. This opens up the possibility that if the so-called

black marketeer in currency is paid more in price, more than the money
involved in the raid, then the raid might not take place.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What I am curious about is this: Does the South

Vietnamese Government ever deport the black marketeers or the people
that they catch in raids, or do
allow them to remain in Vietnam

£

to continue?

Mr. BELLINo. It is like booking agents here in this country where a
raid is made and they usually pick the small fry, and the attorney goes
to the court and gets them out on bail, and they pay a fine, and they
continue in business. In the discussion with a representative from our
country who worked closely with them, he was an adviser to the Cus
toms people, we felt if the Vietnamese Government, especially when
they picked up an Indian or foreigner who was involved in the black
market, if they gave him a deportation paper and got him out of the
country, that would be one way of beginning to stop this thing.
Senator RIBICOFF. How about Americans who are in a war zone, and
they are not
of the military or necessary civilian employees, and
they commit black market activities or commit crime or wrongdoing?
Why are they allowed to remain in a country like South Vietnam?

£

Mr. BELLINo. I think in any of those cases, I think the State Depart

ment or the Ambassador in that area, they do take some action if it is
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called to their attention. They can, in cooperation with the
take whatever action the Americans feel might be justified.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have they lifted their passports or se
home?

Mr. BELLINo. As far as lifting their passport, I think there, o
you would have a visa from the foreign country, and they col
the foreign country or go to the Vietnamese and tell them not
authority to go in, but there have been some problems, I thi
lifting a passport.

Senator RIBICOFF. The South Vietnamese Government could
ate their visa, could they not?
Mr. BELLINo. I would think so.

Senator RIBICOFF. Has that been done; have the South Vie
done this?

Mr. BELLINo. I don't know of any instances it has been don
it has been done, I don’t know.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the military, the men th:

be guilty of wrongdoing, are court-martialed and punished
but a civilian doing the same thing gets off with a mere fine
tinues wrongful acts?

Mr. BELLINo. He gets off unless the Vietnamese pick him '
decide to really give him the business. In that connection, th
give him a substantial fine and the American doesn’t show u
nam any more. The American Service Sales and American II
went out of business as a result of them finding some record
possession of James Galligan, and they gave him such a big
they never went back there.

Mr. Evans, who we will hear tomorrow, doesn’t dare go

Vietnam. He will go to Singapore, but he won't go back to
He is afraid the Vietnamese police will pick him up and then
lot to answer with all of the financial transactions he has had

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think that we have paid enough
to these internal problems being caused by American civ
Vietnam?

Mr. BELLINo. I think we have paid attention, but I don’t t
real action has ever been taken. I think the Ambassador, a r
their files, and the Irregular Practices Committee, they are
and the military also are very anxious to do things, but usu
find other problems. Eventually it ends up with putting in
machine to control the black market of the money orders.
It is just another step and it takes that much longer, an
make mistakes in punching out the card, and they spent a lot
when they probably could do other things.
Senator GURNEY. Your suggestion is that so far as the civi
concerned it is probably more a State Department responsibi
a military responsibility?
Mr. BELLINo. I would think so; yes. Of course, the milital
like to take action in some cases, and not just on their own. Th
like to be able to take action on the civilians. But the State

ment has not permitted them to. That creates more problem
Senator RIBIGoFF. But the South Vietnamese could deport a
can as an undesirable alien, just like the United States could (
alien living in this country if he was an undesirable alien.
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I think every country certainly has the right to deport undesirable
aliens. Does the State Department protect the Americans who get in
trouble with this?

Mr. BELLINo. Apparently there are some who try to protect them. I
recall seeing one
on one individual involved in the black market,
and he was apparently an American citizen, and I think that he origi
nally came from India. There was a question among the personnel in
the Embassy as to whether in reply to a letter from the Vietnamese,

#

who wanted to know whether our Government was willing to extend a

visa, that they should extend a visa for this individual, and there
seemed to be a question whether they should tell the Vietnamese people
everything that they knew about this individual.
The individual was involved in the black market, and not only that,
but some indication of having Communist connections. Sometimes they
try to protect them rather than give them the full information and let
them get rid of a man. Why they do it, we don't know.
Senator GURNEY. I didn't stay for all of the testimony yesterday, but
I recall the civilian before us. He indicated he got advice from the
State Department as to how to get his bundle upgraded.
Mr. BELLINo. And the State Department told him where he could
get his higher rate.
Senator GURNEY. You could not expect very severe action from them.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are there any other points that you want to
bring out?
Mr. BELLINo. I made reference to the profit. The total funds from
DeGill traced into black-market accounts were at least $602,500. Profit

on these transactions, at an average rate of 180 piasters to the dollar,
would have amounted to approximately $316,567.

£ to was marked “Exhibit No. 191” for ref

(The document
erence and follows:)

ExHIBIT No. 191
AFFIDAVIT OF GEORGE S.

CREAMER

I, George S. Creamer, who reside in Singapore, freely and voluntarily make
the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified himself to me as
a member of the Staff Of the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on

Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, and Fred Asselin,
Special Assistant to Senator Abraham Ribicoff, Acting Chairman. No threats,
force or duress has been used to induce me to make this statement, nor have
I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which may result from
submission of this statement to the aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcom
mittee.

My name is George S. Creamer. I am a citizen of the United States. I live in

Singapore.
I will tell you what I know about Leonard E. Pitcock and the DeGill Corpora
tion and their involvement in the currency black market in South Vietnam.
In November of 1965, I was living in Saigon and Pitcock came up from Singa
pore. He had recently been deported from the Philippines. I put him up at my
hotel for a time. He was trying to return to the Philippines.
After he was deported, he went to Hong Kong and stayed there seven or eight
months and then he went to Singapore. Pitcock had managed to land himself on
a flight bound for the Philippines. But the authorities sent him back to Hong
Kong.
In February of 1966, Pitcock bought a corporation. It was a corporation in
name only. It was called the DeGill Corporation. The founders, Joe DeBella and
Gill Danner, combined the “De” from DeBella and the “Gill” from Gill Danner

to arrive at the name of their corporation.
Danner was manager of the International House in Saigon.
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DeBella had known Pitcock for several years. They had been partners in a
business in Japan 10 years earlier.
Under DeBella and Danner, DeGill Corporation was strictly a paper set up.

Pitcock wanted a U.S. firm, with a U.S. charter, that would give him the oppor
tunity to get a piece of the huge sums of money that the United States was Spend
ing in South Vietnam. A corporation chartered in Vietnam would require that
Pitcock be paid in piasters. That he did not want. He wanted to be paid in U.S.
green dollars.

With his corporation papers in hand, Pitcock negotiated a contract with

USAID for the DeGill Corporation to build four pre-fabricated housing units.
I don’t know how much the contract was worth. I don't think that was important

to Pitcock. What mattered to him was having won the contract at all. For that was
his real start in Vietnam. But without the DeGill Corporation behind him,
USAID would never have done business with him.

Later on, when Pitcock was more prosperous, he made no bones about the fact
that he paid off people who did him favors. Ten percent of all his profits, he
said, was put to one side. That was pay-off money. “It is to be used at my dis
cretion,” he said, “to pay off whomever I feel necessary to pay off.”
William Gilbert was a partner with Pitcock. About the time the DeGill Cor
poration was starting up, Pitcock became interested in leasing trucks and other
equipment to Pacific Architects & Engineers, PA&E. Pitcock at that time had no
equipment to lease.

Pitcock and Gilbert developed some connections within the Vietnamese

Departments of Public Works and Agriculture. Somehow they arranged an
agreement whereby they would rent trucks and other vehicles from their friends

in the Vietnamese government. Then they would lease this equipment to PA&E.
Their most influential friend in the Vietnamese government was a Mr. Chan or
Than. I am not sure of his name.

Pitcock was paid by PA&E's Tokyo office in U.S. dollar checks sent directly
to Pitcock's bank in the U.S. Then, from Vietnam, Pitcock would execute a
lateral transfer, moving the money from his U.S. account to an Indian national's
account, also in the U.S. Immediately, a message would be sent by an associate
of the Indian's from the U.S. confirming that the transfer had been made, that
Pitcock had deposited such and such an amount of money into the black market
account.

Pitcock dealt with an Indian money changer in Cholon. As soon as the money
changer received the confirming message—it could be a cable or a letter written
in code—DeGill Corporation was entitled to be paid back in the black market
rate of piasters. Pitcock's return was usually about double the Official rate.
I know that Gilbert would go down to Cholon and pick up a satchel full of
piasters. With those piasters, Pitcock and Gilbert could pay off their man in the
Vietnamese government, Chan or Than, and pay their in-country expenses and
still realize huge profits.

Incidentally, Pitcock would never go to Cholon himself. He always made
Somebody else go. Gilbert had to make the pick-ups Some Of the time. He was
always a little nervous about it—but Pitcock insisted.

I was with Gilbert Once or twice when he picked up the piasters. We went
to an Indian shop in Cholon in the commercial district where saris and silks
and textiles are sold. I never met the owner but I know that he was an Indian

national. I know that dollars were transferred and piasters exchanged With this
Indian at least once a month.

Soon Pitcock began to accumulate his own fleet of vehicles. He began to phase
Out his vehicle rentals from the Vietnamese government. He accumulated his own

fleet of trucks by buying from the U.S. Army Property Disposal Sales.
A condition of sale in Vietnam in surplus property transactions is that these
goods must be exported out of the country. But Pitcock figured out a way to get
around this regulation. He used his USAID contract.
The USAID contract to build the pre-fabricated homes did not require trucks.

But he told the motor vehicle registration office at the U.S. Embassy that the con
tract definitely did require trucks. To carry out the full obligations of the USAID
contract, Pitcock said, he needed official license plates.
The official license plates for his trucks and forklifts and other vehicles meant

this equipment did not have to be exported out of country.
Embassy officials did not know he was lying. They saw him as just another

businessman under a USAID contract. The Vietnamese would never question this
certification from the American government. So they issued him official plates.
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What annoyed all of us in the surplus sales business—and what was blatantly
illegal about Pitcock's methods—was this. Equipment we bought had to be
exported within a certain period of time. But Pitcock knew full well that he would
lease the equipment he bought almost immediately to PA&E. His equipment would
stay in country. Therefore, he avoided duty, Shipping, handling and other costs.
Plus he could avoid the unofficial cost of having to bribe Vietnamese officers
involved in exporting.
These savings gave him the ability to bid higher on equipment and a tre
mendous advantage over other bidders. The Army excess sales people did not
mind his high bids. They wanted to sell their surplus equipment at the highest
possible price. They did not realize why Pitcock was paying so much for their
equipment. I don’t know that they cared either.
Now Pitcock was leasing his own trucks to PA&E. This was a most lucrative
arrangement. Consider a five-ton truck, for example. He paid about $800 U.S. for
a five-ton truck and then about $300 U.S. to get it in running operation. He would
lease that five-ton truck to PA&E for $1,350 U.S. for a 10-hour day, six days a
week. Anything beyond that PA&E was charged $5.50 U.S. an hour overtime.
-

Some months a given five-ton truck might have as much as 150 hours overtime.
That’s about $875 U.S. Therefore, in a good month, Pitcock could make back

from PA&E the initial investment in the truck—and make a sizable profit as well.
And that could have been the first month he leased the truck. From then on,
the truck would be virtually all profit. Of course, he did have to pay the drivers
and the maintenance costs. But PA&E Supplied the gasoline and the lubrication.
With this kind Of return, Pitcock could easily pay more for items sold at the

surplus sales than any of the rest of us bidding on the surplus property. He also
had the advantage of the black market rate he was receiving on his U.S. dollars.
Pitcock had Other advantages too. They resulted from his USAID contract. It

qualified him for USAID identification cards and he was extended U.S. military
payment certificates, MPCs. None of the others in surplus buying had MPC
rights. Pitcock even had PX privileges.

Pitcock was being paid by checks drawn in dollars. In Vietnam, if you can buy
piasters with dollars and use piasters to buy back the MPCs, you can net 30 per
cent. The extra 30 percent allowed Pitcock to bid at least 30 percent higher than
anyone else. Pitcock was playing all the angles.

One business associate of Pitcock's left him because he could not put up with
Pitcock's questionable business ethics. That was Howard Spuler. Spuler owned

11 percent of the stock in DeGill Corporation and had become vice president of
the firm. He was uneasy about some of Pitcock's ways, particularly about the
manner in which he was leasing equipment to PA&E.

Spuler told Pitcock he wanted out. They reached a settlement and Spuler quit.
I know Pitcock continued to play the black market to multiply his earnings.
Checks were sent to the DeGill Corporation account in the United States. Shortly
after the check was deposited, the bank would be instructed to transfer funds to

the bank account in the U.S. designated by the Indian in Cholon. This lateral
transfer system, as I said, was a regular procedure for the DeGill Corporation.

The Indian was supplying about 8 million piasters a month to DeGill Corpora
tion in that Way.

When Spuler quit, his 11 percent floated for awhile. Then Gene Schimpff
bought it up. The other officers were Gilbert, who owned 45 percent and was listed
as president, and Pitcock who had 44 percent and was secretary-treasurer.
Pitcock chose to be secretary-treasurer, he once told me, because he did not
want to be the fall guy if the corporation got into trouble. “As far as I'm con

cerned,” he said “the title means nothing. It is the money and the controlling
stock that counts.”

DeGill Corporation was prospering. Pitcock told me once that he had 70
trucks leased to PA&E and USAID and that they were bringing in $104,000
U.S. a month. He had to pay the drivers and maintenance costs but that was all.
Pitcock was also continuing to get USAID contracts. One contract was to move

mobile homes or house trailers. In this contract, he could, for the first time,
honestly justify the need for trucks with official plates.

-

I have read the foregoing statement and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.
GEORGE S. CREAMER.
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RAY AND ISOBEL EVANS

Mr. BELLINo. With '' to Ray and Isobel Evans, doing business
as R. & R. Supply Co., Cold Storage Co., and The King Co., Ray Evans
and his wife Isobel are typical of individuals who have profited for
years by following American troops abroad. Evans is an insurance
salesman and Mrs. Evans was once associated with the USO. They had
been in Korea before they went to Vietnam.
They arrived in Vietnam in 1965 and went into business. Although
they were inexperienced, they managed to get contracts for construc
tion and renovation of service clubs and messes and for furniture

manufacturing. They became associated with a Vietnamese national,
a man named Yang—pronounced “Young.”
PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

They formed R. & R. Supply Co. They said the initials referred to
“rest and relaxation.” Possibly for reasons of individual safety, they
executed a partnership agreement, although they were man and wife.
The U.S. address of the firm is their residence at 4924 North 73d Street,

Scottsdale, Ariz. The firm's Saigon address is their residence at 22
Gia Long.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 192” for ref

erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 192
PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

This agreement of partnership made and entered into this 1st day of June,
1966, by and between Ray Evans, Party of the First Part, and Jo Isobel Evans,
Party of the Second Part;
Witnesseth : That the parties hereto, having mutual confidence in each other,
and for and in consideration of the mutual considerations and benefits accruing
to the parties hereto, and for other good and valuable considerations herein
after mentioned, make this partnership agreement on the following terms and
conditions:

1. The business affairs of said partnership shall be conducted and carried on
under the partnership name of R & R SUPPLY CO. with offices at 4924 North
73rd Street, Scottsdale, Arizona. The partnership shall also do business in the
country of South Viet Nam, or at such other place or places as the partners
from time to time hereinafter designate.
2. The Partnership shall be for the purpose of carrying on a furniture manu
facturing and construction business and the wholesale and retail sale of fur

niture and household furnishings of every type and character and all business
incidental or in any way connected therewith.

3. The partnership shall begin on June 1, 1966, and continue until the same
is dissolved or terminated by law or in the manner hereinafter provided.
4. The capital of this partnership consists of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00)
contributed as follows:

Ray Evans, $500.00; J. Isobel Evans, $500.00.
5. At all times during the continuance of this partnership the parties will

devote their entire time and effort to the carrying on of the business of the partner
ship, working for the partnership, and they shall have equal voice in the manage
ment and operation of said partnership business.

6. All operating expenses, gains, profits, increases or losses from or by means
7. Books of account shall be kept by said partners and entries made therein

of said business shall be shared equally by the parties hereto.

of all

financial transactions of said partnership. Said books of account, together

with all hills, letters and other documents and rights belonging to said partner.
ship shall be kept where the principal place of business of the partnership

shall

be carried on, and shall at all times be open to the examination of both partners.
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8. All funds belonging to said partnership shall be deposited in the partnership
bank account, to be kept in such bank or banks as may be designated from time
to time by mutual consent or agreement of the partners. The signature of either
of the partners shall be sufficient to withdraw funds in Said partnership bank
account and to write checks on said account.

9. Neither of the partners, during the continuance of this partnership, shall
assume any liability or responsibility for another or others by means of endorse
ment or of becoming a guarantor or surety without first obtaining the written
consent of the other partner.
10. This partnership shall be terminated by death or by operation of law.
11. In case of the termination of this partnership, from whatever cause, the
parties hereto agree that they will make a just, true and final account of all things

relating to the partnership business.
In witness whereof, the parties have hereto signed this Agreement the day
and year first above written.
RAY EVANs,

Party of the First Part.
J. ISOBEL EVANS,

Party of the Second Part.
STATE OF ARIZONA,

County of Maricopa, ss:
On this, the 1st day of June, 1966, before me, the undersigned Notary Public,
personally appeared Ray Evans, who, known to me to be the person whose name
is subscribed to the within instrument, acknowledged that he executed the same

for the purposes therein contained.
M. A. CRAMTON,

Notary Public.
My commission expires July 22, 1966.
STATE OF ARIZONA,

County of Maricopa, 88:
On this, the 1st day of June, 1966, before me, the undersigned Notary Public,
personally appeared J. Isobel Evans, who, known to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the within instrument, acknowledged that she executed
the same for the purposes therein contained.
M. A. CRAMTON,

Notary Public.
My commission expires July 22, 1966.
ARIZONA BANR ACCOUNT

Mr. BELLINo. Their bank was the First National Bank of Arizona in

Scottsdale. According to their wishes, the bank used plain envelopes
for its letters to them and sent their deposit slips to Mrs. Evans' mother,
Mrs. Helen S. Natemeyer.

From 1965 through December 31, 1968, deposits in the several bank

£

£ by the Evanses totaled
Their gross
receipts from business with military clubs and messes were approxi
mately $1,104,000 during that period, not including commissions from
Fraser & Neave and its subsidiary, Malayan Breweries, both Singa
accounts

pore firms.
BLACK-MARKET ACTIVITIES

When Isobel and Ray Evans were initially interviewed at their home
in Scottsdale, Ariz., they categorically denied any knowledge of the
Prysumeen account or that they ever had transferred any funds to
this account at the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. They said that

they never had heard of it and didn't even know what it was.
We showed them a letter which Mrs. Evans had written to Lee
Wickerman of the First National Bank of Arizona at Scottsdale. Mrs.

Evans admitted that the letter was in her handwriting and her signa
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ture appeared on the letter. She then claimed that Yang, their alleged
Vietnamese partner, had given her the Prysumeen name but she
claimed she had not remembered it.

However, the letter refreshed her memory. She then stated that
because Yang was their Chinese partner, they paid him part of the
profit in that fashion. When asked whether she received any of the
moneys in connection with the conversion, she claimed that they did
not get their money back. She maintained that all the funds that
went into the Prysumeen account were paid to Yang.
A review of the bank account of Isobel Evans, the R. & R. Supply
Co., and their other companies, disclosed that from November 1, 1965,
to December 23, 1968, a total of $510,800 was channeled through black

market accounts, of which $243,000 went through the Prysumeen ac
count. We do not know the exact conversion rate realized by the
Evanses on all these transactions. However, assuming an average rate
of 180 piasters to the dollar, they would have realized $779,186, with
a profit of $286,386.
RAY EVAN's INTERVENTION IN SINGAPORE

The subcommittee's staff usually has had full cooperation from
firms dealing in service club supplies through the Evanses. However,
Ray Evans was in Singapore when we were there, and he told Fraser
& Neave not to furnish any information or records to us. The two
firms sell meats, soda, and beer. Evans sold several hundred thousand

£ worth of supplies to military service clubs for the Singapore
I'mS.

- **

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 193” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT NO. 193

FRASER & NEAVE, LTD.,
Singapore, May 13, 1969.
Senator ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Acting Chairman, Permanent

Subcommittee

on

Government

Operations,

Singapore.

DEAR SIR: We recently had the pleasure of a visit from Messrs. Carmine S.
Bellino and La Vern J. Duffy, U.S. Senate Investigators, in connection with
our trading operations to South Vietnam.
2. As you may be aware, for the past two years, we have been shipping sup
plies of canned Aerated Waters to the clubs and messes of the U.S. armed
forces in South Vietnam, against purchase orders directed to us through the
medium of Mr. R. Evans.

3. Regular statements in support of the original invoices are sent to these
units, who pay us directly through our bankers in the U.S.A., for which we
receive monthly clearance from our Republic's Foreign Exchange Dept.
4. Messrs. Bellino and Duffy informed us that they were investigating the
activities of Mr. R. Evans, in so far as his commercial activities in South Vietnam
were concerned, and requested us to supply to them all invoices, records of
payments to us by clubs and messes, and commissions paid to Mr. Evans. As

explained to the Federal investigators, it is standard practice in our Company
not to open our books or reveal our transactions with third parties, except under
circumstances of—

(a) Consent of the third party; and
(b). Under the statutory requirements of the due processes of the law of
the Republic.

We think you will appreciate that this is standard practice in all leading com
mercial trading and manufacturing companies in the free world.
5. Much of the information which the investigators requested of us would be
readily available from the clubs and messes which we have supplied. However,
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in order to facilitate their investigations, we enquired of Mr. Evans, currently
in Singapore, whether he would be prepared to give his consent to our revealing
to the investigators all details of transactions which had been effected through
his agency. Mr. Evans indicated to us that on no account would he be so willing
and, in the circumstances therefore, we regret that we are unable to accede to
the requests of the Federal investigators.

6. We trust that you will appreciate that Our stand is based on maintaining
normal standards of business ethics, and not on any wish to frustrate the efforts
of the Federal investigators.
Yours faithfully,
J. D. H. NEILL,
Acting General Manager.

Mr. BELLINo. While Mr. Duffy and I were in Singapore, or overseas,
we usually have had good cooperation from everyone, but in Singa
pore, Ray Evans was there and he contacted various suppliers, includ

ing Fraser & Neave, and told them not to furnish any records or give us
*
information.
-

•

might just read a portion of the letter, exhibit 193, in which Mr.

Neave, of Fraser & Neave, wrote to Senator Ribicoff. They point out
that they were informed that we were investigating activities of Mr.
Evans insofar as his commercial activities in South Vietnam were con

cerned, and requested them to supply us with invoices, records of pay
ments by clubs and messes, and commissions paid to Mr. Evan.
They explained to us it was standard practice in their company not
to open the books or reveal transactions with third parties except under
circumstances of consent of the third party, and under statutory re
quirements of the due process of law of the Republic. They said, how
ever, in order to facilitate your investigation, we inquired of Mr. Evans
whether he would be prepared to give his consent to our revealing to the
investigators all details of transactions which had been effected
through his agency.
Mr. Evans indicated to us that on no account would he be so willing
and under the circumstances we regret we are unwilling to accede to the
uests of the Federal investigators.

": GURNEY. In connection with Mr. Evans, Mr. Bellino, there
may be a possible tax evasion on these black-market profits. Has the
subcommittee staff advised Internal Revenue Service of these possible
black-market profits?
Mr. BELLINo. The Internal Revenue Service is very familiar with Mr.
Evans. They had been interested in him for some time.
Senator GURNEY. Would that be true of some of the other people
who have appeared in this money changing?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, we found there was an investigator over in Hong

Kong, I believe in Saigon, while we were there, or just before we
were there.
Senator GURNEY. They do have knowledge of this?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, they are trying to get information. I understand
insofar as Ray Evans is concerned, there is an exclusion up to 30 per
cent of their profit, or not more than $20,000, so that when they submit

an income tax return, if they show anything from $20,000 or under,
they pay no taxes on it.
understand at least Evans admitted that they have been reporting
-

$12,000 as salary for the past several years from R. & R. Supply and,
therefore, $12,000 does not exceed $20,000 and they have not been pay
3.5–3.59–70–pt. 3–10
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ing anything. I have estimated in 1968 alone their profit on a cas
would be approximately $200,000.
Senator GURNEY. But the Internal Revenue Service is lookin
it?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.
RENOVATED REEFERS SOLD TO SERVICE CLUBS

R. & R. Supply Co., during the period March 1968 to October 8
wrote four checks payable to C. O. Bentley of Singapore, for $.
In Singapore, Mr. Bentley denied to us any transactions with
'.
R. & '' Supply. When shown the checks, he agreed to talk
them.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 19

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. At that point, the telephone rang. It was Ray

warning Bentley of a possible visit from us. Bentley said w
there, and Evans told him not to say anything.
Bentley talked, however, telling us that the checks had pa
several used reefers—large refrigerators generally used for tra
and storage—which had been obtained from Fraser & Neave an
been renovated. The reefers were used to ship meats directly to m
clubs in Vietnam. We learned in Saigon that the meats in some o
reefers had not been fit for human consumption. In other wor

reefers, they were old and had been renovated and they didn't
and the food arrived unfit for human consumption.
Our interview with Bentley lasted about 2 hours. During tha
Evans called twice more to find out whether Bentley was talkin,
and whether we were still present in his home.
THE ROLE OF “MR. YANG”

Ray and Isobel Evans maintained to us that Yang had beel
partner since 1965 and arranged all currency transactions f
partnership. They also said he purchased materials and supé
workers in the construction and renovation of military service
They told us they didn’t know Yang's Vietnamese name nor
dress. They said he was about 46, spoke English, and had work
U.S. PX's or commissaries for 7 years. They described his hou
said he could be easily located.
Certain statements about the Evanses' Vietnamese business ex

which we subpenaed were mutilated, with the top portion to
You may want to see those, Senator.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 195”f

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. When, after considerable difficulty, we located
he furnished his available records and an affidavit. The top port
some of these documents were not torn off. We found the top p
and, comparing them with the ones they were torn from, we col
why the destruction of the document was made. On top of the inv
statement is the address of Mr. Yang, and his name, and his a
was there.

We had considerable time locating him because all we had w
name of “Young” or “Yang,” pronounced “Young,” a man ab
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years old, but eventually we did locate him and it was at that point we
found why these documents that had been presented to us in answer
to our subpena had the top portion torn off. The
had
shown Yang's real name—Duong Thuong Van—and his address at
134/17 Bach-Dang, gia-Dinh.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 196” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

"'

THE CIIRISTMAS CARDS

Mr. BELLINo. One Evans transaction was typical of their way of
doing business with clubs and messes.
In May of 1968, the Evanses ordered from the Japan Publications
Co. in Tokyo, 1,500,000 three-dimensional Christmas cards at a unit
cost of 5 cents, for a total of $75,000. There were to be 250,000 packages
of six cards each.

(The package of cards and document referred to were marked
“Exhibits Nos. 197 and 198” for reference and may be found in the
files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. I would like to have you see the type of cards that
these involved. There are six in a packet.
In a letter to the First National Bank of Arizona about the letter of

credit for the cards, Isobel Evans wrote on May 7, 1968: “The war
goes on—but so does our business. . . .”
(The letter referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 199” for reference

and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. A commercial invoice dated August 26, 1968, shows
scheduled shipments of the 1,500,000 cards which supposedly had been
ordered by various military clubs and messes.
(The invoice referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 200” for reference
and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. The invoice was simply a device to have the cards con
signed to clubs and messes in order to import the cards free of customs
duty, as well as to get a letter of credit from the bank.
he schedule showed 10 organizations which supposedly had ordered
all 1,500,000 cards. However, the 10 clubs and messes actually had
ordered 640,000 cards. For example, the 101st Airborne Division

actually ordered 90,000, but was ' consignee for 450,000. The 9th
Infantry Division ordered 144,000 but was the consignee for 447,000.
Davis Station ordered 18,000 and supposedly was shipped 129,000. An
Air Force NCO mess at Bien Hoa £ order any, ' was listed as
consignee for 36,000.
The fraudulent commercial invoice was the instrument which

released the letter of credit funds to pay for the cards.
From late August until mid-November of 1968, the Evanses obtained
16 additional orders for 165,900 additional cards. Since all orders

totaled 805,900 cards, almost 700,000 cards were stored at Tan Son
Nhut and at Yang's house.
THE USO ORDER FOR THE SAME TYPE OF CHRISTMAS CARDS

On August 30, 1968, the USO Clubs in Vietnam undertook to buy
some 180,000 similar cards for 12 cents each from the same company.
The USO planned to sell the cards at 20 cents each to service clubs,
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which would then sell them to soldiers for 25 cents. The Evanses bought
the cards for 5 cents, sold them to the clubs for 20 cents and the clubs
then sold them to soldiers for 25 cents.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 201” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. In other words, the USO would have been selling them
at 20 cents, or 5 cents cheaper if they had gone through with the order.
However, on August 25, 1968, Evans apparently learned of the USO
order and cabled the Tokyo suppliers, saying:
Are you going to jeopardize the prospect of three million dollar order for sixty
nine by selling Sun Enterprise 180,000 cards for Vietnam, USO.

(The cable referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 202” for reference
and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. The printer in Tokyo cabled back that the USO order
would be canceled

£ the USO was so advised on October 17, 1968.

(The cable referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 203” for reference
and may be found in the files of the subcommittee; additional corre
spondence was marked “Exhibit No. 204” for reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 204

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS TRADING CO., LTD.,
Tokyo, Japan, August 28, 1968.
Mr. RAY EVANS,

R & R Supply Co.,
22 Gia Long, Saigon, Vietnam.

IDEAR MR. EVANS: We confirm the exchange of our cables reading as under:
Yours Aug. 25th :

Saigon U.S.O. bought our cards from Sun Enterprises, Tokyo. I am
holding L.C. until you cancel their order.
Ours Aug. 27th :

Toppan cancelling USO orders stop complicated details. Writing.
We are so surprised at your cable and asked Toppan to check the problem and
heard that you sent a similar cable also to Mr. Suzuki of Toppan.
The situation was this after all. Toppan did not know the name of Sun Enter
prises, nor we do. They met Sun Enterprise man, who is a Chinese and found
they had a contract with USO Tokyo as follows:

10 kinds 3 D cards 20,000 sheets each, each card on a mat, 10 kinds with
10 envelopes of one set in vinyl envelope.
And Sun Ent. ordered from a small local printer, and this printer ordered from
a domestic department of Toppan.
That's why Toppan did not know this agreement at all and it is natural, because
it is a domestic dealing as far as their business concerns. Of course, all the busi
ness sections of Toppan should have been informed that you have the exclusive
distributorship for your cards in Vietnam.
But when offering comes to Toppan from a local printer, they don't check where
the goods go finally.
Anyhow they found it, but Sun Enterprise insisted that they had already con
tract with USO Tokyo and did not know our exclusive contract.

However, today Toppan talked with this local printer and refused to ship the
cards to them. So, I hope you understand the situations and recognize that
Toppan did not violate nor dared to break our agreement or purpose.
If you hold the L/C pending our cancellation, please release it.
We hope you understand the situations.
With best wishes, we are
Yours very truly,
T. MURAYAMA,

Ea'ecutive Director, Earport Department.
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POLICE RAID

Mr. BELLINo. In December of 1968, the Saigon police raided Yang's
house and, among other things, removed 144,000 Christmas cards. To
retrieve the cards, Evans was required to have a serviceman certify

that the cards belonged to a military club system. Sfc. Jack A. Doss,
9th Infantry Division NCO/EM '' System, made the required
Statement.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 205” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. The 9th Infantry Division had ordered 144,000 cards,
but the invoice indicated that 447,000 cards were shipped to the
division.
s

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE

International House is a recreational center operated by the Amer
ican Embassy in Saigon where social affairs are held. It has become

a central meeting place for Americans in Vietnam. Many of the Amer
icans are under contract to AID or to the Defense Department or are

Suppliers to military clubs and messes.
e financial records of R. & R. Supply disclosed that two $1,000
checks were issued to Gilbert Danner, manager of the International
House, and one $1,000 check to William Nichols, assistant manager.
When Danner was questioned in Saigon, he mentioned receiving two
$1,000 checks from Ray Evans.

Senator RIBICOFF: Why did the Saigon police raid Yang?
Mr. BELLINo. Apparently they must have gotten information; in
addition to these cards there was a lot of ceiling fans stored in Yang's
house, and the police decided to raid it. We don't know how they got the
information, but they did raid his house and took many ceiling fans,
plus the cards.

Senator GURNEY. Is Ray Evans still doing business with the Ameri
can military in Vietnam?
Mr. BELLINo. As far as I know—he has been under subpena to the
committee, but he has been very anxious to get back to Singapore. He
has been operating out of Singapore
Fraser & Neave Co.,
and he has representatives in Saigon, also.
Whether they are getting business, we don’t know, but certainly he
-

£

is trying to protect what he has over there and trying to get the £
and get rid of these cards which as you will notice, these were printed,

made up with nothing on the back, so that they could use them right in
Vietnam if they wanted to, and they were getting them in there without
any customs duty.
In addition, they were making 300 percent profit, buying them at 5
cents and doing nothing at all
other than receiving them at
the shipping place and distributing them to the clubs, they are already
packaged, and selling them at 20 cents apiece, or 15 cents profit, or 300
percent profit. For that reason they stopped the USO who wanted to
buy them and sell them at 5 cents cheaper, stopped them from getting
the order and they were told they had to pay the higher price.

£

Senator GURNEY. And paying no income tax either.
Mr. BELLINo. That is right.

Senator GURNEY. Do you know whether they are doing any other
business besides this so-called Christmas business now?

-

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, they were suppliers and manufacturers of furni

ture that they used. They had a little manufacturing place that made
furniture and renovated clubs and constructed clubs and did the con
struction work, but they also were buying many supplies of all kinds,

foodstuffs, tidbits, snacks, gifts, mascot radios, and desk sets with
clubs from $12 to $15 apiece.
Senator GURNEY: Is this activity still going on?

radios, and they were paying $5.50 and they were selling them to the
Mr. BELLINo. We don’t know whether it is going on right now,
Senator, but it was going on when we were there in May and June.
Senator GURNEY. Of this year?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes,

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do they also sell watches to the PX?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir; they are selling watches. I believe Mr. Duffy
has the story on that. W' you want to get that in now?
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask one other question. As I understand

your testimony, Evans is no longer in Saigon or Vietnam, but operat

ing out of Singapore.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Is there an effective way in which the American
military can stop him by preventing his agents from acting?
Mr. BELLINo. They put all of these companies, they have a recom:
mended list that go
the military, and Evans is on that list, and
all they have to do is take him off. Then, of course, their custodians in
turn do not buy from them under another name; others have formed

£

another company until the military learns that it is the same people.
Of course they are doing business with him.
Senator RIBICOFF. I might say that the Evanses will be before us
tomorrow.

Mr. BELLINo. Now, the International House.

The International House is a recreational center operated by the
American Embassy in Saigon where social affairs are held. It has be
come a central meeting place for Americans in Vietnam. Many of the
Americans are under contract to AID or to the Defense Department or
are suppliers to military clubs and messes.
The financial records of R. & R. Supply disclosed that two $1,000
checks were issued to Gilbert Danner, manager of the International
House and one $1,000 check to William Nichols, assistant manager.
When Danner was questioned in Saigon he mentioned receiving two

$1,000 checks from Ray Evans. Even before we asked him, he said
that an emissary of the Evanses, Earl Richardson, had informed him
that this subcommittee knew about these checks payable to him. He said
he won the $2,000 in a poker game; the checks were in the pot. How

ever, when reinterviewed, with the interview being taped, Danner
admitted that he had not won the money at a poker game. He refused
to admit that the checks represented kickbacks to him. Nichols, his
assistant, also interviewed with a tape recorder, refused to discuss the
moneys he received from Ray Evans.
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In addition to checks from Ray Evans, Danner received four checks

from Ernest Paschall, doing business as Condormats Corp., amounting
to $7,500 while Nichols received a check amounting to $800.
An account maintained by Danner at the Northwestern Bank, Boone,
N.C., disclosed total deposits of $120,343.65 from January 4, 1965,
to September 16, 1969, while Nichols deposited in his account at the
First National Bank, Mobile, Ala., from February 3, 1966, to March 10,
1969, a total of $194,749.37.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know what the salaries of Danner and
Nichols were as manager and assistant manager?
Mr. BELLINo. I think it was either $1,000 or $1,500, or approximately
that amount, each month.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, they received $18,000 a year at a
top. Yet for a period of 3 years the assistant manager deposited
$194,000.
-

Mr. BELLINo. The indications are from a review of the nature of the

items, they were engaged in the black market themselves and they
were exchanging checks for many people; at least there were many
checks from many people. Why they were there we don’t know unless
they were in the

£ business themselves.

enator RIBICOFF. In other words, the International House is a rec

reation center run by the State Department, and the manager and
assistant manager were using their positions in an American establish
ment to engage in black-market transactions with guests who came
to the International House.

Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir; those are the indications.

Senator GURNEY. Are they Government employees; I mean by that,
are they under civil service?
Mr. BELLINo. I don’t think so. I think Danner was on a contract basis
as manager.

Senator GURNEY. What about the Internal Revenue Service so far

as these two men are concerned? Have they been advised of these sub
stantial bank deposits?

Mr. BELLINo. I believe they are advised now. There is an Internal
Revenue man here now.
Senator GURNEY. I am glad of that.
Mr. BELLINo. Ernest # Paschall, doing business as Condormats
Corp., was another operator in Vietnam who was able to obtain orders
for not only supplies but also contracts for renovation of clubs as well
# manufacture of furniture. He operated in the same manner as Ray
VanS.

Paschall maintained several bank accounts. One account was at the

Bank of Delaware in Wilmington. An analysis of this account shows
that from February 1967 to March 1968, a total of $569,866 was de

posited in Paschall’s account. This was while he was doing business
as Condormats Corp.
Almost all of these funds were derived from clubs and messes, in

cluding the International House, which is an American Embassy
operation.
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Examination of his financial transactions at the Bank of Delaware

disclosed that during the period February 1967–March 1968 at least
$334.881.40 was placed in the currency black market as follows:
Account:

Almount

Baker Co., Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., Hong Kong---------------Far East Commodities, Bank of California-----------------Far East Commodities Thru Hang Tai Finance Co-----------Foreign Exchange & Investment, Ltd., Republic National Bank,
New York City

---

Hang Tai Finance Co., Manufacturer Hanover Trust, New York
City ----------------------------------------------------J. H. Meele, Crocker-Citizens National Bank, San Francisco-----

$2,100.00
9,960.00

28,650.00
10, 120.00

K. Pillai, Dao Henk Bank, Ltd., Hong Kong--------------------

31,568.00
28,700.00
53, 517. 40

Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., Hong Kong
Union Bank of Hong Kong, Ltd

77,132.00

Wing Lung Bank, Ltd.--------------------------------------

29, 300.00

Total

63,834.00

-

334, 881. 40

These included many accounts that we have already mentioned.
Senator GURNEY. By the way, are Danner and Nichols still em
ployed?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir. Danner returned and has decided to retire and

he is building a little motel in North Carolina, and he is located in Los
Angeles. Nichols has been running the International House, and as far
as I know he is still there.

Senator GURNEY. Is he still there?
Mr. BELLINo. He was there the last time I knew.

Mr. DUFFY. The State Department is investigating the Interna
tional House in Saigon.
Mr. BELLINo. I might say the inspection and investigation service
is looking into that activity at the present time.
Senator GURNEY. Incidentally, as a result of these investigations by

the committee into all of the things we have been learning about in the
last few days, as well as previously, is there any indication that these

black-market operations are lessening and that some of these big
time operators are getting out of business or running to cover?
Mr. £. We understand that the price on the black market has

gone up. We feel that any time things are made difficult for persons to
get, prices are going to go up. We probably believe our investigation is
making the price go up, and it is hard to get people to put their dollars
up for fear of being caught.
Senator GURNEY. So, at least this is an improvement, is that correct?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have the South Vietnamese authorities, to your
knowledge, taken any additional action against these black-market
operators?

Mr. BELLINo. I think the only action they take is when they have a
raid, and in a raid they are more happy if they find a lot of money so
they can distribute it among the raiders. I don’t know that they take
any other action other than the raids.

Senator RIBIcoFF. They made a raid on Dima but they found noth
ing. So Dima after all of these years has still got pretty good protection.
Mr. BELLINo. Maybe they could use our evidence in the hearing and
go after them on the basis of that.
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Senator, I have a batch of checks in connection with the evidence
that I would like to introduce.
Senator RIBICOFF. It will be made an exhibit.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 206A and
206B” for reference; exhibit 206B may be found in the files of the
subcommittee and exhibit 206A follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 206A
SUMMARY OF ITEMS IN BLACK MARKET CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS CHARGED TO BANK ACC0UNT OF
ISOBEL EVANS AND R. & R. SUPPLY, 1965–68
Item
No.

Date of
item

1965

Date
charged

Payable to and final endorsement

Amount

Bank

1965

93 Nov. 10 Nov 19 Cash-Hang Tai Finance Co------------ Belgian American Banking Corp
94 Nov. 1 Dec 21 Hang Tai Cheung Kee Bank-----do---------------------95 Nov. 13 Nov. 23 lu Tak Cheuk-Kowloon.--------------------do--------------------------96 Nov. 20 Dec 22 Hang Tai Cheung Kee Bank---------------- do--------------------------1966

97
98
99

Feb. 14
Feb. 24
Mar. 1

$1,900
1,300
200

5,000

1966

Mar. 3 BUP0M-Geneva, 04122-------------- Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co---Mar. 9 Hang Tai Finance Co----------------- Not readable.
Mar. 10 First National City Bank, Singapore------do---------------------------

3,500
3, 100
2,500

M. Mohamed Abdul Kader.
100 Mar. 25 Apr. 7 First National City. Bank, Singapore- First National City Bank, Singapore--

8,700

S. A. Ahamed Maideen.

101 Apr. 14 Apr. 15 Wire to First National City Bank, ----------------------------------

2,000

Singapore.

102 Oct. 18 Oct. 19 Wire to Prysumeen, REF 677----------- Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co---103 Oct. 14 Oct. 26 Dao Heng Bank, Ltd.—Baker Co, Acct. Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., H. K----------

5,000
2,500

No. 4242-0 Ref Wachi.
104 ---do-------do--------- do---------------do--------------------------105 Nov. 16 Nov. 17 Prysumeen REF 677- Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co---106 |Det. 6 Dec. 7 -----do----------------------------------- do---------------------------do-------do--------- do----------------------------------- do---------------------------

2,500
7,500
,944
8,556

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

|

1967

1967

107 Jan. 10 Jan. 24 Cash-Hang
Tai Finance and Far East Bank of California----------------Commodities.
108
109
110
171
111
112
113
114

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Apr.
115 May
116 June
117 June
June

19
30
1
24
6
19
25
1
29
31
6
26
23

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.

19
31
2
7
10
20

- - - - - - - -

-

- - - - - -

y

May
June
June
June
July

-

-----do-----------------------------------do----------------

8
1
6
27
6

---do------- do----

118 July 11
119 Aug. 1

Prysumeen REF 677------------------ Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co--------do-----------------------------------do-------------------------------do------------------------------do------------------Cash-Baker Co--------------------- Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., Check No. 1182Prysumeen REF 677------------------ Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co--------- do-----------------------------------do------ *.

Hong Yau Jye------------------------ Not readable. Check No. 1212--Prysumeen-------------------------- Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co--------do----------------------------------- do------do-----------------------------------do---------------------Cash------------------------------- Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., Check No. 1230-

- - -

1,000
10,000
20,000

35,000
2,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
1,400

K. Pillai, Acct. No. 4491-1------------- Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., Check No. 1231-

1,400

July 12 Prysumeen-------------------------- Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co---Aug. 2 ----do-----------------------------------

15,000
20,000
1,500
2,500
10,000
,000
2,500

172 Aug. 2 Aug. 15 Cash-Hang Tai Finance
173 ---do-------do---- Cash-K. Pillai Acct. No. 4491-1------- Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., Check No. 1245120 Aug. 22 Aug. 24 Fryšumeen-------------------------- Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co----

174 Aug. 26 Sept. 6 Cash-Hang Tai FinanceAug. 24 Sept. 7

--- Check No. 1253------------------K. Pillai-Acct.4491-1----------------Bank Ltd., check No.
*

p:
#" Bank Ltd., check No.
-

---do-------do---------do------------------------------ Dao

75 Aug. 30 Sept. 11 Nan Lee Hing Kee Bank HK----------- Irving Trust Co., N.Y., check No.
121 Sept. 28 Sept. 29 Prysumeen--------------------------

":" Hanover Trust

2,500
10,000
10,000

0.

122 Oct. 10

Oct. 12 -----do---------------------------------- do---------------------------

Oct. 11 Oct. 20 Nan Lee Hing Kee Bank, HK----------- Manufacturers Hanover Trust

10,000
15,000

Co., check No. 1270.
":"
Hanover Trust

10,000

123 Nov. 13 Nov. 14 Prysumeen Ref. 677-----------------See footnote at end of table.
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EXHIBIT NO. 206A-Continued
SUMMARY OF ITEMS IN BLACK MARKET CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS CHARGED TO BANK ACCOUNTS OF
ISOBEL EVANS AND R. & R. SUPPLY, 1965–68
Item
No.

Date of
item

1967
124

Date

charged Payable to and final endorsement

Bank

Amount

1967

Nov. 13
July 25

Nov. 14 -----do-----------------------------------do--------------------------Dec. 6 Louis Braille-----Bank of America NT & SALurich, Switzerland.
ec. 12 Wing Sang Ho-Bank of East Asia
Irving Trust Co., check No 1289.----Dec. 20 Wing Sang Ho—acct No. 07637Bank of East Asia-------do---- Roosevelt Owyang, Meande & Co.-Bank of America.-- - -- - - -

- - - - - -

-

1968
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
176 Apr.

10,000
3,000
10,000
5,
10,000

1968

5 Mar. 5 -----do-----------------------------------do--------------------------4 ---do---------do---do--13 Mar. 15 ----- do----do--------19 Apr. 24 C. F. Hsaio--------------------Irving Trust Co-- - - - - --------------

--

May 10 May 14 Roosevelt Ocoyang, Meande & Co.----------- do------------------------do-------do---- Chau Khieu Phoung------------

125 July 12 July 16 Mrs. Wedrenne 3%. 41,619.--July 31 July 31 Cheung Ying Lum, 34.4794-----
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- Bank of America, Whittier, Calif

- Banque Nationale de Paris----

-

Wing Lung Bank-----------------Mrs. N. H. Tran, Acct. 919400224–47---- Overseas Development Bank,
Luxum, Geneva.
---do------- do---- Tai Chan Peng----------------- North Carolina National Bank,
Chapel Hill.
Aug. 12 Aug. 13 C. F. Hsaio, #03–023–873---- Irving Trust Co-------------------- -do------- do---- Chau Khieu
--- Bank of America,
Oct. 5 Oct. 11 Cash---------------------- Wing Hang Bank, Ltd---------126 --------- Nov. 25 C. F. Hsaio, 0.3–023–873----- Irving Trust Co---127 Dec. 4 Dec. 4 C. F. Hsaio,03–023-373--------------------do--------------------------128 ------------do---- Tai Chan Peng----------------------- North Carolina National Bank,
Chapel Hill.
Dec. 23 Dec. 24 alc 0192-14086-65-------------------- Johnny Overseas Development
Bank, Geneva.
-

---do------- do----

£n:

10,000
13,
7,000
10,000

- - - - -

-

15,000
20,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
500

10,000
10,000
10,000
5,000

Total-----------------------------------------------------------

510,800

Note: 510,800X180=91,944,000 piasters; 91,944,000 piasters+118=$779,186; profit on transactions

$268,386

Total deposited in Prysumeen account, $243,000.

Mr. BELLINo. We also have some charts that you may want, in con
nection with the Prysumeen account, and also the Lala account, the
brothers account, this gives information and traces the different

'

I101S.

Senator RIBICOFF. They may be made exhibits.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 207,208,
209, and 210” for reference and are printed in the appendix on
pp. 207–208.)

Mr. DUFFY. Could you tell us who the custodians of the 9th Divi
sion were during the course of these Christmas cards sales by the
Evanses? Who were the custodians at that time?

Was that Sergeant Dickerson and Sgt. Billy Dugger?
Mr. BELLINo. They were involved. I am not sure. I think Dugger
was in at the time of the Christmas cards.

Mr. DUFFY. Do you have any evidence of kickbacks to Sergeant
Dugger?
BELLINo. There was a $1,000 check from Ray Evans to Billy

D:

blo Crer.

M

#DUFFY. Have you put that in evidence yet.

Mr. BELLINo. I don’t think that I have.
Senator RIBICOFF. It will be received.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 211” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. I believe that is all, except I do want to say, sir, that

during the course of our entire investigation, we have had very good
cooperation from

he General Accounting Office. We have had men
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working with us both in New York, Philadelphia, here in Washington,
and Los Angeles, and San Francisco, and Saigon. I believe we should
give full credit to them.
Senator RIBICOFF. It seems to me, Mr. Bellino, that you have done
an outstanding job in reconstructing these very, very complicated
transactions that were worldwide.

On behalf of the committee, I want to commend you for the excel
lence of your investigation in bringing to light this international con
spiracy which is very harmful to our reference to South Vietnam
and the many problems in South Vietnam.

Mr. BELLINo, I also want to mention Mr. Singman, at my right,
who was loaned to us by Bob Shortly of the inspection and investiga
tions division of AID. M: Singman has worked with me in the FBI,
and he has been very, very helpful in this investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. My commendations extend to him, too. My feeling
is from what has transpired that Mr. Laird is moving as fast as he can
to plug every loophole that comes to his attention. We haven't any

contact yet in our investigation with Mr. Rogers, but I am confident
that he will do the same thing. Much has to be done.
Just the simple thing that you brought out at the end of your testi
mony, it seems indefensible to me that a GI in Vietnam, who wants
to send a Christmas card home to his mother, his wife, his family,
should have to pay 25 cents for a card, that he should be able to pick
up at the PX at a maximum of 5 cents.

I would hope that the whole problem of nonappropriated funds
would be very carefully reexamined by not only the executive branch,
but Congress, too.
When you consider that there are some $750 million in the club sys
tem, or $3 billion in PX's over which no one really has any control, and
no one really has the overseeing function, it is clear that we should con
sider basic changes.
It has been my feeling that not only do we expose what has taken
place, that the committee then assume a further obligation to examine
very, very carefully the testimony and come up with legislative recom
mendations to both the Congress and the executive branch, because I
am sure that much that has taken place has been detrimental to our
efforts and should be corrected with greater responsibility on the part
of both Congress and the executive branch of ' Government.
Senator GURNEY. I have one final question. When the AID witness
was before us, Mr. Parker, he testified as you will recall, that the

Irregular Practices Committee was set up by Ambassador Bunker.
This was over 2 years ago, August of 1967. As I recall, they put into
effect 17 different methods to try to stop this black-market money
changing.
Obviously, these have not been completely successful because they
are still going on.
From your very thorough investigations, do you have any specific
recommendations or procedures that would stop or partially stop this?
Mr. BELLINo. We have discussed that, Senator, and we feel the Viet
namese Government could really stop it if they wanted to, it seems to
me. All they have to do is any Indian who is dealing in the black
money market in Saigon, they certainly know who they are—we cer
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tainly could help them with the evidence we have and any coo
that can be given to them so that they would know who they
they should get rid of them.
Senator GURNEY. One of the biggest loopholes then, or or
most effective suggested procedures would be strict law enfo
on the part of the South Vietnam Government, and the depor
third country nationals who are found in this business.
Mr. BELLINo. The Americans already fear the Vietnames
and they don’t want to be picked up by them, unless they ha
of money that they can pay off someone.
Senator GURNEY. As I gather from your testimony, as we
testimony of others, the major part of this business at least :
the principals are concerned is being conducted by Indians o
who are not Vietnamese.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand adjourned
morrow morning at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed t
vene at 10 a.m. Friday, November 21, 1969.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: :
Ribicoff and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT OF
MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER. 21, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GoverNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office

Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, as amended, agreed to

February 17, 1969, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi

coff, Democrat, Connecticut; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Re
publican, Florida.
Members of the staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel;
LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Ruth Y. Watt, £ clerk; and
Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at the time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The first witness will be Mr. Cunha.

Will there be anyone testifying besides you?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will both of you gentlemen raise your right
hands?

You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before
this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?
Mr. CUNHA. I do.
Mr. BEPLAT. I do.
TESTIMONY OF FERNANDO F. CUNHA AND TRISTAN BEPLAT

Senator RIBICOFF. Please identify yourself.
Mr. BALAMUT. George Balamut, counsel for Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co.

Mr. CUNHA. Fernando F. Cunha, assistant vice president, Inter
national Division.
(679)
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Mr. REARDON. Roy L. Reardon, member of the firm of Simpson,
Bartlett & Thatcher, counsel for Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have another gentleman with you?
Mr. REARDON. Yes, Mr. Beplat.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you please stand, sir?
Mr. REARDON. He has been sworn, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Cunha, are you the assistant vice president of
the Manufacturers Hanover Trust?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you in charge of the International Division?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir. I work in one of the areas in the International
Division.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What area is that?

Mr. CUNHA. I am presently working with Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
and Okinawa.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have charge of Vietnam, too?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir, not at the present time. I worked in that South
east Asian area, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you the contact and loan officer for the inter
national accounts?

Mr. CUNHA. One of them, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you familiar with the Prysumeen account?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir, I am.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How long have you dealt with the international
accounts?

-

Mr. CUNHA. In my present capacity, about 4 or 5 years, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In international finance?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you acquainted with currency controls which
have been in effect in Vietnam 7

*: CUNHA. Not directly, no. I know there are currency controls in
effect.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know there are currency controls?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN: Are there currency controls in any of the other coun
tries you deal with?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir, there are. In Japan there are.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have familiarity with the controls?
Mr. CUNHA. That they exist, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did you first become acquainted with the
Prysumeen account?

r. CUNHA. Probably around 1965.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were there predecessor accounts to the Prysumeen
account at that time?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. With the same individuals as principals?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anirmian. How far back does that go?
Mr. CUNHA. According to our files, I believe the account opened
around 1957.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When?
Mr. CUNHA. I think it was around 1957.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Along about 1963, did the question come up of using
a code name?

Who were the main principals?
Mr. CUNHA. Mr. Husain and Mr. Ameen.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know Mr. Malmar?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir, I do not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were Mr. Husain and Ameen the two principals
that you know of ?
Mr. CUNHA. Those are the ones we know of, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever meet these principals personally?
Had they ever gone to the bank in New York?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir, Inever met them personally.
Senator RIBICOFF. Had they visited the bank in New York or was it
all through correspondence?
Mr. CUNHA. As far as I know it was through correspondence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a branch in Saigon?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir, we do not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Along about 1963, about March, I think, March 31,
was there some correspondence concerning the use of a code name
by Ameen and Husain?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir, there was some correspondence concerning
that, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And at that time, along about May, was the cor
respondence related to the application by them to use the name “Good
Luck” as a code name?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And later on they went through a list of names,
about six or seven names?

Mr.
Mr.
name
Mr.

CUNHA. Yes, sir, there was a series of names they suggested.
ADLERMAN. Did you then suggest in May 1967 the use # a code
“Prysumeen”?
CUNHA. I am not sure of the date, but, yes, we did suggest a

name, since the names they had given us were already being used by
other persons as code names or cable addresses.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is this the letter that was sent out by you?
(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. In this letter—and it is signed by you, is it not?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir, it is signed by Mr. Lucas.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In this letter which is addressed to Mr. Husain

or Mr. Ameen, Mr. Lucas says:
We have therefore established the private code word “Prysumeen” which will
identify your account only, and which will instantly alert our operation people
here that a special account is involved.

Is that right?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The bank, itself, suggested this code word?
Mr. CUNHA. That particular word, yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In previous correspondence, was the advisability
of using code words or the permissibility of using code words dis
cussed with Ameen and Husain?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir, in general.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And you said that the bank would countenance the
use of such code name?

6S2

Mr. CUNHA. To identify transactions coming in.
Mr. ADLERMAN. To identify the deposit transactions?
Mr. CUNHA. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious of banking practices in the United
States or in New York. Do you allow numbered accounts?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Is this a regulation of the bank, itself, or is this

within the New York State banking laws or U.S. banking laws?
b

Mr. CUNHA. I really don’t know if it is a law or not, Mr. Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you don't use numbered accounts at your
ank?

Mr. CUNHA. No, sir, not by itself. Accounts have numbers now be
cause of our computer setup. But the accounts are identified by the
persons owning them.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you allow the use of code names?
Mr. CUNHA. We have used code words quite often usually to save
cable expenses on the name of an account.
Senator RIBICOFF. But do any American firms or New York firms
use code names even though there may not be cable expenses involved?
Mr. CUNHA. I don't really know, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is there anyone else who would know how wide
spread the use of code names is?
Mr. REARDON. Perhaps Mr. Beplat who is here, Mr. Chairman, could
be of some assistance.

Mr. BEPLAT. I don't think I can add anything to what Mr. Cunha
has said. As a means of expediting transactions, code names are used
and often because different corporations—for example, if you are
cabling to any area, you wouldn't want the postal people or the tele
graph people at the other end to know in whose favor this is. So you
will use a code address, or you refer to something in code.
So from a commercial point of view other competitors and others
can’t have access to the information which you are passing on. It is
generally used in many ways.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you were trying to get a name and the
name “Good Luck” was suggested by Husain or Ameen, when you
said “Good Luck” wasn't available they submitted a group of names
and all of them were taken, which would indicate that you must have
a very wide practice in the use of code names.
Mr. BEPLAT. As I mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman, the different
companies will use different types of code words for their own personal
commercial use and the code book is full of private words which are
sometimes developed by different companies and registered as names
in New York.

Senator RIBICoEF. When Husain wrote you saying “Good Luck” was
not available, he then listed Freeman, Goodman, Waterman, William,
Wilson, Victor, Vincent, and you answered back that they were all
taken, too.

I' they taken in your bank or were they cable names by Western
nlon

Mr. BEPLAT. By Western Union I believe, sir, so all of these names
had been registered with the cable companies.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Along that line, I would like to direct your attention
to the letter of March 13, 1963, in which Mr. Lucas states in sending
the letter to Mr. Ameen:
In certain special instances we have agreed to maintain an account on Our
books in the name other than the true name of the depositor.

And so forth. And further
As an alternative to the above, if you wish a special designation for an account
only insofar as payments to it are concerned. we would be able to arrange the
creation of a private code word to designate your account at the bank.
This private code word, however, is used only insofar as payments coming
into our bank for credit to this account. It is not used insofar as correspondence
Or account title is concerned.

If you say that you use the convenience of having a code word be
cause of the cables, the fact is the deposits to the account are not made
by cable. They are made by either check or bank draft and not by
cable. Isn’t that true?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So for that reason, you don’t need a codename.
When you replied to them, you replied to them not by a code name,
but you replied in the name of the account, according to this letter.
'' CUNHA. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So I cannot understand your reasoning that the use
of a code name is required because of cabling.
Mr. CUNHA. I think what we are trying to say is that this was just
one of the ways that code names are used and that is probably why a lot
of these words were already being used.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In this particular case would you have occasion to
use a codename in the cable?

Mr. CUNHA. No; I don’t believe so.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So that reason is not a very good one.
Mr. CUNHA. As for the establishment of this particular word, Mr.
Adlerman?

Mr. ADLERMAN. How would you classify the Prysumeen account in
size compared to your other international accounts? According to our
records it shows that in a 4-year period over $15 million passed through
the Prysumeen account.
h How would you classify it? How many international accounts do you
ave?

Mr. CUNHA. Between 5,000 and 6,000. Better than 5,000 accounts.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How would you classify this one in the matter of
size compared to the other accounts?
Mr. CUNHA. Probably an average size account.
Mr. ADLERMAN. An average size?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think you told us in our office in an interview a
couple of days ago that this was one of the higher groups.

Mr. CUNHA. I don't know whether I could say that, Mr. Adlerman,
without actually checking it with our other accounts. I know that our
volume of transactions going through the international division in one
day exceeds $5 billion a day in transactions.
£ RIBICoEF. What was the figure?
Mr. CUNHA. $5 to $6 billion.
35–359—70—pt. 3-11
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Senator RIBICOFF. Billion dollars?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir; a day.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you get a fee on an account like this?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir; not normally.
Senator RIBICOFF. And you depend upon the money being w
a sufficient length of time to be able to give you, the managem
use?

Mr. CUNHA. That is the general feeling; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. In the Prysumeen account were the
allowed to remain a substantial length of time before they wer
against?
Mr. CUNHA. I don’t really know, Senator. I didn’t check i
personally.

Mr. ADLERMAN. $51 million went through this account over :
of 4 years, it is a pretty sizable account.
Do you have anybody who keeps watch, keeps tabs, on these ac
Mr. CUNHA. In what way, Mr. Adlerman?
-

-

.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Watch to see the nature of the account, what

business they are in and so forth?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir. This was opened as a routine, nonbol
account. We extended no credit facilities to this account.

Consequently, we would not pay any particular attention—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Aren't you concerned with the nature of the

or what kind of business they are in or anything of that sort?
Mr. CUNHA. Not anymore than on the initial opening
usually, a recommendation from a bank abroad of one type or :
recommending an account. If this account does not request th
facilities from us, we would operate it much as we would oper
other checking account from an individual.
Unless there are any problems or unless something is
brought to our attention, we just couldn’t possibly watch each #
each transaction in each account.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have any problems in connection wi
accounts?

Mr. CUNHA. Operating problems, routine types of things whi
pen in all accounts. Nothing—
Mr. ADLERMAN. For example, let me show you a letter sig
you in which you address Miracleco—that is another one of
counts in your bank; is that right?
-

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking now about the letter of Septem
1966. You state: “At this time we would like to mention that

recently been receiving a number of checks from you in wh
payee is blank. As you know, we have written you previousl
the way checks should be drawn for deposit to your account.
checks should be either drawn to your order and endorsed for
by
or checks should be payable to us for your accoun

£elf

SO forth.

-

This refers to a credit of $1,000. Didn't this put you on not
some of these checks not only in the Prysumeen account but
of these other accounts were being used in currency transactio
. Mr. CUNHA. Yes, they could be very well used in currency
tions since they were coming out of Hong Kong.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Didn't it alert you that this might be black market
violations?

Mr. CUNHA. No, sir. I had no reason to believe that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have any transactions which would lead
you to believe that?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is the practice of your bank in an account

that you think is being used for illegal purposes?
Mr. CUNHA. If we thought an account was being used for illegal pur
poses? We would immediately check it out.
Senator RIBICOFF. You would check it out. Do you mean you would
eliminate it?

Mr. CUNHA. If we could find that it was actually being used for
illegal purposes, we would close the account.

Senator RIBIcoFF. What would you do when you found an account
was being used in black market manipulations?
Mr. CUNHA. If we found this out, we would close the account, Mr.
Chairman. Maybe Mr. Beplat would be better able to speak on policy
for the bank.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I am curious about bank policy.
Mr. BEPLAT. Mr. Chairman, the bank policy would be that if it was
brought to our attention by
d' agencies or others
that this was engaged in the black market, we would look into this
matter. We would check back and see what was going on.
If it could be established that this was any black market operations,
we would immediately take steps to close out the account.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you have to wait for a governmental
agency to so inform you? I mean, an account that is being used. Some
times it takes years before it comes to the attention of a governmental
agency, whereas '' who deal with it every day could certainly be
better alerted and quicker alerted than any governmental agency, as
indicated in the Prysumeen account.
Mr. BEPLAT. It depends, Mr. Chairman, on the type of the account
and where the funds are coming from. In these cases, the funds were
coming from Hong Kong. Hong Kong is an open port, an open city,

£

and it is not illegal in Hong Kong to have foreign exchange trading
and foreign exchange operations.

Hong Kong is known as one of the largest open ports in the world.
This is the way Hong Kong lives. There are at least 1 million tourists
each year going into Hong Kong. The thousands and thousands of
troops from Vietnam go to Hong Kong for recreation and rest.
The Navy has large ships there all the time in port, with thousands
of sailors there. All of them are spending money. All are going to these
exchange shops and these checks are coming back into New York. These

are legitimate business checks coming back.
We would like to find a way, and if we could find a way we certainly
would do the best we could to be able to evaluate the checks coming

in. But they are coming in from legitimate sources. They are coming
in from legitimate businesses.
This is the exchange dealing part of the operations in Hong Kong.
Senator RIBICOFF. £ weren't you alerted at all by the shift to the

lateral transfer when you suddenly were receiving checks to this
account, with these correspondents of yours in Hong Kong and Saigon,
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and suddenly checks were coming drawn on American banks f
United States, deposited directly with you, stamped with this
and many with the payee blank?
Doesn't this alert a prudent bank as to what is going on?
Mr. BEFLAT. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that is not the way the
come in. They wouldn't come in with blanks, leaving the pay
out. They would come in from reputable banks, any one of ti
New York City banks, coming in payable to us for account of
the account parties. It is all quite regular. It is done every da.
As my colleague said, we have $5 billions' worth o'
every day. There are literally 2,000 to 3,000 of those transfer
-

-

day between banks, back and forth.
I would probably say that 99.99 percent of all these lateral ti
represent commercial business all over the world.
Senator RIBICOFF. When did your bank close out the Pry
account?

Mr. BEPLAT. I believe in March or April of this year.
Senator RIBICOFF. Why did you close that account out at tha
Mr. BEPLAT. They asked us to close it out.
Senator RIBICOFF. They, themselves, asked you?
Mr. BEPLAT. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, this was not closed out
own initiative?

Mr. BEPLAT. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. I was just going to go back to the testimony
amount of activity in these accounts.
My recollection of testimony was that this was the amount of
in international accounts. Is that correct?

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. The chairman was talking about domesti
fers in this account. That is, transfers from, say, the First N

Bank of Chicago into this account, and not the amount of mon
ing from Hong Kong. Isn't that a little different?
r. BEFLAT. No, sir. What I was saying was that all the fur
are transferred in New York are domestic transfers, because t

coming from domestic banks. So all of this $5 billion is dea
among all the international banks in New York.
Senator GURNEY. So even though it was an international :
the kind of activity that is normal is the domestic transfer;
correct?
Mr. BEPLAT. That is correct.

Mr. CUNHA. A lot of these funds that came in for depos
from Hong Kong, but they were checks drawn on domestic acci

this country. They would be coming from Prysumeen or other
for credit to Prysumeen's account. They would represent c
many times the few that I saw were small checks, $200, $300,
on individual accounts all over the country.
Senator GURNEY. Would that be a usual pattern?

Mr. CUNHA. From Hong Kong; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. In an international account like this?

Mr. CUNHA. In Hong Kong; yes, sir; it would be. We have
very large accounts from Hong Kong where checks clear throl
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this all the time for the reason that Mr. Beplat mentioned, the volume
Hong Kong and cashing

# £ists and servicemen going through
CneCKS.

Senator GURNEY. These other checks, so far as you know, are per
fectly legitimate and have nothing to do with the black market?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir; as far as we know.

Senator GURNEY. Are they as large as Prysumeen?
Mr. CUNHA. Much larger, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Much larger?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Cunha, you have before you two letters, one
dated December 16 and one dated December 20. These letters refer to

the fact that a gentleman called Don Quoc Sy asked you to deposit
$300 in the Prysumeen account and then he says:
Please inform Mr. Prysumeen that these $300 are from his friend, Mr. Wahid,
TuDo Street, Saigon, and Mr. Wahid is waiting for the acknowledgement of this
Sunn.

And finally by the letter I will receive from you, would you mind giving me the
address of Mr. Prysumeen. I thank you in advance.

Did letters like this put you on notice that these were transactions
that came from Vietnam?

Mr. CUNHA. On transactions from Vietnam, per se, there is nothing
wrong with that. There are many legitimate business enterprises in
Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. It is more than a transaction. Here is a man who

knew only one thing. He knew a bank account in New York. He did
not even know the address of Prysumeen, and he was dealing in a

transaction that was rather unusual, isn't that true, depositing money
into an account without even knowing the address of the person he is
depositing it to or who he is dealing with?

£ CUNHA. Not necessarily. If he had

instructions from this Mr.

#he
presumably told him to deposit these funds in this account
or him.
This letter came from Mr. Don Quoc Sy, care of Miss Moss, AID,
Washington, D.C., which would not lead us to feel there was anything
wrong with the transaction.
Mr. ADLERMAN. But the letter refers to the fact that you are to send
an acknowledgment to a Mr. Vahid of TuDo Street. Is that right,

Saigon, and that Mr. Wahid is awaiting an acknowledgment of this
Sum?

Mr. CUNHA. Again, many perfectly legitimate businesses are in
Saigon. There are many construction companies and everything else.
Mr. ADLERMAN. As an experienced man in

£, you

were not on notice at all about this tremendous amount of checks that

went through this account, you were never put on notice that this was
3.

$'. involving Vietnamese currency?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir, I was not. This is a very small check. It is a

$300 check you are talking about.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is the very point. The type of checks that went
through there were a mass of small checks.
Mr. CUNHA. Which would indicate a normal

£ in

Hong Kong. As we pointed out, there are many tourists in Hong
Kong. These are the types of checks that they cash.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. The letters you got with these checks had post
from Vietnam, did they not?

*

Mr. CUNITA. I don't really know. I don't see the letters comi
on checks like this normally. They would come in through our o'
ing departments.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This very letter indicates by its own natur
this transaction came from Vietnam.

•

Mr. CUNHA. The letter was coming to us from Washington,
Mr. Adlerman, not Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And referring to the fact that it is to the cre
-

Mr. Vahid, and somebody in charge of AID in Washington wa
the emissary between the two.
Mr. CUNHA. But the mere fact that you are transferring mol

Saigon, there is nothing wrong with this. Saigon has perfectly
mate businesses.

Mr. ADLERMAN. It wouldn’t put you on notice?
Mr. CUNHA. Notice of what, Mr. Adlerman?

Senator RIBICOFF. Why did a carbon copy of your letter
Chrono, Manila, credit? .

Mr. CUNITA. This is our own internal filing system, Mr. Chai
Chrono means our chronological file that circulates through our
sion. The Manila office gets a copy since that is our regional repre:
tive office for Southeast Asia. The credit file is the pink copy wh

*: in our own department.
enator RIBIcoFF. Your regional office is in Manila?
Mr. CUNITA. It is a regional representative.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a branch in Hong Kong?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Cunha, I think it has been a well-know.
for some time that black-market money operations have been goi
in Saigon, in South Vietnam. Has there ever been any discussion a
the large banks in this country, including your own, or betwee
banking heads, about this matter, and whether you were involv
it in any of your accounts?
Mr. CUNHA. Not to my knowledge, Mr. Senator. There may
been, but I don’t know about it.

Senator GURNEY. I wonder if Mr. Beplat can give any inform
on that with regard to bank policy?
Mr. BEPLAT. To the best of my knowledge, Mr. Senator, there.
been any discussion as a matter of bank policy. As bank poli
would welcome the opportunity. We would like to get togethel
others and try to work out something because we think there is no
more important than trying to control this black marketing oper
What we could do and any way in which we could lend our e.
ence and our services would be most welcome to the bank.

Senator GURNEY. What about in previous times, say in the K
War, or in World War II? As I understand, there were black m
operations then, or certainly in World War II and following th
Was there any policy at this time about matters of this sort?
Mr. BEPLAT. I don't think that any of the banks have had th
of bank policy you refer to because it is the sort of changing situ
"You have a critical situation in Korea and it evaporates. Then th
a long period in which we don't have this and new groups of 1
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come in and something springs up someplace else. That doesn’t mean
that we welcome this. It is just that it doesn’t become a critical problem
over certain periods of years.
Then it resurrected itself, let us say, in Vietnam. That doesn’t mean
we wouldn’t like to try to find a way to work this out and do away
with it.

Senator GURNEY. I appreciate your sincerity in wanting to coop
erate. Have there been any discussions lately at the Manufacturers
Hanover about what might be done in discovering accounts like this?
Mr. BEPLAT. Yes, we have been talking it over among ourselves and
trying to think of what is a way in which we could have, for example,
some internal controls. We are looking at these and trying to find
out is there any unusual activity in these accounts.
I might mention that the coming of the computer is going to help
us. Up until now it has been rather difficult where you have 5,000
accounts and a tremendous turnover every day, to be able to follow
these transactions. But we are now getting '' these transactions on
the computer and we hope within the next year, or perhaps 2 years,
all of these will be on the computer and we can very quickly see the
volume of transactions related to the account.

So I think there is hope. This is what we are looking to do. We hope
in the future this will assist us in working out an equitable solution.
Senator GURNEY. Have you discovered any other accounts like
Prvsumeen?

. BEPLAT. No, sir, we have not.
Senator GURNEY. What about other banks in New York? Have you
asked them whether they have the same problem?
Mr. BEPLAT. No, we haven’t.
GURNEY. That might be a good idea in an effort to stamp

'or

this out.

Mr. BEPLAT. I agree with you. We have in New York a committee
on foreign banking and this could be a very legitimate subject to be
brought up there.
Senator GURNEY. One further question along this line: What about
the Government, itself? At any time, has any U.S. Government official
or State Department or Treasury, or anybody else, for that matter,
contacted you about black market accounts in Vietnam?
Mr. BEFLAT. Not to my knowledge, sir. As a matter of fact, I was
reading the transcript of yesterday's hearings last night and I noticed
on one of the pages that it said, I think Mr. Bellino said, that for over
2 years you have been trying to bring this matter to the attention of
various Government departments, including the White House, the

Treasury and various Government agencies, but they hadn't done
anvthing about it.

-

£ of course, they hadn’t referred it to us.
Senator RIBICOFF. From the banking standpoint, what do you think
the obligation is of Federal banking authorities, Federal-Treasury
or State banking authorities, to try to discover these black market
accounts and the black market transactions? What should their

responsibility be?

-

Mr. BEPLAT. I wish I was in the position or had the knowledge and
background as to be able to tell you, Mr. Chairman, what the responsi
bilities of the Government should be. I just don't know what the
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responsibility of the Government should be other than telling us when
they know these things. That would help us.
Senator RIBICoEF. As a banker, you must be aware of the economic
effects of diverting such large sums of money from the normal course

of banking and deposits in the Vietnamese banking agencies or the
Vietnamese treasury, getting diverted into other accounts that get

spread throughout the world. This fuels inflation. It causes economic
problems.
You are aware of what happens as a result of these transactions,
are you not?

-

-

Mr. BEFLAT. Yes, Mr. Chairman, and I hope that we can get
together with the committee after these hearings and try to work out
something specific which could do away with the very problems which
you point out.
Senator GURNEY. One really detrimental aspect of this is that we
are affected by a figure of at least $150 million a year as far as our
balance-of-payments are concerned. Some of the witnesses have testi
fied that that figure is probably very conservative, that it may be a
good deal more than that.
I think everybody agrees that at least that figure is involved. I
would think that it would be all of that on our balance-of-payments
situation because of the U.S. dollars that are earmarked and owned

by Vietnamese. It is a problem that I think the banking community
ought to be just as equally concerned with as the U.S. Government,

itself, and perhaps in a better position to do something about it. .
After all, it is your business. You are the ones that have the expertise
in it, if anybody would. You are the ones handling the account.
I am pleased to hear about the computer approach to the problem,

and yet I am troubled because this may take 2 years. I would strongly
urge that you and your colleagues in New York perhaps discuss £
very matter and try to come up with a quicker solution.
It seems to me that the problem is, as I say, equally yours as ours.
Certainly, the strength of U.S. currency and the balance-of-payments
problems affect the whole country.
The banking community and all the people of our Nation, as well
as the U.S. Government, we are all in the same boat if our currency
doesn’t remain strong.

I certainly would hope that the New York bankers would take the
initiative to try to run this problem down to the ground.
Mr. BEPLAT. I would agree with you, Mr. Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. There has obviously been a great deal of laxness
on the part of our intelligence community, our Treasury Department,
-

and also various banks. I would be interested in recommendations

from your committee on foreign banking out of New York, where you

should have the largest numbers of experts, to submit to us some
recommendations as to how there should be a cooperative effort
between banks and Government to stop the trading in black-market
currency.

We are aware that where you have inflation and where there is no

real relationship between the legal exchange and the actual value of
currency, that you are going to have black marketing.
When the actual value of the piaster is 240 for a dollar and the
official rate is 118, it is going to be a rare, rare individual or concern
that will deal in their business affairs on the official rate.
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How do you work out an arrangement between American banks

and the U.S. Government to make sure that the American banking
system isn’t being used as a conduit in black-market currency
manipulations?
.
* ,
Mr. BEPLAT. Mr. Chairman, I think this has to be the nub and core
-

:

of all our discussions in looking into this. There are a large group

of experts, as you said, in New York. We have to draw on experience
of the group in trying to work this out. I think that with the coopera
tion from the U.S. Government so that there can be an effective

partnership between both sides, we can come up with some reasonable
approach to this problem.
Senator RIBICOFF. How often does the committee on foreign
banking meet?
Mr. BEPLAT. I don’t really know, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is it an ad hoc committee or a standing
committee?

Mr. BEFLAT. It is a formal group among the New York banks deal
ing in international business. There are men assigned to the group and
working on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think it is possible by mid-January of
1970 to have some recommendations from this group?

Mr. BEFLAT. I will certainly submit it to the committee, sir, and
ask them to expedite it.
Senator RIBICoEF. That gives you about 2 months to come up with
some thoughts and recommendations. I would appreciate your going
back and talking to this Committee on Foreign Banking to see what
-

recommendations they can come forth with.

-

Mr. BEFLAT. I would be very happy to do that.
Senator RIBIGoFF. And do it by mid-January.
Mr. BEPLAT. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY Incidentally, from my own personal observation
I might say that while I feel the banking community has a responsibil
ity here, and ought to do something about it, I don't know but what
the U.S. Government hasn’t done its job either. I would think that

our people in the departments £d here should have brought this
to your attention before now.

I think there is an equal laxness here, and I want to express that
thought. It does seem some practical solutions might be worked out.

It occurs to me, for example, that many of your foreign accounts in
your bank and others must be able to be identified as legitimate
accounts, old accounts, people from Hong Kong, so that those could
be thrown out as accounts that you don’t need to be concerned about.
It would almost seem as though some common investigative process
could be set up, maybe, by New £ banks as a point venture, sharing
the expense to may do aiittle checking in Hong Kong to see whether
Some of these accounts are legitimate or not.
There must be some way of running this thing to the ground prac
tically, even before your computer system is in effect.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I show you a letter dated November 15, 1968, signed
by Iain A. Duthie, assistant secretary.
*

|

It is not our policy to open accounts which carry a fictitious name, trade style
or pseudonym, even though the motivation behind such use is straightforward.

Can you tell me whether or not the policy of the bank changed, and
did they stop using that type of code name? . . . ."
-
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Mr. CUNHA. This is a little different, Mr. Adlerman. This is the

opening of an account in a pseudonym without justification or without
any documentation. The Prysumeen account did have documentation

at least evidencing that this was a legitimate partnership and sup
ported by a letter from a bankin Hong Kong which attested to the fact
that this partnership existed.
Mr. ADLERMAN.
at documentation was required?
Mr. CUNHA. In the case of Prysumeen I believe it was a partnership
agreement which was signed and sent to us from the Hong Kong bank
saying that this partnership existed and these were the signators on the
account.

-

This would indicate on a cursory examination that this is a legiti

mate partnership in Hong Kong.
Mr. ADLERMAN. A partnership agreement with a fictitious name or a
code name or trade style, would that be the same?
Mr. CUNHA. If a partnership is formed with any particular name
and the bank comes and tells us this is the partnership doing business
-

in this countr

-

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you give Mr. Razak a designation of a pseu

donym or antonym or anything else you want to call it if he had showed
you a partnership agreement?
Mr. CUNHA. If we had received something verified by one of our
banking correspondents in Hong Kong, saying that this account was
operating under any name, and they had the necessary forms com
pleted, we would accept it as a legitimate account.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In the Prysumeen account, as a matter of fact, you
were the one who made up the code name, so they could have a partner
ship agreement in the code name, couldn't they?
.
Mr. CUNHA. The partnership agreement was signed some time
after this name was started to be used by them. They could have very
well established—

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Couldn’t you have done the same thing with this
gentleman Mr. Razak? The fact that his account was only running
about $6,800, did that make a difference?
Mr. CUNHA. I have no idea, sir. I wasn't involved at that time.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you open a code name account if you had
the documentation, partnership agreement, whatnot, if the account
ran in four digits?
Mr. CUNHA. I would like to explain myself. We would not open an
account in a code name as such.

If someone asked us to open an account in any name and provided us
with documentation which was attested to by one of our correspondent
banks abroad saying that this entity exists, we would then have to
accept this as fact.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And the documentation, you say, would be a part
nership agreement?
Mr. CUNHA. A partnership agreement, a corporate resolution, what
ever other paper we would normally accept.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The size of the account wouldn't make any dif
ference?

Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.
•

#. ADLERMAN. Someone with a small account would have the same

right

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. When you write to an account asking them are
they aware of Treasury regulations, that no one involved in trading
or opening an account has been within a certain period of years in

North Vietnam or China, and they write you back that they have
not—we have noted a letter to you on March 9, 1965.
We have noted your inquiries regarding the two signators for account Prysu
meen, Mr. Yau Chi Wai and Moulathambi Ohadu. You can be rest assured that

we are very much familiar with the regulations of the U.S. Treasury Depart
Iment and under no circumstance would we violate such rules and regulations.
Mr. Yau Chi Wai is a British subject and Mr. Moulathambi Ohadhu is an

#". both of whom have never been in China or North Korea since December
Do you just take that assurance?
Mr. CUNHA. We take the assurance, Mr. Chairman. I really don’t
know how we could investigate each individual any more than that. We

check a list that we have from the Treasury Department of desig
nated nationals as a first step and we do this on all transactions going
to Hong Kong as a matter of routine.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have a list in your bank from the Jus
tice Department?

-

-

•

Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir, the Foreign Assets Control Section of the
Treasury.
*

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. How often is that updated?
, Mr. CUNHA. Quite regularly we receive changes from the Treasury
Department and it is put onto this list.
Senator RIBICoFF. So you would check the names of Wai and

Ohadhu against the list you have?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.

•

Senator RIBICoEF. And if you did not find the names on the list
and had their assurance, that would be satisfactory?
Mr. CUNHA. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. I want to thank you gentlemen for coming
here. What puzzles this committee is that these transactions were so
•

large and so numerous it is very difficult for us to understand how
a reputable bank such as yours could have been doing business over
the years with this group without being aware that there were black

market transactions involved, especially the lateral transfers, when
that was used as a method to frustrate South Vietnamese authorities
and the American authorities.

It is apparent, as Senator Gurney says, and I agree with him,
£ been neglect on the part, certainly, of the South Viet

that there

namese Government.

There has been considerable neglect on U.S. authorities for bein
careless, indifferent or negligent as to the extent and size of £

market transactions in U.S. dollars or U.S. instruments equivalent
to dollars, and piasters.
You gentlemen who have all this experience in the international
money markets I would hope would go back and in the next 2 months
come up with some recommendations to this committee of what the

banking industry can do, and what the Government should do, in try
ing to stop the use of the black market in American dollars.

Mr. BEPLAT. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we will do that. We will be very
happy to cooperate to this extent.
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Senator GURNEY. I would think, too, Mr. Chairman, that if
recommendations seem sound they should include perhaps recC
mended legislation.

-

ICOFF. I would say as far as that is concerned, thal
our obligation. From the recommendations we will draw the leg
lation. This is our burden and I will ask you to help me do that.
Senator GURNEY. I mean if they have suggestions.
Senator

Senator RIBICoEF. Any suggestions you may have along that li
yes. The technical drafting of the legislation we will assume a
burden ourselves. But it certainly seems to me much can be done
regulation with the banking authorities of the government, and
congressional legislation is necessary we will certainly draft t
ourselves.

I want to thank you gentlemen for coming.
Mr. REARDON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Letters received from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., da
November 20, 1969; Republican National Bank of New York, da
September 9, 1969; and Manfra, Tordella and Brookes, Inc., dal
September 8, 1969, were marked “Exhibits Nos. 212A, 212B, and 212
for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. and Mrs. Evans, please.
Will you please stand and raise your right hand?
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before t
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
truth, so help you God?
-

Mr. EVANS. I do.
Mrs. EvANS. I do.

TESTIMONY OF RAY AND ISOBEL EVANS; ACCOMPANIED BY
COUNSEL RALPH. D. PITTMAN, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you please identify yourself, counsel?
Mr. PITTMAN. Senator Ribicoff, Mr. Chairman, my name is Ral
D. Pittman. I am with the law firm of Pittman, Levitt, Hennessel
1819 H Streeet, in the Federal Bar Building, Washi

'', #

ton, D.C.

I appear as counsel for Mr. and Mrs. Ray Evans.
At this time, if it may please the chairman, due to the unfortun
and damaging statements appearing in the papers, local and e.
where, innuendoes from witnesses appearing before this commit
which seems to me leaves a definite reflection on my clients, Mr.

Mrs. Evans, nothing has appeared in the record of any other ch
acteristic, with your permission, I have a letter from the comma
ing officer of one of the camps in Saigon where they have done sc
construction work on some open mess halls and so forth.

The original is in my office. I have a copy with me this morni
I would like to exhibit it to you and ask for permission to plac
in the record along with the other items.

Senator RIBICoEF. Certainly this could be done, but it would h,
to be done after your witnesses are sworn in and the testimony
started.

... As far as I am personally concerned, after these proceedings
it doesn't comport with your advice to your clients under their le
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rights, I certainly would accept this to be made known to the press
and the committee.

|

I think that is only fair, Mr. Pittman.
Mr. PITTMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Evans, were you present yesterday while Mr.

Bellino supplied the committee with certain information relating to
your activities in Vietnam?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. Yesterday, Mr. Bellino supplied to the committee sub
stantial information about your activities there in the purchasing and
sale of items to the various club systems in Vietnam.

Did you and your wife first go to Vietnam in November of 1965?
Is that accurate testimony?
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Evans has prepared a statement
that relates to this question and I think he might as well read the
statement and put it into the record at the present time.
Mr. DUFFY. Could we look at the statement first, Mr. Chairman?
The rule of the committee is that all statements are submitted 24
hours in advance. We had no advance notice of this statement.

Senator RIBICOFF. Even though we may not have any advance

notice, the question is asked '' have no objection to the statement
gOlng 1n.

# EVANs.

Before the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investi

gations, of the Committee on Government Operations, on Friday,
November 21, 1969, Washington, D.C.
Mrs. Isobel Evans, my wife, and I, Ray Evans, appeared before

this committee in executive session in the spring of this year and
endeavored to cooperate in answering most of the questions pro
£ to us at that time. Despite it being an executive hearing, the
ollowing day in many American £ much information not entirely

correct found its way back to the military in the Far East. . .
As a result of the executive hearing and further investigations by

Messrs. Bellino and Duffy in Saigon and other parts of the Far East,

R. &. R. £ Co. and its two affiliates, King Co. and Cold Storage
of Arizona have been put out of business,
(The executive session referred to by Mr. Evans was made public
under the rules of the subcommittee and begins on p. 719 of this
-

volume.)

Senator GURNEY. I wonder if you can proceed a little bit slower.
I can’t understand you.

Senator RIBICoEF. Have you a copy of that statement?
Mr. DUFFY. Would you continue, Mr. Evans?
Mr. EvANs. We feel that any further statements made on either
•

of our behalfs would only jeopardize our future interest in the Far
East and for this reason I must respectfully exercise my constitu
tional rights guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to

answer any questions relating to any further matter in these
proceedings as they might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I understand, Mr. Evans, that your reason for not
answering the question is that it might jeopardize your future interest
in the Far East. Is that the reason why you are not answering these
questions?
Mr. EvANs. It might tend to incriminate me.
•

Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

•
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Mr. EvaNs. It might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Which reason is it? You advance two reasons. One

is that it might jeopardize your future interest in the Far East and
the other one is that it might incriminate you.
Mr. EvANs. It might tend to incriminate me.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Then the real reason is not that it might jeopardize
your interest?
Mr. EvaNs. That is right.
Senator GURNEY: I might point out in view of the opening state
ment of counsel, that the reputation of the witnesses perhaps have
been put in jeopardy in some respect, that perhaps a forthright answer

to the question of the committee might do a whole lot in clearing u
the reputation of his clients, and aid in getting this matter on the road.
Mr. PITTMAN. Are you addressing me?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. PITTMAN. We have gone into that thoroughly, Senator, and
we appeared before an executive session and answered quite frankly
all the questions that were propounded to us.
We feel that any further answers in regard to this matter would
only tend to incriminate either or both of the witnesses. They wish to
exercise their right under the Constitution.
Senator GURNEY. I understand that. I was merely pointing out that
-

was an executive session, a closed session. This is a public session. It
might help your clients if the matter was put up on top of the table.
That was all I wanted to observe.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Evans, did you, on June 1, 1966, set up the
company called the R. & R. Supply Co.?

Mr. EvANs. I respectfully exercise my constitutional rights guaran
teed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer. It might tend
to incriminate me.

-

Mr. DUFFY. Did you obtain substantial contracts for construction
and renovation of service clubs and messes and for furniture

manufacturing in Vietnam?
Mr. EvANs. The same answer.

Mr. DUFFY. What was your answer?
Mr. EvANs. The same answer.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you have any prior experience in the construction
business before going to Vietnam?
Mr. EvANs. The same answer.

Mr. DUFFY. According to our information while in Vietnam you

£ded your operations into snack and gift items for the military
Club.S.

-

Did you set up two additional companies to handle this business,
namely, the King Co. and the Cold Storage Co. of Arizona?
Mr. EvaNs. The same answer.
Mr. DUFFY. Did you deposit a total of $1,258,457.23 in various bank
accounts from 1965 to December 31, 1968?

Mr. Evans. The same answer.
Mr. DUFFY. Did your gross receipts from your business of military

clubs and messes total $1,104,000 during the same period?
Mr. EvANs. The same answer.

Mr. DUFFY. What arrangements—

-
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Senator RIBICOFF. I think it is necessary for your client, Mr. Pitt
man, to give the reason after each question that he fails to respond
to, instead of saying “same answer.” He has to give the reason why
he refuses.

Mr. DUFFY. What is your answer?
Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the
question as it might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. DUFFY. What arrangements did you make with the various cus
todians at the clubs in Vietnam in order to obtain these contracts?

Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the ques
tion as it might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. DUFFY. Did you give any kickbacks to these custodians in order
to obtain these contracts?

-

Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the ques
tion as it might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. DUFFY. I hand you, Mr. Evans, what purports to be your signa
ture on a check for $1,000 made to Bill Dugger, former custodian of
the 9th Infantry Division of Vietnam.
Will you examine that document and see if that is your signature
on that check?

Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the ques
tion as it might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. DUFFY. Was this a kickback for obtaining business with the
9th Infantry Division?
Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the ques
tion as it might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. DUFFY. Would you tell the subcommittee if there were other
kickbacks to other custodians to obtain business in Vietnam?

Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights

guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the ques
tion as it might tend to incriminate me.
Mrs. Evans, I would like to direct the same question

t Mr. DUFFY.
O WOu.
-

. EvANs. I respectfully refuse to answer the question and exer

cise my constitutional rights guaranteed under the fifth amendment as
it might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I might say that from our examination
of the activities of the R. & R. Supply Co., our investigation indicates

that Mrs. Evans was actually the bookkeeper in this operation and
signed practically all the checks, with this one exception: This was a
check to Mr. Dugger. Most of the checks were signed by Mrs. Evans.
Mr. Evans, would you give the name of the black-market account

that you did business with while you were in Vietnam?
Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my rights guaranteed under
the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the question as it might tend
to incriminate me.

Mr. DUFFY. You made a number of transfers to the Prysumeen
account.
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Who'' you the name of Prysumeen?
Mr.

wANs. I must respectfully exercise my rights guaranteed under

the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the question as it might tend
to incriminate me.

-

Mr. DUFFY. Did you deposit any money to that account?.
Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the ques
-

tion as it might tend to incriminate me.

Mr. DUFFY. A review of your bank accounts, the R. & R. Supply Co.,
and the other companies you have been associated with, discloses that
from November 1, 1965, to December 23, 1968, a total of $510,800 was
channeled through the black-market account, of which $243,000 went
through the Prysumeen account.

Would you care to comment on the accuracy of that testimony, which
was given yesterday?

Mr. EvANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer the ques
tion as it might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. DUFFY. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would like at this time to place in the record a
copy of the affidavit that we obtained in Saigon from Mr. Young or
Mr. Yang who is Mr. Evans' business partner in Vietnam.
Mr. Evans, could you identify Mr. Yang for us? Was he your
business partner in Vietnam?
Mr. EVANs. I must respectfully exercise my constitutional rights
guaranteed under the fifth amendment and refuse to answer this ques
tion as it might tend to incriminate me.
.
Mr. DUFFY. Could we have this affidavit printed in the record at
this point?
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will go into the record at
-

-

this point.

-

-

(The document is as follows:)
AFFIDAVIT

I, Duong Thuong Van, also known as Yang, who reside at 134/17 Bach Dang,
Gia Dinh in Vietnam, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to
LaVern Duffy and Carmine S. Bellino who have identified themselves to me as
members of the staff of the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on

Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations.
No threats, force or duress has been used to induce me to make this state
ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences
which may result from submission of this statement to the aforementioned Senate
Permanent Subcommittee.

I am 44 years of age. Through an American friend, whose name I now do not
remember except his first name was Robert, I was introduced to Mr. Ray Evans
in May, 1965. Evans and the other American intended to go into business
together and they asked me if I wanted to work for them as they needed a
Vietnamese man. They intended to do Some construction work. The R. & R.

Supply was for Ray and Robert. However, Robert returned to the States and
did not go into business with Ray Evans.
I had never done construction work before. My job for about 8 years was in a
Commissary operated by the United States Government in Saigon, 117 Phan
Dinh Phung Street, where for 7 years I worked as a Stock Control Clerk re
ceiving a salary of 8,000 piasters or about $100.00 a month. This is where I learned
my English.
In addition to construction work, the Evans asked me if I could make
furniture.
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At first the jobs were small and I would hire persons as I needed them.
Afterwards, the work increased so I formed a company, under my own name
and registered it with the Vietnamese Government in 1967.
Since I had no money, Mr. Evans advanced the piasters I needed to pay my
help each Week.
Ray Evans would get the jobs with the different military clubs and messes
and I would give him an estimate of the cost. I would add 10% for overhead
and 30% as my profit to the cost of each job whether it was construction, ren
ovation or for making furniture. So that I would be treated better by the club
managers and the club custodians, Mr. Evans introduced me to them as his
partner. I was not his partner in the sense that I shared in any of his profits
either from the jobs done for him or from any of the black market activity
in which I assisted him.

In the beginning in 1965. I was aware that Mr. Evans was contacting an
Indian on Tu Do Street, Saigon for purpose of getting a better rate for U.S.
dollars. I told him he must be careful in dealing in money or he could get in
trouble. He told me he knew what he was doing. I was always afraid to get
involved in this kind of activity.

I have never before heard Of the Prysumeen account nor have I ever told
Ray Evans or his wife, Isobel Evans, to send any money to an account called
Prysumeen in the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company in New York City.
One time my friend, Chau Tien Khiem, who owns a noodle factory in Cholon,
asked me if I knew somebody who had a bank account in the United States.
He knew I worked with an American. He told me he wanted to send Some

money to his daughter who was attending a college in California.
I asked Mr. Evans that somebody wanted to change money and if he wanted
to, he should send the money to my friend's daughter, whose name was Chau
Khiet Phuong. The name. Of the bank I do not remember but it was in
California.

Mr. Evans sent $15,000 to the girl's bank. The rate he received was 165 to
1 U.S. dollar. Mr. Chau gave me an advance and the balance he gave me when
his daughter wrote that the $15,000 was deposited in her account.
After Johnny's Bookstore was raided by the Vietnam police, Mr. Evans
asked me if I knew somebody he could deal with for changing money. I then
arranged, on behalf of Ray Evans, to deal with a Chinese acquaintance of
mine, Mr. Kouo Meou Si.
Except for the exchange With Mr. Chau, the arrangements for the transfer

of the remaining monies with the other people always was made through Mr.
Kouo Meou Si. I would meet him on Nguyen Cong Tru Street near several

banks in Saigon which was the meeting place at noon time. When I got the
money from Mr. Kouo, he gave it to me in a satchel and I brought it to Mr.
Evans who would count it. He didn't want to keep all the money in his house
so he would keep what he needed and gave me the balance to hold.
I made an accounting for the money I held and applied my costs and ex
penses against the funds received from Mr. Kouo.
In each instance, I received from around 158 to 190 to each U.S. dollar

depending on what the rate was on that particular day. I identify the following
transactions as some of the ones I arranged for Mr. Evans:
IDate, name, and bank

Amount

July 12, 1968, Mrs. Wedrene, Banque Nationale de Paris---------------- $20,000

July 31, 1968, Cheung Ying Lun, Wing Lung Bank, Hong Kong--------July 31, 1968, Mrs. N. T. Tran, account No. 9194-00224–47, Overseas
Development Bank, Geneva
July 31, 1968, Tai Chan Peng, North Carolina National Bank---------Aug. 21, 1968, C. F. Hsiao, Irving Trust Co., New York---------------Aug. 12, 1968, Chau Khieu Phuong, account No. 6–16984, Bank of
America, Whittier, Calif

10,000

10,000
10,000
10,000

10,000

I handled for Mr. Evans only those with Chinese names and one French
woman. I did not have anything to do with any transfers with K. Pillai nor

Account No. 0192–14086-65, Code 631, Johny Overseas Development Bank, Geneva,
Switzerland.

Mr. Evans was very Secretive about money matters and he trusted no one. I
know that Mr. Evans said he had some expenses but did not mention what
expenses were for. One time when we settled the account, he told me not neces
sary to keep all my records. I destroyed all my records prior to 1968.
35-359–70–12
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Mrs. Evans was always anxious to make lots of money and she told me once
if Mr. Evans didn't make at least $100,000 one year she would divorce him.
On the 8th Of December 1968, a man called Parrish, driving a 9th Division
truck came with a Filipino helper and unloaded at my home 12 cases of Christ
mas cards. I was not at home. The next day, Monday morning, Mr. Phung, Police
officer from the main precinct in Gia Dinh, came to my house with several other
policemen and after searching my house found, in addition to the 12 cases of
Christmas cards, 35 cases containing 5 ceiling fans per case. All the merchandise
was removed to the police station.

I called Ray Evans at his home and told him what had happened. He called
down to the 9th Division and asked them to send somebody to Police Head

quarters and testify that the Christmas cards belonged to the 9th Division.
Mr. Evans also called the Davis Station Club Manager, TSN Sgt. James Par
rish, and asked him to go to the Police unit to tell them that the ceiling fans
belonged to Davis Station and were only stored in my place. However, Sgt.
Parrish could not go to the Police Headquarters.

Later Sgt. Jack Doss of the 9th Division went to the Police Station and he
signed a statement that the Christmas cards belonged to them. Nevertheless, all
the Christmas cards and fans Were turned Over to the Vietnam Customs Unit–

Fraud Repression Service.
I have read this statement consisting of four (4) pages and it is the truth, to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
(Signed) Duong Thuong Van,
DUONG THUONG WAN.

May 17, 1969.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th day of May 1969.
DAVID P. GARRETSON,
Vice Consul, United States of America.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I had a prepared statement to offer into
evidence which relates to an investigation that was conducted by a
special Army board in Vietnam in November 1968 at the Davis Station
enlisted open mess system, which is located on the outskirts of Saigon.
During the course of that investigation, they looked into a number
of purchases by the Davis Station, £ club system, from the Evans'.
would like to read an extract from the statement and then have it

inserted into the record at this time with the supporting documents
from the official Army board that conducted the investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DUFFY. On November 23, 1968, a special Army investigation

board was appointed to investigate discrepancies, shortcomings, irreg
ularities, at the Davis Station enlisted open mess located in Saigon
while under the management of S. Sgt. William F. Gilbert during the

£ February 6, through May 26, 1968; and S. Sgt. James W. Parish
uring the period May 26, through November 23, 1968. The investiga
tion was completed in March 1969.
I would like, Mr. Chairman, to file as an exhibit the report of the
Army investigation board.

The substance of this statement was the overpricing of various
items sold to the club system. They included watches, meats, and
Christmas cards.
Again, I will not burden the committee by reading this statement
-

-

but I would like to insert it into the record.

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
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(The document follows:)
STATEMENT OF LAVERN J. DUFFY
THE

SALE OF OVERPRICED AND INFERIOR GOODS

BY EVANS TO MILITARY

MESSES

IN

VIETNAM

On 23 November 1968, a special Army Investigation Board was appointed to
investigate discrepancies, shortcomings, and irregularities at the Davis Station
Enlisted Open Mess located in Saigon while under the management of SSG Wil
liam F. Gilbert during the period 6 February 1968 thru 26 May 1968; and SSG
James W. Parish during the period 26 May 1968 thru 23 November 1968.
The investigation was completed in March 1969. I would like, Mr. Chairman,
to file as an exhibit the report of the Army Investigation Board.
With reference to the purchase of wrist watches, meats and Christmas cards
from Ray Evans and his companies, the Board made the following comments:
WRIST WATCHES

The following extract is quoted from page 13 of the investigative Board's
final report:

In addition to violating the By-Laws to the Davis Station EOM constitu
tion, the purchase (14 May 1968) of 500 watches at $17.00 each (from the
King Company operated by Ray Evans) constitutes an extremely poor
business venture which has tied up Over $8,000 of the club's Sorely needed
funds. An appraisal by the quality control branch of the Regional Exchange
Office indicated the watches are worth a maximum of $10.00 each. The

EOM will have considerable difficulty in selling them without accepting
a sizeable loSS Of Revenue.

The valuation report on the watches by the quality control branch further
found that the watches were “a nonrepairable item because of the cheap

construction.” A copy of the wrist watch evaluation report is filed as an exhibit
to my testimony.

During the investigation, SSgt Richard M. Clark, an assistant custodian under
both SSGT's Gilbert and Parish at Davis Station, attempted to justify the
purchase of the watches from Evans.
Under oath, SSgt Clark was asked by the Board how the purchase of the
watches made the Davis Station club a better club Or “the best club in Vietnam.”

A. Well, the watches if you look at them they have Davis Station . . . it
is a Mickey Mouse Watch let us be honest about it. But when the watches
were first purchased the morale was such that I believe they all would
have been sold because the people here really identified with the club; the
people living here on Davis Station felt they had the best club in Vietnam
and they all wanted to be in it. It is something you can't put in words. It
is something behind the purchase of watches. This is the best club and the
morale in here is one of the things that makes a man work harder at his
job.
Q. Do you know what the selling price is for the watches?
A. I believe it was $21.00. The purchase price was $17.00.
Q. So what raises the morale of the Group; to sell Mickey Mouse watches
for $21.00?
A. Sir, morale is a funny thing.
I have quoted from page 41 of Sgt. Clark's sworn statement dated 20 January
1969 and I would like to file his affidavit as an exhibit.

SSgt. Parish when questioned gave another version of how the watch pur
chase had affected the morale of the troops at Davis Station. I quote from
page 8 of his sworn statement dated 3 January 1969. I filed it as an exhibit for
reference.

Q. On these 500 watches that were Ordered prior to your becoming cus
todian–Since your arrival in country have these proven to be good
sellers?

A. No, sir. I would not say that they have proven to be real good sellers.
When we first got them we sold between 12 and 20. Three or four individuals
brought them back within 3 or 4 days. In fact two of these individuals
walked into the Office and threw them at me.
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A check of the inventory records at Davis Station in May 1968, by the Com
mittee staff in Saigon, disclosed that 484 of the 500 watches were still on hand.
SSgt. Gilbert admitted under oath that Evans, through the King Company,
made a “very handsome profit” on the watches. Testimony established that the
declared value of the watches on Pan American clipper cargo airway bill was
$3,334.
The cost to the club was $8,500, a difference of $4,500. I refer to pages 11
and 12 of Sgt. Gilbert's sworn statement dated 30 December 1968. I file his
affidavit as an exhibit.
MEATS

Findings of the Board:
On 15 May 1968, SSgt Gilbert placed an order with the R. & R. Supply
Company for meats totaling a value in excess of $3,299.50. An exhaustive
check of Board of Governor's minutes disclosed no prior approval by the

regulative body.
It should be pointed out that the purchase order for meats was a par
ticularly flagrant violation of competitive bidding procedure and a serious
affront to good management. Five of the meat items ordered were ordered
at “price unknown. Entering into such an agreement with the best interests
of the club in mind is inconceivable. It is worthy to note that at the time
the purchase order was executed with the R. & R. Supply Company many
of the items ordered were available at the commissary at a considerably
lower cost price.

SSgt. Richard Clark, assistant custodian under Sgts. Gilbert and Parish,
was asked about the 15 May 1968 meat purchase from Evans.
He gave this explanation on pages 27 and 28 of his sworn statement:
Q. Are you familiar with the purchase of meat from the R. & R. Supply
Company?
A. I am.

Q. I have here a purchase ordered dated 15 May 1968, from the R. & R.
Supply Company signed by SSG Gilbert for the purchase of a quantity
of meat. Have you ever seen this purchase order?
A. I have.

Q. What is the amount on the purchase order?
A. $3,299.50
Q. Would you explain the circumstances behind this purchase?
A. This was the purchase that involved the supplying of a freezer. One.
of the biggest problems here is adequate freezer storage. This was all a
package deal with the freezer, unit, and everything. The beef, hamburger,
filet mignon were good meat. Everything on here was good.
Q. Isn't it a little unusual to purchase meat with the price unknown?
A. These have the purchase prices.
Q. If you look closer you will see Bacon—price unknown; Beef-price.
unknown; Pork Roll—price unknown; Shrimp-price unknown; Filet
Mignon-price unknown. How can a club utilize competitive bidding and
obtain a reasonable purchase price by purchasing items with the price
unknown?

A. I cannot give you an explanation for that.
The following is a comparison of the invoiced prices on certain meat items
charged the club by Evans and the 15 May 1968 commissary prices of the
U. S. Army Headquarters Area Command, Commissary Division, APO San
Francisco (see pages 28–29 of Sgt. Clark's statement).
ExAMPLES
[Price per pound)

Bologna- -

Evans invoiced

Commisary

price

price

$0.85

$0.32
1.41, .33
.48

.92
.99

1 Different varieties.
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SSgt. James Parish furnished additional details about the 15 May 1968 meat
purchases on pages 9–10 of his statement.

Q. When you became custodian were you aware of the purchase of meat
from
A.
Q.
A.

the R&R Supply Company for $3,299.50?
I had been told that we had some coming in but not of the amount.
When did this meat arrive?
Truthfully, I could not give you the date. It was after I got here

and SSgt. Gilbert had gone home. I would say it was in July or August
but I am not exactly sure.

Q.
A.
Q:
A.
Q.

What was the amount of the invoice for the meat?
We were billed for $9,286.21.
What was the amount of the original purchase order?
I don't really know because all the prices were not on it.
When this meat arrived what was its condition?

A. It was in pretty good condition, in fact, it was frozen solid. They
brought it in and plugged it in. At that time Mr. Balwin and Oscar, who
helped put the power out to it, told the men putting in the freezer that
the motor would not last but would burn out. In 2 or 3 days it did burn out.
Q. Do you feel the quality of the meat warranted the price paid for it?
A. I don't really know because we did not use that much of it. We might
have used a case of steak. The steak was good. However, I don’t feel that
you could have sold the meat at our prices because we would not have
made any money on it."
-

-

Q. After the freezer unit malfunctioned, what action did you take?
A. I contacted the people who put it in and they took out the engine or
part of it to rewire it. At this time I told them I could not take a chance
on it because we could not afford to lose $9,000.00 worth of meat. They told
me they were going to convert it and it would stay fixed. In approximately
another week the motor quit again and this time they did not return and
change it. The meat-rotted in the box.
Q. Did you call them?
A. Yes, I saw Mrs. Evans personally here in the building. They did not
-

come back to repair it. When they did come back they opened the door to

inventory the meat and they opened the door but could not inventory it.
The meat was rotted completely,
Q.
a representative of the R. & R. Supply Company pick up all the

Pid

meat?

A. Yes.
Did you receive any credit memo for the meat?
Not to this day.

#ve you ever made payment on the meat?
£e you ever been billed for it subsequent to it being picked up?
0.

eS.

What was your action on this?
Nothing.
. Did you refuse to pay for it?
. Yes, in fact, it has never been mentioned Since that time.

Concerning this matter, Mr. Chairman, our investigation disclosed that the
Evanses notified officials at the NCO Club—Davis Station—on or about 27 March

1969 that if the bill for the meat in question (invoiced at $9,286.21) was not
paid within 30 days, the account would be turned over to their attorney, Ralph
D. Pittman, located in Washington, D.C.
I would like to file as an exhibit ths invoice from the R. & R. Supply Company.

CHRISTMAs CARDs
Findings of the Board:
On 24 May 1968, SSG Gilbert contracted to purchase Christmas cards for
$1800. An examination of minutes of Board of Governor's meetings failed
to produce any evidence of prior approval by the Board of Governors. SSG
Gilbert in testimony admits that the cards were unauthorized. (Page 5 of
*

report.)

SSG Gilbert did, as club custodian, contract to purchase $1800 worth of

Christmas cards, intended for resale, an action in direct contravention to
USARV Reg 230–60, para 23J (2), (Page 7 of report.) On 11 October 1968,
SSG Parish accepted 17 cases of Christmas cards worth $24,000.00 although
$1800.00 worth of cards were ordered.(Page 13 of report.)

*"
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Mr. PITTMAN. Reserving my right to objection, if this purports to
be a memorandum from the Davis Station, I would again like to insist
on a copy of the letter from the commanding officer of Davis Station,
which you have a copy of, being inserted into the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will go into the record at
this point.
(The document follows:)
-

HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE Co.,
509TH RADIO RESEARCH GROUP,

APO San Francisco, November 6, 1967.
Mr. and Mrs. RAY EVANS,

Saigon, Vietnam.
DEAR MR, AND MRs. EvANs: I wish to thank you for the outstanding work
performed on the remodeling of the Davis Station Enlisted Open Mess. The change
in the club, the atmosphere, the beauty and the design have made a definite
impact on the morale of the personnel living on Davis Station.
You accomplished this work well within the time frame asked, in fact, some
three days early. This, in spite of the transportation problem, lack of skilled labor,
and the necessity to keep the club open during construction, reflects great credit
upon the ability of your company to live up to their commitments.
On behalf of the personnel at Davis, Station, I thank you for giving us the
“Showplace of Saigon”, the most beautiful EOM I have had the pleasure to
visit. You are cordially invited to visit us anytime you are in the area.
Sincerely,

FREDDY G. MUSGROVE,
Major, SigC Commanding.

Mr. DUFFY. These are the exhibits or the official documents from the

commanding officer of the 509th Replacement Group that conducted
this investigation. All the testimony was taken under oath. These are
sworn statements which I extracted my material from.
Senator RIBICOFF. They will go into the record as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 213” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. and Mrs. Evans.

Sergeant Givens, Sergeant Dugger and Sergeant Dickerson.
Would you three gentlemen raise your right hands?
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this corn
mittee will be the truth, the whole
and nothing but the truth.
so help you God?
Sergeant GIVENs. I do.
Sergeant DUGGER. I do.
Sergeant DICKERSON. I do.

£

TESTIMONY OF SFC, BILLY JACK DUGGER, U.S. ARMY (ACCOMPA
NIED BY COUNSEL, CAPT. CHARLES D. HERRING); SGT. JAMES D.

GIVENS, U.S. ARMY (ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, CAPT. W. JOE
BUSH, U.S. ARMY); AND SFC. TED L. DICKERSON, U.S. ARMY (AC
COMPANIED BY COUNSEL, CAPT. JERRY P. RHOADS, U.S. ARMY)

Senator RIBIcoFF. Will counsel please identify themselves?
Captain HERRING. Charles David Herring, attorney at law, pres
ently captain in the U.S. Army, assigned to the Judge Advocate

General's Office, Fort Ord, Calif. I represent Sergeant Dugger.
Captain BUSH. I am Capt. W. Joe Bush, representing £ent
Givens. I am in the Judge Advocate General’s Office, assigned to the

Office of the Staff of the Judge Advocate, Fort Lewis.
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Captain RHOADs. I am Jerry P. Rhoads, captain, Judge Advocate
General's Office, representing Sergeant Dickerson.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement that I would
like to read into the record relating to our investigation into the
activities of certain kickbacks from vendors in Vietnam.

. During June 1969, while investigating the EM/NCO club system
in Vietnam, information came to my attention that kickbacks had been
paid by vendors and booking agents to club custodians of the 9th
Division.

-

On June 18, 1969, I interviewed in Saigon, Arnulfo F. Cortes, a

Philippine citizen who had been in Vietnam for the past 3 years
recruiting and promoting entertainment shows for the military in
Vietnam.

-

On June 19, 1969, I obtained a sworn affidavit from Mr. Cortes.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to file that sworn affidavit as an exhibit.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 214” for
reference and follows:)
EXHIBIT NO. 214
AFFIDAVIT

I, Arnulfo F. Cortes, who reside at 29A Wo Tanh, Saigon, freely and voluntarily
make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified himself to
me as a member of the staff of the United States Senate Permanent Subcorn

mittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations. No threats,
force or duress has been used to induce me to make this statement, nor have
I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which may result
from submission of this statement to the aforementioned Senate Permanent
Subcommittee.

I am a Philippine citizen and have been in Vietnam for the past three years
recruiting and promoting entertainment shows for the military in Vietnam.
During 1968, I had a contract with Miss Diana Flack, an agent to book my
the Warlords, into the 9th Division NCO-EM Club at Dong Tain in

£
'ietnam.

Miss Flack negotiated a contract for twelve shows at $350.00 per show, total
$4,200.00, with Sergeant Ted L. Dickerson, the custodian of the 9th Division.
The contract was entered into on 30 May 1968 and the shows were to be per
formed during June 20–25, 1968. Payment for the show was to be made to my
account, No. 6590–11228, Bank of America, San Francisco, California. Copy of
the contract is attached to my affidavit as Exhibit “1”.
Diana Flack told me besides the commission I was to pay her, she had to
kickback $50.00 for each show that the Warlords performed at the 9th Division
under Sergeant Dickerson. I went along with this kickback arrangement because
I had no alternative.

On or about 1 September 1968, Diana Flack's secretary came over to pick
up a $400.00 check that I had made out to Ted Dickerson at Miss Flack's
request. Later that same day, Miss Flack came over to my home and she was
in a hurry. She said that Sergeant Dickerson and Sergeant Billy J. Dugger were
waiting outside in the car for her and the money. Sergeant Dugger by Septem
ber 1 had taken over Dickerson’s job as custodian of the 9th Division. Miss Flack
then handed me the $400.00 check that I had previously made out to Sergeant
Dickerson and said that she wanted instead two individual checks made out for

$200.00 each with the payee line left blank. I had a short argument with her
concerning this point. I did not want to leave the payee line blank. I wanted
the check made out to Sergeant Dickerson to be sure that it went to the club
custodian. She insisted, however, that the payee be left blank on both checks
so I made them out accordingly and handed them to her. Diana Flack told me
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that the $400.00 that I made out on the September 1968 check was the re
mainder due Dickerson on kickbacks for booking the Warlords at the 9th
Division in June 1968. I have identified photostatic copies of my checks, No.'s

360 and 361, dated 1 September 1968 which have been presented to me by
Mr. Duffy. Both of these checks bear my signature.

-

Attached as Exhibit “2” is a photostatic copy of a page in my bank book
which indicates that I made out Check No. 159 for $400.00 to Ted Dickerson.
This was the check that Flack returned to me and which I later destroyed.
Sometime after I handed the two $200.00 checks to Diana Flack, I learned

that both of the checks had bounced for insufficient funds. On or about 30 No
vember 1968, Diana Flack came to my home with another man and told me
that Dugger had given back to her one or both of the checks that I had previ
ously given to her on September 1, 1968. She then told me that she had made
both of the checks good. She also said she had to make the checks good and if
she didn't we would get no more bookings at the 9th Division.
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knoweldge it is
true and correct.

ARNULFO F. CORTES.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of June, 1969.
CARL N. SCHMIDT,
American Vice Consul.

Mr. DUFFY. I would like, Mr. Chairman, to introduce as exhibits to

my testimony the contract, a copy of the page from the check book,
and copies of checks Nos. 360 and 361 referred to in Mr. Cortes
affidavit.

... "

Senator RTBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 215, 216,
and 217” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. On June 20, 1969, I obtained a sworn affidavit from
Diana Flack in Saigon concerning this matter.
(The affidavit referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 218A” for ref

erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 218A
AFFIDAVIT

I, Miss Jytt Ravn Flack, known professionally as Diana Flack, who resides at
201 Minh Mang Street, Phu Nhuan, Gia Dinh, Saigon, freely and voluntarily
make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified himself to
me as a member of the staff of the United States Senate Permanent Subcom

mittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, and to
Fred Asselin who has identified himself to me as a Special Assistant to Senator
Abraham Ribicoff, the Acting Chairman of the Subcommittee. No threats, force
or duress has been used to induce me to make this statement, nor have I received
any promise of immunity from any consequences which may result from submis
sion of this statement to the aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

I am a citizen of Denmark and have been in Vietnam since December 1967.

While in Vietnam, I have had considerable experience as a booking agent.
While in Vietnam, I met Yvon M. LeSaux and his wife in Saigon. Both of them
are entertainers. We entered into a partnership agreement during which time

they told me they had in the past made “kickbacks” to Sergeant Briscoe, the
custodian of the 9th Division. My partnership with the LeSauxs ended around
28 February 1968. I was not involved in kickbacks to Briscoe while affiliated with
the LeSaux's.

Around 21 April 1968 I entered into a partnership with Clauca Rossi, a citizen
of Italy and a dancer. We combined our talents, assets and resources to perform
One show together and to share income and expenses. The show was called the
Seven Wonders Plus One. I acted as the booking agent for this show. I booked the
show into the 9th Division through Sergeant Briscoe. The booking was for 12

shows at $400.00 per performance for the period 16 April 1968 to 21 April 1968.
Miss Rossi gave two performances daily. The contract price was $4,800.00. I paid
a $600.00 kickback to Sergeant Briscoe by my personal check, No. 114, in April
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1968. I no longer have this check but a copy can be obtained from the Bank of
America, San Francisco, California.
I next became involved with the 9th Division in the following manner. This
time the custodian was Sergeant Dickerson. I recall that it was Sergeant Briscoe
who introduced me to Sergeant Dickerson. Sometime in May 1968 Arnulfo F.
Cortes was looking for bookings for his act called the Warlords. As his agent,
I told him about the “kickback.” Situation at the 9th Division. I knew this from

my own experience with Sergeant Briscoe.
Anyway, Cortes wanted the booking and he was the One to pay the kickback.

It was his decision. I negotiated the contract with Sergeant Dickerson for 12
shows at $350.00 per show for the period 20 June 1968 to 25 June 1968. The con
tract was signed 30 May 1968. The contract price was $4,200.00.
The payment Of this kickback took place in the following way. On or about 1
September 1968, Mr. Cortes made out a check for $400.00 payable to Ted Dicker
son. At this time, Dickerson and Sergeant Billy J. Dugger, who was succeeding
Dickerson as custodian, paid me a visit at my residence in Saigon.
I don't know the details but apparently Dickerson and Dugger had made some
arrangement between themselves. It appeared that Dugger wanted some of the

$400.00.
Dickerson wanted two separate checks for $200.00 each with the payee line
left blank instead of the $400.00 check made payable to him. I am not sure if
Dickerson and Dugger drove me Over to Cortes' home or not. At any rate, I went
to see Cortes myself. I gave him the $400.00 check and asked him to replace it
with two separate checks for $200.00 each with the payee line left blank. He wrote
out the two checks. Shortly thereafter, I handed the checks over to Dickerson
and Dugger.
Both of Cortes' checks “bounced” for insufficient funds when they were cashed.
Ted Dickerson contacted me to make good one of the bad checks. I then gave
Dickerson my check for $200.00 dated 25 November 1968.
I have given Mr. Duffy my original check that I handed to Sergeant Dickerson.
It is Check No. 178 dated 25 November 1968 and is attached to my affidavit as
“Exhibit 1”.

I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.
JYTT RAVN FLACK.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day of June 1969.
J. T. GLADIS,
LCDR, JAGC, USN,

Judge Advocate on active duty with the U.S. Navy, and a notary public
and consul of the United States by virtue of 10 USC 936.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to file those checks as

exhibits to my testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The checks referred to were marked “Exhibits No. 218B and 218C”

for reference and appear in the appendix on pp. 779–780.)
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, this $200 check bears the endorsement
of Ted L. Dickerson and reads “For deposit only 553–156” at the Ham
ilton National Bank in Chattanooga, Tenn. This check was deposited
to Dickerson's account on December 3, 1968.
As a result of information gathered from the above case, another
kickback was established, this time for $1,000 to Dickerson.

From an examination of one of the $200 checks made out by Arnulfo

Cortes on September 1, 1968, it was found that the name Ophelia Fults
was written in on the payee line. This was Mr. Cortes' check number
360 which was returned for insufficient funds.

The endorsement on the back of this check shows that Ophelia Fults

deposited the check at the City Bank & Trust Co., McMinnville,
Tenn., on September 23, 1968.

A check with the bank in McMinnville established that a joint

savings account was opened by Ophelia Fults and Ted L. Dickerson
on July 17, 1968.

-m----
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I offer in evidence a photostatic copy of the record of this savings
account.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it will go into the record as
an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 219A” for ref
ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 781.)
Mr. DUFFY. A further examination of this account disclosed that

a $1,000 check was deposited on September 14, 1968. A check of the
microfilm in the bank on this date turned up the check in question.
On August 16, 1968, a $1,000 check was made out to Mrs. Ophelia
Fults and drawn on account number 06597–06624 of the Bank of
America in San Francisco.

I would like to make a copy of this check an exhibit to my
testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be made an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 219B” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 782.)
Mr. DUFFY. The Bank of America in San Francisco supplied to
the committee a photostatic copy of the signature card of this account.
It was opened on May 6, 1966, by the Sae Hahn Service Corp., Post

Office Box 1035, Saigon.
The authorized signature to draw checks was in the name of Tae
Woong Tchoe. This signature card I would like to file as an exhibit
to my testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 220” for ref

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 783.)
Mr. DUFFY. This is the name of the drawer on the $1,000 check
made out to Mrs. Fults.

Further investigation, Mr. Chairman, established that the Sae

Hahn Service Corp., in Saigon was owned by Mr., Tae Woong
Tchoe and was doing approximately $50,000 a month business with
open messes around Saigon.
Items sold include icemaking machines, beer coolers, and deep
freezer wells.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you established who Mrs. Ophelia Fults is?
Mr. DUFFY. A sister of Mr. Dickerson. He first advised me when

I contacted him on the telephone.
During the period January 1, 1968 and August 1, 1969, the Sae
Hahn Service Corp., performed construction, remodeling and
site improvements for the 9th Infantry Division NCO/EM open
mess system.

They presented invoices totaling $48,274.25 to the 9th Infantry
Division for this work. I have a letter from the Department of the
Army dated September 24, 1969, setting forth the work the Sae Hahn
Service Corp. performed for the 9th Infantry Division and I would
like to file that letter as an exhibit to my testimony.
Senator RIBICoFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 221A” for
reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 221A
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

OFFICE of THE SECRETARY of THE ARMY,
Washington, D.C., September 24, 1969.
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
Committee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : The following information is furnished per a request
from Mr. Duffy of your staff.

During the period 1 January 1968 and 1 August 1969, the SAEHUHN Serv
ice Company performed construction, remodeling and site improvements for the
9th Inf Div. NCO/EM open mess system.
The SAEHUHN Service Company presented invoices totaling $48,274.25 to
the 9th Inf Div Open Mess System for this work. The invoices were as follows:
Construction Of the NCO club at Tan An
$16,084.00
Partial construction and decoration of 1 building at Dong Tam--- 21,831. 00
Decoration and improvement of NCO club at Tan An and repair jobs
at 6 different locations---------------------------------------- 10, 359.25
Eight different clubs were remodeled. At the close of recent negotiations,
SAEHUHN accepted $28,000 in full settlement of these outstanding invoices.
In addition, SAEHUHN also performed minor maintenance of vehicles, includ
ing replacement of parts and supplied ice, gas and vegetables to the mess
System. Records now available at the club system offices do not establish how
much was paid of these latter services and also do not disclose the exact date

of authorization for items a, b and c above.
The following is a list of the Custodians of the Club System during February
1968 to May 1969:
William S. Briscoe, February 1968 to April 1968; Ted J. Dickerson, May
1968 to July 1968; Billy J. Dugger, October 1968; Billy J. Dugger, November
1968 to January 1969; Theodore H. Whitacre, January 1968 to May 1969; Theo
dore H. Whitacre, May, 1969.
I trust this information will be of use to you.
Sincerely,

Roy H. STEELE,
Chief, Investigations Division Office,
Chief of Legislative Liaison.

Mr. DUFFY. On June 26, 1969, I obtained a sworn affidavit from
Mohamed Guizani.

Senator RIBICOFF. It may be admitted as evidence.
(The affidavit referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 221B” for

reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT NO. 221B
AFFIDAVIT

I, Mohamed Guizani, who reside at 178 Tran Hung Dao, Saigon, freely and
voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified
himself to me as a member of the staff of the United States Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, and
Fred Asselin, Special Assistant to Senator Ribicoff, Acting Chairman. No threats,
force or duress has been used to induce me to make this statement, nor have I
received any promise of immunity from any consequences which may result
from submission of this statement to the aforementioned Senate Permanent
Subcommittee.

I am a citizen of Tunisia and a former boxer. I was the world's third-ranking
fighter in the 130 lbs. class during 1962 and 1963.
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In 1967, I came to Vietnam as an agent booking entertainment shows
tary clubs in Vietnam. It was not long after my arrival that I found out
custodians demanded kickbacks for booking shows. I also found at cert
a few agents had a virtual monopoly on bookings. Let me state son
experiences.

On 18 October 1968, I entered into an entertainment contract with
Appleton, Officer Open Mess, Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Saigon, to prov:
tainment at the club on 25 and 28 October 1968, at a fee of $325.00
performance.
I provided this entertainment as reflected in the contract.
After waiting approximately two months for payment on this contract
the office of the Tan Son Nhut Officers Open Mess and asked Sgt. Don H.
Captain Appleton's Assistant, if the check had been issued in paymel
contract. Sgt. Helsabeck told me that the checks had already been f
to my bank.

About two weeks after this meeting with the Sergeant, I again we
Officers Open Mess and talked to Sgt. Helsabeck again. He told me he
checks for me but I should pay the Captain his 10% first. I told him .
aware that I must pay anyone 10% to which he stated, “Don’t act d
know about it”. I was mad and left the office. I did not pay him any
still have not received payment On this contract.

I have been asked by Sgt. Billy Dugger, Custodian of the 9th Divisit
a kickback. He came right out and asked where was his money. He
$50.00 kickback for each performance. I refused to pay him. He ther
in no uncertain terms it wouldn’t do me any good to come around there
looking for bookings because I wouldn't get any.
Sometimes the custodians demand that girls be supplied to them as
for a booking.

I had a recent experience with the 4th Infantry Division in which the
cancelled 10 performances which cost me $3,500.00 because the custod
not have his way with some of the girls in my show.
The facts are as follows:

On March 9, 1969, Sgt. Givens of the NCO Open Mess of the 4th
Division at Pleiku signed a contract with my wife, Marlene Guizani
12 shows at $350.00 per performance for a total of $4,200.00. The sh
to be performed between May 8, 1969 through May 13, 1969. The act, ca
All Stars”, was made up of five girls and one boy.
On May 8, 1969, when “The All Stars” were to give their first per
at Pleiku for the 4th Infantry Division, a new custodian had taken (
Sgt. Givens. The new custodian was Sgt. John B. McGhee.
On the evening of May 8, 1969, “The All Stars” had completed two perf
and had retired to their rooms. Sgt. McGhee entered the room of two girl
knocking. He tried to force his intentions on the girls. They told him
He left but returned a second time. He was rejected by the girls a
McGhee came back a third time and attempted to force himself on 0
girls. She shouted for assistance. He finally left and did not return.
The next day Sgt. McGhee cancelled the show. I learned later that Sg
accused my road manager, Danny Alegre, of having offered Sgt. M
$350.00 bribe if he would schedule two additional performances for Oul

That is the reason Sgt. McGhee gave for cancelling the remaining s]
accusation against Alegre is ridiculous. Our Original contract, dated
1969, called for 12 shows from May 8, 1969 through May 13, 1969. He
us May 9, 1969. We had 10 shows to yet perform. There would be no
wanting to pay $350.00 for two additional performances when we had
to go.

In my statement, I would like to say one final thing. I am a small :
do not do a lot of business here in Vietnam. To be a big success here
to do the illegal—pay kickbacks. It is a rotten situation and somethi
cannot fight by myself. All I can do is refuse to pay and get a few sh
and there. This will be my last year in Vietnam. I hope someone can (
and expose this bad situation so that an agent can make an honest living
I am attaching a copy of my contract, dated 9 March 1969, with the 4th
Division marked Exhibit No. 1. Also attached, marked Exhibit No. 2, dal
1969, is an invoice for $700.00 for two performances by “The All Stars'
4th Infantry Division.
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I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.
MOHAMED GUIZANI.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this – day of June 26, 1969.
[SEAL]
CARL N. SCHMIDT,
American Vice Consul.

Mr. DUFFY. While in Saigon the following information was
developed:
Sae Hanh Service Corp.—Raided by VN customs police on June 29, 1968,
following an attempted bribe of $1,000 to a PACEX employee for favorable con
sideration of a contract application. Raid uncovered large amounts of new US
government property including walk-in refrigerators, freezers, generators, “C”
rations, “K” rations, typewriters, etc. Subsequently US Army CID Agent Chiu
sano was offered first a bribe of $8,000.00, and later $20,000.00.
Tchoe, Tae W.-Korean national, former PACEX employee. Left employ vol
untarily to go into business for himself. He retained his PACEX ID card, how
ever, which gives him access to US installations. Operates service and repair
contracts for US clubs & messes. Monthly gross income now estimated at $60,000–
$100,000. He paid 1,000,000 piaster fine to WN customs. Attempted to bribe CID
agent with $20,000.
Hong, Hwi In.—Korean female, purported wife of Tchoe. Attempted $1,000.00
bribe and $8,000.00 bribe.

That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman.

. Senator RIBIGoFF. Sergeant Dugger, have you your personal finan
cial records with you and are you prepared to turn them over to the
committee?

TESTIMONY OF SFC, BILLY JACK DUGGER, U.S. ARMY (ACCOMPA
NIED BY COUNSEL, CAPT. CHARLES D. HERRING); SGT. JAMES D.
GIVENS, U.S. ARMY (ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL, CAPT. W. JOE

BUSH, U.S. ARMY); AND SFC. TED L, DICKERSON, U.S. ARMY (AC.
COMPANIED BY COUNSEL, CAPT. JERRY P. RHOADS, U.S. ARMY)
Captain HERRING. If I may, Senator, we were not told to bring our
personal financial records and, as a result, we do not have them with
uS.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, on that point, I think we interviewed

the sergeant in my office sometime ago when we went over this matter,
and I think I was advised that those personal records would not be
made available to us at that time.
Is that correct?

Captain HERRING. That is correct, Mr. Duffy. I did speak to you.
I believe you told me also at that time we would be advised as to
further developments. We did not hear any further developments
from your office, so we are not prepared to turn them over now.
Mr. DUFFY. You are not prepared to turn them over now?
Captain HERRING. No, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. I hand you a photostatic copy of a $1,000 check
dated July 19, 1968, made out to Billy J. Dugger and signed by Ray

Evans of R. & R. Supply in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Did you deposit this check in your bank account number 12–6445-6
I' National Bank in Jackson City, Tenn.?
Sergeant, DUGGER, Sir, on advice of
I respectfully decline

at the

£

to answer that question on the ground that it might tend to incriminate
Ine.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Why did Ray Evans give you this $1.
Sergeant DUGGER. Sir, on the advice of counsel, I re.
decline to answer that question on the ground that it migl
incriminate me.

Senator RIBICoEF. Was this a kickback for letting contra
and Isobel Evans?

Sergeant DUGGER. Sir, on advice of my counsel, I respec
cline to answer that question on the ground that it migh
incriminate me.

Senator RIBICOFF. While you were custodian of the 9th
Division in Vietnam, did you ever book entertainment act:

Diana Flacks, a booking agent?
Sergeant DUGGER. Sir, on the advice of my counsel, I re;
decline to answer that question on the ground that it migh
incriminate me.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever receive kickbacks from Di
or Arnulfo Cortes?

Sergeant DUGGER. Sir, on the advice of my counsel, I res
decline to answer that question on the ground that it migh
incriminate me.

Senator RIBICoEF. On or about September 1, 1968, did y
with Sgt. Ted Dickerson visit the residence of Diana Flack
to collect the balance due on a kickback?

Sergeant DUGGER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer that

on the ground that it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever ask Mohamed Guizani
booking agent, for a kickback?
Sergeant DUGGER. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer that
on the ground that it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Givens, did you or your wi
bank account at the Bank of Idaho in

£

daho 2

Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer that
on the ground it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you instruct your wife to oper
account at the Bank of Idaho in Sandpoint, Idaho?
Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer the
on the ground that it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. While the secretary-custodian of the N

Club of the 4th Infantry Division at Pleiku, between May
May 1969, did you ever book any entertainment acts with the
Enterprises?

Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer the
on the ground that it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. On February 5, 1969, two checks from

Enterprises totaling $1,100 were deposited at the Bank c
Sandpoint, Idaho, with DeLoyce I. Givens as payee.
Were these kickbacks from Jaybird Enterprises?
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits No. 222

for reference and will be found in the appendix on pp. 784–78
Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer the
on the grounds it might tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know a Larry R. Smith?
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Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I refuse to answer the question on the ground
it

might tend to incriminate me.

Senator RIBICOFF. A $1,371 deposit was made in account 1934 on
April 28, 1969, by a check from Larry R. Smith drawn on American
Express, International Banking Division, account No. 1006. Was this
a kickback?

Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer the question
on the ground it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBIGoFF. For what purpose was a $750 check drawn by
£ne Larry R. Smith deposited on June 16, 1969? Was this a kick

'

3.C.K

Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I respectfully decline to answer the question
on the ground it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICoEF. In your initial interview with Mr. Duffy, you
stated the principal booking agency that you dealt with while custodian
was LAD Promotions. Is that correct?

Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I refuse to answer the question on the ground
it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever receive any kickbacks from LAD
Promotions for booking their acts?

Sergeant GIVENs. Sir, I respectfully refuse to answer the question
on the ground it might tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICoEF. On April 19, 1969, LAD Promotions directed the
Bank of America in Okinawa to transfer $1,000 to the account of 1934,
Bank of Idaho, Sandpoint, Idaho. Also attached to this letter was a

handwritten note: “Please use this return address: James D. Givens,
Tacoma, Wash.”
Was this a kickback from LAD Promotions for booking their acts
into the 4th Infantry Division in Vietnam?
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 224” for refer
ence and may be found in the appendix on p. 786.)
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, could I interrupt a moment? This docu
ment that you refer to, which has just been marked as an exhibit, was

obtained by me from the Bank of Okinawa when I subpenaed the
account of Lehr Brothers. This indicates that at the direction of Lehr

Brothers they transferred $1,000 to the 1934 account of the Bank of
Idaho in 1969.

Interestingly enough, the bank had a note attached to it, a hand
written note, which gave the name of Mr. Givens as the party who
controlled this account. That is the way we traced Mr. Givens in this
whole transaction.
When we examined the records of Lehr Brothers at the Bank of

Okinawa we also heard that the Lehr Brothers were involved equally
in the black-market currency manipulations.
We found that they had transferred moneys to the LaLa account

which has been referred to in Mr. Bellino's testimony.
We also found in examining the records in New York that deposits
were made by the Lehr Brothers to the Prysumeen account.

We also found Mr. Pierre Dupont, a principal in the Lehr Brothers,
deposited moneys to the Prysumeen account in New York. I think the
figure was $12,000.
This indicates that this particular vendor, one of the prominent
-

booking agents in Vietnam, was not only involved in kickback opera
tions but also involved deeply in the black market.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Sergeant Dickerson, did you bring to th
room today your personal financial records, and are you no
to turn these records over to the subcommittee?

Captain RHOADs. Sir, if I may state, as Captain Herring
were requested by Mr. Duffy at an earlier date to furnish the
We subsequently called Mr. Duffy and informed him
records would not be furnished and that we would hear

Duffy subsequently.
We have not heard from Mr. Duffy.
Senator RIBICOFF. While you were custodian of the 9th
Division in May 1968, did you book 12 shows through Di
for $350 a show for a total package of $4,200, and were thes
be prepared by Arnulfo Cortes?
ergeant DICKERSoN. Sir, on advice of my counsel, I re
decline to answer the question on the ground it may tend to in
Ine.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you demand a kickback from M
for this booking, and what was the total amount of the kic
received for booking her shows?
Sergeant DICKERSoN. Sir, I respectfully decline to al

question on the ground it may tend to incriminate me.
Senator RIBICOFF. The records of the 9th Infantry Divis
the Sae Hahn Service Co. performed considerable constru
remodeling and site improvements for the 9th Infantry
in 1968 and 1969.

While you were custodian of the 9th Infantry Division in
you negotiate a contract with Mr. Tae Woong Tchoe of the
Service Co.?

# DICKERSON.

Sir, on the advice of my counsel,

fully decline to answer the question on the ground that it m
incriminate me.

Senator RIBICOFF. On August 16, 1968, Mr. Tchoe wrot
check made out to your sister, Mrs. Ophelia Fults, which was
in a joint account of Ted L. Dickerson and Ophelia Fults a
Bank and Trust Co. of McMinnville, Tenn.
C

w" this a kickback for letting a contract to the Sae Hah
O.

Sergeant DICKERson. Sir, on advice of my counsel, I re
decline to answer the question on the ground it may tend to in
Ine.

Senator RIBICOFF. That will be all, gentlemen.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, could I make another stateme

out, burdening the committee with hearing a lot of other
with reference to kickbacks to sergeants and other parties
in this case, I wonder if we could refer this £ the
appropriate action, rather than hearing it before the comm
enator RIBICOFF. It is so ordered.

... Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I am curious to know i
if they have the knowledge, whether these sergeants were
todians in other£ before they went to Vietnam.

Mr. DUFFY. These individuals have quite a long history
involved in the clubsystem.
Senator GURNEY. Sort of the same as Sergeant Wooldric
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Mr. DUFFY. They were in Germany but not attached to that par
ticular group.
Senator GURNEY. But they have been in club custodian work?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir. Maybe we should insert into the record their
•

prior

•

''' We have that.

Senator GURNEY. I think it would be interesting. Part of the pur
pose of these hearings is to show the deficiencies in this club custodian
system in the Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. The background record of these sergeants will
all go into the record at this point.
(The documents referred to follow:)
ASSIGNMENTS

OF

SFC. TED L.

DICKERSON, SERIAL No. 410285146; ACTIVE

SERVICE IN THE ARMED FORCES, 28 YEARS

Assignments prior to June 6, 1954, have not been established at this time.
June 6, 1954, to January 31, 1955, supply sergeant, Fort Campbell, Ky.
February 1, 1955, to July 10, 1955, supply sergeant assigned to duty as NCO
open mess manager, Stephenville Air Station, Newfoundland.
July 11, 1955, to March 31, 1956, supply sergeant, Newfoundland.
April 1, 1956, to June 22, 1956, supply sergeant assigned to NCO open mess,
Newfoundland.

June 23, 1956, to August 5, 1956, supply sergeant, Fort Sill, Okla.
August 6, 1956, to November 13, 1957, first sergeant, Headquarters Battery,
77th FA Group, Fort Sill, Okla.
November 14, 1957, to April 3, 1958, ARTY crewman, Fort Sill, Okla.
May 1, 1958, to May 6, 1959, supply sergeant assigned to NCO open mess Head
quarters and Headquarters Detachment, USAH, Fort Sill, Okla.
May 7, 1959, to September 27, 1959, supply sergeant, Fort Sill, Okla.
September 28, 1959, to December 7, 1959, supply sergeant, duty with NCO open
mess, Heilbroun, Germany.
December 8, 1959, to December 13, 1959, supply sergeant, 561st CN Company,
Furth, Germany.
December 14, 1959, to February 14, 1960, supply sergeant, 7th USA, QMDS
Company, Germany.
February 15, 1960, to March 4, 1960, supply sergeant, 108th Quartermaster
Company, Germany.
March 5, 1960, to June 7, 1960, supply sergeant, duty with NCO open mess,
Furth, Germany.
June 8, 1960, to July 26, 1960, supply sergeant, Fort McPherson, Ga.
July 27, 1960, to May 28, 1963, Supply Sergeant, Tennessee Section Command,
12th U.S. Corps, Knoxville, Tenn.
May 29, 1963, to October 26, 1963, supply sergeant, duty with NCO open
mess, Fontainebleau, France.

October 27, 1963, to November 6, 1963, supply sergeant, duty with NCO open
mess, Fontainebleau, France.

November 7, 1963, to June 30, 1964, supply sergeant, duty with open mess,
AUGN, 1st Corps (GP), ARTY, Headquarters Battery, Europe.
July 1, 1964, to November 30, 1964, USAR senior enlisted advisor, Tennessee
Section Command, 12th Corps, Knoxville, Tenn.
December 1, 1964, to February 22, 1966, USAR senior enlisted advisor, Ten
nessee Section Command, 12th Corps, Knoxville, Tenn.
February 23, 1966, to May 8, 1966, supply sergeant, duty with NCO open mess,
11th PI Detachment, Fort McPherson, Ga.
May 9, 1966, to July 4, 1966, NCO open mess manager, GAR Company, Head
quarters and HUSAG, Fort McPherson, Ga.
July 5, 1966, to November 30, 1966, NCO open mess manager, Headquarters,
3d U.S. Army.

December 1, 1966, to January 17, 1968, NCO open mess manager, Headquar
ters, TUSA, Fort McPherson, Ga.
January 18, 1968, to May 23, 1968, NCO open mess manager, Headquarters and

Service Battery, 9th Infantry Division, USARPAC, Vietnam.
May 24, 1968, to August 15, 1968, NCO open mess manager, HHC, 9th Infantry
Division, 9th Battalion, SNTUARPAC, Vietnam.
35-359—70—pt. 3–13
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August 16, 1968, to September 7, 1968, chief supply officer, NCO,
NCO open mess headquarters, USA Headquarters Area Commar
Vietnam.

September 8, 1968, to December 26, 1968, chief supply officer, NCO,
NCO open mess, headquarters Area Command, USARPAC, Vietnam.
December 27, 1968, to February 2, 1969, casual, enroute to CONU
February 3, 1969, to May 25, 1969, supply sergeant, S-4, HHC, US.
Fort Campbell, Ky.

May 26, 1969, to present, supply sergeant, HHD, 2d Battalion, USA
Campbell, Ky.
ASSIGNMENTS OF SFC. BILLY JACK DUGGER, E-8, SERIAL No. 408360
SERVICE IN THE ARMED FORCES, 21 YEARS

March 18,

1948, to March 24, 1948, Enlisted Signal School,

mouth, N.J.

March 25, 1948, to May 25, 1948, Fort Jackson, S.C., Compan
Infantry Regiment, 5th Infantry Division.
May 26, 1948, to August 31, 1948, Fort Eustis, Va., TC, 3d Student
September 1, 1948, to May 19, 1950, Fort Belvoir Va., 801st Engi
talion, Company C (July 15, 1949, to November 11, 1949, duty at
Labrador).

May 20, 1950, to September 1, 1966, no information is listed in files
man's assignments.

September 1, 1966, to December 31, 1966, manager, Command Ge.
Association Club, First Field Force, LaTrang, Vietnam.
January 1, 1967, to October 31, 1967, manager, NCO club (Nept
LaTrang, Vietnam.

November 1, 1967, to March 14, 1968, instructor, HHC, 14th Bat
Training Brigade, Fort Jackson, S.C.
March 15, 1968 to September 26, 1968, custodian, officers club, HHC,
Battalion, 9th Infantry Division, USAPPAC, Vietnam.
September 27, 1968, to December 17, 1968, custodian, NCO club,
band, DISCON, 9th Infantry Division, Vietnam.
December 18, 1968, to April 1, 1969, custodian, NCO Club, 9th Adm
Company, 9th Infantry Division.
April 2, 1969, to July 16, 1969, custodian, NCO Club, Headquarters
USAG, Camp Roberts, Calif.
C
17, 1969, to present, instructor, Cook and Bakers School,

#y

aili.

ASSIGNMENTS OF SGT. JAMES DONALD GIVENS

October 1952 to June 1953, Fort Jackson, S.C. (trainee); June 1953
1953, Fort Campbell, Ky. (hospital patient); August 1953 to June
Infantry Division, Butzhbach, Germany; June 1956 to October 1957, 4!
Division, Fort Lewis, Wash.; October 1957 to March 1958, 3d Infantr
Fort Benning, Ga.; March 1958 to May 1960, 3d Infantry Division, So
Germany (worked in club system as waiter and bartender).
May 1960 to June 1961, 4th Infantry Division, Fort Lewis, Wash.; J.
October 1961, Berlin buildup, Karlsruche, Germany; November 1961
1966, 4th Infantry Division, Fort Lewis, Wash.; September 1966 to
4th Infantry Division, Plieku, Vietnam (December 1966 to July 19
Secretary/manager, Support Command Clubs).
August 1967 to February 1968, 24th Infantry Division, Munich
(assistant S/4 sergeant); February 1968 to April 1968, Fort Lee, V
Refresher Course School); May 1968 to May 1969, 4th Infantry Divis
Vietnam (July 1969 to May 1969, secretary, custodian of the club sys
1969 to present, Fort Lewis, Wash.

. Senator RIBICOFE. We conclude today another phase of t
ings. We have seen how the black market in currency operate

Vietnam—and how it undercuts the American effort in that
nation.

And we have seen how vast and far reaching the internat
work of currency manipulators extends.
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This syndicate could never have operated as successfully without
using legitimate U.S. banking institutions—and without the input
of green dollars from American citizens.

ccounts such as “Prysumeen” and “LaLa”—obvious code names—

were allowed to traffic in large sums of money without detection.
Dollars flowed in and out of these accounts—some possibly to Red
China—right through our banking system.
This traffic weakened the U.S. effort in Vietnam for it drained valu

able dollars, fired inflation, and led to the further instability of an
already unstable Vietnamese economy.
There is irony here. There is also tragedy. One need only note the
statistics—40,000 Americans dead, 300,000 wounded, billions of dollars
spent—to realize that.

It is in the specifics—in the documented, day-by-day illustrations—
that we learn how some persons have profited by this war.
We learn that profits on Christmas cards sold to GI's in Vietnam
came to 300 percent in some instances.
We learn that proceeds from a steam bath—financed entirely by
U.S. servicemen at the Long Binh post—were funneled directly from
the NCO open mess system into a black market account in New York.

We learn that personnel of an American banking institution helped
black marketers devise a code name—“Prysumeen”—so that secrecy
could be maintained.

And we learned earlier of the cynical exploitation of GI’s by a small
number of senior NCO's, men who raked in hugh profits from the club
system by selling to and buying from themselves.
In turn, we have learned how some American businesses have fol
lowed our troops to South Vietnam and have taken advantage of the

war by entering the black market, charging excessive prices, and, in
general, exploiting our GI’s at every opportunity.
The Evanses are examples of the kind of American businessmen.

Regrettably, there are many more.
e subcommittee will put forward recommendations and legisla
tive proposals to more efficiently administer the operations of our
Government abroad.

When we resume our hearings in the new year, we will hear from
spokesmen from the agencies affected by our investigation.
We will need their advice and guidance if we are to make a produc
tive and responsible contribution to more efficient Government
operations.

By the same token, an important contribution has already been
m:
to the cause of good government. It is the public disclosure of
bad government.
The record of these hearings will show beyond a doubt that the
executive branch of our Government must be under constant review

by the Congress.
The legislative oversight function of the Congress must be exercised

with vigor. It must be exercised responsibly and fairly, of course—
and we hope we have achieved that goal in these hearings.
Without this investigation, most of what has been brought to light
during these hearings—from the coverup of the Augsburg club investi
gation in Germany to the money manipulations of an Indian money
changer named Dima—would more than likely have gone unnoticed.
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I want to take this opportunity of pointing out that some 34 mem
bers of different phases of this committee, and our Government, have
been of great help to our investigation.
I particularly want to call attention to the outstanding work done
by LaVern Duffy, Carmine Bellino, Philip Morgan, Fred Asselin,
Philip Manuel, John Brick, Walter Fialkewicz, John Drury, and our
general counsel, Mr. Adlerman.
The entire list of various members who have been involved will go
into the record at this point.
(The document is as follows:)
PERSONNEL INvoLVED IN THE ARMY NCO INVESTIGATION
STAFF

LaVern Duffy, Carmine S. Bellino, Philip Morgan, Fred Asselin, Senator
Ribicoff's staff, Philip Manuel, John Brick, Walter Fialkewicz, special agent,
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, John Drury.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Washington, D.C.: Jack Balaban, Daniel Harris, Joseph Honcharik, Linda
Boivin; Philadelphia, Pa.; D. Richard Stengel, Frank Philippi; New York City:
Maurice Frame, John Hornung, Joe Unger; Kansas City: Jesse Plummer, Ed
ward Traynor.

Los Angeles, Calif. : George Vissio, Jr., Darryl W. Dutton, Richard R. Raker,
Charles R. Fisher, and Victor J. Ong; San Francisco, Calif. : George Choos and
Thomas Coupar; Chicago, Ill.: Charles Stats; Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indianap
olis, Ind. : Edward H. Stephenson.
INVESTIGATION AND INVESTIGATIONS SERVICE, AID

Milton Singman.
INSPECTORS GENERAL OFFICE, STATE

William Craumer, Edward Thom, Gus Saradakis.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, SAIGON

Harrison D. Richardson, Francis K. Buige.

Senator RIBICOFF. I want to take this opportunity, too, of thanking
you, Senator Gurney, for your major contributions to this committee,
for your loyalty in attending these hearings.
In behalf of the whole committee and myself personally, I want to
thank you for your great help and contribution.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you. I certainly have enjoyed your leader
ship in this, my first experience on this committee.
£ RIBICoEF. The committee will stand adjourned subject to
the call of the Chair.

(Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
subject to the call of the Chair.)

[THE PORTION OF THE EXECUTIVE SESSION THAT
FOLLOWS WAS MADE PUBLIC, AS PROVIDED BY THE
RULES OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, ON DECEMBER 12,
1969]
EXECUTIVE SESSION

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT OF
MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

THURSDAY, MARCH 6, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:15 a.m., in room 321, Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 26, agreed to February 17,
1969, as amended, Senator Abraham Ribicoff (acting chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi

coff, Democrat, Connecticut; and £ Karl E. Mundt, Republican,
South Dakota.

Staff members present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general counsel;
Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the minority; LaVern J. Duffy,
assistant counsel; John Brick, investigator; Carmine S. Bellino, con
sultant; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Others present: Michael F. Cross, Treasury Department; Scott
Cohen, office of Senator Percy; and Wayne Granquist, office of Sena
tor Ribicoff.

Member of the subcommittee present at the time of convening was
Senator Ribicoff.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The hearing of the subcommittee will please come
to order.
(719)
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For the purpose of the record, I will read:
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATION
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGA'

Washington, D.C., Marc
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: I hereby appoint you as Acting Chail
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations to conduct open
tive hearings in connection with currency manipulations at military
in Vietnam and other areas overseas.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) John L. McC
JOHN L, MCC

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATION

SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGA

Washingtion, D.C., Mai
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was ame

Committee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent S
on Investigations on June 3, 1965, and re-affirmed on January 17, 1969
is hereby granted for the Acting Chairman (Senator Ribicoff)
hearings in executive session without a quorum of two members for
of taking testimony in the matter of currency manipulations at
Stallations in Vietnam and other areas overseas on March 6, 1969
(Signed) JOHN L. McCL
(Signed) KARL E. MUND
Ranking Minorii

Senator RIBICOFF. As I understand, sir, the staff has expla
about this hearing, that anything that you say may be us
you, and I expect Mr. Evans is going to testify before th
mittee?
Mr. PITTMAN. That is correct.
Senator RIBICOFF. And we have our witnesses sworn u

Will you stand, Mr. Evans?
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you shall give
committee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothi

truth, so help you God?
Mr. EVANS. I do.

TESTIMONY OF RAY EVANS; ACCOMPANIED BY HIS
RALPH PITTMAN, OF WASHINGTON, D.C.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you identify yourself for the rec
Mr. PITTMAN. Senator, my name is Ralph Pittman. I an

ing attorney in the District, New York, and Texas, and
the bar and senior member of the firm of Pittman, Levitt

sey, in the Federal Bar Building West, 1718 H Street, Zip
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you, Mr. Pittman.
Mr. Evans, yourname is Ray Evans or Raymond?
Mr. EvANs. R-a-y.
Senator RIBIcoFF. That is your legal name—Ray Evans?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Where is your legal residence, Mr. Evans?
Mr. EVANs. Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is that your legal residence? Are you an Amer
ican citizen?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Where do you make your legal residence?
Where is your mother-in-law?
Mr. EváNs. In Scottsdale, Arizona.
Senator RIBICoEF. What is the address of your mother-in-law?
Mr. EVANs. The new address is 4800 North 68th Street.

Senator RIBICOFF. Where do you live in Vietnam?
Mr. Evans. 22 Gia Long.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you lived in Vietnam?
Mr. EwANs. Well over 4 years.
Senator RIBICoEF. Whom do you live there with?
Mr. EvANs. My wife.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are any children there with you?
Mr. EVANs. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. What is your business in Vietnam?
Mr. EvANs. Construction and renovation.

Senator RIBICOFF: What is the name of your company?
Mr. EvANs. R. & R. Supply.
Senator RIBICOFF. Isita partnership or corporation?
Mr. EvANs. A partnership, registered in the State of Arizona.
Senator RIBICOFF: Who are the members of that partnership?
Mr. EvANs. My wife and myself.
Senator RIBICOFF. Just the two of you?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.
Y

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you have a partner by the name of Yang,

|-a-n-g?

Mr. EvANs. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is he a partner with you and your wife?
Mr. EvANs. He is not a partner. He is a partner as such but not a
partner in R. & R. Supply. We will call him a partner and we split
profits.

Senator RIBICoEF. On what basis do you split your profits?
Mr. EvANs. One-third apiece.
Senator RIBICOFF. You get one-third and your wife one-third and
Mr. Yang gets a third?
Mr. Evans. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is the volume of the business that R. & R.

does a year?
Mr. EvANs. Taking it off the top of my head, I couldn't tell you ex
actly the volume we have done. There is a variation on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know what profits you made last year?
Mr. EvANs. Last year, no, we do not know, because we have had a
chance of a great loss, and we are not quite sure.
Senator RIBICoEF. What is the last year that you filed an income tax
return indicating that you did make a profit?
Mr. EVANS. 1967.

Senator RIBICoEF. How much did you make then?
Mr. EvANs. Around $24,000.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Do you draw a salary or do you have a
your partnership?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. How much do you draw a week or mol
Mr. EvANs. We don’t draw anything.
Senator RIBICoEF. It must be expensive to live in Vietnam
Mr. EvANs. Yes and no. It is expensive for rent but not ex}
•

food and entertainment.

Senator RIBICOFF. How do you pay the rent? Does the cor
the rent?

Mr. EvANs. Out of profits.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is the rental that you pay a mon
Mr. EvANs. 41,000 piasters.

Senator RIBICOFF. That would be, translated into dollars
Mr. EVANS. It would be about $320.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have contracts with the U.S. Go
Mr. EvANs. On nonappropriated funds. We have never .
tract with an appropriated fund.
Senator RIBICoEF. When you say “nonappropriated fun
do you do work for under nonappropriated funds?
Mr. EvANs. No one except nonappropriated funds.
Senator RIBICOFF. But whom do you build for?
Mr. EvANs. Clubs and messes which come under nonap
funds.

Senator RIBICOFF. So most of your work is done with th
clubs and messes in Vietnam, but you don’t do any work d
the Federal Government?
Mr. Evans. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you do any work for anyone else be

halls and military £
Mr. EVANs. No.

Senator RIBICoEF. How does a military club pay you? H.

M.

pav Vou?
EvANs.

By check.

Senator RIBICOFF. By check drawn on where and what l
Mr. EvANs. Most of them, they all have now, their bank
Chase-Manhattan or Bank of America in Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. And the checks drawn to your comp
either Chase-Manhattan or Bank of America?

Mr. EvANs. This has only been in the last year or year :
Otherwise they had their own bank accounts all over the Un
Senator RIBICOFF. When you get a check, what do you c
check you receive?
Mr. EvANs. They don’t give us a check. They mail it; it
regulations for them to hand us a check.

enator RIBICOFF. Where do they mail the check?
Mr. EvANS. To First National Bank of Arizona.
Senator RIBICOFF. The First National Bank in Arizo
in Scottsdale?

Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is Scottsdale a suburb?

Mr. Evans. We like to think of it the other way.
Senator RIBICOFF. But it is in the same area?
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Mr. EvANs. It is 7032 East Camelback Road.

Senator RIBICOFF. When did Mr. Yang become your partner?
Mr. EvANs. Actually from the day one.
Senator RIBICoEF. How did you get to meet him?
Mr. EvaNs. Through an introduction of a friend of mine. He came
over and asked if I had work for him, and we were thinking, I tried
to go into the insurance business there, and they wouldn’t
in

authorize it

£ East Asia, and there is no regulation. So I figured I would go

into something else, and with his assistance we formed the company.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you a contractor in Arizona when you lived
in Arizona?
Mr. EVANS. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. You knew nothing about contracting?
Mr. EvANs. I know considerable about building; }*
Senator RIBIOOFF. Were you a builder in Arizona
Mr. EVANS. No.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. What did you do in Arizona before you went to
Vietnam?

Mr. EvANs. Actually nothing.
Senator RIBICOFF. I don’t want to be presumptuous but how did you
live?

Mr. EvANs. I didn’t stay in Arizona very long. I was only there—a

friend of mine was opening up an insurance company, and we were
discussing my going in with him, and it never materialized.
Senator RIBICOFF. Before you went to Vietnam, how did you make
a living?
Mr.

#ass. In insurance.

Senator RIBICOFF. You were in the insurance business?
Mr. EvANs. I have been in the insurance business since 1951.
Senator RIBICOFF. In what location?

Mr. EvANs. All over the United States, and prior to that, I was in
Korea, representing an insurance company.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you say “all over the United States”—
Mr. EvANs. It was military insurance.
Senator RIBICOFF. You have been involved in military insurance
basically all of your life?

Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who introduced you to Mr. Yang?
Mr. EvANs. You know, I am not trying to—I don’t remember who
introduced him to us. For one thing, we were impressed by him. He
could speak English, which is a very important thing here, and he
came to us, and said, “Let us do something.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that 4 years ago?
Mr. EvANs. About that, and the fact is, we didn’t use him until we
had got a contract on the Playboy Club, and I asked him if he wanted
to build the club.

Senator RIBIGoFF. When you say “the Playboy Club,” was this run
by the military?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where was this?
Mr. EvANs. Tan Son Nhut Air Base.

Senator RIBICOFF. And Mr. Yang is of Chinese derivation?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, but he is a Vietnamese citizen.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. What did Yang do and what does Yang
in line with R. & R.?

-

Mr. EvANs. He handles the laborers, the buying of mercha
control of getting the money. We can’t speak the languag
handles basically the whole thing.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are these contracts that you have with
halls and PX's and the officers' club, are they a cost-plus or c
out at a definite contract?

Mr. EvANs. No; you submit a bid. The bid is submitted to
of governors, and the board of governors either approves
proves, and then it goes to the commanding officer for appr
when that is signed then we get the contract.
Senator RIBICoEF. When the money would go to Scottsd
would happen to the money then?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t understand.

.

Senator RIBICOFF: Well, checks would be sent in payment
work to Scottsdale, is that correct?
-

Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. What did you do with the funds in th
£
!" Weren’t some of these funds sent down to a N
ank

Mr. EvANs. Yes, they were.
Senator RIBICoEF. What bank were they sent down to?
Mr. EvANs. Well, we have seen the papers and they have
over Trust Co. or whatever it is; that is one.
Senator RIBICOFF. And who would they be payable to; wh
Conn

' that received it?

r. EvANs. The one we saw there was Prysumeen, but we
remember that name.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is the Central Hanover Bank in New

familiar name to you?
Mr. EvANs. Not particularly, no.
Mr. BELLINo. The Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.

Senator RIBICoEF. And was the name Prysumeen, P-r-y-s-u
doesn’t that sound like the name?

Mr. EvANs. No; it doesn’t.
Senator MUNDT. Just how did that money get to Hanov
It was in Scottsdale in your account.

*: EvANs. We either wrote a check or a letter of trans.
In K.

Senator MUNDT. In Scottsdale?

Mr. Evans. Yes, sir.
Senator MUNDT. Now the money is in Scottsdale. I am tryi
out how the money got to New York. You have to write anoth
Mr. Evans. That is right.
Senator MUNDT. And who did you make that check payable
Mr. Evans. There were different names, and some of the
even pronounce. I am not being facetious about that, but
names I can’t pronounce.
Senator MUNDT. This Prysumeen, is that one of them?
Mr. EvANs. I still don't remember the name of Prysumeen.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you handle these transactions or you
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Mr. EvANs. Let us say my wife handled that. That was her part of
the business, to do the signing and handling of checks.
Senator RIBICOFF. $'. these checks were being written from

your Scottsdale account and for the Manufacturers Hanover to Pry
Sumeen 2

Mr. EvANs. That is right.

Senator RIBICOFF: Why did you send checks to Prysumeen? What

were you getting from Prysumeen in piasters?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t think that we ever dealt directly and I am sure
that Yang would handle these things, and sometimes we would leave
them blank or he would tell us who to mail them to. and this is just
the way we did it.
-

Senator RIBICOFF. Were you getting more piasters than the official
exch

-

Mr. EvANs. I would say so, yes.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you know how much more you were getting?
Mr. EvANs. No; it was asked, because the market has gone up and

down and you don't know from one day to the next what the market is
going to be.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you were getting a black-market rate?
Mr. EvANs. A premium rate.
Senator RIBICoFF. On every transaction, would it fluctuate from
time to time?

Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you sending all of the payments you were
receiving, that were sent to Scottsdale, were you sending that back to
New York, to Prysumeen?
Mr. EvANs. Like I said, we only saw the one copy that Mr. Bellino
showed us, and outside of that we can’t remember. The fact is, Mr.
Duffy said we sent $200,000, and I would like to see the evidence of
this, if it is possible.
Mr. DUFFY. It is more than $200,000. For 1967, I think the record
shows—Mr. Bellino will correct me—over $200,000 went into the Pry
sumeen account during the year 1967 alone.
Mr. EvANs. Is it possible for us to see these?
Mr. BELLINo. I might say, he hasn’t produced any record yet and he
has been served with a subpena for the production of records. We need
all of his records.

£ ADLERMAN. It will include checks and bank statements, and so
Senator RIBICOFF. You had a subpena served on you, did you not?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir; for the 17th of this month.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you produced any of these records with you?
Mr. EvANs. Just the ones we gave him.

Mr. BELLINo. He hasn’t given us anything. He permitted us to look

at them and we turned them back to him, and he didn't give us any
records. He still has his records.

Mr. ADLERMAN. We haven't received any records.
Mr. BELLINo. He let us look at his records, but he wouldn't turn
them over to us.

-

-

Senator RIBICoEF. The records that are listed in schedule A, do you
have possession of those records?
Mr. EvANs. Mr. Pittman has.
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Mr. PITTMAN. What records are you referring to?
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a copy of the subpena? There is
R. & R. Supply Co.
•

Mr. PITTMAN. We have all of the records; we have them here. We

have the bank accounts, and we have the tabulation of all of the checks
that left Vietnam and came to the Scottsdale bank. We have a rough
draft of it, which we are ready to produce.
Senator RIBICoEF. You are ready to produce that.

Mr. PITTMAN. That is why my client says, when you speak of $200
and-some-odd thousand, it is not in the bank account, and it is not re
flected anywhere in the records, and that is why we want to know or

have you produce something to us and let us either say “Yes” or “No.”
Senator MUNDT. Do you have the check stubs to show the checks that
were written?
Mr. PITTMAN. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFE. May we have those?
Mr. PITTMAN. I think that they are out here. Yes.

(At this point Senator Mundt withdrew from the hearing room.)
Mr. PITTMAN. These are our Scottsdale checks from the First Na

tional Bank of Arizona, for the fiscal year 1968.
Mr. BELLINo. For the calendar year?
Mr. PITTMAN. Here is June 5, the sixth month, the seventh month,
the eighth month, the ninth month, and the 10th month, and the 12th
month. That is all of the records.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no other bank accounts, or you have no
other canceled checks or bank statements or deposit slips?
Mr. EvANs. No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you do business under any other name out
side of R. & R.?
Mr. EvANs. As listed here—

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have 6 months of bank accounts, and how about
the other batch there?

Mr. PITTMAN. This is on the Cold Storage.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is that another company you did business under?
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many companies do you do business under?
Mr. EvANs. Both of these accounts are nothing but transfer accounts.
Mr. BELLINo. Why is that?

Mr. EvaNs. Because the bank was confusing us; and the fact that
money would be sent to R. & R. Supply, we didn't know whether it
was for sundry items, and we just ' know. This is Cold Storage

of Arizona.

. Senator RIBICOFF. When you say “meat,” were you also in the pro
vision business and were you selling provisions as well as contracting?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN: What other names did you do business under?
Mr. Evans. Cold Storage of Arizona, and King Co.
Senator RIBICOFF: What was King Co. in?
Mr. Evans. King Co. was in gift items.
Senator RIBICoEF. To be sold to officers' clubs and PX's?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are there any other names you did business under?
It was just the three?

Mr. EvaNs. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. That is, R. & R. Supply, the storage company, and
the King Co.?
Mr. EVANs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I see you only have 6 months vouchers for the R. & R.

and how many months do you cover in all of these?
Mr. EvANs. We just recently opened these accounts. We have 6.
months there.

Mr. BELLINo. This is 6 months for Cold Storage.
Mr. EvANs. We kept all of those records here.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is Mrs. Napier your mother-in-law?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How long has R. & R. been in business?
Mr. EvANs. About 4 years or 31% years.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you done business with the same bank all of
that time?

Mr. EvANs. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where are the other bank statements?

Mr. EvANs. They have been destroyed.
Mr. ADLERMAN. All of your records have been destroyed except
these?

Mr. BELLINo. You do have other bank accounts, under Isobel Evans?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo.Where are they?
Mr. Evans. They are in the bank where you left them. I informed
Mr. Duffy of this fact when he called us on Saturday, and we had to
leave early Monday and we couldn’t get those statements out.
Mr. BELLINo. I might explain in that connection, Senator, that they
were in the bank to get these records. They left them there for me to
look at, and I gave them back to the bank representative, Mr. Vicke
man, and they were there just before coming here. They had the bank
statements in their hands, and apparently they overlooked that they
had left them on the counter in # bank, and they are still there, and
the bank representative has them in his possession now.
So we would like to have those records made available to us.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know what period that covered?
Mr. BELLINo. That is all of Isobel Evans' accounts. It goes back to
1965.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have they supplied you with any chance to look at
any of the bank accounts except these 6-month records there?
M. BELLINo. Those are the only records that they permitted us to
look at.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is R & R, and 6-month records here on the
Cold Storage Co. of Arizona.
Senator RIBICOFF. We want him to send a wire to the bank, and you

can get them directly from the bank officials.
Mr. BELLINo. Send them direct to us, or—
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any objection for you or your
client to ask the bank to send that directly to Mr. Bellino?
Mr. PITTMAN. I have no objections.
Senator RIBICOFF. They can send them to you and you can turn
them over.

•

•

Mr. PITTMAN. You were under the impression, were you not, that
they had photostatic copies of them?
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Mr. EvANs. Mr. Bellino spent several hours with them in the bank.
Mr. PITTMAN. You didn’t make copies of them?

Mr. BELLINo. I may have made one or two different items, but we
didn’t make copies of the statements.
Mr. PITTMAN. We will make it available.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you make it available to this committee
staff as soon as you can?
Mr. PITTMAN. Yes.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you furnished all of the contracts and invoices
on the goods and services to military installations, your general ledger,

£ journal,

cash receipts, cash disbursements, deposit slips,

canceled checks, checkbook stubs, and so forth, for all of these other
accounts demanded in paragraph 12 Have you any of those records?
Mr. PITTMAN. I have read your subpena on that, and the only records
they have, they have brought.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The only records that they have?
Mr. PITTMAN. The only records that they have been able to
to me for the committee, and they say that is all of the records there

£

are.

Mr. BELLINo. Let him tell the committee that. He is under oath.

That is what records you have?
Mr. EvANs. We have probably contracts and clubs we are finishi
up in purchase orders, and they were back in Vietnam, as I explaine
before, in a safe place.
Mr. BELLINo.

ereabouts?

Mr. EvANs. Those records are no longer there.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is a safe place in the possession of Mr. Yang?
Mr. EvANs. No, sir, they were not.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you know where to get them?
Mr. EvANs. I can acquire them.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you have to go back to Saigon to get them?

Mr. EvaNs. They are not in Saigon any l:er.
Senator RIBICOFF. But they are in Vietnam?
Mr. EvANs. No, they are not in Vietnam.
Mr. B: No. Čould you send a letter so that we can get them?
Mr. ADLERMAN. You are under subpena to produce those.
Mr. EvANs. I know. When we understood Mr. Duffy and Mr. Bellino

were to go to Vietnam, I rapidly made a telephone call to Singapore,
to a friend of mine, and I said, “Catch the next plane out and get those
records,” not because we don’t want you to have them, but we don’t
want the Vietnamese Government to have them.

Mr. PITTMAN. And, counsel, they will be made available.
Senator RIBICOFF. They will be made available.
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They are either in Singapore or on the way to the
States? When will you make them available?
Mr. EvANs. As soon as they arrive. I said, I told him to send them as
soon as possible.

. Mr. ADLERMAN: Would you make sure and check that they are send
ing it out, and deliver it to the committee at the earliest possible date.
Mr. EvANs. I have to make another phone call there anyway.
Mr. BELLINo. Who is the individual; who is the friend?
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you tell us who holds those records now, in
Singapore?

£s. Mr. E. A. Clark.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where is he located?

Mr. EvANs. In Singapore.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What is his address there? How do you reach him
there?

Mr. EvANs. No. 10 Binjawalk, B-i-n-j-a-w-a-l-k.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is for the other three items in the schedule A.

There are four items here—R. & R. Supply, Cold Storage, King & Co.,
and the records of all of them and bank accounts.

Mr. EvANs. Now, I am not sure that he picked up the Singapore
bank account, because that was in another place, and I never thought
about it, because it has never had over $400 or $500.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much time do you need to supply us with that
material; what is your guess?

Mr. EvANs. I don’t know, Senator. I can call and find out if they
have been sent. I told him to mail them airmail, but we are still—I
usually do it myself—I definitely have sent for them.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Airmail will take how long from Singapore?
Mr. EvANs. It should take 1 week or it could take 3 weeks.

Mr. PITTMAN. More than likely about 4 days, airmail.
Mr. ADLERMAN. If we give you a time, say, to the 17th of March,
do you think—
Mr. PITTMAN. I would say in 2 weeks we will have them in your
hands.

Mr. EvaNs. The reason I am being evasive on this, some people
don't know how important this is, and I told him to send them air
mail, and they are quite heavy, and probably they went down and
t the price on the airmail and said, “That is too much money; I
on’t want to waste the money,” and this is the way these people
think.

Senator RIBICOFF: Are they ledger books and things like that?
Mr. DUFFY. Could we establish what these records are?

Mr. EvANs. The last few months that we haven’t destroyed.
Senator RIBICoEF. You destroyed other records before, and why
were they destroyed?
•

-

Mr. EvANs. Because we were in between on the Vietnamese Govern

ment walking in and picking them up.
Senator RIBICOFF. You didn’t want the Vietnamese Government

*# your records?
Mr. EvANs. No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Don't you think that they were entitled to facts,

that you were dealing in black market in piasters?
Mr. EvANs. That is not the basic reason, because even if you pay

a Sears, Roebuck bill, just as a hypothetical thing, by check and
they find that check in your possession, they can put you in jail. There
is no bond and there is nothing. They just put you in jail.
Senator RIBICOFF. Because you pay a # to Sears, Roebuck? You
are supposed to pay a bill to Sears, Roebuck.
Mr. EvANs. It is like paying Guest Bros., if they find those in our
possession.

*
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Is it principally the fact that you are doing business
in Vietnam and you are supposed to take the piasters and go there and
get the
rate of exchange before you pay these bills in American

#"

currency

Mr. EVANs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Since you pay the bills directly on the bank account
in the United States, they may consider this a violation?
Mr. EvANs. It is a violation.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is this what the thrust of your complaint is? Is this
the thrust of your argument or your statement?
Mr. EvANs. You mean why I destroyed my records? Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And that you feel if you make a direct payment by
'"
the United States, it would be in violation of the Vietnamese
aW f

Mr. EvANs. Any transaction made in Vietnam is supposed to go
through their exchange.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You are supposed to go through their exchange at
the usual rate of 117 piasters per dollar or something like that?
Mr. EvANs. 117.2.

Mr. ADLERMAN. If you pay it out in any other way, you are in viola
tion, and therefore you don’t want the Vietnamese to get their hands on
any of these documents or records, because you have clearly violated
the Vietnamese law?

Mr. EvANs. Very definitely.
Senator RIBICOFF. U.S. checks on U.S. banks, that doesn’t violate the
law; does it?
Mr. EvANs. Yes; it does.
Senator RIBICOFF. A U.S. check on a U.S. bank violates the law?

Mr. EvANs. Yes; I am a resident. I am not under any diplomatic
status. I carry a brown book. I am a resident of Vietnam.
en Mr.
Adlerman called me and I told him maybe I could get a visa and maybe
I couldn’t in a week, and he asked me the question, he said, “You, as an
American citizen, can’t leave the country any time you wanted to?”
and I said, “No.”

Senator RIBICOFF. When you would take this money and have it for
warded from Scottsdale to the Manufacturers Hanover Bank & Trust

Co., when would you receive piasters for that?
Mr. EVANs. In that time we would have to wait for notification, or
Yang would wait for notification that the money had been received.
Senator RIBICOFF. Prysumeen would contact Yang?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And then after he contacted Yang, who would pay
the piasters?
Mr. EvANs. Yang would pick up the piasters.
Senator RIBICOFF: Where would he pick them up?

Mr. EvaNs. This I don't know. It was not one thing I was interested
1I].

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, you knew the transaction was

wrong and you didn't care about the details? Yang was the conduit.

Your checks would be sent from Scottsdale to New York, and you
didn't know in what way, but Yang would be notified by somebody,
whom you assume was Prysumeen?
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Mr. EvANs. I don’t think it was Prysumeen. I think that this is a
fictitious name or something.
-

Senator RIBICoEF. May I say for you that there is an account by
P

sumeen. There is a very

to

*rysumeen.

£ one. Your checks were going

Mr. BELLINo. Who are the individuals; maybe he knows the
individuals.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Who do you think it was?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t know.
Senator RIBICOFF. You had to send a check.

Mr. EvANs. Senator, can I say this: This is why I would like to
see this $200,000 that has been transferred; I would like to see evidence
of this, and the checks.

Senator RIBICOFF. This would be going to somebody in New York,
and you didn’t quite know who, but who was forwarding the checks to
New York?

Mr. EvANs. This we don’t know, either.
Senator RIBICOFF. Didn’t your wife instruct your mother-in-law to
forward the checks on to New York?
Mr. EVANs. I don’t think so.

Senator RIBICOFF. How did you consider the profits you were making,
on what basis?

Mr. EvANs. What do you mean?
Senator RIBICOFF. For income tax purposes, how did you determine
that you made a profit?

Mr. EvANs. Well, we kept, like we have this one, and through our
methods with Yang on his accounting. He keeps it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were you paying an income tax based on legiti
mate transactions and not what you were making on piasters?
Mr. EVANs. No.

Senator RIBICoEF. Were you paying a tax on what you made overall?

Mr. BELLINo. What you want to get is what they reported for in
come tax earnings. We have that information.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have that material?
Mr. BELLINO. We have it.

Senator RIBICOFF. You have a copy and show it to him so that he
could refresh his recollection.

Your wife took care of most of your transactions, instead of you, is

that right?
Is this your income tax?
Mr. Evans. This is one that Mr. Bellino showed me before.

Senator RIBICOFF. I understand, but for each year, you filed the
same tax return?
Mr. EvANs. We are well aware of it now.

Senator RIBICOFF. So you weren’t paying much attention?
Mr. BELLINO. What is the amount on that return for the record?

Mr. EvANs. $12,000.
Mr. BELLINo. And each year you reported $12,000?
Mr. EvANs. That is why we say we know it is a mistake.
Mr. BELLINo. How do you know it is a mistake? Where are your
figures, and your papers are destroyed and everything?
Senator RIBICOFF: I guess it must be very obvious that you were
doing a lot more than $12,000 worth of business.
35–359–70–pt. 3-14
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Mr. EvANs. Why would I report $12,000 worth of business when I
am tax deductible for $25,000?

Mr. BELLINo. Were you ever back from Vietnam at any time since
1965 and the present time?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Will you tell us when you did come back at various
times?

Mr. EvANs. When my mother-in-law had an operation and then
we were back last year.

Mr. BELLINo. What year was that?
Mr. EvANs. Last year we came back for Christmas in 1967.
Mr. BELLINo. And you were back in 1968?
Mr. EvANs. I think we left about the second or third.

Mr. BELLINo. Now, these tax returns indicate that you never de
parted Vietnam, is that correct? It shows consistently a certain number
of days each year since 1963, you have been out of the country, and you
never have been back.
Mr. EvANs. Let me see that.

(The document was handed to the witness.)
Mr. EvANs. Where does it say that?

Mr. BELLINo. It says that you never departed. It is your tax return
for 1967, shows you arrived in Vietnam August 1, 1964, and you have
present the full days of 1,792 days from 1963 and you never

#
eft.
l Mr. EvANs. That is exactly right. For tax reasons, we have never
eit.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you aware that your wife transferred $20,000
from your Arizona account to France?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Why was that done?
Mr. EvANs. Yang gave us the name.
Senator RIBICOFF. To another account in France?

Mr. EvANs. There are several accounts as they have gone through the
records, people we couldn’t possibly remember.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the direction of all of your
deposits were given to you by Yang?
Mr.

£ is correct.

£r RIBICoEF. Was the money picked up by Yang and paid over
to you
Mr. EvANs. No; he retained the money, but whatever we needed—
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you keep records between you and Yang?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Where are those records?
Mr. EvANs. Those are the ones that are destroved. As soon as we com

pleted a job and we were paid, we tore up everything.
Senator RIBICoEF. You tore up everything?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And the net amount, what would you do with the
net amount? Would that go back into the Arizona £
Mr. EvANs. That is right.

Senator RIBIcorF. Would Yang have piasters?
Mr. EvANs. He took his money in piasters.
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Senator RIBICOFF. What happened with the dollars; how would you
get your dollars; how did you translate them back?
Mr. EVANS. We can’t run them back

'

Senator RIBICoEF. You can’t run them back through?
Mr. EvANs. No; we didn’t sell any piasters.
Senator RIBICoEF. You just sol £ for piasters, making about
35 or 50 percent profit?
Mr. EvANs. I wouldn't saw it would be that much.
Senator RIBICOFF. The
rate was about 117

£

and you were get

ting anywhere from 160 to 180?
Mr. EvANs. At times it was down to 127.
Mr. BELLINo. At times it was up to what?

Mr. EvANs. It got up to 190. The majority of 1967—I would have to
go back to Newsweek—and I think it runs from 125 to 135 in the

"' of times.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was Newsweek the official notice, or the price was
published in Newsweek?
Mr. EvANs. In every country, yes, the legal and the illegal rate.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you sell any MPC's, Mr. Evans?
Mr. EvANs. No.

Mr. BELLINo. You never sold any MPC's?
Mr. EvANs. No.

Mr. BELLINo. What was the maximum amount of MPC's that you
ever had in your possession?

Mr. EvANs. Enough to buy drinks.
Mr. BELLINo. How much is that?

Mr. EvANs. At 25 cents a drink, you don’t need too much.
Mr. BELLINo. Would you say the same with your wife, that she
never had more than enough to buy a drink?
Mr. EvANs. A few groceries or something like that.
Mr. BELLINo. $100, would that be on the outside or would you have
that much?

Mr. EvANs. If somebody came from the country and spent 3 or 4
days with us and offered to go to the commissary to restock our larder,
we would provide them with the MPC's to handle this.
Mr. BELLINo. How much would you have in your possession at any
one time, between you and vour wife?

Mr. EvaNs. It would be $200, or when you get a chance to go, you go
all of the way.
Mr. BELLINo. What do you mean, “go all of the way”?

Mr. EvANs. When you go in a commissary, you buy as much as you
Can.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you ever have as much as $1,000 in MPC's?
Mr. EvANs. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. BELLINo. Do you think that you might have?
Mr. PITTMAN. Could you have?

Mr. EvANs. I could have had, in a poker game or something like that.
Mr. BELLINo. Who were you playing poker with when you get $1,000
in MPC’s?

Mr. EvANs. The game had a $500 takeout.
Mr. BELLINo. Would you explain it to the Senator?
Senator RIBICOFF. I have to confess, I don’t know what a $500 takeout
is. You can’t lose more than $500?
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Mr. EvANs. You can’t get in the game with less than $500.
Senator RIBICOFF. So it was a fairly good game?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, it was.

Mr. BELLINo. Who were the participants in these games that you
played with?
Mr. EvANs. If the game goes 24 hours a day, I mean—
Senator RIBICOFF. You say that you are surprised there were trans
actions amounting to $200,000?
Mr. EvANs. I am not surprised at that. I am surprised that it went to
this Prysumeen.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever deal directly with any person which
resulted in your
transfer to the account other than Mr. Yang?
Mr. EvANs. None of this money went to Mr. Yang.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who told you where to send the money, how to send
the money, and what transfer to make, and soon?
Mr. EvANs. Yang would come up with a little piece of paper.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Outside of that, did you ever deal with anybody con
nected with any company where you made transfers of your account to

£

the Prysumeen account in the Manufacturers Hanover Bank?

Mr. EvANs. What do you mean by “another company”?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever deal with any individual, or any
Chinese man, or Muslim, or Vietnamese, and say to him, “I want to
get piasters, how can I arrange for it, and what rate would you give
me, and where should I send the money and how will I get the
piasters”?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Whom did you deal with beside Yang?
Mr. EvANs. I couldn’t tell you their names. I can’t recognize them.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were they Muslims, Chinese, or what?
Mr. EvANs. They were Indians.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Chinese, or just Indians?
Mr. EvANs. Indians.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What type of transactions would you have with
the Indians?

Mr. EvANs. I would give them a check and they would give us
piasters.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You would give them a check on your account on
the Scottsdale Bank?
Mr. EVANs. On the Scottsdale Bank.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who would be the payee?
Mr. EvANs. I would say that is why I wanted to see the checks,
because I don’t think the handwriting on those checks for the payee is
in our handwriting.

'on would make it out in blank?

Mr.
Mr. EvANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And it would be filled in, and then they would give
you piasters of what the floating rate was at that time?
r. EvANs. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How did these people come to you, and how did
you meet them?

Mr. EvANs. Tu Do Street is covered with Indians, and they are all
in the money-exchange business.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. You are dealing with some large amounts, and some
of these checks run $10,000 and $15,000 and so forth. You are not

dealing with the people on the street in those amounts?
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this before Yang got into the picture?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, let us face it, they put one Indian we were going
to into jail, and that has been 2% years ago, and we just quit.
Senator Rnicor. How would you find an Indian to do that? In
other words, as Mr. Adlerman says, were you doing this on the street
with people you never even met before?
EvANs. Every clothing shop, and every bookstore and clothing

:

SnOD.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you deal with a book shop in the hotel there,
the Majestic Hotel?
Mr. EvANs. Many times.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you make any transactions with them?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who did you deal with in that book shop?
Mr. EVANS. I couldn’t

£ his name.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that the Prysumeen account?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t know. I would say that those checks came out in
blank, and they were written to him in blank.
-

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you ever hear of a company called Baker &
Co. ? Would that mean anything to you? Did you ever look at the
endorsements on the back of the checks?

Mr. EvANs. We were curious sometimes where they went to.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever come across anything by the name
of Baker & Co.?

Mr. EvANs. Not to my recollection.
Senator RIBICOFF. Not to your knowledge?
Mr. EvANs. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever do business with the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Bank?
Mr. EvANs. Not myself personally; no.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you notice that most of your checks in the
batch here have gone through the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN: What people did you deal with there?
Mr. EvANs. Whatever the name was on there, that was the name

given to us for the account number.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who gave you the names?

Mr. EvANs. Yang.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was Yang the clearance?

Mr. EvANs. To explain this, like I said before, they were getting real
tough on these Indians, and so we eliminated that, and the Chinese
only talk to Chinese. They won't talk to you, I, or anybody else. You
just can’t talk to them.
Senator RIBICOFF. You thought the only way an American could do
business was by taking a Chinese partner?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t s
the language, and you can’t buy on the
market, and he buys brick for 5
and they charge me 10 piasters.
-

*

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who is IAC

Mr. EvANs. That is Carrier Air Conditioning.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you buy material from them?
Mr. EvANs. Air conditioning.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is not a currency transaction, then?
Mr. EvANs. No; it is a purchase of air conditioning.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall a contract that the King Co. had
with the 101st Airborne Division for an open mess?
Mr. Ev.ANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBTCOFF. Do you remember that?

Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How did you get the contract, and how did you get
the merchandise, and how much, and how did you pay for it, and
follow through a contract with the King Co.?
Mr. EvANs. Do you want a specific item?
Senator RIBICOFF. As much as you know about it.

Mr. EvANs. Let us say on watches, several companies submitted sam
ples, and they were put before the board and ours was selected. So
we sold it to them.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that contract for watches?

Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you build a building?
Mr. EvaNs. Yes; we did buildings for them, too.

Senator RIBICoEF. You submitted your samples with other com
panies. Do you remember who you bought the watches from?
Mr. EvANs. It came through Oriental Importing and Exporting.
Senator RIBTCOFF. Do you know how much it cost?
Mr. EvANS. You mean the watch?

Senator RIBICOFF. How much you paid for the watches. Here is a
check for $17,000. Will you look at this?
Mr. EVANs. It was for watches.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Would that be the amount that you paid to your
supplier for the watches?

r. EvANs. No: I have to make a profit.
Senator RIBICOFF. That you pay for the watches?
Mr. EvaNs. No; this was paid by 101st to us. We retail them for $17.
Senator RIBICOFF. That is what you received, and you don’t know
what you paid for them?
Mr. Evans. For the watches, they ran $11 for the watch, and then
the crest was $2 extra.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that the total amount of this particular con
tract or justin part time?
Mr. EvANs. No; it is the total.
Senator RIBICOFF. That is the total amount.

Mr. EvANs. It would have to be. There is an even number on it, and
it has to be watches. I don’t think that we sold them $17,000 worth of

any other item. It sounds to me like it was watches. What is the date on
it?

Senator RIBICOFF. That date is September 11, 1968.

Mr. EvANs. That is about right. I am fairly certain it must have
been watches.

Senator RIBICoEF. Here is one for $37,000. Would you know what
that was for?

Mr. EvANs. I think my wife could tell you better on this. It is either
for Christmas cards—a combination of Christmas cards and crests.
Senator RIBICOFF. What are “crests”?
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Mr. EvANs. They are making them wear these chevrons now instead
of stripes on their sleeves, and we provide those.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know how much profit you made on that
contract?

Mr. EvANs. I don’t know for sure what it is.

Senator RIBICOFF. Whatever profit you made, did Yang get a third?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICoFF. He was a true third partner?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. Did he direct the transfer of this money?
Mr. EvANs. The custodian, Ira Strack, when we presented him with

an invoice, he sent it direct to the bank.
Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Strack sent those checks to the bank?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. Just what did Yang have to do with this contract or
this $36,000?
Mr. EvANs. He is a partner.
Mr. BELLINo. What did he do, I ask.

Mr. EvANs. He is a partner. If you are a partner in one thin
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did he contribute to the company in this trans
action, and what work did he do?
Senator RIBICOFF. I would gather that he got his piece whether he
did anything or not.
Mr. BELLINo. He told us, before, that Yang was only in the construc
tion and he had nothing to do with this. What did he do with this? Is
that correct; didn’t you tell us that Yang only participated in
construction?

# EvANs. Let us say there are two or three different participations
on this.

Senator RIBICOFF. Who else participated with you besides Yang?
Mr. EvANs. When I say “this,” this has to be clearance, and there is
participation in that:
Senator RIBICoEF. What you are telling us is that almost everything
you do, you have to pay somebody?
Mr. EVANS. To clear.

Senator RIBICOFF. When you say “to clear it,” you mean clear it by
paying Americans or paying Vietnamese or Hindus or Chinese?
. EvANs. I am

£ about Vietnamese customs.

Senator RIBICOFF. If you get this, you had to pay somebody in Viet
nam to clear this £ through so you could sell it to the
American Government?

Mr. Evans. That is right. It comes in through customs.
Senator RIBICOFF. Whom would you pay that to?

Mr. EvANs. What do you mean, “whom”?
Senator RIBICOFF. You said you had to pay somebody to clear it.
Who was that person that you paid?
EvANs. We did some of it ourselves, and John Lazro did some

£

of it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Who is John Lazro?
f

Mr. Evans. He works for Frazier Lee as a clearer, and he clears

Or uS.

Senator RIBICOFF. What is his business?
Mr. EvANs. All he does is clear merchandise.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was this a service charge or a payoff?
Mr. EvANs. A service charge.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much did he get as a service charge for
clearing?
Mr. EvANs. It depends on what he was clearing and what it cost
-

him.

Senator RIBICOFF. Let us say the two items, the $17,000.
Mr. EvANs. I think we cleared that $17,000 ourselves.

Senator RIBICOFF. The other one, of $37,000.
Mr. EvANs. I am not sure what that was for.

•

Mr. PITTMAN. Do you have any records that you could tell him what
it was?

Mr. EvANs. I don’t have any.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you pay someone $20,000, to bring the $37,000
down to the $17,000 for your share?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t understand that.

Senator RIBICoEF. On December 4, you sent a check for $20,000 to
the Irving Trust, and the North Carolina bank. What was that for?
Mr. EvANs. The Irving Trust? Who was the payee on that?
Mr. PITTMAN. Don’t we have that among our checks?

Mr. BELLINo. It is Irving Trust, T-i-a, C-h-i-n, P-e-n-g.
Mr. EvANs. It is another one of these deals.
Mr. BELLINo. What is that?

Mr. Evans. If it is a transfer, it is Yang's deal.

Mr. BELLINo. You just told us that Yang had nothing to do with
this money.

Mr. EváNs. We could have taken money from one part and used it
in another.

Mr. DUFFY. Did I understand him correctly to say that he made

#
to customs people? Could you give us details as to when you
did that and how much was involved?
Senator RIBICOFF. When you paid off to get through customs, whom
did you pay to, and when?

Mr. Evans. On watches they come in airfreight, and we clear them
ourselves.

Senator RIBICOFF. And the other items?

Mr. EvANs. Some of them came in airfreight and some didn’t.
Mr. DUFFY. How did you get them through customs if they didn’t
come airfreight?
Mr. EvANs. There is no problem.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you make payoffs to get them through?
Mr. Evans. No, because we are dealing with the Americans.
Mr. DUFFY. You don’t have to make payoffs to customs officials to
get goods through?
Mr. EVANs. No.

Mr. DUFFY. Did Mr. Yang?
Mr. EVANs. No.
Senator RIBICOFF. We will stand in recess until 2:30. I have a series

of appointments that will take me right through there.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2:30 p.m. the same
(Members present at time of recess: Senator Ribicoff.)

£
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AFTERNOON SESSION

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:30 p.m., Senator Abraham Ribi
coff, acting chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.)
•

(Members

of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators McClellan and Ribicoff.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The hearing will be in order.
TESTIMONY OF RAY EVANS; ACCOMPANIED BY HIS COUNSEL,
RALPH PITTMAN, OF WASHINGTON, D.C.—Resumed

Mr. ADLERMAN. Yesterday when we had a conversation, you referred
to the difficulties you had trying to do business on a military base with
the American personnel

# under Vietnamese control.

Do you

remember that? And you had difficulty trying to do business there:
Would you tell the Senators your experience there and why you had
to give up the business?

Mr. EvANs. On three bases. We were doing business on Tan Son
Nhut, Ben Hoa, and Danang.
Senator RIBICOFF. These are, all three, large bases?
Mr. EvANs. They are the only ones that I have done business on that
are controlled by the Vietnamese, absolutely controlled. The com

manding general can’t even get a house on there without permission
from the Vietnamese.

Mr. ADLERMAN. If they want to throw down an outhouse-–
Mr. EvANs. They can’t change a building or build or anything.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you tell us some of the difficulties you had
in trying to do business there?
Mr. EvANs. Delay in
Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, you had to try to(£ people on the
base, and you had to get passes from the Vietnamese Government?
•

Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Why wouldn’t they give you the passes? Was it a
question of paying off?
Mr. EvANs. Yes. I didn’t do it, but we—

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you do all this through Yang?

Mr. EvaNs. Right. I can't speak the language, again. They don't trust
me, again.

Senator Risicorr. But you knew that it was costing money?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And Yang would come to you and tell you how
much he would have to pay?
Mr. EvANs. The regulations are such now that they have to have two
Vietnafs signed to confirm the fact that the man that you have, even
though he may have never seen him before in his life, that he is not a
Communist, he is not a VC, and he signs the confirmation of this. For
this, he gets 1,500 “P” for each man.
Mr. ADLERMAN. 1,500 piasters?
Mr. EVANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. For every man that you put to work for you, you

#

a total of $24?
Mr. EvANs. 3,000

had to

# yes.

Senator RIBICoEF. That is what it would cost you?
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Mr. EVANs. As I say, at the legal rate, it is about $24; yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this where Yang earned his one-third of his
partnership, when he took care of all the details?

Mr. EvaNs. For Tet, the year before last, they came up and said,
“You are going to give 10,000 piasters to our Tet party. If you don’t
give it, you don’t work.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. One more thing. In our discussion yesterday, we
discussed the fact that when you got a contract, then you had to imme
diately get your exchange in at the current rate because you fi
your contract on what the cost of supplies would be, and the cost of
supplies varied a great deal, depending upon, as you said, whether or
not the stolen goods that were in the hands of the local contractor were

in large quantities or small quantities. If it was a big supply, you
could get good materials cheaper, and if it was not a good supply, you
had to pay a heavy price, is that right?
Mr. EvANS. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do I understand you to mean by that, that most,
or large part, materials which you had to purchase from local people,
are stolen materials?

Mr. EvANs. This I don’t know. I can’t confirm the fact that they
were stolen or fell off of a truck.

Senator RIBICOFF. But as far as you are concerned, you never
bothered to find out where the material was coming from? Yang would
also arrange for you to get the material, and if this was coming from

pilferage to American supplies basically, the material was basically
American, especially building materials, is that correct?
Mr. EvANs. Well, they import a certain amount of it. And they have
cement factories over there. They had one cement factory. The Viet
namese Government is importing cement from Taiwan and Japan.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did the markings on any of the goods that you
received indicate that they belonged to the United States Government?
No. In fact, the cement doesn’t came over with anything

#"

Inarked.

Senator RIBICOFF. Didn’t it come in bags?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. What was on the bags?
Mr. EvANs. It would either be Taiwan cement or Japan cement, or
it could even be local cement. I don’t remember if we ever had any local
Cement.

Senator RIBICOFF. How about lumber?

Mr. EvANs. Lumber the same way. Most of our lumber we use is
bang-lang—anyway, a local lumber. We find it to be better suited for
what we needed. Bang-lang is a very hardwood lumber; it is very diffi
cult to work with.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many companies were there like yours in the
eral area where you were? You said you used to have to submit bids
in competition. How many bids would some of these bases receive?
Mr. EvANs. Well, one of them is out of business at this present time.
I would rather, Senator, not use names, if it is all right with you. They
are out of business. As far as to my knowledge today, my competition

basically is the Koreans and they have a carte blanche in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICoEF. The competition that you have are Koreans?
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Mr. EvANs. At the present time and for the last year it has been
Korean competition.
Senator RIBICOFF. And the Koreans, it seems to you, have been get
preference?
. EvANs. I explained this to Mr. Adlerman the other day. Gen
erally speaking, the board or several members would look at our work
and look at the competitors’ work and even though we were higher in
bid, we generally got the contract, because they don’t have to take low
bid. The Korean workmanship is not really up to standard.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you use Vietnamese workers? You don’t use

"#

American workers?

Mr. EVANs. Chinese workers.

Senator RIBICOFF. And the Koreans would use the same type of
workers?

Mr. EvANs. No; they were using their own people, excepting like
Hout, and people.
Senator £r. In our discussions, we were discussing some of the
contracts that were paid for by AID.
Mr. EvANs. That was off the record. That is just hearsay. I cannot go
into that. It is something that I was not involved in. In other words,
it came to me from another party.
h Mr. Apirata". In other words, what you are talking about now is
earSayf

#ass. No, not this. In reference to the milk.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking about the milk. About milk, you say
you would rather not go on the record on that?
Mr.

Mr. EvANs. That is right, because I had no connection with it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Just
the record.

£ the purpose of the moment, we will go off

(Discussion off the record.)

Senator RIBIOOFF. We will go back on the record now.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Discussing the price of the materials that were
purchased, you said yesterday in our conversations that this varied
with the amount of stolen property around. “I know you have to
face the facts of life when you are doing business in Vietnam.” You
said, “Well, maybe I shouldn’t have said that,” but you did say it.
I would like you to explain a little more clearly what you meant by
that. You were talking about cement.
Mr. EvANs. To speak a little more clearly, for instance, in Danang,
we know how much is being shipped in there, the local market, whic
has come up by ships. Some days there is no cement and some days
there is.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is it your understanding that most of the cement
supplies that are in the hands of local wholesalers for availability to
contractors and private business is stolen material?

Mr. EvANs. No, I wouldn’t say that all of it is. Some of it is sup
plied by AID on buildings they are building. Some of it is
from the Vietnamese Government from the cement plants at Ben Hoa.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You don’t have a stable price?

''

Mr. EVANs. No.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. And the price varies with the amount that is avail
able on the market?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. And the amount that is available on the market
usually depends on how much has been stolen around the countryside?
Mr. EvANs. I assume.

Senator RIBICOFF. Does an item like cement, heavy cement, fluctu
ate on a day-to-day basis?
Mr. EvANs. All our construction over there is cement. The whole

composite of the whole thing is cement. Without cement, you don't
do business.

•

*

Senator RIBICOFF. Does it fluctuate on a day-to-day basis, an item
like cement?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

•

Senator RIBICOFF: What would it fluctuate between, what prices?

# EvANs. I have paid as low as 300; I have paid as high as 650
I Oa.g.

P'. RIBICOFF. Piasters?
Mr. EvANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Over what period of time?

Mr. EvANs. Since I have been in business. It goes up and down. It

depends on what is available. For instance, on lumber, it comes out of
the Kontoom highlands area, and if there is a big operation going on,
they can’t get the lumber out. You can’t buy lumber.
£ IBICOFF: Who do you buy the cement from?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t buy it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Yang buys the cement?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICoEF. In other words, if you didn’t have Yang as a
partner, you wouldn’t be in business?
l Mr. EvANs. That is exactly right, because I don’t speak their
8.Inguage.

£ RIBICoEF. It is more than that; you don’t know your way
around and Yang does?
Mr. EvANs.
is right.

#
Like I say, if I go in and buy a brick, it
costs me 10 “P,” where it would cost him 5 “P.”
Senator RIBICoEF. What happens to the large contractors? You are
a small one. How do they buy?
Mr. EvaNs. You are referring to RMK and PMM?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Mr. EvANs. I don’t know how they buy. I haven’t any idea.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do they have Chinese working for them?
Mr. EvANs. They have thousands of Chinese and Vietnamese work
ing for them.

r. ADLERMAN. Most of the time they don’t buy locally. They import

their stuff. Probably a large part of the material that is in the hands of
the local Vietnamese has been stolen, a good part, from them. They

were in a position a year ago and they couldn't account for $100 mil
lion worth of material that they had landed on Vietnamese shores.
They are trying to account for it now.
Senator RIBICOFF. From your investigation, have you ever come
across the Defense Department keeping inventories on £ much they
buy and how much they get?
r. ADLERMAN. I don’t believe they do. The rate in Vietnam for
losses is very, very high.
Would you say that the pilferage rate in Vietnam has diminished in

the last year? Do you think they have control overit now?
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Mr. EvANs. If I make this statement, I am making something I don’t
know.

Senator RIBICOFF. From your experiences, you buy, by the fluctua
tions, by whether you think the price is fair, buy what you have to pay
for it. You must have a pretty good idea of the change in the price
patterns.

Mr. EvANs. The Vietnamese Government publishes a legal price on
every commodity—milk, whisky, everything else. That is, the import
item. You can kind of judge from that what the difference is. It is pub
lished, I think, once a week.
Senator RIBICoEF. How do you find what the published price is? In
other words, they have price control. How do you find the many items
you do business with? £ are the price-controlled items '. what
you have to pay?
Mr. EvANs. I would say about 50 percent more.
Senator RIBICOFF. The price-controlled items are meaningless. Are
the price-controlled items, items that are set under the commodity
import program where they have to certify to American authorities
what the resale value is?

Mr. EvANs. I don’t know this, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. You don’t know that?

Mr. EvANs. No; I don’t know. In other words, I am not in the import
export business. I don’t know how they bring the cement in and the
lumber. I don’t know.

Senator RIBICOFF. No one has asked you whether you are paying the
price-controlled price or not?
Mr. EVANS. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. And you never asked anyone else?
Mr. EVANS. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. You want the goods and you pay what Yang says
the market is?

Mr. EvANs. Yes. And my price is predicated on this.
Senator RIBICOFF. How do you do a contract if you don't know on a
day-to-day basis? How do you do a contract when you don’t know

the price to build a building?
Mr. EvANs. I am in a position where I have to trust Yang.
Senator RIBICOFF. Over a period of time, how long does it take to
construct your jobs? Do they take a week, a month, a year?
Mr. EvANs. We are talking about sizes. Some jobs we do in a week,
and some jobs take 3 months.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you find great fluctuations in a 3-month job
between the time you take the contract and when it is finished?
Mr. EvANs. This is why I made the statement to Mr. Adlerman the
other day that immediately on receipt of a contract, we purchase all
merchandise at that time because of the fluctuation. On one particular

job, we lost quite a bit of money because we didn’t take this into ac
COunt.

Senator RIBICoEF. Where do you warehouse? If you have to buy
your material 3 months in advance, where do you warehouse?
Mr. EvANs. This is another way they operate. Let's say we are going

to a warehouse, or he will go into a warehouse, and he will see that the
have enough cement tile. #. will say, “OK, that is mine,” and he will
pay him for it. That is ours.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Then they are responsible for the safeguarding?
Mr. EvANs. The Chinese are that way.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you find that if you pay for it, they deliver
your goods when the time comes?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, sir; they do. We haven't had any problems with
-

them whatsoever. We did with an Australian, but we haven’t had with
any of the Chinese.
Senator RIBICoEF. The wholesale business basically is Chinese con
-

•

trolled?

Mr. EvANs. Right. I would say about 80 percent of all your business
is Chinese controlled.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Evans, coming back to the currency negotiations
that were carried on, did you ever conduct any of these negotiations
in Hong Kong?
Mr.

£id we conduct them in Hong Kong?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Or did you make arrangements in Hong Kong for
currency exchange?
Mr. EvANs. No, we have never made any arrangements.
Mr. BELLINo. Or contacts?
Mr. EVANs. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever speak to any people in Hong Kong
about currency arrangements?
Mr. EVANS. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But you did have checks that were delivered to the
banks in Hong Kong?
Mr. EvANs. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you did have contacts in Singapore?
Mr. EvANs. We didn't send any money into Singapore.

Senator RIBIcorF. No money, but the man you said had your records
had them in Singapore?
Mr. EvANs. Yes. That is actually our R. & R. center away from
Vietnam.

Senator RIBICoEF. Singapore?
Mr. EvANS. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The people you dealt with outside of Yang, were
they mostly Hindu or mostly Chinese?
Mr. EvANs. Well, what do you consider a Hindu? An “Indian” is
what we call them. The Indians, yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mostly Indian?
Mr. EvANs. That we did business with ?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. EvaNs. Indians, yes.

Mr. ADIERMAN. Do you know Mr. Abdul Kadir? I may be pro
nouncing it wrong.

Mr. EvaNs. The way you spell it and the way they pronounce it, I
wouldn’t know.

No, not to my knowledge.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Some of the money that you transferred wound up
with him. You never dealt with him?

Mr. EvaNs. I was talking to Mr. Pittman earlier. I think we can
basically clarify this if we can get the record of the checks. I still
think you will find that about 90 percent of those checks were left
blank. We wouldn't know who they went to.
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Senator RIBICOFF. It was the custom that you would just sign a
blank check and you didn’t know who filled it in?
Mr. EvANs. That is right. And I think you will find different hand
writings on these, in the majority.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How about Shuriab Ameen?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t know that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. It doesn’t mean a thing?
Mr. PITTMAN. Do you want to look at it in writing?
Mr. Evans. It wouldn’t make any difference to me at all.
Senator RIBICOFF. As far as you are concerned, these were faceless
people?

Mr. EvANs. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. You did business and you didn’t care who they

were. Outside of Yang, it was a complete floating operation.
Mr. EvANs. Right. I didn’t want to know.
Senator RIBICOFF. You didn’t want to know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever do business with a fellow named
Ohadu ?

Mr. Evans. I don’t remember the name, but we may have.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever do business with a Chinese man named
You Chi Wai?

Mr. EvANs. I still refer back to the same thing. I wouldn’t recog
nize the name.

-

-

- -

-

- - -

Mr. PITTMAN. Would it assist you better if you saw it in writing?
Mr. EvANs. Not really.

Mr. PITTMAN. If it was on a check, you might recognize the check.
Mr. EvANs. If it was on one of the transfer slips, I might look at it
now and 20 minutes from now remember the name. It is a foreign name
that I don’t recognize.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you tell us the address and first name of Mr.
Yang, your partner?
Mr. EvANs. No. I told you this before. I couldn’t tell you his name
if my life depended on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know where he lives?
Mr. EVANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you ever visited him at his home?
Mr. EvANs. I go there pretty nearly every day, and I couldn’t tell
you the name of the street he is on.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When you want to communicate by letter, how do
you reach him?
Mr. EvANs. We don’t communicate by letter.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does he come to you or do you go to him? Does he
•

•

•

have a car?

Mr. EvANs. Right.
Senator RIBICOFF. You travel to his home by car?
Mr. Evans. And we don’t have a telephone. I might send my maid
to his place.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you see each other almost every day?
Mr. EvANs. Right.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does Yang have a piece of anybody else's busi
ness besides yours?
Mr. EvANs. Not to my knowledge.
-

•
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Senator RIBICOFF. To your knowledge, is his sole means of employ
ment and income through your company?
Mr. EvANs. Right.
Senator RIBICOFF. How old a man is Yang?
Mr. EvANs. He is one year older than I am.
Senator RIBICOFF. How old are you?
Mr. EVANS. I am 45.

Senator RIBICOFF. He is 46.

What did he do before being tied up with you?
Mr. EvANs. He worked in the PX, the commissary.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have a warehouse?

Mr. EvANs. No, we do not. Do we have a warehouse, as such?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. EvANs. We store materials at Yang's.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In his house or his warehouse?
Mr. EvANs. It is his house that is the warehouse.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you mean in his home you store materials?
Mr. EvANs. When you call his home a “home,” it looks to me like
a hotel.

Senator RIBICOFF: What do you mean? It is a big place?
Mr. EvANs. Very definitely.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does he make that much money on you? You
don’t seem to have such a big operation. Can he make so much busi
ness to run a hotel?

Mr. EvANs. I say it looks that. It is big enough to be a hotel. It is
two stories. Well, let's see. I know exactly. It is 600 square—whatever
their ratio is to ours in meters It is a “chek” or something like that.

Senator RIBICOFF. It is like a garage? You say your warehouse.
Mr. EvANs. His house is in the front. Then behind is a covered area.

Then behind that he keeps his workers, if they live in the country.
Then they go home on the weekend, if necessary.
. Senator RIBICoEF. So he not only supervises the material, but super
vises and gets the labor?
Mr. EvANs. Right.
Senator RIBICOFF. And he pays the labor?
Mr. EvANs. Right.

Senator RIBICOFF. And pays for the material?
Mr. EvANs. Right.

Senator RIBICOFF. Does he ever have an accounting with you to say,
“Look, Mr. Evans, this is what I have expended and this is what I
need?” Does he ever do that with you?
Mr. EvANS. Basically, when he gives us a cost on the job, we add the
£ to it. Otherwise, if he ends up getting hung on it, it is his
problem.

Mr. DUFFY. I think the other day, Mr. Chairman, he said he gets a
monthly accounting from Mr. Yang.
Is that correct?

Mr. Evans. We get together about once a month.
Mr. DUFFr. He gives you a written—
Mr. EvaNs. We go over the books.
l':
DUFFY. Where are those records? Are those records destroyed
alSO

Mr. EvANs. Yes.
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Mr. DUFFY. Why did you tear those records up?
Mr. EvANs. I have explained that to you.
Mr. DUFFY. Can I ask a further question?
Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.
Mr. DUFFY. On these records that you are going to supply from
Singapore; will they include the records relating to your transaction
last Christmas on the purchase of Christmas cards for military
installations?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. They will include that?
Mr. EvANs. I am sure they will.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.
*
*
Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Evans, according to your itinerary, you took a trip
to Europe and you were in Geneva on January 20, 1968. Rather, you
were there January 17 and you left January 20. For what purpose did
you go to Geneva?
-

Mr. EvANs. To see Geneva.

Mr. BELLINo. What did you do there?

-

Mr. EvANs. Mr. Bellino, let's not play cat and mouse with this deal.

Look at the dates. We got in on a Friday night and left on a Monday
morning. The banks are closed.
Mr. BELLINo. According to this, you got in on a Wednesday, Janu
-

-

ary 17, and left on Saturday, January 20.
Mr. EvANs. The banks were cl
when we got in. They were closed
a

-

when we got out.

-

Mr. BELLINo. It was Wednesday, not Saturday, as you said. Answer
the question.
Mr. EvaNs. That is the way it happened. We went there with the
intent of opening an account, but the banks were closed.
Mr. DUFFY. Did you subsequently open an account?
Mr. EVANs. No. We left.
Can I see that?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Mr. EvANs. We arrived at 5:40 p.m., which would be in the evening.
That would make us into Thursday. And we left on a Monday.
Mr. BELLINo. You left on a Saturday. You were there Thursday
and Friday.
Mr. EvANs. The banks were closed.

Mr. BELLINo. Thursday and Friday the banks were closed?
Mr. EvANs. It couldn't have been. I will tell you why. Either the
itinerary—is that after we left—we laid over in Los Palmos for a
week, and this messed our itinerary up to a certain extent. But I
know this, because we were talking about it earlier. My wife bought
me a watch for my birthday, and they had to remake the bracelet
on it and watchband and it was Saturday and they had to work over
time. They delivered it Saturday evening. So we couldn't have left
Saturday.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Here is an item from the Scottsdale bank indi

cating the transfer of $5,000 to account X01T2148665, code 631,
Johnny Overseas Development Bank, Geneva. Do you know that
bank?

-

Mr. EvANs. No, I don't.
Senator RIBICOFF. You can look at this.

(Document handed to witness.)
Mr. EvANs. I am not familiar with it.
35–359–70–pt. 3
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(At this point Senator McClellan withdrew from the £g room.)
Mr. DUFFY. Would your wife have knowledge of that? Someone
must know about who transferred the money out.

Mr. EvaNs. We probably transferred it on orders.
Mr. DUFFY. But you don’t recall transferring any money to this
-

account?
Mr. EVANs. No.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you receive any of the moneys yourself that were
transferred to that account?
Mr. EVANS. No.

Mr. PITTMAN. Did you use any of that money for the purchase of
the watch you referred to?
Mr. EVANs. No.

Mr. BELLINo. What did you do in Geneva / Where did you go? What
hotel did you stay at?
Mr. EvANs. That is a good one. What is it listed as? Did you get
-

the rest of the itinerary?
Mr. BELLINo. That is all she gave me.

Mr. EvANs. I don’t remember. We went up to a ski resort, rode
around and looked at Geneva. My wife was sick in bed all the time
she was there.

Mr. BRICK. Was it the Hotel Du Rhone? That is where Americans

usually stay.
Mr. EvANs. No: it was the one right along the canal,
Mr. BRICK. Excelsior /

Mr. EvANs. Excelsior, right.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you contact anyone to open up the account?
You said you went there with that intention. Did you contact anyone?
Mr. EVANS. No.

Mr. BELLINo. What made you change your mind?
Mr. EvANs. The banks were not open.
Mr. BELLINo. They weren't open Thursday and Friday?
Mr. EvANs. I say the banks were not open when we were there. If
you want to check with the banks, they can confirm the fact.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you speak to anyone about opening up an account
before you got there?
Mr. EvANs. No.
Mr. BELLINo. Whose account is that account number?

Mr. EvaNs. I am not aware of who it is. I don't remember any trans
action.

Mr. BELLINQ. It is your money going in there.

Mr. EvaNs. We ship a lot of money and I don't know who it goes to.
Mr. PITTMAN. Could that have been one of the checks that Yang

told you about and he filled in the payee?

*

Mr. EvANs. No; we make it out ourselves. But there have been so
many.

. Mr. PirTMAN. And Yang asked you to send that check to this par
ticular place?

Mr. EvANs. Right?

Incidentally, I called Lee Vickeman and he is bundling up those
papers, those checks that were left in the bank, and sending them
off this afternoon airmail.

-
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you know or have you done business with
Shung Ying Lun and Wing Lun Bang in Hong Kong?
Mr. EvANs. Probably.
Senator RIBICOFF. And a Mrs. M. T. Tran account? Do you know
what that would be?

Mr. EvANs. It is just a name.
Senator RIBICOFF. And Professor Tai Chan Ping at Chapel Hill,
-

•

N.C.

Mr. EvANs. I assume we did, yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know any of these people?
Mr. EvANs. No, I don’t know any of these people personally.

*

Mr. BELLINo. And you are sure you didn't talk to someone other than
this man you say was Yang? It wasn’t somebody else you talked to who
gave you those instructions to send this money to these people?
Mr. EVANS. No.

Mr. BELLINo. How were the instructions given to you?
Mr. EvANs. On a piece of paper with the name and account number.
Mr. BELLINo. Where were they given to you?
Mr. EvANs. It could be in our apartment; it could be on a job.
Mr. BELLINo. How about this particular one?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t know about that particular one.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.
Mr. DUFFY. I wondered about the continuing subpena for the wit
ness. He was subpenaed initially for the 17th of March. His appear
ance is voluntary at this time prior to the 17th of March. I wonder
how effective our subpena is for continuing in view of the fact that it
is for the 17th of March for the return date.

Mr. BELLINo. We can recess to a subsequent date.
Mr. EvANs. I need to get back.
Senator RIBICOFF. To where do you have to go back? To Vietnam?
Mr. EvANs. Yes. Ineed to get

£

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have jobs going now?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, I do.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many jobs do you have going?
Mr. EvANs. I have the Ben Hoa job going.
Senator RIBICoEF. How did you happen to be in the United States?
Did you come voluntarily?
Mr. EvANs. Yes. I didn’t know anything about this. Mr. Bellino in
formed our bank that we would be informed that they were going
through our books last December, which they didn't. They kept insist
ing that somebody must have talked to us in Vietnam. Nobody has ever
talked to us in Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you and your wife come voluntarily?
Mr. EvANs. Yes, we did. We came back here to see the export man
ager for Beatrice Foods.

Mr. BELLINo. You also planned to see someone else here in Wash
in:
didn’t you, besides Beatrice Foods in New York?
r. EVANS. YeS.

Mr. BELLINo. Who did you plan to see here in Washington?

Mr. EvANs. Friends of ours who are not in the country at this time.
Mr. BELLINO. Who was that?
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Mr. BELLINo. Who are they?
Mr. EvANs. Friends of ours.

Mr. BELLINo. Military?
Mr. EvANS. No.

Senator RIBICoEF. What do you buy from Beatrice Foods?
Mr. EvANs. I don’t buy anything. They want a representative in
Vietnam and I was going to see them about it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Pittman, do you think that if you had ade
quate notice, if we had to have Mr. Evans back here again, we could
get him back here?

Mr. PITTMAN. I don’t think there is any question about it.
Mr. EvANs. May I ask something?
Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.
Mr. EvANs. If you don't want to put it on the record, all right. I
would like to know. You know, these $1,000 round-trip tickets don’t
come easily. The fact is, it is $1,500 round trip, per person. That is
three grand a trip.
Senator RIBICOFF. We wouldn't get you back for a frivolous purpose.
Mr. EvANs. I am not saying that.
Senator RIBICOFF. It would have to be something important to you

as well as the committee to bring you back, I would say.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I might say that we will £ be obligated to
pay his passage from here back to Scotsdale and back again if we
required him from Scottsdale to here, but not from Vietnam. He is
under a subpena at the present time. We have the right to notify him
to appear at an appropriate time. That does not necessarily mean that
if he wants to go to the other end of the world we have to pay for his
passage back.

Mr. EvANs, I am not asking the committee to pay my passage. I am
trying to explain to you that this is not—it is a 27-hour trip—it is not
fun. It is no ball game.

Mr. PITTMAN. You are going to be over in Vietnam, both of you
gentlemen?
Mr. BELLINo. We wanted to take care of his warehouse, but he
wouldn’t tell us where it is.

Mr. PITTMAN. He will probably show you, if you want to go with
him. He told you he didn't know what the address was.
Senator RIBICOFF. If what we can do can be done in connection with

a future trip that the staff may make or may not, for whatever infor
mation we would want, I think we could speak to you there, if it were
possible to do that.
Mr. EvANs. Right now, my decision on going back to Vietnam
depends on their decision. Fortunately, Mr. Duffy did call me up and
forewarn me that they were going, and at that time I decided I
wouldn't go because they informed me at the time they were going to
have to use Vietnamese interpreters, and so on and so forth. If one
Vietnamese finds out about it, that is all you need.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, when I talked to Mr. Evans, I told him

precisely it was our duty and responsibility to check out his story
thoroughly, and when we go over there, we intend to do that.
Mr. EvANs. And you told me you wouldn’t leave a stone unturned.
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Mr. DUFFY. And we said if you went back, you would go back at
your own risk.
Mr. EvANs. And I appreciated that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We can’t guarantee anything about the Vietnam
Government.

Mr. PITTMAN. That is why my client cannot go back to Vietnam
with this. If they had the knowledge you have, Customs would put
him in jail and he would stay there.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We advised him of this fact.

Senator RIBICOFF. I don’t think we are obliged to turn over our
material to the South Vietnamese Government.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When we start making inquiries in banks, and so
forth, if it comes out
Mr. EvANs. As of now, you would put me out of business.
Mr. BELLINo. We didn’t put you out of business. You put yourself
out of business.

Mr. EvANs. What illegal transactions have I done breaking the
U.S. law?

Mr. ADLERMAN. We may have to come to that in a little bit, but
right now we haven’t put you out of business. Any actions you may
have taken in Vietnam are your own responsibility. I think we have
been pretty fair with you in general.
Mr. EvANs. I didn’t say otherwise.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But I tell you that we will be making inquiries

£ there. I don’t want to be criticized for being overly generous about
the thing.
Mr. Birr, AN. Mr. Chairman, may I say something in that regard?
Inquiries, that is fine. But we don’t want any statements coming out of
this session.

Senator RIBICOFF. This is an executive session. No press are here.
Mr. PITTMAN. I understand. I am very familiar with the rules.
There is no information supposed to go out of here to them on what
has transpired here. If Mr. Duffy and Mr. Bellino understand that,
they can make all the inquiries they want, but we just don’t want any
statements going back to the Vietnamese people. I am reluctant to let
him go back to Vietnam anyway. I am making him go to Singapore.
That is as close as I am going to let him get.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We take no responsibility for whatever happens
when he goes back to Vietnam.
I am telling you this right now.
Mr. PITTMAN. If certain statements get out of this conference—
Mr. ADLERMAN. I will say one more thing. When we have been in
executive session, what we say here does not get out into public until
the
decides for it to become public. And this may be done

:*

anV Ola V.

M: £rnas. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This does not inhibit us from continuing the in
vestigation and making inquiries in the United States, Vietnam, or
any other place as to the practices and conduct of this gentleman and
his wife and Mr. Yang, or other people who might be involved.
You understand that?

Mr. PITTMAN. I understand perfectly.
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Mr. EvANs. Mr. Adlerman, the reason I said this was because I
called Mr. Bellino at the airport and said, “You are leaving Mon
day, are you not?”
He said, “Yes.”
I said, “Are you taking those checks and things that we have
turned over, or photostatics of those checks?”
He said, “Yes, I am going to take them and study them.”
I asked him at the time, “Are you going to turn these over to the
AID people or anybody in the area?”
He said, “We don’t know whether we will have to or not.”

Mr. BELLINo. We don't know. The way these names are written,
we may have to show them to somebody to try to help us trace, to find
them. We may have to.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You don’t have to tell us how to investigate.
Mr. EvANs. I am not trying to.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We have to do a job.
Mr. BELLINo. We are not going to investigate it to protect you
when you are not giving us all the information there is. You don't

know the first name of Yang, you don't know exactly where he is, and
so many other details that we want that you could help us with. If
you could give us everything that you know of, that would be some
thing else.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, as a further observation, the story Mr.
Evans is telling us today is quite more detailed than he told us initially.
As a matter of fact, we had at least a half hour conversation with
him in Scottsdale, where he denied any knowledge of the Prysumeen
account, and not only that but denied that he had knowledge of trans
fers of dollars of his to a New York bank account, which I think is

extremely significant.
Mr. PITTMAN. I would like to suggest he didn’t have the benefit of
counsel. You get him strained. Now the reason you are getting more
detail is because Mr. Ralph Pittman is his counsel. As I told you and

Mr. Bellino, I know whom I am representing, and they are going to
tell you everything they can and they are not going to perjure
themselves. I want the record to clearly show that. Those are my
instructions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who is Mr. Victor?

Mr. PITTMAN. He is an accountant for the Fashion Square Bank.
We have had our dealings with him directly.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions. I suggest we call Mrs.
Evans.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.

Would you raise your right hand? You do solemnly swear that the
testimony you will give before this committee will be the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mrs. EVANs. I do.

TESTIMONY OF ISOBEL EVANS, ACCOMPANIED BY HER COUNSEL,
RALPH PITTMAN, OF WASHINGTON, D.C.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mrs. Evans, you are a partner with your husband
in the R. & R. Co. ?
Mrs. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And is Mr. Yang also a partner?
Mrs. EVANs. Yo

=-|
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RIBICOFF. What percentage of the partnership does he

la Veg

Mrs. EvANs. One-third.
Senator RIBICOFF. You each have one-third?
Mrs. EvANs. We each have one-third.

R

£r RIBICOFF.

What other names have you operated besides

Mrs. EvANs. The King Co. and Cold Storage of Arizona.
Senator RIBICOFF: What contribution do you make to the business?
What is your function?
Mrs. EvANs. I do the designing and the decorating of the clubs.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you keep the books, too?
Mrs. EVANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you explain to us how you go through a
complete transaction from the time you get a contract until the time
you get paid, to the time you deposit money in Arizona, from Arizona
to Prysumeen and Yang? Explain the entire transactions of how
you run it.

Mrs. EvANs. Well, we get a contract. We bid on a contract. We get

the idea of the contract and we put the bid in after we have figured
out the costs on it. We put the bid in. When we get the contract, then
Mr. Yang tells me where to transfer the money to get piasters and he

gets the piasters for the building materials, laborers, any costs that
we might have that have to be paid with piasters.
Senator RIBICOFF. What volume of business did you do last year,
do you know?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t know exactly, no.

Senator RIBICOFF. The year before?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t remember.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any idea what your gross business
was in any year you have done business?
Mrs. EvANs. I do not remember.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is it substantial?

Mrs. EvANs. The gross business? Yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is substantial?
Mrs. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. But unprofitable?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF: Why?
Mrs. EvANs. Well, the costs are so high.

Senator RIBICOFF. The costs are high. Don't you get paid in pro
portion to the cost? Do you take a bid with the idea of losing
monev?

£

EvANs. No, no. But the profit is not great.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is that due because of Yang getting one-third?
Mrs. EvANs. No; I think it is due to the simple fact that you can
price yourself out of business.
Senator RIBICOFF: Why do you stay? I am just curious. Why do you
stay there, if you don’t get any money and it is so complicated?
Mrs. EvANs. Last year, I think, will turn out better.
Senator RIBICOFF. What did you do before you went to Vietnam?
Mrs. EvANs. We lived in Korea, and Mr. Evans sold life insurance.
Senator RIBICOFF. In Korea?
Mrs. EVANs. In Korea.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Did he make a living selling life insurance?
Mrs. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. You sold it basically to the GI's?
Mrs. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBIcoFF. A GI policy?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you remember last year taking a trip to
Geneva with your husband?
. Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

-

Senator RIBICOFF: When did you go?
Mrs. EvANs. We left New York—if I remember correctly, it was
the 5th of January. Yes, the 5th or 7th of January.
Senator RIBICOFF. When did you arrive in Geneva? Did you fly
directly to Geneva?
Mrs. EvANs. No; we first went to Madrid. Let me think.
Senator RIBICOFF. From Madrid to Los Palmos?

Mrs. EvANs. Yes, and then—no. Did we go to Geneva from Madrid?
I don’t really remember. I know we went from Los Palmos to
Athens—anyway, from Athens to Bangkok was the end of it.
Mr. PITTMAN. You went to Rome.
Mrs. EVANs. And we went to Rome.

Mr. PITTMAN. Before you went to Geneva?
Senator RIBICOFF. I don’t want to catch you on this. You went
New York to Madrid, Madrid to Los Palmos, Los Palmos to Madrid,
Madrid to Geneva, Geneva to Milan. How long did you stay in
Geneva 2

Mrs. EyANs. If I remember correctly, we got in on a Friday after
noon and left on Monday morning. I remember it was 2 days, Saturday
and Sunday.

Mr. BELLINo. Is this the correct itinerary which was given to me by
your travel agency?
Senator RIBICoEF. In all fairness, it says “suggested.” Maybe they
did not comply with it.
Mrs. EVANS. We did.

Senator RIBICOFF. You did comply with that one?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, because she bought our airplane tickets. We bought
them from her.

Mr. PITTMAN. Couldn't you stay in one place longer than scheduled,
if vou wanted to?

Mrs. EvaNs. Yes. And we didn't go to—wait a minute. When we got
into Los Palmos, we liked it so we didn’t go to Madrid. We skipped
Madrid.

Senator RIBICOFF. You went from Los Palmos directly to Geneva!
Mrs. EVANS. Yes.

Senator RIBICoEF. When did you arrive in Geneva?
Mrs. EvANs. It says 5:40 p.m., Wednesday, January 17.
Mr. BELLINo. Is that correct?

Mrs. Evans. I thought we arrived on a Friday. I was so bad on this
schedule that I forgot Mr. Evans' birthday on it even, because I went
from days to
arrive Wednesday; leave Geneva Sat
urday. I am sorry; I thought we were there on a Sunday, because I had
a bad cold, and Mr. Evans went to get nose drops. I was sure it was on
a Sunday. The stores were closed.

da'w':
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Mr. BELLINo. Is there any way you could verify whether you fol.
lowed that schedule? Are you sure you followed that schedule, except
you didn't go to Madrid?
Mrs. EvANs. Well, I thought—let's see. We canceled one city because
we stayed in Los Palmos longer. Maybe that is what messed this all up.
Mr. PITTMAN. Wouldn’t your passport show?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. Wait a second.

Mrs. EvANs. The passport would show.
Mr. BELLINo. You can advise—

Mr. PITTMAN. I was going to ask a question, Mr. Chairman, if I may.
We seem to be at ends on a certain date, when they were there. When
they left Switzerland, the passport will show exactly when they got
there and when they left.

I submit, Your Honor, my client just can't remember those dates.
But that would be the best evidence.

Senator RIBICOFF. Her story of when she was there is that of her
husband's, too.
Mrs. EvANs. We were there on a Saturday and Sunday, because I
had a terrible cold.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you open up an account in Switzerland?
Mrs. EvANs. No, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you intend to open up an account in Switzerland?

Mrs. EvANs. Why?
Mr. BELLINo. I asked you, did you intend to?
Mrs. EvANS. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. On December 23, 1968, there was transferred
$5,000 to the Johnny Overseas Development Bank. Are you aware of
that? It was debited to you.
Mrs. EvANs. It was one of Yang's transfers. It was not to an ac
count of ours. We do not have an account in Geneva.

Senator RIBICOFF. All the financial transactions, were those on
Yang's instructions?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Everything was on Yang's instructions?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, sir. He takes care of that personally.
Senator RIBICOFF. How about a transaction in France?
Mrs. EvANs. That was his.

Senator RIBICOFF: What do you think the size of your transactions
were for a period of a year?
Mrs. EvANs. Mr. Duffy informed me yesterday they were $200,000
for 1967.
Senator RIBICOFF. You had total accounts—is this correct? From

May

# 1967, to December 23, $193,000. Does that sound large or small

to you

Mrs. Evans. For what year?

Senator RIBICoEF. For 1967. That is only from May to December.
Mrs. EvANs. Well, it sounds large to me when he told me.
Mr. BELLINo. This is another account, Mr. Chairman. The total
amount, if you want to get the total amount, that they have trans
ferred, is $438,000.

Senator RIBICOFF. In what period?
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Mr. BELLINo. During the period of July 28, 1966, through December
23, 1968. This is not complete yet. We are still working on their ac
counts. There may be others that will be increasing this.
Senator RIBICoEF. Why do you feel that this is such a large amount?
Mrs. EvANs. Well, it just surprised me. I didn’t realize that it was
that.

Senator RIBIcoFF. That you were doing that much business?
Mrs. EVANS. No.

Mr. BELLINo. I might say, too, that their total deposits, Senator, are
over $1 million that has gone through their accounts. This is $438,000
that has gone out that we can definitely tie into an alleged man by the
name of Yang, all of it.
Senator RIBICOFF. This is what is odd to me, that you did such a large
business and it comes as a shock to you that you did business.
Mrs. EvANs. Well, I just didn't remember it.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you knew you were doing—well, a million
dollars isn't hay. It is a lot of money.
Mrs. EvANs. Yes; I quite agree with you.
£ator RIBICOFF. Does the name Hun Yan Wai mean anything to
you?

Mr. EvANs. The only thing it could be would be on one of those
transfers.

Senator RIBICOFF. And Kai Pillai?
Mrs. EvANs. It would be one of the transfers.

Mr. BELLINo. Senator, possibly she might recall a transaction that
involved a return of three checks.

Will you tell us what happened when the bank returned these three
checks? Do you recall that?
Mrs. EvANS. No. Three checks?

Mr. BELLINo. Three of your checks that were returned.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, we have an exhibit to show the witness.
Mr. BELLINo. You don't recall that at all?
Mrs. EvANs. For what reason?

Senator RIBTCOFF. This might refresh your recollection. This is a
letter from you.
(Document handed to witness.)

Mr. PriTMAN. Do you recall it?
Mrs. EvANs. It is my signature.

Senator RIBICoEF. The question is that both you and your husband
contend that all these transactions with Prysumeen were done through
Yang. This letter indicates that you did deal directly with individuals
and not all your transactions were with Prysumeen.
Mrs. EvANs. These were transactions that Yang told me to send and
they came back marked uncollected funds. The bank in 1966, instead of
sending them back “insufficient funds,” would send them back “non
collectable” because they were waiting for the military checks to clear
before they would clearmy transfers or my checks.
Then in 1966—let's see; did I come home in Christmas of 1967?

Well, the next time I came home, I went into the bank and asked them
if they would please not do that, that these were checks from military
establishments and they were good checks.
Mr. BELLINo. These checks that were returned, to whom were they
made? Do you remember that?
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Mrs. EvANs. No. Check No. 132; check No. 135; check No. 150–

Senator RIBICOFF. You don't know the names of any of these people?
Mrs. EvANs. No; I don’t know. There are no names on these. It is

just the checks numbers.
Mr. BELLINo. Check No. 132 was payable to Dao Heng Bank, Hong

Kong, account Banker & Co., in the amount of $2,500, and it was signed
by Isobel Evans. It was dated September 26, 1966. Maybe she might
be able to explain that one.
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t remember that one.

Mr. BELLINo. The second one was to the same bank, and it was en
dorsed by Dao Heng Bank, Manufacturers—no; that was 132, that one
check; 135 was for $1,000, same way.
Senator RIBICOFF. To Baker & Co.
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever have any direct dealings with
Baker & Co.
Mrs. EvANs. No direct dealings with Baker & Co. at all.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is this the first time you ever heard of Baker &
Co.

*

Mrs. EvANs. I can’t remember if it is the first time or not, but some

of the checks were left in blank, to whoever they would go to.
Mr. DUFFY. I think we had testimony this morning, I think it was
Mr. Evans’ testimony, that transfers were made to the principals here
before you met Mr. Yang who were involved in this construction; is
that correct?

Mrs. EvANs. Mr. Yang has been with us since the day we started the
company.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Evans testified this morning that transfers were
made to principals prior to Mr. Yang coming into the picture.
Isn't that right, Mr. Pittman?
Mr. PITTMAN. As I understood it, they were talking about a certain
ty e of money in Vietnam, and he said before he met Mr. Yang, he

-

# et some money on some street.
£ DUFFY. Through the black market.
Mr. PITTMAN. Before he knew Yang, he did get some money in the
bookstores or something.
Mr. DUFFY. Do you remember that?
Mrs. EvANS. That would be in 1966.

Mr. DUFFY. Would that be in that type situation?

Mrs. EvANs. It could be in this type of situation.
Mr. DUFFY. He apparently did go directly to the people on the
streets, is that right?
Mrs. EvANs. £imes they would leave it blank and I would not
know who it would go to.
Mr. PITTMAN. Is that true—

May I ask a question?
Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.

Mr. PITTMAN, Is that true even before you met Yang, with the
bookstores or wherever these people were in the black market, you
would leave the check blank for them?

Mrs. EvaNs. That is right. And if you check back on some of the
checks, I might have made it out and it might have been made out in
entirely different handwriting.

|
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Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Chairman, the checks always come back to her
after they go through her account and she would attempt to reconcile
her checking accounts. Therefore, she must have known to whom
the checks were going.
Is that correct?

Mrs. EvANs. I would know, but today I do not remember.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask:
Did the payee in any of those checks to which Mr. Bellino refers—
would it have any meaning to you as to the payee of that check?
Mrs. EVANS. No.

Senator RIBICOFF. Who was L. W. Parker?
Mrs. EvANs. He was a friend of ours over there.

Senator RIBICOFF: Why did you have the return address on your
letters to L. W. Parker instead of to yourself?
Mrs. Evans. Because he had an APO privilege. He was watchi
our operation up north for us, and when he could come down he '#
mail checks for us.

Senator RIBICOFF: Why did you instruct Mr. Vickeman in February
1968 to send all bank statements to your mother instead of to yourself?
S

Mrs. EvaNs. Because we did not want them in our apartment in
algon.

Mr. DUFFY. Because of possible police raids?

Mrs. EvANs. That is right, police investigations.

is:tor RIBICOFF.

Have you ever been investigated by the police

there?

Mrs. EvANs. Not the police. The customs people.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have the customs people investigated you?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, with an American adviser.

Senator RIBICOFF: What were they looking for?
Mrs. EvANs. I asked the American adviser that and he told me he
didn’t know.

Mr. DUFFY. Have the customs officials or

police officials in Saigon

ever infringed upon your rights in any way?
Mrs. EvANs. They came with a subpena—
Mr. DUFFY. Did they ever infringe upon your rights?
Mrs. EvANs. According to the customs adviser, no. They were al
lowed to search the apartment with the subpena which he said they
had.

Mr. DUFFY. Then why did you destroy your records?
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think that is very evident. It is re
plete in the record why they destroyed them after each project. It was
to keep the Vietnamese from putting them in jail.
Senator RIBICOFF. You first went to Vietnam on November 25, 1965.
What was your purpose in going there?
Mrs. EvANs. To see it and see # we would like to live there. We spent
10 days maybe, 10 or 12 days there. We flew up to Matroon for Thanks
giving Day, spent Thanksgiving Day in the hotel, went back and
decided we would like to live there.

Senator RIBICOFF. What did you do between November 25, 1965, and
June 21, 1966, when you formed the R & R?

Mrs. EvANs. Mr. Evans tried to find out if he could sell military
insurance in Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. And did he?
Mrs. EvANs. No.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. How did you live during that entire 7-month
period?
Mrs. EvANs.

We had some money saved up from Korea.

Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. Chairman, I might add, since I represented the

company they represented, we were involved in trying to continue to
write insurance in Vietnam, and the company, they had drawing from
the World Service Life Insurance Co.—

Senator RIBIcoFF. Is that the name of the company they represented?
Mr. PITTMAN. That is right.
Am I true on that or was it another company? Was it Service Life?
-

•

-

-

Mrs. EvANs. Service Life.

Mr. PITTMAN. It is now World. They merged with another one last
week.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did all the money that you receive go through the
Scottsdale bank?

Mrs. EvANs. Every bit of it, except for the United California one
that we started about 6 months ago. That is it.
Senator RIBICOFF. And those two companies received all the funds,
all your deposits?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you visited with Mr. Yang? Do you people
visit back and forth in your homes?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes. Well, we don’t visit back and forth in our homes.
His wife doesn’t speak English. But we see him every day, every other
day. We check the jobs.
enator RIBIcoFF. Have you ever met anybody from Prysumeen?
Mrs. EvANs. I didn’t know what Prysumeen was until Mr. Bellino
kept after me. Then he showed me a photostatic copy of the transfer.
I £ know who he was talking about.
Senator RIBICOFF. You first denied you knew anything about
Prvsumeen.

Mrs. EvANs. I didn't know. I thought he was talking about a com
pany in New York.
Senator RIBICOFF. It was a bank account in New York.
Mrs. EvANs. But I didn’t understand him and didn’t remember.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You mentioned the name of Prysumeen in the letter
to transfer the account back in 1966.

-

Mrs. EvANs. I probably did, but I didn’t remember it.
Mr. DUFFY. There are other letters where she made transfers to
Prysumeen. She wrote the name out in the letters.

Mr. PITTMAN. Was that at the direction of your Mr. Yang?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, I think it was, in 1966. But I did not remember
when Mr. Bellino got on me over there in Scottsdale about it. The way
he pronounced it, it sounded like a two-word company.
Mr. PITTMAN. And the records had been destroyed?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

-

Senator RIBICOFF: Why did you ask the bank to send you their
information in a plain envelope sealed with Scotch tape?
Mrs. EvANs. Because we didn’t want the Vietnamese post office to get
hold of it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did the bank follow your instructions?
Mrs. EvANs. They did.
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Senator RIBICOFF. How do you explain the 1968 transfer of $20,000
to France from vour Arizona bank?

Mrs. EvANs. That was under Yang's, not mine. Some Missus some
body or other.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you share in any way in the proceeds of these
moneys that were sent at the alleged request of Mr. Yang?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t understand you.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you get any of the proceeds at all?
Mrs. EvANs. Do you mean on the piasters?
Mr. BELLINo. Piasters or MPC's, whatever you might have received.
Mrs. EVANs. We are not entitled to MPC's.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you receive piasters?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, some he would give to us for our living expenses.
Mr. BELLINo. How much did he give you?
Mrs. EVANS. I don’t know.

Mr. DUFFY. Did he share the profits one-third?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, one-third.
Mr. BELLINo. You got two-thirds of the proceeds of these moneys
going through New York and other banks?
Mrs. EvANs. He used the money to buy materials, bricks, gravel,
sand, pay the laborers, run the trucks.
Mr. BELLINo. Would you answer the question, though? Did you get
two-thirds of the proceeds?
Mrs. EvANs. Of the piasters from the bank transfers?
Mr. BELLINo. From whatever money came out of the money you sent
to these other banks.
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t understand.

Mr. DUFFY. From your transfers to the Prysumeen account, did you
receive two-thirds of the profits in piasters in Vietnam?
Mrs. EVANS. No.

Mr. PITTMAN. After the project that Yang was building or con
structing and he paid all bills, then you got part of the profits as a
result of the piasters?
Mrs. EvANs. What the clubs would do was send us the check direct to

our Arizona bank. They are not allowed to give us any money. It is a
military regulation.
Mr. PITTMAN. Moneys you received then, did come to—
Mrs. EvANs. To Arizona.

Mr. PITTMAN. And all went on depositin the bank there?
Mrs. EvANs. Every bit of it.
Mr. PITTMAN. The answer to Mr. Bellino's question, then, is the
fact that you didn’t receive any of these piasters as a result of trans
ferring, at Yang's request, these moneys, like $20,000 to France. When

that came back, to whoever it came to, did you or did you not get
any of those piasters?
Mrs. EvANs. He got the piasters.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He did get?
Mrs. EvANs. Mr. Yang did.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Did you get any?

Mrs. EvANs. Sometimes when we didn't have enough through our
local bank accounts, he would give us some of the piasters.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You transferred $10,000 at his request to a certain

account. He gets paid in piasters. You don’t see any part of that?
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Mrs. EvANs. Sometimes he would give us some of it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did you spend $10,000 for?
Mrs. EvANs. It would be on the contract that we had already that
we had to buy materials to start the club.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, he would use the piasters for that
purpose, and you would get your share of it?
EvANs. All we would transfer would be enough to cover the
J OD.
Senator RIBICOFF. How did you ever strike your accounts? With

Mr.

all these complicated transactions, how would you and your husband
sit down with Yang to determine who got what and when? How did
you figure this out?
Mrs. EvANs. What do you mean, “who got what and when”?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yang did all the transactions. The checks went
from Scottsdale to Prysumeen. Somebody gave piasters to Yang.
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, but I don’t know who.

Senator RIBIcorr. You were making a profit on piasters, and pias
ters were paying for your lumber, bricks, the merchandise you were

buying. When did you ever sit down, the three of you, to figure out
what the expenses were and what the profits were from this compli
cated transaction?
Mrs. EvANs. We would find out what the cost was before we ever
bid on the contract.

Senator RIBICOFF. But evidently there was a daily fluctuation on
the amount of piasters that were being paid for the dollars that
Prysumeen was getting. How did you ever figure out how much was
£ng received by Yang in piasters? Did you just take his word for
it?

Mrs. EvANs. You can tell by the Reader's Digest what the rate is.
Mr. PITTMAN. Or was it Newsweek?

Mrs. EvANs. I mean Newsweek, not Reader's Digest.
Senator RIBICOFF. But with all these transactions, $1 million, on a
day-to-day basis, in your own head
Mrs. EvANs. It wouldn’t be a day-to-day basis. We would do it at
the time we bid in on the club.

Senator RIBICOFF. But these money transactions were on a pretty
regular basis, May 2, 1967, June 7, 1967, December 12, 1967, January
5, 1968, March 5, 1968. In other words, you wouldn't try to go to
Newsweek and figure out how this was done, would you?
Mrs. EvANs. No, not every day. But on every transaction we would.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You had to trust Yang because he had complete
control?

Mrs. EvANs. Well, you know, you have to trust him, because I don't
speak Vietnamese, or Chinese, and we need him over there, like he
needs us. That is why it has been a good partnership.

Senator RibicorF. You say it is a good partnership. According to
your husband, he dosen’t think you are making any money this year.
Mrs. EvANs. This year?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Mrs. Evans. Well, maybe not on the construction business, but on
the other things we went into—
Senator RIBIcoFF. What are the other things?
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Mrs. EvANs. Like the King Co., watches, gift items for the boys,
chevrons, meat.

Mr. DUFFY. Christmas cards?
Mrs. EvANs. Christmas cards. I keep forgetting that.

Senator RIBICOFF. How much money have you made on that?
Mrs. EvANs. We don’t know yet. In the first place, we haven’t been
paid for everything. In the second place, we don’t have our costs on
clearing, delivering, and the Christmas cards were on consignment.
We don't know how many of those will be sold.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you make out the income tax returns?
Mrs. EvANs. No, sir.
-

Senator RIBICOFF. Who makes that out?
Mrs. EvANs. An accountant in Arizona.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you give him the information to make it out?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. What information do you give him?
Mrs. EvANs. My word. My word.
Mr. BELLINo. Just your word that you made $12,000 and he makes up
the return.

Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. Chairman, for the record, I think this has been
clarified once or twice, but the tax return was made for $12,500 or

$12,200 two, and the account or the lawyer that made the return mis
understood it was $12,020 for both of them. They are permitted $25,
000. So it was clearly a misunderstanding, because they could have
both told him $12,020 each and it still would have been under $25,000,
which they were permitted nontaxable.
They have amended their returns to show in 1968. It is not $12,000
something, but it is double that. I have talked to the accountant about
it and he has amended it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you filed amended returns?
Mr. PITTMAN. Yes.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Did your amended returns show all these trans
actions?

Mr. PITTMAN. I don’t know what it showed. He used lump sums.
But the final sum they referred to as making a net profit of $12,400
should have been $24,800, which now has been amended to reflect the
$24,080, which is still under the $25,000 they are allowed.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much competition do you have in the var
involved in the King Co.? Have you many people competing

'.items
with vou?

Mr. EvANs.

I don’t really know about that. In the construction

company, there are a couple Koreans in the business. I don’t think we
competition in the construction company. It is not that

:'

1g, really.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is there much being done now or is this all in the
past, the construction?
b Mrs. EvANs. We still have one Air Force club that should be finished
y now.

Senator RIBICOFF. What is the total amount of that contract?

h' EvANs. The last one that
think.

we are finishing up is $10,360, I

Senator RIBICOFF. Do they pay you after you are finished?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Do you get paid beforehand?
Mrs. EvANs. Never.

Senator RIBICOFF. Not in partial construction payments? Is it just
when you are finished they pay you.
Mrs. EvANs. As a matter of fact, on this Air Force club, they are
going to pay $4,999 a month.
Senator RIBICOFF: What do you build for $10,000?
Mrs. EvANs. This is the remodeling of a large, old dining room
barroom area. In 1967 we had two big jobs.
:
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you name your principal competitors? You
say, Korean firms. Could you give us the names?
Mrs. EvaNs. I don’t know their names. They are Koreans. I don’t
know the names.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How about Americans? Don't you have American
competitors in that line?

Mrs. EvANs. There is a big outfit from the States and they do it in
the States and all over. If I remember correctly, it is two names.
Mr. PITTMAN. Brown & Root? They wouldn't touch a thing that
small.

-

Mrs. EvANs. They sell club supplies, too. What is their name?
Senator RIBICOFF. Do they have an office in Saigon?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes, but I don't know where it is.

-

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do they operate on the same basis as you, with
piasters and everything else?
Mrs. EvANS. I don’t know.

Senator RIBICOFF. If they didn’t, they couldn't compete with you,
could they?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t know what they do.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. I show you this list of names and ask you if you have
ever transacted any business or conferred with them or spoke to them
at any time.
(Document handed to witness.)
Mrs. EvANs. Here is this Prysumeen I remember.
Mr. BELLINo. Would you read off the names?
Mrs. EvANs. I can’t pronounce them. A Rahman Mahamood, Shuiab
Ameen. Abdulcader, something or other, Baker & Co., Post Office Box

13553. Hong Kong, and Mr.—I can't pronounce it, an Indian. And
Mr. You Chi Wai, a British subject presumably residing in Hong
Kong.

-

£ator RIBICOFF. Are none of those names familiar?
Mrs. EvANs. They don’t mean anything to me. You Chi Wai-I don’t
recognize them.

Mr. DUFFY. Are you planning to return to Vietnam also?
Mrs. EvANs. No, not for a while.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you going back to Scottsdale?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

-

Mr. BELLINo. What business have you done through King & Co.?
Mrs. EvANs. Gifts.
. .

-

Mr. BELLINo. What was your business with the 101st Air Cavalry
Division?

-

•

-

. .

Mrs. EvANs. Gifts, watches, chevrons, Christmas cards, with the
King Co.
35–359–70–pt. 3-–16
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Mr. BELLINo. Would you tell us what the first contract was, and who
you made arrangements with?
Mrs. EvANs. Do you mean the first purchase order?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Mrs. EváNs. The first purchase order was watches.
Mr. BELLINo. With whom did you make the arrangements?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t know. I

£ do it. Mr.

Evans did it.

Mr. BELLINo. How much were the watches? What did they cost you
and what did you sell them for?
Mr. PITTMAN. Do you remember?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.
Mr. PITTMAN. Tell him.

Mrs. EvANs. The watches cost $9.50 basic price, plus air freight,
handling, clearing, and shipping, and they were sold for $17.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were

' American or Swiss watches?

Mrs. EvANs. They were Swiss watches. The works were made in
Switzerland. The insignia
Mr. ADLERMAN. The cases?

Mrs. EvANs. No; the insignia, the outfit's insignia, I think those
were made in Japan, and assembled in Singapore.

Senator RIBICOFF: Assembled in Singapore?
£
EvANs. I think that is the way it goes. I know they were Swiss
WOTKS.

Mr. BELLINo. From whom did you buy them?
Mrs. EvANs. Kahn.

Senator RIBIGoFF. How did you pay him?
Mrs. EváNs. How did we pay him? American check.
Senator RIBICOFF. Drawn on Scottsdale or Prysumeen?
Mrs. EvANs. On what?
Senator RIBICOFF. Your own check?
Mrs. EvANs. Scottsdale.
Senator RIBICOFF. That was drawn on Scottsdale?

-

Mrs. EvANs. Yes. Well, you see, all King Co. money goes into the
King Co. because gifts were under the King Co.
Mr. BELLINo. And all of the King Co. money goes into R. & R.
Supplies?
rs. EvANs. That is right. I just transfer it from the United Cali
fornia Bank into R. & R. Supply.
-

Mr. BELLINo. And you transfer it from R. & R. Supply to those ac
counts wherever you want to put $10,000 or $20,000 in, is that right?
Mrs. Evans. Wherever I make the transfer that Yang tells me to
do to get the piasters for the construction business, yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is Yang a partner in the King business, too?

Mrs. EvANs. He is not a partner. They had to be repacked and
shipped, and he had to get Vietnamese workers to do it.
£ RIBICOFF. Did you pay Yang for his work in King Co.? He
is a partner in R. & R. but not in King Co.?
Mrs. EvANs. That is right. He is one-third in R. & R. but we have
to pay him for the work he did with the King Co.
Mr. BELLINo.What did he do with King Co.?
-

-

Mrs. EváNs. They came into—
Mr. BELLINo.
clubs?

-

W' did he do with the watches?

*

Did he go to the
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Mrs. EvANs. No. He helped on the Christmas cards.
Mr. BELLINo. I am talking about the watches.

Mrs. EvANs. On the watches, if I remember correctly, he repacked
them because half of the outfit is up north.
Mr. BELLINo. Where did he repack them?
Mrs. EvANs. In the warehouse.

Mr. BELLINo. Where is the warehouse?

Mrs. EvANs. In the camp. Ben Hoa.
Mr. BELLINo. He went to Ben Hoa, on the camp, and repacked
them?

Mrs. EvANs. He has passes to all the camps.
Mr. BELLINo. You are sure he did that? Do you know he did that?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. What was the $37,000 check that you got from them?
What was that for?

Mrs. EvANs. From whom?

Mr. BELLINo. From the same, the 101st Division.
Mrs. EvANs. When was it? I can tell you then. Did it go to the King
Qo. ?

Mr. BELLINo. It went to the King Co.
Mrs. EvANs. Therefore, it was for furred-animal radios, pocket
radios, watches.
Mr. BELLINo. Where did you get those from?
Mrs. EVANs. What?
Mr. BELLINo. The radios.

Mrs. EvANs, Japan. That is what those checks are to the Japan
Publishing & Trading Co.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you have your invoices on these $37,000?
Mrs. EvANs. The invoices are on their way.
Mr. BELLINo. And with whom were

£ments made;

do you

know at all, in order to get this purchase order?
Mrs. EvANs. What do you mean, “with whom”?
Mr. BELLINo. With whom in the club?

Mrs. EvANs. You go to the sergeant in charge and he puts it in front
of his board of governors and they vote on it.
Mr. BELLINO. Was that Ira Stratt?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you know him?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you met him anywhere except on the base?

Mrs. EvANs. Never. Well, he stopped by the apartment one day.
Mr. BELLINo. Have you ever given any gifts or contributions or
given any money at all to any of the military?
these
Mr. PITTMAN. I have asked her not to be too rapid in
questions. On this, I have discussed it with her, and I said, “ f you
remember, if it is entertainment and things like that, use your own

£

judgment.”

# want to know if she has given him anything—well, speak for
yourself. Go ahead and answer the question.
Mrs.
Evans. Have we given him anything?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.
Mrs. EvANs. We have taken him to lunch and things like that. I
don't remember anything.
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Mr. BELLINo. You haven’t given any kickback to any of the military
at any time?
Mrs. EvANs. Here we go.

Mr. PITTMAN. Do you remember?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t remember. I don't remember.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. You would know whether you did or not. It is
one thing whether you want to answer or not, but you certainly know

whether you gave anybody a kickback.
Mr. PITTMAN. If it would please the chairman, I would like to ask
her not to answer that question under her rights.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Can we get her to deny she has paid any kickbacks?
Mr. PITTMAN. I would rather she not answer that question.
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think she would have to do that under the fifth
amendment.
Mrs. EvANs. I will take it under the fifth amendment.

Mr. PITTMAN. Under the fifth amendment she declines to answer

on the grounds of self-incrimination.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You decline to answer the question as to whether
you have made any kickbacks to any military personnel in connec
tion with these transactions.

#

,

Her answer is the invocation of the fifth amendment.
Mr. PITTMAN. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Why did you take the name R. & R.? What does
“R. & R.” mean?

-

Mrs. EvANs. That is an expression all of them know. For rest and

relaxation, they go on R. & R. We figured it was something they could
always remember.

-

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Have you had any dealings with Vietnamese.
Chinese, or Indians outside of Mr. Yang?
Mrs. EvANs. What do you mean, “dealings”?
Senator RIBIcoFF. I mean financial or business.
Mrs. EvANs. No.

-

-

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, everything you did with all your
and all your workers went through Yang?

":
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. And Yang had complete control, according to
you, in all these transactions?

-

Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

-

-

*

*

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever make withdrawals from Scottsdale
for yourself, personally, outside of these round figures?
Mrs. EvANs. I would transfer money to my account for clothes and
things like that.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your personal account where?
Mrs. EvANs. In Scottsdale.

Senator RIBICoEF. In other words, you would give orders to your

bank to transfer to your personal account that you would carry?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.
Senator RIBIcoFF. How active an account is that?

Have you the records of Mrs. Evans' personal account?
. Mr. BELLINo. That is what is coming over. I did look it over. That is
included in that $1 million figure of total deposits. Her deposits are
also included.

-

-

-
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Senator RIBICOFF. But that would be taken out of the R. & R.
account?

Mr. BELLINo. At one time she had just her own account. The
R. & R. was opened in July 1966. Prior to that time, she continued
with her own account. She also had the account of her money, where
there would be transfers of money at various times.
Mr. DUFFY. What would be the average monthly balance going
through her own personal account?
Mr. BELLINo. I don’t recall the average balance.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall the average balance?
Mrs. EvaNs. $1,000, $1,200, $1,500; it would go up and down.
Mr. BELLINo. $43,000, $24,000, $23,000, this is the ending balance for
each month, for R. & R., and then $18,000.

Mr. PITTMAN. The question was on the personal account?
Senator RIBICoEF. The personal account.
Did you have any idea of what your own personal balance was?
You said between $500 and $1,200?

Mrs. EvaNs. It would vary. When I would buy plane tickets, I
would transfer to my own account.
Mr. BELLINo. In January 1966, $1,300, with an overdraft; $10,000;
$8,800; $7,300.
Senator RIBICOFF. In the personal account?
Mr. BELLINo. This is the ending balance each month, in 1966, in
her personal account.
Mrs. EvANs. That was before we opened R. & R. Supplies.
Senator RIBICOFF. You did the business for the company through
your personal account?
Mrs. EvANs. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. In January, 1967, it was an overdraft of $1,056. Then
the next month a balance of $2,221; $1,815; $1,600; $800; $900; $6,000;
$6,000; $600: $3,700; $2,700. That will give a rough idea.
Senator RIBICoEF. Why would you have a balance of $6,000? What
would that represent?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t remember.

Senator RIBICOFF. That is your own personal account.
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t remember.
l

£tor RIBICOFF.

Are you surprised that you had a balance that

arge?

Mrs. Evans. No, because sometimes I would transfer it in. Like

when we went to Europe last year.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, you never worried about account
Whenever you wanted money, you just transferred it out?

in:

Mrs. EvANs. From R. & R. to my own.
Mr. PITTMAN. The dates you were reading from, Mr. Bellino, were
they in 1966?
Mr. BELLINo. The latter part of 1967.
Mr. PITTMAN. And the latter part of 1967? .
Mr. BELLINO. The first ones were 1966. The others were 1967.

Mr. PITTMAN. Do you recall the date when you did business from
your personal account and opened up the account for R. & R.?
Mrs. EvANs. No. It was the middle of 1966, I gather.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Mrs. Evans, you are on a continuing subpena. I

would trust that you would make yourself available for the committee
in the future on reasonable notice to your counsel.
Mrs. EvANs. All right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to ask one further question before you
leave. The King Co. business, how did that differ from the R. & R.
business?

Mrs. EvANs. It was only gifts, watches, chevrons, Christmas cards—I
didn’t forget.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Then you had also a provision company?
Mrs. EvANs. Meat, yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So those were the three businesses you were in-—the
gift business, provision business, and contracting business?
Mrs. EvANs. And contracting business.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I have asked you who your

£ competitors

were in your contracting business. You said mostly Korean, but you
can’t remember.
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t remember who they were.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How about in the gift business?
Mrs. EvANs. I don’t know who is in the gift business.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no idea?

Mrs. EvANs. No. There were a lot of people who had gift shops and
they closed them down.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they amalgamate all of the gift business into
one company?

Mrs. EvANs. I beg your pardon?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they amalgamate all of the purchasing of gifts
into one purchasing agency?
Mrs. EvANs. I don't understand you.
Mr. ADLERMAN. On the purchase of materials and supplies for the
various and different clubs, did they finally get one purchasing agency
to buy all of these materials at one time?
Mrs. EvANs. Who is “they”?
Mr. ADLERMAN. The clubs and the different organizations?
Mrs. EvANs. We only dealt with nonappropriated funds.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You don’t know that?

Mrs. EvANs. Did they buy all materials?
Mr. BELLINo. Did

£ combine all the clubs and make one central

purchasing agency?
Mrs. EvANs. For nonappropriated agencies? Not that I know of.
Senator RIBICOFF. You go to each club?

Mrs. EvANs. To each club. We don’t go to each group.
Senator RIBICOFF. How do you run a meat business
Mrs. EvANs. Well, you ship over on refrigerated ships.
S Senator RIBICOFF. This came from where, Australia, or the United
tates?

Mrs. EvaNs. It came from Singapore, but I think it is Australian
and New Zealand meat.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Who would you sell that to?
Mrs. EvANs. To the clubs.
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Senator RIBICOFF. You just take the order? What did you do? Are
you like a broker?
Mrs. EvANs. A broker, that is all, like a salesman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who would make the deliveries?

Mrs. EvANs. The refrigerated shipment from Singapore to Saigon,
we would ship it into the clubs around Saigon according to the vet's
regulation, that it could not be on the road for longer than—if I re
member correctly–4 hours. Then the ones that went up north we only
sold to the places where the refrigerated ship could get in. They would
pick it up and there, again, according to the vets, it would have to be
a certain temperature and a certain length of time on the road.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much business do you do in that?
Mrs. EvANs. I would have to check the King Co.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was it big or small?
Mrs. EváNs. It is good size, but we have only been in it for a few
months.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever do business with the PX's?
Mrs. EvANs. Never.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You were never tempted to do business with them?
Mrs. EvANs. At one time Mr. Evans was writing back and forth
to his Dad's group and they came to no conclusion whatsoever.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When doing business with them, where do you
have to do business with them, back here in the United States?
Mrs. EvANs. We were going to meet the Dad's Root Beer man in
Dallas, Tex., last winter, but he couldn’t get in, and Mr. Evans came
to the conclusion that they couldn’t get together on how to put it into
the PX.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess subject to the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 4:25 p.m. the subcommittee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.)
(Members present at time of recess: Senator Ribicoff.)
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EXHIBIT NO. 207

sumeen A/C

(No. 5T-3T3)

Disbursements to:

Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co., N.Y., N.Y.

|
—l
-

re

and individ
Others

National Fk of Dubai. 75,500,000
l,600,000
First city "

-"

-

$5,300,
British Bank of Middle
ll
East, Dubai

Authorized signers

Middle East

Yau Chi Wai

of checks:

23,000,

Saigon - Hong Kong
(banks, firms

Dubai Banks:

/ 5

*

a/c closed: 2/28/69

*

Swiss Banks --

a/C

Ooo

|

Moulathambi Ohadu

$42,0cc,coc

(either signature valid)

-

9,000,

|

|

Hong Kong
(banks, firms & or
individuals)

3,700,000

Home office:

700,000

Swiss Banks

|

3 Yun Ping Road
Post office Box 13553
Hong Kong
Cable name:

Other: (firms, banks
and/or individuals) -2,600,000

|

"Innocence"

* Loco.co.
Under $5,000

2,000,000

3. A. Arteen

Mohamed Kassim Maraleer Abdul Kader
Naduppan Dalai Mohamed Kassim Kassim
Mohamed Igbal
Eateeb Syed Abdul Kader

Note:
Most disbursements are to

accounts bearing code names.

ExHIBIT NO. 208
Dubai Banks:
LALA

- 3/19/69)

#

Tiational Bank

(No. 1-5-1650-1) | Disbursements to:
| Republic Nat'l Bank

million

7.

of Dubai

$10,900,000

City Bank of
700,000

Dubai
British Bank of
Middle East
Dubai

of New York, N.Y.
-

|

700,000
|

ETE7127E8
c
by: Foreign
ntrodu

|

Exchange

and Investment, Ltd.
Hong Kong

(banks, firms

|

#

|
includes

-

-

I| Includes many of same

| depositors whose names appear
in the Prysumeen account at
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co., N.Y., N.Y.

PARTMERS:

£re as Prysumeen

"K. Kamaluddin (1)

[# TREET"

:=ed
a/c

--

-

VIII sign as "Thamby”

|
>

"

*

"

"M. Mamaludd"

|

|

l

-

[É office:
c/o F. C. Box 13815
Hong Kong
Cable Addrees:

r

,000

l,000,000

#IT.EXE
-

-T

| from

-

Swiss Banks
Other
Total

-

$17,555,555 || $155,0c

--

$12, #

Authorized Sigriers
of checks:

and individuals)

- -

||

"Obedience"

Hong Kong

(1) sole proprietor of Baker co. Hong Kong, dealers in
precious stones, import & export & commission
agents.

ExHIBIT No. 209

NATRE CF B.JSINESS:

Commission Agent
Commercial Representative

Apress changs (as or 2/26/65),

–
|

| |

Gems and Diamonds Merchant

Same

Importer and Exporter

address as

Travel Agency l/l/68

"Miracle
Co."

NOBLS PRCS.

Flat C5, TEEE FIBo:
J. Hotuns House, 10,

/

l, D. E. YLE Elig. 6
Ashley Rd. P.O. Box 6035 H

|

Middle Road, 2.0. Box 6:35
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Rowloon, Hong Kons
|
I
Manufacturers Hanover

Trust. Co.
Authorized Si gnature
on checks:

crk.

a/c No. 5-33438
)--> afc opened:
5ll,-0-3,231.)

H. Abdul Razak , e

R.E.A.T.E.E. A.T. E. FIFEETEE.I.T
Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Rong
Lurder name: "A: AD:52."
–

–

I

[.

I
T
sits:
l

Prysureen ac (RK

Total

Disbursements:
1968:

$653,683.31

1959

Supplies - Robert

T

+

al.) Includes one
deposit of same name
as appear...g. in

|

First Nat'l city Bank
New York - Hong Kong
Prysumeen

200.

$55,553.31

-

hilloran)

|

|

|

and balance of $1,373.73

|

$475,000. <
93, occ.

le,00-.

Ilala
Swiss Bank

lo, coo.

#:
656,oc2.53

| other
| 1992:
* Miracle Co.

==T-T:H7
|

1/17/68, closed 1/23/63

**

:

Other

1,500.

s: I

transferred to Miracle Co.

a/c Ho. 0-341.96 at same bank
(Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co.)

ExHIBIT No. 210
Express st

Note:

During 1965-1966 Deposits

Chanze in Office

of H.M.A. Kader items to

RIETTFE)

| Flat c5, 6th Floor, J,
Hotung House, lc Middle

the Prysumeen afc at
i
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co. NYC exceeds $650,000
|

Road, P.C. Box 6035 Ko-loon,
Hong Kong
Miracleo A.K.A.

|
(l) was authorized signer of checks

— Mailing Address:

MIRACLECO

on Notle Bros. account

(*/15/63)

Miracleco

6 Ashley Road, hD,
| lith Floor,
| K.P.o. No. 7058
Kowloon, Pons Kong

6 Ashley Road
Changed to
P.O. Box 6035

Bo Yip Bids. 1.5, lith Floor
F.0. Box No. 6035

(8/6/67)

Kowloon, Hong Kong

|
Manufacturers Hanover

Authorized signature
en ches: —
-

(i)

Trial Co., he

or:

Account opened: 6/27/66
# 9, 2/69 by the bank

Account

H. Abdul Kader
H. Abdul Razak

(a/c No. 5üll-o-34196)
TT

/
*
|

|Includes $35, J0.
for a/c or Iu Tak
|Cheuk (a depositor'
of Prysumeen to
| pisbursements:

->

-

Deposits

| te: "

:#TE:

ision,coc) :

||

1967

1,799,592.09 |

1968

845,303.97

funds from Noble Bros.)

1969

a/c {31,373.73) when )
hat a"c was closed on)
1/29/09.
)

|

#|
$3,722.5
-

-

Also at least one customer

depositor of Prysumeen - namely R.K Supplies
(Robert K. Killoran).

NY and Hong Kong
Prysuseen

|

|

| Investments,
:-#"
e-H Harzak

–

(1963)
(1963)

Foreign Exchange and

Ltd.

#
1969)
(1969)

|

$ 317,5cc. |
C, CCC.
176, coo.
83, Co.
85, or-.

*T*T.
2 52+,2: :

ot

-

Deposits include many of same customers as
Noble Bros.

+

#"#e3e,65.17 |
)

Includes transfer of

*

-

her

-

s: 25, 9-3.
-

-

-

- Transfer of funds by Kader to FNCB, Kwun Tung Branch
where Kader has a/c under name of "Arcades.co."

Checks to "Harzak" (believed to be H. Abdul Razak)
credited payee's a/c at FNCB, Kwun Tung Branch.
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STATEMENT

&

*

415 22 75 12

2
120 676 o

; 19:1:L I A FULTS :) .

co

TED L DI CKERSON
—ALTAMONT. TENNCHECKs

-

-

DATE

DEPOsiTs

* *...* BALANce

|

BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD ->

100.00
1,200.00

100.00 *

SEP-14'68

1,300.00 *
1,500.00 *

SEP 16'68

200.00

-

JUL 1968

400.00 °

. OCT 19'68
INDEC 31'68
JAN 4'69

13.00

1,113.00,

1
1

1,100.00 *
1,113.00 +
.00 +

2

*

i
‘.

\ \s'

..

..
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statements,
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-

* - "
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Q

..!:...:"

2. 44%.<=
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Signoture

A-
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2:.
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Signorur
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3

(Contino-J on R-verse)
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JAYBird ENTERPrises
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wells or rice

-

well-5. NEVADA

FIRSTNATIQAHRA';
. . • 1: 1 21, 2-00981:
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JAYBIRD ENTERPRISEs
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unmaum war.

LM) PROMOTIONS
:: ******

.

* - Miń KY

casts Aconess: LEMRourai... saloon :

-

TNAM

-

*

19 April 1969
Roi Aeecurit:#1562."
Naha, Okinawa

LTS #126

Nu'vu Islands

Leer Sirr
transfor $1,000.00 (one thousand dollars)from our account
to...
thePlease
following:
...

•

-

Account No. 1934
Bank of Idaho .
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT OF
MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:30 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, agreed to February
16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,
Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat, Con

necticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Sen
ator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman, general coun
sel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Carmine S. Bellino, inves
tigator; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the minority; John
Drury, assistant counsel; Walter Fialkewicz, Department of Justice;
Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth
Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator Ribicoff. The Committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen
ators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Secretary Resor, please.
Today, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations re
sumes its inquiries into irregularities in military open mess systems
and into illegal currency manipulation in the Republic of Vietnam.
Our witnesses will be Secretary of the Army,
Resor, and
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Enforcement and Opera
tions, Eugene T. Rossides.

£

To this point, our investigation has demonstrated that military
open mess systems have all too often been improperly managed and
that fraud has been common.

In turn, this inquiry also has shown that American efforts to sta
bilize and strengthen the economy of Vietnam are undermined by the
existence of a black market in dollars and piasters.
(789)
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We now want to hear testimony from the two most affected Gov
ernment agencies—the Army and the Treasury Department—as to

what steps have been taken to improve these matters.
We will also seek to determine if the executive branch of this Gov

ernment could do a better job if new legislation were adopted—in
which case this subcommittee will make every effort to promote such
needed legislation.
We also will take this opportunity to complete the hearing record
regarding our investigation into currency manipulation. Carmine

£

will introduce certain documents and information into the

record.

Secretary Resor, are any of the men with you going to testify, or
just yourself?
Secretary RESOR. They may assist me in answering questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you all rise, please?
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com

mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Secretary RESOR. I do.
General DAVIS. I do.
Mr. WEBSTER. I do.

TESTIMONY OF HON, STANLEY R. RESOR, BRIG. GEN, FRANKLIN M.
DAVIS, JR., AND R. KENLY WEBSTER

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Secretary REsor. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee. I
appreciate having this opportunity to appear before you to discuss
the actions the Army has taken to prevent the recurrence of the kind
of irregularities and alleged illegalities in the club and mess system
which were the subject of earlier hearings by this subcommittee. Before
addressing this question in specific terms, I think a few general obser
vations are in order.

As you, Mr. Chairman, were kind enough to indicate during earlier
sessions, when a comprehensive examination of problems in the club
and mess field brought these irregularities to my attention, and to the
attention of Secretary Laird and General Westmoreland, we acted
expeditiously to assure that past wrongdoing was uncovered and to
prevent a recurrence of such activity in the future.

While the number of wrongdoers identified is small, their alleged
derelictions are indeed serious. Our actions, which I shall describe
in detail in a moment, should substantially lessen the likelihood of re
currence of this kind of conduct. One hundred percent assurance is,
of course, impossible.

We are, however, placing as many obstacles as possible in the way

'

of persons bent on taking
of their positions, while trying
to preserve an efficient, economical club system responsive to the needs
of today's servicemen.
Since much of the public attention in this area has focused on our

clubs and messes in Vietnam, I should make one additional general
observation.

Several years ago, when our troop strength in Vietnam was increas

ing rapidly, we were faced with some difficult problems. There was a
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definite need for adequate recreational facilities for our troops. Using
£ for this purpose had a number of advantages
over letting Vietnamese sources fill the need. Not only were the troops
kept out of areas which American military commanders could not
NCO and officers’

control, but keeping the men within the camps also served to minimize
disruption of Vietnamese society.
Moreover, the use of clubs helped to lessen the foreign exchange
costs of the war and to minimize #. impact on the local economy. Our
decision to expand the club system in Vietnam was based on these
considerations.

Unfortunately, in the wartime conditions of this period, a few men
were able to circumvent the controls which were placed on the clubs.
the malpractices which occurred were not universal, there

£

certainly were enough of them to concern us deeply.
As I indicated earlier in a public statement issued at the beginning

of this subcommittee's hearings, your committee and its staff deserve
3.

£ deal of credit for helping to bring these disreputable activities

to light.

# Army and the subcommittee have, in essence, been working to
ward a common goal—to identify shortcomings in the existing system
and to take whatever steps are necessary to prevent future instances of
illegal or unethical conduct.

ome of the evidence which your staff has obtained, especially that
obtained through use of the subcommittee's subpena power, has been
very useful to Army criminal investigators.
In addition, the hearings have served to spotlight difficulties with
the system which we have also uncovered in our own examination of

the problem that has been continuing since the fall of 1968. We ap
preciate your assistance.
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE OF PROBLEMS

I would like, now, to survey briefly the administrative actions the
Army has taken to prevent a recurrence of these problems.
These actions fall into three main categories—control over personnel
assignment and selection procedures; increased audit and command
supervision; and a revision of procurement policies. I will touch on
each area in turn.

In the personnel field, our studies indicated two major problems.
One concerned the possibility that persons with conflicts of interest
could obtain positions in the club system which would allow them to
use their influence for their own private gain.

We immediately relieved suspected personnel from all club and mess
assignments, and required Criminal Investigation Division (CID)
checks to be conducted on individuals in club and open mess manage

rial positions as well as persons nominated for such positions.
In addition, checks were directed on all NCOs holding the special
qualification identifier for these positions. We have also required all
personnel designated as open mess purchasing and contracting officers
to execute a statement which will reveal any financial interest they
may have in '' £ doing business with open messes. This filing
should bring to light information indicating potential or existing con
flicts of interest.
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A proposal for expanding the conflict of interest statutes to cover
certain enlisted personnel has been prepared and is being staffed prior
to submission to Congress.
We have already amended existing Army conflict of interest regula
tions to impose a punitive sanction in cases like those which have been
discussed at these

£

A second problem in the personnel field concerns the placing in club
jobs of some persons without the requisite skills. Our studies have un
covered instances of mismanagement traceable in part to the use of
improperly trained personnel.
Accordingly, we have taken steps to establish a career field for NCO
and warrant officer open mess secretaries and managers, and we have
restricted award of the special qualification identifier associated with
club secretaries and managers to properly trained or qualified persons.
In the future, commanders needing secretaries and managers will
requisition them
use of the special qualification identifier.
When they are fully effective, the cumulative effect of these actions
should be to assure that club and open mess managerial jobs are held
by
trained personnel.

''

£

The second main category of actions we have taken involve an altera
tion in audit policy and an increase in command supervision.
As you know, on October 17, Secretary Laird ordered the use of cer
tified public accountants to audit most clubs and messes.
In addition, at my direction, the Army Audit Agency has been con
ducting a detailed study of the problems in this area, and its findings
have been useful in framing policy directives. Part of the study in
cluded a detailed audit of selected clubs throughout the world.
Some of the audits which have been completed have already un
covered a few additional incidents of possible misconduct apparently
unrelated to the instances
in your hearings. Because of
the possibility of criminal actions in these cases, I cannot discuss them
in detail here; they have, as you know, been reported to the subcom

£

mittee in confidence.

In addition to reshaping our audit policy, we have ordered an in
crease in command review and in the frequency of scheduled and un
scheduled inspections.
To assist both audit and command review, we have also ordered the
retention of club records for a longer period of time.
These actions should help us to £ future irregularities more
quickly and should tend to curtail the type of misconduct which has
allegedly occurred in the past.
Our new central CID Agency, which was formed last fall, will also
further these objectives.
The new agency is now monitoring and coordinating selected crim
inal investigative activities throughout the world. It will provide a
central review of investigations and will provide a safeguard against

the premature or unjustified closing of investigations.
Finally, we have taken actions in a third area—procurement policy.

In order to prevent continued dealing with unethical or irresponsible

''

we have required that open mess purchasing and contracting
officers refrain from dealing with any firms or personnel who have been
debarred or suspended under the terms of the Armed Services Procure
ment Regulations.
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Firms dealing only with nonappropriated funds will be reported on
a supplementary list should they be debarred or suspended.
In addition, certain major commands have established centralized
procurement agencies to assure tighter control over club purchasing
activities.

A number of other measures remain under study. Among them are

the possible use of customer credit to reduce cash flow through open
messes and basic revision of the Army-wide regulations governing
open mess.
STATUS OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

I should also report to you briefly on the status of our criminal
investigations in this area. As you know, the Army has, for some time,
been conducting an intensive investigation of allegations of irregulari
ties in the club and mess field.

Because of the possibility of criminal prosecutions arising out of
these investigations, it would not be appropriate for me to discuss
specific allegations against specific individuals at this time.
I can, however, say that a large proportion of our efforts on the
most sensitive phases of these cases has been completed.
Last September, before these hearings commenced, the case con
cerning Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner's dealing with weapons was referred
to the Department of Justice.

Recently, two investigative reports concerning the case have been
completed, and, in £ with an agreement with the Department

$. Justice, copies have been made available to the Internal Revenue
erV1Ce.

£ this point Senator McClellan entered the hearing room.)
ecretary RESOR. A report concerning the activities of the five pres
ent and former sergeants who formed Maredem, Inc., has also been
forwarded to the Department of Justice. This action was necessary
since the status of the individuals involved precluded the Army from
prosecuting all five of them.
Action by the Department of Justice could result in a single trial of
all five individuals.

Other Army investigations have been completed and the reports are
being evaluated by persons having authority to initate prosecutions;

a number of other investigations remain open. All allegations of irregu
larities brought out in your hearings have been or are now being in
vestigated.
In summary, I can report that the Army has acted vigorously to
correct the deficiencies in the club and mess system which have been
highlighted by these hearings.

shall be happy to keep the subcommittee informed of any further
Army actions that are taken and of any legislation that is finally

cleared for submission to Congress. Again, let me thank you for giving
me the opportunity to appear and to describe the actions the Army has
€11.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
May I again say publicly what I have said in the past. Secretary
Laird and yourself have been most cooperative with the committee from
the beginning of this investigation. I want to express our deep appreci
ation.
35–359–71—pt. 4–2
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Mr. Secretary, we understand that the administration has set up a
new interdepartmental action task group to deal with certain aspects
of the currency black market.

What is this taskgroup and what is its functions?
Secretary REsor. It is called the Interdepartmental Action Task
Group. It was formally constituted in January by agreement between

''ID.Secretaries of State, Treasury, Defense, and the Administrator of
It has a broad charter, to recommend actions for controlling and
eliminating black marketing and currency manipulation in Vietnam.

Included within the scope of its activities are questions related to
Government procurement in Vietnam, the activities of U.S. Govern
ment agencies and contractors, the military payment certificate sys
tem, and other questions concerning currency manipulation.
The group formulates interdepartmental recommendations which
are forwarded to proper authorities for action.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBICOFF. How long has this group been in existence?

Secretary Resor. It was set up in January of this year. The Chair.
man of it is Mr. Bartimo, an Assistant General Counsel of Department
of Defense.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is it too early to determine whether there have
been any results from this task group?

Secretary REson. They have recently made a recommendation that
operates within the Defense Department. I believe Mr. Webster knows
the general scope of it.
Mr. WEBSTER. Mr. Chairman, this is a recommendation to insure
that all contractors performing in Vietnam will exchange dollars
they receive under the contract and insure that subcontractors under
them will take such dollars and exchange them at places where the
official rate of exchange is being followed.
These would be places such as the U.S. Embassy or military dis
bursing offices, or military banking facilities.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are the contractors now working under this di
rective?

Mr. WEBSTER. The instruction has gone out, Mr. Chairman, to put
that provision into new contracts, and with respect to existing con
tracts, to modify them, if possible.
Senator RIBICOFF. Has it gone into practical, actual effect yet? The

directive has gone out but do you know whether it is actually work

in:N'
Mr. WEBSTER. I have not heard back whether they have executed
contracts with this provision in it.
Senator RIBICOFF. I understand.

Secretary RESOR. It is quite recent.
Senator RIBICOFF. I understand.

On page 4 of your statement, Mr. Secretary, you say, “A proposal
for expanding the conflict of interest statute to cover certain enlisted
personnel has been prepared and is being staffed prior to submission
to Congress.

“We have already amended existing Army conflict of interest regu
lations to impose a punitive sanction in cases like those which have
been discussed in these hearings.”

79.5

Does this mean the conflict-of-interest statute currently on the books

"rg: only to officers and not enlisted men?
ecretary RESOR. That is generally correct. Certain portions of the
existing statute apply only to commissioned officers and not to en
listed men. That, I think, is a deficiency that has become apparent
during this investigation.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long has that statute been on the books?
Secretary RESOR. The statute in its present form, since 1962. This
exclusion came into the law in 1962.

£ this # Senator McClellan withdrew from the hearing room.)
enator RIBICOFF. In your statement you mention the fact that you
have amended existing Army conflict-of-interest regulations.
What do you mean by this?
Secretary RESOR. Well, we have put into our regulations a punitive
sanction for conflict of interest violation by enlisted members holding

designated positions of trust and responsibility.
We, of course, define these positions. They are defined to include
all persons with the power to let contracts with private firms as well
as others involved in procurement functions.
Generally, these new regulations prohibit the same kind of con
flicts of interest which are designated in existing conflict of interest
statutes which apply to officers.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you drafted this legislation yet?
Secretary REsor. We in the Army have a draft of such legislation.
It is now being circulated within the Defense Department to be co
ordinated with the other services.

Then, of course, it would have to be coordinated with the rest of
the executive branch of the Government.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Secretary, the subcommittee staff has ad
vised me that in examining certain files in Saigon, alleged kickbacks
received by Army sergeants were closed out as unfounded charges,
after it became evident that certain U.S. banks where the alleged
kickback checks were deposited refused to make available records on
these matters.

The CID doesn’t have subpena power. I am aware of that. But it
seems to me that such cases should automatically be coordinated
between the Departments of Justice and Treasury so that legal process
can allow you to obtain such bank records.
What is being done concerning this particular problem?

Secretary RESOR. I would agree with you on that. In fact, we have
been cooperating, as you know, with this subcommittee and with the
Internal Revenue Service and through that cooperation we have been
able to gather most of the information which has been needed in this

current investigation.
The Treasury Department has indicated that it will continue to
cooperate with usin fields of mutual interest.
Senator RIBICOFF. On page 6 of your statement you state, “The
mess purchasing and contracting £ will refrain from dealin
with any firms or personnel who have been debarred or suspende
under the terms of the Armed Services Procurement Regulations.”

Does this mean that custodians or contracting officers will, as in
the past, continue to deal directly with vendors who are in good
standing?
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Secretary REsor. We have in a number—in fact, I would say in
most of our overseas commands now centralized procurement for open
messes so that they would not deal directly but there would be cen
tralized procurement.

-

- -

-

Where they do continue to deal directly, it will be closely super
vised by command officers and appropriate legal authorities.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you mean that a cluster of clubs or a group
of clubs will have a central purchasing agency under supervision of

proper military authority?
Secretary Resor. That is correct. For instance, in Vietnam today it
-

-

-

-

has been centralized, as I understand it, in five regional areas. All pro
curement in those regions is done through a central procurement
agency.

'tor RIBICOFF. How long has that been going on now?
Secretary RESOR. I think a couple of months.
General DAVIS. It started last fall, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Has it been going long enough for you to draw
any conclusions whether it is working?
General DAVIS. I inquired about this in general terms on a very
rapid trip over there and understand it is working well, but I have no
specific reports.
Secretary REsoR. General Davis was in Vietnam last week.

Senator RIBICOFF: Evidence was presented during our recent hear
ings that the Star Distributing Co. in Okinawa which had the exclu
sive distributorship for Stars and Stripes in Vietnam and the Far East
were heavily involved in the currency black market.
What has been done to bar this company from further activity
with the U.S. facilities in the Far East?

Secretary RESOR. The evidence, as I understand it, that was pre
sented at these hearings related to the fact that the Star Distributing
Co. appeared as a depositor in the so-called Prysumeen account. This
fact and any other allegations that may turn up with respect to Star
are currently being investigated by the Inspector General and by the

Criminal Investigation Division in Vietnam. We are in this position:
Star's contract was for 3 years and it expires this month. The assign
ment or the awarding of a new contract has to be done pursuant to

Armed Services Procurement Regulations. They set up certain stand
ards as to who has the right to bid for a contract and specifically they
require evidence of the commission of criminal offenses indicating a
lack of business integrity or responsibility before a bidder can be

barred from bidding.
So no action has yet been taken because the investigation hasn't
been completed.

. At this point we don't know that we have evidence of the commis

sion
of criminal offenses which would, under the ASPR's, permit us to
debar them.
If they should qualify for the new contract, it would contain a pro
vision permitting it to be terminated at the convenience of the Gov

ernment, so that if such evidence as to justify terminating business

with them should be developed, then it would, I believe, be possible,
under such a provision, to take action.
Senator RibicoFF. On page 5–
Senator GURNEY. Would the chairman yield at that point?
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Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly,
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Secretary, how long does it take to do this
account? Clearly, there was an account using black market operations.
The evidence turned up in the hearing showed that.

It doesn’t take forever, does it, to inquire of Star Distributing Co.
why they had a deposit in this account? I wrote the Secretary of De
fense on November 20 concerning this, and I haven't gotten a reply
yet. I did receive one reply that said the Star Distributing Co. is do
ing a great job.
Could you go into a little more detail about this investigation, why
it is taking so long to simply inquire why this deposit was in the
account 2

(Correspondence between Senator Gurney and the Department of
IDefense re Star Distributing Co. follows:)
NovKMBER 20, 1969.
Hon. MELVIN R. LAIRD,

Secretary of Defense,
Department of Defense, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SECRETARY : The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

today heard the testimony of Staff Investigator Carmine S. Bellino on the
general subject of black market currency transactions in Vietnam involving
American individuals and firms. I am enclosing a copy of Mr. Bellino's prepared
Statement.

Mr. Bellino testified that Committee staff investigations disclosed that various
firms doing business with the Defense Department and the Agency for Interna
tional Development deposited funds in the Prysumeen account in the Manufac
turers Hanover Trust Company in New York. Mr. Bellino's list of firms known to
have done so appears On page 12 Of the enclosed Statement.
In further testimony, which is now on the record but which does not appear

in the prepared statement. Mr. Bellino testified that Mr. J. Serviatas, President of
Star Distributing Company, admitted to investigators earlier this year in Ok
inawa that he and his firm had engaged in illegal black market currency trans
actions in Vietnam. The Prysumeen accounts shows deposits from Star Dis

tributing Company in the amount of $58,000.
Mr. Bellino identified Star Distributing Company as the exclusive distributor
for certain American magazines in the PX's Of Vietnam, and as a major dis
tributor of Stars and Stripes throughout Vietnam and the Far East.
Earlier in the week, Our Subcommittee heard testimony that GI's who are

found to be engaged in illegal currency transactions are subject to courts martial,
and that American individuals and firms found to be engaged in such transactions
are routinely denied PX privileges and the right to do business in American
establishmentS.

In answer to my direct question, Mr. Bellino testified that, notwithstanding

Mr. Sarviatas' admission that his firm had engaged in illegal currency manipula
tions, Star Distributing Company, to his knowledge is still doing business with
American PX and military bases in South Vietnam.

If these facts are correct, Mr. Secretary, and we believe they are, the continued
operations of Star Distributing Company with our military establishment in
Vietnam, in my View, cannot and should not be tolerated.

I am writing to acquaint you with these facts and to invite from you an official
statement as to the Department's position on these disturbing facts. I think it
would also be helpful if we could be assured that the firms listed by Mr. Bellino
are being investigated with a view toward their ultimate exclusion from doing
business with our military in Vietnam.
I would also suggest that it might be helpful if you had an official observer on
hand at future Subcommittee hearings who would be able to advise you of
day-to-day developments.
With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD J. GURNEY,
U.S. Senator.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,

Washington, D.C., December 5, 1969.
Hon. EDWARD J. GURNEY,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR GURNEY: This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 20
November 1969 with regard to the Vietnam Regional Exchanges contract with
the Star Distributing Company, one of those firms mentioned in the testimony
given before the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
Information is being sought from other elements of the Department of De
fense directly involved in this matter. As soon as this information is received, a
further reply to your letter will be made.
Sincerely,
LEO E. BENADE,

Brigadier General, U.S. Army,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE.

Washington, D.C., December 19, 1969.
HON. EDWARD J. GURNEY,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR GURNEY: This is in further reply to your letter of 20 November
1969 with regard to the Vietnam Regional Exchange's contract with the Star
Distributing Company, one of the firms mentioned in the testimony given before
the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.

Enclosed is a copy of an informational letter, dated 5 December 1969, received
from Brigadier General George E. McCord, Chief, Army and Air Force Exchange
Service, describing the contractual relationship existing between the Pacific Ex
change System (PACEX) and the Star Distributing Company and the scope of
operations by this firm in servicing our military exchanges in both Vietnam and
Okinawa. As General McCord has stated in his letter, PACEX and the matter of
continued contractual operation by the Star Distributing Company is a sub
ject for command decision by the Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Army

Pacific

(CINCUSARPAC) after an appropriate investigation.
For that reason, we are referring this matter to CINCUSARPAC via official
command channels and requesting that the involvement of the Star Distributing
Company in black market transactions in Vietnam, as reported by Mr. Carmine
S. Bellino in his testimony before the Subcommittee, be thoroughly investigated.
We are also requesting that we be advised of their findings and whether, in the
opinion of the command, termination of the Star Distributing Company contract
is warranted.

I shall be in further contact with you on this matter at the earliest possible
opportunity.

Sincerely,
LEO E. BENADE.
Brigadier General, USA,

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
DEPARTMENTS OF THE ARMY AND THE AIR FORCE,
HEADQUARTERS ARMY AND AIR FORCE ExCHANGE SERVICE,
Dallas, Tea’., December 5, 1969.
Subject: Star Distributing Company.
Brig. Gen. LEO A. BENADE.

Deputy Assistant Secretary (Military Personnel Policy), Department of Defense,
Washington, D.C.
1. Transmitted herewith is information upon which to base a reply to the letter

of the Honorable Edward J. Gurney to the Secretary of Defense, dated 20
November 1969, relating to the Star Distributing Company.
2. The Star Distributing Company has contracts for the supply and distribu
tion of certain American magazines and periodicals, including the Stars and
Stripes and the Overseas Weekly throughout Vietnam and Okinawa which are
served respectively by the Vietnam Regional Exchange and Okinawa Regional
Exchange of the Pacific Exchange System.

3. The contract for Star's Vietnam operation was executed by a Contracting
Officer of the Pacific Exchange System (PACEX), located in Vietnam, on 29
March 1968, for a 2-year term. The contractual relationship of Star Distributing
Company with the Pacific Exchange System is that of a supply contractor selling
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merchandise to the exchange, performing the added services of storage, distribu
tion and inventory management. In carrying out these functions, Star arranges

for shipment and distribution to several areas within the Republic of South Viet
nam of magazines and periodicals purchased from Star by AAFES through its
Vietnam procurement offices of PACEX. From these several areas, Star dis
tributes to the approximately 195 exchange outlets in Vietnam where exchange
personnel consummate sales to customers. Star provides the warehousing at these
distribution points, performs inventory management duties, including racking and
rotation of stock merchandise at the selling outlets and arranging for return
credits for outdated periodicals. Sale of magazines and periodicals to patrons
under the contract amounted to approximately $7,770,503 for FY 1969, of which
the exchange paid Star Distributing Company $7,060,272 which represents the
exchange purchase price for the merchandise and payment for the distribution,
warehousing and related services rendered by Star.
4. Star's Operation in Okinawa parallels the Vietnam operation except that
distribution and services are made to some 53 exchange outlets. Year-to-date Sales

under the present PACEX contract, expiring 31 July 1970, amounted to $660,
477.00, 85% of which was paid by PACEX to Star for the purchase of all mer
chandise and services.

5. The Chief, AAFES, does not exercise command control over PACEX which
is under the command jurisdiction of CINCUSARPAC. The question of the con
tinued contractual operation of the Star Distributing Company is a command
matter requiring command decision, presumably after an appropriate investi
gation. Star's contract contains both a termination for cause clause and a 30-day
convenience termination clause. While violation of United States and host coun

try laws constitutes cause for termination, any action taken to disturb the
contract must provide for an orderly transition of the distribution system.

6. Reports reaching Headquarters AAFES have indicated that Star Distribut
ing Company has provided excellent service in Vietnam and Okinawa. Its alleged
involvement in illegal currency transactions in Vietnam is its only known contract
Violation.

Should

CINCUSARPAC

or

COMUSMACV

determine

that

ter

mination action is warranted, AAFES will of necessity seek to arrange an alter
native periodical distribution system for Vietnam and Okinawa. In this regard,
PACEX reports that in view of the scope of Star's operation in Vietnam, it may
be impossible to secure an alternate contractor capable of providing substan
tially the same related services. It is also reported by PACEX that it would be
impossible for PACEX to undertake direct operation of the activity in its present
scope and magnitude. It is stated that a six-month period would be required for
PACEX to establish a direct operation of reduced scope to service Vietnam and
Okinawa.

7. The Commander, Pacific Exchange System has been furnished a copy of
this position paper.
GEORGE E. MCCORD,
Brigadier General, USAF,

Chief, Army and Air Force Exchange Service.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
Washington, D.C., May 7, 1970.
HoN. EDwARD J. GURNEY,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR GURNEY: This is in further reply to your letter of 20 November
1969 with regard to the Vietnam Regional Exchange's contract with the Star
Distributing Company. This will confirm the information passed orally to Mr.
Bob Ryan of your staff in a telephone conversation between Mr. Ryan and Captain
Borchers of this office on Friday, 1 May 1970.
The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) has advised this office through

the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS) that a CID investigation of the
activities of Mr. Joseph W. DeMarco, Vice President of Star Distributing Com

pany, Specifically as to allegations of smuggling and fraud, was opened on 30 Oc
tober 1969. The difficult aspects of the case are the many unsubstantiated allega
tions by individuals who refuse to make written statements and by those who
claim no personal knowledge of illegal activities on the part of the Star Dis
tributing Company but, nevertheless, allege that illegal activities have taken
place. This investigation is continuing.

Concomitant with the foregoing investigation, the Office of the Inspector Gen
eral, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (IG, MACV) conducted a
separate inquiry into Star Distributing Company's activities in Vietnam. Al
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though this inquiry did not find any conclusive indications of criminality on the
company's part, there were divulged sufficient contract irregularities to justify
not renewing the contract with the company, which expired on 31 March 1970.
The company is, however, currently operating on a 120-day extension of the
old contract. This extension was necessary to allow the Pacific Exchange System
(PACEX) and the Vietnam Regional Exchange (VRE) an adequate transition
period for taking over the functions previously carried out by the company,
without interrupting the availability of magazines and paperbacks to our military
personnel at exchange newsstands throughout Vietnam.
We trust that you will find the foregoing information and actions responsive
to the concern which you expressed in your letter to us on this matter.
Sincerely,
LEO E. BENADE.

Brigadier General, USA,

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

Secretary RESOR. I only know that it is currently proceeding in Viet

nam. There was some difficulty in getting testimony in this case.
My understanding is that the principal of Star was questioned, I
believe by members of your committee, and declined to testify.
As I say, at this point we don’t have, or I am not aware of, the
evidence that would permit us to act under the ASPR.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Secretary, that is exactly what troubles me.
We have the evidence. Quite clearly to me, prima facie, it looks as
though they have been dealing in black market currency transactions.
Now you testified a moment ago that you are aware of the fact
that they refused to testify in the hearings, and yet, as I understand
your testimony here just a minute or two ago, they are being consid
ered as a renewal for this contract which expires this month. I find
that hard to believe.

Secretary RESOR. I would like my counsel to comment on that, to
the extent to which we can use a refusal to testify, whether that would
constitute evidence of the commission of a criminal offense.

Senator GURNEY. I don’t know that you are required to have a
contract with someone if they are criminal, if they are doing things
that are contrary to the policy of the Defense Department and the
Government of the United States.

I would think that currency manipulations might be in that category.
Do you have to enter a contract with them?

Secretary RESOR. The armed services procurement regulations set up
the legal standard for who is entitled to bid on a contract and who

isn't. Of course, we have to abide by those regulations.

Senator GURNEY. Are you attempting to change the regulations to
cope with this kind of activity?
ecretary REsor. We thought that the first step was to see if the
regulations as presently constituted would constitue a bar. If they
seem inadequate and we feel that amendment should be made, we
certainly would come forward with suggestions.
Senator RIBICOFF. If the Senator would yield, I think Senator
Gurney makes a very important point here. To say that you are stuck
with old regulations that aren’t effective when you are faced with a
new situation doesn’t seem to hold water.

The point Senator Gurney makes is the wider we become involved
with other agencies in other countries, the more problems exist.
Later on, with another witness, we will talk about the possibility of
the same thing happening in Laos.
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What do you do when you are faced with a situation? Do you just go
along and say, “We have old regulations and we are stuck with them”?
It certainly isn’t hard for the Defense Department to come up with
new regulations.
Secretary RESOR. I want to make entirely clear that if we feel those
regulations ought to be amended, I have no hesitancy whatsoever to
ask for their amendment and to insist upon it. We are just not at that

position in this particular case, to know if amendment is necessary or
WISe.

Senator GURNEY. If I may make this final observation, I must say,
Mr. Secretary, I am not a bit impressed with that kind of operation.
You have known for several months now, or the Department of De
fense—I will put it that way, I am not engaged in a personal controver
sial with you and please don’t misunderstand me—the Department of
Defense has known for months about this testimony.
They have also known that this contract was due to expire this month.
I would have though that they would have analyzed the case, obtained
the facts, and decided what to do by now.
I would like further to point this out: That in fiscal

year 1969, this

company did a business ''$7,770,000. This is no small piece of change.
I would think the Department of Defense had better get to the bottom

of this thing in a hurry, before this contract expires.
Secretary RESOR. As I point out in my original answer, it is bein
investigated currently by £ the Inspector General and the Crimina
Investigation Division in Vietnam.
I can assure you they are going to do a thorough job. I will per
Sonally see that they do.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I can assure you as one
Senator that we will be watching for that contract expiration date
"g carefully.
enator RIBICOFF. Mr. Secretary, on page 5 of your statement, ref
erence is made to the new audit policy for clubs and messes.
Will you expand on this new policy, what it means, how often will
each club be audited?

Secretary RESOR. Secretary Laird has directed that the clubs be
audited by independent auditors, and the detailed implementation
instructions are currently being drafted by the Office of the Secretary
of Defense.

I would suppose it would be at least annually, but—have you had
a chance to review the draft? Perhaps you could add to that.
Mr. WEBSTER. It will be an annual audit by independent auditors.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, would you yield at that point?
I understand some of the clubs objected to doing this as it would be
expensive and so forth.
Is it made perfectly clear that the clubs must pay for this themselves
out of their earnings, and that there is no discretion on their part?
They can gripe about it but they are going to go ahead and be audited.
By what date is that audit effective? When do these audits begin?
Mr. WEBSTER. Senator Percy, the matter is currently up in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense for resolution. There have been no audits
started as of this point in time. There are some problems relating to
whether there should be any exclusions under this requirement for an

audit by certified public accountants to take into account difficulties
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in combat zones, for example, and clubs doing a small amount of busi
ness and so forth.

We expect these exclusionary provisions, if any, to be resolved in
the relatively near future and the initial audits will be undertaken
shortly thereafter.
Also under discussion is the very point you raise, as to whether they

will be paid for out of a revolving fund, for example, from the non
appropriated fund area, that is, the clubs and messes would pay for
them themselves, or whether any other method ought to be utilized.
Consideration is being given in the direction that you are suggest
ing now, to have the clubs and messes pay for them themselves. But
that issue has not been finally resolved. It is still under discussion.
Senator PERCY. Along the lines of Senator Gurney’s comment, I
would like to say I saw the directive that went out. There were a few
open questions on it. I have tried to inquire as to whether public ac
counting firms have been contacted, whether there has been any real
activity here. I don't know how the Department of the Army can take
so much time in making these decisions.

I can see why in combat areas you might have some question, but
combat areas are pretty strictly limited to Southeast Asia. All over
Europe and all over the United States, there is no real problem about it.
I should think these clubs would be clearly told “We want an audit
beginning with an effective date and you pay for it out of your oper
ating profits.”
What decision is involved in getting something as simple as that, a
straightforward business procedure, implemented in the Army?
Mr. WEBSTER. We must also remember that certain other steps were
taken while this was going forward. For example, an annual com
mand audit is required, and there are also inspections. We have re
quested that there be unannounced inspections and that there be an
additional annual inspection, also.
These steps will go a long way to insure that the club and mess op
erations are being handled well. In addition, we are, of course, chang
ing certain regulations on the structure of the mess system. We have
insured that the conflict-of-interest forms are filled out by those hav
responsibility in the system.
think, certain of these steps will go a long way to insure that some
thing is done immediately. Most of these actions were taken in Sep

in:

tember.

Senator PERCY. I think that action is commendable. I worrv when

a policy decision is made concerning what happens down through
the organization. They chew these things to bits down there and they
sometimes even wait out to see whether or not there is an effective

implementation intended by the order rather than just perfunctory
compliance.

Secretary RESOR. I can assure you that is not the problem here. Not
only the Secretary of Defense but I and the Army are very eager to
get on with the independent audit.

In fact, as I said in my statement, I directed right away that the
Army Audit Agency, which is our own independent auditor agency,
start out on an unannounced, selective basis, and they have completed
32 audits already. But this is just a question of working out the kind
of exceptions that would be appropriate so you don’t burden small
clubs and clubs in combat areas.
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I would think that could be worked out well within a month.

Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. The Air Force has been undertaking an inde
pendent audit of its own in the situation with the Air Force clubs,
which will be handled by the Armed Services Committee.
My understanding is that they are proceeding with their audit inde

pendently, is that correct?
Secretary RESOR. I personally am not familiar with what the Air
Force is doing.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Secretary, I wonder if you can tell me whether
the Star Distributing Co. has the sole right for the distribution of all
magazines, papers, and periodicals in Vietnam.
Secretary REsor. It is my understanding it has exclusive rights for
the Stars and Stripes in Vietnam and the Far East.
Mr. ADLERMAN: Are other papers distributed in Vietnam, such as
Overseas Weekly''
-

Secretary REsor. General Davis can answer that, I believe.

£ Yes, sir; other papers and periodicals are distributed
in Vietnam. Our exchange newsstands, for example, have a represent
ative sampling of magazines and journals from the States.
It is my understanding that the Overseas Weekly is now distributed
in Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Wasn't there a time when they were held up from
distribution by the distributor refusing to give them distribution?
General DAVIS. Mr. Adlerman, I can't answer that question spe
cifically. I do know prior to my service out there that there was some
uestion about whether the Overseas Weekly would or would not be
istributed, but I don’t know if the fundamental reason, was con
nected to a distributing company.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do they just distribute it or is it mailed?
General DAVIs. It is my understanding it is distributed through a
distributor. Earlier, when they were getting started, they did it by
mail and by themselves.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do they have more than one distributor of periodi
cals and papers? Are there other distributors?
General DAvis. So far as I know, Star is the sole distributor out

there and the system is such that the Star makes gross, wholesale-type
deliveries and various exchange transportation is used to get period
icals, magazines, and books to the various commands.
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Secretary, this auditing policy, will that be
extended to the PX system which does some $4

£ worth of busi

ness a year with military forces throughout the world?
Secretary RESOR. As you perhaps know, Peat, Marwick & Mitchell
currently audits the exchange system as a whole. I don’t know about
individual exchanges. I would be glad to supply that for the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you implement that?
Mr. WEBSTER. It is covered by the memorandum.
Senator RIBIcoPF. Will the PX's be covered by the memorandum?
Mr. WEBSTER. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Before the next question, Mr. Duffy will insert
into the record a prepared statement concerning Sarl Electronics.
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TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY

Mr. DUFFY. During our recent hearings, Senator Percy of Illinois
inquired into the activities of Sarl Electronics, the principal supplier
of slot machines to our Armed Forces in Vietnam.

I would like permission to insert into the record at this point a
prepared statement which I prepared and which summarizes our in
vestigations into Sarl Electronics.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, that will be done.
(The document referred to follows:)
STATEMENT ON

SARL ELECTRONICS

Mr. Chairman, during our investigation in South Vietnam into improprieties
in military service clubs, staff members inquired into the activities of Sarl
Electronics, Ltd., a major supplier of slot machines, amusement machines, and
electrical equipment to service clubs. The Sarl firm and certain of its affiliates
and associated companies have home offices in Hong Kong and branches in
Saigon.
Sarl Electronics was established on April 1, 1965, when large-scale augmenta
tion of American forces in South Vietnam was under way. Our inquiry showed
that a large proportion of the thousands of slot machines and other equipment
installed in military service clubs in Vietnam were imported into Vietnam by
Sarl Electronics.

The chief executive and controller of Sarl Electronics in Saigon is William S. G.
Welton. At the time of our inquiry, the firm employed five salesmen who handled
amusement machines, Cooking equipment, air conditioners and refrigeration
appliances and equipment.
The Subcommittee has

already heard testimony about

the activities of

William J. Crum in operations of Sarl Electronics. Our investigation showed that
he is regarded in South Vietnam as the man who controls the company and its
various affiliates. Both William Crum and his brother, Whitney I. Crum, were
the subjects of investigations by the U.S. Army in the Republic of Korea during
the 1950's and 1960's.

The Subcommittee's staff received considerable information in Saigon and
elsewhere in Vietnam that William J. Crum and Sarl Electronics were intricately
and deeply involved in various improprieties relating to the military club system.
We were told that open mess facilities had been used as conduits for importing
commercial goods which ultimately would be sold in Vietnamese outlets. The
material came in free of customs duty because ostensibly it was destined for the
club system. We were informed that the Sarl shipments were made with the
connivance of club military personnel and through the use of fraudulent pur
chase Orders drawn upon the club Systems.
Army investigators conducted an extensive investigation in 1967 of Sarl
activities at Qui Nhon. The case started with a tip from Vietnamese Customs
officials who were investigating a Sarl employee named Herbert Hayden, a
retired Army Sergeant First Class, who was the company's salesman at Qui Nhon.
The CID started its investigation of improper use of U.S. Mails by checking
the arrival of shipments at the NCO Open Mess warehouse at Qui Nhon. The
custodian of the warehouse, Staff Sgt. Frederick Sadler, in a sworn statement,
Said that a club official came to him in late August of 1967 when he was new on
the job, “. . . and said that there would be items coming through the U.S.
Mails that are not destined for the club but for Sarl Electronics.”

During the next few months, approximately 50 such items did arrive, and

Sadler said he protested to club officials that the shipments were illegal. He was
told the practice would stop.
Early in October of 1967, Sgt. Sadler said, about 20 beer coolers arrived at
Qui Nhon, addressed to the club system, but destined for Sarl Electronics. Sadler
refused to deliver them to Sarl, according to his account, but they were deliverd
by his assistant and a Vietnamese national, by orders of Sgt. First Class Raymond
Perron, then Steward of the club system.

The Vietnamese national, a long-time club employee named Le Van Nghe, swore
to the following facts:
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“The marking on the boxes were painted over prior to them being removed
from the MACV Compound to the address of Mr. Hayden. I was told by SFC
Perron to paint over the markings and when I asked him why he wanted this
done, he said to me, ‘You get out of here and you work for me... I then got a can
of black paint and painted over the markings.
“The next morning, SFC Perron told me that the painting of the marking was

not good enough and that I would have to remove all the numbers from the
boxes. I got the Vietnamese carpenters to cut out a portion of the Wooden crates
to remove the numbers and names on the boxes . . .”

CID investigation established that there were no records in the NCO Open
Mess System nor in the warehouse to confirm the existence of beer coolers. A
raid by Vietnamese Customs officials on Hayden's house in November of 1967,
however, disclosed 30 large wooden crates in storage. Twenty-eight of the crates
contained beer or beverage coolers, and two contained what was described as
“plush-type” office furniture. The addresses on the crates had been obliterated.
The CID Report of Investigation indicates the action of the Vietnamese Cus
toms Officials under Chief Tong Phuoe Dai :

“When Mr. Dai asked Hayden for the necessary papers, i.e., purchase Orders,
customs clearance documents and/or authorization to have these boxes in his
possession, he was unable to comply with Mr. Dai's request. Consequently these
crates were confiscated and sealed in place by the Vietnamese Customs authori
ties and Hayden was given instructions not to remove any of the boxes without
first receiving specific approval from him (Dai).”
The Customs Search also disclosed numerous boxes and packages Stored in

Hayden's house, all addressed to the Qui Nhon NCO Open Mess, containing parts
for pinball machines, coin counters, and other material. There were no records
in the Qui Nhon NCO Open Mess to indicate that any of this material, or the
beer coolers, had ever been Ordered by the club System. The CID Report of In
vestigation indicates that the confiscated goods were all removed from Hayden's
house during ensuing months in Spite of its confiscation by Customs, and its
disposition is not known.
Much of the material found in Hayden's house was sold to Club Specialty
Overseas, Inc., with an address in Panama, for shipment to Vietnam. The ad
dress in Panama proved to be fictitious, and no such company as Club Spe
cialty Overseas, Inc., could be found by the CID.
The findings of CID Investigator Donald Pease, in charge of the Qui Nhon
investigation, are of importance to the Subcommittee. Pease listed the follow
ing conclusions, among others, in his Report of Investigation:
1. Since club records disclosed no orders for “plush” office furniture,
Hayden ordered the furniture in the club system's name for his own use,
and had the furniture imported without paying customs duty.
2. The Club System's Board of Governors did not authorize certain large
purchase Orders. On April 17, 1967, Sgt. Raymond Perron ordered $8,965
worth of slugs from Sarl Electronics. On August 28, 1967, Sgt. Wayne
Jastrow ordered 3,600 cigarette lighters from Sarl Electronics at a cost
of $3,240. In connection with these and other orders, Mr. Pease concluded
from club records that the equipment or supplies had been previously im
ported into Vietnam and were in Sarl's warehouse awaiting buyers. “This

further indicates,” Pease stated, “that the equipment and/or supplies had not
been ordered by or imported for any specific club, but by Hayden, for Sarl
Electronics.”

3. Investigator Pease concluded that the shipments from Bally Manu
facturing Co. in Chicago, through the ficitious firm in Panama, to the Qui

Nhon NCO Open Mess, had actually been ordered by Hayden for Sarl Elec
tronics, since there were no club records to justify the shipments. Mr. Pease

assumed that Hayden used the shipments from Bally as spare parts or
to build a reserve stock of equipment.
4. Investigator Pease concluded that whenever Hayden had legitimate
Orders from the clubs for any of his reserve stock, he stepped into his
storeroom to get it. “This indicates that Hayden was illegally using the
clubs' name to order and import surplus parts and equipment into Viet

nam without a legitimate purchase order ever having been submitted by
the Qui Nhon Open Mess.”
William S. G. Welton, Controller for Sarl Electronics in Saigon, attempted
to explain Herbert Hayden's activities in Qui Nhon to Investigator Pease on

November 27, 1967, after the raid upon Sarl's Qui Nhon offices by Vietnamese
Customs Officials.
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The following excerpt from Investigator Pease's report summarizes Welton's
attempt to justify the storing of goods at Hayden's house:
“Welton stated that it was Sarl's SOP [standard operating procedure] to im
port various surplus parts and/or complete machines and items into Vietnam,
via APO facilities, utilizing the names of the various clubs as the alleged pur
chaser. He stated this procedure was used to establish a stock of equipment and
parts, which would later be sold to the clubs as needed.
“Welton also stated that Sarl Electronics had reproduced DA Form 1756,
Nonappropriated Fund Purchase Order-Receiving Record. This form is then
signed by some club custodian, secretary or assistant, purporting to be an order
for some type of equipment or parts, then sent by Sarl to their Main office in
Hong Kong where the equipment or parts are ordered, and subsequently shipped
via APO facilities and/or MSTS to the individual NCO or Officers' Open Mess.
After arrival in RVN, the equipment or parts are delivered directly to the Sarl
representative for storage until actually purchased by one of the clubs within
the system. Welton further stated that this method was used with the full knowl
edge and approval of the G-1, USARV and that it had been in Operation for
some time. However, Welton would not divulge the identity of the person that
allegedly authorized and/or approved of this method.”
Welton actually produced a copy of one of the fradulent purchase orders,
dated May 17, 1967, signed by Raymond L. Perron, Qui Nhon Open Mess, for
30 beverage coolers, countersigned by Herbert Hayden. These likely were the
coolers found during the Vietnamese Customs raid in Qui Nhon. The purchase
Order contained this notation: “No charge to club. To be invoiced as supplied
to units in area.”

Subsequently, the CID obtained a copy of a confidential memorandum, undated,

from W.S.G. Welton to all branches of Sarl Electronics, directing the branches
to separate their files and send immediately all correspondence prior to December
31, 1966, to the main office in Hong Kong. There were a number of other signifi
cant instructions. Branches were directed to separate all “No charge Purchase
Orders” (similar to the one for 30 beer coolers delivered to Qui Nhon) from
regular purchase orders and place the “no charge” items in a separate file “in
safe custody.” Another instruction was the branch officials should “personally
go through every file and drawer in your office and remove everything pertain
ing to Honey, Che, and Rental Equipment.” The significance of the code words
“Honey” and “Che” was not determined by the CID. Welton also ordered the
branches to destroy copies of certain documents.
The final instruction also is significant. “You will treat this Memorandum
as highly confidential, you will carry out these instructions today, and on your
completion of these instructions you will cable me in Saigon the one word OK.
I hope that these instructions are clearly understood and there will be no

element of doubt in anybody's mind that they must be carried out at once. You
will destroy this Memorandum.” (See Exhibit No. 225F.)
Although the Welton memorandum is undated, Army investigators stated
that “it is quite a coincidence that it was published during the period of time
that both the CID and the RVN Customs were investigating Sarl activities.”
Welton informed CID investigator Pease that because Herbert Hayden was
“too involved with club personnel,” Hayden would be discharged by Sarl Elec
tronics, about January 1, 1968. On February 4, 1968, the CID learned that
Hayden had not been discharged by Welton, but was still employed by Sarl
Electronics as the firm's representative at Nha Trang. Investigator Pease's
conclusion was that “the only punishment Hayden received from or by Welton,
was a verbal reprimand, not for being too involved with club personnel, but
for being caught . . .”
Other serious matters involving Sarl Electronics and its personnel in South
Vietnam are these :

(1) In June of 1967, Anthony J. Renieri, a salesman for Sarl Electronics,
was fined 531,330 piasters for illegal transactions in violation of Vietnamese
customs laws. He was fined 31,330 piasters and sentenced to one month to five

years imprisonment for exchange violations. An additional 5 million to 10
million piasters was levied against him for the second offense. The Subcom
mittee's latest information is that Renieri is still employed by Sarl Electronics.
(2) In July of 1968, Renieri and Arthur Marlowe, another Sarl employee,
attempted to obtain from Colonel Edmund Castle at Long Binh, six slot ma
chines that had been delivered to the Long Binh Open Mess, but which Sarl
claimed belonged to them. Marlowe said the whole affair was a mistake. When
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Castle refused to turn over the machines, Marlowe offered them for sale to the
club system, wanting old machines in trade for the new ones, and saying that
Sarl would sell the old machines on the Vietnamese economy, even though they
had been brought in duty-free. Colonel Castle refused the offer.
(3) Another “mistake” turned up at Vung Tau in February of 1969, when
a Ford station wagon was delivered to the Vung Tau Open Mess System, despite
no records that it had been Ordered. The CID was informed that the car had

been ordered and paid for by Sarl. The disposition of the station wagon is
unknown.

(4) Sarl formed a front firm called Vietnam Electronics, to sell or lease
amusement machines to bars and hotels on the Vietnamese economy. Many ma
chines confiscated from Vietnamese establishments by Vietnamese Customs have

been identified as imported by Sarl into US Army Open Mess systems. Welton
and Marlowe have been charged with eight separate offenses of fraudulent dec
laration on the prices of imported goods. Jointly Welton and Marlowe have

been fined 4 million piasters. Vietnam Electronics has been barred from participa
tion in business in Vietnam.

(5) A retired U.S. Army Sergeant named Richard Wright who formerly worked
in Army club Systems, supposedly heads the Vietnamese Operations of a firm

called Price & Co., Ltd., with offices in Saigon and Hong Kong. In December of
1966, Wright tried to bribe a CID investigator who was checking out activities
of Sarl Electronics and Price & Co., to give him advance information on any
thing the CID discovered about the two firms. Wright also wanted the investigator
to help free confiscated goods from Vietnamese Customs.
Mr. Chairman, on June 24, 1969, you wrote to three companies in Hong Kong:
Sarl Electronics, Ltd., at 606 Gloucester Building, and to Price and Company,
Ltd., and Century (Trading), Ltd., both located in 324 Gloucester Building, to
ask that they make available to members of the Subcommittee's staff for review

all records of their transactions with Open mess Systems in South Vietnam.
The Subcommittee received replies on July 7, 1969, from Price and Company
and from Century, and a reply on July 8, 1969, from Sarl Electronics. All three

replies were refusals to cooperate with the Subcommittee, and all three were
written in almost identical phrasings. I offer copies of your letters and their
replies as exhibits to my testimony.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, the CID files in Saigon reviewed by me made certain
references to Sarl Electronics and the now famous Maredem Company. On Decem
ber 18, 1968, the CID files showed that CID Investigator Callahan spent the day
attempting to compile information on Sarl Electronics and the Maredem Com
pany “. . . with a view of getting a fresh start on the case. Although information
gathered previously in voluminous and enlightening, it is clear that when it is
all boiled down we wind up with the conclusion that both Sarl and Maredem are

doing something but it is not known exactly what. I think the answer to the
problem rests in a fresh start wherein, information gathered is not just put on
paper some place and forgotten. It should be followed up when a more overt in
vestigation implies covert inquiries made in the past. If, for example, we learn
that Sarl allegedly did one thing or another, we go to Sarl for an explanation
instead of beating around the bush.”

Mr. Chairman, I wish to offer as an exhibit for reference portions of a CID
Report of Investigation (OP-(USARV-252d)–67–211), conducted in November
1967, prepared by Investigator Donald Pease, who handled the Sarl case for
the CID at Qui Nhon in Vietnam.

Mr. DUFFY. I have also attached to it as a bulk exhibit a number of

supporting documents which I would also like to insert into the record.
enator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The documents referred to were marked: “Exhibits Nos. 225A
225E” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. While in Hong Kong and Saigon, I, along with Fred
Asselin, attempted to examine the financial records of Sarl Electronics

and its affiliated companies, Price & Co., and Century Trading Co.
We attempted to do this because we had information that these
companies were allegedly involved in kickbacks, overpricing and
the currency black market.
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These companies were based in Hong Kong so our subpena power
could not reach them. So, letters signed by Senator Ribicoff were
companies requesting per
hand-delivered to the officers of the t
mission for members of the subcommittee staff to examine their finan

cial records relating to their sales to U.S. service clubs in Vietnam.

They refused the request of the chairman in letters addressed to
me... I have incorporated this exchange of letters as exhibits to my
testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 225F
225L” for reference and follow:)
ExHIBIT No. 225F
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All Branchos Wi it take the following immediate action,
1. Separato all files into two sections :
correspondence prior to December 31st 1966.
2) correspondonce after Docember 31 at 1966.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Send "I- file prior to December 31st" to Sari Hong Kong via APJ sea
mail. Keep on ix "2- file after Docember 31 st" with you.
Separate all No-charge P/Js from your P/0 file. Place the new No
charge PQ file in safe custody. You may keep the PO file prior to
December 31st with you. These PJs need not be be mailed to Hong Kong.
Remove all Clubs filc from your Office.
You will porsonally 90 through every file and drawer in your Office
and remove everything pertaining to Money, CRs, and Rental Equipment.
Effective i-sediately, send all copies of us; CRs via airmai I APO
to Sari Electronics, room 600, GToucester Sldg. Hong Kong. Ono copy
of the C/R

*...**in

with the Club as at present.

*

6- A11 WN5 C/Rs =h orders and SPRs, should be sent to Saigon as at
present •

7. US; C/Rs and WN5 C/Rs should be made out from separate C/R pads.
8. "ai 1 via APJ sea-mail all documents relating to Goncession Machine,

9

and Concession Rental to Sari Ilong Kong. This includes Rental Agree
ments, Dispatch Orders, and Receiving Note a referring to Kental
Equipment.
Destroy all old copies of Concession lnventory and similar document
in future, sent Raonthly Machino inventory directly to Sari Hong Kon
via APJ air-mail.

10. You will treat this Memorandum as highly confidential, you will
carry out the so instructions today, and on your completion of thes
instructions, you will cable uo in Saigon the one word OK. I hope
that the so instructions are clearly understood and there will be r
element or doubt in anybody's mind that they must be carried out .
destroy this Memorandum.
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ExhibiT No. 225G
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

Washington, D.C., June 24, 1969.
PRICE & Co., LTD.,
Hong Kong.
GENTLEMEN: This Subcommittee is currently investigating, among other mat

ters the use of non-appropriated funds by military units of United States Armed
Forces in South Vietnam. Matters under inquiry include the payment of kick
backs, gratuities and other courtesies by some venders to military personnel and
Other custodians in connection with contracts related to such funds.

A review of records of United States military forces in Vietnam pertaining
to the NCO/EM open mess system indicates that your company has done sub
stantial business with U.S. military installations in South Vietnam.
You are hereby requested to authorize representatives of the Subcommittee,
Messrs. LaVern Duffy and Fred Asselin, to examine the records of your com
pany, including but not limited to, all correspondence, disbursements, expense
accounts, check stubs, written contracts, petty cash records and miscellaneous
expenses for the period from January 1967 to the present.
The authorization for the examination should be in a letter addressed to me

which should be given to Messrs. Duffy and Asselin when they call upon you
at your offices.

We would greatly appreciate your making the records immediately available
for review to the Subcommittee's representatives when they call at your offices.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Acting Chairman.
ExHIBIT No. 225H

PRICE & Co., LTD.,
Hong Kong, July 7, 1969.

Mr. LAVERN J. DUFFY,
Assistant Consul, U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Com
mittee on Government Operations, Hong Kong
DEAR MR. DUFFY: In reply to the letter from Senator A. Ribicoff dated 24th
June 1969, we must unfortunately refuse your request for examination of our
bOOkS.

Although we have no wish to be uncooperative, normal business practice and
the policy of our Company preclude the granting of this request.
Sincerely yours,

R. H. HINDMARSH, Director.
ExHIBIT No. 225I

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON GoverNMENT OPERATIONS,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONs,
Washington, D.C., June 24, 1969.
CENTURY (TRADING) LTD.,
Hong Kong
GENTLEMEN : This Subcommittee is currently investigating, among other mat
ters the use of non-appropriated funds by military units of United States Armed
Forces in South Vietnam. Matters under inquiry include the payment of kick
backs, gratuities and other courtesies by some venders to military personnel
and Other custodians in connection With contracts related to such funds.

A review of records of United States military forces in Vietnam pertaining to
the NCO/EM open mess system indicates that your company has done sub
stantial business with U.S. military installations in South Vietnam.

You are hereby requested to authorize representatives of the Subcommittee,
Messrs. LaVern Duffy and Fred Asselin, to examine the records of your company,
including but not limited to, all correspondence, disbursements, expense accounts,
check stubs, written contracts, petty cash records and miscellaneous expenses
for the period from January 1967 to the present.
35–359–71–pt. 4-3
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The authorization for the examination should be in a letter addressed to me

which should be given to Messrs. Duffy and Asselin when they call upon you at
your offices.

We would greatly appreciate your making the records immediately available
for review to the Subcommittee's representatives when they call at your offices.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
ABRAHAM RIBICOFF, Acting Chairman.

ExHIBIT No. 225.J

CENTURY (TRADING) LTD.,
Hong Kong, July 7, 1969.
Mr. LAVERN J. DUFFY,

Assistant Consul, U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
Committee on Government Operations, Hong Kong.
DEAR MR. DUFFY: This will acknowledge receipt of Senator Abraham Ribi
coff's letter dated 24th June 1969.

It is with regret that we must respectfully decline to let representatives of
your Sub-Committee examine our records.
Since this request is contrary to normal business procedures and to the policy
of our firm, I am afraid our refusal must be on these grounds.
We do not, however, in any way wish to be uncooperative and we would be
happy to answer any specific questions if we are so able.
Sincerely yours,

YIU SIK CHIU, Director.
ExHIBIT No. 225K

U.S. SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE on INVESTIGATIONS,
Washington, D.C., June 24, 1969.
SARL ELECTRONICs, LTD.,
Hong Kong.
GENTLEMEN: This subcommittee is currently investigating, among other mat
ters, the use of non-appropriated funds by military units of United States Armed
Forces in South Vietnam. Matters under inquiry include the payment of kick
backs, gratuities and other courtesies by some venders to military personnel and
Other custodians in connection with contracts related to such funds.

A review of records of United States military forces in Vietnam pertaining to
the NCO/EM open mess system indicates that your company has done substantial
business with U.S. military installations in South Vietnam.
You are hereby requested to authorize representatives of the Subcommittee,
Messrs. LaVern Duffy and Fred Asselin, to examine the records of your company,
including but not limited to, all correspondence, disbursements, expense accounts,
check stubs, written contracts, petty cash records and miscellaneous expenses for
the period from January 1967 to the present.
The authorization for the examination should be in a letter addressed to me

which should be given to Messrs. Duffy and Asselin when they call upon you at
your offices.

We would greatly appreciate your making the records immediately available
for review to the Subcommittee's representatives when they call at your offices.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
ABRAHAM RIBICOFF, Acting Chairman.
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ExHIBIT NO. 225L

SARL ELECTRONICS, LTD.,
Hong Kong, July 8, 1969.
Mr. LAVERN J. DUFFY,
Assistant Consul, U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Com
mittee on Government Operations, Hong Kong.
DEAR MR. DUFFY : In response to the June 24 letter from Senator Abraham
Ribicoff which you delivered to our office on July 7, we must respectfully
decline your request for examination of the Books of Our Company.
This refusal is based in long standing policy of principle, for business reasons
which I am sure will be appreciated.

In refusing for business reasons, we do not wish to appear uncooperative, and
therefore suggest that if you wish to address specific questions in Writing to us,
We will do our best to satisfy same.
Yours truly,

D. A. H.
. A. HUSSEY,

Managing Director.

Senator RIBICOFF. Sarl Electronics does millions of dollars worth

of business with our military authorities in the Far East. Under

what authority can U.S. authorities obtain access to their records
to determine if kickbacks are paid or if companies are involved
in other illegal transactions?
TESTIMONY OF HON STANLEY R. RESOR, BRIG. GEN. FRANKLIN M.
DAVIS, J.R., AND R. KENLY WEBSTER—Resumed

Secretary RESOR. Under the existing Armed Services Procurement
Regulations applicable to contracts, audit clauses are inserted only
in specified
of contracts, largely the cost reimbursement type
and those which require submission of cost and pricing data.
The
of the Department of Defense has been not to require
such audit clauses in fixed-price contracts where there has been ade

'
#

quate price competition.
Accordingly, even if Sarl Electronics contracts had been supported
by appropriated funds, no audit clauses would have been required.
Audit provisions are inserted to verify performance under a con
tract and the adequacy of information submitted under a bid.
It has not been the Government policy to put such provisions in
to let us search for independent violations of law which are unrelated

to the performance of the contract.

Senator RIBICOFF: Suppose you have a situation where you have
a company that isn't an American company, completely outside the
jurisdiction of the U.S. subpena power, judicially or any senatorial
committee, yet which does a substantial amount of business with the

military authorities of the United States, with appropriated funds?
Don’t you think there should be something in that contract to
allow proper U.S. governmental authorities to audit the books of
such companies that are doing business with the United States?
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They don’t have to do business with the United States. If

£

are going to do business with the United States, don’t you th
they should comply with our regulations on procedures, especially
in countries like Southeast Asia or other nations where black mar

ket and currency manipulation and fraud could be present?
Secretary RESOR. I would personally think that would be a pro
vision that might well be added. I would like to ask counsel to com
ment if there is any particular legal problem involved.
Mr. WEBSTER. There would not be a particular legal problem. I
think the basic inhibition is that we haven’t felt that as a policy it
to be included in fixed-price contracts and allow fishing ex
peditions into the economics of given companies.
But your point, Mr. Chairman, to the extent that we can’t reach cer

#

tain companies in foreign domains, and they are not under the same
structures as our domestic companies, may be a good ground for re
examination of such contracts and the possible inclusion of such
provision in those contracts.
Senator RIBICOFF. It isn’t our intention to have the long arm of the
Government go into every legitimate business, but when you have an
American company doing business with the Government, if some
wrongdoing develops, our courts, our governmental agencies, our com

mittees have a way of reaching them.
But here you do business with non-American companies, overseas,
where the power of any writ from any agency in the American Govern
ment is prevented from going into these fields. It would seem to me
these companies, if they want to do business with the United States,
should have some restriction, some sanction or some ability for our
authorities to take a look at them.

I am not talking irresponsibly, but it would seem to me that it
wouldn’t be very difficult to amend Army regulations and say to a
company like Sarl, “If you want to do business with us, you have to
open up your books for audit under these circumstances.”
Mr. WEBSTER. Mr. Chairman, we discussed earlier the interdepart

mental action task group, and one step they have taken with respect
to insuring that the official exchange rate is followed with fidelity by
contractors in Vietnam who receive dollars and thereafter change them
to piasters was a provision for an audit clause in such contracts.
enator RIBICoEF. Is that going to go into effect?
Mr. WEBSTER. That has been put into effect already.
Senator RIBICOFF. Has Sarl Electronics been barred from making
further sales to our military forces in Vietnam?
Secretary RESOR. All contracts with Sarl Electronics have been ter
minated and their authority to do business in Vietnam has not been
renewed.

Mr. DUFFY. Could we find out when that occurred?

When did that direction go out?
Secretary RESOR. The termination? We terminated for convenience
of the Government, I would say about 6 months ago.
Senator GURNEY. Would the chairman yield?
Senator RIBICoEF. Certainly.

Senator GURNEY. I think the chairman's point is a very good one as
a suggestion to revise these rules, Mr. Secretary. I was also going to
suggest perhaps another tool that you might explore.
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What is wrong, for example, with putting in a rule that a company
#
business with the Department of Defense which refuses to
testify before a congressional committee concerning transactions
which it is having with the Department of Defense, and I am talking,
of course, about the Sarl case here, would be prevented from further
bidding?
That might be something which you might probe.
Secretary RESOR. I would be glad to look into that. Conceivably,
there might be a constitutional problem. I will have our General
Counsel look into that specific suggestion.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Secretary, I certainly, for one, appreciate the
comments you have made before the staff and the committee.
We approach this with great concern, worrying about the effect on
morale. I am happy to report to you that as a result of a trip through

Europe and speaking with many GIs, though they were appalled by it,

£

a lot of them told me they were mighty
to see this investigation
underway. They already see the effect.
They had felt the morale was much worse, feeling that there was
hanky-panky going on, and they were glad to see a crackdown, both
by the £ as well as the procedures £d now by the Army.
We appreciate this has taken time from you and your Department.
You have other important work. But I think the net result will be
very good, indeed.
n page 4, you mention that you are requiring people to file finan
cial interest statements wherever they are engaged in procurement.
The U.S. Senate is far from being complete in filing adequate re
turns on individual Senators, but we do file confidentially, every year,
our income tax statements.

Would it be wise to have income tax returns, also, copies of them,
filed in confidence in some safekeeping for major procurement per
sonnel who engaged in large-scale buying which might also be a con
cern on their part to file a fraudulent statement or file a statement that

shows income that they can’t justify? .

Secretary REsoR. I would like to investigate that suggestion. Of
course, an income tax return has a lot of personal confidential material
in it, and whether that is, in essence, an invasion of privacy in this
circumstance is something one would have to weigh. We, of cour
have the power to get income tax returns where we feel they woul
help us from the Internal Revenue Service and we have used that in
these investigations.
We hope that this requirement to declare any financial interest and
periodically update it will have, in essence, a deterrent effect.
Senator PERCY. That doesn’t take care of the cash kickbacks at all.
Secretary RESOR. No. it doesn’t.

Senator PERCY. There may be a certain category where, if they take

one of these highly desirable jobs, for which there seems to be no lack
of people wanting them, there would then be this additional require
ment that might cause them to think twice. If as club managers they

have to file it, maybe they will be a little tougher on the personnel.
We thought through whether or not the confidentiality of it was
worth it and we # decided in the Congress that it was worth
while to protect the public interest for everyone of us to file income
tax returns every year.
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Secretary REsor. We will seriously review that suggestion.
artment of
to us that the
Senator PERCY. You have repo
the Army has completed its investigation of the five individuals in
volved in the

£ Corp.

Would you care to tell us what the Department's recommendation
to the Department of Justice was?

Secretary Resor. I would like our Deputy General Counsel to
answer that question because he has had dealings directly with the
Department of Justice.
Mr. WEBSTER. We do not make recommendations to the Depart
ment of Justice. We have cooperated with Justice very closely from
the beginning when we had a potential criminal case.
We have turned over to them our full investigative reports. We
stand ready to assist them in any further investigation that they wish
to have. Beyond that, we do not make a recommendation to them. It
is their job within the Department of Justice to determine whether
they should prosecute and, if so, for what crime.

£

ERCY. Because of our interest in making certain that we

do follow through pursuant to our oversee responsibility, would it be
acceptable procedure for you to discuss with our counsel your own
personal conclusions even if you did not make a written recommenda
tion to the Department? That way we could see whether or not we
should follow more carefully with Justice?
Mr. WEBSTER. I may add parenthetically I don’t mean to imply

that we do not give our personal feelings to the Department of Justice
during the course of our cooperation and extensive discussions, but
we do not make a formal recommendation to them as to what they
should do with the case.

Senator PERCY. But you do give an opinion?

Mr. WEBSTER. That varies from case to case. I have personally made
certain statements to various people over there concerning my views
of this case, yes.
Senator PERCY. May I ask this, then, and you have to decide whether
public disclosure of any kind is in the public interest, did you come
to the conclusion that the testimony and the investigations by our
own staff warranted further action? Or would you feel it warranted
the cases?
just
Mr. WEBSTER. Mr. Chairman, I would not like to comment on the
evidence in the case, but certainly the evidence developed as a result of
the hearings warranted further action on the part of the Department

£

of the Army. We vigorously pursued our investigations, and they
culminated in a report which we have forwarded to the Department
of Justice for their evaluation.

. Beyond that, I would not think at this time, until further resolution
is made at least by the Department of Justice, it would be appropriate
for me to comment publiclv.
Senator PERCY. We
counsel, then.

£á

Mr. Secret

appreciate your counseling with our

, as you also stated in the case concerning Maj. Gen.

Carl Turner, former Provost Marshal General of the Army, was

referred to the Department of Justice.
Can you tell us whether or not this case should, in your judgment,
be pursued further?
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Secretary REsor. Again, I would like Mr. Webster to answer that,

who has been dealing with the Department on that. In this case, it is
the Internal Revenue Service.

Mr. WEBSTER. Senator Percy, I think my answer should be the same
with respect to General Turner. I think it is significant that we pre

pared a report that we felt worthy of forwarding to the Department

G' there is a two-step process
in going to Justice. Óur Criminal Investigation Division has produced
its report for this case which, as you know, was referred to the Depart
ment of Justice by us back in September.
The report that we produced was assembled in close cooperation
with agents from the Internal Revenue Service. The Justice Depart
ment has designated the Internal Revenue Service as the agency re
sponsible for reporting to Justice.
So our report went from the Army to IRS and will thereafter
go from IRS to the Department of Justice.
Senator PERCY. You have gone much farther than we were able to.
You had everything we had and then you carried it further. I think
there is a certain sense of urgency in making certain that weeks
don’t go into months, months continuing into years. We must avoid
the £ that if there is a general involved, justice can be de
layed, but if a GI is accused some place along the line he can get a
court-martial just like that.
This case, I think, should be brought to a conclusion because it in
volved so conspicuous a conflict of testimony involving hundreds of
guns between the superintendent of police of the city of Chicago and
of Justice. Of course, with

the General.

#

I think there are a
many people waiting to see whether this
case is just lost in the shuffle or whether we are going to press forward.
I would like enough information so that we can contact Justice. Do
you feel it should be pressed forward? If your investigation shows
there is a need for action, then perhaps we can see that this doesn’t
get lost in the workload in the Justice Department.
Can you tell us whether there are any recommendations or court
martials as to any of the participants in the irregularities in the clubs
and mess systems that this subcommittee has uncovered during the
course of these hearings?
Mr. WEBSTER. Senator Percy, with respect to that, the Criminal In
vestigation Division has some 32 open cases which arise essentially out
of the subject matter of these hearings.

Those investigations have not all been completed. A few have been.
Appropriate action should be taken in the reasonably near future with
respect to a decision on whether or not to proceed with court-martial

Pr:
I would expect a decision on some of those cases in the relatively
near future.

Senator PERCY. In the relatively near future. Would you define that
a little bit more?

Mr. WEBSTER. I would be hopeful in the month of March and per

h"g: even within 10 days or so.

-

Senator PERCY. I thank you very much for that decision.

I have no doubt that we can deal and you can deal with those who
are still in the service.
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I am primarily concerned about those who might just escape wrong
doing because they have left the service.
Mr. Robert Parker, who headed the Irregular Practices Committee
-

-

in Vietnam testified before our subcommittee on November 18, 1969.

Be stated, among other things, that we need a system whereby Amer
ican nationals abroad can be brought to justice, especially in Viet
nam, where the host government is reluctant to press charges against
U.S. citizens.

He was referring to military personnel and to contractor-employed
personnel and category 4 personnel, the latter two categories being
civilians.

Mr. Parker pointed out that the GIs are court-martialed for money
violations but that contractor employees and category 4 employees
are only fired, suspended or possibly debarred from the military post.
It seems to me that these are people who have really stained the
reputation of this country abroad and they ought to be brought to
Jiustice.
What could be done about this inequity? Should there be some
changes in the United States Code of Military Justice, the United
States Code, or should these be taken care of by treaty?
We would like to see them brought to justice just like the GI who
is engaged in wrongdoing.
Secretary RESOR. It is my understanding that the draft of legisla
tion has been submitted to the Bureau of the Budget which would
provide for jurisdiction of civilian courts over this kind of offense.
Senator PERCY. So we could contact the Bureau of the Budget. How
long have they had that draft legislation?
Secretary REsor. About a month.
Senator PERCY. We could contact them to see whether or not it

could be gotten out.

Secretary RESOR. I would think so.
Mr. WEBSTER. I might observe that some of the offenses with which
we have been dealing in the Army investigation, of course, have been
violations of title 18 of the United States Code and, therefore, trial
in civilian courts of those individuals could be given to members of
the military on active duty or retired members of the military, or
discharged members of the military or civilians.

So there are certain categories of offenses for which jurisdiction
currently exists and trial in civilian courts can be given.
Senator PERCY. Is there any basis for taking into account a statute
of limitations? If fraudulent statements are filed with the Army, for
instance, if false income tax returns are filed, can you continue to
have jurisdiction even though they have been discharged from the
Army in the meantime?
It seems to place such a burden on the fellow who stays in the serv
ice, who then can be court-martialed, and the one who has gotten out
of the service you can’t seem to touch.
Secretary REsor. As illustrated in the case of the five sergeants, three
are out of the service, but there is jurisdiction in the civilian courts
over those men. In fact, that is why we thought it was preferable for
Justice to handle this case, where they could get all five in one case.
As Mr. Webster pointed out, most of the violations we are concerned
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with here are violations of Federal criminal statutes for which the civil

courts have jurisdiction.

Senator PERCY. And it would be your preference, even if legislation
could be devised that would give you jurisdiction, to have them turned
over to civilian courts once they are out, provided they are alleged
to have committed some wrong?
Secretary RESOR. No; I don’t have a particular preference on it. I

think the Supreme Court's recent decisions have tended to limit the
jurisdiction of military courts, and to emphasize the jurisdiction of
civilian courts.

-

But, of course, if Congress felt differently, they could so legislate.
It certainly has the power.
Senator PERCY. On November 21, 1969, the acting chairman ordered
material the subcommittee staff had compiled as to other military per
sonnel involved in kickbacks and so forth to be forwarded to the Army
CID for appropriate action.
Can you tell us what appropriate action was taken? If it is not at
your fingertips, it could be reported back later.
Mr. WEBSTER. The appropriate action that was taken was, first, the
analysis of that material.
Second, the use of that material with respect to ongoing criminal
investigations.
Third, and I am not sure whether there is such a category, possibly
the use of that material to open a criminal investigation.
I would have to check and supply for the record whether such third
category exists or not. But certainly, this information was used, not
only with respect to cases we had under consideration, but to evaluate

whether we should open additional criminal investigations.
Senator PERCY. In conclusion, because I would like to yield to my
colleague, Senator Gurney, I would like to mention one of those cases.
One of the cases that the staff recently turned over to CID involved
an Army custodian in Qui Nhon who received substantial kickbacks
which were funneled to his wife's stateside bank account.

In the fall of 1968, this man suddenly retired from the service and
returned to the United States and deposited substantial amounts of
cash in his bank accounts.

On one occasion he deposited 160 $100 bills, $16,000, in a savings
account in San Antonio, Tex. Interestingly, while he was released from
the service as custodian, he purchased in excess of $56,000 in goods

#

from one vendor, and in June 1969, while a civilian he has
a.S 8,
salesman in Qui Nhon for the same vendor and made a sale in excess

of $56,000 to the custodian in Qui Nhon who replaced him.
I am wondering what can be done in a shocking situation of this
type, in view of the fact that this man is a civilian now. What action
can be taken to have him brought to justice?
Secretary RESOR. This is the kind of case where civilian courts would

have jurisdiction. I am not familiar with this particular case.
Mr. WEBSTER. This, Senator Percy, is an open CID investigation.
Since that investigation is in progress, I wouldn’t like to comment on
the facts or

:facts

in the case.

However, it does involve a potential bribery situation. As such, ade
quate legislation currently exists to allow punishment in the civilian
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courts, even though this individual has been discharged from the
Service.

Again, as with the case of some of the sergeants, we are investigating
this case, and we can take appropriate action. It can be turned over

to the Department of Justice and if the facts warrant, the Department
of Justice could initiate prosecution to support a bribery conviction.
Senator PERCY. Again, Mr. Secretary, I would like to thank you
for your appearance today and the careful analysis that has been done,
and the actions you have already taken. I only hope on those unfinished
the decisions would be made and swiftly carried out, such as the

#

auditS.

I think a situation like that is just absolutely clear, that it ought to
be done, and the clubs ought to have those audits, with procedures
so standard in business organizations.
I should think within a couple of days that could be implemented
and out of the way.
Secretary REsor. I would like to first thank you for your comments
and assure you that I have been personally following this and will
-

continue to do so.

We are going to press any incomplete investigations to conclu
sion, and similarly we will press forward with the audits.
I know I can say Mr. Laird feels the same way about the audits, in
particular.
Senator PERCY. Thank Vou.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Secretary, on page 4 of your statement, you

point out that new procedures have been put into effect to train people
in club management. This sounds like a good idea.
I must say, though, that the Army sergeants we had before us were
among the most qualified and best trained club managers I expect
the Army ever had, at least for their own profit.
What kind of control are you going to have over the personnel to
make sure you have honest people?
Secretary RESOR. As I have pointed out in my statement, we first are
going to debar anyone from that kind of a job who has a record that
casts any doubt on his integrity. We are also going to require anyone
who goes into that kind of a job to have training, and we have such
a course at Fort Eustis.

People who are trained will have the qualifying symbol attached to
their MOS. The open messes will be directed to requisition people
qualifier so that they can be sure they are getting trained

#"

people.

Senator GURNEY. Are you instituting any other special controls to
make sure these people keep on the straight and narrow path?
Secretary REsor. We have instituted the requirement for a state
ment of financial interest by club personnel and we are developing a
central list of debarred or suspended suppliers.
We have emphasized command supervision of this. General West
moreland sent out a message to all commanders directing them to
exercise particular surveillance over this subject.
We are at this time revising our regulations governing the operations
of messes, open messes.

Senator GURNEY. Regarding that point of supervision, that really,
I think, is exactly what we ought to be talking about. I don’t think
a directive from a commander to exercise an abundance of caution
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probably will have much effect until you have somebody who can
exercise the abundance of caution.

I think it is fairly well known that most commanders are more con
cerned with other things, particularly in a war zone, than they are with
this management.
I would think you might have some special procedures, maybe some
special man, to exercise special supervision.
Secretary RESOR. As you know, I have directed the Army Audit
Agency to make audits of clubs.
Senator GURNEY. We are going to get to that. But you don’t really
then, have any new procedures as far as whoever is in charge of PX
managers. That is what I am asking.
Secretary REsor. We have introduced the centralized procurement

which I spoke of. As I have outlined, we are doing background inves
tigations on all individuals who are involved in # kind of position.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you specifically: We have a PX man
ager in the X Division fighting in Vietnam. Has there been any change
in the command setup of that division as to the control of this PX
manager?
Secretary REsoR. This investigation, as you will recall, dealt with
open messes. It is in the open mess area that we made these changes.
ow, any man who was serving in an open mess connected with £
division would have had a background check done on him.

Also, any procurement he would be doing would be done centrally.
And, finally, he would have had to file a statement of financial interest.
Senator GURNEY. As for the person who supervised him, I suppose
that really is the division commander in the last analysis. There has
been no change in that setup?
Secretary REsor. No; except that that division commander has been
notified through channels of General Westmoreland's direction to

exercise special command supervision over this function.

Finally, we are reviewing our General Army Regulations which
relate to open messes to see if any additional administrative changes
should be announced.

Senator GURNEY. I do observe, though, and I served both in an en
listed capacity and a command capacity for a number of years, that
the last thing that a commander of troops is interested in is a club
operation.

I think you will have to have somebody who is trained in that job
and who can recognize some of the difficulties other than the division
commander or the regular line officers.

Secretary REsor. I believe General Davis can add to my answer.
General DAVIS. I think your point is very well taken. Certainly, the
efforts of this committee and the results of the Army efforts have
focused great attention on the whole matter as we understand it.
We are doing two or three things in the units along the lines you
are talking about.
For example, the principal division personnel officer who has the
official title of assistant chief of staff, G-1, is taking a more active and
direct interest in club operations, acting for the commander.
We are looking at the possibility, and we haven’t changed this
worldwide yet because it takes some exploration, of changing our board

of governors system. Where in the past we used boards of governors
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from the club membership to monitor the club operation, we are now
thinking of changing that to an advisory group that is selected by
the commander from among the membership, and which has outside
le.

Pe: example, in the NCO club we might have two or three advisers
from the membership but also experts, perhaps the G-1 officer, who
would be advisers, who will watch the operation and report to G-1
and, in turn, he will report to the commander.
I think the traditional command responsibility that the commanders
have always had for the clubs will certainly be emphasized and stressed
in this type of change in our execution of that responsibility in the
chain of command.

Senator GURNEY. But you don’t have anybody who really is trained
to be watchful over these kind of managers? There is no change in
your procedures in that regard?
General DAVIS. I don’t want to say we don’t have because so many

other things have been done. For example, in our basic officer courses
in our service schools we are expanding instruction on just what it
takes to supervise a mess, so as they move up in the chain of command
they will have a better feel for it.
We are stressing matters of integrity, conflict of interest, and what
this means, why it is important. Our mess managers' course that we
hope to have started by July that the Secretary mentioned will pro

vide, I think, a better qualified man in these jobs as the managers.
We are taking a very hard look at our existing

ations, particu

# at the operating level. As has been the case with these regulations
in the past, the procedures are there. Given an honest man of good will
in the supervisory role, if he follows the regulations that have been
laid out on how to do this, we can have a
operation.
Senator GURNEY. Let us leave that and attend the audit process.

Can you amplify, Mr. Secretary, what you are doing in the audit
field? It seems to me this is the best weapon you have to uncover
dishonesty.

You do state that you are making audits, but have you changed your
audit procedures any?
Secretary RESOR. Yes. As I stated, at my direction, the Army Audit

Agency has conducted a detailed study of the problems in the area,
and they have also made audits of selected clubs throughout the world
on an unscheduled, unannounced basis.

-

As you know, the Army Audit Agency is wholly independent of com
mands. It operates out of Headquarters, Department of Army.
Senator GURNEY. This was not the case before?

Secretary RESOR. No.
Senator GURNEY. So this is new 7

Secretary RESOR. These audits are new.

Senator GURNEY. This, I take it, is a thorough kind of an audit—
Secretary RESOR. It is like the GAO, for example, might do. It is an

£
expert, independent organization, independent of indi
vidual commands.
Senator GURNEY. Are you setting up procedures where this will be
done in the future on a regular basis

Secretary Resor. It will be continued certainly until we get in the
annual audits by independent certified public accountants and it may
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even be continued after that if it seems appropriate to supplement
those independent audits with the Army Audit Agency.
Senator GURNEY. As to the regular audit, have there been any
changes there? That is, whatever regular audit would be made.
Secretary RESOR. You mean the command audit, by the commander.
Senator GURNEY. Has that been changed?

Secretary RESOR. Let me ask General Davis if he knows.
Senator GURNEY. That, obviously, was not working before or we
wouldn’t have the problems we now have. Our testimony showed no
audit which showed anything.
Mr. DUFFY. With one exception, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Which one was that?

Mr. DUFFY. I think they conducted an investigation of the Evans'
in Ben Hoa.

Do you remember the name of the camp?
Secretary RESOR. Long Binh.
Mr. DUFFY. There was one investigation that was thorough, Mr.
Chairman, We put that information into the record.
At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)
ecretary RESOR. Recently, we have had command audits in Europe

that have turned up matters for investigation:
Senator GURNEY. There was a previous discussion on this audit
business.

Did I hear you correctly when you stated that independent audits
would be carried out in all areas with the exception of war zones? Was
that your testimony?
Mr. WEBSTER. I made that comment, Senator Gurney. What I said
was that Mr. Laird had, by direction, required independent audits
and there was some discussion going on as to what should be excluded
from the blanket rule, but that there was no resolution of that issue

at the moment, and that it should be coming forth fairly soon, within
a month or so.

One of the possible exclusions would be war zones, where it might

be impractical or dangerous to get in private auditors,
Senator RIBICOFF. If the Senator will yield for an inquiry, we will
have to suspend in a few minutes.

Can you come back at 1:45, Mr. Secretary? I think we are prac
tically through with your testimony. Could you spend about 15 min
utes or a half hour with us?

Secretary RESOR. I would be glad to.
Senator GURNEY. I would simply observe here from our investiga
tion that if that rule were placed into effect, it would not cure the
whole problem of what is going on in Vietnam.
Secretary RESOR. We didn’t mean Vietnam as a whole. These would
be selected areas that were particularly hazardous for this purpose.
Senator GURNEY. I see.

Secretary RESOR. Let me supplement the changes we have done, too.

We have also increased the frequency of scheduled and unscheduled
inspections of open messes.
enator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until 1:45,
-

and would you please return? I think the balance will be very brief. I
do appreciate your coming back.
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We will standin recess until 1:45.

(Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 1:45 p.m. the same day.)

-

-

(Members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:10 p.m., Senator Abraham A.
Ribicoff presiding.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will bein order.

-

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators McClellan, Ribicoff, and Gurney.)
TESTIMONY OF HON, STANLEY R. RESOR, BRIG. GEN. FRANKLIN M.

DAVIS, JR, AND R. KENLY WEBSTER—Resumed
Senator RIBICoEF. I have one question, Mr. Secretary, and I think
Senator Gurney has a few. I thank you for your patience.
Take an outfit like Sarl Electronics. They were known by another
name in Korea. Their conduct in Korea was such that the Defense

Department barred them from doing further business in Korea.
Now we find that William Crum was the chief actor in Korea. He

comes to Saigon and he operates under Sarl Electronics.

£

when you bar a company, they can change their name and operate
with the same principals and the same stockholders.
Are you doing anything to make sure that when you bar a com
pany
just don’t reorganize under a new name and start doin
business with the Government with basically the same
Secretary RESOR. I think the facts may be slightly different from
the way you summarized them. I believe Crum was operating in Korea
and he was subject of investigation in 1959.
Prior to the expiration of Sarl’s authorization to do business he

£

£

was an employee of Sarl's in Vietnam. I don't know for a fact whether
the financial interests of Sarl are the same as those of the entity that
used to do business in Korea in 1960.

However, you have pointed to a situation which we certainly would
not want to permit to recur. In other words, we don’t intend to permit
the real parties in interest in Sarl to merely reincorporate under a new
corporate shell and come back and do business with the Army again
in Vietnam. We will see that that cannot happen.
Senator RIBICOFF. Don’t you think it might be a good idea, when
you do business with a company in Saigon, or any place in the
world, to have them at least submit an affidavit as to who their main
stockholders are, their officers and directors so you can check to make
sure you are not dealing with a dummy company that its male fac
tors have set up to do business again?
Secretary REsor. I would think that would be possible, and we will
certainly lookinto that suggestion.

Senator RIBICoEF. I want to thank you, Senator Gurney, for allow
ing me to interrupt you. I know you have not finished with the testi
mony. Would you please proceed?
Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I thought we might explore the black-market opera
tion in piasters a little bit.
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The evidence in our earlier hearings indicated that there was a
black-market operation going on that produces about $150 million in

profit every year in Vietnam.
My question is: Has the Army done anything about the military
payment certificate procedures in Vietnam to try to curb this black
market operation?
Secretary RESOR. As we said earlier, there has been this Interdepart
mental Action Task Group set up to deal specifically with the black
marketing problem. It represents several of the government depart

ments. It was set up in January specifically, it will deal with the
military £ certificates problem, to see if any additional restric
tions on the use of those would be helpful.
As you know, they already have the practice of periodically, on an
unannounced basis, changing the MPC's so that anyone who has the
old MPC and got it illegally would have to turn it in for the new one
to get value and so they are penalized because they don’t and they
lose their value.

(At this point Senator McClellan withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator GURNEY. What has the MPC accomplished anyway if we
still have this vast, illicit black-market operation? To put it another
way, why not pay the soldiers in piasters and then they can’t exchange
them for piasters in the black market.
Secretary RESOR. Perhaps General Davis can explain the function
of the MPC better than I can.

General DAVIs. I will try, sir.
Senator GURNEY. To make one other observation, it almost looks as

though the military payment certificate plan doesn't accomplish much
more than in paying in dollars, because you can readily cash the certif
# in for black-market piasters £ realize a profit. What good
is it?

Secretary RESOR. First, you can, of course, as I have indicated, ter
minate the validity of the MPC, which, of course, you can't do with
legal tender. When you terminate that and create a new MPC you do
have a way of policing the holders of the MPC's.
Senator GURNEY. How many times has that been done?
General DAVIS. At least twice in the last 3 years, possibly three times.
Senator GURNEY. Apparently, it hasn’t prevented the estimated $150
million profit a year.
Secretary REsor. That is the kind of thing, as I say, that this Inter
departmental Task Group is currently set up to deal with. I personally
have not been involved in this particular problem.
Senator GURNEY. Maybe the General could assist.

General DAVIS. I will try. I saw a little of this when I was person
nel staff officer out there in August 1967 to May of 1968. This matter

is handled in the Pentagon now in the comptroller's office and I am
in a different department. Essentially, the idea behind the military
ayment certificates was to provide us with a control device when we go
into a place like Vietnam, to assist all anti-black-market operations.
As you have already pointed out and is understood, this has not
been totally successful, £ I think it proper to say that the total
amount of money in this black-market traffic is not all generated by
MPC's.
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What the MPC does is give the military a means of controlling and
keeping track of, to some extent, of who has the money, where it
goes, and to readily identify it.

It also gives us a handle on the exchange between the MPC's, which
are the dollar instruments or dollar representations, and the piasters.
You have to allow some authorized exchange of dollars into piasters
for people in a situation like that.
Senator GURNEY. I understand all that. But since it hasn’t worked,

have you explored any other plan that might work?
Secretary REsor. That is just exactly what the task group is doing
right now.

Senator Gurney. But it hasn't recommended anything?
Secretary RESOR. Not in this field. It has come up with the first

recommendation that Mr. Webster referred to earlier, but it has
not yet made one on MPC's.

Senator GURNEY. There were a number of devices that were sug
gested, as I recall, at the hearings last year. One point was the inability
of GI’s to exchange the certificates into piasters. There was one place
in Saigon, as I recall, and that was all.
Suggestions were made at the previous hearings of why not afford
the opportunity or ability to exchange certificates for piasters at the
pay table, whenever the pay is made to the table?
Has there been any exploration of those simple devices that might
help?

£retary

REsor. I would assume the task group would study that
kind of a suggestion.
Senator #: But so far, nothing has been done?
Secretary REsor. I am not familiar with the——
GURNEY. The war may be over by the time they finish this
t

£ator

a SK.

Secretary REsor. As you know, they only started in January.
. Senator GURNEY. I am sure the present administration hopes it
1S.

ti

£ary REsor. I think you will find they will act very expedi

1ously.

Senator GURNEY. At any rate, the essence of it is that really nothing
has been done except the group study?
Secretary Resor. On the MPC problem?
Senator GURNEY. On the whole black market problem of piasters
and the exchange of military payment certificates.
Secretary Resor. No; I believe that limits on the purchase of dollar
instruments have been imposed in an effort to help detect excessive
-

purchases.

Senator GURNEY. Can you explain that a little more?
Secretary Resor. That is the extent of my knowledge about it, but
we can get additional knowledge from Vietnam if you are interested

and supply it for the record.

. Senator GURNEy. I think we are interested to the tune of $150 mil
lion a year.

Secretary Resor. I believe Mr. Rossides, the next scheduled wit
ness, will deal more particularly with this currency problem.
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Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
That is all.

Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much, Secretary Resor.
At this point, without objection, we will introduce for the record
the statement of the Department of the Army dated March 1, 1970,
entitled “Information For Members of Congress.”

Thank you very much.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 226” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT NO. 226

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY,
WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 1, 1970

Information for members of Congress:
The Department of the Army has completed its investigation of the activities
of the five shareholders in a corporation doing business under the name of
Inc., and has referred the matter for disposition to the Department of

£".
ustice.

All five individuals have been mentioned in connection with recent allegations
of irregularities in the operation of NCO Clubs. Three of the five—Theodore Bass,
Narvaez Hatcher, and Seymour Lazar—are no longer on active duty. The other
two—MSG William Higdon and SGM William O. Wooldridge—remain on active
duty. As jurisdiction of the Department of the Army is concurrent with that of
the Department of Justice as to some but not all Of the five, coordination on the

matter between the departments was required and resulted in the decision to
refer the matter to the Justice Department. Army investigative resources will
continue to be available, as necessary, to assist the Justice Department in its
actions.

Discussions with the Department of Justice have been continuing since last
fall, when the two Departments reached an agreement on an allocation of in
vestigative responsibilities concerning both the NCO club allegations and alle
gations concerning gun transactions by retired Major General Carl C. Turner.

The Alcohol Tobacco Firearms Division of the Treasury Department has not
yet completed its investigation of the Turner gun transactions. In early January,
the Army completed its investigation in the Maredem case and submitted its

findings to the Department of Justice. Discussions followed concerning the
relative desirability of the Army's acting only as to those personnel still on
active duty, or turning the entire matter over to the Department of Justice.
Today's announcement reflects agreement between the Departments to the
latter course of action but does not foreclose the possibility of further proceed
ings by the Army at a later date should developments in the case so warrant.

Investigation and evaluation of other allegations against individuals over
whom the Army has jurisdiction, including MSG Higdon and SGM Wooldridge,
is continuing. Because of the status of these matters, it would be inappropriate
to comment further upon them.
(Furnished by: Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison.)

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Rossides, will any of your staff assist you in
answering questions?
Mr. RossIDEs. Yes.
h

£or RIBICOFF. Those who will assist, please raise your right

3.1101.

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Mr. RossIDEs. I do.
Mr. Cox. I do.
Mr. GORDON. I do.
Mr. MEEHAN. I do.
35–359–71—pt. 4–4
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TESTIMONY OF EUGENET. ROSSIDES, SIDNEY COX, EDGAR GORD0N,

AND BERNARD L. MEEHAN, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH McGOWAN
AND ROBERT G. EFTELAND

Senator RIBICOFF. We thank you for accommodating your schedule
to the subcommittee's schedule.

Would you identify the gentlemen who are with you?
Mr. RossIDEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure, actually, to accommodate myself. I think it is im
portant # the executive be as available as possible to the legislative.
Accompanying me today, Senator, is Mr. Sidney Cox, Assistant
-

Fiscal Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; on my left, Mr. Ed
Gordon, Office of Assistant Secretary for International Affairs, who

has also served a tour of duty at the Embassy in Saigon; on my far
left, Bernard L. Meehan, Special Assistant to the Assistant Commis
sioner for Compliance of the Internal Revenue Service.
Also accompanying us, Senator, is Mr. Joseph McGowan, the Assist
ant Director of the International Operations £ of the Internal
Revenue Service; and my assistant, Mr. Robert Efteland.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:

I am pleased to be here today to report on the activities of the Treas
ury Department, within the overall effort of this Government, to keep
under reasonable control the illicit financial transactions in Vietnam

to which the combination of war and inflation give rise.
The Treasury Department has watched with a
t deal of interest
the hearings held by the subcommittee. The subcommittee is to be
highly commended for its efforts and the investigative materials
assembled. The situation revealed by the subcommittee needs correc
tion, and the Treasury Department will do whatever it can to elim
inate these abuses within the limits set by its operational responsi
bilities. As this subcommittee is well aware, the problems are not
new; they require continuing surveillance, frequent modifications and
adaptations of regulations and controls, and determined enforcement.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL ACTION TASE GROUP

I am pleased to inform the subcommittee of the formation of an
Interdepartmental Action Task Group composed of the State, Treas
ury '"Defense Departments and the
for International
Development.
I understand that Secretary Resor touched on this briefly during
his testimony.
This Action Task Group was established in December 1969, for the
purpose of improving Government agencies' existing procedures and

''

practices in the administration of £ in Vietnam so as to elim

inate opportunities for black marketing, currency manipulation and
for the purpose of exploring the broader aspects of economic condi

tions which spawn black marketing and currency manipulation.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I should like to submit for
the record at this point a copy of the “Memorandum of Understand.
Among the Departments of State, Treasury and Defense.”
enator RIBICoEF. Without objection, it will be inserted into the
record at this point.

"g
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 227” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 227

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE, TREASURY,
AND
1.

DEFENSE
PURPOSE

In order to improve interdepartmental coordination and execution of policy
decisions, this memorandum establishes an interdepartmental Action Task Group
for the purpose of improving existing Defense Department, AID and other gov
ernment agencies procedures and practices in the administration of programs in
Vietnam so as to eliminate opportunities for blackmarketing, currency manipula
tion and for the purpose of exploring the broader aspects of economic conditions
which spawn blackmarketing and currency manipulation. It prescribes the scope
of that group's responsibility and duties, and commits the signatory executive de
partments concerned, within the scope of their respective responsibility, to im
plementation through appropriate and meaningful actions on the approved rec
ommendations of the Action Task Group.
II.

BACKGROUND

Vast amounts of resources of the United States have been committed to use in
Vietnam and in related areas. It is vital to the interests of the United States that

such resources be safeguarded, that they be used in full measure both for the
purpose and by the recipients intended, and that their usefulness not be diluted
through any siphoning off into unauthorized channels by such means as black
marketing, currency manipulation and inflated costs.
III. ACTION TASK GROUP

A. An Action Task Group is hereby established. It shall be composed of rep
resentatives of the signatory departments, and such other executive department
bureaus and agencies as may have a meaningful contribution to make to the work
of the group.
B. The Action Task Group will be chaired by a Defense Department representa
tive jointly selected by the Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Defense.
IV.

DUTIES OF THE ACTION TASK GROUP

A. With a view to recommending actions for the control, curtailing and elimina
tion of blackmarketing and currency manipulations, the Action Task Group shall
study the broader economic conditions in which these practices flourish and shall
investigate and study practices, techniques, operation, controls and procedures
relating, but not limited, to the following:
1. United States Government financed procurement and/or aid to, or for
use in, the Republic of Vietnam.
2. United States Government agencies, their instrumentalities, and non
appropriated fund activities, as well as firms which are concessionaires, con
tractors or sub-contractors of these entities and the employees and tech
nical representatives of any of these firms of entities.
3. The Military Payment Certificate system and other currency matters.
4. Currency manipulations including but not limited to illegal schemes in
volving banking practices or the use of the United States Postal facilities.
B. The Action Task Group shall through the chairman make written recom
mendations for implementation directly to the signatory secretary or secretaries
concerned, or the appropriate deputy thereof.
W. COOPERATION

The signatory secretaries shall cause to be circulated and made known within
their respective departments, the establishment of the Action Task Group, and
they shall direct that all elements under their jurisdiction extend cooperation
to the group. This shall include the providing of information, reports, personnel
and logistical Support and assistance, on a priority basis.

|
-
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VI.

REPORTS

The Action Task Group shall submit reports of their work to the Secretaries
concerned, as appropriate, but not less frequently than every ninety days. The
signatory secretaries shall submit periodic reports on action taken on the Group's
recommendations.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION

It is agreed that a recommendation of the Action Task Group which is ap
proved by the signatory secretary concerned shall be implemented through ap
propriate and meaningful action by the approving Secretary or secretaries.
VIII.

EFFECTIVE

DATE

This agreement shall be effective upon approval of the signatory secretaries.
Approved.
JOHN A. HANNAH,

Administrator, Agency for International Development (12/16/69).
DAVID M. KENNEDY,

The Secretary of the Treasury (12/11/69).
WILLIAM P. ROGERs,

The Secretary of State (12/15/69).
DAVID PACKARD,

The Secretary of Defense (12/6/69).

Mr. RossIDEs. This is the first time, Mr. Chairman, that an admin
istration has elevated the effort in this area to such a high level. I can
assure this subcommittee that the Secretaries of State, Defense, and
Treasury, and the Administrator of AID are determined to do every
thing possible to control this problem.
The action task group is chaired by a Defense Department repre
sentative, Mr. Frank A. Bartimo, Assistant General Counsel (Man
power and Reserve Affairs). I have had the pleasure of working with
Mr. Bartimo on a number of matters and can attest to his ability,

experience, and determination. He is an outstanding career public
servant and we are fortunate to have him as the Chairman of the

action task group.
I might comment that this is an action group. It is made up of career
men who know their field and who have £ pulled together to work
on this very difficult problem.
Basic to all the problems of controlling illicit activities is the in

stability which affects the Vietnamese economy. The problems of
maintaining economic stability there under present circumstances are
staggering—Vietnam is a small country engaged in a large war, with
large numbers of troops located in the country, with heavy war
related expenditures sharply affecting the entire economy.
The problems of inflation and economic disruption have never been
fully resolved or easily managed in a country
in a major war
taking place in its own territory. The examples of Europe in World
War II, Korea in the Korean war, or even the United States during
the U.S. Civil War, show many of the same problems of economic
disruption and instability now faced in Vietnam.
We must bear in mind that the basic responsibility for economic
stabilization rests with the Government of Vietnam. Similarly, insofar
as its own citizens are concerned, it has both the jurisdiction and
responsibility to curb their illicit activities. But this cannot be done

£

without our assistance.

The basic operational responsibility for the control of illicit finan
cial transactions in Vietnam is necessarily in State, Defense, and AID,
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because of their significant presence in Vietnam. The Treasury has an
important role to play and £ offered its full facilities
in an ad
visory capacity in the establishment of appropriate regulations and

#

in local enforcement; and (2) actual enforcement, primarily through
the Internal Revenue Service in terms of evasion of U.S. taxes, and
the Bureau of Customs under contract to AID in terms of monitoring
the AID-funded commercial import program (CIP).
Let me note that the enforcement problems are complicated by the
fact that the U.S. Government must provide efficient and effective
facilities to assure that our citizens, and especially our combat troops,
are able freely to discharge legitimate transactions. To help meet this
objective, Treasury assisted in the establishment of U.S. commercial

banking branches as well as military banking facilities in Vietnam and
has maintained an active interest in their operation.

In 1965, Treasury participated in the establishment in Vietnam of

institutional procedures and facilities to tighten control over illegal
activities involving U.S. money, supplies, and personnel. These include
the use of military payments certificates (MPC) as the circulating

medium in U.S. official facilities and provision of a Customs advisory
group to establish a commodity control program and to advise Viet
namese authorities. In 1966, Treasury d: atched Internal Revenue
Service agents to Vietnam to make more effective the enforcement of
U.S. Tax laws and thereby assist in curbing corrupt practices.
In 1968, Treasury assigned a financial attaché to the Embassy. Last
month, three Treasury agents of the Internal Revenue Service were
permanently assigned to Vietnam.
Several sections of Treasury are involved in providing Treasury

participation in the action task group. One proposal before the task
group is to expand the current '', practice of maximizing pay
ments in piasters to contractors with Defense, AID, and other '.
Government instrumentalities. The basic purpose is to limit the de

mand for piasters through the conversion of U.S. dollars instruments.
By requiring payment in piasters for the piaster cost content of each
contract, the incentive to deal in the black market should be weakened
and the flow of U.S. dollar expenditures into official Vietnamese re
serves increased. Among other areas to which the task group will turn
its attention are military payments certificates, money orders, and con
cessionaire and nonappropriated fund activities.
Senator RIBIGoFF. May I interrupt at this point to ask you a ques
tion? You mention your Department's participation in the action task
group. I wonder if you can enlighten us on the following.
The subcommittee for some time has been interested in information

we have gathered that a black market in currency exists in Laos.
In mid-1969, subcommittee investigators discovered that money from
the Foreign Exchanges Operations Fund (FEOF) for Laos had been
deposited in the Prysumeen account at the Manufacturers Hanover
Trust in New York. We have identified Prysumeen as a black market
account for funds from Vietnam.

FEOF was established under the stabilization program of the Royal

£ment in 1964 in consultation with the International Mone

Lao
tary Fund.

rior to 1964, AID had a very large and extensive commodity im

port program in Laos which had resulted in inflationary pressures
on local currency.
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In an effort to counteract this inflationary trade and stabilize the
“kip”—the Lao currency—the FEOF was established.
-

The FEOF was a joint financial venture established with the fol
lowing participating nations: United States, United Kingdom, Japan,
France, and Australia.
The U.S. contribution to this FEOF over the years has been 70
percent to 80 percent of the total money paid into this fund.
In 1968, the total paid in was $19,400,000.
Of that sum, the U.S. share was $13,700,000—or 70 percent.
All U.S. money is paid into the fund through AID channels.
The deposits at the Prysumeen account at the Manufacturers Han
over Trust include checks amounting to at least $45,000 from the

Foreign Exchanges Operations Fund (FEOF) for Laos in 1967 alone.
In addition, it is worth noting that another $320,000 came to
Prysumeen from the Bank of Indo-China, based in Laos, from June
28, 1965, through April 29, 1969.
The manager of the FEOF is Edward F. Fillingham, a British
-

• - -

official.

Fillingham has sole authority for the release and distribution of the
funds. The subcommittee requested that agents from the AID In
spection and Investigation Division interview Fillingham.
When contacted by these officials, Fillingham said he was unaware
of the significance of the Prysumeen account and said that under the
present charter he could not prohibit the transfer of funds to an ac
count such as Prysumeen.
Investigation is being conducted to get all facts and identify the
principals involved.
The moneychangers involved have been identified on some trans

actions as Tang Siew Kye and Huand Chin Tang. Also Tang Siew
Kye a/c Sardar. Kye would not cooperate with investigators. Tang
has not yet been contacted.
In another development in our investigation regarding Laos, the
subcommittee has

£ that indicates that

about

,000 in

£

checks and greenbacks move from Saigon
weekly to Bangkok by air in the hands of U.S. civilian pilots to money

travelers and

changers who retain about 20 percent or $80,000 for Bangkok money
changing activities.
The balance of $320,000 moves overland through Nongkhai, Thai
land, to Vientiane, Laos. Currency and checks are turned in to the
Bank of Indo-China. This bank then transfers U.S. dollars wherever
directed.

The Bank of Indo-China sends an average of two bundles of cur

rency and checks weekly to New York by commercial air, according to
information that the subcommittee has.

In 1969 a total of $19.7 million of funds were received by this bank.
Of this, $9.3 million were greenbacks and $10.4 million were checks.
Would you want to comment on that, Mr. Secretary?
Mr. RossIDEs. Senator, my comment would be that I am not familiar

with the facts on the Laotian matter that you raise here. I would com
ment as follows, however: No. 1, every account that we have traced

or any deposit, into the Prysumeen account is under active investiga
tion by the IRS.
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Second, it is clear that a country bordering Vietnam is peripheral
to the huge blackmarketing and currency manipulations in Vietnam
and that is a factor.
We will look into the FEOF fund and we will also make sure that

there is full cooperation. We will investigate this statement of yours
immediately and have a report back to you at the earliest possible
time.

(The information furnished follows:)
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,

Washington, D.C., March 27, 1970.
HoN. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Acting Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on
Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: During the Hearings before your Subcommittee on
March 4, 1970, you asked two questions with respect to information developed by
Subcommittee investigators concerning the relationship of currency transac
tions in Laos to illegal currency transactions in South Vietnam. We have now de
veloped the following information.
The Foreign Exchange Operations Fund (FEOF) was established for the pur
pose of making available in Laos a supply of foreign exchange in order to help
stabilize the Laotian kip in a free foreign exchange market. FEOF Operates by
providing the local commercial banks in Laos with foreign exchange. is normally
-

credited to the banks' correspondents or branch accounts abroad and the banks
then sell draft or cable transfers on these OverSeas accounts to their customers
in Laos.

One of the banks in Laos, the Laos Commercial Development Bank, has limited
accounts abroad, and FEOF has been making cable transfers through the FEOF
account with Irving Trust Company in New York for the account of customers

Of the Laos Commercial Development Bank. Some of these transfers were to the
Prysumeen account.
Such transactions would be compatible with exchange regulations in Laos.
Nonetheless, we do not believe FEOF should use its facilities for transfers on be
half of customers of a bank in Laos and should, rather, deal only with the banks
themselves. The American Embassy in Vientiane has been instructed to seek the

concurrence of the other countries participating in FEOF to amend the proce
dure accordingly.
To the extent that dollars and dollar instruments have been transported from
Vietnam to Laos, Such dollars and dollar instruments could not, of course, create
a demand against the foreign exchange resources of FEOF. Therefore the only
involvement of FEOF that we can see in respect to dollars and dollar instruments
flowing into Laos from Vietnam would be that its account facilities might have
been utilized in order to directly convert dollar instruments and dollar currency
into dollar credits outside of Laos. This activity should be eliminated by the adop
tion of the proposed new procedures.

However, the dollars or dollar instruments entering Laos can be remitted
from Laos directly to New York or any other point in the world for credit to a

dollar account, by one of the commercial banks in Laos engaged in foreign ex
change transactions that have branches or correspondent accounts in the United
States and other countries without passing through FEOF.
With respect to that part of your statement concerned with American civilian
pilots, an inquiry has been sent to Saigon in order to identify individuals who

may be engaged in these operations. Any information developed will be turned
over to the Internal Revenue Service for investigation into possible evasion of
income tax.

Sincerely yours,
-

EUGENE. T. ROSSIDES.

Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly, if you have American pilots of civilian
aircraft being transmitters of black-market currency, it is a cinch
that the American pilots are being paid for their work. They are not

doing this for nothing. Through the excellence of your staff of investi
gators, can you determine whether they have declared this as income on
their tax returns?
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Mr. RossIDEs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And what has taken place?
Of course, the American airlines who are involved have a responsi
bility as well to make sure that their pilots and personnel aren’t being
used as drops for black-market currency manipulations.
Mr. RossIDEs. I will also contact the Department of Transportation,
as we develop the facts regarding the U.S. civilian pilots, in connection
with whether these are
scheduled airlines, or whether the
pilots are flying American civilian aircraft.
Senator RIBICOFF. When we are involved in large-scale operations
any place in the world, with it comes corruption and a breakdown of
normal practices. This is something that Treasury has known for
many, many years, over the decades. Since these actions are going to
take place, why is it that no defensive procedure is ever set up in ad
vance to try to counter what takes place?
It took place in Korea. It took place in Europe. It takes place in
Africa. Why didn't you do that when you went into Vietnam :
Now we are in Laos. There is an argument as to what extent. We are
in Thailand. I imagine the same thing takes place in Thailand.
is it that we don’t move in beforehand and try to put a stop to

£

How

it

Mr. RossIDEs. Senator, I can’t answer that question fully. It would
have to go back to the early 1960's as the conflict developed.
I will say this, though, that since this administration took office these
roblems have been given consideration at the highest levels—by the
by the Cabinet itself. This situation ties in also with bank
secrecy which I will discuss a little further in my testimony.
That is not to say we can solve the problem, £ at least we are now
giving it Cabinet-level consideration to cleanse all of these international

£

manipulations, the use of secret foreign bank accounts to hide orga
nized crime wealth and white-collar crime. For instance, there was the

uestion of more IRS agents in Vietnam. I guess it might have been
the spring or early summer that requests were made and we have ful
filled those requests, and three agents are out there.

My point is that at least we have been trying to take some steps in
this administration. I do refer to the Interdepartmental Committee,
the first of its kind. There can be some preventive action, but we will
never be able to get it down to zero and I think we all understand that.
But it is important to make it difficult for the criminal. We must
raise the risks. To get swift enforcement, swift penalties must be
meted out. Certainly we should prosecute every American who is in
volved as quickly and as swiftly as possible.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is the impact of widespread black-market
manipulation of currency, both foreign and concerning American
currency, on the U.S. balance-of-payments position and also on the
inflationary pressures on the local currencies?
Mr. RossIDEs. It is just horrendous to have a situation where a
black market in currency manipulation is rampant. I do not know
the amount of funds involved.

The key battle as we move along in the Vietnam conflict will be
the economic battle. So Treasury is extremely concerned and will do

everything it can to assist the honest businessman, the honest person
in Vietnam. But it has horrendous implications.
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Senator RIBICoEF. We have a great responsibility to support their
currency and support their economy. When we weaken their currency
position is there an added burden upon the U.S. Treasury?
Mr. RossIDEs. And the cycle just keeps going. Once it starts, it goes

to the next. It affects the taxpayers. The money we pour in is less
valuable. We are taking steps. We feel we have made significant steps
£ on the comments and studies of many
of our experts in the several Departments.
It is a tough job, but we are determined to move. This committee's
actions, which have highlighted it, in my judgment, are a big help.
It is an interplay between the legislative and the executive branch.
in this

It gives us the added incentive. It gives the added push and determi
nation.

There is no doubt we will move in with the IRS agents. The fact
that this committee conducted its hearings in November gave added
impetus to the need for further action.

he Secretary personally instructed the Commissioner of the In
ternal Revenue Service and the Commissioner of Customs to make

this a priority program.
We hope periodically to report to this committee on our actions, and

h'g'. accomplishments by our agents.
enator RIBICoEF. Our staff will be in contact with your Department
to give you additional information that we have. I am sure that you
will follow up the information we give you.
Before we proceed with the rest of the testimony, Senator Gurney,
would you wish to comment?
Senator GURNEY. No.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You may proceed.
U.S. BANKING FACILITIES

Mr. RossIDEs. The Treasury Department and the appropriate armed
services supervise the military banking facilities operated in Vietnam
and the Treasury maintains control over the activities of the U.S. dis
bursing officer at the American Embassy in Saigon. The Bank of
America, Chase Manhattan Bank, and the American Express Interna
tional Banking Corp. maintain 21 military banking facilities in
Vietnam.

Military facilities of the national banks are subject to examination
by the Comptroller of the Currency. All are considered to be operating

in accordance with applicable U.S. laws.
The military banking facilities permit U.S. dollar checking accounts
personnel; however, local withdrawal can be only in

*

for
MPC.

As you may know, Treasury has authorized the military banking
facilities to pay interest on demand accounts at the rate of 5 percent
per annum on minimum quarterly balances, to encourage savings while
at the same time providing maximum flexibility in the use of accounts.

As of December 31, 1969, military banking facilities in Vietnam main
tained 124,869 accounts for individuals, with balances totaling approx
imately $55 million.
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MILITARY PAYMENTS CERTIFICATES

The MPC system, which is administered by the Department of the
Army, helps control illegal transactions by restricting use of dollar
currency by U.S. military and civilian personnel and foreign military
personnel. MPC can be used, within prescribed limits, for remittances
outside Vietnam or for conversion without limit into piasters at official
facilities. It is against U.S. regulations in Vietnam for unauthorized
rsons to hold MPC, and any held illegally are not redeemed by the

# Government.

-

MPC issues are changed from time to time, with conversion to new
series limited to authorized holders. The most recent such conversion

was in August 1969. At each such conversion several million dollars
worth of the supplanted series have not been converted and have

thereby become worthless.
I might note that the sales of piasters to individuals through offi
cial facilities against MPC's have recently been running at about $4
million per month. This is at a rate of about $50 million in foreign
exchange earnings per year for the Government of Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY. Could I ask a question there? I think you were
present when I was questioning the Secretary of the
about this.
It obviously hasn’t worked in holding down this black market
traffic in currency.
Has your department given any though to specific things to im
prove this MPC operation?
Mr. RossIDEs. I would say one thing, Senator; I would think the
MPC system has helped. It certainly hasn’t solved the problem. One

£

comment I would make is that the black market rate on MPC's is

£bly lower than the greenback or dollar

rate on the black

market.

The current estimates, I think, are around 180 on MPC's in $10
denominations and about 360 for dollars in $100 denomination bills.

So there is a cutdown, and hence MPC's are helpful.
I can only say that we are looking at the total picture—for example
on money orders which are an aspect of the situation because #
can be exchanged for money orders to be sent out of Vietnam. We
are tightening up on the use of these postal and other money orders,

so as to funnel the moneys immediately back to the United States, by
controls on their use in Vietnam.

We try to feed data on money order sales into a computer, as we
mentioned briefly in the testimony, so that we can spot ' SOmeOne

is buying too many.
We are looking at the MPC system. As I say, it is a tough problem.

I am not trying to be optimistic, because I am not, that we can solve
this problem simply by enforcement. But we hope we can make a
significant dent in it.
Senator GURNEY. I am not familiar with these matters, and I am
no monetary expert. But if the MPC's can be traded on the black

market for piasters at a wholesale rate, which appears to be done, why
not make some arrangement to pay in piasters?

Is that idea completely idiotic from a financial point of view?
Mr. RossIDFs. Let me answer briefly and see if some of my col
leagues may have a further answer.

One, I do feel that we want to pay our military people in dollars.
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No. 2, a lot of them use the dollars to immediately transmit funds
back to the United States.

Senator GURNEY. Let us stop there. If they were paid in piasters,
why couldn’t they be exchanged at the pay table, or however they are
paid in Vietnam, in dollars for transmittal or money orders for trans
mittal directly to the United States?
Mr. RossIDEs. Senator, let us hear what one of my colleagues has
to say.
Mr. Cox.

Mr. Cox. Senator, I think you would have the same control prob
lem. The MPC's are a device which is very valuable for control pur
oses. If on your suggestion you paid everybody in piasters and then
et them convert

£ from piasters to dollars on a needed basis, you

have great problems of control in keeping within reasonable limits
the amount that any individual could convert back.
Once you have such reconversion facilities, I think you would end
up in a worse position than now. That is over and above the fact that

the troops are now paid in MPC's and readily can and do remit dollars
back to the States in very substantial amounts on paydays. You would

have a great slowdown in the operation.
Significantly, I think that the MPC use is certainly meaningful
in terms of restricting black market operations if it is policed and if
it is used in its fullest sense.

Senator GURNEY. What about in Europe during World War II.
My memory is hazy but I recall we used to be paid in French francs
in France. We didn't have military certificates. Do you remember?
Mr. Cox. Originally in dollars, a few special series and then in
MPC's in most of the postwar years.
Senator GURNEY. I am talking about during the war itself. I wasn’t
there after the war.

Mr. Cox. I was in the Navy, in the Pacific.
Senator GURNEY. Iknow we had French francs.

Mr. RossIDEs. My understanding is that it was in MPC because I
was recently reviewing the matter in connection with the secret foreign
bank account problem.
We had MPC's and different colored MPC's for different hemi

spheres. In different theaters of the war we had a different color. I will
submit a comment for the record.

(The material referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, MARCH 14, 1945, on INVASION
CURRENCY

The wide geographical scope of military operations in this war and the great
development of techniques of economic warfare have made money an important
offensive and defensive weapon of war. Providing this weapon in its most effi
cient form has required careful and detailed planning far in advance of military
operations. Just as we need many varieties of military weapons, of ships and of
planes, so we have found that the effective conduct of war on the financial side

requires a variety of currency measures designed to meet varied and change
able situations. This memorandum explains some of the principal currency
measures which have been carried out during this war.
1. KEEPING DOLLARS FROM THE AXIS

Even before we entered the war, this Government, through the Foreign Funds
Control of the Treasury Department, took steps to prevent the Axis from using
American currency which it looted when it overran the countries of Western
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Europe and other territories. If we had taken no protective measures, the Ger
mans would have been enabled to use freely the dollars they looted in Holland,
in Belgium, in France, and elsewhere, to buy critical war materials in the
United States or in other markets, to finance propaganda and espionage, and
for a host of other activities constituting an important part of the Axis total
War. The strength of the dollar and its universal acceptability throughout the
world made it of particular importance that we take steps to prevent use of this
currency by the Axis. What we did in substance was to say that no one would
be permitted to import dollars into the United States unless he could prove that
the dollars were not looted by the Axis. We could not stop trading in dollars in
foreign countries entirely, but we did serve notice on anyone who bought the
dollar bill anywhere in the world that before he or anyone to whom he might
pass the dollar note could bring it into the United States and use it for purchases
here, he would have to prove that the dollar did not pass through Axis hands.
These measures went a long way in accomplishing their purpose. The Axis rea
lized far less from the dollars they stole than otherwise.

When the Japanese descended upon the Philippines, we were able to take even
more effective measures. While the Japanese were still marching toward Manila,
we invited people to deposit all dollar and Philippine peso currency they had
With the American authorities, against receipt. Careful records were made of
the currency so received, and the records are in Washington today. When the
defense of the Philippines became hopeless, we burned the currency to make sure
that the Japanese would not get it.
After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Hawaii became a danger spot in our de
fenses, and we could not be blind to the possibility that the Japanese might
attempt to invade the Islands, as, indeed, they evidently intended to do when
We stopped them at Midway. As a defensive measure, we introduced the Ha
waiian dollar, which is simply regular United States currency with the word
“Hawaii” overprinted in large letters. We exchanged all regular dollar currency
in Hawaii for Hawaiian dollars, and we were then ready for the Japanese from
the point of view of money. Had the Japanese conquered Hawaii, the distinctive
Hawaiian currency would have made it possible to take appropriate measures
to prevent the enemy from using this currency to any advantage. In 1943 and
early 1944, the Hawaiian dollar was put to further use in the occupation of
certain Japanese-held islands in the Pacific, for the convenience of Our naval
personnel, since they operated out of Pearl Harbor. More recently, since our
successes in the Pacific have removed all danger of an invasion of Hawaii, we
have discontinued issuing Hawaiian dollars and are gradually withdrawing
these dollars from circulation by replacing them with regular currency as they
are turned in to banks.
2. UNITED STATES MILITARY DISBURSEMENTS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Large American forces have been in Great Britain at all times since the early
days of our participation in the war. These men had to be paid, and the Army
and Navy had to make incidental expenditures for their maintenance and for
other military purposes not covered by reverse lend-lease. The British Govern
ment did not want American dollars paid to our troops, and thus put into circula
tion on a large scale in Britain. British exchange control laws forbid the circula
tion of foreign currencies, and the use of American dollars for troop pay and
other purposes would have broken down the British domestic and foreign ex
change controls. Moreover, dollar payments would have been inconvenient for the
men as well, since everything they might want to spend the money for was priced
in terms of British currency. For these reasons, it was obviously undesirable to
pay our men in dollars. In the United Kingdom we followed the usual practice
and the one that we followed in the last war; we bought British pounds from
Britain and paid for them in American dollars. Then the British money was
disbursed as net troop pay in Britain and for other purposes. No special prob
lems arose because Britain was not an invaded country, the government was
functioning normally, and banking facilities were readily available for this kind
of exchange transaction.
It must be pointed out that in Great Britain as well as in all other parts of the
world, whatever the currency arrangement may be, the soldier gets local currency
only to the extent that he wants cash for local expenditures. Much the greater
part of the soldier's pay is not drawn in cash at all. It is allotted to dependents
of the soldier, it goes to pay premiums on insurance policies, it is sent to people

in the United States in the form of personal remittances, it is deposited through

---
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Army facilities in American banks, and it is used to purchase war bonds. All of
these transactions are carried out wholly in dollars. It is only the minor percent
age of pay which the soldier wants in cash for expenditures in the foreign country
which is paid to him in foreign currency. If at any time a soldier finds that he
has not spent all the foreign currency he drew, he can exchange what he has left,
through Army facilities, for dollars to be sent to the United States as a remittance
or for saving.
The same pattern has been followed in other lands, not occupied by the enemy,

where our troops have gone in the course of the war. Thus, in Australia, Brazil,
Canada, India, Iran, Iceland, and other far-flung places where our troops have
gone to man the supply lines, we buy the local currency we need for dollars in
the traditional manner.
3. INVASION CURRENCY

When we prepared to invade enemy countries, and countries occupied by
the enemy, we could not plan to use the procedure followed in Britain and other
countries which have not been battlefields of the war. From the Outside, we
could not know with certainty what we would encounter in enemy-held territory.

In Tunisia, the Germans flooded the territory with French francs, paid out with
a lavish hand, in the hope of setting loose an uncontrollable inflation, as they did
so much more thoroughly in Greece. In Sicily, the Germans ordered the banks
to burn Italian currency before our forces arrived. We had to be ready to meet
both these tactics, as well as others which have been used against us. We
needed to assure our troops of necessary currency, without depending on local
banks (because we might find banks destroyed, or unusable because their manage
ment's loyalty was questionable), without knowing whether civilian govern
ment would be in condition to permit normal business transactions, and without

the opportunity (in the case of enemy and French territory) of making arrange
ments in advance with a recognized government. We had to anticipate the
possibility that we would be required to provide currency for civilian needs,
before local self-government could be reestablished in liberated areas. Our
assault forces would precede even a recognized government. We might find that
the mayor of the first town liberated needed money urgently to keep his police
force on the job, to hire laborers to clear the streets, or for a host of other work
needed in the immediate wake of battle. Our supply officers needed an accept
able currency so they might purchase quickly and readily supplies and services
which the Army might require of local civilians. It is obviously easier to hire
a crew of laborers to unload ships if we pay them in cash at the end of each
day, rather than give them receipts and tell them to submit their claims for future
collection.

In our first invasion operation, North Africa, we used yellow seal dollars.
Yellow seal dollars, like Hawaiian dollars, are regular American currency,
with a distinguishing mark to permit segregation if the situation so requires.
We simply substituted yellow ink for blue in printing the seal on regular silver
certificates of the United States. We did not know whether we would be wel

comed as allies or resisted as invaders; we could not be certain that we would
not incur reverses. The yellow seal gave us the opportunity to segregate the
currency if we should be driven from North Africa. The yellow seal also gave
us the opportunity to distinguish this currency from regular United States cur
rency which we found in circulation in North Africa on our arrival there. In
administering our controls designed to keep the Axis from realizing on looted
dollars, we were able to permit the yellow seal currency to be imported into
the United States with less necessity of control than regular currency, which
might have been looted by our enemies.
We stopped issuing yellow seal dollars in North Africa within a few months
after our arrival there, and have succeeded in withdrawing almost all from
circulation. When we planned to change over to the use of regular North African
banknotes, we found that the French in North Africa had neither the paper,
ink, nor printing facilities to supply the demand for local currency. Thus
the French currency finally put to use in place of the yellow seal dollar was
actually printed by a private firm in the United States, for the North African
issuing banks. If General Eisenhower's invading forces had not carried a supply
of currency, there would have been an actual physical shortage of money for
the circulation required in North Africa. The new North African currency
made possible a prompt currency conversion by the French authorities after
the Nazis were expelled from Tunisia, thus stemming the inflation the Germans
tried to create.
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In planning for the invasion of Italy, we had another important considera
tion in mind. We did not want to pay our men in dollar currency, and thus
turn dollar claims against the United States into general circulation in an
enemy country. After the last war, our Army of occupation made gross dis
bursements of almost $300,000,000 in Germany, most of it by cashing dollar
checks for marks at German banks, and by paying out actual dollars to Our
troops. These dollars were never recovered. We filed a claim for Our net

costs of Occupation, and we have been no more successful in collecting than
have the European reparation claimants against Germany. By using an in
Vasion currency assimilated to the currency of the occupied territory, we can

keep the dollars pending final settlement rather than give them to the enemy.
In the first few weeks of the Sicilian operation, we used yellow seal dollars,
as in North Africa. While preparations were under way for months in advance
to use the allied military lira, we did not want to print the word “Italy” or
the word “lire” until the world knew where the allied armies would strike.

We discontinued issuing yellow seal dollars in Sicily within a short time, and,
as in North Africa, have since Succeeded in withdrawing the bulk of this cur
rency from circulation.

The AM lira, which has been used ever since in Italy, is not a currency of
the United States in any sense. It is an Italian currency, Originally declared
legal tender in Italy by the occupying allied armies acting as the military gov
ernment of occupied Italy. Under settled international law, the military gov
ernor of occupied enemy territory can make laws for the territory, with the
full governmental authority. Thus, the Supreme Court of the United States
has said:

“The right of one belligerent to occupy and govern the territory of the enemy

while in its military possession, is one of the incidents of war, and flows directly
from the right to conquer. We, therefore, do not look to the Constitution or
political institutions of the conqueror, for authority to establish a government for
the territory of the enemy in his possession, during its military occupation, nor for
the rules by which the powers of such governments are regulated and limited.

Such authority and such rules are derived directly from the laws of war, as estab
lished by the usage of the world, and confirmed by the writings of publicists and
decisions of courts—in fine from the law of nations. * * * The municipal

laws of a conquered territory, or the laws which regulate private rights, continue

in force during military occupation, except so far as they are suspended or
changed by the acts of the conqueror. *** He, nevertheless, has all the powers of
a de facto government, and can at his pleasure either change the existing laws or
make new ones.” Dooley v. United States, 182 U.S. 222 (1901).

The military governor declared AM lira to be legal tender in Italy, and thereby
made the currency equivalent to and assimilated with the previously issued regu
lar Italian lira. AM lira contains no promise of redemption on the part of the allied
forces, and the currency has in every way been made part of the currency issue of
Italy. The Italian Government made the AM lira legal tender as One of its first

official acts after its arrival in liberated territory in September 1943.

The allied military lira, while printed in the United States, was not issued by
the United States. It was issued by the allied military commander of the Medi
terranean theater, acting for the armies under his command, British and Ameri
can, with contingents of other countries. The printing could just as well have
been done in Brazil or India; we did it here because we had the printing facilities.
Our preparations for D-day, for the invasion of Western Europe, were simpler
in two respects. First, we had legally recognized governments-in-exile with which
We could deal, in the case of Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg. Second,
plans for an invasion of Western Europe were publicly announced, and the cur
rencies for all of the occupied Western European countries were produced simul
taneously.

The allied forces landed on the Normandy beaches with “Supplemental francs.”
This currency was printed in the United States, because printing facilities were
available here, in agreement with the British Government and after COnSultation
with the French Committee of National Liberation. Subsequently, the French
Committee, which was successively recognized as the de facto authority in France
and as the Provisional Government of the French Republic, assumed responsibil
ity for the issue of all the supplemental francs used since D-day. Our arrange
ments with the French authorities thus are the same as the arrangements With
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, made before D-day.
The Belgian Government in London had prepared a new issue of Belgian
currency which was printed at its order in England. The Belgians were asked to

advance to General Eisenhower as much of this new Belgian money as might be

needed by the liberating armies. We undertook to

pay the Belgian Government
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in dollars for any expenditures made by the American forces for net troop pay or
for certain other strictly military purposes not covered by reverse lend-lease.
Any advances made toward the conduct of normal civilian affairs in Belgium
would be for the account of the Belgian Government, and we would not be
expected to reimburse the Belgians.

Netherlands currency was printed privately in Canada at the Order of the
Netherlands Government-in-Exile, and similarly was supplied to General Eisen
hower. The new Luxembourg currency was printed both in Britain and in the
United States.

The availability of a new currency for each of these liberated countries provided
a necessary monetary instrument, necessary both for the military forces of libera
tion and for the government of the liberated country. Thus, the Belgian Govern
ment, after its reestablishment in Brussels, called in all old high denomination
Belgian currency circulating, and made the new notes the Only legal tender. This

was done as part of a financial program designed to reduce the inflated currency
circulation imposed on the Belgians by the Germans and to help stabilize the
Belgian economy.
In the Pacific theater, we followed the same procedure in our arrangements

with the Dutch Government for military operations in the Netherlands Indies.
The forces of General MacArthur and Admiral Nimitz were armed with Nether

lands Indies guilders prepared upon the order of and issued by the Netherlands
Government, supplied to General MacArthur and Admiral Nimitz and paid for in
dollars to the extent that they were used for net troop pay and other strictly
military expenditures not covered by reverse lend-lease.

United States Army and Navy forces in the Philippines are using a new “Victory
series” of Philippine currency and a new 1944 series of Philippine coins prepared
in anticipation of our return. The currency, as in prewar days, was produced by
the United States Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and the coins were manu
factured by the United States Mint, at the request of the Philippine Common
wealth Government. As in prewar days, every 2 pesos of the new Philippine
Treasury certificates is backed by 1 United States dollar on deposit in the United
States, and in addition the Commonwealth maintains an exchange stabilization
fund amounting to between 15 and 25 percent of the currency in circulation.
In each of the allied countries, the invasion currency used was not in any sense
a currency of the United States. It was provided by the local government of the

liberated country itself, and such government or its central bank is solely respon
sible for the redemption of the currency. We pay in United States dollars for
the foreign currency we use for net troop pay and certain other strictly military
expenditures not covered by reverse lend-lease. The moment any such disburse
ments are made by Army finance officers, Washington is notified and the dollar
amount is taken from the Army appropriation and set up in a special account in

the Treasury. A similar procedure is followed with Navy expenditures. Thus,
congressional control over the size of Army and Navy appropriations is strictly
maintained, Generals Eisenhower and MacArthur and Admiral Nimitz are sup
plied with ample local currency of the country in which they are operating and
the allied government is paid later when the accounts are balanced up.
As the picture changed in Italy, and Italy became a cobelligerent in our war
against Germany, the AM lira demonstrated its usefulness. It was decided to

make available to the Italian Government, for vital rehabilitation, the dollar
equivalent of net American troop pay disbursements made in AM lira, thus
following, in part, the pattern of our arrangements with our allies. This action,
taken in such a way as not to prejudice any ultimate financial settlement with

Italy, is helping Italy today to share in the struggle to liberate Northern Italy.
The allied military mark has now been introduced in occupied areas of Germany
by the allied armies. It is being issued under the same conditions as provided
the basis for the original issuance of AM lire.
4.

WHO WILL REDEEM THESE CURRENCIES 7

When invasion currencies were first put to use by the allied forces the question
was frequently raised, “Who will redeem these currencies?” Writers in various

popular periodicals, as well as financial journals, speculated from time to time as
to whether the United States did or did not intend to redeem invasion currencies,
or whether some other government or agency did or did not intend to do so.
All of this speculation about whether or not the United States will “redeem”

such currencies arises from a fundamental misconception of their nature. The

United States Government did not issue any of this invasion currency (except, of
course, yellow seal and Hawaiian dollars, which, as pointed out above, are in
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every respect United States money), and therefore is under no obligation to
“redeem” such currencies. No promise of redemption was ever made. No invasion
currency carries any legend suggesting redemption by the United States. In fact
the words “United States” do not appear on any of the invasion currencies at all.
These currencies serve the same purpose of providing local means of payment
as is served by the British sterling used to pay our troops in Britain and Our
obligation of redemption no more exists in the former case than in the latter.
Every local currency used by the allied forces is issued by the authority of the
lawful government of the country in which the currency is disbursed. Belgian,
French, and Dutch currencies used by our troops are issued by the lawful Belgian,
French, and Dutch Governments, just as the British pounds we use are issued by
the British Government. AM lire and AM marks are issued by the lawful
governments of the portions of Italy and Germany occupied by the allied forces;
under international law the military commander of these areas is the lawful
government. Due to the destruction of Italian facilities, it has been necessary
for the Allied Financial Agency to continue to make available AM lire, which has

been made legal tender by the Italian Government in territory controlled by it,
both for the needs of the Italian Government and the allied forces.

Thus it is perfectly clear that the United States has not obligated itself in any
way to “redeem” any invasion currency issued in a foreign land, and we have no
“secret understandings” that we will ever do so.
We have arranged to pay the allied governments dollars equivalent to the net
amount of invasion currency disbursed to our troops as pay and allowances in
these foreign lands, as we pay dollars to the British when we buy sterling with
which to meet our Army and Navy pay rolls in the United Kingdom. Similarly,
other strictly military expenditures originally effected in invasion currency in
these allied countries are also compensated in dollars to the allied country whose
currency we use, if they do not come within the scope of reverse lend-lease.
The local currency which is paid to our troops in foreign territories is furnished
to the military forces by the governmental authority concerned. When the
United States forces obtain a foreign currency for military expenditures, the
relevant military appropriation is charged for the dollar equivalent thereof in
the United States. In this manner the control of Congress over the expenditures
of the United States military forces is maintained. The amounts of the dollar
equivalent of the net troop pay and other strictly military expenditures not cov
ered by reverse lend-lease which have been certified to the Treasury by the War
and Navy Departments are paid to the allied government concerned. In the case
of Italy, we held the money in a suspense account until recently, when it was
decided in view of Italy's status as a cobelligerent, to make the net troop pay
dollars available to the Italian Government for the purchase of necessary re

habilitation supplies in the United States, as pointed out above.
When our troops are paid in new Belgian francs supplied by the Belgian Gov
ernment, they are getting the lawful currency of Belgium. Similarly, when they
are paid in AM lire, they are getting a currency which is a lawful currency of
Italy.
It is the same in each of the countries into which our armies have moved.

Invasion currency is not something separate and apart from the currency of the
country. It becomes, immediately upon issue, part of the currency of the coun
try in which it is issued. We use the currency system we find for the needs of
our troops, because that is the quickest and most efficient way of providing our
armies with the money they need for carrying on their operations.
Our allies have followed similar procedures in providing currency for their
military forces in foreign lands. The British used a British military authority
note, denominated in pounds in their early operations in Africa; again, side by
side with our yellow seal dollar, in North Africa and in the early weeks of the
Sicilian operations; and, only a few months ago, in the operations in Greece.
The British joined us in the use of AM lire in Italy. British arrangements with
the Western European countries for currency are much the same as ours. Canada
is being supplied with francs and guilders in the same way. The Russian forces
introduced a military lei in their invasion of Rumania, and are today using the
same AM mark in eastern Germany as we are using on the Western Front. We
have planned with our allies for the use of money as well as for the use of other
weapons of war.

Senator GURNEY. Staff reminds me and I remember this, too, that
one of the suggestions made by Mr.

£ who was an expert wit

ness in our hearings last year, was that an effort was being made now
to pay contractors in piasters.
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If contractors can be paid in piasters, why can't GI’s? What is the
difference?

Mr. RossIDEs. It would be to pay contractors in piasters for those
£
and services that were being purchased and utilized in Vietnam.
ossibly Mr. Gordon or Mr. Cox would like to comment further.
Mr. &: The proposal was to pay the piaster cost of their opera
tions in piasters. In other words, if the contract is, let us say, for $100
and, for purposes of illustration, $10 of this actually resulted in ex

penses on the local economy in piasters, there would be an arrangement
by which that $10 would be paid in piasters and the rest would be paid
in dollars.

The same thing might be extended to individuals getting paid. They
would get some minimum portion of their pay in piasters. That has
been considered as far as contracts are concerned. That is one of the

proposals that is before the task group right now. It is conceivable
that this could be extended to everybody.
Senator GURNEY. That really is my question. If it works in the case
of civilian workers, why wouldn't it work in the case of soldiers?
Mr. GoRDON. There is a difference in their position in the country,
in the sense that the soldier is very largely in the unit and most of

his needs are supplied directly by the unit, where the contractor em
ployee is living on the civilian economy, if not completely in large
InneaSure.

The requirements in piasters would be far smaller. The difficulty
would probably be in establishing what minimum amount of piasters
you could pay to individual soldiers without inconveniencing them in
the use of other facilities.

Remember also, Senator, that the U.S. facilities open to soldiers,
such as the commissaries, PX's, and that sort of thing, use MPC as
currency. We couldn't carry this very far unless you allowed piasters
to be used within the PX's. That would open us up to the situation of
having those goods sold directly on the economy.
Senator GURNEY. I can’t hear you.
Mr. RossIDEs. It would open up the situation so that you would
have PX items purchased by piasters and have those goods flow into
the Veitnamese economy even more than they do now.
Senator GURNEY. I understand.

Last year, there was testimony to the effect that there was only
one place in Saigon where you could change MPC's to piasters. Has
the ability to expand exchange been explored, so that they don’t go on
the black market?

Mr. GoRDON. I can’t tell you how many places there are, but there
is certainly more than one. They can be changed at the Embassy, the
U.S. AID building, and at a number of military banking and billeting
facilities. I think most of them have exchange facilities. I don't know

whether there is a sufficient number. That is another question, but
there is more than one.

Mr. RossIDEs. We can submit for the record, Senator, those places

where they are. I have a list of 11 here. There are five operated by
the Bank of America, five operated by the Chase Manhattan Bank,

and one operated by American Express International for currency
conversion outlets in Vietnam.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. That apparently is different testimony than we

received last year. The gist of that was that there were very few
places.
35–359–71—pt. 4
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Mr. RossIDEs. This was all of Vietnam, sir. Some of those would be

in Saigon.
(The material supplied follows:)
CONVERSION OUTLETS IN SAIGON AND ADJACENT AREAS WHERE AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL CAN CONVERT
MILITARY PAYMENT CERTIFICATES TO PIASTERS

Hours of

Days of operation

Location of conversion outlet

operation

A. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.:

(1) Cholon Military Banking Facility (Cofat Compound)--------- Monday to Friday-------------Saturday-------

(2) Cofat Compound Piaster Conversion Point----------------- Monday to Friday
Saturday--------Sunday-----------

(3) Plaza BEQ Mobile Military Banking Facility---------------- Monday to Friday--

0900-1500
0900–1330
0900-1630
0930-1600
1000-1400
0900–1500

--Sunday----------(5) Saigon US0 Piaster Conversion Point --------------------- Daily------------------------B. Bank of America, N.T. and S.A.:

0900-1330
0900-1630
0930-1630
0900-1700

(1) Tan Son Nhut Air Base Military Banking Facility------------ Monday to Friday-------------

0900-1500
0900-1200

Saturday---------

(4) Plaza BEQ Piaster Conversion Point----------------------- Monday to Saturday--

Saturday---------------------

-

C. American Express International Banking Corp.:

(1) HQ MACW Military Banking Facility----------------------- Monday to Friday--------------

-

Saturday---------------------

D. U.S. Air Force Accounting and Finance Facilities:
(1) Tan Son Nhut Air Base, 377th Combat Support Group Daily------------------------Accounting and Finance Office.
(2) Tan Son Nhut Air Base Passenger Terminal Conversion Point------- do-----------------------

0930-1500
0930-1200

0900-1700
(1)

E. U.S. Army 7th Finance Section Disbursing Facilities:

(1) Cofat Compound 7th Finance Section---------------------- Monday to Friday-------------do-----------------------,
Saturday--------------------do----------------------Sunday----------------------o----------------------Camp Alpha B Agent------------------------------------ Daily------------------------3) Lido Annex Cashier------------------------------------- Monday to Saturday----------do----------------------Sunday---------------------do----------------------(4) MACV Annex B Agent----------------------------------- Monday to Saturday---------------do----------------------Sunday--------------------------- do----------------------.....
- - - -

- - - -

#

- - - - -

- - - -

- - -

F. U.S. Navy Disbursing Facilities:
(1) Annapolis B0Q/BEQ------------------------------------- Daily------------------------.

...

-----

do-----------------------

1630-1700
0800-0930
1600-1700
0800–1000
1400–1600
s

0800-1200
1300-1700
0800-1200
1300-1600
0800-1200

1300–1700
0800-1200

1300–1600
0800-1200
1300-1700

G. Saigon open mess activities:

# '' End BEQ----------------------------------------------do----------------------2) Plaza BEQ-------------------------------------------------- do----------------------$
Montana BEQ----------------------------------------------- do----------------------(4) Capitol BEQ------------------------------------------------- do-----------------------

1100-2030
1100–2030

(5) HHD BEQ:------------------------------------------------ do-----------------------

1100-2030

1100-2030

1100–2030

# Walling BBQ------------------------------------------------do----------------------(7) Ky Son BEQ-------------------------------------------------do----------------------$ BE0 No. 1--------------------------------------------------do----------------------do-----------------------

1000-2030

9). REX B0Q---------------------------------------------------

1100-2130

10) Five Oceans B0Q-------------------------------------------do-----------------------

# Brinks #------------------------------ do----------------------do----------------------12) Missouri B0Q----------------------------------------------

1100–2130
1100–2130
1100–2130

13) H0ALU B0Q----------------------------------------------do----------------------14) Idaho B0Q------------------------------------------------- do-----------------------

1100–2030

Kong B0Q--------------------------------------------do----------------------#16) Hong
B0Q2----------------------------------------------------- do----------------------17) Massachusetts B0Q-----------------------------------------do----------------------18) B0Q1-----------------------------------------------------do----------------------19) Splendid B0Q----------------------------------------------do----------------------H. Other nonappropriated fund activities:
1) Camp Davies E0M Club--------------------------------------do----------------------2) 5th Special Forces Club, Montgomery-------------------------- do-----------------------

3) 519th Support Club (BN)-------------------------------------do----------------------4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Circle 34 Club-----------------------------------------------do----------------------International House------------------------------------------do----------------------Airman's Club, Tan Son Nhut---------------------------------do----------------------0fficer's Club, Tan Son Nhut----------------------------NC0 Club, Tan Son Hhut-------------------------------------do-----------------------

TSN NC0 Club Annex-Playboy Club---------------------------- do----------------------hours.
for incoming R. & R. flights.
*124
As required

1100–2030

1600–2030

1100–2130
1100–2030
1100–2100
1100–2100
1100–2230
1100–1900

1100-2130
1100–2100

1100–2130
1100–2200
1100–2100

1100–2200
1100–2200
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Senator RIBIcoFF. You may proceed, sir.
MONEY ORDERS

Mr. RossIDEs. For remittances outside Vietnam, authorized person
nel may purchase U.S. dollar money orders at base post office facili
ties or at military banking facilities. Postal units at Army and Navy
installations sell postal money orders, but at Air Force installations

postal money orders have been replaced by the use of money orders
sold by the Army/Air Force Exchange Services, which orders are
drawn on a bank in the United States.

On January 15 of this year, a new postal money order was adopted
for issuance at overseas military post offices. These money orders are
issued in Vietnam without fee. The new postal money orders are not

payable through banks outside the £ States other than through
military banking facilities. If they are cashed at a foreign bank they
will not be accepted by the Post Office Department. The limitation on
the negotiability of this instrument is intended to help strengthen ef
forts to stem the
of dollar instruments (purchased with
MPC) for piasters in the black market.
Senator RIBICOFF. May I commend this procedure and whoever was
for it. I think this is definitely a step in the right direction.

£

"'

hope that you in the Treasury, and in your action group, would

#.

start your procedure wherever there is a
American military
personnel presence and don’t wait for the black market to overwhelm
yOll.
This is a very excellent idea.
Mr. RossIDEs. Thank you, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Have you any idea how much in dollar volume
this plugs into the black-market operation? Is it too early to assess?
Senator RIBICoEF. Is it being used by the GI’s?
Mr. RossIDEs. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. This just started January 15, so you can’t have
too much experience. I appreciate that.
Mr. RossIDEs. It has to be used. No; we don't have an estimate yet.

Senator RIBICoEF. In answer to Senator Gurney, as you develop
some information statistics as to how this is being used, I would
hope that you would submit it to the committee for our record.
Mr. RossIDEs. We certainly will, Senator.
As testimony before this subcommittee has pointed out, the traffic in
the encashment of dollar instruments, obtained in Vietnam, in Hong

Kong and other Far East centers has been among the more lucrative
techniques employed by black-market operators.
. The basic control for the conversion of MPC to dollar instruments
is as follows: Purchases of dollar instruments are limited to $200 per

month. The $200 limitation includes cash deposits to military banking
accounts. An exemption is made when pay and allowances received
in-country are immediately deposited to the bank account. Transac
tions above the $200 per month level are prohibited in the absence of
certifications by the individuals' commanding officer.
All transactions from MPC to dollar and/or dollar instruments must

be supported by a three-part form which identifies the individual and
the amount of the transaction. One copy is a card form which creates
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input to a computer thereby pulling
all transactions for an
individual to allow for the detection of those who exceed the monthly
limit.

A further control of significant importance was the establishment
in October 1969 of a requirement that money orders issued through
military post offices and banking facilities in Vietnam must immedi
ately be mailed by the postal or bank clerk to an address in the United
States. This requirement and the new money order form recently
adopted should help to reduce the use of money orders as a vehicle
for black-market operations.
INCOME TAx VIOLATIONs, INVESTIGATIONS, AND PROSECUTIONs

The existence of a serious situation involving violations of the cur
rency laws of Vietnam by U.S. civilians temporarily in Vietnam was
brought to the attention of the Treasury's Internal Revenue Service
in 1966 by officials of the Department of Defense.
These violators were able to operate with impunity, because they
were not subject to U.S. military authority and because the Republic of
Vietnam was reluctant to investigate and to prosecute U. S. citizens
present in Vietnam due mainly to the efforts of the United States to
assist in the country's defense. Defense Department officials, therefore,

"'

asked the Treasury to send several IRS agents to Saigon to inspect
data that had been compiled there and to initiate tax proceedings
against some of the civilian violators. It was hoped that the Internal
Revenue Service's action in these cases would become generally known
in Vietnam and would have a dampening effect on the harmful traffic
in United States and Vietnamese currency.
While in Vietnam, the IRS agents inspected investigative reports

of the several investigative agencies of the Department of Defense
(CID, OSI, ONI) which related to currency violations in which U.S.
civilians had been found to be involved. The agents returned to Wash
ington with copies of reports relating to about 80 alleged violators.
Intensive tax investigations were then initiated in the IRS districts

where these individuals had led income tax returns for the tax periods
in which the alleged currency violations occurred.
Several substantial tax cases resulted from this effort; one is cur

rently under consideration by the Department of Justice and involves
over $200,000 in unpaid taxes and penalties.
In the latter half of 1969, illegal operations disclosed in Vietnam
indicated a need for more intensive enforcement activity by the IRS.

In August, at the request of the U.S. Embassy in Vietnam, an agent
of the IRS was sent to Saigon to examine data on currency violations
by U.S. civilians in Vietnam that had been compiled by an official of
the AID mission there.

This information included the now famous “Prysumeen” data as
well as information relating to alleged frauds in the operation of
NCO clubs in Vietnam. Also, at about this time, the alleged frauds
on the NCO clubs in Vietnam were brought to the attention of IRS

by representatives of the Department of Defense, who also sought
assistance in determining what income reports had been made to IRS
by the alleged perpetrators of the NCO club frauds. Shortly there
after, this subcommittee conducted public hearings in which the fore
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going as well as additional information on the extent of illegal ac
tivities of U.S. citizens in Vietnam was disclosed.

On the basis of the new information and the indicated impact of
illegal activities by U.S. civilians in Vietnam on the achievement of
U.S. objectives there, Treasury initiated through the IRS new inves
tigations into the income tax affairs of all persons known to be or sus
pected of being importantly involved.
As you know, there are a considerable number of such persons. We
expect that many more will soon be subjected to tax investigations as
a result of the detailed analyses we are now making of the Prysumeen
account data and data relating to the dozen or so similar accounts that
this subcommittee was instrumental in identifying.
Procedures have been instituted and manpower has been allocated

to provide for the nationwide coordination of the efforts of the several
Internal Revenue district offices responsible for conducting specific
investigations. In addition, periodic reporting procedures have been
established which enable the Headquarters Office of the Internal Reye
nue Service to keep currently informed on the progress of these in
vestigations.
In order to facilitate the obtaining of all information needed to com

lete the tax investigations now underway in the IRS districts where
the alleged violators filed returns and maintained banking connec
tions, Treasury assigned three IRS agents to permanent posts of duty
in Saigon in February of this year.
These men will be making inquiries and attempting to obtain testi
mony and documents from residents of Vietnam and other Far East
countries as requested by Internal Revenue district offices in the United

States. In addition, they will attempt to keep abreast of trends in
illegal activities in Vietnam and to identify American citizens who
may be deriving substantial amounts of income from such transactions.
As I mentioned earlier, the Secretary has given this a very high
priority, and we intend to pursue the tax investigation vigorously.
COOPERATION AMONG INVESTIGATIVE AGENCIES

I want to report that arrangements for cooperation among investi
ative agencies of the executive branch are excellent. The Internal
evenue Service has experienced no difficulty in obtaining informa
tion and assistance from counterpart agencies in the Department of
Defense. Requests for such information and assistance have been made

on a very informal basis, usually at the field agent level and usually by
telephone. Responses have been prompt and satisfactory. Over the
past months the IRS has been working closely with CID on a more
formal basis with a view to making more effective use of the informa
tion available regarding investigative activities of all the Defense
components.
We want to have this so that names are funneled in as a routine
-

matter.

-

-

-

Provision is being made for more effective use of the communications
and other facilities of the Defense Department.

Request to IRS for information obtained in connection with income
tax investigations must be handled in a formal manner, since the dis;
closure of such information is governed by section 6103 of the Internal
Revenue Code and the regulations authorized and required by that
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section. Briefly summarized, the law and regulations require that De
fense Department requests be made in writing by the Secretary of
Defense or a Secretary of one of the military services, specifying the
information desired and the person or persons authorized to receive
the information on behalf of the Defense Department.
TJSE OF U.S. BANK ACCOUNTS FOR BLACK-MARKET TRANSFERS

This subcommittee has pointed out the problems for law enforcement
which can arise from the use of the domestic deposit account facilities
of any U.S. bank. Except for the prohibitions contained in the Foreign
Assets Control Regulations, banks in the United States can, at their
option, accept deposits from anyone capable of making a contract.
Such deposit contracts accepted can usually be terminated by the ac
cepting bank on its option.
owever, once accepted, the bank must honor properly prepared
and presented withdrawal orders. Such withdrawal orders can in
clude written instructions to withdraw funds from one account and

to deposit the same funds in any other account. The banks are obli
gated to comply with such instructions. They occur by the millions

and they are a longstanding public banking service.
Parties involved in Vietnam in illegal currency transactions do
legitimately use their bank accounts in the United States and other

countries to accomplish their objectives. For example, party “A” wants
ayment in the form of a U.S. dollar credit to his account in a bank
in the United States. Party “B” has a deposit account in the United
States and he can simply instruct his U.S. bank to charge his account
and transfer the proceeds to another U.S. bank for credit to the

account of party “A.” When party “A” receives an advice from his
£ that his account has been credited, he pays piasters to party
B.”

The instructions from party “B” to his bank can be made in various
ways. They can be made through any bank in Vietnam which has an
office in the United States or a correspondent banking relationship
with a U.S. bank. The instructions can be in a letter or in a cable. The
U.S. dollar transfer can end with the second U.S. bank or it can con

tinue on to a foreign bank. It is believed that a substantial part of the
funds channeled into U.S. banks in furtherance of suspected illegal
transactions in Vietnamese currency were ultimately transferred to
foreign banks.
I might comment that law enforcement agencies of the United
States can handle transactions from one bank to another of a purely
domestic transaction. We have the resources to trace the amounts.

But what happens is that it comes to the water's edge and then we
are stymied by the secret foreign bank account. That is not to say that
we could not use extra tools possibly within the domestic area, but that
one, at least, is within our control.
We have had this recent question of access to foreign secret bank

accounts, and I had the privilege of representing the Treasury in testi
mony last Monday before the House Banking and Currency Commit

tee and I summarize in my next portion that particular testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you submit a copy of that testimony to the
committee?

---
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Mr. RossIDEs. I will be very pleased to, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Let us pause there for a moment and explore one
other idea. I recall in one of our earlier hearings a suggestion by Mr.
Harris who testified before us as an expert on foreign currency and
money, that one solution might be a two-valued system, a dual system
of values for piasters; one at the recognized exchange for the purchase
of goods of mass consumption, and the other at the black-market rate.
Is this idea worth anything? I don’t know how it would work.
I suppose he was really saying that we now have a rate or exchange

of about 2.8 or whatever the prevailing market is, though 240 was
mentioned last year, or 360 now. That is the exchange. That is what

W' are bringing, or the dollars that are bringing that go into
Vietnam and come back in piasters.
Mr. RossIDEs. May I go off the record, Senator, on the answer?
Senator GURNEY. All right.

Senator RIBICOFF: That is perfectly all right.
When you say off the record, it is off the record to us, but I can’t
tell the press it is off the record. I just want you to understand that.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Back on the record.

Mr. RossIDEs. Regarding the question of foreign secret bank ac
counts, the Treasury has given extensive study to a legislative pro
posal before the House (H.R. 15073) which is designed to prevent the
use of secret foreign bank accounts for illegal purposes by U.S. citi
zens and residents. I testified for the Treasury on this bill, setting forth
the administration's position, most recently on March 2. In that testi
mony, I emphasized three fundamental concerns of the Treasury which
were weighed in developing each of our recommendations for obtain
ing improved law enforcement.
we in no way wanted to restrict the regular and efficient flow
of domestic and international business or diminish the willingness of
foreigners to hold and use U.S. dollars.

#

The second consideration is our determination to deter tax and

other evasion by U.S. persons through foreign financial transactions.
We have sought to develop proposals under which the benefits to our
law enforcement objectives exceed the direct and indirect costs which
these proposals bring about.
Finally, we have the issue of traditional freedoms, many of which
are set forth in our Constitution, others which have become identi
fied with our way of life. In reinforcing our enforcement activities, we
must not jeopardize these principles.

Treasury believes its proposals for legislation strike a realistic bal
ance among these considerations and will also significantly assist our
enforcement activities. The legislation would provide for:
1. Required recordkeeping for banks and certain other financial in
stitutions with respect to foreign transactions.
It also includes standby authority, discretionary authority, in the

Secretary, regarding certain purely domestic transactions.
2. Reports of certain exports and imports of currency.
What we are doing there, of course, is addressing ourselves to a

situation where cash or travelers checks are carried overseas. There is
a proposal that for over $5,000 there be a reporting procedure. It is
nothing to do with control of export or importing of currency but
strictly a reporting procedure.
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3. Improved Treasury currency reports;
4. Reports by U.S. citizens, residents, and domestic corporations of
their foreign bank accounts, and
5. Rebuttable presumptions that U.S. citizens, residents and domes

tic corporations engaging in certain foreign transactions are dealing
with their own untaxed income. If they do not come forth with cer
tain information regarding those transactions that are available to

them, these would be rebuttable presumptions.
Senator, I would be pleased to submit here a copy of that full testi
mony for the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 228” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
FOREIGN ASSETS

CONTROL

Mr. RossIDEs. I might now refer briefly to experience in the enforce
ment of the foreign assets control regulations. The regulations prohibit
all unlicensed transactions involving U.S. dollar accounts and U.S.
dollar instruments if there is any interest in the transaction of Com
munist China, North Korea, North Vietnam, or nationals thereof. The
Office of Foreign Assets Control has legal responsibility to act if there

is evidence indicating possible violation of the regulations—in an
instance, for example, of dealings by the Communist Chinese in U.S.
dollar instruments emanating from Vietnam.
In this connection, information is obtained from banking and com
mercial sources concerning activities related to illegal dealings in
iasters and the piaster market in Hong Kong, and particularly in
ormation as to persons dealing in U.S. currency and instruments.
Treasury makes investigations as appropriate in Hong Kong and
checks all information available in its files to determine if any of the
persons known to be handling U.S. dollar instruments emanating from
Vietnam are designated nationals of Communist China or North Viet
nam. The findings to date have been negative.
COUNTERFEITING OF U.S. CURRENCY AND U.S. TREASURY CHECKS

Counterfeiting of U.S. currency in the Far East during recent years
has not constituted an enforcement problem of significant magnitude.
Contrary to reports frequently received from various intelligence
sources concerning counterfeiting conspiracies allegedly backed by the

Red Chinese, there are very few counterfeit issues stemming from that
area and all those that have been identified as purely criminal opera
tions, are, for the most part, concentrated in Hong Kong and the

Republic of the Philippines. For example, the six counterfeit issues
originating in the Republic of the Philippines during the past 3 years

have been responsible for only $8,300 in losses in this country; reported
losses in foreign countries amounted to only $16,275. The limited num
ber of reported counterfeit U.S. Government checks which have ap
peared in the Philippines has not created an enforcement problem.
Obtaining accurate statistical data concerning counterfeiting activ
ities in the £ East is most difficult. Few countries, with the notable
exception of Australia, Japan, and Hong Kong, have established
national counterfeiting bureaus as recommended by the International
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Organization of Criminal Police (Interpol). As a result, enforcement
agencies in the other countries of the Far East know little about
counterfeiting and do not report statistics to Interpol Headquarters
in Paris. However, liaison has been established with other U.S. Gov
ernment agencies. Embassies and consulates throughout the area, and
Treasury receives a constant flow of information from this source
concerning cases involving counterfeit U.S. currency.
The Treasury, through the U.S. Secret Service, has for some time
been cognizant of the possibility of counterfeit Ü.S. currenc being
introduced into the Vietnamese economy for political reasons.

#

the early 1960's, data received from investigative informants, factions
of the news media, and mere rumor, indicated large quantities of
counterfeit U.S. currency were being brought into Vietnam by either
foreign governments or large criminal conspiracies. In each instance,
investigation by the Secret Service established the information to be

either grossly exaggerated or completely false.
The very limited distribution of counterfeit currency actually found
in Vietnam was usually identified as the residue from a confiscated
criminal counterfeiting plant which operated in Hong Kong during
the late 1950’s.

A more recently confiscated Hong Kong counterfeiting plant in 1966
was responsible for furnishing nine counterfeit $100 Federal Reserve

notes to a criminal contact in Saigon. However, attempts to further
this activity failed when the principals were arrested in Hong Kong
and the money seized.
The most recent episode of counterfeiting of U.S. currency in Viet

nam occurred in January 1968, when the South Vietnamese National

Police arrested several individuals and seized $250,000 in partially
completed counterfeit $5 Federal Reserve notes. Early press releases
identified the violators as Red Chinese agents, and the Department

immediately dispatched a Secret Service agent to investigate. In
quiries disclosed that the conspirators were in fact merely criminals
first and Chinese second.

It is my firm opinion that the counterfeiting problem in Vietnam is
minimal at present and has been so in the past. Nevertheless, Treasury
will continue to monitor closely the counterfeiting situation in Viet
nam, and will make certain a prompt and thorough investigation is
made of all violations of this type which come to its attention.
IMPROVEMENTS IN CUSTOM'S ADMINISTRATION IN

VIETNAM

Treasury is cooperating with the AID Mission in Vietnam by assist
ing in the institutional development and reorganization of the Viet

namese Customs Service and by providing technical assistance to AID
officials concerned with the commodity import program.
In late 1965, the Bureau of Customs was requested to conduct a sur

vey of the situation in Vietnam with a view to setting up a commodity
control program for the U.S. AID commercial import program

£

(CIP).
thereafter, in the spring of 1966, a Customs Advisory
Group was established. At the peak of activity in Vietnam, 27 customs
advisers were assigned. These customs adviser
as well as the

!'

backup activities performed by the Division of Foreign Customs As
sistance in Washington, were all funded by AID. At the present time,
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10 positions are authorized in Vietnam. These include a chief of party;

four advisers assigned to the CIP program (as requested by AID);
one man working in automatic data processing and related activities;
one man acting as an adviser in the classification and appraisement
areas; two men acting as advisers to the Vietnamese Customs Fraud
Repression Service, which has responsibilities similar to those of the
Customs Agency Service; and one direct-hire administrative

#

Officer.

The technical assistance to AID officials is carried out as follows:
Through the facilities of the various divisions of the U.S.-AID mis

sion, the customs unit has access to licenses and other documents on

shipments in transit. Using these documents as guides, the customs men
£ selective physical inspections of commodities arriving under the
commodity import program. They inspect to see that the shipments
conform as to value, quantity, and quality, with the merchandise
actually ordered to insure that no shipments have been overvalued,
undervalued, short-shipped, diverted, or illegally exported.
When an irregularity occurs, the unit conducts a preliminary in
and refers the matter immediately to appropriate AID officials

'
or further action.

If the evidence indicates a violation of U.S. laws such as those gov
erning exports, the unit would also report the matter to the Office of

Foreign Customs Assistance in the Washington headquarters of the
Bureau of Customs for coordinated investigation by the Customs
Agency Service in the United States.
CIP monitoring has been increasingly effective, with shipments
examined increasing from 11 percent in the first quarter of 1967 to 40
to 70 percent in the last quarter of 1968. Attempted violations have
decreased correspondingly. Dock theft and pilferage have been re
duced by decreasing the average number of days between cargo dis
charge and customs release from 30 in 1966 to four at the end of 1968.
Also, a boat fleet seeks to deny diversion of CIP shipments.
The bulk of the responsibility within the Government of Vietnam
for suppressing black market activity and for currency control falls to
the Vietnamese customs, principally the Fraud Repression Service.
This includes the function of registering foreign currency brought
into Vietnam and checking official exchange receipts on exit from
country.

Statistics on the work of the Fraud Repression Service for the 3 years
1966–68 show value of seizures up 519 percent, cases investigated up 24
rcent, fines collected up 229 percent.

The U.S. Customs is playing a significant role with the limited re
sources we have available in Vietnam in advising Vietnamese customs

personnel and promoting better liaison with U.S. law enforcement
agencies in Vietnam.
In this connection, I am presently considering a proposal to place
additional Customs personnel in Vietnam to increase our ability to
assist the Vietnamese and to increase the flow of intelligence to U.S.
law enforcement agencies.
The Bureau of Customs happens to be under my direct supervision
and I have had several conversations with our Customs chief on this.

The Bureau of Customs is also providing a training program in the
United States for Vietnamese customs officers. Since January 12 of
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this year, six members of the Vietnamese Fraud Repression Service
have been undergoing a 2-month training program at Bureau head
quarters, at the Customs National Training Center on the campus

of Hofstra University, and at Customs Agency Service offices.
After their return to Vietnam, they will in turn set up classes for
their fellow officers.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I wish to emphasize that the Treasury
has indeed been impressed by the skill and diligence with which this
subcommittee has carried out its work in this area.

We in the executive branch are determined to strengthen our efforts
to curb illicit financial transactions in Vietnam. We are making full

use of the investigative materials you have assembled and will con
tinue to work closely with you in furthering our common objectives
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much.
On behalf of the staff and the committee, we do appreciate your
cooperation. It has been a pleasure to work with you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. RossIDEs. Thank you.

Senator RIRICoEF. I only have a few questions. You suggested new

£

legislation to handle the problem of adequate
U.S.
banks. I understand that your Department has had a special Treasur
Department task group working with New York banks to deal wit
the problem.

Will this new legislation that you recommend prevent or reduce
substantially the Indian moneychangers or other individuals in the
Far East from using U.S. banks to make large profits on the currency
black market in Vietnam 7

Mr. RossIDEs. I could not give an answer. I would hope so, but what
it does do is this, Senator: It gives us a greater ability to trace the
records. Many of the large banks keep some of these records now.

However, this puts an added requirement that would also give the
Secretary discretion to set a retention period. We are at the moment

considering 6 years on six different categories of foreign transactions.
It is practically a complete recordkeeping on all foreign transactions.
It does not involve the question of transfer from one domestic bank
to another. That, at the moment, can be handled to some degree by
records that are kept now.

But we have standby authority in that area. You cannot say that

recordkeeping in itself will reduce the Indian moneychangers' abilities.
It will be a step forward.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does this new legislation that you propose ad
dress itself to the problem of American military and civilians using

numbered, secret Swiss bank accounts to avoid U.S. taxes, covers,
kickbacks, and certain other illegal activities?
Mr. RossIDEs. It certainly does, Senator, in several respects. This
is why our Treasury task force on that problem and the Treasury
task force working with the interdepartmental task group are work
ing closely together.
One, it makes several suggestions for recordkeeping and reporting.
Second, it raises rebuttable presumptions so that if we have infor
mation about any American military or other personnel having a
secret foreign bank account, we have their name.
We simply will request information which, if they refuse to give it
regarding a secret foreign bank account, will be a rebuttable presump
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tion that they are dealing with their own untaxed income. That will
not take care of all situations.

We have to find out if they have such an account. But their failure
on their tax return or with their tax return to identify the fact that

they have an account would be a violation.

So this bill gives us special tools that we think are steps forward.
(At this point Senator Gurney withdrew from the hearing room.)

MARCH 4, 1970

Pursuant to rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended

by the Committee on Government Operations for its Senate Perman
ent Subcommittee on Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed
on March 4, 1970, permission is hereby granted for the acting chair
man to conduct hearings in open session without a quorum of two
members for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of fraud
and corruption in management of military club systems and illegal
currency manipulations affecting South Vietnam on March 4, 1970.
(s) JoHN L. McCLELLAN,
Chairman.

(s) KARL E. MUNDT,
Ranking Minority Member.
Senator RIBICOFF. During our recent hearings on fraud and cor
ruption in the management of military clubs, it was established that
a number of sergeants serving with the U.S. Army in Vietnam had
established Swiss banking accounts to cover up kickbacks received
from vendors for letting contracts in Vietnam.

The hearings established, for example, that a Sergeant Major Woold
ridge, along with Sgt. William Higdon and former Sergeant Lazar
reaped large financial gains by buying hundreds of thousands of dol
lars worth of goods for military clubs from their own country.
What has been done to find out just how much money * Ser'
geants transferred to Swiss accounts, and also whether other military
personnel have secret numbered accounts in Switzerland?
Mr. RossIDEs. Senator, we have active investigations going on, all

of the individuals you named, and the list that was supplied by this
committee. Obviously, because they are in active investigation, I feel
it is preferable not to reveal details at this time.
But, we will be reporting to the committee as soon as any of the
information would be £ for public knowledge.
For instance, if an indictment has been
or a civil penalty

£

is being made a matter of public record, we will so inform the com
mittee.

Senator RIBICOFF: What cooperation are you receiving with the

Swiss Government in order to allow the Treasury Department to go
into this matter? What is the status of your relations with the Swiss
Government, if you can make that public?

Mr. RossIDEs. I would be happy to, Senator. We are meeting with
the Swiss delegation on March 6–14.
Let me go back a moment. This administration picked up a thread

that had been hanging regarding a potential mutual assistance treaty
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in criminal matters with the Swiss Government. Three Departments
and the SEC are working closely on this treaty. We submitted a draft
proposal to the Swiss in the summer.
We met with them in the spring and told them in no uncertain terms
that we were serious about doing something about this problem.
We submitted a draft in the summer, and it has taken them a little
longer than I would have liked to respond to the draft.
They have submitted a reply draft as of last week and we are meet

in: with
them in a conference starting this Friday.
happen to be a little bit more optimistic than some of my colleagues
that the Swiss realize their responsibilities in the international com

munity not to harbor criminal conduct.

They have very strong and strict secrecy laws, but we feel there is a
need to come into the 20th century on international financial mat
ters of this nature.

The treaty is designed to balance Swiss interests and our interests
in getting adequate information.
£ RIBICOFF. Has there been any reduction in the activity in
currency in black market in Vietnam during the past few months that
you are aware of at all?

Mr. RossIDEs. I just don’t know, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you aware of any action
Mr. RossIDEs. I would say this, though, Senator; I refer to one of
the comments made by either you or Senator Gurney in prior testi

mony, that by bringing this problem to the forefront, by putting the
spotlight of publicity on it, it certainly helps to make the criminals
more cautious and deter them and reduce the level, but we do not
have firm statistics.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know whether the Vietnamese Govern
ment has done anything to try to lower the activity of the Indian
moneychangers in Saigon?
Mr. RossIDEs. I am not sure about the Indian moneychangers. I
do know from conversations with Commissioner Ambrose of our Cus

toms service that they are impressed with the dedication and desire
of the Vietnamese Fraud Repression Service, which is the agency which
has to enforce their currency and black-marketing laws.

Senator RIBICOFF: What happens when an IRS agent, in Manila
learns of wrongdoing of an American elsewhere and he investigates
the case but finds no violation of tax returns but during his investiga
tion he does discover there is other illegal activity in violation of the
U.S. law %

What do you do then with the other Departments of the Govern
ment that have jurisdiction over the offense?
Mr. RossIDEs. I will answer briefly and then ask Mr. Meehan to
elaborate. Since it would not involve a tax item, the confidentiality
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code would not apply, so that the
transmittal of information has to come in a certain formal manner.

I would assume, and I am sure, that that information is exchanged
and very quickly with the appropriate agency. There is an enormous
amount of liaison among our enforcement agencies.
In the Treasury we have several. Mr. Meehan may like to elaborate.
Mr. MEEHAN.

Department.

W. send information on the violations to the Justice
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Senator RIBICOFF. I want to thank you and your staff again, Mr.

Secretary, and express my appreciation. I know this hearing has in
convenienced you from other appointments. I thank you for your
testimony.
Mr. RossIDEs. Thank you, Senator, It is a most important subject

cooperation and the excellence

#

and no inconvenience at all, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino.
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0–Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. In line with my testimony about the Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co., I would like to complete the record by including
a group of exhibits bearing staff numbers 46 to 48 for reference only
in the subcommittee files.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, they will be included in the
record as exhibits for reference.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 229, 230,
and 231” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. I offer in evidence a series of letters bearing staff
exhibit Nos. 49 to 52 between Louis Taub, an AID employee in Saigon,
and the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. which relates to the

fry.

Sumeen account.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 232,233,
234, and 235” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. I would also like to submit for reference certain doc

uments relating to the Prysumeen account and involving the DeGill
Corp. and Tectonics Asia Architects and Engineers, Inc.
Senator RIBICOFF. They are admitted for reference.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 236 through
264” for reference, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. For your information, the DeGill Corp. performed
under seven AID-financed contracts in Vietnam for construction work

and equipment hire, amounting to approximately $1,200,000 during
the period from June 1966 to January 1969.
e firm became involved in a diversion of Government-owned

equipment for its own benefit and black-market currency transactions.
They were suspended by the U.S. Army, with whom they also had
contracts, and by AID, from future eligibility on Government con
tract work. The suspension presently remains in effect.
The DeGill funds amounting to $205,000 were deposited in the Pry
Sumeen account at the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. during the
period from January 1966 to June 1967. DeGill funds amounting to
$412,500 were also

£ in the J. H. Van Meele account at the

Crocker Citizens Bank of San Francisco from January 20, 1967,
through February 29, 1968, and on the same date the funds were
erred to the Van Meele account at the Union Bank of Hong

£

Ong.

Tectonics Asia Architects and Engineers, Inc., had an AID-financed

contract during the period October 1968 to October 1969, to furnish
# and construction advice and assistance to the Ministry of
Public Works of the Government of Vietnam.

m"IE-L - "
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The firm’s AID-financed contract expired in October 1969 and it
does not presently have any contracts under AID financing.
The Prysumeen account at Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. re

flects two deposits of this firm on or about July 17, 1967, and Septem

ber 22, 1967, in the sums of $10,000 and $14,000 respectively.
In addition, there are at least 10 other items of deposit in the ac
count of Foreign Exchange and Investment, Ltd., at the Marine Mid
land Grace Trust Co. of New York during the period May 1968
through October 1968, which include checks drawn by Kelly R.
Wicker, president, on the Tectonics account, several of which were
made payable to his wife, Wynne Dieppe.
I would also like to submit for reference several documents which
relate to the financial activities at the International House as well as
bank accounts of Gilbert Danner and William P. Nicoles.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, they will be admitted for
reference.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 265 through
280” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. These individuals were in charge of the operation of
the International House as noted on pages 672–674 of part 3 of the
printed hearings held by the subcommittee on November 20, 1969.
On November 21, 1969, Senator Ribicoff requested that Manufac
turers Hanover Trust Co. provide the subcommittee with recommen

dations as to what the banking industry and the Government should
do to control the black market in dollars in Vietnam.

The recommendations were given the subcommittee and I submit
them now for the record.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, they will go into the record as
an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 281” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 281

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST Co.,

New York, N.Y., February 4, 1970.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,

Chairman, Permanent Senate Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee
on Government Operations, United States Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: On November 21, 1969, I appeared before the Permanent Senate
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations,
United States Senate, of which you are Chairman. Also present was Senator
Edmund Gurney.

Both you and Senator Gurney expressed your concern that black market
activities in Saigon, South Vietnam, were having a detrimental effect on our bal
ance of payments position and an adverse effect on the economy of South
Vietnam.

It was stated that it appeared that many checks which were deposited in U.S.
banks by Hong Kong banks and finance companies might have Originated in
South Vietnam and found their way to Hong Kong through black market chan
nels. One question was whether American banks could develop a system which
could detect deposits and transfers arising from black market operations. Another
was whether we could offer any other suggestions for the control of such
Operations.
We have given this matter considerable thought and would like to make the
following suggestions.

Taking the second question first, we could respectfully recommend:
1. Elimination of payment to the U.S. Armed Forces in Vietnam in U.S.
dollar Treasury checks. We have noted that the Marine Corps pays its men
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in this way and such checks are readily negotiated in the black market. As a
means of restricting possible utilization of U.S. dollars paid to the military
on the black market it is suggested that payment be made to the U.S. armed
forces in military scrip with rigid control on the encashment of such scrip
except by U.S. military personnel. Similarly, we respectfully recommend elimina
tion of payments by U.S. dollar checks to non-military workers in South Viet
Ina Ill.

2. Discontinuance by foreign exchange banks located in South Vietnam of the
practice of issuing drafts expressed in foreign currency. We have found that all
the licensed foreign exchange banks in South Vietnam may legally issue drafts
in U.S. dollars which are drawn against accounts maintained by them in the
United States. Large quantities of these drafts have been processed by our bank
and most of them indicate that they have been issued under foreign exchange
licenses. These checks reach us through foreign exchange banks in Hong Kong
who are authorized to handle such transactions since Hong Kong is a free
currency area. It is suggested that the U.S. Government recommend to the
Government of South Vietnam that this practice be stopped and wherever it is
necessary to effect payment in other than local currency it is done by mail or
cable transfer through international banking channels. This would preclude any
negotiation of dollar drafts in South Vietnam and Hong Kong and reduce the
number of negotiable instruments available to the black market.

We are pleased to report that, on December 9, 1969, the U.S. Treasury Depart
ment issued a new regulation that postal money Orders of the U.S. Government
can no longer be negotiated through foreign banks. Immediately upon receipt
of this regulation we informed all our correspondent banks in Asia about this

new development. We particularly stressed that we would not accept any postal
money orders for deposit and that they would be returned to the sender.
With respect to your first question, I can report the following. In a separate
development arising out of an inquiry of the House Banking and Currency Com
mittee's inquiry into the use of secret bank accounts outside the United States to
avoid U.S. Income Taxes, to circumvent U.S. Securities laws and to shield illicit
narcotic traffic, the nation's largest commercial banks have, since my appear
ance, been cooperating with teams from the Treasury Department in an effort to
develop information necessary as background for proposed legislation to detect
effectively and to control such use. A special subcommittee of the New York
Clearing House has been established to work with Treasury Department officials
in such investigation and in the preparation of such legislation. Representatives
of the Treasury Department have already visited our Trust Company and we have
attempted to expose them to every facet of our international operations. To my
knowledge, other Clearing House banks have similarly responded to visits by
Such representatives.

It is our considered conclusion that the goals sought by your Subcommittee and
by such House Committee and the Treasury Department are the same, although
of different applicability. In other words, we think that a system devised to cope
with one problem should be able, perhaps with minor modifications, to serve the
ends of both. We think that it would be most helpful to your purposes if we sup
plied you with all of the information and conclusions resulting from such con

current work and we will be happy to undertake to do so. To the extent that the
solution of one problem needs modification in order to meet the needs of the other,

we will be happy to try to suggest such modifications.
I met with the Planning Board, Committee on International Banking, New
York, on December 4, 1969, and discussed with them my appearance before your
Subcommittee on November 21 specifically drawing their attention to my testi
mony and your request for recommendations.

On December 22, 1969, I discussed with the Chairman of the Foreign Exchange
Committee my meeting with the Planning Board, Committee on International
Banking, on December 4. The Chairman replied to me on January 7, 1970, that
he had sounded out various banks on the Committee. It was the opinion of all

the banks approached that they must be responsive to these problems, that they
are working with representatives of the Treasury Department and that the banks
will do all they can to cooperate.
The suggestions which I have outlined are necessarily preliminary, but I do
think we are on the right track. Please let me know your wishes and we will do
our best to pursue this important work.

Respectfully yours,
TRISTAN E. BEPLAT,
Senior Vice President.
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Mr. BELLINo. On February 14, 1970, Manufacturers Hanover was
asked to

H' responses to specific questions regarding its dealin

with the Prysumeen account which the subcommittee would include
in the record of the hearings.

I submit for the record at this time the request and the Manufac
turers response.

Senator RIBICOFF. They will be made exhibits in the record.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 282 and
283” for reference and follow:)
ExHIBIT No. 282

U. S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

Washington, D.C., February 14, 1970.
Mr. TRISTAN E. BEPLAT,
Senior Vice President, Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.,
New York, N.Y.
DEAR MR. BEPLAT: After my recent conversation with Mr. Reardon about the

letter you will be writing to Senator Ribicoff, it occurred to me that I might
list some of the Specific questions members of the Subcommittee may wish to

ask you. I think it would be preferable for Manufacturers Hanover, and for the
Subcommittee as well, for you to know the questions beforehand so you have the
opportunity to address yourself to them in the letter.
(1) In the March 13, 1963 letter from Mr. Lucas to Mr. Ameen, Mr. Lucas
speaks of “certain special instances” in which the bank agrees to maintain
accounts carrying names other than the depositors. How many such special ac
counts does the bank maintain? And what is your justification for them? Fur
thermore, how would a duly authorized government agency—like the IRS, for
example—ascertain the real owner of the account?
(2) In the same March 13, 1963 letter to Mr. Ameen, Mr. Lucas makes this
statement: “The principal purpose of such an arrangement is to enable the per
son making remittance to your account to keep your name confidential and un
known when instructing his bank to make the payment to you.” Please elaborate
on this sentence from Mr. Lucas' letter. What is his meaning? Why, for example,
would any law-abiding person wish to conceal the name of the person in whose
account he is depositing money?
(3) In letters dated May 3, 1963 and May 7, 1963, Mr. Lucas told Mr. Ameen
that seven suggested code words “already appear on our books as the designation
for a number of other accounts.” Are these code words, which were already in
use, cable addresses or are they accounts which were opened, to use Mr. Lucas'
phrase, under “certain special instances?” It might be useful, for purposes of
completing the record, if you could provide us background on the rejected coded
account names mentioned during the hearing; that is, Freeman, Goodman,
Waterman, etc., etc., as well as “Good Luck Hong Kong.”
(4) It is a correct assumption that Yau Chi Wai and M. Ohadhu, who became
signators of the new “Prysumeen” account, were not in fact the real owners of
the account, the real owners being Ameen and Husain? Moreover, it would appear
that Ameen and Husain were trying to conceal their involvement with the
“Prysumeen” account? Shouldn't their obvious attempt to conceal their involve
ment with the account have made “Prysumeen” a questionable account?
(5) The “Co-partnership Bank Account and Security Agreement” of February
12, 1965 entered into between “Prysumeen” and Manufacturers Hanover Trust
seems to be a device for accomodating Ameen and Husain's wishes for secrecy
and your bank's rules for accounts. It appears unlikely that a company named
“Prysumeen” would be operating at 3 Yun Ping Road, Causeway Bay, Hong
Kong, when the very name “Prysumeen” was devised in the Manufacturers
Hanover bank in New York. Would you give us some explanation for this?
(6) In the October 22, 1966 letter from the Dao Heng Bank, Hong Kong, to
-

Mr. Cunha, reference is made to a September 15, 1966 letter from Mr. Cunha to
the Dao Heng Bank in which information is requested on the “financial respon

sibility, credit standing, reputation and manner of meeting payments of Prysu
35–359–71–pt. 4–6
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meen.” What prompted Mr. Cunha to have made this inquiry? A similar one was
made to the Wing Lung Bank, Ltd., Hong Kong, dated on September 16, 1966.
Since the co-partnership agreement was signed in February of 1965 it seems
unusual that the bank, more than a year later, would begin to investigate the
background of “Prysumeen.” Could some development have occurred between
February 1965 and September 1966 that led Manufacturers Hanover to become
suspicious of the “Prysumeen” account?

(7) On August 20, 1965, the National Bank of Pakistan inquired of Manu
facturers Hanover as to the “respectability” and financial standing of “Pry
sumeen.” On September 2, 1965, Mr. DeHaas replied. Was his answer responsive?
Would it not have been more responsive for Mr. DeHaas to have indicated that
“Prysumeen” was an account whose real owners—that is, Ameen and Husain—
wished to remain secret? Does not Mr. DeHaas' use of the word “routine” in
describing the “Prysumeen” account seem to conflict with Mr. Lucas' earlier

reference to the “special arrangements” in the May 7, 1963 letter to Husain?
I hope the above will give you some idea of the sort of questions the Subcom
mittee is interested in. Don’t hesitate to call if Mr. Duffy or I can be of assistance.
I am enclosing a copy of the third volume of the hearing record which con
tains all the relevant exhibits and testimony.
Sincerely,

FRED AssELIN,
Special Assistant to Senator Ribicoff.

ExHIBIT NO. 283

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST Co.,
New York, N.Y., February 25, 1970.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, Permanent Senate Subcommittee on Investigations of the
Committee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: As you will recall, representatives of this Bank ap
peared before your Subcommittee on November 21, 1969, at which time both you
and Senator Gurney expressed your deep concern that black market activities
in Saigon, South Vietnam were having a detrimental effect on the U.S. balance
of payments position and an adverse effect on the economy of South Vietnam.
At this time, this Bank was requested to provide to the Subcommittee any sug
gestions it might have to alleviate these serious problems.
Responsive to that request, on February 6, 1970, we delivered by hand to Mr.
Frederick Asselin, your Special Assistant, and to the staff of the Subcommittee,
a letter dated February 4, 1970, setting forth certain suggestions. A copy of that
letter is attached as Annex 1.

In addition, Mr. Beplat, a Senior Vice President of the Bank (in charge of its
Far Eastern operations), and counsel to the Bank, conferred with Mr. Asselin
and members of the staff in Washington on February 6, 1970, in an effort to
assist the Subcommittee further with respect to its investigation.
At that meeting with Mr. Asselin and members of the staff, we were asked
to elaborate upon various matters which the attached letter and that meeting
covered. Subsequently we received a letter, dated February 14, 1970, addressed
to Mr. Beplat, from Mr. Asselin, requesting that we respond to certain specific
questions for the further enlightenment of the Subcommittee. In Mr. Beplat's
absence on business for the Bank in Korea and Australia, I am glad to re

spond, as the officer in charge of the International Division of the Bank, to
both of these requests.
First, as referred to in the letter and as discussed more fully with the mem

bers of the staff, the Treasury Department has for many weeks been actively
engaged in an inquiry into the use of secret bank accounts outside the United
States to avoid United States income taxes, to circumvent United States securi

ties laws and to shield illicit narcotics traffic. This Bank has been among the
group of our country's largest commercial banks which has been cooperating
with a Treasury Department Task Force in this effort which is designed to
develop information necessary to propose remedial legislation. Representatives

of the Treasury Department have spent many days observing the actual opera
tions of several banks, including ours, in order to better understand the work
ing of a bank engaged in international transactions, as well as the scope of the
problem at hand.

It is our understanding that, at this date, the Treasury Department has not
made final recommendations. As the Subcommittee is aware, a bill known as
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H.R. 15073 has been introduced in the House of Representatives which generally
requires banks to maintain certain records in respect of deposits and the trans
fer of funds and requires the filing of certain reports by banks and others in
respect of certain currency transactions. This bank strongly supports the under
lying spirit and purpose of this bill. It is our understanding that the sole ob
jective of the meetings between the Treasury Department and the banks adverted
to above is to achieve legislation of impeccable legality which would permit the
maintenance, storage and retrieval of certain banking and other financial records
in a manner which would be more useful to various agencies of the Government
in ferreting out and prosecuting crimes, including those of the character above
mentioned.

Turning now to matters which specifically relate to this Bank, we wish to
address ourselves to the bank account which has come to be known as the

“Prysumeen” account, maintained by the International Division and which,
during the hearings of the Subcommittee, was dealt with in some depth. This
account was originally opened in 1957, prior to the involvement by the United
States in Vietnam, in the name of Messrs. Husain and Ameen. The procedures
of the Bank in opening this account were, as heretofore explained and as further
explained below, normal and usual. This account in the foregoing form and
style was technically closed in 1965 and was immediately succeeded by an
account owned by these persons and operated under the name and trade style
of “Prysumeen”. Again, normal procedures of the Bank were followed in per
mitting the use of this trade style. This will be elaborated on below.
There has been some suggestion during the hearings that, because approxi
mately $50 million passed through the Prysumeen account during the course of
three to four years, this Bank should have been aware that Prysumeen was
engaged in unlawful activities. As we have pointed out to the Subcommittee
previously, our International Division handles approximately $5 to $6 billion
in many thousands of international transactions each day. Judged against this
standard, an account of the size of Prysumeen, and with its activity, would
not have drawn itself to the attention of officers of the Bank. The Original
account was opened only after we had Secured favorable references from foreign
banks known to and respected by us, which is our normal procedure. Since
these accounts were non-borrowing accounts—that is, accounts to which We

did not extend any overdraft privileges or any other form of credit accommoda
tion—we did not have any occasion to investigate the owners of the accounts
beyond the customary assurances received from our correspondent banks.
We enclose for your convenience as Annex 2 Mr. Asselin's letter to us of

February 14, 1970. Our statements below will correspond to the numbered para
graphs of this letter.
1. Reference is made in paragraph 1 to a letter dated March 13, 1963, from
Mr. Lucas of our Bank to Mr. Ameen in which Mr. Lucas spoke of “certain
special instances” in which the Bank agrees to maintain accounts carrying
names other than the depositors' names. We are asked how many such accounts
we maintain, what our justification is for maintaining them and whether a
duly authorized government agency would be able to ascertain the real owner
Of the account.

If you will refer to the letter of March 13, 1963, you will readily see that
Mr. Lucas was explaining that while accounts maintained with the Bank are
usually maintained in either the individual or corporate name of the customer
of the Bank, there are occasions on Which accounts are maintained under a

trade style. He pointed out that, in order to maintain such an account, the
Bank would insist upon compliance with certain requirements, particularly
spelling out that persons Opening an account in a trade style must demonstrate
that they are doing business under that trade style, and that they are known by
that trade style.

While we do not have the same number of trade style accounts in our Inter
national Division as we do in our domestic divisions, there are literally hundreds
of such accounts maintained with the Bank. If an individual doing business
as an individual proprietor in New York City wishes to open an account in the
name of his store (such as “Acme Toy Store”) or his service (such as “Ace Re

pair Company”), he would be perfectly entitled to do so, provided he could
demonstrate exactly the same things as were explained to Messrs. Husain and
Ameen. Similarly, partners may open accounts in the name of a trade style (such
as “Speedy Delivery Service”), in which neither of the partner's names appears,

but they must demonstrate precisely the same things, to wit: that they are doing
business under that trade style and that they are so known. Furthermore, any

account party can designate persons other than himself to have signing author
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ity on the account. For the protection of a bank accepting such an account, spe
cial forms are required in order to assure the bank, among other things, that a
check made out to that trade style may be credited to that account or, if it proves
uncollectible, charged against that account, without liability to the individual
proprietor or the partners for having diverted his or their funds. To repeat, there
is certainly nothing unusual in the maintenance of any such account and the
only thing that makes it a “special instance” is that there are many, many more
accounts in the names of individuals or corporations.
Much more important, however, is the question as to whether a duly author
ized government agency, such as the Internal Revenue Service, could ascertain
the real owner of the account.

The answer is an unqualified “yes”.
If, to take one of the examples above, the Internal Revenue Service or any
other governmental agency requested this Bank to produce information relating
to Acme Toy Store, the records so produced would clearly indicate that that ac
count was the account of the sole proprietor doing business in that name. On the
other side of the coin, if we were asked whether we had moneys belonging to the
individual proprietor, we would answer “Yes, in the name of Acme Toy Store.”
The exact same process occurred in this matter. One of the documents in the
Prysumeen file was a letter, dated March 15, 1965, signed by Mr. Ameen, which
stated as follows: “We hereby authorize you to close our old account A. Husian

or Ameen' and credit all the balance of the funds to our new account ‘Prysumeen'
under credit advice to us.” [Emphasis ours].
The staff of your Committee was thus informed by that letter, and many others
in the Prysumeen file, of the true owners of the account.
If you will assume for a moment that the original subpoena in this matter had
requested the production of records relating to the account of “A. Husain and
Ameen”, your staff would have found at the very top page of that account the fol

lowing: “Closed as of March 24, 1965. See: ‘Prysumeen'.”
Thus, from either direction, the full records which have been made available
to your Subcommittee would, inevitably and in the ordinary course, have been
made available to your Subcommittee or any other duly authorized government
agency inquiring into the matter.
A further word should be said with respect to the ability, in such matters as

this, of a duly authorized government agency to obtain all of the information in
the hands of a bank. We have said to your staff in the past, and reiterate, that
it takes a combination of two things to conceal the true owner of an account.

The first thing is the maintenance of an account in a name (or in a number) other
than the name of the true owner. But much more important is the existence of a

statute which prohibits a bank from disclosing the name of the true owner. So
far as we are aware, no such statute exists in our country and thus, as is amply
demonstrated above, the true owner of any account can be readily ascertained
when duly requested under proper legal process.
2. Referring again to the March 13, 1963, letter from Mr. Lucas to Mr. Ameen,
certain questions are asked relating to the statement by Mr. Lucas that “[T]he
principal purpose of such an arrangement is to enable the person making remit
tance to your account to keep your name confidential and unknown when in
structing his bank to make payment to you.”
A perfectly legitimate business purpose is served by such an arrangement. It
is unfortunate, but true, that “business espionage” and just plain “leaks” abound
in the business world. There is no reason why the parties to a particular business
transaction should, by their own private communications, divulge to unauthor
ized third persons, such as competitors, the details of their transaction. As a

result, many communications are couched in such terms that they will convey
nothing to the unauthorized outsiders and thus protect the integrity of the
transaction between the two parties. However, it should be clear at once that the
key word above is “unauthorized”. As is demonstrated by our answer to your
first question, any duly authorized government agency can, under due process,
ascertain whether a person about whom it has some suspicion is a party to a
particular transaction.

3. This question relates to a confusion which still exists with respect to various
words which were suggested and rejected in selecting the word “Prysumeen”
to designate deposits for the account of Messrs. Husain and Ameen. In the con
ference held on February 6, 1970, we elaborated on this matter and are glad to
do so again.
First, among the words suggested by Mr. Ameen were the words “Good Luck".
These words were in fact a registered cable address and for this reason could
not be used as a designation for the Husain and Ameen account. Mr. Ameen

then suggested certain other names such as “Freeman”, “Goodman”, “Water
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man”, “William”, etc. We advised Mr. Ameen that none of the names suggested
was available for use. The refusal to permit the use of such names was not be

cause they were already being used by other accounts as “designations” (or
“code names” if you will), but rather because they were proper names of persons
and their use would create confusion with many other accounts maintained at
the Bank by persons having such names. The object of a designation is to enable
a bank to tell immediately what account is to be debited or credited with a cer
tain item. If several accounts were to bear the same name (and particularly
the proper name of a person), it would defeat the purpose of ready identifica
tion of an item and cause expense and embarrassment to all parties. It was for
this reason that the Bank suggested to Messrs. Husain and Ameen a coined word,

namely Prysumeen, which would easily identify their account, as distinguished
from any other.
4. It is clear from Our records that Yau Chi Wai and M. Ohadhu were not the
owners of the Prysumeen account. It is also clear from our records that the
Owners were Messrs. Husain and Ameen and at all times we considered the ac
count to be theirs. Indeed, as far as we are concerned, so did Messrs. Husain

and Ameen. We refer you to their letter of March 15, 1965, which is quoted in
answer to your first question above. We further refer you to the letter from

Mr. Ameen to us in response to our letter dated February 3, 1965, in which it
is stated, “Either Mr. Yau Chi Wai or Mr. Moulathambi Ohadhu will sign all
documents and checks pertaining to our new account in the name of Prysumeen.”

[Emphasis ours].
We do not think that it is correct or fair to infer from Such letters an “ob
vious attempt to conceal their involvement with the account.” The Bank's records

show that Messrs. Wai and Ohadhu were merely signatories on the account and
that the true owners of the account remained Messrs. Husain and Ameen. We

again refer you to the fact that the notation in our files upon the closing of the
account entitled “A. Husain and Ameen” was “See: Prysumeen.”
5. We have already explained how the name “Prysumeen” was selected for
the designation of the account of Messrs. Husain and Ameen. To repeat, it was

used as a convenient way of identifying incoming deposit items for their ac
count. As early as March 13, 1963 (in the letter to which we have previously
referred, a clear distinction was made by us between the use of that word to

designate incoming payments for credit of the account and the use of the name
as the title of an account. We told Messrs. Husain and Ameen that they could
not use any name as a trade style account unless there was presented to the Bank
documentary evidence that they were doing business under that trade style and
that they were so known. With respect to the name itself, we clearly pointed
out that it could be used only insofar as it designated payments coming into
our Bank for credit. We stated, “It is not used insofar as correspondence or
account title is concerned.” We wrote on December 28, 1964 that we could not
agree to having the name Prysumeen printed above the line reserved for sig
natures on checks, since this space is used to show the title of an account. These
letters are in accord with the established rules of this Bank and could have been

written to any person wishing to maintain a trade style account.
If Messrs. Husain and Ameen thought of the account “as a device for accom
modating [their] wishes for secrecy,” they were very much mistaken, as shown
in our answer to your first question.

With respect to the physical location of any trade style account, we assume
that a person operating a business under a trade style operates it where he is
physically located.

6. You question why, in September of 1966, we wrote to the Dao Heng Bank
and the Wing Lung Bank Limited, each of Hong Kong, requesting information
with respect to the “financial responsibility, credit standing, reputation and
manner of meeting payments” of Prysumeen. You wonder whether it was not un

usual that, more than a year after the opening of the Prysumeen account, such
an investigation should be made and ask whether some development occurred

between February, 1965 and September, 1966 which led us to take such action.
The answer to your question is that on September 2, 1966, we received a
request to grant overdraft facilities of $10,000 to $15,000, on a weekly basis.
As we have explained to your staff, when a person requests the opening of
an account, we merely make inquiries of reputable bank sources (which we did
in this case). However, when we are asked to extend credit facilities, we make
a more comprehensive investigation into the financial responsibility, credit

standing, reputation and manner of meeting payments of the prospective bor
rower. Therefore, when the request was made of us we commenced such an

investigation. However, we were unable to obtain up-to-date financial informa
tion satisfactory to us and thus declined to extend the credit facility. This
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would not, however, be in itself a reason to discontinue an existing depositary
relationship.

7. You refer to a letter dated August 20, 1965 from the National Bank of
Pakistan inquiring as to the “respectability” and financial standing of Prysu
meen, and refer to our letter of September 2, 1965 in reply. We believe that our
letter was indeed responsive. We reiterate that we treated this account, from
its inception in 1957, as a routine, non-borrowing account, and we so advised the
National Bank of Pakistan. We refer you to our answer to question 4 and repeat
that it would not be correct or fair to infer from the acknowledgments by Messrs.
Husain and Ameen that the Prysumeen account was their new account that

they “wished to remain secret.” There was never anything “secret” about this
account. Forgetting for a moment the investigations of governmental bodies,
let us assume that, after the account title had been changed to Prysumeen, the
Bank had been served with a warrant of attachment in a civil action requiring
us to turn over to a sheriff or marshal, pursuant to such warrant, all moneys

belonging to A. Husain or Ameen. We would have turned over to him all moneys
in the Prysumeen account.

In closing we wish you to know, Mr. Chairman, that we have been glad
to do everything in our power to cooperate with the Subcommittee and its
staff in connection with its investigation. Commencing in late February, 1969,
representatives of your Subcommittee examined, on the premises of the Bank,

the files relating to Prysumeen and other accounts. This activity of the Sub
committee continued on a frequent, and sometimes on a daily, basis during
March, April, May, June, July and a part of August, 1969. Every facility was
offered to the Subcommittee representatives and all requests for information, to
the extent available, were furnished to such representatives by personnel of the
operating department of our International Division. In addition, we have pre
sented ourselves Voluntarily before your Subcommittee in person, have con
sidered carefully what steps might be taken to eradicate the problem which
concerns your Subcommittee, have made what we hope are several helpful sug
gestions and tried to the Very best of our ability to answer the specific questions
propounded to us in the letter of February 14, 1970. We stand ready to be of
any further assistance to you and your Subcommittee which you may request.
We shall be grateful if you will make this letter part of the records of these
proceedings of the Subcommittee.

Respectively yours,
J. H. ANDREN,
Ea'ecutive Vice President.

Mr. BELLINo. I also would like to submit for the record two checks

which were drawn on the Irving Trust Co. by the Foreign Exchange
Operations Fund for Laos. One was in the amount of $20,000, dated
August 14, 1967, and the other one in the amount of $15,000, dated
July 12, 1967.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, they are so admitted.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 284” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. I have additional documents from the Marine Na

tional Exchange Bank of Milwaukee regarding the Fishhead account,
which is a Swiss bank account, we would like to put into the record,

£er with the statement from George Nortland, an officer of the
3. Ilk.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 285” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you further exhibits?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess subject to call
of the Chair.

(Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
subject to call of the Chair.)

(Member of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator
Ribicoff.)

---
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 11:05 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed to
February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator James B. Allen, Democrat,
Alabama; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator: John
Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will be in order.

Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Senators
Ribicoff, Allen, and Gurney.
Senator RIBICOFF. It has always been the custom of this committee
to start on time. But today we were before the Rules Committee justi
fying our request for funds for the coming year. We just finished our
presentation. I apologize to the witnesses and members of the press
for the delay.

The subcommittee today resumes its investigation into irregularities
in the use of nonappropriated funds in U.S. military operations in
South Vietnam and elsewhere.

In the last hearings, the subcommittee examined enlisted men's and
noncommissioned officers’ clubs.

In the current hearings, while the subcommittee will again examine
certain club matters, special attention will be given to the operations
of U.S. military post exchanges or PX's.
As preparations were made for this phase of the investigation, sub
committee staff members traveled to Vietnam, to other areas in South
east Asia, to Japan, Korea, Okinawa, Guam, Western Europe, and to
many cities in the United States.
(863)

-
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One Senator on the subcommittee, Senator Gurney, went to Viet

nam and other Asian nations in connection with this investigation,
The subcommittee will examine two areas of alleged irregular
activities.

First, the subcommittee has received information that certain large
American businesses took part in corrupt practices involving U.S. per
sonnel as they competed for a share in the multibillion dollar per year
nonappropriated fund industry.
Second, the subcommittee's preliminary investigation has indicated

that U.S. military post exchanges were not adequately supervised or
regulated; and that certain senior PX officials, civilian and military,
allowed themselves, through favor, compromise or bribe, to be used
to the advantage of certain businesses.
According to allegations received by the subcommittee, both of these
patterns of behavior—the one displayed by aggressive salesmen and
the other by accommodating officials—met in Vietnam.
It is charged that the result was corruption and waste, at the expense
of the American soldier, the man for whom the huge, unwieldy non
appropriated fund industry is supposed to be operated.
Against this background of
corruption and waste, the sub
committee, in its preliminary inquiry, time and again came upon the
activities of one American entrepreneur who stood out among the rest.
William J. Crum, born in Shanghai 52 years ago, was head of his
own businesses in Vietnam, was chief operative in Vietnam for a
worldwide slot machine syndicate, and was sales representative for
several large American firms.
Crum has been reported to have been the single most powerful Amer
ican businessman in Vietnam during the period from 1965 through

'

1970.

Among the witnesses who will be called to testify will be Martin J.
Bromley and other representatives of the worldwide slot machine syn
dicate known as the Service Games complex; officials in the beer and
liquor industry, and finally military personnel, both officers and en
listed men, including former Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole.
The first witness today will be LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel of
the subcommittee.

Senator Allen, would you care to make a statement?

Senator ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for giving me this op
portunity to express my appreciation for being assigned to this sub
committee. This is the first meeting I have had the pleasure of attend

ing, at the start of the 92d Congress. I feel the committee is doing an
outstanding job.

I have been very much interested in reading Senator Gurney's re
port of his visit to Vietnam, and the areas of investigation that the
committee has set for itself. It certainly covers a great deal of ground.

I am going to enjoy working with the subcommittee.
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much, Senator Allen. All of us

welcome you here. I am sure your contributions will be many and im
portant.

Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I wish to associate myself with your opening remarks. I believe these
are extremely important hearings we are starting today, relating as
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they do to the expenditure of billions of dollars annually in nonap
propriated funds.
I would like to ask for permission to insert my entire statement into
the record, if I may.
Senator RIBICOFF. That will be done.

Senator GURNEY. I feel that we should not be misled by the use of
the descriptive word “nonappropriated.” Congress, of course, does not
appropriate directly the money used to operate military service clubs,
post exchanges and similar activities on military installations. How
ever, the activities utilize military facilities, transport, and other
Services supported by appropriated funds. Furthermore, the salaries
of the military personnel and some of the civilians in these activities
are paid by the U.S. Government.
Assistant Secretary of Defense Roger T. Kelley testified before this
subcommittee on September 30, 1969:
As early as 1903 and continuing through succeeding Congresses, there are
Several appropriation acts which have recognized and Validated the functions

and in effect, confirmed and approved regulations promulgated by the Secretary
of War. In addition to these appropriation acts, Congress has expressly or im
plicitly recognized the existence and function of nonappropriated funded activi
ties (exchanges) as Federal instrumentalities.

Thus, this subcommittee has a very definite interest in the manner
in which these nonappropriated funds are utilized. Yesterday I filed

with the chairman and released to the press a report of my trip to
Southeast Asia in conjunction with the investigation preceding these
hearings. I wish to point out that my remarks, to a certain extent,
update the fine report that our acting chairman submitted after he
visited the same areas in 1967. I commend him for the outstanding
work he did overseas and in this current lengthy investigation.
As I said in the conclusions of part III of my report, we are con
cerned in these hearings with a group of American vendors and sales
representatives, acting separately or collusively, who managed to com
promise U.S. military and civilian officials.
It appears that many of these corrupters became independently
wealthy at the expense of the American servicemen whose funds they
were pocketing. They could not have succeeded without the assistance
of compromised intermediaries. They had help within the military

installations and they had help within high levels of American indus
try here, and with Americans living abroad.
We are not talking about insignificant amounts of money. At the
Pacific Area. Exchange System Headquarters in Hawaii, I learned
that our Vietnam regional exchange system included in 1970 some 180
retail outlets, 50 food outlets, and about 1,500 service concessions.
Direct sales for the fiscal year ending January 31, 1971, were $764
million.

The other seven regions in the Pacific—at Hawaii, Guam, Japan,
Korea, Okinawa, Thailand, and the Philippines—together transacted
about the same volume of business as did South Vietnam.

-

The figures apply only to post exchanges operated for the Pacific
area by the Army-Air Force Exchange Service, headquartered at
Dallas, Tex. The Navy has a separate worldwide exchange service, and
so does the Marine Corps.
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Later in this statement, I will insert in the record a categorical break
down of the dollar volume of nonappropriated fund operations for all
military services, provided by the Defense Department.

At this point, however, for purposes of comparison I think it is of
interest to look at the nonappropriated fund activities from the point
of view of a businessman.

In so doing, I turned to a private firm, the Army Times Publish

ing Co., which publishes the Army Times, Navy Times, Air Force
Times, and other similar publications. These newspapers constitute
One
the biggest advertising platforms for the nonappropriated fund

#

market.

Seeking to attract new advertisers, the Army Times Publishing Co.
has compared the worldwide post exchanges with some of the bigger
U.S. retail enterprises, such as Sears, Roebuck & Co.
The Army Times Co. has made this comparison available to me for
the year 1969, which I find most interesting. Here are the gross figures:
(1) Sears, Roebuck & Co., $9.6 billion.

£

J. C. Penney Co., $3.6 billion.
3) U.S. military post exchanges, $3.5 billion ($4 billion at
civilian prices).
(
F.W. Woolworth Co., $2.3 billion.
(5) Montgomery Ward & Co., $2.2 billion.
From this it can be seen that the Federal Government is running
either the third or second largest department store chain in the world,
depending upon which price structure one uses.
In addition, I have a copy of a full-page ad that the Army Times
ran in the New York Times recently. The ad carried a big picture of
Mao Tse-Tung with the following message:

#

Our market buys enough color film every year to photograph the entire Chinese
population. One by One.

I cite this advertisement and the earlier figures to show that the
post exchanges and the clubs and messes are indeed big business.
I stress another point before we proceed with testimony. It is neither

my intent nor purpose that these hearings should reflect unfavorably
upon U.S. military forces, particularly the professional soldiers and
young servicemen who have performed so admirably in Vietnam under
extremely adverse conditions.

This Nation has a military force as fine, courageous, and dedicated
as the world has ever produced. Our defense posture is strong and I
believe we should keep it that way.
On a related point, when I was in Asia last November, I was dis
appointed to see that our military was still allowing slot machines to be
installed and played on our reservations in the various Asian nations
where our troops were located.
After all that this subcommittee has revealed about the problems

that surround slot machines, I had simply assumed that they would
be prohibited as we prohibit them in the United States except in the
State of Nevada.

I recently wrote to the Secretary of Defense expressing my concern
over the continued existence of these machines at our military facili
ties abroad.
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While I have not received a reply to my letter as yet, I have noted in
the newspapers that in Vietnam General Abrams has forbidden their

use as of March 31, 1971.
The Washington Post for Sunday, February 14, 1971, indicates that
the action was taken because “slot machine operations in a combat zone
are impractical.” The condition of impracticality was not the reason
I made my suggestion but I am pleased with such quick action.
I would like to insert my letter to Secretary Laird in the record at
-

this point. I hope the Secretary, when he does reply, indicates that no

longer will Defense Department policy allow the existence of slot
machines on any U.S. military installation anywhere in the world.
. Many military officials in Vietnam during our visit rendered signif
icantly less than wholehearted assistance, even though we had been
promised full cooperation before our departure. I have been critical

of their attitudes in my communications with the Department of De
fense since my return. I have also stressed the failure to cooperate in
my report to the chairman.

-

I understand, however, that much better cooperation has been of
fered recently, for which we are grateful, although it comes painfully

slow and at the 11th hour.
I believe the hearings will be objective, factual, and constructive
and I trust that we will render a valuable service to American men and
women in uniform throughout the world.
-

-

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The documents referred to in Senator Gurney's statement follow:)
UNITED STATEs SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, D.C., February 6, 1971.
Hon. MELVIN R. LAIRD,

Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense,
Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY : As you may know, I recently returned from a trip
to the Far East in connection with the continuing inquiry of the Senate Per
manent Investigations Subcommittee concerning Military Post Exchange Clubs
and Messes. This letter concerns one aspect of that trip, and I want to make One

proposal for your consideration.
I think the time has come when the Department of Defense should consider
completely prohibiting the introduction and use of slot machines in American
military installations abroad. Whatever revenues these machines yield to our
installations is, in my view, completely offset by the potential for corruption
they generate. These machines are supplied and serviced all too frequently by un
scrupulous firms and individuals who taint everything and everyone they touch.
We have removed them without great difficulty here in the United States, and
we are, I think it is universally agreed, better off because of it. The GI's who
habitually use them can find better ways to spend their time and money. I don't
say this in any pious fashion, nor do I think gambling is evil per se. I suggest it
rather as a practical means of eliminating a source of corruption which, taken
as a whole, tends to bring the military and our government into disrepute.
May I have your views?
With kindest regards,

Sincerely yours,
EDWARD J. GURNEY,
U.S. Senator.
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Senator GURNEY. The Army Times has compared the worldwide
post exchanges with some of the biggest operations in the world. For
example, Sears, Roebuck does $9.6 billion a year, J. C. Penney is about
$3.6 billion a year, and the U.S. military post exchange business is
$3.5 billion a year, almost $4 billion at civilian prices.
That places the PX business at No. 3, the '' largest retail busi
ness in our country.

In the Army and Air Force last year, grosses were $2.12 billion; in
the Navy it was $770 million; in the Marine Corps, $158.7 million. In
the military clubs and messes, which this subcommittee inquired into
in 1969, the total income for 1 year was $826 million.
The slot machine operations, of course, have been a major part of
this investigation, and will continue to be, I hope.
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In all of the services last year, slots accounted for income of over
$61 million. I read the other day where the Army was closing down
the slot operation in Vietnam. I certainly hope we are. I think it is
something we really don’t need. All of these figures are for 1969.
So what we are dealing with here, obviously, is big business, busi
ness on a massive scale. That is one of the reasons, of course, why I
think we began this investigation a year and a half ago, so that these
moneys will not be wasted but, instead, the income derived therefrom
will be available for the recreational and welfare purposes for the men
and women in our Armed Forces for which they are intended.
To that end these hearings are extremely important.
I am delighted to serve under your very able leadership, Mr. Chair
Imall.

Senator RIBICoEF. The first witness will be Mr. Duffy.
Will you be sworn, please?
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Mr. DUFFY. I do.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, please.
Mr. Duffy.

Mr. DUFFY. I have a lengthy prepared statement. I would like, with

the permission of the Chair, to possibly omit portions, but I would
like the entire statement to be printed in the record at this time.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will go into the record as
if read.

Mr. DUFFY. I also have 85 exhibits with my statement. May they be
received, also?
Senator RIBICOFF. They will be received as part of the record ad
-

seriatim.

•

-

Mr. DUFFY. The subcommittee staff has examined in great detail
the activities of William John Crum, one of the most active business

men in South Vietnam in transactions with military service clubs and

post exchange facilities.
Crum, as Vietnam representative of Sarl Electronics, sold and then,
through Vietnam Electronics, serviced almost all of the coin-operated
•

amusement and slot machines used by U.S. forces in Vietnam.
In addition, Crum, as head of Price & Co., Ltd., sold whisky, beer,

cigarettes, and other products to U.S. troops through the GI clubs and
the PX, the Vietnam Regional Exchange. Crum had other interests
as well which will also be disclosed as these hearings proceed.
This statement deals principally with the business activity of Price
& Co., Ltd. Other testimony will deal with the operations of Sarl Elec
tronics, including that firm's close association with an international
business organization called Club
Overseas, Inc., of Pan
ama, a firm controlled by a man named Martin Bromley.
The Panamanian company is the focal point of a maze of subsidiary
and associated firms throughout the world, many of them containing
the words “Service Games” in their titles, which manufacture and dis
tribute slot machines and other coin-operated equipment, dealing both

£
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with U.S. military installations and private businesses. The subcom
mittee will hear testimony about the Bromley operations later in these
hearings.
Prior to his Vietnamese operations, Crum had long experience in
selling to military clubs and PX's. Additionally, he knew the Orient
well, having spent most of his life there.
The subcommittee will show that William Crum had considerable

capability for extracting favors and contracts from sergeants who
were club custodians, from senior officers, and from ranking civilian
officials. He apparently worked on the assumption that men thousands
of miles £ and family, in an alien environment, can be bought

for a price.
At times in Crum’s activities, the line between bribe and favor was
hazy—the action might be questionable but not unlawful. On other
occasions, the gift was blatant and obvious—a clear-cut bribe or kick
back, and all parties to it knew of its illegality.
Crum evidently was attracted by the economic opportunities of war
and the presence of large numbers of U.S. troops, '' in South Korea
in the 1950's, and then in South Vietnam in the 1960's.
An analysis of Crum's operations in South Korea and South Viet
nam shows that he used similar methods in both countries. Central to

his work were: (1) Customs violations or smuggling; (2) kickbacks
to club custodians and other procurement personnel; (3) providing
lavish entertainment and gifts of value for U.S. civilian # military
officials.

Crum's methods were well known to the U.S. military in Korea.

While under investigation by the Army CID on charges of corruption,
Crum left Korea in 1960. #. then set up operations at other '' in
stallations in Asia, finally arriving in W' to exploit the massive
American buildup in 1965.
William Crum was born in Shanghai, China, June 24, 1918, of
American parents. His father was a navigator on the Yangtze River.

His mother was born in Hyfang, China. A younger brother, Whitney
I. Crum, was born in Shanghai in 1922.
In 1935, the family moved to the United States. William Crum at

tended the Beverly Hills, Calif., High School and the San Rafael,
Calif., Military Academy.
Crum worked at a variety of jobs. He operated a gasoline station in
Santa Barbara, Calif., for example, and reportedly prospected for
gold in Arizona.
Later, expressing a strong attraction for the sea, Crum joined the

merchant marine. Returning to the Far East aboard a merchant ship,
Crum decided to remain in the Orient.

Crum was a freight solicitor for American President Lines in Shang
hai in 1946. He reportedly was discharged from that position for deal.
ing in U.S. currency in the black market.
At the time of the Communist takeover in China in 1949, Crum re

£ was operating a radio station, call letters XMHA, in Shang
ai. Crum's second wife, Tantina Antonia (Toni) Anders, born No
vember 23, 1920, in Vladivostok, Russia, was with him in China.

In 1950, Crum went to Japan and then to South Korea where he
sold liquor and other supplies to U.S. Army open mess systems and
the PX. His firm was known as Tradewell Co.
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By 1954, Crum's Tradewell Co. was a well-established enterprise
in Korea, selling to nonappropriated fund activities.
William Crum's brother, Whitney Crum, finished graduate studies
at the University of Southern California about this time. After work
ing briefly at several jobs, Whitney Crum started a firm called Trade
well Co. at 3428 Motor Avenue in Los Angeles and filled orders from
William Crum for military clubs in Korea.
In 1958, William Crum was banned from selling to Army clubs be
cause of information indicating he was giving kickbacks to sergeants
who served as NCO club custodians. The ban was lifted, however, and
Crum resumed his sales.

In 1960, further allegations were made that Crum was paying kick
backs and was violating Korean customs laws by selling on the Korean

economy liquor and beer he had imported duty free with his military
club credentials, as detailed in staff exhibit No. 1, which I offer in
evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 286” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. An Army CID inquiry led to the second prohibition
against doing business with Crum. Then, the Korean authorities, con
ducting their own investigation, were allegedly preparing to arrest
Crum on smuggling charges regarding the duty-free liquor when Crum

abruptly left the country.
These forms of activity—bribing, smuggling, lavish entertaining—
were precisely the same methods Crum went on to use to his great
benefit in Vietnam and elsewhere in Asia.

By 1960, however, he had bribed, smuggled, and entertained too
much in Korea. The authorities, both Korean and United States, were
aware of his activities and he was forced to set up operations elsewhere.

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Duffy, from your investigation, did these ac
tivities of Mr. Crum's come to the attention of the authorities in South
Korea 2

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did Mr. Crum then transfer his operations to
South Vietnam /
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is there any coordination in the Defense Estab
lishment to make one country or one command aware of another per
son's operation in another country?
Mr. DUFFY. There was not in this instance, Senator. There is no

evidence any action was taken ultimately to bar Mr. Crum from opera
tions in Korea, his activities.

Senator RIBICOFF. In working in South Vietnam, did Mr. Crum
work with some of the same people he had worked with in South
Korea 7

Mr. DUFFY. He did, Mr. Chairman. We will get into some of the

sergeants and other people he became very closely affiliated with in
South Vietnam in 1966 and 1967.

Senator RIBICoEF. In other words, you had an operation that went
from one country to another, and both the military and civilian were
the same people who worked together over the course of years in sep
arate countries?

Mr. DUFFY. A number of them were, Senator.
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A witness who will testify later in these hearings, Mr. Chairman,
worked in Korea at that time and later was employed by William
Crum. He recalls the investigation that prompted Crum to leave Korea

and will testify about Crum's violations of customs laws and his smug
gling activities.

The CID investigation of Crum in Korea was led by WO Arnold
Decker. Decker, now retired from the Army, said in a September 1,

1970, affidavit that Crum was famous in Korea for his parties, that
smuggling goods into Korea was a frequent Crum practice and that
hard evidence—a canceled check—was found to show that Crum

paid

one NCO club custodian a $3,000 kickback.
Decker said:
Crum was well-known among American service personnel in Korea for the
elaborate parties he gave in Seoul, to which he invited persons who were im
portant to him in his various enterprises. I was informed that the parties were
one of the means he used to corrupt officials and military personnel . . .
My investigations also showed that William J. Crum violated Korean Cus
toms laws and U.S. Army regulations by regularly conspiring with military club
custodians for the purpose of diverting liquor shipments, which ostensibly had
been ordered by club systems, into the Korean black market where individual
bottles of liquor sold at ten times the price they brought in the clubs. . .

Decker said that he could “establish conclusively” that Crum cor
rupted Sgt. Henry J. Lyons, manager of the 121st Evacuation Hos
pital NCO Club.
Contrasting Lyons' military pay with investments and savings,
Decker found that a June 27, 1960, $3,000 check signed by William J.
Crum, drawn on the Citizens National Bank of Los Angeles, Calif., had
been deposited in Lyons' account with the Dreyfus investment pro
gram, 2 Broadway, New York, an account which Crum himself had
arranged for Lyons.
Sergeant Lyons explained to the CID that his savings program re
sulted from gambling winnings, insisting that he had made the in
vestment with money orders he had purchased.

Crum, interviewed by the CID on September 3, 1960, said Lyons

had asked his advice on starting an investment program and had
given Crum the funds to make the investments for him. Crum said,
according to a CID report which I now place in evidence, he then
wrote out a personal check to be deposited to Lyons' account with
Dreyfus.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 287” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Decker recalled that Crum left Korea, October 13,
1960, about 45 days before Lyons' court-martial and since he had re
fused to sign a statement regarding the Dreyfus affair, the Crum ex
planation was not admissible in court.

But Lyons, when confronted in court with the $3,000 check, testi
fied that he didn't know its significance and continued to insist he had
the Dreyfus stock with money orders he bought with gam
ling winnings.
Decker filed an official CID report alleging that Lyons had com
mitted perjury. Decker and the prosecuting officer, Lt. Donald E.
Biederman, took the proposal for perjury indictment against Lyons to
the adjutant general of the 8th Army in Seoul but they were turned
down. I offer this CID report in evidence.

!'
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 288” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Meanwhile, Lyons, a free man, rotated out of Korea,

leaving in January of 1961, and was assigned in April 1963 to Thai
land where he became manager of four NCO clubs and made large

purchases from Crum's company, Gande, Price, Ltd., according to
a Crum letter which I now place in evidence.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 289” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. This went on until March 25, 1964, when Lyons left
the service and went to work for Crum as his representative in
Thailand.

Ironically, Crum fired Lyons a year later for cheating him.
The full text of the Decker affidavit will be made a part of the hear

ing record at this point.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 290” for
- -

-

reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 290
AFFIDAVIT OF ARNOLD F.

DECKER

I, ARNOLD F. DECKER, freely and voluntarily make the following state
ment to John Brick, who has identified himself to me as a member of the staff
of the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the
Committee on Government Operations.

No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state
ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which
may result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent Sub
committee On Investigations.
I am a resident of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and I am presently employed

in a civilian capacity by the United States Army. I have been so employed since
May of 1966.

From 1951 to 1964, I was a criminal investigator for the CID, United States
Army. During 1960, I was assigned to the 2nd CID, which subsequently was
redesignated the 7th CID, in the Ascom Area Command, South Korea. As best
I now can recall, during April 1960, I was directed to conduct a wide-ranging
investigation of alleged improprieties and criminal activities within the military
club system. In the course of my investigation, I found evidence that such
activities were prevalent in the clubs in the Ascom Area Command.
Due to information provided by networks of informants I utilized in my
investigations, it was deemed appropriate to focus attention on the operations
of William J. Crum who was at that time, I believe the directing officer of the

Tradewell Co., Seoul, Korea. An inquiry into Crum's background showed that he
was a so-called “bamboo American,” having been born in Shanghai, China, in
1918, and having lived most of his life in the Far East.
As I recall, his firm, the Tradewell Co., was well established in South Korea
in 1954. It is my impression that Crum had been barred from doing business with
American Army installations for some time during the period 1958–1959.
Crum was well known among American service personnel in Korea for the
elaborate parties he gave in Seoul, to which he invited persons who were im
portant to him in his various enterprises. I was informed that the parties were
One of the means he used to corrupt Officials and military personnel. My Korean
informants told me that Bill Crum had no problems with Korean Customs
authorities because he paid customs officials well to overlook violations of law.
My investigation also showed that William J. Crum violated Korean Customs
laws and U.S. Army regulations by regularly conspiring with military club
custodians for the purpose of diverting liquor shipments, which ostensibly had
been ordered by club systems, into the Korean black market where individual

bottles of liquor sold at 10 times the price they brought in the clubs. I was
able to determine, from sources within the clubs and within Korean Customs,
that Crum partially conducted his illegal diversions by printing liquor ration
stamps and furnishing them to the custodians who ostensibly had ordered his
liquor products. (Such liquor rations stamps were issued to individuals for use
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in purchasing bottles of liquor in clubs; they were surrendered in appropriate
quantities to the club manager when liquor in bottles was purchased by in
dividuals. Their possession by unauthorized persons or in unauthorized quan
tities was illegal.) Once he had obtained the illegal ration Stamps, the custodian
could produce them, together with cash at $1.50 or $1.55 per bottle, to show that
he had sold a particular number of bottles to individuals. In reality, however,

that liquor never reached the clubs—it had been diverted by Bill Crum, and by
other liquor suppliers who engaged in the same practice to the black market
where it sold for $15 or more per bottle. The custodians and Crum divided the
black market profits, according to my informants. Even though my information
on these diversions was very reliable, I was never able to produce the evidence

that might have convicted Crum and the custodians in appropriate courts.
I was able to establish conclusively, however, how Crum corrupted one club

manager, Sergeant First Class Henry J. Lyons, who was in charge of the NCO
Club at the 121st Evacuation Hospital. I started to investigate Lyons because
I was informed that he had ordered his Korean employees in the NCO Club to

prepare and sell 40 drinks from each bottle (4/5 quart) instead of the customary
25 one-ounce drinks. It was alleged that Lyons was pocketing the resulting excess
profits. My investigation showed that during the period September 1, 1959, to
June 30, 1960, Lyons received $2,208.69 in military pay. During the same period,
evidence showed that Lyons had expended, saved and/or invested at least

$7,655.71.
As a result of his operations within the 121st NCO Club, I, with Investigator
B. Lee Ferrill and with the concurrence of Lyons' commanding officer, and in
his presence, searched Lyons' quarters which were located in the NCO Open
Mess, 121st Evacuation Hospital. Among the items I found were 111 loose liquor
ration stamps and brochures advertising a mutual fund, the Dreyfus Investment
Program, 2 Broadway, New York City.

Investigation disclosed that an account in the Dreyfus Fund was established
by Lyons by application from the Ayres Corporation Limited, Tokyo, Japan. A
record of receipt maintained by the Corporate Bookkeeping Dept., Bank of New
York, 125 Maiden Lane, N.Y., the custodian of the Dreyfus Investment Program,
indicated that an accompanying payment of $1,000 was applied to 69.839 shares
of mutual stock. Attached to the application was a typewritten note on Ayres
Corporation stationery which indicated that funds for Lyons' account would be
received by the Bank of America in the form of a transfer from the account of

Crum with the Citizens National Bank, University Westwood Branch, Los An
geles, California. Lyons' application was delivered to the Ayres Corporation by
Crum during March 1960. The account number was 60–5888. On or about 22 June

1960, Lyons applied for a fully paid program with the Dreyfus Investment Pro
gram. On or about 24 June 1960, Crum uttered a check for $3,000 drawn on the
University Westwood Branch, Citizens National Bank, Los Angeles, California,
for deposit to pay for Lyons' program.
Upon interrogation, Sgt. Lyons claimed that in the spring of 1960, he had won
a considerable amount of money gambling with other military personnel and that
he wished to invest the money safely rather than risk it again at the gambling
tables. He said that he chose the Dreyfus Fund, and claimed that in March of
1960, he purchased money orders to pay for his investment. My investigations
showed that Sgt. Lyons purchased no money orders amounting to either $1,000
or $3,000 in Korea during the time in question.
When William J. Crum was interviewed on September 5, 1960, he told a story
differing considerably from that related by Sgt. Lyons. Crum stated that in
June of 1960, Sgt. Lyons had approached him and said that he had won a sub
stantial amount of money by gambling and that he, Lyons, wished to invest in
a mutual fund. Crum did not mention money orders. According to Crum’s ac
count of the transaction, Lyons gave Crum the money, and Crum said that he
then wrote a personal check for the same amount and forwarded it with Lyons'
application. When Crum was asked to specify the medium of the exchange used
in the transaction—whether Lyons gave him Military Payment Certificates,
Korean Hwan, United States currency, or other legal tender—Crum said that he
did not wish to answer the question.

Neither Sergeant Lyons nor William J. Crum was willing to sign a written
statement containing the details of the transaction, and Sergeant Lyons refused
to take a lie detector test.

Subsequently, Lyons was tried in a general court martial on charges of lar
ceny and violation of Army regulations. Part of the evidence against Sgt. Lyons
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consisted of the $3,000 check written by William J. Crum, June 27, 1960, and
drawn. On the Citizens National Bank of Los Angeles. I understand that the Sub

committee has a copy of that check. Further, part of the evidence against Sgt.
Lyons in the court martial was a copy of his signed application for a fully paid
Dreyfus Investment Program, dated June 22, 1960. I understand that the Sub
committee has a copy of that application.
I understand that during his court martial, when he testified on his own be
half, Sgt. Lyons was shown the $3,000 check signed by William J. Crum. His
testimony, taken from the official transcript of the trial, was as follows:
Q. I show you Prosecution ExhibitNumber 39 for Identification and I ask you
what it is a facsimile of?
A. I have never seen that.

Q. You have never seen the actual thing?
A. No, Sir.

Q. With what currency did you pay for your Dreyfus plan?
A. Money Orders, Sir.

I understand that, when he was shown the application for the fully-paid Drey
fus Program for $3,000 dated June 22, 1960, Sgt. Lyons testified that he had
signed the application in March of 1960 and had paid for the program with money
Orders derived from his winnings at gambling.

Based upon the evidence which I had compiled, I concluded that Sgt. Lyons
had committed perjury during his court martial.
William J. Crum left Korea and went to Hong Kong On or about October 13,

1960, about a month and a half before Lyons' court martial, and his testimony
about the check was not available to the court.

With the prosecuting officer in the Lyons court martial, First Lt. Donald E.
Biederman, I believed that Sgt. Lyons should be charged with perjury under the
code of military law. We discussed this with Our commanding officers, and I
took up the matter with the Provost Marshal's Office, 8th Army and 7th Logis
tical Command. However, our efforts to bring further charges against Lyons

were unavailing and he departed from Korea shortly thereafter, in December
of 1960, for the United States.

Sergeant Lyons' trial was the subject of much notoriety within the military
services in Korea in the fall and winter of 1960–1961, primarily because non
appropriated funds and open mess systems were involved, and because William
J. Crum was well known among officers of the 8th Army in Seoul. Since Sgt.
Lyons had returned to the United States, and since William J. Crum was beyond
CID jurisdiction in the British Crown Colony of Hong Kong, I was thereafter
unable to obtain further information relating to the conflicting statements of the
two men.

During my investigation in the summer of 1960, I was able to establish cer
tain effects of the kickbacks paid by Bill Crum to Sgt. Lyons. During the period
of the transactions with the Dreyfus Fund and in following months, the sales
of a little known brand of whiskey sold by Crum to the club systems—Schenley's
OFC—jumped enormously, while well known brands popular with the military
personnel slumped accordingly. The bartenders and other Korean nationals
who worked in Lyons' club Stated under oath that Sergeant Lyons had ordered
them to “push” the sales of OFC at the bars. I frequently asked soldiers who
patronized the clubs whether they favored OFC whiskey. A majority had never
heard of it. It is significant that while sales of OFC soared when it was pur
chased by the drink, leading all other brands by far, it did not sell very well
at all in bulk sales. My study showed that while OFC led all other whiskies
in bar sales in the period January–May 1960, it sold in the same period only
119 bottles in bulk sales, while Canadian Club was selling 788 bottles and
Seagram's VO was selling 498 bottles.

There were other cases of corruption within the service club system in Korea
which were investigated by the CID and in which I understand William J. Crum
was involved, although I was not in charge of those investigations.
During the period of time in 1960 when I was engaged in the investigations of
Sergeant Lyons, of William J. Crum, of other club system personnel, and of
narcotics traffic within the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army in Korea, I cooperated
closely with the Treasury Department and its Bureau of Customs in Tokyo,
Japan. As a result of my work, I received through 8th Army channels, a letter
of commendation from Smith B. Griffin, Treasury attache in Tokyo, dated
September 20, 1960. It was forwarded to my Commanding General from Head
quarters of the Eighth United States Army in Seoul, in an endorsement which
was dated October 1, 1960, and was signed: “Earl F. Cole, Lt. Col. AGC.”
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I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is
true and correct.

Mr. DUFFY. In exile from Korea, Crum was reunited with Asa
Albert (Ace) Smith, an American whom Crum had befriended in
Shanghai.
Crum continued selling to clubs and PX's in other countries of the
Far East and the principal enterprise through which he conducted

these sales was a firm known as Gande, Price, Ltd., of Hong Kong
and Saigon, a company with which Ace Smith was also associated.

The firm of Gande, Price, Ltd., was an old one in China, registered
in Shanghai for the first time in 1892 as a supplier of “wine and
spirits.” The enterprise was incorporated in Hong Kong under the
Hong Kong Companies Ordinances, April 21, 1921, and registered
again in Hong Kong in 1946.
A memorandum on the stationery of Gande, Price, dated March

14, 1961, which I now offer in evidence, was found by the committee
staff in the files of William Crum's brother, Whitney Crum, in
Los Angeles.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 291” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. It listed the officers of the company as O. D. Terrell,
permanent director, and A. A. Smith, W. J. Crum, and C. C. Chu,
directors.

The memorandum indicated Gande, Price represented Hiram
Walker & Sons of Canada and San Francisco; John Haig & Co.,
Ltd., of London; Tanqueray, Gordon & Co., Ltd., of London; Peter

Dawson, Ltd.; of Glasgow; J & F Martell of Cognac, France; Justerini
& Brooks of London; and Glenmore Distilleries

Co., Louisville,

Ky.

The letterhead read:
Gande, Price, Ltd.
Wine and spirit merchants
Established 1892

Hong Kong Office: Room 324, Gloucester Bldg.,
G.P.O. Box 2621

Cable Address: Tradewell–Hong Kong

A Dun & Bradstreet international report dated April 15, 1961, which
I now offer in evidence, listed three directors of Gande, Price as Terrell,
Smith, and Chu. Crum was not mentioned.

-

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 292” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.) . .
Mr. DUFFY. This omission was similar to other omissions that
characterize almost all documents from enterprises in which Crum had
involvement.

•

Dun & Bradstreet noted another difficulty when the 1961 report
stated:
Efforts to obtain a detailed financial statement from subject direct or from
local outside sources were not successful. It is reported that the subject continues

to operate with a registered and paid capital U.S. $150,000. It is reported that
the company’s networth is in excess of this amount.

In any event, Gande, Price enjoyed a good business reputation, met
its bills promptly, and employed “desirable agents,” according to
D. & B.
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Dun & Bradstreet also pointed out that Terrell, Smith, and Chu were
operating the firm “Tradewell Co., Ltd.,” which engaged in import
export activities in South Korea.

y 1964, Gande, Price was offering U.S. military open mess systems
in the Far East a variety of goods, among them Heinz soups, Hiram
Walker liquor, and Carling's beer. Also included in the Gande, Price
ortfolio were coin-operated amusement machines manufactured by
Sega Enterprises of Japan and other entities of the Service Games
organization.

But this line—the Service Games products—was earning a question
able reputation in the Orient, particularly on U.S. Air Force
installations.

On April 10, 1964, Gande, Price learned that the U.S. Air Force
Pacific Command, would no longer allow clubs and PX's to buy or
in any other way be connected with Sega Enterprises of Japan or
any other Service Games entity. The machines and their salesmen were
barred from Air Force installations.

On April 22, 1964, in a letter which I now place in evidence, Crum
wrote to Maj. Gen. Sam Maddux, Jr., Commander, 13th Air Force:
. . . I am prepared herewith to cancel our arrangements with the Sega people
providing we can be reinstated to trade again with the Air Force clubs in
Vietnam.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 293” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1015.)
Mr. DUFFY. On May 12, 1964, the Air Force Pacific Command

stated, in a message from headquarters at Hickham Air Force Base in
Hawaii, which I now introduce in evidence with attachments:
Debarring action in reference letter against Grande, Price, Ltd., Hong Kong
and Saigon is applicable only insofar as it concerns coin-operated amusement
machines and parts manufactured, stocked or sold by Service Games or its
Subsidiaries.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 294A,294B,
and 294C” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. On June 5, 1965, according to a letter which I now place
in evidence, Gande, Price was reorganized and was named Price &
Co. with the same personnel, except O. D. Terrell, who was retiring.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 295” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Meanwhile, the three military services were investigat
ing the pattern of alleged wrongdoing by representatives of Service
Games entities all over the world. The subcommittee will hear testi

mony later in these hearings relating to these investigations and to

their results, including the Navy's longtime prohibition against doing
business with the Service Games organization and periodical prohibi
tions by the Air Force.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your investigation, if the Navy barred a man
from doing business with its clubs and PX's, was that information
ever sent to the Air Force, the Army, or the Marines?

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I can't say categorically that it was. But
all indications are that it was not, because this man was never barred
across the board any place.
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Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, whatever

£ he was

guilty of in one theater of operations with one service stood by itself.
Was there no coordination at all?

Mr. DUFFY. I think we will show that in my statement. I think a

couple of Navy lieutenants that Mr. Crum compromised in Vietnam
in 1965—that information was available to the Navy, but there is no
indication it was ever transmitted to the CID and action taken by the

Army with reference to Crum's activities at that time.
I will get into that more in my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ADLERMAN. There is no system whereby if you are barred in
one division of the Defense Department, you automatically are barred
from another division?

Mr. DUFFY. No, there is not.

In Southeast Asia, however, Crum continued to sell and service
the Sega machines and his pattern of secrecy and deception continued.
The subcommittee will introduce evidence during these hearings to
show that William Crum and Asa Smith consistently sought to con
ceal their actual involvement with both Sarl Electronics and Price
& Co.

For example, on June 27, 1966, Frank C. Bennett, Jr., the American
Consul at the U.S. Consulate in Hong Kong, wrote to Sarl Electronics
at the firm's 324 Gloucester Building, Hong Kong, address. The letter,
which Inow place in evidence, said:
We note from information recently made available to the Consulate General

that you are a regular importer of “coin-operated amusement games” from the
United States. It would be appreciated therefore, if you would provide basic
information regarding your firm for our files.
I am enclosing two copies of our standard trade questionnaire form, one of
which should be returned to this office. Please make your answers as complete as
possible.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 296” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Sarl refused to comply with the request. Bennett re
ceived this reply, which I now offer in evidence, dated July 7, 1966,

from G. E. S. Stevenson of the firm of Stewart & Co., 606 Gloucester
Building, Hong Kong.
Your letter of 27th June addressed to the above company (Sarl) at 324 Glou
cester Building, and enclosing a World Trade Directory questionnaire, has
been forwarded to this address, which is the registered office of the company.
We have now obtained our clients’ instructions in this matter and, after care

ful consideration, they have decided that they would prefer not to take any
action in connection therewith.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 297” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Bennett, in a confidential office memorandum of July
26, 1966, which I now introduce in evidence, concluded that Sarl was
reluctant to reveal information about itself because of fear of the
U.S. Internal Revenue Service.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 298’’ for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. On November 3, 1966, a letter about a trade question

naire, which I now place in evidence, was sent by Sydney Goldsmith,
American Vice Consul, U.S. Consulate, Hong Kong, to Herbert A.
Edelstein of Price & Co., Ltd., 324 Gloucester Building.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 299" for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee,) .
Mr. DUFFY. Edelstein wrote, in a letter which I now offer in evi
dence, on November 9, 1966:
I am returning herewith the enclosed form which I feel must have been sent
to me in error since I am a salaried employee of a locally registered firm.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 300” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.
Mr. DUFFY. Another questionnaire was sent to Price & Co., care
of Edelstein, in 1969, to which Edelstein replied in this September 23,
1969, response, which I now place in evidence:
Our firm is a Hong Kong limited company which does no business in the
United States.

I therefore feel it would serve no useful purpose to complete the enclosed form
Which I return hereWith.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 301” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. It is worth noting that this last inquiry was sent to
Edelstein only because the Senate Investigations Subcommittee had
raised serious questions about Price & Co.'s activities.
Typical of the less than aggressive attitude generally taken by
Federal agencies toward Crum's operations are these remarks from
a February 16, 1967, memorandum from Bennett to I. J. Javrotsky,
also a consulate officer, which I now place in evidence.
This (Sarl-Price & Co.) is one of the cases that fell by the wayside last Fall
when I turned the Export Control job over to you. Today, Mr. Roman Klim
kiewicz, Jr., Assistant Revenue Service Representative, Internal Revenue Serv

ice Office, Manila, called to ask about Mr. Smith. I got these files out and after
reviewing them he made copies of the WTDR's for Gande, Price. Personally, I
don’t think we are going to learn any more about Smith's operations unless we

have the backing of the Office of Export Control.
In the end, we will almost surely find, as I suspected earlier, that the secre
tiveness of these people derives from their interest in avoiding the U.S. Bureau
of Internal Revenue's attention rather than because they are diverting goods
to Communist China.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 302” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator GURNEY. Following up the chairman's question, Mr. Duffy,
about information not being available from theater to theater, isn't
it also true that some of this criminal investigation matter was not
available even within Southeast Asia from, say, Vietnam to Thailand?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, Senator. I think when you were there in Thailand
with us we found that to be true, that certain individuals in the PX
service had accepted gratuities in Vietnam. One of these individuals
held a very important position in Thailand. The officials were not
aware of the information which had been developed in Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY. So even within the same theater this criminal

investigative information was not generally available to different
areas and different services?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Meanwhile, in Vietnam, Price & Co., Ltd., and the Sarl-Service
Games arrangement prospered, resulting in a virtual monopoly
for Crum during the years 1967, 1968, 1969, and part of 1970 as he
controlled almost all sales and maintenance of slot and pinball ma
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chines, jukeboxes and other coin-operated amusements on U.S. mili
tary reservations in Vietnam.
enator RIBICOFF. What was Mr. Crum's take from the slot ma
chines in this business?

Mr. DUFFY. I don’t think anybody knows. I talked to a couple of
the PX people, contracting officers of the PX in Vietnam. They tried
to get some documents from Mr. Crum during interviews and he re
fused to supply those documents to them.
I asked the PX officer at that time, “Why didn't you cancel out his
contract?”

“Well, it is very important. These machines are important to the
troops and all that.”

But he had refused pointedly to submit data requested from the PX
people in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, you had all sizes of coins and all
amounts being poured through these slot machines with nobody check
ing out what £ profits were or who was getting the money, or who
was sharing?
Mr. DUFFY. I think there were some figures available but the PX
people I talked to were not satisfied with the information that was
supplied to them by Sarl's representatives. That is why they brought
Mr. Crum in to discuss this matter.

Senator RIBICOFF. Each club operates, of course, independently
and separately.
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. So you didn't have an accounting system with
each club and anything went.
Mr. DUFFY. I am speaking generally of the PX system where they
have the jukeboxes and pinball machines. I think the PX's are sup
posed to keep pretty close tab on their take each day. I know some of
the PX people were not satisfied with some of the figures given to
them by Mr. Crum.
Senator RIBICOFF. In the PX's, on the slot machines, was Mr. Crum
the man who did the collecting?
Mr. DUFFY. No, he was the boss. He was the man they talked to if
they had any problems.
Senator RIBICOFF. How did Crum get paid by the slot machines?
First, are you aware of a figure that the staff has just given me that
Sarl Electronics sent over $7 million of funds to Panama Club

Specialties?
Mr. DUFFY. I am vaguely familiar with that. Mr. Bellino compiled
that data for us.

Senator RIBICOFF. And Sarl Electronics was dealing with the slot
machines?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. That was their business.
Mr. DUFFY. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. It just went from Sarl to one company, the Pan
ama Club Specialties?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, you might be interested, in partial
response to your question, about how much did Mr. Crum make out
of this business, it was the estimate of the Internal Revenue Service
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man in Vietnam, that we talked to, that Mr. Crum and his business en

terprises were worth about $40 million, which is a pretty good figure
coming out of a few years of operation in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where is Mr. Crum now?
Mr. DUFFY. That is what we would like to know. He is on his 69-foot

#
sailing in the South
think.

Pacific, someplace around Australia, we

Senator RIBICOFF. No one knows where Crum is on his yacht? Is he
beyond the jurisdiction of the United States?
Mr. DUFFY. We do not know. When we were in Saigon and Hong
Kong we looked diligently for him. We were told by a number of peo
ple that he had left, departed Hong Kong for good.
Senator RIBICOFF. The Internal Revenue Service is next. Did your

investigation disclose what his taxation payments were to the U.S.
Government?

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Crum has reported on his
Federal income tax about $32,000—is that right, Mr. Bellino?
Mr. BELLINo. He hasn’t paid any taxes at all.
Mr. DUFFY. He has reported income as an adviser to these com
panies. He reported certain income, small amounts.

Mr. BELLINo. But it was exempt.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Crum, with his large operation, making
£y out of PX's and service clubs over these years hasn't paid any
taxes?

Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. This monopoly was born in 1966 as the American pres
ence in South Vietnam rapidly grew. That year Crum won a lucrative
contract for Sarl to supply the Army/Air Force Vietnam Regional
(PX) with Sega coin-operated pinball machines and juke

£nse
OXeS.

Using this contract as a building block, Crum accelerated the sale of
coin-operated machines—including slot machines—as the U.S. in
volvement in Vietnam grew.

In turn, Crum expanded his product line to include just about every
thing the U.S. military required for the morale and welfare of its

troops. William Crum quickly became the single biggest vendor broker
for U.S. military clubs, messes, PX's and commissaries in all of
Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you detail what he sold besides the slot ma
chines and so forth?

Mr. DUFFY. Snack items, textiles, food products, beer, liquor. You
name it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Tobacco?
Mr. DUFFY. Tobacco.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were the biggest items liquor and tobacco?
Mr. DUFFY. Liquor and beer were his principal products.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were there food items in addition?

-

Mr. DUFFY. Yes. Water coolers, air conditioners, ice coolers, pizza
ovens. Everything.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did he really have a monopoly across the board
on practically everything that the soldier used on a nonmilitary basis
in Southeast Asia?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct. Mr. Chairman.
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Duffy, wasn't one of his principal sources of
income these slot machines which were used in Vietnam'

Mr. DUFFY. There is no question. I would say his principal source
of income was the slot machines and the coin-operated amusement
machines.

Senator GURNEY. Isn’t it also true that even after the service crack

down on the purchase of slot machines from Sega, the Japanese com
pany, that Crum was still servicing these machines?
Mr. DUFFY. Crum continued to service these machines through his
company called Vietnam Electronics, a subsidiary of Sarl, up until
the time they were barred by the Vietnam officials. I think that was at
the end of 1969. I think that is the period.

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall how much he received a year to
service each machine?

Mr. DUFFY. I think on each machine they charge $15 a month to
Sen'Vlce.

Senator GURNEY. And how many machines were over there; do you
recall that?

Mr. DUFFY. We have asked for those figures from the military in
Vietnam. I requested those from G-1. They still haven’t made them
available to us.

|

-

Senator GURNEY. He had a complete monopoly on this, didn’t he?
Mr. DUFFY. I think there were some other Jennings and Mills ma

chines, but there is evidence he sold those, also. So he did have a virtual
monopoly on all machines.
Senator GURNEY. In any event, this one-armed-bandit operation
was his chief source of income?

Mr. DUFFY. That is what our investigation indicates.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there any competitive bidding anywhere in
the PX's or club systems?
Mr. DUFFY. On what?

Senator RIBICoEF. On any items, whether tobacco, snacks, liquor,
slot machines, jukeboxes.
Mr. DUFFY. I would rather not comment, Mr. Chairman. I presume
that there was on some items.

Mr. ADLERMAN. There was particularly keen competition for liquor,
wasn’t there, and tobacco, between the various companies?
Mr. DUFFY. Of course there was, but that goes into the problem of
listing the items initially with the exchange service. Of course, we will
get into that as I proceed in my statement.
But that is the important thing. Once you can get the items listed on
the exchange and available incountry, then if you have the proper peo
ple to move those items that is how you get your sales.
Senator RIBICoEF. Can you tell us at this point how you get an item
listed for sale in a PX or service club?

Mr. DUFFY. I can give this to you roughly, Mr. Chairman. I think
possibly we should have an insert into the record from the department

officially on this point. But I think it goes something like this: The
item is, for example, X brand, being desired by one firm. They will
go to the local exchange service in Saigon and request the item to be
listed. They will refer that item to the Dallas exchange, which will
make the ultimate decision based on the recommendation of the local

theater if that product had a need or a demand in the local operation.
Then they will list it. I think that is generally how it is done.
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It is not done arbitrarily in the field. It is done by Dallas, as far as
listings of these items are concerned.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, you have to have a listing in Dallas

as an acceptable product, is that right?
Mr. DUFFY. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Then the field offices can buy the acceptable
products?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But they have the choice of which products they
want to buy?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Even though in the slot machines you might have
Mills or some other company offering the slot machines approved in
Dallas, it is up to the local office to decide whether they want Mills or
they want Sega machines and so forth?
Mr. DUFFY. With reference to coin-operated amusement machines,
the local command within the theater makes that decision.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, they can buv whichever machines
they want?

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct. I think there was, if I recall now, some
open bidding in 1966 concerning Sega versus another company. I think

£ Crum used some influence at that time to try to get that contract,
which we will get to during the course of these hearings.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The fact is that most of the machines, or the high
majority of the machines, maybe over 90 percent of them, were Sega
machines?

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And Sega machines were distributed by Mr. Crum?
Mr. DUFFY. By Mr. Crum. Mr. Crum and Sarl Electronics and his
associates.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And Sega, in turn, was affiliated with the Crum
enterprise?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Duffy, you mentioned that Mr. Crum was one
of the best movers of merchandise in the Far East. I certainly agree
with you. I recall one curious thing when we were there in
that his beer item, which was Carling's and his whisky item, which

''

was Jim Beam, turned out to be a better seller out there than in the
United States. Isn’t that true?

Mr. DUFFY. I think, Senator Gurney, Jim Beam is the number one
seller of bourbon in the United States today. But what we did find,
Senator, was that some of—well, I think the strong second was put
out by National Distillers.
What was the name of that brand?
Senator GURNEY. Old Crow.

Mr. DUFFY. Old Crow was a close second, I think, nationally. But
over there it was far down the line. I must say, Jim Beam far out
distances any other liquor in Vietnam in sales and has since Mr. Crum
has been there.

Senator GURNEY: In other words, the percentage of sales of Jim

Beam whisky in Vietnam and Southeast Asia is considerably higher
than it is here in the United States as far as its competitors are
concerned?
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Mr. DUFFY. Ithink that is correct, Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Are you going into that testimony later on, to
indicate perhaps how he was able to push Jim Beam so well?
Mr. DUFFY. I think we will cover that maybe in my statement here,
or at least part of it. We will have other witnesses to testify.
In early 1966, Crum and Asa Smith, along with Lindy Johnson and

Milton Petrick set up a new company in Hong Kong called Century
Trading Co. which gave Crum the exclusive distributorship for “Dy
nasty Fashions” # Mandarin Textiles in sales to PX's as well as to
NCO clubs in Vietnam.

We just recently learned about that a few days before I left Viet
nam. I didn’t know he was in this business. But he had exclusive dis

tributorship for all Mandarin Textiles and Dynasty Fashions. Some
of these Mandarin Textiles were just used at the concessions in Long
Binh and other areas in the gift shops that Mr. Crum also controlled.

Senator RIBICoEF. When you talk about textiles, are you talking
about yard goods or dresses and shirts?
Mr. DUFFY. Yard goods.

Two of the bigger companies Crum represented in Vietnam were
the James B. Beam Distilling Co. of Chicago and the Carling Brewery
Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.

Crum's firm, Gande, Price, Ltd., was the representative for Jim
Beam and Carling. As indicated earlier, Crum later changed the name
of Gande, Price, Ltd., to Price & Company.
Correspondence between Crum and these two businesses reveals var

ious aspects of the manner in which Jim Beam's products and Car
ling's beer were being promoted in Vietnam.
The subcommittee has assembled some of this correspondence and
related communications. These communications will be made part of

the record in their entirety as they are referred to in my testimony.
However, only excerpts will be read now.

In the spring of 1965, when these letters begin, the PX in Vietnam
was administered by the U.S. Navy.
On May 13, 1965, on behalf of Gande, Price, Ltd., Crum wrote Dan
Morgan of Carling Brewery the following in a letter I now offer in
evidence:
As Bud (Bud Neuse, Gande's sales manager) wrote on April 30, the exchange
ordered 8,540 Black Label and 2,200 Red Cap. Since then I prevailed on a “friend”
in the Ordering Department to thump in a good Special Order SO he wrote an Order
for 12,500 Black Label and 3,300 Red Cap.

Commander Kispert short-stopped the Black Label and cut it to 6,600 cases,
but let the 3,300 Red Cap go through. That makes a grand total of over 20,000
cases of Carling's this month. Tell Korea to watch out. I intend to pass them up
this month.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 303” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. About 2 weeks later, on May 26, 1965, Crum wrote to
another Carling official, G. P. (Tommy) Thompson, marketing direc
tor, Western Division, Tacoma, Washington.

Pleased with the prospects for Carling beer, Crum began his “Dear
Tommy” letter, which I shall now offer in evidence, saying, “There is
nothing but good news from Vietnam (beer-wise, that is),” then cited

sales figures indicating U.S. troops were buying Carling beer in high
volume.

Crum wrote:
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I also take pleasure in informing you that at long last, an old buddy of mine
is now the Navy Chief in charge of stock records and distribution in Saigon.
What could be greater? He has promised me to escalate our orders as rapidly
as possible. Also, he is going to push the Carling's up-country for us.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 304” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
The “friend” Crum told the Carling official about, would also be
friendly to Jim Beam, Crum claimed in a June 2, 1965, letter to Mel
Peterson, vice president of Jim Beam, which I now place in evidence.
Crum reported:
My “friend” has promised faithfully that he will not order any more Old
Crow until it runs out and also will increase his Jim Beam order so We will

be in the Number One position even during the month of June.
* * * My “friend” is most cooperative but he points out to me that the Beam
products are not under “Contract” with the Navy. This is something that I am
not too familiar with but the Way I understand it, you or the Beam representa

tive at Brooklyn (New York) contact somebody and signs a contract. After
which, the local people can Order an unlimited amount. Under the present
circumstances, he is limited in the quantity that he can Order.
So, in Order to Work out the little suggestion about adding a zero to the
Order in the next month or two, we must get listed and contract first or the Order

will be automatically rejected by Brooklyn. Would you kindly look into this?

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 305” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. At this time, the PX headquarters were in New York.

They are now in Dallas,Tex..

-

Crum, as a matter of routine, sought to extend courteous treatment

to all PX and open mess system personnel. Lt. Comdr. Julian Baxter
(Jay) King, who was the liaison officer for the clubs and messes division
of the Vietnam PX from April 1 to April 3, 1966, reflected upon

Crum's efforts to be sociable with key PX officials in an October 29,
1970, affidavit, which I now offer in evidence:
Crum was very friendly with many Exchange personnel, both military and
civilian. He entertained often and, by Vietnam standards, lavishly, providing
good food, plenty of liquor and female companionship.
As I recall his style of entertaining and his efforts to establish warm relations
with Exchange personnel, I can only conclude he was attempting to ingratiate
himself and, if possible, put us in compromising situations that would result
in Our feeling an Obligation to award him more business.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 306” for
reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1016.)
Mr. DUFFY. Crum specifically tried to provide special treatment for
Commander King. On July 13, 1965, Crum sent a cable to his Hong
Kong office. I now place this cable in evidence.
Club messes Commander Jay King arrives PAA Thursday. Fix him up with
top VIP at Conrads (Hong Kong Hilton Hotel), Sarl to pay.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 307” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

•

Mr. DUFFY. Commander King remembered that Hong Kong trip
and Crum's attempt to arrange quarters for him. King said in his
affidavit:
There was one occasion when Crum could have seriously impaired my ability
to carry out my duties in an objective manner. In that instance, I was planning
a business trip to Hong Kong. When he learned of my plans, he said he would
arrange for me to stay in a suite of rooms at the Hong Kong Hilton.
35-359–71—pt. 4–8
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Because of a mixup in the wire he sent to Hong Kong to set up these accom
modations, no suite was reserved for me at the Hilton and I stayed in an

inexpensive room there which I paid for myself. The cost was $12 a day with
government rate.

I was fortunate that there was a mixup in the telegram. Had it not occurred,
I would have enjoyed Crum's hospitality, not have paid for the suit, and there

fore, been in his debt. I should not have allowed myself to be placed in a situa
tion so potentially compromising.

The day after sending the wire to Hong Kong, Crum wrote to
Jim Beam's Mel Peterson. Mr. Peterson is vice president of Jim Beam.
In his July 14, 1965, letter, which I now place in evidence, Crum said:
Mel, in regards to the consolidated clubs and messes, Saigon area, I have be
come very friendly with Jay King, the commander in charge. Jay has had his
wrist slapped and is not allowed to buy liquor direct and he has also been stopped
on beer purchasing. We go out to dinner at least once a week so I am in steady
contact with him. I have given him brochures on Jim Beam and I know that
he has it in all his clubs.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 308” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. In the same letter, Crum pointed out that Sarl Elec
tronics had contracts with 99 percent of the U.S. military clubs in
Vietnam.

-

Crum also noted that Commander King was not the only person at
the exchange who got his wrists slapped, saying:
I regret that NEX (Navy Exchange) only ordered 500 cases of Beam and we
did not go over the 600 cases mark.

Evidently Commander Kispert slapped my friend's wrist.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any idea why somebody slapped some
body's wrists?

-

-

r. DUFFY. We have been trying to find out more information on
that but we haven't been able to get any further identification than

indicated in this memorandum.
(At this point Senator Allen withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. Is there any reason not to think that somebody
in the system felt there was a disproportionate share of the market
going to one brand?
Mr. DUFFY. Not at this point. There seemed to be no complaint by
£ that Mr. Crum had a large portion of the market at this time.
-

-

I think as I proceed we will be able to find out why.
Senator GURNEY. Who is Commander Kispert?

Mr. DUFFY. He was with the Navy exchange at that time, Senator
Gurney. We have not interviewed him.
I quote further from the same letter:
Mel, I have just read your letter about the Pacific Exchange Service taking
over the Navy Exchange facilities in Vietnam area. Any change is fine. They will
probably carry on with our mutual friend-in-court because he is indispensable,
so they say. At any rate, the switchover will be in about 60 days.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Has there been any indication who their mutual
friend-in-court was?

Mr. DUFFY. I have been unable to find out who that man was, Mr.
Chairman. I think we will have a witness here, Mr. Peterson, of Jim

Beam. Maybe he can tellus.
Commander Kispert, who Crum said had slapped his friend's wrist,
did not slap hard enough, for, according to Crum, his friend was still
doing him favors.
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July 15–1 day later—Crum again wrote Beam's Peterson. I now
place the letter in evidence:
At last got over the hump with Navy Exchange here, they only ordered 500
cases after inventory, but our friend pushed through the attached P.O. (pur
chase order) for 1,500 additional cases, which gives us a grand 2,000 to work
Oll.

Please ask Marvin when writing the acknowledgment letter to just mention
the Order number and not the quantity, because I frankly don’t think Kispert
knows he signed this One.

Kispert's relief is here. I'll let you know what kind of guy we have to deal with
SOOn.

The (document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 309” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. While

£ about Kispert's replacement, Crum

was also taking steps to make the stay in Saigon of two other Navy
exchange officers more comfortable.
In August of 1965, two clubs and messes officers—Lt. (jg) Charles
M. Foster and Lt. (jg.) Kim R. Martiny—moved into a villa Crum
rented at 42 Phan Dang Phung in Saigon.
Foster and Martiny lived in the villa for 6 months. When an anony
mous letter led military investigators to look into the villa arrange
ment, Crum acknowledged that Foster and Martiny had lived in the
home and that one of them—he was not sure which—had paid him
rent for it.

More details of the arrangement by which Foster and Martiny lived
in the villa were provided by Commander King in his affidavit. King
also said he knew who sent the anonymous letter—and why.
The lieutenant commander recalled that he was at a party in Crum's
villa when:
* * * Crum told me that he had loaned Lieutenants Foster and Martiny the
$2,500 for them to secure the villa.
Crum said he owned the Villa. But he had arranged for the loan to be trans
acted by his business associate at Sarl, Graham Welton, so as to avoid the ap
pearance of an impropriety * * *.
It was in my view still an impropriety. Crum and Welton and Sarl were ven
dors selling to the Navy Exchange. In their work in my division, Lieutenants
Foster and Martiny were assigned to activities that put them in frequent asso
ciation with Crum, Welton and other Sarl personnel. They were in a position to
actually award contracts to Crum. Their having negotiated a loan with Crum,
through Welton, constituted a conflict of interest to my way of thinking.

A conclusion similar to King's was reached by Col. George S. Prugh,
the Staff Judge Advocate at the Army Command in Saigon, who, upon

reviewing the Foster-Martiny living arrangements, concluded on May
23, 1966, in a letter which I now offer in evidence:
* * * Since Mr. Crum was contracting with clubs and messes at the time, Mar

tiny and Foster violated DOD prohibitions against accepting favors from
contractors.

The (document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 310” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1018.)
Mr. DUFFY. Information concerning the Foster-Martiny villa came
to the attention of the Army Command and Colonel Prugh following
an investigation that was triggered by Crum himself.
Unhappy because Martiny and Foster were not awarding him
enough contracts, Crum turned them in, according to Commander
King, who said:
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* * * Crum did not feel they (Foster and Martiny) were living up to their
end Of the bargain.

His (Crum’s) secretary, a Vietnamese woman named Au Toan, wrote an
anoymous letter to Navy investigators in which she said Martiny and Foster
were “living it up” in a luxurious villa while many of their fellow military
personnel were fighting and dying in the war. Au Toan said this was not fair
and Should be Stopped.
I know that she wrote this anonymous letter because she told me so. I also

know she wrote the letter because William Crum told her to. She told me this,
too. This was his (Crum's) way of taking Lieutenants Foster and Martiny
out of the picture. Crum must have thought he might fare better with their
replacementS.

Learning from Crum about the $2,500 loan, Commander King
asked Martiny and Foster about it. They replied that they had sought
and received the approval of the commanding officer, naval support
activity, Saigon, Capt. Archie C. Kuntze. King told the committee:
I accepted their word that the Captain (Kuntze) had also approved the loan.
I did not ask Captain Kuntze about it. Nor did I report my misgivings about
it to anyone else. In retrospect, I realize I should have.

Commander King said Captain Kuntze was no better than Foster

and Martiny as the captain was living comfortably in a villa himself
|

and enjoying goods, materials, entertainment and personnel in the
home supplied at no cost by the PX.
King said:
With Captain Kuntze, our commanding officer, setting this example in Viet
nam, it was not surprising that Lieutenants Foster and Martiny should enter
into this arrangement With William Crum.

Later, Captain Kuntze was brought before a court-martial and
“found guilty on some minor charges,” King said.

In August of 1965, when Martiny and Foster were living in his
villa, Crum went about the task of arranging for other exchange
officials to live comfortably in Saigon.

. In an August 7, 1965, letter to Mel Peterson, which I now offer
in evidence, Crum wrote:
Commander McNeil (Commander Kispert's replacement) is an interim
officer in charge of NEX until the Army & Air Force Exchange Service moves in.
I have already been approached to obtain a house for the three top civilians
of the new Navy Exchange System and I have found them a lovely four-bedroom
home with a swimming pool and so hope to establish myself with the top com
mand even before they are entrenched.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 311” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. Crum, in the above excerpt, referred to the “three
top civilians of the new Navy Exchange,” but he probably meant of

the Army/Air Force exchange. They were the ones who took over.
His letter continued:

The new gang is arriving on the 9th of September but will not physically take
over in position of the Post Exchange until six weeks later. This also pertains
to clubs and messes.

An Army group will move in with Commander King whom I believe you met
On your last Visit here at same date and six weeks later will take control of
the clubs and messes.

Do you know Peter Mason? (Crum's emphasis.) He will be the chief of mer
chandise & services for the new Exchange.

Mr. ADLERMAN: The Mel Peterson you talk about, was he vice
president of Jim Beam Co.?
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Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Peterson is the vice president of Jim Beam and he
is scheduled here as a witness.

In this August 7, 1965, letter, Crum also made note of his two friends
in the Navy PX; namely, Commander King and “my friend.”
Crum wrote:
* * * “my friend” has indicated to me that during the next few days, he
will push through another order for 200 or 300 cases of Beam's Choice and 200
Or 300 cases of Decanters.

* * * Commander King has become a great friend of mine and he is making
Sure that Jim Beam is on every bar.

On August 12, 1965, Mel Peterson wrote Crum a letter, which I
now place in evidence, stating that he knew Peter Mason of the
Army/Air Force Exchange very well.
Peterson said:
* * * I am well acquainted with Pete Mason, having known him when I ran
Overseas Service in Europe. At the present time he is in Atlanta, Georgia, and
I am calling him tomorrow morning to wish him every success on his new
position in Vietnam.

I believe I have met Dick Llewellyn (another civilian executive of the
Army/Air Force Exchange coming to Vietnam) when he was working for the
Exchange in Spain a number of years ago, although he might not remember me.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 312” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Peterson also expressed his gratitude to Crum for hav
ing made Jim Beam “the No. 1 Straight Bourbon in Vietnam.”
Crum's plans to provide a villa for the new PX officials were pro
gressing as reflected by Peterson's letter of August 1, 1965, which I
now offer in evidence.
I had the pleasure of talking with Pete Mason this morning in Atlanta and
he remembers me well and is looking forward to my coming visit in late Janu
ary in Saigon.
He mentioned that he had just received a letter from you in relation to the
house and seemed pleased about it although he said he would be writing you about
some type of change. He didn’t go into detail but I am confident he will take the
house. He also mentioned he might stay with you for a few days before he
moves in as you had invited him.

I am sure you will like Pete as he is a nice fellow and at this moment, he is
not sure exactly how Whiskies will be handled, although they will be under the
Army and Air Force Exchange.
He told me his tentative target date on takeover is December 26 (1965).
I know that you will do the usual grand job in laying the right foundation in
getting the business and I would appreciate receiving Pete's address when he is
set up and the Army and Air Force Exchange address when it is established.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 313” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. Crum's partner in Hong Kong, Asa A. (Ace) Smith,
assured Mel Peterson, in an August 1, 1965, letter, which I now place
in evidence, that the new PX officials would receive every courtesy the
moment they arrived in Vietnam.
Smith wrote Peterson:
Messrs. Mason and Llewellyn will be arriving in Saigon from Beirut, Leb
anon, On 9th September So I have written Bill to be sure to meet them at the
airport.

Smith also pointed out:
We understand that the official takeover will not take place until early
December but that the Exchange people will start ordering merchandise in
October.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 314” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1018.)
Mr. DUFFY. Housing was scarce in Saigon and, eager as he was to
accommodate the PX officials, Crum's original optimism about the
home changed and he was having difficulty as seen in this August 21,
1965, letter from Crum to Peterson, which I now place in evidence.
Crum wrote:
* * * I am working very hard on two houses for the PX. I got one lined up but
it has no electricity. Power situation is very drastic over here. I had another
house lined up for the Colonel and they raised rent from P (piasters) 30,000 to
P 80,000 overnight. So I had to back away from that one. Situation on housing
here is really frantic.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 315” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. The “Colonel” Crum referred to was Army Lt. Col.
John G. Goodlett, Jr., who was soon to be in charge of the Army/Air
Force Vietnam Regional Exchange as it took over exchange facilities
from the Navy.

Colonel Goodlett would have four civilians in principal staff posi

tions under him. They were Peter B. Mason, general manager of the
Vietnam Regional Exchange, and chief civilian executive; Richard
Llewellyn, chief for procurement; Clarence Swafford, chief for food
branch and concessions; and falph White, chief for retail operations.
Jim Beam's Mel Peterson, writing to Asa Smith on August 26, 1965,
in a letter which I now introduce in evidence, advised Crum’s Hong
Kong partner that he did not know Colonel Goodlett, knew Llewellyn
slightly, and of Mason he said:
I am sure he is on our side as we have always been on most friendly terms.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 316” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Then, on August 30, 1965, in a letter which I now offer
in evidence, Peterson wrote Crum that:
I can well sympathize with you trying to find housing for the PX gang coming
over there and it is fully understandable, the difficulties that you are encounter
ing. I certainly wish you the best in achieving this.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 317” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Asa Smith, writing from Hong Kong on August 31,
1965, in a letter which I now offer in evidence, told Peterson that:
I just had a letter from Bill wherein he advised that he is putting Peter Mason
and all of the Exchange people into his own house for the next few months as
the Electric Company in Saigon will not furnish electricity for any new
Structures.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 318” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Word of Mel Peterson's friendship with the PX official,
Mason, got around to other acquaintances of Crum and Asa

£

mith.

On September 1, 1965, Milton Petrick of Dynasty Fashions—a
Hong Kong clothing firm—wrote Peterson a letter 'ei “personal”
which I now place in evidence:
As you are undoubtedly aware, the Saigon business is really jumping. This

morning I had a chance to talk with Asa Smith and he tells me the civilian that
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is due to take over as Merchandising man is a Peter Mason, who is a very good
friend of yours.
Mel, anything you can tell me about Peter—his likes, dislikes, what he likes
to do, his personal life and so forth—will be deeply appreciated.
Also, if you get the opportunity to write him, please drop a kind word for
Lindy Johnson, yours truly, and “Dynasty.” (Lindy Johnson was a partner
with Petrick in Dynasty Fashions of Hong Kong, and a close friend of Asa
Smith, William Crum and Mel Peterson.)

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 319” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Ace Smith expressed confidence in Crum and Jim
Beam's fortunes with the new PX officials when he wrote in this Sep
tember 7, 1965, letter to Mel Peterson, which I now present in
evidence:
I, too, am hopeful that we can do something with your Cordials and Liquers
as well as the Gin and Vodkas when the Exchange takes over.
You may be assured that Bill will give it the old school tie try and with the new
group living in Bill's house, the odds work out about six to five in our favor.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 320” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1019.)
Mr. DUFFY. Peterson agreed with that, replying on September 8,
1965, in a letter which I now offer in evidence:
* * * Bill will be housing Pete Mason and his crowd which certainly won't
hurt the situation.

Peterson added:
I recently received a confidential letter from Milt Petrick (of Dynasty) where
in he stated that he had recently Spoken with you and Pete wanted me to give
him the lowdown on Pete Mason, etc. * * * I am answering Petrick today.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 321” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Writing Petrick on September 9, 1965, Mel Peterson
of Jim Beam said about Peter Mason that he was a bachelor, had
dated Dynasty models in Germany, enjoyed the “normal bachelor ac:
tivities,” requested Vietnam assignment for the “combat experience.”
supported his mother in an apartment in Greece, and is “the type of
fellow you can fly down to Saigon to talk with and get some straight
answers from.” This letter I now offer in evidence.
Peterson added:
While it is none of my business, I feel quite confident that Bill Crum and Ace
Smith will be cuddling up close to him (Mason) and it might be worthwhile
letting them see what they can do with Dynasty. I believe you know at this time
there are no dependents residing in Saigon; however, when the occupation phase
comes, you should be doing a terrific business, as I know Peter Mason is Very
cognizant of Dynasty and their fine products.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 322” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1019.)
Mr. DUFFY. Indeed, true to Peterson's predictions, Crum wasted
no time in “cuddling” with Peter Mason and Dick Llewellyn, too.
“We are getting along like peas in a pod * * *,” Bill Crum wrote
Mel Peterson in this September 13, 1965, letter, which I now offer in
evidence:
Dear Mel: I want you to know that Peter Mason and Dick Llewellyn, the two
top civilians for the Army & Air Force Exchange Service, have arrived. I showed
them the brand-new house I am decorating for them and they are absolutely
delighted.
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We are getting along like peas in a pod and they are real sharp operators so
I feel we are going to get a lot more action than we did in the past.

Believe me, I am practically moving right in with these boys without jeopar
dizing our reputation. Got them a delightful 4-bedroom house which I’m doing
the living room in natural rush rattan, installing wall-to-wall rush carpet and
bamboo bar, etc. Also, I include in the rent, the cook and the two maids, utilities
and Other local expenses so they pay me in dollars Once per month at quite a

saving. The cook is a real pro and their cuisine will be only second to mine in
Southeast Asia.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 323” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICoEF. In other words, he wasn’t going to give up his
cook, who was No. 1.

Senator GURNEY: I notice Peterson refers to the PX gang. What
ever happened to the gang leader, Peter Mason?
Mr. DUFFY.

Currently?

Senator GURNEY. Yes. When did he leave Vietnam ?

Mr. DUFFY. He left Vietnam in the latter part of 1966. He went to

Europe and served in Germany at the Exchange Service. The CID and
ourselves attempted to interview Mr. Mason concerning these matters.
The CID proceeded to interview Mr. Mason in Germany. I think this
took place within the past few months. I am not sure of that date.
They found that Mr. Mason had departed for Greece quickly. He had
given up his pension with the service and has not been heard of since.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, he has flown the coop?
Mr. DUFFY. He has.

Relating to the mention of the rent in Crum's letter, it is important
to note that the subcommittee will introduce evidence to indicate that

the villa the PX officials lived in rented for about $1,600 (U.S.) a
month; and with the chef and maid service and other associated ser

vices, the monthly cost of such a home would have been about $2,000.
Senator RIBICOFF: What is the salary of a man in charge of a PX
like Mason or Llewellyn?
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I don't know what his salary was.
However, Colonel Goodlett, in a statement sworn to on July 30, 1970,
monthly assessment at the villa was $100 (U.S.) to pay for

''

OOCl. On IV.

:

We
Peterson.

return to William Crum's September 13, 1965, letter to

Crum continued:
Mel, I cannot get any new action out of the Navy at the present time. However,
feel very confident that during month of October, when the Army and Air Force

Exchange takes over, I will have the opportunity to introduce several new lines.
In the meantime, our friend in
On Beam and Choice.

Stock Control assures me another lick

Senator RIBICoEF. Throughout these hearings it seems that the Navy
really ran a tighter ship than the other services when it came to PX's
and : cemen clubs. Is there some explanation why the Navy was
stricter?

Mr. DUFFY. Are you referring to Vietnam, Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. I wonder if that is true. Captain Kuntze was in charge
of the Navy service in the period 1965 and 1966 and he was court
martialed. So I wonder about that.
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Senator RIBICOFF. That wasn’t the case.

Mr. DUFFY. It might have been better after Mr. Kuntze left.
A pleased Mel Peterson replied on September 21 in this letter, which
I now offer in evidence:
It was good receiving your letter of September 13, and congratulations for a
job well done, in relation to accommodations for the Army and Air Force (Ex
change) Personnel *** Again, Bill, thanks for a job well done and I wish you
all success in dealing with the new boys coming in.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 324” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Mel Peterson wasted no time in reminding Bill Crum
to encourage the PX officials, now comfortably housed, to return a
favor with a favor.

-

In a September 24, 1965, letter to Crum, which I now place in evi
dence, Peterson said:
*** We also believe that our
purchased in large quantities by
Mason, I am sure, is cognizant of,
business With the Army and Air

Belle of Kentucky Blended Whiskey, which is
the U.S. Air Force in Europe and which Pete
would be a good item to work on for additional
Force Exchange in Saigon.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 325” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. It is noteworthy to recall that in the fall of 1965—the
point in time at which these letters were written—the American pres
ence in Vietnam was growing rapidly. New market potentials were

cropping up all over. And an economic opportunity was developing
that was made to order for an enterprising, imaginative businessman
like William Crum.

In an October 5, 1965, letter to Jim Beam's Mel Peterson, which I

now offer in evidence, William Crum allowed his pen to reveal the
diversity of his plans and ideas. Here are excerpts from that rambling
five-page Crum letter:
I mentioned the Pin Bottle to Dick Llewellyn who is working up the whisky
Orders in cooperation with “our friend” from the Navy, and Dick seems quite
interested.

I pointed out to him that it was a very popular package when it used to be
On the list in Vietnam and also that it was the right size for the regulation con
cerning bottles going back to the United States * * *.
I am going to have to watch very closely that proper distribution is made on
our products from now on because of the size of the orders as compared to the
depletions that you have been getting lately; in other words, we are going to
have to double and triple our depletions in order to coincide with the size of the
orders that are now going in otherwise we will have a backup and complete
stoppage of orders which I would hate to see * * *.

I am leaving on the 6th of October for Hong Kong and one of the subjects
that I wish to discuss with Ace will be the fact that next year we will be on a
very healthy stock position with our two main products, namely, Jim Beam
and the Carling's beer and I feel that in order to protect ourselves against backup
of product that we should have a stronger sales force. As you know, I have a
Second company over there under separate management called Sarl Electronics.
We intend to have four sales representatives centered in the four key areas of
Vietnam with this organization. Of course, they will concentrate primarily on
the sales distribution and service of coin-operated machines which Sarl has
throughout the country such as Juke Boxes, Slot Machines, etc.
I have in mind that we might consider a commission on our beer and liquor
to these boys divided by area, based on depletions. This would give us much
broader coverage than just two of us selling. What do you think of this idea,
Mel? * * *

|
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I have received the dripmat and have on my bar now right behind the Ming
ice bucket. Do you think you could airmail a couple more of these directly to
Mr. Dick Llewellyn c/o Army & Air Force Exchange Service, APO 96.243, as I
think they would like to have them on their new bamboo bar that I am just
completing very soon in their house. Also, you might send them a package of any
other little gimmicks for their new bar which you might have available. This
should not be in large quantities as it is just for private home * * *.
Your letter of September 24th is in hand and I note your comments on Chateau
Brandy and also on Belle of Kentucky blended whiskey. I had already singled
out Belle of Kentucky and have discussed with “our friend” who assures me

that once we get it listed it is good for a minimum of 500 cases a month. He
feels that it is a great item because of the price. In fact, he is pushing me to insist
that the Army and Air Force Exchange boys put in the initial order ***.

Crum then announced what his investment in the villa amounted to.
He wrote:
* * * The boys in PX all joining me for dinner on the town tonight. Ace and
I are going all out on furnishing of their house. In fact we are in for about
five grand so far.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 326” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1020.)
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever find out who “our friend” was?
Mr. DUFFY. No, Senator Gurney, we have never found out who that
was. We are still looking.
The Army and Air Force exchange executives were living in Crum's
villa but had neglected to notify their superiors of their address. The
PX headquarters—located then in New York—turned to Jim Beam

for help in locating them.
Senator RIBICOFF: Why do you think the exchange executives
turned to Jim Beam? Why did they know they would have the answer?
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Peterson is the only one that could answer that

question, Mr. Chairman. He will be here as a witness. I really don't
know.

On October 19, 1965, Marvin Marek of the International Division

of Jim Beam, wrote a letter, now offered in evidence, to William Crum
to report:
The Army & Air Force Exchange Service in New York has requested us to
obtain the local street address of the Exchange Officers in Saigon and the resi
dential address of its principal staff.

They have tried to obtain this information through normal channels, but were
advised that this was classified “Secret.”

Top that if you can

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 327” for ref
erence and will be found in the

appendix on

p. 1022.)

Mr. DUFFY. Marking his reply “personal and confidential,” Crum
wrote a letter, which I offer in evidence, to Mel Peterson on November
2, 1965, and said:
In reply to yours of October 19, 1965, the residence of the 5 Senior Staff
of the Army & Air Force Exchange Service is 2A Truong Minh Ky, Saigon,
Vietnam.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 328” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever find out why the PX never found

out where their key employees were? ..
Mr. DUFFY. I never asked that question, but looking at their whole
•

operation, I am not surprised.
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Having located the senior PX officials for the exchange headquar
ters, Jim Beam returned to more commercial pursuits. Peterson wrote

a letter, which I now offer in evidence, to Crum on October 22, 1965,
and expressed strong opposition to Crum's proposal to have his Sarl
slot machine agents also representing Jim Beam. Peterson said:
This Vietnam thing is growing into the same situation as Korea did in 1950
and if we play it right, we will all have good volume for many years and to do
so, you have got to be there first, with the most, and get distribution.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 329” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1022.)

Mr. DUFFY. Distribution was the theme in another excerpt of this
Peterson letter:
* * * As you can see * * * you are going to have a big slug of Whiskey hit
ting Vietnam in December and January and, therefore, it behooves you to do
everything possible to get distribution throughout Vietnam. I certainly think it
would be wise to get very close to the warehouseman in Saigon or at the en
tering port, who handles the distribution, as he can make your job much sim

pler. I know that you know how to handle this.

Peterson emphasized the point that the exchange headquarters in
New York placed great faith in projections on liquor requirements
regarding new Jim Beam requirements.
He said:
I will keep working at this end in New York and you will have to do the
work on your end for these additional items (Choice, Bond and Pin Bottle).
New York informs me that they don’t know if they will make up the require
ments in New York or if they would eventually come from Vietnam but I feel

quite confident that they will finally emanate from Vietnam and in the brands
desired so you therefore have a big job to do again, but you are on solid ground
with the boys out there so we should come through fine * * *.
Peterson added:
I believe Our Marv Marek has asked you for the house address and the Office
street address of Llewellyn and Mason, as John Wysocki (Exchange executive
in New York) has asked me to get this information and give it to him. Please
bear in mind this is not an APO address.

Meanwhile, William Crum was still concerned about making the
PX officials comfortable in his Saigon villa. On October 30, 1965, he
wrote his brother, Whitney Crum, for Tradwell Co. in Los Angeles,
a letter which I now offer in evidence, asking him to airmail a com
plete large-size barbecue set to Clarence Swafford.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 330” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. The barbecue set was mailed on November 13, 1965, to
Swafford and a bill, which I now place in evidence, for $78.41 was
charged to Club Specialties Overseas, Inc., Panama–Sarl Account.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 331” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Earlier discussions as to how Jim Beam should pro
mote its products up-country—by Sarl agents or full-time Beam sales
men—seemed to have been resolved on November 3, 1965, when Peter
son wrote a letter, which I now offer in evidence, to Asa (Ace) Smith
and said he was “happy to note that you and Bill have decided to put
on two,
full-time men to handle the beer and whiskey sales in Vietnam
* *
Peterson continued:
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I just talked with the A&AFES (Army/Air Force Exchange Service) in New
York and the initial order for 2,880 cases of Jim Beam, they tell me they do not
want in the port until about the 10th of December; however, I am doing every
thing possible, here, to get it out the end of this week or next week.

It might be that Bill can talk with Dick Llewellyn or Pete Mason and if it
appears that a shortage will exist, that they can TWX New York and tell them
to get it Over as quickly as possible and I hope, add some Choice.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 332” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.) , .
Mr. DUFFY. Indicating he could be as hospitable as his partner,
Ace Smith wrote a letter, which I now offer in evidence, to Peterson
on November 8, 1965:
Dick Llewellyn is with me in Hong Kong this week and Pete Mason is arriving
on 13th November, so you can readily appreciate that I am busy keeping them
away from the local “carpetbaggers.”

Smith concluded his letter this way:
I am meeting Dick Llewellyn for luncheon and will query him regarding the
2880 cases of Jim Beam which they do not want at the port until 10th December.
If he feels that a shortage will exist, I will have him cable New York at my
expense.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 333” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Commenting upon “what a great host Ace is.” Peterson
wrote Crum on November 23, 1965, to say he was sure Mason and
Llewellyn had enjoyed themselves in Hong Kong with Smith. The
letter, which I now offer in evidence, from the Jim Beam vice presi
dent, then went on to explain that John Wysocki, the PX official
in New York who selected alcoholic beverages for importation into
Vietnam, required documented evidence of consumer—that is, GI—
demand before he would approve further shipments of Beam's Choice
and bonded Beam whiskies. The solution, Peterson said, was to have
the Vietnam exchange notify Wysocki of a need.
Peterson wrote:
* * * Would you please have them make up such a request * * * This re
quest should be made as quickly as possible by Mason and Llewellyn to
Wysocki.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 334” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. Aggressively promoting Jim Beam, Crum had not for
gotten Carling beer. A November 24, 1965, memorandum from Emil

Krause, a Carling executive, was sent to D. J. Dittman, another Carl
ing official.
I now offer the memorandum in evidence:
I didn't see General Galligan but Wysocki told me that the General had pretty
much given Pete Mason and cohorts a blanket approval for whatever they specify.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 335” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator GURNEY. Who was General Galligan?
DUFFY. An official in the Exchange Service at that time, Senator

G Mr.

urney.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.

Mr. DUFFY. On November 24, 1965, Peterson advised Wysocki where

his senior PX officials were living in Vietnam. I now offer the letter
in evidence:
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Some time back you may recall you asked me for the civilian address of
Pete Mason and Dick Llewellyn in Saigon. I have received information today
and their civilian address is as follows:
2A Truong Minh Ky
Saigon, Vietnam

The Coin-Paper-Weight is being dispatched to your home address Friday and
another package is also being delivered to your house either Friday or early
next Week.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 336” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Troop increases meant more business as Peterson related

to Ace Smith in a November 30, 1965, letter, which I now offer in
evidence:
* * * I have just read here in the newspapers yesterday, that troop strength
in Vietnam will be increased to 200,000 men so this should do something with the
Orders.

I hope that Bill Crum has been able to get our Choice, Bonded Beam and Pin
Bottle requested from Mason and Lewellyn to the A&AFES in New York.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 337” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. In a December 2, 1965, letter, which I now place in
evidence, Peterson told Crum of the success elsewhere of a new Jim
Beam half-gallon bottle of ' and suggested that GI's in Vietnam
might find the container itself as well as the whisky to be of use.
Peterson said:
I am wondering if you could talk to Dick Lewellyn and see if he could include
some of this on his next order. I think it would be a very handy thing for the
men to use as a water jug or anything else after they have finished with the
Whiskey.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 338” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. In addition, Peterson was concerned that Jim Beam's
Choice line was not moving as fast as he would have liked, the problem
being to have it listed by the Vietnam exchange as a “permanent
item.”

On December 15, 1965, Peterson wrote Crum on the Choice issue in
a letter which I now offer in evidence:
As I see it, Bill, you will have to work on Dick Lewellyn and Pete Mason to
have them instruct the A&AFES in New York, that the Beam's Choice would be
a permanent item and either in the fifth or Imperial Quart sizes. While I am
not happy about the Choice being the substitute items for (Jack) Daniels, I do
want Choice to be a regular item as I know you do. When this has been accom
plished, I think it is well then to work on the Bonded Beam and/or the Pin
Bottle and then try to get the Jim Beam half gallons listed.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 339” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. To these suggestions, Crum responded on January 3,
1966, in a letter, which I now place in evidence, to Peterson:
Had a serious talk with Llewellyn * * *. He has promised me on his next
order to list for Permanent Ordering: Beams Choice, Sloe Gin and some of the
Fruit Flavored Vodkas. A step has been made in the right direction. His next
order goes in 1st week of January.
Our mutual friend Chief M/Sgt. Joe Small is in the drivers seat at the Air
Force club complex. You know how he operates. We must supply promotion
funds, which I have been doing. He was delighted with the Beam clock you sent.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 340” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1024.
Mr. DUFFY. Crum also pointed out to Peterson that his firm, Sarl
Electronics, had “contracts in 99 percent of the (U.S. military) clubs
in the country.”
Then Crum told Peterson of $1,200-a-month promotion money Car
ave him as added encouragement to his salesmen to
push Carling beer.

''

Crum asked:
Is there any possibility to implement such a (promotional money) policy with
Beam? I think it would pay dividends.

On the subject of the Carling's promotional money and on other

subjects, the subcommittee interviewed one of Crum's former employ
ees, who had administered these funds. This man will testify about
the actual disposition of the funds for various purposes, including
kickbacks and bribes.

By January 10, 1966, the changeover at the Vietnam exchange was
completed, the Army/Air Force exchange personnel were in control,
and Crum wrote a letter to Tommy Thompson of Carling, which I now
offer in evidence:
Everything is moving a little more smoothly now that the Navy is out of the
picture.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 341” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Mel Peterson's continuing concern for selling more of
Jim Beam's Choice label in Vietnam was reflected in this January 12,
1966, letter to Crum, which I now place in evidence:
I am real pleased that you had a serious talk with Dick Llewellyn in rela
tion to additional listings and am extremely hopeful that Our Beam's Choice will

be listed as well as other items that you mentioned * * * I certainly hope that

we can get at least four items listed for Vietnam and it will add, of course, to
your income.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 34.2” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. In the same letter, Peterson revealed that he had some
how

£ hold of documents which were supposed to be for exchange

distribution only.
Peterson said:
* * * I am enclosing, in confidence, a photostatic copy of the listings that
Llewellyn sent to someone in the U.S.A., for your perusal * * * Please do not
show Dick the enclosures concerning his letter to the States.

About Crum's suggestion that Jim Beam use promotional funds

in Vietnam, Peterson explained he already had such a program,
saying:
* * * we are using our promotional money to send point-of-purchase ma
terials to the clubs there and I think the clubs appreciate this as much as if it
would be spent locally by your man.

Crum wrote Carling's Tommy Thompson on February 21, 1966, to
point out that while his PX house guests were able to make “projec
tions” about the long-range beer requirements in Vietnam it was up
to the exchange headquarters in New York; namely, John Wysocki, to
convert Llewellyn's requests into firm orders.
Crum explained in the letter, which I now place in evidence:
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We have done our part in securing the tremendous projections. Furthermore,
we are now geared to handle depletions when product arrives. However we
really require your assistance in getting New York to actually place the orders
with you.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 343” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. In February of 1966, Mel Peterson traveled to Viet
nam to survey the liquor situation himself, met with Llewellyn, Ma
son, Goodlett, and other PX personnel, and concluded in this Febru

ary 22, 1966, communication to Marvin Marek, which I now offer in
evidence:
It is still a lot of confusion here and we are Working with a good team in
Crum and Price and Company who is very close to all Of the right people up in
the Exchange so I am sure something better will come along but we came out
of this Smelling pretty good.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 344” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. The Vietnam exchange executives, Peterson told
Marek, “are making a realinement of the brands to be shipped out
here in Saigon effective with the March shipments.”
Under the new alinement, Peterson said, the Vietnam exchange was
projecting need for 18,000 cases of straight whisky a month, of which
25 percent, or 4,500 cases, would be the Jim Beam label.
In addition, 5 percent or 900 cases would be Beam's Choice. In vod

kas, Peterson said, Jim Beam was to supply 750 cases a month.
Then Peterson cautioned Marek:
If you have not already received requirements for a March port delivery from
Wysocki you had better call him but don’t mention these figures to him and see
he (sic) what he comes back to you On. He may be on again the old 3,840 cases
of Jim Beam and 480 cases of Choice and if that is so, then the next require
ments you get will be these increased requirements.
Within the next three to four months there is every possibility that we will
get our Bonded Beam back on the Bottled in Bond column; also I am hoping for
our Belle of Kentucky and the Flavored Vodkas and Sloe Gin. All of these things
will take a little time but I feel quite sure that we will get some additional
listings within the next four or five months after the Exchange here has seen
how the distribution patterns they have just set up will work.

Senator GURNEY. Could you amplify a little on the importance of
the listing? Is it true that you have to have a fairly good demand for
3.
product in order to get on the post exchange list? Isn’t that

£y

right

£ DUFFY. You are supposed to show initial demand in the local
area before you get a listing.
Senator GURNEY. And then that list goes, as I understand it, to the
procurement or the purchasing people within the post exchange sys
tem, isn’t that right?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. So if a liquor, whisky or class 6 item were not
on this list, it would not encourage the use of any particular product,
isn’t that correct?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. But it being on the list, of course, it is available
to all the people who are buying, and it is easier to buy because the
name is there, isn’t that correct?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.
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Senator GURNEY. All right, I understand.
Mr. DUFFY. In March of 1966, Carling's Tommy Thompson went

to Vietnam to survey the beer situation and to assess William Crum's
operations.

One of Crum's former employees will testify that during Thomp
son's visit, the Carling promotional money was spent, for the first
time in his experience, to promote Carling beer.
Senator RIBICOFF. How was that money spent?
Mr. DUFFY. We will have testimony on that from another witness,
but it was used in bribes and kickbacks.

Ironically, Henry J. (Hank) Lyons, the former NCO club sergeant
from Korea, made comments about the manner in which Crum dis

posed of the Carling promotional money. Lyons, in 1959 and 1960,
had been charged by the Army with having received a $3,000 bribe—
in the form of mutual funds—from Crum. Lyons was acquitted of
the charge in a court-martial, had gone on to a new NCO club steward
ship in Thailand and, upon retiring from the Army in that country,
gone to work for Crum as a salesman.
But Crum fired him when he discovered information indicating
that Lyons was pocketing money from a jukebox of his own. In turn,
Lyons, embittered by the dismissal, spoke out in public about the Car
li
romotional money.
": £ employee, Carlos Hale, described Lyons' criticism in this
July 26, 1965, letter to Crum, which I now offer in evidence:
* * * (Lyons) told (Sergeant) Byrd that Gande, Price received huge sums
of money for promotional purposes and made the insinuation that the fund was
being mismanaged.

Furthermore, he said he and his new boss went around to different clubs (in
Thailand) and found out themselves that we never spent any money for pro
motional. At this point I jump up and interrupt him. I said Hank you don't know

what you are talking about. How and where we spent our promotional money
is none of your business and I have no intention whatsoever of divulging to you
our trade Secret.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 345” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Crum, for his own reasons, had earlier told Carling's
Tommy Thompson of the problem Lyons had been. In a June 2, 1965,
letter to Thompson, which I now offer in evidence, Crum said:
* * * I got rid of Hank Lyons and I had good reason to get rid of him be
cause he hadn’t sent in a single purchase order to our company for two solid
months before I fired him.

I realize now that he was just dogging. Lyons, as you know, was handling
our coin-operated concession equipment and I ascertained after his departure
from our company that he had been moonlighting having purchased jukebox

and placed illicitly in outlying area collecting the income for himself. Thus, you
can see, we had good reason to dispose of him * * *.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 346” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Concerning Lyons' remarks about the promotion money
passed to him by Hale, Crum boldly forwarded the Hale letter to
Carling, pointing out in an August 4, 1965, letter, which I now offer
in evidence, to R. L. Hansen, a Carling executive, that Lyons had a
“vicious tongue,” adding: *** This letter is an example of why he
got fired * * *.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 347” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. But Tommy Thompson, touring Vietnam in March of

1966, did not know what Crum's employees knew about his promo
tional money, nor what Lyons was saying and he was, or seemed to be,
delighted with the way Crum and his associates were handling the
Carling account.
On March 10, 1966, Thompson sent back these comments, which I
now place in evidence, to his Carling colleague, D. J. Dittman:
•

I, along with Bill Crum, was lucky enough to be invited to the PX compound's
quarters for cocktails (7:30 to 9 p.m.) on Wednesday evening, even though the
place was flooded with New York brass. A good time was had by all. I managed
a few minutes alone with each of the Viet Nam PX people.

The dinner party on Wednesday nite was a very successful barbecue affair
(and somewhat expensive as you will see when you peruse the weekly expense
sheet) for all Crums' people and myself * * *

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 348” for
reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1024.)
Mr. DUFFY. Examination of Tommy Thompson’s expense report,
which I now present in evidence, dated March 19, 1966, indicates the
following item:
Barbecue party for: Col. Goodlett—Col. Simmonds—Col. Godfrey—Mr. Ma
son—Llewellin—Swafford—White—Carlsen—Renieri-Capt. Porter—Capt. Act
ron—Tips & Dinner $118.00.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 349” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. The Thompson letter to Dittman dated March 10, 1966,
continued:
The situation as far as we are concerned between Price & Co. and ourselves

looks good at this time. Crum has two companies—Price & Co. which handles
only Carling and Jim Beam Whiskey. The other company is Saul (Sarl) Elec
tronics which does a huge business in bar supplies, air conditioning, electric ap
pliances (for club use and institutional equipment) and slot machines. Saul is
probably a multi-million dollar a year company and is kept entirely apart from
Price & Co.

We should concern ourselves only with Price & Co. and not Saul. Saul will
only affect Price & Co. if Crum allows an intermingling of sales help between
these two companies. We should keep a constant watch over our Viet Nam ship
ments to assure ourselves that Crum and his people do an adequate job for
us and not become strictly slot machine operators.
By the way, the services are all insisting on owning their own club machines
in every club, so it is a matter of selling machines instead of servicing.
Crum is a good, conscientious, diplomatic worker (especially with top peo
ple). He has connections all down the line. Some are Vietnamese, French and
American. He runs a “tight ship” in handling his personnel and pays well if
the job is done properly. Some of his people are averaging $2,800 per month and
probably will go higher as the shipping problems get ironed out. Crum heads
up both companies—but we should concern ourselves only with Price & Co.

Peterson, back in Chicago now, sent this letter, which I now place
in evidence, to Crum on March 31, 1966:
I had a very interesting meeting with the Army and Air Force Exchange
Service in New York Tuesday and they informed me, Bill, that as of this moment
the proposed listings that Dick Lewellyn gave us when I was there will not be
followed and that they were buying as they were before. This, of course, means
that I don't get our Baranof Vodka to date * * * I believe right now is the
opportune time to organize the request letters for a Bonded Beam order * * *
Could you please put this whole thing in motion * * * I would appreciate it
35-359–71—pt. 4–9
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if your inside man could get me some ordering information as to our competitors,
if this is possible.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 350” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Crum replied on April 25, 1966. I offer the letter in
evidence:
Please note my man in the back room is getting back into power and I will

soon have some good depletion data on Whiskey sales.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 351” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1027.)

Mr. DUFFY. Crum also said that “Dick showed me the (projection)

figures again.” The subcommittee found that Crum frequently had
access to these figures, which are not for the use of suppliers but for
Exchange personnel only.
Crum assured Peterson that business would be good “providing
John Wysocki does not assert his authority on this as he so often
does on other products.”
D. J. (Don) Dittman, of Carling, wrote Crum on May 9, 1966. I
now offer the letter in evidence. He said another Carling official, Emil
(Dutch) Krause, had recently returned from a “routine trip” to New
York where he met with exchange executives.
At these meetings, Krause told Dittman, he learned of the impor
tance to Carling of encouraging Crum to continue to cultivate the
goodwill of PX officials in Saigon.
Dutch mentioned that he was told that the Opinions and recommendations of
Messrs. Mason and Llewellyn will be highly regarded during that meeting. So
it is obvious that we must maintain good relationships with them. You will be

interested to know that that particular statement came from Mr. Wysocki.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 352” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. Crum responded to Dittman on May 14, 1966—and,
once again, he had obtained PX projection and purchase order figures.
I will now offer Crum's letter in evidence:
The planning for the beers seems to be falling into the pattern which was
originally mentioned to us by Dick Llewellyn during Tommy's (Tommy Thomp
son) last visit. In the strictest of confidence, I am attaching copies of all Pur
chase Orders for all 8 beers. You will see that each brewery received exactly
200,000 cases. According to Dick Llewellyn, this ratio will continue for a period
of three months. Following this, the Vietnam Regional Exchange will gauge
their purchasing based upon the ratio of depletions, therefore, please rest as
sured that every time a shipment of Carlings beer arrives at our various outlets
in Vietnam, we will immediately exert every effort for the fastest possible
depletion. I feel confident that it will be one of the top selling beers; in fact,
I am taking aim on the top position.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 353” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. How is this done? Someone made a decision to

take 200,000 cases. I assume eight beers were being sold in Vietnam.
As beers were sold would they reorder to fill up the 200,000-case
inventory?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator RIBICoEF. How did the Carling beer come out No. 1.
Mr. DUFFY. I think they are referring here, Mr. Chairman—I am

not absolutely positive about this. I think they are referring to the
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initial 200,000 cases here. Once those inventories have been depleted,
I imagine the first one to go will be reordered.
I think Mr. Crum had hopes that Carling's beer would be depleted.
The inventories would be depleted.

Senator RIBIcoFF. He had the warehouse people who were ship:
ping the Carling beer out first to the various service clubs and
exchange
Mr. DUFFY. I think that was indicated. I think Mr. Peterson in an
earlier letter said to work on the warehouses first for distribution.
That is the secret of this.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Is there evidence that the Carling beer was put
on ice at the service clubs and being dispensed with first because they
were cold and the others were warm?

Mr. DUFFY. Ironically, Senator, I don’t think Carling's beer was

moved very much by Mr. Crum. I think possibly the people of Carling's
will be quite surprised when they find out where some of their pro
motional funds were going. They may not have been paying proper
attention to this product in supplying it and pushing it in Vietnam.
I think Mr. Crum was doing more talking than acting.
Senator RIBICOFF. Carling was being taken both ways?
Mr. DUFFY. I think the testimony will clearly show that.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Duffy, to back up a few lines, you mention
the meeting in New York between the Carling's official and the ex
change executive where it was indicated that Mason and Llewellyn
in their opinions would be highly regarded. Did your investigation
show whether the post exchange officials in New York, here in this
country, were aware of the high living of Mason and Llewellyn, and
the favors they were receiving from Crum?
Mr. DUFFY. Senator Gurney, I will get to that a little bit later. I
think there is some evidence that Colonel Garroni who was in charge

of the PX service in Hawaii, was looking into this so-called gratuity
of the villa in the latter part of 1966, but I don’t think anything ever
happened further on that.
Senator GURNEY. All right.
Mr. DUFFY. On June 9, 1966, Peterson wrote a letter, which I now

offer in evidence, stating that he had learned:
* * * the brand selection is still being made in Saigon, as per the letter and
work sheets recently forwarded from Saigon. It is therefore necessary, Bill, for
you to talk with Godfry (Col. Walter Godfrey, a Vietnam Exchange official) and
Lewellyn to get the Baranof listed and the Beam projection increased, because
it has to come from Saigon.

Peterson added:
It might also be necessary for you to get Monk Meyer (Gen. Charles Meyer,

Commanding General, U.S. Support Command, Qui Nhon, Vietnam) to help you
with the above, if you think Monk can do so. Incidentally, how did you make out
with Monk?

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 354” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator RIB|corr. When Mr. Peterson refers to a General as Monk,
is it because his nickname is known or because it is a personal
acquaintance?

Mr. DUFFY. I think he is well-known by that nickname. He was an
all-American football player at West Point for 3 years.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Does that indicate he was a friend of Mr. Peterson.

Mr. DUFFY. It does not.

-

-

-

Crum provided details of his relationship with General Meyer not to
Peterson but to Carling's Tommy Thompson in this June 13, 1966,
letter, which Inow place in evidence:
(In Qui Nhon.) I was the house guest of Gen. Monk Meyer * * *. We are
getting excellent distribution of (Carling's) Black Label in the Qui Nhon area,
I saw it at the Officers’ Clubs, the Enlisted Men's Clubs and in the PX, and
even in the General's ice box.

* * * I was driven to the (Qui Nhon) Exchanges and to the Clubs Messes
Divisions in the General's staff car, so needless to say I made an impression
upon the two respective majors in charge.
Major Don Tweet, Secretary-Custodian of the Nhatrang Mess Association,
which has an APO number of 96238, is the Custodian of 20 branch clubs * * *

Major Tweet is very friendly with our man up there, Jake Ryu, and helps him
in many ways such as he always cuts military Orders for him when he has to
fly to Saigon. This has become an extremely important factor in our business
because the commercial airlines are closed down about half of every month,
because of riots and Such problems.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 355” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1028.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Why did he give Thompson the APO number
of Major Tweet?
Mr. DUFFY. I really don’t know, Mr. Chairman.

Crum recommended to Thompson that he send Major Tweet “at
least 60 dozens” of Carling's bar material, such as “pilsner type
glasses” and napkins, coasters, trays and “a few other nice items,”
adding:
Some of these items will be placed in the General's house.

Senator GURNEY. At that point, Mr. Duffy, you referred to the
U.S. Port Command. Were the PX's under that command at that time?

Mr. DUFFY. The main PX, Senator Gurney, was in Saigon, but
they had PX's in other cities, such as Qui Nhon, and other areas.
Senator GURNEY. What would the support command have to do
specifically with the post exchanges?
Mr. DUFFY. I am not really qualified to answer that, Senator Gur
ney. I really don’t know.
Crum gave Thompson the latest news on personnel changes in the
Vietnam exchange.
* * * the power behind the throne on the beer situation is now Col. Walt
Godfrey * * * Pete Mason and Dick Llewellyn are transferred to Germany
effective October. Colonel Goodlett leaves at the end of July. Colonel Jack Ice
arrives during July sometime to take command of the Exchange system.
I think we are going to witness quite a power play here. I think Godfrey will
have a lot to say about our business and I am keeping a very close watch on him.
This early transfer of Pete Mason and Dick Llewellyn is definitely a result
of the hair spray situation.

Senator GURNEY. What was that about?

Mr. DUFFY. There was some surplus hair spray procured by the
PX exchange service in Saigon during that period.
Senator GURNEY. What would they use hair spray for in a war?
Mr. DUFFY. I don’t know. I think there was a backlog of it and
somebody—

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think the fact was that they ordered an extraordi
narily large amount of hair spray and this found its way to the black

.
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market. They had no use for it in the Army, but the black market had
a great demand for it.

-

Senator GURNEY: Is this like “greasy kidstuff?”

.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This is women's hair spray. It found its way to the

black market. There was quite a scandal about it. The blowup re
sulted in their moving these men because they had large quantities of
women's hair spray that they had no need for. It found its way di
rectly into the black market.
Senator RIBICOFF. It indicated that there was duplicity with who
ever was ordering in the PX with the black market operators. They
would order merchandise which would have no specific use or utility
for the Army, but it would find its way into the civilian black market.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In addition to that, the GI’s would buy the hair
spray to use to pass over the bars, so on and so forth, for trading;
they would pay for things with hairspray.
Senator '' I might say, Mr. Chairman, we are talking here
in terms of 1966, going on 5 years ago. In November, when I was in
Vietnam, in Saigon, there were all manner of shops openly selling
U.S. Army GI equipment on the black market. So we haven’t im
proved much in 5 years.
Mr. ADLERMAN. They have one street they call PX alley. It only
sells PX items from the black market.

Mr. DUFFY. Crum added that since Thompson was slow to increase
the amount of promotional money given him each month, he was giv
ing his salesmen more funds himself “to insure that we get our beer
completely out of stock before the other eight beers run out.”
On June 20, 1966, Peterson, relaying information Crum had known,
advised his man in Saigon that a “very good source” told him Lle

wellyn was to be transferred to Frankfurt, Germany, on September
1, 1966, and that Mason was being assigned to Munich, October 1,
1966.

Inow offer Peterson's letter in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 356” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Peterson also seemed to be behind the news regardin
General Meyer at Qui Nhon. He said he had written the general an
told him “what a great spot you have in Saigon,” adding:
I hope that you and he have had the occasion to meet. I did not, in this letter,
push anything, as I wanted to get his reply before I answered back.

On June 27, 1966, William Crum's Sarl Electronics—a partnership
of Crum and Ace Smith—entered into a concession contract with the

Vietnam regional exchange to provide, install, operate, and maintain
coin-operated amusement machines.
The contract, which I now offer in evidence, was signed by Crum,
representing Sarl, and by Clarence Swafford and Colonel Goodlett,
representing the exchange.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 357” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. One of Crum’s former employees will be called to
testify about this contract. He will be questioned about the relation
ship between Crum and the officials of the Vietnam regional exchange,
particularly about his knowledge of the villa costing $1,600 per month

-

-

-
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which was furnished to them by Crum and he will be asked whether
he knew that Crum was rewarded for his hospitality and for his favors
to those officials.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will now stand in recess until
.

tomorrow morning at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, February 18, 1971.)

-

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed to
February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican,
Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,

chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Phillip W. Mor
gan, chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator;
John Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will come to order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, please resume the stand.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. Before resuming, Senator Percy has a statement
to make.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I regret that the investigation I was
making in Cairo, Ill., on racial problems there yesterday prevented
my being here.
I would like to say that last year's examination of enlisted men's
and noncommissioned officers' clubs was, in my judgment, very pro
ductive. The Army and the Air Force have already undertaken efforts
to implement certain changes in accordance with this subcommittee's
findings. Eight individuals have been indicted for alleged illegal
activities first publicized by this subcommittee.
(911)
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I think, Mr. Chairman, the subcommittee has a special advantage
in beginning these hearings in this session inasmuch as a member of

the subcommittee, Senator Gurney, had the opportunity last Novem:
ber to travel in Vietnam and discover firsthand how the PX and

officers' clubs are being operated.

My distinguished colleague from Florida, in applying his legal
talents to this investigation, has already provided us with important
insight and assistance. I commend my colleague for this initiative and
for this extra effort.

At the risk of sounding perhaps a little trite, I would like to make
this final comment: As this amazing, bewildering story of fraud, mis
management, bribery, kickbacks, favors and easy, high living, un
folds, exploiting a tragic war, I am most offended at the blatant dere
lection of duty which pervades every episode.

The criminal activities, at least as they have been alleged, are de
serving of censure and, if proven, of punishment. But just as despica
ble is the failure of military officials who have supposedly committed
their lives to the protection and welfare of their troops and to
their obligations, when we discover these officers not only have faile
to protect their men but have instead exploited them, living high on

£

the hog as they did, our concern and disappointment go even deeper.
I know that these activities on the part of certain military officials

represent exceptions to the American military tradition, and the Sen
ate, through this subcommittee, is performing an essential respon

sibility when it seeks to ferret them out and restore the health of this
tradition and service.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DUFFY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Colonel Goodlett, one of the PX officials who actually lived in the
house, added to the committee's information about the villa in this
affidavit sworn to on July 30, 1970, which I now offer in evidence:
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 358” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 358

AFFIDAVIT OF LT. COL. JOHN G. GOODLETT, JR.

I, Lieutenant Colonel John G. Goodlett, Jr., USA (Ret), who resides at 3883
Turtle Creek Blvd., Dallas, Texas, make the following statement freely and
voluntarily to Mr. LaVern J. Duffy, who has identified himself to me as an
Assistant Counsel of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, and
to Mr. Fred Asselin, who has identified himself to me as a Special Assistant to
Senator Abraham Ribicoff.

Prior to 1965, PX operations in Vietnam had been the responsibility of the
U.S. Navy. However, in 1965, when this country began to rapidly increase its
troop commitment in Vietnam, the decision of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was

made to convert the PX operations from the Navy to the Army-Air Force. I was
placed in charge Of that changeover.
I went to Vietnam in September of 1965, leaving my previous post in Atlanta,
Georgia, where I was Deputy Chief for Offshore Exchanges of the Army-Air
Force Exchange Southern Service Center.
I was a Lieutenant Colonel at the time. Two other officers were assigned to
my staff at the Vietnam Regional Exchange. They were Lieutenant Colonel Wal
ter A. Godfrey, USAF, Deputy Commander; and Lieutenant Colonel Richard
A. Branson, USA. Ten other officers were assigned in other locations throughout
the country.

There were four civilians in principal staff positions as well. They were Peter

B. Mason, General Manager of the Vietnam Regional Exchange and Chief Civil
ian Executive; Richard Lewellyn, Chief for Procurement; Clarence Swafford,
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Chief for Food Branch and Concessions; and Ralph White, Chief for Retail
Operations.

Mr. Mason was the ranking civilian in the Vietnam Regional Exchange and
as such was my technical advisor. Mr. Lewellyn as Chief of Procurement was
responsible for establishing requirements and stock levels for all merchandise
carried in the PX's. Mr. Swafford was responsible for determining requirements
for food outlets and insuring that adequate supplies of food and food services
equipment were programmed. He also had supervision of all concessions granted
by the PX. Mr. White was responsible for activation of retail facilities to Sup
port incoming troops.

I travelled to Vietnam in September, stopping for a few days in Honolulu
where I received briefings at the Pacific Exchange (PACEX) Headquarters.
Mason, Lewellyn and Swafford arrived in Vietnam about 10 days before I did.
During my first two months in Saigon I stayed at a home the U.S. Navy pro
vided for PX officials. In November, Mr. Mason told me he had made arrange
ments for Mr. Lewellyn, Mr. Swafford, me and him to live in another home,
this one a more comfortable six-bedroom villa. I did not know who owned it.

I paid Mr. Swafford $100.00 each month for food and paid nothing else. In
retrospect, I realize now I should have made more searching inquiries about
the cost of the villa and how payments were made. But I did not. I was put
ting in 12- and 14-hour days seven days a week and I left details of our housing
to Mr. Mason and the others. It was a mistake.

The villa itself was actually two villas joined by a single common
stye of French architecture. In the one villa was the main living
areas with the second-story bedrooms of Mason, Lewellyn and later
civilian on the Vietnam Regional Exchange principal staff, Ralph

wall in the
and dining
by another
White. My

bedroom and Mr. Swafford's bedroom were in the other Villa. I lived there until

I left Vietnam in August of 1966. Mason, Lewellyn, Swafford and White were
still living there when I left.
I learned sometime in mid-1966 that the villa was being rented by William J.
Crum. Mr. Crum was associated as a vendor with Sarl Electronics, which Sup
plied slot machines to the servicemen's clubs. He also represented Jim Beam
liquor in Vietnam. When I learned that Mr. Crum was paying for the villa, I
should have immediately moved out of the home and ordered the Others to move

out as well. But I didn’t. By staying there I exercised a serious error in
judgment.

Mr. Crum visited the villa from time to time and occasionally I talked with
him there and had a drink with him. But the long hours I was working at the
office did not allow me much time to Socialize. Mason, Lewellyn and Swafford
left their jobs at quitting time while I stayed late into the night. They would
go to the villa where I know Mr. Crum would frequently visit. I know that ar
rangements were made for women to be part of the entertainment.
Another occasional visitor to the villa was Joe DeMarco, a friend of Mr.
Crum. Mr. DeMarco was head of a business that handled distribution of periodi
cals and other publications in Vietnam. I do not know if he provided any gratu
ties to any of the Vietnam Regional Exchange personnel.
Besides the PX personnel, there was another man living in the villa, an Eng
lishman or Canadian who worked for Mr. Crum as a liquor salesman in the
DaMang area. I cannot remember his name.

In 1966 a sizable PX contract was awarded to Sarl Electronics for installing
and maintaining juke boxes in Army-Air Force Exchange System exchanges in
Vietnam. As Commander of the Vietnam Regional Exchange I signed that con
tract. But the staffing was directed—and the recommendation to give it to Sarl
—was made by Clarence Swafford. This was in keeping with his job description
as head of concessions.

My assignment as Commander, Vietnam Regional Exchange, was the most
demanding of my career. We were given the assignment on a very short notice
of expanding in an incredibly short time a PX capability for 100,000 men to an
exchange able to serve 450,000 men. We got the job done. But I paid dearly.
After several major operations I was retired with 60 percent disability by the
Army. Now, in light of developments brought out by this Senate committee in
quiry, it seems my reputation is going to suffer. And for this I have only my
self to blame. But I can say—and I say it in truth—I did not accept payment
or any other form of gratuity from William Crum. But I did live in his villa
and that was a mistake.
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Mr. DUFFY. Returning to the summer of 1966 and the exchange of

correspondence, Tommy Thompson, when he learned that Mason and
Llewellyn were to be transferred to the European Exchange Service,
responded in this manner, according to his July 14, 1966, letter to
Crum, which I now offer in evidence:
I passed this information along to J. Henry, our European broker, so that he
will be prepared to call on Mason when he arrives back in Europe.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 359" for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Regarding Crum's insistence on more promotional
money, Thompson seemed to favor the proposal but was cautious
about it.
You asked whether or not you were to proceed on the estimated promotional
allowance spendings, which I gave you while I was there. As of this date, I still
have not received approval to proceed on the $4,000 per month spending activities.
However Bill, I would expect you to use the amount of money necessary in the
promotion of Black Label to guarantee movement of the product once it has
arrived in Vietnam. If at anytime we feel that we are not receiving large enough

orders to justify your expenditures, we at that time will notify you and, of course.
reduce your spending allowances.

-

I believe, Bill, that we can trust you and Fred Carlson to do the job adequately
for us, and also, I am a firm believer that you and your people do not in any way
misuse those funds which we provide for the promotion of our products. I do.

however, suggest that Fred write me at least twice each month advising me as
to our program in Vietnam. Also, I would suggest that Fred Carlson order our
functional material, to be used in Vietnam, directly from our man John Heelan
in the Tacoma plant.

Tommy Thompson alerted Carling's European military broker, J.
Henry of Envoy International, that Mason and Llewellyn were being
transferred to Germany.
The subcommittee's staff, in reviewing files of the J. Henry Organi
zation and Envoy International, found that officials of the J. Henry
Organization did, in fact, contact both Llewellyn and Mason. The
date of the first contact Envoy had with Llewellyn and Mason is
unknown.

Following is an excerpt from a report dated July 17, 1967, which I
now place in evidence, from Emil (Dutch) Krause to R. J. Thomas,
both Carling executives:
Bill Knight [of Envoy] and I * * * flew to Frankfurt. Germany, where I
spent a very pleasant Sunday afternoon and evening with the Bill Knight and
Dick Llewellyn families.

Dick is a fellow I had just missed meeting last fall when he was reassigned
from Saigon in Viet Nam to Frankfurt and whom I had wanted to meet. He was
with Pete Mason in Saigon and they were in charge of procurement when that

tempest in a teapot was stirred up last year. He is a very good friend of Bill
Crum, our agent in Vietnam, and, of course, is well acquainted with Tommy
Thompson. He is now in charge of the Frankfurt Region Exchange.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 360° for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. But in mid-July of 1966, Llewellyn, although he had his

reassignment papers, was still in Saigon and, in Crum's mind anyway,
still in a position to help Carling, judging by Crum's July 20, 1966,
letter to Thompson.
I now offer the letter in evidence:
Dick Llewellyn has promised to turn in a favorable depletion report for two
Low Priced beers, Carling and Fallstaff. He insists must be two so as not to
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show favoritism. He must do this—this month as he will leave sometime during
September.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 361” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Peterson finally got a response to his June 20, 1966, let

ter to Gen. Charles R. (Monk) Meyer. In an August 16, 1966, letter,
which I now offer in evidence, the general said:
I had the great pleasure of Bill Crum's friendship here in Quinhon some weeks
ago. I heard that Bill was coming up this way in a few days and made it a
special point to call him to assure that he used my villa as his headquarters and
a place to Stay.

I have had little opportunity to take advantage of his kind invitation to visit
in Saigon but sincerely hope that the opportunity will come my way and soon
because I contemplate leaving the theater in December.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 362” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. On August 22, 1966, William Crum sent this wire, which
I now introduce in evidence, to his Tradewell Co. office in Hong Kong:
Rush air freight three sets stainless steel flatware for 12 in polished wood
chests plus 12 Dynasty dress-lengths consigned General Monk Meyer USAV
Quinhon. Advise Lindy [Johnson] Monk called Saigon insisted include Dynasty
this area exchange.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 363” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Lindy Johnson was a partner with Milton Petrick in
Dynasty Clothes of Hong Kong. Johnson was a close friend of Ace
Smith, William Crum, and Mel Peterson.
Jim Beam's Mel Peterson wrote Crum on September 7, 1966, and

said he had heard of a possible investigation. I now offer his letter in
evidence. The possible investigation was:
* * * to be conducted in Saigon regarding the activities of a beer representa
tive involving a villa, and I presume it is the L & M [Llewellyn and Mason] with
your house So you can take it for what it is worth, Bill, although I presume there
have been some investigations before, as there always are. I send you this in
confidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 364” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. As Mel Peterson heard about the “possible investiga
tion” of a beer broker and his villa, Tommy Thompson learned of it,
too.

In a letter, which I now offer in evidence, dated October 9, 1966,
from Hong Kong, from Thompson to D. J. Dittman, Thompson dis
cussed Carling's business operations in Asia and added this postscript:
P.S. As far as this “house” situation is concerned, it was not mentioned at all
during my visit to PACEX or to the Viet Nam Exchange. Mason was the only
one even to approach the subject. Personally, I believe he is badly worried and
is expecting some action to be taken (regarding his next job) in PACEX later
this month.

-

Really the house situation is very minor compared to some of the selling
activities of some of the competition. The present investigation (if it can be
labeled as that) could go “pretty high”—maybe so high that the whole matter
will be dropped. I will report on this at greater length “verbally.”

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 36.5” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1030.)
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Mr. DUFFY. The committee has never found evidence that such an
investigation ever took place, assuming the “investigation”. Peterson
and Thompson referred to had to do with the presence of the PX

executives living in a villa provided by William Crum.
In any event, word of the inquiry into Crum's treatment of military
personnel did not reach Qui Nhon and General Meyer. Had he known
Crum was under investigation for £ military personnel gratuities,
- -

he probably would not £ awarded Crum the “1st Logistical Com:

mand Certificate of Achievement” on September 12, 1966. , .
Signed and presented by General Meyer, the certificate, which I now
place in evidence, read that it:
* * * is awarded to Mr. William Crum for meritorious service to the U.S.

Army Support Command, Qui Nhon, during the period 1 April 1966 to 15 Septem
ber 1966. As South Vietnam representative of the Sarl Electronics Company

for the Qui Nhon area, Mr. Crum was of invaluable assistance to the Qui Nhon
Mess Association and the Qui Nhon Post Exchange. In obtaining and Subse

quently maintaining critical items of equipment for both these organizations
Mr. Crum contributed materially to the morale and welfare of all Free World
Forces in the area. His cheerful willingness to assist in solving the many dif
ficult problems that arose was a real tribute to his ability and his desire to be
of Service.

(Signed) CHARLEs R. MEYER,
Brigadier General, USA, Commanding General, U.S. Army Support
Command, Qui Nhon.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 366” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. General Meyer also played host to Tommy Thompson,
as this October 14, 1966, letter, which I now place in evidence, the
general wrote to D. J. Dittman indicates:
It is always a great pleasure to have such pleasant gentlemen as Tommy
Thompson visit me in Qui Nhon. I Only regret that the rush of business and the
presence of senior military people precluded my giving more time and assistance
to your very fine representative. I wholeheartedly extend to you or any repre
sentative of Carling Beer an invitation to the Villa Fairmont here in Quinhon at
any time. One doesn’t have to yell for Mabel because Black Label is the favorite
Of the house.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 367” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Dittman also heard from Tommy Thompson regarding

the hospitality given Carling personnel at Qui Nhon. On September
27, 1966, Thompson wrote

£

a letter, which I now offer in

evidence:
In Qui Nhon I'm getting the VIP treatment (thanks to Crum). The General
“Mark” Meyer (only a Brig. but at least a General) sent a car for us and
installed me in a room at his house. Air conditioned yet! And clean white
Sheets—best in Vietnam (including the hotels) so far.
Also he assigned his personal aide, Major Casselberry, to ferry me around
to the exchange officers and introduce me to all club officers. Have dates with

all club custodians and managers set up for tomorrow—then back to Saigon—
Some fun, eh !

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 368” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on !'; 1031.)
Mr. DUFFY. The investigation into the “house situation” was still
on Thompson's mind as he wrote Dittman:
Colonel Ice (Colonel Jack Ice, Colonel Goodlett's replacement) never once
mentioned the possibility of Price & Co. being in trouble with the Exchange.
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However, I spent some time with “Pete” Mason and he sure is worried over the
“house situation.” Mason goes from here to Honolulu (PACEX headquarters)
on Oct. 21st. He strongly suspects that he is being recalled for a hearing.

In March of 1969, a villa was supplied to two civilian executives of
the PX in Saigon by Joseph DeMarco, a business associate of William
Crum. The PX officials were Fred Burgess, chief of services, and Ted
Miller, chief contracting officer. I now offer in evidence two letters
about it.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 369A and
369B” for reference. Exhibit 369A may be found in the files of the
subcommittee; exhibit 368B will be found in the appendix on p. 1033.)
Mr. DUFFY. Their villa was located at 9 Dug Tan, Saigon, and they
lived there from March of 1969 to June of 1969. In June of 1969, De

Marco supplied separate villas for Burgess and Miller. Burgess' sec
ond villa was at 96 Hung Thap Tu, Saigon. He lived there until De
cember of 1969 when he left Vietnam.

As an associate of William Crum, DeMarco directed Asian opera
tions of the Star Distributing Company, sole circulation agent for
Stars & Stripes in Vietnam, as well as sole circulation agent for all
other English periodicals for U.S. servicemen in Vietnam.
This exclusive contract with the Vietnam exchange was terminated
in 1969 when Star Distributing was found to be involved in the cur
rency black market in Vietnam. That revelation was made by the sub
committee during its hearings into these matters last year.
The final communication in this exchange of correspondence was
written on May 21, 1970. Vernon Fadden of Envoy International—
Carling's broker in Europe—wrote a letter, £ I now offer in
evidence, to Donald Van Dyne, also of Envoy, that he had launched
with Peter Mason and Richard Llewellyn recently. Fadden wrote:
* * * reaffirm that Pete will be retiring in September and returning to Athens
(Greece) for permanent residence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 370” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Peter Mason, in assuming “permanent residence” in
Greece, voluntarily gave up his Federal retirement owed him for his
service with the PX. To apply for this retirement, Mason would have
had to return to the U.S.

I would like to submit another affidavit relating to Mr. Lyons'
situation during the year 1965.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be admitted into the
record at this point.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 371” for

reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT NO. 371
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES A. KARTEN

I, James A. Karten, who currently reside on the Island of Okinawa, am em
ployed at Headquarters USARYIS in the Internal Review Division of the Direc

torate for Comptroller Activities, make the following statement to Mr. LaVern
J. Duffy, Assistant Counsel for the Senate Permanent Sub-committee on Investi
gations, Committee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate.

During the year 1964, while working as an auditor in Headquarters USARYIS,
I visited Thailand to check into the club system at the 9th Log Command which
was still under the jurisdiction of USARYIS headquarters located on Okinawa.
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This club was located in Korat, which is approximately 180 miles north of
Bangkok.
I was a member of an audit team which introduced Mr. Hiromi Fujiwara

(Auditor), SFC Richard Youngman (NCO Club Custodian), and Mr. Charles
Pope (Chief, Internal Revenue Division, USARYIS Comptroller), The latter
individual attended the entrance and exit conferences Only.

I remained in Thailand for approximately three weeks in making this survey.
I remember the financial records of the NCO club System located at Camp Friend

ship which included cash records, inventory and fixed assets, were in extremely
bad condition. The NCO club made a small monthly net profit of approximately

$200 to $300. It owed approximately $25,000 to a firm called Gande-Price, Ltd.
This $25,000 obligation consisted of fixed assets which included slot machines,
pinball machines, popcorn machines and so forth. At the time of our review, we
estimated that it would take a considerable number of years to pay off the cur
rent obligation to Gande-Price.
During our review I met Mr. Henry Lyons who was introduced to me as a
salesman who was selling to the clubs. The records reflect that Mr. Lyons for
merly was custodian of this club, and made excessive purchases, including many
items which I feel were not needed in the club. During my audit of the club
records, I noted that a large number of these purchases were made from Gande
Price. I was informed by the question that Mr. William Crum, an executive of
Gande-Price who was operating out of Hong Kong, frequently visited clubs in
Thailand concerning sales of amusement machines.
I also learned that during the period Mr. Lyons was custodian of this club,
his girl friend, an employee of the club, had possession of the keys to various
amusement machines, including the slot machines. She still had the keys under
the new custodian when we conducted our survey.

I have read the foregoing statement and to my knowledge it is true and correct.
JAMES A. KARTEN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on December 3, 1971, at Fort Buckner,
Okinawa.
STEVEN L. CRAIG,

Captain, Assistant Staff Judge Advocate.

Mr. DUFFY. I would like the record to show, Mr. Chairman, that
the documents which have been made a part of my testimony were ob
tained from the subpenaed files of Carling Brewery Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; Jim Beam, distillers, Chicago, Ill.; Envoy International,
Miami; and Whitney Crum, Los Angeles, Calif. Other reports were
l

-

£d from the Army CID and the American consulate in

Hong

ong.

|

-

That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Duffy, you have clearly indicated that the re
sponsibility in the chain of command goes quite high. I wonder if we
can establish any cutoff point below, which, in management responsi

bility we can assume that it would be impossible to allege complicity
in fraudulent operations.
Mr. DUFFY. A cutoff date where the impropriety starts and begins?
Senator PERCY. As to whether there is a cutoff point below, which,

you would say that people had no complicity, they simply were carry
ing out orders and had no knowledge whatsoever of the improper
nature of the operation.
Mr. DUFFY. Senator Percy, I would say that I could not establish
a cutoff date. I think we are going to have additional testimony here.
I think we are going to release some executive testimony we had last

week which indicates other firms are involved. This situation is very
current.

Senator PERCY. But so far as the ranking of men, would you say
it goes right to the bottom as well as possibly to the top?
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Mr. DUFFY. It seems to go pretty high, Senator Percy. The corre
spondence indicates that it goes pretty high up to some of these offi
cials. Of course, we will have someone here today to explain that. I
think they will be the best witnesses on that point.
Senator PERCY. Much of the information that you have provided

the subcommittee through our investigations indicates that a major
portion of Mr. Crum's illicit operations were carried on in the mid
1960's; that is, primarily 1965 and 1966.
Is there

' to suggest these operations are going on now with

the same frequency and widespread participation?
Mr. DUFFY. I think, Senator, it is very clear that Mr. Crum was
operating, up until the time these investigations began. And we will
also introduce additional testimony, Senator Percy, that Mr. Crum
was operating as of late 1970. He has gone back to Korea now and he
is going to start his operations there.
We will have some testimony on that.
Senator PERCY. On page 4 of your prepared statement, in the third
paragraph, you indicate, “The authorities, both Korean and the United
States, were aware of his"—that is Crum's—“activities, and he was
forced to set up operations elsewhere.”

Were there any regulations at that time, if enforced, that would
have either punished Crum for his illegal activities or prevented
him from setting up these operations elsewhere?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes. ' Korea, during the period Mr. Crum was under
investigation in 1959 and 1960, there were regulations in the 8th
Army that would have blacklisted him from further operation in
that theater. Those restrictions were lifted.

We will have a witness following me, Senator, who will go into
that somewhat.

Senator PERCY. And now there are adequate existing regulations?
Mr. DUFFY. I think there are, if they are enforced.

Senator PERCY. So it is a question of enforcement?
Mr. DUFFY. I think so.

Senator PERCY. During the course of your investigations, did you
have difficulty securing information to suggest that there are cur

rent, ongoing operations similar to the Crum venture that some
would like to keep covert or clandestine?

Mr. DUFFY. I am not quite sure of the import of your question,
Senator.

Senator PERCY. Was there difficulty in securing information about
Crum's activities so that as you spent your time trying to unravel
this particular story it might be clear to you that there could be

many other operations? Are you trying to illustrate practices that
could be widespread by focusing on this one in particular?
Has it been difficult for you to unravel the story? Have there been
roadblocks put in your way?
Mr. DUFFY. Well, Senator, it has been difficult to unravel, there
is no question about that. How extensive Mr. Crum's operations are
I do not know at this moment. As late as December of 1970 when

I was in Saigon, we discovered another company that Mr. Crum was

operating, Century Trading Co., selling Mandarin textiles and dy
nasty fashions to the PX's and the outlets in Vietnam.
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He had concessions in some of the clubs, gift shops, which he was
operating, sending that material in. So it is very difficult to
just how extensive his operations really are.

say

Senator PERCY. I would like to inquire particularly about U.S.
companies involved because at least one of them is an Illinois
corporation.

n your judgment, have these companies broken U.S. laws, or
is it merely a case of their doing things according to business prac
tices as they are carried out in the Orient and while they could
ossibly be accused of too zealously pushing their products, they
£ not actually broken laws?
I would like to see if we can clearly establish if there have been
laws that have been broken, and if there are not such laws, why we
don’t have such laws.

Mr. DUFFY. Senator, that is a difficult question to answer. I would
say we will have some testimony which we are going to release that
was taken in executive session this past week which indicates clearly
the kickbacks involved a large tobacco firm in the United States.
The question is, Did the high echelon individuals in those companies
Know of the kickbacks? We did not establish that. We know kickbacks

were made, but there is a broker in between these large vendors in the
United States versus the clubs that buy these goods. So you have a
middleman there. Sometimes these brokers insulate the vendors, so

you can't attribute responsibility ultimately to these large firms,
speaking of this tobacco company in particular.
Senator PERCY. Have you made any attempt to determine whether
the officers of these U.S. firms actually did have direct knowledge of
these kickbacks and who, by their silence, acquiesced in it or by their
selection of distributors who would engage in such practices actually
consented to it?

Mr. DUFFY. I am reluctant to state that officers of these corporations
were knowledgeable about these kickbacks. It is difficult for me to be
lieve. I think many times this information which is set forth in corre
spondence putting these people on notice sometimes doesn’t take on
the color of illegality such as a kickback—a gratuity, sending a man
on R. & R. to a hotel in Tokyo, for example. That may not be against
the law but we find it is a very accepted practice in the business with
the military, which we want to stop.
We know that is done in private industry all the time. But there is

a DOD regulation which prohibits the military people from receiving
gratuities, any type of gratuity, liquor, anything else. That is widely
violated and I think this hearing will demonstrate that.
C Senator PERCY. My final question pertains to the illusive William
runn.

...'"

personally interviewed William Crum about these

aii alrS

Mr. DUFFY, Mr. Crum, to my knowledge, has been interviewed once
by the CID. I think the witness who is going to follow me participated
in that interview. That was in 1959 or early 1960.
Senator PERCY. Has any effort been made to interview Mr. Crum in
the past decade, then, in the 1960's?

r. DUFFY. In my review of the CID files I cannot find any inter
views that they have had with him. That puzzles me, why they
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wouldn’t have interviewed him over the years with all the information
they had about him.
Senator PERCY. If you were to try to interview him now, do you
know where you could find him?
Mr. DUFFY. I certainly do not. I would like to find out where he is.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFF. May I point out that the committee, under my
signature, sent a registered letter to Mr. William Crum, care of Price
& Co., Ltd., in Hong Kong, telling him about these hearings and
inviting him to be present and testify.
The letter was returned marked “Mr. Crum is unknown,” although
Price & Co. was Mr. Crum's company. We also notified attorneys
who had represented Mr. Crum in the past of these hearings. But
Mr. Crum has not availed himself.
The information the committee has been able to obtain would in

dicate that Mr. Crum is somewhere on a palatial yacht in the area
of the Fiji Islands.
Mr. DUFFY. Senator, one last comment: I might say the letter you
wrote to Mr. Crum, I hand carried that letter myself to Hong Kong
in search of Mr. Crum and I left it at all the addresses where we

thought he would be. So he has adequate notice of this, I am sure.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 372” for refer
ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1035.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Duffy, I think you probably have investi
gated more on this matter than any member of the staff, or, for that

matter, probably any person within the armed services.
I might say your investigations have been excellent and your job
well done. I commend you for it.
Mr. DUFFY. I would like to include Mr. Bellino.

Senator GURNEY. We will include Mr. Bellino, too.
One thing occurs to me, and I want to ask you about this because
I think it is extremely important. It seems to me that we have de
veloped here that a lot of these people involved in this wrongdoin
have appeared in areas like Korea, Japan, Vietnam, and Thailand,
all over Southeast Asia. Mr. Crum and his companies also have been
elsewhere, worldwide, within the Armed Services Post Exchange and
Mess System.
t also seems to me, from your investigation and Mr. Bellino's
investigation that we find a lack of passage of information from
service to service, from CID to the OSI, to the NIT. These are the
Army, Air Force, and Navy services.
Also, the Internal Revenue Service is involved here, too. We find
even a lack of passing of information on from area to area within
the same service, like £ Korea to Vietnam within the Army.
Have you found that this is true, that there is not sufficient supplying

o:

of information from service to service and from area to area?

Mr. DUFFY. We have found that to be true, particularly in the 1960's.

I think possibly this last reorganization in the CID will correct
that, hopefully.
But there is no question that did exist.
Senator GURNEY. And because that existed, isn’t it also a fair
observation to say that this perhaps is one of the reasons why some
35–359–71–pt. 4–10
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of these characters were able to go from one area to another and
operate undetected in the new area, even with past criminal
activities?

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, Senator. As I said yesterday, I think you were in
Thailand when I was there, and we experienced that first hand

wherein an individual was in a very important position in the PX
service and he had been involved in receiving a gratuity in Vietnam
and people in Thailand didn't know anything about it.
One of the persons sitting at the desk had certain information and
the other people did not. It was very puzzling.
Senator GURNEY. This was as recent as November of last year.
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. There ought to be an observation or recommenda
tion of this committee that some improvement in the procedure of
passing criminal investigation information around be made. This way
they would be able to apprehend some of these people. That would
be very important.
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator RIBICoEF. I do want to take this opportunity in behalf of
the committee to give the highest commendation to you, Mr. Duffy,
Mr. Morgan, and Mr. Bellino of the staff, for your persistent work in
this case. Also, Mr. Asselin. I know how hard

allo you have applied

yourselves to get this information over the past years. In behalf of
the committee I want to commend you for public service well done.
Mr. Manfredi.
Please be sworn.

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. MANFREDI. I do.
TESTIMONY OF AUGUSTIN J. MANFREDI

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Manfredi, are you a retired Army chief war
rant Officer?

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, I am.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you a prepared statement you would like to
read before the committee?

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, I do.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You may proceed.

Mr. MANFREDI. I am a retired Army chief warrant officer. I served
15 years with the Criminal Investigations Division, referred to as
the CID.

From September 1959 to December 1959, I was assigned to the 8th
Army Command, Republic of Korea, on a special inquiry created for
the single purpose of investigating the activities of an American ven
dor, William J. Crum.

This investigation began when the commanding general of the Army
Pacific Command, General I. D. White, received at his headquarters
in Hawaii a letter from a retired Army officer alleging that Mr. Crum
was involved in many illegalities in Korea in selling to open mess sys
tems, and other nonappropriated fund activities of the 8th Army.
The retired officer wrote the letter because he had hoped to become
a vendor himself in Korea and sell goods to nonappropriated fund ac
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tivities. But the retired officer found, as he stated in his letter, that Mr.
Crum had a virtual monopoly on sales to servicemen's clubs and other
nonappropriated fund activities and that this monopoly was achieved
and maintained through illegal practices, all of which made it very
difficult for competitors to survive.
The specific allegations against Mr. Crum were that: (1) He bribed
and gave kickbacks and other gratuities to NCO club custodians in re
turn for their promoting his products and, (2) he used NCO club

system purchase orders to smuggle goods into Korea duty free.
On this second point, the smuggling allegation, it is worth noting
that customs duty levied by the Korean Government on goods coming
into the country was steep, sometimes running as high as 400 percent.
The retired Army officer's letter to General White was to become the
basis for the special inquiry into Mr. Crum's operations.
When I first £ in Korea in September 1959, I had expected to
be assigned to a CID detachment up country—at I Corps, as I recall.
Instead, I was advised by Chief Warrant Officer Roy R. Roan, a CID

agent doing administrative work at the 8th Army Command in Seoul,
that a special investigation was about to begin, that he had been named
to head it and that, when he learned that I was about to begin a tour
in Korea, he arranged to have me assigned to him for this duty.
I had worked with Mr. Roan prior to this and I had great respect
for his ability. I was at this time a specialist 7.
I reported immediately to 8th Army Headquarters in Seoul where
Mr. Roan briefed me on the case. He explained that he and I would be
the only £ working on this inquiry. He showed me the letter to
General White, adding that while we were to investigate each of the
specific allegations against Mr. Crum we were not, under any circum
stances, to interview Mr. Crum himself.
It seemed odd to me that we were investigating Mr. Crum's activ
ities but were not allowed to interview the man. It was the first of

many practices and prohibitions about this inquiry that were to strike
me as odd.

Another prohibition in our inquiry was that we were not allowed
to investigate any of Mr. Crum’s dealings with officers' clubs. We were
directed to limit our work to enlisted men's (EM) and noncommis
sioned officers (NCO) clubs.
These limitations were not Mr. Roan's idea. He found them as in

credible as I did. There was no doubt where our orders came from. Our
immediate superior was the 8th Army Headquarters provost marshal,

Gen. David P. Schoor, and we took our day-to-day guidance and in
structions from General Schoor's investigations chief, Col. Vernon
Hammonds. I do not know who, if anyone, was giving General Schoor
instructions regarding the investigation.
In most CID work, agents are not allowed to investigate beyond the

limits of the local command under which they serve. It is unusual,
for example, for a CID agent from one division to follow his case into
another division, even though such movement is called for. This is a

severe limitation, especially on a case of far-ranging impact, and one
that should be changed.
Senator GURNEY. Is that procedure still going on, as far as you are
concerned ?

Mr. MANFREDI. I really don't know. I have been out of the Army for

5 years now and I don’t know whether the procedure has changed.
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But it was one limitation that did not apply to Mr. Roan and me.

We were working directly for the 8th Army Command and had ac
cess—or were supposed to have access—to every U.S. military reser
vation in Korea. As I will point out later on, this freedom of movement
turned out to be a fiction.

-

-

But in the beginning, we did receive cooperation from the various
local commands in Korea and we made important progress in investi
gating Mr. Crum’s activities.

We quickly ascertained that Mr. Crum was the most powerful, most

£

successful, and most influential vendor selling to
fund activities in all of Korea. He had two companies, Tradewell and
Ramco.

I want to point out that about 2 weeks into our case it was decided
that Mr. Crum should be suspended from doing any business with
clubs and other military operations. I remember the suspension direc
tive because I wrote it. I believe the 8th Army commander, General

Magruder, signed it. The directive applied only to Mr. Crum, and his
employees with Tradewell and Ramco were still allowed to conduct
business with the military. Shortly after the suspension was issued,
Mr. Crum left Korea and took up residence in Hong
Mr. Crum's two companies, £ and Ramco, furnished to
service clubs the following commodities and services: Beer, liquor, bar
snacks, slot machines, jukeboxes, other coin-operated amusement equip
ment, furniture,
electrical appliances, building materials such
as floor tiles, automobiles, and auto parts, and performed various kinds
of mechanical and building repair work.
Mr. Roan and I divided our investigation into three categories.

£

#

These categories were that Mr. Crum:

1: Gave kickbacks, bribes, and other illegal gratuities to club cus
todians and club managers to promote his beer, liquor, coin-operated
machines, and other products.
2. Conspired with club system personnel so they would pay him
huge maintenance fees for coin-operated machines, collecting as much
as $800 per month per machine for repair work 12 months a year.
3. Smuggled goods into Korea using fraudulent NCO club pur
chase orders and then sold the duty-free goods on the Korean economy
at huge profits.
I will cite now specific illustrations of the manner in which Mr.
Crum operated.
Until I operated in Korea, I had never heard of Blue Girl beer
and I have been in bars all over the world and the United States. But

in South Korea in 1959, Blue Girl beer was the best seller, particu
larly in the open mess systems.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know where this beer came from?
Mr. MANFREDI. I don’t recall, sir. I knew at the time but I can’t
recall.

Senator PERCY. How about the coin-operated machines? Are they
built by any one manufacturer or a group of manufacturers? Is it a
U.S. manufacturer of coin-operated machines?
Mr. MANFREDI. I will get to that later. But I recall the company
they were doing business was Jennings out of Colorado, and then later
he switched to another company out of Nevada.
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Looking into this curious beer situation, I found that Mr. Crum
was the exclusive representative in South Korea for Blue Girl beer.
He also represented Falstaff and another beer called Sappora. But,
obviously, Blue Girl was his biggest seller.
All over South Korea, young American GI’s were drinking Blue
Girl. The reason was that the club custodians were promoting Blue
Girl. In return, Crum paid them kickbacks. He used several devices
for payment of kickbacks. Most of the time the kickbacks were in
Mr. Crum always used military payment certificates known as

#.

MPC.

It should be pointed out that Mr. Crum's use of MPC's was a
serious violation of Army regulations, and for that abuse alone he
could have been suspended permanently from doing business with
the military in Korea.
Another form of kickback was to give the custodian free beer along
with an ordinary purchase. If the custodian bought 50 cases, for
example, Mr. Crum would give him four or five cases free.
Army regulations say the free beer should be accounted for and
should be used to lower the overall price of all the beer such as
in “happy hour” activities when the cost of a glass of beer is sharpl
reduced. But with the free cases of beer provided by Mr. Crum the '.
custodians concealed the fact of Mr. Crum's generosity and did not seek
to reduce prices. They simply kept the profits for themselves.
One method of kickback Mr. Crum used was reserved for large pay
ments. He would invite custodians to his villa on the outskirts of Seoul,
he would engage them in poker games—and deliberately lose to

$:
them.

I interviewed persons who had attended these games, and I also

interviewed the maid who served drinks and food while they were

£

The maid said that at one such event Mr. Crum lost $2,000
in the first 5 minutes of play. She could not understand why he played
poker if he was such a poor player. Of course, the point is Mr.

"' for different stakes.

any club custodians new to their jobs told me of being approached
by Mr. Crum early in their stewardship and being offered £
Sworn statements were obtained from some of these custodians. They
said Mr. Crum would ask them, “Will you want the same percentage as
your predecessor?” The going kickback rate was 10 percent of the
purchase price.
Kickbacks—that is, illegal cash payments—were also used by Mr.
Crum in his coin-operated machine #' Mr. Crum paid the custo
dians to sign outrageously inflated maintenance contracts with sale of
the machines.

Mr. Crum used the repair contract as a way to sidestep the Army
regulation requiring the clubs to buy the machines—and not rent or
lease them. The clubs were to buy them outright, and the salesman or
vendor from then on was to have no connection with the machines.

On some of the slot-machine repair contracts, Mr. Crum was collect
ing $800 per month per machine for the life of the machine. Of this,
10 percent would go to the custodian.
enator RIBICOFF. How much would be done on the machines?

Mr. MANFREDI. From what I have found out there was very, very
little maintenance work. They were mechanical in nature and not elec
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trically operated. They were very simple mechanisms. Breaking down
of a machine was a rarity.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was there a relationship between the repairs
needed and the $800 a month?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Have you any idea what would have been a reason
able amount to repair the machines?
Mr. MANFREDI. This particular instance I mentioned on the $800
was a contract which came to my attention while I was in I Corps
area. This was the only contract I found. Down in the Seoul area,
if I remember correctly, the going rate was about $50 a month on
maintenance.

Senator GURNEY. Testimony yesterday showed that in Vietnam Mr.
Crum was servicing the same sort of machines for $15 a month. But
you testify he was getting $800 in Korea. That is quite a markup.
Mr. MANFREDI. This particular contract, which was up in I Corps
area, as I will point out later, I never got a chance to really go into
it to find out what was behind it. But there was some indication that

this was a coverup to divert funds in addition to paying Mr. Crum
the maintenance fees.

Senator GURNEY. The $800 figure certainly indicates, one, that it
was completely unconscionable and most of it was sheer profit; and,
as you point out, a kickback to the club steward.
Mr. MANFREDI. I can’t hear you.
Senator GURNEY. Your testimony certainly shows that this amount
was unconscionable and a device, when you compare it with what was
paid in Vietnam, a device used as a kickback to the custodians.
-

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. Have you any knowledge that at any time this ex
cessive cost, which would amount to about one full-time serviceman
per machine, was every really questioned:
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir. I don’t recall how many maintenance men
they had; but when I got into the slot-machine part of this, Crum
had already divested himself of this activity and it was transferred
over to Service Games. When I talked to people at Service Games
I believe they had about two maintenance men, full-time maintenance
men. That was all they had.
Mr. Crum sold and serviced machines made by a company known
as Jennings. Later, he sold his machines to a company called Service
Games. But he got out of the slot-machine line only because of our
investigation, and he wanted to be able to say to us that any corrup
tion stemming from coin-operated equipment couldn't be his doing
because that wasn't his field.

Mr. Crum exploited the NCO club custodians again in the smuggling
activities. The Korean Government charged customs duty as high as
400 percent on some goods—automobiles, for example—and Mr. Crum
avoided these duties by bringing goods into the country with nonap
propriated fund purchase orders.

I remember very well two illustrations of Mr. Crum's smuggling
activities.

The Korean people felt at the time that it was very fashionable to
have floor tiles in their business establishments and restaurants. But

floor tiles were scarce and almost impossible to buy on the open market.
But Mr. Crum was importing them, using the duty-free NCO club
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purchase orders, selling them on the Korean economy and charging
tremendously high prices for them.
The second smuggled item he brought into the country with NCO
purchase orders was automobiles.
Senator GURNEY. How would he obtain these duty-free NCO pur
chase orders? What would be the mechanics?

Mr. MANFREDI. The Ramco Co., which was operated by Mr. Crum,
was in the building, maintenance and repair business as opposed to sell
ing. He would go to a club and he would get a repair or remodeling
contract which required certain materials. This was put on a purchase
order. This purchase order was approved by the customs officer, who
was also the 8th Army locker fund officer at the time.
Then this staff was brought in duty-free with the purchase order
it was brought into the locker fund and not to Mr. Crum

£

irectly.

£ he would draw from the locker fund.
Senator GURNEY. I see.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This customs officer who approved the contract,

' was his name? The customs officer who approved the purchase
OrCler".

Mr. MANFREDI. The customs officer did not approve the contract.

He approved the purchase order. That was Mr. Louis Bernard.
There was a custodian at the 7th Infantry Division, based up
country near the DMZ named Sergeant Arol Connors. Sergeant Con
nors had four or five private or nonmilitary vehicles assigned to his
clubs. He entered into an agreement with Mr. Crum whereby Mr.
Crum would accept the older four or five vehicles as a trade-in on three

brand-new vehicles which Mr. Crum would import from out of the
country.

But before he actually turned the four or five older vehicles over to
Mr. Crum, Sergeant Connors ordered major overhaul work on each
vehicle, costing about $700 for each of the vehicles. Ramco did the
repair work.
Then he gave the newly renovated vehicle to Mr. Crum as part pay
ment for the new cars about to arrive. Mr. Crum legally could not dis
pose of the older cars without paying the Korean Government duty
on them. But Mr. Crum sold the cars on the Korean economy anyway,
receiving $12,000 for one of them.
Later, Sergeant Connors sold back to Mr. Crum the three new
vehicles.

These transactions enabled Mr. Crum, with Sergeant Connors help,

to get free major overhaul work and have at his disposal to sell on the
Korean economy four or five and possibly a total of eight vehicles.
Mr. Crum could demand these high prices because the Korean people
were accustomed to the inflated prices of many scarce foreign products.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know what happened to Sergeant Con
nors? Can you fill us in a little more about him?

Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir, I have no idea what happened to Sergeant
Connors.

Senator GURNEY. Was he over there when you were doing your in
vestigating?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir; he was in Korea. I had talked to Sergeant
Connors at one time.
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Senator GURNEY. His officers, were they aware of his connection with
Crum?
Mr. MANFREDI. Who?

Senator GURNEY. Were his superior officers aware of his connection
with Mr. Crum?

Mr. MANFREDI. I don't know. I can explain that further on, why I
don’t know.

Senator GURNEY. All right.
Mr. MANFREDI. We also discovered Mr. Crum in another smuggling
device. He was bringing into Korea slot machines that were crated,
marked, and invoiced as other large appliances such as refrigerators
and cooling and heating equipment.
Mr. Crum was using U.S. Air Force transportation to ship these slot
machines. The Air Force assumed the labeling on the crates was legiti
mate and forwarded the equipment as they would legitimate cargo for
NCO clubs.

This investigation was producing important results—from our, the
agents point of view. But from the command's viewpoint, it was a
nuisance, or worse—or so it seemed to us.

Because of command interest in this case, we were required to sub
mit detailed memorandums on all developments in order to obtain ap
proval to proceed. Week after week, Mr. Roan and I would return to
our office, write up long, detailed memorandums on interviews and
findings, submit them to Colonel Hammonds, General Schoor's chief

investigative officer, and then wait for guidance, as were our instruc
tions.

The only guidance we ever received was to quit pursuing the specific
matter we were reporting about.
For example, I came in one day with a memorandum on the matter
of Mr. Crum's smuggling floor tiles into the country. Colonel Ham
monds read the memo and said he would take it to the general. On some
occasions I presented the memo in person to the general and discussed
it with him and Colonel Hammonds.

In the matter of the floor tile memo, I was advised by Colonel Ham

monds to “forget it”—not to pursue it any further. Not once—in the
time I was on the case—did I ever receive any encouragement to keep
moving forward. Instead, I was always told not to proceed, to “forget
it,” as Colonel Hammonds often remarks. Mr. Roan got the same
treatment.

It was the most frustrating experience of my life. I have 15 years in
the CID and I have never seen—or even heard of—anything like it. We
would come up with significant information and then be ordered not to
pursue it.
I cannot explain the Provost Marshal's attitude or Colonel Ham
monds'. But I suspect they were being pressured from outside.
Senator PERCY. Would you expand on that comment? As long as
this is a suspicion on your part, can you give us the evidence which
confirms the suspicion? What do you mean by pressured from outside?
What is outside, in your mind? What kind of pressure would be put
on General Schoor?

Mr. MANFREDI. General Schoor, in my opinion, is a brilliant man.
He was an intelligent and brilliant man knew military intelligence
police work. Then with this image I had of him, he turns around and
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keeps giving me the business, so to speak, of not to pursue this and
don’t do this. I felt this just couldn’t be this man's business. It was an
assumption on my part.
Senator PERCY. I am trying to determine whether the initiative came
from him to stop the investigation and frustrate you? What were the
outside pressures, what kind of pressures?

Do you mean by outside, outside the Army?
Mr. MANFREDI. Possibly outside the Army.
Senator PERCY. Orin upper echelon within the Army?
Mr. MANFREDI. Or the upper echelons.
Senator PERCY. But you do not feel he was the top? You feel it could
go higher?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir; definitely.
Senator PERCY. Do you have any confirmed suspicion as to where it

*'.
where the buckstopped, you might say?
r. MANFREDI. When this investigation was first started, it was my

|

belief that Gen. I. D. White had a personal interest in this since the
officer wrote him the letter and he wanted to be kept appraised of the

|

results of this.

All these memorandums and reports that I submitted to Colonel
Hammonds and General Schoor, whether they went up to General
Magruder and on to General White, I don’t know. But there was one
piece of correspondence, I remember, that General White expressed
some desire to be kept
of the situation.
Senator PERCY. But he, after all, initiated the investigation.

£

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you find any connection in your investigation
between Mr. Crum and General Schoor?

Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How about between Mr. Crum and Colonel Ham
monds?

Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. I think Senator Gurney asked the question of
where Sergeant Connors was at the present time. I have a copy of a
letter of January 13, 1970, from William J. Crum to his brother,
Whitney. Here is a paragraph.
The retired Sergeant Arol Connors is going to go on the road in Korea working
On club Supplies. As he is on a first-name basis with most of the clubs there, he

will possibly do well for us.

Senator GURNEY. It figures.

Senator RIBICOFF. It also indicates that this is a tough time for
them with all the investigations going on, but he advised his brother—
I sincerely hope you can sweat this tough period out.

The entire letter will go into the record as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 373” for refer
ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1035.)
Mr. MANFREDI. For an investigator, it was terribly frustrating,
particularly when we were turning up ample amounts of evidence,

documentation, and leads that were very damaging to Mr. Crum and
his operation.
Even though we weren’t getting any command support, we kept at
it. In December 1959, however, we had become more than a nuisance
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and we were literally put out of business and the case was closed,
forcibly.
The chain of events began when I was at the 7th Infantry Division
near the DMZ looking into the situation at the club system regarding
Mr. Crum, Sergeant Connors, and the automobiles.
-

-

-

-

-

-

I was put on this line of inquiry by a 7th Infantry Division CID
agent named Brown. I can't remember his first name. Brown said he
had uncovered the Connors-Crum transactions but that the division

command had forbidden him to pursue it.
I don't know the background on why Mr. Brown was forbidden to
look into the matter. But he felt so frustrated by the division com
mand interference that he had given the information to me because
he was aware of my assignment.

I was in the club system office requesting to see the records. My plan
was to confiscate the records as soon as I got my hands on them. But a
lieutenant from the division command came into the office and in

formed me that General Costello, the division commanding general,
wanted to see me.

I accompanied the lieutenant to General Costello's office where the
general and his G-1 met me. I do not remember the G-1's name. The

G-1 did the talking, informing me that the 7th Infantry Division had
its own CID and that I was not—repeat—not—to do any investigative
work on this reservation again.
Senator RIBIcoFF. How long have you been an investigator?
Mr. MAN FREDI. A total of about 15 years.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was it unusual for an investigator to be called in

to a general's office on an investigation and told to stop or given orders
as to how to proceed?

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir: I was surprised when the lieutenant came
down and told me General Costello wanted to see me. I didn't really
know who the division commanding general was.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was it unusual to have intervention in this type
of case?

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir; very unusual.
Senator PERCY. No reason was given to you at all, no explanation of
any kind?
Mr. MANFREDI. None whatsoever.

Senator PERCY. You were just told to stop it?
Mr. MANFREDI. I was told to stop it.

When I was in General Costello's office, I explained that I was an
accredited Department of the Army investigator, that I was there on
orders from 8th Army Headquarters and that I reported only to 8th
Army Command.
The G-1 said I was to leave the base at once. A lieutenant colonel

was given the duty of escorting me in his automobile off the base camp
grounds.

Senator RIBICoEF. You were really given the bum's rush.
Mr. MAN FREDI. Yes: sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Suppose you had refused to leave the base? What
would have happened to you?
Mr. MANFREDI. I don’t know, sir, and I didn't want to find out.

In Seoul, I reported this immediately in a meeting with General
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Schoor and Colonel Hammonds. They heard my account and then
asked me to wait in the lobby outside the general's office.
About 45 minutes later, Colonel Hammonds came out of the gen
eral's office. He informed me that no action would be taken in this

matter and that I was to “forget” the events that had taken place
at
7th Division. I could not believe my ears. The situation seemed

'

Uln real.

Senator RIBICOFF. What general's office was that?
Mr. MANFREDI. General Schoor's office.

Senator GURNEY. At any time later, did you have an opportunity to
talk to any of the CID personnel in the 7th Infantry Division?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.
A short time later—about 2 days—the case of Mr. Crum was “down
graded.” By downgraded I mean that the command interest was re

moved and all inquiries regarding it were referred to local commands.
For example, any documentation and allegations I had regarding
Mr. Crum’s activities at X division were referred to the CID detach
ment at X division.

In effect, this killed the investigation. For the whole point of our
work was to develop, uncover, and pursue the matter of Mr. Crum's
operations throughout the country.
Senator RIBIcoFF. How much time had you spent on the investiga
tion up to the time it was terminated?
Mr. MANFREDI. Four months.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that a full-time job?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir; it was my full-time job.
One of those referrals went to a CID agent named Arnold Decker.
It referred to information that Mr. Crum bribed a club system cus
todian named Lyons by buying him mutual fund shares. A court
martial was conducted but Sergeant Lyons was acquitted, even though,
as I recall, a check for several thousand dollars from Mr. Crum to

Lyons' account in the mutual fund was found.
I was also transferred out of the command CID team to the Seoul

area command where as a specialist 7, I was put under the super
vision of a specialist 6. I was given small, not very significant as
signments and was able to do very little work on the Crum case. Mr.
Roan was returned to his administrative duties. No one was assigned
to take our places.

However, before the investigation of Mr. Crum could be ended
there was an Army regulation that a report had to be written.
At that time, the Army required either a closed case report or a
completed report of investigation, an ROI. A closed case required a
senior officer's authorization that he approved or directed the closing
of the case. But a completed ROI required only that the investigating
agent write a report.
Apparently, no senior officers wanted to take responsibility of hav
ing closed the case. So they ordered me to write a report—an ROI.
Senator GURNEY. Who ordered vou to write the report?
Mr. MANFREDI. I don’t know. As I mentioned, I was transferred

out of the 8th Army and I was down in the Seoul area command. I
don't remember who it was or how it came about, but I was just told
to get that report written and get rid of it.
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I said I would write the report but that I had a professional reputa
tion to uphold and that I would not write it without at least one inter
view with Mr. Crum.

At my insistence, Colonel Hammonds and General Schoor agreed
to allow me to interview Mr. Crum. There was too much logic and

validity to my argument to deny me that one final request.
Mr. Crum was asked to return to Korea for the interview. It was the
most ridiculous interview I have ever been involved in or ever heard of

in all my experience with police work. I couldn’t have designed a more
unproductive interview. It was as if Mr. Crum had set the ground rules
himself.

To begin with, Mr. Roan and I were instructed to submit our ques
tions to General Schoor beforehand and we were instructed that only
those questions submitted could be asked.

This rule poses a crippling handicap to any investigator. Certain
questions—sometimes the most productive questions—develop as a re
sult of the interview itself, as the interview progresses.
Questions and ideas pop into your mind £ of something the
person says or starts to say and changes his mind about saying halfway
through a statement. Getting information out of reluctant witnesses
is a technique that good investigators learn.
Anyway, we # to submit the questions beforehand. I don’t know
whether Mr. Crum actually saw the questions before the meeting. But
he had pat answers for them. Not surprisingly, he denied any wrong
and seemed quite offended that we even suspected him of any
thing.

#

The interview was not limited to Mr. Roan, me, and Mr. Crum. Mr.

Crum brought a lawyer—a German national named Michael Braun
which is perfectly proper. However, Colonel Hammonds was there,
too, as was Lt. Col. Daniel A. Lennon, Jr., Assistant 8th Army Judge
Advocate. The presence of these two officers was not proper. They
shouldn’t have been there.

I have often asked myself over the years just who was this man
William Crum that he could command so much attention, that two
officers would come to our confrontation with him to make sure his

rights were protected?
I often wondered, who was he to have so much influence and weight
to throw around? I have never to this day figured out the answer.
Perhaps the committee will.
Senator GURNEY. Of the two officers who were there, what did they
do while you were questioning him?
Mr. MANFREDI. They just sat there.
Senator GURNEY. Did they make any comment?
Mr. MANFREDI. I don’t recall whether they asked any questions or
not. I don’t think thev did.

Senator GURNEY: Did they indicate to you why they were there?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What was your general feeling about their
presence?
Mr. MANFREDI. This surprised me. As I say, I had been doing CID
work for a long time and never had a senior officer present in any in
terview I ever conducted.
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Senator GURNEY. Why was it improper for them to be present?
Mr. MANFREDI. Why was it improper? I would say it was improper

just from the standpoint of technique. We wanted to interrogate Mr.
Crum, not interview him. We felt when we designed this interview

that, sure, he was going to deny it. Most people will. We wanted to
actually take advantage of this interview to really interrogate him,
to see if we could get to the bottom of this thing.
Senator GURNEY. Did you get the feeling that they were there so
that you would not go beyond the rules and ask any questions beyond
those that had been submitted in advance?

Mr. MANFREDI. I definitely felt that we were being watched. They
wanted the questions in advance. Like I say, whether Mr. Crum saw
these questions or not prior to the interview, I don’t really know. But
this is something very unusual, to try to interview or interrogate some
body on suspected activity.
I don’t give them a list of my questions in advance.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, it was your feeling that these
two officers were there to protect Mr. Crum and to make sure that you
two investigators didn’t in any way embarrass him?

|

Mr. MANFREDI. This is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Manfredi, you wrote the CID closing out report,
is that right?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You wrote this not of your own free will but because
you were ordered to do so?

Mr. MANFREDI. This is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you feel that this investigation was completed
at that time?

Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir; it was not completed.
Mr. ADIERMAN. I notice that on the face of this report—I think it
is our exhibit 286 that was put in while Mr. Duffy was testifying—you
are familiar with the CID report, are you not?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I noticed in the beginning here as to the offense, it
says, “Larceny” and “unfounded violation of Korean Customs laws—
unfounded—” and so forth.

Were those the findings that you really felt should have been made?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So when you signed this report, you did this under
compulsion?

Mr. MANFREDI. Did I what, sir?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you sign this report under compulsion?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir. This investigation was not complete by any
means. It was far from complete. We were directed to close it out, get
rid of it. They didn't want any part of it anymore.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to tie down specifically
what the witness says.
He said, “To begin with, Mr. Roan and I were instructed to submit
our questions to,” and so on.
o issued those instructions?

Mr. MANFREDI. I believe Colonel Hammonds.

Senator PERCY. Do you know if they were given on his authority
and he was the final authority on issuing those instructions or have you

|
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evidence that indicates he was given his instructions from higher au
thority?
Mr. MANFREDI. I wouldn’t say higher authority but I believe it was
done in connection with the staff judge advocate.

Senator PERCY. May I ask if the subcommittee has had access to all
of the files, all of the reports, involved in this 2-month investigation?
Mr. ADLERMAN. As far as we know, we have received all of the
reports.

Senator PERCY. Has our witness had the opportunity to be ques
tioned by the staff as to whether or not he has knowledge of any fur
ther reports, any further files, any further evidence, that might lend
light to this case that has not been made available to the subcommittee?
Mr. DUFFY. Senator Percy, I think we should say that the work
papers, the actual memorandums he wrote for record, all those have
now been destroyed over the period of time.
Senator PERCY. They are destroyed on a standard procedure that is
adhered to in all cases?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes.

Senator PERCY. For what period of time are those files retained un
der normal regulations before destruction?
Mr. MANFREDI. The reading file, so to speak, in other words, all our
notes, memorandums and whatnot, stays with the file copy of report of
investigation at the command level.

At that time, I believe these things were only kept 3 years and were
then destroyed. The completed report of investigation is on file at the
central depository. This does not contain the investigative notes and
whatnot, just the report. I think every 3 years the local command file
was destroyed.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have an affidavit here from Roy R. Roan which
corroborates the statements made by Mr. Manfredi.
I would submit it for the record at this time.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 374” for refer

ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 374
AFFIDAVIT OF ROY R. ROAN

I, Roy R. Roan. reside at 902 Herrington Drive, Spring Hill, Louisiana, make
the following statement freely and voluntarily to Walter S. Fialkewicz, who has

identified himself to me as an Investigator on the staff of the U.S. Senate Perma
nent Subcommittee on Investigations.

I served in the U.S. Armed Services from 6 Jan. 1942 to 31 May 1946, and
again from 3 January 1948 until my retirement as Chief Warrant Officer in the
Army CID on 31 December 1963.
I have been an accredited CID agent in the United States Army from August
of 1951 until my time of retirement in 1963.

From August 1959 to August 1960 I was assigned to the Eighth U.S. Army
Command. Republic of Korea, as chief CID investigator directly under the com
mand of Col. Vernon Hammonds and B.G. Schorr. General Schorr was the Com

mand Provost Marshal for Korea and the Eighth U.S. Army Command.
Shortly after my arrival in this Command I received an assignment to conduct
an investigation relative to alleged violations by an American vendor a William
J. Crum who dealt solely with the U.S. Army clubs and messes.
This investigation was instituted as result of a complaint made to the Com
manding General of the Army Pacific Command, General I. D. White. General
White had received a letter from a Chief Warrant Officer who was then retired

and operating as a salesman for club and mess supplies in Korea. This Warrant

Officer alleged that William J. Crum was using unfair and illegal praetices in
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obtaining and soiciting businesses from the clubs and messes. Specifically, that
Crum had bribed and gave kick-backs and other gratuities to NCO club cus
todians in return for their promoting of his products, and too, he used NCO club
purchase order forms with or without the knowledge of the NCO custodians to
obtain duty free goods into Korea. This was an alleged accusation of smug
gling into Korea custom free material for use by the U.S. Army but was then
placed on the Korean economy.
When I received the assignment, I do not recall who gave me this assignment,

I received a copy of the letter written by the complainant, the retired officer, plus
the letter of transmittal by Gen. White to the Commanding General of the

Eighth Army, General Magruder.
I, as the Chief CID agent, had other responsibilities in the Eighth Army
Command Provost Marshal's Office, so I then assigned Investigator Augustin J.
Manfredi to conduct this investigation and report to me.
Early in the investigation we were frustrated in conducting the investigation
in a normal manner. As to how we conduct this investigation and with what
limitations I cannot recall now who gave us such instructions but there were
instructions as follows:

(1) The investigation was to be conducted by Mr. Manfredi and myself

throughout the Eighth Army Command.
(2) It should be held in confidence and we were to conduct it from the Eighth

Army Command Office Solely; that is, that no other command offices were to
participate in this investigation.
(3) We were not to approach Mr. Crum at any time.

(4) To initiate the investigation I was first to interview the retired Chief
Warrant Officer who made the allegations against Mr. Crum. In this interview

I was supposed to break the then precedence that was to wear civilian clothes
and interview the complainant at his quarters in Seoul. As a trained investigator
with some 8.1% years in the Army's CID these instructions and limitations were
quite the contrary to the methods of operation we had practiced in the past.
As I recall I was quite disturbed about these instructions for I thought they
placed a damper on the investigation from the beginning.
I did follow the instructions and my first action was to interview the com

plainant at his residence while wearing civilian clothes. It should be noted that
at this time in Korea all U.S. Armed Service people were restricted from wearing
civilian clothes this included CID agents.

As we began the inquiry another restriction was placed upon us in making
this investigation and that was that Mr. Manfredi and I were directed to limit
our work to only inquiries into the enlisted men's and non-commissioned officer's
clubs.

Even though we had some limitations in our methods of operation the inves
tigation showed early results whereas there were indications that William J.
Crum was the most successful and influential vendor selling to the non-appro
priated fund activities in all of Korea. He represented two companies, Tradewell
and Ramco. From all appearances his success in these operations pointed strongly
to the fact that there was truth in the allegations and he used bribes, kick-backs,

and comprising methods. As I recall the investigation was not conclusive but
indicated that most of the allegations made by the retired Chief Warrant Officer
if pursued completely could have been proven to be fact.
Shortly after making a progress report to Col. Vernon Hammonds and B. G.
Schorr it was decided that Mr. Crum should be suspended from doing any busi
ness with the clubs and other military Operations. A directive was completed

and signed by Gen. Magruder which applied Only to Mr. Crum being Suspended,
and not the employees with the Tradewell and Remco or the suspension of the
Companies of Tradewell and Ramco.
As I recall during the investigation there was a strong indication that Mr.
Crum while acting in behalf of the NCO clubs imported into Korea duty-free

large quantities of floor tile. This tile was to be used in renovating some of
NCO and EM clubs throughout Korea. In the investigation large quantities of
was installed in clubs and yet large quantities of the same type tile also
peared on the Korean economy suspected to have been smuggled into
country duty-free.

the
tile
ap
the

Another violation that Mr. Manfredi had reported to me was the violation

wherein Mr. Crum was accepting re-built non-military vehicles from an Army
Sergeant custodian of a club in the Seventh Infantry Division which was located
in the D.M.Z. area. The allegation was that the non-military vehicles were ini

tially imported into Korea by the club system to be used by the club system

|
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and after a period of time the custodian of the club had the vehicles completely
Overhauled at the expense of the Government and then given to Mr. Crum as
partial payment for new vehicles that were imported by Crum from out of the
country into Korea customs free for use by the NCO clubs. It was later reported
that these customs free older vehicles, which was a violation to give to Crum,
were then sold by Crum into the Korean economy at a highly inflated price, one
in particular was sold for $12,000.00 as I recall.
Manfredi reported to me when he pursued this investigation of the questionable
automobile transaction in the Seventh Infantry Division area an officer came
to him and directed him to report to the office of a Gen. Costello who I believe
Was the Chief of Staff Of that Command at that time. Manfredi Stated that G-1

of the Division was present, I don’t recall the name or the rank of the G-1 but
I Would assume that the Officer Would have been a Lt. Col. Manfredi Stated

that the G-1 did the talking and informed him that the Seventh Infantry Divi
sion had its own CID investigators and that Manfredi would not investigate
in their area again. He further stated that after he was questioned by the G-1 he,
Manfredi, was escorted off the Seventh Infantry Division Area Command by
a Lt. Colonel.

In all my experience in the Army and in the CID and Provost Marshal's Gen
eral Section this was a highly irregular action. The Seventh Infantry Division
officers should have referred Manfredi's actions in their area to their Provost

Marshal General or the Eighth Army Headquarters.
When Manfredi returned to the Eighth Army Headquarters and related his
story to me, I then informed Col. Hammonds who I believe informed the then
Provost Marshal General, Gen. Ramsey. General Ramsey replaced Gen. Schoor
in the interim. Whether or not Gen. Ramsey or Col. Hammonds personally inter
viewed Manfredi I do not recall, but I do recall that shortly after this incident

had occurred with the Seventh Infantry Division I was instructed to down grade
this investigation. The instructions were for me to inform all Provost Marshals
in Korea of the investigation and to inform their Operations Officer's to conduct
individual investigations in their area relating to Crum and make their findings
to their respective Commands. After this Occurred I do not recall of any incidents

or findings which involved a positive investigation against William J. Crum.
After a period of time Mr. Manfredi and I were directed to close out the inves
tigation involving Crum. In order to close this investigation ROI report must be
submitted by the investigator. As I recall Manfredi or I insisted upon an inter
view with Crum. After our insistence, I cannot recall who instructed us to pre
pare questions that we were going to ask Crum in the interview. These questions
were to be submitted to the JAG, Eighth Army for review.
This procedure of submitting questions beforehand for review was highly irreg
ular. I recall asking the Judge Advocate General’s Office what was I to do if an
answer was given to One of the questions which brought forward a new and dif

ferent line of questioning. Could I ask this new question which was not on the
submitted list. I recall that the instructions were that I was to only ask the
questions Submitted and not to ask any other questions of Mr. Crum.
This rule was very much a handicap to an investigator and to my knowledge
was the only time it was ever imposed upon me or any other investigator during
my career in the service.

The questions prepared beforehand and were submitted to the Judge Advocate
General's section. The interview was set and in attendance was William Crum
with his attorney, who I believe was an American, Col. Hammonds and a Lt. Col.

Lennon, who I believe was from the Judge Advocate General Section, investiga
tor Manfredi and myself. When the questions were asked Crum promptly an
Swered the questions as if he had prior knowledge or was prepared with a copy
of the questions. The entire questioning in my opinion was unproductive.
After the questions were answered a report was written and the investiga
tion was closed on an ROI form. Since the allegations were not proven I be
lieve that William J. Crum was cleared and was allowed to operate as a vendor
in Korea. This is not to the best of my recollection but I believe this would be
the procedure.

During the investigation I could not understand the power and the success
of Crum that he had in dealing with the military. I could not understand the
latitude that he had in operating through different Army Commands through
out Korea. As I recall he was closely associated with a number of officers, whose
names I cannot recall and he had great influence with them. How he got

£ , 'ce
ely Say.

and freedom to operate in this area command I cannot def
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I have read the foregoing and it is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.
ROY R. ROAN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of February, 1971.
JAMES P. HARDY,

Notary Public, Webster Parish.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Manfredi, the questions that you submitted
before you asked them of Mr. Crum, were any of these questions ob
jected to, do you recall? Or were any thrown out?
Mr. MANFREDI. This list of questions, if I remember correctly, was
written and rewritten about four or five times before finally approved.
I cannot recall right now whether there were any specific questions
that were eliminated. I think most of the rewriting occurred because
of terminology and phraseology.
We were asking rather than being accusative.
Senator GURNEY. Can you explain that in a little more detail?

You say they were written, and rewritten: I suppose you initially
drafted them and then to whom did you give the questions?
Mr. MANFREDI. Colonel Hammonds.

Senator GURNEY. Then what happened?
Mr. MANFREDI. Maybe a day or two later they could come back
and have a bunch of notes written over it, to rephrase this, chan
this, so we would rework it again and submit it again. I think it
came back, I don’t know, three or four times.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall why he requested that the ques
tions be rewritten three or four times, as you put it?

£

Mr. MANFREDI. No; not really, sir. I
£ pay that much
attention to it. To the best of my knowledge, there were no pertinent
questions at that time that we were instructed to leave out that I
can recall. In other words, they went along pretty much with the
questions that we wanted to ask.
Senator GURNEY. In the rewriting of the questions, did it seem to
you that the impact of the questions was being softened in anyway?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir. As I mentioned, they were rephrased in a
polite way rather than in an accusative way.
Senator GURNEY. I see. In other words, the questions were rephrased
by Colonel Hammonds so that it would go easier with Mr. Crum; is
that a fair statement?

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
There is one question, Mr. Chairman.
I will ask the staff: Have Colonel Hammonds and General Schoor

been interviewed or questioned?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Senator Gurney, I questioned Colonel Hammonds and
General Schoor, both. They both have a remarkable lack of memory

on specifics of this situation. They recall Mr. Crum. They recall an
investigation. They recall there were some problems with the investi
gation. And that is about all.
Senator GURNEY. Did you inquire of them specifically into some of
the matters that we are now hearing from the witness?
Mr. DUFFY. I asked specifics of both gentlemen.
35–359–71—pt. 4–11
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Senator GURNEY. And they could recall really nothing or shed any

light about the specifics we are hearing about today?
Mr. DUFFY. I attempted to refresh their memory but I was unsuc
cessful.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, they had a loss of memory?
Mr. DUFFY. I am not prepared to say that, Senator Gurney, but
they could not remember.
•

-

-

Senator PERCY. Had you requested an opportunity to interview Mr.
Crum before and had that request been refused, Mr. Manfredi ?
TESTIMONY OF AUGUSTIN J. MANFREDI—Resumed

Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir. At the outset of this investigation we were
instructed to bypass Mr. Crum. This is perfectly all right.
Senator PERCY. In other words, you were operating under orders,

but it would have been normal procedure in your 15 years experience
as an investigator to have investigated him, to have directly inter
viewed him, perhaps earlier than you finally did?
Mr. MANFREDI. Not necessarily, sir, because, as I say, the case, in my
opinion, was not even complete. There was a possibility this thing could
have gone on for another 6 months or a year.

-

The fact that I didn't talk to Mr. Crum was insignificant, as far as
I was concerned. I was out to establish whether these allegations were
true, and if they were, the normal procedure was to establish this by
direct testimony from witnesses, documents, and whatnot.
The fact of whether I talked to Mr. Crum or not was immaterial

until the investigation was complete, and then to give him an oppor
tunity to speak for himself, if he so desired.
Senator PERCY. In view of the fact that we are going to be spending
some considerable time piecing together this whole operation, a great
deal of which hinges upon the personality, characteristics, integrity,
and character of Mr. Crum, '' in view of the fact that you are one
of the few if not the only person who has directly interviewed him

in this investigation, could you expand now, to the best of your recol
lection, by giving us a picture of this interview?
How long # it take? Did you feel intimidated with the presence
of senior officers, posing possibly as advocates for him, to see that
you didn’t # beyond the rules of the game as they had been laid
down to you
Could you tell us what kind of man Crum seemed to be to you,

and how he impressed you?

-

Mr. MANFREDI. I will answer one of your last questions first. I defi

nately felt intimidated by the presence of these two officers, as I men
tioned before. It was highly irregular. It was just out of order as

#. as I was concerned, because I was not in a position to do anything
about it.

If I remember correctly, we talked to Mr. Crum about 5 hours, 4 or 5
hours. There were two sessions, if I remember correctly. But I can't
remember whether it was a morning and afternoon session or if it
took place on two different days.

Senator PERCY. There was no attempt made to cut you off in time?
You were permitted to ask these questions, and actually interviewed
him for 4 or 5 hours?
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Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir; about 4 or 5 hours. Like I say, it took two
sessions to go through the whole matter.
Mr. Crum was very polite. He did very little talking. Actually,
his attorney did most of the speaking for him. He wasn't belligerent,
he wasn’t loud. He was quiet, soft-spoken, a very dignified-looking
businessman, which is what he was. He never
got upset by any
of the questions we asked him. He just answered them naturally.
He denied everything, as far as I remember, except, I think, on one
question about lights or lighting fixtures. That was about the only
thing he admitted to. Everything else was flatly denied.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Michael Braun was the only attorney he had 2
Mr. MANFREDI. To my knowledge, yes.
PERCY. He was obviously very familiar with the opera

r:

£or

tions
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes.

Senator PERCY. Was he a personal attorney, do you know, or did
he hold an office with or was he retained by the corporation?
Mr. MANFREDI. I don’t know who retained him, whether Mr. Crum
retained him himself or whether he was a personal friend. I seem to

recall, I think, he was a personal friend of Mr. Crum's.
Senator PERCY. Was he residing there or did he just come out for
this?

Mr. MANFREDI. I have no idea where he came from. As far as I knew,

he was not in Korea prior to this and he was not there afterward.
Senator PERCY. Were the senior officers there strictly as observers or
did they at any time participate in the questioning process or interject
comments at any point?
Mr. MANFREDI. Their status was supposed to have been observers,
but I believe if you read the written report they may have asked one
or two questions on a followup.
Senator PERCY. In other words, they were questions for clarification.
Did you feel that they were on your side, that is, helping you secure
the truth in this matter by bringing out facts, or were their questions
which would help the witness better explain his case?
Mr. MANFREDI. The questions that they asked for clarification were
really intermittent. They had no impact one way or the other. I believe
they were just for the sake of clarification. I am not even positive that
they asked, but I seem to recall they may have asked one or two ques
tions during the course of the interview.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Manfredi, you asked Mr. Crum during this
interview for his checks, checkbooks, and personal records, and so.
forth ?

Mr. MANFREDI. At the beginning of the interview—I don’t know
whether it is in the record or not—we asked Mr. Crum if he would

'. us access to all his records at Tradewell and Ramco, which he
pe1llSed.

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. He refused to do that?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You never had access to his personal records, check
books, and bank accounts?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Manfredi, in answer to one of Senator Percy's
questions, you said that his lawyer did most of the talking.
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Do you mean by that, that Mr. Crum was reluctant to answer these
questions? Was he evasive?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir; he just looked to his lawyer for guidance be
-

-

fore answering a line of questions.
Senator GURNEY. He would turn to his lawyer and ask him for his
advice, is that it?
-

-

-

-

Mr. MANFREDI. Right. On some of the questions, he would look at
them and the lawyer would say—well, I don’t know whether he really

refused to answer any of the questions, outright refused, but the
answers were very evasive in most cases.

-

Senator GURNEY. That is really what I was getting at. They were
evasive answers?

Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir; if I remember correct.

Senator GURNEY. And he was extremely careful to get the advice of
counsel as he answered each question?
Mr. MANFREDI. Right.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.

Mr. MANFREDI. But I do have some thoughts on how Mr. Crum was
able to operate so effectively, particularly in the smuggling ventures:
At that time, the Army in Korea was importing its liquor, wine, and

'" through the post exchange but through the 8th Army locker
I101.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you explain what a locker fund is?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir. Within this meaning the locker fund was
nothing more than a distribution point. All the beer, liquor, wine,
building materials, supplies—anything to do with the nonappropriated
fund activities came through this particular warehouse.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there some money set up for it or was it just

to describe a warehousing operation?
Mr. MANFREDI. It was just a warehouse operation is all it really was.
Everything had to go through this warehouse and this officer who was
in charge of it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who was in charge of the locker fund?
Mr. MANFREDI. At this time it was a retired major, I believe, Louis
Bernard.

Locker funds are nonappropriated fund activities and are whole
salers basically, which place orders for alcoholic beverage, orders for
clubs, messes, and other nonappropriated fund activities.
The head of the 8th Army locker fund in Korea was a civilian
named Louis Bernard, a retired Army officer. Mr. Bernard, however,
was also designated as the Army customs affairs officer on matters
relating to nonappropriated funds.
All items, from slot machines to furniture, as well as liquor and
beer, that came into Korea for the clubs had first to be certified by
Mr. Bernard. His office kept all the records on goods shipped into
the country.

It seemed to me at the time that if we were to control or stop Mr.
Crum's smuggling the place to start was in Mr. Bernard's office where

centralized records were kept. But the records were not sufficiently
centralized or properly kept.
I spent many long hours talking with Mr. Bernard on the subject
of Mr. Crum's smuggling activities but I was never able to achieve
the improvements I felt were required.
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It is reflective of the Army's lack of concern about potential customs
violations in South Korea at the time that a full-time customs officer

was not assigned to this task—and that Mr. Bernard, who already had
one full-time job as head of the locker fund, also was the customs
officer.

I would also like to point out that another reason for Mr. Crum's
success in this illegal operation was the decentralized organization of
the CID.
General Costello should not have been able to order me off the 7th

Division base camp. The CID should be more independent and free
from local commands.

In conclusion, I finally wrote an ROI about the Crum investigation.
The committee staff has a copy of it. It is a whitewash, as you will
see, Mr. Chairman.
The report focused upon one small and not very significant piece
of the countrywide inquiry. The report was directed because a re
port, an ROI, had to be written to effectively end the case.
I might add that several months later—sometime in the spring of
1960—I happened to run into Mr. Crum in downtown Seoul.
Mr. Crum was very friendly, told me bygones were bygones and
that he hoped there were no hard feelings.
Why should he have had any hard feelings? Our case was closed.
He was back in business in Korea. The suspension had been lifted.

And he was right back with his MPC, soliciting NCO clubs openly
with his wares and favors. The irony of the situation as I look back
on it now, is that no investigation was really needed. It was common
knowledge that Mr. Crum used MPC's and that he sold directly to
club personnel—both practices are violations of Army policy.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. On page 1 of your prepared statement, you in
dicate the letter to General White became the basis of a special in
quiry into Crum's operations.
Just so we understand the nature of the distinction between a

special investigation and a full-fledged investigation, would you tell
us if there is any reason why you used the term “special inquiry”?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir. As I mentioned before, normally an in
vestigator's own initiative, is usually divided up. There were leads in

the 7th Division and they went to the 7th Division, to I Corps, and
the different areas. I Corps was special because Mr. Roan and I were
formed as a team and worked directly for the 8th Army Provost

Marshal, which was not the normal situation for CID investigators.
They work down at the lowest command level.

Senator PERCY...Who ordered this investigation directly?
Mr. MANFREDI. Who ordered this?
Senator PERCY. Yes.
Mr. MANFREDI. I believe General Magruder.

Senator PERCY. Do you happen to know why you and Roan were
the only investigators assigned to the case?
Mr. MANFREDI. I really don’t understand what you mean.
Senator PERCY. Do you know why the investigation was limited to
just two of you?
Secondly, do you know why the investigation was limited to so

short a period of time? Would you state whether in your experience
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2 months is an unusually short period of time and two investigators,

an unusually small team, in light of the scope of the problem alleged
in the initial charge?
Mr. MANFREDI. As far as two men, this is perfectly all right as far
as I was concerned. I felt that we could

£ the situation, if we had

the proper backing. I don't believe any time during the early stages

of the investigation we had to really request outside help from any
one else. I believe we were capable of handling it if we were given the
opportunity.
-

The investigation, as far as I was concerned, should have continued
on beyond the summer of 1959, when we were ordered to close it.
As I stated, the investigation was far from complete. Somehow I
can’t help but feel that this incident in the 7th Division was the down

fall of the whole case. What took place in General Schoor's office in
that 45 minutes I was waiting outside I have no idea and I will never
know. But something happened at that particular stage of the investi
gation. Whether General Schoor got his guidance or whatnot from
higher headquarters or whether he took it upon himself to close it, I
don’t know. I will never know.

Senator PERCY. In other words, in your judgment, the 2 months of
the investigation really began to confirm the allegations made in the
original letter?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Just as the case was getting hot and looked like it

might be worthy of expansion of the investigating team and made a
full-fledged investigation rather than just a special inquiry?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. I want to make sure that we pin down as much as

possible who it was that did not permit you to interview Mr. Crum.
were not permitted originally to interview Mr. Crum, is that
-

''

right?
Mr. MANFREDI. This is correct. We were told not to interview him
or not to contact him.

Senator PERCY. What was the highest level of authority to which
you can trace those instructions?
Mr. MANFREDI. The provost marshal's office.

Senator PERCY. Directly to him?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could describe for us whether, in
your opinion, there could have been a legitimate reason, that is, not an
attempt to shield certain persons, for the restrictions that were placed
on you. The inference of course is very strong that this was improper.
Are there any possibilities that we have overlooked, any perfectly
legitimate and understandable reasons, in this case, that might ex
plain why you would be placed under these restrictions?
Mr. MANFREDI. I have absolutely no idea why these restrictions
came to be.
Senator PERCY. So it was both unusual and contrary to your experi,
ence as an investigator for 15 years?
Mr. MANFREDI. Definitely so.

.

Senator PERCY. And you #: never before been subject to that kind
of restriction?

-

-

Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.

-
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Senator PERCY. In all of the period of time that you have been sub
jecting accused people to a direct examination, have you ever been

told to follow the procedure of submitting your questions in writing
ahead of time, having those questions then subjected to editing, which
resulted in, as Senator Gurney suggested, a softening in their tone?
Was that a unique experience?

Mr. MANFREDI. Very unique. This was the one and only time this
has ever happened to me, and I have no knowledge of it ever happen
ing to anyone else.
Senator PERCY. We have noticed an absence of information travel

ing between, and among, various military theaters. It is sort of an
iron curtain imposed around them. In your judgment, might there be

some need for a central military data bank—and I emphasize data re
lating strictly to military cases involving allegations involving mili
tary personnel, not civilian activities?
Mr. MANFREDI. There is a centralized system, and there was one at
that particular time, but it had its limitations. At any time during
the course of an investigation if I came across a name which I might

have suspected the individual was involved in something else some
place else, there were facilities available and I could submit this name

to the central depository and get a file check on the man within a mat
ter of hours. This was available at that time.

As far as a central criminal intelligence network, this was not avail
able. I don’t know why nobody wanted to take any interest in this
Cal Se.

I went to Japan on this case and I went to Okinawa. I couldn’t
interest anybody in it. They just didn’t even want to talk about it.
Senator PERCY. In other words, you had a feeling that this case
became known as a case not to pursue too aggressively?
Mr. MANFREDI. That is right. When I went to Okinawa I went there

at my own expense. I went on leave. Although I had no official ca
pacity, I talked to some of the investigators down there and they were
aware of Mr. Crum. They were aware of the Tradewell Co. and Ramco
Co., doing business in Okinawa at the time, and so was Service Games.

But since I had no official capacity, I couldn't interest the investiga

' They stayed away from me as if I had a disease. So it was just
ropped.

Senator PERCY. In your judgment, was it common knowledge, was it
generally felt or known, that there was wrongdoing in connection with
these activities?
Mr. MANFREDI. Yes.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel this is destructive to the morale of GI's
who feel that there is wrongdoing possibly at high levels right within
the Army command?
-

-

Mr. MANFREDI. I don’t think it had any effect whatsoever on the GI’s,

as you state, because they were not really aware of this. The average
GI was not aware of this.

Senator PERCY. But it was well-known among the noncommissioned

officers and other personnel that were engaged in this activity?
Mr. MANFREDI. Right.

Senator PERCY Did you feel that this knowledge made these posts
in connection with the operation of these activities particularly de
sirable posts? Were they sought after?
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Mr. MANFREDI. The only way I can answer that, sir, is if a sergeant
or an NCO was in the position of a club steward at one time or another,
he would definitely, in my opinion, go after one in Korea because of
the loose operation that was there. There was no question in my mind,
and I am sure in none of the sergeants’ minds, that there was money
to be made. All they had to do was play ball.
Senator PERCY. And the knowledge was widespread enough that
it might be a case of, “when in Rome, do as the Romans?” Might these
men, in offering such excuses for their activities, feel that the only
way to do business in Asia is by the kickback, under-the-table type
of procedure? Did this operation become generally known enough so
that it became a way of life for these people so much so that you were
almost bucking the system if you didn’t go along with it.
Mr. Crum or someone asked the question, Do you want the “usual
kickback?” Was it just common knowledge, so that the intelligence
passes on from one custodian to another?

Mr. MANFREDI. I personally don't buy the theory in this particular
case of when in Rome do as the Romans do. This may be the way
of doing business in Asia. I don’t know. But Mr. Crum was not deal
ing with Asians. He was dealing with American GIs. This is not the
way American GIs do business on their own initiative.

Senator PERCY. From the evidence we have, this wasn't only Asia,
but it was also in Europe, as brought out by our hearings last year.
Mr. MANFREDI. Going back, I would like to expand further on the
you asked before, about being sought-after posts. From what
have found out, these were definitely desirable assignments by the
fact that some of these club sergeants had extended maybe for another
year or another 9 months, or another year and a half. Anybody
that extended duty in Korea at that particular time—there was some
thing wrong. There had to be more to it than duty.
Senator PERCY. In other words, if you are out on the line some place
you are not anxious to stay. But it is worthwhile to stay in these par

£

ticular posts.

Mr. MANFREDI. That is right.
Senator PERCY. Have you any kind of firsthand evidence or indirect

evidence that there was impropriety in getting their tour of duty
extended, impropriety that might exist right back in personnel offices
in the Pentagon?
Mr. MANFREDI. No.

Senator PERCY. None at all.

Did you or Mr. Roan ever seek to have the limitations lifted or more
fully explained to you, or did you just accept orders and was it your
normal procedure to take such orders as you were given?
Mr. MANFREDI. First of all, it is normal procedure that I can ac

cept orders. I do what I am told. But we didn't put really too much
significance on the limitations at this particular time because we had
more to handle—we had enough to handle. They said, “All right, limit

your investigation to the EM clubs and NCO clubs and stay away
from the officers' clubs.”

This was perfectly all right as far as I was concerned at that stage
of the game, because we had enough to do without going to the officer's

clubs. We could always get into that later on as the case progressed,
or when we wrap
it up as far as the NCO clubs were concerned
and then move to the post exchanges and on into the officers' club.
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As far as Mr. Roan and I were concerned, it was just the idea that
the limitations were put there more than anything else.
Senator PERCY. You have referred to Mr. Crum as the most power
ful and influential vendor selling to nonappropriated fund activities
in all of Korea.

Could you tell us how you arrived at this conclusion? Was it as a
result of one or two things in particular, or a conclusion based on a

p'
of evidence you gathered?
r. MANFREDI. We arrived at this conclusion

from the volume.
That is what it was. I don’t remember the sales volume in dollars and

cents. But at that particular time we took the volume of business that
Mr. Crum was doing as opposed to the others.
I believe there were only two other legitimate companies in Korea
at that time doing business. They had the same wares and the same

services to offer as Mr. Crum did, in most cases. But yet, the volume
of business that Mr. Crum did is what led me to make this statement,

that he was the most powerful, because he was at that time.
Senator PERCY. In my own activities in business, supervising and
purchasing activities of an extensive scale, we were somewhat depend
ent upon disgruntled vendors who would finally in desperation com
lain that they simply couldn’t get through to a buyer, and we did
d wrongdoing in those cases.
Did you at any time interview any other vendors who were unable

to break through and get business? If the investigation had gone on
longer, would it have been normal procedure for you to have con
tacted such unsuccessful vendors to see if they could put further
light on the case?

r. MANFREDI. This would have definitely been normal procedure

as far as I am concerned. At the outset of this investigation, we sort
of skimmed the surface, so to speak, to find out if there was any real
basis for these allegations that were made from General White.
So we gave a quick look at this and we saw that there was. This
is when we decided to get into it deeper piece by piece. I talked to other
vendors but not to any great extent. I talked to them to establish in
my own mind that they were there, they had a business to offer and
they had something for sale, and it was legitimate, to answer my own

question of did Mr. Crum virtually have a monopoly.
He did not have a monopoly in the sense in which we use the word,

but he did have a monopoly in a different sense.
Senator PERCY. I think as a matter of procedure in our investiga
tions last year this committee tried to give equal time wherever we

could, though, unfortunately, it never receives the publicity that
wrongdoing does—to the Defense Department when it would take
corrective action on its own initiative, not inspired by us but on its
own, and through its own investigative procedures, to correct prac
tices.

I do feel that even though we have put the spotlight on a few wrong
doings, that we overlook many times that the Army itself thoroughly
investigates many activities and finds many instances of wrongdoing
and corrects them on its own initiative.

The one encouraging note that I found in your own testimony is
that Crum was suspended from doing business with clubs and other
military operations.
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Can you tell us, so that we can give a merit badge to someone, on
whose orders the suspension was made, and any other facts that you
might have? We covered it rather quickly in the testimony.
.
Mr. MANFREDI. The suspension was Mr. Roan's and my idea. We

felt if we were going to investigate him, we didn't want him to con
tinue in business; that we wanted to sort of stop right there, which

was perfectly legitimate and legal at that time. Actually, I was sur
prised that the suspension order was signed. The only drawback to
that was that he as an individual was suspended and not his company.
His company continued to do business.
Senator PERCY. In other words, it was business as usual?
Mr. MANFREDI. For the company but not for Mr. Crum. We wanted
to get Mr. Crum out of our hair.
Senator PERCY. The only restriction, then, in his suspension was
that he as a person could not directly sell or solicit?
Mr. MANFREDI. Right. He was barred.

Senator PERCY. Was there any evidence that that suspension inter
rupted the flow of business? Do you know of a single instance where
any purchase orders were cancelled or were held in abeyance, or that
they were put on probation until such time as these allegations were
cleared up?

Mr. MANFREDI. Sir, at this stage of the investigation we honestly
believed, as Mr. Crum stated, he was just a salesman, he was nothing
more than a salesman. Of course, this turned out later on not to be
true.

Senator PERCY. Well, he was some salesman.

Mr. MANFREDI. When the suspension order was written, it was di
rected to him as a salesman. It was later on that we learned his con

nection with the company as a whole. Therefore, we had no real basis
for suspending the '' as a whole at that time.
Senator PERCY. My last question, because I would like to yield to
my colleague who has much more firsthand information, the manner in
which Mr. Crum secured NCO club purchase orders.
Mr. MANFREDI. By direct solicitation of the club.

Senator PERCY. And he was able to get those and use them for the
importation of automobiles and so forth.
d W: there anything that was out of the ordinary in that proce
Ulrez

Mr. MANFREDI. Not the procedure itself, no; there was nothing out
of the ordinary. It was just the method and the collusion with the
Sergeants.

enator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, there is just one point I would like
to probe for a moment.

-

Mr. Manfredi, I have a copy of your interrogation of Mr. Crum. I
am curious about one thing that turned up at the end. When the ques

tioning was finished, Colonel Hammonds asked if there were any more
questions and the attorney for Mr. Crum stated that he wanted to say
something. This occurs in his statement at the end of the interview.
. He was talking about the Tradewell Co. and the board of directors

of the Tradewell Co. Now I read from the testimony. It is his
Statement.

Speaking of the directors of Tradewell:
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They were shocked when apparently allegations involving the company first
and more apparently against Mr. Crum personally, came up.
The directors of the company personally have knowledge of Mr. Crum's back
ground even prior to his employment with the company and, of course, that is .
the reason I was selected to represent them in Korea.
They have knowledge both of his business ability—
-

And now I come to the point that I want to talk to you about—
And they know his loyalty to the United States Government in previous occa
sions, which is considerable, by the way.

Although I am not at liberty to mention certain details about it, that, of course,
is not necessarily involved in this inquiry. The fact that a person does good does
not excuse him for killing his wife at some later time. It is still murder.

What I am getting at is this: In this statement of his about his loy
alty to the U.S. Government on previous occasions—“which is consid
erable, which I am not at liberty to discuss”—have you any idea what
Braun was talking about there?
-

Mr. MANFREDI. I have ideas but I don’t have facts.

Senator GURNEY. What are your ideas?
Mr. MANFREDI. I looked into that particular thing. The story went
something similar to this. During World War II, he supposedly aided

the American forces in their efforts in China. Just what aid he con
tributed or how he contributed, whether he was an informant or gave
information or what he did, I really don't know.
But this seems to be the story that we put together. We never really
# into it. I never tried to substantiate it by going to Intelligence
les or anything of this nature.
Senator GURNEY. Do you have any reason to believe that at this
time in Korea, all around this series of events we are talking about,
during the Korean conflict, that Mr. Crum had any connection with
intelligence activities of the U.S. Government?
Mr. MANFREDI. There is no indication. At least, it never came to my
attention.

Senator GURNEY: You didn't hear any rumors or any talk that this
might have occured?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Any CIA work or anything like that?
Mr. MANFREDI. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator PERCY. Does the committee have knowledge as to the
identity of directors of Tradewell? If they have knowledge of Mr.
Crum's background, his character, and so forth, maybe they have
knowledge as to where he is and how he could be brought before this
committee.

Senator RIBICOFF. It is the committee's understanding that Trade
well was really William Crum and Asa Smith. They controlled the
company, is my understanding.
As far as the directors are concerned, if there was any board of
directors, of which we are not aware, they were just fronts for Crum
and Asa Smith.

Senator PERCY. Even if they are fronts, if they are American citi
zens, if they are in this country, if they have lent their names to this
activity, if by implication they are used as character references to
defend and support Mr. Crum before an investigation, it might be
well to know who they are and follow up on this.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. I might say this: In Mr. Duffy's testimony he re

lated the fact that the Embassy and consulate offices tried to get in
formation from Price & Co., from Tradewell, but they were refused.
They refused to give any information.
As far as we know, Tradewell is really a
between Asa
Smith and Mr. Crum, and Price & Co., is the same. They are really
owned by Crum and Asa Smith.
Senator PERCY. And they are chartered in what country?
Mr. ADLERMAN. In Hong Kong.
Mr. DUFFY. Senator Percy, we found that the gimmick they used
in Hong Kong is to have solicitors register these companies in Hong
Kong. They do not disclose the principals within the company.
Our independent evidence £ that Mr. Smith and Mr. Crum
were the owners of Price & Co. It is a different story with Sarl Elec
tronics. We will have testimony on that.
Senator PERCY. These are the counterparts of the Swiss-numbered

£

accounts?

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.
f

£ator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much for your help, Mr. Man
reoil.

Mr. Mel Peterson.
Besworn.

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?
Mr. PETERSON. I do.

TESTIMONY OF MEL PETERSON, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL ABE
KRASH AND JEROME CHAPMAN

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you gentlemen represent Mr. Peterson?
For the purpose of the record, let us have your names, please.
Mr. KRASH. I am Abe Krash, and the gentleman to my left is
Jerome Chapman. We are members of the firm of Arnold & Porter,

Washington, D.C. We are attorneys for the James Beam Distilling
Co. and Mr. Peterson.

Senator RIBICoEF. Where do you come from, Mr. Peterson?
Mr. PETERSoN. Chicago, Ill., M. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. Are you a legal resident of Illinois?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Are you vice president of James Beam?
Mr. PETERson. I am vice president of the international division of
the James Beam Distilling Co.
Senator RIBICoEF. How long have you been an officer?
Mr. PETERson. Since approximately 1964.
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Peterson, evidence introduced in this record

#. stablishes that William Crum was your broker in Vietnam.
as ne?

Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir. Our broker in Vietnam was a company
called Price & Co., of which Mr. Crum was a member.
Senator RIBICoEF. Over a period of years in Korea and Vietnam

he operated in a calculated and premeditated fashion to corrupt top
procurement personnel in order to expand sales to the military forces.
As vice president of Jim Beam, were you aware of Mr. Crum’s
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actions in his attempt to influence top military procurement personnel
in Vietnam?

Mr. PETERSON. I was aware of Mr. Crum’s presenting our products
and our price lists to the buyers of the Army-Navy exchange service
in Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. William Crum, of Price & Co., supplied, with
your knowledge, a billet to the top PX personnel in Vietnam to handle
your products. Is that true?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were you aware that Mr. Crum's generosity in
Sul

# the villa was to get more business for Jim Beam products?

. PETERSON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Crum wrote me that he was

requested by someone to find a staff house for people in the exchange
service. He so wrote me that. I in no way asked him to do that nor
encouraged him to find that house.
Senator RIBICOFF. The following is an extract from Mr. Crum's
letter to you dated December 13, 1965:
I want you to know that Pete Mason and Dick Llewellyn, the top civilians
for the Army and Air Force exchange service, have arrived.
I showed them the brand new house I am decorating for them and they are

absolutely delighted. We are getting along like peas in a pod and they are
real sharp operators, so I feel we are going to get a lot more action than we did
in the past.
Mel, I cannot get any new action out of the Navy at the present time. How
ever, I feel very confident that during the month of October when the Army and
Air Force exchange take over, I will have the opportunity to introduce several
new lines.

Is it true that on October 5, 1965, Mr. Crum advised you by letter
that he, Crum, and his associate, Asa Smith, had spared no expense
on the villa for the Army and Air Force PX personnel?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. The letter you received from Mr. Crum reads
in part:
The boys in PX all joining me for dinner on the town tonight. Asa and I are
going all Out On furnishing of their house. In fact, we are in for about five
grand so far.

Were you aware that Asa Smith, the partner of Mr. Crum, also
felt that Mr. Crum's generosity would be helpful to Jim Beam sales?
Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Chairman, I would hope that it would help us
obtain additional business by introducing additional lines of our prod
ucts that our company produces.
Senator RIBICOFF. Asa Smith's letter to you dated September 7,
1965, reads in part:
I, too, am hopeful we can do something with your Cordials and Liqueurs as
well as Gin and Vodka when the Exchange takes over. You may be assured that
we will give it the old school try, and with the new group living in Bill's house
the Odds work out to about six to five in our favor.

Did you approve of Mr. Crum supplying this villa to the top mili
tary procurement personnel in Vietnam in order to promote Jim
Beam sales in Vietnam?

Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Chairman, I condoned what he did because I

frankly had no other alternative, having received the information
after he did it.
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Senator RIBICOFF. When you say you condoned, is this a general
Beam or other liquor companies doing business in

W£
of Jim
ietnam?

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question there, because
the question is so pertinent?
You excuse yourself, Mr. Peterson, because the action had already
been taken. At any time, did you make it clear in writing to your
agent that such practices in the future would not be condoned?

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir; I did not.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. On September 21, 1965, in a letter to Mr. Crum,

you voiced approval of Mr. Crum’s action concerning the villa, and this
is your letter:
It was good receiving your letter of September 13th and congratulations for
a job well done. In relation to accommodations for the Army and Air Force

personnel, again, Bill, thanks for a job well done. I wish you all the success in
dealing with the new boys coming in.

On September 8, you wrote to Asa Smith and said:
Bill will be housing Pete Mason and his crowd which certainly won't hurt
the situation.

At a later date, on February 26, 1966, you wrote to your associate
in Jim Beam, Marvin Marek:
It is still a lot of confusion here and we are working with a good team in
Crum and Price & Company who is close to all the right people. So I am sure
something better will come along. But we came out of this smelling pretty good.

Did you ever suggest to Crum that he engage in improper promo
tional efforts on behalf of Jim Beam products in order to push sales?
Mr. PETERSON. I didn’t hear your question.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever suggest to Mr. Crum that he engage
in improper promotional efforts in behalf of Jim Beam to push '
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Will the Chairman yield at that point?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Peterson, let me quote from a letter of yours
on August 30, 1965, to Mr. Crum:
I can well sympathize with you trying to find housing for the PX gang com
ing over there, and it is fully understandable the difficulties you are encounter
ing. I certainly wish you the best in achieving this.

I call that outright encouragement of these corruptible practices
of Mr. Crum. What do you call them? This is before he secured the
house.

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir, Senator. On my limited visits to Vietnam,
which, over a period of 5% years totaled 17 days, I somewhat real
ized the difficulty of obtaining any type of living establishments or
homes or houses, because it was a wartime condition, rockets were
hitting the city. BOQ's were being bombed. I, therefore, wrote and
sympathized with his trying to £ a home for the Exchange officials
that somewhere in the correspondence he had been asked to find by
somebody in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Didn't you also know at the same time, Mr. Peter
son, that he was finding this home, to furnish it free to these people,
as well as to staff it with servants and all other sorts of good things
of life? Didn't you know that, too?
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Mr. PETERson. Senator, I didn't know that he was going to at this
time furnish it, except Price & Co. and Mr. Crum were independent

military brokers of the Beam Co., and the Beam Co. or myself had
limited control over a great deal of the actions that our brokers have
in the field.

-

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Peterson, these men that you describe as

the PX gang—incidentally, why did you call them the PX gang?
Mr. PETERSON. Because I presumed that they were the officials of
the Army and Air Force Exchange Service that were in Saigon.
Senator GURNEY. They were what?

Mr. PETERson. They were officials of the Army and Air Force Ex
change Service in Saigon.
Senator GURNEY. That is a rather peculiar appellation, isn’t it, the
PX gang? Does that have any significance? Did you mean they were
like gangsters in their operation?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Let's pursue the house. These were U.S. Govern
ment employees, key people in the post exchange.
Why should your broker have any connection with furnishing them
housing in Saigon?
Mr. PETERson. I don’t know, Senator, why we furnished them hous
ing, except the letter he sent me where he wrote someone in Saigon
had approached him to find housing.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Peterson, you just testified that because bombs

were falling in Saigon and things were pretty hot and uncomfortable
it was a good thing if your broker helped them to find housing.
You just testified to that, so you knew he was engaged in this
activity. Did you approve it?

-

Mr. PETERSON. I guess I did.
Senator GURNEY. Now I go back to my question again: Why would
your broker, the broker of a private company in the United States,
have anything to do with furnishing housing for U.S. Government
employees?
Mr. PETERSON. I don’t know his basic reason except perhaps to get
to know them better than he would normally know them.
Senator GURNEY. Why would that have been important?
Mr. PETERSON. In a selling capacity, the better one knows its cus
tomer or the people who buy from the salesman, the better relation
ship there is in a business relationship.
enator GURNEY. In other words, it was your thought that with
the very comfortable and expensive housing which the evidence shows
was furnished these U.S. Government employees, then your company
would get a sales advantage; isn’t that correct?
Mr. PETERSON. I would hope that our products would be purchased
because of this. However, I would like to remark that all during the
tenure of Price & Co.'s representation of the Beam Co., we did not
receive one new item purchased by the post exchange that was not
already purchased. In fact, in 1968, we lost one of the only two
items we had on their list and ended up with one single item, our Jim
Beam bourbon whisky.
Senator GURNEY. However, isn’t it also true that this PX gang,
or at least one member of it, Mason, as I recall, did recommend to
the post exchange officials in New York that Jim Beam be placed on
the listing? Isn't that correct?
-

-

|
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Mr. PETERSoN. Senator, I don’t know if that is correct because the
post exchange officials in New York did not reveal to me at any time
that they had received a request from Mr. Mason or they had not
received a request.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Llewellyn, I will point out, made that ad
mission in testimony given to the staff of the subcommittee. So this
housing affair out there certainly was productive at least in trying
to gain an advantage for your £

Now I go back again to this business of housing. I don't know
whether it is illegal or not, but don’t you think it is corruptible to have
your broker furnishing lavish living quarters for U.S. Government

employees when the broker is going to be dealing directly with them,
businesswise?

Mr. PETERson. It probably would be, Senator, but I understood from
Mr. Crum that he was being reimbursed by these gentlemen who
lived in this house on a rental basis.

Senator GURNEY. How much was he being reimbursed?
Mr. PETERSON. I do not know, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. Do you have correspondence that indicates that?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Then where do you get the belief that he was being
reimbursed?

Mr. PETERson. I don't know the sum he was being reimbursed, Sen
ator. If my recollection is correct, I believe he told me in one instance
or one letter that he was being paid in U.S. currency rental by the
occupants of this house.

Senator GURNEY. I have a copy of a letter here to you from Mr.
Crum dated September 13, 1965, in which he describes in some detail
the villa:
I also include in the rent the cook, two maids, utilities and other local ex
penses, so they pay me in dollars once per month at quite a saving.

In other words, there is evidence, and you had it, of course, that there

was some payment not mentioned, but considerably less than the
amount that this was costing Mr. Crum.
So you did know that Mr. Crum was subsidizing these U.S. Govern
ment employees in this villa; isn’t that correct?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. I must say I agree with you in your somewhat
hesitant way that this is about as corruptible a practice as I have

ever seen. It is no wonder that Jim Beam fared fairly well in getting
the kind of business they did out of Mr. Crum and the PX gang.
Senator RIBICOFF. I have asked Senator Percy to continue the in
terrogation because of the restrictions on my voice due to a cold.
Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Peterson, is Jim Beam an Illinois corporation?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. The company and you as an individual are con
stituents of mine. I would like you to know that we appreciate the

fact that this is a very painful thing for you to go through; it is pain
ful for us as well. We don’t like to do this. This isn’t

£d of work.

We do it because we have an obligation and responsibility to do so.
We are not just investigating certain instances. We are trying to
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develop patterns to establish better
procedures that will
affect many, many years of purchasing procedures in the future for
our military services. That is why we are undertaking this.
It is, as you can see, strictly a bipartisan effort.
I will carry on in behalf of the chairman.
However, I would like to say this: I have asked the staff about the
degree of cooperation that Mr. Mel Peterson has given,
o the best of my knowledge, Mr. Chairman, the company has
been thoroughly and fully cooperative, has furnished any and all
evidence, and Mr. Peterson himself has made himself available and
has furnished to this committee everything he has been asked to
furnish.
Is this a correct statement?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. In that spirit, then, we will continue. In your letter
to Crum, dated October 22, 1965, you said:
This Vietnam thing is growing into the same situation as Korea did in 1950
and if we play it right, we will all have good volumes for many years and to
do so, you have got to be there first, with the most, and get distribution.
I certainly think it would be wise to get very close to the warehouseman in
Saigon Or at the entry port, who handles the distribution as he can make your
job much easier. I know that you know how to handle this.

Your letters to Crum and Asa Smith and their letters to you clearly
show Mason and Llewellyn were contacted frequently to push and
sponsor Jim Beam and their products.
Would you deny this?

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir; I would not deny that.

Senator PERCY. In September 1966, Mr. Peterson, did you tip off
Crum that the authorities would possibly be investigating him for
supplying a villa to Army and Air Force procurement personnel?
Mr. PETERSoN. Yes, sir, Senator. I don’t recall where I heard this,
but I wrote him a note and said that I had heard an investigation may
be underway, particularly in relation to beer; that they may be looking
into this so-called villa house or a house in Saigon.
The time is so long ago, Senator, that I just don’t recall where I
heard it. If I did, I would tell you.
Senator PERCY. For the record, so that it is complete at this point,
on September 7, 1966, you wrote to Crum of a possible investigation:
To be conducted in Saigon regarding the activities of a beer representative
involving a villa, and I presume it is the L & M (Llewellyn and Mason) with
your house. So you can take it for what it is worth, Bill, although I presume
there have been Some investigations before, as there always are. I send you
this in confidence.

Confidentially, Henry also writes me that Colonel Garroni says that an in
vestigation is to be conducted in Saigon regarding the activities of a beer rep
resentative involving a villa and I presume. ***

That would be the complete text. That should precede the previous
quotation that I provided.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Peterson, is it true that in February 1968 you
authorized Mr. William Crum of Price & Co., your broker in Vietnam,

to give a 50 cents per case allowance to promote Jim Beam in Vietnam
''then misrepresented such charges on your books as travel allow
ances at Crum's suggestion?
Mr. PETERson. Mr. Crum wrote me a letter stating that other firms
were authorizing a promotional allowance. I answered him saying
35-359–71–pt. 4–12
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that this was not the normal practice for our company, but after

reconsideration in view of the rising costs over there in personnel and
the cost of doing business—Mr. Crum told me he made many air trips
and his men did in the upper part of the country, and so forth—that
I authorized an allowance of 50 cents for what we call travel and pro

motional allowances. This was given for a 1-year period to help him
cover his business expenses.
Mr. ADLERMAN. At this time, did he write to you, about the 1st of
February 1968, and say to you:
I write to remind you of our conversation concerning your allowing us some
travel money to promote with. As you observed, competition has really started
promoting and if we are to hold our own position in Vietnam it is necessary to
promote. Hiram Walker, National, and Brown Fourman are especially actively
promoting from 80 cents to $1 per case. If you would be willing to provide 50
cents per box, we would match this amount.

Was it the practice abroad to have competition paying out as much
as 80 cents to $1 a case, by all companies? Was this a general practice,
allowing these allowances for paying kickbacks and so forth? Did
you have to meet the competition on that?
Mr. PETERSON. This letter was from Mr. Crum to me; to our company.
I have never asked my competition if they have promotional allow
ances or not. I know that in the Orient it was frequent to have in the
military clubs a two-for-one night for maybe 1 hour, a 10-cents-a-drink

night where in some cases the vendor picked up the additional money
for the 1 hour that it happened, the giving away of cigarette lighters
at Christmas holiday season time at the end of the year to the club
members.

I think we paid for a number of lighters.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Peterson, are you seriously contending that these
'.really promotional allowances, to give cigarette lighters and so
Orth'

Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t it a fact—

Senator PERCY. May I ask this question: As a company that presum
ably documents its vouchers for expenses in order to justify t!: QX
enses to Internal Revenue, what documentation did you receive dur
ing the period that you did business with Mr. Crum and through Mr.
Crum that would be convincing to the company and to Internal Rev
enue that these charges were spent for legitimate promotions?
If cigarette lighters were purchased, what evidence is there that
they were purchased and distributed as promotions?
Mr. PETERSON. Senator Percy, in this instance we based our 50 cents
per case over that period of time on the shipments that we made, on

a flat fee of 50 cents. I did not ask for any documentation of any kind.
Senator PERCY. Is there any letter in writing, evidence, from Mr.
Crum, that he actually did spendit in this activity, for these purchases?

Mr. PETERSON. Not to my knowledge, Senator, except when I visited
Vietnam he would tell me that the boys were in the field promoting
our product by these various methods. That is the only evidence that
I could think of that we have in our files.

Senator PERCY. Following up, then, on the question about your
competitors. I tried to stay pretty close to what our competitors were
doing all over the world. 'W', constantly had complaints from our dis
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tributors and salesmen as to the intensive efforts by our salesmen. I
can’t believe that in the period of time you were with Mr. Crum he
did not discuss with you promotional activities engaged in by your
competitors.

ould you, first of all, tell us whether or not you had such dis
cussions and had such knowledge, and would you secondly share such
knowledge with us as to what the competitive practices were in these
areas to get business? Certainly, we might well call other witnesses
and companies to testify. We would rather have it direct from you,
from your own firsthand knowledge, as reported to you by your
representative.
Mr. PETERSON. Senator, our method of trying to get additional busi
ness from these particular areas were through the salesmen’s efforts
in calling on the clubs in Vietnam and asking them if they would keep
our whiskies in their barwell or in the back bar, if the boys could see
that the whisky was in the package shop at eye level with a number
of facings, if possible.
In other words, we wanted our Jim Beam bourbon whisky to be
in evidence as much as possible.
If you would permit me, Senator, I would like to say that our Jim
Beam bourbon whisky is a very popular whisky with the Armed
Forces throughout the world and is a very popular whisky in the
United States. I believe it is the No. 1 straight bourbon whisky.
And also in the 127 indigenous areas of the world that I continually
travel. Therefore, it was my endeavor, through Price & Co., to
do whatever I possibly could to see that our whiskies were available
' the troops at the appropriate time in the clubs and in the package
Shops.

Senator PERCY. It was previously reported to us by an investigator
that it is widespread knowledge among managers of clubs that kick
backs are the order of business. At any time were you asked directly,
or did you have direct knowledge through Mr. Crum, of kickbacks
that were requested by these operators for your requesting them to
provide prominent promotional space, visual evidence of the existence
of Jim Beam products, or did you just do it on the basis of selling the
quality of your product against someone else's quality?
Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Crum, Senator, never at any time told me that
he had made a payment or a kickback to anyone, to my knowledge.
Senator PERCY. Did you accompany Mr. Crum on any of his calls?
Mr. PETERSON. I accompanied Mr. Crum on his calls to the Army
and Air Force exchange services headquarters in Saigon. My schedule
being as it is, Senator, does not enable me to get in depth into a market
because I am only there a day or two and I travel on. And that has
been my schedule in Vietnam.
Senator PERCY. How many days did you spend in Vietnam?
Mr. PETERSON. Senator, I would spend anywhere from 24 hours to
my longest stay there, which would # 3 days. As I mentioned, over
an almost 6-year period, I was in Vietnam a total of about 18 days, 17
or 18 days totally. I went back through my schedules and checked.
Senator PERCY. Of the 18 days, what proportion of that time would

be spent talking to Mr. Crum and your own internal people, and what
proportion would be spent calling on high echelon officials or typical
customers?

-
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Mr. PETERson. I would say 50 F' of my time would be in the
Army-Air Force headquarters—I am sorry, an hour or 2 hours, or
whatever the appointment was that afternoon. That evening I would
go out with Mr. Crum to dinner, probably to the International Club,
which was a State Department club or whatever it was there.

The next day I would discuss various market areas and then depart
from Vietnam. On one trip over there I wanted to go out and see the
area of Long Binh, having heard a great deal about it, and one of
Mr. Crum’s men took me out there.

During our visit out there I met Mr. Higdon and I recall it vividly

because he was coming down the steps and was going to inspect three
new clubs he had built. He invited me to go with him. I went with
him in his limousine and saw the clubs. Then I shook his hand and said

goodby and when I got to Chicago I wrote him a letter saying thank
you for the courtesies extended.
But this was the extent of my visits to the clubs, except when I
landed at Tan Son Nhut when I would drop in and say hello to the
club because it was right on my way to the city. I believe I made two
calls there.

To my recollection of Vietnam, these are the only calls I ever made
to a base-level club.

Senator PERCY. What would you describe as your purpose in going
there and spending 18 days, then?
Mr. PETERSON.

£ I was trying to get additional placements

of my items listed with the Army and Air Force exchange in the
Vietnam area. I think the record shows from the documents that Mr.

Duffy took that I was particularly interested in getting our cordials,
£ whiskies listed. We never got them listed.
I think of all the major distilleries, we were the only one and still
are today, that ended up with one single listing against our worth
while competitors' many listings.
Senator PERCY. When was the last time that you communicated with

our vodkas, our

Mr. Crum?

Mr. PETERson. Senator, we canceled our sales agreement with Price
& Co. in 1968 and I have had no communications with Mr. Crum or

that company since that time.
To the best of my recollection, I saw Mr. Crum for 1 day in October
of 1968 in Saigon.
Senator PERCY. And you have no knowledge as to his whereabouts
now?

Mr. PETERson. Senator, I donotknow where Mr. Crum is.
Senator PERCY. Once again, at any time while you were in Vietnam

making these calls with Mr. Crum—and, obviously, your accompany
ing him invoked your company's stamp of approval, on his activity of
which you had considerable knowledge—did you spend any time

with any officer, noncommissioned officer, or personnel of these ac
tivities, or organizations where there was any discussion of what
might be considered irregular and unusual business practices such
askickbacks, payoffs, or whateverelse it may be?
-

-

Did you ever hear any such discussions or have such discussions
with such personnel or with Mr. Crum?
Mr. PETERson. No, sir, Senator. I have never heard of that discussion
with any military personnel from Mr. Crum.
-

-
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Peterson, in a letter you received from Mr.
Crum that we alluded to a little while ago, he asked for travel money,
is that right?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir, we called it travel—
Mr. ADLERMAN. You use the term travel money?

Mr. PETERSON. We call it travel and promotion money.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is 50 cents a case.

Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did you reply to that?

Mr. KRASH. Have you the letter or a copy?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

I will read this letter and ask if it is your recollection—
Mr. KRASH. What is the date of the letter?

Mr. ADLERMAN. February 13, 1968; this is to Mr. Crum from
yourself—
Dear Bill: We have your letter of 1 February, wherein you request 50 cents
per case to be allotted your area for promotional expenses per case for our prod
ucts SOld in Vietnam.

Please be advised that it is our policy not to allocate promotional funds on a
per case sold basis. However, consideration will be given toward increasing your

overall advertising budget in the Pacific areas; hoping that this may help Sales
in your areas as well as Other areas.

We fully understand the increased competition that is evident in the Pacific
Ocean areas and will do whatever possible to meet such a competition.

I refer again to the previous letter written by Crum to you in which
he tells you that Hiram Walker, National, and Brown Fourman are

actively promoting 80 cents to $1 per case, and so forth.
You agree, I believe, here in your letter, that you know there is com
petition and you know they are paying promotion money at either
80 cents or a dollar a case; isn’t that a fact?
Mr. PETERSON. It is a fact that Mr. Crum wrote and told me that

they were. They probably were.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You say you fully understand the increased com
petition, so you knew about them; did you not?
Mr. PETERSON. From Mr. Crum's letter; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Not only that. You say: “We understand the in
creased competition.” You knew about it outside of what Mr. Crum

told you. Wasn't it common knowledge both in Korea, Vietnam, and
other places in the world, that you had to do business with the PX's or
exchange clubs, that you had to pay off to do it?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Why do you object to the promotional allowance?
Mr. PETERson. The promotional allowance I described a moment
ago, Senator
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am not a Senator.

Mr. PETERSoN (continuing). I am sorry, Mr. Adlerman.

Were such things as 10-cent-night or two-for-one-drink in the club,
or giveaway items in the club. I don’t know, Mr. Adlerman, what the
allowances are from our competitors.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer in evidence these two letters
as exhibits.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, that may be done.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 375 and 376”
for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Senator RIBICOFF: Why did you send a carbon copy of your letter
to Mr. Crum to Price & Co. in Hong Kong?
Mr. PETERSON. That was the headquarters company for Price & Co.
Senator RIBICOFF. But Mr. Crum was based during this time in
Saigon?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir, he was.

Senator RIBICOFF. And Asa Smith was in Hong Kong?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you want Asa Smith to know what your com
munications were with Mr. Crum?

Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.

-

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I have one last question before I
must leave.

Could you tell us, Mr. Peterson, how fully you kept the president,
the chief executive officer, if he is the president, or the chairman of
the board, of Jim Beam appraised of your activities and the relation
ship with Mr. Crum?

re you a director of the company, by the way?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir, I am a director of the James B. Beam Dis

tilling Co.
Senator PERCY. And to what extent are the directors apprised of
this relationship and have knowledge of it?
Mr. PETERson. My immediate superior was briefed.
Senator PERCY. Would you identify who that is?
Mr. PETERson. Well, at this date it was Mr. Harry Blum, who was
the board chairman of the James B. Beam Distilling Co. He had a very
active interest in exports, not only to our great military forces but to
the indigenous countries around the world. Under his guidance we
had succeeded in being the largest exporter of bourbon in the United
States today.
Upon the return of my trips I thoroughly briefed this gentleman
and our vice president, Mr. Martin Newman. They were advised of
my activities in every market area that I worked in.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFF. The time is going on. We are going to put Mr.
Bellino on and then recess for the day.
My understanding is you had a problem of leaving today. We will
not be able to finish today. We will be in session on the floor with a
vote taking place shortly after 1 o'clock.
Could you come back tomorrow?
Mr. KRASH. Mr. Chairman, I have to be in New York in Federal
district court for an argument at 10 o’clock with many counsel, which
has been scheduled for many weeks. It is an important case.
Do you suppose it would be possible for me to talk to Mr. Adler
man and Mr. Duffy after the hearing to either arrange for the wit
-

-

ness to be here with other counsel or to work out some other arrange

ment? He was originally scheduled to be here Wednesday and he can
celed a Far East trip. Then we were sure he would be through to
day and made arrangements on that basis.
I appreciate the committee's problem. Why don’t I discuss that
with Mr. Adlerman and Mr. Duffy?
Senator RIBICOFF. We will adjourn until tomorrow right after Mr.
Bellino's testimony, which will take about 10 minutes. I would gather
we could probably finish with Mr. Peterson tomorrow.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Can't your cocounsel be here?

Mr. KRASH. Could we talk about it afterwards?
Senator RIBICOFF. We have a problem with Senator Gurney, who
cannot be here tomorrow. Mr. Gurney has some questions to ask of Mr.
Peterson.

-

|

When do you return from abroad, Mr. Peterson?
Mr. PETERson. I am departing on Monday, Mr. Chairman, and I
will be back on March 25. I have had two delays already on my trip
to New Zealand and Australia. There are very many important things
pending.
£r RIBICOFF. Unfortunately, with the situation, I am sure you
can get a later plane. If you can’t be here tomorrow, you can come
back on Monday.

If you come back tomorrow, we can finish the testimony tomorrow.

Mr. KRASH. I think the witness would prefer to come back tomorrow.
We will work out some other arrangement.
Senator RIBICOFF. We will defer Mr. Bellino because Senator Gur

ney has some questions to ask of you, Mr. Peterson.
Senator GURNEY. What position does the Jim Beam bourbon whis
ky enjoy in sales within the United States? Is it one, two, three,
four?

Mr. PETERson. Senator, in calendar year 1970, the brand of James
Beam straight bourbon whisky enjoyed sales of 2,900,000 cases. Our
nearest competitor in the bourbon field was one of National Distillers’

products, Old Crow, that did 2:200,000 cases.

-

Senator GURNEY. Your position is No. 1, is that right?
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir; Senator. And Old Crow is No. 2.

Senator GURNEY. Was it your testimony, as I understood it, that
Mr. Crum wasn't too successful in promoting your product in Viet
nam?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Here are figures of sales of bourbon in Vietnam

in the years of 1966 through 1969. Jim Beam is No. 1 at 1,522,812 bot
tles. Old Grandad is second with 1,026,528 bottles. Schenley is 804,
000. Old Crow, your second nearest competitor over here, was No. 4
in Vietnam, at 771,000.
The point I am making is that you outsold your nearest competitor
by one-third. I would think that was a pretty good record on Mr.
Crum's part.

Where do you think it fell down?
Mr. PETERSON. Senator, there were times that I understood that addi

tional bourbon had to be brought into Vietnam from other Govern

'
agencies surrounding that country because of the shortage of my
rOduct.
p

I felt that if additional Beam products were on sale they would have

been sold. I have received, and I suppose many other distillers have,
many letters from the Armed Forces saying our whiskies were scarce or
nonexistent in certain remote areas.

-

I can well understand that because the post exchange had a very
difficult job to perform, and I think they performed it very well.
Senator GURNEY. It does appear evident from these figures that there
was no lack of sales of Jim Beam in Vietnam. Is that correct?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

-
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At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)

£ £ Let me pursue that infomation about there being
a shortage of Jim Beam whisky. I have a series of letters written in
1967 to Crum and to William Johns of Pacific Sales in Tokyo that
indicated you were working with a certain Louis Bernard, who was
head of the Far East locker fund located in Tokyo. .
In this letter, it indicates you were working with him to stockpile
-

-

some 3,000 cases for early October.
Just about the time I felt Vietnam would be running short of whisky.

What is that all about?

•

Mr. PETERson. From my recollection, Senator, I felt that in Septem
ber the Army and Air Force Exchange Service did not order sufficient

uantities of our bourbon to arrive in time for the holiday season of
that Wear.

I£
essing that they would be looking in various areas for addi
tional deliveries of whisky, of our whiskies, wherein there would be

a short pipeline.
This is the reason that I asked Japan if they would stockpile a little
extra whisky to take care of this should it happen.
Senator GURNEY. There is no connection with the Far East locker

fund and whisky procurement in Vietnam, is there?
Mr. PETERson. No, sir; there is not, except I believed that if they ran
short they would be looking in immediate areas where the pipeline was
shorter to obtain the whisky.

I think the pipeline from our distilleries to Vietnam, if I am not
mistaken, is somewhere between 3 to 5 months, depending upon the
backlog of the military ports.
Senator GURNEY. £ point of the matter is there is absolutely no
connection between the Far East locker fund and whisky procure
ment in Vietnam. That is correct, isn’t it?
Mr. PETERSON. That is correct, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. What was your relationship with Mr. Bernard
who ran this locker fund in Tokyo? Was it a pretty close relationship?
Mr. PETERSON. I have known Mr. Bernard for many years.
GURNEY. You have had a close working business relation

.#"

Ship?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, what you were doing here is using
your close relationship with Mr. Bernard to have him stockpile whis
ky for another area that he had nothing whatsoever to do with? Is
that correct?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir. I was hoping that he would do that.
Senator GURNEY: Your letter to Mr. Johns, of Pacific Sales, on Au
gust 8, 1967, says this:
According to plan, it is apparent that Lou will have over 3,000 cases of Jim
Beam in reserve for Vietnam about the first or second week in October, just about
the time I feel Vietnam will be running short of whiskey. I have already in
formed Bill Crum of this fact and I do not wish VRE (Vietnam Regional Ex
change) to know this until about October since I feel they will be running short
about this time.

In other words, this indicates to me, and I ask you the question:
You had already arranged with Lou Bernard to stockpile extra Jim
Beam whisky so it could go to Vietnam if you needed it, is that correct?
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Mr. PETERSON. Senator, I am not sure if he bought that amount of
whisky for stockpiling at this moment. I don’t have my records here
and I am not sure if he did that or not.

Senator GURNEY. What do you mean by “according to plan”?
Mr. PETERson. Well, according to what I would hope to be my plan
to get whisky out there.

enator GURNEY. In other words, you hoped he would stockpile it
because you suggested to him that he do it, and you had a close rela
tionship,is that correct?
Mr.

N. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. I am sure you are familiar with the operation of
these locker funds, and the locker fund in Tokyo, in the Far East,
which are financed by the units out there that put up the money.
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. it has nothing whatsoever to do with Vietnam.
Mr. PETERSON. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, who bought it is using other units’
moneys. Perhaps if not illegal, it is certainly wrongful. That would be
in order to make sure that your requirements in Vietnam are taken
care of, isn’t that correct?

Mr. PETERSON. I wasn’t aware that he was using other moneys or
moneys illegally, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. I didn’t say illegally. I said wrongfully.
Mr. PETERSON. Or

£

Senator GURNEY. The moneys belong to service units in the Tokyo
area and have nothing to do with Vietnam.

Let me ask you another question. This is a letter from you to Lou
Bernard dated October 22, 1968. This is after the stockpiling episode
of the previous year. It is addressed:
Dear Lou: you may recall our discussing the possibility of your son receiving
a Blum-Kovler Foundation scholarship. I discussed it with Mr. Blum yesterday
and he said he felt this was quite possible and asked that I send the attached
application to you to be filled out, thence mailed to your son to be completed and
signed and returned to me so that I may make presentation to the Full Scholar

ship Committee.
I am very optimistic and hopeful.
What is this all about?

Mr. PETERson. The Blum-Kovler Foundation, Senator, is a founda
to help deserving and worthwhile
youngsters with scholarships for college.
Senator GURNEY. Needy young men
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir; needy, deserving, worthwhile.
Senator GURNEY. Was Lou Bernard in the needy category?
tion that is established

£

Mr. PETERson. I would say he may have been I understand his son
and his son's wife were working when he was going to school.
So I submitted some names of people to the scholarship committee
of that foundation and the committee so endorsed it.
I would like to say that there is no financial correlation between the

Blum-Kovler Foundation and the James B. Beam Distilling Co. in
any way.

$.

GURNEY. Who is Mr. Blum?
Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Blum is our former board chairman who is now
retired.
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Senator GURNEY: Do you mean of Jim Beam Co.?
Mr. PETERSoN. Of the James B. Beam Distilling Co., yes.
Senator GURNEY. Who is Mr. Kovler?

Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Kovler is the present president of our company.
Senator GURNEY. Of the Jim Beam Co.?

Mr. PETERson. Of the James B. Beam Distilling Co.
Senator GURNEY. But there is no connection?
Mr. PETERSON. There is no financial connection between that fund

and the Beam Distilling Co.
Senator GURNEY. I understand Bernard's salary is somewhere be

tween $18,000 and $20,000 a year. In these days of inflation, that may
be needv, I don’t know.

Mr. PETERson. This foundation, Senator, was established many,
many years ago and has helped a great many youngsters through col
lege, and I think at the present time has somewhere between 300 and
400 worthwhile students.

-

Senator GURNEY. Did Mr. Bernard's son receive the scholarship?
Mr. PETERsoN. Yes, sir. He received a scholarship, a partial scholar
ship, because the fund does not provide total scholarships. He was
a law student here in Washington. He was on a scholarship, I think,
three terms, and has now since graduated.
Senator GURNEY. But you see nothing irregular or wrongful or un
ethical about a foundation headed by, or at least bearing the name of
one former and one present chief executive officer of your company
giving the scholarship to a son of a man with whom you did very
considerable business with in the Far East? You see nothing wrong
-

with that at all?

Mr. PETERson. No, sir. I wrote Mr. Bernard a letter which Mr. Duffy
has in his possession and told him that upon advice of one of the
members of the education committee, they didn't seem to think that
there was that conflict of interest and that there were no strings at
tached whatsoever to the scholarship.

Senator GURNEY. Do you think it might make Mr. Bernard more
friendly to you if you wanted to stockpile Jim Beam whisky in his
locker fund for use in Vietnam 2

Mr. PETERSON. I don’t think that had any bearing, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. It wouldn't have anything to do with it?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. There are a number of exhibits that Mr. Duffy
put in yesterday, letters between you and Mr. Crum that refer to a
so-called friend.

I will read a few excerpts that perhaps may tickle your memory.
Here is a letter of June 7, 1965, from Crum to you.
My friend has promised faithfully that he will not order any more Old Crow
until it runs out, and also increase his Jim Beam order so that we may be in
the number one position even during the month of June.
Then a little later:
My friend is most cooperative but he points out to me that Beam products are
not under contract with the Navy.

Then here is another, a letter of July 14, 1965, in which he says

something about the Pacific Exchange Service taking over the Navy
exchange facilities in Vietnam:
They will probably carry on with our mutual friend-in-court because he is
indispensable.
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Then there is a later reference:
At last it got over the hump with the Navy exchange here. They only ordered
500 cases but our friend pushed through the purchase order for 1,500 additional
CaSeS.

Who is “our friend?”

Mr. PETERson. Senator, I don’t know who he is referring to there
as “our friend.” As I mentioned before, I had little or no opportunity
to explore Vietnam in depth when I visited there. My calls were to the
chief of the exchange service there or his civilian head, or the purchas

ing agent. I do not know who he refers to as “my friend.”

-

Senator GURNEY. In other words, your testimony is he is not using
the word “our” meaning you but simply an editorial “our”?
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir. Did he say “my friend”?
Senator GURNEY. “Our friend.” He used “our friend,” and that
could mean a mutual friend of both of you or it might be just his
expression of “our friend,” meaning perhaps his.
Mr. PETERson. Sometimes Mr. Crum seems to take on the misty. His
second paragraph, sir, of that letter he wrote, where he says, “We
-

-

do not have a contract,” we have had a contract on our products with

the U.S. Navy for a great number of years, back into the late 1950's,
where we register our prices.

I don't know why he wrote this type of letter.
Senator GURNEY. One final question. In another exchange of corre
spondence here with Smith and also Mr. Crum, after Llewellyn and
Mason had been guests of Asa Smith in Hong Kong, you stated that
John Wysocki, of the A. & A.F.E.S., required documented evidence
of consumer demand before approving any more shipments of Beam
Choice and Bonded Beam in addition to Jim Beam.

You suggested also that the Vietnam exchange notify A. & A.F.E.S.
of such a need:

-

-

Would you please have them, Mason and Llewellyn, make such a request as
quickly as possible?

Of course, this is requesting the post exchange people out there
in procurement practices to say to their bosses over here in New York
that they £some Jim Beam whisky.
Do you think that is exactly ethical?
Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Senator, there is only one way to get whisky
to Vietnam and that was to have it ordered from Vietnam from the

people in the United States. There did exist for some period of time
within the Army and Air Force Exchange Service just where the
brand selection originated or where it was finalized or where it was
determined.

-

-

-

I was trying to place my bets on whatever was originated from
Vietnam would be acceptable to Hawaii, where there is an intermediate
headquarters, and New York and later Dallas.
However, to this moment, Senator, I don’t know who selects what
-

name brands.

Senator GURNEY. I know that there is a listing of the liquor list that
is furnished the procurement people in Vietnam as well as the other
procurement people in the Far East who buy whisky.
.
In November when we were in Southeast Asia doing investigating,
we talked to PX people and locker people in Japan and Korea and
got a pretty good idea of how they work.
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Of course, they work on consumer demand. If GI’s want a certain
brand whisky as evidenced by asking for it, then generally it is listed,
if there is enough demand. You know that as well as I do. ..
But it occurs to me here that what you are requesting of these
exchange offices is not really to say that there is a demand as evidenced
by a requests from I Corps, the 7th Division, or something, but to
simply state to their post exchange people over in this country that,
“We need some Jim Beam whisky. £ it over.”
What else does this mean except that?
Mr. PETERson. Senator, if my whisky is not here, there is no way
to create a demand for it or to order more of my whisky. I have to
et my whisky in position in the marketplace in order that a demand
# created. Otherwise, there would be no cause for demand.
This was purely a marketing function. These brands are popular.
I knew if they would be in Vietnam that the demand would be there
and they would be reordered.
Senator GURNEY. I grant you that. I certainly understand that.
That makes sense to anybody. But I am also saying that what is re
quested here is not the evidence of a demand based upon consumers'
requests, but, instead, the two PX officers saying to their headquarters,
“We want X brand.” That is regardless of what the consumer demand
is. Isn’t that right?
Mr. PETERson. May I say there was no consumer consumption fig
ure, Senator, because those brands weren’t there to establish this fact.

Senator GURNEY. There was no whisky at all in Southeast Asia
until we arrived, I suppose. I don’t suppose they drank whisky over
there. They probably drank rice wine. So there had to be some demand
by asking for it by the soldiers over there. That is how the various

brands, including Jim Beam, got listed. We understand that.
I am simply pointing out—and you have answered the question—that
upon consumer demand, but it was simply a
at least to exchange officers, to request the listing for these two whiskies,
it wasn’t b

£

Beam's Choice and Bonded Beam.

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY: Now I go back and say, don't you think that the
furnishing of a villa way back there when they arrived, through your
broker, might have had something to do with their friendliness, the
your products into Vietnam?
r. PETERSON. I would hope it would have but we never received
a listing, Senator.

":#

Senator GURNEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the documents referred to by
Senator Gurney which have not been put into the record as exhibits
by Mr. Duffy will be placed in the record as exhibits.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 377–380”
for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee. Ex
hibit 377 will also be found on page 1036 of the appendix.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock to
morrow".

(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Friday, February 19, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONs
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONs.

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:03 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed to
February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator John L. McClellan, Democrat,
Arkansas; Senator James B. Allen, Democrat, Alabama; Senator
Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Phillip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator; John
Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator Rib
icoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff and Allen.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, will you proceed with your statement
concerning testimony taken in executive session?

Mr. DUFFY. On January 27, 1971, in executive session, the subcom
mittee heard testimony concerning the operations of another large
broker, Envoy International, which represented such firms as Liggett
& Myers, National Distillers. Falstaff Beer, and Bacardi, in sales to
the military in the Far East.

Mr. Glenn Faulks, the general manager of Envoy International in
the Far East, invoked his constitutional privilege against self-incrim
ination when he was confronted with documented evidence of his direct

participation in the following:
(965)
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No. 1, kickbacks to the military by Glenn Faulks and other
personnel which involved $12 a case promotional allowance to push

Liggett & Myers cigarette sales to the military in Vietnam.
No. 2, payoffs by Envoy personnel to the military, warehouse and

depot personnel so they would push certain favored brands that En
voy International represented in the military clubs in Vietnam. .
No. 3, bribes by Envoy personnel paid to PX personnel for inside
information and disguising such bribes in expense reports as statistical
information.

-

-

No. 4, expense reports submitted by Envoy International and reim
bursed by National Distillers, Falstaff, for hotel bills and wining and
dining military custodians in order to push sales. Many of the military
personnel were identified by name in these reports.
Mr. Chairman, the committee has voted to make this executive testi

mony public. The vote was taken on February 11, 1971. With the per
mission of the Chair, I would request it be made a part of the record
of these hearings.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The executive hearing held on January 27, 1971, and made public
on February 11, 1971,
on p. 999 of this volume.)

!'

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Peterson.

TESTIMONY OF MEL PETERSON-Resumed
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman, would you continue with the ques
tioning of Mr. Peterson?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Peterson, has your company for a number of
£ made direct sales through Leo Slotnick, the manager of the
Marianas Open Mess in Guam ?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir, Mr. Adlerman.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Is Mr. Slotnick a civilian working for the Navy?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.

-

principal buyer

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is he the
Air Force and Navy on Guam?
Mr. PETERSON.

-

for all liquors for the

-

\' sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And has he held this position for about 20 years, to
your knowledge?
Mr. PETERson. To my knowledge he has, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN, Did your company supply favors and gratuities to
Slotnick in order to make the sales to that facility?
Mr. PETERSON. No.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You did not?

Mr. PETERSON. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I show you this letter dated September 8, 1966, writ
ten to you by Mr. Slotnick, and addressed to you in Chicago, Ill., refer
ring to supplying him with materials for a sauna.
Will you examine that letter?

-

(Document handed to the witness.)

Mr. PETERSON. I am familiar with that letter; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was that?
Mr. PETERSON. I am familiar with this letter.

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 381” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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ADLERMAN. Did you supply him with materials for a sauna

ath?

-

-

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir. I had ordered these sauna bath materials

to be sent to Mr. Slotnick upon his request.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What would you call that equipment? Would you
call that a gratuity?
Mr. PETERson. Mr. Adlerman, since 1953, I have been a family friend
of Leo and Connie Slotnick over the many years. He wrote and asked
me if I would send this material to him, which I fully expected to be
repaid for upon his acceptance. Mr. Slotnick, after this material was
sent, changed his mind and did not want this sauna bath material. He
so informed me of this fact on my next visit to Guam, the following
year, I think about 4 months later, and I told Mr. Slotnick that I
would dispose of it on Guam.
The material laid in the warehouse since 1967 or late 1966, and in
-

-

my travels, continually traveling around the world, it completely
slipped my mind that it was there until it became the focal point of
an investigation last fall.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you ever paid for that material?
Mr. PETERson. I was never paid for this material nor I
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever bill him for that material?
Mr. PETERSON. He was never billed for that material.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. I want to show you another letter—rather, I believe
this is an interoffice memorandum of October 19, 1966. It is addressed
to Mr. Wittwer. Would you examine that one?
(Document handed to the witness.)
PETERSON. Are you referring to the letter, sir, of October 19,
-

#

1966

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is right.

-

Mr. PETERSoN. Yes, sir; I am familiar with this letter. (The docu
ment referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 382” for reference and may
be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like you to read that letter, starting with
the third paragraph.
Would you read it out loud?
Mr. PETERson. Starting with the third paragraph?
-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.
As you know, George Gaber is here, and in talking with George yesterday
morning I told him of a little problem I have on Guam. It is a problem of getting
some lumber and fixtures out there to Leo Slotnick. George asked me to write
you to ask if you would arrange with Mr. Henry Berman

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think you can skip the next part of that sentence
and go to the next sentence which starts “confidentially”.
Mr. PETERSON (reading):
-

Confidentially, Leo Slotnick gives us a lot of business on Guam and it is
either a matter of doing this or else. If Mr. Berman can do this concerning
the supplies, I would certainly appreciate it.
-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN: What did you mean by “doing this or else”?
Mr. PETERson. I used this figuration of speech to try to emphasize
-

on our boys in California the importance of getting this job done, or
getting the materials together.
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It was in no way intended that Mr. Slotnick would not do business
with us again or in any other vain, because Mr. Slotnick has done a
normal or average business with our company over a great many years.

He has never had, to my knowledge, an overabundance of our whiskies
in his warehouse. In fact, I believe you will find that he maybe ran
short of our merchandise more than he had an overabundance. I say
this without any figures of any kind.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I know you are explaining it, but I will ask you a

question. What did you mean by “or else”? Does that mean that he was
going to cut you off if you didn’t do these favors for him, didn’t send
this material to him?

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

Mr. PETERson. No, sir. I did not intend it to mean that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did it mean, then?

Mr. PETERSoN. I intended that—I directed that toward our people
in California to try to show them the importance of this
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you mean by “or else” that they would be fired
if they didn’t send that material? Is that what you meant to tell your
own people? If they didn’t send that material they would be fired?

#

Mr. PETERSON. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You know what it meant. It was a fact that you had

to send that to him or otherwise you would lose favor with Mr. Slot
nick, isn’t that so?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir. I don’t think I would lose favor with Mr.
Slotnick.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know the experience that the Budweiser
beer company had with him?
Mr. PETERson. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You never heard of it?

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We will come to that a little later. It is hard for me

to believe that the phrase “or else” referred to anything else but that

you had to do this whether you liked it or not, and if you didn't do
it you were afraid you would lose favor with Leo Slotnick and he

would cut off his purchases of liquor.
Would you believe that?
Mr. PETERson. No, sir, I don’t believe that I would lose favor with
Mr. Slotnick if I had done this or not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In a later letter, referring to the sauna bath mate
rial—I don’t want to burden the record with it too much—you did send
that material on to Guam by a vessel, the Guam Bear, is that right?
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir, I believe it went by that vessel.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Can you tell us how much you paid for this mate
rial? I have it on the bottom of a letter that I would like to show to

you to refresh your recollection.
Mr. CHAPMAN. Are you referring to a memorandum dated Novem
ber 4, 1966, Mr. Adlerman?
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is right.
Mr. PETERson. The bill for the material for this sauna bath was

$418.80, and the ocean freight, packaging and forwarding fees were
$199.51. That made a total of $618.31.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. As far as

y:

know, you never recovered that.

What happened to the material? Is it still there?
Mr. PETERsoN. Mr. Slotnick never received the material. The mate
rial, to my knowledge, is still on Guam. I understand it is in the pos
-

session
of the U.S. Navy.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn't it a fact that this material went to Mr. Slot
nick's brother-in-law who was a distributor for Jim Beam on the
Island of Guam.'

-

Mr. PETERson. Mr. Slotnick's brother-in-law stored this material

in his warehouse, yes, sir.

•

Mr. Aoi'. He had possession and did he use it after that?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir. To my knowledge this material was never
used.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this the subject of an investigation?
Mr. PETERSON. Pardon me?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did this shipment of the sauna material become
the subject of an investigation?

Mr. PETERSON. It became the subject of an investigation with the
U.S. Navy on Guam, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That was after we got into this case, is that right?
Has the Navy confiscated that material?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir. The Navy has given a receipt for this mate
rial to Mr. Ferrante because it was in Mr. Ferrante's warehouse for
5 Wears.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That material remained in the warehouse until re

cently when the committee found out about it and the Navy took over
and they seized it, is that right?
Mr. PETERSON. That is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to move along, if I can. Did at any time
Mr. Slotnick request you to airmail him 5 dispensers and 100 pounds
of Tabex to be used for the chlorination of his swimming pool?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir

Mr. Aoi'. I would like to offer these with the letter previously
testified to.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(Documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 383,384, and
385” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the total expenditure for the chlorine
Tabex?

Mr. PETERSON. The cost of the chlorine Tabex and the dispenser came
to roughly $150 or $155.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever bill him for that?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir, I did not.
ADLERMAN. When did you send that to him? Was that in May

#

1

•

Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir, I believe it was in May 1968.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In that same month, did your company obtain a

large order of 300 cases of imported wines from Leo Slotnick?

£

say the record indicates that.
Mr. PETERSON. I don’t have the records, sir. We may have, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to show you this letter from Blum to
I

Leo Slotnick.
35–359–71–pt. 4–13
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This was a letter written by Mr. Blum. I think he was president of
the company at that time.
-

•

Mr. PETERson. No, sir. Mr. Blum was a retired former board chair
man of our company at this time.
Mr. ADLERMAN. But he was still active in the business, was he not?

The letter indicates that, if you read it.
Mr. PETERSON. He was interested

Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious. How much profit do you make on
300 cases of wine.

Mr. PETERson. Possibly somewhere around $900 to $1,100, Mr. Chair
man. I don’t know what type of wines it was.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am just curious. Why would the chairman of
the board of a large company write such a letter of appreciation to a

military procurement officer for 300 cases of wine?
Mr. PETERson. Mr. Chairman, I would have to go back a few years
to relate to Mr. Blum who was the dynamic force behind the James
Beam Distilling Co. when it was being built up. This gentleman
retired in 1967. He knew a great many sales directors. And while he
had no authority in the company, he had no job in the company, as a
gentleman who was interested in seeing his child that he built into a
successful corporation, he had an interest in seeing what the fellows
or the gang in our company was doing.
He knew Mr. Slotnick somewhat. I can truthfully say that any
order that came into our company was a thrill to Mr. Blum. This is
probably the reason why he wrote a nice letter to Leo. I do not see
any correlation between my sending Mr. Slotnick, at his letter request,
some chlorine Tabex and this order.

-

I would like to add that since 1953, I have been a friend of Mr.
Slotnick and his wife. There were times when I landed on Guam when

there were five or six hotel rooms, when there was no place to stay,
storms. I was invited to be a guest at his house. He showed me shelter.
I have dined at his home. I have swam in his swimming pool. I have
been a family friend.
It was for this reason that I sent these chlorine Tabex to him. I did

not invoice him for it. I felt this was in some small way an expression
of my appreciation for the many things that he had done for me over
a long period of time.
It wasn't but a year before that he wrote our company and he asked

if we would send him an air conditioner-compressor, which we did,
which we invoiced him for, which he paid us for.
There are people on those islands who don't know where to go to
get things in the United States of America that are not available on

those islands. People out there, such as he, would have no credit rating
if he would want to write a company in the United States to send them
Something. So he has asked me two or three times if I would do this
for him and I have done it and I have invoiced him on some occasions.

On this occasion with the chlorine pellets for his swimming pool I did
not invoice him.

Senator RIRICOFF. Mr. Peterson, I do appreciate your coming to this
the fifth amendment and testifying to the

course
committee
of procedure.
and not taking

•

What has disturbed me throughout these hearings is not just the
fact that a group of sergeants received payoffs. Many of them are
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underpaid and it can be understood. But there are always two sides
to a situation, the giver of the payoff, or bribe, and the taker.
I think it is £ more reprehensible when ièading American busi
ness firms, large corporations, try to get business by bribing a military
man who has a limited income. I would hope that if nothing else these
hearings would have a salutary effect and a warning to American
business, prestigious American business, that in dealing with the Gov
ernment, dealing with the military, that they owe a duty to their
country, to their stockholders, and to their own reputations and busi
ness ethics in not making payoffs and giving bribes to military
procurement officers.

The PX business and the service clubs is a large business, one of the
largest retail businesses in the entire world. And yet, this has been a

very sloppy operation with no one really minding the store, nobody
supervising.
There has been a great drift in the entire PX operation and in non
appropriated funds. If nothing else comes out of these hearings, I am
positive that there will be a series of reforms as to how the nonappro
priated business of this country is actually run.
This committee will have recommendations to make for legislation.
There is an obligation on the Congress and the Appropriations Com
mittee to supervise these nonappropriated fund activities.
I also believe that there will have to be an entire revamping of
the entire procedures of PX's and service clubs by the Defense
establishment.

(At this point Senator McClellan entered the hearing room.)
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question, please? .
Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.

Senator ALLEN. Mr. Peterson, I believe you testified that your
friendship with Mr. Slotnick dated back to 1953, or thereabouts. Is
that correct?

Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. As to this material for the sauna bath, who paid for

that? Did you pay for that personally or did your company pay for it?
Mr. PETERSON. I paid for this personally from my own funds.
Senator ALLEN. Were you later reimbursed by the company?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir; I was later reimbursed by my company.
Senator ALLEN. So actually, then, the company paid for it?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. And they had knowledge of the fact that you had
furnished that to Slotnick, is that correct?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir; we are referring to the chlorine?
Senator ALLEN. No; the sauna bath.
Mr. PETERSON. The sauna bath?
Senator ALLEN. Yes.
b

# PETERSON.
ath.

I am sorry, Senator. I did not pay for the sauna
-

Senator ALLEN. Who paid for that?
Mr. PETERSON. The company paid for the sauna bath. Again, I
would like to repeat that Mr. Slotnicknever received it.

Senator ALLEN. Yes; but they paid for it and it was furnished to
him. You did all that you needed to do to get the material to him?
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Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir; I will say this, Senator, that had Mr. Slot
nick received the sauna bath, had he installed it in his home or any
where else, we would have invoiced him for that sauna bath. But be
cause he did not receive it, because it laid in its original packing crates

for 5 years, we never sent an invoice to Mr. Slotnick.
I told my company that I was going to sell that sauna bath on Guam.
The sauna bath went into the warehouse. It stayed on top of an inside
office warehouse roof. It was completely forgotten by me in my travels

throughout the world and my brief stays on Guam. It never came back
to me until it was the subject of investigation in 1970.
Senator ALLEN. Do you have any correspondence in your file to sub
stantiate this?

Mr. PETERSON. That I had forgotten about the sauna?
Senator ALLEN. No; about the invoices.

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir; I do not.
Senator ALLEN. Or the failing to send invoices.
Mr. PETERSoN. No, sir; I did tell Mr. Slotnick in March, that follow
ing March, when I was on Guam, that I would sell it and to forget
about it. It was my responsibility. It was the property of Beam and
it laid on Guam. In fact, we gave Mr. Ferrante a payment for storage
for that sauna bath, the wood, of $200.
Senator ALLEN. That was after it reached Guam?
Mr. PETERSON. That was after it was in his warehouse for almost

5 years, sir.
Senator ALLEN. And the company paid that?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. What allowance did the company give you to pro
mote business at PX's throughout the world?

Mr. PETERSON. Senator, I don't have an allowance to promote busi
ness with a PX or anything. I have an expense account that I try to
keep within bounds.
Senator ALLEN. You have a reasonable expense account, then, for
the purpose of promotion of business?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. And what you spend in the promotion of business,
whether it be furnishing chlorine tablets or material for a sauna bath
is charged off by your company as a business promotion expense; is
that correct?

Mr. PETERSON. It is charged off as a business expense except the
sauna bath was not charged off because it was never given away,
Senator.

Senator ALLEN. You charged it off, though, as having been lost,
did vou not?
Mr. PETERSON. I still consider the sauna bath as an asset on our
books and I would like to sell it.

Senator ALLEN. Don't you think your assets are being overstated,
then, if you are taking that as an asset?

Mr. PETERson. I don't know, Senator. I will have to see what I
get for the sauna bath if I get it back.
Senator ALLEN. What markup does the Jim Beam Co. make on
whisky and wines sold at PX's outside the United States as compare
here in this country in the retail trade or the wholesale

' price
racie
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Mr. PETERson. Senator, the Beam Distilling Co. has one price on
its whiskies based on f.o.b. Kentucky distillery price. This price is
registered with the control States in the United States, with every
control State.

These are prices that we use in exporting our Jim Beam whiskies
throughout the world. There is no discount. There is no subtraction
from the price for any reason. We have one price for every customer

in the world, in the United States, and overseas, with the Armed
Forces, with our other 127 foreign areas that we ship our whiskies to.
We have many people in our company who check those prices. We
are very particular that we charge the same price to every customer,
f.o.b. our distillery.
Senator ALLEN. Is Federal tax charged on whisky and wines sold
to PX’s 2

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Senator ALLEN. So the price, then, to the serviceman is considerably
lower than it is to the civilian in this country; is that correct?
Mr. PETERson. Senator, the U.S. military forces, I think, get a
very favorable price for our whiskies.
Senator ALLEN: What promotional expenses do you incur in the
promotion of business at PX's outside the country or inside the coun
try, for that matter?

Mr. PETERSON. Senator, the only place, to my knowledge, where the
post exchange is in the distilling business or in the whisky business

is in Vietnam. They were put in this business by necessity because of
the war there.

-

.

.

.

.”

1

-

.

. .

"

I would like to repeat again, I think they did a very fine job in

distribution of this whisky in Vietnam. In one year ''

3.

promotional allowance, a traveling promotional allowance, of 50 cents
per case on the whiskies that were
to the exchange, into Viet

s'

Ilam.

. . .

-

.

.

;

Senator ALLEN. Did you have promotional allowances anywhere
other than in Vietnam?

-

-

-

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, I had promotional allowances to many of our

indigenous customers overseas. I also gave promotional allowances
in that same short period of time to our other military vendors to
promote our whiskies within the clubs.
Senator ALLEN. Do you have a promotional allowance inside the
United States?

Mr. PETERSON.Yes, I believe there is one, Senator.
Senator ALLEN. How large is it?
Mr. PETERSON. Sir, I don't know. All of my life has been devoted to

the export of distilled products, since World War II. This may be
hard to believe, but I don't know the total functions of the budgets
that occur in our company within the United States.
I know we have advertising moneys that we spend. I think our
company spends a good deal of money advertising our product. But
I do not know the promotional sums.
Senator ALLEN. As to the loan that Mr. Slotnick requested and the
company turned down, I believe, did you make that loan to him per
sonally afterwards?
Mr. PETERson. Senator, if I recall what you are referring to, I think
Mr. Slotnick requested a loan from Mr. Blum, our former board
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chairman, and not our company. Mr. Blum was not with the Beam Co.,
to the best of my recollection, when this request for a loan was made.

I think if you will read Mr. Blum's reply, it will tell Mr. Slotnick
that it would be very inappropriate, this request was a very inap
propriate request. I was not a part
Senator ALLEN. But it is not speaking individually. This is speaking
as a representative of a company selling a product through Slotnick.
Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Slotnick never, to my knowledge, made a request
of me and my company for a loan.

Senator ALLEN. Did you ever make him a loan
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you make any arrangements with any banks
to provide a loan to Mr. Slotnick or any of his relatives?
Mr. PETERSON. Not me nor the Beam Co.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Not you nor the Beam Co?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you remember when Slotnick made the request
for a loan there was a reply by Mr. Blum—by yourself, I am sorry—
no, by Mr. Blum.
Mr. PETERsoN. I have never been a party to a loan with Mr. Slot
nick nor my company, to my recollection, Mr. Adlerman.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was there an offer made in that letter of October 31,

1967, where Mr. Blum turned him down saying that—
In your fiduciary capacity as a Director of Procurement of whiskies for the
Military Forces on Guam, and the fact that we are directly or indirectly selling
you our products, it would forbid us, whether in this country or any other
country, to loan you money. This is also especially true in view of the fact
that you are operating on U.S. Government property and utilizing U.S.
Government transportation. Our attorneys were surprised at this request and
strongly advised that you would not place yourself in that position with any
supplier, be it liquor or any other commodity.

Are you familiar with that letter?
Mr. PETERson. I have seen this letter.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In the latter part of the letter, it says:
Mel advises me that your associates are well to do and worth a lot of money.
If you want me to go to our bank to check through their affiliated banks in the
U.S.A. and the Orient. I could do this, but for some reason or another I don’t

think that you wanted me to make it known that your associations are seeking
funds through other channels; however, if your associates feel so inclined, feel
free to send me a financial statement and I will see what I can do with the

second largest bank in Chicago or, likewise, friends of mine.

Do you know whether or not any loans were made through the inter
cession of Mr. Blum or any other officer of the company?
Mr. PETERSON. I don't know whether a loan was made or not, but
I believe there was never a loan made to Mr. Slotnick by Mr. Blum.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I request that the documents marked 95, 96 and 97
be made exhibits.

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 386, 387,
and 3SS” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcom
mittee.)

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to read one part of exhibit No. 388

# is dated November 16, 1967, addressed to Leo Slotnick by Mr.
Ulm.
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I have your letter of November 7, 1967, before me, and it is apparent that my
previous letter to you was either misinterpreted or that I did not state my
thoughts correctly. Undoubtedly, it was the latter reason. However; whatever
it was, I wish to apologize for this little mixup. Many times, distance and letters
have a habit of causing these things. It just so happened that when I started
to dictate on your letter One of my goddammed auditors was sitting at my desk
and I guess, like a darned fool I listened to him.

As a matter of fact, he helped me dictate the letter that is causing all this
trouble. I Will know better next time.

Do you feel that if he had another opportunity he would have
granted the loan /
Mr. PETERsoN. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much business did Jim Beam do with Mr.
Slotnick that the chairman of the board had to so demean himself to

apologize in such a way?
Mr. PETERsON. I do not have the figures with me, Mr. Chairman.
However, I don’t think we do more than 5 percent of Mr. Slotnick's
total business.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is Mr. Slotnick's total business of Jim Beam's
total business infinitesimal?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF: We hear all about the great pride that American
business has in itself.

Would you say that a letter like this from the chairman of a board
to one of his customers demeaning himself to such an extent indicates
?

":
r. PETERson. I believe at this writing, Mr. Blum was retired from
the Beam Co. when this series of letters started.

Senator RIBICOFF. He may be retired but my guess is he is probably
the largest stockholder, is he not? Retired chairmen of boards usually
are.

Mr. PETERSON. I don’t know, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is he on the board of directors?

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. He wasn’t in 1967 either?
Mr. PETERSON. Not when this letter was written.

Senator RIBICOFF. But he must have been active in the company.
He came in, dictated letters and made policy.
Mr. PETERson. He retained an office on the premises of the company,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. This was November 16, 1967, and yet on May 14,
1968, he again writes to Mr. Slotnick thanking him for the large order
of wines, you having shown Mr. Blum the order. So apparently Mr.
Blum was still an important factor in the Jim Beam Co.
Mr. PETERSON. As I testified previously, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Blum
was extremely interested in the continued progress of the company
that he had built up over a great many years. This company was like
a child to him, and he still has an interest in watching and seeing what
progress this company makes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any questions, Mr. Chairman, of this
•

witness?

The CHAIRMAN. No, Senator.
Mr. CHAPMAN. Mr. Chairman, we would appreciate an opportunity
-

for Mr. Peterson to make one or two statements to try to put in Some
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perspective some of the testimony, particularly of yesterday, if we
might have the brief opportunity.
Senator RIBICOFF.

£ you may.

Mr. PETERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would first like to make one point crystal clear concerning this
villa house, mentioned yesterday, in Saigon.

The Beam Co. and none of its employees had absolutely nothing to
do with the thought or the idea of obtaining a villa house for the ex
change officials, nor did we find it, nor did we furnish it, nor did we
maintain it.

This villa house was the sole project of our independent military
broker, who, incidentally, represents a great many other corporations
and companies besides our own, and over whom we had no direct
control.

Secondly, the firm of Gande, Price & Co., which was a very reputable
and old established firm in the Far East, was originally appointed
by the Beam Co. as its military broker for Vietnam and Thailand in
1962.

To my knowledge, it was not until a year and a half or so later that
Mr. Crum took over the Gande, Price offices in Vietnam, and the com
pany was later renamed Price & Co.

The Beam Co. terminated its business relationship with Price & Co.
in 1968, and since that date we have had no connection whatsoever

with this company.
Finally, I should like to point out that Price & Co. were independ
ent military brokers for a large number of companies other than the
Beam Co., and they represented a great variety of products apart from
alcoholic beverages. Neither William Crum nor anyone else associated
with Price & Co. was an executive nor an employee of the Beam Co.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
t

Senator RIBICOFF. I think in all fairness the statement is correct,

that Mr. Crum was an independent broker, Jim Beam was only one
of his accounts.

-

You happened to be here to testify. There are many other companies

who were involved with Mr. Crum who engaged in similar practices.
Unquestionably, what Crum was doing was £ the military
personnel with these favors and kickbacks, not only for his Jim Beam
account but his other customers as well.
I think in all fairness to the Jim Beam Co. that should be stated.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to suggest that you did more than con

done the supplying of the villa to Mason and Llewellyn. You approved
and applauded it. I quote your letter of September 21, 1965, which is
already in evidence.
That was 3 years before you broke relations.
-

You wrote:

•

-

“Congratulations on a job well done in relation to accommodations
for Army and Air Force personnel”—meaning the PX personnel.
“Thanks for a job well done.”
That indicates more than just condoning it. That is encouraging
them, that is approving it, and they received a lot of commissions which
I think we will have testimony on in just a moment or two.
It shows they received a lot of money from your company. They
could have well paid for this out of the commissions they received.
-

-
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You approved their action. You thought they were doing a good job.
That is more than just condoning it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are there any further questions?
"
Why did you thank Mr. Crum for a job well done if you weren't

encouraging him?
Mr. PETERSON. We were an ipso facto thing here, Mr. Chairman.
He had already done everything he had done. The men had comfor
table living quarters, I suppose more comfortable than the barracks
that they would have been in, which was not the Beam Co.'s business,
I realize.

Certainly, no good came of this as far as the Beam Co. is concerned.
Senator RIBICOFF. You knew that because of this your business
relationship would have been solidified or better assured if the sup
plier was happy with Mr. Crum and his arrangements?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir, we would have hoped that would have been
the case. But in the end it was not the case.

Mr. ADLERMAN. May I also £ that you realized that the actions
of Crum were improper if not illegal, and that you tipped off Crum
of a pending investigation by the military of the housing of Llewellyn

and Mason. That tip was based upon information that had been sup
plied to you by Jim Henry of the Envoy Co. He wrote you that Colonel

Garroni was going to investigate the villa situation.
Then you informed Crum of the pending investigation. Isn't that
true?

Mr. PETERson. I am not familiar with any letter that Mr. Henry
wrote me, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking about the letter that was written on
February 1, 1968. It is the letter that you wrote to him advising Crum
that he was about to be investigated.
Did you write him a letter?
Mr. PETERSON. I had heard a rumor, as I testified yesterday, that
there may be an investigation of some beer company—I believe it was
a beer company and a house in Saigon.
Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, when you tipped him off, you realized
that his activities were improper and
isn’t that so?
Mr. PETERSON. I cannot judge to the legality of this man only
renting
. Mr. ADLERMAN: Why did you tip him off that there was a pending

£

investigation by the military of the housing of Llewellyn

: Mason

in the villa?

to' PETERSON. I merely passed along something that I had heard
Illin.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was that?

Mr. PETERSON. I said merely passed along a rumor that I had heard.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And you heard that from Mr. Henry?
He was with the Envoy company.
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

. Mr. ADLERMAN. I think the record will speak for itself. The letter
is already in evidence.

Mr. PETERSON. I don't recall where I heard it. I testified yesterday
and I don’t recall where I heard that rumor.

Mr. DUFFY. You were aware, Mr. Peterson, were you not, that Col
onel Garroni was in charge of the PX system in Hawaii at the time?
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Mr. PETERSON. Yes; I recall his being in Hawaii but I don’t recall
which year, Mr. Duffy.
Mr. DUFFY. And you were acquainted with the fact that Colonel
Garroni was supposed to look into this matter, right? That is what
you were told?

Mr. PETERSON. That was the rumor I had heard; yes, sir.

d' DUFFY. And that investigation never took place, to your knowl
eClCre.

#.
PETERsoN. To my knowledge, it never did, Mr. Duffy.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to call Mr. Bellino.
I suggest that Mr. Peterson remain during the testimony of Mr.
Bellino.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you solemnly swear that the testimony you
will give before this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. BELLINo. I do.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Before Mr. Bellino testifies, I would like to make

the record straight, I refer to a letter of September 7, 1967, which you
wrote to Mr. Bill Crum, which reads as follows:
Confidentially, Henry also writes me that Colonel Garroni says that an in
vestigation is to be conducted in Saigon regarding the activities of a beer repre
sentative involved in a villa, and I presume it is the L & M with your house, so
you can take it for what it is worth, Bill, although I presume there has been
some investigation, before, as there always are. I send you this in confidence.

Who was Mr. Henry? Is he a friend of yours?
Mr. PETERson. Mr. Jim Henry?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir; I know Mr. Jim Henry very well.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he write to you concerning Colonel Garroni?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Which Mr. Henry wrote to you, then?
Mr. PETERson. This has to be another Henry.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it Henry Wilson?
Mr. PETERson. It could be Henry Wilson; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was he?

Mr. PETERSON. He was the gentleman who was at one time with the
Exchange Service. He since has passed away.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you recall now that he wrote you about Colonel
Garroni tipping him off about the raid?
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir; I believe it was this Henry. I believe it was
Mr. Wilson.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So you acknowledge the fact that you did tip Mr.
Crum off that there was a pending investigation and you received the
information secondhand from a Colonel Garroni.

Mr. PETERson. I wrote Mr. Crum the rumor that I heard there may
be an investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, have you had occasion to examine some
of the records of the Jim Beam Company?
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0

Mr. BELLINo. I have a batch of records which were obtained by
LaVern Duffy which I would like to make an exhibit, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, they may be admitted as an
exhibit.
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(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 389” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. I have reviewed and summarized a group of vouchers
which have just been made an exhibit covering payments to Price &
Co. for alleged travel and advertising expenses paid by James B. Beam
Distilling Co.
The vouchers are for only 8 months in 1968 and total payments

aggregate $16,140. These vouchers are only a part of the vouchers
submitted for so-called travel and advertising expenses. The total
amount paid to Price & Co. in 1968 and 1969, covering 1968 only,
amounted to $23,095.

It is indicated that these payments are based on 50 cents per case.
Available figures for 7 of the 12 months in 1968 reflect total cases
shipped amounted to 28,940. The payment on these would have
amounted to $14,470.

Since the company apparently did not want to base such payments
on a per case basis, the amount they paid out on these seven vouchers
was $14,445. The individual vouchers were adjusted as desired.

For instance, the voucher for the month of April 1968 was for 3,460
cases which at 50 cents per case would amount to $1,730. The figure
three in $1,730 was changed to five—making it $1,750. The changes were
obviously made to avoid any relation to payments on a per case basis.
Payments to Price & Co., Ltd., for commissioners earned from
28, 1966, to February 27, 1969, amounted to $239,796.70 as

'anuary
ollows:

Based on a commission of 10 percent, this business would amount to
$2,397,000. Travel and promotion expenses amounted to $23,095. There
fore, the total payments to Price & Co. were $262,891.70.
Senator RIBICOFF. How do you explain the difference between the
$239,796.70 and the additional $23,095? What was the additional
$23,095?

Mr. BELLINo. The additional is the promotional expenses, $23,095.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is there evidence as to where that $23,000 went?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir. The vouchers
show traveling and ad
vertising expenses payable to Price & Co., Ltd.

'

Senator RIBIcoFF. There is no breakdown of those vouchers to indi

cate whether there was advertising or traveling involved?
Mr. BELLINo. That is right. There is no other supporting documen
tation.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have any supporting breakdown, Mr.
Peterson, of the $23,095, that these were actually disbursed for travel
and advertising?
TESTIMONY OF MEL PETERSON-Resumed

Mr. PETERson. Mr. Chairman, no, I don’t. The only breakdown I
have is the breakdown I sent Mr. Duffy at his request last October 2,
I believe. I have no other breakdown.

Senator RIBICoEF. What do you think that money was used for?

Mr. PETERson. This money was provided at the request of Mr. Crum,
wherein his expenses of operation over there had been increasing. He
had hired additional personnel. He informed me that the men were
traveling more and he was traveling more by air. His cost of business
was going up, which I could well understand, as everybody's cost was
at that time.
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The money was also given for the promotion of our products within
the military clubs, such as 10-cent night for an hour, two for one
drink night, buying sales materials such as swizzle sticks and coasters,
whatever the small utilitarian needs were of the club; cigarette light
ers, various things that the clubs could utilize.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is a 10-percent commission standard in your busi
ness to your overseas brokers?

Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir. A 10-percent brokerage fee is standard with
our company, Mr. Chairman, and I believe it is standard for the in
dustry. I am not sure but I believe that is a standard fee.
Senator RIBICOFF. Ten percent is a standard.

Do you also pay in addition to the 10 £ a 50 cents per case
allowance to your distributors or your brokers in nonmilitary zones?
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir. We have advertising allowances that we pay,
allowances that we pay. In many instances we ask our
rokers overseas to co-op with us. We say to them, “we put in 50 cents
and you contribute 50 cents.”
Senator RIBICOFF. Do they have to account to you how they spend

£

that 50 cents a case?

Mr. PETERson. In normal situations in many areas where the
amounts of money are very large; yes, sir. Where the amounts of
money are not very large, we have not asked that.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you consider the amount of money involved
here large?
Mr. PETERson. I don't think that is an excessive amount of money.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What other foreign distributor do you have that
does offer $2,300,000 worth of business for Jim Beam?

Mr. PETERson. This $2,300,000 was over a period of how many years,
Mr. Bellino?

Mr. BELLINo. Three years.
Senator RIBICOFF. Three years.
Mr. PETERson. It is about 3 years.
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Mr. PETERson. We have a distribution company in Germany where
we do 22 to 25 percent of all the bourbon business on the German

£" market that runs up into the hundreds of thousands of
Ol Ital'S.

I have the same thing in Australia, where I have 40 percent of the
I have 95 percent of the bourbon market in New

' market.
Z0:l land.

Senator RIBICOFF. Percentages don’t mean anything to me unless
you relate it to the actual dollars involved. In other words, in the
period of 3 years, Price & Co., did about $2,300,000 worth of business.
What other overseas distributor of yours does business amounting
to that sum?

Mr. PETERSON. Our people in Germany—
Senator RIBICOFF. In Germany, also, much of that is sold to the
military personnel, too, is it not?
Mr. PETERson. No, sir, Mr. Chairman. This is outside the sphere
of the military sales in Germany. Our company does not have a mili
tary broker in Europe.

Senator RIBIcoff. How do you sell to the military in Europe?
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Mr. PETERsoN. We sell mainly by the sheer weight of advertising
in various medias that specialize in the military markets, such as
magazines, newspapers, and so forth.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you would probably find in the German
market that Jim Beam advertises in whatever the proper journals,
whether radio, television, newspapers, or magazines; isn't that right,
with others?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, we do.

Senator RIBICOFF. In Vietnam, was Jim Beam being advertised in
newspapers and magazines?
Mr. PETERSON. In the Orient we are in the Army and Air Force and
Navy journal.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you pay for it or does Price pay for it?
Mr. PETERSON. Our company pays for it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there an accounting to you for the 50 cents
a case expended by Price & Co.?
Mr. PETERSON. £ & Co., paid for a full-page article, I think,
almost every week in a weekly magazine
in Saigon, the
name of which esca's me right now, Mr. Chairman. It might be
“Saigon Today” or “Today in Saigon”.
Senator RIBICOFF. Just advertising Jim Beam?
Mr. PETERSON. A full-page ad.
Senator RIBICOFF. What would an ad in the Saigon magazine called
“Saigon Today” cost?

£d

Mr. PETERson. I don’t know, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICoEF. Would it cost $1,000 a page?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir; it would not.

Senator ALLEN. Mr. Peterson, Price & Co., then, is the successor
to Crum; is that right?
Mr. PETERson. Crum is part of Price & Co.
Senator ALLEN. It is the new name under which he was operating.
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir. Mr. Crum was part of Price & Co.
Senator ALLEN. Who was Price?

Mr. PETERSON. I don’t know, Senator, who Price was. I think he
probably was a gentleman from Shanghai in World War I days or
rior to World War I, because the company that we first started to do
usiness with was a company called Gande-Price & Co. They moved
down from Shanghai when the Communist forces came in the late
forties to Hong Kong.
I presume Mr. Price was someone way back in the history of this
company.

Senator ALLEN. When did Crum take it over, then?

Mr. PETERson. My first knowledge of Mr. Crum's activity in Gande
Price, or Price & Co., was in late 1963 or the middle of 1964, somewhere
in that area, Senator, is the first time that I had knowledge that he
had moved into Vietnam and was running this operation. There was
another gentleman who ran the office or the business down there for
Gande-Price & Co. when I first gave our line to Gande-Price. I think he
has since passed away.
Senator ALLEN. Did you ever meet Price?
Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.

. Senator ALLEN. Actually, the only one that you know of that was
in the business was Crum?
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Mr. PETERSON. No, sir. I also know Mr. Asa Smith, who was in the
company, also.

Senator ALLEN. They were dealers or brokers representing Jim
Beam in all of South Vietnam, or only the military service clubs and
PXs? In other words, did they have any civilian trade as well as
military?
Mr. PETERson. I think they had civilian trade. I recall where Mr.
Smith used to visit Kabul, Nepal, Rangoon, servicing various units
there or whatever, Bangkok and Saigon, in the early time of the war
when there were very few U.S. people in those areas.
When I gave my line to these people they also represented a very
fine firm £ Hiram Walker and other spirit and whisky companies

from Europe, cognacs, wines, and so forth. They had a very fine line of
distilled spirits.
Senator ALLEN. They sold not only to the military, then, but to
civilian restaurants, night clubs, things of that sort, is that correct?
Mr. PETERson. The only orders that we ever received, to my recol
lection, Senator, was an order from RMK, which is the Morrison,
Knudson Construction Cos. that I believe had privileges to import
whiskies in Vietnam in the early days before the big buildup. Also, we
received orders from the State Department's International House.
Senator ALLEN. Was that through Price or direct?
Mr. PETERSON. That was because of the efforts of Price & Co. But

we did not ship to Price & Co. We shipped directly to the International
House and directly to RMK.
Senator ALLEN. Did he get a commission on those sales?
Mr. PETERSON. Pardon me?

Senator ALLEN. Did Crum or Price & Co. get their commission on

those sales that you refer to?
Mr. PETERson. Yes, they did. On one shipment they didn't get their
commission because it was either lost or stolen or disappeared at dock
side or at ship, or some place along the line.
We have written off that accounts receivable to the International

Club in Saigon.

Senator ALLEN. Almost their entire activity for Beam was sales to
the military, then?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. I believe you testified that Beam's share of the mar
ket was about 5 percent; is that correct?
•

Mr. PETERson. Senator, I am estimating this because the Army and
Air Force exchange service did not give out any figures as to categories
or market shared by category, total figures, although it would be de
sirable for the industry, I think, to have them.

•

One time they were given out in Europe. The Army and Air Force
exchange saw fit not to do so. Although our requests have been made,
they have not been granted.

•

-

I am saying that I believe that our share of the total whisky busi
ness in Vietnam, hopefully, may have been 4 or 5 percent, and maybe
less.

Senator ALLEN. You did about $800,000 a year, I believe, is that
about right?

Mr. PETERson. I believe so, Senator. I don’t have my figures here.
Senator ALLEN. So the whole business, then, would have been some
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where around $16 million, is that right, if you were getting about 5
percent of it?
Mr. PETERSON. I don't understand.

Senator ALLEN. If you were getting 5 percent, the whole amount
would be somewhere around $16 million worth being sold to the
military.
Mr. PETERson. Over this 3-year period of time?
Senator ALLEN. No, per year.
Mr. PETERSON. I wish we were, Senator. I don’t think

Senator ALLEN. I am not talking about just beer. The whole sales
would be somewhere around that.

Mr. PETERSON. Senator, I don’t know. I don’t know what the total

figures of the spirits business was with the exchange. I am sure it
was substantial.

Senator ALLEN. You were the largest single sellers in Vietnam?
Mr. PETERSON. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Wasn't Jim Beam the leading whisky seller in
Vietnam : Wasn't that the testimony yesterday?
Senator RIBICoEF. I believe it was the leading bourbon.
Mr. PETERson. Yes, sir, that is better. I believe the leading whisky
was from another famous company. I think you might find us quite
far down the list when it comes to whiskies. However, as far as bourbon
is concerned, I believe we were the leading bourbons, but, again,
I have never received market share figures from the exchange service.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think the figures went into the record yesterday.
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. At the PX's, whisky is sold by the bottle only, or
are mixed drinks sold as well?

Mr. PETERSON. Senator, the whiskies there were sold in service clubs

and also I believe the post exchanges had liquor package shops that
sold whisky. To what ranks or what eligible people, I don’t know what
the regulations were:
Senator ALLEN. They sold it both ways?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Peterson, could I ask you one question?
Yesterday during the course of the testimony, we placed in the
record an exhibit supplied to us from the Dallas, exchange which
indicates that from the period 1966 through 1969, Jim Beam was the
largest seller, which would include all scotches, cognacs, brandies,
and blends, with one exception, Seagram. 7 Crown.
Does that jibe with your figures?
Mr. PETERson. I don't have Seagram 7 Crown. I didn’t want to
mention that brand.

Mr. DUFFY. You outdistance all the other brands, scotches, cognacs,
and brandies for this period of time. The record will speak for itself on
that.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Peterson, do you know when the procurement
policy shifted from the consumer demand to the preference based on
U.S. sales?

•

-

Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Chairman, do you mean as a buying criteria?
Senator RIBICOFF. As a buying criteria, what is purchased by the
service clubs and in PX's. Wasn’t there a shift sometime ago on
policy?
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Mr. PETERSON. I don’t know what the policies were of the Army
and Air Force Exchange Services, Mr. Chairman, in relation to the
rocurement initiative. There are many people in our industry who
£ many conferences in Dallas with the Army and Air Force Ex
change Service to try to find out just where do we go to get an item
listed so it can be sold in Vietnam to our Armed Forces.

There were three points that these orders flowed through. They orig
inated in Saigon. They flow through the Pacific exchange headquarters
where I presume they were evaluated and then sent forward to Dallas
where they again, I presume, were evaluated:
There seems to be a hazy area there as to where do I go or what can
I do to get one of my items listed in the exchange so it can be available
to our men in Saigon.
The assumption was that we had to think that Saigon was the area
where the orders originated from, where the brand name had to orig
inate.
Senator RIBICOFF. But it does make a difference if the customer

demand back on a particular post or service club is the determining
factor. Then there is pressure from competitive brands to the procure
ment officers to give preference to their brands or to push their brands
over the others.
Isn’t that true?

Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir

Senator RIBICOFF. That goes for whisky, beer, cereals or candy bars.
Mr. PETERSON. We are getting into the realm of salesmanship, and
getting your brand name on the market in that particular area.
Senator RIBICOFF. On June 9, 1966, you wrote a letter to Crum in
which you say:
The brand selection is still being made in Saigon, as per the letter and work
sheets recently forwarded from Saigon. It is therefore necessary, Bill, for you to
talk with Godfrey and Llewellyn to get the Baranof listed and the Beam projec
tion increased, because it has to come from Saigon.

You are indicating there that it had to come from Saigon. I guess
the brand selection is still being made in Saigon, not just for whisky
but for all items.

Mr. PETERSON. My reason for writing this letter and similar letters

in the files was the exchange had, I believe, a very difficult problem
when you had an explosion of troop personnel going into Vietnam,

when their pipelines on our products were 4 and 5 months, and I was
trying to preplan to get enough of our product there at the time that
the troops arrived there.
I think in many cases the troops got there before the supply of our

type of product did.
Senator RIBICoEF. For how many years have you been selling your
whisky to PX's and service clubs?
Mr. PETERSON. Since 1949.

Senator RIBICoEF. Are you pretty knowledgeable in this field.
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.

. Senator RIBICOFF. Having gone through this experience of this hear
ing and everything that was involved, what would your recommenda
tion be as to how sales should be handled so as not to involve bribes or

payoffs by suppliers?
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Mr. PETERsoN. This recommendation was made when the Army and
Air Force Exchange Service was ordered to take over the logistic of
the liquor business in Vietnam, I was called into New York by a col
onel, and so were a few others in our business to explain the liquor
business to them.

The exchange, to my knowledge, had never been in this business be
fore. I had a very interesting 2- or 3-hour talk with this colonel who
was there. I referred him to what I think is one of the finest govern
ment liquor operations that I know of, and that is Colonel Oliphant's
operation in Europe.
Colonel Oliphant has run this class 6 locker fund in Europe for 25
or 26 years.

I told the colonel that my recommendations would be to send a com
mission or a group of men to Europe to look at his operation, and also
look at the Air Force's operation over there, which also is a very good
clean operation.
I don’t know if they did this or if they didn’t do this, but I think
if

they pattern their operation, rules, and regulations as Colonel Oli

phant's operation is run
Senator RIBICOFF. How does the European operation differ from the
Saigon operation?

Mr. PETERson. The European operation, Mr. Chairman—well, you
go to the office and you sit down with one man, but there is no referral
of, “We will see what the U.S.A. offices say about it. It is up to them
in the U.S.A. to put it in.”

You go to the U.S. office and it is up to Saigon to put it in. It was one
of those things where for a while no one knew where you introduced
£ brand. There was no way to sample a new brand that wasn’t
there.

There were, I believe, some brands that were proper in the United
States that weren't listed at first over there. We, having a half million
men over there, that is a very important market to any manufacturer,
whether it be liquor, cosmetics, or anything else.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have so-called brokers or men like Mr.
Crum selling to the European post exchanges and service clubs?
Mr. PETERson. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. There is no middleman involved?
Mr. PETERSON. That is correct.

Senator RIBICoEF. Yet, there is no dearth of liquor available to men
who want to drink alcohol in the European theater; is there?
Mr. PETERSON. That is correct.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you sell to the European theater at a 10-per
cent-lesser price than you do to the Saigon theater?
Mr. PETERsoN. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you do pay. Mr. Crum 10 percent and you
didn’t pay that 10 percent or don’t give a discount because you don’t
have brokers in the European market; is that right?
Mr. PETERson. That is right. As I explained, Mr. Chairman, we have
one price to every customer in the world, whether it be the United
States or overseas. It is a registered price with the Armed Forces and
it is registered in control States.
35–359–71—pt. 4—14
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Senator RIBICoEF. But Crum got 10-percent override that our Gov
ernment doesn’t get in its procurement policies when they buy large
amounts without a broker.

When you sell to a State-controlled operation—some States sell the
liquor themselves—you have certain States where you work through
brokers or dealers, what happens in a State that buys its liquor direct
and has State-owned stores? How is their price compared to another
State that buys through a broker or dealer?
Mr. PETERson. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to plead ignorance

on the U.S. operations because I can't accurately or honestly answer
these. I have been in exports all my life. I don't know.
I would be very happy to have our attorneys submit a brief later to
you, but I don't know.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am trying to figure out why the European the
ater purchasing agencies should not get the 10-percent override that
you pay to a broker in Saigon.
Mr. PETERSON. That 10 percent and more is utilized in advertising
in the media.

Senator RIBICOFF. But you talked of that 50 cents being for advertis
ing and the 10 percent was for sales.
r. PETERson. The 50 cents that was given in Asia was not totally
advertising. It was for points of sale materials that I mentioned

#

before.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, if this is happening with every

item being sold, the GIs who use the PX's could probably buy their
merchandise at a 10-percent discount if they were getting the ad
vantage of not having to pay an override to a broker.

In other words, there is no uniformity of purchasing practices by the
U.S. agencies from one theater to another, is that correct, in your ex
perience? You are in the international field.
How many theaters do you operate in? You have South Vietnam,
France, Spain, Italy, Korea, Japan—how many others do

'',
you have

Mr. PETERsoN. There is the Caribbean area where the military are.
There is even Antarctica.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many different systems do you have in your
own personal experience of selling?
Mr. PETERson. We have one price for all of those areas, an f.o.b.
distillery price. I have a broker in Christchurch, for example, that
services Operation, Deep Freeze down there where our people are
along with other foreign people, and they receive a brokerage and
an allowance.

In Europe I have no military broker. We do have a man, an office,

in Frankfurt, our own employee.
In Asia. I have a military broker. In the Caribbean area I have a
military broker who is also a domestic broker, a civilian broker. He
covers both areas.

So there is this difference in selling technique.

Senator. RIBICOFF. Do you find that the PX and the service club
method of procurement is an efficient one when you compare your
company's dealings with other people in the private sector?
Mr. PETERsoN. The Army and Navy and Air Force at Dallas have

been very astute buyers. We have signed agreements with them on
pricing. They take full advantage of terms.
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Senator RIBICOFF. How can they be astute? You have a single price
to everybody no matter who they may be.
Mr. PETERson. They check this to see that we do abide by this. I
am sure every distiller does.
Senator RIBICOFF. But they are not worried about that 10 percent

that they are not getting that Mr. Crum gets or your other brokers,
in the Caribbean or Asia.

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. I have another brief statement. We have found in our

investigation that Mr. Slotnick requested and obtained gratuities
from other vendors besides the Jim Beam organization. National
Distillers, in New York, through their broker, the John Henry Or

ganization, began bestowing gratuities on Mr. Slotnick around June
1967 after the John Henry

Organization

that existed between Slotnick and National

atched up some difficulty

£

Mr. Chairman, this morning we have released some executive tes

timony, made it public, concerning the activities of Envoy Interna
tional and the John Henry Organization, particularly Glenn Faulks
and some other representatives of that organization.
John Henry, on June 10, 1967, made the following statements
concerning this matter in a memorandum he prepared for H. S.
Hollander who, at that time, was an official of National Distillers.

Mr. Henry's memorandum reads, in part:
Jack Greany and Glenn Faulks—

(Of the John Henry Organization)—
were recently in Guam and upon the recommendation of Leo Slotnick, princi
pal purchasing officer, Glenn employed a local man.
This information was given to me on the telephone and full particulars as
to his name, etc., are not available here in London.

Mr. Slotnick has been mad with National for about the past five years, but
appears now after Jack and Glenn's visit and our employing “his” man all is
forgiven.

The files of National Distillers reflect that in June 1967, Slotnick

requested and was supplied from National Distillers chemicals for
his swimming pool on Guam. The tab for 100 pounds of Kemex and
£ was paid for by Na

one case of Kemguard amounted to $119.84
tional Distillers.

In November 1968, Slotnick requested from National Distillers
another shipment of the same material which was supplied to him

gratis in February 1968, .
In December 1968, National Distillers shipped additional supplies
for Slotnick's swimming pool.
On December 4, 1968, Slotnick was shipped, at National Distillers'
expense, an automatic swimming pool chlorinator and chemicals. The
bill this time was $101.36.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Mr. DUFFY. Leo Slotnick was also taken care of in style by National
Distillers when he and his family visited the United States in January,
February, March, and August, 1968.
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The following bills for Slotnick were paid by National Distillers:
January 23, 1968: Three days stay by Mr. and Mrs. Slotnick at the
Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco; room rate $55 per day----------Pan American Airways transportation for Slotnick to New York------

$249.66
256.50

January 26, 1968: Essex House in New York for Mr. and Mrs.
Slotnick

- - - - -- -- - - - - -

201. 34

January 26 and 30, 1968: Carey Cadillac Rental (limousine with uni
formed chauffeur) while in New York---------------------------January 30, 1968: Hilton Hotel, New York-------------------------February 1, 1968: Cafe Cristol, Diplomat Hotel, Hallandale, Florida--February 16, 1968: Flowers from the Lexington Flower Shop, New
York, for the Slotnicks-------------------------------------------

March 26, 1968: Entertainment, meals, and auto for Leo Slotnick-----Aug. 3, 1968: Essex House in New York for Miss Barbara Slotnick----Aug. 2, 1968: Carey Cadillac Rental for Lou Slotnick----------------Aug. 14, 1968: Hotel Americana, New York City, B. Slotnick---------H.

Slotnick

-

-

- --- -- - - - - -

Aug. 13, 1968: Carey Cadillac Rental for Miss Barbara Slotnick-----Aug. 14, 1968: Carey Cadillac Rental for Miss Barbara Slotnick------

96.40

163. 15

103.20
42.00
156. 0.,
66.80
11. 25
33. 11
62.49
16. S5
16. 10

Total bill for air transportation, hotel, flowers, car rentals for the
Slotnicks in 1968------------------------------------------- 1, 474. 90

Additional gratuities were granted to Mr. and Mrs. Slotnick, and
this figure is not accurate. It is larger. We do not have a final figure
at this time.

4. The records of National Distillers also reflect that on Dec. 2, 1969,
National Distillers sent a gift to Slotnick, a Detecto model doctor's
scale for $64.58.
5. In June 1969, National Distillers purchased from Abercrombie &
Fitch Co., San Francisco, and mailed to Slotnick in Guam a Town

and Country rotisserie and matching cart at a cost of $360.
6. Documentation in the files of Carling's Brewery in Cleveland
reflect that this company was also having its troubles with Leo
Slotnick.

The following is extracted from a letter dated September 20, 1966,
written by Tommy Thompson of Carling to Mr. D. Dittman, another
official of Carling:
Took Slotnick, his wife and the two Perezes (Frank Perez, Carling's sales
representative on Guam) out to dinner on Saturday and tried to set up a regular
ordering procedure to keep the “pipeline” full in all clubs in Black Label.
Also purchased a $400 ad in the Navy dependents “Glimpses of Guam” publica
tion (Slotnick being the editor) pure blackmail, sir, but necessary.
*

*

sk

*k

*

*k

*

Leo Slotnick is the buyer for the Navy exchange system here on Guam : He
supplies all Navy and Air Force clubs and a few package outlets. He has a Navy
contract for the job ($18,000 per year) and believe you me he controls the situa
tion in supplying the bulk of the military. Do business with him or else.
There isn’t much to be done about the Situation. Budweiser tried and their

sales have been nil to the military ever since. They do excellent in the civilian
trade however.

I believe that Slotnick will give us a break because he respects the Perez
family . . . Whatever we do we must not try to get Slotnick in trouble with
the Navy. (Budweiser tried and failed 3 years ago.)

Mr. Chairman, before I close, I would like to insert in the record at
this time the following exhibits:
* Mr. Slotnick was not associated with the Navy Exchange. He was the manager/
treasurer of the Commissioned Officer's Mess Marianas.
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A memorandum dated June 10, 1967, from Henry to Hollander,
a series of letters and invoices with reference to June 1967 to February
1968 shipme's on Guam; invoices, hotel bills, and other charges for
Slotnick's 1968 visits to the United States; invoice for scale billed

to National Distillers; invoice and record of payment with reference
to a rotisserie and matching cart; and a letter of September 20, 1966,

from Thompson to Mr. Dittman, . . .

•

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, all of those will be marked
as exhibits.

-

--

-

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 390, 391,
392, 393, 394, and 395,” for reference and may be found in the files

of the subcommittee.)
(The following letter was supplied by the Department of the
-

Navy:)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY,
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C., March 16, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Acting Chairman, Subcommittee on Permanent Investigations, Committee on
Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: The following information is Submitted in response to
the Subcommittee's request for information on the current employment status of
Mr. Leo D. Slotnick. As a result of an investigation into the operation of the
Marianas Commissioned Officers' Mess (Open), the Commanding Officer of the
Naval Station, Guam, notified Mr. Slotnick on January 16, 1971 that his employ
ment would be terminated for violations of his employment agreement, includ
ing acceptance of gratuities, engaging in activities which created a conflict of
interest, loaning liquor and beer to local commercial distributors, and unau
thorized absence.

At Mr. Slotnick's request, and in accordance with the terms of his employ
ment agreement, a hearing into the proposed termination was conducted on
February 4, 1971. Following review of the hearing board's report which recom
mended Mr. Slotnick's termination, the Commanding Officer of the Naval Sta

tion, Guam, terminated his employment on February 19, 1971. Under existing
regulations Mr. Slotnick is entitled to appeal his termination to the Chief of
Naval Personnel. Up to the present time, the Chief of Naval Personnel has re
ceived no indication that Mr. Slotnick intends to exercise his right of appeal.
As you are aware, throughout the investigation and the related actions which
culminated in Mr. Slotnick's termination, the Navy has cooperated with the
Subcommittee's independent investigation and has kept the U.S. Attorney on
Guam informed. We understand that the latter is presently considering whether
action by his office is appropriate.
Sincerely yours,
MEANS JoHNSTON, Jr.,

Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy,
Chief of Legislative Affairs.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Fred Burgess.

You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?
Mr. BURGESS. I do.

TESTIMONY OF FRED BURGESS, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
JAMES.J. ORLOW

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Burgess, did you serve in Vietnam from De
cember 26, 1968, through December 23, 1969?
Mr. BURGEss. Yes, I did.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you chief of services of the Pacific exchange
system, the PX, in Vietnam?
Mr. BURGEss. Yes, I was.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Has counsel been identified ?

Mr. ORLow. No. I am James J. Orlow. I am an attorney-at-law and

I am permitted to practice in Pennsylvania and the Supreme Court
of the United States.

•

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it part of your job to negotiate contracts with
vendors and concessionaires with the PX system in Vietnam'
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)
-

Mr. BURGEss. This is not true. I did not negotiate contracts.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was that again?
Mr. BURGEss. No; that is not true. I did not negotiate and award
contracts.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you been asked by the staff to make available
your personal financial records?
Mr. BURGEss. Yes; I have been so asked.

Senator PERCY. Could we clarify that last statement? What your
duties have been is certainly important.
When you say you did not negotiate contracts, did you actually
-

make purchases from vendors and concessionaires for PX systems in
Vietnam?

Mr. BURGEss. No, Senator.
Senator PERCY. Were you a buyer?
Mr. BURGEss. No, Senator; I was not.

Senator PERCY. You did not at any time buy for PX's in Vietnam?
Mr. BURGESs. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was your function in the PX operation?
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)

Mr. BURGEss. My function as chief of services in Vietnam was to
monitor operations, concessions, that had already been awarded. I did
not have any contracting authority.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have any authority to approve or dis
approve any contracts or recommend the surveying of any articles?

Mr. BURGEss. I had authority to recommend only, no final approving
authority.
Senator PERCY. In what proportion of the cases where you made a
recommendation were you ever reversed?
Mr. BURGEss. I don't know, actually. The percentage would be very
minor, Senator.
Senator PERCY. In other words, whenever you made a recommenda

tion, essentially the purchase then followed. So when you say you
weren't actually buying or contracting, in effect the judgment that you
rendered and the decision you came to resulted from a purchase, no
matter how you call it, whether it is a recommendation or not?
Mr. BURGESS. Yes.

Senator PERCY. I recommend a lot of things to my staff, too, and I
can't think when they have not followed it.
(At this point Senator Allen withdrew from the hearing room.)
Mr. BURGEss. Generally speaking, most of my recommendations
were followed.

Senator PERCY. So, in effect, when you made a decision as far as

those operations are concerned, you were in a controlling position,
however you classify it or term it?
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Mr. BURGEss. I was in a recommending position.
Senator PERCY. I would say you were in a controlling position if
your recommendations were invariably followed. All right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Burgess, you were asked by the staff to make
available your personal financial records, Are you now ready to make
those available to the subcommittee for review?

Mr. BURGEss. No, sir, I am not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. If you were subpenaed to produce them, would you
make them available?

Mr. BURGEss. With due respect, sir, I am compelled to decline to
answer the question since the answer could tend to incriminate me
and, therefore, is privileged under the fifth amendment.
I have been advised by counsel that my failure to make the claim

at this point might operate as a waiver of my privilege and that I have
a legitimate claim to the privilege since the essential thrust of the ques
tions intended to be put to me is accusatorial.

I hope that the committee can also appreciate that while I feel I
have an adequate defense, this is not the kind of forum adapted to my
being able to defend myself.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me ask you this: When you first arrived in Viet
nam in December 1968, did you stay at the Imperial Hotel?
Mr. Burgess, with due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it is
therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Senator PERCY. May I ask this question: Why would such a state
ment incriminate you when it is
obvious from hotel records

i.'

that you couldn't have stayed there for a month without someone
knowing about it and testifying before this committee to that effect.
You would save us a lot of the taxpayers' money on questions that
wouldn’t seem to me to incriminate you if you would cooperate with
the subcommittee.

Mr. ORLow. If the Senator please, perhaps I might give a shorter,
more direct answer. May I, sir?
Senator PERCY. Yes, surely.
Mr. ORLow. There has been an accusation lodged against the witness
relating to certain claims for reimbursement of expenses. I think Mr.
Duffy is familiar with them.
I agree with the Senator that it would be possible to provide the
Senate with a substantial amount of information. But as I understand

the privilege, if we began to give that information, it could readily
be construed as a waiver at the end of the street.

We would like very much, and Mr. Burgess would like very much,
to cooperate with this committee, as we have advised Mr. Duffy. But
we have been unable to define those subjects which can be addressed
clearly without a waiver.
Mr. Duffy has indicated that subsequent to this meeting he might
be in a position to say, “This is in the accusatorial vein and this is in

an informative vein,” and in that case we would be pleased to provide
that information to the committee.

I suppose in effect we are strapped with certain decisions which put
Mr. Burgess to answering at his peril. Since it has been made very
clear that the subsequent questions to be asked on this line are accusa
torial, he is respectfully declining to answer.
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We don't mean to be unhelpful to the committee. I think Mr. Duff

can advise that we have cooperated. There has been no '' served.
We are trying to cooperate as much as we can without forcing him,
in effect, to defend himself before a tribunal that is not really geared
for that purpose at all.
Senator PERCY. I am appreciative of the witness and his counsel's
desire to cooperate with the committee, and to the extent that we do
not invade your constitutional rights, which we certainly respect, to
the extent that you can cooperate without endangering yourself, we
would appreciate it very much indeed.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think it is necessary to get the statement under
oath from this witness as to whether or not he received certain favors

in return for doing certain things.
I think the committee

£he informed on this officially. It does

no good to get this unofficially. It should become a matter of record
so that we can inform the Senate of what the facts are. I would suggest
we proceed.

Senator PERCY. And I would so suggest.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you, between 1966 and 1968, while you were
stationed at the headquarters of the post exchange in Dallas, recom
mend that the Star Distributing Co. be given APO mailing privileges
for the periodicals they were selling in Vietnam through the Post
Exchange System?
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)

Mr. BURGEss. No, sir, I made no such recommendation. I discussed
this with them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you play any role in the granting or recom
mending in any way that APO mailing privileges be given to the
Star Distributing Co.? Did you play any role whatsoever in that?
Mr. BURGEss. Sir, I reviewed the paper that came in. I reviewed
the terminology. This was the only role that I played in that partic
ular action.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you make any recommendations that were for
warded on for somebody else to approve it?
Mr. BURGEss. This went to my superior with no recommendation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Without any recommendation?

Mr. BURGEss. Not that I recall, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you have blocked it at that time?

Mr. BURGEss. I doubt very much if I could block it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You played no part, then, in whether or not it was
approved, even the passing through of the papers? You had no con
trol over whether or not it went forward or was stopped right there?
Mr. BURGEss. That is right, either direction. I was just reviewing
the terminology.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Mr. DeMarco have any feeling that you had
some control over it, to your knowledge?
Mr. BURGEss. Not to mv knowledge, no, sir.

Senator PERCY. Could I put it this way: You were the chief of
services. I assume that GI's in Vietnam want to buy things. They have
certain needs. They want to know what things are available.
If I am in the catalog business, it is my intention to get my catalog
out. If I am a potential customer, I want that catalog.
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How can I buy unless I have it? Did you look upon it as your job
to make knowledge available to GI's as to what products are available
and at what prices?
Mr. BURGEss. Yes; I looked at it as part of my job.
Senator PERCY. Wouldn't that be perfectly consistent with your
duties as chief of services to see to it that reputable firms or products
that you felt had value were made available and catalogs were dis
tributed to GI's?

Mr. BURGEss. Senator, if I may, the period, I believe, that we were
mentioning was a period when I was in Dallas, Tex. Is this correct?
At that time I was not chief of services. I was not in Vietnam at

that time, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was your position at that time?

Mr. BURGEss. My position or my duties, as such, involved reviewing
procedures for assisting our exchanges where required in the United
States, in the continental United States, in some of their contractual
requirements for the operation of PX's in the States.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When you say reviewing, what does that entail?
That you make comments on it, whether favorable or otherwise, in
reviewing the requests?
Mr. BURGEss. This is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you make any comment favorable or otherwise
to your superior about the mailing privilege granted to Star?
Mr. BURGESs. As I recall, I made no written comment, which was
the usual situation on the others because—

Mr. ADLERMAN. In March 1969, did you and your associate, Mr.
Ted Miller, of the post exchange in Vietnam, move into a villa that
was owned or supplied by Mr. Joe DeMarco at 9 Dug Tan Street,
in Saigon?
Mr. #'s. With all due respect, sir; I am compelled to decline
to answer this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me
and it is therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. During the period that you were occupying this
villa in Vietnam, did Mr. DeMarco or his company have a contract

with the post exchange to supply all periodicals to the U.S. military
forces through the Star Distributing Co.?
Mr. ORLow. I did not hear the question, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I said during the period that you were occupying
the villa, did Mr. DeMarco have a contract with the post exchange, or
an arrangement with the post exchange, to supply all periodicals to
the U.S. military forces in Vietnam through the Star Distributing Co.?
Mr. BURGEss. With due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it
is therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you and Mr. Miller remain rent free in this
villa until June 1969?

Mr. BURGEss. With due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it is
therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Mr. DeMarco subsequently arrange to have
separate villas for each of you?

Mr. BURGEss. With due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it is

therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you remain in this villa located at 96 Hung
Thap Tu Street with two servants until you left Vietnam in
December 1969?

Mr. BURGEss. With due respect, sir, I am compelled to decline to
answer this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me
and it is therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you fell us when you first met Mr. DeMarco
and under what circumstances?

Mr. BURGrss. With due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it is

therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where you a contracting officer in the Navy and
did you meet Mr. DeMaro and buy from him in Formosa, in 1964?
Mr. BURGEss. With due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it is

therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. While you were occuying the position of chief of
services for the Pacific exchange dealing with concessionaires, did
you amend at least two contracts which DeMarco had with the
exchange?

Mr. BURGEss. With due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and is

therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did a Korean woman connected with DeMarco's

operation act as a front for a packing and wrapping contract?
Mr. BURGEss. With due respect I am
to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it is
therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever amend that contract?
Mr. BURGEss. With due respect I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and it is
therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Burgess, did you ever receive any kickbacks
from Korean vendors that you dealt with while you served in your
official position with the PX system in Vietnam?
Mr. BURGEss. With due respect, sir, I am compelled to decline to an
swer this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me and
it is therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Senator PERCY. In taking into account that you do wish to cooperate
to the extent that you can without incriminating yourself, could you

£

just fill in a little bit of the factual material for us?

When did you disassociate yourself from the service? You are
not now connected, clf course.

Mr. BUPCess. That is right. My final day of record was January 15,
Senator, of this vear.
Senator PERCY. Of this year?
Mr. BURGEss. Yes.

Senator PERCY. So you have just left the service?
Mr. BURGESs. Yes.

Senator PERCY. Under what terms did you leave the service? Would
you relate to us who initiated this disassociation, the service or you,
and as much as you can about that factual material so that at least

we will not have to call other witnesses to assert this matter, which
would certainly not, I trust, incriminate you.
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Mr. BURGEss. Yes, sir, I believe I can, Senator. I believe it was the
latter part of October—I do not have the definite date—I submitted
a letter of intent to resign from the exchange service, said resignation
to be effective on or about the 1st of January of this year.
The letter is a matter of record. The letter was accepted.

As I mentioned previously, I did then resign.

Senator PERCY. And what have you done since? Have you located
employment? Would you mind telling us what your intention is, or do
you intend to retire?
Mr. ORLow. With your permission, sir?
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)

Senator PERCY. Have you other gainful employment now? Have
you sought other employment? If so, would you mind telling us what
it is and something about your future intentions?

(Witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. BURGEss. I am planning on going into private business.
Senator PERCY. I am sorry, I can't hear you.

Mr. BURGEss. I am planning on going into private business. How
ever, I would prefer not to discuss it at this time inasmuch as it
could affect this future business.

Senator PERCY. May I ask this question: Will you be going into
private business in association with any contacts that you have estab
lished in the past over your service as a civilian in the military?
Mr. BURGEss. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. Could you tell me what your last rating was as a
civilian?

Mr. BURGEss. I was a grade 12 in the Army-Air Force exchange
Ser"Vlce.

-

Senator PERCY. What is the annual compensation for a grade 12?
Mr. BURGEss. Approximately $15,000 now, $15,000 per year.
Senator PERCY. Could you tell us when you first had knowledge
that this subcommittee was making this investigation?
Mr. BURGEss. Approximately, I believe it was April, April of this
year—excuse me, April of 1970.

Senator PERCY. Have you had many conversations and consultations
with your superiors in the service about this investigation and what
correlation was there between this investigation and your decision to
leave the service?

Mr. BURGEss. There are two questions there. The first question has
to do with discussions with my superiors. I have had practically no
discussions with my superiors on this.
As far as leaving the service, I can say that I have not been pro
moted for a couple of years. The chances looked quite dim in view
of the fact of what was going on that the service was familiar with.
Frankly, I was tired of traveling around every couple of years.
Senator PERCY. Is it your intention to continue residence in this
country, or is it your intention to live abroad?
Mr. BURGEss. It is my intention to continue residence in this coun
try, Senator.

Senator PERCY. Would your business operations, if I may ask this
one last question, have anything to do with Southeast Asia?
Mr. BURGEss. None whatsoever, Senator.

Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Burgess, you stated that your salary was $15,000
a Veal'.

Mr. BURGEss. Yes, approximately.
Mr. ADLERMAN. #' you get an overseas allowance, a living allow
ance?

(Witness conferred with his counsel.)

Mr. ORLow. What is the question? I did not hear you. Did you say
is there an overseas allowance provided?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he get an overseas allowance in addition to his
$15,000 a year, a living allowance?
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)

Mr. BURGEss. Yes; there is one provided.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How much would that amount to?

Mr. BURGEss. I don’t know what the amount is, actually. It is some
thing around $3,000 a year.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How much?

Mr. BURGEss. Approximately $3,000 a year, as I recall.
Mr. ADLERMAN.

£ a year?

Mr. BURGEss. Approximately.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And that was supposed to go toward your rent and
your food, and so forth, is that correct?
Mr. BURGESS. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you use that to pay for the villa that was sup
plied by Mr. DeMarco
Mr. BURGEss. With due respect, I am compelled to decline to answer
this question since the answer could tend to incriminate me, and it
is therefore privileged under the fifth amendment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know your successor in Vietnam?
-

*

Mr. BURGEss. My successor?

* *

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. BURGEss. Yes, sir.

.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who succeeded in your job in Vietnam, do you know?
Mr. BURGEss. Yes, sir; I do. I did know him.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What is his name?

Mr. BURGEss. Lou Atley.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know him?
Mr. BURGEss. I knew him for the first time when he arrived in
Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know if he was also offered a villa by Mr.
DeMarco when he arrived in Vietnam 2

Mr. BURGEss. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know whether or not the Star Distributing
Co. still has a contract?

Mr. BURGEss. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know whether they have it or not?
Mr. BURGEss. Excuse me, sir. I couldn't hear the question.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know whether or not the Star Distributing
Co. still has a contract with the PX?
Mr. BURGEss. No, I don’t know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask one last question. Maybe it is
the $64 question.
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Again in the spirit that this committee is not as interested in pur
suing a single case, in trying to prosecute an individual or embarrass
him, but is rather looking for the principle behind the whole problem,
We are

£ to see whether prevailing practices are such that they

should have been recognized by responsible officials. We are trying to
see whether people in positions of responsibility and trust have
abrogated that trust, whether they wear a uniform or not.
And we are trying to see that we stamp out these practices and
that we bring honor back to this aspect of our military operation, to
restore public confidence in it.
Can you tell us anything with your years of experience in this
field that would help this subcommittee in its work of trying to
oversee this aspect of our Federal Goveernment? Are these practices
that can be improved? Are there procedures that should be adopted,
in general terms, not relating at all specifically to your own job or
case but from your own vast experience?

You can help us in this regard with our work, which, of course, is
our direct responsibility.
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. BURGEss. Senator, with all due respect, I would like to go into
this at the present time. I will be glad to submit information at a
later date in writing. I would like to mention that in my opinion, and
from my experience—and I don’t want to go into this further—I have
traveled somewhat in the Pacific and the Far East, and I have never,

never come across such a place as Vietnam and the practices out there.
I don’t want to discuss this further.

Senator PERCY. Could you expand just a little bit on that and then
I will accept your statement? Why don’t you sit down quietly with
yourself and write it out, thoughtfully and carefully.
We will try to treat that information in accordance with your
wishes. But it would be very helpful to us. You have an opportunity
here to serve your country, to help this committee and the Congress
of the United States.

We would like to give you that opportunity and benefit from your
judgment. Possibly there have been things that you, yourself, have
done in the past that now if you had a chance you would do it a dif

ferent way.
This might be an opportunity then to make up a little bit for that.
We would very much appreciate it. We are just looking for the truth
in this situation to help establish a pattern that will prevent this
kind of occurrence in the future.

The name of this country has been blackened by many things that
have gone on, I suppose, in every war, but particularly in this tragic
War.

Mr. ORLow. If I may comment, Senator, with all due respect to the

time requirements of the subcommittee, this is a subject we had hoped
to have been able to have gotten into with the staff, anticipating this
appearance, and could not. It is very difficult for the witness to give
you the responsive answer he can and wants to give you without possi

bly sticking his head into an already formed noose.
It would be very difficult, as it were, on the fly at this moment, to
try to expand, as your question suggests, while he sits here, and hav
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ing to consult with counsel from time to time as to whether he is open

in: a door or a waiver in a very difficult area.

•

am not suggesting what he has done is wrong. I am suggesting that
he may open himself up to having to justfy it in an entirely unfittin
way. He very much wants to provide you with a responsive answer.
would suggest that it is not advisable to him to do so now while he
sits here.

Senator PERCY. I am a little unorthodox in approach. I am a law
school dropout myself. Maybe what I am saying is not legally legiti

mate, in the strict sense. But I think I have, as an individual, £e right
to sit down with you without anyone else in the room.

I am trying to learn as much as I can about the situation and help
as much as I possibly can. Let us take it out of the publicity and sit
down quietly and talk about it. I would like to give you the oppor
tunity to help us as much as £ can in the most informal atmosphere
we possibly can have, providing I am not told by counsel that it is
illegal. I don’t think it is.

hank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand adjourned until Mon
day morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Monday, February 22, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at the time of recess: Sena
tors Ribicoff and Percy.)

[THE EXECUTIVE SESSION THAT FOLLOWS WAS MADE
PUBLIC, AS PROVIDED BY THE RULES OF THE SUB
COMMITTEE, ON FEBRUARY 11, 1971]
FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 3:50 p.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 308, agreed to
February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi

Member

COft.

Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; Philip W. Morgan, chief counsel to the minority; John
Brick, investigator; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Walter S.

Fialkewicz, Department of Justice; Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk; and
Fred Asselin, special assistant to Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.
Pursuant to rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended

by the Committee on Government Operations for its Senate Perma
nent Subcommittee on Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed
on March 4, 1970, permission is hereby granted for the acting chair
man to conduct an executive session without a quorum of two members
for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of improprieties and
corruption in military clubs and post exchange systems in the United
States and overseas.

This is signed John L. McClellan, Chairman, and Karl E. Mundt,
ranking minority member.
(The document follows:)
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE on INVESTIGATIONs,

Washington, D.C., January 27, 1971.
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended by the Com
mittee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
1999)
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Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed on March 4, 1970, permission is
hereby granted for the Acting Chairman to conduct an executive session without

a quorum of two members for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of
Improprieties and Corruption in Military Clubs and Post Exchange Systems in
the United States and OverSeaS.
JOHN L. MCCLELLAN, Chairman.
KARL E. MUNDT,
Ranking Minority Member.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Glenn Faulks, who I understand is repre
sented by counsel—
•

May we have your full name, sir?

-

Mr. WEISL. Edwin L. Weisl, Jr., of this city.

-

•

Senator RIBICoEF. Will you stand, please, and raise your right hand?
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Mr. FAULKs. I do.
TESTIMONY OF GLENN D. FAULKS, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL

EDWIN L. WEISL, JR.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Weisl, I understand you have a preliminary
statement to make.

Mr. WEISL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much for the oppor
tunity.

I think the committee should know that my client, Mr. Faulks,
though he has cooperated with the staff in the past and is aware of the
investigation of this committee, and that he would eventually be a
witness, didn't really know until this morning that he was to be called
today, or, for that matter, within the next couple of weeks. But he
wanted to appear here and not waste the committee's time.
I might say further that I was not retained as counsel myself until
this morning. In fact, we have not had a great opportunity to consult
and look into the facts which may come, or to some of the positions
we may have to take before the committee today. I want to assure it that
our desire is to cooperate.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Faulks, will you tell me what your present
address is?

Mr. FAULKs. My address is Bangkok, Thailand, the street address
is 588/3 Petchburi Road, Bangkok.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And you are here in response to a request of the
committee to answer questions?
Mr. FAULKs. Sir, I am sorry. I can’t hear you.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You came to the United States, to Washington, at
the request of the subcommittee staff to answer some questions?
Mr. FAULKs. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What is your present occupation?
Mr. FAULKs. I am a salesman.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And who are you working for?
Mr. FAULKs. I have a company that I own myself. The name is As
sociated Sales & Marketing Corp.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And prior to that time, who were you employed by ?
Mr. FAULKs. I was employed by Envoy International, Asia.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. And when did you leave their employ?
Mr. FAULKs. June 1, 1970.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was your capacity? In what capacity did you
work for Envoy?
Mr. FAULKs. I was the general manager for the Asian company.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And

£ were your duties there?

Mr. FAULKs. Actually, acting in the capacity of general manager
I was responsible for the sales, the budgets, the quotas, personnel, the
general function of the company.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Generally, what did you sell?

Mr. FAULKs. We represented a number of American manufacturers
in alcoholic beverages and tobacco.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who did

' represent?

Mr. FAULKs. By name, the companies were the National Distillers

& Chemical Corp., Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., Bacardi. Interna
tional, Royal Crown

# Co., Reeny Martin Cognac, and there may

have been others that don’t come to mind.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were these sales mostly to the Military Establish
ments in Vietnam, Bangkok, and other areas?
(The witness conferred with his counsel.

Mr. FAULKs. Our customers were the military exchange service and
clubs and messes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you met Mr. Duffy?
Mr. FAULKs. Yes, I have.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And did you have a long conversation with him
concerning the sales in Vietnam and other areas in the Far East?
Mr. FAULKs. I had a conversation with Mr. Duffy. Whether it was
considered long or not, it was an interview, yes. And the subject mat
ter was as you mentioned, sales of our products into the military.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever pay any kickbacks on behalf of the

John Henry organization to any people in the U. S. military?
(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. FAULKs. Upon advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to
answer the question, because of the privilege afforded to me by the
Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever make any payoffs to U.S. military

''
the warehousing depot personnel, so ' would push certain
avored brands into their clubs?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, on the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever pay any bribes to PX personnel for
inside information?

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, on the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever expend money for wining and dining
U.S. military custodians and pay expenses in order to get results for
-

sales and so forth?

(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, on the
-

grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN.
To your
do the National
Distillers
Liggett
& Myers, and
otherknowledge,
companies authorize
the doctoring
of
-

35-359–71-pt. 4

15

-

- -
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£ional
expense accounts or reports in
sales?

aid of promotions and

(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. WEISL. Could we ask that the question be read? Neither of
llS–

Mr. ADLERMAN. I didn’t quite get that.
Mr. WEISL. Neither witness nor counsel were able to hear the

question.

(The reporter read from his notes as requested.)
Mr. FAULKs. To my knowledge, no.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

Mr. FAULKs. To my knowledge, no.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you, on May 9, 1970, write a letter to Mr. John
D. Henry, an interoffice correspondence memorandum, on the subject
matter of the military market code of ethics?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, have you been sworn?
Mr. DUFFY. No, I haven’t.
Senator RIBICoEF. Will you raise your right hand?
You solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Mr. DUFFY. I do.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, have you examined the documentation
in this case?

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I think first of all I should say where
I

got these documents.
These are documents obtained under subpena which was served on

# John Henry Organization on June 26 of this past year in Miami,
8.

These are records that were obtained, as I said, under subpena, show
ing correspondence between their offices in Bangkok, Miami, and
Frankfurt, Germany.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And this letter that we refer to at the present time,
was that one of those letters you obtained by subpena?
Mr. DUFFY. This letter of May 9 was obtained from those files.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you read the pertinent part, on page 5?
Mr. DUFFY. I quote from page 5 of the May 9, 1970, memorandum:
The Pacific Class VI market (liquor sales) in the past has been for years
corrupt and fickle. Special promotional programs such as free merchandise, a
monetary allowance per case, has been the general practice rather than the
exception, and, to coin a phrase, the market has deteriorated to a “Dutch

Auction". These type promotions have been necessary in the past in order to stay
competitive and obtain a fair share of the business.

I would also, Mr. Counsel, refer to an extract on page 4 of the same
memorandum:

On the spot extemporaneous promotions by vendor salesmen such as discount
ing, free merchandise, free drinks or samples, generally lead to non-bona-fide
business activities.
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TESTIMONY OF GLENN D. FAULKS, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
EDWIN L. WEISL, JR.—Resumed
l

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Faulks, do you recognize the contents of that
etter?

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, on the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And during the period you were in charge of sales
to the military, did you authorize or condone kickbacks to custodians
or military personnel in line with the letter that you just wrote?
Mr. FAULks. I respectfully decline to answer the question, on the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, could we have that letter be made an
exhibit to our testimony?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you tell us what the meaning of a “Dutch
Auction” is?

(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon
the grounds previously stated.
Mr. Aoi ERMAN. Ioffer the letter of Ma 9, 1970, into evidence.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the letter will go into evidence
and be marked an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 396” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.
Mr. ADLERMAN. On November 28, did you receive a letter from Don
ald F. VanDyne, or a letter of that date addressed to you?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, would you read the pertinent parts of
that letter?

Mr. DUFFY (reading):
I do not know whether you are aware of this but I understand from Ron

Wetzel that Aydelotte (former salesman) still retains in his possession all the
correspondence which was written to him during his employment with us.
As you know some of these letters dealt with the payment of special incentive
allowances to clubs, et cetera, so we could be put in a very embarrassing posi
tion if copies of this correspondence were surreptitiously forwarded to the
appropriate military Organization.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is this one of the letters you obtained under the sub
pena you mentioned before?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Ioffer that letter in evidence.

£or RIBICOFF. Without objection, the letter will be made an
exhibit.

(The document, referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 397” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did you mean by “special incentives,” Mr.
Faulks?

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. During the latter part of 1967, did Liggett & Myers
offer military clubs cash amounts of $12 a case for direct orders from
Liggett & Myers of certain brands?
(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon
the grounds previously stated.
-

-
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Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Duffy, could you advise the committee as to
how many packages of cigarettes or cartons of cigarettes there are
in a case? Do you know?

Mr. DUFFY. Frankly, Senator, I do not know. Maybe Mr. Faulks
would know.
Mr. WEISL.

The witness informs me there are 60 cartons to a case,

Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Sixty cartons?

Mr. WEISL. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr.ABLERMAN. During December, 1967, did you have contact with
Sgt. William Higdon, custodian of the club system at Long Binh,
Vietnam, and obtain from him a 600-case cigarette order for which
you gave him a $7,200 kickback?

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon
the grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, can you put into evidence the checks
relating to the transaction?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, Mr. Counsel. We have two checks dated Decem

ber 9, 1967, for $1,200 each, made out to Georg Scheel. That is
S-6:h-e-e-l, which is an alias for Sergeant Higdon.
These checks were deposited to the account of Sandy Lazar in a
Swiss bank account.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many checks were there?
Mr. DUFFY. Two checks here.
I would like to make those part of the record.

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, the checks will go in as part
of the record for reference.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 398” for

reference and may be found in appendix on p. 1037.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are they for $1,200 each?
Mr. DUFFY. $1,200 each.

Mr. ADLERMAN: We have an affidavit from another gentleman who
was also involved in this. I would like to offer that exhibit in evidence.

Have you the affidavit of Mr. Ron Wetzel?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes. I can identify him.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Without troubling to read it, just put it into
evidence.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Wetzel is a former employee of Envoy, in charge

of the Vietnam operation. I did obtain an affidavit from him in Viet
nam while I was there on my last trip.
Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, the affidavit will go into the
record at this point.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 399” for
reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 399

AFFIDAVIT OF RON A. WETZEL

I, Ron A. Wetzel, who resides at 117B Minh Mang in Saigon, make the follow

ing statement to Mr. LaVern J. Duffy, Assistant Counsel for the Senate Perma
nent Subcommittee on Investigation, Committee on Government Operations,
United States Senate. I make this statement freely and voluntarily with knowl

edge it may be used by the aforementioned said Senate Committee.
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BACRGROUND

During the period March 1952 to March 1955, I served in the U.S. Army at
Fort Bragg, North Carolina. After my duty with the Army, I returned to
Portland, Oregon, where I had grown up and entered the finance business.
During 1955–60, I managed a finance company in Seattle, Portland, and Salt
Lake City. In 1960–63, my employment was with another finance company in
Portland, Oregon. This job concerned itself with financing new and used cars.
In 1964–66, I was in Hawaii and Okinawa acting as a broker for the sale of
new

cars.

In 1967, while in Bangkok, Thailand, I first became active representing vendors
in sales to the U.S. military. I also booked entertainment for the U.S. military
clubs in that area.

In January 1968, I was hired as a sales representative in Vietnam for Envoy
International. This firm was headed by James Henry with headquarters in
Miami, Florida. Envoy International represented National Distillers, Liggett
and Myers, Falstaff Beer, J & B Scotch, Bacardi Rum, Remy Martin Cognac
in Vietnam. Envoy International had their main office for the Far East in
Bangkok, Thailand, and was headed up by Glenn Faulks.
On January 21, 1968, I began my new job with Envoy International. My imme
diate superior in Vietnam was Jack Harris who held the title of area manager.
My sales territory covered the surrounding area of Saigon which included Long
Binh, Bien Hoa, Di An, Cu Chi, 9th Infantry Division at Bearcat and Dong
Tam 82nd ABN at Phu Loi.

During the period 1968–69, other Envoy salesmen that I worked with in Viet
nam included Dave Noble, Duke Ellington, Ross Natole, Al Frick, Lee Bloom
gren, Ham Hamilton, and Will Aydelotte.

As I have stated, Mr. Jack Harris was my immediate boss but was inactive
and showed very little interest in the business. Thus, most of the decisions
and reponsibility rested with me. In April 1969, I officially took over from
Harris as head of the Vietnam office.

Mr. Glenn Faulks, head of Our Bangkok office and our top man in the Far
East, kept close administrative control over our operation. We were in frequent
touch with one another by mail, cable, and telephone. He usually visited our
Office at least Once a month.

My salary with Envoy initially was $1,200 and reached a high of $1,600
for approximately the last 8 months I was with the organization. I left Envoy
in July 1970. In 1968, I received on an average of $2,000 per month as reim
bursable expenses for promoting sales to the U.S. military. In 1970, the amount
I received in expenses tapered off to about $1,000 per month.
When I started my new job with Envoy in 1968, I was naive and unaware just
what was necessary to make Sales to the U.S. military. I was clued in on how I
would have to Operate in Order to make sales by Jack Harris. He told me I would

have to make kickbacks to custodians and to give them other gratuities to make
sales. This was a necessary evil. I personally knew from conversations with
Harris that this bad situation was very distasteful to him. On reflection, I now

realize this was the primary reason he played such an inactive role in the
business. He characterized certain custodians that he was familiar with at the

time as real “pigs”—never satisfied with the amount of kickbacks. In this con
nection, he mentioned Bill Higdon, Bill Briscoe, Billy Dugger. Harris also told
me that I would have to arrive at my own judgment as to what was necessary to
make sales to Other custodians—give them kickbacks or merely wine and dine
them.

My first experience involving kickbacks was with Sergeant Higdon at Long
Binh which occurred in 1968. It had to do with giving Higdon a $12 per case
cash promotional allowance to purchase Liggett & Myers cigarettes. I recall my
first contact with Higdon very clearly. Glenn Faulks and myself met Higdon at
Long Binh. My role in this transaction was minor. Earlier, Faulks had made
a deal with Higdon for the purchase of a certain quantity of L&M cigarettes.
This visit that I made with Faulks was to hand deliver the check for a pro

motional allowance. Faulks handed a sealed envelope to Higdon in his office.
I recall the callous and brazen way in which Higdon handled the sealed envelope.
He merely laid the envelope on the desk with no effort to hide or conceal it.
I'm not sure but I think this check was for $1,200.
A few weeks or months later, Faulks asked me to deliver another check to

Higdon involving promotional allowances for L&M cigarettes. I handed this
sealed envelope, which I know contained a check, to Sergeant Higdon at Long
Binh.
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The third transaction with Higdon occurred to my best recollection around

July, August 1968. We knew Higdon was about to leave Vietnam. This was
Higdon's last chance—as far as we were concerned—for a large kickback before
his departure. I accompanied Faulks again to Long Binh where we met with
Higdon in his office. Higdon and Faulks left the office for a few moments to
check some records. Prior to Faulk's departure from the room, he asked me to
make out two purchase orders, one for 800 cases and one for 600 cases of L&M
cigarettes. We were not sure which order Higdon would take. When they re
turned, Faulks took the purchase order for the larger amount—800 cases at
$12 per case promotion allowance—$9,600. When we left, Faulks and myself
were delighted with the large order. I am not sure this transaction was finalized
by delivery or if payment was ever received by Higdon.
I would like to point out that my wife managed a bar located on Hai Ba Troung
street in Saigon and later another on Pasteur street. I prearranged with certain
custodians, warehousemen, depot personnel to pick up their tabs for drinks, food,
and making available for them girls for the evening. They, in turn, agreed either
to purchase from me or push my products. Military personnel that most frequently
took advantage of this arrangement were the following: Sergeant Billy Dugger,
9th Inf. Div.; Sergeant Ted L. Dickerson, Sergeant Bill Briscoe, Sergeant Ted
Whitacre, Sergeant Sam Lawson, Sergeant “Jackie” Glisson, all of the 9th Inf.
Div.; Sergeant “Doc” Fusco, PX Manager, II Field Force; Lieutenant Fred
Sarno, Depot Manager, PX, Long Binh ; Sergeant Bill Giambra, 25th Inf. Div.;
Sergeant Martin, Bian Hoa; Sergeant Peters, 12th Aviation, II Field Force; Ser
geant Rienertson, A.F., Bien Hoa; Sergeant Schockey, assistant to Higdon, Long
Binh. Only Sergeants Dugger, Briscoe, and Giambra of the military personnel
took kickbacks from me the others listed above were satisfied with my picking up

their bar bills and bills for female companions which was a frequent occurrence.
I should explain as a sales representative in Vietnam, I was not authorized to
have in my possession MPC; however, I had free access to them through my wife's
bar. A number of custodians accepted MPC from me on the pretense they would
use the money for promotions of either beer, cigarettes, or other products. I am
convinced the following custodians “pocketed” this money because they never
supplied me with any evidence that promotions took place. Also, there was no
receipt for the money received nor did I demand one. Sergeant Bill Giambra,
Sergeant Troy Robinson, Sergeant Bill Briscoe, 9th Infantry Division; Sergeant
Bill Higdon, USARV, Long Binh ; Sergeant Blood, 210th Av. Bn.
I have made promotion allowance payments to a number of other custodians,
but I cannot recall their names at this time. As the names come to mind, I will
supply them to Mr. Duffy.
I personally believe the way that these kickbacks could have been prevented
would have been to have a check made out for the exact amount of promotional
allowance to the club itself. This was never done in our organization.
I would like to make clear that my superiors in Envoy International were
aware that these cash promotional allowances were being used by custodians as
kickbacks; however, I am convinced Mr. Henry was unaware of this situation.

I recall when one of our salesmen, Will Aydelotte, quit our company—I cannot
recall the exact date—I wrote a memo to Glenn Faulks advising him that Ayde
lotte had not turned in all his company files when he resigned and I felt some of
the letters in his possession relating to the use of promotional allowances would
prove embarrassing to our company if they fell into the hands of the military.
In closing, I would like to say that when I resigned from this business, I was
completely “fed up” with the improper practices that I had to participate in to
make a living in Vietnam. I will never again enter the military sales field based
on this experience.
I
read the foregoing statement consisting of 5 pages and it is true and

£e

correct.

RoN A. WETZEL,

Sworn and Subscribed to before me this 14th day of December, 1970.
LAURENCE E. POPE,

Notary Public.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were there any subsequent checks, Mr. Duffy, relat
ing to these kickbacks?

Mr. DUFFY. Yes. We have a check here for $2,100, dated Decem
ber 9, 1967, made out to Mr. W. S. Briscoe. Briscoe was a sergeant
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in the 9th Infantry Division in Vietnam. He purchased cigarettes
from Envoy. This check was deposited by Mr. Briscoe in his personal
bank account, as indicated by the check which I have, which I would
like to make an exhibit to my testimony.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will go into the record as
an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 400” for refer
ence and may be found in the appendix on p. 1039.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you another check to Georg Scheel?
Mr. DUFFY. I have another check, dated April 29, 1968, for $4,800,
made out to Georg Scheel. The endorsement shows it was endorsed

by Mr. Scheel and deposited to a Swiss bank account, the Foreign
Commerce Bank of Zurich.

Mr. ADLERMAN. On the face of this check appear the names
Mr. DUFFY. This check was signed by '' Hayward, the comp
troller for Envoy in Bangkok. The check was drawn on a joint account
of Mr. Faulks and Mr. James D. Henry.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that true of the previous checks you mentioned?
Mr. DUFFY. The other checks were signed by Glenn Faulks.
Senator RIBICOFF. They will go into the record as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 401” for refer
ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1040.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you, as recently as May 12, 1970, authorize your
field representative, Robert Weightman, in Okinawa, to make kick
backs in order to generate liquor sales at the Kadena Air Base in
Okinawa?

TESTIMONY OF GLENN D. FAULKS (ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
EDWIN L. WEISL, JR.)—Resumed

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. WEISL. What was the name of the salesman, Mr. Adlerman?

Mr. DUFFY.Mr. Robert Weightman, W-e-i-g-h-t-m-a-n.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, do you have in hand a memorandum
dated May 22, 1970.
Mr. DUFFY. I do.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you show that to Mr. Faulks?
(The document was handed to the witness.)

Mr. ADIERMAN. Do you identify that, Mr. Faulks?
(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon
the grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, would you read the pertinent parts of
that exhibit?

Mr. DUFFY (reading):
Tuesday, 12 May: Today I called on the clubs at Kadena Air Base and I had
a long talk with Sergeant Hamilton and Bob Hendricks. By the way Mr. Hen
dricks is leaving the end of June and returning to (Karnus) to go into his own
business which is going to be a night club and restaurant. We talked for a couple
of hours and I finally told them that I would give them $1 a case for Old Crow

and 50 cents a case for other National Distiller products if I could get a purchase
order off them. I assured them that their name would not be mentioned any

where in any slips or receipts. They said they would think it over and for me to
come back tomorrow.
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Wednesday, 13 May: This morning I returned to Kadena Air Base, where I
picked up a purchase Order from Mr. Hendricks and Sergeant Hamilton for a
total of 550 cases of National Distillers products, 80 cases of that was Old Crow,
and I was very happy to finally get a purchase Order Off them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Ioffer that as an exhibit.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an ex
hibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 402” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Faulks, did you prepare a memorandum dated
May 22, addressed to all salesmen, Vietnam, having as the subject
“Special Allowances J & B”?
Mr. Duffy, will you show him that exhibit?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.
The document was handed to the witness.)
The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, on the
grounds previously stated.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, would you read the pertinent part of that
memorandum?

Mr. DUFFY. The following is quoted from that memorandum:
Effective 1 June a 50 cents per case promotional allowance is authorized and
will be in effect until 30 September 1969. At the end of this period, we will review
our accomplishments, and determine whether or not the Special program can be
continued and still remain within Our budget.
*

*

*

sk

*

sk

*

As previously discussed with each of you, particular caution must be taken
to make certain that we are not promoting the same case of J & B Scotch

Whiskey at more than one level. Depots and central warehouses are normally
the key if arrangemnts can be made for these special allowances. It would be
much more desirable, however, to have the promotion conducted at the club
level, since this is the place where customer demand is established. With this in
mind, and the decision in your hands, I reiterate that care must be taken to make
Sure that you are not spending your special allowance on the same case of J & B
more than one time.

Another extract from the same memorandum:
It is our fullest intention to keep the warehouses and depots out of stock, so
that we will receive repeat orders immediately.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you show Mr. Faulks a memorandum dated
May 10, 1969, signed by Mr. “Ham” Hamilton?
(The document was handed to the witness.)

Senator RIBIGoFF. Without objection, the previous document read
by Mr. Duffy will go into the record as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 403” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Faulks, would you look at that memorandum
dated May 10, 1969?
(The witness conferred with his counsel.)

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, would you read the pertinent part of the
memorandum referred to?

Mr. DUFFY (reading):
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J & B isn't moving as well as it should I know, but my man in the sub-depot
down in Chulai promised me that during the next accounting period he would
push it. Their next accounting period runs from 11 May to 10 June, and he said
he'd do something about it. I'm sure he will but that's to be seen.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Ioffer that.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be received as an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 404” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, have you a list of samples of records
showing payoffs to warehouse and depot personnel charged to the Na
tional Distillers, Falstaff Beer, and Bacardi Rum?

-

Mr. DUFFY. I do.

The following are examples of payoffs to warehouse and depot per
sonnel, taken from the reports that I obtained from my visit in Miami.
They were charged to National Distillers, Falstaff Beer, and Bacardi
Rum.

-

-

I have a listing, Mr. Chairman, that I would like to have inserted
into the record at this time.

Senator RIBICOFF. It will go into the record. Do you want them
printed in the record?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.
-

(The document referred to follows:)
NATIONAL DISTILLERs (SEPTEMBER 1968–VIETNAM)
Drinks, dinner, entertainment and accommodation in Saigon for Lt. Sarno,
Depot Manager, and Lt. Mitchie, Asst. Depot Manager, Long Binh.
Piasters

Dinner, drinks and entertainment------------------------------------ 14, 200
Accommodation -----------------------------------------------------

Golf expenses---

-

- - - - - -- -- - -

4,000
3,000

Total.-------------------------------------------------------- 21, 200

Total $179.66
FALSTAFF BEER (OCTOBER 1968—VIETNAM)
Hotel and entertainment expenses for Lt. A. J. Sarno, Depot Manager, Long
Binh, while in Japan from 15–21 October on R&R.
Yen

Hotel O'Kura, Tokyo-----------------------------------------------Hotel New Grand, Yokahoma--------------------------------------Dinner and drinks at Sarno Hotel.

30, 589
11, 996

Total $125.03
FALSTAFF BEER (NoveMBER 1968–VIETNAM)

Dinner, drinks and entertainment of Lt. Fred Sarno, OCI Long Binh
Beer Depot, and Lt. Oscar McLeod, PX Co-ordinator for Eastern
area and Saigon Depot----------------------------------------- $83.05

FALSTAFF BEER (DECEMBER 1968–VIETNAM)
Dinner, drinks and entertainment for Lt. Sarno, OIC Long Binh Post
beer depot----------------------------------------------------Lt. Bob Knowlton, new OIC, Long Binh Post beer depot (replacing Lt.
Sarno) --------------------------------------------------------

35–359-71-pt. 4-16

$52.55

$34.75
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FALSTAFF BEER (DECEMBER 1968-VIETNAM)
2 Princess rings purchased as Xmas gifts for Mr. Bogeman, Stock Con
troller, Cam Ranh Bay Depot and his assistant Mr. J. Lacamana---

$89.71.

FALSTAFF BEER (FEBRUARY 1969—VIETNAM)
Hotel charges while on R&R in Hawaii for Paul R. Bogeman, Stock Con
troller Analyst at Cam Ranh Bay Depot-------------------------- $138. 64
FALSTAFF BEER (AUGUST 1968—WIETNAM)
G/Sgt. D. Wiley, Warehouse Depot Manager, 3rd Marine Division, Da
Nang (on R&R)--

$300.

NATIONAL DISTILLERS (MARCH 1969–WIETNAM)
Promotion of National products at Saigon Depot, Vietnam Regional
Exchange ------------

$215

NATIONAL DISTILLERS (JUNE 1969—VIETNAM)
Promotion of National products at Saigon Depot, Vietnam Regional
Exchange ----------------------------------------------------- $152.50
NATIONAL DISTILLERS (DECEMBER 1969–VIETNAM)
Promotion of National Distillers' products in Saigon Depot, Vietnam
Regional Exchange, during months of October, November and
December -------------------------------------------------------

$164

BACARDI RUM (MAY-JUNE 1969–VIETNAM)
Promotion allowance Saigon Depot, Vietnam Exchange-------------- $309.25.
FALSTAFF BEER (NovKMBER 1968–WIETNAM)
Spent entertainment of Saigon area warehouse and depot personnel dur
ing period March—October 1968----------

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Faulks, would you examine that list?
Mr. WEISL. What was the question?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you wish to comment on that list?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were these payments made in order to push a cer
tain brand, to manipulate the stock inventory?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I ask you to identify a memorandum prepared by

you, addressed to Ronald A. Wetzel, dated March 28, 1969.
Do you have that in front of you?
Mr. DUFFY. I presented the document to the witness.
(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Mr. WEISL. What is the question?
Mr. DUFFY. He wants him to identify the document.
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Read the pertinent portion.
Mr. DUFFY (reading):
For 10 March you have an entry for 40 cases of Falstaff. You indicate that

20 cases were for yourself and 20 cases for Jack Harris, part to be used for
home supply and 20 cases to be delivered to the Saigon depot. I assume that
this 20 cases to the Saigon depot was the Cholon warehouse which I believe is
an exceptionally good promotion.
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Senator RIBICOFF. That will be admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 405” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. I ask you to identify a memorandum dated March
28, 1969, written by you to another of your field representatives, Mr.
Lee Bloomgren.
(The document was handed to the witness.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you recognize that, Mr. Faulks?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon
the grounds previously stated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, would you read the pertinent parts of
that exhibit?

Mr. DUFFY. I want to be sure we are referring to the same docu
ment.

Lee, we have found that across the bar sampling of our products by the drink
is little or no value as far as promotion is concerned. Occasionally we do partic
ipate by donating a case or so of our products to gala affairs, however, this is
done as seldom as possible unless it has an effect On the custodian or the buyer
of our products. Twenty four bottles of our Old Grand Dad Kentucky Straight
Bourbon is a very valuable promotional item, and by giving away the bottles
themselves rather than dispensing the product by the drink, we feel that much
more can be gained.
Often a custodian or buyer would like to have two or three bottles for his
own use, and when this is the case, we feel that this is a good promotion. When
you pass out drinks to 170 people on an individual drink basis, the majority
of them could care less what they are drinking as long as it is free. In fact,
few of them really know what it is that they are actually drinking.

I suggest that in the future that you stay as far away from this type of
promotion as is possible.

Senator RIBICOFF. Admit it as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 406” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you want to comment?
Did you authorize the
of bribes to key personnel strate
gically located at various PX headquarters as a reward for their ob

''

taining confidential information?

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the

grounds previously stated.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, would you please hand the witness
the following memorandums:

a memorandum from William A.

Lowell, dated November 11, 1968, a memorandum from Mr. Faulks
to Mr. Henry dated April 22, 1968, a memorandum from Hayward
to Moren dated November 10, 1968.
Documents were handed to the witness.)

enator RIBICOFF. Would you identify these various memorandums,
Mr. Duffy?
Mr. DUFFY. These are memorandums, Mr. Chairman, that I obtained
from the files of Envoy, in Miami.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you want to comment on any of these memo
randums and explain them, sir?
Mr. FAULKs. No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Duffy, would you want to comment generally
on the content of these memorandums?

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I think the memorandums speak some
what for themselves.
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It indicates that moneys were paid for confidential information to
assist Mr. Faulks and his company to make sales.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. These memorandums will be received as exhibits
in seriatim.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 407A–407C”
for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know what the phrase “locker fund”
means, Mr. Duffy?
Mr. DUFFY. “Locker fund” is sort of a wholesale house, where they
sell liquor to various outlets, Mr. Chairman. It is frequently called a
Class VI operation.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is this a general type of operation throughout
the Far East?

Mr. DUFFY. Well, I think there are approximately three locker funds
in the Far East. One is in Japan, one in Thailand—there may be three.
But they do not have one, Mr. Chairman, in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are they run by the Government, or private
persons?
Mr. DUFFY. They are run by the Government, usually civilians head
ing them up. I think that is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Faulks, did you follow a policy of approving

expense accounts of your representatives in the Far East for wining
and

dining custodians only if new orders resulted from such expendi

tures?

-

-

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
grounds previously stated.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, will you identify and hand to the
witness these memorandums from Faulks to Noble; expense reports
submitted to National Distillers, Bacardi, and Falstaff /

(The documents were handed to the witness.)
Mr. DUFFY. I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any comments on any of these mem
orandums, sir?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, on the
grounds previously stated.
Senator RIBICOFF. These various memorandums and expense reports
will be admitted as exhibits at this point.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 408” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Could I make one comment on these expense vouchers?

These expense vouchers clearly indicate it was a policy to wine and
dine custodians, to pav their hotel bills, to promote sales. I think this
is amply demonstrated by the vouchers submitted to the various ven
dors, such as Falstaff, Bacardi, and National Distillers. They reim
bursed Envoy for those expenses incurred.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever receive instructions from top officials
of National Distillers of New York to doctor certain promotional re
ports which you submitted to them for reimbursement?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
*

*

-

grounds previously stated. . .

.

...

. .

.

-

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Duffy, will you give to the witness for iden
tification and perusal a letter dated November 11, 1968 from James B.

Doyle, an interoffice memorandum from Ramlund to Fadden dated
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July 27, 1968, a letter dated August 13, 1968 from VanDyne to McGin
ley, an original hotel bill for Sanella dated September 1968?
Mr. DUFFY. May I interrupt for a moment?
Some of these documents Mr. Faulks does not have knowledge of.

These documents relate to other individuals within his company, but
not directly to him.
Senator RIBICOFF. So these do not involve the witness at all?

Mr. DUFFY. They do not involve the witness directly, Senator, no.
I would like to make a comment about that, if I may.
Senator RIBICOFF. Proceed, sir.

Mr. DUFFY. These documents you are referring to, Mr. Chairman,
relate to a hotel bill that was paid by Liggett & Myers, of New York,

which indicates that this expense item was charged falsely to sampling
and promotional expense. I put this documentation in to point this up.
Senator RIBICOFF. But do not involve Mr. Faulks?

They will be admitted as an exhibit.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 409” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Do not involve Mr. Faulks.

Mr. ADLERMAN. These are other employees of John Henry Co.
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you want to comment at all on them, Mr.
Faulks?

Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon
the grounds previously stated.
Senator RIBICoEF. I think for the purpose of the record, Mr. Duffy,
the letter dated November 11, 1968, is from Doyle to Faulks. Is that
not correct?

Mr. DUFFY. I think that is the last document that has reference to
the witness.

Senator RIBICOFF: Would you comment on that, sir?
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon
the grounds previously stated.
Senator RIBICOFF. The letter dated November 11, 1968 will be ad
mitted as an exhibit at this point.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 410” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF: Mr. Duffy, have you any other comments?
Mr. DUFFY. We have two additional documents to be presented to
witness to identify and ask him if he has any comments about

#

them.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you describe the documents?
Mr. DUFFY. A document is dated September 15, 1967, addressed to
Liggett & Myers in New York. I would like to read an extract from
that letter:
Enclosed is our first order for direct shipment to a club in Vietnam (the Sec
ond Field Forces). Sergeant Higdon would like to be invoiced separately for
two gratis cases for 10 cases of each brand listed on the purchase order. If we
do not run into any problem with the Exchange Service taking direct orders a
part of Higdon's original order will be reoccurring on a monthly basis. I will
advise you about this later after seeing how his sales go.

Mr. Chairman, I think this is significant, because it shows as early
as September, 1967, this company started dealing with Sergeant Hig
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don in Vietnam. This was their first sales order of Liggett & Myers
cigarettes to a club in
. Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF Will you please give a copy of that letter to the

witness?

The document was handed to the witness.)

-

coFF. Do you want to comment on that, sir?.
Senator RIBI
Mr. FAULKs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
ly.stat
nds
ious
ed.letter will be admitted as an exhibit.
grou
prev
tor
COFF
Sena
RIBI
The
-

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 411" for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, Mr. Duffy.
Mr. DUFFY. I have another document, Mr. Chairman, marked “Pri
Yate. It is dated October 30, 1969, from James Henry, addressed to
-

Mr. Faulks.

I would like to have him identify it, if he would.
(The document was handed to the witness.)
(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. Have you any comments on that, sir?
-

-

Mr. FAULRs. I respectfully decline to answer the question, upon the
ly.stat
s prev
ious
undtor
ed.letter will be admitted as an exhibit at this
groSena
CoEF
RIBI
The
-

.e
p oint
(Th

-

-

document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 412” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

-

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, the significance of this one document is

that Mr. Wetzel, who has submitted an affidavit to this subcommittee
indicating his knowledge of kickbacks in Vietnam, was criticized here
for failing to produce sufficient receipts for goods sold in Vietnam.
This information was brought to the attention of Mr. Faulks, as in

m.
dicatedto'
memora
by this CoEF
. ndu e

Sena
RIBI
Are ther any other comments you would care to
e this point, Mr. Duffy?
mak
#y. I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.atDUF
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Ad erman, or Mr. Morgan?
If not, the committee will stand in recess subject to the call of the
chairman.
As I 'inderstand, Mr. Weisl, you and your client are to remain to
-

e staff.
talk with the
Mr. Wris.comm
delighted to, if we can be of any help, Mr.
will be
Weitte

i'
Ch
nk.
Tha
you very much.
( # 4:30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to the
-

r.)ent at time of recess: Senator Ribicoff.)
call(Me
the rChai
ofmbe
pres

A P P E N DIX

ExHIBIT NO. 293
APRIL 22, 1964.

Maj. Gen. SAM MADDox, Jr.,
Commander,
13th Air Force.

DEAR GENERAL MADDox: A directive was just received from Headquarters Pa
cific Air Force through 13th Air Force by the 23rd Air Base Group, APO 137, in

structing them to immediately cease all business transactions, all concessions, all
maintenance contracts, etc. with our firm.

The reason for this severe action being that we represented, as Agents, a group
of companies known as Service Games, Sega Inc. Nippon Goraku. This group is
engaged in the manufacture of slot machines and parts.
I am sure you are familiar with Our company, Gande, Price, since Shanghai
days. We were established in 1890; importers of wines and spirits from the USA,
the UK and the Continent which products we distributed throughout China (until

the advent of the communists). After this, we moved our headquarters to Hong
Kong and continued to distribute to American Embassies throughout the Far
East, as well as to our military establishments.
It was only a year and a half ago, in view of the frequent requests of our
customers here in Vietnam that we added the representation of the Sega machines

to our long list of other agencies. We handle slot machines only in the Vietnam
area and this line is a very Small segment of our overall business.

We are currently handling the following other lines in Vietnam :
Carlings Brewery-------------------------------------------- Seattle
Hiram Walker, Inc.---------Heinz Soups------------------------------------------------Par-T-Pak Mix----------------------------------------------Ideal Beverage Coolers--------------------------------------Frigidaire Ice Cubers------Wells Kitchen Equipment------------------------------------Modern American Products-----------------------------------

Detroit

Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Bally Bingo Machines---------------------------------------- Chicago
Tuborg Beer-Copenhagen
Sapporo Beer––
Tokyo
Ballantines Scotch------------------------------------------- Scotland
and numerous other lines.
-

----

---------------------

-

For the past year and a half we have actually helped finance numerous clubs
in Vietnam. Examples being the very two clubs who have been instructed to
stop all transactions with us.
For the past year and a half the 23rd Air Base Group, Officers Club has
owed from over US$3,000.00 down to their present nil balance as the account
was paid up in full last month.
The NCO Club currently still owes a balance of $8,900.00. However this club

is rapidly getting on its feet and at the rate of present payments should be
current in three months.

Both of these clubs have cargoes either in the port of Saigon, or on the
water which they are now unable to clear. This places my company in a very
embarrassing position with the Vietnamese Customs.

In view of our long standing relationship with military clubs, and our nu
merous other lines, which the clubs want, I am prepared herewith to cancel our
arrangements with the Sega people providing we can be reinstated to trade again
with the Air Force clubs in Vietnam.
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Should you deem it necessary, I shall be happy to fly to Clark and discuss
this with your designated officers right away. I consider this a matter of ur

gency, in view of the fact that our reputation is at stake and needless to say,
we are suffering a financial Set back.
Please accept my kindest personal regards,
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM J. CRUM.

P.S.–Saw Lindy Johnson in Hong Kong last month and he sends his best
Chin-Chins.

ExHIBIT NO. 306
AFFIDAVIT OF LT.

COMDR. JULIAN BAXTER

KING

I, Lieutenant Commander Julian Baxter King, who resides at 820 East Joppa
Road, Baltimore, Maryland, make the following statement freely and voluntarily
to Mr. LaVern J. Duffy, who has identified himself to me as an Assistant Counsel
of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, and to Mr. Fred Asse
lin, who has identified himself to me as a Special Assistant to Senator Abraham
Ribicoff.

I am Chief of the Industrial Security Committee of the U.S. Army Intelligence
School at Fort Holabird, Maryland. I have held this position since July 1, 1970,
and stationed there since October 1969.

-

From April 1, 1965, to April 3, 1966, I served in Vietnam as the Liaison Officer
for the Clubs and Messes Division of the Headquarters Support Activity, and
made food purchases through the Navy Exchange. It was the PX in Vietnam and
it was under the administration of the U.S. Navy.

My Commanding Officer was Navy Captain Archie C. Kuntze. Two of my sub
ordinates were Lieutenant (J.g.) Charles M. Foster and Lieutenant (j.g.) Kim
R. Martiny. These men were serving with the Clubs and Messes Division when
I arrived.

The clubs and messes central offices were located in the Rex Hotel in down

town Saigon. I lived there as well, in a room that cost $5.00 a week, a special
rate for U.S. military.

Lieutenant Foster lived at the North Pole Hotel. Lieutenant Martiny lived at
the Brinx Hotel. Both these hotels had special rates for military personnel
Similar to the rates at the Rex Hotel.

I had been in Vietnam about three months when the clubs and messes offices

were moved out of the Rex and to the Tran Hung Dao section of Saigon.
I continued to live at the Rex Hotel. But about the time the Offices were moved

to Tran Hung Dao. Lieutenants Martiny and Foster moved out of their respec
tive hotels and moved into a villa.

They wanted a villa because it provided them more comfortable quarters and
because they wished to entertain friends. There was, however, no requirement
for them to have a villa or to entertain in connection with their official duties
with the Exchange.

I knew William Crum to be a vendor representing Sarl Electronics and Price &
Company. Sarl sold coin-operated amusement machines such as slot machines
and jukeboxes to the clubs and messes. With Price & Company, Crum represented
several large American firms such as Jim Beam Liquor and Carlings Beer. He
also sold these products to clubs and messes as well as to the Navy Exchange.
Crum made a point to meet me early in my stay in Vietnam and we met
socially at dinners or at parties in his villa.
At a Christmas party in 1965 in Crum's villa, Crum told me that he had
loaned Lieutenants Foster and Martiny the $2,500 for them to secure their villa.
Crum said he owned the villa. But he had arranged for the loan to be trans
acted by his business associate in Sarl, Graham Welton, so as to avoid the
appearance of an impropriety.
I also was advised—I do not remember by whom—that Foster and Martiny
did have a duly-signed note indicating that they had gone through the conven
tional proceedings to secure the loan. I viewed this note as a facade to confuse
point—they had accepted a loan from a vendor and that was not

£ntral

right.

It was my view that it was still an impropriety. Crum and Welton and Sarl

were vendors selling to the Navy Exchange. In their work in my division,
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Lieutenants Martiny and Foster were assigned to activities that put them in
frequent association with Crum, Welton and other Sarl personnel. They were
in a position to actually award contracts to Crum. Their having negotiated
a loan with Crum, through Welton, constituted a conflict of interest, to my
way of thinking.

It turned out, however, that Crum was not happy with Lieutenants Foster
and Martiny. He had loaned them this money, he explained, in the hope the
loan

would result in more contracts for him. With the Clubs and MeSSes

Division.

Instead, he said, Lieutenants Martiny and Foster had not given him an

appreciable amount of new business.
I then asked Lieutenants Foster and Martiny about this loan. It was, I

said, a very questionable transaction. They said they had received the approval
of Captain Kuntze to live in the villa. I accepted their word that the Captain
had also approved the loan. I did not ask Captain Kuntze about it. Nor did I
report my misgivings about it to anyone else. In retrospect, I realize I should
have.

Captain Kuntze was himself involved in questionable practices. They later
resulted in the Navy taking a court martial proceeding against him.
Captain Kuntze lived in a villa in Saigon and directed me frequently to
arrange to have PX materials, entertainment, and goods delivered to his villa
at no cost. For this I should have reported him. But I did not. The only
goods he paid for were food and beverages which he paid for on a monthly
basis.

A Navy steward named A. Rosete worked for Clubs and Messes Division.
But he was assigned on a full time basis to serve as house boy and servant
for Captain Kuntze at his villa. When the Navy began the court martial on
the Captain, I was questioned. But I was not called upon to testify. Rosete did
testify. Captain Kuntze was found guilty on some minor charges.
With Captain Kuntze, our commanding officer, setting this example in Vietnam,
it was not surprising that Lieutenants Foster and Martiny should enter into this
arrangement with William Crum.
But Crum did not feel they were living up to their end of the bargain. He
then arranged for them to be reported to the authorities.
His secretary, a Vietnamese woman named Au Toan, wrote an anonymous
letter to Navy investigators in which she said Martiny and Foster were “living
it up” in a luxurious villa while many of their fellow military personnel were
fighting and dying in the War. Au Toan said this was not fair and should be
stopped.
I know that she wrote this anonymous letter because she told me so. I also

Know she wrote the letter because William Crum told her to. She told me this,
too. This was his way of taking Lieutenants Foster and Martiny out of the pic
ture. Crum must have thought he might fare better with their replacements.
I knew Au Toan well enough for her to confide in me with this information
because she had been my secretary for several months in the Clubs and Messes
Division before she had joined Crum.
One contract that I know that was awarded to Crum because of the loan to

Foster and Martiny was a $1,000 contract to provide slugs for the slot machines
that were in the clubs and messes.

The initial contract itself was not big but it was understood that there would
be many follow-on increments awarded and Crum would receive them, too. But
Crum did not feel that this one contract was substantial enough to justify
having made the loan.
Crum was very friendly with many Exchange personnel, both military and
civilian. He entertained often and, by Vietnam standards, lavishly, providing
good food, plently of liquor and female companionship.
As I recall his style of entertaining and his efforts to establish warm relations
with Exchange personnel, I can only conclude he was attempting to ingratiate
himself and, if possible, put us in compromising situations that would result in
our feeling an obligation to award him more business. At that time, our monthly
contracts were about $200,000.
One of the principal vendors selling to the Naxy Exchange in 1965 was Allied
Industrial Sales run by Frank Furci and James Gallagan. I recall they had about

half of the slot machines that had been purchased by the Navy for the clubs in
Vietnam. The other slot machines had been purchased from Sarl Electronics
and William Crum.
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There was one occasion in which Crum could have seriously impaired by
ability to carry out my duties in an objective manner. In that instance, I was
planning a business trip to Hong Kong. When he learned of my plans, he said
he would arrange for me to stay in a suite of rooms at the Hong Kong Hilton.
Because of a mix-up in the wire he sent to Hong Kong to set up these accommo
dation, no suite was reserved for me at the Hilton and I stayed in an inexpensive

room there which I paid for myself. The cost was $12 a day with government
rate.

I was fortunate that there was a mix-up in the telegram. Had it not occurred,
I would have enjoyed Crum's hospitality, not have paid for the suite and, there
fore, been in his debt. I should not have allowed myself to be placed in a situation
So potentially comprising.

In my one year at the Saigon Exchange, I was instrumental in awarding only
one contract that was in any way related to William Crum. That occurred when

a delay developed in our usual shipment of beef from the U.S. Due to these emer
gency conditions, we were allowed to buy meat from foreign suppliers. When a
Singapore supplier failed to deliver the meat order, Crum suggested a colleague
of his, an Australian named McCallum. McCallum, as I recall, made good on his
first delivery of meat for us. We contracted for a second but his ship ran into
difficulties at sea and could not make the delivery. That was the extent of Our
dealings with McCallum.

ExHIBIT No. 310
C*O*P*Y.

MACJA (4 May 66).
SUBJECT: Special inquiry.
TO: PM
FROM : S.J.A.

DATE: 23 May 66, Cmt 1.
1. The attached investigation has been reviewed and two violations were
found:

a. Mr. Wolf was paid $16,966.00 piasters purchased at the rate of 118 piasters
to the dollar for services rendered in a contract with clubs and messes. This

was in violation with VMAC 01/65 dated 301635Z Aug 1965.
b. Mr. Crum rented a villa for one year as an accommodation to Martini and
Foster who wished to rent it for only six months. Since Mr. Crum was contract
ing with clubs and messes at the time, Martini and Foster violated DOD pro
hibitions against accepting favors from contractors.
2. On the basis of the thorough investigation completed to date and the little
likelihood that additional information can be obtained, leading toward any sort
of punitive action, no further investigation is warranted.
3. Recommend that the investigation be forwarded to Commander, Naval
Forces, Vietnam, Attn: Legal Officer, for any action he may deem to be appro
priate with regard to letters of reprimand to be placed in the personal files of
Martini and Foster.

GEORGE S. PRUGH,
Colonel, JAGC,
Staff Judge Advocate.

ExHIBIT No. 314

PRICE & Co. LTD.,

Hong Kong, August 13, 1965.
Mr. MEL PETERSON,
Vice President, International Division,

James B. Beam Distilling Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

DEAR MEL: The people who will be in charge of the Saigon Exchange are as
follows:

Colonel Goodlet—Exchange Officer

Mr. Peter Mason—General Manager
Mr. Dick Llewelyn—Merchandise Manager.
Messrs. Mason and Llewelyn will be arriving in Saigon from Beirut, Lebanon,
on 9th September so I have written Bill to be sure to meet them at the airport.
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We understand that the official take-over will not take place until early Decem
ber but that the Exchange people will start ordering merchandise in October.
With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,
A. A. SMITH.

ExHIBIT NO. 320

PRICE & Co., LTD.,
Wine and Spirit Merchants,
Hong Kong, September 7, 1965.
Mr. MEL PETERSON,

Vice President, International Division,
James B. Beam Distilling Co.,
Chicago, Ill.
DEAR MEL: Many thanks for your letter of 1st September with your new Price
List enclosed therein.

I, too, am hopeful that we can do something with your Cordials and Liqueurs
as well as the Gin and Vodkas when the Exchange takes over.
You may be assured that Bill will give it the old school tie try and with the
new group living in Bill's house, the odds work out about six to five in our
favor.

With kindest personal regards,

Sincerely yours,
A. A. SMITH.

EXHIBIT NO. 322

SEPTEMBER 9, 1965.
Mr. MILTON E. PETRICK,
Mandarin Teactiles, Ltd., Kowloon, Hong Kong, B.C.C.

DEAR PETE: It certainly was good hearing from you via your personal letter
dated 1 September and I sincerely hope that this finds Vera, the Johnson's and
yourself in the best of health.
There certainly are changes being made in the buying activities in South Viet
nam and the Army and Air Force Exchange Service is getting into the act in rela
tion to the Logistic Support of Exchanges and Class VI items. The target date
for the takeover is December 26, 1965.

Pete Mason and his assistant, Dick Llewellyn will be running the merchandis
ing and procurement end of the business in Vietnam and their orders will be
filtering through PACEX in Honolulu before final processing in New York. An
other old friend of mine at PACEX is Major Lee Maines, who used to be in Eu
rope, has got a responsible position in the PACEX there and I have been in con
tact with him.

I have known Pete Mason for a number of years, through the OSC stint in
Europe and can tell you quite a bit about him. He is also a good friend of Frank
McLaughlin's; however, Pete has not been in Europe for the past three years,
having been in the Exchange Service in Atlanta, Georgia. In talking with him
a couple of weeks ago, he requested this assignment to get some “combat ex
perience”, as he stated, with the Exchange Service.
He is a bachelor and is very close to his mother, who he has in an apartment
in Europe—Greece, I believe. Pete is of Greek descent and is tall and is very
personable and being a bachelor, enjoys the normal bachelor activities.
He used to date the Jantzen and Dynasty models that were used in Europe,
hence, his close association with Frank McLaughlin. He certainly is the type of
fellow you can fly down to Saigon to talk with and get some straight answers
from.

While it is none of my business, I feel quite confident that Bill Crum and Ace
Smith will be cuddling up close to him and it might be worthwhile letting them
see what they can do with Dynasty. I believe you know at this time, there are no
dependents residing in Saigon; however, when the occupation phase comes, you
should be doing a terrific business, as I know Pete Mason is very cognizant of
Dynasty and their fine products.
Incidentally, I met Mr. Bud Berman when he had his own business in Europe.
It seems to me that I recall he was out of Honolulu but maybe I am mistaken.
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I certainly want to wish you, Lindy and Bud every success and I feel very con
fident that you are going to have some wonderful forthcoming big years.
If I can be of any further help to you, Pete, please don't hesitate to write
and, in the meantime, the family joins me in wishing all of you the very best.
Warmest personal regards,
MEL PETERSON,
Vice President, International Division,
James B. Beam Distilling Co.

ExHIBIT NO. 326
PRICE & Co. LTD.,

Saigon, Vietnam, October 5, 1965.
Mr. MEL PETERson,
Vice-President, International Division,
James B. Beam Distilling Co., Chicago, Ill.
DEAR MEL: I finally got a letter from the Fleischman people concerning their
representation in Vietnam. They pointed out to me that they were studying
the market and haven't decided who they would give the account to but if they
decided on Price & Co. they would let me know.

When I did not get a prompt reply from Fleischman last June, our “friend”
delisted the line and so it has never been purchased since. I mentioned to him
on my last meeting with him that Fleischman was considering appointing their
representative and he impatiently indicated that it was too late that I better
drop the line entirely. So I am writing to Fleischman as of this date advising
them that we are no longer interested in representing them. I feel that it is

better in the long run that I have my team concentrate on Beam and the extra
Beam products. I am sincerely hoping to list considerably more of the line dur

ing the month after our new civilians take control.
I mentioned the Pin Bottle to Dick Llewelyn who is working up the whiskey
orders in cooperation with “our friend” from the Navy and Dick seems quite

interested. I pointed out to him that it was a very popular package when it
used to be on the list in Vietnam and also that it was the right size for the
regulation concerning bottles going back to the United States.
He seemed interested and if the situation wasn't so terribly confused I think
I could get an order out of him this month. However, I am not counting on it
but I will definitely have some pin bottle mixed in with the next month's order.
The boys told me that there are going to order from Army and Air Force
Exchange next month for the first time. So we will see.
It is extremely regrettable that the old Navy system decided to completely
ignore the Beam's Choice Special Orders that I brought down from the Danang
area. In fact they allowed Beam and Beams Choice to run out entirely in the
Danang area. I reported this to the new Army & Air Force Exchange person
nel and they are shaking their heads in dismay and assured that Once they
have control that such things would never happen again.
I am going to have to watch very closely that proper distribution is made
on our products from now on because of the size of the orders as compared to the
depletions that you have been getting lately ; in other words we are going to
have to double and triple our depletions in order to coincide with the size of
the orders that are now going in otherwise we will have a back up and com
plete stoppage of orders which I would hate to see.
It is obvious that distribution is the main key to our problem, more so than

sales work. The product is well known and as long as it is in the area, it is going
to be consumed. So I am going to concentrate heavily on distribution with the
boys. I know they are going to cooperate.
Relative to the various orders for decanters, I feel quite sure that substitu

tions will always be accepted if you run out of stock on any particular model
so clean out what you have on these orders as it is I think the order for 300
cases that went in a few days ago will be the last one for this Christmas.
I note your paragraph concerning Mr. Blum and the program he witnessed
on the TV concerning Vietnam. The Bay that he mentions is not the Pameron it
is Cam Ranh Bay and this is going to be the biggest harbor and port facilities in
South Vietnam. Our Cee Bees picked it up from a Sandy beach and are cur
rently converting it into tremendous port facility. In fact, our whiskey ship
ments will eventually arrive there first and then fan out over the entire country.
As far as distribution is concerned again the Navy has probably just sent the
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boys in Cam Ranh Bay the nearest liquor to the front door of the warehouse.
I have visited the Cam Ranh Bay and I have seen some Jim Beam on the
shelves, no Beams Choice yet. The new civilians in the Army and Air Force

Exchange have already visited Cam Ranh Bay and are setting up a weekly LST
service from the Saigon warehouses to go into effect immediately and I can
assure you that they will have some of our Beam products of all types on board

in the future. This area is definitely going to be one of our strong points of
coverage in the future.
Thank you for mailing a new catalogue with pictures, labels and prices. In
as much as I have employed a replacement for old Bud Neuse, I would like to
have a second catalogue for him to work with. Could you air mail one extra
catalogue?

I am leaving on the 6th of October for Hong Kong and one of the subjects that
I wish to discuss with Ace will be the fact that next year we will be on a very
healthy stock position with our two main products, namely Jim Beam and the
Carlings Beer and I feel that in order to protect ourselves against back up of
product that we should have a stronger sales force. As you know, I have a second
company over here under Separate management called Sarl Electronics.
We intend to have four sales representatives centered in the four key areas
of Vietnam with this organization. Of course, they will concentrate primarily
on the sales distribution and service of coin operated machines which Sarl has
throughout the country such as Juke Boxes, Slot Machines, etc. I have in mind
that we might consider a commission on our beer and liquor to these boys divided
by area, based on depletions. This would give us much broader coverage than
just two of us selling. What do you think of this idea, Mel? Better reply to this
letter directly to Hong Kong so that Ace and I can discuss it. Incidentally I
plan to continue on to Honolulu for a few days. My mother is meeting me there
at the Hawaiian village and then return to Hong Kong by the 14th of October
for last two days with Ace before returning to Vietnam. Therefore, if you wish
to contact me in Hong Kong of course, you know our address, and if you wish to
contact me in Honolulu, I will be at Hawaiian village until the 13th.

I note your paragraph concerning holding off on taking an order on the ele
phant decanter. I have not mentioned this yet to the new boys but in the
decoration of their new house. I am placing two large sized elephants at the

front door to attract their attention to the item and then when I casually
mention that we might bring out the decanter of this type they may bring sub
ject up for me. We will work on this thing slowly; more or less let the PX
boys dream it up as their own idea.
I hope you have already received the list 50 clubs for the 50 light up

signs. These are the principal clubs although several more are opening up
everyday all over the country. Perhaps you might send them all some other
light advertising material such as plastic pourers or whatever you can spare.
I have received the dripmat and have on my bar now right behind the
Ming ice bucket. Do you think you could airmail a couple of more of these
directly to Mr. Dick Llewelyn cyo Army & Air Force Exchange Service, APO
962.43 as I think they would like to have them on their new bamboo bar that
I am just completing very soon in their house. Also you might send them

a package of any other little gimmicks for their new bar which you might
have available. This should not be in large quantities as it is just for pri
vate home. Five people are going to live in this house including Col. Good
let who is a real nice old timer, used to be in Phnom Penh for the Messes and
Commissary Division for 30 men. He was Major at that time now he is han

dling the requirements of over 150,000 men. What a change!
On the elephant decanter, if it is real nice package, maybe the boys would

go for the $62.00 price but lets toss this thing around and moreless let the
Px boys make a decision on this when Spring time comes around. If we come
up with a very close one to the Vietnam model, seems to me that they will be
very eager to grab the bottle for a souvenir as I mentioned before. They are
shipping thousands of these items to home every month from this country. I
think they are already on sale on some department stores back in the States.
I noted in your letter of September 23rd that the “drip” mat that is putting

glasses on when missing drinks is called a change mat. Am I mistaken? I
will be out on the look out for the Jim Beam toppers so hope they arrive safe.
ly and I will distribute them to the 3 main stores here when they arrive.
Your letter of September 24th is in hand and I note your comments on

Chauteau Brandy and also on Belle of Kentucky blended whiskey. I had already
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singled out Belle of Kentucky and have discussed this with “our friend” who
assures me that Once we get it listed it is good for a minimum of 500 cases a
month. He feels that it is a great item because of the price. In fact, he is
pushing me to insist that the Army & Air Force Exchange boys put in the
initial Order. He says Once they do that he can carry the ball for us.

In fact it is my contention that if we get going it will be a larger item than
500 or 600 cases a month item. I will also take up the Chateau Brandy and see
What We can do With that.

The Navy is abiding by the Buy American act. They are marking up Scotches,

Canadians and other European products a dollar a bottle higher than the State
side Bourbons. I will endeavor to obtain from the Exchange a copy of retail store
price list for you. Thank you for the copy of the directive which we will retain
in our files for records. I guess that's about all for now, Mel. I will be in touch
with you in the very near future when I have some more information. The boys
in PX all joining me for dinner on the town tonight. Ace & I are going all out

on furnishing of their house. In fact we are in for about five grand So far.
Relative to your last letter dated 24th September, a man named Jim Orr has
already arrived and is taking over from LaFleur as the manager of the NCO
Club. Jim Orr used to run Rocker four club in Tokyo. Chief Sgt. Joe Small is

also arriving and he will be chief Supervisor for all the clubs and music at the
airport and he will have something to do with the NCO Club as well as the Air
men's Club. I am sure Small or Orr must have worked together in Japan. Today,
I am dropping by there to meet the boys. So I will keep you advised on this.
Kindest personal regards,
Yours truly,
WILLIAM J. CRUM.
First. Home Address & office St. address of PX Boys—not APO.
Second. Need 4 Men on Booze & Beer alone-distribution most important.

ExHIBIT NO. 327
OCTOBER 19, 1965.
Mr. BILL CRUM,

Saigon, Vietnam.
DEAR BILL : The Army & Air Force Exchange Service in New York has re
quested us to obtain the local street address of the Exchange Officers in Saigon
and the residential address of its principal Staff.
They have tried to obtain this information through normal channels, but were
advised that this was classified “Secret”.

Top that one if you can :
Best personal regards,
MARVIN H. MAREK,

International Division,
James B. Beam Distilling Co.

EKHIBIT No. 329

OCTOBER 22, 1965.
Mr. BILL CRUM,

Saigon, Vietnam.
DEAR BILL : Thank you for your lengthy and well-informed letter of October 5
of which I sincerely appreciated receiving. I shall attempt to answer the many
points brought up in this letter.
First of all, and most important, is the problem of distribution and then sales
that you have mentioned in your letter. During the month of October, we have
made the following shipments to San Francisco for Saigon:
Cases

Jim Beam, Imperial quarts------------------------------------------

8,560

Bonded Beam, Imperial quarts---------------------------------------

2,480
1,480

Beam's Choice, Imperial quarts
Delft Decanter, fifths

Choice Crystal, fifths
Cameo Blue Decanter, fifths---------------------------------------Total

cases------

175
100
25

12, 820
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As you can see by the above, you are going to have a big slug of

whiskey

hitting
Vietnam in December and January and, therefore, it behooves you to do
everything possible to get distribution throughout Vietnam. I certainly think it
would be wise to get very close to the warehouse man in Saigon or at the enter
ing port, who handles the distribution, as he can make your job much simpler. I
know that you know how to handle this.

Concerning your comments in relation to adding additional sales personnel, I
certainly think this is a necessity if we are going to continue the large volume
and I feel quite confident that you will have a large beer volume also. I note your
comments in relation to your thinking about letting your Sarl Electronics ma
chanics also promote whiskey and beer in their respective areas. I presume most
of these mechanics are foreigners and not U.S. people. If my assumption is right,
then I do not believe that these fellows would be an active sales force for beer and

whiskey and that it would be totally necessary for you to put on a couple of
more American sales personnel whose main job and concentration would be beer

and whiskey. A machine service man would not fight for additional whiskey
and beer business, as this is not his primary line. I certainly hope you are in agree
ment with me in that you would put on two or three extra people. I know other

companies will do so and if you are going to stay on top, this certainly is a
necessity. This Vietnam thing is growing into the same situation as Korea did in
1950 and if we play it right, we will all have good volume for many years and

to do so, you have got to be there first, with the most, and get distribution.
As you may recall, my office told you by phone that we got the 6,500 case order
from the Navy that came in with no name brand. This took a little work and
we were fortunate.

Yesterday, in New York, John Wysocki informed me that we would be re

ceiving by next Thursday or Friday, October 28 or 29, an order for 2,880 cases
of JIM BEAM Imperial Quarts, as the initial Order from the A&AFES. I have
been working with him for 3 weeks and had hoped to have some BEAM’s CHOICE
on this order, however, he stated that New York made up the initial order and
all we would have is the JIM BEAM. It will be up to you to convince Lewellyn and
Mason and get the CHOICE and the BOND, which has been started and also
the PIN BOTTLE and other items requested from Vietnam to the A&AFES, New
York. I will keep working at this end in New York and you will have to do the
work on your end for these additional items. New York informs me that they don’t
know if they will make up the requirements in New York or if they would even
tually come from Vietnam but I feel quite confident that they will finally emanate
from Vietnam and in the brands desired SO you therefore have a big job to do
again, but you are on solid ground with the boys out there so we should come
through fine. I have enclosed a portion of our contract with the A&AFES show
ing the prices and the palletizing and unitizing pictures. Our charge for palletizing
and unitizing is $18.45 per unit of which the A&AFES at New York are agreeable.
It is my understanding that palletizing costs would not be added to the price of
the product. Most other distilleries have come in with palletizing costs from
$14.00 to $20.00. I send you all of this for your information.
I have sent you three copies of the prices we quoted the A&AFES and one to
Ace, for your information and I presume that Lewellyn and Mason will be getting
copies from New York and if they do, then it will not be necessary for you to give
them one of these copies; however, if they don’t I suggest you turn one over to
them.

You also may recall I sent you three or four of our sales catalogs and hope
that you will give one over to the buyer for the A&AFES in Vietnam for his use.
Be sure and tell the buyer there that Our BEAM’s CHOICE is similar to Jack

Daniels. I have done this with New York, knowing full well that Jack Daniels
will not be able to Supply their full needs and I have asked New York to fill their
needs with our BEAM's CHOICE and you might do the same in Vietnam.
We are going to increase Our point-Of-purchase material, or advertising allow
ance to all of the clubs out there via APO, and we are presently putting this work
into being so we are hoping to flood the clubs with signs, stirrers, pourers, etc.
I believe Our Marv Marek has asked you for the house address and the office

street address of Lewellyn and Mason, as John Wysocki has asked me to get this
information and give it to him. Please bear in mind this is not an APO address.

The mats you refer to are cash register mats and not drip mats and they run
70¢ each and I can get a number of them to you if they use coins over there and
use them, we will send a number of them there. They are really

#

if
can
attractive.
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In relation to the elephant that you speak about, again let's hold this off until
we get a number of our lines in with the Exchange Service first, and then we will
work on this. Let me know if you are in agreement with this.
I think I have covered a lot in this letter and I am Sorry I did not get an an
swer back to you in time to reach you when you and Ace were in Hong Kong to
gether; however, I have been living in New York during this change-over and
it has worked out quite well for us. I would appreciate getting you and Ace's
valued reply to all of the points I have stressed in this letter.
Warmest personal regards and the very best to you.
BEAMingly,
MEL PETERSON,

ice President, International Division,
James B. Beam Distilling Co.
ExHIBIT No. 340

PRICE & Co. LTD.,
Saigon, Vietnam, January 3, 1966.
Mr. MEL PETERSON,
Vice President, International Division, James Beam Distilling Co., Chicago, Ill.
DEAR MEL: Many thanks for your letter of December 15th and the wonderful
news that you have switched 480 cases of Daniels to CHOICE.

Had a serious talk with Llewellyn about this and other products. He has
promised me on his next order to list for Permanent Ordering: BEAMS CHOICE,
SLOE GIN and some of the Fruit Flavored Vodkas. A step has been made in
the right direction. His next order goes in 1st week of January.
Our mutual friend Chief M/Sgt. Joe Small is in the drivers seat at the Air

Force club complex. You know how he operates. We must supply promotion
funds, which I have been doing. He was delighted with the BEAM Clock
you sent.

My line-up for sales during the coming 1966 year will be as follows:
Sgt. Major Fred Carlson retires January 31st and joins Price & Co. as
Chief Sales representative.
We are also using Rigg Renieri in Saigon, Tan-Son-Nhut area, Frank Proud

in Danang. Quang-Ngai and Colin Cooke in Nhatrang, Cam-Ranh. The boys
are sales representatives with my subsidiary, SARL Electronics and have con
tracts in 99% of the clubs in the country. I believe we will get far better
coverage in this manner than with less of our own direct salesmen, so wish

you would let me try this method for three months. By that time (end of March)
we should have a pretty good pattern.

I will continue to make personal contact on the Exchange level and also travel
around the country jacking up the field boys.

Carlings Brewery allows up US$1,200.00 per month for promotional expendi
tures. I distribute this $300 per month per Sales Representative and see to it that
they spend it.

Is there any possibility to implement such a policy with Beam? I think it
would pay dividends.
I am sending you under separate cover our latest club list. Please guard
carefully as no other company has access to such a complete list.
Please use this list for promotional mailings direct to clubs.
Mel thanks again for all your co-operation. You are the greatest liaison
man I’ve ever worked With.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM J. CRUM.
-

ExHIBIT NO. 348
CoPY of LoNGHAND MEMO FROM G. P. THoMPsoN RECEIVED MARCH 18, 1966

MANILA, P.I., March 10, 1966.

Arrived Manila Monday A.M.—worked with Gus Real and Jim Ondomisi.
Called on Jusmag and Consolidated Open Mess. Placed Black Label (purchase
order enroute Tacoma) in both clubs. Also forwarded P.O. for Macfan Airbase
(Cebu to Tacoma. Total number cases Jacfan 500 Jusmag 140 Consolidated
100-Total 740 for day. Not good (not bad for initial orders).
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With Real and Ondomisi called on Chief Merchandising Manager M. T.

Butler, and PX Manager Elmer Ellas. Placed first order for Black Label beer
for Clark Air Force Base. Butler talked 5,000 cases and Ellas talked 1,000

cases. Expect anything between 1,000 and 5,000. Will settle for 2,500. Order
enroute San Francisco office Army Air Force Exchange. (Not bad.) How about
a raise?

Next we visited Cubi Point and Subic Bay. Borrowed 25 cases for Cubi
CPO and 25 cases for Subic Bay Officers Club from Cubi Point Big “O'” Club.

Big “O'” only account at Cubi handling Black Label. Cooled beer and sampled
CPO and Subic Officers Clubs. Effort paid off. CPO purchase order enroute

Tacoma–100 cases—Manager (A. J. Little) Subic Officers Club forwarding
P.O. also as of March 31. Inventory day. Not bad (but not good).
• Called on Sangley Point CPO Mess. Initial Purchase Order 126 cases enroute
Tacoma. Also Lt. W. L. Smith of Sangley Officers Club placed order 189 cases

(3 pallets) bottles. Had bad luck at Sangley Point Exchange—could not place
Black Label (cancel raise). We also sampled consumers at Marine E.M. Club

Sangley Point and arranged for 10¢ nites in all other clubs—subject to arrival
of product.
While at Sangley met Marine Lt. Edmond E. Jones—Club Officer for 1st
Marine Aircraft Wing in Da Nang, Viet Nam. Jones was in Manilla to arrange
for shipment 100,000 cases San Miguel to Viet Nam. Offered to give me
250,000 case purchase order (for direct shipment) for Marines in Da Nang.
Captain Coleman, Jones' commanding officer, assured me order was legitimate
and would and could be signed sealed and delivered to Tacoma—if I would

accept same. Checked with Army Air Force Exchange, Saigon, was assured
that Black Label would be delisted if we began direct shipments to Viet Nam.
Order refused. End of incident. This report should not be noised around—
because I for one believe that our setup with Army Air Force Exchange is

excellent and should not be jeopardized. Hell of note not to be able to ship
that kind of an order—and it's also too bad that San Miguel is shipping direct—
but I’m sure that we will profit by staying with the rules as laid down in Saigon
by the Exchange.
Mr. Butler of Air Force Exchange (Clark Field) also told me that from
now on all orders for Thailand will be cut and processed by his office at Clark

Field and forwarded directly to San Francisco Exchange for transmittal to
Tacoma. Sounds as tho' the Navy is out in Bangkok—will forward more on this
after by Thailand visit.
In reviewing my few days in the Philippines, I believe that we really accom
plished a lot—and that now we are finally represented in all clubs and exchanges
(excepting Sangley Point Exchange) in the Philippine Islands. Maybe it's the
beginning of a little better market for Black Label—in this area. Let us hope
so. On to Saigon manana—“Mabuhay” from Manila.
Called on all major clubs in Saigon area Thursday and Friday. Flew to
DaMang Saturday morning. Worked DaMang and surrounding areas Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Flew to Nha Trang Monday noon—forced to fly out again
(by military) Monday night—back to Saigon. Had a chance to call on only 5
clubs and drive to Cam Rawh and back to airport. Met Dick Stenstrom (Price &
Co. salesman.)

Had dinner with Colonel Goodlet, Pete Mason, Dick Llewellin, Clarence Swaf
ford, Ralph White and Col. Simmons. All of Viet Nam Exchange Service.
The Viet Nam Exchange has been invaded (besieged would be a better word)
by a group from New York headquarters. General Handin (who will replace Gen.
Galligan shortly) headed up the group. The group consisted mostly of colonels
and top civilians (whom I did not meet). This group (New York) are the plan
ners and policy makers for the AAFE and they gave the word to Viet Nam
personnel and laid down the rules of operation for the Viet Nam Exchange Serv
ice. Some of those rules appear to be as follows:

1. Only six top US beers will be ordered by Viet Nam Exchange. Black Label,
Falstaff, Hamms, Budweiser, Schlitz, Pabst, Blatz. There is some “squabble”
among the “group” to take Millers instead of Hamms. Bill Crum had to be con
vinced (by me) that Millers should be ordered (in place of Hamms) thus giving
Black Label only one competitively priced beer (Falstaff). We have a chance to
influence some of the group, in favor of Millers—which we shall do. The above
list does not include Red Cap Ale—but we should make up in Black Label sales
any projections now pending for Red Cap Ale.
35–359–71–pt. 4–17
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2. All orders will be cut from projections made in Saigon and forwarded to
New York.

3. Functional material will not be shipped with exchange orders (altho' Swaf
ford who is the PX snack bar man wants napkins and coasters badly).
4. Projections will be given to all suppliers by Viet Nam Ex and forwarded
via New York office to each supplier.
5. Consideration is being given to accept Bud., Schlitz, and Black Label orders
thru San Francisco Exchange office. The men I listed earlier as exchange
officers have the following duties and responsibilities:
Col. Goodlet—PX officer in charge, Viet Nam.
Pete Mason—Chief of Viet Nam Exchange (civilian).
-

Dick Llewellin–Chief of merchandising, Viet Nam.
Clarence Swafford–Snack Bar Chief of Staff, Viet Nam.

Ralph White—Chief all PX stores, Viet Nam.
Colonel Grossman—Head of Exchange, Da Nang.
Major Dick Sutherline—Asst. to Grossman.
Colonel Simmons—Going to Cam Ranh Bay—Head of Exchange.

I, along with Bill Crum, was lucky enough to be invited to the PX compound's
quarters for cocktails (7:30 to 9 p.m.) on Wednesday evening, even tho' the
place was flooded with New York brass. A good time was had by all. I managed
a few minutes alone with each of the Viet Nam PX people.
The dinner party on Wednesday nite was a very successful barbecue affair
(and somewhat expensive as you will see when you peruse the weekly expense
sheet) for all Crums' people and myself. I had the Opportunity to talk to each
of the principals in the PX organization concerning our company, and also ob
tained a pretty good picture of their problems and what they intend to do
eventually in the PX system here in Viet Nam. I could continue writing about
the Viet Nam situation for a long time, but would rather report the bulk of it
personally once I get back.
The Situation as far as We are concerned between Price & Co. and ourselves

looks good at this time. Crum has two companies—Price & Co. which handles
only Carling and Jim Beam Whisky. The other company is Saul Electronics
which does a huge business in bar supplies, air conditioning, electric appliances
(for club use and institutional equipment) and slot machines. Saul is probably a
multi-million dollar a year company and is kept entirely apart from Price & Co.
We should concern ourselves only with Price & Co. and not Saul. Saul will
only affect Price & Co. if Crum allows an intermingling of sales help between
these two companies. We should keep a constant watch over our Viet Nam
shipments to assure ourselves that Crum and his people do an adequate job
for us and not become strictly slot machine operators. By the way, the services
are all insisting on owning their own club machines in every club, so it is a matter
of selling machines instead of servicing.
Crum is a good, conscientious diplomatic worker (especially with top people).
He has connections all down the line. Some are Vietnamese, French and Ameri
can. He runs a “tight ship” in handling his personnel and pays well if the job
is done properly. Some of his people are averaging $2,800 per month and probably
will go higher as the shipping problems get ironed out. Crum heads up both
companies—but we should concern ourselves only with Price & Co.
Fred Carlson is the Sales Manager for Price and Co. and all salesmen (for
beer and whisky) report directly to him. Fred is a retired Sergeant Major. A
good deal of his time was in the Embassy and USM Corps. Also I understand
he has some experience in the CID and CIA. Fred has three purple hearts—the
last one obtained when the Saigon airport was bombed. As he says, “26 years
military service and three purple hearts are plenty—I quit.” I believe he is a very
capable man, still young enough (45) to handle the salesmen effectively. Has
a good relationship with PX officers and club managers alike.
Rigg Reiniero is the Saigon rep. for Price & Co. He is an Italian and a very
good salesman capable of handling all club accounts. He will not be responsible
for any PX calls—PX calls in Saigon will be left to Crum and Carlson.
I was fortunate to be able to work a couple of days with Carlson and Reiniero
in the Saigon Bien Hoa area. Also the shipment which we sent, in October, to
Saigon arrived 10 days ahead of me—so we had plently of beer to work with.
Frank Proud is the Price & Co. salesmen for DaMang, Chu Li, Phu Pie area.
This area is all the northern part of South Viet Nam and is the largest area
covered by any Price salesman. Permanent military camps are being established

at DaMang (Army, Marine, Air Force and Navy) and there will be approxi
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mately 100 clubs, 70 snack bars 15 PX stores in this area once occupation has been
completed. Also DaYang will have a permanent PX office reporting to Saigon
Army Air Force PX headquarters. Chu Li will be the permanent base for the
1st Marine group who will all be in the area by April 1st. Phu Bien is and will
remain the 1st Corps headquarters.
Proud covers all this area—he is a 42-year-old Canadian citizen—retired
-

Canadian Naval Commander. Although he has only been in area 3 months, he
already has excellent relationships with Col. Grossman and Maj. Sutherlin of
the DaYang Exchange office. Also he appears to know most of the Club Cus
todians and managers. I worked 2% days with Frank and Carlson in the DaYang
area. Here again we had plenty of Black Label to work with, October shipment
having arrived last week.

Dick Stenstrom Nha Trang area salesman is ex-military and former music and
vending machine operator. About 35 years old—rather quiet and easy going. Dick
has only been in the area about 20 days and is still not too well acquainted with
the accounts. We only had a few hours in the area. Called on five clubs and

drove to Cam Ranh Bay area and immediately took plane for Saigon—so my
opinions of the Nha Trang-Cam Ranh area certainly would not be valid—hence
no further comment.

In wrapping up this report I would just like to ask you for a little assistance
from the Tacoma Plant.

Don, these clubs are in dire need of functional material to get their clubs
established and moving. I have placed numerous orders (and Carlson will be
ordering continuously) for functional material to be shipped to APO numbers.
All these orders have gone direct to John Heelan. Would you please talk to Bob
Ross and have John ship all functional material as soon as orders are received.
Also it will probably be necessary for Heelan to place a large order with Higgins
to resupply the Pacific Warehouse inventory. Would appreciate it very much if
you could put a little “muscle” on the advertising department for some fast
service. This is a hell of a big market and if we get our “licks” in first we will
be damn hard to dislodge from first place.
Following are the many central areas that we will be servicing in the future.
Correct spelling first and phonetic (or Thompson's version) second.
Viet Nam Spelling
Pronunciation
Hue-------------------------------------------- Way
Phu Bae---------------------------------------------------.
Foo'By
Nha Trang------------------------------------------------Ton San Nhat.----------------------------------------------

Naw’ Tran

Chu Lae---

Choo Li

Bien Hoa

Tawn'sa-Noot
Ben Wah"
Cam Ran’

Cam Ranh

-

-

Quin Nhanh------------------------------------------------

Quee’ Non

Just thought you'd like to know. Next week Thailand and so long to the dirty,
dusty, damnable Viet Nam.
Regards,
ToMMY.

P.S.–Have Evelyn make copies for Dutch, Bruce and my file please.
P.P.S.–Just found out that Col. Goodlets' resignation has been accepted by
New York. He will be replaced by July 1st with a Colonel Ivy—formerly Army
Air Force Exchange in Europe.
T
*

ExHIBIT No. 351
PRICE & Co., LTD.,

Saigon, Vietnam, April 25, 1966.
Mr. MEL PETERSON,
James B. Beam Distilling Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
DEAR MEL: The requirements for the Baranoff Vodka definitely did leave Viet
nam for New York. Dick showed me the figures again and they are 1000 cases
per month and up.
He has sent two messages to New York to switch the Choice from fifths to
Quarts.
The projection

for Liquor orders drop Jim Beam from 3650 last order to 3450,

but then rises monthly 3650–3860–4060 and upwards. Choice will rise monthly
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into 1000 cases per month and Baranoff at about 1000 up to 1200 cases per month.
That is providing John Wysocki does not assert his authority on this as he so
often does on other products. Please keep confidential the attached letter I wrote
Carling on this subject. Please note my man in the back room is getting back into
power and I will soon have Some good depletion data on Whiskey sales. At the
moment I can only let you know that Bourbons depleted on the first Stock Record
Card entries to be made in over 6 months (!) Read like this:
Bottles
3.456
Ten High------------------------------------------------------------ 2544
Old Crow
--732
Old Grandad-------------------------------------------------------672
Harper
108
Jim Beam-----------------------------------------------------------

--

-

-

-

This is not a good picture yet. Will have a truer breakdown by the end of next
month.

Wolfson or Wulfson is on the bad list with the VRE boys so hope he's in okeh
with PACEX. He is a miserable SOB and could not sell an igloo to an Eskimo. So
for the life of me cannot understand why Johns hired him.
We have not started getting letters for Bonded Beam as yet. I would like to
see what Wysocki orders next first. Nothing has started against inventories on
usage as they have no usage or depletion factors yet.
Mel, relative to your letters dated April 5th and 8th, I stand corrected the
200 case drop on Jim Beam was just a part of the projection from Saigon, and
no change was instigated by either New York or PACEX. These figures go back
up at 200 cases per month as I stated earlier in this letter.
That's all for now. We are having a party for Col. Godfrey's birthday and I
am donating a case of Choice.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM J. CRUM.

EXHIBIT No. 355

PRICE & Co., LTD.,
Saigon, Vietnam, June 13, 1966.
Mr. ToMMY THOMPsoN,
Carling Brewing Co.,
Tacoma, Wash.

DEAR ToMMY : Many thanks for your interesting letter dated June 4th, 1966.
I have just returned from a trip thru the Danang and Qui-Nhon areas. In the
Danang area, a considerable quantity of Carling Black Label has arrived, but no
One in the Exchange system has any idea how many cases they have. Further
more, they seem to be completely helpless in segregating the beer. First truck
will pick up everything right directly in front of it whether it be Budweiser,
Fallstaff or Miller. Second truck will pick up the next pile and this might be
the Black Label. So you can go in to any specific club in the Danang area and
find only one beer or possibly two beers on hand.
Colonel Grossman and Colonel Dick Southern are both hopeful that this
situation will be rectified as soon as the particular Warehouses are emptied
and the new cargoes come in. The beer is going out very rapidly.
Then I proceeded to Qui-Nhon where I was the house guest of General Monk
Meyer, who is the Commanding General of the Logistic Command supplying
Qui-Nhon, An Khe, Pleiku, Kontum and Quang Ngai. Just by coincidence, Gen
eral Meyer also had another house guest, the Commanding General of Oakland
Army Depot. That's General Ray Conroy. General Conroy was on a trip through
out Vietnam, investigating cargo conditions. This is overall, not only PX sup
plies. During our conversation, he did tell me that there was a severe shortage
of ships available during the month of June. They are taking several more
ships out of Mothballs and the cargo situation should be alleviated some time
in July. He furthermore stated that they were only allocating 4,000 tons to the
entire Exchange system for the month of June, so I imagine that most of our
beer cargoes will be unable to move out of the dock area during June.
I pointed out to General Conroy that I thought we might be in a favoured
position due to the fact that our cargo will be laid down on a Seattle dock and
that perhaps the congestion involved only San Francisco. He denied this and
indicated that each port will have equal priority placings and it wouldn't
make any difference whether our beer is on the dock in Oakland or in Seattle.
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We are getting excellent distribution of Black Label in the Qui-Nhon area, I
saw it at the Officers' Clubs, the Enlisted Men's Clubs and in the PX, and even
in the General’s ice box.

I took some lighters up there and incidentally I was driven to the Exchanges
and to the Clubs and Messes Divisions in the General's staff car, so needless to

say I made an impression upon the two respective majors in charge. Major
Don Tweet, Secretary-Custodian of the Nhatrang Mess Association, which has
an APO number of 96238, is the Custodian of 20 branch clubs in the Qui-Nhon
area. Several of these clubs are located on beaches, beautiful beaches I should
say, and there is a certain amount of R & R for the troops back in the An
Khe and Central Highlands area. Major Tweet is very friendly with our man up
there, Jake Ryu, and helps him in many ways such as he always cuts military
orders for him when he has to fly to Saigon. This has become an extremely im
portant factor in our business, because the commercial airlines are closed down
about half of every month, because of riots and such problems. Therefore, I
would sincerely appreciate it, and I know he would get a fine reaction, if you
could send him an excellent assortment of our advertising material, in par

ticular at least 60 dozens of the nice Carling's pilsner type glasses and then just
go on down the line through the napkins, coasters, waiter's trays and a few other
nice items. Some of these items will be placed in the General's house.
The General told me that he had enough candy bars to build a small wall
around the entire perimeter of Vietnam five feet high and still wouldn't run out,
and furthermore he had enough soap on hand in Qui-Nhon to supply a bar of
soap to all 20 million Vietnamese people. He did also indicate that he's not over
Stocked on beer.

In the Saigon area, we recently received two shipments. About three weeks
ago, a small shipment of approximately 20,000 cases arrived. This was depleted
in three days. Then, just before I left on my trip up North, we received 70,000
cases, which is about 8 days ago, and this is practically entirely depleted already.
We've had two very large pick-ups: the PX at Bienhoa picked up 10,000 cases and
the Clubs and Messes Division in the Saigon area also picked up 10,000 cases.
Joe Small, out at the Air Force, has been picking up 500 and 1,000 case lots and
now has received, out of this latest shipment, over 2,500 cases which is a tre

mendous quantity for an Officers' Club. The other two clubs are also picking up
in 500 case drops in Tan Son Nhut, and the PX is picking up nicely. I believe
we will have all this beer depleted by the middle of June.

I furthermore believe that in view of the very critical shipping situation, we
are going to be entirely out of all beer again some time during the end of June
or early July. There is indeed nothing that we can do about this, but it is cer
tainly keeping our stocks fresh and we are not having too much trouble moving
the Stock Out.

I have not as to date received any reply from you concerning the increase in
promotional dollars, but in view of the fact that large stocks were tumbling in,
I increased the promotional amount to each salesman and took some special steps

myself to insure that we get our beer completely out of stock before the other eight
beers run out and we are keeping a close watch specially in areas like Saigon,
Cam Ranh Bay and Qui-Nhon, where they have a certain amount of control over
beer flow, so that I can bring the subject up with the powers that be. Incidentally,
the power behind the throne on the beer situation is now Col. Walt Godfrey.
Pete Mason and Dick Llewellyn are transferred to Germany, effective October.
Colonel Goodlet leaves at the end of July. Colonel Jack Ice arrives during July
some time to take command of the Exchange system. I think we are going to wit
ness quite a power play here. I think Godfrey will have a lot to say about our
business and I am keeping a very close watch on him. This early transfer of
Pete Mason and Dick Llewellyn is definitely a result of the hair spray situation.
Fred Carlson will get the promotional report for May in to you right away.
Relative to your estimation for the quantity of beer we should move during the
fiscal year 1966–67, I agree with you that this is a very conservative figure and
even if we do have some critical shipping period, I feel confident that we are
going to do over 2 million cases. If the ships would run steadily, we could easily
do the 200,000 cases a month or 2,400,000 cases. Let's hope they take enough
ships out of Mothballs. I don't think that we are ever going to be on top of this
beer market Over here.

Fred Carlson and I prepared a rather voluminous report on staff and an orga
nizational chart and a map of Vietnam covering our operation. He airmailed this
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off to you several weeks ago, and I am just curious to know whether you received
this big envelope. It was about 2 or 3 square feet.
Please thank everyone at the Brewery and in New York for all their kind
assistance to us over here and rest assured that we are well geared up to move
out the stock and keep ourselves in a very healthy condition with the powers
that be on Our local level.

Kindest personal regards.
Yours truly,
WILLIAM J. CRUM.

ExHIBIT NO. 365
COPY OF LONGHAND LETTER DATED ocTOBER 9, 1966 FROM G. P. THOMPSON, RECEIVED
OCTOBER 13, 1966

DEAR DON: Just finished having lunch with T. G. Ramsay—General Manager,
Brewmaster, Operational Director, etc., of Carling Brewery (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Nice chap who seems very personable and certainly would like to make the Hong
Kong brewery a success. He asked many questions concerning our operations,
both military and civilian. I am afraid he thinks me rather dull and stupid (may
be he is right), because I “hedged” on most all of his questions, particularly
those questions pertaining to our military markets. Also I told him that person
ally I thought the principal marketing areas (military)—Japan, Korea, Thai
land, Viet Nam—should not be serviced (either civilian or military) by two
different-tasting Carling products.
Naturally he was interested in Viet Nam civilian distribution through an outfit
known as Loxley Distributing Co. I have never met any of their salesmen, in fact
have never heard of the company, so can’t say what kind of a company it really
is. Tomorrow I'll make a few “discreet” inquiries. I gave Mr. Ramsay very little
info concerning our own operations in our major shipping areas. I answered his
questions concerning Taiwan and the Philippines in full. He evidenced a great
deal of interest in Taiwan, Sarawah, Sinagpore and Malaysia—this I know little.
about (except of course Taiwan.)
Yesterday I visited the new plant in the New Territories. It is a beautiful
building—small output (I'd estimate 1,000,000 U.S. gallons per year) and well
located. It is 99% complete and probably will be making a “water run” through
the lines sometime within the next two weeks. They are planning to put out
the first marketable product on Chinese New Years—February, I think. They
have an ad agency (Ling-McCann) and have already hired a Chinese Sales Man
ager. Richard Young (son-in-law of Paul, Jr.) seems to be the Chinese Manager
and Ramsay the English counterpart. They also have an English refrigeration
man, a German bottleshop Super. and a Chinese laboratory technician. Most of
this I learned at the Brewery visit. However, Ramsay confirmed most of my im
pressions of the plant at lunch today. So much for Hong Kong—I wish them.
success, but also suggest that they keep to their own marketing area.
Have spent many, many hours with Smith, Crumm and Edelstein (A. A. Smith's
new “right hand”) in discussing our Viet Nam situation. It has been rather hard
to convince them to absolutely separate Sand [Sarl] Electronics from Price and
Co. I do believe that they will keep their word and separate the companies
entirely.

Crumm agreed to send Carlson to Nha Trang for as long as necessary to dis
sipate and sell the 133,000 inventory. Crumm personally will make a trip to
Nha Trang after Carlson has worked the area for a period of three weeks.
I also got the point across that Price & Co. has burdened the company with
four entirely untrained beer men, Brown, Carlson, Dale Smith and Sullivan.
These men need training and supervision through constant guidance from an
experienced beer and whiskey man. Too much of their time is spent in selling
“juke boxes,” slot machines and club equipment. Both Smith and Crumm as
sured me that Brown will assume the job and complete responsibility for the
depletion of all Black Label beer.
Briefly the situation is this: (1) Saigon—Rigg Revieri does an excellent job
for us, complete distribution and constant promotion.
(2) Da Nang—George Wilhelm same as Revieri and a very experienced beer
and whiskey man, particularly in clubs.
(3) Nha Trang—Cam Ranh—Ed Sullivan. This man reminds me of Wyatt Earp.
or, better yet, Black Jack Bart. He will be replaced as soon as possible.
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(4) Qui Nhon—Dale Smith, an unknown quantity. Personable, young and
hungry. Recently hired and may do a good job after some intensive training.
Crumm promises to work one month with Dale in Qui Nhon.
(5) Wang Tan—Dick Wright does an average job with beer and whiskey in
Cap San Jacques area. Being trained and supervised by Rigg Revieri from

£

algon.

(6) Carlson, supposedly a trainer of salesmen, is supposed to work all areas of
Viet Nam on Black Label and whiskey only. This man is too soft and can't get
the salesmen to do the proper job of selling beer. If his mission to Nha Trang
is unsuccessful, Crumm will let him go.
(7) John Brown hired as the Price & Co. manager. Former employee of Cal
tec-Ail Company. Very personable, but overly self-confident and impressed with
his own importance. A good administrator, but I doubt that the salesmen would
go to any great lengths to sell for him. However, Brown would be an excellent

liaison man between Price & Co. and the Viet Nam Exchange. Smith and
Crumm agreed to place him in that position.

(8) Over a period of time, before my neart trip, both Smith and Crumm have
agreed to overhaul their entire beer and whiskey operation if the above does not
work out by January 1, 1967.

They further have agreed that if their present, plans do not work, they will
hire a manager for Price & Co. of our own choosing. I have several in mind,
One in particular, who I think would do an excellent job for Black Label.
This whole problem should be discussed at a committee meeting after my
return to the States. I would suggest the dates somewhere between November
10 to 15. I’ll leave it up to you to set it up.
Tomorrow Taiwan and more Chinese problems.
G. P. THOMPSON.

P.S.—As far as this “house” situation is concerned, it was not mentioned
at all during my visit to PACEX or to the Viet Nam Exchange. Mason was
the only one even to approach the subject. Personally, I believe he is badly
worried and is expecting some action to be taken (regarding his next job)
in PACEX. later this month.

Really the house situation is very minor compared to some of the selling
activities of some of the competition. The present investigation (if it can be
labeled as that) could go “pretty high”—maybe so high that the whole mat
ter will be dropped. I will report on this at greater length “verbally.”
ToMMY.

EXHIBIT NO. 368
COPY OF LONGHAND LETTER RECEIVED OCTOBER 3, 1966
FROM G. P. THOMPSON, DATED SEPTEMBER 27, 1966

OCTOBER 6, 1966.
DEAR DON: Just finished talking to the exchange people here in Qui Nhon.
Worked Sunday in Can Ranh Bay and yesterday in Nha Trang. Saw Col. Sim
mons (exchange officer in Can Ranh) and found that they were entirely out
of Black Label beer although they had at least 150,000 cases of other brands.
Some clubs still had Black Label in stock and most of the base exchanges were
well supplied.
Nha Trang is entirely different. There is an inventory in Nha Trang of 133,
540 cases of Black Label. Black Label monthly depletion TM have been an
average of 14,000 cases per month. This leaves Nha Trang with a 9.7 months
supply of Black Label. I met and talked with Major Cardinal Williams who sent
a Sgt. Harrath with me to inspect the beer. All beer is in Outside storage and
is subject to the heat, rain, etc. in three separate storage lots. I explained
that the cans would “rust” and the beer probably would separate and oxidize
before it was sold (at the end of nine months). Also the oldest shipment was
dated 71–74–76 and the newest 145. There is 54,000 cases of the March beer

(71–74–76) and 79,000 cases of the May beer (145). After explaining our prob
lems, Major Williams has agreed to try to get Col. Simmons of Cam Ranh to take
70,000 cases. Also we made arrangements for the Cam Ranh Club complex and
base exchanges to draw from Mha Trang until a shipment is made to Cam
Ranh.
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I had a personally conducted tour (Lt. Quedacerio of the Quin Nhon ex

change beer lots—three lots). We have a total of 46,000 cases

in inventory in

those lots. However this will be depleted by December 1st or before. The dates
on some of this product range from 63 to 145. No notation in any of the lots.
In fact it's the “damdest” mess I ever saw at both Quin Nhon and Nha Trang.
Somebody is going to wind up with a lot of “bad” product and I hope it isn't
u S.I have a meeting pending with Crum (who is in Hong Kong now) and Ace
Smith set up for October 8th—I am going to recommend that:
1. Fred Carlsen be assigned to Nha Trang and Cam Ranh areas until Decem
ber 1st promoting only Black Label beer.

2. All promotional money must be spent in Cam Ranh–Nha Trang and Saigon
for the next three months.

3. A man must be hired at once by Price & Co. to sell and promote Black
Label beer in Viet Nam.

4. All available functional material be funnelled into those markets.
5. All Carling promotional films be allotted to those areas.

6. Compete depletion of all existing Black Label inventories by January 30,
1967.

Also I am going to call Crum and Smith's attention to the fact that they
have done a good job in getting the beer out here—but a terrible job of pro
moting and selling the product to the military.
I also am tempted to threaten them with loss of the line (this I shall decide
after my meeting with Col. Jack Ice) and the tour of Saigon storage places
next Friday in Saigon.
This trip I shall not go to Da Nang. I will however telephone Lt. Col. Gross
man (who I know personally) to get his inventory, depletions and expected stock
levels.

I could write a book about my trip from Nha Trang to Cam Ramh–45 miles—
3 hours by jeep. Also I was a bit worried when the “jeep” driver showed up
early in the A.M. with two 45's strapped to his haunches and the salesman
was carrying an A.R. 16. Nothing happened except a long day's work beginning
at 6 a.m. and ending at 9 p.m. I was dead tired but unmarked except for a few
new callouses and bruises on “you know where.”
In Qui Nhon I'm getting the VIP treatment (thanks to Crum). The General
“Mark” Meyer (only a Brig. but at least a General) sent a car for us and
installed me in a room at his house. Air conditioned yet! And clean white

sheets—best in Viet Nam (including the hotels) so far. Also he assigned his per
sonal aide, Major Casselberry, to ferry me around to the exchange officers and
introduce me to all club officers. Have dates with all club custodians and man

agers set up for tomorrow—then back to Saigon—some fun, eh?
Saigon—I worked clubs and messes in Saigon proper (there are 41) on
Thursday and found Black Label in 90% of the clubs called on. The others
would, and have, ordered Black Label but were unable to obtain same from
the PX storage lots. From what I could see Black Label, Schlitz and Bud are

the most propular in the Saigon clubs. Rigg Rivieri has done a good promo
tional job and we are well represented.
On Friday the long awaited tour of the exchange lots. Colonel Jack Ice took

me on the personally conducted tour, he carried a polaroid camera along and
provided me with the pictures (which I enclose) that certainly should give
you some idea of the tremendous problems faced by the exchange in Viet Nam
particularly Saigon.

Col. Ice devoted a good many hours to me and I expressed my appreciation.
Col. Ice is a friend of the American brewing industry (he knows Henry King
and Jim Reilly) and assured me that all beers ordered by the exchange would
be American with the following exceptions—O.B. beer from Korea for the ROKS,
a small amount of Fosters from Australia for the “Aussies”, and possibly a
short-“very short,” he said, order of San Miguel for the Philippines.
In my talks with Ice he gave me the following information—all breweries
(and he included Carling) were shipping ahead of the dates stated on the
purchase orders. (I have cabled Rudy Hansen to forward all orders received

(photostats) from New York to Tacoma since January first; and to place the
date of shipment on each order). Col. Ice is meeting General Hardin here on
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Oct. 8 thru Oct. 14 and would like to include those photostats as part of his
presentation so that we might receive additional orders by October 15. He even
assured me that he would cable Orders direct New York.

Col. Ice has cleaned out 900,000 cases of beer from the lots since September
1st. I would estimate that our inventory here in Saigon is less than 50,000 cases
and unless he orders soon we will be out of product here in Saigon soon. Col.
Ice is trying desperately hard (in fact he has taken over the beer and whiskey
problem himself) to set up stock control systems and place the “top four” (Bud,
Schlitz, Black Label and Falstaff) on a regular monthly order basis. His prob
lem right now is to get rid of 250,000 cases Fosters and Swan (Australia) and
Tiger (Singapore) which he is offering at $1.00 per case. Also (as you can see
from the pictures) he needs to convince the Army Engineers that the storage lots
must be blacktopped and covered.

Col. Ice also relieved my worries about the 133,000 in Nha Trang. He is forcing
Col. Simmons in Cam Ranh Bay to help dispose of the Nha Trang inventory.
This along with my proposal to Crum and Smith should clear up that situation.
This you will not like—I strongly suspect that future orders will contain some
six-pak can orders. I don't like the idea (and told the Colonel so) but he insists
that all “bulk” sales should be six-paks. This of course will reduce our profit
(after all, part of my bonus is based on profit) and may call for a reduction of
promotional monies to Viet Nam.

Col. Ice never once mentioned the possibility of Price & Co. being in trouble
with the exchange. However I spent some time with “Pete” Mason and he sure

is worried over the “house situation.” Mason goes from here to Honolulu
(PACEX headquarters) on Oct. 21st. He strongly suspects that he is being re
called for a hearing. Mason is being replaced by a Mr. McMillan who has not
arrived as yet. Colonel Godfrey leaves in 20 days for either Patrick Air Force
(Florida) or Hollander Air Base (New Mexico). Dick Llewellen is already in
Frankfurt, Germany, and is being replaced by a Mr. Cokenhaur. Lt. Col. Collins
will be Col. Ice's deputy replacing Godfrey. Also Col. Ice told me that Mr.
Wysocki had been replaced in New York. ???

Don, I believe we will be receiving orders (prior to November 1st) for DaYang,
Saigon and possibly Vieng Tan. Col. Ice would not commit himself as to the size
of orders. I do know (from Ice) that the “top four” will all receive similar orders.
All orders subject to approval by General Hardin and Colonel Garoni after their
Visit of October 8th.

The enclosed pictures have all been taken by Col. Ice to give you some idea of
his problems. Also I'm enclosing some writing on the back of each.
Also enclosed is a sample of “waterproof” board being used by some of the soft
drink people. Maybe Paul Marten could shop around and find out if this would
be better and cheaper for us to use in our shrouds and caps. Keeping in mind that
for at least one more year our beer storage is going to be outside—subject to
Some terrible Weather.

Please have copies of this made for Bennett and Krause and (because he is
interested) a copy of the letter and pictures to Tim Russell.
On to Bangkok.

Regards,
ToMMY.

P.S.—Important Col. Ice requests that these pictures not be made available to
public.

T.T

ExHIBIT No. 369B
PRICE & Co., LTD.,
January 22, 1968.
Mr. G. P. “ToMMY” THOMPsoN,

Director of Earport Sales, Carling Brewing Co., Tacoma, Wash.
DEAR ToMMY : Many thanks for your nice letter of January 9th, 1968. I
presume by the time this letter arrives in Tacoma that you will have returned
from your trip to Dallas. Let us all fervently pray that you had a successful
trip. It is indeed encouraging to note the many friends that you have stationed
in Dallas such as Dick Janes and Lt. Col. John Goodlett.
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Thank you very much for the information concerning Charles L. Bennett
and Sgt. Ira Strack. Both of these people are good friends of ours. Ira Strack
is up at the 101 Airborne Division and will participate in some excellent
Carling buying during the ensuing 69 months. Bennett is actually in the
contractual or operational department of the Exchange and has nothing to
do with buying, but we do have things to do with him in other fields.
Certainly think its real great of you to send Uncle Ace the frozen crab
legs and I am looking forward eagerly to the opportunity to get down to
Hong Kong and to be able to indulge myself in this speciality of your
beautiful northern home country.

Hi! Everything is going on fine out here and we are selling out the Carlings
as fast as it gets in, and I hope that those people in Dallas were cooperative
and have increased the Ordering pattern on Carlings so that my name can do
SOme more WOrk.

By all means I hope you said hello to Col. John for me as he certainly
was a great and dear old friend while he was over here. We certainly miss
him now and it would be swell if he could come back as a Bird Colonel and
take over the command again.
We have hired a new retired Sgt. Major to work along side with Dick Wright.

Dick Wright will be in the managership of Price & Co. However, the two of
them will split the territory down the middle. They will both have up country
areas to call on and to work with out boys up there. This fellow's name is
Marty Messina . . . is a retired Sgt. Major and at one time was custodian of the

1st Cavalry Division when it was located in the Panmunjom area of Korea.
He is well known to many of our customers and came highly recommended to

us. I think you will like him. We've got some excellent customers on our
roster now, all working with us very closely. There's Ira Strack at the 101

Airborne, Sgt. Briscoe over at the 9th Inf. Div., and Sgt. Hatcher in the 1st
Inf. Division. The biggest club consolidation in the world is now, I believe, the
USARV NCO/EM Mess Association which is run by our very close friend,
Big Bill Higdom. I think you’ve already met Higdon when he was in the lone
category job over at the 11 Field Forces. 11 Field Forces is now managed by
Sgt. Conley who is a very good friend of ours. And we also have placed in the
Qui Nhon Mess Association Sgt. Connors, ex-7th Div., Korea, and a very close
friend of our company. All we need now, with all these big consolidations pretty
much under control, is more beer itself. I know that we can do twice as much

without any trouble. So let's hope that that gang in Dallas will crash do with
larger quantities of Carlings in the future.
Tony Furio is, of course, doing excellently with his friends in the Marine Corps
in the Da Nang area, and he now has two army divisions that are very coopera
tive with him. So all around the pattern, things look exceedingly good.
As I have said before, and I want to reiterate again, we must have more beer
ahead ourselves.

Joe de Marco of Star Distributing and myself and our combined group of com

panies have been giving some thought to bring a travelling man on the road
to hit Hawaii and Dallas. Do you think that such an employee would be of
value to the Carling Brewery? Please let me know what you think of this idea.
Of course, we will select an ex-PX employee for such a task rather than getting
some stranger into the game.
I am looking forward to your next trip out here and hope that we can spend
Some time together in the field, especially in the Nha Trang-Cam Ranh area
as we want to discuss. Let me know what your plans are as soon as you have
planned them up. My only travelling plan at the moment is that I hope to be
able to go to Hong Kong about the 15th of February and remain there for about

ten days. So I hope that this does not conflict with whatever plans you may
have for the spring or whenever you do intend to come out this way. Anyway,
Tommy, we are all looking forward to your return to this area and I hope that
more beer starts pouring out of our way soon.
My kindest personal regards to all.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM J. CRUM.
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EXHIBIT No. 372

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

Washington, D.C., December 2, 1970.
Mr. WILLIAM J. CRUM,
JPrice & Co., Ltd.,

Hong Kong, B.C.C.
DEAR MR. CRUM : The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of
the Committee on Government Operations, United States Senate, is conducting an

investigation relating to the operations of military service clubs and he Army
Air Force Exchange System throughout the world. Public hearings are scheduled
in Washington, D.C., starting on January 26, 1971.
On behalf of the Subcommittee, I write this letter to advise you of the hearings
and to inform you that testimony in the hearings may relate to your business
activities and those of certain of your associates in a number of enterprises. The
Subcommittee urges you to be present to testify about these matters when the
hearings begin on January 26, 1971.
|

I would greatly appreciate a prompt reply from you stating whether you will
be present to testify. A copy of the Subcommittee's Rules of Procedure is en
closed. I call your attention to Rule 13 on page 12.
Sincerely yours,
ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman.
ExHIBIT No. 373

WILLIAM J. CRUM,

Hong Kong, B. C. C., January 13, 1970.
DEAR WHIT : Things are quiet. I do a lot of Sailing now, here in HK and do
not go back to VN. Sarl is liquidating, Price still goes on so after things quiet
down, Price may be able to get Some business for you.
None of the Clubs supply companies are doing anything at present. The club
custodians are so shook up by all these investigations they dare not talk to any
vendor. Besides the Army has set up a central procurement agency and all clubs
must buy thru them. They are not buying at present.
You will be receiving an order from us in HK for a complete Kitchen Line.
Ice Cuber, Freezer, Beverage Cooler, Deep Fat Fryer, Griddle etc. . . . This order
will be forthcoming in a few days. It's for a new Marina which is opening
shortly.
A retired Sgt. Arol Conners is going to go on the road in Korea working on
club supplies. As he is on a first name basis with most of the clubs there he will
possibly do well for us. As he or Herb Edelstein will be contacting you in a few
weeks, you might as well start rounding up all the usual catalogues viz: Furni
ture. Kitchen equipment, pizzas, ranges etc. . . .
He will have an APO address and will either write to you or see you. Make

your price list CIWP plus 15% and apprise him that is wholesale. We will have
the orders sent either to you with copy to Hongkong, or direct to HK where pay
ment will be made to you. You invoice HK and we will invoice the clubs. I sin
cerely hope he works out.
Whit, I'd like to have some Lp's and tape cartridges (if available) on some
of the old songs and artists songs: “My Sin”, “I’m dancing with Tears in my
Eyes”, “Lullaby of Broadway”, “Frank Sinatra Sings Johnny Mercer”, “Whiffen
poof Song”, “As Time Goes By”, “Deep Purple”.
A few good books including “The Smugglers,” by Timothy Green and “The
River and the Gauntlet”. Will appreciate this.
I sincerely hope you can sweat this tough period out.
BILL,
Your Brother.
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EXHIBIT NO. 377
AAFES-DALLAS

PROCUREMENT: WIETNAM CLASS WI, WRE CYCLE YEARS 1966 THROUGH 1969

Bourbon:
1. Jim Beam---------------------------------------------------------------

2. Old Grandad------------------------------------------------------------3. Ten High---------------------------------------------------------------* Old Crow----------------------------------------------------------------

5. Early Times-------------------------------------------------------------6. Ancient Age------------------------------------------------------------Scotch:
1. J. Walker Red-----------------------------------------------------------2. J. Walker Black
3. Cutty Sark----------------------------------------4. Chivas Regal
5. Ballantine--6. Black and WhiteCognac and brandy:
1. Martell 3 Star-2. Hennessy WSOP
3. Courvoisier WSOP
4. Remy Martin WS0
5. Christian Bros. (United S
- - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6. Paul Masson (United States)-

Bottles

Dollar cost

1,522,812
1,026,528
804,912
771,324
432,776
393,544

2,427,463
2,506,371
922,268
1,229, 138
685,215

1,438,388
1,013,952
592,712
407,676
375,300

1,618,473

621,446

312,348

1,944, 457
670, 186
1,068,851
431, 283
407,835

1,117,620

2,291,397

400,
204, 732
123,228
113,876
84,684

1, 194,737
,013
328,614
122,426
116,441

2,487.276
57,966
489,096
34,200
34,200

3,595,239

981,336
979,572
652,872

1,757,582
1,755, 548

557, 196
82,788
23,520

1,467,964
209,730

16,740

17,275

Biends:

1. 7 Crown
2. Imperial
3. Calvert Ext
4. Fleischmann PF

4. Kessl

0,371

761,542
27,788
34,056

Canadians:

1. Canadian Club.--2. V.0-------3. Crown Royal----------------------------------------------------Tennessee sour mash:
1. Jack Daniels Black-------------------------------------------------------2. Geo. Dickel--------

Ry 3. Jack Daniels Green-------------------------------------------------------

1,658,230

*

e:

1. Old Overholt-------------------------------------------------------------
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:03 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate

Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended,
agreed to February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A.
Democrat, Conn.; and Senator James B. Allen, Democrat,

£on,
8.

-

Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the Minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator; John
Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening:
Senator Ribicoff.)
(Letter of authority follows:)
FEBRUARY 22, 1971.
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended

by the Committee on Government Operations for its Senate Perma
nent Subcommittee on Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed

on March 4, 1970, permission is hereby granted for the acting chair
man to conduct open hearings without a quorum of two members for
the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of improprieties and
corruption in military clubs and post exchange systems in the United
States and overseas on February 22, 1971.
JoHNL. McCLELLAN, Chairman.
CHARLEs H. PERCY, Acting Ranking Minority Member.
Senator RIBICOFF. The first witness will be Mr. Bybee.
Would you please stand and raise your right hand?
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before the sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. BYBEE. I do.
(1041)

1042
TESTIMONY OF JACK W. BYBEE

Senator RIBICOFF. Give your name and address.
Mr. BYBEE. Jack W. Bybee. I live in Foster City, Calif.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a prepared statement?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, I have.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. BYBEE. First, I would like to give a little background of myself.
I was educated at the University of Arizona State University. Then
approximately in 1958, I was offered a job in Korea with the Mili
tary Service Corp. From Korea to Japan, then to Okinawa, the Philip
ines, and then later Vietnam with Mr. Crum. But I wasn’t employed
Mr. Crum until Vietnam.

In 1959 and 1960, I worked in Korea as a salesman with Military
Services Co., selling to U.S. military organizations such as NCO clubs.
William Crum was in Korea at that time. He represented and was part
owner of Gande, Price & Co., a firm that also sold goods to U.S. mili
tary facilities.
Mr. Crum was found to be suspect by the authorities for several
reasons. The U.S. Army CID and the Korean Government investi
ated him several times. As a result of these investigations, Mr. Crum
eft the country, as the Korean police were about to have him arrested.
The CID alleged that Mr. Crum had bribed custodians and had

given them kickbacks. General Magruder, Commander of U.S. forces
in Korea, learning of these practices and the allegations against Mr.
Crum, temporarily banned all military club procurement officers—
that is, service club custodians—from making purchases directly from
vendors.

-

Equally serious was information the Korean authorities gathered

on Mr. Crum. They believed he was participating in the black market
in currency and was selling goods he brought into the country duty
By selling these goods on the Korean economy, Mr. Crum was abus
ing his free entry privileges granted him as a salesman of goods to
U.S. military clubs.
The Korean Government was particularly distressed by the informa
tion they had gathered on Mr. Crum and would have had him arrested
had he not quickly left Korea.
I know firsthand that Mr. Crum was smuggling goods into the coun
try and then selling them on the Korean economy because after Mr.
Crum left Korea I was hired to close out his books and accounts with

Korean businessmen who had contracted to buy goods from him.
These are primarily contractors who had U.S. Government con
struction contracts.

I remained in the Far East and in December of 1966, or in January
of 1967, while living in Manila, I received a telephone call from Mr.

Crum. He explained that he was in Saigon, that he was selling goods
to NCO clubs, that he was associated with a firm known as Sarl
Electronics and that he needed a general manager for his Vietnam
operations.

Mr. Crum asked me if I was interested in the job. I went to Saigon
at his expense, discussed his offer and agreed to work for him.

1043

Before Mr. Crum could actually hire me, however, he explained
that I had first to travel to Hong Kong and be interviewed by Mr.
Scott Dotterer, who was the liaison man between Sarl and the Service
Games Organization.

Controlling interest in Sarl was held by Service Games—not by

Mr. Crum. Therefore, while he was in charge of operations in Viet
nam, matters of major significance—such as hiring a new general man
ager and the expenditure of funds—had also to receive the okav of
Service Games.

Martin Bromley was the true head of the Service Games Organiza
tion and lived and worked out of Tokyo. Richard Stewart also of
Tokyo, was Mr. Bromley’s top assistant.
Sarl's coin-operated machines were manufactured and shipped to
Vietnam by—and purchased from—Service Games entities, includ
ing Sega Enterprises of Japan.
Sega was the actual brand name of most slot machines in the Far
The word Sega comes from the “Se” of Service and the “Ga” of

£

raneS.

With Mr. Dotterer's blessings, I went to work for Sarl in about
January of 1967.
I stayed with Sarl until late March of 1967. During my employ
there. I witnessed frequently events indicating that Service Games
controlled Sarl.

For instance, it was Mr. Stewart, Mr. Bromley’s top aide, who
hired a chief Sarl salesman, Mr. Riggs Renieri. Mr. Crum and Mr.
Renieri never got along well, in part because Mr. Crum deeply re
sented the fact that Mr. Renieri had been hired by Mr. Stewart and

in part because Mr. Renieri often dealt directly with Mr. Dotterer
on matters affecting Sarl.
At the time Mr. Renieri was hired, Mr. Renieri was working en
tirely for Service Games.
Another employee of Sarl Mr. Crum hired subject to Mr. Dotterer's
approval, was Mr. Graham (Bill) Welton. Mr. Welton was hired as
my replacement after I left. Mr. Dotterer travelled to Saigon to in
terview Mr. Welton.

Another example of the control exercised in Sarl by Service Games
was seen in the fact that before Mr. Crum went ahead with a large
expenditure, he first sought Mr. Dotterer's okay.
Another illustration of the Service Games influence on Sarl was

seen in the link Sarl had with a company in Panama known as Club
Specialties Overseas, Inc.
All the many entities of the Service Games organizations came to
gether—on paper, anyway—in Club Specialties Overseas of Panama.
When I was with Sarl, I was instructed to send copies of all financial
transactions to the Panama office in care of Miss Josephine Tan, who

apparently was the Club Specialities bookkeeper in Panama.
it was my understanding that Mr. Martin Bromley controlled Club

Specialties Overseas, Inc., Panama, and that this company had been

set up in Panama to take advantage of that country's bank laws which
provide secrecy in similar fashion to banks in Switzerland.
I always felt the main purpose in having a Panamanian corpora
tion was to conceal true income and thereby avoid U.S. taxes. When in
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March of 1967, or thereabouts, I quit Sarl, it was because of the man
ner in which Sarl conducted its business—and secrecy was a byword.

First of all, no records of any financial dealings were kept. Mr.
Crum gave me a “shredding machine” to dispose of letters, bills, in
voices, anything, in fact, that was not absolutely essential to our op
erating. The shredding machine literally tore the documents fed into
it into shreds. Mr. Crum also had a shredding machine in his home,
in his bedroom at his home.

Mr. Crum told me that the shredding machine came from Tokyo
and that they were also in use at the Service Games office there, Sega
Enterprises of Japan.
It was known in the military sales business that the Service Games
organization was huge, very profitable, and used illegal and corrupt
practices whenever necessary.
Mr. Dotterer had distinguished himself as a loyal Service Games
operative earlier by telling Japanese authorities that he—and none
of his superiors such as Stewart or Bromley—was responsible for
smuggling undeclared hardware into Japan.
Smuggling was a favorite device of Service Games. But tax eva
sion was equally important. Mr. Crum said to me many times that his
main fear was of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. He was also

afraid to keep any documents around that might be used against him
by the fraud repression squad of the customs office of the Republic
of Vietnam.

Mr. Crum did not trust the mails. All correspondence between him
self and his Hong Kong office, headed by his partner Mr. Asa Albert
Smith, was delivered by special messenger.
One illicit practice in particular convinced me that I should leave
Sarl. It was Mr. Crum's use of official Department of the Army non

appropriated fund purchase orders for his own purposes.
Mr. Crum obtained these purchase orders from NCO club custodians
he controlled. These sergeants and officers signed their names to blank
nonappropriated purchase orders and gave the forms to Mr. Crum.
Then Mr. Crum simply typed in whatever items he wanted brought
into the country and, using the U.S. Army purchase orders to legiti
mize the transaction, was able to import these goods into Vietnam
duty free and on MSTS shipping.
Of course, we kept these purchase orders in our files, the only sig
nificant violation of Mr. Crum's policy of record destruction. We
needed these to take them to the customs clearing authorities in Viet
nam and to show we actually had a purchase order for clearance
purposes.

We had to deliver these purchase orders to the military authorities
in the port of Saigon.

We had to keep these purchase orders because they were our proof
at the time of importation at the Saigon port or elsewhere of our

having legitimately ordered the goods. But they were fraudulent pur
chase orders, and I was very concerned about them.
First, these

£ orders had my name on them. I was the per

son who would be responsible. Mr. Crum was always careful never
to have his name appear on any documents.
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But second, and more important, I believed these fraudulent pur
chase orders to be an unnecessary risk—to achieve an unnecessarily
inflated profit. There were reasonable profits to be made in Vietnam
selling to NCO clubs on a law-abiding basis. We could have gotten by
well enough with honest business practices. Why run the danger of
being found out by the U.S. Army or other authorities when it wasn't
necessary?

My fears were proved valid when Mr. Crum's driver awakened me
early one morning and gave me a note from Mr. Crum requesting
that I go to his villa as soon as possible. I went to his villa immediately.
Mr. Crum explained to me that he had just learned that the Viet
namese fraud repression squad and the Army CID were about to con
duct a raid on his Vietnamese operations. He wanted my advice on
what to do.

My first concern was the fraudulent purchase orders. If the CID
found them, the Army investigators would then try to match them
with purchase orders at Long Binh and at other club systems where
they were supposed to have originated from. The CID agents would
soon note that the records at the clubs did not

correspond with

ours.

They would have to conclude that the club sergeants had virtually
written Sarl blank checks with the purchase orders. Of course, that
is, in fact, what the custodians had done.
Mr. Crum did not rely on having enough signed blank purchase
orders available to him at all times. So he had his own

£ up. He

would frequently use these counterfeit forms, ordering goods to be
shipped to Vietnam without even the signature of an NCO club cus
todian. CID agents might also have found the counterfeit forms.

I told Mr. Crum that if he had any influence with the Army at
all, he should try to get the CID withdrawn from the proposed raid.
I was not worried about what the fraud repression squad would un
cover. While Mr. Crum was a frequent participant in the Saigon
black market in currency, he was careful not to leave any evidence.
To my recommendation that he try to exercise some influence with
the U.S. Army, Mr. Crum said he would call Gen. Earl Cole, the
Deputy Chief of Staff at Long Binh for Personnel and Administra
tion. Mr. Crum said General Cole was costing him $1,000 a month,
and this was the sort of favor he could expect to ask of the general.
I knew that this General Cole was the same Earl Cole who in Ko

rea, years earlier as a colonel advising the club systems, had been an
acquaintance of Mr. Crum during his days in Korea. And I knew that
General Cole frequently entertained Mr. Crum at his trailer apart
ment at Long Binh and that Mr. Crum frequently entertained Gen
eral Cole at his Saigon villa. These get-togethers occurred approxi
mately once a week.

•

I also frequently had heard Mr. Crum discuss club system matters
on the telephone with General Cole. In one telephone conversation, in

which I heard only Mr. Crum's side of the conversation, Mr. Crum
directed General Cole to go to the Commercial Investments Trust Co.
at the Union House in Hong Kong to pick up something. In this
context, I was not at all surprised when Mr. Crum confided to me that
General Cole was costing him at least $1,000 a month.
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Responding further to my recommendation that he try to have
the CID withdrawn from the raid, Mr. Crum went on to say that he
Would have General Cole instruct the Long Binh provost marshal to
direct the Army investigators not to participate in the raid.
I do not honestly know what action Mr. Crum took. But I do know
the Vietnamese fraud repression squad did conduct a small-scale,
more or less routine raid on one of the Sarl offices shortly after my
early morning visit with Mr. Crum. No serious charges against Sarl

resulted from that raid. And it was my understanding that the CID
did not take part.
At this point—in late March of 1967— I advised Mr. Crum that
I was resigning and that I was leaving Vietnam.
Mr. Crum said he wanted me to continue to work for him; and that

if I felt I could no longer be associated with Sarl, I could be general
manager of another of his Vietnamese operations, Price & Co., also
a service club vendor.

I want to point out that Price & Co., as far as I could tell, was
owned solely by Mr. Crum and his Hong Kong partner, Asa A. Smith.
I had no indication that Mr. Bromley or others in the service games
organization were in any way involved in Price & Co.
I accepted his offer and worked for Price & Co., until late Novem
ber of 1967. I resigned for the same general reasons that I had left Sarl.
Business operations were highly questionable. Records were not kept.
Corruption of NCO club procedures—and custodians—was not only
commonplace; it was blatent. I then left Vietnam for good.
But in the previous 11 months I had seen—or learned of first hand—
many questionable practices. I will relate some now.
Shortly after I had joined Price & Co., Mr. Crum showed me a copy
of a letter he said General Cole had written to the Vietnamese customs

on behalf of Sarl. Mr. Crum was proud of this letter and explained to
me that it had softened the enthusiasm with which the Vietnamese

Fund Repression Squad had carried out its recent raid on one of Sarl's
offices.

This was one letter which Mr. Crum did not immediately serve his
shredding machine. But it was an exception. He remained consistent
in his determination to destroy records whenever possible. But he

always kept this particular letter from General Cole with him and
would be very proud to show it to anvbody who would read it.
On one occasion, however, one of his employees—Mr. Graham (Bill)
Welton, who had replaced me as general manager of Sarl–sent out a

written message that fell into the hands of the CID and stiffened Mr.
Crum's conviction that the shredding machine was the best place to

file records. Ironically, it was Mr. Welton's desire to carry out the
record destruction policy that led to his becoming the target of Mr.
Crum's anger.

When, in the fall of 1967, Mr. Crum learned of an upcoming raid by
Vietnamese customs agents on all his offices—in Qui Nhon, Nha Trang,
DaNang, and Saigon and Bung Toa—he told Mr. Welton and Mr.
Welton, acting on his own initiative, dispatched the written message
to all Sarl offices, directing them to destroy all records and then de
stroy the message itself.
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The CID—in Qui Nhon, I think—got hold of the directive written
by Mr. Welton, and Mr. Crum was outraged. I saw this message my
self and the last sentence in it said after you have destroyed the records,
destroy this message.
Along with those favors I have already mentioned, Mr. Crum turned
to General Cole for other forms of assistance.

One of Mr. Crum's competitor firms was headed by two men, Frank
Furci and James Galagan, who were offering slot machines and other

coin-operated machines, such as jukeboxes, to the club systems and
were causing Mr. Crum to lose business at some of the military clubs.
Mr. Crum told me that he had asked General Cole to initiate an in;

vestigation by the CID and the Vietnamese Fraud Repression Squad
into the activities of Mr. Furci's firm.

Ultimately, Mr. Furci’s enterprise was raided by the Vietnamese,

found to be involved in illegal activities and was so heavily fined by
the Vietnamese Government that the firm closed its Vietnamese oper
ations. Mr. Crum frequently boasted that he had “paid for” that raid.
But the price had been worth it because his competitor had been driven
out of business.

The most serious charge against Mr. Furci and Mr. Galagan
stemmed from the discovery of evidence that they had violated Viet
namese customs regulations. According to Vietnamese law, the customs
agents had every right to conduct this raid and to impose a heavy fine
on Mr. Furci and Mr. Galagan.
Yet Mr. Crum, because of his fraudulent Department of the Army

Service club purchase orders, was himself guilty of violating Vietnam
ese customs regulations.

General Cole cooperated with Mr. Crum, however, and enabled him
to get away with his customs violations—while the Furci-Galagan
were discovered, due to an investigation initiated by General

#tion.
Ole.

General Cole protected Mr. Crum from detection by the fraud re
pression squad by allowing Mr. Crum to store his duty-free goods—
freezers, air conditioners, beer coolers, slot machines and other items—

on the Long Binh post. The Vietnamese would not conduct a raid on a
U.S. military reservation. Mr. Crum was, of course, worried that Mr.
Furci and Mr. Galagan, knowing of his activities, might report him to
the Vietnamese customs out of spite. But Long Binh post, headquarters
for the U.S. Army/Vietnam, afforded Mr. Crum safe haven for his
contraband goods.

It was safe haven most of the time. But once the post commander at
Long Binh—his name was Colonel Williams or Williamson—discov
ered that Mr. Crum was storing goods on the reservation. But Mr.
Crum, enjoying advance notice of the Colonel’s discovery, promptly
ordered his goods to be moved quickly off base. In this manner, Mr.
Crum escaped apprehension.

Mr. Crum said he also had storage privileges at Qui Nhon, another
major U.S. military installation. Mr. Crum explained to me that he
and Gen. Monk Meyer, head of the Qui Nhon Logistics Command,
were very good friends. I know that on several occasions General
Meyer provided air transportation for Mr. Crum to and from Qui
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Nhon and that Mr. Crum gave General Meyer a very expensive Chinese
carpet

'# visit the General made to Hong Kong.

It was difficult to obtain air transportation between Saigon and
Qui Nhon. However, I do not know if Mr. Crum's storage privileges
at Qui Nhon were arranged by General Meyer.
Mr. Crum enjoyed several important advantages over his competi
tors by having the use of these two storage areas for his goods.
First, he bought large amounts of goods and by buying in volume he
received a substantial discount from his suppliers. His competitors, on
the other hand, could order only those items that individual club cus
todians asked for. For example, Mr. Crum paid less for freezers, say,
than did his competitors because he bought them in bigger quantities.
Second, because he had all these goods on hand, he could offer the
club custodian quicker delivery. It could take as long as 6 to 9 months
from the time a custodian in Vietnam placed an order for a beer

cooler, for example, until he received it. But with Mr. Crum's supplies
stored nearby at Long Binh and Qui Nhon, his beer cooler and other
supplies could be delivered in a matter of days.
Also, Mr. Crum's shipping costs would, of course, be lower, com

pared to those costs incurred by his competitors who were shipping
individual items commercially from as far away as the United States.
Third, because of the speed of his delivery, Mr. Crum demanded a

higher price for his goods. He would charge as much as double the
fair market price.
Fourth, with more of a profit cushion, Mr. Crum could offer the
custodian a bigger kickback, if the custodian were dishonest himself.
This consideration alone made Mr. Crum's sales pitch an inviting
one to military personnel.
And fifth—and this is where Mr. Crum's techniques blocked any

plans by Mr. Furci or Mr. Galagan to avenge their own failure—by
storing his duty-free goods on U.S.

£ property he prevented

the possibility of a raid by Vietnamese Fraud Repression Squad
agents.

In short, Mr. Crum had taken all the precautions. Of course, he
did not control the Post Commander at Long Binh. But advance warn
ing allowed Mr. Crum to remove his goods from the reservation, there
by avoiding detection and potential difficulties the Colonel might have
caused him.

Another Army officer, a Captain Whalen, assigned to the Saigon
Port, also took action in a manner that threatened to create problems
for Mr. Crum but to my knowledge Captain Whalen, like the Long
Binh Post Commander, only caused a minor inconvenience for the
bead of Sarl Electronics.

Captain Whalen, it seemed to me at the time, did not like or trust
Mr. Crum. When in 1967 one Sarl shipment of slot machines and
other coin-operated amusements came by accident into Captain
Whalen's jurisdiction, he refused to clear them for pickup and delive
by Mr. Crum's operative. That was a man named Fred Smith. The
shipment was held at the Saigon Port for some time.
Later, however, the issue was resolved—although I do not know
how—and the machines were cleared. They were cleared duty-free
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to the U.S. military. To my knowledge, no further action was taken
on this matter.

Additionally, I know Mr. Crum utilized these duty-free goods for
his own personal use as well as the personal use of his friends. This
was true, for example, of air conditioners and other electrical con
veniences he imported duty-free.
In another development, Mr. Crum, who had been most delighted
when he was awarded the gift shop concession at the 90th Replacement
Battalion near Long Binh, decided he wanted out of this business.

. He called the gift shop concession a “monumental headache” because
it was no longer as profitable as it had once been. Mr. Crum turned to
General Cole for aid in getting him out of this enterprise.
General Cole arranged for the NCO club system at the 90th Replace
ment to buy the gift shop inventory from Mr. Crum. I recall this
transaction very well because a young Army Captain—I cannot re
member his name—in the Long Binh audit office, was insisting on a
proper inventory before the sale could be completed.
e Captain's insistence on proper accounting practices outraged
Mr. Crum. But in this instance even Mr. Crum had to adjust to Army
regulations. He agreed to the inventory and directed me to conduct
it. An NCO club sergeant was assigned to observe as I made the in
ventory. But he spent his time drinking cokes and eating hamburgers
and did not observe my work. Nonetheless, I conducted a fair and
conscientious inventory and turned the figures over to Mr. Crum.
Mr. Crum then submitted to the NCO club system a bill for the
inventoried goods at their retail price. In other words, Mr. Crum was
attempting to sell these items not at cost—but with his profit built in
as if he were simply selling these goods to customers.
When I objected to his intention of doing this, Mr. Crum explained
to me, “This way we will get our profit.” In my judgment, a forced
sale of this type was blatantly irregular and should not have been
allowed to occur.

Inevitably, the NCO club system at the 90th Replacement agreed
Mr. Črum the retail price. The cost was somewhere between
$120,000 and $130,000, as I recall, and the custodian of the 90th Re
placement clubs—Sergeant Alton Crews—received the standard 10
percent kickback, amounting to about $12,000.
Sergeant Crews had complained bitterly when Mr. Crum originally
offered him only $500 as his share in the transaction. But when Mr.

Crum relented and agreed to give him the larger amount, Sergeant
Crews was very joyful. The actual sale was to have taken place in
November 1967, the month I was leaving Vietnam.
-

I mentioned earlier I had heard Mr. Crum on the telephone in

struct General Cole to pick up something at the Commercial Invest
ments Trust Company at the Union House in Hong Kong. This shady
financial institution was used by Mr. Crum frequently as a drop point
where club system custodians and others could collect their kickbacks
and other payoffs. Mr. Crum was always careful to avoid making
these illicit payments in person. He wanted them made in Hong Kong

and preferably at the Commercial Investment Trust Company. Other
times, however, Mr. Crum's partner, Mr. Asa Albert Smith, would
pay the kickbacks in Hong Kong.
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Price & Company was the broker representative in Vietnam for
Carling's beer. Carling's provided us $4,000 a month or more for
sampling and promotional allowances to promote the sale of Carling's
beer in Vietnam.

Mr. Crum arranged for this money to be converted into U.S. Mili
tary Payment Certificates—or M.P.C.s—through currency manipula
tion in the Vietnamese black market. But Mr. Crum did not use this

money to promote Carling's beer. He and his salesmen used it for their
own purposes, including kickbacks and bribes.
For about 3 months I was in charge of these funds. Initially, I did
not know how Mr. Crum and his salesmen used them. Mistakenly—

I' naively—I assumed the money was to promote Carling's beer.
n turn, I demanded of our salesmen that they give me documenta
tion to show they were spending this money to promote Carling's.
When the salesman complained to Mr. Crum, he explained to me what
the Carling's promotional money was to be used for. Mr. Crum then
offered me $1,000 a month of these funds for my own use. I refused.
Then Mr. Crum assigned another person to handle the Carling's pro
motional money. This development pleased the salesmen. Particularly
happy was a former NCO club custodian at Qui Nhon, Herbert Hay
den, who had voiced the strongest opposition to my insistence on
documentation on the Carling's promotional money. Former Sergeant
Hayden had gone to work for Mr. Crum as a salesman in Qui Nhon
after his retirement from the Army.

I know of only one instance when this money was actually used in
favor of Carling's interests. While I was still in charge of the promo
tional funds, Mr. Crum was setting the stage for a planned visit to
Vietnam by a Carling's official from the U.S., Mr. Tommy Thompson.
Mr. Crum gave me a suitcase full of M.P.C.s and directed me to

distribute this money among our salesmen. They were to spend the
money in such a way as to visibly promote Carling's. The idea, Mr.

Crum said, was to give Mr. Thompson the impression we were ag

£ pushing or endeavoring to promote his beer.
Mr. Thompson must have been won over by this put-on for Mr.
Crum's fear that Price & Co. was about to lose the Carling's account
never materialized. We continued to be broker representative for

Carling's and, to my knowledge, the promotional money continued
to be given to Price & Co.
Incidentally, since there was no documentation of how these pro
motional funds were used, we juggled figures each month to show
that $3,000 to $4,000 had been spent. We sent these false documents
to Hong Kong for transmittal to Carling's headquarters in Cleve
land, Ohio.

By the time I left Mr. Crum—in November 1967—he was well
established in Vietnam. That secure position, however, was built

upon a warm relationship he had developed with three civilian officials
of the Army-Air Force Regional Exchange—that is, PX—and with

one military PX officer. The officials were Mr. Richard Llewellyn, Mr.
Peter Mason, Mr. Ralph White and U.S. Army Col. John Goodlett.
This was before I became associated with Mr. Crum. But I knew

of these people because it was pretty well established and everyone
over the

I' knew it.
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When these men came to Vietnam to transfer Px functi

£

the U.S. Navy to the Army-Air Force Exchange,
them up in his $1,600 a month villa in Saigon, gave them a chef and
maid service and entertained them lavishly. He arranged for lively

Parties at the villa that included ample amounts of liquor and women.
. I know how much the villa rented for because my wife and I
lived in it for a short time during our stay in Saigon. With chef and
maid service, the total monthly cost paid by Mr. Crum
this villa
'" services for the PX officials must haveforbeen
about
I know about the entertainment Mr. Crum provided the PX officials

because it was common knowledge in Saigon, and throughout the
entire Far East, and because Mr. Crum related accounts of some of
the parties to me.

. Mr. Crum was rewarded for the hospitality he provided for these
visiting government officials when he was awarded a PX contract
for jukeboxes in military installations in Vietnam. This was a million

dollar contract and it was the base upon which Mr. Crum was able
to build his vast financial empire in Vietnam.

Mr. Crum and his partner in Hong Kong, Mr. Smith, were in
the habit of entertaining military personnel and others during visits
to Hong Kong. A running account was maintained for this purpose,
for instance, at the Hong Kong Hilton Hotel.
What I would like to do is relate what Mr. Crum is like. Mr.

Crum is a very, very ingratiating person. He has exquisite and ex
treme good taste, particularly in wines, liquors and foods. It was
considered a great honor to be able to go to lunch or dinner with

Mr. Crum because he did entertain very lavishly, like I said, with
extreme good taste, !' to a club sergeant or somebody of
this nature who had never been entertained like this, it was very
impressive.

enator RIBICOFF. Have you ever been on Mr. Crum's yacht?
Mr. BYBEE. No, I haven’t. When I first met Mr. Crum he had a
yacht in Hong Kong. I don’t remember the size. On the one trip I
made to Hong Kong it was about 1963 or 1964 and he invited me
aboard the yacht for dinner and to go sailing, but I was never on it.
This was his first yacht. He sold that yacht before he went to Vietnam,
and then I understand he subsequently had built to his specifications
another yacht.
-

Senator RIBICOFF. Did club custodians ever approach you asking for
advice as to how to open up Swiss bank accounts?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, Senator, they have.
Senator RIBICOFF Would you tell us some of your experiences on
-

that?

Mr. BYBEE. Yes. In one instance there was a club sergeant, and for

the life of me I cannot remember his name, who early one evening
came by the house with a suitcase full of drafts, checks, certified checks.
Most of it was bearer instruments.

He asked how he could set up a Swiss bank account and have these
funds transferred to Switzerland and how the process of going about
setting up a numbered Swiss bank account was so that none of this
could be traced.
58–590–71—Pt. 5–2
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Senator RIBICOFF. Did you know or did any of these men tell you
how much money they had or how much was involved?
Mr. BYBEE. In this one case I didn't count the money but he said
he had about $200,000 in this particular suitcase at that time.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did this club custodian come to you with a suit
case full of all types of instruments or bank drafts?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes They would be postal money orders, certified checks
and other bearer instruments.

Senator RIBICoEF. How did he get this money?
# can assume that he was probably
in some responsible position where GI’s going on leave would have
these particular instruments and would go into the clubs to cash these
particular instruments for MPC's. Then they would take the MPC's
over to Finance because Finance did not cash any checks.
Mr. BYBEE. I didn't ask,

Senator RIBICoEF. From your observation, was being a club custo
dian a very profitable job?

Mr. BYBEE. Yes, Senator, I am afraid so, extremely profitable.

Senator RIBICOFF: Apparently this was part of the system, and I
imagine the temptation was very great. The club custodians handle a
lot of cash, a lot of money, and I suppose every vendor was pushing

#

upon a club custodian.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir, that is true.

kickbacks and

Senator RIBICOFF. From your experience would you have ' sug
gestions to the committee as to how the practice of kickbacks and graft
could be stopped, and how a PX or a club system could be run honestly
and fairly so the recipients of the service would be getting full value
for their money?

Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir, Senator, I do have some suggestions. I would
certainly like to relate these to you.

Senator RIBICOFF Would you, please?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Number one, I honestly believe they should abolish slot machines
in all military installations as quickly and as expeditiously as possible.
Not only in the military installations but also in the various civilian
clubs that are operating duty-free within the Far East, such as the
Santo Hotel in Tokyo, the International House in Saigon.
I am trying to think of the one in Okinawa. The Harbor View Club
in Okinawa.

Do completely away with slot machines because this seems to be one
of the grounds for most of this graft and corruption.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, there is a lot of cash that goes
through these machines that is collected and it is almost impossible to
account for what happens with the money or where it comes from?
Mr. ByBEE. Yes, Senator. It is virtually impossible, and it is so easy
to skim these machines.
l

£ator RIBICOFF. Are the machines skimmed by people who operate

them "

Mr. BYTEE. Yes. I have been told that they are skimmed.
One of the first objections that most of the military non-appropri
ated clubs are going to come up with in the overseas areas is that the
slot machines are really, in essence, behind their whole operation. That
is, that they are able to build on the moneys or profits taken through
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£ot machines

for entertainment and for the building of these

CIlli)S.

I think this is a very fallacious argument because there are no slot
machines in the military clubs in the United States.
Senator RIBICOFF. Not only that, but if the 10 percent that went to
the custodians were put into the club systems, it would be able to pay
for the entertainment without taking the money away from the GIs
who lose money in slot machines.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, Senator. That is precisely what I was getting at.
I think it is the poor GI that is paying a very, very high price through
these slot machines and other such devices, for the entertainment that
is furnished within the clubs.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was the practice of vendors paying a 10-percent
kickback the general practice throughout Vietnam ?
Mr. BYBEE. I can’t say with 100 percent certainty that 10 percent
£ the figure. I have heard higher figures and I have heard lower
reS.

'tor RIBICOFF. But money was paid invariably to sell your mer
chandise, somebody was getting money to buy your merchandise.
Mr. BYBEE. That is correct, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFE. To your own knowledge, did any vendor refuse
to pay kickbacks when asked?
Mr. BYBEE. Senator, I think that is a very, very good question. From
listening to these hearings, it seems like all of these vendors and all
of the PX people are dishonest. There are very, very many honest club
personnel and PX people. I think the percentage greatly is in the other
way, that there are more dishonest than there are honest.
Senator RIBICoEF. More dishonest?

Mr. BYBEE. Yes. I would say it is about 90–10, 90 percent dishonest
and 10 percent honest. But basically, I have found most of the honest
PX £club people within the Navy and the Air Force. The Army sys
tem seems to be rampant with corruption.
Senator RIBICOFF: Why is this? Can you explain it?
Mr. BYBEE. I have no idea why.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is there better supervision in the Air Force and
the Navy?
Mr. BYBEE. Well, you have some corruption in the Air Force, too,
but I think it is the type of personnel that goes into it in the Army—
and I don’t know this for a fact. But I have been told that many of
these club people buy their jobs. They used to be able to buy their jobs
and know exactly that they were going from one club system to an
other club system.
Senator RIBICOFF. The evidence does indicate that these men had a

way of going from one system to another and following the American
personnel from country to country as there was a # in American
personnel.
Mr. BYBEE. This is not so true in the Navy as in the Air Force. The
selection of the club personnel is, I understand, quite a bit different
than in the Army.
In the Navy, I have had quite a bit of association with the personnel
in the Navy, and I can name some extremely honest people. Like a
man named Dave Seymour, who was with the Navy exchange system
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and now is in Yokusaka. This man was so honest and he tried to do a

conscientious and a good job. By this man doing a conscientious and a
good job he always did a good job for his employers, the U.S. Navy.
On a recent trip here to the United States, although I have nothing,
whatsoever, to do with the military and military procurement, Mr.
Seymour was in Brooklyn and passed through San Francisco and
called me on the nhone. He said he needed some supplies but he wanted
to deal with somebody who was honest, that there would be no reper
cussions, nothing, no hint of kickbacks or anything.
I know of a meat company in California and put him in touch and
then they corresponded directly. Whether or not they have gotten to
gether or not, I don’t know. But this is the type of individual Mr. Sey
Imour WaS.

Another one in the Navy exchange was a man named Sol Lagoric,
who the last I heard was with the Navy exchange system for food
procurement in Rota, Spain.
Another one that used to buy a tremendous amount of merchandise
from me was a man named Frank Elwington, with the Army and Air
Force exchange service.

The main thing all three of these individuals were interested in was
getting the best product at the best price and the best followup serv
ice. Never at any time was there any question or any hint of kickbacks.
They never wanted any. I think if anybody would have approached
them they would have been turned in.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, it is your feeling, then, that in
the event the club system doesn't generate sufficient funds to supply
proper entertainment for the men, it would be better to supply them

out of appropriated funds than from kickbacks and slot machines?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir. That is one of my recommendations. An ap

propriated fund from the loss of these machines would be appropriated
by Congress and made to the military, and this money would be allo
cated by congressional appropriations to a nonappropriated fund ac
tivity to provide the expenditures for within the club and in line with
troop requirements.
'. expenditures from this appropriated fund would not only have
the approval of the board of governors of the particular club, itself,
and the custodians within the club, but also of the local command.

This, in turn, would make the generals or the colonels who were in
charge of that local command take a more active interest in the wel
fare of the troops. And particularly within the particular military
clubs within his jurisdiction.
(At this point Senator Allen entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Is there anything else you have to say?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, Senator.

I would like to see or suggest that a central club agency with in
spectors to advise military clubs on food costs, club management and
these inspectors to be very cognizant of what good club operations are,
either through prior knowledge, training or some type of manage

ment position that they have held. They should also be familiar with
club procurement, procurement policies, and various commodity prices
for checking purposes on various military club operations.

They would regularly inspect the purchase orders of the various
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clubs to make sure that the clubs were paying fair and honest prices.
This would go a long way to precluding kickbacks in the future.
Also, I would like to suggest that the establishment of a central
fund, either provided for by Congress in an appropriated manner or
by the nonappropriated funds themselves for entertainment within

these various military clubs would exist. All the entertainment to these
various military entities and clubs would be booked prior to leaving
the United States. The clubs should put their request through some
type of agency or fund, so somebody who is beyond reproach, some

type of agency which is well recognized, something like the William
Morris Agency of Hollywood, which represents very, very many dif
ferent categories of entertainers.

In entertainment there is a great amount of kickbacks also in the
entertainment field. That is, when the people within the club book
entertainment there are many times that they have to kick back, or
the entertainers have to kick back, part of the money to the club
custodian, and also their agents in many instances, would have to
kick back part of the money paid by the club back to the club system
itself or the custodian.

It is a very, very corrupt practice that I think could be eliminated
through the booking here in the United States by a reputable firm,
something like the William Morris Agency. Then all bookings and
all facilities, where they would stay and everything, would be arranged
prior to their arriving in Vietnam or Japan or wherever we have our
various military clubs.

Another suggestion that I would like to bring out is that the PX

system has gotten extremely large and centralized. I believe that it
has become too big and too cumbersome. More controls, I believe
honestly, should be fed back to the local PX's, and these local PX's

have a consumer panel consisting of a cross segment of the people who
are in that command, such as wives of the GI’s. Once a month the
products would be presented to these panels by the PX buyers and

the vendors. The vendors should at that time only include those large

major companies that are operating strictly on a brokerage basis and
do not have large promotional moneys to promote their products.

Strictly on what is the best product, the best price, and the best
delivery. Many times you will see in the various PX's in the United
States with the centralized buying that the products have no relation
whatsoever to what is needed in that particular area.
Like in Japan they might send out some very expensive men's suits
or garments from the United States to be carried in the Japan ex
change, which they don’t sell because the GI or the people who
patronize the exchange can get this type of merchandise on the local
market much cheaper and of much better quality than they can in the
exchange.

There are exceptions to this which would be those types of items that
the exchange should buy on a large centralized procurement purchase,
such as magnetic tapes and small electrical appliances. These are pretty
well standardized.

By the exchange purchasing these certain types of items, which are
standardized all over the world, the exchange would be able to get
these on a bid basis precluding promotional and selling cost and would
be able to pass on the savings to the GI.
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We are talking about trying to stimulate the man's interest in the
Army and I think this is one way that we could go about doing
Something to give the GI actually something to say about his own
exchange and his own club system.

Another suggestion that I would like to make is don't force the
clubs, the military clubs, the various nonappropriated clubs, to buy
through the PX system because they do not give the service. They
never have and I don’t believe they ever will.
The club should be cognizant of the best price and be able to pur
chase at the best price from a legitimate vendor that would give them
the best service. But all of these purchase orders and everything
would be monitored.

Senator RIBICOFF. From your experience with clubs, did you find
that there were many club managers who had had previous experience
training in the general merchandise field or the entertainment

#
eICl

Mr. BYBEE. No. I found just the opposite, that the ones that had had
the knowledge, that did have the training, were the ones that were
looking for the biggest kickbacks.
The Navy has a program now, and I don’t know how well it is
working, which seemed to be working very well at the time they put
it into existence. This was civilian managers to be put in charge of
various Navy officers' clubs. They are professionals.
Senator RIBIcoFF. In other words, in the Navy, unlike the Army,
they didn’t use military personnel but civilians to run the operation?
Mr. BYBEE. They use civilians to a great extent, where the Army
used almost exclusively military.
Another suggestion that I would like to make, Senator, is that the
#hange
and locker funds—are you familiar with what a locker fund
1S #

Senator RIBICOFF. It has been explained a few times, though I am
still a little hazy.

Mr. BYBEE. They should make their records and orders public. This
has been a great source of graft on the part of the people who run the
locker funds, saying that these records are all
and if you want
them how about giving me something.

£

I think they should be made public, which would preclude a lot of
graft. Then each individual whisky company or beer company, what
ever the case may be, would know exactly how they stand in relation
ship to all of the other whisky

£

here shouldn't be any secrets about it. But they all want to be very,
very secretive about this information that they give out and how they

give it out. Usually the vendors have to end up buying this particular
information before it is published 6 months later.
Another suggestion that I would like to make, and this is regard
ing promotional moneys that are given by beer and whisky companies,
is that the beer and whisky companies should submit the actual receipts
from the club before the IRS would grant them a tax credit and all
copies of these receipts must be forwarded to the area club inspectors
so that they will know what is going on.
Also, they should be submitted to the IRS for scrutiny and also be
justified by a consumption record.
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What has happened in the past is this: Let's say that a club sergeant
over here wants a kickback in some way or form. People with these
whisky moneys and beer money promotions would go in, and the club

Sergeant knows they have these moneys. He will say, “How about
putting a promotion on at my club?” They would say how many
cases or what do you think it should be.

They would say, “How about 50 cases of Canadian Club?”—for a
hypothetical example. At that time he would get a bill from the mili
tary club for 50 cases of Canadian Club, but there would be no pro
motion put into the club. The money would be paid by the vendor not
really knowing whether there was a promotion put on or not, and there
would be no records in the club system.
It would simply be on an invoice that “Joe Blow Company, for pro
motional purposes, 50 cases of Canadian Club,” a number of dollars.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you find that the average man who was being
served by the clubs knew that the custodians and managers all were
on the take?

Mr. BYBEE. I think in many cases people aren’t stupid, that they sus
pect in many cases that this does happen.
Senator RIBICOFF. It seems to me that the mail that we get indi
cates—and practically everybody who has been in the service make com
ments concerning the fact—that the custodians and the club systems
are not legitimate and are not honest.
There is a general cynicism by the men being served that somebody
is getting the profits and the money from the club system and they
belong to the men.
Mr. BYBEE. They belong to the men, I agree with you.
It is
like in the case where the whisky and beer companies get

''

tax credits for the promotional money that is supposed to be spent pro
# the product. It is really the taxpayers who are footing the bill
or this.

I think with a few tighter regulations, by the IRS, as to how these
bills would be substantiated, would certainly go a long way towards
precluding a lot of this in the future.
But the average GI realizes or thinks that he realizes that some
thing is going on within the club but it is not within his jurisdiction
and there is not too much that he can say about it because it has been
going on for so long that it is kind of an accepted thing that is going
to happen and what can he do about it.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious. What do you think the impact of
these hearings have had on the club and PX system? Do you think
they are more on the level now than before the
started?
Mr. BYBEE. Senator, I would like to think so, and I certainly hope
so. But I have been out and disassociated with the business for many
years now and I would certainly like to hope that this has a tre
mendous impact. Maybe the individual GI will take more interest in

£g:

what is happening within the club.
But mainly, the GI, the ordinary GI, has not had the opportunity.
He has been precluded from taking these types of recommendations
or things that may help the club. Many of the clubs have boards of

governors but most of them are selected.
Senator RIBICOFF. By the club custodian?
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Mr. BYBEE. By the club custodian. And they are rubberstamps. This
does no good whatsoever.

Senator RIBICOFF. Real independent supervision is not being ex
ercised by the men themselves?

Mr. BYBEE. That is correct. Actually, it is the poor GI that is suf
fering from all of this. He is the one who has been paying the bill.
He really and honestly is the one who can really least afford it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any other suggestions?
Mr. BYBEE. I would like to go back and mention something about
Mr. Crum, one of the statements he made to me. He made this state
ment several times. He made the statement that no one is honest.

Everyone has their price. It is just finding how much that price is.
He said he didn’t care whether it was a four-star general or a private.
Senator RIBICOFF. He was completely cynical. He thought every
body could be bought?

Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir; he is a very cynical man.
Mr. Crum and I used to sit down and have conversations for many,
many hours at a time. He trusted no one, and he was a very cynical
man as far as how he thought business should be done.

He knew really, honestly, nothing of honest business practices. He
thought if you were going to get the business, you got to buy it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any idea where Mr. Crum may be
now :

Mr. BYBEE. No: I heard rumors that he was on his way to Spain,
that he was going to take out a Spanish citizenship.
Senator RIBICoEF. The elusive Mr. Crum is probably supposed to
be every place in the world.

Mr. BYBEE. Well, he could be. This is from somebody who recently
returned to Hong Kong that I heard this information from.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think Spain would be getting a bargain?

Mr. BYTEE. Maybe. Well, as I said before, Mr. Crum can be a very
charming individual. He does have a good personality. Maybe Spain
would want him. I don’t know.

Senator RIBICOFF. And chances are he has a lot of money available
to spread that personality around.
Mr. BYBEE. That helps, Senator.

Senator RIBIcorp. Could you give us a description? Was he tall?
Is he short 2 Is he dark? Is he blond? About how old is he? Is he

skinny? Is he fat? Tell us something about Mr. Crum, outside of being
charming with a good personality.

Mr. BYBEE. Well, he drinks about two quarts a day.
Senator RIBTCOFF: What does he drink?

Mr. BYBEE. The last time I saw him he was drinking Gordon's gin.
He drinks almost anvthing and everything but he does have good
taste in his whiskies. Mr. Crum is about 5 feet 9 inches, 5 feet 10 inches.

I would say he was around 170 pounds. He has dark hair, dark eyes.
IIe has one o'lass ove. I don't know how he lost it. I asked him one time

but he kept drinking.

He has a bad hip and walks with a decided limp.
Senator RIBICoEF. I think it ought to be cleared up because there is
some misunderstanding. Mr. Crum is not a Eurasian. He is a Caucasian.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.
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Senator RIBICOFF. His mother was born in China but his mother was

of American parentage herself.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. So Mr. Crum is a Caucasian.

Mr. BYBEE.I believe his mother lives in Los Angeles because I saw
Some correspondence once where he was sending some money to his
mother in Los Angeles. I believe she lives in Los Angeles at the present
time.

I have seen her picture and she is Caucasian and Mr. Crum is a

Caucasian, although born in China. His father, I believe, was harbor
master at Shanghai, or a harbor pilot.

Senator RIBICOFF. From your experience and without question, was
he a very influential man in Vietnam :
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir; everyone knew it. They used to call him the
money king of Vietnam.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are there many Mr. Crums operating in Vietnam :
Mr. BYBEE. By the name of Crum?
Senator RIBICOFF. Both.

Are there many c-r-u-m-b-s operating in a war zone, in Vietnam,

with all the Americans in there? How much of this is really going on?
How much of an operation is this?

Mr. BYBEE. Senator, to be honest there are many, many crumbs,
although they haven’t been as successful as William J. Crum. But
there are many successful other types of individuals such as Mr. Crum.
Only Mr. Crum is a little more flamboyant.

Senator RIBICOFF. A war like Vietnam brings in scavengers who
fatten themselves on what is taking place, on the struggle, on the lives
and deaths of many Americans in the war theater.

Mr. BYBEE. Yes. I agree with you 100 percent.
Senator RIBICOFF. How do they make up in nationality? Are they

Americans? Are they Chinese? Are they Vietnamese? Are they Euro
peans? Or does it attract people of all races and all nationalities?
Mr. BYBEE. It attracts

p' of all races and all nationalities. But

because they are dealing with the U.S. military, the great predomi
nance of the individuals doing business with the various military ex
changes and military clubs are Americans.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are most of them Americans?

Mr. BYBEE. Most of them are Americans. You might call them ex
patriates, most of them.
Senator RIBICOFF. You were in Korea and you were in Vietnam. Do
these people follow the military wherever they go?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes; they do follow the military. Many of them have
companies that are set up as foreign companies, either Hong Kong or
Japanese or some
companies, to sell to the military.
Senator RIBICOFF. They really are camp followers. Do they follow
the men and the military wherever they are, in whatever country and
whatever the problem is?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir. But there are also a great many legitimate
businesses that do actually perform a service by offering the merchan
dise at a fair price and really endeavoring to perform service. But

£

the Crums of the world preclude because they can't compete.
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Senator RIBICoEF. Is this because the products of those who give
kickbacks are preferred?
Mr. BYBEE. That is correct, Senator. But there are a great many
legitimate companies that have and do do business, but they don't get
the volume of business that the Crums of the world get.
Senator RIBICOFF. So if the regulations and supervision were strict,
effective and efficient, everyone would be the beneficiary: The soldier,
the civilian, American business. They would all benefit from trying
to stop the practice that has been current for so many, many years in
military purchasing.
Mr. BYBEE. One thing that I think has been bought out in these hear
ings is that the American businessman is interested first and foremost
in selling his product. If he appoints a legitimate broker or somebody
to give him representation in these areas and he endeavors to do this
without making these payoffs and kickbacks, he is not going to get the
business. So the legitimate American businessman, whether he knows
or does not know that these practices do prevail, really gives it to those
individuals that have performed in the past, the Crums.
Senator RIBICoEF. There is complicity. The American businessman
closes his eyes to the true situation. Whereas he might not see any evil,
speak any evil, or hear evil, he understands that payoffs are taking
place in order to sell his merchandise?
Mr. BYBEE. I honestly believe that they do know. Many of these
companies send their representatives into the field to inspect, to see

how their products are being sold, and what is going on. Unless they
are divorced from reality, they have to realize what is going on.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any further questions along this line,
Senator Allen?

Senator ALLEN. Mr. Bybee, I notice on page 11 of your prepared
statement you refer to promotional money, approximately $4,000 a
month, that was made available to Price & Co. by Carling Beer to
promote sales in Vietnam.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. What was that computed on ? Was that a percentage
of the overall business? How was the $4,000 figure arrived at?
Mr. BYBEE. The practices of the beer companies is generally to give
a promotional allowance on every case sold. It varies everywhere from
3 cents a case all the way up to 20 cents a case. This is a practice which
is set by the breweries themselves.
Senator ALLEN. That is the very question I was inquiring about.
How much business, then, would this entail, business that would justi
fy a promotional allowance of $4,000 a month? Is that roughly 10
percent of the business, 5 percent, or 2 percent?
Mr. BYBEE. In Vietnam the Army and Air Force Exchange System
arbitrarily—and how they arrived at this I am still in a fog on—said
there was only going to be six American beers, and these six American

beers were Ballantine's, Carling's, Budweiser, Falstaff—I can't
remember them. But then each one was to get one-sixth of the business.

Senator ALLEN. Who made that apportionment?
Mr. BYBEE. This was a decision made by the PX authorities in
Dallas. But there are certain beers that are more popular than, we will
say, Ballantine's. I know for a fact that Ballantine just did not sell in
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the military. But Falstaff, at that time, and Carling's and some of these
other beers would sell.
en the promotion "ey, Was to really, in essence, to be used so

the #!' would always be in : out-of-stock position on
Carling's. The P'notion money was supposed to have been used to

that

help promote Carling's sales in those areas where it

Was available.

don't believe you have answered the question as
to how much gross business would ' involved where a $4,000-a-month
Senator ALLEN. I

allowance is paid. Would that be 10 times that amount?
P'notional
Mr. BYBEE. I am not positive, but I believe Carling's was 10 cents
a case. It has been so long that I don't recall. I believe it was about 10
“ents a case, so that would entail 400,000 cases.
Senator ALLEN. About 400,000 cases. What would the sale price be?
Mr. BYBEE. What would the sale price of the beer be?

Senator ALLEN. At 400,000 cases a month : yes.
Mr. BYBEE. I am afraid I don't quite understand.

Senator ALLEN. How much is a case of beer?

Mr. BYTEE. At 400,000? Senator, you are really taxing my memory.
I believe the sales price used to be about $1.89 a case or something
of that nature.

Senator ALLEN. So 400,000 cases would be around $800,000 a month
in business.

Mr. BYTEE. Yes; around $800,000 a month. I have seen some
chase orders that would be over $1 million.

pur

Senator ALIEN. If Dallas had already limited the sale of beers to
had already been made, that they would just sell six brands.

six brands, what was the use of promotional money? That decision
Why would they have to promote the product?

Mr. BYBEE, There really was no use to promote the product. At
that time in Vietnam they were always in and out-of-stock position,
anyway, on pretty near all beers.

Senator ALLEN. They drank anything that was available?
Mr. BYBEE. They would drink anything you could give them, but
they would prefer Carling's, for example, which was an excellent
Seller, and Falstaff at that time, which was an excellent seller, and
Schlitz or Budweiser, which would be good sellers.
Senator ALLEN. Could you give me an example of a legitimate use
• ,

of promotional money?

-

-

Mr. ByBEE. Would I give you—well, in Vietnam and where you have
an out-of-stock position at all times I can’t see a legitimate use.

Senator ALIEN, I believe you stated a few moments ago that no

body was stupid. That had to be known, then, by your superiors or the
companies for whom you were serving as broker. They understood
that, too, did they not?

•

-

Mr. BYBEE. Well, like I say, I don't think they are stupid, and I
think they probably do realize or did realize. But they were always
hopeful that they could increase their position from 400,000 cases to
800,000 cases by continually showing an out-of-stock position.

Senator ALIEN. These statements that you sent in justifying the
$4,000 a month in promotion expense—this money, I believe, was #
verted into military payment certificates on the currency black market
and then I believe you said that Mr. Crum and his salesmen used that
money, those certificates, for kickback purposes.
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Is that right?
.
Mr. BYBEE. I don’t know exactly how they used it; I can't say with
100 percent certainty that they were always used for kickbacks. It is
just like you know the sum is going to come up every day. I know that
that is what they were used for.

Senator ALLEN: You said you were in charge of these funds for
about 3 months, I believe, in your statement.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes. Senator.

Senator ALLEN. I quote from your statement on page 13:
Incidentally, since there was no documentation of how these promotional funds
were used, we juggled figures each month to show that $4,000 had been spent. We
sent these false documents to Hong Kong for transmittal to Carling's headquar
ters in Cleveland, Ohio.

Is that correct?

Mr. BYBEE. Yes, Senator.

Senator ALLEN. I hand you exhibit S-104, which consists of a num

ber of photostatic copies of these monthly reports. They are pur

£g how Carling's

portedly signed by you on behalf of Price & Co.
money was spent to promote their beer in Vietnam.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 413” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator ALLEN. The monthly reports cover a 5-month period in 1967.
There is the report of April 25, 1967 showing promotional expense,
alleged promotional expense, of $2,448. The one for May 31, 1967,
shows promotional expense of $2,502. That for June 29, 1967, shows
$4,104. That for July 29, 1967, shows $3,276. For September 30, 1967, it
shows $3,402.

Is that correct? Is that your signature on these documents?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, Senator, that is my signature.
Senator ALLEN. These were obtained by the subcommittee staff from
the files of the Carling Brewery in Cleveland, Ohio.
It looks like you may have been a little bit lax there in claiming only
$2,502 on 2 months when you could have gone up to $4,000.
How do you account for being so charitable?
Mr. BYBEE. I don’t remember—it has been a long time—the exact
figures of all of these months, because I didn't have these records
available to me. As soon as this was made up and dispatched, there
was no carbon copy kept in Vietnam. They were all put in the little
machine and shredded up. But if this is what was submitted to Car

ling's, and this $2,448, Mr. Crum would come to my office and say we
are to spend a number of dollars this month. This is what we are al
lotted from Çarling' From that I would give it to the secretary at
that time and say, “OK, just change the figures but use the format of
the previous month,” so that it totaled the dollar amount that was
given to me by Mr. Crum.
Senator ALLEN. When you testified you were allowed a promotional
allowance of approximately $4,000 a month, that is an approxima
tion, then?

Mr. BYBI.E. It is an approximation. I believe in my testimony I said
it was from $3,000 to $4,000. I don’t remember the exact figures be
cause it has been a long time.
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Senator ALLEN. Did the Carling Co. ever protest any of your filings
of expenses?
Mr. BYBEE. None that I know of. They never did to me. They were
-

accepted.

Senator ALLEN. And they were used by the Carling Co. as a basis
for showing legitimate business promotional expense.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir, for tax credits,

Senator ALLEN. Are these reports that you referred to on page 12
are these those reports that you refer to on page 12?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. And they were in fact, then, falsified, were they?
They are not correct, are they?
Mr. BYBEE. They are not correct.
Senator ALLEN. Did they give false information to Carling's?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, they did.
ALLEN. Mr. Crum was not too much of a record-keeper,

£r
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Mr. BYBEE. No, I am afraid not. He was just the opposite of that.
page 7 of your prepared statement you say

...'" ALLEN. On
that—

Crum remained consistent in this determination to destroy records whenever
possible. On one occasion, however, one of his employees—Mr. Graham (Bill)
Welton, who had replaced me as general manager of Sarl—sent out a written
message that fell into the hands of the CID and stiffened Mr. Crum’s conviction
that the shredding machine was the best place to file records.
Ironically, it was Mr. Welton's desire to carry Out the record destruction

policy that led to his becoming the target of Mr. Crum's anger. When, in the fall
of 1967, Mr. Crum learned of an upcoming raid by Vietnamese Customs agents
on his offices * * * he told Mr. Welton and Mr. Welton, acting on his own initia
tive, dispatched the written message to all Sarl offices, directing them to destroy
records and then destroy the message itself.

The CID * * * got hold of the directive and Mr. Crum was outraged. I saw
this message myself, and the last sentence in it said: “After you have destroyed
the records, destroy this message.”

I hand you a photostatic copy of a memorandum marked “Confi
dential” which was found in the office of Sarl Electronics in April
1967 during a Vietnamese raid on Sarl’s offices in Saigon and I ask
you to identify it.
(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. BYBEE. Yes. This looks like a memorandum that was sent out

by Bill Welton. I can't swear that it is exactly the same one, but I
know that he did send one out similar to this. Whether this is the

same one or not, I couldn’t testify with 100 percent accuracy.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 414” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1231.)
Senator ALLEN. I have no further questions.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you please remain in that seat for a
while, sir?
Mr. Duffy, would you take the stand?
Mr. ADLERMAN. There was a request sent to the customs office in
Vietnam. The basis of this request was for customs not to tax them
and permit them to bring in the material customs-free.
-

I believe the parts were imported by the company for use in U.S.
clubs and they were to be exempt from import customs duties and
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other formalities pertaining to the importation of equipment and
parts for the use and consumption in U.S. military c'
This would lead somebody to believe that the clubs were getting

th:
cheaper, is that correct?
Mr. BYBEE. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As a matter of fact, they had the goods there, were

able to make quicker delivery and were able to get a premium price.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But because they brought them in customs-free the
GI’s had to pay more money than ordinarily if they had come under
customs?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know whether or not General Cole wrote

any similar letters for any competitors of Sarl Electronics?
Mr. BYBEE. I have seen two letters that General Cole had written

to Vietnamese Customs and to the fraud repression squad stating, in
essence, that Mr. Crum was entitled to bring goods in duty free be
cause they were for the U.S. military, and also that Mr. Crum was an
honest businessman, or something to that effect.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What I am trying to say is did he write a similar
letter, to your knowledge, for any of your competitors?
Mr. BYBEE. I have no idea whether he ever wrote one for competi
torS.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And Sarl Electronics’ principal business was slot
machines?

Mr. BYBEE. Slot machines and pinball machines; yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN: Who were the competitors of Sarl Electronics?
Mr. BYBEE. Competitors of Sarl Electronics was Galagan and Furci
at one time, and then Bill Johns Pacific Sales was a competitor with
Mills machines.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The Mills and Jennings machines, were they the
competing machines?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, they were.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The American Industrial Co., was that Furci and
Galagan?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were they practically put out of business by Cole?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you say by Cole, were they raided?
Mr. BYBEE. They were put out of business by the Vietnamese be
cause they were taxed so heavily and fined. They couldn’t pay the fine

£ I 'live the Vietnamese Government confiscated most of their ma
I'la,IS.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever discuss this with Crum?
... Mr. BYBEE. Yes, I have discussed it with Crum. Crum bragged about

it, how he had started it. He somehow got an investigation started
against a naval captain at one time and then followed this up with the
assistance of General Cole to put Galagan and Furci out of business.
r. ADLERMAN. Was it in this connection that he mentioned to you
that Cole was costing him $1,000 a month?

Mr. BYBEE. He mentioned it to me a couple of times, that General.

Cole was costing him at least $1,000 a month.
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Senator RIBICOFF: Let me ask you, Mr. Bybee: Do you feel, because
of your testimony before this committee, that either your safety or
that of your wife may be in jeopardy?
Mr. BYBEE. Do I?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Mr. BYHRE. I never really thought about it as such, Senator.
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Duffy.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY—Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I have another short prepared statement.
Through independent investigation, the subcommittee staff has

gathered, evidence in support of Mr. Bybee's testimony that:
1. William Crum used fraudulent Army nonappropriated fund
purchase orders to import duty-free goods into Vietnam.
2. Mr. Crum used U.S. Army property to illegally store these goods
to enable him to charge very high prices for them at servicemen's

clubs by offering immediate delivery which put his competition at
3, disadvantage-and to avoid detection and raids by the Vietnamese
Customs’ Fraud Repression Squad.

3. General Cole protected. Mr. Crum from detection and raid by
Vietnamese Customs by assisting him in bringing duty-free goods
into Vietnam-and by arranging storage facilites for him on U.S.
military reservations.
The series of events leading to Mr. Crum's successful efforts to

bring large amounts of goods into Vietnam for storage begins on
March 16, 1967, when Scott F. Dotterer wrote to Whitney Crum.

Scott Dotterer was manager of the Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.,
Panama, office in Hong Kong located at 1101 Kayamally Building,
22 Queen's Road Central. His cable address was “Segastar.”
Whitney Crum—brother of William Crum—was head of Trade
well Enterprises of 14106 Ventura Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
Since the 1950's when William Crum sold to NCO clubs in South

Korea, Whitney Crum had been his broker, filling orders for service
men's clubs through his California firm.
In his letter dated March 16, 1967, to Whitney Crum, which I

offer in evidence, Dotterer pointed out that “savings might be ex

pected” for purchase, of “fast moving items” in volume, and that
“We can give our club customers in Vietnam faster delivery service
and thus gain an edge over the competition.”

Dotterer asked for facts about discount rates for volume purchase.
The letter was written on Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., stationery.
(At this point Senator. Allen withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator RIPIcorr. All the exhibits which Mr. Duffy will offer will
go in automatically as exhibits ad seriatim, unless there is objection.
Mr. DUFFY, Dotterer wrote again April 7, 1967, urging Whitney to
respond. I offer the March 16, 1967, letter and the April 7, 1967, letter
from Dotterer to Whitney Crum in evidence., , , .
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 415 and 416
**

for reference and will be found in the appendix on pp. 1233 and 1234.)

Mr. DUFFY. On April 12, 1967, Whitney Crum wrote Dotterer say
ing he had received no information as yet on the savings from buying
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£ ovens and beverage coolers in volume but that ice cube machines,
Dought in large numbers, would be purchased with a 5 percent
discount.

-

-

-

I offer the April 12, 1967, letter in evidence.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 417” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1235.)
Mr. DUFFY. Whitney Crum advised Dotterer in an April 14, 1967,
letter that pizza ovens, bought in volume, would be discounted 5 per
cent. I offer the April 14, 1967, letter in evidence. Incidentally, both
letters from Whitney Crum to Dotterer were designated as
been sent to William Crum in copy form.

#

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 418” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1236.)
Mr. DUFFY. These letters between Whitney Crum and Scott Dotterer

show the close connections between Sarl Electronics and Club Spe
cialty Overseas, Inc., and they also show the identical interests of both
firms in having on hand large amounts of club system hardware.
They also make clear the expectation of £ that Sarl Elec
tronics would have an advantage over competition if such storage
could be accomplished.
The following information gathered by the subcommittee shows
the association of General Cole with William Crum.

On April 29, 1967, Herb Edelstein, manager of the Hong Kong of
fice of Price & Company, made reservations at the Hong Kong Hilton
Hotel for William Crum and Earl F. Cole for the period of April 29,
1967, to May 3, 1967.
Price & Company was a business in Vietnam that sold goods to GI
clubs and PXs. It was owned by William Crum and Asa A. Smith.
I offer in evidence two office tabs indicating Edelstein's having made
the reservations for Crum and Cole. These documents were obtained

from the files of the Hong Kong Hilton Hotel.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 419' for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1237.)
Mr. DUFFY. An Earl F. Cole, listing his address as “Has USARV"
(Headquarters United States Army/Vietnam), checked into the

Hong Kong Hilton Hotel at 4:23 p.m. April 29, 1967, according to
the hotel registration form, which I now offer as evidence.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 420” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1239.)
Mr. DUFFY. A second Hong Kong Hilton Hotel registration card
indicates that at 9:39 p.m., April 29, 1967. William J. Crum checked
in, giving his address as “% Mr. A. Smith.”
I offer this registration card in evidence.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 421” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1240.)
Mr. DUFFY. On May 2, 1967, Cole and Crum both checked out of the

Hong Kong Hilton. Hotel records state their bills were both paid at
exactly the same time—12:06 p.m.
I offer these two paid hotel bills in evidence.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 422” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Mr. DUFFY. General Cole returned to his work as Deputy Chief of
Staff (G-1) for Personnel and Administration for the U.S. Army
Vietnam (USARV). In this position, General Cole had control over
the operations of clubs and messes as well as the Vietnam Regional Ex
change, also referred to as the Vietnam PX.

Four days after his May 2, 1967, departure from the Hong Kong
Hilton, General Cole, in a letter he signed as USARV G–1, wrote to the
Vietnam Customs on behalf of Sarl Electronics. General Cole requested
duty-free privileges for Sarl.
In this letter of May 6, 1967, General Cole said that since Sarl sold
goods to open mess systems and exchanges only and did not sell items
on the Vietnamese economy, Sarl should be:
. . exempt from import duties and other formalities pertaining to the im
portation of equipment and parts for use or consumption in military clubs, messes
and the Vietnam Regional Exchange.

Inow offer this May 6, 1967, letter from General Cole to the Vietnam
ese Customs in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 423” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1241.)
Mr. DUFFY. On May 12, 1967, General Cole wrote a second letter

to Vietnamese Customs, spelling out in more detail the importance of
Sarl Electronics to the “welfare and morale” of U.S. troops and u'n'
that Sarl be made “exempt from customs duties and other formalities”

relating to the importation of goods.
I now offer the May 12, 1967, letter from General Cole to Vietnamese
Customs in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 424” for
reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1242.)
Mr. DUFFY. These letters by General Cole—so short a time after his

meeting in Hong Kong with William Crum—show that the General
took official action to insure that Sarl would have duty-free im
portation privileges at Vietnam ports.
The following information shows how fraudulently U.S. Army non
appropriated fund activity purchase orders were used to allow Club
Specialty Overseas, Inc., and Sarl Electronics to bring goods into
Vietnam without duty fees.

About 2 weeks after Gen. Cole's second letter to Vietnamese Customs,
and unsigned Army nonappropriated fund purchase order was made
out ordering from Sarl Electronics a large shipment of kitchen ap
pliances for the open mess system at Long Binh, Vietnam, headquar
ters for the Army in Vietnam.
This unsigned purchase order dated May 25, 1967, contained several
volume purchases such as 50 separate coolers, 50 ice cube machines and
25 table model popcorn machines. Altogether, 275 separate appliances
were ordered.

This purchase order, which I now offer in evidence, shows that the
C.S.O.I.-Sarl organization was buying in volume, an intention Club
Specialty’s Scott Dotterer had indicated to Whitney Crum back in
April of 1967.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 425” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
58–590–71—Pt. 5–3
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Mr., DUFFY. In addition to the purchase order not being signed, it
should be noted that in the “cost per unit” column of the purchase order,
the words “no charge” are written. This shows that the C.S.O.I.-Snarl
organization did not want to be held to any price of record so that the
price of each item could be set in Vietnam.

On May 26, 1967—one day after the May 25, 1967, fraudulent pur
chase order was dated—a Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama, in
voice was drawn up, directing Whitney Crum's Tradewell Enterprises
to ship the 275 appliances to the USARV club system at

£

. On the invoice is written “no charge to the clubs” and “Do not send
Invoices,

P'ing slips or documents of any kind to this club.”

The notation, “Do not send invoices, packing slips or documents of
any kind to this club,” shows that the C.S.O.I.-Sarl organization did
not wish for any record of purchase, invoice or shipment to be for

warded to the Long Binh clubsystem.
I now offerin evidence the May 26, 1967, invoice.
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 426" for refer
ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1243.)
Mr. DUFFY. On May 24 and 25, 1967, large shipments of equipment

were invoiced by Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., to be shipped by Whit
ney Crum's Tradewell to the open mess system at Qui Nhon, South
Vietnam. These documents, which I now offer in evidence, also reflect
that “no charge” was to be made to the club.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 427” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. On the bottom of both of the Club Specialties Over
seas. Inc., invoices the signature of Graham (Bill) Welton appears.
Welton was the office manager in Saigon for Sarl Electronics. This is
the same Graham Welton who signed a confidential memo in early
1967 which has been identified by Mr. Bybee as the memorandum that
ordered all Sarl branches to destroy certain records so that they
would not fall into the hands of the authorities in Vietnam.

These invoices and purchase orders—of May 24, 25 and 26, 1967–
show that CSOI-Sarl circumvented Vietnamese Customs regulations
and fraudulently imported these goods into Vietnam. This is so be
cause CSOI-Sarl was using the club systems at Long Binh and Qui
Nhon to import goods into the country duty-free—goods consigned to
U.S. military clubs which had not been ordered.
Once the goods were in country and past Customs, Sarl representa
tives could easily divert such goods to the local economy or black
market.

A joint Vietnamese Customs and CID investigation conducted
at Qui Nhon in 1967 established that the goods that had originally
been procured in May 1967 had arrived “with no charge” to the clubs:
further, some of these goods had been diverted to the local residence
of Herb Hayden, the sales representative of Sarl Electronics.
An examination of the items seized by Customs revealed markings
on some of the boxes and crates had been recently painted over in an
attempt to conceal the addressee.

I offer in evidence an extract of the CID report concerning this
matter. Other boxes had been opened and disposed of.
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Graham Welton, in an interview with the Army CID, supplied to
them copies of two letters that General Cole had written to the Viet

namese Customs in May and November 1967, as the authority for im
porting such items.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 428” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Welton was questioned for the first time in October

1969 by the Army CID about the 1967 storage of Sarl equipment and
supplies at Long Binh.
Welton admitted that Sarl stored goods there and justified it on
the basis that G-1 USARV had authorized the storage. Welton re
fused to discuss General Cole or William Crum.

It is apparent these Cole letters written to Vietnamese Customs on
# Sarl Electronics were used by Sarl officials as a “cover” to

behalf

fraudulently import goods into Vietnam duty-free.
The subcommittee staff has gathered evidence in support of other
testimony by Mr. Bybee.
1. Mr. Bybee stated that by having his
stored on U.S. military
reservations in Vietnam, Mr. Crum could provide faster delivery to
clubs—and thereb.
higher prices. The CID verified this. Two
Army personnel, £ Odom and Harold Dooly, working in the
Long Binh club system, were interviewed by CID investigator Eugene

£

£

A.

£ In an April 4, 1968, memorandum for the CID investi

gation file, Agent Safranski said:
Ogdal (Odom) and Dooly advised that at one time they were approached by a
Sarl representative and informed that the Sarl equipment may be a little more
expensive, however, Sarl could guarantee delivery within a week whereas other
companies could not make delivery for 30 to 120 days.

I now offer this April 4, 1968, memorandum in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 429” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. 2. Mr. Bybee stated that Mr. Crum used “shredding
machines” to destroy records of Sarl Electronics and Price and Co.—

and that the machines were supplied by the Sega organization in
Japan.

now offer as evidence this March 22, 1968, letter from Scott Dot

terer, Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Hong Kong, representative, to
Whitney Crum, William Crum's brother, found in the files of Whitney
Crum in Los Angeles.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 430” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. The letter says:
Dear Whit:

Vietnam is in need of six inexpensive paper Shredders for Office use, and we are
wondering what is available on the West Coast.
The unit will have to Operate On 110 volt/60 cycle and I believe that the desk

top models with very small storage bins which I have seen catalogued from time
to time would be too small for Sarl's requirements. A Small compact floor type is

"'matter

Of information, suitable Shredders can be purchased—national
brand—Out of Japan for approximately U.S. $150.00 each. However, we are hop

ing something will be available from the U.S. in the area of $75.00 to $100.00
each. Please Send brochures With price information.
Best regards,
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3. Mr. Bybee stated copies of Sarl records were sent to Josephine
Tan c/o Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., in Panama.
I now offer in evidence this March 8, 1967, Club Specialty Overseas,
Inc., purchase order signed by Jack Bybee.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 431” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. This purchase order states in part:
Invoices To : C.S.O.I. Panama–Sarl in quadruplicate.
It also states:
DO NOT send invoices, packing slip or documents of any kind to the Club.

In addition, I now offer in evidence this July 15, 1964, letter on
Club Speciality Overseas, Inc., Panama stationery, from Josefina de
Tam to 10 separate distributors of Sega coin-operated machines. Jose
fina de Tam would be the CSOI employee whom Mr. Bybee recalls as
Josephine Tan.
It should be noted that both firms operated by Mr. Crum and Asa
A. Smith, Gande Price, Ltd., Hong Kong, and Gande Price, Ltd.,
Saigon, are listed as distributors for Sega:
Sarl Electronics is not listed as a distributor because this letter was
written in 1964 and Sarl was not founded until 1965.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 432” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. 4. Mr. Bybee stated that Sarl Electronics charged
higher prices for its products in Vietnam.
I now offer in evidence this October 30, 1968, letter from Whitney
Crum to Sarl Electronics care of 1101 Kayamally Building, 22 Queen's
Road Central, Hong Kong.
This is the exact same address used by Scott Dotterer of Club

Specialty Overseas, Inc., in Hong Kong.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 433” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. In this letter, Whitney Crum begins by saying: “Dear
Sirs” and then lists several invoice numbers and costs of specific items
he has shipped.
But, at the bottom of the letter, in his handwriting, Whitney Crum
Wrote:
Scott—P.S.. I have not
as I understood they did
For this same reason, we
to Saigon and Hong Kong

previously sent copies of my invoice to Sarl (Saigon)
not want prices shown on anything sent to Vietnam.
have been blocking out prices shown in all letters sent
. . .

5. Mr. Bybee stated Mr. Crum used blank military/purchase orders

in buying goods for the clubs and messes.

•

It is significant that when the Vietnamese Customs raids were made
on Sarl in early 1967—when Mr. Bybee was employed by Crum–
blank military/purchase orders were found in the office of Sarl. We
will have a witness later in these hearings who will testify on this
matter.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
Mr. Bellino.
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TESTMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0—Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. As substantiation to Jack Bybee's testimony that Price
& Co. funds were processed through Commercial Investment, Ltd.,
there are presented herewith, as exhibits, a few of the checks payable
to Commercial Investment and charged to the account of Price & Co.
at the Bank of America, San Francisco, Calif., as follows:
Date

Check No.

Amount

959
958
967
1515
1517

$4,000
5,000
5,000
20,000
5,000

Dec.28, 1967------------------------------------------------------------------Do

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 434” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Since Price & Co. refused access to their records, it has

become necessary to examine microfilm records at the Bank of Amer
ica but because of the volume—of $4 million in this account—only a
few were selected for exhibit purposes.
In this connection, the modus operandi of Commercial Investment
Co., Ltd., lend itself to being a conduit for easy payoffs.
This company was formed in Shanghai in 1931. The Hong Kong
office was started in 1948. It is considered a bank, a gold and exchange
broker and investment advisor.
Senator RIBICOFF. What was the total amount of the checks that

you have there?
Mr. BELLINo. The total amount is $39,000.

The method of operation, as explained by an employee of Commer
cial Investment Co. and from other sources, is as follows:

After delivering funds to Commercial Investment Co., Ltd., the
rincipal or representative would issue instructions to deliver, a
£ of U.S. dollars or other currency to a designated individual at
a residence, hotel lobby or office. No receipts or signatures are involved.
The entire transaction is based on the confidence which exists be:
tween the initial principal, the recipient and officials of Commercial
Investment Co.

-

•

In some cases, a standing order exists for the delivery of a specified
sum each month. In no instance has anyone been aware of any breach
of faith by Commercial Investment Co., Ltd. Persons dealing with
this company have considered the service provided as being excellent.
Neither officials of Commercial Investment Co., Ltd., nor of Price &

Co. would permit us to interview them or explain the purpose Of
issuance of these checks.

•

In the light of the testimony of Mr. Bybee, which

WinS

the

corroborated

by these checks which have been placed in evidence, the indications
are that the account was used to pay kickbacks or to operate 9" the

black market, and conceal the identity of the final recipient of these
funds.

-

Mr. Aptery. AN. I would like to ask Mr. Bybee one or two quest".
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TESTIMONY OF JACK W. BYBEE-Resumed

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Mr. Crum ever accuse you of giving informa
tion to the CID !
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever in fact give information to the CID?
Mr. BYBEE. I have never talked to anyone of the CID or given them
any information. But someone in the organization I know was leaking

information to the CID and I always took the blame for it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know who it was?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes, I do, the man who took my job when I left and
somebody that tried to manipulate it so that I would leave Vietnam.
His name was Dick Wright.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Richard Wright?
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You showed us this document this morning, I be
lieve, which further indicates the tieup between the CSOI and Sarl
Electronics and Price & Co.
Mr. BYBEE. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I show you this and ask you if this is a document
which illustrates that.

(Document handed to the witness.)

Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you explain it?
Mr. BYBEE. This is a document from Scott Dotterer in Hong Kong
to Josefina de Tam to CSOI in Hong Kong, advising Panama that
I was now working for Price & Co. and how much salary was advanced
to me.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This indicates that your salary was paid by CSOI?
Mr. BYBEE. My salary was paid by CSOI in Panama, yes.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 435” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will stand adjourned until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.

Thank you very much, Mr. Bybee, for your testimony.
(Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, February 23, 1971.)
(Member of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator
Ribicoff.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMAN ENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:03 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed
to February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat. Conn.; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Ill.;
and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Fla.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator; John
Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs: Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening:
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Sgt. Alton Crews.
Raise your right hand, sir. You do solemnly swear the testimony

you will give before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Sergeant CREws. I do.
TESTIMONY OF 1ST SGT, ALTON CREWS (ACCOMPANIED BY
COUNSEL: JOHN A. KENDRICK)

Senator RIBICOFF. You are accompanied by counsel. Please give
your name, Sir.

Mr. KENDRICK. John A. Kendrick, Washington, D.C.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Sergeant Crews, were you—incidentally, would
you tell us what your rank is?
Sergeant CREws. First Sergeant.
(1073)
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Mr. ADLERMAN. And where are you stationed at the present time?
Sergeant CREws. Headquarters, U.S. Army Elements, New York,
APO 09055.

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. During 1966, were you with the 9th Infantry Divi
sion in Vietnam 7

Mr. KENDRICK. Mav I make a brief statement, Mr. Adlerman?

Senator RIBICOFF. Proceed, sir.
Mr. KENDRICK. Mr. Chairman, I have reviewed the testimony that
was given before the committee back in the fall and spring of 1969,
together with the testimony which has been given during the course

of these proceedings which you have chaired in the last week or so.
Under the circumstances, I feel that I must advise my client, and I
have so advised him, to invoke the rights that are accorded him under
the fifth amendment of the Constitution.

I feel, and this has been borne out in my discussion with members of
the committee staff, that the purpose and the extent of these proceed
ings are largely accusatory in nature.

I was informed in discussing it with the staff that prior to Sergeant
Crews taking the stand, certain accusatory information would have
to be put into the record, which would involve him. It was in part
done yesterdav in the testimony before the committee.
. It is for that reason that I must advise mv client that as to any ques
tions propounded to him by the committee he should invoke his rights

"der the appropriate article of the Constitution.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. I don't know whether you were present yesterday.

P'you hear the testimony yesterday of Mr. Bybee?
Nr. KENDRICK. I have read it, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did your client hear the testimony?
": KENDRIck. I believe parts ofit; yes.
; :''''' ''). ERMAN. You realize during the testimony there were allega
tions on the sale of a gift shop there were payoffs made to Sergeant
Crews. We are trying to find the facts. We are trying to find out what

the facts are and whether' not this is a customary practice and what
W'an do to eliminate it.

f we happen to ask him something of an accusatory nature, I think

X' Will have to do so. Of course, you have the right to advise your
client to take the fifth amendment. However, we do want to get on the
"'I'd whether or not he will admit or deny these facts.
e will proceed.

'' you with the 9th Infantry Division in Vietnam between
QYember 1966 and July 1967?
£nt
CREws.accorded
I respectfully
decline
to answer
question, in
voking
...the rights
me under
article
V of thethis
Constitution
of
the United States.
in \' A" FRMAN. And were vou with the 90th Replacement Battalion
N

-

-

S.'" between July 1967 and December 1967?
CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in:
the £ £he rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of
*r nited States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me.
-

-

-

voki 'nt

S

": "\"LERMAN. I would like to put the personnel—well, never mind.

"geant Crews, were you asked to produce your personal

records,
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your financial records, and exhibit them to the staff of the committee?
Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of

the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me,
Slr.

Mr. ADLERMAN. If you were subpenaed to produce those records be
fore the committee today, would you produce them?
Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of

the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me,
Slr.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you custodian of the 90th Replacement Bat
talion in Vietnam?

Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of

the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me,
SIr.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have an opportunity to deny whether you re
ceived any kickbacks from Mr. Crum’s operation on the sale of a gift
shop or on the operation of a gift shop concession that Mr. Crum had
in Vietnam at the 90th Replacement Battalion.
Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of
the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you receive a 10-percent kickback from Crum's
gift shop operation during the period that you were custodian of the
90th Replacement?

Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of

the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you, on any of your trips to Hong Kong, pick
up money which was paid to you at the direction of Mr. Crum and
then forward it to your account at the Union Credit Bank in
Switzerland?

Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of

the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You heard the testimony yesterday that when Crum
sold the gift shop at the 90th Replacement Battalion in November
1967, he received approximately $120,000 for that. Is that correct?
Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of
the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you thereafter receive 10 percent of this amount,
or $12,000?

Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution of

the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy?

Senator PERCY. Sergeant Crews, is there any help that you can pro
vide? Are you stationed in Belgium now?
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Sergeant CREws. I decline to answer this question, invoking the
rights—
Senator PERCY. In Brussels.

I mentioned last year when I came back from NATO that when I
was attending the meetings some of the enlisted men there said they
were actually ashamed to put on the uniform of a sergeant now in
light of the findings of these hearings.
We are trying to get to the bottom of this. It is an isolated condition,
a general problem, but we need to isolate the alleged problems even

'
urther.

Is there any help you can offer this committee that will not violate
your constitutional rights in order to assist us in determining what
can be done to improve the military procurement procedures? Any
voluntary contribution you can make to the dialog now that would be
constructive and will not violate your constitutional rights would be
deeply appreciated. You can answer in general terms, not in specific
terms, if you like. You have had vast experience in this operation.
Sergeant CREws. May I confer?
Senator PERCY. Surely.
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)

Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question,
invoking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution

of the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate
me, Sir.

Senator PERCY. Let me suggest another way you might help us
without violating your rights at all.
In private conversations I have had with some of our witnesses,
they have indicated the kind of pressures they were under. They
explained that they had come into a system and it was virtually

impossible to buck, the system. They had good jobs and felt if you
'"
go along with the system, you would get kicked out of it pretty
ast
They felt this social pressure on them was such that it almost went
beyond their ability as a member of the military to buck it.
id you feel any such pressure when you went in ? Would you say
that at one point there was no problem of malfeasance on your part?
Did you come into a system that made it almost impossible for you not
to participate in the system?
Sergeant CREws. I respectfully decline to answer this question, in
voking the rights accorded me under article V of the Constitution

of the United States, in that any answer might tend to incriminate
me. Sir.

Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
Mr. Thompson, please.
Would you rise, Mr. Thompson?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth, so help you God?
Mr. THOMPSON. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF GORDON P. THOMPSON: ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
ROBERT MARTIN AND MICHAEL SHEPPARD

Senator RIBICOFF: What is your full name, sir?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Gordon Thompson.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where do you live?

Mr. THOMPsoN. At present I am in a trailer in Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico.

Senator RIBICOFF: Are these gentlemen your attorneys?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF: Will you please identify yourself?

Mr. MARTIN, Robert Martin, from Washington, D.C., and this is
Mr. Michael Sheppard, of my office in Washington.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a prepared statement, Mr. Thompson?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.

Mr. THOMPsoN. My name is Gordon P. Thompson. I currently
reside in a trailer camp in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, but I maintain a
permanent address at my sister's home in Portland, Oreg.

I have worked in the brewing industry for many years. In 1959
when the Carling Brewing Co. acquired Heidleberg Brewing Co., I
went to work for Carling.
During the early 1960's, I was marketing director for the western
division of Carling. At that time while sales in Southeast Asia were

generally under my direction, they were not my most direct responsi

'', but were the responsibility of other people who were on my
Staff.

In 1965, I was ill for a period of several months and took a leave of
absence from the company. When I returned, still in 1965, I became

export director of the Western division, which included direct respon
sibility for military sales in the Pacific and western areas.
In my new assignment as export director I technically served under
the marketing director, the position I had previously held. Because
the marketing director had previously been a subordinate of mine,
instead of reporting to him I was supposed to report to an export
-

committee.

As a result, the exact lines of authority in the company under these
circumstances were somewhat confused, and as a practical matter I
had the final responsibility in terms of day-to-day operations. ,
This continued until late 1969 when I resigned my position at Carling
because of illness and because of certain personal problems totally
unrelated to the business of the company.

-

-

During this 4-year period I generally would make two visits a year
to the Far East, spending a few days in each country and perhaps a
little longer in Vietnam.

•

•

In connection
withother
the investigations
of committee
this committee.
I have met
with
Mr. Duffy and
members of the
Staff on two oc
casions, and had other telephone conversations with

them.

I was initially served with a subpena in mid-1970. After the sub
pena had expired, in accordance with my prior plans, I moved to
£rto
Mexico.request,
For theI purpose
of this
hearing:
as a
£ult ofVallarta,
the committee's
voluntarily
returned
to theand
United
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States from Puerto Vallarta, in order to offer my full cooperation to
this committee. This also was at the request of the Carling Brewing Co.,
which has informed me that it is cooperating fully with this commit
tee's investigation and has asked me to do the same.
I am pleased to do this because I believe this investigation can serve
a very useful purpose—namely, reform the procurement system relat
ing to military post exchanges, clubs, and the like.
At the outset, it may be helpful to the committee to clarify certain
items, give the committee certain background information, and then
to answer all the committee's questions as best I can.
First, you should know that neither I, nor to my knowledge the
Carling Brewing Co., ever knowingly engaged in or approved any
kickback, bribe or payoff.
I am deeply distressed to learn from

'' before this commit

tee that Carling promotional funds made available to Price & Co.,
and its agent, William Crum, an independent broker in the Far East
who had the Carling account, may have been used for such purposes,
and were not used as Carling or I intended.
The committee should understand that promotional allowances us
ually based on a few cents per case of beer shipped into an area, are
supposed to be used for very specific purposes.
enator RIBICOFF. Would you give us the exact amount of promo
tional allowance per case?
Mr. THOMPsoN. It varied from area to area. In the particular in
stance of Vietnam, I would say between 2 and 3 cents a case.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is that the general amount allotted by other brew
ing companies?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t know. Sometimes I felt that we were kind of

niggardly in our allowances.
enator RIBICOFF. For what price did you sell a case of beer to Mr.
Crum?

Mr. THOMPsoN. We didn't sell the beer to Crum. All of our beer was
sold to the military.
-

Senator RIBICOFF. What was the price of beer laid down in Vietnam!
Mr. THOMPsoN. It was all cans. I think it was $1.91 a case, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much?
Mr. THOMPson. $1.91 a case.

•

Senator RIBICOFF. How many cans are in a case?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Twenty-four.

They are supposed to be used at military clubs for the '' of
showing Carling sports films, for the purpose of providing Carling
promotional materials such as ash trays, coasters, napkins, and the
like, for the purpose of making 10-cent beer nights or free-beer nights

-- -

available to the servicemen, and for other perfectly proper and correct
activities.

-

Such promotions provide benefits to the clubs and to the servicemen
who go to those clubs, and at the same time help advertise the Carling
product and provide a hospitable climate for that product.
When I visited the Far East, and in particular since the committee's
investigation is focused on Vietnam, when I visited Vietnam, I per
sonally sponsored many such activities for Carling.
: + 1 ...."
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Also, I inquired concerning the conducting of such activities by our
broker or its people, and was led to the belief that Carling's promo
tional funds were spent for just such purposes.
Mr. Bybee's testimony of yesterday demonstrates that Crum and
his assistants deliberately deceived me in this regard by putting on
campaigns when I was in Vietnam or just before I ar

£ion
I'l VeCi.

I would like to offer to the committee just a few of the numerous
letters received from servicemen in Vietnam which illustrate some

of the positive aspects of Carling's promotional activities.
On January 7, 1966, a Sergeant Hogan wrote to Carling:
We Marines at Chu Lai have just finished building our club. Granted it's
just a straw thatched hut with a dirt floor—but it's better than the tent we
had.

The reason I am writing your company is: We can get Black Label beer and
Red Cap ale. Is there any way we can get some Bar Napkins, Coasters, and
beer openers from your company.

And, on September 16, 1968, a Sergeant Dean wrote:
Our unit arrived in the Republic of Vietnam about a month and a half ago.
We are located about 23 miles South of the Demilitarized Zone. Being here life
for the troops gets pretty bleak at times. We are trying to set up clubs for the
troops so that they might have a beer with their friends. It is a project designed
to make a place for the troops that will remind them of some of the pleasures
we enjoy back home. Although the military provides cards and athletic equip
ment for their use, there is a lack of a club for relaxation and to have a beer
once in a while.

I was wondering if it is possible for your company to help us with this project
and possibly donate things, such as, coasters, glasses, beer taps, openers, etc. It
would be greatly appreciated and it would be a tremendous morale factor to our

newly arrived unit over here.

On September 20, 1969, a PO 1 Watson of the Navy wrote:
I am writing this letter in hopes of obtaining some of your company's display
products. As U.S. Army and U.S. Navy teams we advise the South Vietnamese
Army and Navy at Ha Tien Viet Nam and along the extreme western portion
of the South Vietnam/Cambodian border. Our two teams combined have a
strength of 18 men. Through hard work and the pooling of our money, we have
managed to construct and stock a small bar for our own use. Our bar is quite

bare and we would greatly appreciate it if you could find it in your heart to
send us some of your lamps, signs and other display items which would improve
the atmosphere of our bar.

I have in the room a box of the type of sample material which we
Sent.

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, Carling has furnished me as counsel,

as well as Mr. Thompson's counsel, a box of typical material. I don’t

'' to clutter your record, but

we wanted to have it here available

Ol' VOll.

Senator RIBICOFF: I will leave that entirely up to you. If you want
to exhibit samples of the promotional material, that is up to you.
Mr. MARTIN. We would offer this for the record. It consists of such

matter as ash trays, cribbage boards, playing cards, coasters and the
like, which Carling has informed me it would be glad to give the com
mittee full documentation on.

There were literally thousands of requests and many, many thou
sands of dollars spent forwarding material like this to the various
clubs in Vietnam and elsewhere.
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RIBICoEF. If you would like to give the committee records
#Senator
the amount or value of the material you sent to Vietnam, you may
O SO.

Mr. MARTIN. Carling will make such material available to the
COmmittee.

. Mr. Apter"AN. Mr. Thompson, in regard to these items that

you

just displayed, you # you had thousands of requests for these items.

Mr. THOMPsoN. Well, we had many requests, yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you take care of those requests?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Every time we could possibly.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you send them directly to the unit that made
the request?

Mr. THOMPSON. Usually they would be forwarded to an APO
number.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You would send them to an APO number?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You didn't send them to Mr. Crum, did you?
Mr. THOMPsoN. There might have been samples of this sent to Mr.
Crum for the use of his men.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But most of the requests you answered directly
and sent them directly to the party requesting?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, the promotional items you sent
directly to the party requesting?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Most of the time they were sent directly.
Mr. MARTIN. I didn’t mean to imply these went to Mr. Crum. The
question of promotional allowances had come up and the question of
promotional funds.
-

- -

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. I wanted to distinguish between promotional al
lowance in cash and promotional allowance by sending items.
If you are giving promotional allowances in cash, you do not
send these items to the people. You do that separately. That is in

a£

addition to the cash you
Mr. Crum ?
Mr. THOMPsON. It is two different accounts, sir.

Senator PERCY. Is there any evidence that Mr. Crum would cause
the military installations or clubs to send their requests directly to
you rather than fill them directly out of his allowance? Did he initiate
some of these? If he had requests, did he send them on to you?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I think some of these requests originated from
his salesmen, and certainly from myself.
Senator PERCY. Would he do that when he didn't have adequate
•

allowance? I thought his allowance was to pay the cost of such
things.

'Taoursos. They are two separate accounts.
Senator PERCY. The allowance was 2 or 3 cents a case. If he got
2 or 3 cents a case for such items and yet he directed the clubs to

contact you personally and you filled their requests directly via an
APO number, what were his costs?
Mr. THOMPsON. This was

£ : the overall

-

at the beginning of the year a budget:
"'
£ # is all in £ion to the 2 or 3
case?

*

account, sir. We

cents per
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Mr. THOMPsoN. No. This is part of the 2 or 3 cents.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I didn’t quite get the answer.
Mr. THOMPsoN. This is part of our total promotional allowance.
Senator GURNEY. Mr.
do I understand you allowed X
number of dollars per month promotional allowance to Mr. Crum?
Did you deduct from this monthly allowance the cost of these pro
motional items you speak of?
Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, I believe the Carling records may show
that there was a change in procedure, and I can’t give you the date
but we will get that material for the committee. There was a period of
time when all costs of promotion were deducted and there was a pe
riod of time when the material as I just showed you was treated as a

T£

separate item.
I don’t think the witness has reviewed these kinds of accounts. He

has not been with Carling for a period of time. I think we would have
to get that information to have it correct for the committee. We will
supply it.
Senator GURNEY. May we then request, Mr. Chairman, the full in
formation on promotional allowances, both in cash and to whom the
cash went to, and in what amounts, and also the amounts of the pro
motional material and the value, and to whom they went, for the full
period of time?
-

•

Mr. MARTIN. Senator Gurney, we will be pleased to supply that:
Senator RIBIcoPF. Much of this, Senator Gurney, will be supplied
by Mr. Bellino of our staff.

•

Senator PERCY. If I may ask one other clarifying question: From
the standpoint of cost to the company, if you shipped all of this pro
motional material to an APO number, you only paid domestic postage,
is that right, to, say, San Francisco?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Senator PERCY. If you ship it direct, you must pay the freight all
the way out, is that right?
* >

In other words, if Mr. Crum is supplied with all of this material or
requisitions it from you, you have to pay the freight commercial all
the way to Vietnam, but if the clubs request it direct, the U.S. Goy

ernment is absorbing a part of that cost because they pay the freight
from San Francisco to Vietnam.

Mr. THOMPsoN. If I understand your question correctly, Senator,
I don’t think Mr. Crum could import this stuff without paying a tax
on it. This was a service to the clubs themselves, and as such they
didn’t have to pay a tax, as long as it was shipped directly to them.
There was no question of getting away from the postage.

Senator PERGY, But if you get a request direct from a club and they
give you an APO number, the company ships it from Ohio, or where.
ever you ship your promotional materials from, to San Francisco, is
that right?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes. We used an APO number.

Senator PERCY. And then the military picks it up from there.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes. San Francisco and Seattle.

Senator PERCY. Out of the per case allowance, Mr. Crum is sup
posed to provide similar things. How does he then get you to supply
it direct? Does he order it from you and you ship it out to him?
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Mr. MARTIN. Senator, as I understood what the witness said a mo

ment ago the various promotional activities were things like 10-cent
nights, free-beer nights, free beer for picnics and the like, sports
films and so forth, and this material.

I think what the witness was saying was that there were at least

two accounts, to his knowledge, and one of the accounts was the kind
of material I just showed you, which was shipped generally directly.
Senator PERCY. Generally direct. I see.
Mr. MARTIN. And the other account which was reimbursed directly

to the independent broker was for such things as free beer, Carling
nights, the Carling movies, and so forth.
Senator PERCY. I don't want to appear to be nit-picking, but I want
to be certain I understand how much of the cost of promotion of a

particular company's products is being absorbed by the military trans
port and how much is being paid by the company itself.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, let me ask another question here.
How, Mr. Thompson, would you check up on these free-beer nights
that went on ?

Mr. MARTIN. Senator Gurney, I think if you will let him go on
with his statement a little longer, he deals with that and you will see
some specific correspondence on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. If Senator Gurney would like that question an
swered here, I think Mr. Thompson should say so. As the testimony
develops, any member of the committee should feel free to ask
questions.
If you would like that answered, Senator Gurney, the witness can
answer it.

Senator GURNEY: Why don't you tell us briefly how you did check
up on free-beer nights, which, I take it, is a considerable item in these
promotional funds.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Are you asking how we paid for this free beer?
Senator GURNEY. No. How did you know that free-beer nights went
on in Vietnam /

Mr. THOMPsoN. Some of them I put on myself.
Are you asking me about somebody else putting them on ?
Senator GURNEY. Yes. In other words, your testimony here is that
some amount, and I take it, it probably was a fair amount, of promo
tional money went to free-beer nights. As a company you must have
checked up to see that these actually occurred.
How did you do that?
Mr. THOMPsoN. We received vouchers from Price & Co., from their
main office in Hong Kong requesting that we deposit for each indi
vidual club mentioned on that voucher the sum of money to pay for
those beer nights which they had put on.
Senator GURNEY. That was the only way you had to check up?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir. And then on my trips.
Senator GURNEY. It was a voucher of Price & Co. They would put
on a free-beer night and it would cost so much money, is that right?
Mr. THOMPsoN. That is right.

Senator GURNEY: Did you ever check personally to see whether these
free-beer nights had occurred?
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l' THOMPsoN. I couldn't check on all of them, sir, but I did spot
check.

Senator GURNEY. Would you give us an example of how you spot
checked ?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Well, I would take one of the vouchers from each

of the countries that I was going to visit and if that area occurred in
my itinerary, during my calls within the country, I would ask the club
manager or maybe even sometimes the bar manager if these promotions
had been held.

Senator GURNEY. On how many occasions did you do that?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don't know exactly how many occasions. I made
two trips a year out there, and there were always some spot-checks.
Senator GURNEY. How many spot-checks would you make?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I would make some on each trip, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How many?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don't know exactly.
Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection of how many?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t have a record of how many I made, no.
Senator GURNEY. Have you a vague recollection?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I couldn’t tell you the exact number, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Could you give us any information as to where
you made any spot-checks?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Where I made any spot-checks?
Senator GURNEY. Yes. The unit, where it was located, the custodian
in charge.
Mr.

£orsos. Could I give you the specific units?

Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I probably could by going back and checking my
records.

Senator GURNEY. Have you any recollection now?
Mr. THOMPson. No.

Senator GURNEY. Have you any recollection of any club custodian

you talked to about these free-beer nights?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, not specifically his name.

Senator GURNEY. How many free-beer nights occurred during this
period of time in Vietnam ?
Mr. THOMPsoN. During what period of time?

•

Senator GURNEY. During the period of time that we are talking
about here, in which you were in charge of the western division.
Mr. THOMPsoN. From 1965 through 1968?
Senator GURNEY. That is right.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I have never made a total of the beer nights.
-

Senator GURNEY. Would you have any idea? Was it two, 200 or
2,000?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I would think probably your figure of 2,000 would
be nearer.

Senator GURNEY. Somewhere around 2,000?

Mr. THOMrson. I am not saying it is 2,000. But of the two, 200 or
2,000, I would think that.
Senator GURNEY. It would be nearer 2,000?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I would say.
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Senator GURNEY. But you have no recollection of how many spot
checks you made?

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. It was a periodic spot-check. If you were going to
check on something, you would pick up from your files a request that
you had, a voucher, and you would take that voucher with you. On
that one voucher there might be 20 clubs. Out of that 20 clubs my trip

might call for me to call on five of them. If I was in those five clubs I
would ask at that time. As to the specific clubs—
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever find any club that was supposed to
have had a free-beer night but had no £ night?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Nobody ever admitted it.
Senator GURNEY. Everybody had them?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir.

Mr. MARTIN. Senator, it may be helpful that the witness yesterday,
Mr. Bybee, testified that either just before or when Mr. Thompson was
coming to Vietnam, Mr. Crum at that point would put out the promo
tional money for the holding of free-beer nights, presumably knowing
the itinerary since he set it up.

Senator RIBICOFF. Counsel, you haven’t been sworn. While I would
like to give counsel as much leeway as possible because I understand
the situation, the testimony should be coming from Mr. Thompson.
While the chairman would like to be as cooperative as possible with
counsel, I think it would be preferable to let your client do the
testifying.
Mr. MARTIN. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. I was merely referring to
yesterday's testimony rather than Mr. Thompson's.
Senator RIBICOFF. But this would come out.

Senator GURNEY. I have no further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. I was just wondering, Mr. Thompson, about this:
Mr. Bellino will testify shortly. But between October 1965 to April

1970, the promotion expenses for Carling Beer were in the sum of $137,
515.14, That is in addition to expenses reported by individual repre
sentatives for their expenses. That seems to be a lot of money for pro
motional expenses.
Have you any idea of what the total sales of beer would be during
that period to warrant such a large promotional allowance?
Mr. THOMPsoN. The total sales of Carling Beer in that area from
1965 to 1970?
Senator RIBICOFF. From 1965 to 1970.

Mr. THOMPsoN. First, I was not responsible after August of 1969,
so I wouldn’t know much about 1970. You want me to guess at the num
ber of cases of beer that we sold in that time? Our sales were in the

area, Senator, of—these are a matter of digging out—of about 2 mil
lion cases a vear.
Senator RIBICOFF. Two million cases?

Mr. THOMPsoN. About 2 million cases. They fluctuated.
Mr. BELLINo. We have the figure of over 7 million cases.
Senator RIBICOFF. What would that be at 2 cents a case?

Senator PERCY. That is 13 million. That checks out. Promotion is

# 1 percent. That is not excessive as a sales cost if it is used legiti
mately.
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Senator RIBICoEF. Of course, you also paid Crum 10 percent of that,
too.

Mr. THOMPson. No. We were paying him 10 cents a case.
Senator RIBICOFF. You were paying Crum 10 cents a case?
Mr. THOMPsoN. This 10 cents a case was commission.

Senator RIBICoEF. Ten cents a case was commission?
Mr. THOMPson. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And you would also make an allowance for pro
motion of 2 cents a case.

Mr. THOMPsoN. Well, as Isaid, it could vary.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Turning now to the activities of the independent
broker, Price & Co., formerly Gande, Price, Ltd., and Mr. William
Crum, I want this committee to understand that I hold no particular
brief for Mr. Crum, except to note that he was a man given to con
siderable charm in his dealings with people, personally generous in
his hospitality to many, and on at least one occasion when I became
ill in Vietnam, personally helpful to me.
This does not for a moment mean that I was aware of, or would

approve then or countenance now, unlawful activities on the part
of Mr. Crum. On the contrary, in connection with the promotional al
lowances to Mr. Crum's company, I was very explicit in my instruc
tions to the company.
The following excerpts from letters to Mr. Crum, which previously
had been made available to the staff of this committee, make this clear:

On January 17, 1966, I wrote to Mr. William J. Crum:
Your request for expenditures of $1,500 a month will also be granted for the
months of February, March, and April. You already know that you must submit
to this office by the fifteenth of the following month, invoices showing exactly
where this money was Spent. In other words, Bill, you must keep track of each
of your salesmen's spendings or spendings for each individual club for that par
ticular month, otherwise the IRS will not allow this type of expenditure by any
Company.

Hence, we would have no alternative but to deny you the right to ask us for
promotional monies. We must have a valid invoice from Price & Co. each and
every month which requests that your account be credited by us for any money
used in the promotion of our beer. Please make sure you don't exceed the $1,500
expenditure per month for the next quarter.

(The committee staff has a copy of this letter.)

And I wrote further to Mr. Crum on this subject on July 14, 1966:
I believe, Bill, that we can trust you and Fred Carlson to do the job adequately
for us, and also, I am a firm believer that you and your people do not in any way
misuse these funds which we provide for the promotion of our products. I do,
however, suggest that Fred write me at least twice each month advising me as

to our program in Vietnam.

(The committee staff has a copy of this letter and it already has been
entered in the record as exhibit 359.)
I understand the committee staff has seen and obtained copies of the
vouchers that Mr. Crum or his company sent to Carling relating to the
promotional expenses.
Those vouchers are most detailed and purport to show that the money

was spent for such matters as Carling nights at the club where beer
was given free or at a lower price, for free beer for picnics and parties,
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and other such proper promotional activities, including the showing
of motion picture films.
In fact, on November 28, 1966, Mr. Crum wrote to me and described
Some of his promotional activities:
-

As you know, we purchased the sound projector which cost over $1,000 in
Hong Kong and I carried it back to Vietnam.
With this projector and $1,500, Carlson was sent to Nhatrang with instruc
tions to clean out the stock. He was instructed to give Carling's nights and show
the movies in at least one club every night and more if possible.

(The committee staff also has a copy of this letter.)
Senator GURNEY. What do you mean by clean out the stock?

Mr. THOMPsoN. On a trip that I made out there I found that we
were overstocked in the Nhatrang area, and Nhatrang was one of the
smaller areas in the use of military supplies. We had something like
over 100,000 cases of beer. I felt this beer could spoil. Beer is a perish
able item.

Senator GURNEY. Where was the beer kept?
Mr. THOMPSON. Most of the beer in Vietnam at that time was in

open storage.

Senator GURNEY. In the vicinity of Nhatrang, is that what you are
saying?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir.

If, as it now appears, Mr. Crum and Gande, Price or Price & Co.,
did not use our promotional funds as I have stated above, and as they
stated in their invoices and accounts to Carling, and instead sent false
and fraudulent accounts to Carling, then both Carling and I have
been hoodwinked. We have been badly misused.
As further documentary evidence of what I say, I wish to call to
the committee's attention my letter of June 7, 1968, to Mr. Dittman, a

vice president of Carling, in which I stated:
I personally have informed all our brokers that we are not conducive to the
idea of buying business through the club complex custodians.

(The committee staff has this letter in its files.)
I would like to now turn to one or two specific matters concerning
William Crum or Price & Co.

I first met William Crum in connection with Gande, Price's repre
sentation of Carling in the Far East in the early 1960's.
The reports on Gande, Price, including the Dun & Bradstreet re

ports showed the company to be an old and reputable company, and
I had no reason to believe otherwise.

In 1965, when my duties became more directly involved with export
sales, I made a trip to the Far East to review our overall representa
tion.

I substantially reduced the representation of Carling by Gande,

£, and the committee staff has the documentation showing this
act.

The reason I made this reduction was because I believed that the

most effective way of selling is to have men in the field who call on
each of the clubs or exchanges or to the areas where sales are to be

made, show a personal interest in supplying a good product and good
service, and take the time to acquaint the people with the product.
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I was not satisfied that Gande, Price had an adequate sales force
in a number of the countries for which it was supposed to be responsi
ble. However, Vietnam was different. William Crum lived in Saigon

and appeared extremely knowledgeable of the area and of the people.
Senator GURNEY. Could I ask you to explain the statement that Viet

nam was different? We have had other witnesses who appeared here
indicating that they have never seen anything like the business condi
tions that existed in Vietnam.

I take it you always have believed as a company it is best to have
your representation direct, if you can.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Why would you pay $200,000 a year to Crum?
For that you could have a great many direct representatives and sales
men. Was there any indication that the company, with its high stand
ards of operations and ethics in doing business, just simply didn’t
want to get involved in the kind of crummy business you have to carry
on in Vietnam. And that it is better to do it through representatives
where you don't have to have any knowledge as to what their partic
ular practices are in gaining that business?
Mr. THOMPsoN. If I understand your question correctly, I think
what my statement is alluding to here is that I felt that Crum was in
Vietnam, and he had a good force in the field. We couldn’t possibly
people there to represent us to all the individual clubs.
enator GURNEY. This is when you first went?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes. As such, all of the brokers provided this serv
ice. This was what the 10 cents was for. They paid their people from
their commissions. It is the same activity as if we would have a whole
Saler in Washington, D.C., today, which we do have. We pay him a
commission on the product he sells, to provide us with delivery service,
to £ that the product is kept fresh, to see that it is there for the

*:

people.

In this instance, Mr. Crum was in the field with a good group of
people, I thought.

. Senator GURNEY. At the time you selected Mr. Crum, how much
inquiry was made by the company as to how he operated? What did

you learn about him? Can you indicate whether you suspected at any
time during the course of your relationship with him that the means

by which he got the business was not entirely ethical nor in accord
ance with the standards of the parent company?
In other words, Jim Beam knew so much about the operation and

Carling seems to know so little, I can’t believe with the sophistication
of Illinois and Chicago it is that much more sophisticated than Ohio.

. Mr. THOMPsoN. Number one, we didn't suspect Mr. Crum, if that
is what you mean.

Senator GURNEY: You never had any suspicion at any time?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, we didn't suspect him. We looked at the com:
£ as a total. We had standard procedures on which we obtained
and B's, and any information we could pickup.
At the time that we took Gande and Price as our brokers out there,

which was in the early 1960's. it seems to me that Asa Smith was the
one that headed up the company.
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I personally had never been out to the area at the time they had
been picked. It was a representative that we had.
Senator GURNEY. How many times did you visit with Mr. Crum out
there personally?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Golly, I couldn’t say for sure how many times it
was. I met him one or two times in Hong Kong. He had quarters for
suppliers in the back of his home. On my trips I might see him four or
five times on a trip and I might not see him at all. He might not be
in the country.
Senator GURNEY. The Jim Beam representative, Mr. Peterson, testi
fied that he had spent a total of 18 days with Mr. Crum.
Can you tell us about how many days you spent with him?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I couldn’t tell you the exact days, sir, no. It might
be indicated in some of my reports to my superiors that I had spent
some time with him. But I doubt if I ever spent one complete day with
Mr. Crum in total at one time. But off and on
Senator GURNEY. He was a distributor of 2 million cases of beer a

year. There aren’t too many others that are that important as
customers.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I felt he was a customer and treated him as such.

Senator GURNEY. I presume you spent at least an appropriate
amount of time with a customer of that significance.
Mr. THOMPSON. I did.

Senator GURNEY: Did you have any indication by his standard of

living that he was living beyond normal means of a sales agent. And
did you observe that in his relationship with military personnel—and
I presume you called on military personnel who were your real custo
mers to get a feel of the market—did you have any feeling by any
thing you saw or heard that he had an unusual hold on these
unusual as against a buyer-seller relationship?
Mr. THOMPsoN. That is kind of a tough question to answer. In effect,

£,

you have asked two or three questions, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. I will go back and do them one at a time.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Could you give me the first one? I had a thought
when you were asking it.
Senator GURNEY. I will start at the beginning with the first.
Did you indicate or did you see any evidence that his standard of
living, the way he spent money, was such as to be beyond the realm
of a normal commissioned agent dealing in the lines of products that
he dealt with ?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Mr. Crum represented—Price and Company repre
sented a great number of products. I think the committee has heard of
many of them. There may be some that you have heard of which I
wouldn’t have heard of. He lived very well. He entertained lavishly.
In those terms, I would have to say whether he outdid other
there or not, I don’t know. I was never entertained by other people.
Senator GURNEY. Were you ever concerned about the scale of enter
taining, the lavish entertaining which we have heard evidence about—

£

which included food, beverages, women, and so forth—were you ever

uncomfortable about that kind of entertaining by your company, which
has a very fine reputation, or is that the way you did business in Viet
nam and you went along with it?
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Mr. THOMPsoN. As far as women are concerned, maybe he thought
I was too old for this kind of maneuvering, but I saw no evidence of
women. Sometimes there would be people in and out of his home. There
were many people in and out of his £ that I didn’t see.

As I say, the quarters where I was staying were in the back. It was
a separate house.

Senator GURNEY. My last question, then: Did you at any time have
any direct evidence or indirect evidence that the hold that Mr. Crum

had over military personnel, who were responsible for buying food
for the troops, was an unusual hold, or that the hold was something
other than a buyer-seller relationship?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I felt that he gained advantages by his entertain
ment of people, yes.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, you attributed it entirely to the
entertainment and the gratitude that poor GIs or procurement officers

might have with their life out there as to their gratitude for it, other
than more substantive forms of gratitude expressed by kickbacks, pay
offs, whatever it might be?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I had no reason to suspect anything like that.
Senator GURNEY. You never suspected at any time that he was en
gaging in such practices?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Mr. THOMPSON. To any salesman, access is the most important single
item. If you cannot get to see a person, then you have no chance of
selling your product to him. If you do not have salesmen in the field,
then your potential customer may never hear of your product.

In Vietnam, with Crum living in Saigon, unlike most of the other
brokers, and having a field staff, I felt that we could be heard and that
our product would be seen and well represented.
I was concerned about the fact that Crum was also engaged in the
slot machine business. I did not care to tie beer sales to slot machine

sales. I felt that slot machines potentially involved more money and a
different kind of money, and that beer sales would suffer rather than
benefit from this relationship.
Repeatedly, and the committee staff has the documentation con
cerning this, I attempted to get Crum to further divorce the beer
sales group from the slot machine group.
In hindsight, I was very right in this desire, because the fact of the
matter was that Carling's beer sales in Vietnam did not benefit from,

but in fact suffered by, the representation. Carling started out as one
of the top four beers and ended up at the bottom end of a list of six
or eight. It obtained a much lower percentage of the military market
in Vietnam than we expected, and then was enjoyed in other areas.
In hindsight, I believe that I myself was taken in by the nature of
William Crum and his operation. He had a lovely home in Vietnam

with a swimming pool, an open bar, and quarters for suppliers and
others to stay. He ran a very open house. He constantly was doing
people favors—legitimate favors like he did for me—and which it
appeared to me he might be doing for others.
In Saigon during the Vietnamese conflict, and particularly after I
•

had visited some of the most remote areas with all their hardships and
difficulties, Crum provided in a sense a refuge from war.
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During the times when I stayed at his house many people came in
and out using his pool, drinking at his bar, changing or sleeping in
his quarters. He seemed to know everyone, to be £ with every
one, and to be well liked by everyone.
While I did not personally hear Mr. Bybee's testimony, I under

stand that he described Mr. Crum as a man with an ingratiating per
sonality who had all the social graces, including good taste in wines,
food, and so forth.

I understand that Mr. Bybee also said that many people considered
it an honor to dine or have lunch with Mr. Crum and that sergeants
and others who might not be accustomed to such things were particu
would agree
larly impressed by Mr. Crum's hospitality. I
with this appraisal.
There were times when it appeared to me that everyone in Vietnam
wanted to do something for William Crum. I thought that this was
because he would do for them, as he did for me, those small favors and
courtesies which do not compromise a person's integrity, but make him
like you and want to help you if he can.
Moreover, every time I was “snowed” by Crum in Vietnam with
his apparent friendships with important people, with his claims of
access and close relationships, upon return home I would realize that
in fact no one was doing anything special for Carling.
Based on the record of Carling's sales in Vietnam, whatever Wil
liam Crum may have done for others, whatever he may have done
for himself, whatever relations, proper or improper, he may have had

£y

with anyone, he did not do anything for Carling. Thus, I tended to
discount his claims that he was getting any special treatment, except
for such things as courtesies and assistance in getting around Viet
nam where transportation was so difficult.
Perhaps I should have been more alert—I had feared the ties to his

slot machine business, and should have recognized that even if Carling

sales were not going well, things were going very well for Mr. Crum.
Somehow, when generals and colonels and majors and career ser
geants are involved, I accepted that these were friends of Crum who
wanted to be helpful, and were not people he owned through payoffs.
I am very sorry that it has become either a source of concern to
this committee or of embarrassment to Carling and myself.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Thompson, you mentioned your concern
about his slot machine business.

-

-

Did you have any correspondence with him asking him to desist
from this activity?
Mr. THOMPsoN. The correspondence, sir, that I had with him con
-

-

cerning this activity was that he had two companies. There was Sarl
Electronics on one side which handled all the machine business, and

Price & Co. on the other side. I was concerned only with Price & Co.
and tried in every way to divorce—every way possible to divorce—the
two operations.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. I know that: My question was did you have cor

respondence with him discouraging him from continuing in the slot
machine business?

-

-

Mr. MARTIN. Senator, there are memorandums in the committee

files already of discussions between Mr. Thompson and Mr. Crum
to that effect. I have some of them in front of me.
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Senator GURNEY. Why don't you let the witness answer the ques
tion? It is simple enough.
Do you have any correspondence with Mr. Crum about the slot
machine business? That is a simple question. If you have, the answer
is “Yes,” and we would like it for the committee files. It is simple.
Mr. THOMPSON. The answer is “Yes.”
Senator GURNEY. Do you have such?
Mr. THOMPSON. Do I have such with me?

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever have any correspondence with Mr.
Crum about his slot machine business?

Mr. THOMPsoN. To my memory, my recollection, I can't recall any
direct correspondence with him about slot machines.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, the answer is “No.”
Mr. THOMPsoN. I can’t answer; no, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. For the record, I do know we have some correspond
ence in which Mr. Thompson did refer to the slot machine business.
I can’t lay my finger on it right now. But, in effect, what it said was
that they did not want the slot machine business tied up with Carling
Brewery. He did not want the same salesman to handle both.
Senator GURNEY. There is nothing in the correspondence about
getting out of the slot machine business, but just as long as the two
were not connected; is that it?
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is it.

(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)

Mr. THoMPsoN. The procurement system in Vietnam, in terms of
supplying items like beer to the servicemen, was singularly unsatis
factory, as was the method in which the clubs were run.
In the procurement system one never knew just where to sell. The

system was not geared to meet the demands of servicemen and there
was no ready way to obtain information on what real requirements for
any particular product were.
For example, I was constantly informed by Mr. Crum and Price

& Co., and on some occasions saw for myself, that our beer was fre
quently, and for long periods, not in supply in Vietnam while other
brands were more readily available.

Just a few excerpts from correspondence should illustrate this:
I wrote to Mr. E. S. Coombs, of Carling, on March 31, 1968:
Bill [Crum] claims we have been out of product four times in the last six
months—one time for a period of 5 weeks. Other brands were also NIS [not in
stock] at various times, but not for such a long period of time as Black Iabel.

(Committee staff has a copy in its files.)
In October 1968, during a trip to Vietnam, I dictated a tape to Mr.
Coombs stating:
I talked with most of the club custodians and in some instances to the club

managers and to all the Exchange stores which we were allowed to enter and it
seems that in most of the areas we are either running 2d or 3d to Schlitz, Pabst
or Budweiser in most instances, whenever Black Label is available. However,

because of our NIS conditions throughout the past year, we find that we are
about 5th or 6th in total sales in the market, so when you compare that other
people have overshipped—shipped much more beer into the market than what
Black Label has.

(Committee staff has had this tape as tape No. 6.)

-

I have been informed, however, and I believe the committee staff
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has told me, that inventory records are in conflict with my understand
ing of the stock situation.

t is possible, of course, that some of Mr. Crum's reports to me con
cerning the stock situation were self-serving, but on some occasions I
saw the stock situation for myself.
I can only conclude that inventory records were frequently in error
and that, with inadequate stock records and divided responsibilities
no one in the procurement system really knew the true inventory an
sales picture.

A single centralized procurement channel, where purchases are to
be made, based on legitimate and accurate samplings of demand and
on accurate records of stock depletion, would work infinitely better
and be less subject to abuse.

Similarly, the consolidation of groups of clubs under one man, who
had no real supervision, obviously places vast power in the hands of

individuals who may or may not have had the experience, the training,
or the sense of responsibility necessary to do the job.
As one final comment, I would like to say that while I hope that
these hearings will result in needed improvements in the # and
military club systems, at the same time I would hope that they would
not adversely reflect on the many good and honest men that I have
met with in the military service, in Carling, and in other American
businesses.

I would hope that the evidence of wrongdoing on the part of some
individuals, and the publicity which that evidence will attract, will
not lead people to £ that all who were involved working in or
supplying the PX and club systems were engaged in similar activities.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Thompson, were you present yesterday when

Mr. Bybee testified?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No; I wasn’t.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you cognizant of his testimony?
Mr. THOMPSON. Some of

£

SOme.

Mr. ADLERMAN. To put it briefly, he testified, among other things,

that Carling provided approximately $4,000 a month and more for
sampling and promotional allowances to promote the sale of Carling's
beer: is that right?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes; I think he did.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. He also said that for about 3 months he was in
charge of those funds and that initially he was very naive. He asked
the salesmen to account for these funds and, as a result of that, Mr.
Crum offered him $1,000 out of the promotional allowance, which he
refused. He went off the accounting end of it and they put it in the
hands of somebody else.

Did you have any knowledge of that at all?
Mr. THOMPson. I did not.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever suspect what the money was being
used for?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Did I ever suspect—

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever suspect that that money was being
used for paying kickbacks?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No; I did not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You did not?
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Mr. THOMPsON. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. No suspicion at all?
Mr. THOMPson. No.

Mr. ADIERMAN. Can you tell me why in your letters you always
cautioned him that you wanted an accounting made, that you had to
make sure that this would be in such a way that it would be acceptable
to the IRS2

It would seem to me that you were very suspicious of the way that
money was being spent.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Not suspicious, exactly, but I was charged with

the responsibility of seeing that the money was spent properly.
Mr. ADLERMAN. With all your experience you had never heard

of the amount of corruption that went on in the clubs and the other
places in Vietnam?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Sir, there are rumors out there. I never directly
knew of any that I would consider to be payoffs.

Mr. ADLERMAN. It is very difficult to believe that a man with your
experience in this field was not cognizant of the fact that corruption
went on in these clubs on the sale of liquors and other items.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Actually, I have no experience in that field.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to recall Mr. Bellino.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Bellino.

Senator GURNEY. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman, before we
come to Mr. Bellino on this same subject?
Staff counsel has repeatedly asked you if you suspected any wrong
doing or corruption in this club system. My understanding is that your
answer was no, you did not. Is that correct?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Let's go back to your statement, Mr. Thompson,
on page 12, the second sentence from the top. You say:
Similarly, the consolidation of groups of clubs under one man who has no real
supervision, obviously places vast power in the hands of individuals who may or
may not have had the experience, training and sense of responsibility necessary
to do the job.

What did you mean by that?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I think what I mean by that is that there isn't—
well, to my knowledge, at the time of my working in the area, there
was no direct training for people to run these clubs. For instance, I
will name one example. I was in Okinawa for a week one time and I
called on one club three different times. Why, I don’t know. There was
a different man each time in charge of that club while I was there. It

was obvious that they were not all good club managers. It is possible
that a man in this position, who is not trained for it, wouldn’t know
exactly how the operation should be run.
Senator GURNEY. My understanding of the statement and your
reply here now is that you were pretty well convinced that this club
system was very poorly run. Is that correct?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Was very poorly run?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I think it could bear some improvements.

Senator GURNEY. No sunervision, no training of personnel, the

people feally didn’t know what they were doing. Is that what you are
saying?
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Mr. TrioMPsoN. In some instances: ves.

Senator GURNEY. Then my question is since you were aware of all
that

Mr. THOMPsoN. Also, in the next paragraph, Senator, I wouldn’t
want to tar the whole system with one brush.

Senator GURNEY. I understand that. But since you were aware of
that, didn’t you ever perhaps suspect that there might be some wrong
doing or corruption?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I could suspect it from the rumors. But suspicion is
not facts.

Senator GURNEY: You say you did suspect?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I say I could have. The rumors were rampant.
Senator GURNEY. Did you or didn't you?

Mr. THOMPsoN. You asked me if I suspect: yes.
Senator GURNEY. Yes; you did. That is all I wanted to find out here
because the testimony seems to indicate that there was absolutely no

suspicion that there was any wrongdoing at all.
I wonder if you really intended to say that. I guess you did have
some idea that all was not well.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious. Mr. Thompson. I have a letter

here dated January 10, 1966. I will let you look at it.
(Document handed to the witness.)

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you recall receiving that letter?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Will you look at the first paragraph of that

letter? I quote from the letter you have.
I just concluded an arrangement with a large Air Force consolidation at Tan

Son Nhut. They will be handling 25,000 to 40,000 cases of our beer per month,
whereby they reduce the price of nonpremiums to 15 cents and premiums to 20
cents. Also, the head man promised me he will only carry two nonpremiums,
Carling's plus one other.
Carling's will be the coldest and most available in the coolers. This cost $1,000.
P.S. Can you work the extra $1,000 I spent into our budget?

Do you recall receiving that?
Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. He tells you it is going to cost $1,000. What did
you think that $1,000 was going for?
Mr. THOMPsoN. For the promotion of our product, sir.
Senator RIBICoFF. Promotion. He had the promotion, but the $1,000
is obviously going to that man.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Not according to my records or according to my
reply to him.
Senator RIBICoEF. Not according to your records but in his letter
to vou. You said you heard about the corruption and you knew there
-

-

-

-

were payoffs. You did know about it. And yet there is a letter to you
indicating that someone is receiving $1,000 to push Carling's beer.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I think—well, I hate to say what I think, but in
this particular instance there is no head man at Tan Son Nhut. Tan
Son Nhut was not consolidation.

-

-

Senator RIBIcoff. When he talks about a head man, he is talking
about someone who can push the buttons and buy or sell, is he not?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Not necessarily. The only people that we were
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concerned with buying and selling were the managers and people
who ran the clubs.

Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you been involved in the beer
business?

Mr. THOMPsoN. In the beer business 21 years, but in the military
business actually actively involved about 3% years.
Senator RIBICOFF. This is a tough, competitive business, is it not, the
beer business?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And every State that deals in beer has restric
tions on how beer can be sold and about promotions and everything
else, do they not?
Mr. THOMPson. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. And everybody is out to get as much beer business
as they can. You are being pushed all the time to out-compete with the
others, whether it is by television advertising, giving coasters away or
promotion, is that not so?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And you didn’t suspect at all when he talked

:
this $1,000 that someone was getting $1,000 to push Carling's
er?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Prior to the receipt of the letter from Mr. Crum,
I had received from the Hong Kong office on January 13th a request
for payment of invoice which shows Tan Son Nhut. There are 12, 13
or 14 clubs there and it shows promotion in each of those clubs which
totals over $1,000.
Senator RIBICOFF. But he talks about one man.
Also, the headman promised me he will only carry two non-premiums, Carling's
plus another.

This is a letter of January 10, 1966, which will be made an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 436A” for
reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1244.)
Senator GURNEY. Let me pursue that a little more, Mr. Thompson.
Did you think the $1,000 went for the cost of refrigeration, was that it?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Did I think it had gone for the cost of refrigeration?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. THOMPsoN. No; there is nothing to indicate that it had gone
for the cost of refrigeration.
Senator GURNEY. What did you think it did go for?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I thought it went for these promotions which he
held in the clubs.

Senator GURNEY. There is nothing about that in the letter, is there?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I have the documentation here, and I think the staff

does, too, of where the money went.
Senator GURNEY. We are talking about the letter. The letter clearly
says that, “Carling's will be the coldest and most available in the
coolers. This will cost $1,000.”

My question is: Did you think this $1,000 was for improved
refrigeration?
Mr. THOMPsoN. He spent $1,000 on promotions in those clubs and
I would hope that that expenditure—
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Mr. THOMPsoN. This should give you what I thought. This was a
letter I wrote back to Mr. Crum on January 17 prior to the receipt of
his letter.

Senator GURNEY. You wrote it back in reply to what?
Mr. THOMPsoN. The invoice. This was a reply to his letter but this
concerns the invoice, my reply.
Senator GURNEY. You got the invoice for $1,000 before you got the
letter on January 10?

Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.
Prior to the receipt of your letter, I had already written to you concerning
the second quarter promotional budget. Also, I received prior to your January 10th
letter a request for payment of October, November and December promotional
monies from Price & Company.

The additional $1,000 expenditure was on that invoice which has been ap
proved by myself and will be credited to the account of Price & Company.

This invoice originated in Hong Kong.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 436B” for
reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1246.)
Senator GURNEY. Isn’t it a little unusual

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney, there is a vote to be taken in the
Democratic caucus now being held and I would like to participate.
Would you please continue with Mr. Adlerman during my absence?
Senator GURNEY. I will be glad to.

(At this point Senator Ribicoff withdrew from the hearing room.)
(Letter of authority is as follows:)
FEBRUARY 23, 1971.

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended by the Com
mittee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent Subcommittee on

Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed on March 4, 1970, permission is
hereby granted for the Acting Chairman to conduct open hearings without a
quorum of two members for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of
Improprieties and Corruption in Military Clubs and Post Exchange Systems in
the United States and OverSeas on February 23, 1971.
JOHN L. MCCLELLAN,
Chairman.

CHARLES H. PERCY,
Acting Ranking Minority Member.

Senator GURNEY (presiding). Isn’t it an unusual business practice
this $1,000 request for promotion and then get a letter
many days later explaining what it is for?
What kind of business practice is that?
for you to

£

Mr. THOMPsON. At the time I received this invoice, sir, I had no

knowledge of this letter.
Senator GURNEY. I know you didn’t. That is what I am asking about.
Isn’t it an unusual business practice for you to get this request for
$1,000 and then some days later get an explanation of what it is for?
Mr. THOMPsoN. This was a matter of course. This shows all of your

promotions for those 3 months in Vietnam which totaled $4,003 for 3
months.

Senator GURNEY. How do you earmark this $1,000 as being in re

sponse to this letter of January 10?
Mr. THOMPsoN. The above amount also covers the $1,000 spent for

arranging price reduction. It says that.
Senator GURNEY. Arranging what?
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Mr. THOMPSON. Price reduction.

Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea whether anybody received
this $1,000, other than these vouchers that you have?
Mr. THOMPSON. Pardon?

Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea that anyone received the
$1,000 referred to in this letter of January 10?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir. Our deposits were made to the bank in San
Francisco.

Senator GURNEY. Did you have any suspicions that this might be a
kickback?

Mr. TI OMPsoN. At the time? No.

Senator GURNEY. When you received the letter on January 10.
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, I had no suspicions about it being a kickback.
Senator GURNEY. Did it ever occur to you that it was rather strange
that here you get a voucher for $1,000 for free beer nights and this is
followed by a letter a few days later saying that Crum needs $1,000
for refrigeration? These really aren't connected, are they?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t know where you get the refrigeration figure.
Senator GURNEY. Let me read it again. It has been read about four
times here but we can go over it again.
Mr. THOMPsoN. All right.

Senator GURNEY. You know about refrigeration.
The refrigeration would be in terms of keeping our

'*.

Mr.
beer cold.

Senator GURNEY: Yes. Why would that cost $1,000?

Mr. TiroMPsoN. We made the promotions to get the goodwill of
those people.

Senator GURNEY. How do you promote cold beer? You say it is cold,
is that it?

Mr. THOMPsoN. There is a practice in the beer business if you are
carrying one or two brands, if your beer is there and cold and nobody
else's beer is cold, I think if you are a beer drinker, sir, you would pick
the cold beer.

Senator GURNEY: I enjoy beer. Right. Now, why did this cost $1,000.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Because we promoted each one of these clubs, sir.

£or

}
GURNEY. You
that it?
Mr. THOMPsON. No.

promoted it by saying this is cold beer, is

Senator GURNEY. But it was cold.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I would imagine that during the course of these
promotions. Somewhere along the line, the salesman would have the

sense to say, “Look, we are doing this for you, how about keeping our
beer cold at all times.”

Senator GURNEY. Why did that cost $1,000?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Because there were so many clubs involved, sir.
Senator GURNEY. But did it go for refrigeration?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Not for refrigeration.

Senator GURNEY. Where did it go to?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I have told you.
Mr. MARTIN. May I confer with the witness?
Senator GURNEY. No. We want the witness to answer.
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Mr. THOMPsoN. I have told you that as far as I am concerned
Senator GURNEY. You testified just a moment ago that obviously
when you had cold beer people were going to buy that in preference
to warm beer.

Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. I ask you where was the $1,000 spent to provide
the cold beer?

Mr. THOMPsoN. The $1,000 was spent at $78 in one and $93 in
another

Senator GURNEY. Was that for refrigeration?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No. It was spent for Carling's nights.
Senator GURNEY. What did Carling's nights have to do with cold

b
eer?

Mr. THOMPsoN. During this promotion—
Senator GURNEY. Wait a minute. Let's get this down, if we can. I
understand it was spent for free beer.
Why does that make it cold beer?
Mr. THOMPsoN. We would hope that later on, sir, any time that
Black Label was in stock in Vietnam that our beer would * kept cold
in preference to other people's beer. We are asking a favor.
enator GURNEY. But £ would your beer become cold in prefer
ence to some other beer?

Mr. THOMPsoN. By them putting it in the coolers.
Senator GURNEY. Why would they put it in the coolers?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Because we had held these promotions.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean because you gave free beer to a lot
of soldiers, that the custodian would put it in the icebox; is that it?
Mr. THOMPSON. It could be.

S:or GURNEY. Seriously, you don’t really want to testify like that,

d
O you ?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Seriously, Senator, these were the kinds of things
that we did to get the people to be favorable to our product.
Senator GURNEY. But I would think that would be a lot of extra

work for the custodian to have these free-beer nights, to make all this
beer cold.

Mr. THOMPsoN. The custodian was very happy. In fact, many times
they asked for free-beer nights. Not the custodian, but the managers
of the clubs. They had to have some way to entertain these boys. Their

"' was to the customer, to the GI.
enator GURNEY. Who puts the beer in and takes it out?
Mr. THOMPsoN. The barboy.
Senator GURNEY. The who?

Mr. THOMPsoN. The barboy.
Senator GURNEY. Why would he do it?
At the instructions of the manager of the club,

£".
probably.

Senator GURNEY. At the instructions of the manager of the club?
Mr. THOMPson. Certainly.
Senator GURNEY. Who was the manager of the club?
Mr. THOMPSON. There were 14.

Senator GURNEY. At Tan Son Nhut?
58-590–71—Pt. 5–5
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Mr. THOMPson. At Tan Son Nhut. On the 14 clubs I wouldn't know
the managers.
Senator GURNEY. You wouldn't know the headman?

Mr. THOMPsoN. No; I wouldn't know the headman because there
Was no headman for all the clubs, to my knowledge. I knew some of
them at the various clubs.

. Senator GURNEY. Let me read the letter because this, I think, is
important. Again, it is from the January 10th letter. “Also, the

headman promised me he would only carry two nonpremiums, Carling
plus one other.” Who is this headman?

Mr. THOMPson. I don't know who he is referring to, sir. This is
Crum's letter to me.

Senator GURNEY. Wouldn't you be curious as to this man who was
so favorable to you?

Mr. THOMPsoN. The headman, as far as I was concerned, was the
man who had charge of the officers' club.
Senator GURNEY. Who was he?

Mr. THOMPSON. At that time, this is in 1966—it would either be
Bosweif or Small, one or the other. I made many trips.
Mr. DUFFY. Are you talking about Sgt. Joe Small?

Mr. Thompson. Yes..it would either be him
Senator GURNEY. That is the headman we are talking about?
Mr. THOMPsoN. These are the only two I recall at the officers’ club.
The headman at the enlisted men's club at that time—man, this is
5 years ago. I don't know who was headman. Harris was one, I think,
at one time.

Senator GURNEY. We have other testimony. I must say I am still
confused about this cold beer. I wish we had been able to explain
that a little better.

Mr. DUFFY. We have some other testimony about Mr. Small in
the record. I didn't know he was involved here. I will try to bring
it out of the files.

Mr. MARTIN. May I confer with the witness for a moment, Senator?
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)

Mr. THOMPsoN. Senator, maybe I didn’t know exactly what you
were after. On the cold beer, it was to our advantage to have cold
beer all the time available to the consumer. We had various ways

of getting this through our promotions. Really, we wanted this beer
to be cold at all times.

Senator GURNEY. But what were these ways that you got the beer
cold?

Mr. THOMPsoN. By our promotional activities
Senator GURNEY. By giving away free beer you got cold beer?
Mr. THOMPsoN. That was one of the ways.
Senator GURNEY. I don’t quite follow why that would occur.
Mr. THOMPsoN. If it wasn’t cold—they had to be put in the cooler.
We had to get the good will of that manager to be sure that our beer
was available and cold at all times.

Senator GURNEY. I see. Are you saying you put a whole lot of beer
in the cooler and then you give away some and then the rest is cold
beer? Is that it?

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. Well, I couldn’t be there all the time, Senator. We
relied on creating an atmosphere where that man would remember me
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£ my product available at all times. He is the man that con

trolled the bar, the manager, and he is the one who would keep the beer
in there at all times.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this: Were you the only beer
company in Vietnam giving away # beer?
Mr. THOMPson. No; I don’t think we were.
Senator GURNEY. Did the other companies do it, too?
Mr. THOMPson. To my knowledge, I think they did.
Senator GURNEY. Why wasn’t their beer cold, too?
Mr. THOMPSON. I

t£ this was a rat race.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean as to who would have the cold beer?
Mr. THOMPsoN These boys wanted entertainment, they wanted free
Stuff for their people, and they wanted to have 10-cent nights for the

GI. They asked for it. Ithink they asked every company the same thing.
Senator GURNEY. But suppose Monday night you have a free-beer
night and you get the cold beer, but Tuesday night Budweiser does it.
Mr. THOMPsoN. True.

Senator GURNEY. Then they would have the cold beer and you would
have the warm beer.

Mr. THOMPson. I would hope that my promotion would be better

than the Budweiser promotion so they would remember to keep mine
cold. Does that explain it?

... Senator GURNEY. I think it probably explains it as best we can get
it explained.

(At this point Senator Ribicoff entered the hearing room.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Thompson—well, I have a letter which doesn’t
relate to Thompson but it does relate to Peterson. It is from Crum.
They are both in similar types of business.
Peterson, of course, was selling Beam's. I would like to quote one
paragraph of the letter of January 3, 1966, sent to Mel Peterson by Mr.
Crum. He says here:
Our mutual friend, Chief Master Sergeant Joe Small, is in the driver's seat at
the Air Force club complex. You know how he operates. We must supply pro
motion funds which I have been doing. He was delighted with the Beam clock
you sent.

Is this the same Joe Small that you were talking about?
Mr. MARTIN. I don’t think the witness can possibly answer that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t it a fact that Crum used that $1,000 to pay

somebody in the club to put Carling's beer on ice so that it would be
available and that the GIs would choose it rather than a warm beer?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I didn’t get that connotation from it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I didn’t get that idea from it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t that a fact?
Mr. THOMPSON. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t that what you suspected?

Mr. THOMPsoN. No. There isn't anything that I would suspect.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In the promotion allowances—well, in the invoices
that covered this item of $1,000—how many invoices were there?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Pardon?

•

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many invoices covered this $1,000?.
Mr.THomieson. This one invoice that we got. There is one list of
invoices that we got from Hong Kong.
•
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Mr. ADLERMAN. To cover that $1,000?
Mr. THOMPsoN. To cover the $1,000 there would be 13.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you show me one of those invoices which
'
Show that you sent free beer to Tan Son Nhut airport at this
lme 4
Mr. THOMPsoN. That I sent free beer?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Or that anybody sent free beer.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I can’t show you anything.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Or that Crum gave them free beer.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Can I show you an individual invoice? No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So your story of the fact that they iced up the
beer because it was free beer can’t be substantiated, isn’t that so?
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Adlerman, excuse me–

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am asking the witness a question.
Senator RIBICoEF. You are not testifying. We are trying to be fair.
I think the witness should be allowed to answer Mr. Adlerman’s

question.
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, he is aking the witness if he can sub
stantiate what Mr. Crum did. He can only substantiate what Mr.
-

Crum sends him.

Senator RIBIcoff. All he has to say is he knows or he doesn’t know
or he can or cannot. It is very simple. He can answer simply.
Mr. THOMPsoN. The question again?

(Record read by the reporter.) .
Mr. THOMPsoN. I guess that is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What is your answer?
Mr. THOMPsoN. That is right.

•

Mr. ADLERMAN. That it cannot be substantiated?

Mr. THOMPsoN. That is right.
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0—Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. Price & Co. of Saigon submitted monthly reports to

Carling Brewing Co. commencing January 12, 1966, ..
This is a batch of monthly reports which I would like to have made
an exhibit.

•-

-

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit. No. 437” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. The initial report covered the 3 months of October,
November, and December, 1966. These reports listed the name and lo
cation of each club which allegedly received promotional benefits and
the amounts of such alleged benefits.
In December 1969, however, the reports did not list each club but a
flat sum of $2,000 was requested. The amount was increased in subse
quent months to $2,500 per month.
A summary of the total paid by Carling Brewing Co. to Price & Co.,
Ltd., for such alleged promotion expenses from October 1965 through
April 1970 amounted to $137,515.14 as may be noted from exhibits A
and B, attached hereto.
I
like to have these A and B exhibits made exhibits for the

Yuld

TeCOrC1.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 438 and 439”

for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Mr. BELLINo. The reports list a total of 379 clubs. These alleged pro
motional expenses are in addition to expenses reported by individual
representatives on their personal expense accounts.
It is noted that a total of $62,103.50 is distributed among 35 clubs,
as per exhibit C.
I would like to have that made an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 440” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. In a letter dated January 10, 1966, William J. Crum
stated to Tommy Thompson of Carling Brewing that he had obtained
favorable treatment for Carling's beer through the payment of a
$1,000 payoff. This sum was reimbursed to Price & Co. with a voucher
dated January 13, 1966, from A. A. Smith of Price & Co. amounting
to $4,005.30.

The reference to the $1,000 payment which appears at the bottom of
page 2 of the above voucher letter states:

“The above amount also covers the U.S. $1,000 spent by Mr. William
J. Crum arranging price reduction.’”
So far as we could ascertain there was no price reduction arrange
ments. There is a conflict in the statements as to what this $1,000 is for.

I might say they did not mention in the letter that the $1,000 was a
payoff. That was our own conclusion.

Commission payments to Price & Co., Ltd., and its predecessor firm,
Gande, Price & Co. for the period from November 1964 through March
1970 amounted to $726,142.

This represents 10 cents a case on 7,261,420 cases.
Total cases sold during the 4 years from 1966–1969 were as follows:
1966

1,094,022

1967 ----------------------------------------

2,057, 478

1968 --

1, 756, 868
1,887, 893

-

-

1969

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 6, 796, 261

Senator RIBICOFF. Some of that jump certainly should be attributed
to the fact that we were bringing more and more men into Vietnam
so you had a larger group of customers.
-

Mr. BELLINo. That is correct.

In 1967, sales increased 88.06 percent or 963,456 cases over the prior
year 1966.

In 1968, there was a decrease of 14.61 percent or 300,610 cases over
the prior year 1967.
In 1969, there was an increase of 7.45 percent or 131,025 cases over
the prior year of 1968.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino, do you have any figures showing com
parability between this beer and other beers?
Mr. BELLINo. No, sir, they are not available.
Senator GURNEY. Before we leave that point, I would like to see a
£ of this voucher which you referred to, Mr. Bellino that refers to
the $1,000.

Mr. MARTIN. Senator Gurney, did you wish to see a copy of the
invoice?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. MARTIN. I am sorry it is a poor copy. It is the best we have.
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Thompson, could we go back into this $1,000
again? Here we have something that I wasn’t aware of when we dis
cussed it at first. We discussed the letter, of course, from Crum, that
talked about cooling the beer, but now we have another one here.
This is the letter of January 12 to you from Asa Smith, marked
exhibit 437, of Price and Company. It mentions:
The above amount also covers the $1,000 spent by Mr. William J. Crum arrang
ing price reductions.

Would you explain what that was all about, the price reductions?
TESTIMONY OF GORDON P. THOMPSON, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
ROBERT MARTIN AND MICHAEL SHEPPARD-Resumed

Mr. THOMPsoN. The price reduction on our product, which some
times I didn't agree with because it tended to cheapen the product,
was that we would go to a club or a club manager would come to us
and say, “We would like to have a Carling night promotion.”

The beer ordinarily, we will say, would sell at 20 cents a unit, 20
cents a can. They would reduce that price to the consumer, the GI, to
10 cents. We, in turn, would pick up the additional 10 cents so that the
club made their profit on the amount of business sold. It could be a
nickel-night at the club, and this was very popular among the GIs.
Of course, our beer at that time would be the only one at that price.
It sold a lot of beer and put our product in front of these people.
Senator GURNEY. I understand. So price reduction is a promotional
gimmick where you sell the beer for a lesser amount than you usually
sell it for?

Mr. THOMPsoN. No, the club would sell it for a lesser amount and we

picked up the balance.
Senator GURNEY. Now let's go back to your testimony, then, earlier.
You recited a list of vouchers which totaled up to about $1,000 that
you testified to just a short time ago was for free-beer nights.
Isn’t that correct?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Part of it, I would say. It was for Carling promo
tional nights.
Senator GURNEY. Now I understand the $1,000 was not for that at

all, but it was for price reduction. Which was it for?
Mr. THOMPSON. We have —
Senator GURNEY. We have three stories now. One is that it was for

cooling beer, one for free-beer nights and, three, it was for price
reduction.

What was it really for?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Price reduction, as I just explained, is one of our
promotions.
Senator GURNEY. I know. I understand that. But you explained that
the $1,000 which went to Mr. Crum that we are trying to find out about,
went for free-beer night. Now, is it your testimony that it went for
price reduction?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I can only tell you that as I know it, it came in for
Carling nights.

Senator Gürsey. It was for free beer?
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Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t know whether it was for free beer or not.

It is listed as for Carling nights at these clubs and I assume that is
what it was for.

Senator GURNEY...What is your testimony precisely? Was it for free
beer or price reduction?
Mr. THOMPsoN. It was for Carling nights.
Senator GURNEY. It was for free beer?

Mr. THOMPson. No. Carling nights.
Senator GURNEY. What is a Carling night? Is that where girls dance
or something?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Sometimes this might have happened. But it was for
price reduction nights, free beer nights, movie nights.
Senator GURNEY. Let's go down the list of vouchers again. Would
you get those out? They make up the $1,000. Would you explain to the
committee what they were for, whether they were for free beer or price
reduction or what?

Mr. THOMPsoN. The only thing I know, Senator Gurney, is that these
were for Carling nights. I have nothing to document, to show, what
kind of Carling nights they were.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this: As a very responsible busi
nessman in charge of the whole western distribution of Carling's beer,
don’t you think you might have been curious as to whether it went for
refrigeration, or free beer, or price reduction?
Mr. THOMPsoN. There comes a time—I am not there often enough,
am not out there permanently. Sometimes you have to trust your

#

I'OKerS.

Senator GURNEY. But $1,000 is quite a bit of money and you have to
account for it.

Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, but on this $1,000, when you stop to think
about the amount of money we spent against the amount of beer we
were selling, it sounds like a lot of money in total. Over a period of
time there was less than, I think, around $30,000 a year, according to
Mr. Bellino's figures.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bellino, how did it show up on the vouchers?
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0–Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. I would like to inject another little point in connec
tion with this $1,000. Under clubs and messes division, medical sup

port, they said eight clubs. There are only two items charged shown
as having been spent. One is on this first voucher of $585. Then on the

next voucher, February 1966, there is $493, or a total of $1,078.20. Al
though they say in the letter the $1,000 included the above, it is un
'# that these two alleged clubs—that is the only time they appear.
They don’t appear again for the next 5 years.
Senator GURNEY. What clubs?

Mr. BELLINo. Clubs and messes division, medical support, and then

it says eight clubs. That is the only 2 months they appear and you
don’t see any more benefits or price reductions or Carling nights at all
on those two in that group of eight clubs.
-

Senator GURNEY. What you are saying is that this is a most unusual
expenditure.
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Mr. BELLINo. That is right.

Senator GURNEY. If it really went for free beer or price reduction
it probably would occur other times?
Mr. BELLINo. If they occurred too many times—they don’t have too
many of these nights. They did have occasional Carling nights where
they showed movies and had free beer. I did see some letters from
people who were there who showed their appreciation. But not every
month, as they have here, on 43 months in one club out of 48. It can’t
be but phonied-up documents. We came to that conclusion before we
talked to Mr. Jack Bybee.
Senator GURNEY. Would you care to comment on it, Mr. Thompson?
TESTIMONY OF GORDON P. THOMPSON, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
ROBERT MARTIN AND MICHAEL SHEPPARD-Resumed

Mr. THOMPSON. No. Mr. Bellino is the accountant.

£or GURNEY. This wouldn’t have appeared to be unusual to you
at all?

Mr. THOMPsON. I didn’t check back on these individual clubs that

we received the invoices on. I paid the invoices as such and believed
they were true.
Senator GURNEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Thompson, I would like to come to another sub

ject. This relates to the villa which was furnished to Mr. Llewellyn
and Mr. Mason.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I can’t hear you too well.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You can’t hear me?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Not too well. And it may not be your fault.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am saying that the next question I want to discuss

with you is the question of the villa that was furnished to Llewellyn
and Mason. Can you tell us who Llewellyn and Mason were?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Mason, I think, had the title of chief of the PX
exchange in Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you get a letter from Mr. Crum in which he
advised you that he had obtained a brandnew house for the top PX
personnel in Vietnam, including Mason and Llewellyn?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I recall receiving a letter from Mr. Crum that he
was looking for quarters for these people.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is almost an identical letter to that which he
sent to the Jim Beam Co.
Mr. THOMPsoN. It could be.
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. In that he says, “We are getting along like peas in a
pod.” He also relates that Colonel Goodlett, who resides in the villa,
was one of the recipients of this generosity. He was also occupying
the villa, is that correct?

Mr. MARTIN. Is that a letter to Mr. Thompson that you have, Mr.
Adlerman?

Mr. ADLERMAN. From Crum to Thompson.
(Document handed to the witness.)
Senator RIBICOFF. That letter will be an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 441” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Mr. ADLERMAN. He used exactly the same language used in the Jim
Beam letter.
I got them a delightful four-bedroom house which I am doing the living room
in natural rush rattan, installing wall-to-wall carpet, a chef and two maids.

Were you being charged at all for that villa?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir; not to my knowledge.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You weren't being double charged? He didn't
charge you and Peterson together, did he?
Mr. THOMPsoN. He didn’t charge us at all, that I know of.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know Colonel Goodlett?
Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir; I met him several times.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he live at the villa, too?
Mr. THOMPSON. I saw him there one time. I am not sure.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious. If Crum was your agent and dis
tributor and you only on occasion went to the Far East, how did you
know all these men personally? How did you know Goodlett, Llewel
lyn and Mason?
Mr. THOMPsoN. During my trips there it was my responsibility to
call on those people.
C £or RIBICOFF Would you call on them yourself or go with Mr.
rum a

Mr. THOMPsoN. I usually went with one of his men. Mr. Crum was
crippled. The Chu Lon Exchange was upstairs about three flights. He
couldn’t get up there.
Senator RIBICOFF. But there were times when you said he had an
open bar and people would come to his house and go swimming. Did
£ 't Mason, Llewellyn, and other purchasing agents at Crum’s
OuSe

Mr. THOMPsoN. There was one time that I met Mason and Llewellyn.

Senator RIBICOFF. You would meet them at Crum's place?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes. I don’t want to give the impression that I set
up a meeting. No; I didn’t. But I would see them.

Senator RIBICOFF. How often would you get to meet the personnel?
Every time you went?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No; I didn’t, sir. There were too many. There must
have been well over 1,000 accounts.

Senator RIBICOFF. Were many of these custodians at the home of
Mr. Crum when you would go to South Vietnam? Would you also
meet them, the custodians of the clubs?
Mr. THOMPson. Sometimes I would see a custodian there; yes, sir.

Mr. AdlerMAN. Mr. Thompson, in a letter, I believe, dated Septem
ber 27, 1966, you wrote to Mr. Dittman. Are you familiar with that
letter?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I wrote to Mr. Dittman when?

Mr. ADLERMAN. September 27, 1966.
Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.

•

•

Mr. ADLERMAN. In this letter, did you state: “I spent some time with
Pete Mason and he sure is worried over the house situation. Mason

goes from here to Honolulu on October 21. He strongly suspects that
he is being recalled for a hearing.”
Mr. THOMPsoN. Pardon?

Mr. ADLERMAN. I just read part of the letter.
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Mr. THOMPsoN. What was your question?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I asked you if you are familiar with that letter and
did you send the letter.

Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes; I wrote it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you aware of the fact that there was an in
vestigation on that villa?
-

Mr. THOMPsoN. Was I aware that there was an investigation on the

building? I think from remarks I had heard, from maybe rumors, I
was aware of it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The letter says: “I spent some time with Pete Mason
and he sure is worried about the house situation.”

Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So he told you that, did he?
He gave me the impression he was. He told me

I' THOMPsoN.
that: Wes.

''ADLERMAN. And he strongly suspected he would be recalled for
a hearing, is that right, that he told you that?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Why was he worried about it?
Mr. THOMPsoN. To my knowledge, the only reason he could be
worried about it was that there would be something that could be con
strued about dealing with one of the brokers whom he had business
dealings with.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 442” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. I refer you to another letter you wrote to Mr. Ditt
man on October 9, 1966.

Senator RIBICOFF. In that letter, in your P.S., if you will look at
it, there is the following paragraph, sir:
Really, the house situation is very minor compared to some of the Selling activ
ities of some of the competition. The present investigation, if it can be labeled as

that, could go pretty high, maybe so high that the whole matter will be dropped.
I will report on this at greater length verbally.

What were you talking about in that letter?
Mr. THOMPsoN. It was rumored at that time that the exchange, it
self, was going to conduct an investigation into the supply, into the
whole system, in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICoEF. What was your competition? What were the sell
ing activities that you talked about that were bad?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Probably I was referring to the fact that I always
thought our competition was outdoing us in the area.
Senator RIBICoEF. Outdoing you how? There must have been reasons.
Mr. THOMPsoN. They were selling more and I thought that it was
costing them more money.
Senator RIBICOFF. Paying more money to whom?
Mr. THOMPsoN. On putting on their promotions.
Senator RIBICOFF. But was somebody getting paid for it?
Mr. THOMPsON. Not that I know of.

Senator RIBICOFF. What do you mean when you say the investiga
tion is going to go so high that the whole matter would be dropped?
Mr. THOMPsoN. There were rumors on rumors out there. I made a

mistake by reporting rumors out there.
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Senator RIBICOFF. There was more than that. The implication of
your letter, I would say, is that you are talking about people high
up in the supply system were involved and they were so high up that
the whole investigation would be dropped.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I think in order to understand this, I made many
calls on the depots. I saw the way that the product was treated. If
you can believe this, I saw over one million cases in one stack that

was outside, with the rain on it. There was no cover, no nothing. It
was rumored that the investigation was to the extent that somebody

was going to get chopped for this. There were all kinds of rumors of
investigations.

Senator RIBICOFF. Let me read this to you again:
Really, the house situation is very minor.

In other words, you were aware of the house situation in which

Mason and Llewellyn were getting this elaborate house given by Crum.
Then you say:
That is very minor compared to some of the selling activities.

So you knew that special favors were being given to Llewellyn and
Mason and yet you say it is minor compared to what the competition
was doing.
What was the competition doing?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I was constantly after my company to give me
more money for promotion. I felt we were
out-promoted by
other companies. Their selling ideas were a helluva lot better than
mine. I don’t think there was anything wrong with it.

£

Senator RIBICOFF. Don't you think that the supply of an elaborate
house and the cost of furnishing of an extra $5,000 to two PX offi
cials by Mr. Crum was wrong?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I didn’t know that. Mr. Crum told me these people
were paying him rent on this house.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Thompson, what did you mean about the
house situation?
Mr. THOMPSON. Pardon?

Senator GURNEY. What did you mean about the house situation?
Mr. THOMPsoN. What did I mean about it?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
Mr. THOMPsoN. It had been mentioned to me.

Senator GURNEY. But what is the house situation?

•

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. The house situation, as I recall, was one in which

Mr. Crum had gone out and found a house or quarters for the Ex
change people. He had decorated it, according to his own letter which
I received, he had decorated it and done everything possible to make

it good, and included in the rent were the cook, two maids, utilities, and
other local expenses.
So they paid me once a month in quite a saving.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Why do you say Mason was badly worried?

..

Mr. THOMPsoN. Because he told me he was. Why would he mention
it to me?

Senator RIBICoEF. Because probably some of Carling's money was
involved?
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Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir; not to my knowledge.
Senator RIBICOFF: And Crum was your agent.
Mr. THOMPson. If there was some Carling money involved it has
pretty well been shown here that Crum might have misused some.

Senator RIBICOFF. But you didn’t know what Crum was doing with
the money. He could have been using Carling's money, Beam's money,
and other companies' money that he represented, isn’t that true?
Mr. THOMPsoN. It is very possible.
Senator RIBICOFF. What bothers me is that vou refer to the house

situation as only minor compared to some of the selling activities of
some of the competition.
Mr. THOMPsoN. The rumors were rampant. I think maybe every

salesman is guilty of reporting rumors when maybe he shouldn't. I
think maybe sometimes we alibi ourselves and say, “Well, hell, the
competition does this.”
Senator RIBICOFF. But you felt the thing was so hot you didn’t
even want to put it in writing. You say, “I will report on this at
greater length verbally.”
Mr. THOMPsoN. I reported to the committee and every time I went
to that committee I went after more money for promotions.
Senator RIBICOFF (reading):
The present investigation, if it can be labeled as that, could go pretty high.

What do you mean by “pretty high”?
£ there was waste, their ordering
system was not good, their inventory system was not good.
Senator RIBICOFF. But when you say pretty high, how much higher

Mr. THOMrson. As I say,

than Mason or Llewellyn 2

Mr. THOMPsoN. Well, Mason and Llewellyn would be pretty high

'

to me. They are the head of the Exchange.
even be from a
statement like this, I could have meant, and I don’t say I do—
Senator RIBICOFF. But Mason and Llewellyn are under investigation
and they are worried. Now you say it could go so high that the matter
would be dropped, which would indicate it would be higher than
Mason and Llewellyn.
Mr. THOMPsoN. It could have gone clear to the top, as far as I
knew, to Dallas and so on.
Senator RIBICOFF. Then you say: “I will report on this at greater
length verbally.”
Did you report to Dittman verbally?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I reported to the export committee verbally.
Do you mean about this? I don’t know whether I did or not, report
verbally on it.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think when they talked about going so
high they were talking about a general officer?
-

Mr. THOMPsoN. No: unless it would be the officer in command of

the whole Exchange system or Hawaii.
Senator RIBICOFF. Had you ever heard of a Colonel Ice?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Senator RIBICoEF. Had you met him?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Had you ever met General Cole?
Mr. THOMPSON. I met General Cole.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Did you meet Colonel Ice and General Cole at
Mr. Crum’s?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I think I met Colonel Ice first. There were many

people in Mr. Crum's villa.
Senator RIBICOFF. But Colonel Ice and General Cole, would you
consider them higher than Mason and Llewellyn?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Ice was the commander out there of the Exchange.

He was the boss of the Exchange.
Senator RIBICOFF. And General Cole at that time was what?

Mr. THOMPsoN. When was this, in 1966? I didn’t know Cole at that
time.

Senator RIBICoEF. But you had met General Cole subsequently?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I had met Cole since, yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Didn't Colonel Ice introduce you to General Cole?
*

Mr. THOMPsON. I don’t think so. He could have.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you hear the question? Did Colonel Ice introduce
you to General Cole?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don't recall he introduced me to him, no.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have with you a voucher dated March 18,
1967,
of an expense
submitted to you by Mr. Crum? It is your
own expense
accountaccount
to the company.
-

•

*

* *

Mr. THOMPsON. I don’t have it, no.

Senator RIBICOFF. I will read it to you. You put in an expense
voucher of your own in which you indicate entertainment involvin
Colonel Ice and associates, Mr. Crum, at the Caravelle Hotel. Genera
Cole and friend and Mr. Crum. Do you have a copy of that?
Mr. MARTIN. We only have part of it. You have the rest of it, Mr.
Bellino. You have the whole document. We only have the cover sheet.
I think, Senator, the only reference is on the cover sheet. It is on the
left-hand side about halfway down, the first item, in writing.
Senator RIBICoEF. That is right.
This would indicate that basically you did know both Colonel Ice and
General Cole.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I have said that. I know both.

Senator RIBICOFF. These men were higher ups. When you talk about
the investigation could go pretty high, maybe so high that the whole
matter will be dropped, these men were in great authority in Vietnam,
were they not?
Mr. THOMPsoN. This is 1 year later.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, that is right. But you knew these men. You
say you didn’t know General Cole until 1967, but Colonel Ice was a top
man in 1966 when this letter was written, is that not so?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes. Colonel Ice replaced Colonel Goodlett, if I
remember properly.
Senator RIBICOFF. Therefore, he was the superior to both Mason
and Llewellyn?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, that is right. Actually, I am not sure because
there was a change every year on the personnel out there. The over
lapping part I am not aware of.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, could I clarify my point?
I think I made a misstatement of fact.

Crum took you to General Cole's house, is that correct?
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Mr. THOMPsoN. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. The expense voucher from Mr. Thompson will
be admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 443” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. I have a batch of vouchers I would like to make an

exhibit for reference.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 444” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Thompson, I refer to a letter that was written
to you on July 20, 1966. Do you have that letter in front

# 'crum
Of VOu

Senator GURNEY. Let me interpose a question there, if I may.
Mr. Thompson, what did you think of this house situation that we
hear about in these letters?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I thought that Crum had gone out of his way to ob
tain housing and make a good place for the Exchange people which
thev rented from him.

£ GURNEY. Did you think this was a good practice, to furnish
this elaborate sort of a house for procurement officers of the post
exchange?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Well, they were paying for it, sir. Somebody had to
find those things for them.
Senator GURNEY. But they weren't paying, of course, the full freight.
They were paying a small amount.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I didn’t know what the full freight was. I still
don't know what the full freight would be.
Senator GURNEY. But in this letter to you from Mr. Crum dated

September 13, which is in the record, it states that, after describing
this elaborate four-bedroom house with cook and maids and whatnot.

“So they pay me in dollars once per month at quite a saving.”
What did you think that meant?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Likely he found a place where they could save money

in paying for it, I don't know. They were paying in dollars the rent
on this place. That is what it says to me.
Senator GURNEY. It never occurred to you—
Mr. THOMPsoN. If he could save them money, I would think he would
be doing them a favor. Or if he could save me money he would be
doing me a favor.
Senator GURNEY. And you thought he just got a great bargain for
them?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Not necessarily. I thought that he had probably gone
to a lot of trouble to get any kind of a place for them.
Senator GURNEY. Did it ever occur to you that they might be pay
ing him less than it was costing Mr. Crum?
Mr. THOMPsoN. He said at quite a saving. He didn't say they were

paying any less or anything. They were saving on it.

£ GURNEY. Do you know to whom Mason and Llewellyn paid
the rent?

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. He says they paid it to him, I think.
Senator GURNEY. Again I ask you, did it occur to you that he might
have been furnishing it for less than what he was paying?
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Mr. THOMPsoN. No, not at the time.

Senator GURNEY. It never occurred to you?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No.

Senator GURNEY. By the way, this Colonel Ice we heard about, did
he have anything to do with the efficient cooling systems for Carling's
beer?

Mr. THOMPsoN. No. He was the top civilian in the Vietnam exchange.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I refer to a letter of July 20, 1966, from Crum to
you. Do you have that in front of you?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. If you will read that letter, I think you will see
that it reads in part:
Dick Llewellyn has promised to turn in a favorable depletion report for two
low-priced beers, that is, Carling's and Falstaff. He insists there must be two
So as not to show favoritism. He must do this this month as he will leave some

time during September.

Do you recall that?
Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir, I have it here.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What do you think that meant?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I think, Mr. Adlerman—well, first, I think you have
to understand, the committee should understand, the problems, maybe
not mismanagement but lack of control that the Exchange had over
the purchasing system, and the way the product was handled after it
arrived in the country.

I tried to tell you a while ago about the enormous waste, not only in

our product but in every product. I think to me, what we were trying
to do—and this might better be couched in terms of the total industry
—was to get more beer into the area. There were many times we were
NIS out there.

I thought of it myself. Falstaff and Black Label were the leaders in
sales in other areas of the military market. It was inconceivable to me
that we shouldn’t be the leader there. We were in demand by the mili
tary at other places. We were doing nothing different in Vietnam
than we were in other places. We were doing more of it because it was
a larger market.

I would think that Llewellyn's friendship with Crum, or Crum's

friendship with him, and the favors he had done for him, probably
prompted this letter. That is what I would think.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Here is a man who is facing investigation. He knows
he is facing an investigation. He is being rotated out.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t know that Dick Llewellyn faced any.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes, as he and Mason were in the same boat. They
both occupied the villa.
Mr. THOMPSON. Because one would mention it to me, that doesn’t
mean all.

Mr. ADLERMAN. It refers not only to Mason but it also referred to
Llewellyn. They were both in the same boat. They both occupied the
villa. They were both being taken out of Vietnam.
Mr. THOMPSON. They were rotated. I know that. I don’t know
whether they were taken out.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You knew that, did you not?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I knew they were rotated, yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. As a matter of fact, in that same letter you said
L and M leave mid-September, or possibly early October, and that
Colonel Ice “arrives next week to relieve Colonel Goodlett who leaves

in 20 days.”
So you knew they were being rotated out.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. ADIERMAN. Because there had been some investigation pending
on this villa?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I didn't know that. They had been there a year,
sir. It is common practice—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Despite this fact, he still agreed to send a messa
to New York telling them that Carling's Black Label and Falstaff
beer are always sold out and the “preemeys” lay around. I am refer
ring to the letter sent from Crum to you on April 25, 1966.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Mr. Adlerman, as I recall, this committee is here
to look for ways and means to correct a bad situation. Is that right?
Before I forget it, I would just like to place one thing in the record.
That is that this rotation '' people on a once-a-year basis might not
be the best thing for any area. Certainly, when you become acquainted
with an area the longer you stay, the better it is for the practicing
Infln.

Now, in answer to your question, I think that any time anybody

in the exchange system or any other system picks on one particular
product, he is making a mistake.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The next paragraph of that letter says, “Further

more, that the above-mentioned two beers are sold by the clubs for
five cents per bottle less than the preemeys, suggests a subtle ap
proach be made by our man in New York passing the above infor
mation on to that man Wysocki.”
Who is Wysocki?

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. He was a buyer in New York. It was prior to
the moving of the exchange from New York to Dallas. I think it
is Group 4, they call it.

-

-

Mr. ADIERMAN. At that time they were buying beer on the basis

of what they sold in the United States in order to prevent favoritism,
isn’t that right?

-

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. No. I don't know whether that is right or not.

They could have been. The rumors were so ripe; the buck passing=
you would go to Vietnam and they would say, “We can't do anything
for you. Go to New York.” You go to New York and they would
sav, “The orders originate in Vietnam.”

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me read the next to the last paragraph in that
letter.

Please let Wysocki know that the only beer available in the major outlets
of Vietnam are Budweiser and Schlitz. Therefore, his pattern of ordering is
out of line. I have just been informed that Wysocki has been on that purchasing
desk for 19 years, so, obviously, he has the whip hand, and is someone to be
handled with great care. The boys tell me it is not a good practice to pass
on to Wysocki bits of information such as order projections emanating from
Vietnam : this merely infuriates the man and he strikes back in his own way.

Why would he strike back in his own way?
Mr. Thompson. I imagine he had been there 19 years and as such
considered that this was his job.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. He wanted to make sure that there would be no

preference one way or the other, isn’t that so?
Mr. THOMPSON. Pardon ?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t that the implication, that he wanted no pref
erence to be made to any beer or on the basis of what the custodians
told him?

Mr. THOMPsoN. My impression of this would be that the writer was
trying to warn me that Wysocki had his own way of doing business
and this was it. He was the man.

On this 5 cents a bottle, sir; other beers cost more per case to the mili
tary than what ours did. There was a 30-cent differential in the beers
that are mentioned here.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I refer you to another letter from Crum addressed
to you on May 26, 1965, and ask if you have that letter in front of you.
Mr. MARTIN. We have it now.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibits Nos. 445 and
446”

* reference and will be found in the appendix on pp. 1247 and

1249.

Senator RIBICOFF. All the letters that will be referred to will be

placed in the record as exhibits unless there is an objection.
d Mr. ADLERMAN. I refer you to the second page, the third paragraph
OWn.

I also take pleasure in informing you that at long last, an old buddy of mine is
now the Navy Chief in charge of stock records and distribution in Saigon. What
could be greater? He has promised me to escalate our order as rapidly as possible.
Also, he is going to push the Carling's up-country for us.

Can you explain what he meant by that?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Can I explain what he meant by that?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I would take it that he meant exactly what he said,
that he was going to push the product.
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. And that he had a friend who handled the stock

records and distribution and his friend was going to escalate the sale
of Carling beer?
Mr. THOMPsON. Mr. Adlerman, at that time we had not rearranged
our areas in the Far East and Southeast Asia for our brokers. Some

how or other—we had been planning for a year to make this a good,
comprehensive organization of our own, controlled by one man, to go
in and get good agents to represent us in each of these countries. We
thought we could do it with four agents. Until that time we had two,
Gande, Price and Tradeship or Tradewell, I am not sure which—
Tradeship.

Somehow or other, Mr. Crum had got word that we were going to
take away Thailand and the rest of the areas, which I did at that
time. I think he could have been protecting himself with a statement
like that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you think it is right to operate sales of commodi

ties, beer or anything else, on a buddy system?
Mr. THOMPsoN. In terms of getting in to see a man and selling your
products, yes. The buddy system—I don’t know what you mean by
buddy system.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He has an old buddy in charge now and he is going
to escalate the beer.
58–590–71—Pt. 5
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Mr. THOMPsoN. Well, he had no control over our orders. He might
have been able to push the product. But the orders weren’t escalating
from anything that I could see.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me take you to another letter of May 13, 1965.
(The document referred to was marked “exhibit No. 447” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1251.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is another letter from Crum to Mr. Dan Moran,

with a copy, I think, furnished to you, to Mr. Bennett and to Mr.
A. A. Smith.

I would like you to read the last paragraph on the first page. I will
repeat it now.
As Bud wrote on April 30, the exchange ordered 8,540 Black Label and 2,200
Red Cap. Since then I have prevailed on a “friend” in the ordering department
to thump in a good special order so he wrote an order for 12,500 Black Label and
3,300 Red Cap.
Commander Kispert short-stopped the Black Label and cut it to 6,600 cases, but
let the 3,300 Red Cap go through. That makes a grand total of over 20,000 cases
of Carling's this month. Tell Korea to watch out, I intend to pass them up this
Sumner.

You have another instance of a buddy, a friend. Commander Kis
pert, when he noticed it, cut it back to 6,600, or just about half of the
original order.
Mr. THOMPsoN. This was prior to the time I canceled him in other
areas. I think in this instance he is probably trying to tell me he has
control over somebody or has friends who are capable of helping him
Out.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you feel that these friends were doing it out of

friendship or they were doing it because they were being paid?
Mr. THoMPsoN. I can only think they were doing it out of friendship.
I wouldn’t know.

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Adlerman, for the record, just in terms of time

sequence, this letter of May 13, 1965, relates to Thailand as well as
Vietnam, and the top paragraph
Mr. ADLERMAN. The part I read related exactly to Vietnam.
Mr. MARTIN. And the top paragraph refers to a buddy system, too,
in other words, the hiring of a Richard Bender, Jr., son of Colonel
as “our representative.” It is the same type of letter by Mr.

£
I'llm.

I wish to point out that it was shortly after this that Mr. Crum's
agency in the other countries were terminated by Carling. So the buddy
system, at least as far as Carling was concerned, did not have any
impact there.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until 2:30 this
afternoon.

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2:30 p.m. the same day.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)
AFTERNOON

SESSION

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:35 p.m., Senator Abraham A.
Ribicoff presiding.)
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Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

•

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:

Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, we know that William Crum advised

Mr. Thompson in 1966 that Mason and Llewellyn were being trans
ferred to the post exchange headquarters in Europe.
Thompson, in turn, passed this information on to the J. Henry
Organization, Carling's European broker. This was done in a letter
dated July 14, 1966.
In correspondence that we subpenaed from the files of the J. Henry

Organization in Miami it is clear that Mr. Mason and Llewellyn both
assisted the J. Henry Organization when they were with the PX
service in Europe.
After Mason and Llewellyn served their tour in Europe, the J.
IIenry Organization still felt these PX officials could be useful. In a

May 14, 1967, letter from Mr. Donald Van Dyne of the Miami office
of the J. Henry Organization, to Mr. Vernon Fadden, of the Frank
furt office, it was made clear that the top officials of Carling were de
sirous of meeting both Mason and Llewellyn because Van Dyne felt
that both could be of assistance to the Carling Co. when they returned
to duty in the United States.
In support of that statement, I would like to place in evidence the
following documents: a letter dated July 28, 1967, from Mr. Knight
to Mr. Van Dyne; a letter dated February 5, 1969, from Fadden to
Mr. Browning. Mr. Browning was with the Royal Crown Cola Co.
in Columbus, Ga. A letter dated February 5, 1969, from Fadden to Mr.
Prentice; a letter dated February 13, 1969, from Van Dyne to Mr.

Fadden; a letter dated May 14, 1970, from Van Dyne to Mr. Fadden,
and lastly, a letter of May 21, 1970, from Fadden to Mr. Van Dyne.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, all the letters will go in ad
seriatim as exhibits.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 448–453”

for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.
Exhibit 451 will also be found in the appendix on p. 1253.)
Mr. DUFFY. We are now going into another matter concerning con
spiracy on the part of Mr. Crum and certain sergeants in Vietnam as
sisted by General Cole to expand beer sales in Vietnam.

I would like to give the committee a little background concerning
sales in Vietnam in order to proceed with this matter.
For a number of years, with the exception of a 3-month period in
1968, the policy of the Dallas Army-Air Force Post Exchange sys
tem has been to allocate beer to Vietnam based on the percentage of

domestic beer production of the top eight brands and not from de
mand for certain brands coming from Vietnam.
In 1968, the top eight domestic sellers in the United States were Bud
weiser, Pabst, Schlitz, Falstaff, Carling, Miller, Hamm's and Ballan
tine.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is that in the order that they are sold in the
United States?
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Mr. DUFFY. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The fixed percentage of the allocation of the beer to Vietnam based
on domestic United States sales has been adjusted due to certain beers
in Vietnam not moving and others directly out of stock. Rapid de
pletion or out-of-stock position concerning a certain brand frequently
was caused by the following reasons: (a) collusion between certain
custodians and beer representatives in Vietnam to push certain
brands; and (b) payoffs to strategically located personnel in the ware
houses where the beer was stored.

In this way, a certain brand was pushed even though it was not
requested by a particular club. We found that true, Mr. Chairman, in
the case of Falstaff beer in Vietnam and the Envoy Corp.
We have had testimony, which the committee made public recently,
indicating that warehousemen were paid to push Falstaff beer. Fal
staff was a competitor, of course, of Carling in Vietnam.
In order to offset rapid depletion of certain brands, the commander
of the Vietnam regional exchange adjusted the procurement of brand
uantities that were out of stock. So it can be seen the illegal schemes

evised to obtain a greater percentage of the beer market in Vietnam

' they had in the United States was effective but only to a limited
egree.

he better solution for expanding Schlitz for a particular brand
was to have Dallas change its policy so that the quantities of a par
ticular brand of beer would come from Vietnam.

With a powerful and influential vendor such as Mr. Crum con
trolling the custodians at the Vietnamese level, it was imperative for
him and the Carling's officials to have Dallas change its formula of
shipping beer to Vietnam based on demand for certain brands.
uring January and February 1968, representatives of both Car
ling and Falstaff visited the Dallas exchange and attempted to per
suade Dallas to change their beer procurement formula '' Vietnam.
Senator RIBICoEF. Was this done in coordination between Carling
and Falstaff or individually?
Mr. DUFFY. Individually, Mr. Chairman.
This was the same period that Mr. Tommy Thompson of the Carl
ing Brewing Co. and his broker, William Crum, in Vietnam, had lined
up a number of captive custodians to pressure the exchange to ship
more Carling's beer into Vietnam.

The following quote is extracted from the files of the Dallas exchange
memorandum dated May 2, 1968, subject: Percentage allocation of
beer, Vietnam Regional Exchange.
2. We have had several complaints from vendors who are thus receiving their
portion of our beer procurement, particularly Falstaff and Carling's. These
complaints generally follow the line that they have captured a higher percentage
of the military market than they have of the civilian market and are therefore
entitled to the higher percentage of the Vietnam Regional Exchange allocation.

In June 1968, the Dallas exchange did change the beer allocation
to Vietnam based on demand for individual brands.

This shift in policy was short-lived and on August 12, 1968, Dallas
reverted to its former beer policy for Vietnam.
The primary purpose for reverting to the old policy was clearly set
forth in a memorandum by N. D. Powers, deputy director of the pro
curement division, Dallas exchange.
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I quote from his memorandum dated August 19, 1968:
2. You will recall that we were told by General Parks that the military reps
are useful in promoting the sale of beer to clubs. I am inclined to think that we
may find ourselves buying more of the lesser known brands than of the top selling
brands if we are not careful. It is entirely likely that a military rep in concert
With club managers could influence the sale of the lower ranking beer.
If this would turn out to be the case we would then be in a very difficult posi
tion in our efforts to eliminate the costs of the military reps from the price
that we pay for beer sold in Exchange channels.
At present, we can take the position that it is impossible for these representa

tives to influence the sale of beer in Exchange channels for the very reason that
purchasing is done on the basis of national percentages.

Senator GURNEY. What do they mean by military representatives?
Mr. DUFFY. I imagine they are talking about employees.
Senator GURNEY. But they mention club custodians besides. Who are
the military representatives?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would that be brokers, like Crum?
Mr. DUFFY. We are talking about the brokers, the middlemen that
represent the vendors.

Mr. ADLERMAN. There would be no necessity for having brokers if
they were able to sell on a quota basis on the same quota that they have
in the United States. There would be no necessity for having brokers
trying to push the beer.

Senator GURNEY: I understand that, but the thing that puzzled me
was why they would call a broker a military representative. To me
that would mean some kind of an officer or noncommissioned officer in

the Army. But that is not the case.

Mr. DUFFY. Ithink they could have chosen better words.
Senator GURNEY. What I am saying is when military reps are used,
you are talking about brokers like Crum?
Mr. DUFFY. That is right.

I would like to place into the record the exhibits pertaining to this
matter. The first is the interoffice Dallas memorandum dated May 2,
1968; a cable dated June 6, 1968, from the Dallas exchange to the
Vietnam regional exchange when the policy of beer allocation in Viet
nam was changed back based on demand; the Dallas memorandum
dated August 12, 1968, when they reverted back to their old policy
and; lastly, the memorandum dated August 19, 1968, from Mr. Powers,
which I referred to.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 454 through

457,” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.
Exhibits 454, 456, and 457 will also be found in the appendix on
pp. 1255, 1257, and 1259.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Are there any other questions?
If not, Mr. Thompson, would you please resume?
TESTIMONY OF GORDON P. THOMPSON, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
ROBERT MARTIN AND MICHAEL SHEPPARD–Resumed

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Thompson, did you visit the Dallas exchange in
January 1968?

•

Mr. THOMPsoN. January 1968?I probably did, yes.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, did you try to get them to increase the
quota for Carling beer in Vietnam?
Mr. THOMPson. I probably did, yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you try to influence the Dallas exchange system
by having Crum contact friendly custodians to pressure the exchange
and ship more beer to Vietnam?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Did I try to influence the Dallas exchange?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Either the Dallas exchange—yes, the Dallas ex
change at that time.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I contacted friendly custodians.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you make an effort at that time to get letters
written by custodians, with the assistance of Crum, to show that there
was a high demand for the beer in Vietnam?
Mr. THOMPsoN. May I ask one questions, sir? Were these the letters
that were directed to the exchange from Vietnam? Are these the
letters you are referring to?
Mr. ADLERMAN. There were some 13 letters, were there not?
Mr. THOMPsoN. In 1968, this is?
In 1967, there was a suggestion—whether I made it or whether it
came from some place else, I think I made it—
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is along in 1968?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Bill Crum, with you, endeavor to get Sergeants
Higdon, Hatcher, and others to
the Carling beer sales by sup
plying false information to the Dallas exchange that Carling beer was
in short supply?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Would you let me answer that in the way I started

£

to answer it?
Mr. ADLERMAN. What is that?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Would you let me answer it?
Mr. DUFFY. Answer the question.
Mr. THOMPsoN. In 1967, there was some discussion because of the

NIS conditions of product in Vietnam that it might be well if we could
get some requests. We were getting requests very constantly that they
could not get our product.
I think I wrote to Price & Co. at that time and asked them if this

was true; that we ought to have some letters from the field expressing
this sentiment to the exchange people wherever it might help us to
increase our orders from Dallas.

In 1968 and in 1967, I think—or at least 1968—it kind of went by the
boards. We still kept getting requests. In one of my trips out to Viet
nam in which I made a trip up country with one of Crum’s salesmen,
when I got back I was handed a group of letters and a covering
letter by a general which had been sent to the head of the Dallas
exchange.

Is this what you are talking about now?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you a letter of January 2, 1968, from Bill
Crum to yourself?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes.

Mr. THOMPsoN. January 2. We have it.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like you to read the third paragraph there:
Tommy, we sell out every shipment as fast as it gets here. We have working
with us most of the top custodians here: Higdon, the biggest; Connors, Qui

Nhon No. 2; Hatcher, 1st Division; Briscoe, 9th Division; Ira Strack, 101
Airborne.

In the interim we promise you we will move out every case of Carling's, but
fast, when it arrives in Vietnam.

Mr. MARTIN. We are missing something.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I skipped to the second paragraph at the top of
the next page.
Senator RIBICOFF. This is the January 2, 1968, letter from Crum
to Thompson.

Mr. MARTIN. May I read the in-between material? That is the place
you skipped.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. MARTIN (reading):
Excellent reaction Air Force. I need some better cover 1st Cavalry in Cam
Ranh Bay, but nevertheless, Tommy, if you can get Carling to double the Orders
we will still sell out. When you see Dallas, whoever issues the beer, please advise
they are force issuing Pabst, Ballantine's and Miller's. Ask why and who got to
them. Bud gets double only recently. Pattern was established about a year and a
half ago. Top four beers get equal share of 60 percent. Bottom four beers, Miller's,
Pabst, Hamm's, and Ballantine's, 40 percent. Recently somebody is jostling the
timetable. Perhaps by some good fortune you can ascertain what gives at Dallas.

And then the paragraph you read.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 458” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1260.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think we ought to point out that your company is
not alone in this situation, that there are other companies in competi
tion that are doing probably the same thing your company is doing.
I think it is well to bring that out.
In the interim We promise you We Will move out every case of Carling, but
fast, when it arrives in Vietnam. Club business is being centralized so that one
man like Higdon controls from 50 to 100 clubs which makes it easier on us.

Did you ever meet Mr. Higdon?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I met Mr. Higdon one time that I recall, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you meet him at Crum's villa?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, not to my knowledge I didn't.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where did you meet him?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I met him—this was prior to his becoming a club
custodian.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you meet him at the time that Mr. Crum took
you to see General Cole?
Mr. THOMPSON. Pardon?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you meet him at the time Mr. Crum took you
to see General Cole?

Mr. THOMPsON. Not to my knowledge.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What were the circumstances under which you met
Mr. Higdon?
Mr. THOMPsoN. What were the circumstances I met with Higdon?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.
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. Mr.Thompson. I believe I was with one of Crum's salesmen at the
time, I am not sure which one, and met in an office. At that time, it
W*1966 or 1967, and he was not a custodian. He had come in recently
to take over as club manager.
Mr. Apl.ERMAN. Woud you tell us why Mr. Higdon would push the
Carling beer above any others?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Why he would push it more than any others?
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

c: THOMPSON.

Not unless it was because of his friendship with

I'llm.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I hand

you another letter dated January 22, 1968,
document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 459” for

written by Crum.
(The

reference and will be found in the apepndix on p. 1262.)

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am referring now to the second page, in the

mid

dle of the paragraph.
We've got some excellent customers on our roster now, all working with us
Very closely. There's Ira Strack at the 101 Airborne, Sergeant Briscoe over at the
9th Infantry Division, and Sergeant Hatcher in the 1st Infantry Division. The
biggest club consolidation in the world is now, I believe, in the USARV NCO/
EM Mess Association which is run by our very close friend, big Bill Higdon.

Was he your close friend?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That refers to Mr. Crum's close friend ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I would take it his organization's big friend.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He uses the word “our.”

•

Mr. THOMPSON. It would be his organization, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN (reading):
I think you've already met Higdon when he was in the lone category job
over at the 11 Field Forces. 11 Field Forces is now managed by Sgt. Conley
Who is a very good friend of ours. And we also have placed in the Qui Nhon
Mess Association Sgt. Connors, ex-7th Division.

Does that mean that Mr. Crum was able to place these men around in
different clubs as he wished?

•

•

Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t know, sir, whether it means he put them any
place.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When you got these letters, did you question what
-

he meant?

•

•

-

•

- -

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. I think what Mr. Crum is trying to do here—it is
rather obvious I didn’t know these people. He is trying to acquaint me
with them.

**

-

Mr. ADLERMAN: When he says, “We have also placed," meaning
that he has placed them, did you raise any question with him about

“how you could do these things?”

•

Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir. This was written when I was not there, I
guess.

•

Mr. ADLERMAN (reading):
ant Conners, ex 7th Division in Korea, and a very close

c:

friend of our

All we need now, with all these big consolidations pretty much

under control, is more beer itself. I know we can do twice as much without

any trouble. So let's hope that the gang in Dallas will crash through with
larger quantities of Carling's in the future.

-

When you get a letter like that, you accept it without question,
without understanding what it means?
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Mr. THOMPson. I would imagine somewhere in the records there
would be an answer to this letter, and I would think that it was from

his friendship with these people. I would hope that we would get
more beer sold.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you impressed with the fact of the amount
of control that he had over these custodians?
Mr. THOMPSON. Pardon?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you impressed with the amount of control he
had over these custodians?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Remember, he is telling me these things. I don’t
know that he has this control. Most all of these letters that you are

reading are letters from Crum to me in which he is bragging about
something he has done.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Take a look at your letter of January 24, 1968, that
you wrote to Mr. Coombs.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 460” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1265.)
Mr. THOMPsoN. What part are you referring to?
Mr. ADLERMAN. On the second page. You say:
I shall write Price & Company and ask them to get all friendly custodians and
club managers to contact the Vietnam Regional Exchange asking for more and
more Black Label shipments. This can be handled by Price & Company quite
easily and as I am due to be in Vietnam in late March, I, too, could arrange to
see the top Exchange people.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I think this probably harks back to the fact
Mr. ADLERMAN. So you did go to Vietnam and you did assist Crum
in getting the custodians to write letters saying they needed more and
more beer?

Mr. THOMPsON. No, I did not go to Vietnam and assist Crum in get
ting these letters written. I didn’t have anything to do with the writing
of these letters. I had made the suggestion in 1967, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And you were going to arrange to see the top ex
change people on the basis of these letters, were you not?
Mr. THOMPsoN. This was my job every time.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You say you had nothing to do with getting the
letters yourself?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir. Just to follow up on these letters I had made
a trip up country. We went to Cam Ranh Bay, in fact. I think in some

of this correspondence, somewhere, there are letters which bear me out.
When we got to Cam Ranh Bay their salesman over there had a
bunch of letters which he handed to me. I tore them up.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You tore them up?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes. Every letter basically said the same thing. To
me it was something that had been asked for. These people didn’t
mean what they said.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me ask you this. Did you tear them up before or
after you found out it wasn’t working?
Mr. THOMPSON. Pardon? I didn’t even know these other letters had

been written, sir.

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Adlerman, I think if you let him finish he can tell

you the sequence on the letters which may be helpful to you in explain
ing his answer. He was only partway through the answer.
Mr. THOMPSON. I tore those letters up.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Which letters?

Mr. THoMPsoN. These are the letters that were written in Cam Ranh
Bay. If they are not believeable to me, they are not believeable to any
body else.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were these the 13 letters?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I don't know how many there were. This was a
group of letters. We were out on this trip.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What year was this?
Mr. THOMPsoN. 1968, I think, at the time the letters were presented
to Dallas.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I show you now another letter of February 2, 1968.
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Adlerman, he still hasn’t finished his answer. He
is moving ahead to the fall of 1968.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Go ahead.

Mr. THOMPsox. I think I made that trip with Dick Wright, the sales
manager of Price & Co. We had been all up the coast. We went to Da
Nang and back into Saigon. When I got into Saigon there was a series
of meetings set up for me by Crum’s Saigon people.
I was handed at that time some letters. I must have been handed

them by one of Crum's people. And there was a covering letter from
a General Cole that had been sent to Dallas. At that time I think I

wrote to my boss somewhere—may I read it?
Mr. ADLERMAN. What date is this?

Mr. THOMPsoN. This was after my return from upcountry.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What date is that?

Mr. MARTIN. This is on tape No. 6, which was given to Mr. Duffy
of the committee staff.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What is the date of the letter?

Mr. MARTIN. It is a tape and it is approximately October 31, 1968.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We are way ahead of ourselves. We are talking now
about February.
Mr. MARTIN. Okay. Excuse me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Along about February 2, 1968, did you write a let
ter to Crum?

Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 461” for ref

''

erence and will be found in the appendix on p.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I refer to the '' paragraph on the second page:
May I also suggest that as long as you have so many good friends in custodian
capacities in South Vietnam, that you have each one of these chaps, such as big
Bill Higdon, Ira Strack, Sergeants Briscoe and Hatcher, begin to apply pres
sure to the Exchange to order more and more Black Label for shipment to
Vietnam. I think, Bill, that this could be done in several ways if you ask it as
a personal favor of the custodians.

One would be to get all the custodians and see their sergeant majors and club
officers and have them lodge a written complaint with the Vietnam Exchange
with a carbon to retired Col. Richard White, Dallas Headquarters. Mr. White is
Chief of Section Inventory for Southeast Asia and has quite a bit to say about
shipments made to Vietnam. By the way, he will be in Vietnam on an inspec
tion tour for a period of three months beginning sometime in March. I expect
to meet with him out there during my trip. . . .
One other method of getting to the Exchange would be to have some of the
custodians contact the troops from their various clubs to demand that more

Black Label products be imported into South Vietnam for their consumption.
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I don’t know whether this would really affect the position which Colonel Potter
has taken, but at least we can't lose anything by trying to increase Our Orders.
You can rest assured that on my next trip to Dallas, I will be giving it a good
try On this end.

Do you recall that letter?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So you were making every effort to get either the
custodians or to have them pressure the officers or the GI’s to have
them say they want more Carling beer, is that right?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir.

May I read an excerpt from that letter?
At present, our orders have been reduced from the top four to the similar
orders of the lower four brewers providing beer to South Vietnam. I suspect that
this was occasioned by an arbitrary decision made by the top people in the Dallas
Exchange and Colonel Potter to ship the Vietnam orders according to the ratio
of the amount of beer which individual brewers produce in the United States.
To me this is unfair and certainly I am going to point this out to the top people
in Dallas on my next trip to Dallas.

This was the reason that I thought it was necessary to have some
proof that we were short in the field, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. During January of 1968, did you visit the Dallas
Exchange and argue that Carling had captured a higher percentage
of the military market in Vietnam ?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don't recall. Usually when I visited Dallas I was
crying about our orders.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you mention at that time the part that Crum
had played with the custodians in trying to pressure the purchase of
Carling beer by the GI’s.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Did I mention to Dallas that he was pressuring the
custodians?

Mr. ADLERMAN. You didn’t mention that at all?
Mr. THOMPsON. Not that I recall now.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I hand you 13 letters that were written by the cus
todians in Vietnam and ask you to identify them.
(Documents handed to the witness.)
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 462” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. THOMPsoN. I think, sir, that these are the letters that were for
warded to Dallas.
Mr. ADLERMAN. These were the letters that were forwarded to
Dallas?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I think they were.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who forwarded them to Dallas?

Mr. THOMPsoN. When I received them there was a covering letter
over this from General Cole.
Mr. ADLERMAN. From General Cole?

Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know that General Cole had intervened be
fore on behalf of Crum on other matters, such as slot machines?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I hand you a copy of a letter dated October 29, 1968.
(The document £ to was marked “Exhibit No. 463” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Mr. ADLERMAN. This was a letter written on October 29, 1968, from
General Cole to General Hardin with 13 enclosures.

I would like to read part of this letter.
This is addressed from General Cole, brigadier general, in Vietnam.
This is to Brig. Gen. Joseph S. Hardin, # .S. Army and Air
Force Post Exchange, Dallas, Tex., dated October 29, 1968:
DEAR GENERAL HARDIN: It is with considerable trepidation that I write you
this letter. I am sure you have enough problems without my adding to your bur
den, however, I have recently completed an extensive trip throughout Vietnam.
Of necessity, I spent considerable time dining in the various clubs and messes.
Because of my previous assignment with the PSARV, I was acquainted with
many of the club custodians, thus they felt free to unburden any and all prob
lems upon me. One problem appears to be getting the brand of beer they desire.
In that regard many of the custodians complained about their inability to obtain
Carling Black Label in the quantity desired.

A couple of days after my return to Saigon, a vice president of Carling Black
Label dropped by the office to say hello. He left with me a number of letters con
cerning the shortage of that brand of beer here in Vietnam. “I asked him why he
didn't discuss this matter with Headquarters Vietnam Regional Exchange. He
responded that he had but that Inventory Control advised him that Dallas deter
mined the amount of beer that would be ordered by brand.
Since I am no longer in the Post Exchange business I decided the best course
of action would be to forward this on to you. I know that your interest is the
same as mine and that is to serve the troops.

£ing

that all goes well with you, I am with warmest regards and best

W1SineS.

Sincerely,
EARL COLE.

You will notice that he conveys to General Hardin the letters which
he says were delivered to him by you.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t think he says that:
Mr. ADLERMAN. He said, “The vice president of Carling Black Label
dropped by the office to say hello.” Who would that be?
Mr. THOMPsON. I don’t know. That would promote me. That would

have given me a much more responsible job if I had been a vice
president.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you take credit for it?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir; I don’t think I took any credit for it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever deny that it was you?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I denied it to Mr. Duffy when he visited me.
Mr. DUFFY. Did you deny it to your superiors?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I think I wrote a letter to my superiors on this whole
thing in which I said I mistrusted these letters very much. I think you
have copies of that, too.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me ask you this: Did you actually deliver those
letters to General Cole?

Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir; I did not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So if he writes and says that you, meaning you be

ing the vice president—he made a mistake in his statement—if he de
scribed you as the person who delivered the letters, he was not telling
the truth?

Mr. THOMPsoN. The first time I saw the copies of the 13—there were
a good many letters written, sir—these particular 13, to my knowledge,
the first time I saw them was when they were handed to me and we
were going to visit the exchange.
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I was going to use them and show them to people at the exchange in
terms that we were NIS in product.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you get the letters?
Mr. THOMPson. They were handed to me either by the broker him
self or by one of his people when I returned from
Senator GURNEY. They were handed to you either by Mr. Crum or
one of his employees?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Or one of his people. I don’t remember exactly what

£

•

it was.

Senator GURNEY: Did you also receive a copy of the letter from Gen
eral Cole to General Hardin?

Mr. THOMPson. It was attached to the letters, sir.

Senator GURNEY. A copy of it?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Or the original?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No: the copy. These were all copies.
Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea who this vice president is
mentioned in the letter?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I don’t think we had any vice presidents—they
stayed pretty well away from that war zone.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did any vice president visit Vietnam?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Not to my knowledge; no.
Senator GURNEY. Was there any other Carling representative in
Vietnam except yourself?
Mr. THOMPsoN. At that time? Not to my knowledge, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You were the only one?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Of the United States company; yes.
Senator GURNEY. So it is reasonable to assume that in this letter

from General Cole to General Hardin he was referring to you?
Mr. THOMPsoN. He could have been referring to anybody, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I mean there was no other Carling representative
in Vietnam.

Mr. THOMPsoN. He wasn’t referring to me in terms of me giving him
those letters because I did not give them to him.
Senator GURNEY. I am not saying whether this is a truthful state
ment or not. I am simply asking about his reference to the vice presi
dent of Carling. That could pertain to no one else but you. You were
the only representative in Vietnam; is that right?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I was the only representative of Carling in Vietnam;
CS.

Senator GURNEY. So this last paragraph of General Cole's letter
on that your statement is that General Cole was telling a lie, is that
right?

•

£ THOMPsoN. If he says I was the one who gave him the letters
he is sure lying.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you see this letter that General Hardin sent
•

back to General Cole?

Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir; in February or March.

Senator RIBICoEF. I am glad that at least one general realized that
the war in Vietnam wasn't just being fought to see who could sell the
most beer in Vietnam.
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The letter reads:
DEAR EARL: This will acknowledge your letter of October 29, 1968. I appreciate
your interest and concern with exchange problems in Vietnam. The letters left
with you by the Carling Black Label vice president certainly indicate that Carling
has a mighty convincing sales representative. Ten of 13 letters were written be
tween October 10 and 19, 1968, all had the same mailing address and all contain
the same general message.
It is interesting to note that the September 10, 1968 inventory taken at all
Vietnam Regional Exchange Depots shows that we had a total of 99,810 cases of
Carling beer on hand. In addition, monthly replenishment of Carling Black
Label beer averages 125,000 cases. This in-stock and reorder position clearly
indicates that Carling Black Label beer continues to be available for the various
clubs and messes in Vietnam.

We share a mutual interest in providing service to the troops. Understandably,
having an adequate supply of beer is a mighty important factor in providing this
Service.

Kindest personal regards,
J. S. HARDIN.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 464” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. How many ships do you need to carry 125,000
cases of beer?

Mr. THOMPsoN. We would have to have part of one hold, would be
all.

Senator RIBICOFF. What was that?

Mr. THOMPsoN. A part of one hold of a ship. Usually there are five
holds in a ship. I imagine we would get 125,000 cases of beer in a part
of one. I don’t know what the cubic displacement would be.
Senator RIBICOFF. You had a
of ships going back

£

and forth

every month carrying beer?
Mr. THOMPSON. We had? No.

Senator RIBICOFF. If they all went out together, everybody had a
hold for their beer.

Mr. THOMPSON. No, beer was not one of the commodities which was

on the priority list of shipments. We put our beer on the docks and if
there was room for it they took it. If there wasn’t, it sat there.
Senator RIBICOFF. Don’t you ever know when to stop trying? Here
is another letter from Crum to you dated November 29, # says:
DEAR ToMMY: Seems we have a tough problem with lower echelons snowing
Gen. Hardin—Gen. Cole leaves for PACEX December 14—two days PACEX,
four days Dallas, two days in Washington, working with Westy. Then, unless
he can get his assignment changed to Dallas, he must go to head up the EES. I
know this does us not too much good but in May or June, Hardin retires and
Cole may get the slot, we all hope. * * * We are trying every angle out here,
Tommy, but somehow we must break through the magic circle at Dallas. Earl
Cole says he is really going to raise a few roofs on his way through, so let's hope
it works.

Sincerely,

B
ILL.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 465” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The above letter indicates that General Cole dis

cussed with Mr. Crum his future assignment and, in fact, gave him
details of his itinerary when he left Vietnam. Also, General Cole

wants his assignment changed to Dallas and he will assist Mr. Crum
in getting the beer policy for Vietnam changed.
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Did you answer Mr. Crum's letter of November 29, 1968?
Mr. THOMPsoN.Yes, sir.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 466” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1271.)

Senator RIBICoEF. What did you say?
Mr. THOMPsoN (reading):
As regards Gen. Cole, I picked up the exchange news and the announcement
has been made that he is taking over in Europe, so I guess that sets aside

any possibility of him being placed in a position in Dallas. I was sure hoping
you were right on this as it would have given us a very big break, because
I am Sure he would have ironed Out Some Of these Wrinkles Which he knows

exist in the ordering from Vietnam. Thank you for enclosing Cole's letter
and also the letter which he received back from Brig. Gen. Hardin. It seems
to me that Hardin was a little bit tough in his reply

Senator RIBICOFF: Do you think General Hardin was tough when he
pointed out that with 98,000 cases of beer on hand and 125,000 cases

coming every month there was no shortage? .
Mr. THOMPSON. I thought this was a minor amount as far as our

inventory was concerned out there, yes.

-

Mr. DUFFY. Do you want to continue reading the letter?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes. I say also:
It seems to me that Hardin was a little bit tough in his reply but then I
guess this is the way which two brigadier generals behave towards each
other. I personally was hoping that Cole would make that other star to major

general so that he would have the rank to maybe take over in Dallas. However,
he is going to stop off to see Gen. Westmoreland in Washington, D.C.—

according to his letter—
to try and get his assignment changed, and let's hope he is successful.
He can certainly do us a hell of a lot more good in Dallas than he can in
Europe. Although I think he would give us a good break in Europe.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Crum supplied you with a copy of General Hardin's
letter dated November 15, 1968. This letter was addressed to Cole.

Do you know how Crum got that letter?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you think it is unusual for a letter between
two generals to be passed on to a military representatives or a sales
representative for a beer company?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Unusual? Under ordinary circumstances, it would
be unusual, yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Under any circumstances. Do you see any justi
fication for a communication from one general to another general be
ing turned over to a beer salesman?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Isaid it would be unusual.

Senator GURNEY Did Mr. Crum tell you how he got hold of a copy of
the letter?

Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You didn’t ask him?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, sir.

•

Senator Gürsey. You didn't ask him at all how he came into pos.
session of this letter?
Mr. THOMPson. From General Hardin?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. THOMPSON. No, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. Weren't you rather curious?
Mr. THOMPsoN. What was the date of this?

Senator GURNEY. December 19, 1968.
Senator RIBICOFF. The letter was dated November 15, 1968.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I wasn’t back out there again until March or April.
Senator GURNEY. But you saw a copy of it.
Mr. THOMPsoN. I didn't write and ask him how he got it, no.
Senator GURNEY. Did he send it to you in the mail, is that it?
Mr. THOMPsoN. It came in the mail, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. By the way, back to this letter of General Cole to
General Hardin with the 13 other letters which mentions the vice pres
ident of Carling.
Mr. Thompson, you expressed great surprise that this bit was in
there about the vice president of Carling, and you also stated, I un
derstand, that it wasn’t you.
Did you ever protest this piece of information to anyone?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY Why not?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I had no particular reason to protest it.
May I read you another bit of the tape?
Mr. MARTIN. This is tape No. 6, which is approximately October 30
or 31, 1968, which the committee staff has had.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I must say to the committee that my powers of dic

tating on a tape are not too good so my secretary had some difficulty
in deciphering these.
In one way I mistrust this thing. These guys are instead of just working for
the beer industry as such, I think they should have mentioned about three or
four different brands, but it may put us on the spot here with Black Label being
in demand according to their letters. I was talking about the shortage of beer,
in particular, in Vietnam. We were more in short supply than others.

Senator GURNEY. What is this tape?
Mr. THOMPsoN. This is a report that I make to my immediate
superior.
Senator GURNEY. What date was this?

Mr. MARTIN. October 30 or 31. The tape isn't dated but it is a report
on that particular trip. If there is a date it may be at the beginning
of it.

Mr. THOMPsoN. I made the trip from October 20 in Vietnam through
November 3.

Senator GURNEY. What did you read?
Mr. MARTIN. May I read it to you?
In one way I mistrust this thing. These guys

Senator GURNEY. Is this the letter campaign you are talking about?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes.

It says:
In other words, to show him these letters where the people are asking for
beer, Black Label in particular, in one way I mistrust this thing. These guys
are, instead of just working for the beer industry as such, I think they should
have mentioned three or four different brands, but it may put us on the spot
here with Black Label being in demand according to their letters.

Senator GURNEY. But still as far as this letter from Cole to Hardin
which you had a copy of and was aware of, your testimony is that you
made no protest to General Cole?
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Mr. THOMPsoN. I received these after the fact, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. But after the fact you didn't do anything?
Mr. THOMPson. It was too late to do anything then. I would have

recalled all the letters because I don't think they did us a bit of good.
Senator GURNEY. That may be.
If you thought that it was poor procedure, particularly in view of
the information in the letter from Hardin back to Cole, I am curious
as to why you didn't protest about it to General Cole.

. Mr. THOMPsoN. I never saw General Cole, to my knowledge, only
just one time.

Mr. ADLERMAN. About the tape that you turned over to the com
mittee—was that your tape?
Mr. THOMPson. Is this tape No. 6 I was quoting from?
Mr. ADLERMAN. The statements in there were yours?
Mr. THOMPsoN. It is a cassette, yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think in there you will find you made a statement:
C I agree
Jole.

with you it is a great loss to the company in the departure of General

Why was it a great loss to the company?
Mr. DUFFY. You are quoting us part of your tape. We are going to
quote part of it back to you.
Mr. THOMPSON. I don’t know where it is.

Mr. MARTIN. Is that on tape No. 6?
Mr. DUFFY. You don't have your tape transcribed?
Mr. THOMPsoN. No. You have the tapes.
Mr. DUFFY. We are quoting you a portion of your tape.
Mr. MARTIN. Can you tell us which tape it is, Mr. Duffy?
Mr. DUFFY. The same tape.
Mr. MARTIN. No. 6?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes.

Mr. MARTIN. We have a transcript. I will see if I can find it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. It starts:
I agree with you it is a great loss—

Mr. DUFFY. Let's quote the language and see if it refreshes your
memory.

Mr. THOMPsoN. Who am I agreeing with, sir?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me read it:
I agree with you it is a great loss to the company in the departure of Gen
eral Cole.

Did you say that?

•

Mr. THoMpson. I don't know who I am agreeing with. I don't know
who I am writing the letter to or the tape or anything.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you make that statement on the tape?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Could this have been a letter back to Mr. Crum?

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Thompson, let me explain it, please. When we sub
enaed your records in Cleveland we found some tapes that had not

£ transcribed. These are tapes that you had made in Vietnam which
you mailed to Cleveland. They had not been transcribed so I took
it upon myself to listen to them.

-

I took certain extracts off those tapes. Now we are reading back to
you portions of that transcribed tape.

-

Mr. THOMPsoN. There must be some background to it.
58–590–71—Pt. 5—7
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. Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Duffy, I think without having the context it is
impossible for the witness—

Mr. DUFFY. All we are asking, Mr. Counsel, is if the witness can re
member the phraseology. If he cannot remember it, it is all right.
Mr. THOMPsoN. If I knew the background, you might be able to re
fresh my memory.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me read it and you tell me whether you can
remember it.
I agree with you it is a great loss to the company in the departure of Gen
eral Cole. I was hoping strongly he would be replacing someone in the Dallas
section of the Army/Air Force Exchange but this was not to be. He is already en
trenched in the European market with the head of Exchange over there. So
until such time as he serves out that year and maybe he will have an opportunity
to getting into Dallas during his next tour of the United States. Let us hope so
anyWay.

Do you recall that statement?
Mr. THOMPsoN. That sounds more like something I might have put
in a letter form to Mr. Crum than on a tape. I can’t recall putting it
on tape.
Mr. MARTIN. It is very similar to the one you read from the letter

of December 19, 1968, which was a letter to Mr. Crum.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This is on tape that was made by Mr. Thompson.
Mr. THOMPsoN. This might have been the tape I dictated to my secre
tary to type this letter to Mr. Crum. Is that what you are talking about?
It is very possible, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I hand you a letter by William Crum dated Janu
ary 11, 1969, and ask you to identify it.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 467” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1273.)
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to read from the letter. Is this sub

sequent from the time that you sent the letter on to Dallas and it
was rejected by General Hardin, or General Hardin had rejected
the letters in Dallas?

Mr. THOMPsoN. May I have that again?
Mr. MARTIN. This letter, Mr. Adlerman, is subsequent to General
Hardin's letter, but General Hardin I am not sure was in Dallas. I
am not clear on that.

Mr. ADLERMAN (reading).
I am on my way back to Saigon and hope to learn of increases in the orders
for Carling's Black Label beer. Just in case copies from Dick Wright of letters
addressed by the principal club custodians to the brewery and a letter from
General Cole to General Hardin complaining about a lack of Black Label
beer, have not already reached you, I am herewith enclosing a second set.
As Gil Hunter is proceeding to Dallas during the latter part of January, I
am sending him an additional set. We have already presented these letters to
the powers that be in the Saigon area and they insist that they still cannot
control the purchase and ordering patterns of beers.
At any rate, please be assured that we are doing our utmost and we will

keep these letters rolling in until we finally make an impression on headquarters.

So despite the letter that General Hardin wrote to General Cole,

you continued to try to get these letters to pressure the Dallas and
the Saigon exchanges to order more beer?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Crum did, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you think that was proper?
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Mr. THOMPSON. Pardon?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you think that was proper?

Mr. THOMPsoN. To point out that we were short of product in Viet
nam? Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. No. Do you think it was proper to continue to use
these letters even after Dallas said they were not going to do it, and

General Hardin said it was obvious that it was a put-up job? ...
Mr. THOMPsoN. These were probably letters that would continue
to emanate from the field?

Mr. ADLERMAN. These were additional letters?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I would think they were, yes, sir. I wouldn’t use
the same letters over and over. In fact, by this time I am thoroughly
disenchanted with letters.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Thompson, I understand the general testi
mony here is that you really didn’t have anything to do with generat
ing the letters.

r. THoMPson. No, sir. I suggested, Senator, in 1967—I think the
staff can tell you this—that we # something like this to increase our

orders. I didn’t pick up these letters. I didn't present them to anybody.
I did show them to members of the staff in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. I take it it is your testimony that Carling's really
wasn’t instrumental in this practice of letters; is that right?
Mr. THOMPsoN. I am probably the world's poorest letter-writer,
-

anyway.

Senator GURNEY. Here is an interesting interoffice memorandum.

This is Carling's intracompany correspondence memorandum of
February 10, 1969. Of course, this is along about the same period of
time that we have just been talking about.
It is a memorandum to one R. J. Thomas, with carbon copies to
Messrs. Russell, Landreth, Coombs, and Krause. It is from a Robert

J. Lackner. It is about the A&AFES in Dallas, Tex. It says, among
other things, this:
On Wednesday, January 8, E. W. Krause and I visited the Army and Air

Force Exchange Service Headquarters in Dallas, Texas. The purpose of the visit
was twofold: One, to give me the Opportunity of meeting the key people and ;
two, to visit Colonel Hightshoe who had requested Mr. Krause to call on him and
discuss beer Sales in Vietnam.

Then I will skip down.
Colonel Hightshoe was very cordial but stated in emphatic terms he would
not tolerate any pressure to add new brands Of beer in Vietnam or change the

present method of Operation, or the formula for allocations. The eight brands
of beer handled received an allocation according to the position of the brewer
in national standings.

Then I go over to the next page and this is the interesting thing.
Mind you, this is an interoffice memorandum of your company.
The Colonel then told us it didn’t take a genius to see through the plot by ask
ing for assistance through General Cole. The letters were written in a similar
style and used many of the same phrases which indicated to him they were
written by the same person.
He then told us that the real purpose for requesting the personal visit was
to tell us to cease and desist in our efforts to get an increased allocation. * * *
He again emphasized that no amount of pressure would get allocations changes
and he was the man who made the decisions.
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I simply read that to indicate that although Carling's representa
tive in Vietnam; namely, one Mr. Thompson, may not have been aware
of the letter campaign, all of the high officials of Carling's in the
United States apparently knew about it. Here was a memorandum
sent out to advise anybody who knew anything about the beer busi
ness that the time had come to cease the letter campaign because it
wasn’t working.
Mr. THOMPsoN. What date is the letter?

Senator GURNEY. February 10, 1969.
Mr. THOMPSON. This was after the fact.

Senator GURNEY. That is right. At least, Carling's headquarters
knew about all this even though you didn't.
Mr. THOMPsoN. By that time I knew it.
The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 468” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1274.)
Mr. THOMPsoN. All through this correspondence I expressed that
I had some trepidation, some doubts, about the effectiveness of these
acts. I don’t think there is any doubt in that. I also don’t think there
is anything wrong in using the reports from the field in trying to get
more product in. We were NIS. We certainly had every right to use
any method, legal, legal moral method, to sell more products.
Senator GURNEY. No one is complaining about that. What we are

trying to find out, though, is whether the Carling representative, one
Mr. Thompson, had a real hand in generating some of this mail.
Your testimony, as I understand it, is no, you didn’t You really

didn't know anything about it. The letters were coming in and all of
a sudden General Cole writes a covering letter and you are surprised
at this.

In the letter it says that Carling's man came by and handed the
letters over to him. All these things you knew nothing about.
Mr. THoMrson. I didn't say I knew nothing about. I said I had a

hand in generating this in 1967. It took a whole year for anything to
happen.

£or GURNEY. Did you take the letters to General Cole?

Mr. THOMPsoN. No, sir.

-

-

Mr. MARTIN. Senator Gurney, it may be helpful to say this:
which the committee has show that Mr. Thomp.
The travelinrecords
Vietnam after the last date, I believe, on any of the

son arrived

letters you are referring to, except the letter from General Cole. Those
same travel records which we reviewed with Mr. Duffy showed that
ilth
Mr. Thompson was actually in the field in various places.
He didn't return to Saigon until '
We have the precise itinerary.
night, the late night, of October 29, which, if I may comment, woul"
be consistent with his testimony that ' £ were presented to

him the next day when they were apparently used.
does
Tell
Senator

*:

-

Price & Co. still
££
'
represent Carling in Vietnam' effective
in August 1969. I have heard
Mr. '. I left there
somewheres they have changed.

*

-

'' & Co. does not. They were terminated and al"

Mr.
other company

represents Carling.

?

Senator GURNEY.What company represents them now."
Mr. MARTIN. I don’t know the name of it.
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Senator GURNEY. Can you advise us, Mr. Duffy?
Mr. DUFFY. Universal Sales Co., Ltd., represents Carling now.
I might say, Senator, when I was in Cleveland I looked at the rec

ords and I obtained a document from the records on market analysis.
They make the following comments concerning their broker in Viet
Imain.

I would like to quote an extract from that memorandum.
Broker, Universal Sales Company, Ltd. This company is made up from the
former employes of Price & Company, headed by Richard Wright. These men
have been on the scene for a number of years and have the contacts and “know
how” of this vast market. A good crew that got us out of a sticky situation.

What they meant by that, I don’t know.
Senator GURNEY. The same shop operated under another name.
Mr. DUFFY. I would say that.
Mr. MARTIN. I believe, and I only have this from hearsay, if you
want it, I am not testifying, I am told that Mr. Crum parted company
with the company and that some of the former employees formed a
new company.

My understanding is that Mr. Crum, Mr. Smith and the others who
originally headed that company have no contact or connection with
it. But that is strictly hearsay for whatever help it is to the committee.

Senator GURNEY. I expect the new fellows are pretty well trained.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, may I place this document into the
record?

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 469° for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1276.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The staff informs me that during their investiga
tion of the business relationship between Mr. Crum and Carling's
brewery the officers and employees of Carling's offered full cooperation
to the committee staff at all times and were extremely helpful in fur
nishing the documents which have permitted the committee to show
more clearly the pattern of Crum's operations in South Vietnam.
The subcommittee appreciates and thanks the Carling Brewing Co.
for its help and assistance.

Are there any further questions of Mr. Thompson?
If not, the committee will stand adjourned until Monday at 10:30
3.In.

(Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10:30 a.m., Monday, March 1, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

MONDAY, MARCH 1, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:50 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed
to February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican,
Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, £
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator; John
Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, Department of Justice; Frederick Asselin, special
assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. I have a communication from General Boswell

of the Air Force. I want to commend Senator Gurney for contacting
the Department of Defense concerning slot machines. This communica
tion is a result of Senator Gurney's action. I would have Senator
Gurney read the communication.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is from the Depart
ment of the Air Force, addressed to the chairman of this committee:
As you know, the Air Force policy regarding the operation of slot machines at

: installations outside the United States have been under review for a number
£ interest of better management of our non-appropriated fund activities
and in furtherance of the objective of placing less reliance on these devices as
a source of income for these activities, we have taken a number of actions to
reduce their use and income from them. These have included the issuance of
instructions in 1970 which would lead to elimination of all machines except those

for the deposit of nickels and dimes, the reduction in hours of operation, and
elimination of the machines from Some of Our activities.
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All these measures are, we believe, steps in the right direction. This is to
inform you that we intend to continue this program of reduction and that by
July 1, 1972, all slot machines will be phased out at all Air Force installations.
We trust this information will be helpful.
Sincerely, M. L. Boswell, Brigadier General, United States Air Force, Deputy
Director of Legislative Liaison.

The letter is addressed to you, Mr. Chairman, as acting chairman
of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
Senator RIBICOFF. The letter will go into the record as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 470” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Thomas J. Whalen and Daniel O’Connell.

You do solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. Q'CoNNELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. WHALEN. Yes, sir.
TESTIMONY OF THOMAS J. WHALEN

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Whalen, you are the first witness. Have you
a prepared statement?
r. WHALEN. I do, Senator.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you want to proceed, please?
Mr. WHALEN. I am Thomas J. Whalen. I freely and voluntarily
make this statement to this U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on

Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations. No
threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state

ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any con
sequences which may result in the submission of this statement.
I am a practicing attorney, associated with the firm of Condon &
Forsyth in New York City, N.Y., and I reside in Jersey City. N.J.
In 1966 I was a captain in the U.S. Army on active duty with the
Judge Advocate's General Corps. This is the legal branch of the Army.
From October 4, 1966, through August 31, 1967, I was in the Re
public of Vietnam with the 125th Transportation Command. The
125th Transportation Command arrived as a unit on October 4, 1966,
and was assigned to the commercial Port of Saigon. Its primary
mission was to advise and work closely with Vietnamese officials there,
to improve port operations and relieve port congestion by bringing
about a more orderly and expeditious movement of cargo through the
pOrt.
My commanding officer at that time was Col. Cary Kennedy. It was
enerally understood at that time that the assignment of the 125th

£ Command to the Port of Saigon was a response by the
Defense Department to the then unreleased John E. Moss committee
report. Representative Moss had chaired a subcommittee which con
ducted an investigation of the U.S. economic and military assistance
programs in Vietnam.
Its report of findings and recommendations was released to the 89th
Congress on October 12, 1966, about 8 days after our unit arrived in
Vietnam. One of its findings was that the lack of sufficient security at
the Port of Saigon and its congested condition was responsible for the
waste and loss of substantial foreign aid shipments.
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Commercial cargo was arriving at the port at a greater rate than it
was being picked up by consignees and, as a consequence, the port was
severely congested. Vessels were forced to wait for long periods be
fore they could off-load.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Whalen, are you following your prepared statement
or making small changes as you go along?
Mr. WHALEN. I have made some changes.

Mr. DUFFY. Would you note those as you go along in your statement
so people can follow?
enator RIBICOFF. I don’t think that is necessary. I think the wit
ness should be allowed to give his statements in his own words.
•

Whether the committee can follow it or not is immaterial.

Proceed at your own pace, sir. We will pay attention to you. You can
give the statement as you would like to give it.
Mr. WHALEN. Thank you, sir.
The cargo involved in the congestion at the commercial port was
co'í cargo; namely, cargo shipped on commercial bills of lad
ing. Most of this commercial cargo was goods consigned to Vietnamese
importers which were financed under various # foreign aid pro
grams administered by the U.S. Agency for International Develop
ment.

There was also a substantial amount of cargo arriving on commer
cial bills of lading assigned to certain U.S. groups.
Senator RIBICoEF. I am curious. This commercial cargo had nothing
to do with the military operations of our government in Vietnam?
Mr. WHALEN. Senator, some of the cargo which was arriving for the
U.S. Embassy or for the RMK contractors or for certain # groups
included nonappropriated funds, such as the clubs and messes.
They were arriving on commercial bills of lading.
Senator RIBICOFF. And much of the commercial cargo was for the
commercial civilian program, is that right?
Mr. WHALEN: Most of the commercial cargo; that is, cargo arriving
on commercial bills of lading, was going to the Vietnamese importers.
That was almost 95 percent of the cargo.
Senator RIBICoEF. The 95 percent is commercial cargo that was
oing to the commercial importers. What impact did that have on the
ogistics problems of the Armed Forces?
r. WHALEN. It was congesting the port, the inability of the Viet
namese Port Authority to move the cargo through the port also hold
ing up certain military and commercial cargo consigned to U.S.
interests. For example, the construction people, the RMK combine.
Senator RIBICOFF. Although a war was going on, business as usual
was the order of the day in Vietnam?
Mr. WHALEN. The economic aid was coming in through the port on
commercial bills, and the Moss committee in their report suggested
that one of the reasons why a great deal of the foreign aid was being
lost was because of the poor operating conditions of the port. So our
military men were put into the port to make these changes.

At this juncture, with the crisis condition at the port, the focus was

on moving cargo rapidly through the port and isolating all bottlenecks
and neutralizing them. The 125th Command was concerned with this
purely commercial cargo.
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Very shortly after our arrival, Colonel Kennedy assigned to the
judge advocate section, of which I was a member, the task of deter
mining whether the complex customs clearance procedures for com
mercial cargo was one of the causes of the congestion at the port.
Capt. James Hagedorn, who was the judge advocate of the com
mand, and myself, involved ourselves with the customs procedures and,
where relevant, the customs regulations.
During this period we worked closely with the U.S. customs per
sonnel on special assignment with USAID at the port. This USAID
Customs team as a part of their work checked entry documents and
verified that the goods imported in fact conformed to the customs
declaration.

They also assisted the Vietnamese fraud repression division in un
covering illegally imported goods and other customs violations.
After a time, it became clear to us that the bulk of the cargo coming
into the port (except perhaps split shipments and cargo off-loaded into
barges) was being expeditiously cleared through customs, and the
customs clearance procedure was not a cause of the port congestion.
The USAID customs team had the situation well in hand; however,

I continued my close association with the USAID customs officials
and a few of the Vietnamese customs officials I knew, and made myself
available to them in any way I could be found helpful.
In the course of this association we exchanged information as a
matter of mutual interest and concern. For a number of reasons, the

conditions at the port were vastly improved by June 1967. The transit
sheds were orderly and the consignees were taking timely delivery of
their goods. Cargo was moving freely through the port and there was
little, if any, waiting period for ships to off-load.
At about that time there was also a shift of responsibility in the
Port Transportation Command to our unit, the 125th Transportation
Command. The handling and customs clearance of U.S.-interested
cargo arriving on commercial bills of lading which had been the re
sponsibility of the 4th Transportation Command was then shifted to
our unit.

This U.S.-interested cargo included cargo consigned to certain U.S.
Government contractors, like the RMK combine, to the Red Cross, and
other service organizations, to nonappropriated fund activities, such
as the noncommissioned officers clubs, and to certain post exchange
concessionaires.

In June 1967, Colonel Fuson returned to the States and Colonel
Kennedy assumed command of the 4th Transportation Command. Lt.
Col. Garrett Austin, who had been deputy commander, assumed com

mand of the 125th until Colonel Kennedy's replacement, Colonel
Collins, arrived. Colonel Collins arrived in July, I believe, but had to
return to the States after a short time for family reasons, and Colonel

Austin again assumed command until he was replaced by Colonel
Osborne who arrived on or about August 30, a day or two before I,
myself, left Vietnam.
At the time of the shift of responsibility, Lieutenant Colonel Austin
informed me that I was to assume supervision over the customs clear
ance of U.S.-interested cargo. He directed me to study the present
-

procedures (which he believed were too loose).
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One of the reasons it had become loose, he believed, that the em
phasis before this time was on moving cargo through the port.
He asked me to draft a local regulation covering the duties and au
thority of the customs officer.

The function of the customs officer essentially was to certify to the
Vietnamese customs authorities that certain shipments were exempt

from customs duties because they were within the scope of the Penta
lateral Agreement (between Vietnam, United States, and its Allies).
This agreement provided in part that U.S.-interested cargo brought
to Vietnam in connection with the war effort was entitled to customs

free entry. Colonel Austin felt that the present customs officer had
not received sufficient guidance and he wanted to insure that the new
customs officer, Lieutenant Fisher, was properly advised.
As directed, I began to study the procedures that were being fol
lowed by the present customs officer.
(a) First, I became acquainted with the procedures under which
the customs officer verified that cargo, consigned to NCO clubs and
open messes, were in fact ordered by such activities.
The procedure approximated the following:
A commanding officer of an organization which had a mess would
write a letter (which would be put on file with the customs officer)
stating that he had appointed a Sergeant as a club manager with au
thority to order goods for the club. A sample signature of the sergeant
was on file at the customs office.

When a shipment consigned to that club arrived, the shipping agent,
who was usually an American in business in Saigon, came to the port
to accept delivery for the club and to arrange for transshipment to
the outlying areas in Vietnam where the club activity was located.
The shipping agent was required to present an order blank with
the signature of the sergeant which the customs officer would exam
ine and, if in order, he would release the goods to the shipping agent.
These goods were stored until picked up in a transit shed at the
Port of Saigon, until released by the customs officer.
(b) During this period, I studied the list which the present cus
toms officer was using which set forth the various consignees who were
entitled to duty-free entry because they came within the Pentalateral
Agreement.
I went to the U.S. Embassy annex to determine whether there were
any background papers which might show when and under what
circumstances the various consignees named were entitled to customs
free entry.
An official there indicated to me that over a period of time various
consignees were placed on the list. Despite the lack of background in

formation, I accepted this explanation because, from my own experi
ence, I had been involved in negotiations which resulted in additions
to the list, namely, certain “containership cargo” brought in by the

Seatrain Co., and cargo brought in for the Korean Army.
(c) I then began to examine the kinds of goods that were-as
listed on ships' manifests—consigned to persons and institutions
which qualified for customs-free entry under the list then being used
by the customs officer.
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I became satisfied that from the nature of the cargo and the insti
tutions involved that consignees such as U.S. Embassy, Red Cross,
and certain volunteer charitable agencies were entitled to customs.
free entry.
I did not believe that they required a great deal of surveillance.

Nevertheless, when an item came in which seemed unusual, I made
inquiry of the use to be made of the goods.
. I directed my attention primarily to various commercial interests
including Government contractors dealing with U.S. Embassy, non
appropriated funds and the Post Exchange, and particularly the Post
Exchange concessionaries.

Post Exchange concessionaries were independent commercial enter

£ licensed by the Post Exchange (PX) System to sell at the PX's,
ut regulated to some extent by the PX authorities.
(d) Individual military personnel were also entitled to customs
clearance, and I examined the manifests to see the kinds of goods

they were ordering and whether it was likely that those individuals
stationed in outlying areas, would be likely to order such equipment.
It seemed unlikely to me that certain sophisticated equipment could
be of any use to military personnel in areas where there were serious
problems of electrical current and generally unfavorable climatic
conditions.

Inquiries would be made of people who called for the goods. Also
suspect were Honda motorcycles consigned to military personnel, as

MACV Headquarters had recently passed a regulation prohibiting
military personnel from riding on motorcycles.

During the middle of June or early July, Lt. John L. Fisher, Jr.,
arrived in Vietnam and he was assigned as customs officer. The former
customs officer and I began to acquaint Lieutenant Fisher with the

procedures of customs clearance.

Throughout this period I kept the USAID customs team informed
of certain suspect cargo and suspect consignees. I gave this informa
tion in most cases to James Foster who in turn was conveying it to

William Flynn who was involved with the fraud repression aspect of
their work. I saw little of Flynn myself. In other cases, I relied upon
Lieutenant Fisher to inform me when someone came to pick up a
suspect shipment.

I'ieutenant Fisher or I would talk to him to satisfy, ourselves that

there was no irregularity, and in most cases there was one. In some
cases, we kept records of the material that could be traced because they
had either a serial number or an identification mark.
if we were not satisfied that the goods were being delivered to the
proper consignees, we refused to release the shipment until we re
ceived further verification of their destination.

-

-

-

-

A few times, when a shipment, consigned to an individual soldier
in the military, was being picked up by a civilian, I requested proof
that the individual soldier was still in Vietnam.

-

-

In time, we began to have suspicions about two kinds of consignees
and certain cargo consigned to them; PX concessionaires, and open
messes with consignments of slot machines and jukeboxes...
(a) PX concessionaires: These concessionaires were operating under

the post Exchange System but were actually operating for their own
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*ccount. They were independent commercial enterprises which had
been given permission by the Post Exchange authorities to operate
their business enterprises under the Post Exchange System.

As far as I could determine, they were on the same footing as any
other independent business enterprise in Saigon which happened to
be doing most of its business with military personnel.
. I was also concerned that some of the concessionaries with outlets
in downtown Saigon might be selling goods downtown which had been
imported into the country in a customs-free status for use at the PX.
hus, these
would be coming into the country customs-free

#

as military goods but were in fact being sold to Vietnamese downtown,
on the Vietnamese market. The goods involved were difficult to trace,
and I never had any solid evidence of impropriety; but I, neverthe
less, entertained a suspicion and kept a general surveillance. I never
pressed the issue because I believed that the policy to give PX con
cessionaires customs-free status was to insure that the prices at which
goods were sold at the PX were kept as low as possible.
(b) Open messes and clubs: My main area of interest was the im

portation of slot machines and jukeboxes which were being brought
into the country for use by the NCO clubs.

I had been under the impression that the company involved, Sarl
Electronics, Ltd., was acting merely as a broker or agent who was
securing these machines and spare parts for the clubs. I was under
the impression that these jukeboxes and the slot machines were to be

£ the NCO clubs.

At some£ I was informed by other persons in the military or
by the USAID customs team that some jukeboxes and slot machines
imported through Sarl Electronics were not actually going to the
clubs to which they were consigned but were going directly to Sarl

Electronics. I understood from the USAID customs team that some

were in fact getting into the Vietnamese market.
I was also informed at some point that some jukeboxes and slot
machines were being leased to the clubs and not owned by them. I un
derstood the leasing arrangement was that two-thirds of the income
from these machines went to the club leasing the machine, and one
third went to Sarl.

It seemed to me that the receipts of 1 or 2 months' use of the ma
chines would pay for the machine themselves; and that a shockingly

large amount of the money taken in by these machines was going to
an outsider, and not to a military welfare fund.

I knew from my own experience that these jukeboxes and slot ma
chines were in many cases the only source of recreation and enter

tainment for the soldiers. It seemed much more preferable that all the
money taken in by these clubs should be used to sponsor other activ
ities for the men, such as entertainment groups and so forth.

But I also felt from a legal point of view that slot machines and

jukeboxes, imported into Vietnam to be leased by Sarl to the clubs,
were not eligible for customs-free entry. I talked with Mr. Foster
about this arrangement—Mr. Foster was the person who was on the
USAID customs team with whom I dealt most often-and; with Mr.
Foster, I went to the office of Mr. Tan who was in charge of the entry
division of Vietnam customs.
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Both Mr. Tan and the USAID customs team also believed that

while it was perfectly proper for shipments of slot machines and
jukeboxes to be cleared customs-free where they were to be owned
y the clubs to which these were consigned, a shipment should be

subject to customs duties whenever they were brought into Vietnam

£

for
by private interests, although leased to the clubs and
eventually sold to the clubs.
I had also on previous occasions talked to Mr. Foster about Sarl
as well as the PX concessionaires. They had been, I recall, particu
larly interested in Sarl and were
looking at Sarl from

£

another point of view, that some of the goods imported by Sarl
Electronics was getting into the Vietnamese market.
In any event, it seemed to me that at this meeting Mr. Tan left it
to the USAID customs team and me to work out the slot machines

problem.
During July of 1967, I maintained a careful surveillance of ship
ments for Sarl Electronics destined for military service clubs in Viet
nam. Later, I started to delay deliveries of such shipments to Sarl,
for the purpose of making thorough checks of the ultimate destina
tions of the shipments when Sarl personnel came to pick them up.
In July of 1967, I informed an employee of Sarl Electronics who
came to pick up certain shipments of slot machines, that I would
not deliver to him a shipment of slot machines without proof that
they were going to the open messes and would be owned by them.
After I refused to let him take the machines away, I informed

Lieutenant Fisher of my decision, and told him that he was to let me
know if the man came back again to claim the machines without the
proof I requested. The man returned, and Fisher informed me. Once

more I told the Sarl employee, whose name I do not now remember,
that he could not have the merchandise.

I reported the incident as a routine matter to my commanding officer
who was then Colonel Collins.

(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)
Mr. WHALEN. I cannot now remember the club systems which were
the named consignees for the slot machines, but the information was

recorded in my office logbook.

-

-

-

During this period, because Lieutenant Colonel Austin insisted on
keeping record of actions taken by his officers, I maintained a daily
diary which I was required to turn in to Colonel Austin each morn
ing, detailing the previous day's activities. The command kept these
£ and if any copies were kept, they are in the Judge Advocate's
office files.

Some days after I refused delivery to Sarl, I received a telephone
call from Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole who at one point identified himself
to me as “General Cole.” He said that he had authority over the open
meSS System.

My best recollection is that there were two calls from General Cole.
It is possible, however, that the events I hereinafter describe occurred
in a single conversation. I also believe that when the call first came,
I was not present and I had to call the general back.
He said that he understood that I was

£ the delivery of the

slot machines to Sarl Electronics. I replied that I was delaying two
shipments, and that I was doing so because I had concluded that since
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the nonappropriated fund activity to which they were addressed did
not own and probably would not own the machines, a customs-free
clearance of the shipments to Sarl Electronics would be a violation of
the Pentalateral Agreement.
(At this
Senator Ribicoff withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator GURNEY (presiding). At this point in the transcript I will
place a copy of the letter authorizing the hearings to continue with

&#

but one member present.

(The letter of authority is as follows:)
MARCH 1, 1971.

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended by the Com
mittee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed on March 4, 1970, permission is
hereby granted for the Acting Chairman to conduct open hearings without a
quorum of two members for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of
Improprieties and Corruption in Military Clubs and Post Exchange Systems in
the United States and Overseas on March 1, 1971.
JOHN L. MCCLELLAN,
Chairman.

CHARLES H. PERCY,

Acting Ranking Minority Member.

Mr. WHALEN. Either then or later in the conversation, I explained
to General Cole that I had released previous shipments to Sarl be
cause I had been under the impression that the club systems owned
the machines and that Sarl was simply purchasing and delivery agent
for them.

I said that I now had reliable information that frequently the clubs
did not own the machines, nor the spare parts and other supplies for
them, but that Sarl leased the machines to the clubs in return for
one-third of their income.

General Cole did not deny this but said that every time a new man

came into the port, he had to go through this whole exercise again.
He said that he had a legal opinion from Military Assistance Com
mand, Vietnam (MACV) that the Sarl type of import was proper. He
said that he had also discussed the matter with his aide who was a

lawyer and a Fordham Law School graduate. His aide agreed it was
all right. He told me not to concern myself any longer with the matter,
but to release the slot machines to Sarl. He said that he would take
responsibility for this action.

then told General Cole that I couldn’t understand why that kind
of percentage of profit agreement was necessary. I said I believed that
such an agreement violated the Pentalateral Agreement and that the
clubs should own the machines.

General Cole assured me that this kind of arrangement was made
necessary to insure that the machines would be properly serviced and
provided with new equipment, spare parts and supplies swiftly and
easily when they were needed. He £ me that Sarl Electronics had
agreed to perform these services as part of the arrangement.

General Cole told me to go ahead and look into the entire situation,
but to expedite my inquiry in order to get the Sarl shipments released
to them. General Cole and I terminated that conversation.

My best recollection is that some 5 or 6 days later, I was told that
there was another call from General Cole. I recall that Lt. Col. Gar

rett Austin, then deputy commander of the 125th TC, stood beside
me while I answered the call.
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General Cole was not on the phone but rather his aide whom Gen
eral Cole had described as a lawyer, and a graduate of Fordham Law
School. I cannot now remember the aide's name. We talked at first
about a friend of mine who was in his law school class and then talked

about my objection to customs-free clearance of the slot machines.
He said that he had looked into the matter of the legality of the im
orts of slot machines by Sarl Electronics, and he was certain that
# was wrong to consider the import of the slot machines under the
one-third profit arrangement a violation of the Pentalateral Agree
ment.

I had a somewhat extended, legal discussion of the matter with the
lawyer. It was a relaxed conversation. His view, essentially, was that
it was possession, not ownership, that was the criterion. I, neverthe
less, told him that I felt the arrangement was contrary to the Penta
lateral Agreement.

-

At that point, another voice interrupted our conversation. It was
General £ who had apparently been listening to us talk by means
of an extension phone. He told me firmly that there was nothing

wrong with the Sarl transactions. He said he had had his people look
into it. He told me that MACV had said it was OK.

General Cole then informed me that I was to expedite the release
of the slot machines to Sarl Electronics. General Cole told me he

would stand behind the propriety of the release.
I told General Cole that I would discuss the matter with my com
manding officer and also told General Cole that there was some concern
on my part that slot machines and other equipment were not being
delivered to the club systems to which they were consigned.
I told him that I was certain that this was a serious violation and

that I would continue to investigate. General Cole told me that if I
found anything to be wrong, that I was to inform him about it.
I, then talked to my commanding officer, who was then Colonel
Collins, and told him that I felt that I should continue to check all

shipments of this type. However, faced with the opinion from MACV,
I believed that I had to release to Sarl Electronics the slot machines

that I was holding. I then went to the headquarters of MACV in
Saigon to find out about the opinion that General Cole said he had re

ceived from them. I found no one who knew anything about it. I con
sulted with the naval officer who did not seem to be offended about

the arrangement after I described it to him.
He told me that if the material had gotten to the clubs, he was sure

that the arrangement was all right. MACV apparently did not have
such an opinion memorandum or letter supporting General Cole's
position, but I do not believe that they really consulted their files to
determine whether there was one.

I decided that I had gone about as far as I could go and from the
reaction I received at MACV, it seemed to me that in fact General
Cole's position probably would be upheld even though I was certain
in my own mind it was wrong.
I decided to take a different approach with respect to the slot ma

chines, namely, that they were not in fact reaching the clubs. I re
leased the slot machines to Sarl Electronics after recording the serial
numbers and the places of destinations.
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From that day, Lieutenant Fisher and I undertook to record the
serial numbers and destinations of slot machines and jukeboxes com
ing into Vietnam. A special file devoted to Sarl Electronics was set up
and maintained.

I made only one check of destinations myself. I inquired as to
whether certain machines consigned to the club at the 5th Infantry
Division were actually received by them. After some difficulty in
reaching him by
the sergeant there told me that they in fact

£one

had been received.

I also asked Sgt. William Gossett, in my command, to help me in
vestigate Sarl (he was assigned to my staff until about April of 1967).
In my opinion, he merited promotion. As there was no place in m
section for an additional E–6, I had him transferred to another branc
of the 125th so that he could be promoted.

However, he continued to help on special projects I had. I asked
him to go to Sarl Electronics to see what he could find out about Sarl's
organization and physical setup. I asked him also to talk to certain
clubs #see whether the machines consigned to them had actually been
TeCelVeC1.

He reported back that Sarl had a warehouse with a considerable
stock of slot machines. He also told me that he had talked with a ser

geant in one of the clubs who had told him that some of the machines
they ordered had not in fact been received by them.
By August, the greater burden of the customs office had fallen to
Lieutenant. Fisher who had taken hold of the job and was carrying
out his duties extremely well. About a week before I was to leave Viet
nam for the United States, my replacement, Capt. Daniel O’Connell,
arrived.

I brought him around to the

£ I thought he should know and

in:him about all the pending matters in the command, includ
ing the slot machines investigations, which were continuing.
I also believe I talked to Captain O’Connell about the possibility of

sending questionnaires to open messes to determine whether they had
received and were using the slot machines that our records indicated
had been ordered by them. I left Vietnam on or about August 31, 1967.
In November 1967, while I was in the States, I received a letter from

Captain O’Connell in which he described to me what had happened
concerning the matters in which I was involved and which had not
been concluded when I left.

He indicated to me that he had received a call from “you know who,”
or some similar language, that he had in fact sent out the question
naires and turned the replies over to the USAID Customs team.
From that date that I received that letter until I read about the in

vestigations of Sarl Electronics in the newspapers, I heard nothing
further about it.
This is my statement.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Whalen.

Back to the question directed to you previously by the chairman
concerning the commercial business through the Port of Saigon.
Have you any idea of how much commercial business there was, in
£ison to the military business, the percentage of commercial
cargo?
58–590–71–Pt. 5–8
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Mr. WHALEN. I would say 90 to 95 percent of the cargo coming
into the commercial Port of Saigon was commercial cargo. That is,
cargo consigned to business interests in Vietnam, not U.S. interests
but Vietnamese importers.
It was financed, of course, by the CIP program which was under
the administration of the U.S. Agency for International Develop
ment.

But purely military cargo at this stage was going into Newport,
which was a new port up the Saigon River, which was just about
£ eting construction. Only, I believe, two berths were being used
to off-load military equipment.
Senator GURNEY. Was that military equipment being delayed in
the Port of Saigon at the time you were there?
Mr. WHALEN. I believe at one stage it was slightly delayed, but it
was not seriously delayed. The concern was primarily with the loss of

commercial cargo which was financed by our foreign aid program.
Senator GURNEY. On page 4, down at the bottom, you mention the
procedure of how the various consignees got on the list to be quali
fied, I guess you might call it, as consignees for the Port of Saigon.
Can you amplify that at all? Did you discover any procedures as to
how these consignees were put on the list? Were there any investiga

tions about them, their background, what kind of people they were?
Mr. WHALEN. I had gone to the Embassy for this purpose because
I had no background on why certain companies were on the list. Sarl

Electronics, for example, as far as I could see, was purely a commer
cial interest and I did not see how they were a U.S.-interested agency.
I went to the Embassy to get some background about what govern
ment contractors were properly on the list, how they got on the list
and who put them there.

I just talked with people at the Embassy and they assured me that
the list that I presented to them, which was the list that was then

being used by the customs officer, was the up-to-date list and all of

these organizations were properly entitled to exemption. I had my
own doubts about certain companies.
Senator GURNEY. Did you actually find out, though, that they were
going through any kind of a check on these people to discover whether
-

they were honest and reliable?

Mr. WHALEN. I don’t believe any such check was made.
Senator GURNEY. You received no guidance from them, for ex
ample, as to how a concessionaire should be put on the list?
Mr. WHALEN. No; I did not.

Senator GURNEY. Did you find out who was in charge at the Em
bassy of this particular operation?
Mr. WHALEN. Yes. I can’t recall the gentleman's name, but I did
talk to the man who the prior customs officer introduced me to as
being the man who was concerned with the importers, the U.S.
interested importers, who were entitled to customs-free exemption.
I don’t recall his name but I did speak personally with the man
who was involved in this list that was presented to the customs officer
by the Embassy.
Senator GURNEY. Did he give you the impression that he was
knowledgeable on the subject?
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Mr. WHALEN. Yes. He gave me the impression that he knew the
various groups that were on the list, some of whom I did not know,
:SOne
agencies, some religious societies, with which I was

''.

not familiar. But he assured me that these people were aiding the

£

war effort and they were entitled under the
agreement.
Senator GURNEY. How about the special instance of Sarl? Did you
discuss Sarl with him, the man at the Embassy ?
Mr. WHALEN. No; I did not. I talked with Mr. John Roxboro, who
was the legal adviser to USAID. I, of course, went to the MACV
Headquarters, as I indicated in my affidavit, to determine why Sarl
was entitled to be on this customs-free list since, from my point of
view, at least, it seemed to me that it was purely a private interest.
It was not a U.S.-interested group within the meaning of this penta
lateral agreement as I interpreted it. Of course, people disagreed with
my position on that.
Senator GURNEY. Was it finally your general impression that this
was rather a haphazard operation, not really properly supervised?
Mr. WHALEN. It seemed to me that customs-free exemption of

£ coming into Vietnam was a valuable interest, and that it should
carefully granted. It seemed to me that certain of these groups—
that there should have been some background material stating the
reasons why these groups were entitled to customs-free entry.
Lieutenant Fisher had a tremendous responsibility, it seems to me
of permitting customs-free entry to millions of dollars' worth o
cargo. That is a substantial responsibility and there should have been
some background information upon which he could rely and on which
I could rely, actually, because I was given the responsibility of ad
vising him.
I recall that when I dealt with the Seatrain Co., and I was

the one who worked with the Embassy and put them on the list, that
I was required to write a memo, and I did present the memo to MACV
Headquarters and to the Embassy giving my reasons why the Seatrain
Co. and the Korean Army should be put on the list. There was

really no trouble about that. It was clear that they were entitled to it.
But I just felt that there should have been a little more background

Tmaterial upon which people like Lieutenant Fisher and myself could
relV.

Senator

GURNEY. I certainly think you are to be commended for

studying these Vietnamese customs laws and also the pentalateral
agreement.

•

Did you do this pretty much on your own or did you receive instruc
tions and guidance from your superior officers?
Mr. WHALEN. I received a directive from my superior that he felt
that the operations of the customs clearance procedure of U.S.-inter
ested cargo had gotten a little
because the focus at this point

''

was the congestion of the port, and that the emphasis was to move as
rapidly as possible the cargo through the port so that there wouldn't
be this loss and the ships being delayed for very long periods.
The emphasis there was on moving cargo through the port. As a re
sult, there was some—he felt that there was some, shall we say—sloppy

procedures which came in the wake of this emphasis on moving cargo
through the port.
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At this juncture, when the port congestion was greatly relieved, it
was his feeling that now things should tighten up, so he directed me
to review this list, check to make sure that all of the importers, all

of the U.S.-interested groups who were getting customs-free entry,
were entitled to it. Actually, I was directed by him to undertake this.

Senator GURNEY. On page 5, I notice you talk about individual mili
tary personnel entitled to customs-free clearance. That surprises me.
% you mean to say that individual servicemen in Vietnam could im
port things any time they wanted to?
Mr. WHALEN. Sometimes a military soldier would go to Hong Kong
and he would buy some goods and would not be able to take them with
him on the plane. He would be entitled to ship it to his post in Viet
nam. It would come into the port on a commercial bill and I just
checked to make sure what kind of goods he was importing that ap
peared on the ship's manifest.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, these were not substantial matters
of import?
Mr. WHALEN. No. They were individual items.
Senator GURNEY. On page 6 you mention:
If we were not satisfied the goods were being delivered to proper consignees,
we refused to release the shipment until we received further verification of
their destination.

Did you have many instances of this? Give some examples, if you
would.

Mr. WHALEN. We had two examples of jukeboxes which were found

to have been consigned to an NCO club which found their way into
a bar in Saigon. This would be a violation of the customs-free entry,
of course. Once goods come into the country, even if they are consigned
to the club, once they are sold to a Vietnamese importer they lose their
customs-free-entry status, so that on such a transfer the customs duty
is imposed.
GURNEY. Who was involved in those instances; do you

£or

recall?

Mr. WHALEN. The particular clubs involved?
Senator GURNEY. The particular consignee.
Mr. WHALEN. I believe this was all Sarl Electronics. When I dealt

with U.S. Customs teams, which was the group of men who were
actually employed by the Treasury Department, they were members
of the Customs Bureau here in the United States who were on special
assignment with USAID to assist the customs people in Vietnam,
they were the ones who were making these raids, so to speak, on dif

ferent bars and warehouses where they believed certain goods orig
inally consigned to clubs were being sold on the Vietnamese market
to Vietnamese interests. Later on, I believe, they moved into the area
of automobiles just as I was leaving. They were concentrating on a
number of Datsun automobiles.

Senator GURNEY. In these cases, these examples you speak of, where
these jukeboxes, as you testified, ended up in downtown Saigon in
some bar, what actually happened? Did you report this to anybody?
Mr. WHALEN. Yes. I reported it to the U.S. customs team. Actually,
they gave me the information originally. I reported it to my command
ing officer and at the junction we began to make lists of serial numbers.
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so that we could trace where these jukeboxes and slot machines were,

who the original consignee was.
Senator GURNEY. Within your own headquarters you say you re
ported it to the commanding officer. What then happened to it? Any
thing? It would be placed in the file, I suppose.
Mr. WHALEN. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Anything else?

#. WHALEN. As far as I know, nothing happened on the military
S1Cle.

Senator GURNEY. It never was bucked up to a higher headquarters?
Mr. WHALEN. I expected that it would be but I don’t know of my
own knowledge that it was. I understood that the USAID people were
the people who were working with this kind of problem.
Senator GURNEY. How about the customs team you speak of? What
would they do with the information when they discovered that goods
were misdirected somewhere else?

Mr. WHALEN. I understood they undertook raids with the Viet
namese Fraud Repression group.
Senator GURNEY. But would they, for example, advise the U.S.
Embassy that X company was involved in diversion of imports?
Mr. WHALEN. I don't know. I am sure they would. I don’t know
that they did.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever discover in your conversations with
the Embassy officer whether he knew anything about that or not?
Mr. WHALEN. No. I only talked with the Embassy officer on two
occasions. My day-to-day duties were down at the port and I was deal
ing daily at this juncture with the USAID customs team. Anythin
that I requested to be done or to be investigated they had the kind o
staff and they were much more familiar with the intricacies of the

Vietnamese Customs system. They were able to do it a little better than
myself, I thought.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t know what the USAID did with the

information if they discovered irregularities?
Mr. WHALEN. I don’t.

Senator GURNEY. That is, except to conduct raids.
Mr. WHALEN. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. Going now to your conversation with General

Cole, as I understand, you had two telephone conversations with him.
Mr. WHALEN. That is my best recollection. It could have been one.
Senator GURNEY. You have given a good rundown of those conversa
tions as far as the main points are concerned. Can you give us a little
better idea of what his attitude was when you talked to him or when
he talked to you?
Mr. WHALEN. The first time I talked with him—there is something

I just recall recently which is not in my statement—when he called he
asked me why the Sarl Electronics shipments were being held up, and
I said that there was a question as to whether the jukeboxes and the
slot machines under the leasing arrangement were entitled to customs
free entry. Then he said, “I don't know why these Vietnamese Customs
officials are butting into our business,” and then he suggested that they
were perhaps corrupt.
Senator GURNEY. That the customs officials were corrupt?
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Mr. WHALEN. This initial reaction was that the Vietnamese Customs

officials were corrupt and were involved in this holdup of Sarl Elec
tronics. Then I told him that it was not the customs officials who were

holding up these shipments, that it was myself. I felt that they were
not entitled to the customs-free entry.
Then the conversation went back and forth that he had a legal

opinion and that I was quite wrong about it. He wanted to know who
my commanding officer was and who gave the authority to make this
judgment.
That was the kind of conversation. The tone was firm but I really
was not offended by anything he said. What troubled me and what

troubled my commanding officer was that someone high in the military
did not choose to use the chain of command. They had someone in a
lower echelon—and I was the lowest echelon.

Why a directive from the highest, as General Cole was, should not
have come down through the chain of command, we didn’t know. Gen
eral Cole would have written a directive through his subordinate and
eventually it would get to me and I would do what I was told. But this
crossing the chain of command by telephone was a little bit unusual.

Senator GURNEY. Did he give any indication to you in the phone
conversations as to why he was inquiring about Sarl? Who asked him
to? Did he mention that at all?
Mr. WHALEN. He did not. Ibeieve he said he had heard.

Senator GURNEY. By the way, was your 125th Transportation Com
mand under the general command of Cole or was it a unit in the same
command?

Mr. WHALEN. I believe the hierarchy was that we were subordinate
to the 4th Transportation Command which was subordinate to the 1st
Logistical Command which was then subordinate to USARV.

enator GURNEY. So, in effect, he was one of your bosses?
Mr. WHALEN. He was.

Senator GURNEY. On page 11, down at the bottom of the page, after
you had these conversations with General Cole you talked to your
commanding officer, Colonel Collins, about these things.
Could you amplify that a little more? What did you report to him
and what did he say?
-

-

Mr. WHALEN. I asked for his advice. I said that I had taken a

£

tion, which he knew about, and I was holding up some shipments about
which I had some question.
I told him that General Cole had requested that I release these ma
chines and that he felt I had made an error in holding them up. I
discussed it with Colonel Collins. Colonel Collins seemed concerned

more about the breach of chain of command, but he said that he knew
Colonel Cole.
Senator GURNEY. General Cole.
Mr. WHALEN. Excuse me. General Cole. Colonel Collins said that
-

-

he knew General Cole. He suggested that I, before I take any more
measures, should go to MACV and see if there is such an opinion which,
would support me or support General Cole. That is what I did. .
Senator GURNEY. You had pretty thorough conversations with him,
I suppose, in your reports about the Sarl Electronics business, is that
-

right?
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Mr. WHALEN. Yes. With General Cole?
Senator GURNEY. No. With Colonel Collins.
Mr. WHALEN. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Did he express any concern about what to me seem
to be obviously irregularities?
Mr. WHALEN. He seemed to think that if the higher command had
approved of it, he did not have too much objection to it. He was more
concerned about what the higher command felt. I, myself, was more
offended by the fact that a greater percentage of the income from the
slot machines was going to private interests. That essentially was my—
that was what I found objectionable.

Senator GURNEY. Was there any discussion, for example, of bringing
it to the attention, say, of the chief of staff of MACV or USARV7
Mr. WHALEN. No, I felt at this stage that Colonel Collins and Col

onel Austin were leaving to me to decide what should be done. This was
apparently a legal decision, or I had taken a position which was a legal

£ and it was left pretty much to my judgement as to what should
One.

As I say, I initially took the position that it was improper that these
were entitled to customs-free entry, but when I had no support I de
cided to take a different tack. I could not get anyone to agree with me.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, your commanding officer really
didn’t seem constrained to give you support in this matter, but simply
followed the dictates of higher authority?

Mr. WHALEN. Ithink he did support me in the sense that he said that
he would support me in any position I would take. He said that before
I decide to challenge higher authority I should be assured I knew
what I was doing.

Senator GURNEY. Turning on that subject to the legal opinion or the
lack of a legal opinion, I guess you would put it, in MACV, who did
you talk to about this opinion General Cole said he had?
Mr. WHALEN. I went to the MACV legal headquarters, the Inter
national Law Division. There was a Naval officer who was in charge.
Senator GURNEY. Do you remember his name?
Mr. WHALEN No, I don’t sir. He was a lieutenant commander. I

explained to him all of the details about the arrangements which I
believed existed, about the one-third of the income would go to private
interests.

His position was—and this was purely a verbal position—that he
did not find it offensive as long as he could be assured that the clubs
actually received the machines. If they had possession, that was suffi
cient under the Pentalateral Agreement.

He took out the Pentalateral Agreement and we discussed it. I indi
cated to him that I disagreed with him, but he said that he felt I was
being perhaps too technical.
Senator GURNEY. What about this legal opinion? Did he actually
say thev had one or they didn’t have one?
Mr. WHALEN. He actually said he did not know of one, but he did
not look in his files. It did not seem to me that he made an effort to
find out whether there was one.

Senator GURNEY. At any rate, as far as you are concerned, there
wasn’t any?
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Mr. WHALEN. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. On that same item, did you discuss that with your
commanding officer?
Mr. WHALEN. I did.

Senator GURNEY. What did he have to say about that?
Mr. WHALEN. He said that if I were challenged on that point,
what was my opinion as to the way MACV would decide the question,
and I said that I felt from talking with the MACV lieutenant com:

mander with whom I talked, that their position would support Gen
neral Cole. That is that if the goods were actually being used and
possessed by the clubs, notwithstanding the fact that Sarl Electronics
was receiving one-third of the income, that this was a sufficient inter
est to be entitled to a customs-free entry under the Pentalateral
Agreement.

I felt this was the position that MACV would take and I would
not be supported.

Senator GURNEY. As far as the absence of the legal opinion is con
cerned, this didn't seem to trouble your commanding officer?
Mr. WHALEN. No, it did not.
Senator GURNEY. Did you discuss that much at all, the fact that you
went up there and looked for the legal opinion that General Cole said
he had and it wasn’t there?

Mr. WHALEN. I did. And then the conversation shifted to, “Well, if
thev began to write a legal opinion, what would they say?”
Then I took the position that they would support General Cole, or
at least the discussion I had with the lieutenant commander indicated

to me that he did not agree with my position.
Senator GURNEY. Am I to understand that the colonel, and per
haps you also, thought that even if they didn’t have a legal opinion
right then, they would trot one out at the proper time to back up
what they were doing?
Mr. WHALEN. That possibility was there.
(At this point Senator Ribicoff entered the hearing room.)
Senator GURNEY. I have no further questions.
Mr. Adlerman?

- -

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Referring to the commodity import program that
the Senator spoke to you about a little while ago, when you got there
in 1966, what was the condition of the port? . .
Mr. WHALEN. It was very congested. I think there were about 15
to 20 vessels out at the cape.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At the entry?
Mr. ADLERMAN. How long would they stay out there, a month or 2

Mr. WHALEN. Yes.
months at a time?

-

Mr. Wii.I.E.N. Yes. There was one out there, I believe, as much as
0 davs.
8 £ ADLERMAN. At that time, we had hearings and developed these

facts. I think for the first time in our experience of war, we had a
economy instead of an austerity economy in the capital where
booming
the war was being conducted. What were they importing under the
program?
import
commodity
were importing nonluxury items-cement, food,
They
Mr. WiiAir'.
-

basic construction equipment.

-
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Were they importing motorcycles and so forth?
Mr. WHALEN. That was not under the commodity import program.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that part of the import program that was
coming in?

Mr. WHALEN. The United States was not supporting that. It was
coming in the port but it was not United States financed. The United
States was not financing this.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Saigon was booming at that time. They had con
struction going on for private homes and hotels and so forth. Is that
what they were using it for?
Mr. WHALEN. I think they were not using it for hotels. I don’t recall
any hotel being £ in Saigon while I was there.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In 1966?

Mr. WHALEN. Yes. I think there was a cement factory which was
going up at Tu Duc. All of these were items that were needed for an
undeveloped country to get its industry going. This was the kind of
goods that I believed were being £
Mr. ADLERMAN. The U.S. Government was spending millions of
dollars to bring that material in.
Mr. WHALEN. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And your unit was appointed in an advisory

capacity to try to straighten out the port so that they could bring in
the military goods, is that right?
Mr.WHALEN. No, so that the foreign aid commodity import pro
gram would be reaching the Vietnamese importers and the economy
would grow. Our unit did not deal with the military goods.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Your unit was set up to try to clear the port out?
Mr. WHALEN. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. To try to get these things moving so that they could
go on with the war.

Mr. WHALEN. No; I don’t think that is correct. I think our unit
was sent in to advise the Vietnamese port authority officials to clear
up the port so that all of our foreign aid and our economic assistance
got to the people.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How about the other goods that didn’t come in
under foreign aid, the luxury goods?
Mr. WHALEN. Naturally, that was coming into the port and that was
affected by the port congestion.
Mr. ADLERMAN. £the warehouses were so filled they couldn’t
get the ships to unload, is that right?
Mr. WHALEN. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mostly with these luxury goods, the Hondas, the
motorcycles, the automobiles, the luxury items?
Mr. WHALEN. There were only two berths that were being used by

the Japanese shipping lines. That is where the Hondas and the
Datsuns were coming in. There were only two berths.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many berths did they have altogether before
they built Newport?
Mr. WHALEN. Newport was only for military goods.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But before they built Newport, where they had to
unload the military at the other port, the other docks.

Mr. WHALEN. I think they had about nine berths and about 12 buoys.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. And two were used for luxury goods?
Mr. WHALEN. Yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That is at a time when we are at war.

Mr. WHALEN. The Vietnamese importers
Mr. ADLERMAN. The point I wanted to make was that your unit was
only an advisory unit to the Vietnamese Government?
Mr. WHALEN. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You had no power?
Mr. WHALEN. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. All you could do was just advise them how to go
about cleaning up the port, what frauds were being committed, so on
and so forth.

Mr. WHALEN. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was theft rife at that time in the port?
Mr. WHALEN. Yes; I would say there were a great many losses. I
don’t know if it was due to theft. That was probably the major cause.
Most of the goods that were being lost were those goods that were
being off-loaded into barges.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Nobody had any control over the barges?
Mr. WHALEN. We never could exercise the control of the barges.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I mean before you came in.
Mr. WHALEN. That is right. Even after we came in.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many barges were there? Thousands of them?
Mr. WHALEN. I would say close to a thousand, yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.
Senator GURNEY. I have one final question. On the last page of your
statement, page 13, you mentioned when Sergeant Gossett did some in
vestigating and he found a warehouse with a considerable stock of slot
machines belonging to Sarl.
Can you amplify on that? What happened after that? Did you ad
vise your commanding officer about this?
Mr. WHALEN. I sent Sergeant Gossett up to the Sarl Electronics
warehouse because I was wondering whether Sarl was transporting the
slot machines directly from the port.
In other words, their trucks would come and pick up the goods and
then transport them to the units to which they were consigned.
I wanted to find out whether any of the goods, the slot machines,
were taken from the port to their own warehouse and not, perhaps,
sent to the NCO clubs to which they were consigned. I wanted to find
out the extent to which goods were not sent to the NCO clubs but
were held up and used at the Sarl Electronics warehouse.
He told me there was a great number of slot machines which were

in the warehouse. Perhaps some of them had been imported a long
time ago, long before we perhaps got interested in the problem.
He inquired as to why they had so many there or why they had to
be delayed at their warehouse before being sent to the NCO clubs.
The man at the Sarl Electronics warehouse to whom Sergeant Gossett
was addressing himself said that they needed to transfer the coins.
There was a certain type of coin to which the machine was adaptable
at the time of their manufacture. But when they went into the clubs

they used a different type of coin. So they needed their technical people
to change the coinage of the slot machine.
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That was the reason they were being held up at the Sarl Electronics
‘Warehouse, so they could be adjusted to use the coins which were being
used by the clubs.

Senator GURNEY: Do you think there was any credibility about that?
... Mr. WHALEN. That did make sense to me, yes. It seemed to me that
if the machines came from the United States which were using quar
ters, nickels, and dimes, they were different kinds of coins and it seemed
to me that somewhere the machines would have to be changed to be

adapted to use the type of coins which were being used in Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY.

\'s there any

inquiry as to whether this could

be done at the site of the clubs?

Mr. WHALEN. I made no such inquiry, no, and neither did I make

the inquiry whether it could have been done before they came into the
port.

Senator GURNEY. Actually, I suppose with the information that you
were trying to get, the shipments went directly from the port to the
clubs and that would be the sure method of control, I suppose, as far
as wrongdoing is concerned.
But this was an obvious stop in between where you could do all sorts
of things that were corruptible.
Mr. WHALEN. That is right. That is what was troubling me, that
there should be this stop. But after I made the inquiry, that seemed
-

a reasonable answer to me and I accepted that.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
TESTIMONY OF DANIEL W. O'CONNELL

Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. O'Connell, have you a statement you would
like to read?

Mr. O’ConnELL. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I am an attorney and I practice law and reside in West Palm Beach,
Pla. I served in the Republic of Vietnam from May of 1967 through
April of 1968 as a captain in the Judge Advocate General's Corps of
the U.S. Army. I was assigned to the 125th Transportation Command
of the Saigon Port Command.

During the summer of 1967, in anticipation of the fact that Capt.
Thomas J. Whalen would return to the United States soon, I was desig
nated to succeed him as staff judge advocate for the 125th Transporta
tion Command.

Captain Whalen, while briefing me on my job, told me of an incident
£ he had told Lt. J£ Fisher to hold up delivery of
certain items. He told of receiving a phone call from, as I recall, a
General Cole, in which he was told to release the items. Captain
Whalen told me he was holding them so he could investigate whether
they were being improperly imported:
aptain Whalen and I discussed the possibility of an investigation
into the shipment of club and mess items, including a form letter to the
clubs, to check on whether they had received shipments.
in

-

-

-

-

-

After Captain Whalen left, Lieutenant Fisher and I received a re
quest in August from the Vietnamese Fraud Repression Board in the

port of Saigon to investigate certain customs documents to see whether
certain clubs and messes had received slot machines, jukeboxes, and so
'forth, that were cleared through the port for them.
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We met with a Vietnamese customs official and two USAID cus

toms advisers, Jack Hammeger and Bill Knierim, and agreed to help
them, as our mission included acting as advisers to the £ in
the port of Saigon as well as to coordinate mutual problems with
USAID.

Lieutenant Fisher and I prepared a form letter to send to the clubs
and messes to gain the needed information. We added an additional
question on the form letter pertaining to the lease agreements entered
into by the clubs. The purpose of this question was based on observa
tion that the USARV regulation stated that the lessor was to receive
no more than 50 percent of the profits. I had heard that some clubs had
entered into agreements relinquishing 60 percent of the profits.
The documents we were checking on were all consiged to the clubs
Sarl Electronics, thus, the reference to Sarl Electronics in the

£h
' letters were prepared and
1967.
etter.

mailed on or about September 7,

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. O'Connell, I hand you a copy of a letter
dated September 7, 1967, and ask you if this was the letter that you
Sent.

(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. O’CoMNELL. Yes.

Senator RIBICoEF. And that is the list of the open messes to which
you sent the letter?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. It has been a while, but I am almost sure it is.
Senator RIBICOFF. It will be admitted as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 471” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1277.
Mr. O'ConnELL. A few days after we mailed the letters, I received
a telephone call from Brig. Gen. Earl Cole. I cannot recall the con
versation verbatim, but to the best of my memory it went like this:
General Cole asked to speak to the officer in charge of customs
clearance. I took the call and a specialist, whose name I don’t re
member, said, “Hold for General Cole.”

General Cole asked me what was going on down in Saigon Port:
He asked me what kind of investigation we were running. He used
a very emphatic tone of voice in asking why we had sent out the
form letters.

Senator RIBICoEF. When you say emphatic tone of voice, what do
you imply by that?
Mr. O'ConnELL. I would imply the type of command, direct voice.
The type you would say “Yes, sir” to.
-

-

Senator RIBICoEF. Indicating his disapproval of what you were
doing?

Mr. O'CosNELL. I felt I was under a cross-examination. He was
concerned. You could tell in his voice. It was a strong tone. That
was my impression.

Senator"RIBICoEF. How often did you get calls from generals?
Mr. O'ConnELL. That was the first call I received from a general,
as I recall, in my life.

Senator RIBicoff. Did you ever get another call from a general
other than General Cole?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. No, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Was this the first time?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIGoFF. Is it rather unusual in Army procedures for a
general to call a lieutenant?

Mr. Q'CoNNELI: I was not a lieutenant. I was a captain in the
Judge Advocate General's Corps. But I think that still was unusual.
ti £ator GURNEY. Did he call your commanding officer at this
Inne
Mr. O'CoNNELL. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. He put the call directly to you?
Mr. O'ConnELL. Yes, sir.
I would add, as I said earlier in my statement, I was informed
that a so-called General Cole had called Tom Whalen. He had told

me about it. So not only a general but adding onto that the past
name in the same area, when I did answer the phone I was a little
nervous, let's say.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you feel you were being put on the spot or
somebody was intervening to stop your investigation?
Mr. O’CoMNELL. That assumes I knew his intentions. All I can recall

is what he told me, and I felt from the general nature of the questions
that we had done something wrong. Let's put it that way.
Senator RIBICOFF. You sent a letter to your friend Mr. Whalen on

Movember 4. I hand you the letter for identification. That was No
vember 4, 1967. I ask you to identify this letter.
(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. O’CoNNELL. Rather than take the time to read it

Senator RIBICOFF. I call your attention to the second page of that
letter in which you state:
We sent out letters a couple of months back on certain forms re slot machines

and jukeboxes. You know which ones. That was to certain clubs and messes. You
know who called and I was squeezed a bit.

Did you write that letter?

Mr. O'ConnELL. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What did you mean when you say, “You know
who called and I was squeezed a

£

Mr. O'ConnELL. I felt pressured.
Senator RIBICOFF. You felt you were being pressured?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. By that term I felt I

#' done something wrong.

The questions were in terms of, as my statement will say, why is this
investigation going on, who did it, questions of that sort.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there ever any question in your mind that
you had done the right thing?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. As soon as I received the call, of course, I explained
-

the purpose. Being introspective, I thought, well, was it our duty to
make investigations? Maybe the CID or the provost marshal should

have done this. It was to clear up my mind that I had not done some
thing illegal or immoral, something of that sort.

- - -

-

•

*

**

As my response said, I thought we did what was within our jurisdic
tion to investigate in our advisory capacity irregularities in the cus
toms field. I don't think we exceeded our authority or did anything
Wrong.

£or RIBICOFF.

But after the series of calls—

Mr. O'CoNNELL. One call, sir.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. You talked to your superior, Colonel Osborne?"
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was he surprised, too?
Mr. O’CoNNELL. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. What implication did you make of these calls?"
Colonel Osborne was surprised. You were surprised. You were
concerned. Why do "ou think General Cole called?
Mr. O’ConnELL. Well. I was surprised. I don’t think I can add to
that. We had done something. We had written not to all but to a large

number of clubs investigating the rumored irregularity. We thought
we were going to come back with a real good sampling of an abuse.
Then all of a sudden, as soon as it goes out thinking we were doing
a good job, we get a telephone call questioning why we had done this.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was one of these letters sent to Sergeant Higdon,
at Long Binh"
Mr. O’ConnELL. I don’t remember names.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you look at the exhibit?
Mr. O’ConnELL. If I could explain one thing. As Captain Whalen
informed you, he specifically had pretty much a sole duty as a staff
judge advocate, but while I was there I was not only the staff judge
advocate of the 125th but I was serving as defense counsel on numerous

court-martials for the Saigon support, so this was only a partial duty.
Thus, a lot of the work in the customs was right on the shoulders of a

very conscientious and a competent voung officer, Lt. Tohn Fisher.
Thus, when you say that, I didn't personally send out the letters.
As I recall, one went to Long Binh.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is next to the last, the Long Binh officers'
open mess.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir; the Long Binh officers' open mess.
This is a list of the ones that we sent the letters to. I think the reason

we did it was because Lieutenant Fisher had been compiling a list
of items that were going to various clubs and messes.
(The document referred to was marked “exhibit No. 472” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Mr. O'ConnELL. I explained that Fisher and I were conducting an
inquiry on behalf of Vietnamese customs to determine whether certain
items consigned to club systems were actually being received by the
clubs or messes.

General Cole asked me what authority I had to run an investigation.
He also wanted to know if we found any irregularities.
That is as much of the conversation as I recall.

I was surprised to get a call from a general officer, even though I
knew that Captain Whalen had received a call. I reported the matter
to Colonel Osborne, who also was concerned. He immediately tele
phoned General Cole and talked to him at some length.
Colonel Osborne told me that General Cole had said that he, General

Cole, was interested in cleaning up any such matters if they existed.
Colonel Osborne also told me that Fisher and I had used bad judg
ment in mentioning only Sarl Electronics in the form letter, in that
there were other firms handling customs importation.
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We explained that the mention of the name was based on the fact

that this company was the only one mentioned on the documents in
volved in the investigation.
Senator GURNEY.
you

£

present during this phone conversa

tion?

Mr. O'ConnELL. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. You were listening in?
Mr. O’ConnELL. No, sir. We were sitting in Colonel Osborne's office
on a sofa and he was talking at his desk. We only heard what Colonel
Osborne was saying, not what General Cole was saying.
Senator GURNEY. Can you give us the impression of the conversation
from your end?
Mr. O'ConnELL. It has been quite a while. My memory is not suffi
cient. All I know is that considering the circumstances, I am sure it
was not a heated discussion but—

Senator GURNEY. What I am really inquiring about or am interested
in is that I agree with you, that you were doing a job that certainl
ought to be done. If I had been in your position, too, I would have felt
I was making a contribution,
What my question really is, Did your commanding officer back you
up or was he sort of saying yes, yes, to this General Cole?
Mr. O'ConnELL. No, sir. Colonel Osborne was a fine man and he did

back us up. But there was one thing he wanted to do, and I would think
every officer would want to do this, he wanted for us not to pass ru
mors. He wanted us to go about it in the right way. I think he was

taking all of the points. I could hear the discussion going back and
forth. He was asking questions of General Cole.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)

#: I think if the Senator would yield at this point,
since the question has been raised by the Senator, we will be supplying
an affidavit from Colonel Osborne. # read a few paragraphs.
Senator

After talking with O'Connell and Fisher, I had a telephone conversation with
General Cole to discuss a letter that had been sent to the clubs.

My impression was that General Cole had received a complaint from someone
about the fact that Sarl Electronics had been singled out. The gist of our tele
phone conversation was that General Cole felt that although Sarl Electronics
might have taken some shortcuts in importing, we would not have had decent
service clubs in Vietnam without help from firms like Sarl.
The general indicated to me that by naming Sarl in the letter we were perse
cuting Sarl Electronics. I am reasonably certain that General Cole called me
again later to indicate that we should let up on this type of activity.
The second conversation was similar to the first phone call. Its principal
context was that we ought to lay off Sarl Electronics because if it were not
for firms like Sarl We would not have clubs such as We have.

Mr. O’ConnELL. That, as I recall, is an exact repetition of the con
versation, as close to exact as possible, when he got off the phone. Shall
I continue?

Senator RIBICOFF. You may continue.

Mr. O'ConnELL. I do not feel that we accomplished very much with
our mail survey. A few replies trickled in, but they didn’t give us
much information. Replies were so slow that Lieutenant Fisher fol
lowed up those that had not answered with telephone calls. The per
sons he called weren’t responsive.
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Senator PERGY. Did you have any feeling as to why you had such
a poor result? Was it that they were so overloaded with work and
couldn’t
to it? Or was £ sensitive to investigations bein

£

made and were not responding because they didn’t want to respond?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Senator Percy, almost immediately after the phone
call, several days, we had an investigator from the provost marshal

at USARV come to our customs office and request from us a copy of
the letter we sent, the name and address of every person we had writ

ten to, and pulled from our files, as I recall—I would have to check
with Lieutenant Fisher's statement to see if this is factual—the num

ber of the juke boxes and cargo that was to go to those messes.
My statement says that the man who came to investigate, I asked,
“What are you doing here?” He said he was representing the provost

marshal at USARV who had been queried

£

who started this

investigation.

They were trying to, as I say, explain to the person inquiring that
we had done it.
Senator PERCY. Is it possible that word could have gone out from
someplace that this line of inquiry was unnecessary and they didn't
have to respond to it?
Mr. O’ConnELL. It is possible. We would have expected a better
reply from the clubs.
Senator PERCY. Had you any kind of precedent for sending out
inquiries from your office?
Mr. O'ConnELL. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. In other words, this was the first time you had
personally done this?
Mr. O'ConnELL. Yes, sir.

-

Senator PERCY. The first time you tried to make such an investiga
tion?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Thank you.

-

-

Mr. O'CoNNELL. A couple of discrepancies were found in the replies
we did receive. In the main, however, our survey produced poor re
sults. We turned over what we had to the USAID customs advisory

officials, but we later found out that the Vietnamese apparently had
not followed through with the investigation.

Following the phone call from General Cole, Lieutenant Fisher and
I were visited by an investigator representing the provost marshal at
USARV in Long Binh, who asked us to give him a list of the clubs
and messes we had written to, a copy of the form letter we had sent,

and an explanation of why we had sent the form letter.
Senator GURNEY. Do you remember the name of the investigator?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. No, sir.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Smith, of the CID, will testify. He was the agent.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. A lot of these items were entered into our daily log
and there would be records.

He told me that the reason for his visit was to determine who started

the investigation because the provost marshal at USARV had been
questioned whether his office started it.
-

-

After this visit, I had frequent visits from CID investigators dur

ing all the time I was in Vietnam. All of them sought to find out what
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Lieutenant. Fisher and I had learned, but I never heard that any re
sults were forthcoming from their investigations. I told them, in effect,

that I was sick and tired of having them come in to interview me when
nothing was ever done.
On December 27, 1967, I received a visit from Major St. Martin,
who was club and mess officer at Long Binh; and Capt. William
Young, who was judge advocate for
Binh post. They asked
Lieutenant Fisher and myself about some vehicles imported from
Japan and about to be cleared from customs for the Long Binh Open
Mess System. I do not recall how many vehicles were involved, nor
who the importing firm was.
Shortly thereafter, a matter of a few days, Lieutenant Fisher and
I were called to Long Binh to attend a meeting held by Colonel Miller,
who was staff judge advocate, Saigon Support Command, relating to
what we knew about certain allegations made by Major St. Martin.
At Colonel Miller's request, we prepared statements for submission
to Colonel Miller, on or about December 30, 1967. Colonel Miller as
signed me to a research project to examine the Vietnamese laws on
the importation of goods for the club systems.
I later reported to Colonel Miller that in my opinion such shipments
were legal if they were destined for
by club systems.

£

£

Senator PERCY. Did it occur to you at the time that it was unusual

for an open mess system to be importing automobiles?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. I had never had an experience with club systems,
per se, before, in the JAG office. So the question didn’t come to my
mind.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did that come to your mind?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. No, sir.

At the time that Major St. Martin and Captain Young called at
my office in Saigon Port to inquire about the vehicles destined for the
Long Binh open mess system, they asked me whether the vehicles
would be cleared from the port. I told him they would not, and that
the vehicles would remain our custody because it was illegal to release
them without proper documents. Sometime later, I understand some
of these vehicles were released.

Senator GURNEY. Was it your impression that Major St. Martin and
Captain Young were sincere in their efforts to find out if it was an
illegal importation in the case of these vehicles?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir, definitely.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, they were junior officers trying to
get at the heart of this matter just as you people were?
Mr. O'ConnELL. Capt. Bill Young was another judge advocate of
ficer, an attorney for the Long Binh post commander. As I under
it, Major St. Martin was somehow assigned to the club at Long

£

1Ill).

Yes, I think they were exceptionally capable, especially Captain

Young. I practiced in a couple of cases against him. He is very
capable.

Senator GURNEY. What about the meeting there in Long Binh held
by Colonel Miller about this vehicle business that Major St. Martin
was interested in? What was the purport of all of that? Would you
amplify that meeting?
58–590–71–Pt. 5–9
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Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir. A lot of this is hearsay, but, as I recall.
this occurrence was only a part of a bigger picture that Major St.
Martin had related to us at this meeting at the port about the ve
hicles, that supposedly the same General Cole had been involved.

I don't recall specifically, but there were turkeys, some silverware;
and gifts to visiting dignitaries that the club mess system had
purchased.

My information is foggy on exactly what these were. But as I recall
Major St. Martin, he had asked the club sergeant—he had opened a
letter and asked the club sergeant about the vehicles that were in the
Saigon Port and the sergeant said he had no knowledge of it.
He immediately said, “Who is using our club to get vehicles in the
country?”
All of these things needed a definition solution. All of a sudden I
recall Major St. Martin got orders transferring him somewhere.
Senator GURNEY. What was that?

# O’CoNNELL. Major St. Martin got orders transferring him some
Where.

Senator GURNEY. Just about the same time?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes. And he went to the general and objected, Gen
eral Jones, as I recall it. General Jones appointed Colonel Miller, the
staff judge advocate, to dispassionately get all the facts. He did get
all the facts.

All of this is hearsay now.
Senator RIBICOFF. Major St. Martin will be one of the witnesses who
will testify.
Senator GURNEY. I am interested in the meeting with Colonel Miller.
Mr. O'ConnELL. Specifically, Colonel Miller called us in on the port

importation problem of the vehicles and we explained exactly what
our records showed and exactly what our position was, that nothing
was going out of the port without proper documentation.
In this case, proper documentation means that the consignee would
have to swear that he ordered it and
it up at the port or have an
agent sign a document to Lieutenant Fisher to clear it from the port.
Senator GURNEY. Your impression of this meeting was that Colonel
Miller was following up St. Martin's investigation to really get at the
facts and find out what was going on?
Mr. O'ConnELL. He was directed by General Jones to get the facts
and present them to him.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you tell me about what the value of a car was

#

on the Saigon economy?
Mr. £ I '' know. All I can say is, from memory, cus
toms duties on luxury items are very high in the country.
Senator GURNEY. Was the customs duty about 400 percent?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir. To reiterate, this is one of the things, I
guess, the black market is involved in.
Senator GURNEY. Do you have the numbers of how many cars were
supposed to be ordered by the Long Binh mess?
Mr. O'ConnELL. I don’t have the exact number. Twenty, 30.
Senator GURNEY. We have evidence for later showing that they
tried to import about 36 cars.
Senator PERCY. Concerning the automobiles, it is indicated in the
center of page 4, that quite properly you were not about to release
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these automobiles without proper documents. It says, “Sometime later
I understand some of these vehicles were released.”

Can you tell us who might have been in a position to release those
vehicles and how they could have gotten the appropriate documents
to have them released?

Mr. O’CoNNELL. As I recall, once this occurred we are not about to

release them to Long Binh. But since they were there—this is a recol
lection. You would have to check with Lieutenant Fisher because he

was right down on the scene. As I recall, certain clubs and messes that

needed a vehicle then went through the proper channels on the need
of a vehicle and request a vehicle, have it signed by the club mess of

ficer, and since they were there they were released to that particular
TSOn.

I think that is what happened. I have no direct knowledge of that
except that I recall toward the end of my tour Lieutenant Fisher
making some mention about a couple of those vehicles being cleared.
During the next few months, CID investigators continued to call
at my office to obtain various customs documents and to request state

ments from Lieutenant Fisher and myself. Each of the agents asked
the same series of questions, which indicated to me that the inquiry was
being passed from one investigator to another and that no action was
being taken.
By March of 1968, it appeared that the case was ready to be closed.
On April 8, 1968, Lieutenant Fisher and I were requested to attend
a briefing at Long Binh Headquarters relating to club and mess
problems.

At this meeting, the CID had a report of its findings, but I heard no
mention of any suggestion that action be taken. We learned at the
meeting that the case file containing all the evidence was at MACV
Headquarters, but we were told that the CID had not obtained it at
that time of the meeting.
At the April 8 meeting, I argued again as I had before that USARV
should set up more strict controls over club and mess activities in order
to prevent the kinds of problems that had been encountered. I un
derstood that Major Yawn of the USARV-JAG Office was to prepare
to take action in this field.

During the week following the April 8 meeting, another CID in
vestigator visited our office at the port. On April 26, I received another
call from a CID office at Long Binh. Lieutenant Fisher and I met
a Mr. Terry the 29th of April. It seemed to me that he was starting
the investigation over again.
Senator GURNEY. Why do you think so many investigators were
coming to see you?
Mr. O'ConnELL. I don’t know. It perturbed me. Every time they
came in we laid it open and it took us an hour or an hour and a half
to reproduce the documents and give them to the CID for them to make
an independent analysis of the club and mess systems, to have the
items and check them with the numbered items.

We felt at that time, confidently, at first, that we were going to have
stopped a rumored abuse. But the second one came and the third one

came. Eventually. I was getting mad at the officials. I assume the
statements will reflect that, especially the last one.
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Senator GURNEY. Did you ask any of these later ones, “What are
you doing down here? We have already said this several times to
people who have come down before.”
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you try to get some idea of why they were
there?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. They never told me. They just said—I do not know
what they said.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think it might have been after some CID
official had come to see you, that Cole then sent one of his own CID
men to find out what the other CID men were inquiring about?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. I do not know. It is possible.

Senator GURNEY. Were they from different units or the same unit
each time?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. I think they were from the same unit.
No, I think they were from two or three separate outfits. They had
a CID investigating branch at Long Binh that was near the airport—
there were at least two. The Saigon office of the CID and I think the

Long Binh CID. I can not exactly remember but as I recall, there was
one from the Saigon office and one from the Long Binh office.
(Document handed to the witness.)

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you identify that April 30 document
just handed to you? Was that a memorandum you submitted?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, that will be an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 473” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. One question on all this which puzzles me is all of
these meetings and investigations with nothing happening.
Did you ever get the impression that somebody was trying to white
wash something?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. No, I don’t think so. You will have to determine

this from all the evidence. I only have my small portion of it and I
do not want to exceed that.

But when I called on Colonel Osborne, he took the reins. When

General Jones got hold of it he took the reins, with Colonel Miller.
When I say “take the reins,” it appeared that people were concerned and
were trying to do something about it. But there never was a conclusion.

In other words, we did all these things but never did the club system
reallocate the procedures, never did the central purchasing go into ef
fect, never did we get a final report about whether the items that we
had customs-cleared had or had not gotten to the clubs.

So the persons that I dealt with seemed concerned to act, but there
never was a conclusion on any of the acts.

Senator GURNEY. Is it a fair thing to say that certainly there were
very few procedures that really amounted to anything in checking
up on these concessionaires that were importing, that there was, at
least in your mind, as in other officers around about this time who
were concerned about it, evidences of irregularities, diversion and prob

ably corruption, but that no one, at least in a command position, was
doing anything about it?

Is that a fair thing to say? Some officers might have been concerned
but nobody really did anything about it.

*
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Mr. O'CoNNELL. No final cap was put on our conclusions, that is
correct. No final authority took action to punish the discrepancies

that appeared. Let's put it this way: I think the problem was that
nobody would take the evidence and substantiate it and thus put some
body in the position that they could take proper action.

The CID investigators were the ones that could have put together
a case to show improper abuse. Absent substantiation it was a rumor
that nobody could take action on.
Senator GURNEY. Certainly in your mind with the vehicles, for ex

ample, and Captain Whalen who testified to the slot machines in the
warehouse, there was plenty of reason to go ahead and trace this down
and find out exactly what was going on.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. But that was never done.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. That is right.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy and I will have to leave to go to
the floor on the appropriation for Government Operations.
Before doing so, I would like to offer in evidence the affidavit of
Lt. John Fisher, U.S. Army Customs Officer at the Port of Saigon
under Captains Whalen and O'Connell; and the affidavit of Col.
Lloyd Osborne, the commanding officer of the 125th Transportation,
Port of Saigon, and the commanding officers of Captain Whalen,
Captain O'Connell and Lieutenant Fisher; the affidavit of Robert W.
Flynn, Customs Special Agent and Adviser to the Vietnamese
Government.

These affidavits corroborate the testimony of Captains Whalen and
O’Connell, particularly as it relates to Sarl Electronics' activities in
their efforts to avoid customs duties and the intervention of General
Cole to influence them on behalf of Sarl Electronics.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 474, 475
and 476” for reference and follow :)
EXHIBIT NO. 474

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN L. FisitER, JR.
I, JOHN L. FISHER, JR., freely and voluntarily make the following statement
to John Brick, who has identified himself to me as a member of the staff of the

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Govern
ment Operations.
No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state

ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which
may result from Submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations.

I am a chemist enuployed in Huntington, West Virginia, and I reside in Chesa
peake, Ohio. Formerly, I was a first lieutenant in the United States Army, and
I was stationed in the Republic of Vietnam from early July of 1967 until July
of 1968. I was Customs Officer at Saigon Port, serving with the 125th Trans
portation Command, where my duties were supervised first by Captain Thomas
J. Whalen and then by Captain Daniel J. O'Connell.
When I was first assigned as Customs Officer at Saigon Port during the sum
mer of 1967, Captain Whalen was in charge. He was anticipating orders to return
to the United States.

One of my principal responsibilities was to actively assist customs clearance
of U.S. military club and mess cargo in order that GVN customs would release

shipments in the port to consignees associated with the U.S. military forces.
Shortly after I took up my duties, I was informed by Captain Whalen that he
was suspicious about the activities of a company known as Sarl Electronics,
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Ltd., and many shipments it had imported into Vietnam which were consigned

to military service clubs and messes. He discussed the matter with me at length,
explaining to me the provisions of Vietnamese Customs law, with which, as an
attorney, he was familiar. My conversations with Captain Whalen gave me rea
son to believe that it was likely that frequent shipments of merchandise osten
sibly consigned to military service club systems through Sarl Electronics were
not arriving at the clubs and messes to which they were consigned, but were
being diverted elsewhere. Even though I did not have Captain Whalen's legal
training, I believe that Sarl Electronics probably were acting in contravention
of Vietnamese laws.

Captain Whalen and I decided to delay delivery of further shipments for
Sarl Electronics until we could establish definitely that shipments previously
received by Sarl which were consigned to clubs and messes actually had reached
their destinations. We researched the records of all such shipments in order to
compile the data that would be necessary for a thorough check of the disposi
tions of the shipments.
Before our preliminary work was finished, however, we had already refused
to turn over to Sarl Electronics certain shipments then in the port. As a result
of Our refusal, Captain Whalen told me that he received a telephone call from
Brigadier General Earl Cole, who I understood was at USARV Headquarters.
I was not present during the phone call, but, to the best of my recollection, Cap
tain Whalen told me that General Cole directed Captain Whalen to release the
shipments for Sarl Electronics that we were holding and not to interfere with
them any more.

Since Captain Whalen was due to return to the United States shortly, and
since General Cole apparently had been very emphatic about releasing the ship
ments, we turned them over to Sarl Electronics and decided to suspend our at
tempts to check ultimate destinations of Sarl shipments.

Before Captain Whalen left Saigon, he discussed the Sarl matter thoroughly
with Captain O'Connell, who also talked with me at length about the Sarl
situation.

About the time that Captain O'Connell succeeded Captain Whalen, we received
a request from U.S. AID Customs Advisors—I believe the officials who made the
request were Bill Knierim and Jack Hammager—to check out Sarl Electronics
shipments to determine whether the material in question actually arrived and
was in the possession of the club systems to which it had been consigned. The

customs advisors asked me to check out eight such shipments, but Captain
O'Connell and I put together data on sixteen shipments involving Sarl Electron
ics. This was relatively easy to do, since I had been preparing with Captain
Whalen to make this kind of survey at the time he received the phone call from
General Cole.

We prepared a form letter into which information about particular shipments
were inserted for checking by the various clubs involved. Early in September of
1967, I sent the form letters to a number of different club systems, including those
at Long Binh, the Americal Division, and the 9th Infantry Division.
Of the sixteen shipments for which we requested information as to the disposi
tion of the merchandise, we received answers on two of them. I tried to make
telephone calls to account for some of those from which we did not receive re
sponses. The usual reply on the telephone was, “We got your letter and we are
checking it out.” I received such a telephonic reply for three or four of the form
letters. There never were replies for the rest of the sixteen.
About two days after the form letters went out, Captain O'Connell received a
phone call from Brigadier General Earl Cole. The captain told me that General
Cole berated the allegations or insinuations against Sarl Electronics. From Cap
tain O'Connell's account of the telephone call, I gathered that he felt that Gen
eral Cole had been very vehement on the subject.
Subsequently, I was present when the Port Commanding Officer, Colonel Os
borne, telephoned General Cole at Long Binh to discuss the matter. When he had

finished talking to General Cole, Colonel Osborne told Captain O'Connell and me
that we had made a mistake in judgment to mention Sarl Electronics in the form

letters, which had indicated that the reason the letters were being sent was be
cause Sarl Electronics was being investigated. I have always assumed, from my

prior knowledge of the phone calls made to Captain Whalen, that the identifica
tion of Sarl Electronics in the letters was the reason for General Cole's telphone
call to Captain O'Connell.
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Some time later, two American civilians whose names I cannot remember, vis
ited me to say that they represented Sarl Electronics and told me that if I had
any questions about shipments for Sarl Electronics, I should direct my inquiries
to them. They proceeded to explain that few companies operating in Vietnam
were able to operate entirely on a legal basis. Also, they stated that answers from
the club and mess systems being checked by our inquiries probably would not
check with our records due to club cancellations, etc. Although I cannot now re
member their names, they were identified in a statement I submitted later to Lt.
Colonel Miller in the JAG office at Long Binh.
I recall that Captain O'Connell and I visited Long Binh in December of 1967,
at the direction of General Jones. This was during the period when Major
Clement St. Martin made a number of complaints about the Long Binh mess sys
tem. Colonel Miller of the JAG office at Long Binh asked Captain O'Connell and
me to submit statements about various matters relating to Sarl Electronics, Gen

eral Cole's phone calls, and Major St. Martin's visit to the port.
With our statements, we submitted a number of Original documents, including

Customs Clearance papers, a daily log which included in detail all of my activi
ties at the port relating to questioned shipments, and Bulletins of Circulation,
which were short-cut forms to expedite clearance through Vietnamese Customs
for open mess and similar shipments.
Principally, these documents comprised the so-called “Sarl file” which we were
maintaining in our office.
Some months later, probably in early April of 1968, we attended a meeting at
Long Binh with CID agents and others relating to the Sarl investigation. I do
not recall that any positive actions were taken about the Sarl situation, except
that we again submitted statements concerning activities connected with the
above.

I recall that while we were working on our investigation of Sarl ship
ments, Vietnamese Customs officials were raiding various Sarl offices and
warehouses, but I do not know the results of their efforts.

For months after our effort to determine where Sarl shipments even
tually arrived, we had visits at our office at Saigon port from CID investi
gators, whose constant attention to us became somewhat annoying, since
we did not believe that anything of value would be forthcoming from their
investigations.
Finally, I was concerned about the intervention of Brigadier General
Cole into the Sarl situation that we were investigating, as I am sure Captain
O'Connell was, because I wished to continue our investigation until we had
some results, but, on the other hand, I considered it wise to let the matter
stand where it was, principally because General Cole apparently had been
very emphatic about it. For this reason, we were very cooperative during the
repeated visits of CID agents mentioned earlier in this statement, in the hope
that personnel from the CID office who were trained to investigate criminal
activities would be able to use our information to good advantage.

I have read the foregoing statement and to the best of my knowledge it is
true and correct.

JOHN L. FISHER, Jr.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day of November, 1969 in the
State of Ohio, Lawrence County.
FERN ROBINSON,

Notary Public.

My Commission expires June 4, 1974.

ExHIBIT No. 475

AFFIDAVIT OF COL. LLOYD A. OSBORNE

I, LLOYD A, OSBORNE, freely and voluntarily make the following statement
to the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. No threats, force
or duress have been used to induce me to make this statement, nor have I
received any promise of immunity from any consequence which may result
from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations.

I am presently a colonel in the United States Army, stationed in Japan
as Director of Transportation, U.S. Army, Japan. I served in Vietnam from 27
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August 1967 to 21 August 1968 as Commanding Officer of the 125th Trans
portation Command (Terminal A), commonly known as the Saigon Port. Cer
tain officers who served under my command were Captain Daniel W. O'Connell,
Staff Judge Advocate, and 1st Lt. John L. Fisher, Customs Officer for the port.
Captain Thomas J. Whalen, who preceded Captain O'Connell as Staff Judge
Advocate, left Vietnam within a day or two of my arrival.
During the early part of my tour, probably early in September, Captain
O'Connell informed me that he had received a telephone call from Brigadier
General Earl F. Cole, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration
at USARV, relating to a letter sent by Captain O'Connell and Lieutenant Fisher
to various military service clubs in Vietnam. The letter requested the clubs to
verify orders and receipts of equipment, particularly slot machines which had
been consigned to the clubs through a firm called Sarl Electronics. Captain
O'Connell told me that he had prepared and sent the letter to the clubs in order

to get information which would be helpful to the USAID Customs Advisor who
was cooperating with Vietnamese Customs officials. As I understood the matter,
there were strong suspicions that Sarl Electronics was guilty of irregularities

in import procedures. According to Captain O'Connell and Lt. Fisher, there were
indications that slot machines might have been diverted by Sarl Electronics to
the Vietnamese economy without payment of customs duties. I recall that sub

sequently the few replies to the letter indicated that some clubs had not received
equipment or items which our records showed had been

released to Sarl

Electronics.

I agreed with the basic concept of seeking information, as explained by
O'Connell and Fisher, because we had to work closely with Vietnamese Customs.
However, I believed it was unfortunate that the firm suspected of wrong-doing
was named in the letter, since there could have been other firms also guilty of
irregularities of this kind.

After talking with O'Connell and Fisher, I had a telephone conversation with
General Cole to discuss the letter that had been sent to the clubs. My impression
was that General Cole had received a complaint from someone about the fact
that Sarl Electronics had been singled out. The gist of our telephone conversa
tion was that General Cole felt that, although Sarl Electronics might have
taken some short cuts in importing, we would not have had decent service clubs
in Vietnam without help from firms like Sarl. The General indicated to me that,

by naming Sarl in the letter, we were persecuting Sarl Electronics.
General Cole also talked about checking out import procedures for American
troops in Vietnam, with the intent of determining whether the procedures used
for troops in Japan and Korea could be utilized, thus eliminating concern with
Vietnamese Customs. He felt that equipment should flow through the port auto
matically. I cannot now recall the entire conversation, but I do remember that
General Cole left no doubt that he was displeased about the matter.

I am reasonably certain that General Cole called me again later to indicate
that he thought we should let up on this type of activity. The second conversa
tion was similar to the first phone call. Its principal context was that we ought
to lay off Sarl Electronics because if it were not for firms like Sarl, we would
not have clubs such as we had.

I never met General Cole personally. Nor did I ever meet William J. Crum,
who I am told was the owner of Sarl Electronics.

I have read the foregoing statement and to the best of my knowledge it is
true and correct.

LLOYD A. OSBORNE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 4th day of Dec., 1970 in Camp Zama,
Japan.
JosepH. L. METHVTN.

Major, TC. Assistant Administrative Officer, Directorate of Transportation,
U.S. Army, Japan.

ExHIBIT No. 476
AFFIDAVIT or ROBERT W. F.I.YNN

I, ROBERT W. FLYNN, who reside at 5852 “H” Chula Vista, California,
make the following statement freely and voluntarily to LaVern J. Duffy, who
has identified himself to me as a member of the staff of the United States
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Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Gov
ernment Operations. No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me
to make this statement, nor have I received any promise of immunity from
any consequences which may result from submission of this statement to the
aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

I was first employed in August 1966 by AID and assigned to the U.S. Customs
Advisory Team in Saigon, working primarily with Vietnamese Customs. Shortly
after I arrived in Vietnam, I was transferred into the Investigations Section
of the Customs Advisory Team. The scope of my duties included investigations
of Commodity Import Program violations and advisory duties with the Gov
ernment of Vietnam Fraud Repression Service. Agents of the Fraud Repression
Service could be compared to Treasury agents and the scope of their duties
includes smuggling and currency violations.
The personnel who made up the Fraud Repression Service when I arrived
in Vietnam were not able to police the large influx of commodities going to
the military support element. They were understaffed and did not have the
number of men necessary to properly police these programs. Also, they did
not have the equipment to carry out their duties.

During my initial phase of working with Vietnam Customs, it was important
first to establish rapport and communications with Fraud Repression agents.
This took about 6 months to accomplish. While establishing this rapport, you
could rapidly distinguish between those who were basically honest and those
who were indifferent and more interested in personal gain rather than doing
their job to support the government. In addition to myself, there were three
or four other Americans working at various times with the Fraud Repression
agentS.

Around June 1967, an associate, Bill Knierim, arrived on the scene. During
this time our primary concern was to upgrade the Fraud Repression Service
and Vietnam Customs. The most effective way to accomplish this was not
by sitting in an office but by becoming associated with the agents in the field
and working with them on a day-to-day basis and on raids.

Our observation during the course of these raids was that they were very
efficient, they knew the laws, and they knew what had to be done. Many false
impressions have been conveyed concerning the actions of the agents of the
Vietnam Fraud Repression Service, charging them with improper searches
and seizures and infringing on the rights of individuals. We found the contrary
to be true. When we went on raids with them, we went only when they pertained
to Americans or third country nationals. When we accompanied them on these
raids, they never used any type of duress or coercion to accomplish their
goals. On numerous occasions, it became necessary for us to give them backing
and get them to serve the warrant. In certain instances they would knock
on the door and an American or third country national would open the door
and refuse to allow them to enter even though a search warrant had been

issued. On several occasions they were ready to leave without serving the
warrant and then it would become necessary to converse with the Vietnam

team leader and explain to him that it was his law, that they were there
to enforce the law, and that they had every right to go into the house and
then they would insist upon entry.
Several times we felt that they were being too lenient with these people
and they would go out of their way to not charge them with full violations.
It was their feeling that since they were raiding Americans and third country
nationals who were supplying military troops, if they gave these people too
much trouble it would become a political matter and the United States Govern

ment would frown upon it.
During the course of our assignment in Vietnam, on numerous occasions the
Vietnam Customs Fraud Repression Service investigated U.S. military and
PX contractors who were importing into Vietnam duty free and duty suspended
goods. One of the largest vendors supplying goods to the military that came to
our attention was Sarl Electronics. It was brought to our attention by virtue of

the fact that they were importing large amounts of Slot machines, jukeboxes, and
various club supplies into Vietnam duty free. The Fraud Repression Service sus
pected Sarl Electronics of diverting duty free goods to the local economy that
were Ostensibly consigned to the club system.

On several occasions we were requested by the Fraud Repression Service to
assist them in their investigations on Sarl Electronics and other vendors. Ordi
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narily, the requests would be turned over to the CID asking for their assistance
as the questions posed involved military clubs and we had no authority in this
area.

In the early summer of 1967, GWN Customs set up a coordinated raid on all
Sarl and Price & Co. offices throughout Vietnam. When the raids were made,
they found very few documents. In one office a memorandum was found ad
dressed to all branches and signed by Bill Welton which instructed them to de
stroy certain records. Upon carrying out the instructions laid out in this memo
randum, they were to cable Welton in Saigon the word “Okay.” The branches
were told to carry out the instructions immediately and to destroy the memo
randum. This memorandum was marked confidential and Welton Stated in it that

it was to be treated as highly confidential. The feeling among the Fraud Re
pression Service people was that somebody had tipped off Sarl that this raid was
to take place.
As a result of numerous raids and certain documents picked up and examined

by the Fraud Repressions Service, it became apparent to them that Sarl was
diverting goods into the local economy in violation of their pentalateral agree
ment. Due to the discoveries made on the documents and certain ship:nents in
the warehouses awaiting delivery, we were requested to accompany G.W.N. Cus
employees at the Port to a meeting with the U.S. military Port authorities

:

in Saigon.

During these meetings, we had occasion to meet Captain Dan O'Connell who
was the JAG officer stationed at the Saigon Port. In discussions with Captain
O'Connell regarding these possible diversions, it was decided that Captain O'Con
nell would send out a questionnaire to all of the clubs and messes and request
that they answer officially with the serial numbers of all coin and amusement
type machines they had received from Sarl. We agreed with this and felt it
was an excellent idea and that GWN Customs would be able to ascertain from

this whether the machines were actually being diverted.
In subsequent conversations with Captain O'Connell, we were told that pres
sure had been received by his office to discontinue sending out these question
naires and that out of the many he had sent out, only a few answers were re

ceived. Captain O'Connell mentioned that a general officer, whom he did not fur
ther identify, had become involved in the matter. Due to the lack of assistance

from the U.S. military, our investigation was ineffective.
During this time frame, I became aware that another large vendor, Price
& Co., was affiliated with Sarl Electronics.

During the period that the Fraud Repression Service was conducting raids
on black marketeers, several local economy bars and clubs were raided. In these

bars numerous slot machines and jukeboxes were found. At that time, slot ma
chines and jukeboxes were prohibited from importation into Vietnam. In check
ing into these slot machines, which were mostly manufactured by Sega, it was
found that Sarl Electronics was the only distributor of Sega machines in Viet
nam. The Rockola jukeboxes which were seized were also found to have been

brought into Vietnam by Sarl Electroncs. Sarl Electronics, in a number of these
cases, was charged with violations of Customs laws as a result of these raids
and fines were paid on several occasions to clear up the cases against them.
Documents seized in the earlier coordinated raids revealed the serial numbers
of numerous of these machines found on the local economy. An examination of
the Sarl's own inventory records seized in raids by Vietnam Customs revealed

that many of these machines had been the property of Sarl Electronics and had
been diverted to the local economy.

In DaNang, it was found that duty had been paid to GWN Customs on both
slot machines and jukeboxes. However, these machines were not inspected by
GVN Customs as they collected the duty based on the documentation presented
by Tony Furio, Sarl's representative in DaYang. These documents reflected all
the machines as amusement machines only and did not reflect slot machines.
When it was later learned that these duties had been paid in an attempt to
circumvent the prohibition against slot machines in Vietnam, GVN Customs
notified Sarl to immediately remove the machines from the local economy.
During the Customs investigation, it became apparent through information
received from the U.S. Army CID that Sarl Electronics was falsifying purchase
orders by ordering more machines than actually requested by the club to which
they were consigned. GVN Customs raided the office of Vietnam Travel Agency,
a local customs broker, as they were representing Sarl. From the documentation
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found in that office, it was ascertained that the shipments coming in consigned
to the clubs were being intercepted by Sarl Electronics at the Port before being
forwarded to the clubs. This was in violation of GWN Customs laws.

I have read the foregoing statement and to the best of my knowledge, it is
true and correct.
RoBERT W. FLYNN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of November 1970, in the City
of San Ysidro, State of California.
County of San Diego.
, Notary Public.

Senator PERCY. You had a chance to see a lot of the war in Vietnam.
Did it ever occur to you that this might be a rather strange way to
run a war with so much equipment coming in. As you have indicated,

Mr. Whalen, in your testimony, there was a serious problem of con
gestion at the commercial port.

Congestion stops all strategic and necessary materials as well as
what you might call nonstrategic.
Did it ever occur to you as rather odd that when we fight a war we
try to move in such a massive way a little bit of America over there
and that this might even interfere with the conduct of the war? It
seems to have gotten right down to what we drink at home and what we
play as games, whether they be slot machines or bowling games. Trying
to transplant this life is a helluva way to run a war. To impose this

much cargo costs the taxpayer a huge amount of money. Does it really
fulfill a useful function?

Did you ever have a feeling that there was some incongruity in

shipping PX goods which are purchased at very low cost and then
shipped right back, maybe 3 months later or maybe a month later,
particularly if these men are just buying up a lot of stuff cheap at a
time when they are about
to muster out of duty in Vietnam?
Isn’t this congesting the port there and adding to the problem that
you have depicted? Can you give us a general observation as to whether
this didn’t seem to you to be a strange way to do business?

£

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS J. WHALEN-Resumed

Mr. WHALEN. Senator, it was my conclusion during the period where
the port was most congested, the period when we first arrived, the 125th
Transportation Command, that military cargo was not in any major
way affected. The tanks, ammunition, and all of the purely military
goods were getting to the combat units. The war effort in the sense of
strategic or tactical goods was not in any way—I will not say in any

way, but not in a significant way—affected by the congestion of the
port.

I got the impression that the war was being prosecuted on an eco
nomic front as well, and that one of the policies made by the adminis
tration at that time was to boost up the economy and to bring in as

much goods as possible so as to cut down inflation.
In other words, saturate the market. Unfortunately, as the Moss
committee said in their report, the U.S. Agency for International

Development perhaps tried to do too much too soon. I think that was
their language.

As a result, the port was congested and goods were not reaching the
importers, and the program as it was envisioned by the administra
tion at that time was not as successful as was desired.
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But in terms of policy, I really don’t feel equipped to comment on
national policy. But it seemed to me that the program of economic aid
for an undeveloped country like Vietnam was a good one.
Senator PERCY. Mr. O'Connell, do you want to comment?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. My only comment is that from my observation,

Captain Whalen's job in the 125th achieved its objectives. When I
finally got to the port it was not congested and it was a fairly smooth

operation. Not being a transportation officer but being a legal officer,
it was a fairly smooth operation. I don't think the impact, from my
observation, really affected the war at all.
Mr. WHALEN. Over the weekend I had an opportunity to read the

followup report that was presented by the Moss committee. They had
made their original report in October 1966, in which they criticized
and made certain recommendations with respect to our economic and
military assistant program. Then they sent over their committee again
to find out whether any of their recommendations had been imple
mented. Their report is quite detailed.

In my observations on the data of the report, August 25, which was
just about 5 days before I left Vietnam, it struck me that their re
port accurately described the conditions at the port at that time.
They also mentioned, which I think has some relevance to the work
of this committee, in the end of their report, when they talk about
new findings, they said:
Finally, responsible U.S. officials have proposed the establishment of a central
purchasing agency for nonappropriated fund activities.
In addition to offering greater control over the procurement of goods, the
central purchasing agency should promote speedy service, keep in transit storage
time to a minimum, regulate and control transportation requirements for cargo,
and possibly reduce piaster spending.

As far as we were concerned, if the Government, if the military, had
their own purchasing agent to handle the nonappropriated fund
goods, I would say a great number of the evils which perhaps this
committee has uncovered and maybe will uncover, would be alleviated,
because you would have a responsible person, a civil servant with a
public trust, who is responsible to Congress or whatever other orga
nization, to examine the kind of goods that these clubs were importing.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.

(At this point Senators Ribicoff and Percy withdrew from the
hearing room.)
Senator GURNEY (presiding). I want to commend both of you
gentlemen for the obvious initiative you displayed out there. It is

quite obvious to those of us on the subcommittee, with the evidence we
have before us now, that had there been any follow-up by someone in
authority, this corruption would have been exposed and rooted out
years before there ever was a Vietnam and we would have gotten to
the heart of this thing years before.
I just wish some higher officers who were in command positions and
able to do something about it had shown the same initiative and

dedication that you did.
I must sav to my fellow Floridian. Mr. O'Connell, that I don't

agree with Colonel Osborne at all on his observation that you and
Lieutenant Fisher used bad judgment in putting only Sarl Electronics
in that letter, because there wasn't any evidence of anybody else. That
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is the only evidence you had. Obviously, you pursued that course. No
one within reason, I don't think, would have used any other course.
I must say, also, I would far prefer to see the colonel there at the
witness table than the affidavit, to question him about some of these

things that we have been discussing this morning.
At any rate, I think you gentlemen certainly are to be commended
for what you did.
Mr. O’CoNNELL. Senator, could I make one brief statement?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Personally, from my experience with the investi
gations, I think I would

#

to personally commend the excellent

and courageous investigation by your staff men. I think you are doing
a credit not only to the United States but to the military establishment.
Senator GURNEY. I thank you for saying that. There is no question
but what we on the subcommittee know that 99 percent of the work in
rooting out this business has been done by a very competent staff.
If there are no further questions, the committee is adjourned until
tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:43 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, March 2, 1971.)

(Member of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator
Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONs

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed to
February 16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator James B. Allen, Democrat,
Alabama; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Sena
tor Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator; John
Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff, Allen, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The first witness will be Robert V. Scara.

Raise your right hand.
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give this committee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

Mr. ScARA. I do, sir.
TESTIMONY OF ROBERT V. SCARA

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a prepared statement?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir.

•

-

•

I, Robert W. Scara, am an investigator for the Criminal Investiga
tions Division, U.S. Army, Detachment C, 9th Military Police Group,
Bamberg, Germany, APO 93039. Imake the £ statement freely
and voluntarily to the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations.
(1177)
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Since October of 1962, I have been a criminal investigator for the
U.S. Army. I was assigned in October of 1966 to the CID office of the
U.S. Army Headquarters Area Command, in Saigon, South Vietnam,
where my initial duties involved black market investigations.
In December of 1966, while I was conducting an investigation of
practices in the procurement of entertainment for the Saigon open
mess system, I was introduced to a Richard “Dick” Wright, who
identified himself to me as the manager in Saigon of Price & Com
pany, Ltd., a firm with headquarters in Hong Kong which supplied
foodstuffs, beverages and other supplies to open mess systems in South
Vietnam.

Wright was aware that my black market inquiries brought me into
close and frequent contact with the Vietnamese Customs Service. He
told me that a whisky shipment for Price & Co. had been impounded
by Vietnamese customs and he asked me to intercede to have the ship
ment released.

He also suggested that, from time to time, I might be able to pass
on to him advance information about future customs actions which

would adversely affect Price & Co. or its affiliate, Sarl Electronics.
Wright's suggestion included the implication that, in return for such
information, I could be “put on the payroll.”

I reported Wright's suggestions to the officer in charge of my unit.
Capt. Edward Demorest, who directed that I open a “reading file”
relating to my contacts with Dick Wright, plus information already
in my possession about Price & Co. and Sarl Electronics. This was
done for the purpose of preparing for a formal investigation.
Although I was extremely busy with inquiries into illegal currency
transactions, and our office was short of personnel, I maintained a

continuing interest in Wright, his firm, and his associates.
During a number of conversations I had with Wright, he told me
that William Crum was the “real boss” of both Price & Co. and Sarl

Electronics, but used managers for the routine operations.

Wright said that Bill Crum had influential friends in the military
services whom he had cultivated during his many years of dealing
with military clubs in the Far East and whom he frequently enter
tained at his villa in Saigon.

Wright identified one of Crum's friends as Brig. Gen. Earl F.

Cole of USARV Headquarters at Long Binh. Wright indicated to
me that whenever Crum had problems in dealing with the military
services or with Vietnamese Customs, he telephoned General Cole to

get the problems resolved.
Senator GURNEY. Did he mention any other name besides General
Cole?

Mr. ScARA. No, sir, he did not.

My contacts with Wright began late in 1966 and continued into
February of 1967. During that time, I found evidence that linked
Bill Crum with a U.S.-based company called Tradewell, operated by
a man named Whitney Crum, apparently Bill Crum's brother.
The evidence involved slot machines which had been ordered by

military club systems from Sarl Electronics, procured through Trade
well by Whitney Crum, and supplied to the clubs.
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My knowledge of slot machine procurement led me to the firm con
clusion that the slot machines could not have been new machines as

Sarl Electronics purported them to be.
I inspected some of the machines and was convinced that they were
rebuilt; inquiry of the manufacturer, using the serial numbers of the
machines, indicated clearly that some, if not all, of the machines were
rebuilt items, sold as new equipment. This information became part of
my office file on Sarl Electronics.
I later indicated to Wright that I suspected that at least some of
the machines delivered to

' clubs had been manufactured vears be

fore and sold to firms in the United States. I knew that Wright would
tell Crum about my suspicions, and I wanted Crum's reaction.
Shortly thereafter, Wright told me that Crum had explained that
the machines had been stored, but were new when delivered to the clubs.
I conclude that this was false information; no one would store ex

pensive and intricate gambling machines for a period of years, as in
dicated by the dates of manufacture of these machines.
I continued to gather information about Bill Crum and his activi

ties. My time on the matter, however, was severely limited because of
my inquiries into illegal currency transactions...
During the spring of 1967, several raids by Vietnamese customs offi
cials were made on installations of Sarl Electronics and its affiliates.

My subordinate investigator and I accompanied the customs officials
on several of these raids on Sarl and Price offices and warehouses in

the Saigon area.
We were invited to participate because the two companies were op

erating in South Vietnam as “duty-free agents” who were engaged
solely in dealing with activities of the U.S. forces.

The customs officials suspected that both companies were violating
the law by selling supplies on the local economy. Full reports on the
raids were placed in the files, and my superior officers were briefed
about them.

As an observer, I participated in one raid on July 20, 1967, on the
main office of Sarl Electronics at 210 Cach Mang Gia Dinh, Saigon.
At the office, a Sarl Salesman named Anthony “Riggs” Renieri was
present. In an attaché case on his desk, I found an envelope marked
“Confidential” which contained a memorandum to all Sarl branches,
from Bill Welton, Sarl manager in Saigon, which ordered all em
ployees of Sarl to destroy some specified records, to hide others, and
to send certain documents relating to dealings with open mess systems
to the Hong Kong headquarters of Sarl.
I have inspected a copy of this memorandum which is in the pos
session of the subcommittee, and I quote the final paragraph:
You will treat this Memorandum as highly confidential, you will carry out
these instructions today, and on your completion of these instructions, you will
cable me in Saigon the one word OK. I hope that these instructions are clearly
understood and there will be no element of doubt in anybody's mind that they
must be carried out at once. You will destroy this Memorandum.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you identify this memorandum?
Mr. DUFFY. It has already been identified, Mr. Chairman, by another
witness.
58–590–71—Pt. 5–10
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Senator RIBICOFF. Will you look at this memorandum, which is
exhibit No. 414, to determine whether this is the memorandum?
(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. SCARA. Yes, Senator, that is the same memorandum.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Mr. SCARA. At the Sarl offices, the Vietnamese customs agents
searched the premises and found 25 new slot machines in storage,
marked for delivery to the open mess system at Long Binh. Sarl's

Korean employees, present in the office, were questioned about docu
ments for the machines. They said that Mr. Crum had the paperwork
and carried it around with him. We found no documents of any kind
for the new machines.

On a desk in the Sarl offices, I saw a pad of blank forms for pur
chase orders involving nonappropriated funds. I understood at the
time that certain vendors, including Price & Co. and Sarl Electronics,
were able to bring into Vietnam quantities of goods without payment
of Vietnamese customs duties simply by increasing the orders which

had been submitted by military club systems and then using the
changed purchase orders to pass the “extra items” through customs.
On arrival in the hands of the vendor, the “extra items” would be
removed from the shipment, the open mess would be billed for the
original number of items ordered, and the supplier would have a stock
of goods available in Vietnam to dispose of as he wished, without the
payment of Vietnamese customs duties.
We asked the Korean supervisor of the office why Sarl had the
blank forms for£ orders. He said that club managers often
came into the office without purchase orders for items they wanted
to order. He said that Sarl kept the blank forms as a convenience for
such occasions.

Asked about the blank purchase orders, Renieri said that Sarl used
them to make copies of club purchase orders for other Sarl offices.
Such practices, of course, obviously negated all military controls over
purchase orders.
On July 22, 1967, I accompanied Vietnamese customs agents in a
raid on Bill Crum's villa. This was the first and only time I met Crum,
who did not seem surprised by the raid. In a small warehouse near
the villa, the customs agents found a number of crated slot machines
consigned to military clubs. Crum explained that the machines were
there because the clubs which had ordered them no longer wanted
them. Crum said he retained them for immediate delivery to other
clubs which might order the same items.

The flaw in this practice also was obvious. The “other club” men

tioned by Crum would have to prepare a purchase order for a transac
tion, which would simply furnish Crum with an additional purchase
order to process normally, enabling him to bring additional merchan
dise into '' duty free to augment the supply of “extra items” he
already had on hand and which he could sell £ he wished. He
seemed to me to have a replenishment device calculated to circumvent
customs controls.

I recall that during our conversation Crum mentioned his friend
ship with Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole, who had visited his villa. From his
words, he inferred that I also could be invited to attend parties there
if I wished to do so.
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Sometime later, I received a telephone call at the CID offices, in the
presence of my superior, Captain Demorest, from a major whose name
is now unknown to me, who said he was in General Cole's office. He
Said that General Cole had been informed that the CID had raided

Sarl Electronics and Crum's villa, and that the general wanted the
details of the raid.

I told the major that the raid was conducted by the Vietnamese
authorities, that I was an observer, and that I had already prepared
a report for the provost marshal of U.S. Army Headquarters Area
Command (USAHAC) in Saigon.
During the raids on Sarl's office and on Crum's villa, I observed a
number of automobiles, including one driven by Riggs Renieri and an

other by Bill Crum, as well as other Sarl vehicles, all bearing “TN.”
license plates, indicating that the plates had been issued by the U.S.
Embassy to authorized members of the U.S. forces for use on vehicles
which had been brought into the country duty free.

I asked Renieri how he qualified for “TN' plates, and he said that
he had the plates and a civilian “ID” card issued by the Vietnam
regional
because Sarl was a concessionaire of the exchange.
In August of 1967, I found in another investigation, a number of
other incidents which convinced me that the regional exchange in
Vietnam was giving “duty-free status” to individuals whom I did not
think were entitled to such status under existing military regulations

£

and the laws of South Vietnam.

£

As a result of my findings relating to
in these areas,
my commanding officer, Brig. Gen. Robert I. Ashworth, Headquarters,
U.S. Army Headquarters Area Command, decided to write a letter to
the commanding general, U.S. Army, Vietnam, based upon my reports.
I quote the following extracts relating to Sarl Electronics from
General Ashworth’s letter

Senator ALLEN. Before he gets into reading this letter, Mr. Chair
man, may I ask a question?
Senator RIBICOFF. You certainly may.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Scara, you mentioned that Mr. Crum did not

seem surprised by the customs raid. Did you have any idea that he
may have had advance notice of the raid or had they become so fre
quent that he was not surprised for that reason?

-

-

Mr. ScARA. No, sir; I think he knew the raid was coming, partic
ularly based on the content of the confidential letter I found just prior
to that in Renieri's attaché case.

Senator ALLEN. Who do you think notified him of the raid?
Mr. SCARA. That I do not know, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Do you have any idea what the duty was, what per
centage of the value £ Vietnamese customs duties amounted to? In
other words, how much was he evading in the payment of duties?
Mr. ScARA. Sir, I do not know the amount he would have had to pay
on those machines. I know that the tax was considerable; also, the fine
was considerable. I don’t know the amount.

-

Senator ALLEN. Were any charges ever made against Crum for
bringing in illegal articles without paying the duty?.
'' £ As far as I recall, sir, there was a fine levied on the liquor
Ireferred to earlier which had been impounded. I do not know whether
•
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any fine was levied on these machines that were found on this partic
ular raid.

Senator ALLEN. How many raids do you know of that were made
by the Vietnamese?
Mr. ScARA. I am aware of at least two, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Did charges result in both cases?
Mr. ScARA. I don't think any resulted in the first. I don't recall that
much of anything was found on that one. I am not aware of what
happened on the second because I left Vietnam in September, which
was about 2 months later, and I don’t think the matter had been re
solved at that date.

Senator ALLEN. But you do feel he had advance notice of the raid?
Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Thank von

Senator RIBICOFF. Along the lines of Senator Allen's questioning,
I have here a memorandum from you, and I assume it is to General

Ashworth. I read from this memorandum, which I will show you for
identification.
It was further explained to the General, that a “leak” existed in the USARV
comptroller Section, direct to Crum, and this is where the information of our
investigation on slot machines got to Sarl Electronics.
Crum's relationship with certain personnel of high rank at USARV was ap
parent in that Brigadier General Ashworth was called on this matter by a per
son of similar rank at USARV.

Would you please look at this and see if this is the memorandum I
referred to?

(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. SCARA. Yes, Senator, that is my memorandum.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did that go to General Ashworth?
Mr. ScARA. This went to the provost marshal, Headquarters Area
Command. It was made after my briefing to General Ashworth.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 477” for refer
ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1279.)
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.

.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Scara, in connection with this raid, could
you amplify a little more on your statement that Crum mentioned his
friendship with Brigadier General Cole? How did that come up? Did
you ask Crum about Cole? Did he volunteer the information?

Mr. SCARA. He was not being interviewed or interrogated by me at
this time, sir, because we were strictly in an observer status. He volun
teered this during conversation following the raid.

If I recall, he served the Vietnamese customs and myself, I think,
a Coca-Cola. He mentioned he had frequent parties at his villa which
was on the Saigon River, a very decent place to live.
During this conversation he mentioned that General Cole had been

presentathis villa, at least at a party.

..'" GURNEY. Do you think # had any reason for mentioning

that %

Mr. ScARA. Possibly trying to get a message to me, sir.

Senator GURNEY. That was the impression you got?
Mr. SCARA. Yes.
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Senator GURNEY. He wanted to impress you with the fact that he
knew the assistant G-1 of this whole area and possibly you might not
pursue your investigation so vigorously. Do you think that is the rea
son for it?

Mr. SCARA. I think he was trying to impress me; yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. In the next paragraph you also mention that you
received a phone call from this major in General Cole's office. Was

£, unusual, for a major in Cole's office to be calling you, an investiga
tor?

Mr. SCARA. It was cutting short the chain of normal command; yes,
Slr.

Senator GURNEY. Normally he would go to one of your superiors,
would he not?

Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir. He would normally have gone to USARV who

would have gone to Headquarters Area Command and then down to
our office.

Senator GURNEY. It was a most unusual procedure?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Why do you think that procedure was followed?
Mr. SCARA. I think someone wanted to know immediately if we had
come on something substantial.
C
GURNEY. And that someone you think probably was General

£ator

Ole 2

Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. ScARA. This is paragraph 8 from General Ashworth's letter:
8. In addition to issuing ID and Ration Cards to concessionaires, the VNRE
is also registering concessionaire owned vehicles with the US Embassy as “Ex
change vehicles” and “TN” license plates are being issued for those vehicles. The
VNRE justification for such action is “The vehicles are essential to the comple
tion of the concessionaire's contract.”
One example of such “essential vehicles” is the Sarl Electronics firm which has
a contract with the VNRE for maintenance of Juke Boxes and Pin Ball machines
in PX Cafeterias in Vietnam. Three (3) of the SARL vehicles have been issued

TN license plates, and registered as Regional Exchange vehicles with the U.S.
Embassy, are the personal sedans of Mr. William J. Crum, American Citizen,
Manager of SARL: Mr. Anthony J. Renieri, American Citizen, Saigon representa

tive of SARL ; and Mr. C. S. Graham Welton, British Citizen, another SARL
employee in Saigon.
On 23 July 1967, Crum informed this investigator that he leases his car to
the VNRE for $1.00 a year, and in turn the VNRE allows him full time use of
the vehicle. In addition to issuing the TN plates for other SARL vehicles, the
records of the VNRE indicate that apparently most of SARL's Staff and em
ployees have been issued ID and Ration Cards. It should be noted that SARL

Electronics business is primarily with Open Mess Clubs in Vietnam, not with
the VNRE.

SARL's status with the VNRE, however, also gives that firm an “account num

ber” under which it can import, through the VNRE, equipment and supplies
“duty-free,” and conduct “official business” through the APO's. Items shipped
into VN are addressed to VNRE, Attn: Account Number—through APO facilities.
9. The standard VNRE concessionaire contract states in substance that “all
costs and expenses of fulfilling this contract will be borne by the concessionaire
to include license fees, salaries, taxes, etc.” VNRE has given concessionaires

ample opportunity to avoid local Vietnamese license fees and taxes by registering
their vehicles as WNRE property, and allowing access to APO's and customs
free import.
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10. The Criminal Investigation Division, Office of the Provost Marshal, this
command, recently received an inquiry from the Republic of Vietnam Customs
Directorate, Fraud Repression Service, as to controls exercised by the VNRE
over imported items, brought through VNRE channels into Vietnam. Inquiries
by investigators indicated that concessionaire merchandise is “cleared” through
Customs by VNRE personnel.
It was determined that little or no control is exercised by the VNRE over
concessionaire merchandise brought into Vietnam duty-free. The VNRE does
not monitor the orders sent out by the concessionaires, does not maintain a rec
ord of merchandise received in Vietnam by the concessionaires, and only occa
sionally “spot checks” merchandise received in Vietnam duty-free by conces
Sionaires.
It was also determined that concessionaires store their merchandise in their
own houses, or facilities, and this merchandise is not under VNRE control.

Apparently concessionaires may bring into country whatever they want, through
normal VNRE shipping channels, or through the APO, and except on an occa
Sional spot-check, no record exists of that merchandise, except that maintained
by the concessionaire.
As a result, the “door” is wide open for blackmarketing, currency manipula

tion and other lucrative activities through the questionable APO and duty free
import privileges given to concessionaires and their “friends.”
II. It does not appear that the VNRE is fulfilling its responsibilities to either
the United States Government, or the Government of the Republic of Vietnam, by
its present policy permitting to concessionaires in Vietnam and in fact condones
a situation that could become extremely embarrassing to the United States
Government.

Senator GURNEY. In connection with that, Mr. Scara, did you ever
discover any other evidence that other concessionaires had these TN
license plates and these other privileges other than Sarl?
Mr. SCARA. NO. Sir.

Senator GURNEY. They seemed to be singled out as a special privi
leged class?

Mr. SCARA. This was the one we came across, sir. This was the only
one I pursued at the time.

Senator GURNEY. Did you have any reason to believe that there were
others that were receiving this favored treatment?
Mr. ScARA. I don’t know, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. At least you didn’t see any TN plates on other
concessionaires cars?

Mr. SCARA. No, sir; not to my knowledge.
Senator GURNEY. Can you tell the committee if you have any idea
how this letter would have been distributed? This went to the com

manding general, U.S. Army, Vietnam. Was that General Westmore
land at that time?

Mr. ScARA. It was, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Where would this go within his headquarters, do
you know?
Mr. SCARA. No. Sir.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Mr. ScARA. After the letter was dispatched, about the end of August

of 1967, I was called to the office of Colonel Potter, commander of the
Vietnam regional exchange, to discuss matters relating to the ex
change system which General Ashworth had emphasized in his letter.
When I arrived at the meeting, I realized that I had been invited to
attend what amounted to a tribunal.
Senator RTBTCOFF. Was this an oral invitation or a written invita
-

tion?

-

-
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Mr. SCARA. This was an invitation transmitted to me, the best I

recall, from the Deputy Provost Marshal, Headquarters Area
Command.

Senator RIBICOFF. How many days notice did you have?
Mr. ScARA. The best I can recall is that it came to me later Friday
afternoon and I think the meeting was at 10 o'clock Saturday morn
ing. That is the best I can recall.
Colonel Potter had four to six members of his staff gathered about
him on both sides of his desk, while the chair which I was to occupy
was placed in the center of the room facing the gathering of officers.
Colonel Potter seemed to have General Ashworth's letter before

him. He told me that the meeting was being held for the purpose of
“getting at the truth, not what was written in the letter.” The only con
£ could draw was that he was calling me a liar.
Colonel Potter started the meeting by saying that he would take

each paragraph of the letter singly and would show where I had re
ported false information. A short while later I was rescued from the
ordeal I was undergoing by the entrance of my superior in USAHAC,
Lieutenant Colonel George, who was the provost marshal. He had not
been invited to attend, but he came anyway, saying that he was sorry
he was a “little late.” He brought a chair and sat down beside me. He

said to me, in effect, “It is probably a little warm in here for you but
the fire is going to be put out right now.”
Lieutenant Colonel George asked that the meeting continue. The
entire tenor of the proceedings changed immediately. I was permitted
to explain, expand upon, and support the information that was in
cluded in the Ashworth letter.

After the meeting, Colonel George told me that he had received a
tip about the meeting and that it had been called to “crucify” me.
It should be noted that the exchange system at that time was techni
cally under the staff supervision of USARV, through General Cole's
office, and, of course, one of the major topics in General Ashworth's
letter was the matter of irregularities relating to Sarl Electronics.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was Colonel Potter on the staff of General Cole?

Mr. ScARA. No, sir. He was the commander of the exchange, a sepa
rate command, but technically under the G-1 of USARV, as best I
understand it, sir.

Also during the summer of 1967, following my investigation of Sarl
Electronics, Price & Co., and Bill Crum's activities, I learned that a

CID agent named Jack Smith, from the USARV CID office, had been
interviewing investigators and other persons and generally checking
on my investigation of Sarl and Bill Crum.
At that point, I called Smith about the matter because I felt that
my integrity was being questioned. Smith admitted that he had been
assigned to check on me and my activity, but he had not found that I
had done anything wrong.

Smith was working directly for Lieutenant Colonel Solley, chief of
the CID for USARV, and his office had at that time had no opera
tional control over my unit in the USAHAC CID.

Senator GURNEY: Did Smith receive his order in this case from
Lieutenant Colonel Solley?
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Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir. Later on I learned that.
In January of 1969, after I had been assigned to Germany, I met

Lieutenant Colonel Solley in Fuerth, Germany, where he was com
manding officer of the 13th CID.

During a conversation about Vietnam, we discussed my open mess
investigation and we referred to the matter of Sarl Electronics and
William Crum. Colonel Solley told me that my investigation of Crum
had caused some problems. He told me that he had been stopped in
the hallway of the USARV headquarters one day by Brigadier Gen
eral Cole, who asked him who an investigator named Scara was and
why was he investigating Mr. Crum. Apparently General Cole was
implying that I was conducting my own “private investigation” on
Sarl Electronics.

Lieutenant Colonel Solley said that he told General Cole that he had
had Jack Smith check into the matter but that Smith had not found

that I had not done anvthing wrong.

Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you been with the CID?
Mr. SCARA. Since 1962, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you ever had an experience such as this in
any investigation you have undertaken?
Mr. ScARA. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Scara, is it not true that as early as March
1967 Sarl Electronics was blacklisted from the Headquarters, Area
Command, in Vietnam, by General Ashworth?
Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir; it was.
Senator RIBICOFF. You were in the CID unit under the command

of General Ashworth. Why wasn't this blacklisting applicable to all
of Vietnam ?

Mr. SCARA. General Ashworth, Senator, had operational control over
only the headquarters area command which is predominantly the
Saigon area. That is the only mess system he had jurisdiction over.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think this is a good system, if a man is
'listed in one area should he be able to operate in an adjoining
area 6

Mr. ScARA. He should not, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF: Was this just applicable to Sarl or is this the
general practice in the Army?
Mr. SCARA. Normally, if sufficient evidence is developed, sir, the

command will blacklist the man extensively. However, General Ash
worth's action was based only on what we found in Headquarters Area

Command open mess system which was a questionable purchase of
slot machines with Sarl, and he banned them only on that information
developed in his command.

Senator RIBICOFF. Does General Ashworth, as a matter of procedure,
then notify the other commands of what is taking place? Is there
some system where notification goes out throughout the entire system
in a case like this?

Mr. ScARA. There would have been, sir, if we had been able to
develop more information. It takes a substantial amount before they
blacklist one of these dealers with the clubs.

(At this point Senator Allen withdrew from the hearing room.)
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Senator RIBICOFF. This question of a leak that is in the memorandum
that you identified, have you any idea where this leak came from?
. Mr. SCARA. The particular memo referred to the comptroller sec
tion. The audit team from USARV was in the open mess system in

Saigon when I came upon this questionable purchase of slot machines.
I requested the auditors, particularly, to pull all documentation per
taining to Sarl and Price and this one transaction. It was shortly there
after that I received an inquiry on this particular transaction. The
only ones I knew of who were aware of it were the auditors. There

fore, I assume that the leak came through the comptroller section
where the auditors were assigned.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know the identify of the general officer
you referred to in your memorandum?
Mr. ScARA. I soon learned later, sir, that it was General Cole.
Senator RIBICOFF. The staff has an affidavit from General Ashworth

which will go into the record. Will the staff summarize the contents of
the affidavit?

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I will read certain extracts that I think
are pertinent here.

This is an affidavit signed by General Ashworth which was sub
mitted to the staff in January 1971:
During my tour in Vietnam, Brigadier General Earl F. Cole was the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration (G-1) for the U.S. Army/
Vietnam (USARV).
In this position, General Cole exercised staff supervision over the Army/Air
Force Regional Exchange (PX) which, in turn, controlled PX operations through
Vietnam. In addition, my staff referred matters relating to PX functions to
General Cole's office.
I held frequent meetings with Colonel Riddle, the Provost Marshal; with his

CID Chief, Captain Demorest; and with a CID Agent, Warrant Officer Robert
Scara. I recall that we discussed the activities of a vendor named William J.

Crum and enterprises with which he was associated such as Sarl Electronics,
Sega, Tradewell, Price and Co., American Industrialization Services and the
American Vending Service, Mr. Scara was assigned to carry out an investigation
Of Mr. Crum.

Then in early March 1967, I visited General Cole at his office, at which time,
General Cole brought up the subject of Mr. Crum. General Cole spoke favorably
about Mr. Crum. General Cole Said: “I knew Crum from before. My people here

in Vietnam have made a very thorough investigation of Crum and found him to
be very clean and OK.”
Replying to General Cole, I said our investigation was finding evidence that
indicated Mr. Crum was engaging in illegal activities and that I intended to bar

Mr. Crum, his employes and the firms he represented from doing business within
my command. General Cole did not raise this subject with me again.

Senator RIBICOFF. The entire affidavit will be marked “Exhibit 478.”

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 478” for refer
ence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 478
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIG. GEN. ROBERT L. ASHWORTH

I, Robert L. Ashworth, Brigadier General, U.S. Army, Retired, freely and
voluntarily make the following statement to Walter S. Fialkewicz, who has
identified himself to me as a member of the staff of the U.S. Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations.
No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state
ment, nor have I received any promises of immunity from any consequences

which may result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations.
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I was an officer in the U.S. Army from the date of my graduation from West
Point in 1938 until my retirement as Brigadier General after thirty years of
service on 31 July 1968.

I arrived in Saigon, South Vietnam 1 March 1966 and on 1 April 1966 I
assumed command of the United States Army Headquarters Area Command
I retained this command until I departed from Vietnam 12 Septem

#Ac).
er

-

The USAHAC Provost Marshal when I took command was Colonel Jasper
Vance. After a few days, I replaced Colonel Vance with Lieutenant Colonel
Hugh Riddle, Colonel Riddle served as my Provost Marshal from mid-April of
1966 until March 1967 when his tour ended and he returned to the U.S. He was

replaced by Lieutenant Colonel George, who remained as Provost Marshal until
after I left Vietnam in September 1967.

During my tour in Vietnam, Brigadier General Earl F. Cole was the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration (G-1) for the U.S. Army/
Vietnam (USARV). In this position, General Cole exercised staff supervision
over the Army/Air Force Regional Exchange (PX) which, in turn, controlled
PX operations throughout Vietnam. In addition, my staff referred matters re
lating to PX functions to General Cole's Office.
I held frequent meetings with Colonel Riddle, the Provost Marshal; with his
CID Chief, Captain Demorest; and with a CID Agent, Warrant Officer Robert
Scara. I recall that we discussed the activities of a vendor named William J.
Crum and enterprises with which he was associated such as Sarl Electronics,
Sega, Tradewell, Price and Co., American Industrialization Services and the
American Vending Service. Mr. Scara was assigned to carry out an investigation
Of Mr. Crum.

Then in early March 1967, I visited General Cole at his office, at which time,
General Cole brought up the subject of Mr. Crum. General Cole spoke favorably
about Mr. Crum. General Cole said: “I knew Crum from before. My people here

in Vietnam have made a very thorough investigation of Crum and found him to
be very clean and OK.”
Replying to General Cole, I said our investigation was finding evidence that
indicated Mr. Crum was engaging in illegal activities and that I intended to bar
Mr. Crum, his employees and the firms he represented from doing business within
my command. General Cole did not raise this subject with me again.
On March 9, 1967, I met in my office with Lieutenant Colonel Parker, USAHAC
Director of Services; Lieutenant Colonel Spaid, Director of the Open Mess Di.

vision in the USAHAC Command; and Warrant Officer Scara. After that meet
ing, I black listed Mr. Crum, his employees and the firms he represented from
doing business within my command.
In late August of 1967, Colonel George assembled a list of violations Mr. Crum
and his employees were alleged to be guilty of. Included in this document were
allegations that Mr. Crum was illegally importing vehicles into Vietnam, register
ing these vehicles as being used in PX activities and arranging for his employees
to receive PX identification cards. We put this list of alleged violations into a
letter which I signed and sent to the Commanding General, USARV. I sent the
letter in this manner So that it would come to the attention of the Chief of

Staff. Since the subject of the letter had to do with PX matters, normal course
would be that it would be referred to the G-1, General Cole.

I do not recall any formal response, by letter or by telephone, to that letter.
To my knowledge, Colonel George did not receive a response to it either.

The only indication that I had that there was any action being taken regarding
my letter was when Colonel George told me that Colonel Potter of the Regional
Exchange had questioned Warrant Officer Scara regarding information in my
letter. Colonel George told me that Colonel Potter had directed Mr. Scara to
appear before him and several other men and submit to questions about Mr.
Crum and his operations.

Colonel George informed me that the meeting was already in progress when he
learned about it. He went to the meeting uninvited and joined Mr. Scara in
answering questions from Colonel Potter and the others.
Colonel George said that after he appeared Colonel Potter did not challenge
the allegations made in my letter.

It was my opinion at the time—and still is—and Colonel George's opinion as
well, that Colonel Potter was acting in an irregular manner when he directed a
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CID investigator to attend this meeting and be subjected to questioning regarding
my letter. Normal procedure would be that Colonel Potter would request the
appearance of persons under my command either through the Provost Marshal,
Colonel George, or through me personally.
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is
true and correct.

(Signed) ROBERT L. AsHwoRTH,
Brigadier General, USA (Retired).
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of January, 1971.
(Signed)

JAMES W. CANNON,

Notary Public for South Carolina.
My commission expires November 21, 1979.

Senator RIBIcoFF. At this time in the record, to corroborate the testi
mony of Mr. Scara, there will go in as exhibits, without objection, three
memorandums.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 479, 480,
and 481” for reference and will be found in the appendix on pp. 1280,
1282, and 1284.)

Senator RIBIcoFF. On page 3 of your statement you referred to a

raid during the month of July 1967 in which you participated, and
also to a confidential memo found in that raid which was signed by
Graham Welton of Sarl to destroy certain records.
Do you feel this confidential memo was written because someone
leaked advance information of the raid?

Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir. From reading the memorandum it was obvious

they knew the raid was going to be conducted. That is why they
wanted those records destroyed or moved.
Senator RIBICOFF. It is apparent from your testimony that you
started to pick up evidence in 1966 which was damaging to the activ
ities of Mr. Crum, and your testimony seems to indicate that only the
Headquarters Command under General Ashworth was really inter
ested in investigating the Crum operation. Is that correct?
Mr. SCARA. We were the only ones I am aware of, Senator, who were
conducting an investigation of Crum and Sarl at the time. This was
based on things we found in our own area.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would it be a fair observation to make that the

failure of USARV CID to investigate Crum and Sarl was because the
CID office was directly under the control of General Cole?
Mr. ScARA. Senator, I cannot honestly believe that General Cole con

trolled the CID in USARV. However, he did personally exert influ
ence on Lieutenant Colonel Solley to find out why I was investigating
Mr. Crum, and I feel his purpose was to exert influence or pressure on
me at the time to cease my investigation.
Senator RIBIGoFF. When you met Solley in Germany and he told you
about the flap that had been caused by your investigation, did he tell

you that Cole had questioned him as to who you were and talked about
your investigation of Sarl when you should have been actually investi
gating Sarl's competitor, EVCO?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir; he told me of that.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there anything further Solley said to you
along this line?

Mr. ScARA. No, sir; only that he did send Mr. Smith down to find
out what was going on and that Smith had not found out anything
wrong.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Do you know who EWCO was?
Mr. SCARA. EVCO was another firm, a competitor of Sarl, and this
was the firm, Senator, which was granted the slot machine mainte
nance contract in the Saigon open messes in lieu of Sarl Electronics.
Crum objected to this.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this a big contract?
Mr. ScARA. There were several dozen open messes in Saigon and
there were at least several hundred machines at an average, say, of
approximately $10 per month per machine for maintenance, plus the
cost of parts over a certain amount of money. It was a rather lucrative
contract.

... Senator RIBICOFF. Did you get the impression that Cole was putting
the pressure on Solley to call off this investigation in the conversation
you had with Solley in Germany?
Mr. SGARA. Colonel Solley, I don’t think, would have been able to
call off the investigation in Saigon since we were under the control
of General Ashworth. But I think General Cole was trying to get a
message down to me that he was deeply interested in the situation.
Senator RIBICOFF. Prior to your investigation in December 1966
of Crum and his operations, was substantial evidence developed, to
your knowledge, back in 1965, that Crum had been involved in kick

backs and gratuities to Navy personnel?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir. He had been involved in providing billets, a
villa, to procurement personnel of the Saigon open mess system at
that time. That had been documented then.

Senator RIBICOFF. How do you explain, with all this general knowl
edge of Crum, Korea, his activities in Vietnam, that he could still

operate so openly in so many fields in Vietnam’
Mr. ScARA. We were divided in our areas of responsibility, sir,
and this may have had something to do with it, coordinating the
information from all the areas took time. I did not have sufficient

time in my tour to complete this investigation as I would have
liked to. So I think it was a matter that we carried on to such a point,
and I moved on and someone else had to come along and try to pick
it up.

£ator RIBICOFF. Does the CID still operate on an uncoordinated
basis this way, with every region and every command operating inde
pendently of one another?
Mr. ScARA. We are not yet, sir, under a centralized command.
Senator RIBICoEF. The CID is not under a centralized command. In

your opinion, from your experience, should the CID be under a cen
tralized command?

Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir. I think if the CID was under a centralized com
mand at a high echelon, it would help alleviate problems like this
where they could be taken at a high ' Our resources could be
farmed out there, priorities could be established at that level, and local
influence would not interfere.

-

(Information supplied by the Department of the Army to explain
the creation and missions of the U.S. Army CID Agency follows:)
The U.S. Army CID Agency is the coordinating element of the Army on all

CID matters, worldwide. The agency was organized on 5 September 1969. Its
missions are to exercise overall monitorship, effect coordination, and provide
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central direction to the Army criminal investigation program; operate an Army
criminal intelligence center to receive and disseminate criminal intelligence, as
appropriate; provide guidance and assistance on CID matters while exercising
technical supervision over all CID elements and activities; and maintain con
tinuous liaison with appropriate sources on CID matters.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I would recommend to the Secretary of Defense to
proceed immediately to put the CID under a centralized command. It
will be a recommendation from this subcommittee that this is one of
the reforms that are needed.

But I see no reason for the Secretary of Defense to wait for this rec
ommendation. These hearings certainly disclose a bad situation. There
should be coordination. I would hope the Secretary of Defense would

move immediately to coordinate and centralize CID activities so we
would not have a repetition of what is taking place in the Crum case
and other similar situations.

Have you any idea why Dick Wright, one of Crum's top men, appar
ently was giving you information?
Mr. SCARA. I feel possibly Mr. Wright was much younger than
Mr. Crum, and the problem seemed to evolve around Mr. Crum for
many years. I think he may have been trying to gradually ease Mr.
Crum out of the situation so that possibly he, himself, could take
over as manager in Vietnam of Sarland Price.
Senator RIBICOFF. Isn’t it true that the Air Force operates under a

centralized command? This was put into effect by Senator Syming
ton, then Secretary of the Air Force, back many years ago. The Air
Force does operate under a centralized command; isn’t that so?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir. We have centralized command in CONUS and

in overseas areas, but no one major command headquarters right now
fully in operation on a worldwide basis.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you read Mr. Bybee's testimony?
Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir; I have.

Senator RIBICOFF. His explanation and description of the Crum
operation throughout. From your knowledge of the Crum operation,
would you confirm Bybee's observations and conclusions?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir. I think Mr. Bybee's statement in view of what
I found was quite accurate.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Scara, I would like to pursue a little more

the question that the chairman asked you about the dissemination of
criminal information within the CID. This also troubles me greatly.
Where are you stationed now?

Mr. SCARA. In Bamberg, Germany.
Senator GURNEY. Is this some sort of a military area?
Mr. ScARA. Thisis one Army installation in Germany.

-

- -

Senator GURNEY. What if you are doing a criminal investigation

today within your area which indicates that, say, a man like Crum
is operating in your area there in Germany. Do you disseminate this
information to other CID units in other areas in Europe?

-

Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir. We have a system of intelligence reporting
which we forward to our headquarters for dissemination to other units,
Senator GURNEY. Throughout where?
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Mr. ScARA. This would go to the CID headquarters for dissemina
tion in Europe and then to the CID Agency in the United States for
dissemination throughout the world.
Senator GURNEY. What about exchange of information between
the CID and criminal investigating units, say, in the Air Force and
the Navy? Is there any exchange of information?
Mr. SCARA. I am not an expert on our major command headquarters
operation, sir, but this is one of the functions of the CID Agency.
Senator GURNEY. Would you repeat that?
Mr. SCARA. We have the CID Agency here in Washington, sir,
which is our major coordinating headquarters, and this is one of their
functions, to coordinate with the other services and share this
information.

Senator GURNEY. Do you know whether it is actually done or not?
Mr. ScARA. I assume it is, sir. We do get information from other
services and I assume they get it from us.

Senator GURNEY. In Thailand we ran across one instance, which
will probably appear in the proceedings later—what is the Air Force
unit called? It is the OSI in #' They had absolutely no knowl
edge of some criminal activities affecting one of the key people right

there in Thailand right now. So obviously, in this instance £ WaS

no exchange of criminal investigations among the services. We know
that. We picked up that information in November of last year when
I was in Thailand, with Mr. Duffy and Mr. Morgan.
I would agree with the chairman, that there apparently is a serious
lack of exchange of information by the respective criminal investigat
ing units of the Army, of the Air Force and of the Navy.
I certainly agree with the chairman that this must be corrected by
the Department of Defense.
In fact, I think, Mr. Chairman, we probably ought to ask them to
explore the thought of coordinating # of the criminal investigating
activities of all of the different branches of the services.

Senator RIBICOFF. That is what I had in mind. Not only each service,
but there is no reason why there shouldn’t be centralized coordination.
It is certain that within a certain command or country, or an area.
you have operating at the same time usually the Air Force, the Army
and the Navy, and there must come to their attention the wrong

£ affecting the entire Defense Department. It should be coordi
nated in its entirety.
Senator GURNEY. One of the problems we have here, for example, is
in Thailand, the main effort is Air Force effort, so that is your main
intelligence, and the criminal investigation efforts.
In Vietnam, of course, it is the Army. Unless these services have an
exchange of criminal investigating information, some of these char
acters are going to go unnoticed. We certainly discovered that.
Let me ask another question on this specific thing.
The chairman called to your attention that Crum had, of course,

been kicked out of Korea and had other problems prior to this time.
Were you aware of those as a CID investigator?

Mr. SöARA. Only what I had heard from Mr. Wright.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, there was no central repository

of criminal investigative information that you could go to and pull
a file on Crum?
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Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir, we do have a repository for that information.
Senator GURNEY. Did you then?
Mr. ScARA. I asked for that file later on. But this was late in my
career in Vietnam and I did not see the file prior to the time that I left.
Senator GURNEY. Where would such a file have been kept then?
Mr. SCARA. This file would be in our central repository at Fort
Holabird.

Senator GURNEY. Not out in Vietnam ?

Mr. ScARA. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And there was no dissemination of information

there, as far as you knew, on Mr. Crum and his previous illegal activi
ties?

Mr. SCARA. Not his previous activities. I furnished my information
to the provost marshal and to the consulate on what I developed.
Senator GURNEY. With regard to the letter of General Ashworth.
it certainly was very encouraging to see somebody concerned about
Mr. Crum out there. Our investigation shows that apparently a great
number of people weren’t.

How did that end up in the hands of Colonel Potter, who was the
exchange officer?
Mr. SCARA. This I do not know, sir.

Senator GURNEY. As I understand, that letter was directed to the
Chief of Staff of USARV, was it not?

Mr. ScARA. I think to the Commander in Chief, U.S. Army/Viet
Imaln.

Senator GURNEY. I might indicate for the record that although this
letter was directed to the attention of the Chief of Staff, and this
is the information from General Ashworth's affidavit, and it was

directed to his attention specifically so it wouldn’t fall in the hands
of the G-1 and end up with the Assistant G-1, General Cole—that is

why he sent it to the Chief of Staff—the affidavit also says, “I do not
recall any formal response by letter or telephone to that letter. To

my knowledge, Colonel George did not receive a response to it either.”
That certainly is highly unusual, anything as important as this.
Don't you think so?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. One other question I am curious about. Why would

a post exchange officer call in a CID investigator—and I presume this
call went to you personally, did it not?
Mr. SCARA. No, sir. The best I recall, it came to me from the Deputy
Provost Marshal in Saigon, who said that I was asked to go down
and brief the exchange commander on the contents of the letter.
Senator GURNEY. But he was not your commanding officer, was he?
Mr. ScARA. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. He had nothing to do with you?
Mr. SCARA. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Again, wouldn’t it have been normal procedure
for this Provost Marshal or Deputy Provost Marshal to have gone
through your commanding officer?
Mr. ScARA. We did work for the Provost Marshal in Saigon, sir. The
•

CID in Headquarters Area Command was subordinate to the Head
quarters Area Command Provost Marshal.
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Senator GURNEY. But would he contact you to assign you or tell
you to go some place, or would your immediate superior do that?
Mr. ScARA. I don’t recall if Captain Demorest was there at the time
the call came in. I was right by the phone when the call came in, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I don’t have any further questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Scara, alluding to the question that was asked of
you by both Senator Ribicoff and Senator Gurney, isn’t it a little more
disjointed in the investigation field as far as CID goes? If you want
to go and pursue an investigation and have to go into somebody else's
command, you can’t do that, can you?
Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir, we can.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Can you go to another command and continue your
investigation or do you have to advise the provost marshal of the other
command and they select the man to continue the investigation?
Mr. SCARA. No, sir. We would go to the CID operations in the other

command and ask them if we can conduct our own investigation in the
area. Normally, they are more than happy to let someone come in and
do it because you would be more familiar with the investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Don’t they normally select another man from their
own command to continue your investigation?
Mr. ScARA. Only if there is a distance factor, normally, sir. I

presently am here from Europe and while here I am conducting some
leads from Europe. There is absolutely no problem.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t it further true that you almost have to have
the consent of the commander of another area to investigate in his
area, isn’t that so?

Mr. ScARA. Not under the present system, sir. We have changed in
the last several years.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When was that change?

Mr. ScARA. This change has been in the last 2 or 3 years under a
more centralized system than we had before that time.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you go into somebody else's area, another
command, and continue and investigate without their consent?
Mr. ScARA. Normally, we would ask first.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I say could you continue it without their consent?
Mr. SCARA. Could I ask, Mr. Adlerman, a question? Consent from
whom, sir?
Mr. ADLERMAN. From the provost marshal, the CID unit or the

commanding officer there.
Mr. ScARA. We would ask for permission from the CID unit.

# Aparnas. If they don’t give you that permission, what would
WOll CiO

Mr. ScARA. Then we would go to a higher CID echelon.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In your own command?
Mr. ScARA. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But they could stop you in their command?
Mr. ScARA. Not within the CID, sir. It would have to come from

the major CID command that would say, “No, you will not go into
such and such a command and conduct an investigation. Let some
one there handle it.”

But all the CID do work for one major CID element in an area.
In Germany, we all work through the 9th CID group. I am in the
Bamberg area. I would call our group.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Take the United States and you are working out of,
say, Fort Belvoir. You want to continue your investigation into
another command, say, up in New York. Can you go up there and
investigate without getting the consent of the CID office up in New
York or the provost marshal's office in New York?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, sir; if I go to the group headquarters.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have to go to them and get their consent?
Mr. SCARA. Yes, to get their approval to go from my area, into
another.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But if they don’t consent, you can't do it?
Mr. SCARA. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think this is what happened in the Air Force
many years ago and as a result of that, Senator Symington, then Secre
tary of the Air Force, decided that he would pull together the whole
investigative unit, make it responsible to a very high echelon so that
nobody could stop an investigation on any lower echelon, whether
it was a general : or below that.
This is what I think we need to have in the CID. They should be
responsive to a very high officer, right up to the general command. No
body should be able to put a stop or a halt or chill any of the investi
gations that are going on.
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much. We do appreciate your
cooperation, sir.
CWO Jack W. Smith.

You do solemnly swear the testimony you shall give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. SMITH.I do.
TESTIMONY OF CWO JACK W. SMITH

Mr. ADLERMAN. During 1967 and 1968, were you assigned to Head
quarters, USARV, Provost Marshal's Office?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir, I was.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you assistant chief of CID at that time?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir, I was.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you located then in Saigon?
Mr. SMITH. Saigon for a very short period of time and then we
moved to Long Binh.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You moved to Long Binh, about 20 miles from
Saigon?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was your immediate superior officer then?
Mr. SMITH. Lt. Col. Bill Solley.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And the provost marshal was General Moore?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And his deputy was Colonel Fansler?

Mr. SMITH. When I originally arrived his deputy was Colonel
e, later replaced, I believe in late August 1967, by Colonel

£

anSIer.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Your immediate superior was Lieutenant Colonel
Solley?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Was the Provost Marshal's Office under the admin

istrative control of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Administration and
Personnel, USARV, General Cole?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was there another CID unit in the Saigon area at
the U.S. Army Headquarters Command in Saigon?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir, there was.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was commander of that unit?

Mr. SMITH. Colonel George was provost marshal, USAHAC, when
I first arrived. I believe Captain Demorest was CO of the CID de
tachment. And later a Captain Dubois took over.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was the Commanding General of the U.S.
Army Headquarters Command in Saigon?
Mr. SMITH. General Ashworth, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, were there two separate jurisdictions?
Binh was separated from Saigon?
Mr. SMITH. At that time the CID concept within USARV was all
except those CID agents assigned to headquarters area command
came under 28th MP Brigade or a Tactical Unit. Then the rest of
them came under Headquarters Area Command in Saigon.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The headquarters command was separated from the
Long Binh Command?
Mr. SMITH. The headquarters area command was subordinate to
USARV as a subordinate major command. It was similar to the tact
ical divisions in the various corps.

L'

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did General Cole exercise control over the U.S.

Headquarters Command?
Mr. SMITH. As a USARV staff officer I imagine he had staff super
vision in his area as USARV was the major command.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would he then have more control over the CID
than General Ashworth?

Mr. SMITH. Not necessarily. In fact, I doubt it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. They were both separate commands, were they not?
Mr. SMITH. They were separate commands with USARV being
the senior command.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The CID unit in the Headquarters Command was

not under the operational control of the provost marshal, U.S. Army/
Vietnam, was it?
Mr. SMITH. No, sir, it was not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Later that was changed. I think it was in November
1967.

Mr. SMITH, I believe that is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Before that time, both the CID units, U.S. Army/

Vietnam and CID Headquarters Command in Saigon, both conducted
separate investigations in this matter.
Mr. SMITH. The USARV-CID was not an operational unit. The
USARV–CID branch of the provost marshal was not separate.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they both conduct separate investigations?
Mr. SMITH. They could.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they do so in the Crum matter? Did you both
conduct separate investigations?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Shortly after you were assigned to the U.S. Army/

Vietnam, did you get a written request to assist the Vietnamese Cus
toms Fraud Repression Service in a joint raid?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this raid to be made upon the Sarl Electronics
warehouse and Crum and his company?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was assigned to that?
Mr. SMITH. The various detachments in the various locations

throughout the country where the raids were going to take place were
asked to send an investigator along as an observer.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you examine the local files and did you talk to
other staff members? Did you learn that Vietnamese Customs had con
ducted earlier raids on Sarl in April 1967?
Mr. SMITH, I did not know that until subsequent to these raids.
Mr. ADLERMAN. After you looked through the file?
Mr. SMITH. After I learned and looked through the files later.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When in July 1967 a letter came into the CID re
questing assistance for the Sarl raids, was General Moore then on
leave?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; I believe he was.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Sharpe was Acting Provost Marshal at the
time?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And he was replaced a short time later by Colonel
Fansler, is that right?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. During that interval, did Colonel Sharpe agree to
the joint raids on Sarl?

-

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were these raids conducted in a 2-day period of
July 20 and 21, 1967?
Mr. SMITH, I believe that is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they turn up evidence of currency and customs
violations?

Mr. SMITH, I believe they did, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they also turn up information which indicated
there was a leak to the Sarl people of the impending raid?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And that was the exhibit that I think is already in

evidence which asked that the memorandum be destroyed, is that
?

"'
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you arrive at any conclusion about who leaked
the information?

Mr. SMITH. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

Mr. SMITH. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You were not able to come to any conclusion?

Mr. SMITH. Only it was obvious that there was a leak.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How did General Cole find out about these raids?
Mr. SMITH. I do not know, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Did he find out about them?

Mr. SMITH. The day after the raids, sir, we received a request to
write a fact sheet concerning the reason for and the results of these
raids throughout the country.
Senator RIBICOFF. A fact sheet for whom?

Mr. SMITH. For DCSP & A, General Cole.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did General Cole have jurisdiction in this par
ticular area?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir, as the senior staff officer, the Provost Marshal
worked for. The Provost Marshal worked for the G-1.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that unusual for a general officer to
ask for a fact sheet?

Mr. SMITH. As I found out later, this was very usual.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this usual?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Generally or just in the Crum matter?

Mr. SMITH. This was many areas.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever prepare a fact sheet for General Cole
on any other case?

Mr. SMITH. On other types of cases? Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Other than the Crum case?

Mr. SMITH. Other than the Crum case. From murders to any spec
trum of the crimes that were being committed over there.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did General Cole get in touch with your CID Office
and question them regarding the Vietnamese customs raids?
Mr. SMITH, I was given a mission to prepare a fact sheet concerning
these raids for the deputy chief of staff, General Cole.
Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, didn't you tell a staff member that
you were puzzled why Cole showed an interest in Sarl and Crum?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir. I was puzzled.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that unusual as far as you were concerned?
Mr. SMITH, I thought it was at the time.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In September 1967, did you learn from other mem
bers of the CID Unit, your CID Unit, that General Cole had con
tacted the Office and was upset that certain Army officers at the Saigon
Port had sent out a questionnaire to various clubs and messes in Viet
nam checking on whether Sarl shipments had been diverted or had
reached the original consignee?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know why General Cole wanted to know if
the CID was investigating Sarl?
Mr. SMITH. No; I do not know why he wanted to know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he indicate that he wanted to know why they
were doing it?
Mr. SMITH. He wanted to know why the CID was or if the CID

was investigating Sarl Electronics and Bill Crum.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you then assigned to find out why the investi
gation was conducted?

Mr. SMITH, I was assigned to determine whether the CID was con
ducting the investigation or an investigation of Sarl Electronics or
Bill Crum.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you discover that Robert Scara, who just testi
fied here, who had been in the Headquarters Command CID, developed
information linking General Cole and William Crum of Sarl Elec
tronics?

Mr. SMITH, I discovered; yes, sir, that he had developed certain in

formation concerning Sarl, Crum, and Cole.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Scara develop evidence that Crum had fraudu
lently represented himself as an official of the PX exchange service in

Vietnam by signing his name to an official letter of the PX exchange
which permitted him to obtain so-called TN license plates which were
duty-free status plates, PX plates, for a number of automobiles that
were in excess of those authorized by the PX system in Vietnam’
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADIERMAN. I would like to put this in evidence, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you seen this letter?
Mr. SMITH. Not recently, sir.
(Document handed to the witness.)

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever run into a situation where a man
who had nothing to do with the military signs his name as if he were
part of a military operation and had authority?
Mr. SMITH. No, sir; I have not.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 482” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1286.)
Mr. SMITH. This was furnished me by Mr. Scara.
Senator RIBICOFF. What did you do with that document?
Mr. SMITH, I originally, after receiving it, went to the exchange to
query Colonel Potter as to the validity of Mr. Crum being an employee
of the exchange or operations officer as he signed on this document.
Senator RIBICoEF. What happened? Isn’t this a rather serious offense
for someone representing themselves as part of the Headquarters Op
erations Division when they are a civilian and had no part of it?
Mr. SMITH, I felt so, sir.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Where did this document finally end up?
Mr. SMITH. It was a portion of a memorandum report, an enclosure

to it, which I wrote to the provost marshal at the conclusion of my
Inoullr W.
£or RIBICoEF. Who was the provost marshal at that time?
-

- -

Mr. SMITH. General Moore.

-

*

-

.

.

.

.

.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. What did he do with this document?
Mr. SMITH, I do not know, sir.

-

-

-

-

Senator GURNEY. What did Colonel Potter have to say about it when
you questioned him?
Mr. SMITH. He explained that this apparently had been done prior
-

-

-

to his becoming commander of the exchange and it was done because of
Mr. Crum’s contract to provide pinball machines, amusement devices,
to the various snack bars, and so forth.

Senator GURNEY. He denied having any knowledge of it?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. Were any of these automobiles imported during
Colonel Potter's regime as exchange officer?
Mr. SMITH, I do not know.
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Mr. DUFFY. I believe we will establish that they came in during the
period that Colonel Ice was the commander.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Smith, did you obtain copies from the CID
Headquarters Command, office copies, of a letter that Crum had signed
which we just showed you?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At the same time, did you also obtain a copy of the
General Ashworth letter?

# SMITH, I received that from Colonel George, the provost mar
shal, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to show you this letter and I would like
to have you identify it.

(Document handed to the witness.)
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 483” for ref.
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1287.)
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; that is a copy of the letter.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think full reference has been made to the letter

previously so I will not discuss it further.
Did you then visit Colonel Potter, head of the PX exchange in Viet
nam, and ask for the Ashworth and Crum letters?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he indicate that he had obtained copies?
Mr. SMITH. He indicated he had a copy of the letter.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he tell you that he
turned these letters over
to General Cole?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is when you asked for the letters?
Mr. SMITH. At this time, I asked him for a copy of the letter which
he refused to give to me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was General Cole personally aware of the

irregularities involving Crum and Sarl at this time?
Mr. SMITH. From this letter; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. From the letter it became very obvious that he
had this evidence?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You had also learned in the course of the investi

gation—you had contacted Captain O'Connell and Lieutenant Fisher
and learned that General Cole had interceded at the staff level?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When you say intervened, what do you mean?
What did he do?

Mr. SMITH, I learned from Captain O'Connell and Lieutenant
Fisher that he had telephoned them concerning the customs letter that
they had sent out to the various club managers of the open messes.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you been in the CID?
Mr. SMITH. Since 1952.

Senator RIBICoFF. You have had quite a bit of experience.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. How many times in this experience have you come
across a general officer intervening in matters such as this?
Mr. SMITH. Never, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Is this the first time in your long experience?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Smith, I think you were asked a question by the
staff as to whether or not a case was opened on Sarl or William
Crum by the CID, separate cases.

Mr. SMITH. No, in my time in Vietnam there had not been a formal
investigation initiated.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was the real reason why a case was not opened on
Sarl and Crum because the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff, General
Cole, was involved in the thing?
Mr. SMITH. In my opinion; no, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What is that?

Mr. SMITH. In my opinion, this is not the reason.

Mr. ADLERMAN. We have a tape recording of your interview. Mr.
Duffy asked this question:
The real reason an investigation was not initiated into Sarl Electronics and

William Crum was because the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff was involved in
this thing?

Your answer was. “Mr. Smith. I think so.”

Do you want to change your testimony on that?
Mr. SMITH. It could have been. I personally have no knowledge on
this.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Why wasn’t a case opened? Here you had a long list
of irregularities. General Ashworth particularized the irregularities.
You, vourself, know there was intervention. You, yourself, know that
they did things that were wrong. Why wasn’t a case opened?
Mr. SMITH. One reason I think was lack of personnel and time and
other hard crimes that were requiring investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you write a memorandum, a negative memo
randum for Colonel Solley's signature?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In this memorandum, you close the case out, prac.
tically, don’t you? In other words, you said, if I am not mistaken:
Sarl Electronics is not now, nor has it ever been, the subject of investigation
by a U.S. Army/Vietnam CID Unit.

Is that correct?

Mr. SMITH. That is my statement, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Why did you write that?
Mr. SMITH. First, to get General Cole off our backs.

Senator RIBICOFF: What do you mean when you say to get General

Cole off your backs? What was the general tenor of your experience
that you felt General Cole was on your back?
Mr. SMITH, I should say every time the Vietnamese Customs or fraud

repression would make some inquiry concerning Sarl, or anyone would
make some inquiry concerning Sarl, the first thing that happened is we
would have to find out who did it and why. He kept insisting that the

CID, Mr. Scara, was investigating Sarl Electronics. This was pri.
marily worded in such a way that there was no formal investigation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the attitude in your experience with the

Vietnamese Customs people concerning the activities of Crum? How
did they react to these continuous whitewashes?
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Mr. SMITH, I do not know, sir. I did not deal directly with them or
even indirectly on any basis with the Vietnamese Customs people as a
staff officer at USARV Headquarters.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you look at this memorandum and see if you
can identify it?
(Document handed to the witness.)
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 484” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1290.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; that is a copy of the memorandum I wrote.
Senator GURNEY. I was curious about your answer, Mr. Smith, to the
questioning why a case wasn’t opened in this matter by the

#"
ID.

As I recall, your answer was that you had some shortage of person
nel and also that you had a great many other more important things.
That generally was the answer.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. My question is: What evidence would the CID
people have to have to consider something important? Let me pursue
this a little further. Here is a commanding general of a CID unit, the
headquarters unit, in Saigon, General Ashworth, who writes a whole
long memorandum here on Sarl, Crum, and the illegal activities they
were doing, and directs it to the Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army/
Vietnam.

How much evidence do you need to open up a case?
Mr. SMITH. Myself? I don’t need anymore than that.
Senator GURNEY. But I am talking about your headquarters.
Mr. SMITH, I presented this letter, a copy of this letter, a copy of the
one in which Crum signs as a PX employee, with this memorandum, to
my immediate boss.
Senator GURNEY. Then it is your opinion that your boss should have
opened an investigation?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And it was highly irregular that he did not?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And a dereliction of duty?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I agree with you. I want to make sure we have that
on the record.

Whoever was in charge of that CID unit as USARV should have
been fired long ago for dereliction of duty. That is the problem we have
here. It seems to me we have evidence enough to have started a case
here long ago.

I have one other question in connection with the raids by the Viet
namese Customs people. Don’t you think that this tipoff that your sus
pect was given probably enabled them to destroy a lot of records that
would have been very useful to not only the Vietnamese but also the
CID 2

-

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. I have nothing further.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Thank you very much.
Colonel Potter.
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You do solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Colonel Pot'TER. I do.
TESTIMONY OF COL. JACK POTTER

Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you supply the committee with some of your
background, Colonel Potter?

Colonel PotteR. With relation to the exchange service, sir?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Your experience in the service.
Colonel PoTTER. I came into the service in 1941 as a draftee from

California. As an enlisted man I served for about 2 years. I went to

Infantry OCS. Subsequent to that, I served in the South Pacific.
Subsequent to World War II, I was transferred into the Quarter
master Corps and had a variety of logistic assignments in Europe and
in the United States.

-

-

For approximately 4 years I served in the Office of Deputy Chief
for Logistics, Department of the Army. In 1963 and 1964, I was in
Korea as a staff officer and then a battalion commander.

Subsequent to that, I came to the Army and Air Force Exchange
Service where I was Deputy Chief of the Western Region in San
Francisco.

Subsequent to that, I transferred to headquarters, Dallas. This was
in the Army and Air Force Exchange Service, also. I was Director of
Audits and Inspections.

In July, mid-July 1967, I was assigned as the Commander of the
Vietnam Regional Exchange. I performed duties there until approxi
mately July 8, 1968.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you take over as commander of the Army and
Air Force exchange system from Colonel Jack Ice in July 1967?
Colonel POTTER. Yes, sir. Colonel Ice had departed shortly prior to
my arrival. I was the successor commander to him.
Senator RIBICOFF. CID Agent Scara testified that he drafted a letter
in late August or early September 1967 for the signature of Gen.
Ashworth which was critical of the way the Vietnam regional exchange
was being operated, and he further testified when he was called in to
be questioned by you with reference to the Ashworth letter you had
a copy before you.
Is that true?

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I do not recall the specific details of that par
ticular meeting that I had with Scara. I heard his statement just now.
Senator RIBICOFF Would you look at that letter and see if it refreshes
your recollection?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir; I do recall receiving a copy of this particu
lar letter.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you look on page 3? I am quoting the last few
paragraphs of the letter. It states:
It was determined that little or no control is exercised by the VNRE over con
cessionaire merchandise brought into Vietnam duty-free.
The Vietnam Regional Exchange does not monitor the orders sent out by the
concessionaires, does not maintain a record of merchandise received in Vietnam
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by the concessionaires, and only occasionally “spot-checks” merchandise received
in Vietnam duty-free by concessionaires.
It was also determined that the concessionaires store their merchandise in

their own houses, or facilities, and this merchandise is not under Vietnamese
Regional Exchange control.
Apparently, concessionaires may bring into country whatever they want,

through normal Vietnamese Regional Exchange shipping channels, or through
the APO, and except on an occasional spot-check no record exists of that mer
chandise, except that maintained by the concessionaire.
As a result, the “door” is wide open for blackmarketing, currency manipula

tion and other lucrative activities through the questionable APO and duty-free
import privileges given to concessionaires and their “friends.”

It does not appear that the Vietnamese Regional Control Exchange is fulfilling
its responsibilities to either the United States Government, or the Government of

the Republic of Vietnam, by its present policy of permitting to concessionaires
in Vietnam and in fact, condones a situation that could become extremely em
barrassing to the United States Government.

Would you agree that these were very serious charges involving the
PX exchange?
Colonel Pot'TER. Yes, sir.

•

-

-

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. You had been in there just a few weeks at this time

when you read this letter, is that right?
Colonel POTTER. Yes, sir.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Previous to that, Colonel Ice had been in charge of
the PX in Vietnam; is that correct.

Colonel Potter. That is correct. ..
Mr. ADLERMAN. So you had very little knowledge of what happened
before this.

Colonel POTTER. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Earlier, in another paragraph, General Ashworth
goes into some detail concerning the PX violation of Sarl Electronics
and William Crum. That is item 8 in the letter, I think.
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As you know, General Ashworth has filed an affi
davit with the committee, and Scara has testified, that violations of

Sarland Crum precipitated this letter being written.
I don't want to go into detail of what the letter is as we have already
gone into it. But he put into this letter a list of alleged violations,
which was signed and sent to the Commanding General, U.S. Army
in Vietnam.

He further said:
I sent this letter in this manner so that it would come to the attention of the

Chief of Staff. Since the subject of this letter had to do with PX matters, normal
course would be that it would then be referred to G-1, General Cole.

He said further:
I do not recall any formal response, by letter or by telephone, to that letter.
To my knowledge, Colonel George did not receive a response to it either.

Would you tell me whether or not the action copy of this letter has
disappeared?

Colonel PotteR. Sir. I do not recall receiving the signed action copy.
That is to the best of my recollection.

'', ADLERMAN.
letter

You did not get a copy of General Ashworth's
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Colonel PotteR. I did not say that. I said the action, the signed copy,
sir. I did have a copy of the correspondence, but to the best of my recol
lection, I do not recall seeing the action copy.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you aware of the fact that the staff of the sub
committee have made every attempt to find the action letter and it
seems to have disappeared?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I heard that last night.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You had a carbon copy of this letter, is that correct?
-

-

Colonel Pot'TER. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. It is called an information copy?
Colonel PoTTER. An information copy.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who supplied you with the copy of this letter?
Colonel Potter. Sir, I cannot recall. I remember I had it, but I can
not recall exactly where it came from. I can conjecture for you if you
wish. I would suspect that it either came from the staff of Headquarters
Area Command at Saigon Area Command, wherever General Ash
worth commanded, or from USARV.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could it have come from General Cole's office?

Colonel POTTER. It could have come from General Cole's office, too.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In General Ashworth's statement he says that the
normal course would be that this letter would be referred to General

Cole. Do you agree with that?
Colonel PottER. I would think that it would be, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did General Cole ever transmit or discuss any of
the contents of that letter with you?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I am certain that I discussed this matter with

General Cole, but I cannot recall the time or place or the details. I
know the letter upset me very much.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would it refresh your recollection if you considered
whether it referred to Crum or Sarl Electronics?
C

Colonel PortER. I beg your pardon?
#,Abūnas.
Did the discussion

refer to Sarl Electronics or

I'um 2

Colonel PoTTER. I think it probably referred to the entire scope of

£

the allegations and the
that were outlined in this letter.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did CID Agent Smith ask you for a copy of the
Ashworth letter and a copy # the letter signed by Crum where he

falsely represented himself as an official of the exchange?
Colonel POTTER. Sir, I heard his testimony. I have no reason to feel

that he did not. However, I do not recall the specific instant that you
mentioned.

Mr. ADIERMAN. You do not recall it but you would not deny it?
Colonel PoTTER. No, sir; I do not deny it. It could have happened.
. Mr., ADIERMAN. How about the September 15, 1967, memorandum
signed by Bill Solley, and prepared by Smith, which makes reference
to this conversation with you wherein you told him you turned the
letters over to General Cole.

Did you turn those letters over to General Cole?

Colonel PoTTER. I am sorry, sir, I could not hear the gist of your
question.

Mr. ADIERMAN. This goes back to 1967. There is a written memo

randum which was signed by Mr. Solley, which was prepared by Mr.
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Smith, in which he makes reference to his conversation with you where
in you told him you turned these letters over to General Cole.
o you deny you turned these letters over to General Cole?
Colonel PoTTER. I do not recall actually turning letters—I don't
know exactly what letters he is referring to, sir—over to General Cole.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He testified that he asked you for these letters and
you told him he had to get them from General Cole.

Colonel Potter. I am not certain as to what letters we are referring
to, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking about the Ashworth letter.
Colonel POTTER. The Ashworth letter?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes, and the Crum letter.
Colonel PoTTER. The Crum letter? I don’t know that I understand

which is the Crum letter.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The Crum memorandum that he wrote, which he
signed as a representative of the PX, requesting that the following
vehicles be issued a TN number, and then he listed 11 vehicles, includ
ing
Buick sedans, a Harvester Scout car, and the rest were pickup

:

truckS.

-

Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir; I know which letter you are discussing
no W.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you turn that over to General Cole?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I do not recall doing this. I would think that
I would have, and I don’t deny it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you deny his testimony that you did tell him
that you turned them over?
Colonel Potter. This may be correct, sir, but I don't recall the spe
cific circumstances of turning the letters over to General Cole.
May I try to clarify something, Mr. Chairman?
-

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.

Colonel Potter. Although General Cole had the Army staff re
sponsibility for the Exchange, my direct commander was Colonel
Garroni, who was in PACEX Headquarters.
The man I dealt with most frequently in USARV Headquarters
was an officer who was charged with the staff responsibility for liaison
with the Post Exchange. It was a Lieutenant Colonel Riser, initially,
and a Lieutenant Colonel Schultz later on.

It would not surprise me at all, but I can't recall specifically, that
the information copy of the letter could have come from the staff
officer who was primarily designated as the contact with the Exchange.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How would he get it?
Colonel Pot'TER. This was Colonel Riser or Colonel Schultz.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How would he get it?

-

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, the only thing I can say is that this was in
his area of staff responsibility and they were in the higher head
quarters.

-

Senator RIBIcorF. I am curious, Colonel. How did you find out that
Scara was the agent who had given the substance of the material
in the Ashworth letter? How did you find that out?
Colonel Potter. Well, sir, of course, as a new commander just
-

arriving in Vietnam and receiving correspondence like that, obviously
I was quite upset. I would have tried to inquire how this information
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was developed and where this information was generated. T
best of my knowledge, I would have called

G' ''

office, or somebody in his office, and pointed out that I would have
appreciated
some discussion on these allegations prior to his blasting
out with a letter.
I would have asked him where was the individual who might be
contacted in this regard. I am not certain whether it was the chief

of staff of the headquarters area or perhaps the provost marshal that

gave me the information that the agent that you had before you
was knowledgeable in this area.

Senator RIBICOFF. What made you bring Scara before you in what
he characterized as a tribunal? Why did you do that?
Colonel PortER. Sir, this may have been his impression. I was
primarily and very urgently concerned in finding out more details

about this matter and questioning as to where allegations perhaps
left off and where hard factual information started.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is it usual to summon a man late Friday for a
meeting at 10 o'clock the following morning?
Colonel PoTTER. It would not be unusual, no, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Scara, in his statement, stated—
Colonel Potter had four to six members of his staff gathered about him on
both sides of his desk, while the chair which I was to occupy was placed in
the center of the room facing the gathering of officers.
Colonel Potter Seemed to have General Ashworth's letter before him. He told

me that the meeting was being held for the purpose of getting at the truth, not
what was written in the letter. The only conclusion I could draw was that he
was calling me a liar.

Colonel Potter started the meeting by saying that he would take each para
graph of the letter singly and would show where I reported false information.

Do you want to comment on that? How did you know the informa
tion was false?

-

Colonel PoTTER. I am not prepared to accept that statement that he

made as being completely what I might have had in mind. I would not

consider that it was to be a tribunal. The staff officers that would prob
ably have attended would have been those that were primarily inter
ested in this type of operation, my security chief, my chief of opera

tions, my concession services supervisor, my deputy and executive
officer. They would have been those who were involved in trying to
ascertain what the actual situations were and what it was that we might

'" or should do in order to make corrective action if such was
requl reol.

enator RIBICoEF. Was Scara correct when he said that you said that

the
meeting was being held for the purpose “of getting at. the
truth,
not what was written in the letter”? I' you say that?
. . . .
Colonel Port ER. I do not recall. I would suspect that I at least said

that portion about getting at the truth,

*

,

,,

,

"

'

"

Senator RIBICOFF. Which items of Scara's report were false and on
what basis did you charge Scara with making false information?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, £ not prepared to make a complete com
ment on it. I believe the committee has an analysis of this letter which
was developed by one of my colonels, Lt. Col. Norman Pohler, which
discusses paragraph by paragraph what is factual and what is not fac
tual with respect to this letter.
.. .
. . . . . **
-
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Senator RIBICOFF. Did you report to General Ashworth that the basis
of his letter that he signed was false?
Colonel PoTTER. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you make any report on that at all?
Colonel Port ER. Did I make any report on the letter?
Senator RIBICOFF. To Ashworth. Did you report to General Ash
worth ?

Colonel PotteR. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you report to anybody else?
Colonel PoTTER. I would have expected that I had not only discussed
this with my chief back in PACEX, USARV Headquarters and I
would expect I would have also informed my exchange chief back in
the Dallas headquarters of this particular

£

Mr. ADLERMAN. You were there a very short time when you had

Scara before you. You were questioning him on the basis of this let
ter, which you felt was not correct, or false, or whatever you want to

callit. You had to get that information from somebody else. Whom did
you get the information from ?
Colonel PoTTER. I recall very vaguely, and this is, of course, 4 years
ago now, that upon receiving an information copy of this letter, I did
convene my own staff and asked them to look into the details on each

particular of the statements and ascertain what was required to cor
rect the situation, or what was perhaps not completely based on suffi
cient legality or proof that action could be taken on.
Mr. ADIERMAN. You questioned Mr. Scara for a while there and he
claimed the investigation was a tribunal or a court rather than an effort
to find out what the facts were.

Why did you give Scara this unfair treatment? Why did you sus
pect that his statement was not correct or true? You had been there a
short time. Somebody must have told you this.
Colonel Pot'TER. Sir, his feeling that it was a tribunal, I believe was
inaccurate.

Senator RIBICOFF. General Ashworth in his affidavit states:
It was my opinion at the time, and still is, and Colonel George's opinion as
well, that Colonel Potter was acting in an irregular manner when he directed a
CID investigator to attend this meeting and be subjected to questioning regard
ing my letter.

Normal procedures would be that Colonel Potter would request the appearance
of persons under my command either through the provost marshal, Colonel
George, or through me personally.

Is General Ashworth correct in stating what the correct procedure
would be?

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, it is my impression from the testimony that was
given by Mr. Scara that he had received the call from the deputy pro
vost marshal asking him to come over to see me.
Senator GURNEY. Did you call the provost marshal and ask that the
investigator come over to see you?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I don’t know. I can’t recall at this time whether
contacted the provost marshal or the HAC Chief of Staff on this

#

etter.

Senator GURNEY. Whom do you think you called?

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I can’t recall. I am sorry.
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Senator GURNEY. When you say the Chief of Staff, who do you
mean?

Colonel Potter. The Chief of Staff to General Ashworth.

Senator GURNEY. It is surprising to me. Here you have a new com
mand, Colonel, and you have been in command about 2 months. Here
are these serious allegations that come before you, allegations which,
if true, and you had anything to do with it—and I realize that you
came in and took command after somebody else, supplanting somebod
else—these would have been criminal charges had they been pursued,
a most serious thing.
Yet somehow, you can't remember any details about this at all.
Surely, you must have a better recollection of something as serious as
this. When that letter came into your headquarters you must have
gotten right up out of your chair and gone through the ceiling.
Colonel PorrER. I was disturbed.
Senator GURNEY. Where did the letter come from ?

Colonel Port ER. Sir, I can't recall.
Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection at all?

Colonel Port ER. I do not remember the exact source of the letter,
S11".

Senator GURNEY. Who did you call after the letter came in? What
did you do first?

Colonel PortER. Sir, this is a very hazy recollection.
Senator GURNEY. Give us your hazy recollection.
Colonel Pot TER. All right. I can only envision as to what my normal
reactions would have been. First, I would have called my own staff
together, those people that were responsible for supervising certain of
these activities.

Senator GURNEY. And what did you say to them?
Colonel PoTTER. I can only conjecture that I said:
We need to get to the bottom of this and make a determination as to what

action needs to be taken and to find out as to what part of this is factual where
we have a basis for taking action on it.

Senator GURNEY.What instructions did you give them?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, can I look in this notebook?

Senator GURNEY. We would be delighted if you would refresh your
memory in any way at all. We are trying to get to the bottom of this.

Colonel PoTTER. I recognize that, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. While you are turning the pages, did you know
that Crum was a personal friend of General Cole?
Colonel PoTTER. Not at that time, no, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You found that out subsequently?
Colonel PoTTER. Subsequently.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you find out that Cole had interceded a num
ber of times for Mr. Crum in 1967, in behalf of Sarl and Crum?
Colonel Pot'TER. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You didn't know that?

Colonel Pot'TER. No, sir.

Sir, I can only conjecture from a letter which was written to me by

my chief of operations, Lieutenant Colonel Pohler. The subject was
ConceSS1On311teS.

-
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Senator GURNEY. Would you read the letter? What date is this?
Colonel Port ER. This is September 6, 1967. I believe this letter is
available to the staff.

Senator GURNEY. Give us the benefit of how this got going.
Colonel Pot'TER. This man worked for me, Lieutenant Colonel
Pohler.
H said:
In regard to the attached letter, Subject: Issuance of ID cards by Head
quarters, RVNR. To the Commanding General, USARV : Research entered into
the contents of this letter identifies the following discrepancies in content—

And then they reference each individual paragraph.
Reference paragraph 4 (a). This is a true statement and corrective action will
be taken. However, it is interesting to note that we have a document in our
files signed by Gladys Ingersoll which identifies her as the manager of American
Motors Corp., Tab A.

Paragraph 4(c).

Senator GURNEY. What has that to do with this? What did Gladys
do?

Colonel PoTTER. I gather that paragraph 4(a) in this letter from
General Ashworth discusses an American Motor Co. concessionaire.
Senator GURNEY, Let's skip over that and get to Crum and Sarl.
I appreciate your detail but I am more interested in what Crum and
Sarl did. What does he say about item 8? We are not interested in
Gladys.
•

Colonel PoTTER (reading):
Paragraph 8 of the General Ashworth letter alleges that three of the ve
hicles imported by VNRE Sarl Electronics were personal sedans of Mr. Crum
and two of his assistants.

At Tab H is the RVNR listing of vehicles imported by concessionaires. This

listing indicates that Sarl Electronics received a total of 11 vehicles. Of this
total, 10 are Toyota pickup trucks and one a Plymouth sedan.
A review of the RVNR contract with Sarl Electronics and the records of the

appropriate offices of this Headquarters reveals that no lease of any description
exists between RVNR, Sarl Electronics, or Mr. William J. Crum.
It is worth noting that prior to the receipt of of this letter an investigation
was already underway in conjunction with the Customs and Travel Branch of
the U.S. Embassy into alleged misrepresentations by Mr. Crum. Appropriate
action will be taken upon completion of this investigation.

Senator GURNEY...What action was taken?

-

Colonel PoTTER. There were several actions that were taken, sir.

One action already in progress was where that we found, through co
ordination with the State Department officials who were responsible
for registering vehicles that there was this letter signed by Mr. Crum
in their files. This was the one you referred to where he signed as an

official in the operations branch, WNRE.
A letter was written to Mr. Crum by the Vietnam Regional Procure
ment Office, which indicated that this letter had been found in the file,
and requested information as to under what authority he signed for
-

-

the Vietnam Regional Exchange.

Have you seen that letter, Senator?
Senator GURNEY. The one he signed?
Colonel Potte R. No. The one we sent to Mr. Crum.

Mr. DUFFY. We do have a copy of that letter.

-

Senator GURNEY. Summarizing it, what did you say? “Don’t do it
again,” is that it?
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Colonel PoTTER. No, sir. It said:
This document indicates that your company has registered an additional 10
Vehicles with the American Embassy in the name of the exchange and, further

that Mr. William J. Crum represented himself as an exchange official in signing
this document.

This document indicates that your company has abused and violated the terms
of your contract with the exchange. Therefore, I request you provide me informa
tion as follows: Under what authority from the exchange your firm registered
the vehicles listed in Enclosure 2 with the American Embassy; (b), who in the
exchange authorized Mr. William J. Crum of your company to sign the document
at Enclosure 2, indicating he was an official of the exchange?
Request your response to the above office not later than

Colonel Pot'TER. It looks like 10 or 20 September.
Senator GURNEY. What is the date of the letter?

Colonel Pot'TER. I don’t know. It didn’t come off the Xerox.

Senator GURNEY. Sometime in early September?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you receive a reply to it?
Colonel PoTTER. This letter, by the way, was sent out by the con
tracting officer, Mr. Blair, was chief of the Procurement Office in
PACEX. He was located at Saigon, but he reported directly to
PACEX Headquarters.
He, as the contracting officer, would be responsible for the admonish
ment, reprimand, and so forth, of concessionaries under contract with
the exchange. He did not report to me.
I did not receive or do not have, anyway, a copy of the reply, but I
did learn of a previously existing letter which was dated in

Senator GURNEY. Let's pin down this letter first. Did he ever reply
to that letter, as far as you know?
Colonel Pot'TER. Sir, I do not know whether he did or not.

Senator GURNEY: Did you check up and call PACEX, whoever it
was, who wrote the letter?
Colonel POTTER. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You did not?
-

Colonel PoTTER. I did not.

-

Senator GURNEY. There was no followup by your headquarters?
Colonel PoTTER. No, sir; I don’t say there was no follow-up by my
headquarters.
Senator GURNEY. What followup was there?
Colonel Port ER. There had to be followup.
Senator GURNEY. What was it?

Colonel Pot'TER. It generated the response of obtaining a letter

which had been previously signed by my predecessor Colonel Ice
which allegedly gave Mr. Crum authorization to process these requests
for vehicles for the exchange.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, what you are saying is somebody
said, “Yes, you do have the right to do this,” is that right? . . . .
-

•

Colonel PortER. The previous commander had indicated in his
letter

Per our conversation regarding concession vehicles, importation and

regis

tration, it is deemed advisable by this Headquarters that you continue to process
this paper until such time as written procedures are established by the Viet
nam Regional Exchange.
You will be notified in writing of this.
58–590–71—Pt. 5–12
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Based on this, I did send a letter to Mr. Crum, withdrawing his
authority.
(The letter referred to follows :)
HEADQUARTERs,

VIETNAM REGIONAL ExoMANGE,
APO San Francisco, Calif., 17 September 1966.
Subject: Authorization Vehicle

Registration.

Mr. W.M. J. CRUM,

Operations Manager,
Sarl Electronics.

DEAR MR. CRUM : Reference our conversation regarding concessionaire ve

hicle importation and registration. It is deemed advisable

by this Headquarters

that you continue to process this paper work only until such time that written
procedures are established by the Vietnam Regional Exchange, Customs and
Transportation Branch. You will be notified in Writing of such action.
JACK C. ICE,
Colonel, QMC.
Commander.

Senator GURNEY: Did that letter give the authority to import the
vehicles originally?
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, at the time I was there vehicles and equipment
and supplies required by concessionaires who were solely Supporting
the free world forces in Vietnam authorized entrance of these items
into Vietnam on a customs-free basis.

Senator GURNEY. These particular ones we are talking about?
Colonel PorreR. The particular ones in question—well, they were
questionable. However, Senator Gurney, they did apparently bear the
blessing of our prior commander.

Mr. DUFFY. You are talking about Colonel Ice?
Colonel PoTTER. Colonel Ice.

Senator GURNEY. We are talking about you. Did they carry your
ng?l Pot'TER. May I cite correspondence I sent to Crum on the
blessi
Colone
23d of September?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
Colonel Pot'TER. “Mr. Crum: Reference your letter of 22 Septem

ber"—so there must have been a letter response from Mr. Crum that
I don’t have a copy of—“and letter Headquarters Vietnam Regional
Exchange dated September 17”—that was the letter I read to you
Subject: Authorization of Vehicle Registration. This is to formally advise
you that any authority which may have been implied for you to register vehicles
on behalf of the Exchange under the letter of 17 September 1966 is rescinded.

t 485.)
(See Exhibi
or GURNE
Y. Whatever happened to the TN license plates? Did
Senat
-

-

anybody check to see whether he still had them or not?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir. The TN license plates were handled

through a registration process for concessionaire vehicles which re.
quired that they be justified and approved by the Vietnam regional
exchange.

Under this letter of 23 November—

Senator GURNEY. September.

Colonel PoTTER. I have another letter, sir, addressed to Sarl Elec
tronics, dated 23 November.
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Senator GURNEY. Is that 1967 or 1966?

Colonel Pot'TER. 1967, sir.
Senator GURNEY. 1967?

Colonel Pot'TER. Yes, sir. We are going down the stream a month.
(The letter referred to follows:)
23 NOVEMBER 1967.
SARL ELECTRONICS,
Boite Postale 957,
Saigon, Vietnam.

DEAR SIR: Reference is made to the number of vehicles operated by your firm
which are currently registered in Vietnam through the Vietnam Regional
Exchange.

In reviewing our records, it is obvious that sales recorded by Sarl Electronics
concession operations would not warrant sponsorship by RVNR of the total
number of vehicles (21) currently registered. It is also evident that vehicles
operated by Sarl Electronics and registered through RVNR are being utilized
in support of other US contractual service where VN tax exemptions are enjoyed.
In recognition of the urgency that exists in the area of re-registration of ve
hicles, it is agreed to offer sponsorship of all 21 vehicles with the understanding
that Sarl Electronics will act accordingly to transfer sponsorship of all but 14
vehicles from the Vietnam Regional Exchange not later than 31 December 1967.
SIDNEY D. WEISS,
Eacecutive.

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, the basis of this was that there was a 90-day

# where the Vietnamese Government had set up a re-registration
or TN plates, of the vehicles that were in Vietnam. So this tied in
with the date that the re-registration was to occur.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, as I understand all this, despite
all these memorandums from Ashworth and whatnot, we finally come

down to a grand total of 21 vehicles and Sarl and Crum have gotten
them with the blessing of the post exchange. Isn’t that right?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, he had the authority under his contract to im
port vehicles.

Senator GURNEY. How many?
Colonel PoTTER. The only ones that we had on record initially
were 10.

Senator GURNEY. How did he get 21?
Colonel PortER. This was the one that he signed under the authority
that Colonel Ice had given him before.
Senator GURNEY. Why was he entitled to 21 vehicles?
Colonel PoTTER. I am not in the position to justify the vehicles that
were used to support the club operations. I feel that the vehicles that
he did have, at least part of them that were registered to the Vietnam
regional exchange, were actually used in supporting the club and
mess operations, and that because we were more centrally organized
than the clubs and messes—

Senator GURNEY. What about the 21? Here is your own letter com
ing out of the exchange, admitting that he has 21 now, and also saying
that, “This is far too many for your operations in Saigon which you
are legally entitled to.”
Colonel PoTTER. So we gave him until the 31st of December to ob
tain the other regular sponsorship for those vehicles.
Senator GURNEY. Didn't anybody check up to find out how he got
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the 21 in the first place? These were obtained illegally, as I under
stand it.

Colonel Pot'TER. No, sir, they were not. This is the point I was try
ing to make reference to.

£ GURNEY: Do you mean he was permitted to import these
duty-free servicing NCO clubs?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. On whose authority?
Colonel PoTTER. This was for the operation of the clubs and messes.

-

They were entitled to permit their concessionaires—to import equip
ment, supplies and vehicles, those that were required in order to sup
port their operations in Vietnam.
Senator GURNTY. What about these personal sedans of Mr. Crum,
Mr. Renieri and Mr. Welton? Were they authorized? Were they legal?
Those are in Ashworth's letter.

Colonel PoTTER. Under the guidelines that were in existence at that
time, yes, sir, they were.
Senator GURNEY. General Ashworth didn't think they were.
Colonel Pot'TER. General Ashworth in his letter made the allegation
that they were being used contrary to supporting the exchange services.
Senator GURNEY. What was your view P
-

Colonel POTTER. This was correct. The vehicles that we had listed on
our records did not include these personal cars.
-

Senator GURNEY. I understand that. But neither were they entitled
to free importation, were they? This is the matter we are trying to get
at.

Colonel PottER. At this time they were, sir. If they were doing busi

ness solely in support of the free world forces they were entitled to
import, custom-free, the equipment and supplies required to perform
this support.
*

*

*

Senator GURNEY. Is a personal sedan of Mr. Crum running around
in Saigon in support of this great war in Vietnam?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, the import of vehicles for transportation of
*

peoples to their place of business was not uncommon for not only Gov
ernment contractor personnel but also for concessionaire personnel. ,
Senator RIBICOFF. Were other vendors in Vietnam running around

with these special Government plates, other vendors or people servic
ing the clubs? Did they have special TN plates?
, )
Colonel PoTTER. May I make one correction to your statement?
i

Concessionaires, yes; but not vendor representatives.

* *
-

Senator RIBICOFF. Wendors?

Colonel Pott'ER. Well, vendors is a little different term, sir.

.

Senator RIBICOFF. Wasn't Sarl a vendor to the clubs? Was Crum a
vendor to the clubs?

-

Colonel PotteR. I wouldn’t interpret it in the exchange terminology
of being a vendor. He was a concessionaire. A vendor in our terminol
ogy is an individual who is attempting to promote or sell his products,
Senator RIBICOFF. He was promoting and selling beer, whisky,
dresses, slot machines, freezers. Would you call that a vendor?
Colonel PortER. Yes, sir; if he was—
Senator RIBICOFF. He wasn’t a concessionaire if he sold an icebox

or a refrigerator or hundreds of thousands of cases of beer.
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Colonel Pot'TER. He was not selling to the exchange, sir; any ice

£ about what you are refer
encing. I think that was to the clubs.
Senator RIBICOFF. How about beer and whisky? That was going to
the exchanges, too?
Colonel PoTTER. He did not function directly as a regularly au
thorized vendor, to the exchange service to the best of my knowledge.
Senator RIBICOFF. The testimony that was here was that he was a
broker of Price & Co. and they were selling hundreds of thousands of
cases of Carling beer and Jim Beam bourbon whisky.
Colonel PotreR. I read the testimony, Senator.
Senator RIBICoFF. I don’t think anybody controverts that.
Colonel PortER. Price & Co., based on the testimony that was given,
their representatives would be what I would term vendors. Sarl Elec
tronics, under our concession agreements, would have been a conces
boxes or beer or other items. I do not

sionaire. There is a difference in that the concessionaires were actually
providing direct services in support of the military free world force

operations in Vietnam while vendors were trying to sell their goods.
Senator RIBICoEF. Weren't they selling bar items, beer and bourbon
whisky also to the clubs as well as the PXs?
Colonel Pot'TER. Sir, I would not know about their relationship with

the clubs. The clubs bought their beer and hard liquor from the ex
change service for the most part, in Vietnam.

-

-

Senator RIBICOFF. But the concessionaires usually pay a percentage
of the take or the sale, don't they, for the privilege? Sarl, Crum,
Price—they weren't paying a percentage as concessionaires. They
were selling their products and getting paid for their products is my

understanding.
,Colonel PorreR. A concessionaire performs a service or operates in
an activity under contract with the exchange service. As a result of
their operations they generate sales, a portion of which is returned
to the exchange service. They provide a service.
..Senator RIPIcoFF. But that wasn’t the setup of Crum. He didn't
-

have that.

-

Colonel Potter. Yes, sir. Sarl Electronics had a contract to provide
service.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. To service slot machines.

Colonel PortER. No, sir; not with the exchange service. We had a
very small contract with Sarl Electronics, relatively small, and they
were primarily involved with jukeboxes in the cafeterias and snack
bars that we had in Vietnam. We had nothing to do with the clubs in
any way. They were only a customer of ours. We had nothing to do

with slot machines. We did not have slot machines in our operations.
Senator RIBICOFF. You say he was a small concessionaire?
Colonel Port ER. Yes, sir; with the exchange service.
Senator RIBICOFF. If he was a small concessionaire, do you think
that smallness would justify 21 vehicles?
... Colonel PoTTER. Sir, this is the point that we were discussing.
Senator GURNEY. You got it down to 14, didn't you?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was it large enough to support 14?
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Colonel Pot'TER. Yes, sir; his sales, as I recall, and he had operations
support throughout all of Vietnam, were in the neighborhood of
$5,000 to $10,000 a month, which we felt was sufficient to warrant, be
cause of the spreadout location.
Senator GURNEY. $5,000 to $10,000?
Colonel PottER. Yes.

£or

GURNEY. I should think that could be serviced by one

vehicle.

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, not when you have to go to many places in
many different areas in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Who determined that 14 was a proper amount?
Colonel PoTTER. This was done through our operations section,
VNRE.

Senator GURNEY. What did they use?
Colonel POTTER. For criteria?

Senator GURNEY. What did they use the 14 vehicles for?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, we had over 150 food outlets. Some of these,
in fact, quite a few of them, had jukeboxes in them. Consequently,
these so-called amusement machines have to be serviced and supported
by the personnel who operate under that contract.
These operations were scattered from Danang to the North way
down to the Delta in seven exchange districts. Consequently, it was

necessary that a certain amount of vehicular transportation be avail
able. There was no other way for them to perform this service.
Also, there is a certain amount of deadline vehicles.

Senator GURNEY. What about the excess vehicles? Were they un
registered with the exchange and the TN license plates?
Colonel PoTTER. It is my understanding they were on the 31st of
December.

Senator GURNEY: Did anybody check up to see that that was done?
How do you know?

Colonel PotteR. Do I know personally? No.
Senator GURNEY. This guy Crum didn’t do anything anybody told
him to do. That is quite evident from the testimony we have had here.
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, we furnished copies of this correspondence that
directed him to do this to the Procurement Office, which was respon
sible for administering the contract.

Senator GURNEY. The procurement office? Who is in charge of that,
you or somebody else?
Colonel PottER. No, sir; this is what I was attempting to explain.
The procurement office was a separate activity located in Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY. That was somebody else's buck to pick up?
Colonel Potter. No. I was concerned with it. Senator. I was not to

let them onerate in a void. But I am only pointing out that by furnish
ing them this letter and telling them to follow up on it, I would assume
that this had been accomplished.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know if it was?

Colonel Potter. Sir. I do not have personal knowledge that it was.
Senator GURNEY. What about the identification and ration cards
mentioned in General Ashworth’s letter to these concessionaires? He

indicates that they should not have been issued. that this was irregular.
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Senator RIBICoEF. We will put in as a full exhibit a copy of the let
ter from Colonel Potter to William Crum under date of September 23.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 485” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1293.)
Senator GURNEY. Item 8 of the General's letter has this to say:
In addition to issuing ID and Ration Cards to concessionaires, they are also
registering motor vehicles.

He questions the identification and ration card business. What
about that?

Colonel Pot'TER. May I read from this same letter that Lieutenant
Colonel Pohler wrote on that?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Colonel PoTTER (reading):
ID/Ration Cards, VNRE stopped issuing Ration Cards to all concessionaires
on or about 25 August 1967. That action was taken to preclude calling back all
Ration Cards presently in the hands of the concessionaires and their employees.
In the past —

Senator GURNEY. Did you do that as a result of the Ashworth letter?
Colonel PoTTER. I would suspect that this was part of the fall-out
from the Ashworth letter, sir.

Senator GURNEY. You think it might have happened?
Colonel Port ER. There was a great number of actions that we were
trying to undertake, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Was this or was this not an action which you took
as a result of the Ashworth letter?

Colonel PoTTER. I would say yes, it was.
Senator GURNEY. Fine.

Now, what about Mr. Crum and Sarl and their identification and
ration cards? What was done about them?

Colonel PortER. They were under the –
Senator GURNEY. Somebody else's command?
Colonel PoTTER. No, sir; I didn’t say that. Concessionaires were au
thorized to have identification cards and ration cards.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean this was the general policy there?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir. Identification cards were required for in
dividuals to enter compounds where they worked as concessionaires.
They had to have an identification card in order to function and per
form their service.
Senator GURNEY. What about the ration cards?

Colonel PoTTER. The ration cards were granted to concessionaires,
primarily United States and some third-country nationals under the
command policy at that time.
What we felt was needed was to get a greater control over the pro
cedures as to who had the cards, and to ascertain that these cards were

turned in if they weren’t authorized or if the people had left so we
could cancel the cards.

We said in this same correspondence:
The procedures for issuing ration cards to concessionaires and their em
ployees will be that the concessionaires will make their request for ID cards and
ration cards by providing a complete name and description of employee and
employees, forwarding the same to Headquarters RVNR. The RVNR will for
ward the request, if approved, to the respective area Exchange Office for issuance.
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May I read one more paragraph?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Colonel PotteR (reading):
Vehicles required in support of concession operations: All vehicles owned by
U.S. or TCN concessionaires in Vietnam are approved by RVNR. Consequently,
We must be certain that this privilege of bringing automobiles into Vietnam is
not abused. Requests for vehicles must be sent to RVNR with complete justifica
tion for said vehicles. A determination of need will be made by the Concession
Section Operation Branch and forwarded to the Executive, Deputy and Com
mander of RVNR in turn for approval.
In addition, VNRE will make a check of all concessionaire vehicles presently
in Country to determine the present need for the Vehicles and the use of the
TN plates.
Where abuses are found, authority will be withdrawn causing the vehicles
to be removed from Vietnam, if Vietnamese Customs and taxes are not paid.
On 5 September, prior to the receipt of the letter on this subject signed by
Brigadier General Ashworth, the Commander, Chief of Operations, Executive
and Chief of Concessionaire Operations, met with Mr. Conja, Director of Customs
and Travel Branch, and Mr. Devine, Commercial Officer, U.S. Embassy, to discuss
-

this subject.

All provisions in these proposals were verbally agreed to by the Commander,
RVNR, for early execution.

The proposals consisted of drawing up procedures to more definitely
set up checks and establishing book balances for the materials, sup
plies, and imports that concessionairies brought into Vietnam, and;

secondly, the means for validating the authenticity of the vehicular
and equipment requirements that were being imported for conces
sionaire operations.
If I may make one thing clear that was mentioned in the previous
*

* *

testimony by, I believe, Mr. Scara, all TN license plates were utilized
by all concessionaire personnel as well as U.S. Government contractor
personnel in Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY. I have just one further word on the ID and ration
-

-

cards.

!

An inquiry was made of Services Division, J-1, Headquarters, MACV, as
to any authorization given by that Headquarters for issuing ID and Ration

": J–1 office has no record of such authorization.
I take it that it is your testimony that the regional exchange did
issue ID and ration cards, and this was authorized and regular pro
cedure, is that right?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. You never questioned this item 7 or did anything
about it at all?

-

Colonel PortER. Yes, sir. The support of concessionaire personnel
in Vietnam was authorized.
Senator GURNEY. I understand that.
Colonel Pot'TER. This included—

Senator GURNEY. The issue of ID and ration cards.
Colonel Pot'TER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. But what about the item in this letter? Did you
clear it up in some way?
Colonel Potter. The letter that Mr. Crum had—
Senator GURNEY. What letter of Mr. Crum?
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Colonel Pot'TER. This is what I am trying to understand, sir. Are
you talking about the comments that were in the Ashworth letter?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

What letter of Mr. Crum are you talking about?
Colonel PotteR. I thought you were talking about the letter, the
Ashworth letter, where you referred to Mr. Crum.

Senator GURNEY. You started to say something about a letter of
Mr. Crum. What letter is that?

Colonel PottER. This is the letter I am holding in my hand per
taining to Mr. Crum.
Senator GURNEY. All right. Item 7 of the Ashworth letter. How
did you respond to that?
Colonel PortER (reading):
At Tab F is correspondence addressed to MACV-J-1 requesting such support
from MACV.
At Tab G is correspondence addressed to the Commander, 7th Air Force,

which indicates current command policy regarding the issuance of limited ration
cards to employees of concessionaires.

It says in the letter which is cited, and this is Department of Air
Force, Headquarters, 7th Air Force:
Equally important is the requirement to render full support with regard to
adequate quarters, messing facilities and other morale support to American and
third-country Nationals who are employees and concessionaires of the Vietnam
Regional Exchange.

This was signed by Lt. Gen. William W. Momyer, Commanding
General, 7th Air Force.
Senator GURNEY. What date?

Colonel Potter. February 18, 1967.
Senator GURNEY. Did you buck this on to General Ashworth?
Colonel PoTTER. No, sir. I did not respond to General Ashworth's
letter. He did not write to me. I did not take the correspondence action
to respond to him.
Senator GURNEY. One other question on these vehicles. In item 9
in General Ashworth's letter, he says: “The standard VNRE con
cessionaire contract states in substance: “All costs and expenses of ful
filling this contract will be borne by the concessionaire, to include
license fees, salaries, taxes and so forth.’”
Then he goes on to point out that the regional exchange is giving
the concessionaires ample opportunity to avoid local Vietnamese
license fees and taxes by registering their vehicles as VNRE property.
Now let's go back to the 21 vehicles.
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, that wasn't quite correct.
Senator GURNEY. Wait until I put the question. We got down to
21 vehicles, 11 of which the regional exchange has said were necessary
to Mr. Crum's business and you permitted this number.
What about the other 10, so far as taxes, license fees and whatnot
are concerned?

Colonel PotteR. One of two things had to happen.
Senator GURNEY. What did happen?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I don't know. This was what I mentioned to

you before when you asked me did I follow up on the particular final
result of this.
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I mentioned at that time that I did not know personally the ultimate
solution. The only thing I can indicate is that we either had to
have—

Senator GURNEY. Don't you think that was the responsibility of
the regional exchange having permitted these vehicles to come in

illegally, or at least without payment of fees, taxes, license fees? Don't

#" it should have followed up to make sure that they

were

alCl4

Colonel PoTTER. I am not sure it was my own personal responsibility
to oversee that.
Senator GURNEY. Whose was it?

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I had a great number of other responsibilities.
Senator GURNEY. The regional exchange is the unit that permitted
the import of these vehicles, isn’t that right?
Colonel POTTER. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. If they came in without the proper payment of
these taxes and license fees, then whose

£ was it to check

up, if it wasn't yours?
Colonel PoTTER. They didn't come in without the proper authority,
as best we could determine. They were authorized.
Senator GURNEY. Ten vehicles certainly did. The 10 vehicles were
licensed to avoid all these taxes with the regional exchange. You,
yourself, have admitted that this was in excess. You issued an order
that they stop this.

Colonel Pot'TER. Sir, it wasn't necessarily in excess to the total re

quirements that they might have had for other contracts where they
were servicing.

Senator GURNEY. What about the license fees and taxes?
Colonel PoTTER. The license fees and taxes referred to in the stand

ard contract did not necessarily pertain to the customs duties and the
other Vietnamese licensing charges. The exchange concessionaires and
other Government contractors had been
won't say immu
nity—but relief from having to pay these charges ever since they had
been operating in Vietnam.
At the time, it was not a requirement for Government contractors
or concessionaires operating solely for the U.S. Government to pay
taxes and customs fees on the equipment and vehicles they imported.
Senator GURNEY. What about after they came? How about after

:

they came in 2

olonel PoTTER. If they were no longer used, then they had to either
dispose of them by taking them out of the country, or they had to pay

the necessary fees and taxes and Vietnamese customs duties on the
vehicles.

Senator GURNEY. By permitting these vehicles to come in and be
licensed to the regional exchange in excess of the number required,

you gave them this opportunity to avoid these things.
Colonel Pot'TER. No, sir. The registration of the vehicles, as I tried

to explain, was only giving the opportunity to protect them for the
time until the 31st of December. Subsequent to that time, they would
have, without the exchange, the clubs or whoever they were sponsor
ing. Sarl, they had to get somebody else to agree to sponsor those
vehicles.
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Only if they were sponsored by an activity who was authorized to
provide this authority would they be able to have plates.
Senator GURNEY. One final question in connection with item num

ber 10, which indicates that there was a lot of black marketing and
currency manipulation, and other activities.
Did you ever follow up to see if Crum and Sarl or any of these

companies were engaged in things like this?

Colonel POTTER. £ did bring up a point that generated some
rather extensive changes in our procedures, sir. This was to tighten
up on the authorization and the checking of the property which was
imported by concessionaires.
Senator GURNEY. What about Mr. Crum and Sarl? Did you ever

put any special surveillance on these people?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I had no capability of personally providing sur
veillance. I had one staff officer who was in charge of security. Our
prime security effort was trying to control the activities at the ports
and other places for the exchange merchandise.
I did not, nor was it within my capability, to provide surveillance.
Senator PERCY. Colonel, could you clarify for us what your respon
sibility as the commander of the Army and Air Force Exchange was,
and explain what contact it provided you with Mr. Crum and Sarl
Electronics?

What was your relationship with them?
Colonel Pot'TER. Sarl Electronics was a concessionaire, one of many
hundred concessionaires that service the exchange. We had over 400
concessionaires under contract and over 1,400 concessionaire outlets.
As far as my contacts with Mr. Crum, I wouldn't recognize him if
he walked in the door. I probably have met him, but I have never had
any relationship or contact with the individual.
y prime area of responsibilities were to run the Vietnam regional
exchange, and their prime thrust was for the sale of PX merchandise.
This was a very demanding requirement, as we were doing a million
dollars worth of sales each day throughout 314 different retail stores,
scattered every place in Vietnam.
The concessionaire operations were relatively a minor part of my
responsibilities.

nator PERCY. Are you saying you have never met Mr. Crum?
Colonel PorrER. Sir, I may have met him in passing, but I would
not recognize him. I just don’t know him at all.
Senator PERCY. You cannot differentiate between him and the other
300 or 400 concessionaries?

Colonel PoTTER. When you say differentiate, I sure can now, but at
that initial period he was just one of many concessionaires who did a
certain amount of business under the exchange concession contracts.
Senator PERCY. When you first went to assume your responsibilities
in Vietnam, replacing Colonel Ice, did you have at any time any brief
ing, official or unofficial, on Mr. Crum, the Sarl enterprises, or did
anyone discuss with you General Cole's responsibilities, particular in
terests, attitudes, or his possible friendships with any of the people
with whom you might deal?
Colonel Pot'TER. Prior to my arriving in Vietnam, I have no recol
lection of any such discussions.
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Senator PERCY. I didn't say prior to your arrival. I said upon your
arrival or at any time during the transition stage or after you had
assumed responsibilities. Were you at any time briefed on Mr. Crum,

the Sarl enterprises, or General Cole's peculiarities or particular inter
ests in the activities for which you would have responsibilities, by any
of the personnel that our staff may have interrogated or investigated or
interviewed, or had as witnesses before us?
I

Colonel PoTTER. That is quite a question, sir. Let me answer as best
Can.

Senator PERCY. You are under oath. I would like you to be just as
specific and definitive as you can, and to search your memory as to any
conversations that would provide us with the insight that you might
have on these operations.
You had a direct responsibility here; everyone else's memory seems
to be quite specific about this most unforgettable character.
Colonel PoTTER. I received comments from certain of the staff ele

ments in USARV sometime after I had arrived that there may have

been a friendship relationship between Mr. Crum and General Cole.
Senator PERCY. That there may have been or that there was? Their
friendship was very well-known, apparently.
Colonel PoTTER. Not to me, sir.

Senator PERCY. No one advised you of this?
Colonel PoTTER. The comment, as I recall it, was that Mr. Crum

seemed to be spending an awful lot of time in General Cole's office,
and another individual, come to think of it, indicated that they had
£ General Cole and Mr. Crum together at one time in Saigon some
place.

-

Senator PERCY. Did this cause you to be suspicious?
Colonel POTTER. Of General Cole?

*

Senator PERCY. Of the situation. You said yourself there are hun
dreds of people in comparable positions. Don't you feel it rather un
usual? I don’t imagine General Cole had the time for hundreds of
them. Wasn’t it rather unusual for them to have this peculiar relation

ship with Mr. Crum and didn't that cause you to be somewhat sus

picious about it, and particularly alert to this situation?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, personally, it seemed to me that General Cole
had a lot of time for many of the concessionaires and the vendor repre
sentatives. When I say a lot of time, maybe an inappropriate amount
of time. This is, of course, my own personal feeling; there is nothing
that I can say on how many hours a day he would spend with them.
I did not have the time in my job to associate or even be with these
people.
£or PERCY. Didn't it cause you to wonder how, then, General
Cole had the time? If you didn't have the time, how did he have the
time?

Solonel Port ER. I don’t really have a good answer for that, sir, only
that I was putting in about 14 hours a day, 7 days a week, and I did
not have the time to discuss vendor problems.
I was somewhat surprised that the General did find the time to make
these contacts and have these associations.

Senator PERCY. Then if time was at such a premium for you and
you had this 14-hour nose-to-the-grindstone job, how did you happen
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to find the time to pluck Mr. Scara out of nowhere and ask him
to come in and be subjected to what has been characterized as a tri

bunal'. How did that fit into your pattern of responsibilities and
activities?

Colonel PoTTER. This whole Ashworth letter, of course, as I men
tioned, was a matter of concern to me, because there were indications
that we needed to tighten up controls and to investigate what was

behind it. This was, I considered, important for my responsibilities.
But this was not so overwhelmingly important that I had to devote
a lot of time to it. In fact, I couldn't. This is one of the reasons,
I guess, the committee is disenchanted with my memory. I had a
lot of other crises happening pretty simultaneously and I can't recall
all of the details.

Senator PERCY., Why would it be, then, that General Ashworth
would certify to this committee that in his judgment Colonel Potter
was acting in an irregular manner when he directed a CID investi

gator to attend this meeting and to be subjected to questioning “re
garding my letter”?

Was this an unusual procedure for you to go through? You are
a military man. You go through lines of command. £, respect
lines of command. You suddenly pluck this man and put him into
this particular situation without the benefit of having gone through
his chain of command.

Wouldn’t you resent one of your men being pulled into a situation
of that type without going through the orderly processes that are

provided by the Army?
Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I thought it was developed that I did make
contact with the appropriate staff officer in the general's headquarters
to ascertain who the individual was who was contributing to the
most direct knowledge on this.

There is one thing that may not have been brought out, sir. To
a certain extent the information generated for the Ashworth letter

had come from my files. These were the files within my office. ...
Turning this same thing around, it would have been normal mili
tary procedure and custom that an individual who is given the access
to the files of an organization, who finds problems or certain areas,

would at least notify the commander involved of, “Look, this, is
what we have come across. I am going to report it to my people.”
But here again, to the best of my information, this was never
done.

In retrospect, I just happened to think, this may have, created
some of the high tension, shall we say, that was engendered during
the meeting that Mr. Scara made reference to. .
PERCY.theI should
thinkHe
theishigh
tension
have and
started
outSenator
right from
beginning.
called
into might
a meeting
he
is told by you that, “We are going to take each paragraph of the
•

letter singly.” And it was your intention to show that he, Scara, had
falsely reported information.
This is not an investigation; this is sworn testimony by him. Either
his memory is faulty or yours, if that is not the case,
Are you denying that when the meeting started you took the letter,
•

-

indicated you intended to singly take each

•

-

•

£ph, and that the

information in that letter was false, in your judgment?
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Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I am not certain that that is the impression that
I got from his testimony. I did probably indicate that I wanted to get

at the truth. His inference and reaction may well have been that he
felt that if I wanted to get at the truth there was some possibility I
didn’t believe what was in the letter.

But I assure you I was indeed sincere in attempting to find out about
the details on this.

Senator PERCY. But the inference drawn by Mr. Scara is that when
he was told, “What we are going to do is get at the truth of it,” while
holding his letter, that you doubted that the truth was contained in
the letter and you intended to prove that.
I hope we can sharpen up your memory on this because there are a
number of other people who can be called who were in that room and
who, under sworn testimony, would be required to reveal exactly what
was said and the tone of that meeting.
I think it very important that we try to be certain in this. It is ex
ceedingly difficult, when as a witness before us, you have such a mem
ory problem on some of these very, very
points that seem to

£

be so clear to other witnesses.

May I ask about what happened when Lieutenant Colonel George
entered the meeting? The sworn testimony is that the entire tenor of
the proceedings changed immediately. This must have been apparent
to Mr. Scara. It must have been apparent to the tribunal that was
assembled. It must have been apparent to you because you were setting
the tone of the meeting.
Why this sudden change of tone and attitude when Lieutenant
Colonel George entered the meeting?
Colonel PottER. Sir, I can’t respond to what the inference or con
sideration was which made him feel was to be the tone of the meeting.
Senator PERCY. Apparently it wasn’t just an inference. Lieutenant
Colonel George £to Scara, “It is probably a little warm for you
in here but the fire is going to be put out right now,” and apparently
it was.

The proceedings and the tone changed completely. He was permitted
to explain, to expand upon the support information that he provided
in the Ashworth letter.

My question to you is why this change? What difference did it make
that Lieutenant Colonel George entered the room and suddenly Mr.
Scara has an advocate there, or whatever it may have been?
Colonel Potter. Sir, it should not have made any difference and
I am not prepared to say that there was a difference.
Senator PERCY. In other words, we should rely upon, then, either

your judgment that there wasn't a difference or Mr. Scara's, plus
six other neople that were in the room?
Colonel Pot'TER. Yes, sir.

-

Senator PERCY. I simply don't want to go through, if we can avoid
it, the possible additional cost of trying to verify what literally did
happen in such a meeting. We are trying to get at the principle of
this what was vour role and what your responsibility was. We

can try to determine that in many, many different ways, as you know.
We would like to do it in the simplest, most direct manner possible.
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You are, then, denying that there was any change in attitude, that

there was no real apparent difference when i ieutenant

Colonel

George came into the room?

Colonel PoTTER. Sir, to the best of my recollection, I do not recall
the details on this meeting. I don't have the details to respond to
that question. I am sorry.
Senator PERCY. May I ask you this general question: Did you ever

have any doubts concerning the quantity and variety of imports into

Vietnam to supply the PX system? As a general officer, with general
responsibilities, can you give us any insight as to whether or not
the

'' and variety of materials coming into Vietnam to supply

the PX system was right or not?

-

-

Colonel PortER. During the time of my arrival in Vietnam, we had
a rather significant troop buildup, and we did have a entup demand
for PX items which was very difficult to fill. In £ Senator,
We had a somewhat deficient storage capability for PX material and,

from time to time, there were problems in the transport of material
from the depot system to the forward troop units.
So the quantities that were on hand and in the pipeline were a
very, very significant problem to me.

The distribution of those items was one of my biggest headaches.

The Army and Air Force exchange service, as you are probably
aware, had borrowed over $60 million to finance this

£ and

I was on the final end of this pipeline. My prime efforts were to try
and get it distributed and preclude the losses.

As far as the types of items, I felt that the types, the categories,
of materials were for the most part those that were required.
Senator PERCY Did it ever concern you or cause you any sleepless
nights that the post exchange services of the Army and Air Force that
you supervised provided such a tremendous sieve into the Vietnamese
commercial market and that this might have constituted a very

serious part of the black market problem in Vietnam which has
caused such economic havoc on all sides? And, if you were concerned
about it, did you ever do anything directly to try to stop it?
Colonel Port ER. Yes, sir. It did cause me sleepless nights and I was
very concerned about it. In fact, this was one of my main concerns.
We did take, and were successful while I was in Vietnam, to tight
ening up on many of the controls and procedures that related to the
exchange merchandise. In fact, I had the privilege of briefing the
acting chairman of this subcommittee in 1967 on what we were doing
in Vietnam at that time, and described to him all the steps we had
taken to reduce losses.

-

-

During my tour in Vietnam we were successful in reducing the rate
of exchange losses on a percentage basis by a very significant amount.
If my memory is right, it was reduced from 9 to about 6 percent,
which was quite a saving.
-

Senator PERCY. Colonel Potter, lastly, what is your present respon
sibility? Are you in the active military service on active duty now?
Colonel Pot'TER. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. What is that responsibility?
Colonel Pot'TER. I am the commanding officer of the Sacramento
Army Depot.
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Senator PERCY. How long has that been?
Colonel PoTTER. Approximately 1 year. About 1 year and 2 months.
Senator PERCY. You finished your regular tour of duty in Vietnam ?
Colonel PottER. Yes, sir. I was with the exchange service for 4
years, the last year of which was my tour in Vietnam. I have had two
assignments since then.

Senator PERCY. Is there anything unusual about that length of
service?

Colonel PoTTER. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to clarify one thing.
I think the record is a little confused about the number of vehicles.

how many were licensed, how many were imported, and so forth.
Do I understand there were nine vehicles licensed by the PX to
Sarl Electronics?
Colonel PortER. I can understand the confusion.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to get a direct answer.
Colonel PortER. I will do my best, sir. My understanding from the
records here is that there were a total of 21 vehicles totally, licensed
by the exchange.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Licensed by the exchange?
Colonel PoTTER. Well, not by the exchange. Licensed by the Viet
namese Government.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many had TN plates?
Colonel PoTTER. Twenty-one is what I understand.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So they were licensed by the PX?
Colonel PotteR. Yes, sir. They were sponsored by the PX. They were
in two groups. The first group of 10 were the ones that we had records
of in our own files. The other 11 were those that—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let's take the first 10.

Colonel PortER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have records showing that they were or
dered to be imported? I am not talking about licensing. I am talking
about importation.
Colonel Pott'ER. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You don’t know how they were imported?
Colonel PoTTER. Not those vehicles, no, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. This was done during Colonel Ice's regime?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But you had no records there to show importation
orders, purchase orders or anything of that sort?
Colonel Pot'TER. Sir, I don't know that they did or did not have. I
am not aware.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Now come to the second 10 vehicles. Are these 10
vehicles those that are listed on this memorandum that was written

by Mr. Crum as a PX officer? I think it was dated December 23, 1966.
Colonel Port ER. Sir, I am sorry, I don’t have a copy. But I believe
it was.

(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)
(Document handed to the witness.)
Colonel POTTER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. This is the letter that was signed by Crum, is that
right?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And he signed it as a PX officer, in effect is that
right?

'onel PoTTER. He signed it as being a member of the Operations
Division.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are these the second 10 vehicles that were licensed
or are these additional to the 21?

#" PoTTER. It is my understanding that these are included in
the 21.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So these were licensed, then, by the Regional
Exchange?
Colonel Pot'TER. These were sponsored for licensing by the PX by
Colonel Ice's prior authorization. The request had gone to the Embassy
and these vehicles had evidently—yes, they had TN plates that had
been assigned.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have any records to show—this is now De
cember 1966, a short time before you came in—the purchase orders for
the importation documentation or the manifest records on these docu
ments, who authorized them?
Colonel PoTTER. The licensing of them?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking about the importation documents.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you like the witness to return tomorrow,
Mr. Adlerman? There will be a vote on the cloture amendment.

Mr. ADIERMAN. Have you importation documents?
Colonel PoTTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where are they?
Colonel PoTTER. I don’t know that we have them. I have never seen

them, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to point out, Senator, that we will have
further testimony tomorrow showing that there were attempts to bring
in additional vehicles besides these and the usual practice was to im
port these vehicles on phony purchase orders issued from the NCO
clubs, either signed by a sergeant or forged, and that there were some
36 of these vehicles that were on order at that time.

When they were brought in, I think nine of them were seized by the
customs office after this event here, and the others were canceled for
into Vietnam. That will be brought out.
don’t think there are any legitimate documents showing the im
portation of these 21 vehicles.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one final ques

"'

tion of the witness.

Why is it that in running down the facts about this Ashworth letter
or memorandum you didn’t talk to the general himself rather than
Agent Scara?
Colonel PoTTER. Rather than who, sir? I couldn’t hear.
Senator GURNEY. We have had a lot of discussion, you know, about
the interrogation by you and your staff people of Mr. Scara, the CID
agent.

My question is: Why is it that you didn't go to General Ashworth
and discuss this memorandum with him and the items in it rather than

Agent Scara?
58–590 O-71–Pt. 5
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Colonel PoTTER. Sir, I knew that I contacted his headquarters. I am
not certain of whether or not I made an attempt to talk with the
general or whether Italked to one of his staff members.

Senator GURNEY. The general is quite clear in his affidavit that he
never received peep one from anybody on that memorandum. That is
his sworn affidavit. At any time.
Surely, Colonel, you would recall whether you tried to or intended
to contact General Ashworth instead of Agent Scara. I can’t believe
that you expect the committee to believe that you really didn’t know
who you would try to contact.
Colonel PoTTER. I was attempting to find the information from the
individual who was most likely to have the detailson it.
Senator GURNEY. Wouldn't it be customary in a serious charge like
this to contact the officer who signed the letter and brought up these
-

allegations?

£ PoTTER. Sir, the contact with the staff member would cer
tainly be equivalent to talking to the general, if there was some ques
tion about it. I am not certain I didn't attempt to talk to the general
about it. I can’t recall, sir. I know that I was just upset about it.
Senator GURNEY. A general officer writes some serious allegations
here, and you would normally go way down to the bottom of the list
and contact an agent and never contact the general officer?
Colonel PortER. Sir, I talked to the general's staff.
Senator GURNEY. That was your testimony. Do you stick by it?
Colonel PorreR. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. That you would normally contact the man down
at the foot of the ladder?

Colonel Pot'TER. No, sir; I didn’t say that, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What do you say?
Colonel PortER. I said that the testimony will show that the agent
had been contacted by the provost marshal or deputy provost marshal
who would have been the appropriate staff member.
Senator GURNEY. I am not talking about that. What I am saying is:
Isn't it normal that you, a colonel, a commanding officer of a regional
exchange, would get in touch with a general officer of the CID that
these accusations against your command? That is what I am

£

asking.

Colonel Pot'TER. Sir, General Ashworth was a commander of the

Headquarters Area Command.
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Colonel PortER. He was not the provost marshal or the CID chief.
Senator GURNEY. He was even of higher rank. I would say that
would be more reason to contact him.

Colonel PortER. I don't know exactly what you are trying to elicit
from me.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask again: Here is a general officer by the
name of Ashworth, the commander of an area command, who writes

to the commander of the post exchange, one Colonel Potter.
Colonel PotteR. No: he didn’t, sir.
Senator GURNEY. He wrote to the Chief of Staff of the USARV

leveling these very serious charges against your command.
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£ to you is: I would think it would be normal for you to
£ officer if you had serious doubts that these accusa

My
go to this

tions or allegations were accurate, and tell him why they were
inaccurate.

This you never did, did you?
Colonel PoTTER. Did I go to General Ashworth?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
Colonel POTTER. No.

Senator GURNEY. Why not?
Colonel Port ER. Sir, the letter, the correspondence was addressed
to the commanding general of USARV.
Senator GURNEY. But you went to the agent.
Colonel Pot'TER. I must have gone to the agent to try and find out
more information about comments in the letter.

Senator GURNEY. But you had no interest in contacting the general
officer who leveled the allegations or charges?
Colonel PoTTER. The basis for his correspondence was the testi
mony or whatever it was that Agent Scara had come up with during
his investigation.
Senator GURNEY. Well, I will not press further.
Mr. Chairman, it is a most unusual procedure.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think the witness has been completely un
satisfactory.
Senator GURNEY. I agree.
Senator RIBICOFF. Frankly, he remembers nothing.
The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
arch 3, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)
at 10 a.m.,
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that those instructions ore e learly uride, stood and there w i i ! is2 ric
• 1 essent off doubt in anybody’s re ind that they vust be carr i < *l out at
crics.
You will destroy this Morrorendum.

s-- regards,
*

#*

#!

/'

'

.# £4

t) if

£VX

#–
(1231)
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MR. WHITNEY 1. CRUM

13th, 1967.
earl

PQ # 2474

.

-

- 2960 Dear Wh it,

-

---

*

-

-

£:

-

We sent you the above P.O. for two 10 ton chrysler airconditioners
with the consigned as HQWNRE Account #28.

*

This consignee is of course ourselves.

Actually this order i

for Star Distributing Company.

* -----,

-

Please change the the name and address of the
Has. W. N. Regional

consignee to re

Exchange

Attention: Operations, A/C # C-5
APO 96.243, San Francisco,
-

-

-

-

-

*

#.

-

cal if...

w

This is Star Distributing Company's account #

..
with

-

*
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EXHIBIT NO. 416

%.9%~%. 4.- 4.
11o- Mawar-A-" -ul-DIN
C-A-L-

- Qu-En's Road CEP-

Tr

Morge Morse

-

*s-Gastan"

April 7, 19671

Mr. Whitney I. Crum,
Tradewell Enterprises,
14106 Ventura Blvd.

Suite 104,
P.O. Box No. 5939,

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 914O3
U.S.A.

Dear whit,
As I have not yet received an acknowledgement of my ló March
letter, I am attaching a photo copy for your reference.
I am
sure you have been extremely busy over recent weeks, but I
would appreciate the information requested in the attached
just as soon as possible.
w
Kindest personal regards,

Very cordially yours,

S.

4.
r----

SFDtns

*Ad Orrical clus special." Ov-R-EAs, ING.
*

O. sox

*ANAMA,

R.

1-.
D.

"
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ExHIBrt No. 417
***a*-* *****
*a** *-esse

*

TRADEWELL ENTERPRISES

ca-E ador-ser

*... o. -ox sess

**aorwet-w

1stos van rura sulvd., suits 164
swerman oars, cau.trosnia, st46s

Los Anosusts, cau-ir.

April 12, 1967

Mr. Scott F. Dotterer

Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.

ll.0l Kayamally Bldg.
22 Queen's Road Central
Ilong Kong, B.C.C.
Dear Scott 1

In response to your letter inquiry regarding the
possibility of additional discount on volume pur
chase of ice cubers, beverage coolers, or pizza

ovens, this is to advise that I have been in close
"contact with suppliers in each instance and have
far only received confirmation on the ice

£

Culberse
w

|

In the event we are able to place carload quantity
rder at same time (40 each units of Model SCK-45A
and SCK-22A of which at least 50% must be Model

SCK-22A), we will receive additional 5% discount.

£

note that more than % of the units ordered

must be the Frigidaire Model SCK-22A (220 Lb. Capa
city) previously known of as Model CMY-22A.

-

As for the pizza ovens and boverage coolors, I am
still awaiting response from the respective suppliers.
Will get back on them first thing tomorrow morning
and let you know results as fast as possible.
Very truly yours,
WIC/cm

cc

Wm. J. Crum, Saigon

WHITNEY I • CRUM
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EXHIBIT NO. 419
w.

-ā-

-

-------- ~~~~~ /*-** -- " "::" /~"...

29 April

&#COL#

Srig. General

'2Jr.:####s"
.4% #R

*:::-CRU4, H.R. William

-

" "... SY

2--"/

-

30

Apr., P. 5l

l'arch

67.39 £)

2 Jr. Suite & HRS 115.00 each *

. . [c/o Mr.

#in, Tel: 2:21:1.

guests are USl
N.

-

-

:{ filt
fa-e-Avv^.

-

-------------i-----

-

-

--------------
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ExHIBIT NO. 419–Continued
_--------"

|

...----"

9 April///

'crui, Mr ...

-3.3% r

william

-

-

30 April - see COLE, Brig. General
c/o Mr. Edelstein, Tel. 232131.

–

-------------------------------->

~~~~~

*=-i
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EXHIBIT NO. 420

-----------------

;

*

13:33 visitors arrivals a Departures Name-Cel-ā
P
l

- - -

(*ones worse enous asses so, as or neae)
(in Bt-Cock L.ETTERs)

Mr./Mrs.</Miss -Co

L. E.

F,

E. A.R. L.
**

where From *Š'A'l (20A

ersons.--C/

Date of

Business or Profession—M.S.

G.0 VI

*—#–

Nationality—lls t—

-:
Date of Departure—A-.
. I Name of Ship or Plane-#4'4.

t!

Destination

Passport No C-6

13 Jo S

* '.

Carte Blanche No. –

£ Express Card No.
id

an "A

** By What Ship or

Place of Birth-2-1-0 & T | 1 |3-

R

-

HONGKONGHILTON F.H.73%.C.

: I- :)
"

-

e Address-lii S

*SARV. APO

-

—£-->
8 (230"

•

©2/

Guest Signature

-

Our liability for valuables is governed by Section 4 of the Hotel Proprietors Ordinance 1961.

Guests are advised to read the Notice at the Reception. Desk.
boxes available for the use of the hotel guests free of charge.
Remarks:

•

| :£
Room No.

-

There are safety deposit
-

| VTK |

-

Rate $
T &z
£:-----

-

}
–4%
£57:"
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%)

i
!

t
|

HONGKONGHILTON F.I./ 75%ll

-

!"ul fy 23 / 2

39*:::::::::"

£–

£1.4/l £4AA. <r -

Amal-'A'

<!',

Mr./Mrs./Miss-

.

Place of Birth

Passport No.

S's

a--a-cre. TM-4-4:

Americae Express

Date of

##. £M4. A. Smit it."

Car

w$ft

D. : ZST

Name of Ship or Plane-s: A 4

I-2 5

Carte Blanche No.--------Residence Add

Nationality.

-

#7

~ 7.4%

Date of

-

*- *- By What Ship or Plane.--

3. –4.

Business or Professi
Destination

:

£
>

Where From....

Persons

st P. B.Q.-to L-sh

-

~
+-A
U \.

_
) NY
"N-><:
-

|

e

Gas &garw

-Our liability for valuables is governed by Section 4 of the Hotel Proprietors Ordinance 1961.
Guests are advised to read the Notice at the Reception Desk. There are safety deposit
boxes available for the use of the hotel guests i.e. of charge.
Remarks:

Room

:

Rate $ / / S ^

A rig Government Tax and 10% Service charge will be added to your Bill

.
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EXHIBIT NO. 423
COPY
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Headquarters United States Army Vietnam
APO San Francisco

-

6 May

1967

Directer •f customs
Republic ef Vietnam
Saigsae

v-->

Deer Birt

The purpose of this letter is to advise you that the Sarl Electronics

Company are centracters in Technical Services and Maintenance and
that the parts and supplies they import are required by the many military
clubs and messes operated throughout Vietnam for the welfare and morale
of our service men and officers. To my knowledge this company transacts

me business with Vietnamese businessmen and, therefore, their imports
have me impact upon the Republic of South Vietnam's economy.
In view of the above, it is respectfully requested that the equipment and
parts imported by this company for use in US clubs and messes be exempt
from impert custom duties and other formalities pertaining to the importation

of equipment and parts for use or consumption in military clubs, messes

and the Vietnam Regional Exchange.
If this request in anyway violates the laws or the severeignty of the Republic
of Vietnam er if the Sarl Electronics Company violates the laws of the

• *

Republic of South Vietnam, whis letter will be immediately withdrawn.
Thanhiag you in advance for your consideration and cooperation in this
maseer I am.

-

-

Sincerely ,
/s/ Earl F. Cole

.

Brigadier General, US Army
Deputy Chief of Staff (P&A)
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EXHIBIT NO. 424
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Headquarters United States Army Vietnam
APO San Francisco

12 May 1967
AWHCS
Director of 'Customs

Republic of Vietnam
Saigon, Vietnam

-

-

-

-

|

Dear Sir

The purpose of this letter is to advise you that the Sarl ELEC
TRONICS COMPANY has been rendered contracts for technical service and

maintenance of amusement electronics machines for many military clubs,
messes and Vietnam Regional Exchange facilities operated throughout
Vietnam for the welfare and morale of our service men and officers.

For this purpose the military clubs, messes and WRE facilities which
import directly, machines, parts and supplies into Vietnam have entrusted
to this company the responsibility for insuring the machines are
operable upon their arrival and for the maintenance and repair of

such equipment thereafter. It is for this purpose that the company
stocks spare parts and machines in its repair shops.
To my knowledge this company transacts no business with

Vietnamese businessmen, thus, their activities have no impact upon
the Republic of South Vietnam's economy.
In view of the above, it is respectfully requested that all
courtesies and other considerations be extended to this company
inasmuch as the machines, equipment and parts on hand in Sarl's

warehouses and repair shops are for exclusive use in military clubs,
messes and VRE facilities and hence are exempt from import custom

duties and other formalities pertaining to the importation of equip
ment and parts for exclusive use or consumption in the military clubs
and messes in Vietnam.

If this request in anyway violates the laws of the sovereignty
of the Republic of Vietnam or if the Sarl ELECTRONICS COMPANY violates

the laws of the Republic of South Vietnam, this letter will be immediately
Withdrawn.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration and cooperation in
this matter I am,

Sincerely,

EARL F. COLE

Brigadier General, U.S. Army

Deputy Chief of Staff (P&A)
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CLUB SPECIALTY OVERSEAS INC.

-

Cable :
U.S.

APARTADO

-

*.

133

No Mallél–

. . . PANAMA 1. R. de P.

PANAMARP

** *
Date-26th May 1997

*- :
*-* .

-

Tradewoll Enterprises
P.O. Box # 5959

-

..

.

’s.”

l4106 Ventura Boulevard

Skerman Oaks, California 9.1405
U.S.As

PURCHASE oRDER No SB-26/052541–

.
Gauan"rs"rve

... 25
25
20
20
20
20
10
20
25
25
25
10

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea.
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

otscrat PTton

GP 4 S Ideal Cooler
GP 6 3 Ideal Cooler
GP 8 S Ideal Cooler
GP 10 S Ideal Cooler
200 lb Ice Cuber
500 lb Ioe Cuber
lOOO lb Ice Cuber

* *

Cecil 4 Way Cooker-T
Hot Dog Rotissery-T

t

Hot Dog steam Box ~
‘Table Model Pop Corn Machines 40 lb Deep fat greyers
-

*CEE,

-

10 ea
20 ea

56* Friddles

-

20 SQ Inch Speedster 0-720 L, 110 Wolt Pissa Owen No Charge to the Club

#'

usagy officers open Mess
APO 96507, San Francisco, California
Tan-Son-Nhut, Vietnam

send all document, and info to i

SA R L E L E CT R ON 1CS
some POSTALE 957
*Anoon

SHIP VIA a .

invoices To

withinAM

MSTS

C. S. o. 1. PANAMA - $ARL in quadruplicote
Account # 1-20006

REFERENCE * : P. O. No-254.1–

Dated 25th May 1967

D. Not - " " " * * * * * * * club.

58-590 O - 71 - pt. 5 - 14
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EXHIBIT NO. 436A

PRICE & CO., LTD.

...:-

wwas are episit asseswarrs

*, *. ©, Öx *, *
- **

Mr. G. P. Thompson,

-:

-

Director of Export Sales - Western Division,
Carling Brewing Company,
2120 South "C" Street,

•

-

TACOMA,

MASHINGTON 28402,

-

*

*.*

U.S.A.

Dear Tommy,
I just concluded an arrangement with the large
Air Force Consolidation at Tan-Son-Nhut;
they will be

handling 25,000 to 40,000 cases of our beer per month,
whereby they reduced the price of non-premiums to 15 cents
and premiums at 20 cents. Also, the head man promised Be
he will only carry two non-premiums, Carlings plus one ether.
Carlings will be the coldest and most available in the ceelers.
This cost one thousand dollars.

Our new modus operandi for 1966 will consist of
Fred Carlson, retired Sgt. Major, as Chief Sales Representative
in the Saigon Office; Frank Proud in the Danang area; Colin
Ceek in Nhat rang - Cam Ranh area and Rigg Ranieri in the Saigon
Tan-Son-Nhut area.
Each of these men, except Carlsen whe is
en Salary and Bonus, commensurate with the annual profit of our
show, get a percentage on the

**** 4CEletions in his respective

area •

In conjunction with yeur request at Bangkok, here is

my estimate of premetienal requirements for January, February,
and March of 1966.

I want each of the area sea and the Chief

te spend $300.00 in their areas psemoting the pseduct.
I
would also like $300.00 which I will use for personal prenetien
work, and to include an advertisement in "Life in Vietmas", a
-

fairly well distributed weekly magasins.
-

Thus, if it can be arranged fes this 3-month trial
• ‘peried at $1,500.00 per month, I think I can keep the large
PI orders flowing through.

1245

Mr. G. P. Thompson,

*ges's

- 2 -

10th January 1986

Dick Llewellyn has not placed his next projection
yet, but I will cable you when done.
I anticipate between
150,000 and 200,000 combined Beer and Ale.

Bverything is moving a little "ore

smoothly now that

the Navy is out of the picture.
I have to close now as
Meng Kong in a few minutes.

there is a pouch leaving for

Sincerely yours,

7%
..&
Crum,

P.S.

Can you work the extra $1,000.00 I spent into our
budget 7
-

WJC/bmb
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EXHIBIT NO. 436B
-

January 17, 1966

-

Mr. William J. Crum
Price & Co., Ltd.,
Boite Postale 872
Saigon, Vietnam

-

-

‘. . . .

. .
-

-

•

-

a. *

*

Dear Bills

I received your letter Friday in which you told me about the expenditure of
$1,000 and also forwarded to me the names of the various people representing
Price and Company in the four major sales areas of South Vietnam.
Prior to the receipt of your letter I had already written to you concerning the second
quarter promotional budget. Also, I received prior to your January 10th letter, a
request for payment of October, November, and December promotional monies from Price
and Company. The additional $1,000 expenditure was on that invoice which has been
approved by myself and will be credited to the account of Prica ond Company.
Your request for expenditures of $1,500 a month will also be granted for the months
of February, March, and April. You already know that you must submit to this office
by the fifteenth of the following month, invoices showing exactly where this money
was spent. In other words, Bill, you must koep tract of each of your salesmen's
spendings or spendings for each individual club for that particular month, otherwise
the IRS will not allow this type of expenditure by any company. Hence, we would have
no alternative but to deny you the right to ask us for promotional monies. . We must
have a valid invoice from Price and Company each and evary month which requests

that your account be credited by us for any money used in the promotion of our beer
Please make sure you don't exceed the $1,500 expenditure per month for the next
quarters
-

-

Also, Bill, I would suggest that you forward to this office, attention of Ruth Higgins,
the addresses of each of the followings

Fred Carlson, Frank Proud, Colin Cook and

Rigg Ranieri so that we may place them on our mailing lists for various Carling
Brewing Company publications and other information pertinent to our military business.
I still plan to visit vietnam on my next trip which begins the first of March and
I probably should be in the Saigon area some time the latter part of that month
or the first week in April. I will keep you informed.
Until then, good luck, good sales and best personal regards.
.* *

... *

*

8incerely,
r

... arts rh

G. P. "Tommy" Thompson
ecs & A. Smith
P.S. You
informed
me
quite.s
time
agç_of.Llewe
jøst
estimate £" he month *:::.*R. #":"'Pig':

and February

#:

been cut by the Exchange 8ervice

#

these particular *

s

##

f

£:
a

o

rling products to Vietnam for

“art
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EXHIBIT NO. 445
Mall AL-----BO/TE POSTale 87.2

PRICE & CO., LTD.

Sa/GON, WIETNAM

48 CACH MANG 1/11 - SAIGON, vieTNAM

Cable address :
*trayetl-sa/Gon"

25 April 1966.

R.

Mr. Tommy Thompson
Carling Brewing Company
2120 South "C" Street

Tacoma, Washington 98.402

- * r * *
***

*

* * *

*

Dear Tommy,
Dick Llewellyn has agreed to send a message to New York telling

them that Carling Black Label and Fallstaff Beer are always sold
out and the "Preemeys" lay around.

-

Furthermore that the above mentioned two beers are sold by the

clubs for 5 & per bottle less than "Preemeys", suggest a subtle
approach be made by "our man in New York", passing the above
information on to that man Wysocki.
Also I learnt that those great Crystal ball gleaners in New York

have cut the beer list back to 8 from 10, and Lucky and Olympia
hit the skids again. So they both got a one-shot slug at the action
here.
•.

Another bit of information is that Pascal quit Johns and joined
Girdwood Jones (Al Jones) of San Francisco who has Hamms.
Hamms as you know from a recent fetter of mine got 100,000

cases on the last go-around where we wound up with only
160,000 cases.

Today I cabled you to the effect that our man in Danang in going
over all the military manifests of incoming cargo from Seattle
cannot find a single shipment of Carling Black Label. There has
been no Black Label in the Danang area for over a month, so
something is awry and I sincerely hope and pray that the beer we

know was ordered is not still sitting on some west coast dock.
Please let Wysocki know that the only beer available in the major
outlets of Vietnam are Budweiser and Schlitz. Therefore his

pattern of ordering is out of line. I have just been informed that
Wysocki has been on that purchasing desk for 19 years, so
obviously he has the whip hand, and is someone to be handled

1248

with great care. The boys tell me it is not a good practice to pass
on to Wysocki bits of information such as order projections
emanating from Vietnam as this merely infuriates the man and he
strikes back in his own way. So please be guided accordingly.

I again assure all of you back home that my boys in the field will
be quite capable of handling a considerable increase in the quantity
of beer being shipped in, but control of the ordering is definitely
in the hands of the New York group.
-

Sincerely,

^

*A | /
(3/ ×
wum J.

Crum.
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EXHIBIT NO. 446
MAIL A.
-

and,

(i./

Bottle POSTALE 672
saloon, Vietnam

rice, -Cld.

-

CA BLE ADDRESS:

*TRAWELL-gAIGON”

21e ete/11s Neo • DiNM • KMO - SAIGON, WIETNAM

26 May 1965
Mr. G. P. Thompson
Marketing Director
Western Division

Carling Brewing Co.

•

2120 South "C" Street

.

-

Tacoma 2, Washington

-

. Dear Tommy,
There is mething but good news from Vietnam (Beer
Wise, that is).

Our order are going up and up.

!k&CK LADEL
Pete

PO||

Feb.
March

52933/53156

Cases

52747

April
May

53474

53662/53706

Plected

8,000
11,000

5/4

8,540

-0-.

10, 500

-0

-0

(One mere May order coming, a big one)
RED

CAP ALE
2,500
l,000

-o

5332

2, 200

-0

53662/53706

4, 550

-0

Feb.
March

52.753
53155

April
May

•

*

-0

(Another May order coming in.)

Rote the double orders in some months. These
That
pounding
the jungles and getting the up-country clubs to draw and use

have been caused by an almost constant NIS position.

is because myself and the boys have been constantly

the beer.

Wine and Spirits Merchants
Israel-is-iro less
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Mr. G. P. Thompson
Marketing Director

26 May 1965
- 2 -

Despite these obstacles, I feel sure when the last
May Order is cut within the next few days, we will have
exceeded our quota for the entire year, and six big months
to go! This is in Vietnam alone. If we add in the Thailand
and Taiwan figures, we were over the hump long ago.
Thailand, as you know, placed an order for 8, 000
cases in May, which, I must add is terrific for Thailand.
This, again, has been brought about by our excellent liaison
on the exchange level in Bangkok, Mrs. Lucille Fairman,
and the work of our up-country man in getting the clubs to
draw.

I also take pleasure in informing you that at long
last, an old buddy of mine is now the Navy Chief in charge
of stock records and distribution in Saigon. What could be
greater. He has promised me to escalate our orders as rapidly
as possible. Also, he is going to push the Carlings up
country for us.
In view of the above facts, and the obvious potential

of further expansion in the immediate future, I am dismayed to
report that a Mr. Gus Real from a Company called Hermar Corp.
out of Manila has been telling some of my good friends running
the clubs up and down the pike, that in the very near future, they
will be the new Carlings representatives for the area.
We (Asa and I) consider the Carlings clan among our
oldest and dearest friends. I am distressed. To add travesty
to the situation, Hermar have employed Mr. Lyons, our ex
employee in Thailand. I can assure you, we had good reason for

dismissing this

man.

At any rate, I find it difficult to place any credence to
this report. My mind would rest much easier if you could write
me a re-assuring letter.
Kindest personal regards,
Sincerely,

(3: 2
\

William J. Crum
cc; Mr. Dan Moran
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13 May 1965
Mr. Dan Moran

Carling Brewing Co.

-

*. . . .

2120 South "C" Street

Tacoma 2, Washington USA
Dear Dan,

Carlings continues on the RISE!
THAILAND

My friend Danese has ordered 8,000 cases of Black Label
for May

Because CARLINGS BLACK LABEL out sold all

other Beers in Thailand.

Lucille Fairman goes on her vacation end of May, and I have

temporarily employed Richard Bender Jr., son of Col. Bender,
our SEATO representative in Thailand to fill in with Lucille

during the Summer. He's on vacation from college.
Col. Bender is our Senior Air Force man in the country, I feel
the lad will have some effect on Air Force clubs in particular.
Carlos continue to cover for us up-country and I am convinced
that this two-way push has placed us in the lead. I intend to
keep it that way. I am going over to make the rounds on May
20th.

VIETNAM

Every shipment of Beer is being mbved out as fast as up-country
transportation is available.
As Bud wrote on April 30, the exchange ordered 8,540 Black Label

and 2,209 Red Cap. Since then I prevailed on a "friend" in the
Ordering Dept. to thump in a good special order so he wrote an
order for 12,500 Black Label and 3, 300 Red Cap. Commander

Kispert short stopped the Black Label and cut it to 6,600 cs, but
let the 3,300 Red Cap go thru. That makes a grand total of
over 20,000 cases of Carlings this month. Tell Korea to watch
out, I intend to pass them up this summer.
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Mr. Dan Moran
Carling Brewing Co.

13 May 1965

Please have your dock liaison man do everything possible
to get this cargo moving ASAP.

"Kindest personal regards,
Sincerely,

-

cc; Tommy Thompson
Bruce Bennett

A. A. Smith

<-

willian
lüear

>
c

•*
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EXHIBIT NO. 451
Mr. Vernon J. Fadden

MIAMI

Frankfurt
February 13, 1969
Donald F. Van Dyne

CARLING CANS / EUROPE

Dear Bud:
I assume you have received Dutch Krause's letter of ll February

in which he gives a breakdown of both the bottle and can ship
ments into the various Buropean Regions from November through
January.

-

Yesterday afternoon I received two calls from Connie Bresnahan
regarding Dutch's letter and at which time he asked several
questions which I was not in a position to answer but did say
that I would p_ss them on to you.

First of all, Connie wanted to know why, if the European Ex
change Service knew as far back as November that they had an .

over inventory of Carling canned beer in Bremerhaven, why they
continued to order this type package rather than switching over
to the bottles.

The second thing Connie was curious about was, since November
when all this came to our attention, has anyone talked with the
beer buyer at Nuremburg suggesting that all future orders for
Carling cans be reduced and the bottle orders increased.
-

*

I can assure you that Connie is more than sympathetic to the
problems we are presently experiencing with the canned beer.
However, after spending a wack with him in San Diego, I think
I have pretty well gotten to know his outlook as far as the

way he conducts business.

I believe you will see this as connie

gets moro and more into the picture, that the Carling Military
Division is going to become considerably mora aggressive than

it has been in the past.

Consequently, I believe we are going

to find that more and more demands are going to be made on us
• than there has been since our picking up the agencyship for
Carling.

Bud,

I know you have mentioned several times in previous corr

espondence that Dick Llewellyn has been of considerable assis
tance to you in trying to get this canned beer situation
straightened out.
I know you have an excellent working relat

ionship with Dick and wo certainly would not want to strain it

to the breaking point, however, I was wondering whether he would
be willing to make available to you the most current inventory
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Mr. Vernon J. Faddon

MIAMI

Frankfurt

February 13, 1969
Donald F. Van Dyno

CARLING CANS / EUROPE
Page 2
figures for Carling Cans and Bottles in all Regions. Noedless
to say, if we had this type information it would assist immensly
in deciding what future stops need to be taken in clearing up
the canned boer situation.

If you have any suggestions or recommondations on this mattor
you may wish to pass them on to Connie as I know he is 100%

behind us and will do overything possible within roason to help
us •

With kindest regards.

Sincerely,

Donald F. Van Dyne

DFVD : bb
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beer procurement to the eight selected vendors in accordance

SUBJECT:

-

Percentage Allocation of Beer - VRE

(.

of

-l.

6

!"

For some time this Headquarters has been

with percentages arrived at by computations involving the
total beer production of those vendors. At the present time,
this allocation is as follows:

2

Budweiser

26.04%

Pabst

16.80%

Schlitz

16.80%

Falstaff

ll.34%

Carlings

8.23%

Millers

7.66%

Hamms

7.24%

Ballantine

5.89%

2. We have had several complaints from vendors who are
thus receiving a portion of our beer procurement, particularly
Falstaff and Carlings. These complaints generally follow the
line that they have captured a higher" percentage of the mili
tary market than they have of the civilian market and are
therefore entitled to a higher percentage of the VRE allocation.
3. VRE has now reached the point in their Inventory
Management development at which they should now have the
capacity to manage beer by line item (brands) instead of by
total cases. VRE manages almost everything else by line item.
Beer (one of VRE's largest volume categories) should be no
exception, and it is proposed that the quantity procurement
of beer for VRE be the reflection of sales by brand.
Such a
change would reduce the number of complaints received at this
Headquarters and have the added advantage of being more
responsive to our customers' desires.

-
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£ 2

1959

RI

SUBJECT:

4.

Percentage Allocation of Beer - VRE

If you concur in this proposal, the necessary arrange

ments as to method and timing will be worked out with Colonel
Potter.

*

-

/w//

-

M. W. HIGHTSHOE, Jr.
Colonel, USAF
Director, Retail Division
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EXHIBIT NO. 456
HEADQUARTERS ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE

OFFICE SYMBOL:

RI

l2 August 1968

-

--"

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

suBJECT:
l.

VRE Beer Requirements

This will confirm instructions received this date from DD/RD

regarding the processing of VRE beer requirements by SEAS.
2. Effective with VRE Cycle l/69 Department 2 - Beer Requirements,
the SEAS processing procedure will revert hack to the one which
was in effect up to VRE Cycle ll/68. The foregoing was based
on having the total number of cases of beer ordered by VRE for
each Depot broken down by SEAS, by brand, using the brand allocation
percentages previously computed.
3. Based on CY 67 production, distribution and popularity statistics.
the following percentages were employed by SEAS in brand breakdowns
made up to VRE Cycle ll/68:
24

Brand
Budweiser
Pabst
Schlitz
Falstaff *

26.04
l6.80
16.80
ll. 34

Carlings”
Millers
Hamms
Ballantine

8.23
7.66
7.24
•

5.89

4. Upon receipt of VRE Cycle 1/69 Department 2 - Beer Requirements,
a message will be dispatched to VRE (copy to PACEX) advising of
the revision to beer requirements processing procedure effective

with Cycle 1/69.

VRE will be requested to revert to submission

of beer requirements by total number of cases required for each

Depot, in the .future.
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12 August 1968

RI

SUBJECT:
5.

VRE Beer Requirements

VRE will continue to submit requirements for soft drinks

by specifying quantities required for each Depot of each of
the following brands:
*

Coca Cola

Pepsi Cola
/
* Royal Crown Cola
Dr. Pepper

Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Canada Dry Tonic Water

-

Canada Dry Wink
Seven Up

6. The total requirements for each Depot of each of the
following soft drinks will be forwarded by SEAS to BD with
request to procure on solicitation bid:
Club Soda

Grape Soda
Orange Soda
Root Beer

SIDNEY BURTIN

|Chief, Retail Inventory
Management Branch
Retail Division

£ S &A

*
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HEADQUAñTERS ARMY ARii Aill F0:GE EXCHA::GE SERVICE

OFFICE SYMBOL:

*-9

MEMORANDUM F6R:

SUBJECT:

19 August 1968

DD

- Z%
Žc.
$ A-

WRi: Beer
•

-

1.

-

Separately, I have nonconcurred on a proposal to procure becr by brand

name for WRI: instcad of the present method of allocating it by percentate.
of the market.

You will recall that “e were told by General Parks that the military reps
are useful in promoting the sale of beer to clubs. I am inclined to thin'.
that we may find ourselves buying more of the lesscr known brands than of the
top selling brands if we are not careful. It is entirely likely that a military
rcp in concert with club managers could influcnce the sale of the lower ranking
2.

beer.

If this would turn out to be the case, we would then bc in a very dif

.ficult position in our efforts to climinate the costs of the military rens
from the price that we pay for beer sold in exchange channels. At present,
we can take the position that it is impossible for these representatives to
that pur
reason
the sale* of
beer in exchange channels- for the T very
influence
r ---G1cc Co. was
- -****s,
chasin: is done

c."

*** ~

*-* -

of

---

-- - - --- "
*** -- ****** *

--* *----- *-*.*.*.*-->

-

--

-

~~ *

~ *.*.*.*

* ~1.

able to get the sales of Brand 'A', for examplc, up equal to or in excess of
Brand 'B' or 'C' as a result of increased club salcs, it would weaken our casc.

3. I suggest that it may be well to reconsider the question as to whether we
would be hindering our program to eliminate the additional and unnecessary
selling cost now built into beer prices.

"-

N.' If. £ * ----...
Deputy Director
Procurement Division

58-590 O - 71 - pt. 5 - 15
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Mall address t
Boire POSTale 672 .
SarCON, Vietnam

PRICE & CO., LTD.
4s. C-acri MANG 11 it • Saigon. Vietnam

CABLE
Tra.

address r

20.4O5

*TRAWELL - Saigon*

2nd

January

1968

El V E D
big':CTOR, EXPORT

Mr. Tommy Thompson
Carling Brewing Company

2120 South "C" Street
Tacoma, Washington 98.402.

-

SALES

JAN 10 1968
CARLING BREWING C0.
TACOMA, WASH.

-

Dear Tommy,
I am sorry I am so late in responding to your letter of Dec. 12,
re the promotion fund, never mind ----- I have cut back for
January. I had already issued the six big ones for December,
but feel Price can pick up half the tab this time.
-

The crux of the problem still lies in the U.S., Tommy -- please
do something with Texas. Local Inventory Management people
still insist they just send in monthly requirements for BEER,

le; November, l,000,080 cases and Dallas makes the distribution.
Dick Wright is sending you the last month's breakdown and we
will be able to continue getting these breakdowns.
Tommy, we sell out every shipment as fast as it gets here. We
have working with us most of the top custodians here :

-

Higdon

-

USARV (the biggest)

Connors

-

Qui Nhon

Hatcher

-

lst Division

Briscoe

-

9th Division

(No.2)

Ira Strack - 101 Airborne

Excellent reaction Air Force - Furio in tops with Marines . I
need some better cover lst Cav., and Cam Ranh Bay, but never

theless Tommy, if you could get Dallas to DOUBLE the orders,
we will still easily sell out.

-
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2nd January 1968

Mr. Tommy Thompson
Carling Brewing Company
When

you"#nsel

Page 2

or whoever orders the beer, please advise that

they are force-issuing Pabst, Ballantines and Millers, ask

why and who got to him . . . . . , Bud gets double. ... (only recently)
Pattern was established about 1% years ago. Top four beers,
Carling, Schlitz, Bud, Fallstaff get equal share of 60%, bottom
four beers, Millers, Pabst, Hamms and Ballantines 40%.

Recently someone is jostling the "tide table", perhaps by some
good fortune you can ascertain what gives . . . . . (at Dallas).
In the interim we promise you we will move out every case of
Carling, but fast, when it arrives in VietNam. Club business

is being centralized so that one man hike Hogdon controls from
fifty (50) to one hundred (100) clubs which makes it easier on us.
I am looking forward to your next trip to South VietNam and
while you and I are out harrassing that Cam Ranh situation,
Sgt Major Ed Clöugh of the 5th Special Forces Consolidation
will lay on a boat and some rods and I'll show you some of the
clearest, deep down water in the world.

Your

:

BIL

P.S.

Tommy, the calendars were very well appreciated all around.
Bruce Stapleton is in a big hassle re Fallstaff, may be not

coming. Still, need a man to work with Wright, I think Bruce
is trying to get Fallstaff direct for Korea. One of Stras
boughs ex-employees, now working for Fallstaff and trying to
sort out the Orient.

-

-

No appointed local agent yet ........ will keep you advised.
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22 January 1968

TACOMA. WASH.

Mr. G. P. "Tommy" Thompson
Director of Export Sales
Western Division

Carling Brewing Company
2 120 South "C" Street

Tacoma, Washington 98.402
U. S. A.

Dear Tommy:
Many thanks for your nice letter of January 9th, 1968. I presume
by the time this letter arrives in Tacoma that you will have returned
from your trip to Dallas. Let us all fervently pray that you had a
successful trip. It is indeed encouraging to note the many friends
that you have stationed in Dallas such as Dick Janes and Lt. Col.
John Goodlett.

Thank you very much for the information concerning Charles L.
Bennett and Sgt. Ira Strack. Both of these people are good friends
of ours. Ira Strack is up at the 101 Airborne Division and will parti
cipate in some excellent Carling buying during the ensuing
months.
Bennett is actually in the contractual or operational departrfient of
the Exchange and has nothing to do with buying, but we do have things
to do with him in other fields.

Certainly think its real great of you to "send Uncle Ace the frozen

crab legs and I am looking forward eagerly to the opportunity to get
down to Hong Kong and to be able to indulge myself in this specialty
of your beautiful northern home country.

Hi! Everything is going on fine out here and we are selling out the
Carlings as fast as it gets in, and I hope that those people in Dallas

were cooperative and have increased the ordering pattern on Carlings
so that my narre can do some more work.
-

t".--> *

By all means I hope you said hello to Col. John for me as he certainly
was a great and dear old friend while he was over here. We certainly
miss him now and it would be swell if he could come back as a berth

Colonel and take over the command again.

R &J
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Mr. G. P. "Tommy" Thompson

22 January 1968

Carling Brewing Company

Page 2

We have hired a new retired Sgt. Major to work along side with
Dick Wright. Dick Wright will be in the managership of Price & Co.
However, the two of them will split the territory down the middle.
They will both have up country areas to call on and to work with our

boys up there. This fellow's name is Marty Messina... is a retired
Sgt. Major and at one time was custodian of the 1st Cavalry Division
when it was located in the Panmunjom area of Korea. He is well
known to many of our customers and came highly recommended to
us. I think you will like him. We've got some excellent customers
on our roster now, all working with us very closely. There's Ira
Strack at the 101 Airborne, Sgt. Briscoe over at the 9th Inf. Div.,

and Sgt. Hatcher in the 1st Inf. Division. The biggest club consolida
tion in the world is now, I believe, the USARV NCO/EM Mess
Association which is run by our very close friend, Big Bill Higdon.
I think you've already met Higdon when he was in the lone category
job over at the 11 Field Forces. 11 Field Forces is now managed by

Sgt. Conley who is a very good friend of ours. And we also have
placed in the Qui Nhon Mess Association Sgt. Connors, ex-7th Div.,

Korea, and a very close friend of our company. All we need now, with
all these big consolidations pretty much under control, is more beer
itself.

I know that we can do twice as much without any trouble. So

let's hope that that gang in Dallas will crash do with larger quantities
of Carlings in the future.
Tony Furio is, of course, doing excellently with his friends in the
Marine Corps in the Da Nang area, and he now has two army divisions
that are very cooperative with him. So all around the pattern, things
look exceedingly good.
-

As I have said before, and I want to reiterate again, we must have

more beer, ahead-ourselves.
Joe de Marco of Star Distributing and myself and our combined group
of companies have been giving some thought to bring a travelling man
on the road to hit Hawaii and Dallas. Do you think that such an

employee would be of value to the Carling Brewery? Please let me
know what you think of this idea. Of course, we will select an ex-PX
employee for such a task rather than getting some stranger into the
game.

58-590 O-71 - pt. 5 - 16
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Mr. G. P. "Tommy" Thompson
Carling Brewing Company

22 January 1968
Page 2

I am looking forward to your next trip out here and hope that we

can spend some time together in the field, especially in the Nha
Trang-Cam Ranh area as we want to discussy" Let me know what
your plans are as soon as you have planned them up. My only
travelling plan at the moment is that I hope to be able to go to

Hong Kong about the 15th of February and remain there for about
ten days. So I hope that this does not conflict with whatever plans
you may have for the spring or whenever you do intend to come out
this way. Anyway, Tommy, we are all looking forward to your
return to this area and I hope that more beer starts pouring out of
our way soon.

My kindest personal regards to all.

Sincerely
*

n

/...
W
A. Y. L^

-

/* \
WI

/acm

M J. CRUM
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This past week I called on the AAFES headquarters in Dallas - along
with Mr. Krause.

We visited Mr. Ed Ausel (beer buyer), Mr. Claire Marquart (domestic

transportation), Lt. Col. John Goodlett (QMC, Director of Quality
Control) and Ret. Col. Richard Whites (Chief of Section Inventory
Control - Southeast Asia). Also entertained Mr. and Mrs. Richard

Janes (Domestic Sales Auditor for all U. S. Regional Exchanges) at
dinner one evening.

Was fortunate enough to be able to pick up some mighty confidential
figures concerning sales in Vietnam, of all beers, on my first night
in Dallas. I can't divulge the source - but the figures were verified
on Wednesday when I received the attached sheets by mail from one
of our Far East brokers.

I believe the attached sheets are self-explanatory and bear out what
I reported to you by phone on Thursday. You will note that there have

been some rather drastic changas in Eleck Label projections for the
next six month period - beginning as of December 1, 1967 thru May,
1968.

If the.

->jections are followed, by Dallas, we shall be put

at the lower four level of product ship:ent. Up until now, we have
been in the upper four, being outsold only by Budweiser (and they
have Busch listed also), Falstaff and Pabst; thus, placing us in fourth
position.

However, there is very little difference between Pabst and

Black Label and there is only a 144,000 case difference between
(6 months) the leader (Budweiser with two brands) and Black Label.
There also is a 204,000 case difference between our fourth place and
Millers who are in fifth. So it is inconceivable to me that we should

be cut back by some 60% plus in orders.
Mr. Krause and I talked this situation over quite thoroughly and it

appears that there is littlo we can do about it (without divulging the
attached figures) at this time. We had already seen Ed Ausel and
did not care to risk seeing his superiors for fear of being accused
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of "going over his head". His superiors, in order of command, are
Ray Carter, Nick Power and Colonel Sauter.
My suggestion to you is as follows: study the 4th and 5th cycles
(which we have) and await orders for cycle 6 (which Ausel said was

being worked up) and see if those three cycles give us enough infor
mation to assume that the 392,000 cases of Black Label on order are
for a total six month shipping period. If so, I propose the following:

1) I will prepare a series of graphs showing Black Label sales for
all the Far East and Southeast Asia areas. These graphs then
should be presented to Dick White and Col. Sauter, explaining
our position in each of the important shipping areas - Japan,
Korea, Thailand, Vietnam. Also, a graph of our supporting
activities - to sell the product from the Exchange to clubs could
possibly be included.

2) I shall write Price & Co. and ask them to get all friendly custodians
and club managers to contact the Vietnam Regional Exchange asking

for more and more Black Label shipments. This can be handled by
Price & Co. quite easily and as I am due to be in Vietnam in late
March, I, too, could arrange to see the top Exchange people.

It also appears, Ed, (from the attached figures) that someone high up
in the Dallas Headquarters has arbitrarily decided to place all quantity
orders in direct relationship to the leading brewers' sales in the U. S.
In other words, Budweiser 25%, Schlitz 20% and so on down the line.
(We must exclude Schaefer because a brand must be sold in 25 states

before it is considered as a national celler by the AAFES.)
We also inquired into the problem of release dates for the four week
increment orders for the various ports in Vietnam. We were told that
this procedure will remain in effect end that the procedure was devised
to ease storage and shipping problems in Vietnam. We also were

advised to ship whatever amount of product we had on the docks (when
a ship is available), regardless of whether or not the entire order has

been placed on the dock for shipment. Yould you please advise Hansen
and Marten.

I stopped in Phoenix to see Delich, Me: Hanlon (Phoeni:) and Larry
Kelly (Tucson). Our military sales in A-l.ona (although still small)
have doubled and in some instances tripled over last year.

Duvis

Monthan AFB (Tucson) and Luke AFB (Phoenix) ere doing exceptionally
well, considering that we do have very little to work with in the
military markets in Arizona.
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New Mexico military sales have remcincci at about the some level

as last year. This is probably occasioned by Delich's inability to
call as frequently on New Mexico bases, as Arizona bases.

I talked to Delich and the distributor about 1963/69 budgets and
they have promised to send sales figures and promotional figures
in as soon as possible.
That's all.

Next week southern California with Nardicllo - San Diego

is proposed as our prime target.

G. P. Thompson
GPTsat
Attachs.
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February 2, 1968

Mr. William J. Crum
Price & Co., Ltd.
Boite Postale 872

Saigon, Vietnam
Dear Bill:

see on my next trip

down there, which I plan about
This will include Nick Power,
who are the top people-e
them the proper info/52

£76 week of February.
Sauter and Richard White,
Úe and I believe if I give
ble that Vietnam orders

can be increased.

ship the Vietnam orders according to the

beer which individual brewers produce in

ratio o
the U.
this out

-

5 is unfair and certainly I am going to point
eople on my next trip to Dallas.

I think your idea of you and Joe de Marco going together to acquire
the services of someone to live in the Dallas area and call on the

Exchange on regular intervals certainly would help. My congratu
lations to both of you for having thought of this possible solution
to some of our problems - such as increasing shipments to Vietnam.
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Mr. William J. Crum
February 2, 1968
Page 2

May I also suggest that as long as you have so many good friends
in custodian capacities in South Vietnam, that you have each one
of these chaps, such as Bib Bill Higdon, Ira Strack, Sergeants
Briscoe and Hatcher, begin to apply pressure to the Exchange to
order more and more Black Label for shipment to Vietnam. I think,
Bill, that this could be done in several ways if you ask it as a
personal favor of the custodians.

One would be to get all the custodians to see their sergeant/
majors and club officers and have them lodge a written complaint

with the Vietnam Exchange with a carbon to Ret. Col. Richard white,
Dallas Headquarters. Mr. White is Chief of Section Inventory for
Southeast Asia and has quite a bit to say about shipments made to

Vietnam. By the way, he will be in Vietnam on an inspection tour
for a period of three months beginning sometime in March. I expect
to meet with him out there during my trip. I have taken the liberty

of sending your phone number to Mr. White and asked him to call
you to set up an appointment so he can meet you and possibly Dick
Wright.
One other method of getting to the Exchange would be to have some
of the custodians contact the troops from their various clubs to
demand that more Black Label product be imported into South Viet
nam for their consumption.
I don't know whether this would really affect the position which
Colonel Potter has taken, but at least we can't lose anything by
trying to increase our orders. You can rest assured that on my
next trip to Dallas, I will be giving it a good try on this end.

Congratulations on getting Marty Messina to work with Dick
Wright calling on half of the Vietnam marketing area. Certainly
this would appear to be a good step on your part in making sure
that Jim Beam is in the wells and Black Label is available over
the bar.

I am looking forward to meeting Marty.

I expect to arrive Saigon on March 24 and have made reservations

at the Embassy Hotel. Just as soon as the itinerary has been typed
up, I will send you a copy.

Also, I expect to have John Nardiello arrive Saigon sometime during
the week of April 1. I would make the Cam Ranh/Nhs Trang/Do Nang
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Mr. William J. Crum
February 2, 1968
Page 3

areas prior to John's arrival and Joe and I might work the Saigon/
Long Binh./Bien Hoa/Vung Tau areas together. Both of us would
plan to leave Saigon on or about April 14. This would give me

19 days and Joe would have a couple of weeks. By doing this,
we certainly could give you blanket coverage of most of the
major accounts. I would appreciate very much if you would

set up an itinerary for both Joe and I to work with Rigg, Wright,
Messina and Furio.

I certainly accept your invitation to a few days of that deep water
over in Nha Trang/Cam Ranh area.
Also, Bill, I forwarded to Ace Smith three 5' cans of frozen crab

meat - one for Ace and two for you. I am sure that you will be
able to pick them up on your trip to Hong Kong during the month
of February.

I am looking forward to working with you and your people during
my forthcoming trip and I hope that you and all the rest of your
organization stay safe and sound in the meantime. Until then,
good sales and best personal regards.
Sincerely,

G. P. "Tommy" Thompson
Director of Export Sales
GPT: at

ce: m). & S.

4-4-3
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Mr. William J. Crum
Price & Co., Ltd.
Boite Postale 872

Saigon, Vietnam
Dear Bill:
Thank you very much for your letter of November 29. Please pardon
my lateness in replying, however, I got home just before Thanksgiving
and spent a week or so fighting that damn flu bug, so I am a little late
in getting back to you people - answering your correspondence.
First, let me thank you very much, Bill, for the courtesy and many
kindnesses which you personally extended to me and also the hard

:
-

-

work which Dick Wright put in travelling around Vietnam during my
recent tour out there. Certainly I think you are to be complimented
on the work Herb Hayden and Tony Furio are doing. I am just sorry
• *,
I didn't get an opportunity to work with Rigg and Marty for a few days ".
but there are only so many days in a week and so many hours in a day,
so I think you can understand why I didn't get around as much as I
would have liked to.

As regards General Cole, I picked up the Exchange N

and the

announcement has been made that he is taking over in Europe, so
I guess that sets aside any possibility of him being placed in a
position in Dallas.

I was sure hoping you were right on this as it
*

would have given us a very big break, because I am sure he would
have ironed out some of these wrinkles which he knows exist in the
ordering from Vietnam. Thank you for enclosing Cole's letter and
also the letter which he received back from Brigadier General Hardin.

*

*"

It seems to me that Hardin was a little bit tough in his reply but then . "
I guess this is the way which two Brigadier Generals behave towards

each other. I personally was hoping that Cole would make that other

-
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star to Major General so that he would have the rank to maybe take
over in Dallas. However, he is going to stop off to see General Wes
moreland in Washington, D. C. to try and get his assignment changed
and let's hope he is successful. He can certainly do us a hell of a
lot more good in Dallas than he can in Europe. Altho I think he would
give us a good break in Europe.
We are doing everything possible to break thru that magic circle in
Dallas, Bill, and you can rest assured that I will be down to see them
shortly after I return from my vacation shortly after the first of the year.
I am going to go a little bit higher this year than I did in past trips down
there. I also had a letter from Gil Hunter in which he says he plans to

be in Dallas somewhere around January 17-20 and if possible I will try
to make my trip either coordinate with him or go down a day or two ahead
of him and make a few calls prior to his arrival - I'll discuss this with
Gil prior to his trip and we will work out a little strategy. I also would
like töüave this fellow, Connie Bresnahan, with me because we could
then talk about Europe, Far East and Southeast Asia as a team rather
than one of us going in one time and the other going in another time.

Pegarding the ad in "Life in Vietnam", I think this should be discontinued.
Not only is it a drain on your promotional budget but it has also run its
course - it has been appearing now for nearly two years. Unless you get

some different type of advertising from our agency in Honolulu, Milici
Advertising, I would discontinue it at once. I have asked Frank Valenti
to forward to you mats which could replace the particular ad you have in
that magazine now and when they do come in and you feel you would like
to continue to spend your promotional money in this way, you certainly
have my blessings. However, if you feel the ads are not strong enough
for selling, then I would suggest discontinuance of same.

well, Bill, that's about all for now. rcertainly want to take this oppor
tunity to wish you and yours and all the boys at Price & Co. the merriest
Christmas possible under the conditions which you face. Certainly you
have my best holiday wishes. My sincere hope for a lot of success in
the future.

I am looking forward to seeing you again this coming spring. Until then,
best personal regards.

-

Sincerely

()
"--

-

r

- ***.
*
/

G. P. "Tommy" Thompson
Director of Export Sales
Western Division
GPT:ah

P. S. Any problems which might arise out there, please don't hesitate to
drop me a line and let me see what I can do for you on this *GPT
*
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Hong Kong,...11th. January 1989.

R E C E i V - 2
Dilt-C10', E.P. R. Š"LêS

Mr. G. P. Thompson,

Difector of Export Sales - Western Division,
Carling Brewing Company,
2120 South "C" Street,
TACOMA,
WASHINGTON 98.402,

JAN 13 1369
U.S.A.

CARLING B'G C0.
TACOMA. WRSH.

Dear Tommy,
I am on my way back to Saigon and hope to learn of
increases in the orders for Carling's Black Label Beer.
Just
in case copies from Dick Wright of letters addressed by the
principal Club Custodians to the Brewery and a letter from
General Cole to General Hardin complaining about a lack of
Black Label Beer, have not already reached you, I am herewith
enclosing a second set.'
As Gil Hunter is proceeding to Dallas during the
latter part of January, I am sending him an additional set.
We have already presented these letters to the powers that be
in the Saigon area and they insist they still cannot control
the purchase and ordering pattern of beers.
At any rate, please be assured that we are doing our
utmost and we will keep these letters and complaints rolling
in until we finally make an impression on Headquarters.

Hoping to see you again in the Far East in the
springtimes

-

I remain,

Since rely yours,
PRICE & CO. LTD.,

~~2. &4.
*

Wm. J. Crum.
/Enclosures.

WJC/bmb

-

-

-
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Mr. R. J. rhoma

*

*

February 10, 1969

cc; . Messrs. Russell, Landreth, Coombs, Krause

-

sus-scr" .

-

- ...

-

on to ina"rince

-

Location :

-

***

-

-

--

AAFES - DAllASA_TEXAS

On Wednesday, January 8, E. W. Krause and I visited the Army and Air
Force Exchange Service Headquarters in Dallas, Texas. The purpose of
the visit was twofold: 1, to give me the opportunity of meeting the
key people and, 2, to visit Colonel Hightshoe who had requested Mr. Krause
to call on him to discuse beer

sales,

in Viet Nam,

-

The Colonel stated Viet Nam is different from any other country in the
* .

-

AAFES system. Politics play an important part since there is so much
controversy about our participation and the amount of pressure exerted
from all sides is abnormal. He used Carling as an example of pressure
which he claimed was unnecessary and to no avail.

.

**

. .

According to what I can put together and what Colonel Rightshoe told us,
this, appears to be the sequence of events.

-

1.

Sometime in October 1968, Tommy Thompson called on General Cole
in Saigan. General Cole stated Tommy left a number of letters
with him which were written by various club custodians indicating
their lack of adequate supplies of Black Label.

2.

General Cole wrote a letter to General Hardin, Chief of AAFES

-

in Dallas and enclosed the letters.
\

3.

-

-

All correspondence eventually got to Colonal Hightshoe who had
the assignment to resolva the matter as soon as possible. - This
is why Dutch Krause received the letter requesting a meeting.

. . . Colonel Hightshoe was very cordial but stated in emphatic terms he would not

*... to Tarate any FFTRIFETESTEA-TETEFänäs ISFTEEGF. In VIGENEm or change the
, FFEEERETEERöö of operation or Ehe Formula for EIIocations. The eight
brands-of-5SGFTRInd'Isà FSCEIVERRETTESCHOn according to the position of
*

the brewer in the national standings.

He also made it quite clear that

"his office" determined all allocations and there was to be no deviation

from this allocation.

He then pointed out the pressure brought to bear by

Congressman Rivers who is Chairman of the Armed Forces Committee.

*

It seems

there is quite a bit of unhappiness about the brands handled and allocations,
but Colonel Hightahoo feels his position is correct and he can defend his
actions as he is giving the troops the brands in proportion to the industry
sales hare in the States.

REC" D

FEB 121969
W. E. R.
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He then informed us Ballantine would be dropped and the other seven
brands would receive increased allocations. He also told us he has

received quite a few requests to add brands of beer and he has resisted
because he does not feel more brands are needed and a number of them could

not qualify due to lack of national distribution.

To be considered a national

brand by the AAFES a beer must be sold in 26 states.

|

N
\

The Colonel then told us it didn't take a genius to see through the plot
by asking for assistance through General Colo.

The letters were written

in a similar style and used many of the same phrases which indicated to him

>]

they were written or suggested by the same person.

-

He then told us that

the real purpose for requesting the Personal visit was ESEQIII:S-ase
~ and GCSIGE in our C#orts to ECE an Increased allocation. In all other
places, brands are handled on a request and demand basis, but for Viat Nam
AAFES headquarters at Dallas will continue to determine policies and

allocations.

He again emphasized that no amount of Pressure would-gat

allocati

. W.
-

-

Dutch and I also had an opportunity of visiting Mr. Ed Ausel, Mr. Herman
DeVittorio, and Lt. Colonel John Goddlett while we were at AAFES.

Gary Damvald, Military Manager, and Charlie Dependshl, VP sales from
Falstaff, were also at AAFES that day but not for the same reason we were
there. We all rode in the same plane going to St. Louis. Falstaff is also
unhappy that Viet Nam is not on a demand or request basis as they, too,
*-

could sell more product than being on the present allocation system.
I recommend a meeting be held to discuss our total military business to
determine when visits are made to Europe and the Far East, by whom, and what
TSTSXpected to be accompIIshed at Each location.

* 1/.
:

J. Lackner
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2.

MARKET ANALYSIS

Cr & v, u & 5
VIETNAM

> Status - Quota Market
Volume - 20,000,000 cases

Broker - Universal Sales Company, Ltd.
This company is made up from the former empiovces
of Price and Company, headed by Mr. Richard "right.

These men, have Econlon. He scene for a Eber of years
and have the contacts and "know how" of chis vast
market. A good crew that got us out of a sticky
situation.

Biack Label Sales FY 69/70

i, 300,000 cases

Black Label Goal

FY 70/71

i, 200,000 cases

Heidelberg Goal

FY 70/71

5,000 cases

Market Situation:

|

Due to a change of policy, Carling was force: inco a
situation that created a heavy inventory in chis country.
The complete inventory, along with the product in pipe
line, has been moved and we have been added co cycles
six and seven. With the job they did, and -...e infor
mation they furnished from the field, Mr. Bresnanan was
able to get Dallas to include us in these cycles and
also get emergency orders. This market will be con
trolled for a number of years, but we can get some
increases by depleting our inventories in good order art,
creating a demand. If this market is ever opened,
Carling will enjoy approximately 25% of che sales.
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CUSTOMs BRanch
STAFF JUDGr ADVOCATE

HEADQUARTERs, 125TH TRANSPORTATION comMAND
APO 96307

7 Sept 1967

AVCA TC-KA-JA
*

SUBJECT:

confirmation of delivery

TO:

l.

The customs Office, 125 Transportation Command, Saigon, Vietnam,

is trying to gather further information in an investigation of a certain
contractor to determine if goods are being given customs immunity when
in fact they would not qualify.
2. Please check your records on orders from Sarl Electronics and
answer the following questions:
a.

Do you own outright, rent, lease, etc any equipment or

merchandises ordered from Sarl Flectronics.

b. Explain in detail any financial arrangements you have for pur
chasing this equipment.
(,
-

c.

If you rent the equipment, what per-centage of the profits

remain with the Club.

-

-

d. List the numbers and types of machines your club or Mess has re
ceived and dates of receipt of these items.
3. ,

Your help and an immediate response would be appreciated.

/t/ JOHN L. FISHER
ILT

OJA G

CUSTOM'S OFFICER
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Lict of Cpen Mcsses to which the 'or", letter was mailed:

387th To El Club, Qui Nhon ~

*

l,5th Combat Avn less, Bian Hoa

-

-

155, 50'th 1: In Club, Gui inion ~ *
25th Inf Div NCC #ess, Saif on
56th Arty EE Mesa, Long Binh
506th Fld Depot C0/-.' Hess, Sa: Ron
H.G.S A/G, ll:5th Critt Avn Rn Łi l'e:s, i'ien loa
-

131st Avn Co, Phu :at

-

-

-

-

669th Trans Co E. club, Gui 'non-

-

-

Long Binh NCO !'ess, Ai O 96.91, Vung Tau, ATT'l: ; Custodian Snit on
HSAS A/C II Fld Force Arty Sanbagers, Stigon
15th firm Co, 1st Air Div, An Khe
luth Inv Div., 1st Bde, Co B, lith 1:ed En, Tuy Hoa .
367th TO E!: Club, Qui Nhon -

-

-

-

Long Binh Officers Coen Boss, Long Binh
Z2d
NB leth Inf NCO/EM lst Inv Div, Ald 963),5, Bien Hoa
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McMO roR RECORD- OMD

At lá:30 hrs, 9 Mar 67, I was called by LTC PARKER, HAC Svcs Div, ref
by BG ASHWORTH<concerning OMP and a contract for glot

iry made to

#

repairs which had En Earded GSIEWSJ. Twas asked to prote: ETFET:
General's office at I700 hrs to discuss the subject.
2.

Notified CPT DEMOREST and then LTC RIDDLE, LTC RIDDLE asked that I

call him after arriving at ILAC for any laat minute info he might want to tell
:e, but upon arrival at HAC I was immediately ushered into the General's office
with PARKER and LTC SPAID, so I did not have the onportunity to return a call
to the PM.

3.

-

i-anesars—that CRUM-Gen-Nar-of-SAN-Electronical:ica-4-ca.-Seisen

complained to some General at USARV that ONJ) had swarded a slot necitine recai

Sestrict. E3

without going out on competitive bid. Although not

b

specifically stated, there was a rumble to the effect that SARL was excludcd
because of a relationship existing between that company and AIS/AVS. This
information emanated from the current investigation of OMD and information

developed from OMD files which indicated to the undersigned that there was
an apparent relationship in business transactions conducted by said firms.
4. I explained at this meeting that I have been informed during the past
few days that no relationship exists between AIS/AVS and SARL/Price companies.
Chis information, of course, was furnished by SARL. This information mav
be true, however, even if an relationship exists, transactions conducted by
these companies are very questionable and a "clean bil of health" cannot be
given to future business dealings with them until such a time as this office
can determine all the circumstances of slot machines sales and repairs made
by the aforementioned companies to/for the OMD.

3.

It was further explained to the Generala that a "leak" exists-in-ths

USARV Comptroller Section, direct to CRUM. and this is where the information

FTSEFTVEEEEEETCETER #: :FTRETEE-3:F-E-SXXI-Fra:-zen:
at BG

was

Ca

On

s matter b.v. a person of s

ar

rank at

•

* ,

-

6.

*

General ASHWORTH directed PARKER and SPAID to write a letter to the

effect that no requirement exists to put the slot machine renair contract out on
bid; that SARL has neglected to respond to calls-for-hid put out by the OMD on
several previous occasions, and can therefore be eliminated from future bid
lists; and, that the CID and Audit Team determined that AIS was not fulfilling

the requirements of their present contract, thereby eliminating them from
future bid lists. The General was no concerned that there might not be a
direct business relationahip between all these commanies as previously reported
by the undersigned, since there was reasonable suspicion to indicate some type

of relationship might exist, or have existed.

ROBERT W. SCARA
–Crim-Inv------

58-590 o- 71 - pt. 5 - 17
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70-CID017-30008
1:0 won b:CRD:
1.

SARL Electronic"

-

22 July 1967

At 1650 hrs, I was notified by RVM Custome, TUTG, ‘hat "r C't!! r"n

returning to his villn and assi:..tance was requested to be present nt the ....... ch
of his house, Chief, CID, approved 3CARA accompanying the Customa arent".
2.

.

CRT1's houne was unseuled and searched, but nothinr; anpcnred to he t-s' on

except his personal bank account records.
look at any documents in the house.

I did not partake in the boarch or

3. The garage on the premines who unsealed and it contained several old
slot mnchines, some now oneo, and numerou."f juke boxes. "he Customs agents
re-sen led the garnt;e and sated they would return at 0330 hours, 23 July 1967.
4. The morning of 25 July 1967, I returned with RAN Customo agents. The
warehouse was completely inventoried. The following items were inside the rarico,
ond appeared to have been there for some time. All were new and in original
packing, except where it had been broken open in places:
20 Juke Boxes.... MCO Club, 2d Bn, 5th Cav., 1st CavIDiv
7 Juke Boxes....

EM Club, 587th TC, Quin Nhon

5 Slot Machines. . NCO Club, 2d Bn, 8th Cav., 1st Cav Div

5. WEITON, whose quarters had been searched by Customa and Inv 7ASKY on
20 Jul 67, was present during the searches. He etated that he did not thin
the the Club which ordered the Slot Machines was in operation anymore;

that, or he thought that they had boon refused use of the slot Machines.

either

Regardless,

he said ho had no idea what to do with the machines!!!

6. Both wet,TON and CRUM drive private vehicles with TN license plates. They
stated that SARL Eledtronis has some Contract with the Regional Exchange by
which CRUM and WKLTON "rent their personal cars to EES for $1.00 a year, and then
ERS gives them the papers to go thru the 3mbassy for TN licence platoff, they continue
to use their personal cars full time for "business purposes".

It was also noted

that a truck at the SARL Electronic office, Cach Mang Street, also had TN plates.
This appears to be a convenient circumvention of the regulations on TM Licenso Plates.

7.

In the CRUM garage were several cases of whiskey which CRUM claimed belonced

to the affiliate company, Price & Co"pany. He otated this war, the remainder of the
whiske which had been confiscated so lon; by the R7" Customs, that the Customers
departed country or just didn't want it any more, by the time Customs released it.
\

8,

-

WKLTON claimed that SARL and other corpnnies faced problems in bringin

merchandise into country for military clubs, because of the turnover of manngoro in
the Clubs, what was ordered by one manager, the next one did not want.

This, to me

is no problem, because if properly handled according to Open Mess regulations, oll outstantiing purchases are recorded, etc., and one manager knows what is on order at
any time, and his purchace order is a contract to buy for the club, not himself.
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... the entire problem with thene club supplicra in in the area of Cuntz mr.
... 1.- ... : 1 ens, where they order free-im ort of "u",lies on a military club purch."
1 + r. In some cnses, those suppliers have
creased the amount originally ordered
iy the open mess. The goods are roccived nt the port, often by the supplier "for
the club", and at thin time any excess ordered by the mupplier is taken to him was o
"...ure for future sale - to anyone who wants to buy it. No one monitors thene
s', rnliers or their prices; woree yet, no one monitors whn't they uring: into country
under the name of one of the military clubs.
1o.. It is recommended that a Contral Procurement Office be estn; 11:hod for n1n
military clubs in Vietnam (Army, Navy and Air Force) and that all purc atten be made
through that office. This would allow competitive bidding and eliminate the
kickbacks to individual club managers.
It would trot a better price for the clubs.
This office could, inthe case of a deactivatel club, divert merchandine to another
club needing the merchandise. At present, if a club orders from SARL 10 slot mac ineo,

and when the machines are in the country, delivery cannot be made, SARJ, then sci is
the machines to another club, BUT gets a new purchase order from that club, whic: then
allows SARL to bring 10 more machines into country.

A central procurement office

would eliminate much of the possibility for manipulation and alco give better
merchandise, at a better price, to the clubs thru competitive buying.
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70-CID017-30008
wri-:-31

SMRI,

Chiof of Staff, USAIAC

11octronicc/"rico

& Co ard M. till

TH, U.A.LAC

:: C:";

ll 1* h . . '7

CPT Donoreut/-:/... . .''.3"
l. In :ovcillor 1966, Irvoutigator 3CA.M, IIAC-CID, met a lir Ricium'] ..i.
rotir-i U's Arry ScrCoant, who works as a calcarian for Price f Co fuxl GA:
both upc", "coa curliors. Wr'IC!!'' talkod ultli SCARA on nu wroun occasim', ''': t
buiviratio in Wlotnam tuxl rolatcd that 'rico & Co had cq crioncod difficult.
Wievra's 30 Custons authoritics on importation of whiskor. It np via od v. 1:...
hol loco&so involved in doalil Go with the Vi", Jub, GriCon, and u:2 . .tppi. . . .
tho wr.: na tacc-frco military carto, to which the Vi'I wao not ontitlol. ... . . . . := 3: .
a unt 113 (::: U.G.) was questioned about this nituntion. ...r TU 'G rolnoctl tho T.' cui...g:
A : 1 \ls.}lic:1 ...U.I in liau'rigor of SAC'L loctronico and Prico & Co in Vict". . . . it: ;
is:o."oll ulot nachinos for tho Vl''' au tax-frco rilitary consignod cr:o, a c-::vo, in
violi...ir. 1; Prico & Co inpoi tod whiukcy in to came nannon' for üho Wr''.

2.

In Tocoribor 1966, in furthor co:vordation with '''IGIT, it tran i:3: ... ', irr

*I'IG.IT, that SCARA was in a good position to Lonofit. Prico & Co raid £ul by x ...i, C.
advance isl:'oltration on nrything which nić'It have tum alvo: Co. offcct on t: .
. . .;
3", £'tiition, S.A.A"c assiutn:co night Lo no tiod to free iron th: £nl"on To"t :
tho itona which had been intouxled by tho Victrinurado Custuus authouj virt, I, , .

further inplied that G3ARA would bo co-sponsisted by being placed on thic "tra,...o. 3" for
nervices nonderode

3.

In Docombo: 1966, an invostigation of tho (pon locs )iviaicn, U2,

initiatod. Records of the CD revoaled that nict rvachirac hull becr purc
SA ... '''lic transaction was qucatio: ablo and thc Jonair&n Slot 'nch'."o to #x-r
cortal:hod for opacific information o.1 &'o 1:...ellirca cold by SA:), to the ...). i.
rocult of this inquiry it was dotermined that tha runchinoo worc Gold by 'c...i.
Traic: l Itoi'nrioco, a California or inns", tiporntol by a lir init: oy G'u'i, c.' * * :::
brot'.o. of illian C. U.S. Truttonroll ritor prisos was ahortly thoronitor rol-ove 1 lar
Jerulinga ca a dictuilautor of their machinou.
!,. A rocondo chock portaining to 'illion C: U , GA. T. loctronics, Trico
o
Trailcaroll 'rtcrprisou, won roruodbod from the U3 Autry Invoctitiativo ; c.co. is
'to cl:2ck revealed that t'tu i hul boon involved in previouo invit, tigatio. 5 1", to or
CL)
m C.U.I was n roprosontntive of 'rulo's Il Cnt.Crprises in Occu, , ...": on. , \; b. . .
that . 1 adowoll Antorp.iscs and 'rade 3.lip Co., a y crun bo idonLiiiod r3 on 2 r at v. - . . ,
both Gupp]: i: G military clubs through ut tho i ar aut. The 3:/cuti::iti

pri in "ily for violation of £oron" u2S, is: 1:1.

Nio (2) la:C2 vol

thiri. C to tho Sorvico Camoa company (, GA) ad boom formulod to the . . .'t

unil ray contain infor:lution xrtaining to ( òi, SA 3., uvi Prico & Co.

(3... i., v.o

Viot tra aaloo agont for S-CA ulct machinen).
5.

"o 3 GA filoa havo boom roqueste! from Cl:ir..." upon co wo"ctic, c. :

oguineart in that corvand. The other filos which inition C.U.; ad tho 'rale.:1
'ritorPrioca and 'rado: hip Company aro to bo notauootod iro.1 CCitG.
|
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A-lt
11 March 1967

AV."D-N"-CI

SUTJ.:CT's SARL Clectronic/Price & Co and Mr William Cruit
6.

About 6 March 1967, WRIGIT informed 5".A A that CRITI was concerned ebout

not boing incluled in a roccnt CD ref;otiation for a new ulot machino cervice contract,

primarily bocauao SAIL was allegedly connoctod with Anoricnn Industrial Servicos (AI3)
nod /-norican Varding Sorvico(AVS) contanion, both of which had not fulfill o : "...evious
norvice contracto.

WRIGIIT otatod that this rusc-sciation of Gle:L with J.J.; tr.:* A.: 1:15

not truo and CIUCI would probably doo Go."o Li hir Gen.oral CfIicor ncr"ai, th::": 3 at
UGAUV to corroct tho aituation. SJMA advi'iod 'IGHT that rogardleum of L'ic businono
rolationship botucon the counanica, GAT', appal-on-ly node a very qucationablo (ilot
nachiuro

onlo to the (...) wirich would havo to bo looked into before tho Clio could

reasonably consider furthor busiroud with tho organization.
7. SACL Eloctronic and Prico & Co aro both long l'ang bacod organizatio:::, of
sororal yoaro atantling. Thoro in a dofinito or anizatio...al relationallip bottlecn t!:cm

and Trailcaroll/I'radouhip if only by the blood relationahip of Jillinn and thit: oy r.U.i.
Doth Trn:lor:oll .N"torprides and Tradoslip Cr-42any iroro proviously irrvolved in cuctors
violations in Korca and in Vietnam. A relations tip my oxist with 5. GA, the cr:bject
of a lon4;thy is voctigation by CID in tho Tnr Xuat Uovoral years ngo, Wintnutsoe
Cuatou, altühoritios aro nintaining a file on SA.:l. Allcctronics and Prico # Co. It

in intoronting to note that ainco Sonto, bor 1966, following invostigation of tho Vi'il
by J.W. Cuctors, SARL'o accounting books "dicappeared" whilo alloped: 7 boi, G shipped
from Saigon to Ilong long. It in further moved that J.U.I had octablis' cd li:icon,

with porcon(s) unknom, aponrontly in tho JAV Comptrollor Section, who in sliatoly
notify him, or the company, of action which portains to or effocto GA.J. ..]octrollico
or C.Rlkle

-

MUGil II. RIDOLE

LTC, 1:2c
Provost liarshal
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EXHIBIT NO. 481

70-CID017-30008
20 July 1967

COPY
MEMORANDUM POR RECORD:

SARL, Electronics

1. At 0900 hours, the undersigned and Investigators WASKEY, HESTER,
and PALUMBO met at RVN Customs Directorate with agents of the Investigations
Section, Fraud Repression Squad. At 0930 hours each of the CID personnel
was assigned to accompany a team of RVN agents to proceed on a search of
facilities belonging to the SARL Electronics firm,
2. I accompanied a team which proceeded to the SARL Electronics head
office in Vietnam, #210 Cach Mang, Gia Dinh. No American personnel were
at the office when we arrived. There was a Toyata pickup truck in the
garage bearing license plate
TN 29071,
3. The Vietnamese agents searched the premises and took the serial
numbers of several slot machines which were in the repair shop for re

building; each machine was marked as belonging to the Airman's Open Mass,
TSN. In the warehouse area ware about 25 new slot machines. They were ma
marked for delivery to Army clubs in the Long Bien area.
4. An inquiry of Korean employees was made concerning why the new
slot machines were in the warehouse - how did SARL get the machines. The
Korean supervisor stated that all new machines are picked up at Saigon Port
by the military club... that the military personnel have to pick up the machines
and clear them thru Customs. If the machines had to be installed on stands

or be otherwise serviced, the military would deliver them to SARL and then
pick them up from SARL when the work was completed. I asked if documentation

was on hand for the new machines. The reply was "that Mr. CRUM (Manager of
SARL) had the paperwork and carried it around with him". There were no
documents on hand for either the new, or old, machines in the facility.
5. On the administrative office desk was a pad of DA Forms 1756, with
carbon paper inserted between three pages. DA Form 1756 is a Nonappropriated

Fund Purchase Order - Receiving Report. I asked the Korean Supervisor why
SARL had these forms and he replied "that Club Managers often come in without
Purchase Orders and want to buy something, so SARL keeps the DA Forms on hand
as a convenience".

6.

Shortly thereafter a large American car, bearing license frN 27419,

came into the area. The driver was Mr Anthony J. RENIERI, a salesman for
SARL. He had his family with him and left to take them home, stating he
would return. RANIERI returned about 45 minutes later and his desk and

attache" case ware searched. In the case was an envelope marked conspicuously
on the front CONFIDENTIAL in large penned letters. The envelope contained

a letter signed by A. SMITH, owner of SARL/PRICE & Co, who resides in Hong
Kong. The latter was a directive telling certain SARL amployees to dispose

of, and otherwise hide in a secure place, all records and documents pertaining
to military club business. (Copy of letter to be made available by Customs).
7. RANIERI was asked about the DA Forms 1756 and he replied "we use them

to make copies of the Club Purchase Orders for our othar offices". (This
certainly negates any military control over purchase order documents.) RANIERI

had in his possession a dollar check from the Airmen's Club, TSN, check nr. 763,
amount of $350.00 , payment for entertainment, made to Bank of America acet

6593-2442,~nthons J. Ranieri. This check should have been mailed out of vietnam
by the Open Mass.
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8.

I asked RANIERI about the machines (new) in the warehouse, and he

replied "when the Clubs are busy, we (Sarl) sometimes pick up the machines
at the Saigon Port for them".

(This is the problem area which causes the

"open door" for smuggling of items into Vietnam on military cargo manifests.
The investigation at the Saigon Open Mess Division indicated that the Open
Mess had no bills of lading, no shipping documents, and no TCMDs for slot

machines or other similar items received from SARL, PRICE & Co, AIS/AVS. It is
therefore possible for these firms to bring into country many more items on
the Army Purchase Order, than originally ordered by the open Mess. The
"over shipment" is thereby covered on a TCMD to get it out of the Port, is
covered by a Customs Certificate as military cargo exempting it from Viet
namese tax, and if questioned by the Open Mess, If they become aware of the

"over shipment", can be explained away as an administrative error".
9.

Will return to Customs on 21 July 1967 to continue a search of the area

Investigator WASKEY was at on this date.

-

10.

There was no search of the area on which Investigator PALUMBO was assigned.

ll.

Investigator HESTER was assigned to the search team at CRUM's quarters,

#5/3 Quan Thi Nghe, Qia Dinh. There was no one at this villa and the area
was secured (sealed) by the Customs agents.

/t/ ROBERT V. SCARA

Criminal Investigator

#
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EXHIBIT NO. 482
Vietnam Regional Exchange

APO 96213

Vehicles TN number

Provost Marshall (BROSUPPACT)
Request the following vehicles be issued a TN number:

Make

Year

Type & Cap.

Serial #

Enginef

International

1966

Harvester Scout

870900TI67096

16819

800

TN-27lill

Pick-Up

1966

Truck

-27ll2

7809056T167096

167Oll

Pick-Up

1966

Truck

-27l;13

780905GI77259

170720

Pick-Up

1966

Truck

-27lill,

780905GI76037

170323

Pick-Up

1966

Truck

-271,15

780905GIT1125

166520

Pick-Up

1966

Truck

-271,16

78090GI176913

170598

Pick-Up

1966

Truck

-27l;17

FC159912A

161,980

Pick-Up

1966

Truck

-27l;18

FC153508A

1571,81

Buick

1966

l, Sedan

-271, 19

Buick

1966

l, Sedan

-271:20

6H238o39

lull 396H239719

--~---

*

,

6H239719

-7

C.P.£. 2'--

£ssy

* IAI, J., ;

SEP

lilil;396H238039

$'; 'A:

t","

957
Craratic", r* virion

saloon, W!ETNAM
*-*

£24- v/4 f. a '
% $4. A. % G-4
f>

24.2- .

£49.
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EXHIBIT NO. 483
COPY

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

HEAD"UARTERS US ARMY HEADOUARTERS AREA COMMAND
APO San Francisco 96.243
AVCR-

-

-

SUBJECT *

Issuance of ID and Ration Cards by Headquarter?, Vietnam
Regional Exchange .
-

-

Commanding General
United States Army Vietnam

TO:

APO 96.375

l. On 19 August 1967, Republic of Vietnam Customs agents,
accompanied by Criminal Investigatorn of this Ileadquarters, raided an
illegal gambling establishment operated by Mr. Richard D. TUTTLE,
American Civilian, in his home at 29 bis, Ngo Tung Chau, Gia Dinh,
Republic of Vietnam.
-

2. TUTTLE had in his possession, when apprehended, a Department

of the Army Civilian Identification card (DA Form 1602), SN: 840415,
and Ration Card (MACV Form 334), SN: A970.168, both issued 31 Mav 1967
by Headquarters, Vietnam Regional Exchange, APO 96.243. These documents
are retained in the files of the Office of the Provost Marshal, this
command.

t

-

3.

The above mentioned documents identified TUTTLE as a Civilian

Employee, American Motor Company Concessionaire, for the Exchange.
4.

An inspection of the Vietnam Pegional Exchange Concessionairo

records pertaining to the American Motors Company, was conducted by

Criminal Investigators of this command and the following information
was developed:

a. There was no letter in the file from American Motors
Company pertaining to that company's manager dr representative in this
country.

b. There were eight persons listed as employed by American
Motors Sales Concession, four of which were added to the list about
30 May 1967. Three" of the names added on or about 30 May were Robert

W. JACK, Frank A. MILETI, and Richard D. TUTTLE. (TUTTLE revealed
that JACK and MILETI were former partners in his gambling establishment.)
c. There was no letter in the file identifying these
individuals with American Motors Company. The Exchange clerk indicated

that the names were received verbally from Mr. Robert S. INGERSOLL,
allegedly the Manager of the sales agency in Vietnam.
ID Cards and
Ration Cards were immediately requested, and the records indicated

the cards were subsequently receipted for by the above named in
dividuals.

-

-
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5. The American Motors Company Sales Agency, Main PX, COFAT
Compound, Saigon, is nresently operated by Mr. Shu S. LEE. (LEE
was one of the persons anprehended on the raid at TUTTLE's house.)
LEF related that INGERSOLI. is on vacation and that to his (LEE's) know
ledge, JAC, MILETI and TUTTLE are not salesmen for American Motors
Companv. He stated that he (LEE) was the onlv salesman in the Saigon
area and had no knowledge of any relationship between the albove
mentioned individuals and the sales agency.
6. Further inquiry was made at the Concessionaire Section, VNRE,
and the following information was develored:

a. Concessionaire emplovecs and car salesmen (of all nation
alities, allegedly, except Vietnamese) are issued DA Form 1602 and on
the request of the Concession Manager/Representative, the employees
are issued MACV Form 334. During the period 1 May - 21 August 1967,

approximately 357 DA Forms 1602 and 220 MACV Forms 334 were issued by
VNRF to concessionaire personnel.
b.

There does not appear to be anv authorization for the

.ssuing of such documents to concessionaire personnel by VNRE.

The

onlv documentation on hand was a typewritten extract from the Minutes
of the March 1967 meeting of the Regional Exchange Board, which stated
"Colonel ICE (then VNRE Commander) announced to the Board that MACV

had approved the issuing of ID and Rntion Cards to concessionaires and
car salesmen".

7.

An inquiry was made of the Services Division, J-l, Headquarters

MACV, as to anv authorization given by that headquarters for the issuing
of ID and Ration Cards by VNRE. The J-l office had no record of such

authorization.
8.

In addition to issuing ID and Ration Cards to concessionaires,

the VNRE is also registering concessionaire owned vehicles with the US

Embassy as "Exchange vehicles" and "TN" licensc plates are being issued
for those vehicles. The VNRE justification for such action is "The
vehicles are essential to the completion of the concessionaire's contract".

One example of such "essential vehicles" is the SARL Electronics firm
which has a contract with the VNRE for maintenance of Juke Boxes and

Pin Ball machines in PX Cafeterias in Vietnam. Three (3) of the SARL
vehicles have been issued TN license plates, and registered as Regional

Exchange vehicles with the US Embassy, are the personal sedans of Mr.
William J. CRUM, American Citizen, Manager of SARL; Mr. Anthony J.
RANEIRI, American Citizen, Saigon renresontative of SARL; and Mr.

C.S. Graham WELTON, British Citizen, another SARL employee in Saison.
On 23 July 1967, CRUM informed this investigator that he leases his
car to the VNRE for $1.00 a year, and in turn the VNRE allows him
full time use of the vehicle. In addition to issuing the TN plates
for other SARL vehicles, the records of the VNRE indicate that

apparently most of SARL's Staff and emnlovces have been is aucd ID and
Ration Cards. It should be noted—that SARL Flectronics business

is

primarily with Open Mess Clubs in Vietnam, not with the VNRE. SARL's
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status with the VNRE, however, also gives that firm an "account number"
under which it can import, through the VNRE, equinment and sunn lies

"duty-free", and conduct "official business" through the AP0's.
shinnca into VN are addressed to "NRE, ATTN:

Items

Account Number - through

APO facilities.
9.

-

The standard VNRE concessionaire contract states in substance

that "all costs and expenses of fulfilling this contract will be horne

by the concessionaire, to include license fees, salarien, taxes, etc.".
WNRE has given concessionaires ample onnortunity to avoid local Viet
namese license fees and taxes by registering their vehicles as VNRK

pronerty, and allowing access to APO's and customs free import.
10.

The Criminal Investigation Division, Office of the Provost

-

Marshal, this command, recently received an inquiry from the Republic
of Vietnam Customs Directorate, Fraud Renression Service, as to controls
exercised by the VNRE over imported items, brought through VNRE channels
into Vietnam. Inquiries by investigators indicated that concessionaire

merchandise is "cleared" through Customs bv VNRE personnel. It was
determined that little or no control is exercised by the VNRE over

concessionaire merchandise brought in to Vietnam du tv-free. The VNRE
does not monitor the orders sent out by the concessionaires, does not
maintain a record of merchandisc received in Vietnam by the concessionaires,

and only occasionally "spot checks" merchandise received in Vietnam
duty-free by concessionaires. It was also determined that concessionaires
store their merchandise in their own houses, or facilities, and this
* merchandise is not under VNRE cnntrol. Apparently concessionaires
\!

may bring into country whatever thev want, through normal VNRE shipping
channels, or through the APO, and excent on an occasional spot-check,
no record exists of that merchandise, except that maintained by the

concessionaire. As a result, the "door" is wide onen for blackmarketing,
currency manipulation and other lucrative activities through the

questionable APO and duty free import privileges given to concessionaires
and their "friends".

-

-

ll. It does not appear that the V'IRE is fulfilling its responsibilities
to either the United States Government, or the Covernment of the Republic
of Vietnam, by its present policy permitting to...concessionaires in Vietnam
and in fact condones a situation that could become extremely embarrassin”
- to the United States Government.

<

nobh RT L. ASHWORTH

Brigadier General, USA
Commanding
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EXHIBIT NO. 484

15 September 1967

AVHPM-CI

MEMORANDUM FOR:

1.

PROVOST MARSHAL

On 13 September 1967, this office was directed to determine the chronology

of events in the inquiry into the activities of SARL Electronics, and to deter
mine if the CID was in fact conducting any investigation of the firm. .

2.

The initial inquiry into the activities of SARL Electronics was on 13 July

1967 when representatives of the Vietnamese Customs Bureau, Fraud Repression

Service, contacted USAHAC CID, requesting assistance in raiding SARL offices
throughout Vietnam. USAHAC CID informed the Fraud Repression Service that
they would have to make their request to the PM USARV.

This was done by

letter which indicated that the Fraud Repression Service desired to conduct :
simultaneous raids on 9 locations throughout Vietnam, and desired CID to assist
them. This request was approved, with the stipulation that the CID would take
no active part in the raids unless persons subject to the UCMJ, or US Govern

ment property, was involved.

Subsequently, on 19 July 1967, representatives

of the Fraud Repression Service, accompanied by CID, conducted raids at the
following locations:
a.

t

SARL Main Office, 210 Cach Mang, Gia Dinh, RVN.

b. Residence of Mr. C. S. Graham WELTON, SARL employee, 123 Phan Dinh
Phoung, Saigon, RVN.

3.

Bee,

c.

SARL Warehouse, 70 Nguyen Van

d.

Residence of Mr. William J. CRUM, 5/3 Quan Thi Nghi, Gia Dinh, RVN.

e.

SARL Office, 45 Le Van Duyet, Nha Trang, RVN.

f:

SARL Office, 68 Le Loi, Qui Nhon, RVN.

g.

SARL Office, 27 Phan Thanh Giamg, Da Nang RVN.

h.

SARL Office,

201

Tan Binh, RVN.

Hoang Dieu, Pheiku, RVN.

When CRUM's residence was raided, he was questioned by Investigator SCARA,

USAHAC CID, concerning several vehicles operated by SARL employees that were

registered with "TN" license plates.

CRUM stated that the vehicles were leased

from the Vietnam Regional Exchange (VNRE) for $1.00 per year.
*

*

A subsequent
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

15 September 1967
PROVOST MARSHAL

-

check with the US Embassy and VNRE disclosed that SARL has 21 vehicles so
registered, 10 of which are not recorded at WNRE. This information was
included in a letter from the Commanding General, USAHAC, to the CO, VNRE,

that concerned irregularities in VNRE's areas of operations with several
concessionaires (see para 8, Incl 1).
4. After receipt of the above letter, COL Jack C. POTTER, CO, VNRE, had
Mr. Edward D. JAMES, Chief, . Concessions and Service, WNRE, contact Mr. KONYA,

Chief, Customs Section, US Embassy, Saigon, concerning

vehicles.

SARL's TN licensed

JAMES was given a copy of an undated letter addressed to the

Provost Marshal, HEDSUPPACT, signed by CRUM (Incl 2) requesting TN license

plates for one (1) Harvester Scout, Seven (7) pickups and two (2) Buicks.
The letter bore the VNRE letterhead and CRUM's signature block indicated
he was with the Operations Division, KQ, VNRE. POTTER was interviewed
and stated that his records indicate SARL is authorized 10 Toyota pickups

and one (1) Plymouth sedan only, and that the vehicles listed on the letter
were not authorized as far as he was concerned.

POTTER further stated that

JAMES has written CRUM a letter requesting an explanation.

POTTER was

, requested to furnish a copy of the letter from CG, USAHAC, and the letter
signed by CRUM: however, he declined, stating that copies of these documents

|

had been given to General COLE.
get them from the General.
5.

That if copies were desired we would have to

About 1 September 1967, the VN Customs Bureau requested the USACID Customs

advisors' assistance in determining whether 16 open messes actually received
all of the slot machines that customs documents indicated were purchased
from SARL. Mr. William KNIERIM, USAID Customs Advisor, contacted CPT Daniël

O'CONNELL, SJA, 125th Trans Comd, concerning this matter. O'CONNELL has
an Advisory Mission to Vietnamese Customs. At KNIERIM's request, O'CONNELL
had a form letter prepared for the signature of the 125th Trans Comd's
Customs Officer (Incl 3) which was sent to the 16 open messes specifically
requested by VN Customs (Incl 4).
6.

On 12 September-1967, shortly after the above letter was dispatched,

lLT John L. FISHER, 125th Trans Comd Customs Officer, was visited by a Mr.

RENIERI, SARL employee. RENIERI was concerned over the form letter. He
informed FISHER that he shouldn't expect the club figures to match the
import figures, as it is the practice of SARL

-

that when a club over orders

on slot machines or cancels their orders, the machines are stored in country
for the convenience of other clubs. (The law requires the machines to be .
exported when not accepted by consignee.) RENIERI further informed FISHER
that he must realize that, in the Orient, no business operates exactly by

the book; that due to competition, companies in the Orient are not completely
straight.

7.

-

After the form letter was dispatched by FISHER, O'CONNELL received a call

from General CoLE, who requested that O'CONNELL report to him to explain the
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

letter.

15 September 1967
PROVOST MARSHAL

-

O'CONNELL briefed General COLE as to the reason for the letter.

General COLE informed O'CONNELL that the letter should not have singled
out SARL, and directed that he (General COLE) be briefed as to any replies

from the letter. To date no replies have been received.
8. On 12 September 1967, Mr. Richard WRIGHT, an associate of CRUM, con
tacted Criminal Investigator SCARA, USAHAC CID, and furnished him with a

copy of the letter signed by CRUM concerning the TN license plates (Incl 2),
an Embassy registration certificate for CRUM's Buick and a copy of a letter
signed by JAMES concerning SARL's vehicles (Incl 5).
9. On 14 September 1967, LTC GEORGE, PM, USAHAC, furnished a copy of the
draft of the letter to POTTER from the CG, USAHAC. LTC GEORGE stated
that USAHAC CID is not investigating SARL for any reason.
10. SARL Electronics is not, nor has ever been, the subject of an investi
gation by any USARV CID unit.

5 Incl.

BILL SOLLEY

-

a8
-

LTC, MPC
Chief, CID
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EXHIBIT NO. 485
867

Multi-

wa-Er

23 Six so

Er. Willia: J. Crum
Sarlo Elocirou'cs
Boi to Pestoic 95.7

Saigon, Victmbra

Dear Mr. Crum?

Reference your lotter of 22 September 1937 and lotter Hetitiquarters
Vietnara Regional Exclance datod 17 September 1306, suoject:
Yohicle Potgiotration.

Authorizstion
W.

This is to.fornslly adviso you that any authority which Ray have been .

implied for you to register vohicles on behalf of the Exchango under the

letter of 17 Septeaser loss is rescinded.
Sinceroly yourg,

J.A.C. C. POTTER
-

--------

-

Colonol, USA
Congraanxier

O
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to February 16, 1970, and section 4 of Senate Resolution 31, agreed to
March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
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and Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
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-

Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen
ators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Major St. Martin?

Raise your right hand, please.
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com

mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Major ST MARTIN. I do.
TESTIMONY OF MAJOR CLEMENT E. ST. MARTIN

Senator GURNEY. I would like to correct a portion of the record of

yesterday’s proceedings as we have had several queries from the press
about it. Yesterday when I asked the CID Agent Scara if General
Westmoreland was commanding general of the U.S. Army in Viet
nam at the time General Ashworth wrote the letter in 1967, Scara re
plied, “Yes, sir.”
(1295)
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I have checked on this with the Department of Defense and while

Mr. Scara was technically correct, General Westmoreland actuall

wore two hats, as they say in the military. He was both the £

£

of the Military Assistance
the U.S. Army/Vietnam, USARV.
1ng

&: in Vietnam, and of

But as a practical matter he delegated all of the activities for sup
port activities to Gen. Bruce Palmer. Headquarters for MACV was
and is at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, while headquarters of USARV
was at Long Binh, some 10 minutes from Saigon.
So when General Ashworth wrote this letter, chances are it was
sent to General Palmer's headquarters. I think the record should indi
cate that.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a prepared statement, Major St.
Martin?

Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.

Major ST. MARTIN. My name is Clement E. St. Martin. I am a major
in the U.S. Army. I am presently the commanding officer of the Armed
Forces Examining and Entrance Station in Newark, N.J. I have been
in this position since June of 1970.
Prior to being assigned to Newark, I served in Vietnam.
In October of 1967, I was named as officer in charge of the Long
Binh Post NCO/officer open mess system.
This was my first association with an open mess system. The post
commander, £ Robert Williamson, put me in this job because his
permanently assigned custodian was not scheduled to arrive at Long
Binh until early 1968.

I served as officer in charge of the Long Binh post club system for
31% months when I was abruptly transferred to an engineer group at
Cam Ranh Bay.

Senator RIBICOFF. When you say abruptly, were you surprised at
that?

Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir, I was.
Senator RIBICOFF. Had you anticipated that you were going to be
transferred?

Major ST MARTIN: No, sir, I did not.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you say abruptly, what does abruptly
mean? How many days' notice?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I was relieved upon orders of General Cole
unexpectedly.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Cole?

Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was there any reason given for your transfer?

Major ST MARTIN. Yes, sir. The reason that General Cole gave
Colonel Williamson was that I had made derogatory remarks against
Gen. Harold K. Johnson, former Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army.
Senator GURNEY. Was there any truth in this?
Major ST MARTIN: No, sir. Further on in my statement I comment
on this.
Senator GURNEY. I see.

-

Major ST. MARTIN. When I was transferred out of Long Binh, the
new officer custodian had not yet arrived.
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When I took over as officer in charge of the Long Binh Post club
system in October of 1967, one of my £ duties was to help select a
new custodian for the

Nöö/enlisted men's portion of the mess system.

I met with Maj. James Fukuhara, the new Long Binh Post adjutant,
and Maj. James McNamara, the outgoing post adjutant; and with my
assistant, Warrant Officer Ed Davis. This meeting was held the first
week of November, 1967.
At this meeting, we reviewed several candidates for the position.
We narrowed the field down to two names, a Sergeant Connors, whose
first name I cannot recall, and Sgt. William C. Higdon.
Warrant Officer Davis and Major McNamara said that Sergeant

Higdon was not satisfactory to them. Higdon was the NCO club cus
todian at the nearby 90th Replacement Battalion. There, managing
only two clubs, Higdon had not proven to be a competent administra

tor, Major McNamara and Mr. Davis said.
If £ could not manage two clubs at the 90th Replacement,
they said, we could not expect him to do much better with the 30 clubs
of the Long Binh Post.
In addition, Sergeant Higdon had earned a reputation for being a
“wheeler-dealer.”

Senator RIBICoEF. When you say that Higdon had the reputation of
being a “wheeler-dealer,” what does that imply, as far as you are
concerned?

Major ST. MARTIN. Wrongdoing, for one, sir. In other words, he
goes the opposite way of doing something properly.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were these men who met together to choose a cus
todian aware of Higdon's background and his reputation?
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir; they were.
Therefore, the poor financial condition of the 90th Replacement
Battalion clubs, plus Higdon's questionable reputation, led us to con
clude that Higdon was not the man for the job.
We unanimously selected Sergeant Connors to be the new NCO/EM
custodian.

Then, we submitted Connors' name to Colonel Williamson, the post
commander, for his approval. Open mess systems regulations require
that all significant actions by the clubs receive the approval of the post
commander.

Learning of our choice, Colonel Williamson indicated his approval.
Colonel Williamson forwarded our recommendations—with

'

COn

currence—to Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole.
General Cole was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Ad
ministration for USARV—that is, the U.S. Army/Vietnam.
The Long Binh Post, of course is also USARV headquarters.
In his capacity of Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Admin
istration. General Cole served as the senior club adviser for open mess
systems throughout Vietnam.
I do not know how actively he participated in the operation of other
club systems in Vietnam.
But at Long Binh, he was very attentive to club activities.
Counting on General Cole's approval of our action, we installed
Sergeant Connors as Long Binh NCO/EM custodian.
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Senator RIBICoEF. You say you were counting on General Cole's
approval. Was that because the regulation required your actions to be
approved by the post commander?
ajor ST. MARTIN. Right, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. And when the post commander approved, you
would assume this would take place?
Major ST. MARTIN. Right, sir.
Senator RIBICoFF. Is it customary that after the post commander
makes an approval that the commanding general then comes in and
gets involved?
Major ST. MARTIN. If he was club adviser; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. It goes up to him?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does the choice of a club custodian go all the way
up to the top man in the command?
Major St. MARTIN. Sir, let mechange that. Colonel Williamson actu
ally as post commander would be the responsible officer for the ap
proval of the custodian.
Senator RIBICoFF. But from your experience in this field, after it
goes up to the post commander, is it customary then that whoever runs
a noncommissioned officers club then goes up to the base commander?
Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir, it is not customary. Colonel Williamson

was the officer in charge of the club system and, therefore, he should
have had final approval on the selection.
Senator GURNEY. Major, you mention on page 2 that at Long Binh
he, General Cole, was very attentive to club activities.
-

Would you amplify that?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. In other words, as I progressed in my
new duties, I found that I remained about one step ahead of General
Cole in anything I did.
Senator GURNEY. What attention did he show to the club activities?

Could you give us some examples? ...
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I believe this will all be covered in my state
ment if I could go along.
Senator GURNEY. Very well.
Major ST. MARTIN. However, General Cole refused to accept our
*

".

selection. He returned our recommendation to Colonel Williamson,

indicating that Sergeant Connors was not acceptable to him. No other
explanation was given.
e held a second meeting, Major Fukuhara and McNamara, Mr.
Davis and myself again attending.
Again, we found Sergeant Higdon unacceptable and recommended
Sergeant Connors.
This time we explained to Colonel Williamson our reasons for pre
ferring Connors—and for rejecting Higdon.
Again, Colonel Williamson concurred in our recommendation. Our
recommendation was referred to General Cole.
Colonel Williamson told us that General Cole had informed him

that Connors remained unacceptable. General Cole told Colonel Wil
liamson that Sergeant Higdon was to be the NCO/EM custodian.
We had no choice. Sergeant Connors was relieved of his duties and
Sergeant Higdon took over.
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I think the staff has corroborative

£vits on this point that we probably ought to get into the record
ere.

Senator RIBICOFF. There is a series of seven affidavits affirming and
conforming the statements. We thought we would put them in after
the maior was through.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, on the point of transfer and also the ap
pointment of Sergeant Higdon, I think Colonel Williamson's affidavit
and Lieutenant Dooley's affidavit and Sergeant Major Garrity's affi
davit which will be placed into the record, corroborate Major St.
Martin's testimony on this point.
Senator RIBICOF. We can put them in now.

Without objection, the affidavits of Raymond Garrity, Colonel Wil
liamson, Harold Dooley, William Young, and Edward Barclay, will
be admitted as exhibits in the appropriate places in Major St. Mar
tin's testimony. The affidavits of
and Colonel Wil
liamson will be admitted at this point.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 486,487,
488, 489, and 490” for reference. Exhibits 486 and 487 follow; Exhibit
488 will be found on p. 1310; Exhibit 489 will be found on p. 1326; and
Exhibit 490 will be found on p. 1315.)

£ &:

ExHIBIT No. 486
AFFIDAVIT OF RAYMOND M. GARRITY

I, Raymond M. Garrity, freely and voluntarily make the following statement
to Walter S. Fialkewicz who has identified himself to me as a member of the

staff of the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Com
mittee on Government Operations.
No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state
ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which
may result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent Subcom
mittee on Investigations.

I am now retired from the U.S. Army with the rank of Sergeant Major. My
retirement was effective December 31, 1970.
I had served in various commands throughout the U.S. Army, and in August
of 1967 reported to Vietnam where I was stationed in the Long Binh area until
my departure in August of 1968.
As to my association in Vietnam with General Cole, I only recall seeing him
in the command area where I was in charge of the service troops as Sergeant
Major on the Long Binh Post. Our only meetings related to the assignments of
my people and their duties.
As to the assignment of a custodian to the NCO/EM clubs and messes, I recall
that after I arrived in August of 1967, I immediately noticed that the NCO and
EM clubs were in poor condition in our area. At that time, they were being
operated by Sergeant Moore. I immediately conferred with Sergeant Major
Robert Claus, the Sergeant Major for Long Binh Post concerning this matter.
We then made a request and obtained the services of Sergeant First Class Con

nors. Sergeant Connors was operating as a custodian of clubs in Japan and was
sent from Japan to Saigon to replace Sergeant Moore. For approximately a
month, Sergeant Connors, in my opinion, was doing an excellent job.

About this time, the Sergeant Major of Vietnam, Sergeant Major Worley, and
Sergeant Major Quinn of the Second Field Forces Command informed Claus and
me that they were going to make Sergeant William Higdon available to us as
custodian for the consolidations of Our clubs.

Sergeant Claus and I believed that Sergeant Connors, at that time, was doing
a commendable job reorganizing the club and we did not know why he should
be replaced. We had a conference at the Long Binh post with Chief Warrant
Officer Davis representing the club services and Lt. Colonel Riser from the
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USARV G-1 office. At this meeting we discussed replacement of Sergeant Connors

by Sergeant Higdon. Mr. Davis put up an argument against Higdon while Lt.
Colonel Riser argued in behalf of Higdon.
I believe that the Board of Governors is useless. In my opinion, all the deci

sions and proposals as to the operations of the clubs are set forth by the cus
todians and the managers, and are merely brought before the Board of Governors
so that they can have a legal “seconding of the motion.” The members of the
Board of Governors are men with other operations than just club operations,

and they appear at monthly meetings which are time-consuming. Therefore,
motions are made with very little study and are often passed immediately.
After my tour in Vietnam, I was assigned to the office of General Fredinand
Chesarek of the U.S. Material Command Headquarters, in Washington, D.C.

Approximately five or six months ago, General Cole appeared in the office in
civilian clothes and came to visit with General Chesarek and General

Leon

Jones. While waiting to see General Chesarek, General Cole asked me if I had
been contacted by investigators concerning the club system in Vietnam. After
I responded that I had been, General Cole stated, as best I can recall: “That
damn club I made the decision for Higdon to get the job, as that was my job
to make decisions and keep them off my people's backs. If I had to make the
same decision now, knowing only what I knew then, I would make the same
decision again.”

I have read the foregoing statement and to the best of my knowledge it is
true and correct.

RAYMOND M. GARRITY,

Sergeant Major, U.S. Army (Retired).
Sworn to and subscribed before me on this 13th day of January 1971.
WAYNE F. BERRY HILL.

Notary Public, State of Florida at Large. My commission expires Mar. 2, 1971.
Bonded through Fred W. Diestelhorst

EXHIBIT NO. 487
AFFIDAVIT OF COL. ROBERT WILLIAMSON
I, Colonel Robert Williamson, freely and voluntarily make the following state
ment to John E. Drury, who has identified himself to me as a member of the

staff of the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
of the Committee on Government Operations.
No threats, forces or duress have been used to induce me to make this state
ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which
may result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations.

From April 1967 to April 1968, I served as Post Commander at Long Binh in
South Vietnam. My immediate superior from April 1967 until October 1967 was

£ Earl F. Cole, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration,
SARV.

Under my command were the various officers, non-commissioned officers and
enlisted men's clubs at Long Binh Post.
One incident that arose while serving at Long Binh was the appointment of
a custodian for the Long Binh Non-Commissioned Officers' and Enlisted Men's
Club. Since a vacancy existed, I went to General Cole and asked him to find
a good custodian for the NCO/EM club since Cole controlled the replacement

process. After this meeting with Cole, a Sergeant Connor came to me through
regular channels, so I assumed he came from Cole. He was experienced in club
affairs, so I appointed him to the position.

A few days later when I was up in General Cole's office, he expressed surprise
that I had selected Connor because Cole had someone else he was trying to get
for the NCO club. This man was Sgt. William Higdon. Since Connor had been
on the job for about 10 days, I was reluctant to remove him. Considerable dis
cussion arose over who was the better man. General Cole told me that he had
both Higdon and Connor checked out and they were both clean.
I resisted putting Higdon in the job for awhile. Major Clement St. Martin
overall supervisor for the clubs, informed me about both men and mention was
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made, I think, about Higdon purchasing beer illegally and selling it at his for
mer club. Anyways, side play discussion developed over the appointment and it
became a bigger issue than I had expected. In a way, General Cole insisted that
I appoint Higdon since I could feel this pressure from Cole.
Finally, I received a phone call from General Cole. He asked me whether I'd
made any decision. On Higdon and Connor. I replied that I Was going to let
them go as they were.

Then, General Cole indicated his preference by saying, “Higdon is the man.”
Thereafter, Connor was taken off the job, and offered another position.
In retrospect, there was a meeting, before Higdon's appointment, of club
Supervisory personnel, including Major James, Fukuhara, the Post Adjutant,

Major James McNamara, outgoing Post Adjutant, Warrant Officer Ed David
and St. Martin. Their duties included recommendations to me on appointees.
They considered the Higdon appointment, but recommended Connor. I told them

that General Cole's preference was to name Higdon to the custodianship.
At one point, vehicles were being imported into South Vietnam, addressed to
USARV Open mess and the orders for them were arriving at the Post. We could
neither identify the source nor the authority to purchase them. Discussion de
veloped whether we should import them or not. In discussing the possible effects
of importing them with Staff Judge Advocate Captain William Young, he stated
that an investigation should take place before any approval. Upon his recom
mendation, I sent Major Clement St. Martin and Captain Young to Saigon to in
vestigate the matter. When they returned they informed me that they had
contacted Captain Daniel O'Connell at the Customs office, Saigon Port. They
disclosed that General Cole had made inquiries to O'Connell and others about some
previous activity at Customs, the nature of which I do not recall in detail. Both
officers stated that they had encountered obstacles in their investigation. In light
of this evidence, I sent a letter to General Jones of Saigon Support Command
requesting command assistance in investigating these vehicles because I felt the

investigation had spread beyond the confines of my jurisdiction.
Word of Young's and St. Martin's trip to Saigon got back to General Cole since
I received a call from Cole, inquiring why both men were sent down to Saigon
and what the nature of the investigation was. I was surprised how quickly Cole
discovered that I had sent Young and St. Martin to Saigon to investigate the
matter. I concluded that Higdon had informed General Cole.
As far as I know, the vehicles remained at Customs because I forbid any of

our men to pick them up.
Immediately after Captain Young and Major St. Martin returned from Saigon,
an attempt was made to transfer St. Martin out of Long Binh. When the word
came down that St. Martin was to be transferred, I considered it highly irregular
since notice of the transfer had not come through Saigon Support Command.
At that point, I instructed St. Martin to document all charges and that we would
carry them over to General Jones of Saigon Support Command for action. At that
meeting, General Jones stated that he would take action on the situation. Later,
it was reported that the Commander, 1st Logistics Command, had stated no offi
cer would be transferred out without his permission.
Major Clement St. Martin came to me often with allegations concerning dis
crepancies at Long Binh. He was conscientious and had a flair for investigation.

His allegations, some unsubstantiated, pointed to many discrepancies in the club
system. I instructed St. Martin to document all allegations.
One day, St. Martin said he wanted to substantiate some allegations against
Sergeant Higdon. I told him to go ahead.
Later, he returned and discussed a meeting he attended with Higdon where
William Crum, a salesman for Sarl Electronics, made statements about his “ex
traordinary influence” on Long Binh Post. However, I don’t recall all the details
of St. Martin's report.
One allegation that Major St. Martin reported to me concerned the duty-free
importation of culinary equipment for a proposed Chinese restaurant at Long
Binh. Apparently, this equipment was being brought in South Vietnam by an
Oriental group called the Tom Bros. I have no information on this aspect of the
controversy since the contract was let after I left Long Binh.
However, at one point, when I was up in General Cole's office, he brought the
Tom Bros. into his office and introduced them to me. He stated that they had

done an excellent job of operating a Chinese restaurant in Europe and he indi
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cated to me that he wanted the Tom Bros. to operate the one proposed at Long
Binh.

I delegated the Officers' Open Mess to investigate and see whether they could
handle this type concession. As far as I know, the Tom Bros. received the con
tract because I was not aware of any other bids. In my opinion, the proposed
restaurant was too early because the construction effort could be better used in
other activities.

At another time I had a discussion with St. Martin concerning his allegations
that sets of silver were purchased by Sergeant Higdon to be presented to General
Johnson, Chief of Staff of the Army, and Sergeant Major William O. Wooldridge
at a party to be given in their honor. Subsequent to that presentation, I received
a phone call from General Cole stating that Major St. Martin had “shot his
mouth off” at the party about General Johnson and the silver sets. As I recall,
one of those persons who overheard the statement was Sergeant Higdon, and
the other might have been Wooldridge, but I'm not positive. Apparently, the
derogatory remarks were reported up the line to General Cole.
Prior to Major St. Martin's actual leaving of Long Binh, General Jones called
a meeting at General Cole's office to discuss Major St. Martin's allegations on
General Cole.

As I remember the confrontaton, there were three phases: a private meeting
by General Jones with General Cole alone; the full meeting with all parties
present; and Major St. Martin's private meeting with General Cole.
Before the full meeting of all parties, General Jones met with General Cole.
This meeting lasted about one hour while I sat in Cole's outer office with St.
Martin and two Judge Advocates.
Upon completion of this private meeting, the rest of us were called into Cole's
inner office. I remember staff Judge Advocate Carne being there and, I presume,
he was present for the full meeting. The allegations were read one by one and
we went through these allegations. However, I don’t recall what General Cole

Said about the storage of the goods for Sarl Electronics, nor do I remember
General Cole's explanation of his relationship to William Crum. There was
never a satisfactory answer on the storage of equipment at Long Binh, supposedly
for Sarl Electronics, but General Cole did direct me to investigate the vehicle
situation. General Cole expressed concern about innocent people being embar
rassed about the receipt of the silver sets. No statement was made on an investi
gation or suspension of Sergeant Higdon, although his name was mentioned in
the documents. I must point out that no one interrogated or examined General
Cole concerning these matters. Although the silver sets were mentioned, we
mainly discussed items involving General Cole for which he provided some
explanations. While complete and satisfactory explanations were given for some
allegations, others still required more thorough examination.
I have read the foregoing material and to the best of my knowledge, it is true
and correct.

ROBERT WILLIAMSON.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on 30th day of April 1970, in the county
of Madison, Ala.

DORA A. TUCK,
Notary Public.

My commission expires December 15, 1971.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.

Major ST. MARTIN. Sergeant Higdon had been at Long Binh about
a week when he asked me if I would like to accompany him on a busi
ness trip to Saigon.
Saigon was about an hour drive from the Long Binh Post.
Sergeant Higdon said the trip would be useful for me since it would
afford me the opportunity of meeting other persons associated with
open mess systems operations.
-

When we arrived in Saigon, Sergeant Higdon said our first stop
would be at the villa of William Crum.

Sergeant Higdon explained to me that William Crum was the
president and owner of Sarl Electronics and other companies selling
to NCO clubs in Vietnam.
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Sergeant Higdon said Mr. Crum was the single largest supplier of
goods and services for clubs in Vietnam.
Arriving at the villa, Sergeant Higdon introduced me to Mr. Crum
as the new officer in charge of the Long Binh post club system.
Mr. Crum replied, “Oh, that guy.”
His response indicated to me that he knew who I was and had heard
my name before.
Sergeant Higdon told Mr. Crum, “Don’t worry about him.”
I surmised that Sergeant Higdon was telling Mr. Crum that I was
acceptable.

Senator RIBICOFF. What was the relationship that you felt existed

between Crum and Higdon? Did they seem to be buddies? Did they
seem friendly? Were you a major at that time?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. This is a sergeant and a supplier talking about
you are a good guy or acceptable on a very easy, friendly

£
aS1S &

Major ST MARTIN. Sir, I would state that Sergeant Higdon when
talking to Mr. Crum was talking to his superior.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Higdon was talking to Mr. Crum as his superior?
Major ST. MARTIN. Right, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. And there was no question in your mind that

Crum
was Higdon's boss as far as their personal relationship was con
cerned?
-

Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir.

Then Mr. Crum and Sergeant Higdon began to discuss business.
Their first topic was the transfer of the two 90th Replacement Bat
talion clubs into the adjacent Long Binh Post systems.

# Higdon, of course, had been NCO/EM custodian at the
90th Replacement before coming to Long Binh.
Sergeant Higdon told Mr. Crum that an inventory, and audit at
the 90th Replacement Battalion clubs were required before the trans
fer could be effected, and the inventory £ audit would be time
*

consuming.

*

Mr. Crum said, “Bill, I don't have th

time to wait. Get

it done now.”

Sergeant Higdon said, “I’ll try. But there is someone over in the
commandant’s special troops office who is insisting on the audit and
inventory.”
Mr. Crum said, “

-

it! I'll call Earl about this.”

I did not know who “Earl” was. I later learned that the “Earl” to
whom Mr. Crum referred was Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole, deputy chief
of staff for personnel and administration, USARV, and senior club
adviser for the open messes throughout Vietnam.

It was General Cole, of course, who had overruled our recommenda
tion and insisted that Sergeant Higdon be installed as NCO/EM
custodian at Long Binh.

-

Senator RIBICoEF. I am curious. Why do you think that Crum and
Higdon took you for granted, that they £ be as bold as to discuss
their arrangements in front of you?
Major ST. MARTIN. Why Sergeant Higdon said this I don’t know at
the time, sir. Higdon, I know, did query me, when he came up there, as
-

-
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to what experience I had in the club system, and I told him I had none

whatsoever. Maybe he assumed or took it for granted by that that he
could teach me a few tricks and was attempting to do so.

Senator RIBIcorr, Do you feel that they felt they were going to
make you a part of that apparatus?
Major ST. MARTIN. I think so, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.
Major ST MARTIN. I do not know what Sergeant Higdon and Mr.
Crum discussed next. For, after Mr. Crum directed one of his associ

ates to fix me a drink, he and Sergeant Higdon left the room. They

'd to another part of the villa where I could neither see nor hear
em.

About 20 minutes later, they returned and Sergeant Higdon and I
left the villa.

As we drove away from the villa toward our next stop, Sergeant
Higdon told me that he had known Mr. Crum for some time and that
Mr. Crum was one of the most important businessmen in the Far East.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was his attitude one of awe, one of admiration,
one of respect? What was his attitude?

Major ST. MARTIN. I would say, as I indicated before, sir, that he
tai'i
as if it was his superior.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did Crum strike you at that time as a “take
charge” person?
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was he really running the show?
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And made no bones about it?

Major St. MARTIN. Right, sir.
In our conversation, I inquired of Sergeant Higdon who “Earl” was.
It was then that Sergeant Higdon explained that “Earl” was Brig.
Gen. Earl F. Cole of USARV—and that Mr. Crum and General Cole
were old friends.

Sergeant Higdon also advised me that reservations had been made
for me to spend the night at one of the civilian hotels in Saigon. I
do not remember the name of the hotel.

I said I thought it would be more proper if I stayed at the BOQ
No. 3 in Saigon, Army regulations recommending bachelor officers
quarters be used whenever
However, Sergeant Higdon insisted that I stay at the civilian hotel.
Reservations had already been made. So I agreed, assuming that my
expenses would be paid by the club system.
After Mr. Crum, our next stop in Saigon was at the villa of Madame
Phoung.

£

-

Madame Phoung was well known to me. I had seen her on several

occasions at the offices of the Long Binh Post club system. She had ex

pressed great enthusiasm at the prospect of operating a steam bath
and massage parlor on the Long Binh Post.
Senator RIBICOFF. There is frequent comment about a steam bath
and a massage parlor. What is a steam bath and massage parlor on

these post exchanges? What are their functions and what is done there?
Major ST. MARTIN. At the post, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.
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Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I don't know. She had several functions she
wanted to get into there besides a steam bath.
Senator RIBICOFF. What were those functions?

Major ST. MARTIN. Actually, the sauna bath and the steam bath
was where a GI could go and relax after duty hours and receive a
massage. Of course, she had other plans, as I mentioned. I do cover
a little bit of this in here, sir.
Madame Phoung looked like the Dragon Lady of the Terry and the
Pirates comic strip.
The GI’s at Long Binh had, fittingly, given her the nickname
of the Dragon Lady.
At Long Binh, I had concluded the nickname was appropriate. She
looked, dressed, and acted like a Dragon Lady.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was she very attractive?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. She appeared as if she was lifted right
out of the comic strip and placed at Long Binh.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think the Dragon Lady was modeled on
her in the comic strip !
Major ST. MARTIN. She might have been copied. I don’t know sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was she a

£ of General Cole's?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I cover that, also
Senator GURNEY. Later on ?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Appropriately, her Saigon villa has very spacious and well furn
ished. The works of art seemed expensive. I was impressed.
Madame Phoung greeted me as usual and offered me a drink. I
accepted. Her bar was well stocked with American and imported
liquor.

We exchanged pleasantries for a moment and then Madame Phoung
and Sergeant Higdon left the room.
They walked to another part of the villa where I could neither see
nor hear them.

They were gone about 45 minutes.
Returning, Madame Phoung told me her brother would take me to
the hotel where I was to stay for the evening.
Madame Phoung's brother—I called him Mr. Phoung—and I were
driven to the hotel in her new Mercedes by her personal driver.
Senator GURNEY. What happened to Sergeant Higdon in the
-

meantime?'

Major ST MARTIN. Sir, I have never been able to determine where
Sergeant Higdon spent that evening.
Senator GURNEY. He didn’t come with you?
Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir; he wasn’t with me.
En route, Mr. Phoung asked me if I knew who would receive the
contract to build and operate the proposed steam bath and massage
parlor at Long Binh.
At that time, no final decisions had been made concerning which of
the approximately 10 bidders would receive the open mess system con
tract to build and operate the steam and massage parlor.
I did know that the proposal Madame Phoung had submitted in
cluded a house of prostitution, complete with a self-contained medical
inspection facility.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Are there accepted or licensed houses of prostitu
tion on the bases?
b

Major ST. MARTIN. There shouldn’t be, no, sir; not on a military

aSe.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is this against military regulations?
Major ST. MARTIN. This is her proposal.
Senator RIBICOFF. Her proposal as submitted included a house of
prostitution with the steam bath?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was that taken seriously?
Major ST. MARTIN. She was serious, I am quite sure, sir.

I explained to Mr. Phoung that while I was the officer in charge of
the club system, the final decision regarding the award of the contract
would not be made by me.

It would be made, I said, by the NCO club system board of gov
ernors. In addition, I added, I had no idea who would win the award.

In reply, Mr. Phoung said his sister, Madame Phoung, was a very
personal friend of Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole and that General Cole
was going to help her obtain the contract.
I told Mr. Phoung, “That's what you need friends for.”
At that moment, I realized that in his capacity as senior club ad
viser, General Cole took considerable interest in the operations of the
Long Binh club system.
It seemed to me that Mr. Crum and Mr. Phoung—as well as Madame
Phoung—had an unexpected confidence in the general's concern for
them.

When we arrived at the hotel, Mr. Phoung said I should sit down
on a couch in the lobby while he spoke with the desk clerk.
The name of the hotel escapes me. But it was a very comfortable,
plush place.
Mr. Phoung spoke briefly with the desk clerk. Then a bellhop told
me he would take me to my room.
I did not register. Nor was I ever asked to identify myself.
I still was under the impression Sergeant Higdon, using club sys
tem funds, had reserved the room and would pay for it.
I was in my room for only a minute or two when a bellhop knocked
at my door.
He had a cart carrying a bucket of ice, Coca-Cola, and a bottle of
Canadian Club whisky. It was, and is, my favorite combination, and

I accepted it. The bellhop said the refreshments were the courtesy of
the hotel manager.
Thirsty, I mixed myself a drink, drank it, and was about to take a
shower when there was another knock at my door.
Opening the door, I was greeted by a beautiful Vietnamese woman,
about 23 years old.
Her English was perfect as she said, “Are you Major St. Martin?”
“Yes,” I replied.

She said, “I have been instructed to remain with you overnight.”
“That's nice.” I said, and invited her in.
She declined the drink I offered her. I asked her who sent her to me.

She said her employer had sent her. He was, she said, the owner of a
“Vietnamese-only” discotheque in Saigon.
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But she would not tell me what his name was. I later learned the

£ment director of this club was Mr. Phoung, the Dragon Lady's
rOther.

Inevitably, the Vietnamese girl indicated to me that she would sleep
with me on this evening.
I told her I was too tired and not really interested.
She said that if she did not stay she would be in some sort of trouble
and would lose her job.

I said that if anyone asked me, I would say she had stayed overnight
with me, instructing her to say the same if anyone asked.
She agreed to this and left.

The next morning I went to the hotel desk clerk in the lobby, pre
sented my room key and asked for the bill.

Checking his files, the clerk said I owed nothing, everything having
been paid for. Isaid, “Thank you,” and left.
But I did make a mental note to check the club system records
when I returned to Long Binh. I was curious to see how Sergeant
Higdon would write off the cost of the prostitute.
However, during my remaining 2 months at Long Binh I could not

find any bill for my stay at the hotel. I don't know who picked up
my bill but I believe Sergeant Higdon was in on the arrangements,
“fringe benefits” and all.

I then took a taxicab to the International House where Sergeant
Higdon and I were to meet for breakfast.
The International House, located in downtown Saigon, was a kind

of NCO club for American civilians in Saigon. The U.S. Embassy
seemed to be behind it. But regulations were very loose and it seemed
to me that anybody—civilian or military, American, Vietnamese, or
Korean, or whatever—could get in if they had the proper connections.
Sergeant Higdon was
there when I arrived at the “I”
House. He
coffee with a man named Nick. Nick, Sergeant
Higdon said, introducing us, was one of the assistant managers of the

£

w£

International House.

-

'' Major?” His
tone of voice indicated he wanted me to know that he knew about the
Sergeant Higdon asked me, “How was your

prostitute who had come to my room the night before.
“Fantastic,” I answered.

-

Sergeant Higdon asked me, “Were you pleased
dise?”

with the merchan

-

“She was ‘ding-how,’” I said. “Ding-how” is Chinese for No. 1.
I uttered a few more generalities to reveal to Sergeant Higdon how
pleased I was with the “merchandise,” room service had provided.

“Don’t sweat it,” Sergeant Higdon said. “It’s part of breaking you
in to the club business.”

Senator RIBICOFF. He thought that you were a neophyte and you

were going to be part of his system?
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.

-

•

Senator RIBICoEF. He started right off with the plush entertainment.
Major ST, MARTIN.Yes, sir. I believe it was an obvious attempt on
the part of £ Higdon to put me in position.
During breakfast, Sergeant Higdon told Nick he wanted to buy
|

120 cases of San Miguel beer.

-

..
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San Miguel beer is a product of the Philippines. MACV-that is,
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam-regulations required that
open mess systems must buy and sell American beer only.
As officer in charge of the open mess system, I could have spoken
out and said buying San Miguel beer violated MACV regulations.
But I decided to remain silent. As Sergeant Higdon had said, I was
breaking in to the club system and by speaking up I might not have
learned very much. I was curious to learn as much as I could about
the Long Binh club system.
Continuing his conversation with Nick, Sergeant Higdon said a
21%-ton U.S. Army truck would pull up to the “I” House and that the
beer should be loaded aboard it.

Sergeant Higdon paid Nick in cash for the beer.
I did not see Nick give Sergeant Higdon a receipt.
On several occasions over the next 2 months Sergeant Higdon
bought foreign beer at the International House.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there an interest in foreign beer? Did the
men want to drink foreign beer?
Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir. If I can continue, I will explain what
happened to it.
From time to time, I checked cash vouchers and bills at the club
system headquarters.
b Not once did I come upon any receipt or purchase order for foreign
eer.

In addition, San Miguel beer and other foreign beers were never
sold over the bar in any of the 30 Long Binh clubs.
But foreign beer was available in the offices of the individual clubs.
The beer seemed to be there for the personal enjoyment of the in
dividual club managers and their staffs.
Sergeant Higdon always made sure, for example, that the refriger
ator in my office was well stocked with San Miguel beer as well as
German beer.

I have no idea where Sergeant Higdon got the money to buy this
beer.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean, in other words, that he furnished
beer to the individual club managers of these 30 clubs?
Major ST MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Thev would have this for their own personal use?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I verified this because on many occa
sions I would go into the individual club manager's office and would
be served a sandwich and German or San Miguel beer. But I couldn’t
buy it at the bar. Several times when I was at the bar I asked for San
Miguel or one of the German-brand beers and it was never available.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever ask some of the individual club man
agers where they got the beer?
Major ST. MARTIN. I knew where they got the beer, sir. It wasn’t
necessary to ask.
I have personal knowledge that Sergeant Higdon was violating an
other MACV regulation.
The regulation stipulated that the open mess system could not, under

any circumstances, pay vendors or sales representatives directly for
goods or services furnished.
U.S. dollar instruments—that is, checks—were to be sent directly
by mail to the parent companies outside of Vietnam.
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If the vendor or sales representative had no parent company out
side Vietnam, payment was to be made in checks drawn on Vietnamese
currency.

On several occasions, I saw Sergeant Higdon personally give club
system checks to vendors or sales representatives.
Without Sergeant Higdon's knowledge, I asked the open mess book
keeper, Lt. Harold Dooley, to review all check registers and to give
me a list of those checks of $1,000 or more.
Furthermore. I wanted to know which of these checks were cashed

in Bangkok, Hong Kong, Singapore, or any other area in Asia where
U.S. dollars were legal tender.
Lieutenant Dooley found about 15 checks ranging in value from
to $7,000 which had been cashed in the Asian areas I had men

£

tlOned.

These checks had all been issued since Sergeant Higdon had become

NCQ/EM open mess system custodian.
I had copies made of these checks and returned the originals to the
club systems’ books.
In these transactions, there was no doubt in my mind that the NCO
club system checks were being used in currency £ market dealings.
The black market in our open mess checks began when Sergeant
Higdon gave one of these U.S. dollar instruments to a vendor or
salesman.

-

The vendor would then fly to Bangkok, Hong Kong, Singapore or
anywhere else U.S. dollars could be obtained
Incidentally, most of these vendors had multiple entry visas that en
abled them to fly in and out of Vietnam whenever they chose.
In Bangkok, for example, the vendor would cash the check for its
face value—let us say for $3,000.
The next step would be for him to smuggle the $3,000 in U.S. dollars

£

back into Vietnam.

U.S. green is illegal, of course, in Vietnam. But trading dollars on
the black market, while illegal, is highly lucrative.
In exchange

for the

#

dollars, the vendor would receive U.S.

military payment certificates (MPć's) or Vietnamese piasters at a
profitable black market rate.
Completing the illicit deal, the vendor would now take his MPC's

or piasters back to our NCO club system and convert them into an
other check in dollars.

The NCO club system had many Vietnamese nationals on the pay
to buy up piasters at the official rate. The

roll and
wasofalways
willing
same
is true
MPC's.

•

Senator GURNEY. At this time apparently there was no restriction
on how many piasters you could cash in at a PX; is that right?
Major ST. MARTIN. How many you could cash in? You couldn't cash

them in unless you were going home. But they would take them up to
the club system because we had a need. I couldn’t say the estimated
amount, sir. It was to pay the local employees.
Normally, these piasters should have been purchased through the
bank, the Bank of America, at the Long Binh Post. But very seldom
was that ever done.

Senator GURNEY. When you say that would take them into a club
and convert them into a check for dollars, my question is: There was
no restriction upon them?
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Major ST MARTIN: No, sir. There should have been but there wasn't.
Senator GURNEY. OK.

Major ST. MARTIN. Ultimately, the vendors sent money back to their

parent companies. But in the meantime, they realized significant black
market gains.
On that original $3,000 check, the vendor might make a profit of
-

at least $1,200.

-

Among those vendors to whom I was certain Sergeant Higdon was
iving dollar checks were representatives of Sarl Electronics, Price &
o., and Bar Dispensers.
But I wanted to prove beyond a doubt my contention that Sergeant
Higdon was cooperating with black marketeers.
o I gave Lieutenant Dooley, the bookkeeper, special instructions.
I told him to prepare the next routine, but sizable, check to Sarl,
Price & Co., or Bar Dispensers for Sergeant Higdon's signature.
Then, Lieutenant Dooley was to take the check, the invoice to be
paid, and a preaddressed envelope to the U.S. bank where the check
WaS
to be forwarded, in accordance with regulations.
These three items were to be left on Sergeant Higdon's desk. Several
days passed before Lieutenant Dooley, in the course of routine busi
ness, £ occasion to prepare a $3,000 check for
Higdon's
signature. The check was to Price & Co. Lieutenant Dooley put my
plan into action.
A short time later, when Sergeant Higdon was away from the office.
I searched his desk. I found the preaddressed envelope and a carbon
copy of the invoice. But the check was gone. Sergeant Higdon had
assed the check directly to Mr. Dick Wright, the vendor for Price &

£

£

O.

It is worth noting that Price & Co., along with Sarl Electronics,
was owned by Mr. William Crum. At that time, I did not know any
thing about Bar Dispensers, except that the firm did considerable
business with Sergeant Higdon and that he paid directly in U.S.
checks.

(The affidavit of Harold Dooley, previously introduced as exhibit
488, follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 488
Ox

-

AFFIDAVIT OF HAROLD DOOLEY

I, Harold Dooley, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to
John E. Drury, who has identified himself as a member of the staff of the United
States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on
Government Operations.
No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state

ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences
which may result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations.

I was an officer in the United States Army from December 2, 1966, to Octo
ber 8, 1968. I was assigned to Headquarters, Long Binh Post, Republic of Viet
nam from October 25, 1967, to October 8, 1968. During this period November 1,
1967 to January 31, 1968, I was the Accounting Officer. As Accounnting Officer.
I supervised the accounting for the Officers' Club and the NCO-EM Club System.

During the period that I was the Accounting Officer was the only time I had any
connection with the club systems. The club system offices at Long Binh, both
Officer and NCO-EM, were located in the same building as my office: subse.
quently, all existing records were readily available to me. Actually, I was the
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Officer in Charge (OIC) of the Accounting Section, and handled any problems
that SSG Samuel Odom, NCOIC of the Accounting Section, brought to my at
tention. I also helped compile monthly financial statements, checked balance
figures, and checked the normal accounting procedures.
Just prior to assuming the position in the Accounting Section, an audit was
being conducted on the Long Binh NCO-EM Club System by an USARV Audit
team. SSG Moore was the Custodian of the NCO-EM Club System and was later
relieved. I do not know for sure what reason, but I heard that the audit team

ran into many difficulties because of inventory, and improper and/or missing
records. SSG Moore was to be replaced by Sgt. Connors, who, after numerous
meetings of unknown individuals, was reassigned to another post. Sgt. William
Higdon assumed the duties of Custodian of the NCO-EM Club System. Upon my
arrival in the Accounting section. I was told by Lt. Edward Barclay that ship
ments of various items were brought to Long Binh and that the transporters

were bringing the items to accounting office in order to receive a signature for
the goods. I was told that the merchandise did not belong to the USARV Club
and Mess System, and Lt. Barclay told me I should not sign for it. During the
course of a later investigation into this matter I aided Maj. Clement St. Martin
by taking photographs of this merchandise that was stored in the Headquarters,
USARV Special Troops S-4 yard at Long Binh. I released these photographs to
the CID when they interviewed me in August 1969. It was disclosed to me by
St. Martin that General Earl Cole had stated in a meeting with persons un
known to me, that he had authorized shipment of said merchandise valued in
the millions of dollars into Vietnam. This merchandise was to be used for future

club expansion and brought into Vietnam by Sarl Electronics. A beer cooler, ad
dressed to the USARV Officers' Open Mess but that was never actually ordered
from Sarl Electronics, was delivered to the Open Mess, and subsequently in
stalled. Following the meeting in Gen. Cole's office about December 1967, at which
time it was disclosed that the stored merchandise was for club expansion, Sarl
Electronics billed the Officers' Open Mess for the beer cooler.
After Sgt. William Higdon assumed the duties of custodian of the NCO-EM
Club system, I noticed that purchases by the NCO Club substantially increased.
Two examples are the purchase of merchandise from the 90th Replacement Gift
Shop and the purchase of pizzas from Sarl Electronics or one of its affiliate
companies.

The 90th Replacement Company club was Sgt. Higdon's former club, was in
the process of being annexed into the Long Binh club system, and the inventory
was being purchased. A storage facility under the accounting office contained
a large quantity of radios from the 90th club. This merchandise was waiting
to be commingled into the NCO club inventory. Higdon planned to open up a
gift shop controlled by the club system. My opinion that this club was to be
an outlet for merchandise of Sarl Electronics was shared generally among the

ranking club officers. In support of this opinion, some one in the accounting
section informed me that $40,000 of Sarl merchandise was purchased by the
NCO-EM club.

Another unusual financial transaction that I saw was the purchase of pizzas
from Sarl Electronics by Sgt. Higdon. This was odd because the purchase price
far exceeded the cost of pizzas that were sold at the Officers' Club. If I

remember correctly, the Officers' Club paid about 18 cents each for pizzas as
opposed to 55 cents that Higdon was paying Sarl or one of its affiliates.

A controversy existed over the annexation of the 90th Replacement Company
soon after Sgt. Higdon was appointed custodian. My opposition to the annexation
of the 90th Replacement Club was for two reasons: the 90th club had a bad

reputation in Vietnam and, also, from an accountant's standpoint, it is a

poor

practice to annex anything without an audit.

I remember going over to Col. Williamson's office with Edward

Barclay

to encourage him not to annex without an audit. At that meeting, Col. William
son agreed that annexation without a prior audit would be bad policy. Later,

Williamson came over and told club personnel that an audit should take place.
Despite Williamson's intention to audit, a directive came down from USARV
stating that annexation would take place subject to an audit. As far as I know,
the audit never took place.
Upon annexation of the 90th Mess Association, Sgt. Higdon wanted to move
his old accounting section from the 90th into our office. This was to supplement
the present NCO-EM Accounting Staff. The 90th Accounting Staff was solely
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Vietnamese women, headed by one woman, whose name I can't recall. Upon
visiting my office, this Vietnamese woman told me that Sgt. Higdon paid her
$700.00 a month, and when I asked if she was paid in U.S. dollars, she replied
in the affirmative. Upon consultation with the OIC, USARV Clubs and Messes,
Maj. Miller, it was decided that our system could not afford to hire her at such
a salary.

Although only once did I visit BOQ-3, I was familiar with its accounting
setup. Often, BOQ-3 showed a slight profit, but frequently it showed a loss.
The truth is that BOQ-3 was not an asset, it didn't pay for itself. The expen
ditures were high for the low revenue that BOQ-3 generated.
One time, Lt. Edward Barclay came to me complaining about the propriety of
writing off an expenditure to china and silverware for BOQ-3 which apparently
Gen. Cole had ordered him to write off against the Officers' club general expenses.
He stated that Gen. Cole or one of his representatives had told Barclay the man
ner of writing it off.

About January 1, 1968, I confronted Maj. James C. Fukuhara, Adjutant Gen
eral, Long Binh Post, and requested reassignment. This was done for the follow
ing reasons: in my short tenure as Accounting Officer, I observed many discrep
ancies in the Operation of the club system, and although these discrepancies were
brought to the attention of the proper authorities, no action was taken to correct
these discrepancies. Once when discussing accounting principles and procedures
with Sgt. Higdon and Warrant Officer Edward Davis, Davis personally told me
“not to buck the system.”
The accounting system of the NCO-EM clubs and messes was a chaotic mess

and when I became familiar with it, I decided I wanted nothing to do with it.
I did not sign documents of any sort, fearing the responsibility for a corrupt sit
uation that the people in control had no intention of cleaning up.
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.

HAROLD DOOLEY.

Subscribed and sworn to be fore me this 4th day of May 1970.
Mary Joan Murray.
Notary Public in and for Harris County, Tex. My commission expires June 1.
1971.

Major ST. MARTIN. Sergeant Higdon was the custodian of the
NCO/enlisted men's portion of the open mess system at Long Binh.
Senator GURNEY. Have you any idea how many checks he issued dur
ing the time you were there, Major, and the amount involved?
Major St. MARTIN. I would say it probably exceeded $100,000 in the
time I was there, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And what would the black market profit on this
be, approximately?
Major ST. MARTIN. A rough estimate I would say would be be
tween $40,000 and $60,000. It depends on how many times they were
circulated.

Senator GURNEY. By the way, did you have any evidence that he
was getting a cut on this?
h
T. MARTIN. The way he spent money, sir, I have no question
-

-

#"
e did.

Senator GURNEY. From his high living?
Major ST MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Obviously, he had an outside source of income.
Major ST, MARTIN. Right, sir.

His counterpart, the officers' club custodian, was Lt. Ed Barclay.
Lieutenant Barclay was troubled about a shipment of goods that was
USARV S-4 storage yard.
He told me that some months prior to my arrival a convoy of five
large U.S. Army trucks appeared at the Long Binh open mess head
stored at the Special

quarters.

£
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The trucks, Lieutenant Barclay said, were loaded with crates clearly
stenciled “For Officer/NCO Open Mess System, Long Binh Post.” He
explained to me that he could find no purchase orders or other docu
ments indicating the crates of goods had been ordered by the Long
Binh club system.
It was unknown to him who ordered the shipment or what the crates
contained. However, Lieutenant Barclay decided to accept the ship
ment, considering it an “unexpected windfall.”
But, he related to me, as the trucks were being unloaded, a Colonel

Carey of Headquarters Special Troops, USARV, arrived and told
Lieutenant Barclay the shipment was not his to accept. Thereupon,
the crates were reloaded upon the trucks and Colonel Carey led the
convoy away. I do not know Colonel Carey's first name.
Senator RIBICoEF. At this point, I would like to call your attention
to a series of photographs and ask you whether these identify the
crates you are mentioning.
(Photographs handed to the witness.)
Mr. DUFFY. With reference to these photographs, the documenta
tion that Major St. Martin finally accumulated on this case have dis
appeared from Army files. We will get to that later in his statement.
But we were able to obtain from Lieutenant Dooley the photo
graph negatives on these pictures. We had them enlarged. We com
pared the purchase order numbers and the transit control numbers
on these particular crates indicated in these photos and they compare
to the same purchase order Sarl Electronics shipped in 1967 to the
Long Binh Post per approval of General Cole. So we do know that
this equipment he is referring to here was Sarl equipment brought
in fraudulently to Vietnam.
-

-

-

Major ST, MARTIN. Sir, this is the storage yard and the crates.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the photographs and the in
voice will be admitted as an exhibit.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 491” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Major ST. MARTIN. Lieutenant Barclay said he knew where the
shipment was stored, having seen the crates in the S-4 storage yard
at Headquarters Special Troops, USARV.
Using the pretext that we were looking for an overdue shipment
of dishes from Japan, Lieutenant Barclay and I visited the S-4 stor

age yard. The storage yard noncommissioned officer in charge, seeing
our credentials and the invoice for the dishes, allowed us to look for
our missing shipment. We quickly found the crates stenciled “For
Officer/NCO Open Mess System, Long Binh.”
However, there were far more crates in the yard with this designa
tion than Lieutenant Barclay remembered. Shipping documents af
fixed to several of the crates revealed they contained beer coolers, re
frigerators, freezers, air conditioners and other heavy appliances.
I then asked the yard sergeant for an explanation regarding these
crates. The sergeant said, “This is a deal General Cole has with some
civilian in Saigon.” The sergeant said he know nothing more than
that.

As luck would have it, we did find the overdue shipment of dishes.
But in order to take them out of the storage yard we needed the ap
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proval of the storage yard officer in charge. But the officer in charge—
whose name I cannot recall—refused us permission.
“You can’t have anything without the specific approval of General
Cole,” the officer in charge said.
Senator RIBICOFF. The dishes you had ordered came through legiti
mately as part of an order for the commissioned officers' mess?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. And the custodian wouldn't even allow you to
take your dishes that had been ordered correctly, out without Gen
eral Cole's permission?
Major ST. MARTIN. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was this unusual?

Major ST. MARTIN. Unusual? In what respect, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. To have the general in charge not only to approve
the appointment of a custodian but also to approve the taking out of
a crate of merchandise from a storage depot?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, to realize this you have to understand the
atmosphere at Long Binh. When you mention General Cole's name,
everyone seemed to be struck with fear. There was no one that would
buck him.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, there is no question that he was
the master at Long Binh.
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I would classify or characterize Gen

eral Cole as the second coming of Napoleon, really, when you get down
to it.

Senator GURNEY. Why do you think people feared him?
Major ST. MARTIN. I don't know, sir. A lot of the individuals I

talked to were cooperative up to the point when I mentioned General
Cole and then all of a sudden they would shut up. They wanted nothing
to do with it.

Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea why?

-

Major ST. MARTIN. Well, obviously, he struck the fear of God in
them, sir, for some reason or another.

Senator GURNEY. Do you know of any specific instances where he
chastised people?
Major ST. MARTIN. Me. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What is that?

Major ST. MARTIN. Me.
Senator GURNEY. Any others?

-

-

Major St. MARTIN. I don't know of any by name, sir. I just know

when you mentioned General Cole's name it was like mentioning the
Supreme Being.
Senator GURNEY. I see.

-

-

Following the chairman's line of questioning, as I understand Gen;
eral Cole's status he was the Deputy G-1 of USARV, is that correct?
Major Sr. MARTIN. Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Ad
ministration; yes, sir, G-1.

Senator GURNEY. I think it is also correct from my own knowledge
to do physically with a supply depot, the

wouldn't have anything
of how the Army works, that a man like that
movement in or out of ma
terials and goods, would he?
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Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir. That is what he has subordinates for.
Obviously, they were only given specific instructions of do not touch
and that was it.

Senator GURNEY. So this was most highly unusual for a staff man
who is not in a command position to have anything to do with this
sort of traffic.

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Back at open mess offices, I instructed Lieutenant Barclay to make

up an invoice to match one of the crates in the storage yard. Lieutenant
Barclay found an old invoice for a beer cooler he had already received.
I gave the invoice to one of the supply personnel under me, direct
ing him to present the document to the S-4 storage yard sergeant and
then to pick up the beer cooler and bring it back. To my amazement,
the man returned to the club with the beer cooler.

I was curious now to see what would happen. As it turned out.
nothing happened. The beer cooler was installed at the main officers'
club and no questions were ever asked of me.
Since no action was taken against me for what amounted to a highly
irregular acquisition of an appliance—an appliance worth several
thousand dollars—I concluded that the entire shipment of goods was
being stored in the S-4 yard under other than normal conditions.
It seemed unusual that these appliances were being shipped into
Vietnam in the club system's name—and yet no one in the club system
could account for them. I later learned the appliances belonged to
Sarl Electronics.

As the subcommittee members well know, the ability to order goods
through the NCO club system could be a highly profitable enterprise.
The open messes of Vietnam were able to bring goods into the coun
try without paying customs fees, duties, and taxes. For a private busi

ness to enjoy that free entry privilege, it could mean a savings of
thousands of dollars per appliance. Once the appliances are in the
country, they could be sold on the economy at inflated prices.
(The affidavit of Edward Barclay, previously introduced as exhibit
490, follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 490
AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD BARCLAY

I, EDWARD BARCLAY, freely and voluntarily make the following statement
to John Brick, who has identified himself to me as a staff member of the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government
Operations.
No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state

ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences
which might result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations.

I became a 2d Lieutenant in the U.S. Army after graduation from Cornell
University in 1965, and later served as Club Officer in BOQ 1, Headquarters,
Special Troops, USARV, in Saigon, from March 2, 1967 to July 1967. In July
1967, I became secretary-custodian of the Officers' Mess, USARV, at Headquarters,
Long Binh Post, and served in that position until January 25, 1968.
In the Army, club systems generally divide into two groups, the officers' clubs
and the non-commissioned officers' and enlisted men's clubs. As custodian of the

officers' club at Long Binh, I had general supervisory duties in running the club,
and I had close contact with the custodian of the NCO/EM club system.
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At Long Binh, there were two custodians of the NCO/EM club system while
I was there—a sergeant named Moore, who seemed incompetent to me but was
reportedly honest and well-intentioned. He was succeeded by Master Sergeant
William E. Higdon, who took the position in the fall of 1967.
There were two candidates to succeed Sergeant Moore, who was relieved
after an audit of the NCO/EM club system. One was a sergeant named Connor;
the other was Bill Higdon. I talked to Sergeant Connor during the selection
process; he seemed competent and aggressive and told me, relating to alleged
irregularities in the system: “When I become custodian I'm going to throw all
the bricks in the fire.” I believe that Connor would be appointed, and I was much
surprised when Higdon got the job. I was convinced that Higdon's appointment
was “fixed.” I felt that Brigadier General Earl F. Cole, then Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel and Administration at USARV, was responsible for Higdon's
appointment.
Sometime after Higdon's appointment in the fall of 1967, he told me what a
“great guy” General Cole was. Anybody could walk into General Cole's office to
discuss matters with him, according to Higdon.
I saw much of Higdon—his office was opposite mine—and one of my first im
pressions of his work was that he bought club supplies from different vendors
from those I dealt with. For example, he bought vegetables from a man named
Pat Paschall, at prices double those I paid. Paschall was in the construction
business, and he supposedly had built a couple of clubs for Higdon. Another ex
ample of how we operated differently was the furnishing of pizzas. I made my
own pizzas for 18 cents each. Higdon bought them from a firm affiliated with
Sarl Electronics for 55 cents each. Higdon obviously had close relationships
with Sarl Electronics; I believed the truck he drove belonged to Sarl. It was
exactly like those the Sarl personnel drove. A salesman for Sarl, a man named
“Riggs” Renieri, was a close friend of Higdon.
Soon after I arrived at Long Binh, my attention was called to the arrival of
certain crates addressed to “USARV Officers' Open Mess, Long Binh.” They
contained coolers, cooking ranges, slot machines, and other equipment. I refused
to sign for the shipments because I could find no purchase orders for them.
Major McGarrah, Special Troops Adjutant and former club custodian, had no
idea who had ordered the equipment. Then I received a phone call from Lt.
Colonel Robert Carey, Special Troops, who told me to sign for the crates. I
refused. I told the open mess officer, Major Dorrance, about my refusal and he
approved, telling me not to sign for them. Lt. Colonel Carey then came to my
and told me to sign for them. Again I refused, citing Major Dorrance's

£

‘OrdierS.

The equipment continued to arrive for several months. It was stored in the
Special Troops storage yard. I never signed for any of it, and I don't know who
did. There were a number of indications that the materials were intended for

Sarl Electronics, and that they had been imported into Vietnam duty-free.
When Major Clement St. Martin replaced Major Dorrance as the open mess
officer in the fall of 1967, he decided to investigate the shipments stored in the
Special Special Troops Storage yard.
We went to the storage yard, where we were met by Sergeant Ken Gerzema.
Major St. Martin told him who we were, and that we wanted to pick up some
equipment which belonged to the Officers' Open mess. Sgt. Gerzema said that
he thought the equipment in question didn't belong to the mess system, but
rather to “some civilian.” He told us that he couldn't think of the man's name,
but said, “It’s some deal that General Cole made.”
Sgt. Gerzema then said that he had one crate that might belong to us, because
“that civilian looked at it, but he said it wasn't his because it didn't have his

number on it.” The crate also was addressed to the USARV Officers' Open Mess.

'

crate was ours—it was chinaware ordered from Japan, and we took it
and left.

Shortly thereafter, Major St. Martin and I went to the office ef Major Klingen

Smith, Special Troops, to ask for the equipment being held in the storage yard.
Major Klingensmith asked us, “Are you sure it's your equipment?” Major
St. Martin told him it must be—it had our name on it. Then Major Klingen
Smith said, “That stuff belongs to some civilian. If you want any of that, you'll
have to talk to General Cole.”
A major concern of mine, involving Sergeant Higdon and General Cole, related
to maintenance contracts for the slot machines in the clubs. A salesman for
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Sarl Electronics named “Riggs” Renieri visited me with the new contracts. I
objected; the maintenance clause in the contracts raised the monthly service
charge from $10 to $15 per machine. I told Renieri that this increase was
ridiculous because the service was terrible. Furthermore, there seldom were
troubles with the majority of the machines. I told the same thing to Higdon.

He told me, “I think the price is fair, and the NCO club has already accepted
and Signed its contract.”

I protested to Captain George Langford of the USARV SJA Section, who had
drawn up the contracts. I told him I thought the charges excessive, considering
that we had to pay for parts and labor. Sarl Electronics was supposed to clean
and grease the machines, but rarely did. Langford then put a performance
clause in the contract, requiring Sarl to post a bond which would be forfeited
if proper service wasn't given. Subsequently, Langford informed me that General

Cole had reacted adversely to the requirement for the performance bond, and
that the contracts had been removed from Langford's jurisdiction.
Another matter of concern to me was the operation and supplying of BOQ-3
in Saigon. BOQ-1 and BOQ-2 were large officers' clubs near Tan Son Nhut.

BOQ-3 was generally limited to high-ranking officers. It was regarded as being
a special project of General Cole. In the fall of 1967, a sergeant from BOQ-3
wanted me to charge china, glassware and silverware for BOQ-3 to the general
mess account. He said General Cole had approved the transaction. I was later
told that it would be improper to write the expense off on the main club account.
When I explained this to the sergeant, I then received a phone call from Gen
eral Cole. He asked me what the problem was, and I told him I couldn't charge
BOQ-3 expenses to another club. I told him I would check it out further. I did,
and our accountants told me it would be improper. I so informed General Cole,
who told me to do it anyway. I wrote some of the charges off to general admin
istrative expenses.

In the fall of 1967, I was told by Lt. Colonel Clarence Riser, of G-1, Non
Appropriated Funds, USARV, that a Chinese restaurant was proposed as an
officer's club concession at Long Binh. He said that General Cole had some people
in mind who would build and operate it.

Colonel Riser and Warrant Officer Edward Davis made the presentation of the
proposal for the Chinese restaurant before the club system's Board of Governors.
Mr. Davis emphasized General Cole's interest by saying that the General was
friendly with the Tom Brothers, the persons proposed to build and operate the
restaurant. I recall that Colonel Riser stated that General Cole had known the

Tom Brothers previously in Germany. Subsequently, when culinary equipment
came in customs-free for the Tom Brothers for use in the Chinese restaurant,
such goods being consigned to the open mess system, the salesman for H. Weiss
and Co., a man named Angie Genove, who later was an employee of Price & Co.,
Ltd., told me, “Don’t worry, it was authorized.” Knowing the history of the
Chinese restaurant, I assumed that General Cole had given the authorization.
I was told by Major St. Martin that during a visit he made with Sgt. Higdon

to William Crum's villa in Saigon, Crum asked what progress had been made in
terminating the gift shop concessions at Long Binh Post. (Each club usually had
private concessionaires operating within the club, paying the club 10% of monthly
earnings.) According to St. Martin, Higdon told Crum that all was well in the
NCO clubs. St. Martin told me that he told Crum that it would be difficult to get
a retired warrant officer named Vern Knapp out of the officers' club. According

to St. Martin, Crum replied that Knapp had better be removed, because Crum had
about $40,000 worth of dry goods to move.
I had already been told by Warrant Officer Davis at Long Binh to terminate
Knapp's contract for the concession. He told me that he was relaying General
Cole's order. Davis said that he, General Cole, and Colonel Riser had agreed that
the gift shops in the clubs were competition to the PX and should be banned. I
asked for orders in writing, and he told me I wouldn’t get such orders.
I told Davis that if the concessions were banned, then the tailor shops should
be banned, because they also were in competition with the PX. Davis had no

answer—the NCO tailor shop was operated by the Tom Brothers, who were
known to us all to be close to General Cole.

To return to Sergeant Higdon's operations, I often noted—because I was in

daily contact with him—that he violated a MACV regulation which prohibited
the direct payment of checks in U.S. currency to vendors for goods and services.
I often saw in Higdon's desk drawer checks which he had made out to vendors.
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Several times Pat Paschall came looking for Higdon, telling me and others that
he needed a check right away. I saw several checks made out to Paschall and to
his enterprises. I discussed the matter with Colonel Williamson, Post Com
mander, who issued an order to stop the practice. Higdon continued to sign
checks, announcing that he had mailed them himself.
The custodianship of Sergeant Higdon at the 90th Replacement Battalion, the
post he had held before being appointed to Long Binh, was a stock source of jokes
in Vietnam because of the irregularities and bad financial position of the club.

Soon after Higdon took over at Long Binh, the suggestion was made that his old
club at the 90th Replacement Battalion be annexed to the Long Binh system.
Higdon was pushing for its annexation without an audit of its inventory. Lt.
Dooley, club accountant, and I visited Colonel Williamson to warn that an an

nexation without an audit would be a bad business transaction, particularly since
Higdon's old club was well-known as a particularly slipshod operation. Colonel
Williamson agreed to our position.

Shortly thereafter, we received a letter from USARV, G-1 of Non-Appropriated

Funds, stating that the 90th Replacement Battalion Club would be annexed “sub
ject to an audit” not later than January 25, 1968. Subsequently, Colonel Wil
liamson visited our offices to ask whether an audit could be completed before the
deadline of January 25, 1968. I recall that either Higdon or Warrant Officer Davis
told Colonel Williamson that, even though annexation took place “subject to an
audit.” Colonel Williamson's interest would be protected. Responding to Colonel
Williamson's request, I discovered that it would be impossible to make an audit
during the short time available. I felt that annexation “subject to an audit” was
a ruse or subterfuge. It was doomed to be ineffective because inventories of both
club systems would be mixed immediately upon annexation. I never heard that
the audit ever took place after this discussion.
I have been asked to comment about the New Year's confrontation between
Major St. Martin and General Cole.

On or about January 1, 1968, I received a message to go immediately to Gen
eral Earl Cole's office on base at Long Binh. I drove at once to his headquarters.
Upon arriving in General Cole's outer office, I found Major Clement St. Martin
and Warrant Officer Ed Davis seated there. We sat there for at least 45 minutes.
No one entered or left General Cole's inner office. His door was closed and I

could see it clearly.
Finally, General Cole came from his inner office and approached the three of
us, asking: “Now which one of you gentlemen is Major St. Martin”? This seemed
odd to me since Major St. Martin was discernably older than Davis or myself.
he was dressed as a major, and I was sure Cole remembered both St. Martin and
me from past experiences.
After this, St. Martin and Cole entered the inner office. They were in the Gen
eral's office approximately an hour and a half longer, at which time a cluster of
officers came out of the inner office. I knew some of the officers; Colonel William
son, Major Poydasheff, Brigadier General Jones, Lieutenant Colonel Miller and
General Cole. Some other officers were there too, but I didn’t know their names.

However, Major St. Martin did not come out. I specifically looked for him be
cause I was going to give him a ride back to our mess hall.
General Cole talked with the other officers and then returned to his inner office.

At that point, as everyone was leaving. Colonel Williamson asked me if I
needed a ride back. I said, “No, I think I'll wait for Major St. Martin.” Where
upon, Williamson replied, “I think Major St. Martin is going to be tied up for
awhile.”

Colonel Williamson and I left with the rest of the officers, and I think I drove
myself back.
I did not see St. Martin till the next day.

I have read the foregoing material and to the best of my knowledge, it is true
and correct.

EDWARD BARCLAY.

Subscribed and sworn to before me a Notary Public in and for the County of
Arlington, State of Virginia, this 19th day of August, 1970.
HARRY Jose.PH CANDEE,

Notary Public.
My commission expires May 30, 1971.
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Major ST. MARTIN. As officer in charge of the open mess systems, I
had to visit the headquarters Vietnam G-1 offices frequently. On at
least six occasions, I saw Sergeant Higdon's vehicle parked at G-1
headquarters when I arrived. But Sergeant Higdon was never in the
G-1 office, where I would have expected him to conduct his business
under ordinary circumstances.
On one occasion, I asked one of the
in G-1 where Sergeant
was. The sergeant replied that Sergeant Higdon was in Gen
eral Cole's office. To verify this, I went to a phone, called Gen
eral Cole's office and asked for Sergeant Higdon. The secretary said
Sergeant Higdon was in the office wit ë'i Cole.
On five other occasions, when I saw
Higdon's vehicle at
G-1, I telephoned General Cole's office and asked for Sergeant Higdon.

£

#

#

Four of those times I was told he was in the office with General Cole.

One time, the Secretary said Sergeant Higdon was waiting to see
General Cole—so I hung up.
Senator, I had this in here because during my confrontation with
General Cole he indicated to me in front of some other officers that

he didn’t even know what Sergeant Higdon looked like and couldn't
recognize him if he saw him.
Senator RIBICOFF. He said that to you?
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. This was about in the same time frame?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir; we are talking about within the 3
month time frame.

Another meeting with Mr. Crum:

-

Sergeant Higdon and I made another trip to Saigon together and

went to the # of William Crum. Mr. Dick Wright, an employee
of Sarl Electronics, and Price & Co., was also at the villa with Mr.
Crum when we arrived.

Mr. Crum told Sergeant Higdon he was irritated about the delay
in a new contract between Sarl Electronics and the club system for
slot and pinball machines.
Sergeant Higdon explained that someone in the Long Binh legal
affairs office was holding up the contract, insisting that a performance
clause be included. The performance clause would have required Sarl
Electronics to provide a certain amount of free maintenance on the
new machines.

-

-

Mr. Crum was even more irritated when he heard Sergeant Hig
don's explanation. Getting up from his chair and
uring actively,
Mr. Crum said, “Those
people can’t do it and I am going to get
hold of Cole in the morning to make sure that clause is dropped.”

Sergeant Higdon said, “Well, if you can do it, Bill, do it.”
Mr. Crum said, “I
Binh and

well can. I run the club system at Long

# else.”

Concerning this maintenance clause, I later learned from Capt.
William Young, the Long Binh legal adviser, that he had seen a con

£ slot and pinball machines before

tract dealing with Sarl
it went to
Cole's office,
favorable to Sarl were deleted.

6:

and Young heard that portions un
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Sergeant Higdon and Mr. Crum shifted their topic of conversation
to another subject relating to NCO club activities.
Mr. Crum was concerned about the giftshops at Long Binh. There
were small giftshops located at most of the 30 clubs on the post. The
sold novelty items and Vietnamese handicrafts and other

:

objects.

Mr. Crum was indignant about the fact that the NCO club system's

contracts with the various giftshop owners were not being canceled.
Sergeant Higdon said some of the contracts had been signed just
before he came into the club system and he did not know how he could
terminate these contracts without a valid reason.

Mr. Crum said, “Bill, I got a reason. I can’t wait forever. I’ve a half
million dollars worth of dry goods in a warehouse here in Saigon and
every time this bastard from Vietnam Customs needs some money
he raids my warehouse and its costs me 100,000 P's (piasters) to get
him off my back.”
Mr. Crum added, “Bill, the only way I can get rid of these dry
goods is to have the gift shops under my control.”
Mr. Crum could sell these dry
through the gift shops—but
only if the NCO club system canceled the contracts with the gift shop
owners and took over the operation of the shops.
This was, it seemed to me at the time, a very practical solution to

#

Mr. Crum's problem. If the gift shops were run by the NCO open mess
system—Sergeant Higdon in charge—Mr. Crum would then be the
sole supplier of goods sold therein. It was practical, but not right.
Leaving Mr. Crum's villa, Sergeant Higdon and I drove to the In
ternational House. We were going there, Sergeant Higdon said, to buy
gifts for the Army Chief of Staff, Gen. Harold K. Johnson, and for
the Sergeant Major of the Army. Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge.
The general and the sergeant major were expected to visit Long
Binh at the end of the year. It was to be their final trip to Vietnam to
gether before General Johnson's retirement. Sergeant Higdon said

presentation of the farewell gifts would be made December 31, 1967,
in ceremonies marking the opening of a new NCO club at Long Binh.
This new NCO club is annex 14, where the walk-in freezer that

Sergeant Higdon purchased was installed.
Inside the “I” House, I recommended several small gifts, inexpen
but appropriate. Sergeant Higdon was thinking along different

£

lnes.

.

He asked a saleslady the price of a silver service set. Four hundred
and some odd dollars, she said, as Sergeant Higdon examined the
goods carefully.
-

He then asked Nick—the assistant manager I had met on an earlier

visit—what kind of a discount he would give if he bought three sets.
Nick said, “$320.00 per set.”
Sergeant Higdon said to me, “Major, I won't be needing you.”
Then he and Nick walked to a small room directly across the hall
from the gift shop but still within the “I” House.
They left the door slightly ajar and I could overhear their conversa
tion. Sergeant Higdon said he wanted a receipt for the silver sets to
show that each of them cost $25.
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I decided the conversation was getting too interesting to wait out
side. I nonchalantly walked into the room, appearing to pay no at
tention to them. Neither Sergeant Higdon nor Nick seemed to mind.
I saw Sergeant Higdon take from his pocket a roll of military pay
ment certificates—MPC's—with a $1,000 money wrapper around it.
He removed from the packet four $10 MPC notes and kept them.
rest of the bills he gave to Nick, saying, “There should be $960

'

there.”

M' counted the money, confirming that there was in fact $960 in
MPC's.

-

Sergeant Higdon said he would pick up the receipt later. He also
said he wanted the silver sets engraved.
Later that day, as we drove back to Long Binh together, I reminded
Sergeant Higdon that military personnel are not allowed to accept
gifts of any substantial value from subordinates—and that he should
not have bought such expensive gifts for the general and the sergeant
major.

"

.

I said, “Bill, how are you going to account for the money used to
purchase these gifts if the receipt was only to show $50?”
Sergeant Higdon said, “Don’t worry about it. It is all covered. A
friend of General Cole is taking care of it.”
I asked, “Who, Bill Crum?”

Sergeant Higdon did not answer.
Not wishing to raise suspicion about my own motives, I let the mat
ter drop.
I am still puzzled as to why Sergeant Higdon bought three silver
sets when he only needed two. To this day, I do not know what he did
with the third set.

-

On December 31, as planned, the presentations were made to Gen
eral Johnson and Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
I will describe that event in a moment. But I want to maintain a

chronology of events here as best I can.
Reviewing the mail in NCO systems headquarters, I came across a
series of customs documents relating to the importation of restaurant
equipment and two vehicles through customs in Saigon. The docu
-

ments before me indicated the items had already been picked up.
The equipment and vehicles had been imported by the Tom
Brothers, Chinese merchants named Tung, using the NCO/officer club
system duty-free importation privilege. I was curious.
The Tom Brothers, I knew, operated several small concessions on
the Long Binh post and had recently been given a contract for the
establishment of a Chinese restaurant on the post.
I examined the contract between the open mess system and the Tom
Brothers for the Chinese restaurant. '' contract gave the Tom
Brothers the right to import whatever items they needed for the estab
-

lishment of the Chinese restaurant.

. .

.

. . . .

-

.

However, a precisely worded clause in the contract prohibited the
importing of any goods or equipment through Vietnamese customs
without the specific and prior approval of the officers’ open mess sys
tem board of governors.

-

In addition, the clause stipulated that any equipment that was im

ported duty-free was to be and remain the property of the open mess
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system. Payment would be made to the Tom Brothers only for the
cost of these items.

-

-

I went over all the board of governors’ meetings going back to a
date prior to the award of the restaurant contract of the Tom Brothers.
In no instance could I find in these minutes any mention of a Tom
Brothers spokesman—or one of the Tung brothers themselves—sub
mitting a request, in writing or in person, under the contract to import
equipment and vehicles duty-free.
I called David Tung—one of the brothers—into my office and con
fronted him with all the customs clearance forms and documents I
had been able to locate.

I reminded Mr. Tung of the provisions of the restaurant contract
which he himself had signed. I informed him of the specific viola
tions—that is, the importation of goods duty-free without the open
mess system approval—presented the documents to support my allega
tions and added that I could find no authority in the board of gover
nors' meetings minutes to indicate authority had been granted to Tom
Brothers to import the items.
I told Mr. Tung that I intended to inform the customs authorities

in Saigon of Mr. Tung's illegal importing activities and that he could

"'

is case with the Vietnamese officials.

r. Tung said, “You can do what you want, Major. But General
Cole is a personal friend of mine and he will see that no such action
ever occurs. Besides, General Cole told me I could do it without get
permission.”
replied that General Cole did not run the club system. The board
of governors did. And the board held me responsible to see to it that
all the provisions of all contracts were met.

#

Making my point more emphatically, I advised Mr. Tung that I
was now about to invoke another provision of the contract. This pro
vision, I explained, stipulated that any violation of the contract on the
£ of Mr. Tung was sufficient cause to declare the contract null and
VO1C1.

Then I took the said contract into my hands and tore it in half. Mr.

Tung said, "I'm going to see General Cole about this.” I said, “Be my
guest.

As Mr. Tung hurried from my office, I decided that I should either
call a special
of the board of governors or make a point at

£

the next regularly scheduled meeting of the board to present my al

le?: against the Tom Brothers and explain my action.

might add, as an aside, that as I contemplated my reoent con

frontation with Mr. Tung—and as I thought back upon my brief
career as open mess officer in charge—it occurred to me that my tour
at Long Binh would not be much longer.
I was right. I was transferred out—to an engineer group at Cam

Ranh Bay—even before I had time to meet with the board of gover
nors as I had planned.
Senator RIBICoEF. How long then had you been in charge of the
open mess system?
Major ST. MARTIN. Approximately 31% months total, sir.
b Senator RIBICOFF. Normally what would the length of such a tour
ef
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Major ST. MARTIN. When I was reassigned, I had only approxi
mately 31/2 months to complete my tour in Vietnam. Under usual cir

cumstances, an officer was not transferred with that remaining time to
do.

Senator RIBICOFF. When an officer has 3% more months to go, is it
unusual to transfer him to another post?

Major ST. MARTIN. That is right. He would remain in his present
assignment.
But in the few short weeks that remainded for me at Long Binh,
I vowed to gather as much information as I possibly could.

In mid-December 1967, while Sergeant Higdon was away from
his desk, I noted in the incoming mail a communication from the 125th
Transportation Port Company, Saigon, advising the NCO club sys
tem that 22 Datsun sedan and station wagons had arrived in port
and were ready for pickup.
I was pleased to learn this since I needed a vehicle to carry out my
club duties and I assumed I would be able to use one of the 22 newly
arrived Datsuns.

When Sergeant Higdon returned, I gave him the communication
from the 125th Transportation Port Company and told him to take
aS : personnel as required with him to Saigon and pick up the
vehicles.

Reading the documents, Sergeant Higdon said the board of gov
ernors had recently approved the purchase—and importation—of
seven vehicles. But that order was too recent and could not have been

completed yet.

-

*

I was aware of that authorization, incidentally. The 22 Datsuns,

therefore, Sergeant Higdon told me, could not possibly be meant for
the Long Binh Post club system.
Lieutenant Barclay, the officers' club custodian, told me he had not
ordered the vehicles.

(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Major ST MARTIN. I checked the files myself and confirmed what
Sergeant Higdon had said about an authorized purchase order for
Datsuns. The order was only 10 days old and could not have been
completed in such a short time.
I went to Colonel Williamson, the post commander, pointing out to
him the peculiar situation in which a Japanese motor company, Dat
sun, was shipping 22 Datsun sedans and station wagons to an open
mess system without order or payment.
I told the Colonel I suspected that someone was using the open mess
system duty-free privilege to import the vehicles.
Colonel Williamson agreed the matter should be investigated. He
called into his office Sergeant Higdon and Capt. William Young, the
post legal adviser, and I repeated my story for them.
Captain Young advised the colonel that no action should be taken
to clear the vehicles through customs until a thorough investigation
was made to determine if the vehicles were being imported under false
pretenses.

Colonel Williamson instructed Captain Young and me to go to
Saigon the next day and look into the matter.
58–590–71—Pt. 6–3
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Later that day, Sergeant Higdon told me that he had made some
inquiries and found that the invoice, shipping documents and custom
clearance forms had been sent to us in error. Sergeant Higdon added
that since he was making a trip to Saigon himself on other matters
he would return the documents to the Saigon port and save Captain
Young and myself the trip.
Colonel Williamson had instructed Captain Young and me to in
vestigate this matter and we would take care of it was my answer to
Sergeant Higdon.
£ next day—it was about December 15, 1967—Captain Young
and I went to the 125th Transportation Port Company in Saigon and
met first with

Capt;

Dan O'Connell, the customs clearance officer.

After Captain O'Connell heard our story about the mysterious ship
ping documents and the 22 Datsuns, he said, “Oh, not that again.”

£ O’Connell told us that for several months he had been sus

picious about imported vehicles coming into the Saigon port under
the Long Binh Post club system duty-free privilege.
He had just begun to investigate the matter himself, he said, when
a telephone call from Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole of USARV stopped
the inquiry short. I cannot recall whether Captain O'Connell said
General Cole called him directly—or relayed the message through
one of Captain O'Connell's colleagues.
Either way, Captain O'Connell felt he had been prevented by Gen
eral Cole to pursue his inquiry.
Captain O'Connell said General Cole was particularly upset to learn
that £ Electronics was one of those firms Captain O'Connell sus
pected. The General was highly critical of Captain O'Connell for
singling out Sarl, Captain O’Connell said.
When Captain O'Connell went through his records to show us fur
ther documentation concerning the import items that prompted him
to become suspicious, he was surprised to find these files missing. He
could give us no reason for their absence from the files.
RIBICoEF. Is this the same O'Connell that was here yes

£r

terda

#berry.

Colonel Potter was here yesterday.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is the staff making available transcripts of this
testimony to General Cole? If you are not, I think you should. I think
General Cole should have a transcript of all this testimony which is
so voluminous implicating him. He should have the opportunity to
study the charges.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Ordinarily we advise counsel, and I have advised
counsel, that there is derogatory information concerning General Cole
before the committee. We do not ordinarily furnish transcripts. As a
matter of fact, I think our contract with the court reporter doesn’t
permit us to do that. They have to buy it if they want it. They can
examine them in our offices, however.

Senator RIBICoEF. But General Cole's counsel is aware of these pro
ceedings and you have made him aware that he can examine the trans
cript at any time?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes, sir.

Major ST MARTIN: Captain Young and I returned to Long Binh
where we briefed Colonel Williamson on our findings.
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The briefing over, Colonel Williamson said he had received a tele
phone call instructing him to remove me from my involvement with

the investigation of the Saigon port, import situation. Colonel Wil
liamson would not tell me who had given him this order. And I have
no proof of who gave him the order.
However, I do know who knew I was working on the investigation.

Colonel Williamson knew, as did Captain Young and Captain O'Con
nell—and Sergeant Higdon.

It is my strong conviction that Sergeant Higdon reported to General
Cole that I was working on this matter—and that General Cole told
Colonel Williamson he didn’t want me looking around the Saigon

port. I cannot prove that, however, and it is only conjecture on my
part.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I might point out that the affidavits of Williamson
and Young state that in their belief Higdon had leaked information
to General Cole concerning the matter of the investigation.
Major ST. MARTIN. The next day Maj. James Fukuhara, the Ad
jutant, acting on orders, he said, from Colonel Hollyfield of the
Saigon Support Command, advised me that I was to be transferred
out. I would probably leave, he said, later that day—to where, he

did not know, except that it would probably be up north.
Major Fukuhara told me to start packing my bags. He said he
would let me know when he had some specific assi

ent. I returned

to my office, gathered all the evidence I had assembled to support my
allegations of wrongdoing and went to Colonel Williamson where I
presented him and his executive officer, Colonel Hair, with the ii, for
mation and the charges.

Both Colonels Williamson and Hair were stunned by what I had
to say. They were particularly taken aback that I would accuse a

general officer—that is, General Cole—of wrongdoing.
I closed my briefing of them by saying that I thought my transfer
was to shut me up. Colonel Williamson agreed with me. He asked me

to repeat my account to General Scott, the Saigon Support Com
mander.

After hearing me out, General Scott indicated surprise that I had

leveled these charges against a general officer. But he did take my
words seriously. First, he called in his chief of staff, Colonel Huk, and
said, “No field grade officer will be transferred out of my command
without my specific permission.” He directed Colonel Huk to pass
the message on to the personnel section—and to have my transfer
orders revoked.

General Scott, Colonel Williamson, and Colonel Huk all agreed
more investigation was in order. They told me to continue gathering
facts as I had.

Senator RIBICOFF. What actually happened at that time when Gen
eral Scott asked that your orders be revoked?
Major ST. MARTIN. Well, sir, I think he was a little irritated—actu

ally, I came under his command—that in fact it was General Cole who
directed my transfer. He went into his command and ordered the re
assignment of one of his officers.

# ADLERMAN. It is rather unusual, is it not, for a general of one

command to transfer an officer of another command? Isn’t that correct?

Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. And General Scott was irritated by the fact that an

officer of another command was transferring a man out of his com:
mand; is that right?

# # £ Yes, sir.
When I returned to the club system headquarters, Sergeant IIigdon

asked, “What's up?” I said there was £ of : £
happening and went about my business. I believe Sergeant Higdon

knew of my new orders—but he did not know yet that the new orders
had been countermanded.

Sergeant Higdon inquired as to what I had turned up on the 22
Datsun vehicles. I told him that I was no longer £ and as far
is I could see there would be no further problem with the vehicles. I

did not tell Sergeant Higdon that Captain Young was continuing the
investigation.

(The affidavit of William P. Young, Jr., previously introduced as
exhibit 489, follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 489

r

AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM P. YoUNG, Jr.

I. William P. Young, Jr., of the 503d Administration Co., 3d Armored Division
(Spearhead), APO 09039, freely and voluntarily make the following statement
to LaVern J. Duffy who has identified himself to me as a member of the Staff

of the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the
Committee on Government Operations. No threats, force or duress have been

used to induce me to make this statement, nor have I received any promise
of immunity from any consequences which may result from submission of this
statement to the aforementioned Senate Permanent Subcommittee.

On or about 4 October 1967, I rotated from Headquarters, Fort Sheridan,
Illinois to the 91st Replacement Battalion, APO San Francisco 96.384.
and was reassigned to Headquarters, United States Army Support Command.
Saigon, located at Long Binh Post, APO San Francisco 96491, with a duty
title of Assistant Staff Judge Advocate. Following the arrival of Lt. Col.
Charles F. Miller, Jr., the Staff Judge Advocate, USASUPCON-Sgn... sometime
during the week of 20 through 27 October 1967, I was attached to U.S. Army
Garrison. Long Binh Post (Prov), to act as the Post Judge Advocate.
On or about 15 December 1967, sometime during the early morning hours,
Col. Robert L. Williamson, Jr., the Post Commander, called me to his office

to attend a meeting. I recall the following people being present: Col. Robert L.
Williamson, Jr., the Post Commander; Lt. Col. Robert C. Jenkinson, Jr., Deputy
Post Commander: Mai. St. Martin; and M. Sgt. William L. Higdon. Custodian
of the USARV Open Mess Swstem. There was at least one other officer present
at that meeting: however, I cannot remember his name. During the meeting
Maj. St. Martin stated that he had been notified sometime earlier that approxi
mately 22 vehicles consigned to the USARV Open Mess System, Long Binh,
were at the Saigon Port awaiting Customs clearance. He stated that he had

sent M. Sgt. Higdon to Saigon to clear these vehicles. 1st Lt. John Fisher, the
Customs Officer, refused to authorize clearance because M. Sgt. Higdon lacked

the authority and documentation for clearance. Pending clearance, the vehicles
were stored at the nort. M. Sgt. Higdon stated that he reported these facts to
Maj. St. Martin. As I recalled. Maj. St. Martin stated that he had checked his
files to determine who was authorized to clear the vehicles and when the order

had been placed. To his surprise he was unable to locate a purchase order for
these vehicles. Maj. St. Martin stated further that his property records reflected
four vehicles. Following this report and the discussion it generated. Col. William
son asked me whether the vehicles should be cleared through customs. I urged
Col. Williamson not to authorize clearance until the USARV Onen Mess System.
Long Binh, had evidence that it had ordered these vehicles. In my opinion,
clearance would have been a statement to the Vietnamese Government that the

USARV Onen Mess System had ordered these vehicles for support of U.S.
military mission in Vietnam.
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Sometime on 15 December 1967, I believe Col. Williamson stated that Briga
dier General Cole, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration,
Headquarters, U.S. Army, Vietnam, had called either before or on the 15th
and stated that the vehicles ought to be cleared, or words to that effect. From
my recollections of Col. Williamson's comment, it was fairly clear to Col. Wil
liamson that Brigadier General Cole wanted the vehicles cleared. Part of my
advice to Col. Williamson included the observation that Brigadier General Cole

could not order Col. Williamson to clear vehicles that the USARV Open Mess
System, Long Binh, had not ordered. Further, the General's statement was suffi
ciently vague, particularly under the circumstances, that it did not require
immediate compliance and we should investigate this matter before we complied
with the order. Shortly thereafter, Col. Williamson directed Maj. St. Martin
and me to go to Saigon to Vietnamese Customs authorities to determine if each
vehicle on the USARV Open Mess (System), Long Binh's property book had
cleared Vietnamese customs. The engine and frame numbers of each vehicle
were: Vehicle 1–Engine No. 56309, Frame No. 46342; Vehicle 2–Engine No.
36808, Frame No. 46329; Vehicle 3—Engine No. 35512, Frame No. 13768;
Vehicle 4–Engine No. 45613, Frame No. 13789.

Before Maj. St. Martin and I drove to Saigon, I advised Lt. Col. Charles F.
Miller, Jr., Staff Judge Advocate, Saigon Support Command, my immediate tech
nical superior, that Col. Williamson had ordered me to determine if each ve
hicle had been cleared properly. Col. Miller suggested that I contact Capt. Daniel
C. O'Connell, the Staff Judge Advocate of 125th Transportation Command, who
supervised the operation of the U.S. Customs Office at the Saigon port. I tele
phoned Capt. O'Connell and arranged an interview with him that day. Leaving
Lt. Col. Miller's office, I met Maj. St. Martin at the USARV Open Mess Office
and we left for Saigon. Maj. St. Martin and I arrived at Capt. O'Connell's office
at about 1100 hours. Capt. O'Connell explained the procedures to clear Open
Mess cargo through the U.S. Customs Control. Then he digressed for an extended
period of time to discuss the business practices of Sarl Electronics, the principal
supplier of slot machines in Vietnam. To the best of my recollection, Capt. O'Con
nell explained his original contact with Sarl as follows. One of the many clubs
in Vietnam had ordered slot machines from Sarl Electronics and some of the
machines had not been received. Capt. O’Connell was asked to determine whether

the machines had been received at the Saigon port. He expanded his investiga
tion to determine whether other clubs in Vietnam had experienced the same
problem. Approximately 20 letters were mailed to clubs selected from Capt.
O'Connell's files. Shortly after mailing these letters, Capt. O'Connell received a
telephone call from a person who advised that he was calling from the office of
Brigadier General Cole. I cannot recall whether Capt. O'Connell stated if he was
present when this call was received; however, he told us that he returned the
call and spoke with General Cole.

General Cole wanted an explanation for his Sarl inquiry. Capt. O'Connell ex
plained that he had requested to determine whether slot machines Ordered from

Sarl Electronics had been delivered to certain clubs. The General requested that
Capt. O'Connell advise him of the results of his inquiry. During our discussion,
Capt. O'Connell surmised that Brigadier General Cole had a special interest in
the operation of Sarl Electronics. Capt. O'Connell stated that after he had
initiated his investigation, he received visits from the CID and the Customs
authorities requesting information about the importation of Mess cargo into Viet
nam by Sarl Electronics. Initially, there was intense interest in this matter,
however, each investigation initiated either by the CID or the Customs' authori
ties was apparently discontinued. Capt. O'Connell stated further that he re
ceived very few replies to his inquiries. Capt. O'Connell stated that the informa

tion was insufficient to formulate any conclusion concerning the apparent short
ages in orders placed with Sarl Electronics. Capt. O'Connell pointed out that if
a club had ordered 12 slot machines and received only 10, Sarl could use the ad
ditional machines for any type of transaction it desired. Capt. O'Connell illus

trated the possible abuse of the importation privileges under the Pentalateral
Agreement with the following example: A Sarl representative had admitted that

certain club equipment had not been delivered because the club no longer
wanted the items or it had been disbanded. Sarl stored this equipment in its
Saigon warehouse. Having cleared Vietnamese Customs as Open Mess cargo, Sarl
avoided Vietnamese customs duties.
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Capt. O'Connell introduced Maj. St. Martin and me to 1st Lt. Fisher, the
Customs Officer for the Saigon port: Mrs. Diem, an interpreter and a Govern
ment employee working in his office. 1st Lt. Fisher checked his property books
to determine whether the four vehicles mentioned earlier had been properly

cleared through Vietnamese Customs. Lt. Fisher and Mrs. Diam, Maj. St. Martin
and I went to the Vietnamese Customs House to verify final clearance. We deter
mined that the first two vehicles were cleared under Control Code 1049–TD/XH.
the second two vehicles were cleared under Control Code 1050 TD/XH. Maj.

James Dorrence, the Club Officer of the USARV Open Mess System, had author
ized the clearance of each of the four vehicles. Lt. Fisher verified Maj. Dorrence's
authority and signature.

Maj. St. Martin and I returned to Long Binh and reported to Col. Williamson
both the details of our discussion with Capt. O'Connell and our investigation

pertaining to the Customs clearance of the four mentioned vehicles. Following
our discussion, Col. Williamson stated that he had received a telephone call from
Brigadier General Cole shortly after we had departed his office. General Cole
wanted to know why Col. Williamson had sent Maj. St. Martin and me to Saigon.
Col. Williamson questioned us to determine if we had spoken with anyone after
leaving his office. I told Col. Williamson about my conversation with Lt. Col.
Miller. I cannot recall what Maj. St. Martin said, if anything. It was apparent
that Col. Williamson was disturbed by the possibility of a “leak.” Col. William
son told me that he had been able to account for each of the persons Who had

attended the meeting during the morning of December 15, and had concluded
that M. Sgt. Higdon must have informed Brigadier General Cole of the details
of that meeting.
Almost seven to 10 days elapsed before my next contact with this matter. While
investigating another matter in Saigon, I called Cpt. O'Connell to learn if he had
searched his files to determine whether additional vehicles consigned to the

USARV Open Mess System, Long Binh, had been cleared through his Customs
Office. He advised that neither the Customs Officer nor he had had the time to

search the files, but he would do so at the first opportunity.
Sometime after December 15, 1967, Maj. St. Martin told me that he had a con
versation with Mr. William Crum, Sarl Electronics, at a Saigon party, about the
vehicles. To the best of my recollection, the conversation included the following:
Mr. Crum assured Maj. St. Martin that the 22 vehicles had been ordered by the
USARV Open Mess System, Long Binh, and the vehicles should be cleared through
Customs. Maj. St. Martin told Mr. Crum that he had not been able to locate any
evidence that the Open Mess System had ordered the vehicles. Mr. Crum assured
Maj. St. Martin that the evidence of such an order was available and that he
would furnish it to him the following morning. Maj. St. Martin told me that Mr.
Crum was unable to deliver the evidence and attempted to persuade him to clear
the 22 vehicles. As part of the persuasion, Mr. Crum allegedly referred to certain
“high-placed friends” who could insure clearance in the event he refused. I can
not recall any other details of this conversation; but I recall two distinct impres
sions: M. Sgt. Higdon was a fairly close friend of Mr. Crum and that Maj. St.
believed that one of Mr. Crum’s high-placed friends was Brigadier General

#"
le.

Sometime before January 1, 1968, Maj. St. Martin asked me to visit the S-4
Storage area, located near the 14th Inventory Control Center at Long Binh. When
we arrived at the storage area, he pointed to certain crates and asked me to look

at them. I saw the black letter stamp of the USARV Open Mess System and its
address. Inside some of the crates were ice-making machines, coolers, and other

equipment that I cannot remember at this time. Maj. St. Martin told me that he
had located this Storage Area by accident. At the time, he needed ice-making
equipment and coolers. When he requested that the equipment be released, he was
told that the equipment was being held for General Cole. At some later date,
he contacted General Cole's Office to obtain the release of this equipment and he
told me that his request had been denied.
On or about December 30, 1967, I traveled from Long Binh Post to the 4th
Transportation Command, Saigon, to represent two clients at a Board of Officers
Investigation. While there, I met Cpt. O'Connell, co-counsel for a co-respondent,
before the same board. I asked Cpt. O'Connell what evidence, if any, he had found
that more than four vehicles consigned to the USSARV Open Mess System, Long
Binh, had been imported and cleared through Customs. Cpt. O'Connell stated that
he had not had the time to search his files. We agreed to conduct the search upon
completion of the Board. To the best of my recollection, we searched his files on
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or about December 31, 1967. We found no evidence that more than four vehicles

consigned to the USARV Open Mess, Long Binh, had been imported and cleared
through Customs.

I returned to Long Binh Post sometime in the afternoon of December 31, 1967.
Shortly after my arrival, Maj. St. Martin confided that Brigadier General Cole
arranged his imediate transfer from Long Binh to an unknown assignment. Later
that same afternoon, Col. Williamson stopped and asked me about my late arrival
from Saigon. I can only surmise that he was concerned that some misfortune
might have befallen me and that is the reason why I was delayed in returning to
the Post. In fact, nothing occurred and my arrival was delayed because Cpt.
O'Connell and I was searching his files. When Maj. St. Martin's transfer was con
firmed, Col. Williamson and Maj. St. Martin requested a meeting with Brigadier
General M. McDonald Jones, CG, USASUPCOM-Sgn. to discuss the circum
stances surrounding Maj. St. Martin's transfer. As you might expect, there was
considerable discussion of this transfer among the officers at Headquarters, Long
Binh Post, because it was unusual for Headquarters, USARV, to effect a transfer
of a member of a subordinate command of USASUPCOM-Sgn. Following this con
ference, I learned that Brigadier General Jones delayed the execution of the
transfer. At some time during this period, I learned that Maj. St. Martin had pre
pared a file which purported to document irregularities in the operational pro
cedures of the USARV Open Mess System, Long Binh. Brigadier General Jones
was disturbed by the serious charges leveled at Brigadier General Cole. Brigadier
General Jones directed Col. Williamson and Maj. St. Martin to present evidence
to substantiate the allegations. As I recall, Maj. St. Martin’s file contained, among
other things, certain black and white photographs of the S-4 Storage Area show
ing the packing crates containing ice-making machines, coolers, and other club
equipment. Also, I know that there were documents in this file pertaining to the
irregularities in the operation of the USARV Open Mess System, Long Binh.
Maj. St. Martin told me he had evidence that M. Sgt. Higdon had met with a
representative of a firm doing business with the U.S. Government and concluded
arrangements for the purchase of two silver services that were to be presented
to Sergeant Major of the Army Wooldridge and General Harold A. Johnson. I
was told that these silver services would be presented to them when they visited
Vietnam. I believe that Maj. St. Martin stated that M. Sgt. Higdon had in
structed a representative of the company that each receipt for the silver service
would reflect a cost of not more than fifty dollars. I cannot recall the details of
payment; however, I have the distinct impression that the balance of the pur

chase price was paid in cash to the representative of the firm by M. Sgt. Higdon.
To the best of my knowledge, these gifts were never tendered.

The following information was learned as a result of a conversation I had with

Lt. Col. Charles F. Miller. On New Year's Day Lt. Col. Miller was present in
Brigadier General Jones' office when Maj. St. Martin and Col. Williamson pre

sented the General with the file which purported to document the irregularities
of the operation of the USARV Open Mess System, Long Binh. Brigadier General

Jones recommended that the matter be referred to Major General Thomas Scott,
Commanding General, First Logistical Command. To the best of my recollection,
Col. Miller did not tell me what happened in General Scott's office, except that
the group went to Brigadier General Cole's office. In the presence of Col. Carnes,
the USARV SJA, he was confronted with the allegation of misconduct. The file
was presented to Col. Carnes, the USARV Staff Judge Advocate.
Lt. Col. Miller told me that Brigadier General Cole requested Col. Carnes to
deliver Maj. St. Martin's file to him. Col. Carnes surrendered the file. To the
best of my knowledge, that was the last time that Lt. Col. Miller ever saw it.

Shortly after this meeting, Maj. St. Martin was transferred from HQ, Long Binh
Post, to another assignment. The question of the clearance of the 22 vehicles Was
dropped and I have no idea what disposition, if any, was made of them.
I have read the foregoing statement, and to the best of my knowledge it is true
and correct.

WILLIAM P. YoUNG, Jr.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21 day of April, 1970.
JAMES A. MURPHY,
Major, JAGC, Deputy Staff Judge Advocate.
-

Major ST MARTIN. The following day I accompanied Sergeant
Higdon to Saigon. We stopped at the International House where Ser
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geant Higdon spoke with Nick about engraving the silver sets and we
proceeded on to William Crum's villa:
At Mr. Crum's villa were Mr. Dick Wright, the Price & Co. £
sentative; two gentlemen from Universal Consultants, a building firm
seeking business with the Long Binh club system; and several Viet
-

•

namese women in bathing suits.

Somehow—perhaps from Sergeant Higdon—Mr. Crum had gotten
£ pose no further problems with the importation

the idea that I

of vehicles and other goods at the Saigon port under the open mess
system duty-free privilege.
Over a drink, Mr. Crum and I talked. He said there were additional

vehicles at the port now—34 of them—all awaiting customs clearance.
Senator RIBICOFF. From your experience, have you any idea what 34

vehicles getting customs clearance without duty would be worth to
the importer?
Major ST MARTIN. Sir, I did a little inquiry, and I understand–I
couldn’t document it—that a station wagon which may cost approxi
mately $1,800 in Japan, if it was imported duty free through Saigon,
would be worth about $10,000 on the local market.

Senator RIBICOFF. There would be about an $8,200 profit.
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Mr. Crum urged me to give them clearance. And he said to me that
if I gave the vehicles the needed clearance he would make it worth my
while. I told Mr. Crum that I had been told to keep my hands off the
imported vehicle issue and that I was no longer able to clear the
Vehicles.

Mr. Crum said he had people in high places who could and would
see that the vehicles were cleared—and cleared duty free. On that
note, our conversation ended.
Since evening was approaching, Sergeant Higdon suggested we re
main overnight in Saigon. I agreed. Learning I wanted to spend the
night at BOQ 3 rather than at a civilian hotel. Sergeant Higdon said
he could arrange for me to have a female companion for the stay. He
said she could just as easily visit me at the Saigon bachelor officers'
quarters as at a hotel.
In addition, he said I could have the same girl I had the last time
if I wanted. I said that would be fine. The girl came to BOQ 3 Annex.
It was the same girl who had visited my room in the civilian hotel on
an earlier visit to Saigon.
I took her to a restaurant in downtown Saigon and had dinner with
her. She told me she frequently provided her favors upon men in
Saigon and that she was not paid directly in cash—but that adequate
amounts of money were deposited in her bank account. She said she
did not know who actually paid her.
After dinner we talked and window shopped for a time and then
I told her to go home and that if anyone asked her about me to say
-

that again she had earned her money. I assured her I would say the
Same.

The next morning I met Sergeant Higdon at the International

#. He picked up the silver service sets and we drove back to Long
Inn.

About December 22, 1967, as I was coming to work, I saw Madame

Phoung's Mercedes pull into the club parking lot. She entered my office,
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exchanged pleasantries and got down to business. She said she was
in a hurry to know what my decision was going to be as to the steam
bath and massage parlor. Was she going to get the contract, she asked?
I said we had not made a final decision vet.

Madame Phoung said, “General Cole wants me to get the contract.”
I said, “General Cole does not dictate to the board of governors who
would get the contract. And this is a decision for the board of gov
ernors only.”

I left the room, terminating the conversation rather abruptly. I did
not bother to reply when Madame Phoung said she was going to talk
with General Cole.

The next morning I found on my desk a memorandum for my signa
ture to General Cole. The memorandum stated that the board of gov

ernors had met, and approved, and accepted Madame Phoung's pro
posal to build and operate the steam bath and massage parlor.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did the board of governors actually meet?

Major St. MARTIN. Sir, I was going to ascertain this later. However,
General Cole didn’t give me the time.
Senator RIBICOFF. Usually, when the board of governors met, were
you present?

Major ST. MARTIN. I should have been present; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you weren’t.
Major ST MARTIN: No. sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you a member or an adviser to the board of
governors?
Major St. MARTIN. An adviser.

Senator RIBICOFF. In the past when they made a decision were you
present?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. But when it came to Madame Phoung's contract,
if the board of governors did meet, you were not there?
Major ST. MARTIN. That is right, sir.
There was nothing unusual about notifying General Cole since we
kept him informed of significant actions the open mess system was
taking. But it did strike me as unusual that the meeting of the board
had been held on short notice—and without my knowing about it.
I called in Warrant Officer Davis, my assistant, and Sergeant
Higdon. Sergeant Higdon said that yesterday afternoon he had re
ceived a telephone call-from whom he would not say—instructing
him to settle the matter of the steam bath immediately. Therefore, a
special meeting of the board of governors was held. And Madame
Phoung was awarded the contract.
It was fruitless to argue. I felt, so I signed the memorandum. I
planned to interview members of the board later to find out just how

#
meeting was conducted. But I was transferred out before doing
this.
-

Senator RIBIcoFF. Whatever happened to General Scott's hold on
your transfer?
Major ST. MARTIN. I was still on the hold.
*

Senator RIBICOFF. You said you were transferred out.
Major St. MARTIN. Right. I am leading up to the second time I was
transferred.
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Senator RIBICOFF. I see.

Major ST. MARTIN. Presentation of the silver sets:
The ceremonies marking the opening of a new NCO club, Annex
14, December 31, 1967, were used as an occasion to present the silver
service sets as farewell gifts to the retiring Army Chief of Staff Gen
eral Johnson and to the Sergeant Major of the Army, William
Wooldridge.
I had hoped to somehow prevent the presentations from ever tak
-

ing place. The silver sets were so obviously expensive that I was cer
tain General Johnson and Sergeant Major Wooldridge would be
embarrassed. Unfortunately, I was detained at the office and when
I arrived at Annex 14 the gifts had already been presented.
I asked Colonel Williamson how it went. “The General looked sur

prised,” Colonel Williamson said. I believe the General was probably

as shocked as he was surprised since he must have known immediately
that the silver service sets were not appropriate gifts.
Excusing myself from Colonel Williamson, I walked over to the

bar where Sergeant Major Wooldridge was talking with Sergeant
Higdon. Sergeant Higdon introduced me to the Sergeant Major.

Sergeant Major Wooldridge said, “You are the major who is doing
some snooping around. Don't you know you can get hurt?”

Shocked at his remark, I said, “Considering what is happening, let
me remind you a major still outranks a sergeant.”
I £ away from these two men and left the Annex 14 Club. I

was certain that Sergeant Major Wooldridge had been briefed by
Sergeant Higdon about my activities. I was, of course, suspicious of
the Sergeant Major now. But my suspicions—as well as the proven
facts I had gathered—did not matter anyway. Although I didn't
know it at the time, my time at Long Binh was very short.
Senator GURNEY. What do you

# the Sergeant Major Wool

dridge meant by, “Don’t you know you can get hurt?”
Major ST. MARTIN. I imagine probably physically, sir. I have no
question about that.
Senator GURNEY. Had there been instances of that in Vietnam 2

Major ST MARTIN. There were rumors of it, sir. In fact, the day
before I had left for my transfer to Cam Ranh Bay, Shawn, who was
the secretary of the open mess system, had told me that the rumor in
Saigon was that Mr. Crum had actually put a price on my head.
Senator GURNEY. Is that right?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.

£
this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)
enator GURNEY. Who advised you of this?
Major ST. MARTIN. A secretary in my office by the name of Shawn.
I don't known her last name. She was married to a Navy man I do

know. She spoke fluent English, so there wasn't any misunderstanding
of her remarks at all.

Senator GURNEY. Maybe that is the reason, as you put it earlier,
that the men were actually afraid. Perhaps some others had received
threats as well.

Do you know whether they had?
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Major ST. MARTIN. There were rumors of it. I understand Dick

Wright's brother was threatened at one time. Whether it was carried
out, I don’t know.

Senator GURNEY. At any rate, your statement is that at this time, in

this area, there definitely were rumors that anybody who crossed Gen
eral Cole could get physically hurt?

Major St. MARTIN. According to the sergeant major of the Army,
yes, Sur.

Mr. DUFFY. Senator Gurney, I might add, in Captain Young's affi
davit or Colonel Williamson's affidavit, he makes a point of the fact

that when the colonel and Mr. Young went to the port and looked
into the vehicle situation, he was late in returning and he was appre
hensive about his safety. That is Colonel Williamson's affidavit.
Senator GURNEY. This General Cole sounds almost like a mobster
transferred to Vietnam.

Major ST. MARTIN. The New Year's Eve party:
Later that evening, I attended a New Year's Eve party at the
officer's club. At about 11 p.m. Colonel Williamson took me aside. He

:£neral Cole had ordered him to have me transferred once and
Ol' all.

Colonel Williamson said, “General Cole has accused you of making
derogatory statements about General Johnson during the club open
ing earlier this evening.”

£ “General Cole is a
I

explained

liar.”

to Colonel Williamson that I had talked briefly with

him—Colonel Williamson—at the opening and with Sergeant Higdon
and with Sergeant Major Wooldridge—and with no one else. Further
more, if anyone had made improper remarks on that occasion, I said,
it was Sergeant Major Wooldridge and I told the colonel what he had
said to me.
I told Colonel Williamson that I did not—and would not—ever

make a derogatory remark about General Johnson. I have the highest

respect for General Johnson, I said, and would never say anything
unkind or unfair or derogatory about him.
Colonel Williamson said he would talk personally to General Cole.

The next day. January 1, 1968. I waited for word from Colonel
Williamson. At 11 a.m., Colonel Williamson told me he had met with
General Scott and General Jones. He had not talked with General

Cole, he said. I was now to prepare a report of all my allegations
against General Cole, Sergeant Higdon, William Crum, Sarl Elec
tronics, and others involved. The report was to be finished by 1 p.m.
I prepared a six- or seven-page single-spaced typewritten report and
gave it to Colonel Williamson. I affixed to the report all documents,
memorandums, and other information to support my allegations I had
accumulated to date. Colonel Williamson

' my report and support

ing documents to General Scott and General Jones.
At 2 p.m., Colonel Williamson told me to report to General Cole's
office. He said General Scott and General Jones had decided I should

personally confront General Cole with the allegations contained in my
report. Lieutenant Barclay and Warrant Officer Davis were also called
to General Cole's office. We waited in the anteroom about 45 minutes.

Then General Cole appeared and asked me to come into his office.
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Seated in General Cole's office when I arrived were either General

Scott or General Jones—which one I am not sure—Col. William Carne,

the staff judge advocate, Major Poydasheff of Colonel Carne's staff,
a lieutenant colonel whose name I do not recall, and Colonel
Williamson.

Senator GURNEY. Was Colonel Carne the staff judge advocate of
USARV 2

Major ST MARTIN. Yes, sir.
General Cole spoke first. He said he felt he owed me an explanation
of the allegations made against him and Sergeant Higdon. General
Cole then went through the allegations and commented on each one.
I will list here the more significant ones.

On the subject of the imported vehicles at the Saigon port General
Cole said, “I am ordering an immediate CID investigation. The case
is not closed.”

Senator RIBICOFF. For the purpose of the meeting, it was General
Jones at that meeting, not General Scott.
Major ST. MARTIN. Thank you, sir.
As for the appliances stored on the Long Binh post, General Cole
said, “I have permission from the Vietnamese customs people to do

this and the purpose is to provide for rapid club expansion.”
Regarding the silver service sets, General Cole said, “I am calling

for an immediate CID investigation of Sergeant Higdon and will
direct his suspension from club duties pending the outcome of the
investigation.”

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was Higdon actually suspended?
Major ST. MARTIN: No, sir. In fact, I think he was promoted.
General Cole said my charge that Sergeant
was paying
sales representatives in U.S. dollar checks would be covered in the
CID investigation of Sergeant Higdon.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did the CID start an investigation of Sergeant
Higdon at that time?
Major St. MARTIN. Sir, I don't know what took place after this

£

last meeting.

With reference to Mr. Crum's reluctance to have a performance
clause accompany his slot and pinball machine sales to the clubs, Gen
eral Cole denied having penciled or inked out the performance clause.
General Cole said he would look into the matter.
General Cole said the Tom Brothers did not violate the club con

tract in importing goods. “They imported these items with the per
mission of the board of governors,” General Cole said. “If the per
mission is not in the minutes of the meetings, I'll see that it's done,”
he added.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you mean he would see that permission would
be after the fact?

Major St. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
In answering these allegations, General Cole went from point to
point and did not give me the opportunity to discuss any of them
with him.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did the other officers there give you the
opportunity?
Major Sr. MARTIN. Sir, all they did was breathe.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Breathe?

Major ST. MARTIN. Breathe. They didn't say a word.
Senator RIBICOFF. He was a general officer and you were a major
and what he said went?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I felt at the time if these other officers
here are reluctant to question General Cole, I felt a major was in no
position to do so.
It is true that his responses did sound reasonable enough to some
one who did not know anything about the club system. But it is still
odd, it seems to me, that not one other person in the room said anything.
They seemed to be altogether satisfied with General Cole's answers.
It was as if I had dreamed the whole thing up. Which leads me to
-

believe they showed very poor judgment in even having me present
the allegations at all.

-

Senator GURNEY. Was
business?

General Jones

familiar

with

all

this

Major St. MARTIN. If Colonel Williamson briefed him properly;
yes, Sir.

Senator GURNEY. His name hasn't cropped up here before. He was
General Scott's deputy?
| Major ST. MARTIN. No. I forget which command he had, sir. He
had another subordinate command that we came under.

At one point, General Cole asked if any of the others had further
questions. They remained silent, indicating their satisfaction with
his versions of the stories.

-

-

Lieutenant Barclay and Warrant Officer Davis were both outside
in the anteroom. They could have been called in and interviewed about

their knowledge of my allegations, but were not.
Sergeant Higdon could have been called over, but was not.
I felt I had no choice but to ask to see General Cole privately. The
others left and General Cole asked me how I came to have the gall to
make such allegations against a general officer and, then, to make them
in
presence of another general officer. We then talked for about

£

an holl I’.

-

General Cole said the CID investigation of Sergeant Higdon would
bring out the truth and that he was going to directly supervise the
inquiry. General Cole said Sergeant Higdon would be suspended from
his position immediately. General Cole said he would notify Gen
eral Johnson of the cost of the silver service set.
l

-

£or RIBICOFF. To your knowledge, neither of these things were

ClOno

Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, to my knowledge, I don’t know of any of

them. Of course, he didn't suspend Sergeant Higdon, because Sergeant
Higdon continued in his duties.

* *

-

# William

Crum, General Cole said, “He and I are old friends
from the mainland of China. I’ve known Bill for over 20 years and
he would not do anything illegal. I’ve had him to lunch on several
occasions at my quarters and I have visited him also in Saigon. He is
a real fine man.”

Mr. ADLERMAN. While '' were in General Cole's office at the pri
vate meeting, did General Cole go over to his bookcase and pull out
a piece of paper and remark that although he knew it was wrong to
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import and store these items for a civilian company he had authority
from the South Vietnamese officials to do so?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I was sitting opposite from him on a
couch and he got up from the other couch, £ over to a bookcase,
opened up a folder on top of the bookcase, pulled out a piece of paper
and waved it at me and said, “This is the authority I have.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. Nobody else was present?
Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he offer to show you the paper?
Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He just waved it in front of you?
Major ST MARTIN.Yes, sir; and then put it back.
General Cole said as far as he was concerned, Madame Phoung
-

and David Tung's use of his name was only an effort on their part
to impress me.

en I told General Cole that they succeeded at

achieving what they wanted, General Cole said that was only a coin
cidence.

At the conclusion of this private meeting, I asked the general to

have me reinstated as officer in charge of the club system. He refused
to do so, saying my best course of action would be to leave Long Binh.
A day or solater, Major Poydasheff, Colonel Carne's assistant, asked
me to make a new statement, giving General Cole's explanation with
each allegation.

I agreed to do so. I listed the comments General Cole made in the
first discussion of the allegations, leaving out his comments in the pri
vate conference I had with him. I used my original report as a refer
ence paper.

On January 7, 1968, I left Long Binh for my new assignment with
the 35th Engineers Group, Cam Ranh Bay.
A CID agent from Long Binh interviewed me on February 27,
1968, and I gave him information on my allegations against General

Cole and I again listed only General Cole's responses.
Senator RIBIcorr. May I ask the staff whether, after Major Poy

dasheff had these explanations, after the meeting and the CID inter
View with the major, whether the Army p
ed to investigate all
these allegations?
Mr. DUFFY. Senator, our evidence indicates that the only point that
:
*Yestigated in this case was the 22 Datsun automobiles. That was
t s: thing followed up until we got in the case in 1969 in Vietnam.
*

wi:Rincor. As far as the Army

was concerned, was it a

***.
:-- There is no question about it. Ser

Higdon re
# his slot until £ June 1968. We havegeant
evidence he was
£ in January 1968, from Universal Consultants. That
-

-

-

-

-

Was

Senator

d' our record in the last hearing.

What happened to the 22 Datsuns?
#:*N:Y.
The CID did investigate that and did find that they

Mr.
Were

them.
Mai
repo£

d fraudulently and the Customs confiscated a number of

#:

Senator, I might add at this time that on this
don, I did ha' legations against General Cole and Sergeant Hig
canceled check: attached to this report shipping documents, invoices,
* and I believe these photos that you presented.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know what happened to those documents?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I do not know. The last time I saw the
actual documents they were in the hands of General Cole.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Just one more thing. Did you ever recant or retract
any of the statements that you made at the meeting or that were con
tained in the document that you presented to £ ?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, later on, as I mentioned a day or so later,
Major Poydasheff asked me to make up a new statement and I used
my original report as reference paper. All I did was copy the allega
tions I made against General Cole and his answers that he gave me

and possibly gave General Jones and the rest of them.
As far as I am concerned, it was not a retraction.
#
ADLERMAN. We have never been able to find that

document

either.

Major ST. MARTIN. This was not a retraction.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Subsequent to that, or after you left, on February
27, did you file another statement?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, this was upon request from a CID agent

at Long Binh. Again, I only listed my allegations and the replies that
General Cole gave me, not my personal opinions as to whether I still

considered my allegations valid.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this the statement that you gave on Febru
ary 27, 1968? Do you want to look at it?
(Document handed to the witness.)
Major St. MARTIN. Yes, sir; this is the one I issued at Cam Ranh
Bav.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 492” for ref
erence and will be found in the

£ on p. 1495.)

Mr. ADLERMAN. After you had the meeting with General Cole and

you came outside there were several officers present, is that right?
Major ST. MARTIN. When I came out from the meeting with Gen
eral Cole? My personal meeting with him?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, there was no one in the room at that time.
Only a secretary.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Imean the first time.

Major ST. MARTIN. I didn't come out the first time, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Didn’t you have the conversation with a number of
officers present saying that generally you were satisfied with Cole's
explanation?

Major ST. MARTIN: Outside the general's office? No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. How long have you been in the Army?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, almost 24 years.
Senator RIBICoEF. What do you think the procedure should be when
a man of subordinate rank is aware of wrongdoing? How should he
be able to make this information known to his superiors without
retaliation?

Major ST. MARTIN. I don't know of any way, sir. I followed my
command channels. I went to Colonel Williamson, who was my super
visor. He went to General Scott or General Jones, who was my super
visor. I believe it lost command control when it got to General Cole.
Senator RIBICOFF. After 24 years of experience, do you see how a

system could be devised that what you discovered and what you had
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investigated and found would not get lost and stopped when it got
up to the man who is accused?
Major ST. MARTIN. Well, through the Inspector General it probably
could have been done, yes, sir. But, again, how much influence the com
mander has over his IG is unknown, also, Supposedly they have none.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is the inspector general used much, to your knowl
edge, for this type of allegation?
ST. MARTIN. I doubt if it has ever been used for this type of
-

-

-

£

allegation, against a superior officer. Incidentally, I might add that

during my personal talk with General Cole in #. room I told the
general, when he asked me why I did it. I said, “Because I was suffi
ciently clear in my mind that you are involved and are still involved.”
He said, “No.”

I said, “Well, then, if all the facts I have presented today are false,
general, why don't you court-martial me?”
He said, “No, I feel you made an honest error.”
But I don’t know of any other incidents in U.S. Army history
where a major was supposed to have made false accusations against
a general officer in front of witnesses and they haven’t been court
martialed for it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did he want this to be hushed up? .
Major ST. MARTIN. I challenged the general to court-martial me.
When he failed to do so or refused to do so, it only confirmed my belief
that he was involved.

Senator GURNEY. Major, one thing that puzzles me along the lines of
the questioning by the chairman is some high ranking officers obvious
ly knew there were great irregularities here, and actually if they had
any sense at all they should have known there was corruption involved.
We have two generals mentioned here as well as a colonel. Why is it
that one of these didn't go, say, to the commanding general of USARV
or the G-1 of USARV who was over General Cole, or some other high
ranking officer, and get to the bottom of this? This is what puzzles me.
Major St. MARTIN. To understand that, you would have to find out
what went on in that room between General Cole and the other officers
in the 45 minutes that I had to wait in his anteroom.

£or GURNEY. But do you have any observation as to why they
didn’t?

-

Major ST. MARTIN. Well, considering what documentation and what
allegations I made in my report, I would certainly think that anyone
with a reasonable amount of brains would definitely cause an investi
gation to actually prove wrong or truth in the matter.
Senator GURNEY. There is no question in your mind that from your
-

investigations here and also reports to your superior officers that they

certainly had good reason to know that corruption was involved in this
whole situation?

Major ST. MARTIN. What puzzled me. Senator, was up to the time of
the confrontation all these officers felt that I had sufficient evidence

and documentation to cause a confrontation with General Cole, and
then all of a sudden it smooths out. This puzzles me.

Senator GURNEY. Do you think that General Cole had any hold over
some of these high ranking officers? I admit this is hearsay, but was
there any talk about this around about that time in Vietnam?
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Major ST MARTIN: No, I don't think so, sir. I think the reluctance
of General Jones and probably General Scott to take any further
action, even Colonel Williamson, is dependent upon what General
Cole explained to these officers in that 45 minutes he kept me waiting
in his anteroom before he called me in.
Senator GURNEY. But even so, certainly, from the evidence we have
here, it is quite clear that there was corruption.

Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir, there was.

Senator GURNEY. And nothing was ever really done about it?
Major ST. MARTIN. As I say, I was shanghaied out of Long Binh,
sir. What took place after that I don't know.

Senator GURNEY: Do you know of any talk around Sai !on: at

this

time that any of the other high ranking officers out there knew what
was going on?

-

-

Major ST MARTIN. Sir, I doubt if they knew what was

going on,

really.

Mr. Durry Could I ask a question? .

.

•

. ."

•

-

Major St. Martin, are you sure, any time during your meeting with
General Cole, that you didn't give the assurances to the other officers

present that you were satisfied with his answers? We should make
that clear for the record.

•

.

-

Did they get that impression from anything you might have said?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I might have gave that £ but
you have to understand that here I am in the presence of all senior of:
ficers. I am a major. I am on the defensive. If I gave assurance, it was
assurance only to save my neck.

*

*

Mr. DUFFY, Did you write a letter in 1967 concerning personnel
records? Would you tell us the story about that?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. That caused my first order of the
purple shaft from the USARV. I have to go back to around March
1967. ,

-

-

of: '. then the commanding officer of the Overseas

Replacement
Station at Fort Dix, N.J. The Department of the Army was going to
come up with a policy whereby all personnel records were to be mailed
rather than the individuals hand-carrying them.
As commanding officer of this Overseas Replacement Station, I at
tended these meetings. At the final meeting held at Fort Monroe, Va.,
•

in March 1967, I again voiced my opinion that if the policy was im

plemented it would cause confusion and a lot of lost records.
I was told by Major Harold, who was in charge of this conference,
that although they realized this, they had already informed General
Abrams that the plan would work and they could not now go back
and tell him it wouldn’t work.

-

So I told Major Harold, I said, “Well, show me where General
Abrams office is and I will tell him.” They told me to shut up and sit
down. So I did.

The policy went into effect on April 1, 1967, and, subsequently, there
were thousands upon thousands of personnel records lost and mis
placed, in the mails. It became so bad that the Army Times newspaper
came out with an editorial on it.

58-590–71—Pt. 6–4
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So I felt that they should be entitled to a little of the facts and

background; that these people in Washington were made aware that
this would happen, and yet they ignored it.
I wrote a letter to the editor, which was authorized by regulations,

without censorship. The letter was printed by Army Times and it

appeared in the Army Times issue over in Vietnam in August 1967

'' ieve it was.

In this letter I mentioned basically what happened was that the
staff officers in the Pentagon were too reluctant to advise General
Abrams that a plan they already recommended would no longer work.
Gen. Robert C. Taber, who was a brigadier general at the time, saw
this article; and it displeased him that I had the gall to criticize some
of General Abrams' staff officers, so he ordered my immediate reas
signment. This is how I ended up in Long Binh.
Mr. DUFFY. Has that anything to do with your transfer to Long
Binh 2

Major ST. MARTIN. Right. According to Major Schultz, my super
ior, he says that General Taber no longer wants me around the head
quarters and I was to leave.
Senator RIBICOFF. So your experience has been when you voiced
your own personal opinion in the Army, you received punishment for
it.

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. That was the first purple shaft, and the
second one is when General Cole gave it to me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You were learning slowly or fast that being frank
didn’t pay.

Major St. MARTIN. That is right, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. It is pretty hard to buck the system.
Major ST. MARTIN. Not if you don’t want to get promoted, I guess.
Senator GURNEY. If you had gone along with Mr. Crum and Ser
geant Hidgon, how much do you think this may have been worth to
Vou?

Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I may be excessive and I may not; but I

would say had I fallen in line with them and that if things really got
going, I could make 10 grand a week.
Senator GURNEY. $10,000 a week?

Major ST MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I wouldn’t doubt it. On that one item you men
tioned on the black market currency business, it indicates he was
averaging somewhere around $200,000 a year just on that particular
operation alone.
Major ST. MARTIN. I feel I could have cleared that.
Senator RIBICoEF. You would have been the keyman. They would
have had to clear it through you. You could have been the boss of this
whole operation.

Major ST MARTIN. Yes, sir. I would have been Mr. Crum's executive
officer.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Bybee testified, I believe, that people came to
him with suitcases full of money one time, about $200,000, and how
could they be deposited in a Swiss bank account. If a sergeant was
making that kind of money in rakeoffs, if you were the major in
charge, you could have taken pretty good care of yourself.
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Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir. Well, I had never seen Higdon with less
than $1,000 in his pocket. He always had ample spending money. Yet
there appeared no accounting in the books.
Senator RIBICoEF. When he went out with you, and you were the
major and he was the sergeant, was he always offering to treat you
with rooms, liquor, women, what have you?
Major ST. £ Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. He was obviously receiving a large amount of
kickbacks regularly from Mr. Crum.
Major ST. MARTIN. What he was receiving, I don’t know, sir.
Senator GURNEY. All these large amounts of cash had to come from
illegal and corrupt practices.
Major ST. MARTIN. I think it was the day before I actually left,
Miss June Collins and a Johnson Wu, I think, a furniture dealer in

Taiwan, wanted to talk to me very urgently. Of course, I didn’t get a
chance to. But I know June Collins was concerned about something

'

regarding gift
or something else, and Mr. Wu was curious as to
why he all of a sudden lost his contracts with the club
As I say, I didn't stay around long enough to get with them on it.
Senator GURNEY. It is quite obvious from the testimony here, or it
seems to me, anyway, that General Cole was the kingpin of this whole
operation; that whenever any investigation was made or any evidence
turned up, if it went up to higher headquarters it filtered down
through him and then he moved in and took charge.
Isn't that a reasonable assessment of the whole operation?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I believe General Cole was probably—
I would say Sergeant Higdon was the best staff officer he had. I
couldn’t make a move. As I say, I told Higdon things that only him
and I would know; yet, I know I would always get a filter back from
General Cole and then I know he was made aware of it.

The only one he could have heard it from was Sergeant Higdon.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your experience in this entire operation, how

do you think you can keep the club and PX system £
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, in order not to tarnish the Army in the fu
ture, I would recommend that the clubs be turned over to civilian
enterprises.

Senator RIBICoEF. The club and PX system, after all, is an entertain
ment field, a department store, a grocery and appliance operation.

Is there any reason why trained Army personnel should be operat
ing these instead of civil servants and civilians?

ajor ST. MARTIN. Well, that is what I recommend, Senator. I would
recommend that it go strictly civilian. Let the civilians operate it.
Senator GURNEY. With the kind of accounting procedures and
checking up which you can doin a businessenterprise?
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. By the way, was Madame Phoung's massage and

steam bath ever built at LongBinh?

Major St. MARTIN. Yes, sir, it was. I understand it was a profitable
enterprise.

Senator GURNEY. In full operation?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. Along with the Chinese restaurant

Senator GURNEY. A very popular enterprise?
Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Of course, the funds that were coming out of the
steam bath and the massage parlor were finding their way into the
black market in currency manipulations, too.
Major ST. MARTIN. Senator, I can’t comment on that as I wasn’t
present at the time.
Senator RIBICOFF. There is no question that Congress has the respon
sibility of watching over these fantastically large sums of money every
year that go into the billions of dollars.
It would seem, as well as reorganization in the Defense Department,
that the funds for these operations should be both authorized and
ap

£

-

- -

he Armed Services Committee and the Appropriations Commit
tee would have supervision on what takes place.
Senator GURNEY. Major, let me ask you this: Did you ever get into
the slot machine operation of the clubs under your jurisdiction at
ong Binh 2.
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I enforced an accounting system or what
I thought was a good accounting system at the time.
Senator GURNEY. You were installing a new accounting system?
Major ST. MARTIN. Right, sir. When I first took over the club I
was sitting in my office there and this sergeant came in with two bags
of slugs. I don't know what denominations they were. He just flipped

them into the corner, I asked the sergeant, “Don’t you have to sign
for these or get a receipt for them?”
He said, “No, Major, we operate this way all the time.”
I talked with Mr. Davis and Colonel Williamson and after, let's
say, friction from the club managers, we did implement what we
-

-

thought was a somewhat basic accounting system, where the slugs
would be counted by disinterested people and everything else.
My memory may be bad, but I think in the first month that this
system went into effect, the income from slot machines rose over
-

$100,000.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. Rose over $100,000 in 1 month?

Major ST MARTIN. Right, and I still think they were taking me for
SOIlle.

-

-

-

Senator GURNEY. So that would indicate to you that $100,000 prior
to that per month was going into somebody's pocket?
Major ST. MARTIN. I would say so; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What was the take for a month out of the slot
machines, on a legitimate basis? What was the income?

Major ST MARTIN. Sir, I don't remember the exact amount now,
really, but it was considerable.

Senator GUENEy. It is obvious in all these operations millions of
dollars were floating around for anybody to dip a bucket into and
take with no supervision and no check.
Major ST. MARTIN. Right, sir.

Senator GURNEY: What was Sergeant Higdon's reaction to this new
accounting system for the slot machines?

. Major ST MARTIN. He initially fought it. We told him it would be
in effect and that is the way it was going to be and that was it.
As I say, that is what it was when I implemented this, but I still
think they took me for some.
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Senator GURNEY. Did Sergeant Higdon have a personal accountant
of his own in this business?

Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, subsequently, through the hearings here I
found out that they had established the Maredem Corp. in Los
les. I believe had I not been reassigned by General
I probably
would have run into the same thing.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know whether he had his own accountant
that he brought over from his previous unit into the Long Binh unit?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir; he did have his own accountant. I fired
him or I put him in the background and put Lieutenant Dooley in
charge of all accounting, which Sergeant Higdon resented.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, you put his man out of business.
Major ST. MARTIN. He still worked there as an accountant but
through Lieutenant Dooley. He was the overall supervisor.

#

-

''

Senator GURNEY. I see.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you completed your statement?
Major ST MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I do want to take this opportunity on behalf of
the committee to thank you, Major, for your testimony and your per

sistence in spite of everything that was done to stop you.
The committee had interviewed you back almost 2 years ago. Your
statements were certainly shocking. The staff then went out to corrob
orate your statements and found that they were able to corroborate
them.

To our knowledge, while this information was given to the Army,
nothing much was ever done with it.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBICOFF. I do want to thank you in behalf of the com
mittee and commend you for your persistence in facing provocation
and every attempt to shut your mouth.
Senator GURNEY. Major, you may not want to answer this question
but I am curious about it: How long have you been a major
Major ST. MARTIN. Since October 1967.
Senator GURNEY. October 1967?

Major ST. MARTIN. Right, sir. This is a normal span.
Senator GURNEY. Do you think because of your activities in Viet
nam that in any way prevented you from being promoted?
Major ST. MARTIN. No. I wouldn’t have been promoted in the nor
mal course of events, anyway, yet, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I certainly do want to commend you for your
zealous effort to try to run this thing to the ground. We have found,
again and again during these hearings, that younger officers were try
ing to do something about this, but, unfortunately, they couldn’t find
senior officers who would cooperate with them and run this thing into
the ground.

I am not trying to indicate that the senior officers were corrupt, but
they certainly didn’t have much courage to go ahead with the evidence
they had clearly before them.

must say £ this is a sorry performance.
Senator PERCY. I would simply like to say, Major—and I am sorry
I had to come in and out—that I concur with my colleagues that your
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testimony is exceptionally helpful and very candid and forthright,
as forthright as other witnesses have been evasive and unhelpful.
I don't want to repeat too much, but, again, I would like to ask you
about Higdon's selection despite his poor credentials and your lack
of enthusiasm for him. There wasn’t any question in your mind that
you were pressured and told that this was the man to be hired?

Major ST. MARTIN. That is correct, sir.

Senator PERCY. And the responsibility for that you place directly
with General Cole?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Was there anyone else who was implicated in that
and shared the dubious honor # making such a selection?
Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir. As far as I know, it was strictly Gen
eral Cole's order that Higdon would be placed in the vacancy.

Senator PERCY. On page 2, in the second-to-the-last paragraph, you
say, “Cole was very attentive to club activities.”
Was he so attentive, in your judgment, that that fact was generally
known among the men in the club system and perhaps even among
the men using the services of the club system?
Major ST. MARTIN. No, sir; not among those who were using the
services but among those who worked for the system.
Senator PERCY. The men who worked for the club knew of General

Cole's personal interest?

Major ST MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Did it seem to you, considering his overall responsi
bilities, that he gave a disproportionate amount of his time and inter
est to the club activities?

Major ST. MARTIN. I couldn't answer that unless I knew what his
other responsibilities were, Senator.
Senator PERCY. Had you heard, before you took over this position,

about General Cole? Were you in any way advised of or tipped off
as to his degree of interest in the club activities?
Major ST. MARTIN: Not in the club activities; no, sir.
Senator PERCY. When was the first time you learned about General
Cole's complicity?
Major ST MARTIN. On our first visit to Mr. Crum's house, with
Sergeant Higdon.
Senator PERCY. After you twice made recommendations that Higdon
not get the custodian job, what response did you and the other major
and Colonel Williamson make among yourselves? What sort of a
conversation did you have between yourselves about this reversal of
your recommendations?
Major ST MARTIN. Well, there wasn’t much that we could do about
it unless Colonel Williamson wanted to exercise his right as the post
commander. If he didn't want to exercise that right, there wasn't much
I or Mr. Davis could do.

Senator PERCY. Was this the initial reason that you had suspicions

and what caused you to begin your investigations?
Major ST MARTIN. Based on the briefing I received from Major
McNamara and Mr. Davis about Higdon's prior activities, certainly

I was suspicious as to why he would be forced into a much larger club
system with a greater volume of turnover. Of course, this is what led
me into snooping, you might say.
-
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Senator PERCY. I am not quite sure how you could be so brazenly
brought into the system at the outset. Your rank at the time was major?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. And you were brought in by a sergeant. How do you
describe the callousness with which a sergeant can take in hand a

major, put him up, make his arrangements for him, get him implicated

and involved so quickly?
I think you did it very skillfully and handled it very well, indeed.
Major ST. MARTIN. I spent almost 13 years as a sergeant myself. I
still think I can keep one step ahead of a lot of them when it comes
to thinking like them.
Senator PERCY. Did he just take it for granted that whoever was
coming in to that job would become quickly a part of the system?
Major ST. MARTIN. I would say yes, sir, because I understand the
officer that replaced me is or was involved in your hearings up here,
Maior Massi.

.

Senator PERCY. You indicated on page 25 that Colonel Williamson
and Colonel Hair were stunned by the evidence that you presented.
Is it possible that they could not have detected any irregularities
prior to your conversation?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes sir; it is, because the previous custodian
before Higdon—I am disregarding the week or so that Sergeant Con
nors was there—the one that was there before Sergeant Connors was
there, was an alcoholic, and in fact, so was the club officer. In fact,

he was evacuated from Vietnam for being an alcoholic. If they were
drunk all the time, obviously, Colonel Williamson didn’t know what
was going on.
Senator PERCY. Did they promise any action on their part when you
revealed these shocking conditions to them? Did they at the time say
to you what they intended to do about it; did they promise to follow
through?
Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir, I think Colonel Williamson did. He
brought it to General Jones’ attention. As I say, General Jones and
General Scott felt what documentation and evidence I had was suffi
cient to cause a confrontation. That confrontation should have been

cause enough to initiate a full-scale investigation, which wasn’t done.
Senator PERCY. As I understand it, the litmus test for them was
your acceptance of the favors on the first night out on the town.
Major ST. MARTIN. I would say yes, sir.
-

Senator PERCY. If you had rejected that, that would have indicated
you weren't one of the boys and weren't going to go along and they

would be very suspicious of you. But once you accepted it, they figured
they had a hold and you were playing the game as it was being played
at the time.

Major ST. MARTIN.Yes, sir.

•

Senator PERCY. After you were transferred from Long Binh, did
you ever receive any bribes, any threats, encouraging you to keep quiet

about this matter or was it just assumed that you would keep quiet?
Major ST. MARTIN: I guess it was assumed I would keep quiet:
Senator PERCY. They felt self-incrimination would be their best
protection.
Major ST. MARTIN. Right.
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Senator PERCY. Have you received any kind of threats, inquiries,
that might be looked upon as intimidation since these hearings be
gan or since it was knowledge that you might be coming here that

would in any way discourage you from coming?
Major ST. MARTIN. None whatsoever, sir.

Senator PERCY. My last question, a general one: We have received a
tremendous amount of evidence, an enormous amount of evidence,
concerning corruption and operating irregularities at Long Binh.

In your judgment were these practices typical of other clubs and
posts in Vietnam :
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I don’t believe I am qualified to answer that
question.
Senator PERCY. At no time have you ever had suspicions that this is
a common practice in other areas?
Major ST. MARTIN. I would say considering the background of Mr.
Crum and Higdon, that possibly at the time and up to the initial
hearings back in 1969, these practices were probably going on in other
systems, yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much, Major. You have been a big
*

*

\

help.

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Duffy.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY—Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, in addition to the disappearance of the
action copy of General Ashworth's letter written in early September
1967 which set forth certain customs violations involving Sarl and

William Crum, it also appears that the report prepared by Major St.
Martin and the supporting documents involving irregularities in the
club system at Long Binh have disappeared from the Army files.
In the staff's effort to obtain documentation of General Cole's meet

ing with St. Martin, the subcommittee staff found in the files of the

Army CID in Saigon a tattered copy of the memorandum dated

January 3, 1968, subject. Allegations of Major St. Martin.
All other documentation has disappeared. Requests made to the

Army to supply these documents have been unavailing.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 493” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1496.)
Senator RIBIcoPF. May the committee see that?
Mr. DUFFY. The memorandum of January 3, 1968, is unsigned, but
-

•

through investigation we have been able to determine that this mem
orandum was typed by CID Agent Edward Seago in Saigon in late
January 1968 after he had interviewed Lt. Col. Charles F. Miller, the
staff judge advocate officer under General Jones of the Saigon Support
Command.

-

-

-

Colonel Miller had prepared a handwritten summary of his investi
gation involving the St. Martin charges which he was directed to
make by his superior, General Jones. CID Agent Seago took the
Miller memorandum, had it typed and returned the original to Colonel
Miller.

This memorandum—which I have just made an exhibit to my testi
mony—supplied the details leading up to the General Cole/Major St.
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Martin confrontation and resulted in the meeting which Colonel
Miller attended along with his superior, General Jones, and other
staff officers.

-

This memorandum corroborates Major St. Martin's statement that
he prepared a report covering this matter supported by documentation
such as invoices, and so forth.

The memorandum reads in part:
At eleven oclock 1 Jan 68, Maj ST MARTIN appeared at my office with an 8
page Statement Supported by other documentation in the form of invoices, TCMD,
Inemo for record, contract and others.

In this statement he had outlined matters in the club system which he con
sidered to be irregularities some of which contained overtones casting General
COLE in the possible role of a wrongdoer. Some of these allegations are listed
herewith.

1. The ordering of vehicles in the name of the open mess system to be utilized
by non-government entities.
2. Ordering large quantities of club equipment in the name of the open mess
system title vesting in a civilian firm and storing same on LBP reservation.
3. Concessionaire for the proposed Chinese resturant (sic) ordering his
equipment in name of the mess or club system.
4. Purchase of four turkeys with club funds ($117) for General COLE.
5. Purchase of $960 worth of silver (3 silver services) as presents or gifts.
Two of which were presented to C/S of the Army and SGM of the Army.
6. Manipulation of club funds at direction of General COLE for BOQ #3.
7. Illegal payment of club obligation in dollar instruments by club custodian.
8. Adjustment of club contracts by General COLE.
After reading and properly numbering the pages of the statement, Maj ST
MARTIN was sworn to and executed same.

-

Colonel Miller, in his memorandum, states he also learned of Gen
eral Cole's involvement in this case:
On Saturday morning 30 December 1967, I discussed the vehicle situation
with C/S and CG in the office of the CG and learned that General COLE had
been instrumental in trying to have Mai ST MARTIN OIC of the Central Mess

System transferred and that Maj ST MARTIN had brought to light other ir
regularities in the mess system.

At this conference I was informed by C/S that I was to be the Chief Investi
gator into these matters. At this time I informed C/S & C/G that I had the two

officer's (CAPT's YOUNG and O'CONNELL) at the port working on the vehicle
portion of the case.

At the conclusion of the conference I repaired to my office and contacted
CPT's YOUNG and O'CONNELL by telephone and ask (sic) them to report
their findings to me on Saturday afternoon.
As per my instructions CPT YOUNG and O'CONNELL along with LT FISH
ER, Customs Office 125th TC, reported to my office and indicated that their
search of the files back to the first of the year, had failed to reveal any irregu

larities with reference to clearance of vehicles in the name of the Open Mess
System.

However it was revealed at this time on two previous occasions when attempts
had been made by customs personnel at the 125th TC to run a check on property
being cleared in the name of the Open Mess System, General COLE had per
sonally intervened direct to the JAG Captains who initiated the actions.
After the conference with CPT's YOUNG, O'CONNELL and LT. FISHER, I

again reported to the office of C/S and CG and informed them of matters that
had been reported to me. This was on Saturday afternoon 30 December 1967,
at approximately 1600 hours.
After this conference with C/S and CG, I returned to my office where CPT's
YOUNG. O'CONNELL and LT FISHER were waiting and informed them that

I wanted written statements from them concerning matters which we had dis

cussed and directed O'CONNELL to prepare a brief on the customs laws ap
plicable to the present relationship between US and VN.
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On Sunday morning 31 December 1967, I interviewed Maj. St. Martin at length
in my office concerning irregularities which he alleged existed in the Open Mess
System and asked him to reduce his allegations to writing in the form of a cer
tificate. He said he would do so.

It is clear from this memorandum and the evidence in this case that

top staff officers were aware of the facts in this matter and the role of
General Cole. For example:

(a) Crum was conspiring with Sergeant Higdon to control the
Long Binh club system.
(b) Sergeant Higdon, the custodian, had been installed in that posi
tion at the direction of General Cole and counter to the wishes of the

post commander, Colonel Williamson.
(c) Higdon had committed a number of irregularities, including
the

# of the

invoices for the silver tea sets and

£

MACV directives by hand delivering dollar instruments which coul
be black marketed in the Far East.

(d) Crum was a friend of General Cole and reportedly was using
Cole to accomplish his control of the club system.
(e) Cole intervened to release Sarl shipments at the port which did

not have proper purchase orders. Cole criticized the U.S. officers for
holding up the shipments. He criticized their right to investigate fur
ther into the matter. He criticized the questionnaire and the use of
Sarl's name being sent out to the clubs to determine if diversion of
Sarl shipments had occurred.

(f) General Cole attempted to have St. Martin transferred out in
an attempt to quash St. Martin's investigation.
(g) Sarl had stored illegal shipments at the Long Binh post which
did not have purchase orders. St. Martin supplied photographs of the
storage area.

A coverup concerning these matters was evidenced at the confronta
tion. For example, Cole was linked to the Sarl equipment being stored
at the Long Binh post. It would seem logical that both Colonel Wil
liamson and Colonel Miller would have been extremely interested in
Cole's response to the Sarl situation and why he intervened on behalf
of Sarl at the Saigon Port.
However, neither Colonel Miller nor Colonel Williamson even recall

what explanation General Cole gave concerning Sarl. They did not
ask one question during the entire confrontation on any of the charges.
General Cole's memory is even worse concerning what transpired
during the confrontation. He stated under oath the only matters he
could recall that were brought up by St. Martin involved the silver tea
sets and some minor issue concerning turkeys.
Also, St. Martin recalls General Cole told him in a private discus
sion after the other officers had left the confrontation that he would

suspend Sergeant Higdon as custodian. This was never done. In fact,
Higdon remained at Long Binh as custodian for another 6 months.

Colonel Miller was interviewed by the staff on Qctober 20, 1969, and
asked if he took these allegations seriously. He said, “No, I didn't think
of them one way or the other.” Colonel Miller didn't recall what Cole
said about the various charges.
All documentation, including the St. Martin eight-page statement,
the accompanying invoices, TCMD, memorandum for the record, con
tracts, and so forth, have disappeared. No written report exists of
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these meetings, charges, and so forth, except for the memorandum
typed by CIDAgent Seago.
summary, we can say that the case involving Higdon, Mr. Crum,

Sarl Electronics, and General Cole was “covered up” and not properly
investigated, obviously because high-ranking officers were involved.
The only matter that was brought out by Major St. Martin which was
investigated by the CID related to the Datsun automobiles.
Even this investigation was inept and incomplete. However, they did
establish that the vehicles in question had been illegally imported
without purchase orders. It is clear that if St. Martin's evidence had

been properly followed through, Higdon would not have been able to
continue in his illegal activities.
The activities of William Crum and Sarl Electronics would have

been cut short as early as 1967, and General Cole would have been re
moved from his position of responsibility. Cole then went on to Europe
to head up the PX exchange and continued to favor certain vendors
which we will go into later in these hearings.
That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any questions, Senator Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy?
Senator PERCY. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Duffy.
The committee will stand adjourned until 10:30 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10:30 a.m., Thursday, Mar. 4, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

:
.

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:30 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed
to February 16, 1970, and section 4 of Senate Resolution 31, agreed to
March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican,
Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome. S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the Minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator:
John Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs: Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen
ators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Castle, will you please rise?

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

-

Colonel CASTLE. I do.

TESTIMONY OF COL, EDMUND CASTLE (RETIRED)

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a prepared statement, Colonel?
Colonel CASTLE. I do, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF You may proceed.
Colonel CASTLE. Mr. Chairman, I am Edmund Castle. I live at 5229

Herrera Street, El Paso, Tex. I am retired from the U.S. Army. I
made this statement to LaVern J. Duffy, who identified himself to
me as assistant counsel of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on In
(1351)
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vestigations; and Fred Asselin, who identified himself to me as spe
cial assistant to Senator Abraham Ribicoff.

In November 1969, I retired from the U.S. Army as a colonel. I
was the post commander at the U.S. Army Reservation at Long Binh,
Republic of Vietnam, from March 17, 1968, until I was medically
evacuated February 25, 1969. I was wounded in an enemy attack on
February 23, 1969, and evacuated by air to the United States.
As post commander at Long Binh, the administrative oversight of
the extensive open mess and PX operations on the post was my re
sponsibility. However, there was one aspect of this command respon
sibility that surprised me at Long Binh as soon as I arrived. This con
cerned the approval of the minutes of the meetings of the board of
governors 'P the enlisted men's and noncommissioned officers’ open
mess systems.

For some reason unknown to me, all I did was sign the minutes and

pass them on to the Assistant Chief of Staff for Personnel and Admin.
istration, U.S. Army/Vietnam, and the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Personnel signed these minutes. I did not approve them.
Senator GURNEY. Who was he?

Colonel CASTLE. At that time, sir, it was a Colonel Edwards, later
General Edwards. Prior to this it was Gen. Earl Cole.
This situation was unusual to me. It was an unusual situation at an

Army reservation for someone else to approve or not approve open
mess activities after the post commander had made his judgment.
The more conventional way of doing it is for the post commander
to approve the minutes, for example, and then send out copies of the
minutes to other officers in the command who may be interested in club
activities.

From 1962 through 1964, as post commander of the Lordstown Mili

tary Reservation, Warren, Ohio, I always personally approved or dis
approved the board of governors' minutes; and that is the manner in
which this matter is handled at other U.S. military installations with
which I am familiar.

After I approved the minutes, I forwarded the minutes to the Com
manding General, 2d Army, for him to see and for him to see the ac
tion I had taken.

I didn't like this setup from the beginning. So I started trying to get
approval authority for the minutes ofthese meetings.
In my
I said I wasn’t too sure of the exact date.
I had been in the hospital for some time, and I have been in and out of
the hospital, but I do know that it was right after General Hickman

£statement

arrived and took over from General Edwards I submitted a letter to

General Hickman who now is serving here in Washington, I under
stand; and General Hickman gave me approval sometime in October
or November, somewhere along there. So '' had approval for the
minutes of the board of governors.

When you remove the approval or disapproval of what a club or
facility on a post does, to higher authority, this takes a lot of personal
or direct attention away from a club.

In Long Binh it ended up in another situation that I think was sig
nificant.

en I went around and looked at these clubs, I was shocked

at the condition of the clubs. They were in need of repair. Long Binh,
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itself, looked like a boom town. It was growing quickly. The clubs, as

each unit moved in, they brought their own club with them with a
bunch of junk and then they were annexed into the overall system.

Nobody had even taken, that I could see, an inventory. They just
grew and grew and grew.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the whole club system which was
supposed to be designed for the morale of the men was so disorganized
and in such poor shape that it probably was a detriment to the morale
instead of a help?
Colonel CASTLE. I would say it bordered on that, sir. With the ex
ception of a few of the larger clubs that had been put in nicer build
ings, they were thrown in small buildings that were not designed or
set up for clubs to begin with. They were nothing more than mere
joints.

These were in these old tropical buildings. When it rained—and
when it rains over there it rains sideways, it blows—it would rain

through them. There was no pavement at Long Binh. About the only
thing you had, really, was one big loop that went all the way around
the part of the post, what we called the triangle, where the troops
and the rest of it was unpaved.

£

Senator RIBICoEF. As I gather, listening to you, Colonel, the club
system is sort of a hit-or-miss operation, both in supervision and serv
ices given to the men, the way they are constructed, the way they are
manned, and the way they are designed to take care of the needs of
the men during their off-duty hours?
Colonel CASTLE. Very definitely, sir. They were not designed for this
purpose at all. They were just thrown in there.

Senator RIBICOFF. If we are going to have a club system or a PX
system they ought to be meaningful and useful.
Colonel CASTLE. Absolutely, sir.

Senator RIRICoEF. Is it your opinion, from your experience, that
what is needed is a complete shakeup in the entire club system in our
Defense Establishment?

Colonel CASTLE. This is true. However, I don’t believe you need a
club system in a war zone. If we are going to fight a war, let's go over
and fight a war. Let's don’t get so £ in clubs and things that we
are taking in each other's washing.

#

Senator RIBICOFF. What
you suggest for men
hours for their morale or entertainment or relaxation?

in their off-duty

Colonel CASTLE. I figure in a war zone, sir, if a man is doing his job,
he doesn’t need anything done for his morale.
Besides that, we have run this morale thing into the ground. A good
soldier with plenty to do is doing his job. I was working and I didn’t
have time for clubs. I didn’t have too much time to do anything.
I feel if they were working and working hard, they have all the
morale in the world. The people who work the hardest are the people
with the best morale.

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you any idea of how many Army person
nel were involved in the club system, actual Army
involved

personnel

in the club system, let's say under your jurisdiction
Colonel CASTLE. No, sir, I don’t.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were there many?
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Colonel CASTLE. I have no idea, sir.

. In any event, the clubs were in a poor sanitation situation. Condi
tions in many of the clubs were unsanitary and were disorganized. I
just frankly didn't feel they were conducive to military discipline, nor
did it seem to me that the clubs were serving the needs of the troops.
Additionally, there were far too many clubs at Long Binh. We had

30 clubs or more. We were a large reservation, the largest post in
Vietnam. But with that many clubs it is just impossible to operate
them properly.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who made the decision as to how many clubs

you should have? Who made the decision as to numbers?
Colonel CASTLE. I don’t know who made the decision as to how

many, sir. They just grew. They were there when I got there. The clubs

came in and they came in with units as they moved in. It would have
had to be the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations. He was the one
who could put the clamp on it.
Senator GURNEY. That having been General Cole?
Colonel CASTLE. At that time, yes, sir.
didn’t have suf
At this time they were short of personnel.

'

ficient personnel when I got there to run these clubs. Many of the
jonged to other people and were there working but not assigned to my

people in the club system didn't even belong to the post. They be

organization. They belonged to someone else.
Senator GURNEY. This means, then, in effect, that you really didn't
have command or charge over them, is that right?

Colonel CASTLE. Supposedly I did, but they were somebody else's
Senator GURNEY.You might have general supervision but you didn't

people. As soon as I could...I had them transferred. .

-

have direct command?
Colonel CASTLE. No, sir.

*

that the club system had been allowed to

I was firmly convinced
to this size and that conditions had deteriorated because of lack
grow
command.
the local
attention by that
of Ordinarily
have been the post commander. But, as I
would

have said, the line of organization at Long Binh placed control of
£n the office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Personnel and
Administration.

The officer in the position of Assistant Chief of Staff for Personnel

and Administration was Colonel Edwards at the time, and his pred
ecessor had been General Cole.
about this time, even with all of our problems at the clubs,
Along
if we didn't have enough problems with these 30-some clubs. it was
as

frequently recommended to me at staff meetings, or

I

was told, that

that they
at Long
was alsowith
II Field Forces,
£t
wanted us to
us andBinh,
club system
their which
wanted to incorporate
system.came
clubrequest
theirthis
overtime
take
Each

in I turned it down and said we had
enough problems with our own system, that we had too many clubs.
Forces clubs were not
that the II Field
Second. I had heard reports couldn't
the absorption of
worry about
-

-

in the best of condition. I just
a new system or taking over of a new system at that time.,.
It was at a later time, and I don't remember the date, I believe I was
in a conversation with CID during a later incident, which I will relate
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and I believe the CID told me that Sergeant Higdon had been the

custodian of the II Field Forces clubs prior to coming to Long Binh.
Senator GURNEY. What did this II Field Forces consist of ?

Colonel CASTLE. In Vietnam it was divided up into II Field Forces
and I Field Forces. This I Field Forces had control of the combat

troops up in the I and II Corps; II Field Forces having control in
the III and IV Corps.

Senator GURNEY. And they had a headquarters near you?
Colonel CASTLE. They were right on Long Binh, sir, down in one end
of it.
Senator GURNEY. I see.

Colonel CASTLE. The 30 clubs I was counting—J wasn’t counting
their clubs.

When I arrived at Long Binh, Sergeant Higdon was the custodian
of the EM/NCO club and he continued in that position for about three

months. I had few dealings with Higdon and saw him only
occasionally.

I had no reason to suspect Sergeant Higdon or anyone else, for that
matter, of any irregularities when I first arrived at Long Binh, since
neither Colonel Williamson, who was my predecessor, nor anyone else

had briefed me in any manner that the club systems might be operated
in some questionable way.
I was a little shocked yesterday when I was watching TV and saw

a young man testifying. I recognized the name as one I had heard at
Long Binh about the time I arrived. I do remember Colonel William
Son or someone mentioning this young man's name. But all the men
tion was something about a turkey or two that supposedly General
Cole had had something to do with in the mess, but they paid for it
and they had had an investigation and everything was all right, but
that this young man refused to be satisfied and continued.
Finally, they moved him out of the system. According to his testi
mony yesterday, there was something much more than that, but some
thing which I was not informed of at all. I had no knowledge of any
thing that he testified on.
My initial concern of the clubs was their numbers and their sanita
tion and the filth that plagued them. I stood out there many a night—
I would go around at night and check. Rats would run across your
feet. You could find rat droppings where you had your food stored.
You could watch and see the little girls scrubbing the pots and pans
just on the open floor in the mess.
They were still eating off of paper plates where they did have
meals and drinking out of paper cups. The waitresses were sleeping
in back of the clubs, in the places where food was stored. Some of
them at night—I would go around at night and check them and they
would be sleeping on tables.

It takes a little while to figure that something is wrong and some
thing has to be done, but it didn’t take too long for me to realize that
we had to get started.

I quickly started—to get away from my notes for just a moment—
some things. I am talking about clubs now, but all things at Long Binh
were just as bad.
58–590–71–Pt. 6–5
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I made a survey of all the gift shops and concessions to try to find
out how many we had. There was nowhere you could lay your finger
on just what was there. I decided to shut down all gift shops and con
cessions except those operating as PX concessions.
I established policies stopping all foreign purchases, stopping all
TDY for club personnel to make purchases. I wrote letters to sup
pliers in Hong Kong and informed them that any further shipments
would not be accepted and Vietnam customs would be so informed.
I stopped applications for all new concessions and would accept
none, and any new applications for concessions that came from Hong
Kong firms had to be checked through the Navy purchasing office in
Hong Kong before we would even consider them.
I might say that I got three of those sent to Hong Kong to be
checked out and when they found out I was checking them out with
the naval purchasing office. I never did get an answer from the naval
purchasing office but neither did I get any more applications from
Hong Kong, so it served its purpose.
' concessions handled by PX—the Long Binh post got out of
the concession business. I took the Long Binh post itself out of the
concession business.

Everybody came in wanting a concession who gently or otherwise
offer you a bribe. It was just a way of business. I decided I didn't
want my people handling this. They shouldn’t be in the concession
business anyhow.
I had a meeting with the PX officials and said, “You take all the
concessions. You people are set up to handle them. All I am going to
do is decide whether this man can operate on this post or not.”
So I took the Long Binh post completely out of the concession busi
ness. I closed all concessions except those, after I made my survey,

that had PX approval to operate.
I appointed an appropriate book officer in the club system and made
a complete inventory. I made a mistake: I gave him a deadline which
was an unreasonable deadline, and my first inventory meant nothing.
I had to start over and I made a good inventory. I marked every
thing. I found an awful lot of junk that didn't need to be. I turned
all of this in and got credit for it and started out with just what we
needed.

I learned a lot doing this. These people had no storage areas, none
at all. All they did was just pile it up in the backyard or put it in a
conex container, and a lot of things you can’t store in a conex container.
They had no central issue. Anybody that had any storage at all, a
room or anything, they would pile stuff up there and people would
just go get what they needed.
One of these things that I came up with at this time was the fact
that I knew we had to have a centralized storage area. I went to

USARV and explained the situation, and asked for qualified person
nel. USARV cooperated with me and let me have people. I picked
them myself. I explained the lack of storage, office space and so forth,
and decided we would go at this thing the right way. We would put
a project on it.

When I saw what it was going to take for the paper work and
whatnot to go through on this project, I knew I would never see it,
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and if we ever get the troops out of Vietnam, nobody else would ever
see it.

I went ahead and took over an old building and converted it and
made a centralized storage area. Then after I converted the building,
I set up a central control accounting and took over a motor pool, set
ting up a centralized storage area, and arranged for a USARV comp
troller to conduct a complete audit of the club system.
I required all purchases of whisky and class X to come from the
PX. I stopped the sale of cigarettes until the control was established.
I started purchasing cash registers. They didn’t have cash registers.
I started the use of sales slips by the waitresses. I took military
personnel working in the club systems out of civilian clothes and put
them in uniform. I required food to be purchased from the com
missary.

I cut back on the operation and established a policy that included
personnel extending in club systems in Long Binh. I established a
policy where I would not accept transfers of other clubs in Vietnam

or accept new arrivals who had previously been in the club system.
I started a program of recruiting new personnel. I asked for a
CID check on all personnel in the system. I required at least two
people to be present when they were doing business with civilians.
I took up the keys to the slot machines and kept them in G–1.
There was continuous medical inspection. I started a complete
improvement program for all the clubs. Just in general, I put the
screws on the system.

Then I started moving around the system. I would stay out on
patrol most of the night with my troops and then I would start my
tour of the post during the day.
One day on one of my tours I saw a large storage area full of crates
stored in sort of an open area, just a barbed wire area. The crates were
destined for Sarl Electronics, but the addressees on the crates had

PX addresses on them. Since it wasn’t a PX storage area, I checked
some of the addresses and even though I had been there only a short
time, they still didn’t seem to be quite correct.
At the staff meeting the next morning I directed the G-1 to look

into this with the CID. The CID reported back that the crates were
no longer in the storage area. They had all vanished from one day
to the next. They later reported to me—well, I told them that I wanted
them to find the crates. I wanted to know where they had gone to.
Later I learned that the crates had been found in a Sarl Electronics

warehouse in Saigon. They contained coin machines that were destined
for one of the clubs, the enlisted men's club.
I wanted them to keep after it because I wanted to know why the
crates had disappeared after I had asked for an investigation and
why they had reappeared in a Sarl warehouse. About this time some

body again told me about what had happened to this young captain,
I thought they said, who had looked into some of Sarl’s business and
had been transferred.

So I told the CID at this time, I don’t know whether it was the

CID or someone else, that I refused to be intimidated. I wanted to
know what in the hell happened to this stuff.

-

About this time another development occurred concerning Sarl that
coupled with the first, led me to conclude that this firm might be
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involved in other irregular purchasing and shipping practices in
Vietnam.

(At this point Senator Gurney withdrew from the hearing room.)
(The letter of authority is as follows:)
MARCH 1, 1971.
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended by the
Committee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed on March 4, 1970, permission
is hereby granted for the Acting Chairman to conduct open hearings without

a quorum of two members for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter
of Improprieties and Corruption in Military Clubs and Post Exchange Systems
in the United States and Overseas on March 4, 1971.
JOHN L. McCLELLAN,
Chairman.

CHARLES H. PERCY,

Acting Ranking Minority Member.

Colonel CASTLE. The USARV Headquarters Commandant, a colo
nel—but I can’t recall his name—telephoned me to say that he had
discovered 22 ice cube making machines stored in one of the Long Binh
yards, and that he had been directed to turn them over to me since I
had taken over the club system, and that they had been shipped into
the country and on to Long Binh by Sarl Electronics.
The colonel said he thought these ice machines had been a part of
another shipment that had already been distributed to Long Binh
clubs. He had been directed to turn these 22 machines over to me and
I was to determine what to do with them.

I accepted the machines and directed that they not be given to any
of the clubs and that nobody be permitted to pick them up, a civilian
salesman or anyone else. I turned them over to my S-4 and said he
would hold them and would let them go only on my orders or the order
of my executive officer, the deputy commander.
It was just a short time later that a representative of Sarl, an Eng
lishman by the name of Arthur Marlowe, came to see me and said
these were his company's machines and that he had purchase orders
and would soon be arranging for the delivery of the machines.
I told him fine, to bring them on out. It turned out that Mr. Mar
lowe did not have purchase orders. He brought some reproduced forms
that you couldn’t read. One or two had some names on them, “SPC-5
Jones” and “SPC-5” so and so, and when you tried to trace them
down, nobody had ever heard of them.
So I told him he could have none of the machines until he got a
valid order from the clubs, and that each of these orders would be
checked out to insure that they were valid.

It took him several months. I turned the project over to my deputy.
From time to time he would come up with one or maybe two purchase

orders. It was obvious he was trying to arrange with the clubs to buy
these machines.

In some instances he was trying to move them without legitimate
purchase orders. Some of the orders we refused to honor. In 10 months

he came up with sufficient papers for all but about one machine.
When I was evacuated, I think there was still one machine at Long
Binh that he still did not have an order for.

-

I had another encounter with Mr. Marlowe that I think is worthy of
mentioning. We were talking about slot machines formerly used in
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the NCO clubs. He mentioned that they commanded a profitable price
on the Vietnamese economy. I feel that if I had offered to sell him

a slot machine from the club he would have bought one.
I mentioned this to the CID and asked them if I could go ahead
with this plan. I wouldn't have trusted Mr. Marlowe as far as you can
throw a bull by the tail, and I didn’t want him around the clubs.
I would have liked to have found something just to keep him out
of the place. I wanted to bar him from the reservation by proving
that he was a crook. But the CID recommended against this because
it would have been entrapment and I pursued it no further.
Slot machines, of course, were a great source of concern, as I learned
more about the system. I felt the sanitation problems were coming
along and the organization was coming along. I was making progress.
But the presence of slot machines made cleaning up another aspect
of the clubs' operations, the ethical aspect, very difficult. For one
thing, Sarl Electronics, the firm that supplied the clubs with slot
machines, also had a $3,200-a-month contract with the clubs to main

tain and repair them. This was a fixed contract that never changed
no matter how few of the machines needed repair. I believed this was
too much for maintenance.

I believed we could have trained our own people out in one of the
ordnance companies to provide the work and pay them a little extra
for doing it.
I had my staff look into it once or twice. I even had the legal officer
look into this contract. Hindsight is always better than foresight. I
should have canceled this thing out, I guess, but with one thing leadin
to another, I was wounded and evacuated simply before I got

£

to doing this.
We had another deal that came up where there was a contract with
Sarl Electronics for the purchasing of slot machines and they came
in to me to approve of the thing. I don’t remember whether it was for
20 new slot machines a month or for a longer period.

But the papers on this specific transaction are in the possession of
your committee and they can check this out. It struck me as excessive.
Besides that, I didn’t want to buy any more slot machines. I didn’t
like slot machines to start with, and I felt we had more than we
needed.

So I told them no and issued a directive and order that before a

club could replace a slot machine it had to prove to me, with the proper
documentation, that it had taken the old machine down to property

disposal, that they had stripped it down, taken all the parts off of it
for spare parts, and then had taken an ax or sledge hammer and had
beaten it up and they would give you a slip of paper saying it could
no more be used for the purpose for which intended, and bring me the
order of destruction back.

Once this was destroyed and they could prove to me they needed a
new machine, then we would go out on bid and we would get three
bids, and we would consider them buying a new machine.
I don’t know whether I made it too difficult for them to buy a new
machine or what, but I never did get any more requests. They didn’t
buy any more new machines while I was there. Actually, I guess I

ought to thank Mr. Marlowe. He put the thought in my head that
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these old machines could be sold, so he was

£ responsible for

this. He was the person who told me that old slots found their way
into the Vietnamese economy.

By this action I arranged so that no more slots from our club system

found their way there because no more slots were purchased.

..

The fact that no more machines were requested after my directive
led me to believe that my suspicions had been right in the first place.
I felt, and had felt for many years, that emphasis on slot machines in
clubs is way out of proportion to the good you get from them. Young
soldiers, old soldiers, officers, it is just a matter of time before they
lose everything they have. It becomes a disease with them.
On Okinawa I have seen people play these repeating machines—
females—up until the club closed at night and then put a piece
of masking tape over the top of them with their name on them that
this was reserved for them until the next day, and they would be there
when that club opened to start playing again. They would put money
the family couldn’t afford into these machines.

I had a captain, a very good friend, who lost his wife. He put every

thing he £ down the machine. So I have never liked machines in
clubs, and the sooner we get rid of them, the better. You can’t win, and
every chance I got in meetings with the people, I told them they
couldn’t win, how it was set up.

If there was a chance of them winning, we wouldn’t have slot ma
chines to begin with.

And I told how much money we made. He is going to lose because
slot machine players never stop. He hits a rare jackpot and then he
will get out and tell people how much money he made but he never
tells them how much
£. They always end up putting their win
nings back and then their own money back into the machine.
I would have liked to see the whole slot machine operation in Long
Binh and in the entire Army dry up. But I felt that even if I couldn't
dry it up, I hoped that the stricter controls established by us at Long
Binh would at least help.
In addition, I felt far too much importance was placed on the sale
of liquor and beer. If we could pour all our whisky and beer into that
big lake we had there, we wouldn’t have had to bother with damming
it up. They had plans to dam that up and make a boating club out of
it. You need a boating club in a combat zone like you need a damn
hole in the head. But they had planned on that.
We could have flooded that with the whisky we had in our clubs
and we wouldn’t have had to build a dam. We could have floated

around in whisky and beer.

But the young soldiers sit in these places and drink, drink, drink,
and drink. This is many times all they had to do, sit and drink.
I wanted to put a complete kitchen in each of the clubs so that they
could buy a meal and eat instead of all this drinking. But most of the
clubs we had had nothing but bar snacks. Some of the larger clubs
did serve meals.

£ this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
olonel CASTLE. But the more a soldier drinks in a combat zone,
the more trouble you are in. I have heard so much talk about Congress
investigating these junkies over there and the dope. I don’t see how
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they ever figured out who was junked up or how they get them sober
long enough to figure which one is drunk and which one is just
junked up.
I figured if a man has a chance to eat, he will drink a lot less, be
cause for one thing, he doesn’t have the money to drink so much. But

if you let him get a full sandwich, even if it is only a hamburger steak,
a salad or a bowl of soup, he is ahead of the game, and he is a much
better person.

The Army is much better off. The man who gets drunk every night
doesn’t give you a good day's work the next day in tropical weather
such as we had over there.

Second, if he is eating a good meal, he is less apt to drink so much.
This was the principle £ in the senior messes, where you had full
meals, and in some of your field ration messes where you had a little
bar set up at one end and a kitchen at the other end, with not near
so much drinking as there was eating.

I felt that the ordinary soldier had the right to have the same things
that the officers had available to them at the better clubs. I tried to im
prove these clubs and I felt we were making progress on that score by
the time I left Long Binh.

I was faced with two kinds of problems with the clubs, improving
their services and their sanitation levels, and then trying to make them

run in a manner in keeping with the Army regulations and simple
honesty.

Yet I felt, and still do, that the two problems were very much re
lated and were, in fact, the result of the command that paid too little
attention to the operation and gave too little support to the men who
they expected to run a Cadillac with a model-A engine.
As I moved along on this thing trying to clean it up, there were
frequent and constant pressures directed against me in my efforts to

institute reform. A lot of people seemed to be satisfied with just the
status quo and maintaining the club system just as it was.

One day, for instance, a female entertainer was caught at Long

Binh. I had instituted a system—well, when I arrived there they didn't
check third-country nationals. For some reason or other they seemed
to feel that these people were privileged characters, they could come
and go as they pleased.

But I said, “No, we are going to start checking them.” Somebody up
above sent word down through the provost marshal to me, they didn’t
come to me, and asked me if I knew what I was doing. And I said,
“No, but I am going to have a helluva lot of fun while I am at it.” and

I did. I made a lot of people angry, but I put the thing into elect.
first orreal
second
thing,
before we
thecaught
Bamboo
gotOntothe
working
good,day
andofitthe
works
quickly,
oneCurtain
of the

entertainers, a Miss Chung, from Korea, with 2,000 American dollars
in her purse and 500 American dollars in her pocketbook.

-

(4

I immediately suspended her from Long Binh Post, saying. “You
can’t come on the post anymore.” We turned her over to Korean
Customs.

•

•

The very next day she was back on the street again. You see, this is
all we could do. She is a third-country national. All we could do was
to turn her over to the Vietnamese. But she is back on the street again.
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In about a week, I got a letter from the young captain who runs the
entertainment in Saigon that says, “Miss Chung has been forgiven
now and she can go back to work.” I said, “Not in Long Binh she
can’t.”

He said, “Well, there is no reason that her people should have to
suffer,” so he put a young man in charge of running the business.
But anyhow, this female right away is forgiven for everything. She
didn’t even have a visa at this time. The Korean Embassy wrote a letter
and I said, “No, I won’t honor that. They are just hoping.”
Senator GURNEY. Why do you think she had so much money on her?
Colonel CASTLE. The only thing I can think is she was bringing it to
somebody.
Senator GURNEY. Part of the black-market operation?
Colonel CASTLE. In order to get somebody to ship it out for her in
money orders and whatnot. I have no idea other than we caught her
with it. But here she is forgiven in the next day or two and I am told,
“You are going to let her come back in.” And I said, “No, not at Long
Binh she don't.”

I called USARV headquarters and said, “Miss Chung is loose again.
She is not coming back to Long Binh, although they tell me the Em
bassy is backing her and she has a letter from them. I don't care if she
has the backing of Jesus Christ, she doesn’t come back to Long Binh.”
Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea what she might have done as
an entertainer?

Colonel CASTLE. She was an agent, and I suppose she was probably
making somewhere close to a half million dollars a year.
Senator GURNEY. A half million dollars a year?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How could she make a half million dollars a year?

Colonel CASTLE. To give you an example, you hit a place like Long
Binh and these entertainers talk about going broke or talk about some
body taking some of their take. To start with, entertainers is a mis
statement for these people. They are imitating entertainers. There
wasn't a half dozen decent shows in that whole works over there. There
is a difference.

The Saigon office sets the prices you pay. They also select the shows
that you can have. They publish a list every week and say, “Here are
the available shows.” They give you the prices. There is a price for
a band which is around $250, I think it is, for a show. It goes up to
$500 for a floor show.

The difference between a floor show and a band—not always, but can

be—having a little dirty, rusty girl in a scanty costume standing out on
a platform, who can’t even wiggle with the band, if the band had
any rhythm. But they have two wigglers out there.
enator RIBICoEF. In your experience, did the North Vietnamese
and the Vietcong have this type of an operation in Vietnam?

Colonel CASTLE. They have their own entertainment that they move
along with them, sir, but I don't think they are stupid enough to pay
what we did for it.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. A guerrilla war with all the trappings that you
are describing may account for the morale and the difficulty in fighting
a war against a lean operation.
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Colonel CASTLE. What I have said before, sir, and I go back to it

again, is we fought a war in Germany without all these trappings. You
had rest centers and you had your break when it came.
But we have tied ourselves up in so much worry about morale. We
even have the soldier worried about morale and he don’t even know
most of the time what in the hell he is worried about. But he is wor

ried because everybody else is. We have talked about it so much it has
become a problem.
Senator RIBICOFF. But do you think these clubs and the operations
that are described here of dirty clubs, without food, with slot ma

chines—do you think this helps the morale of a man fighting a war?

'" CASTLE. No, sir, it does not. These shows that I am talking
abOut—

Senator RIPIcoFF. Who pays attention to this problem? Who is sup
posed to be worrying about morale of the men and their recreation
and entertainment?

Colonel CASTLE. The officers of the Army, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is that?

Colonel CASTLE. The officers of the Army.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think they really bother about it? Do
you think that General Abrams or General Westmoreland are wor
ried about clubs?

Colonel CASTLE. I am sure that people like General Abrams and
General Westmoreland have so much responsibility that they have
people under them to do this for them, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. The people who are supposed to be concerned,
do you think they have the experience for entertainment or running
a grocery store or an appliance operation?
Colonel CASTLE. '' you have to do is have commonsense and the
will to work.

Senator RIBICOFF. I know, but I would guess that chain store opera
tions like Woolworth's and Montgomery Ward have training pro
£ in how to run a store, or for people who are running movie
ouses or dance halls, so they have had some experience in this field.
Colonel CASTLE. The only thing that could possibly be difficult about
the club system, sir, is the supply, itself, the big supply, the
purchasing.
This should be done not at the lower level; this should be done at

a central purchasing place, somewhere way up high.
If you are going to have these clubs, do like we do all over the
Army. Let the clubs requisition what they want. Don't let them pur
chase. Don’t have money changing hands at the club level. Let them
requisition and then let these clubs, after they have requisitioned, let
the money change place up here somewhere.
Let them go down during the day—have a place set aside—down
at the finance office. Let him go down during the day and draw him
two $5.00 or one $10.00 book of tickets or whatever he wants. This is

what he spends at the club. And then let the exchange at the end of
the month, the end of 6 months, or whatever accounting period is set
up, let the exchange take place by accountants, at the finance level, at
the accounting level.
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All these people have done at the club level, as old Army sergeants
have done for years, is to requisition what they want for that club.
That is no different from running a messhall.
If we just get back to feeding and get out of the entertainment
-

business, we would be a lot better off.

Senator GURNEY. You are saying if you take the money out of the

lower echelon right at the club level and have all cash transactions
at higher headquarters, you would eliminate a source for corruption?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Can we get back for a moment to this female agent
that you spoke of? Why would a person like that be able to make such
huge profits as you indicate?
Colonel CASTLE. They have maybe 20 shows she is running all over
Vietnam.

Then, again, an order came down from this same Captain and
approved by USARV that if we wanted to audition a show, if I
wanted to audition—there were a lot of these shows that were filthy that
I wanted to get rid of—I had to pay the full price, just as if they had
put on a show, just to audition a show. I guess that is still going on
over there, I don’t know.

When some of your named entertainers came from the States, I

asked them about it, and they said, “No” if they thought they could
get away with this type of thing, just going down and auditioning and
getting paid for putting on a show, they wouldn’t want to put on a
show.

But this is what we are doing over there. We are paying. They just
come down and audition and we pay them. Some of them, believe me,
you have to see it to believe it, what they have.

Senator GURNEY. As far as this operation was concerned that she
was in charge of, and it would be true of many others, they sold a
lousy show to these clubs and probably paid very little for the enter
tainers; and charged a pretty good price with an unconscionable profit.
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Would she have any other sources of income?
Colonel CASTLE. I wouldn’t know, sir.

I was informed by the CID that Sergeant Higdon, the custodian of
the club, was believed to have an interest in one of the companies,
believed to be a Germany-based company. With this allegation and
the others directed against club personnel, it convinced me that I
should take immediate steps at least to restore some semblance of
bookkeeping control at the clubs, with stock control and uniform

accounting.
I assigned two young officers with accounting experience to set up
the control system.
On a related point, I discovered that Lieutenant Dooley, an account
ant in the adjutant's office, had been trying to examine the club system
finances and could not make heads or tails of them.

I also learned that a recent audit of the club system had turned
out so badly that it had been
or called off.
(At this point Senator Ribicoff withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator GURNEY. How long had this club system at Long Binh been

''

in operation up to the time you put in the central accounting?
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Colonel CASTLE. About 2 or maybe 21% years.

Senator GURNEY. And previously there had been absolutely no cen
tral accounting or way to account for what was going on at all?
Colonel CASTLE. They apparently had some, because when I asked
for this audit it was from USARV. I had no major auditors of my
own. But they turned up no major discrepancies.
-

One of the real problems I had at Long Binh was related to a Viet
namese woman and her steam bath and massage parlor. This gal was

known as Madam Phoung. The soldiers had nicknamed her the
N£ preparatory to her building the steam bath had been

“Dragon Lady.”

completed when I go to be post

commander, but upon seeing her

well, actually, I smelled this gal before I saw her. It is hard to believe,
but I don’t care how big the building is. She could walk into the outer
anteroom and you could smell her before you saw her. She had the best
perfume I ever smelled, and the strongest.
Senator GURNEY. This was a pleasant smell?
Colonel CASTLE. It was pleasant. Believe me. There is no more like

it. At one time I thought about cutting a door in the back of my office
because when I smelled her come in the front door I could have gone

out the rear and not have to be faced with her, because she is also a

persuasive woman. But you always knew when she was in the building:
It did one thing—I am a cigar smoker. Believe it or not, I could
smoke cigars for a week and she would walk in the building and it
would just clear the air completely.
But she was pushing pretty hard to get started building. This was
right after Tet. I took one look at her—well, I had several thoughts
but I decided it was best maybe I better go with the old thoughts and
I put the CID onto her. When you don't know what else to do, put

the CID on them and let them conduct a background inquiry on Ma
dame Phoung to see if really what I was looking for was something
that I could say, “No, we are not going ahead with this thing even
though you have been awarded the contract.”
But they didn’t come up with very much. I kept dragging my feet
on it. This was a big, expensive place. It was never clear to me just
how Madame Phoung was able to win approval for a proposal to run
a steam bath on an Army post, or how she planned to finance the
enterprise.
As far as the military command personnel involved in the negotia
tions were concerned, I did note the fact that upon examining the
file, when I say file, this is a working file that you have on any project
you start. It starts out with one note and builds up and on the corner

you stamp it and everybody and his brother initials it as it goes
through.
-

On the preliminary papers granting the award of bid to the Dragon
Lady, the initials I was informed by the staff, were those of General
Cole, which had been placed there when he was in administration at
USARV Headquarters.
I did my best to delay processing the paperwork, and I did delay for
Some months, on the steam bath.

She planned on employing 200 Vietnamese women. Again, my
paper here is a little wrong. She planned on employing 400 women.
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Two hundred were for massages and 200 were to sit in a big, dark side
room over her and to drink cokes with the soldiers.

I knew there was going to be more than cokes if these hostesses

were going to be there. I went up and looked at them and after I saw
them I knew she had an awful lot more than just sitting there and
drinking in mind.

So I gave her 2 hours to get them off the post.
Senator GURNEY. What sort of a layout was this thing?

Colonel CASTLE. It was a beautiful layout. I had £ion by it every
day watching it go up. They had the front sort of plastered up. I
hadn’t thought too much about it until one day they took the things
down off the front and I thought, “My God.” There were these big
nude statues on the front. This is on an Army base.

Senator GURNEY. Would you say that was part of the advertising?
Colonel CASTLE. It don’t leave any doubt.
Senator GURNEY. These nudes are not GIs.

Colonel CASTLE. Those are big bronze nudes. I don’t see very well,
but I didn't have to get close to those. The first thought that entered
my mind was, “My God, if Time or Life or somebody comes by here,
we have had it.”

Senator GURNEY. I can see what you mean.
Colonel CASTLE. They can take a story when there is not too much
wrong and make it look like something, but, boy, look at that.
And then my wife, knowing how I like steam baths—I was in deep
trouble. I had them bring Madame Phoung in and I told her that she
had until 4 o'clock to get the nudes down or I would have my Sergeant
Major there with a sledge hammer at 3 and we would knock the
whole front of her damn building down.

I had him show up with his men with their sledge hammers. But she
got those down and then put up her flying dragons. These were pretty.
I didn’t think anybody could say too much about those.
Senator GURNEY. What was the layout inside this thing to accom
modate 400?

Colonel CASTLE. I got rid of 200 of the girls. These were just going
to drink with the boys. So I cut out the drinks and figured we had

enough drinking on the post. They would get drunk before they got
there. I got rid of that 200. We run them off. I just kept the masseuses.
Then I changed the contract to make them take the doors off of the
massage rooms so she had a good trade but there laid that old boy just

naked as a jay bird and the old gal massaging him. All you had to do
was walk by and see him because there was no way of closing it up.
It was wide open. But I wouldn’t let her put doors on it.
That wasn't all of my problems with Madame Phoung. After we got
rid of her girls and got the doors off the rooms and the girls off the
front of the building, Madame Phoung—I had her in and told her,
“Look, I know what you are going to plan on, and if your girls start
doing what I think they are going to do with my boys, then there is

only one result of this, and when this happens and that boy”—you
know, when you testify like this it sort of restricts you and you can't
say what you want, especially with females in the room.

Thad to speak frankly with Madame Phoung. This was the only way
she understood. I am trying to choose my words here. You interpolate
a little and you will know what I said.
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I told her, “The first one of my boys that ends up down there at that
doctor and the doc says, 'Son, you tell me who you contacted so I can
pick her up, then out the gate you all go.

"You built a beautiful building and I need a headquarters.”
She said, “No, no, that will never happen.”
I started .# CID agents in every day to take a bath. I may
not have had the best CID over there, but I had the cleanest CID. They
took hot baths almost every day.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, there wasn't any question in your
mind, Colonel, that she actually did intend to operate a house of
prostitution?

Colonel CASTLE. I think eventually. But after a while she found out
that I was going to run the place. She knew I had agents in there.
But, you know, another thing I think you might be interested in is

I had two chaplains—these were good ones. This was one of the things
they leaned on me on when I didn't want the steam bath. We had

another one out at Bear Cat, the 9th Division. These two chaplains
came in one day and were just as happy as they could be. They said,
“Look, if you are going to build another steam bath, you ought to
have this girl”—another Oriental girl married to another retired

brigadier general, not General Cole. And they said, “She runs a very
good steam bath. We went out there and had one.”

These chaplains vouched for that one. You can’t get much better

than that. They said it was strictly legitimate. “If you want a good
one, let her build the next one.”

But we didn’t build another steam bath. In fact, Madame Phoung
was under the impression that she was going to build one at the 90th
Replacement Depot and I cut this out.
kept this thing going and kept holding it back and she kept push

ing me. She is not a dumb woman; she is a smart woman. She knew I
was dragging my feet. She threatened me in a way, in a polite way,

but made reference to the fact that I was only a colonel. I told her I
recognized that and I didn't think I would ever be anything else.
A lot of people felt like she did about me. She made it open that
she didn’t care a damn thing for me.

She said she had several general officer friends and she would go
see them.

When she left there, I had my driver follow her and she went to
USARV Headquarters but I never could trace her down. He lost her
there. How he lost her, I don’t know, because all he had to do was
keep his nose in the air. If she went to see a general, I don't know.
Senator GURNEY. Did she ever mention General Cole?

Colonel CASTLE. No, sir, she never mentioned General Cole to me.
As I told you, once the bats were in operation, I kept agents in there
all the time, almost every day, and was assured by the provost marshal
that she was playing the game straight.
She had a brother that I had some thoughts on, too, which I won’t
tell you about here. He was as queer as a 4-dollar bill. I had a few
problems with little brother. I closed her down one time because of

the brother and one of the soldiers, and agreed to let her reopen if she
would whip brother.
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I said, “You black his eye and I will let you open up.” She whaled
him a time or two so I let her get back open. But then brother started
playing the piano at the place.
Senator GURNEY. This was in the steam bath?
Colonel CASTLE. In the steam bath.

We got the piano removed. This time she didn't make it right on
time. It had rollers on it and the floor was sort of slanted toward the

door. I had two soldiers that got that out real easy. We destroyed the
piano but we got rid of it.
Then she moved a great big canopied bed in the place and she told
me that was for her to rest. I told her she wasn't supposed to rest, and
that there was no damn beds going to be in that steam bath.
So I again gave her 2 hours to get that out. The CID kept report
ing these things to me and I kept getting rid of them.
Finally, I would get ahold of the PX and I said, “Look, why don’t

you guys take over the steam bath? We got it all set up and going, it
is a going concern.” I wanted it out from under the clubs anyhow.
God only knows I wanted to get rid of Madame Phoung.
They accepted it, so I turned the steam bath over to the PX. I hope
they are enjoying it.
I tried to turn the Chinese restaurant over to them but I couldn’t.

They were going to take it over as quickly as they could get rid of
a $25,000 debt that was on it.

Senator GURNEY. What kind of supervision did they exercise?
Colonel CASTLE. I wasn’t there long enough to see, sir. It happened
just as I left. We had a long negotiation with Madame Phoung before
we had her moved over there.

(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Colonel CASTLE. I had many others of these concessions, all over the
place, that I was closing down. In response to the need for more con

trols over the concessions and the crackdown to prevent any corrup
tion, I announced that all concessions would be closed except those
that were under the PX. I gave them a time to get rid of the goods
and complete their business and that would be it.
Senator GURNEY. When the PX took over the concessions, Colonel,
£
any change in the operation? Did they close out some of

*

these

Colonel CASTLE. What I did, sir, was I only left what they were
actually operating, and all those that were illegitimate—so many had
just come in with the units and just sat down and started to operate.

£

For example, one day I
a latrine—all the latrines were out
doors—and they had put the two together. In the morning I passed
and I saw a lot of people coming out and I thought, “That looks like

# busy place,” and then in

the afternoon I passed and it was even

uSler.

I went up to see what was going on. A concession had moved two of

these latrines together and had moved in. They had a barber shop set
up with two chairs and a gift shop. He had no more right to be on that
post than you can

#

a'"
GURNEY. He had not sought anybody's permission or any
ing
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Colonel CASTLE. No, nobody.
Senator GURNEY. He just moved right in?
Colonel CASTLE. That is right.
o thought about him operating
out of a latrine? I don’t know how long he had been there.
Senator GURNEY. Did you have any more of those latrine opera
tions?

Colonel CASTLE. This was the only latrine I found but I found some
more beauts.

The PX had a great number with long rows of tents, great, big
tents put together. You would get in there and it was dark and any
thing could have gone on. So I gave the PX like I did everybody else.
I said, “You have 72 hours to move them out.” I had the post en
gineer draw up a building you could erect quickly, and then on the
third day I would hook onto the center pole and pull them down, if
they didn’t leave. You should have seen the huts go up. I got all of
those things cleaned up.
Some of these concessionaries were mounted on skids. You would

get at them at one place and they would say they would move, and
would hook on and he would just move on his skids to another

#

place.

I got smart. I would take two trucks with me. We would pile their
junk on a truck and haul it out and dump it. After two or three times
they would quit it.
I went into one place, and this was a nice building, a butler building,
of steel. These young Army officers were out of Saigon and they would
bring their girl friends into the PX's with them, their gift shops. There
was no provision, no authorization. There were hundreds of these.
She said, “I have a right. My boy friend is a friend of the post com
mander.” I said, “Who is the post commander?” She said, “Colonel
Castle.” I said, “Do you know him?” She said, “Yes, he is a good friend
of mine.”

I went out and got on my radio and called for two trucks and a
detail. In the meantime, I stopped an MP team. When they all got
there we didn’t wait for her. We just piled her and everything else.
About that time her boy friend, a lieutenant colonel arrived, and I
told him he better shut up while he was ahead, or the next stop for him

was the Chief of Staff. I moved her and everything else out to the road
and dumped it.
I had another one where I hauled them to the deepest ditch we had
and dumped them all in.
After a while, they believed me, that I would do what I said I would.
After they started asking me who was mad at me at little later on, hell,
I don’t know. Everybody was.

When Istarted closing down, I did get some requests to prevent Tom
Bros. of Hong Kong to continue to operate on Long Binh. The Tom
Bros. was a firm that sold civilian clothing and other goods to soldiers.

The first call I got asked me if I would consider letting the Tom Bros.
just show their goods and I told them no, I wouldn’t, because this

amounted to soliciting and I wanted no soliciting on the post.
He said, “Well, may I ask why?” I said, “Yes. The best reason in
the world is because I said so. But the next reason is you have a direc
tive out from your headquarters that says there won't be any.”
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Mr. ADLERMAN. At this point, did you make a statement to the CID
concerning the purpose of a ring from the Tom Bros.?
Colonel CASTLE. I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you buy a ring from them?
Colonel CASTLE. I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At what price?
Colonel CASTLE. I thought it was $300.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

Colonel CASTLE. I thought it was $300.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You gave them a check for $300?
Colonel CASTLE. No, I didn't. They sent me a bill for $600.
Mr. ADLERMAN. But didn’t you send them a check for $300?
Colonel CASTLE. No. I sent them a check for $640.

Mr. ADLERMAN. After they told you it was $300?
Colonel CASTLE. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And they sent you a receipt for $825?
Colonel CASTLE. They did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they ever cash your check?
Colonel CASTLE. No; they didn't.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you return the ring to them?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes; I did.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Why?

Colonel CASTLE. I got another bill from them that said, “Where is
our money?” I said. “I sent you a check.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you suspect that they were trying to put you in
a position
Colonel CASTLE. I felt that I was having the screws put on me. They
sent me another bill for $1,200.

-

Mr. ADIERMAN. A paid bill?
Colonel CASTLE. No, sir. This one was a straight bill for $1,200 for a
ring that I had purchased from them. I just sent them the ring back.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This was the same Tom Bros. that showed vou a
letter of recommendation from General Cole?
-

Colonel CASTLE. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What do you think the operation was in trying to
get you to get a ring and give them a check for $600 and give you a

receipt for $825 and subsequently give you another bill for $1,200?
Colonel CASTLE. I don't know. I thought the best thing to do was
to give them the ring back.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You thought it best to give the ring back to them?
Colonel CASTLE. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you send it back registered mail?
Colonel CASTLE. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They never did cash the check? You closed out your
account?

-

Colonel CASTLE. I closed out my account; that is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And you notified them that you closed your account?
Colonel CASTLE. I did.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer this CID report into the record.
Senator GURNEY. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 494” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Senator GURNEY. Please continue.

Colonel CASTLE. I ordered the Tom Bros. shut down unless they
could get a concession from the PX. A representative of the Tom
Bros. showed up asking that they be permitted to operate on post and
I told him no. They had a letter of recommendation that was signed
by General Cole.

I took a copy of this and put it in the file at Long Binh headquar

# they still had not gotten permission to

ters. When I left Long
Operate.

'or GURNEY. Did you ever receive a call from General Cole?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes; I did.

One time the billeting officer came to me, Carl Hair, and told me
that we were operating a billet in Saigon that was losing money. I
told him to shut it down.

“I don’t want to be responsible for something in Saigon anyhow.
What are we doing operating this?”
He said, “Well, we are operating a bar in there, too.”
I said, “All right, give me the club man. Shut them both down.”
There was about a 10-day difference in the accounting period and I
gave him the word to shut £ down. Colonel Hair called me back and
said, “Look, before you # too far on this, I want to tell you there there
8. general officer that lives in that billet that you are going to shut

#

OWn.

I told him, “Fine, I didn’t give a damn who lived there. Go ahead
and shut it down. We are losing money and besides that. I don’t want
to operate any clubs or billets or
else in Saigon. We are too
far away and we have no business operating anything in Saigon.”
So I went on out. I did call USARV and tell them I was closing this
place down and that there was a general officer living there. It was
Colonel Edwards at the time I talked to, and he said, “Well, you are
the post commander.”
When I got back in, I had had several calls from this billeting offi
cer and he said that General Cole had been calling and that he was
going to call me.

£

A little later on that afternoon he called me and said he understood

that I was

going to

close this place down, and I told him that was

# He said, “Well, I hope it won’t be one of these just overnight
things.

And I said no, it would be at the end of the accounting period, which
was the end of that month, and that we would close both the bar and
the billet unless he could find somebody there in Saigon to take it over.
We would be glad to turn it over to them. After that day we would
no longer be responsible.
He was very polite, very courteous. He said, “Let’s just keep this
between ourselves. No need getting everybody else in it.”
I said, “I agree.”
Senator GURNEY. Why do you think he said that?
-

Colonel CASTLE. I have no idea sir. Then about 2 or 3 days later he
called me back and he had an individual—he gave me his name—some
lieutenant colonel of some outfit in Saigon. I don’t remember who it

was: My people went in and conducted the transaction and we got out
of the business.
58–590–71—Pt. 6–6
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Those two calls were the only two calls I ever had from General
Cole.
Senator GURNEY. Proceed.

Colonel CASTLE. These dealings led to several peculiar telephone

calls. Around August of 1968, these calls started coming to my trailer
at Long Binh and I felt they were just nuisance-type things. I had
my telephone number changed to an unlisted number. That was on my
commercial phone. I still had my field phone with the operations
center so it didn’t make too much difference. But the calls kept coming
111.

Once the caller wanted to know what kind of car I had at home. I

told him I had two old cars, one old 1964 Plymouth and another one
one that was a 1961 Pontiac station wagon.
He said if I would keep my hands out of the club business, I could
have a Cadillac sitting in my driveway, if I could keep my hands off
of these concessions and things.
Another time after I kept closing these things down, I had a call
that said that he had some people, influential-type people, that had

$50,000 that they were willing to invest to take over these gift shops.
The implication was that they were willing to give me $50,000 to
take them over, and I said, “Well, drop them around and we will
talk about it.” Nobody ever came.

Senator GURNEY. And you couldn't identify the caller?

Colonel CASTLE: No, sir. The only thing I believed and I am almost
sure of, but I couldn’t swear to it, is that the calls came from Saigon.
Anybody who has ever been over there and made a call from Long
Binh to Saigon or Saigon to Long Binh knows the difference between

an inner Long Binh call or a Saigon to Long Binh. There is a com
plete difference in the call.
Then I had a call that said I better keep my hands out of the club
business or I was going to get hurt.
All these calls were associated with these concessions and gift shops
and things.
Another call said, “Why don't you just relax and take it easy? This
will be a very enjoyable tour. Do like everybody else does over here,
enjoy yourself.”
And then a call came in, one of the first that I really got concerned
about, saying that I had had some warnings and if I didn’t get my
hands out of this and relax like everybody else and enjoy myself,
that I could get hurt or even lose my job.
I told him if he had anybody that wanted the job I had. I would
be glad to give it to him. He said that some people in high places,
influential people in high places, were getting hurt in the pocketbook
and they just plain didn’t like it.
Late in November, or later on in November, the provost marshal's
office—I had been out on the road and I got a radio call to come back
into the office. When I got back, the CID was there; and they told me
the provost marshal had received a call, an anonymous caller that
to kill me. They were going to kiii me, I believe, that Tues
-

£
av night.
£ed this to General

Hickman; and he insisted, because of
these other calls, that he put a full-time bodyguard with me.
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Well, this is all right, except I had been going out into the jungle
every night on patrol, and you run around the post there all day with
a jeep in front of you and a jeep behind you, and you have
established a little bit of a reputation on this stuff, and this gets to be
just a little bit embarrassing.
I felt I had some pretty good people of my own and really I didn't
need a bodyguard. I asked them to be relieved, which they did, al
they kept guards on my trailer so there would be no plants

£

£h

there.

But the guards quit following me around the post. I had hardly
begun to exercise control over the club dealings when word was passed
that I may be on unsafe ground. I was also informed, and this was

from the captain again, that I had been getting too interested in
Sarl’s activities.

I don’t recall how I got this message or who told me about them,

but I did report it to CID and told the CIDI refused to be intimidated.
As late as 2 months before my departure, I was still issuing direc
tives and writing memos, establishing policy to try to control Sarl and
other establishments with whom we were doing business and to estab

lish strict control of all clubs and club personnel.
The following is an excerpt from a memo I wrote to the NCO mess
on December 2, 1968. In this memo I said:
I have time and again stated that no one will give authority to any agent of a
commercial firm to receipt for or act as agents for the open mess system of this
command.

An authorization such as this is a license to steal.

The authorization given to Arthur Marlow of Sarl Electronics will be revoked
immediately. I did not approve this purchase and have not approved any minutes
of meetings of the Board of Governors which approved the purchase.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 495” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on # 1498.)
•

-

Senator PERCY. Colonel, I would like to go back to the beginning of

your testimony on page 1, concerning the Board of Governors' meet
In O.S.

would you tell us about those Board of Governors’ meetings?

Did

you actually attend those meetings? What actually transpired at them
that would give us insight as to the management of these clubs?
Colonel CASTLE. The Board of Governors' meeting, sir, is made u
of the president of the Board of Governors, who is normally a full
colonel that was elected

Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could speak up just a little bit.
Colonel CASTLE. Yes.

It was a group of people who were elected to these positions headed
by a full colonel. Normally, I did not attend the meeting as such. I
would drop in on them from time to time.
However, the minutes were submitted to me after the Board had
met. But the colonel, the president himself, did attend all of the
meetings of the Board of Governors, and there were eight or 10
people on the board.
Senator PERCY. At any time, did you hear penetrating questions
ut in these Board of Governors’ meetings that might cause you to
elieve that the Board of Governors actually knew what was
transpiring?
•
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Did they, as governors, attempt to run these operations in a business
like and ethical manner ?

Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir. I don’t think the Board of Governors
themselves realized the extent of things, just as I didn't.
Right now, the things that have come out in these hearings, if I
had been told this a year and a half ago I wouldn’t have believed
them.

Senator PERCY. Even though you had been in the system?
Colonel CASTLE. Even though I had been there.
Senator PERCY. You weren't that aware of what was going on?
You don’t feel that these governors were really aware of how the
system operated?
Colonel CASTLE. I think they knew how it was supposed to operate,
sir, and I think they were trying to operate it that way.
But I don’t think they had any concept that these things that had
been going on, that had been brought out in these hearings, were going
on, the extent to which they were going on.
Senator PERCY. On the first page, you mentioned that in November
of 1968, you succeeded in your efforts to have the post commander be
the approval authority for the minutes of the meetings of the Board
of Governors. Would you approve or disapprove on a technical basis
only, or would it be on a substantive basis, the contents of those
minutes?

Colonel CASTLE. Your committee has a number of those minutes

that I acted on, and never was it a perfunctory approval. I would

take each item that was brought up in the committee and act on it as
a separate thing, and many times wrote as much as a page, and most
of the time disapproved.
Senator PERCY. And most of the time disapproved?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir; or telling them, “Not this way, gentlemen.
You must go back and do it this way.”
Senator PERCY. What are the types of things you would disapprove?
Colonel CASTLE. For instance, the request for automatically pur
chasing five cars a year for replacement of old cars and worn-out
CarS.

“No, gentlemen, you will make a survey each year and show me

where you need a car and each car will be purchased on an individual
basis to satisfy that need.

-

“On the purchase of slot machines, no, there will be no blanket
approval for the purchase of slot machines. You must go back, de
stroy the old slot machine, get a certificate of destruction from the
salvage yard, bring that in. Then when I see that, then if I decide
that you need a new slot machine, we will, go out on bid and get
three bids. Then the board of governors will decide which man gets
the bid.”

There were many, many things like that.

. .

Senator PERCY. On the same first page, you indicated:
I fought this involvement by the Assistant Chief of Staff for Personnel and
Administration in the affairs of the club system at Long Binh. In November
1968, I succeeded in my effort to have the post commander as the approval
authority for the minutes of the board of governors.
Was this approval authority of the Assistant Chief of Staff a

carryover from General Cole's days?
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i.'" CASTLE. It was, in effect, his time, sir, and continued after
Senator PERCY. Do you think he instituted that procedure?

£
£ I do not know, sir.
enator PERCY. It seemed irregular to you at the ti
Colonel Castle. Yes, it did.

"

y

e time, though?

Senator PERCY...What line of attack did you pursue in this fight to
have restored to the post commander the final approval authority for
the minutes?

Colonel
to the Iassistant
stating
I feltCASTLE.
that asJust
posta letter
commander
should chief
have of
thestaff
approving

that

authority.
it

£il Hickman, on the first try with him, when he came in, gave

1t to me.

Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could give us the implication of
your comments on the second page regarding the number of clubs

at Long Binh. You indicated that 40 clubs in your judgment was
quite excessive.

How many do you think should have been at a post the size of

Long Binh if it was a more normal operation?
Colonel CASTLE. Sir, this is an error, the 40. I believe I should have
said 30.

Senator PERCY. Thirty?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Could we then correct this record?

Colonel CASTLE. I explained that as I went along.
Senator PERCY. If

•

£ were 30, how many do you think under a

normal operation would have been appropriate on a post the size of
Long Binh, which has about 40,000 men?
Colonel CASTLE. A post that size, sir, and we worked on a three-shift
basis around the clock, could have 10 good-size clubs on the outside.
That should have handled it.

Senator PERCY. So you feel there were about three times too many.
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. What do you suppose was the reason behind the
preoccupation of this particular post with so many clubs? Tid it
appear to you as though this was a thriving business that was being
given top management support to excesses? The more clubs there are,
the more readily accessible they are, the quicker access they have to
slot machines, the more men will be encouraged to go in and use them.
It all works to build up the volume.
Did you feel it was just an attempt to build sales volume?
Colonel CASTLE. No, I didn’t think it was solely that, sir. At the
time I got there the place was a boomtown. Units were moving in from
all over out of Saigon and everywhere.
As they came in, they brought their clubs with them. As they ar
rived, they were annexed into the overall system. But I do feel there
was a failure on somebody's part to say, “No, we are not going to an
nex this club. They can join into the one that is just next door. Let's
combine clubs.”

Again, they took whatever building was available and moved into
it, rather than trying to take over one large mess hall. There were no
clubs built specifically for this purpose. They just took whatever was
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available and moved into it. They should have taken larger buildings
if they wanted these clubs and consolidated into bigger clubs.
It then would have taken a lot less.

Senator PERCY. You indicate in the center of page 2 that it was your
firm conviction that the club system had been allowed to grow to this
size and that conditions had deteriorated because of lack of attention

by the local command, ordinarily the post commander.
The line of organization had long been placed for clubs in the hands
of the assistant chief of personnel. The officer there was Colonel
Edwards and his predecessor had been General Cole.
Can you explain further your firm conviction, as you state, that the
deterioration had occurred and the expansion, the size of the clubs, was
attributable directly to General Cole?
Colonel CASTLE. I would say it didn't appear to me that anyone had
been going around visiting the clubs. This takes continuous visits. I
didn’t feel that they were properly organized. They were a place where
you could stand and hold a drink in your hand and dust would
settle before you could finish the drink on top of the drink.
Anyone in command that would let a soldiers' club get to that con
dition isn’t looking out for them.
Senator PERCY. On page 3, in the third paragraph, when the
slot machines were found in the Sarl Electronics warehouse after you
had ordered an investigation, did you have that situation investigated
further? If so, with what results?

Colonel CASTLE. Only that it was turned over to the CID. They had
reported to me that they had found them, that they were destined for
the enlisted men's club at Long Binh; that they were Sarl Electronics
equipment and they had taken them to adjust them. Beyond that,
nothing more was done.
Senator PERCY. I wonder if you can give us a general description
of storage facilities and control generally at the Long Binh base.
Colonel CASTLE. For the clubs themselves they had no storage fa
cilities as such. They would just throw around their own areas some
barbed wire. They would use Conex containers set up around the
building.

One or two places were big enough so that they would make a back

room or something. This was one of the great problems, that they
simply did not have sufficient storage to store their supplies in.
Senator PERCY. On page 4, you indicated that Sarl Electronics had

a $3,200 contract for the repair and maintenance of machines.
Before you left Long Binh, did you leave any recommendation that
military men stationed at the base be trained and made responsible
for mechanical repairs on slot machines?
Colonel CASTLE. No; I did not, sir.

Senator PERCY. Did it occur to you that this might have been done

at considerably less expense?
Colonel CASTLE. Not only at considerably less expense, but it oc
-

curred to me that it was the thing to do and I should have done it, sir.
But I didn’t.

Senator PERCY. You have made the observation that slot machines

themselves seem to be a pickpocket for men with idle time on their
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hands, who are almost always eventually going to lose. The machine
eventually always wins.
Do you know whether the existence of slot machines, which now the
Air Force has ruled out by directive, has ever been questioned while

you were there? Was it ever discussed in the Board of Governors? Was
it ever discussed at any level of command as to whether their presence
was a proper and good thing for the military forces to permit on bases?
Colonel CASTLE. Several times over the last 10 years, sir, I have
heard slot machines discussed pro and con. One of the biggest knockers
of slot machines I ever heard was Gen. George Powers, who was my
commanding officer on Okinawa, a commanding general.
From him I got a great deal of my attitude toward them. At each
meeting of officers, he would line them up and show them on a black
board how stupid it was to play them.
Yes, I have heard this. However, most of the time it has just been
the slot machines are there and most people don’t seem to be partic
ularly—well, most of the officers don’t particularly like them, but it
runs about 50–50. A lot of them like to play them.
Senator PERCY. But the £pts to speak against them and get rid
of them were always overridden?
Colonel CASTLE. There has never been a real strong move, sir, to get
rid of them. It has been more or less telling what the evils of them are,
but not a move to move them because they were a source of income.
The move to get rid of them has to come from the top.
Senator PERCY. When you ordered that a club could not purchase
new slot machines without documenting the breakdown and proper
destruction of the old slot machines, did you get any direct or indirect
pressure at all from Sarl Electronics on this directive.
Colonel CASTLE. No.
Senator PERCY. You issued the directive and that was it?
Colonel CASTLE. That was it.
Senator PERCY. The demand fell off.

Colonel CASTLE. By that time, people had begun pretty much to
realize that once I issued a directive it was going to stand. They may
not like it but they didn’t say much about it.
Senator PERCY. On page 5, in the last paragraph, you mention a
change in procedure to provide hot meals. That seems to be a fairly
major proposal.
What would you have had to do to implement such a change? Whose
approval? How much money would be required?
olonel CASTLE. There had been a proposal, sir, to build one
central club that somebody knocked out and said, “No, go ahead an
approve your own.” To do this, I am sure you are all aware to go

#

through normal channels how long it takes. But by hiring these Viet
namese you get them for $1 a day.

What I started doing was hiring the Vietnamese. I could get almost
any number of them and they can do almost anything up to the stand
ards that we had there. I didn’t wait. I went ahead and started.

In fact, I submitted a weekly report every Saturday on each club.
That should be available over there. It showed everything we were
doing on each club. A lot of them were borderline as to whether I
should be doing it or not.
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But I felt if I am going to go to jail, I would rather be doing some
thing for the soldier than just sitting here and doing nothing.

Senator PERCY. On page 6, you mention there were frequent and con
stant pressures directed “against me in my efforts to institute reform
into the club system.”
Beyond the statements you have already made, can you expand that,
if possible, by naming names, and indicating what form this pres
sure took, what your suspicions were with respect to the source from
which it emanated?

Colonel CASTLE. I have said just about everything I can say, sir.
I was going my own merry way. I had no idea of all this that we are
talking about here or that these hearings have brought out.
I was going to sew up my own little bailiwick as tight as I could.
I wasn’t going back to try to get any skeletons out of the closet.
You see, this was only a small part of my job. The rest of Long
Binh was as bad off as this, or worse.
Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could at this stage—
Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could at this stage—as post com
mander, U.S. Army Reservation at Long Binh—give this committee
a full picture of your duties, indicating what responsibility and au
thority you had? What was the
purpose for your command?

£i

I am impressed by the knowledge, detail and the desire you had
to clean up this particular mess. I am trying to get in perspective what
you were really there for, what your real responsibilities were ?
Colonel CASTLE. Really, when I got there I found a dirty, stinking
hole. The post was dirty and nobody seemed to care where you burn
your human excrement just outside your barracks, there is a way to
burn it and do it right. But you know Americans, they hire somebody
and they do it halfway.
We had holes full of working maggots and this was a stench. The
stockade burned theirs just 200 feet £ the 24th Evac Hospital.
There were waterlines running all over the post but nobody made
any attempt to connect many of the things that could have been con
nected up with them.
P. A. & E.—I just went around making all these notes for a while,

tting more disgusted every day. We had a lot of upper respiratory
iseases. Smoke just hung, and dust mixed with this burning of refuse
right on the main post because there were no roads, except for this
one big loop.
Senator PERCY. I have been to Vietnam a number of times—and

visited many posts but never Long Binh. Could you describe how

Long Binh fits into the total military complex in Vietnam.” What is its
essential function and purpose?
Colonel CASTLE. Long Binh, itself, furnished all supplies for allied
forces and our own forces to the III and IV Corps areas.
Senator PERCY. It is essentially a supply depot?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes.

Senator PERCY. And moving material and equipment?
Colonel CASTLE. The largest one we have.
Senator PERCY. So that the maintenance of that base, the cleanli

ness, sanitation, its orderliness, its efficiency, is an important element

in the overall complex of our responsibilities out there.
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Colonel CASTLE. And with the U.S. Army Headquarters there, I
felt one of the most important. This was the place to start.
At the end of the day I noticed at 4:30 that all of Long Binh
Headquarters picked up their bags and headed for the bar, and no
body seemed really to care.
Then on March 1, we had a rocket attack and it was almost 45

minutes before the telegraph report got in. I figured something was
wrong with this, that the defenses weren't too good. I started looking
at that. This scared me more than anything else, and I felt it was
most important.

The old commander stayed there up until about the 2d or 3d of
March, and all I was doing at this time was feeling my way around
and getting the usual briefings that you men must have had, many of
them, when you go around and get all the cards stacked up and every
one tells you how well they are doing.
I wasn't getting really anything out of it. But in the meantime, my
son was there with the 173d, and he got wounded rather badly. He
had his guts shot out. I flew up to An Khe and was with him a few
days and got him back home.
Then I got started on the first reorganizing of defense, getting
the proper equipment, getting personnel.
I sent one of my officers out. I decided there would be no more cock
at 4:30, we are here to fight a war and that is what we are going

£

to do.

Senator PERCY. Wait until 5 anyway.
Colonel CASTLE. I figured a little longer, sir.
Senator PERCY. When you went there, Colonel, taking into account
your general knowledge of a post command, what proportion of your
time as post commander could you reasonably have expected to spend
on the general supervision of PX's and open messes? What proportion
should that have taken of your time?
Colonel CASTLE. It shouldn’t have taken more than 10 percent, sir.

£

Senator PERCY. In your experience what would you estimate the
proportion of your time was that you actually had to put into this
operation?
Colonel CASTLE. I would say 30 to 40 percent.
Senator PERCY. Thirty to forty percent of your time?
Colonel CASTLE. Of the daylight hours.
Senator PERCY. In straightening out this mess.
Colonel CASTLE. Then I took my troopers to—the headquarters

people, many of them, were in trouble and sort of washed up, many
of them said—I took them and started training them after supper

as combat troops. I said, “You boys are through being afraid of
mortar attacks, because I am going to take you out to fight.”
We would go out every night and fight.

I didn’t have any of this damn marihuana trouble or things like
that. That is why I say I had high morale, because I had people
working.

But if we had an attack I would be up maybe all night and some
nights I would be up 2 days without seeing a bed.
I am a diabetic, but when I found out I had diabetes I had already

volunteered for Vietnam. They pulled me off and this damn near
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- "wres
broke my heart, because I felt all my life that people used diabetes—
not diabetes but any profile—as a way to get out of something.
I didn’t know you could get one of these things accidentally. So
I started walking 5 miles a day and swimming a half mile, and then I
asked for a medical board and they let me go.
I took my pots and pans with me, these things that you can cook
in without grease. I wasn’t lucky enough to get one of those three or
four best cooks they have over there. I did my own cooking. I didn’t
eat very much, I couldn’t eat very much, a diabetic can’t. I would
eat one or two meals a month at the club.

I would be out all night but regardless of what hour I got in I
would have them wake me at 5 and I would start to get my paper
work done before everybody else got up. Then I would start at 7 on
my rounds of the post.

I would write generals, everybody else, a letter until we got the post
cleaned up. I got things running to what I thought was pretty good.
I think we got a pretty good start on the club system.

The proof of a combat unit is whether they can fight or not. With
these kids that everybody had given up on that I trained I stopped
the 274th Regiment. A lot of us got our tails shot off but we stopped
them. That was
enough of what we could do there. So maybe
my trip was worthwhile after all.

#

The only thing I am sorry about is I lost my driver who was the
type of a young man that everybody would like to have as a son,
the most dedicated young man that ever lived. He is the one who was
my right hand. I kept him with me wherever I was. And I lost my
that night, too. And we were all coming home in 8

£rmer
£e are the kind of hurts that don’t show but you don’t lose them
aVS.

-

either.

Senator PERCY. Colonel, I have a few more questions, but I would

'.to yield to my colleague, Senator Gurney, and then I will come
*CK.

Senator GURNEY. Colonel, we had testimony here in the last few
days about some of the vehicle problems in the Saigon area generally,
vehicles being improperly imported; also improperly licensed.
Did you discover, when you arrived at Long Binh, that you had
a vehicle problem there, too?

Colonel CASTLE. There were some vehicle problems, Senator Gurney.
I heard about them. I remember one case where we had two that were

not ours but I don’t remember just what they were. But I do remember
there were some vehicle problems.
Senator GURNEY. What about controls of vehicles on the post when
you arrived? Did you have any problems with those?
Colonel CASTLE. Thev didn't really have any controls on the post
when I arrived there. I established controls and made them account,

bringing all the vehicles into one central place and account for them.
I stopped all the trips to Saigon. When they used a vehicle they had
to account for it.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, really, there were no controls at
all. People were coming and going any time they wanted to, and pick
ing up vehicles and using them all the time?
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Colonel CASTLE. Vehicles were assigned to individuals. Everybody
had a car.

Senator GURNEY. Were they being used for unauthorized purposes?
Colonel CASTLE. With this type of setup it is hard to say, because
there is no real control. But I quickly pulled them in.
Senator GURNEY. And established firm controls?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. We talked a little bit about the fact that you

turned over an operation of some of the concessions to the post ex
change. What about the post exchange operation on Long Binh? Did
you get any idea what that was like?

Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir. That was one of the first times in my life
that I was completely thrown. We were having some terrific losses
there and I felt at first that we weren't checking the vehicles when
they came in from Saigon.
So I went down myself and watched the check of vehicles. They
were making correct checks and they were signing for what they got,
or at least the ones I watched were. I felt that some vehicles were

coming in late in the evening and they would wait overnight before
they would make their checks.

-

. . Well, I figured something might be here, maybe somebody is get
ting into these things at night. So my driver and I, after we got
through with patrol at night, we would waylay these vehicles. I
never could find anything there.
Then I felt we were losing so much that it must be that these
girls at the cash registers are carrying it out in cash. We caught a
few people taking things out. Your civilian personnel people tried
to set it up as stateside. Regardless of what you caught a man steal
ing, you had to catch them three times before you could fire him.
By the time everybody stole three times, you had nothing left to

fire him for. You might as well close the store. So I wrote a regu
lation that I could throw anybody off the post as a security risk.
So when I caught them stealing I would throw them off as a security

risk and not mention the stealing because you couldn’t get anywhere
with that.

But I delved into this and delved into it, and finally I started

putting an investigator officer on every loss, but we never came up
with anything at all. I have no idea. I know they have big losses
': in the States in shoplifting and so forth, and we were having
OSSeS.

Senator GURNEY. How much did your losses amount to? . .
Colonel CASTLE. Well, every time we had an inventory, which I
think was about every 6 months, it would run around $200,000, some
where around there.

Senator GURNEY. During a 6-month period?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes. But in between times we would have a loss.

After I started this, the first survey we held, I held the people on
it. This was almost unheard of. I guess they felt you would write

things off. But coming from a combat unit where you never work

with anything but soldiers, if he loses his socks or shoes that

kid

has to account for it, so why shouldn’t they account?
Anything to me is an amount of money and somebody has to ac
count for it.
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Senator GURNEY. This was pretty much wholesale theft?
Colonel CASTLE. There was something. I never could put my finger
on it and I tried hard.

Senator GURNEY. What about the PX people? Did they make at
tempts to run down the source of these losses?
Colonel CASTLE. I think the PX officer himself—at first, there was

an Air Force man, a lieutenant colonel, and then later on an artillery
major who was promoted, Smith, to lieutenant colonel—I think they
cooperated. I think they tried.

I accused them all of being crooks. But they had some managers
along the way in their PX's and things that I didn’t think too much
of, but I couldn't say that any of them were taking anything. I just
don’t know. But somebody was.
Senator GURNEY. We, again, have had considerable testimony prior
to this time, Colonel, about irregularities over there in that area in the
open mess system and in the PX business, concessionaires, all these
people. And there is also considerable evidence at this time of the
activities of Mr. Crum, for example, and also Sarl Electronics.
You were briefed, as I understand it, quite considerably when you
arrived at the post of Long Binh.
Did anybody ever tell you about any of these other irregularities
that had occurred?

Colonel CASTLE. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. There was no mention at all?
Colonel CASTLE. No mention.

Senator GURNEY. By anyone?
Colonel CASTLE. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. So you went in sort of like a babe in the woods.
Colonel CASTLE. When I found those boxes that I told you about,
and I sent my S-1 out to get the CID to check, he came back and said,
“The CID has a report over there that you ought to see.”
Senator GURNEY. Who said this?

Colonel CASTLE. My S-1.
So I told him to bring it over. So Bull Kelly, Colonel Kelly, and one
of the agents brought this report over. This was my first knowledge
that things weren’t all right.
Senator GURNEY. And nobody ever said anything about Sarl, Crum,
or anybody?

Colonel CASTLE. No. Somebody mentioned, I think it was William
son, about some turkeys and this young captain, but this was just in
passing, just one of those things that
and nothing should

£

ever have been made of it.

Senator GURNEY. Isn't that an unusual procedure? If a new com
mander is coming on post, doesn't the old commander try to let him
know what he is in for, and all of the problems he may encounter?
Colonel CASTLE. I would think so.

I got briefed. I went to every outfit on the post and would sit for
hours and listen to all these normal briefings by everybody.
I got briefed in detail by Long Binh on their operation and their
setup. But no briefing on this other. In fact, the briefing I had on

the clubs showed me how big the club system was, how much money
they were making and things like that.
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Senator GURNEY. By the way, did you ever have any contact with
Mr. Crum at all?

Colonel CASTLE. No, sir. When I read this report that CID had,
they sat there and waited until I read it and then they took it back
with them. I remembered one time in talking with Mr. Duffy about
the investigation, the name, but it had no meaning for me.
Senator GURNEY: Did you have any contact with Sergeant Higdon,
the club custodian!

Colonel CASTLE. Yes; I did.

Senator GURNEY. Did he, in any of his contacts with you, try any
thing irregular?
Colonel CASTLE. No.

Senator GURNEY. What were your contacts mostly with him?
Colonel CASTLE. Just the normal contacts you would have with a
club sergeant.
Senator GURNEY. There is one other thing I am curious about. I
notice in the testimony about these Tung brothers and the Chinese
restaurant. What sort of an operation was that? That is unusual,
isn’t it, to go on an Army post?
Colonel CASTLE. The Chinese restaurant?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir. I thought it was like the Dragon Lady's
steam bath, that it was all paid for out of their funds. They were
building it. That is until we got to looking into it on another deal
and found out that we had also invested $25,000 in it.
Senator GURNEY. Who is “we”?
Colonel CASTLE. The officers’ club.

Senator GURNEY. Why would the officers' club invest money in a
private enterprise of this sort?
Colonel CASTLE. It supposedly will become their club, and the
$25,000 is to be paid back over increments of periods of time. But
who agreed to this setup, I don’t know.
Senator GURNEY. That had occurred before you had arrived?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Was it a large operation?
Colonel CASTLE. It was a big restaurant. They had planned on run
ning it as an officers’ club. I decided we were going to have a restau
rant. It is something out of the ordinary. It is a place to get something
different to eat. Instead of running it as part of the officers’ club, we
would make a separate club out of that and let both the enlisted men
and the officers eat there. So by doing this, and they wanted to run a
bar, I got out of setting up another bar.

Senator GURNEY: Did you have any problems with them?
Coloney CASTLE. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. They ran a pretty fair operation?
Colonel CASTLE. As far as I am concerned, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I have no further questions.
Senator PERCY. Colonel, I have just a few more.

What sort of reports did you make to your superiors on the irregu:
larities that you observed in the post exchanges and open messes and
what kind of cooperation did you have from your superiors in solving
some of the problems?
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Colonel CASTLE. I had good cooperation from my superiors. The
CID were handling all of the investigations on the clubs. They were

reporting directly to the SARV as well as letting me know what was
oing on. Anytime anything came up, I reported either to General

£ or to Colonel Edwards what I knew of it.
(At this point Senator Gurney withdrew from the room.)
Senator PERCY. I would like to explore just a little bit more Madame
Phoung, considering her persuasive influence at Long Binh. How do
ou account for the fact that the inquiry that was made produced so
£ of value about her operation?
Colonel CASTLE. I don’t know, sir.
Senator PERCY. There are several witnesses now that have had the

feeling that she was really setting up a house of prostitution out there
with the full consent, advice and consent, you might say, of military
authority. Can you describe in
detail what sort of operation
she really did have? Did she really have 200 Vietnamese women in this
operation?
From the time he entered the operation until the GI left, what sort
of services were performed?
Colonel CASTLE. When it ended up, as long as I was there—when
she started her operation, I don’t know how many girls she had, she
just had masseuses—she didn’t have 200 girls to start with.
Until the day I left there, a man came in and there was a big room in

£

front where he checked in. Then he went back to another room where

he stripped and got a towel wrapped around. Then he went into a cen
tral steam room and he got steamed. Then he got the cold water treat
ment. Then he went into a massage room that had no door on it and
laid there and was massaged by a girl. I had somebody in there almost
every day. It was being run, at the time I left, legitimately.
Senator PERCY. It was being run what?
Colonel CASTLE. Legitimately. There was no prostitution as far as
I was concerned.

Senator PERCY. On page 8 you mention the absence of adequate
controls over the clubs and concessions. Were you in a position to
promulgate and direct all the controls that would have been war
ranted? Your command there lasted how long?
Colonel CASTLE. Eight days short of a year.
Senator PERCY. Eight days more than a year?
Colonel CASTLE. Short of a year.

Senator PERCY. So within that period of a year, Colonel, were you
able to apply all of the necessary controls that you felt were required
by the situation?

Colonel CASTLE. All that I felt were required to at least control the
situation and get it on the road. But my hopes had been to get rid of all
civilians, to put the place strictly on a purchase with the Army bases,

get out of the buying field, and narrow it down to just a straight
operation. I had planned on trying to get that.

We had seven recreation areas. Instead of these little gift shops
and barber shops down in every company area, I wanted to get rid
of all of these and have one big one in each of the recreation areas.
They were scattered throughout the area so that eople could get to
them with no hurt at all. I wanted to narrow all this down. I had
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plans like this, to consolidate and get rid of much of that, to consoli
date the clubs.

Things I wanted to do I just didn’t get to do.
Senator PERCY. Getting back to Madame Phoung, there was a feel

ing on your part that if you had not intervened, she might have been
running a house of prostitution, and your actions certainly prevented
this. Do you have any direct indication, yourself, as to why she had
such influence, why she was able to get such a concession, and who
her friends were “upstairs” who permitted this?
Colonel CASTLE. No, sir; I do not.
Senator PERCY. You do not. But am I correct in the assumption
that you were suspicious that she might have been running an im
proper operation and unless you had been vigilant it might have been
carried on right on your post?
Colonel CASTLE. I would not have been surprised.
Senator PERCY. You what?

Colonel CASTLE. I would not have been surprised, but what it would
have happened.
Senator PERCY. And your suspicion caused you to take very stringent
supervisory steps.
Colonel CASTLE. To stay on top of it.
Senator PERCY. Other than the telephone threats you outlined at
the end of your prepared statement, were there ever any instances
where threats moved beyond verbal intimidation of you?
Colonel CASTLE. No, sir.
Senator PERCY. No direct attempt was ever made, as other witnesses
have testified, to bring you into the system, to cause you to become a
part of it? That is, to test your willingness to play ball with the boys
and go along with the system as it was?
Colonel CASTLE. Not that I know of, sir.
Senator PERCY. At the suggestion of counsel, I would like to go over
your statement on the bottom of page 6:
It was never clear to me just how Madame Phoung was able to win approval of
the proposal from the Army nor how she planned to finance the enterprise. As
far as military command personnel involved in the negotiation are concerned,
I did note the fact that in examining the file, such as it was, on preliminary

papers completed prior to awarding the bid to the Dragon Lady, had initials,
which I was informed by the staff were those of General Cole had been placed
there when he was AC of S for administration at USARV headquarters.

In other words, you did see General Cole's initials which approved
the operation and he was the ultimate authority for this?
Colonel CASTLE. Sir, I can’t say it was General Cole's initials. You

have seen these Army staff papers where they put a block up here and
stamp it and then everybody initials it.
Senator PERCY. Yes. No one can read any of those initials. But there
were staff members on your staff who had firsthand knowledge as to
inscriptions and they said to you they were General Cole's

£
initials?

Colonel CASTLE. Right. Let me explain, when a project started, first
somebody had to initiate it. A unit or someone starts a project out.

Then it goes before the post planning board. This post planning board
can put no monetary value on it or anything else. Every major unit
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on the post is represented on this board. The post commander usually
runs it, or his deputy.
They will say, “Yes, we agree with this.” They do a certain amount
of work and they locate where the project will go on the post. Their
approval is tantamount to approval of the project.
As you know, and everyone else knows, a lot of times politics are
played. Arrangements are made ahead of time of, “Look, old buddy,
I have a project going through and it is my pet project. Will you give
-

me a hand?”

And then he is told, “Yes, I have one coming next week. You give
me a hand on that.”
Senator PERCY. That is even known to have occurred in the Senate.

Colonel CASTLE. I heard that, but I wasn’t going to say anything.
Senator PERCY. I can testify to it.
Colonel CASTLE. This had already happened and passed through the
board. It had gone up for preliminary engineering and everything and
the bids had been let. These were just planning papers. It wasn’t very
much of a file. There on the preliminary papers were all of these
initials. When I was trying to do was to establish who in USARV ever
approved a steam bath on an Army post, whose initials these were.
“Well, this is the engineer's,” and so on. And, “This is General
Cole himself.”

Senator PERCY. How much of an investment would this parlor have
involved, including the dragons and the nude women?
Colonel CASTLE. I am not much of an estimator, sir.
Senator PERCY. What would you estimate? Are we talking about
an investment of $1,500 or $15,000?

Colonel CASTLE. We are talking about $150,000 or $200,000.
Senator PERCY. $200,000?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes.

Senator PERCY. The per person charge was how much for each
G.I. customer? What was the flat rate fee?

Colonel CASTLE. My memory is bad on this. I would say about $1.50,
maybe $2.

enator PERCY. It was a pretty busy place, was it?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Heavily used?
Colonel CASTLE. Quite popular.
Senator PERCY. What did the post get for that, a commission?
Colonel CASTLE. They got a commission.
Senator PERCY. A percentage?
Colonel CASTLE. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Do you suppose her rate of return on investment
was quite high?
Colonel CASTLE. I would say it was. I don’t know what it was, but
I would say it was.
Senator PERCY. What was the percentage that the post got?
Colonel CASTLE. I don’t remember, sir.
£or PERCY. Is there any sort of a standard fee for concession
Imal reS?

Colonel CASTLE. No. They work that up during the contract phase.
Senator PERCY. In other words, it is set up by and subject to indi
vidual negotiation?
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Colonel CASTLE. Yes. There is a standard when you go to the PX.
They have a standard rate. When she switched over there, it would

have been standard, and I think it is about 10 percent, though I am
not sure. Maybe it is a little better.

Senator PERCY. Can anyone with influence set up an operation of
this type? You don't know if there was competitive bidding by other
concessionnaires?

Colonel CASTLE. No.

Senator PERCY. Someone who has a little influence who can set up

a concession of this type has literally a gold mine right, and not only
could influence be brought to bear on the initial decision to have it,
but, second, the selection of the person and, third, the establishment
of a rate that would be charged as the concession's cost.
Does anyone on the staff of the committee know what this contract
arrangement was ?

Does anyone know whether or not the payback was out of the
ordinary or inordinately small?
Mr. DUFFY. We are talking about the steam bath?
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. We do know from the hearings of last year that part of
the money that was paid in went into black market operations by
Madame Phoung. The exact amount I don’t have. That may already
be in our record. I can’t recall.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Senator Percy, we have two affidavits which are
corroborative of this, and other witnesses, which shows the favoritism
extended by General Cole to several of the vendors. I would like to
offer in evidence the affidavit of former Capt. Thomas G. Prohaska,
who was principal staff officer for nonappropriated funds at head
quarters, U.S. Army, Long Binh.
I would like to quote two paragraphs of that:
This conversation started me thinking about the conduct of this General and
why he was so protective of Sarl Electronics' interests as late as November 1968
when he, Cole, had no longer a supervisory capacity for clubs in Vietnam.
General Cole had other favored vendors at Long Binh. The Tom Brothers, a
clothing vendor, had free access to his office. Madame Phoung, known as the

“Dragon Lady,” was brought personally down to our office by General Cole. Cole
was the one who pushed the steambath of Madame Phoung at Long Binh.

I would also like to offer in evidence the affidavit of Philip H. Wogs
berg, who was custodian of the U.S. Army central mess funds in Long
Binh.

He likewise refers to the pressures that were put on by General Cole.

He was present when General Cole placed a call to Captain Prohaska
of Long Binh and asked for the release of a number of machines on
behalf of Sarl Electronics.
I offer both of these affidavits.

-

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 496 and 497”
for reference and follow :)
ExHIBIT No. 496
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS

G.

PROHASKA

I. Thomas G. Prohaska, who resides at 3700 Century Boulevard, Inglewood,
California, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J.
Duffy of the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
of the Committee on Government Operations.
58–590 –71–Pt. 6––7
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I resigned from the Army on December 23, 1968. I was an Army Captain sta
tioned in Vietnam during the period of December 1967 to December 1968. I was
principal staff officer for nonappropriated fund clubs at Headquarters, U.S. Army,
Long Binh, Vietnam. It was my job to establish policy and conduct general staff
supervision of all Army clubs in the Command. My top boss in this area was
General Earl Cole. I recall sometime in January 1968 General Cole was trans
ferred out of Hg. U.S.A.R.W. and into a new command at MACV in Saigon.
General Cole maintained a continued interest in the club system at Long Binh
after he was reassigned. In fact, he interceded on behalf of one vendor, Sarl
Electronics. This incident occurred sometime in November 1968. General Cole

called me on the telephone and inquired as to why we were refusing to release
a large number of slot machines consigned to Cam Ranh Bay clubs. I informed
the General that we had initiated a new policy which required all purchases in
excess of $1,000 from outside the country to be approved by our Headquarters
at Long Binh prior to purchase. The purchase that General Cole was concerned
about involved a purchase Order of approximately $20,000 of Sarl Slot machines
that had not received approval by the Long Binh command. I told General Cole
we were trying to determine why our policy was being violated and that we were
requiring the Cam Ranh Bay Command to formally respond to us with informa
tion regarding the purchase. We wanted to know about the purchase order and
invoice and if such documents were in order the cargo would then be released to

the consignee. After I told General Cole these facts, he was noticeably angry
that we were holding up the cargo. He made it very clear that he thought we
were using bad judgment concerning the matter. I then told General Cole that we
had suspected Sarl Electronics of illicit practices and that we wanted to verify
that the purchase was valid. When I said this, the General went into a ten-minute
tirade about how upstanding the company was and what fine people were con
nected with Sarl. I suggested to the General that he talk to my boss, Lt. Col.

Harry Rubin, or discuss the matter with the Deputy Chief of Staff, but to my
knowledge he did not do so. After our conversation, I wrote a memo for the record
of our conversation. I showed the memo to my boss and filed it.

This conversation started me thinking about the conduct of this General and
why he was so protective of Sarl Electronics interests as late as November 1968
when he, Cole, had no longer a supervisory capacity for clubs in Vietnam.
General Cole had other favored vendors at Long Binh. The Tom Brothers, a

clothing vendor, had free access to his office. Madame Phuong, known as the
“Dragon Lady,” was brought personally down to our office by General Cole.
Cole was the one who pushed the steambath of Madame Phuong at Long Binh.
I would like to supply Some information on another unusual situation at Long
Binh. When I arrived in December 1967 at Long Binh, Sergeant William Higdon

had been appointed custodian. My own personal inquiries relating to Higdon
convinced me he was unsuited for this important job at Long Binh. For example,
I was told by Captain Adams, who was stationed at Higdon's old post at the 90th
Replacement Battalion, 2nd Field Forces, that Higdon had a bad reputation as
custodian in that area. I was told that he kept poor books and had made pur
chases which had not been authorized.

I have read the foregoing statement and to my best knowledge it is true and
correct.
THOMAS G. PROHASKA.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of October 1969 in Santa
Monica.

MARY A. BLISS,
Notary Public.

My commission expires July 14, 1972.

ExHIBIT No. 497

AFFIDAVIT OF PHILIP H. WOGSBERG

I, Philip H. Wogsberg, who reside at Route 1, Box 218, Gresham, Oregon
197030, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to LaVern J. Duffy,
who has identified himself to me as a member of the Staff of the United States

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Govern
ment Operations.
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No threats, force, or duress have been used to induce me to make this state
ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences
which may result from submission of this statement to the aforementioned Sen
ate Permanent Subcommittee.

I arrived in Vietnam on October 30, 1968. During the period December 2,
1968, through October 25, 1969, I was custodian of the USARV Central Mess
Fund at Long Binh. I returned to the Continental United States on October 27,
1969, and I am no longer in the Service.
During my tenure as custodian at Long Binh, I had a number of dealings
With the Tom Bros., a vendor that was selling to the club System. The primary
nature of my dealings with them concerned complaints between the Tom Broth
ers and the open mess system. The Tom Bros. operated an unauthorized tailor
shop at Annex 16 of the open mess system. This concession was terminated in
April 1969. This concession was operated without the approval of the USARV
Headquarters. Representatives of the Tom Bros., in particular Mr. Peter Zee,
approached me on several occasions and offered me what I considered to be a
bribe. Mr. Zee invited me on at least three or four occasions to Saigon to spend

a weekend with all expenses paid. On five or six occasions, he offered me a simi
lar deal to Hong Kong. I did not accept these offers.
The Tom Bros. have a concession contract to operate the Chinese restaurant
at Long Binh. The normal method of contracting is to limit them to one year in

length. However, General Earl Cole, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and
Administration, USARV, on November 14, 1967, granted the Tom Bros. an ex

ception to this policy and allowed them a three year contract. This contract was
originally negotiated with the officers' open mess and later transferred to the
combined meSS.

In November 1968, I was present when General Cole personally called my
predecessor, Captain Thomas G. Prohaska, at Long Binh. At that time, General
Cole wanted the release of a number of Sega slot machines from the Port owned

by Sarl Electronics. Prohaska explained to General Cole that a new policy at
USARV Headquarters required approval of that Headquarters for any shipment
of more than $1,000 value. Prohaska told Cole that Sarl Electronics was sus
pected of improper activities in importing slot machines. The conversation lasted
for about 30 minutes during which time General Cole pleaded with Prohaska to
release the machines. I thought this was quite unusual since General Cole was as

signed to CORDS and had no business or authority entering into a situation in
volving the club system.
I have read the foregoing material and to the best of my knowledge, it is true
and correct.
PHILIP H. WogSBERG.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on 19th day of May 1970 in the county of
Portland, Oregon.

R. D. NoFL, Notary Public.
My Commission expires September 6, 1971.

Senator PERCY. In closing these hearings today, on behalf of Sen
ator Ribicoff, Senator Gurney, and myself, I would like to express our
appreciation to our witness today, Colonel Castle. Colonel Castle is
' convalescing from his most recent operations a few days ago. This
is one of the series of operations he has had since evcuated following
the Tet Offensive.

Colonel Castle was kind enough to come to Washington during these
hearings with very short notice. He arrived this morning, I under
stand, about 2:30 a.m.
We are most appreciative of your efforts, Colonel Castle, to assist
the subcommittee in this very important investigation. If we had that
kind of cooperation from all of our witnesses that we have had from
you, we would be not so long in prosecuting this case.
I certainly hope that your own personal record will show the appre
ciation of this committee for the extraordinary efforts you have gone
to to be helpful and cooperate and provide us with the benefit of your

insight into this problem.
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The subcommittee will stand in recess until Monday at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Monday, March 8, 1971.)
(Member of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator
Percy.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM
MONDAY, MARCH 8, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office

Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, as amended, agreed to
February 16, 1970, and Section 4 of Senate Resolution 31, agreed to
March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican,
Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, #: 8.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the Minority; John Brick, investigator; Walter S.
Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs; Frederick As

£ special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief
Clerk.

Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tor Ribicoff.)
Senator RIBICoEF. I shall insert in the record at this point the au
thorization to proceed with the hearing today without a quorum of
two members being necessary.
(The letter of authority is as follows:)
MARCH 8, 1971.

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended by the Com
mittee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed on March 4, 1970, permission is
hereby granted for the Acting Chairman to conduct open hearings without a
quorum of two members for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of Im
proprieties and Corruption in Military Clubs and Post Exchange Systems in the
United States and Overseas on March 8, 1971.
JOHN L. MCCLELLAN,
Chairman.

CHARLES H. PERCY,

Acting Ranking Minority Member.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adler, please.
Will you stand and raise your right hand?
(1391)
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You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. ADLER. I do.
TESTIMONY OF JACQUES H. ADLER

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a prepared statement?
Mr. ADLER. Yes.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Would you like to read it?
Mr. ADLER. Right.
Senator RIBICoEF. Will you give us a little bit about your back
ground, who you are and what your business is?
Mr. ADLER. Yes.

I came from South America in 1939. I was married in the United

States in 1941. I have two daughters. I have three grandchildren.
I started to do business with the post exchanges in 1941. This is
our 30th year.
I came from a family of diamond merchants in Europe and have
been a supplier to the exchange plus having jewelry stores in the
-

United States.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. ADLER. The affidavit:

I, Jacques H. Adler, with offices in Denver, Colo., make the follow
ing statement freely and voluntarily to Mr. LaVern J. Duffy, Assistant
Counsel of the Senate, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
Committee on Government Operations, United States Senate:
Reference is made to the matter of Colonel Jack Ice, former ex

change officer, at the Vietnam regional office.
In the fall of 1967, I was approached by Colonel K. K. Lee, the aide
to Lt. General Chae, Myung Shin, Republic of Korea Army, Com
mander, regarding a personal financial matter between Colonel Lee
and Colonel Ice.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. For the purpose of the record, the correct spelling
is Colonel Kun K. Yuyi. pronounced like “Lee.”
Mr. ADLER. I became friendly with Colonel Lee. He was my escort
in Korea during a drive.

-

I was hospitalized in Vietnam and I realized that in the hospital
there wasn't any diversion for the patients and we gave television
sets through the Episcopal Church to the United States Armed Forces
and to the ROK forces.

Colonel Lee was my escort on all the visits that I had in Korea and
in Vietnam in their own hospitals.

This is the story that Colonel Lee gave me:
He was most anxious to have his brother-in-law open some con

cessions, or at least a concession, in Vietnam for laundry and dry
cleaning.
He had approached Colonel Ice on the subject and he was strongly

impressed with the fact that it would be absolutely impossible for
him to obtain this concession without bribing Colonel Ice with a sum
of at least $4,000 or $5,000 as a kickback. The matter was well known
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to all of us that concessions were not obtainable in Vietnam without

bribing Colonel Ice.
Senator RIBIcoFF. How was this well known to all concessionaires
in Vietnam that Colonel Ice had to be bribed before concession was

given? How was this well known?

Mr. ADLER. Well, Saigon is a small city. The concessionaires and
the people who do business in Vietnam knew what was going on, and

they knew that the only way that business could be done in this par
ticular case was by bribing.
The fact of Colonel Lee's request to obtain a laundry and dryclean
ing for his brother-in-law is proof. In other areas, there aren't any
proofs. Probably it was done by cash or might have been done through
some other device. In this particular case, it was coldblooded.
Senator RIBICoEF. Is it fair to assume from your experience in Viet
nam that whoever did business on the civilian side with the civilians

or the military had to pay somebody off in order to be able to do
business?

Mr. ADLER. I would say that the people arriving in Vietnam were
not trained on their bribes in Vietnam. These people, whoever arrived
there was well trained when they still worked for the military or the
civilians for the PX's in America. These people know their trade and
they know all the tricks of the trade £P they know them well.
Senator RIBICOFF. The tricks of the trade are that somebody gave

and somebody received.
Mr. ADLER. I did not follow you.

Senator RIBICoEF. The trick of the trade was that if you wanted to
do business in Vietnam, you had to give and someone had to get.
Mr. ADLER. That is right.

But most of the arrangements in other areas, from my past experi
ence, and I was in Vietnam since the early part of 1965, is that all
arrangements were always made prior to the arrival in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF. Before a concessionaire got to Vietnam to open
up his concession and do business, was someone getting paid before
they even got to Vietnam?
Mr. ADLER. That is right. Or at least financial arrangements were
made someplace before they arrived.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where were these financial arrangements made?
In what city?
Mr. ADLER Probably when they were still at this end, when they
were in the United States.

For our firm to obtain concessions in Vietnam, I took four trips
into Vietnam. Every time I arrived in Vietnam, they sent me back
to New York; and without the help of our Congressmen and our
Senators, we never would have been able to obtain any concession. It
is only through the efforts of Congressmen and Senators of Colorado
that we were able to get the small concessions that we were able to get.
If they had not enforced themselves, it was all arranged, prearranged.
By the time the Army took over from the Navy, they advised me
already who would be the concessionaires irregardless of bids of prices,
they could not care less, all arrangements had been made.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. The arrangements had been made with the pur
chasing agents or the club purchasing agents?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. For who would have the concessions and what

payments were to be made?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Sator RIBICOFF. The only way you could get into Vietnam is that
you had to have your congressional delegation intervene with the au
thorities to allow you to come in?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. You wrote to your Congressman and Senators
for help?
Mr. ADLER. I came in and out of Washington at the rate of once a

month. We used to sell our merchandise to the Navy. When the Army
and Air Force arrived in Vietnam, they advised me immediately that
other arrangements had been made.
Senator RIBICOFF: Who advised you?
Mr. ADLER. At the time, Colonel Goodlett. Colonel Goodlett was
the first exchange officer who arrived in Vietnam.
Senator RIBIcoFF. He was in Vietnam and head of the post ex
changes?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Senator RIBIcoFF. He told you that you were out and other arrange
ments had to be made?

Mr. ADLER. That is right; irregardless of price.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is that the same Colonel Goodlett who lived in
Mr. Crum's villa 2

Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Senator RIBICoEF. He said other arrangements had to be made?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.

Sator RIBIcoFF. And for you to seek the status quo you had to
have your congressional delegation intervene with the authorities?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. ADLER. K. K. Lee told me that he had written to Colonel Ice

on several occasions, who by that time had left Vietnam for another
assignment, that it had been impossible for him to receive a refund on
the kickback money which was due to him as he was never allocated
the laundry concession.
He also explained to me that his entire family in Korea had mort
gaged themselves heavily in order to accumulate this tremendous
amount of money. I realized that these people's fortune was at stake
and, therefore, I offered to help. I advised him to try to set up a meet
ing with the chief of the board of the exchange who was General
Cole. I had met General Cole previously, having filed a complaint
against Colonel Ice in May of £
On my affidavit, there is an attachment.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you read your attachment?
Mr. ADLER. In May of 1967, I met with General Cole and Maj. Gen.

Frank Miller who was also on the Exchange Service Board and is
presently assigned to the Pentagon who, by the way, is with the Ex

change Board here in Washington today. He is presently assigned to
the Pentagon.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Will you tell us what the Exchange Board is?
What is the Exchange Board?
Mr. ADLER. The

#xchange Board is basically run by the same board

they have in Dallas. They have a few other officers who are on the
Board, but the gentleman who runs the Board is the same exchange
officer who is in Dallas. In other words, the Board has an address in
Washington. Every matter referred to Washington goes back to Dallas,
and the decisions are made by the same exchange officer who is in charge
of Dallas.

I told these gentlemen that I felt this man was biased—this gentle
man was Colonel Ice—has absolutely no sense of ethics whatsoever,
and discriminated against our firm. We were the low bidder for the
Vietnam contract and should have been awarded most of the con

cessions, though, the majority of the large, air conditioned, new con
cessions were awarded by Colonel Ice to Caribe, and once in a while,
after many complaints, we were thrown a bone by being allocated a
small concession on a base that had few troops where we had to work
in Quonset huts, in tents, with no living quarters available for our
personnel.

Caribe, who was the second lowest bidder, was not only receiving
preferential treatment at all times, but was also receiving logistic
support from Colonel Ice. Through the assistance of Col. John Good
lett, Colonel Ice's predecessor, Caribe was always favored.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall the difference in the amount of the
bid between you and Caribe?
Mr. ADLER. Offhand, I couldn’t, but it was quite lower. The soldier
would have bought much more advantageously from our concessions
than they would have from Caribe's concessions.
Senator RIBICOFF. How were the concessions bid? Was it on a per
centage of the sales, a fixed fee? What was the basis of the concession?
Mr. ADLER. Originally, when Colonel Goodlett arrived in Vietnam,
he advised us that plans had been made for two other people to run
the concession in Vietnam, that they had chosen two firsts, that our
name did not appear on the list, although prior to my trip to Vietnam
before having met with Colonel Goodlett I went to New York—head
quarters was in New York in those days—and I requested the buyer
and their chief to receive some consideration. They told me that I
would receive consideration.
A week later I arrived in Vietnam and I was advised that our name

was not on the list and therefore they could not do business with me,
that they had a short list of people who could do business with them,
and this list had been selected by Dallas.
I flew back to New York and I requested that they go on an open

bid. They told me it wasn’t necessary, that I would be given con
sideration due to the fact that our price list was much lower.
t I returned to Vietnam. They confirmed the same story on the first
r1p.

Senator RIBICOFF. You say the price list. In other words, with your
bid you listed the price you would charge the men for different items
of merchandise?

Mr. ADLER. That is right.
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Senator RIBICOFF. The price list you would charge the men were
lower than the price list that Caribe would charge the soldiers in
Vietnam ?

Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. So, if Caribe or some other bidder got the bid,
the GI would pay a higher price for merchandise than if he had bought
your goods?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.
In other words, we had the quality. The quality was specified from
the contracts in Germany, so we knew exactly the quality that was re

quested. Though it appears in the Army, the Air Force, and in the
Navy that they don’t consider price, price is not important to them,
we asked them for an open bid or sealed bid, not an open bid but a
sealed bid. They gave us a sealed bid and we were the low bidder,
which meant that basically they could have given our firm all of the
business in Vietnam. They didn't. They were working at a ratio of 5
Or 6 to 1.

Caribe would obtain six locations before we had one.

Except for the Chulon PX, the only concession that we received,
as I explained before, were concessions in tents. We had areas like Con
Shu where we worked out of suitcases in tents. We were going to
Qui Nhon and other areas and we worked out of suitcases. We could

not obtain logistics support.
I told General Cole and Major General Miller that if the system
didn't change immediately and if these acts of dishonesty toward the

House of Adler didn't stop, I would pursue the matter with higher
authorities, meaning I would request again our Senators and Congress
men from Colorado in Washington to try to obtain some relief.
Our general manager, Walter Miske, who is an ex-Navy officer and
has been associated with our firm for over 12 years, threatened to
resign and leave his assignment immediately. He advised me that he
had taken enough abuse from Colonel Ice.

He was working as hard and as honest as he could in Vietnam under
the most adverse conditions, and even though our price schedule was
much lower than Caribe's and our quality control was much stronger
and better, we didn't have the opportunity to expand our operation.
I received a promise from General Cole at the time that he would look
into the matter.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did General Cole look into the matter?
Mr. ADLER. General Cole did look into the matter.

*

Senator RIBICOFF: What happened?
Mr. ADLER. Upon the arrival of General Potter, they gave us a few
exchanges.
Senator RIBICOFF. At this time we will put into the record an affi
davit from Walter Miske and it will go in as a full exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 498” for
reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1499.)
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. ADLER. Colonel Lee an myself went to the quarters of General
Cole at Long Binh Post and waited for his arrival. We did take a lot
of risk at the time due to the fact that there was heavy shelling on the
Bien Hoa Road and there was a curfew of 6 p.m.
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General Cole was living in the officer's quarters at Long Binh Post
which was one of the modern trailers allocated to high-ranking offi
cers. We arrived at 8:30 p.m. and waited for the General's arrival

until approximately 10 p.m. The General had been detained at a
meeting.

Prior to the General's arrival, I had suggested to K. K. Lee that he

request the General to write personally to Colonel Ice and advise him
that there would be very serious repercussions if this money was not
refunded immediately.
Upon his arrival, Colonel Lee met with General Cole in his bed
room, while I waited in the living room of the trailer, the two being
separated by a bathroom.
".

he interview with the General lasted about 20 minutes.

While traveling back to Saigon, K. K. Lee advised me that the
General had promised to write to Jack Ice. At that time, I offered
K. K. Lee the assistance of my office in Saigon. I was due to leave
Saigon in the next few days, but I left instructions with my adminis
J. Carkhuff, to do everything in his power to help the

#"
Olonel.

Our firm always had an excellent relationship with the ROK Forces,
who were the only people who gave us logistic support in some areas
where it was impossible for us to travel or to move our equipment. We
could not obtain any assistance whatsoever from the inception of the
contract from the Vietnam Regional Exchange. I felt obligated to the
ROK Forces for their support and I wanted to reciprocate by trying
to help Colonel Lee.
Upon my return to the United States, I received several incoherent

messages from Bob Carkhuff and also several phone calls from him
which were just as incoherent as communications were extremely poor.
Finally, I received a phone call from Bob Carkhuff's mother, who
resides in Ohio, giving me the name of a
to whom I should
transfer $4,000, which supposedly was in his bank account at the Bank
of Denver, Colo., and had been transferred by Col. Jack Ice.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Whose bank account are you talking about?

£

Mr. ADLER. Bob Carkhuff's, in Denver, Colo.

Mr. ADLERMAN. There was a transfer of $4,000 into the bank
account?

Mr. ADLER. There was a cashier's check forwarded by Colonel Ice
to the account of Bob Carkhuff to the Bank of Denver in Denver, Colo.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was this to repay Colonel Lee for the money he
had given them for a concession that had never been forthcoming?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Duffy, do you have the documentation?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY—Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Yes; we do.

We have on December 29, Col. Jack Ice purchased a cashier's check
in cash, made payable to the account of Robert J. Carkhuff, the Bank
of Denver, $4,000.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to have that document placed in
evidence.
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Senator RIBICOFF. The document will be placed in evidence at this
point as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 499” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DUFFY. This cashier's check was purchased at the Beehive State
Bank at Tooele, Utah, where he was stationed at that time.

On December 29, 1967, $4,000 was deposited by the Bank of Denver
to the account of Robert Carkhuff.

I would like to place that document in the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. It may be placed in the record as an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 500” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. DUFFY. On January 17, 1968, a L. W. Kent purchased a bank
draft for $4,000 drawn on the account of Carkhuff, made payable to

#
Choi Yung Suck, the wife of Colonel Yi and mailed to Carkhuff
In Saigon.
Senator RibicoPF. There is a difference in name; this lady was the
wife

* DUFFY.

She was the wife of Colonel Lee. We have established

that.

The endorsement on the back indicates the check was cashed on

February 12, 1968, by her at the First City Bank, Seoul, Korea, and
deposited the Korean equivalent to Colonel Yi's personal account.
I would like to place these documents in the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. The documents will be placed in the record as a
full exhibit.
(The documents referred to were marked “exhibit No. 501” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you proceed, Mr. Adler?
TESTIMONY OF JACQUES H. ADLER—Resumed

Mr. ADLER. My assistant, Lynee Kent, went to the Bank of Denver,
who confirmed that, indeed, a money order had been received from
Col. Jack Ice, made out to the order of Bob Carkhuff. In turn, the
Bank was instructed to buy a cashier's check made to the order of
Choi Yung Suck.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who is Choi Yung Suck?
Mr. ADLER. Choi Yung Suck is the wife of the gentleman who called
K. K. Lee. K. K. Lee is really three initials. His name is long and hard
to pronounce. After having been educated in some of the military
academies in the United States, he shortened his name to K. K. Lee.

We cabled Bob Carkhuff—no: we received this cable on January 13
and we cabled him back: we cabled Bob Carkhuff and advised him

that the cashier's check was on the way and that he could advise
Colonel Lee that the transaction had been finalized, never realizing
at the time that by trying to help a friend, someone blackmailed us
with the Vietnamese Police, who searched our offices and living quar
ters for evidence on this particular transaction.

* ADLERMAN.
off?

Do you know who tipped the Vietnamese people
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Mr. ADLER. No; I have no idea. It might be the evidence of this tele
am which might have arrived in Vietnam or from Vietnam where

£ cabled us

Please verify my account if $4,000 deposit made by Jack Ice 29 December
1967. Cable answer to Saigon.

Maybe this cable might have been the tip-off.
Mr. DUFFY. Is it true the way this transaction surfaced is that cus
toms made a raid on your headquarters? Is that the way the identity
came to the attention of the authorities? Is that correct?

Mr. ADLER. I don't follow the question.
Mr. DUFFY. The way this transaction came to the attention of au
thorities was by virtue of the raid?

Mr. ADLER. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. This series of documents trying to get the $4,000
back to Colonel Lee were seized in your office; is that right?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.

Senator RIBICOFF. What interpretation did the Vietnamese Police
put on it? Was it your transaction instead of Lee trying to get money
out of the country?
Mr. ADLER. The Vietnamese Police don't need many reasons. They

are delighted to have a raid on anybody. They apprehend the suspect.
Without any reason, they will put up a tremendous ransom. Or we had
a choice, to leave our general manager and our administrator in jail.
The general manager was in Hong Kong, was on his way back. They
would apprehend them both. They threatened to put him in jail until
a fine was paid. The fine was $33,177 paid in cash.
Senator RIBICoEF. Because you were instrumental in getting the
bribe to Ice back to Colonel Lee, who never got delivery for his $4,000,
you received a fine of $33,000-odd dollars?
Mr. ADLER. That is right: plus a threat of keeping in jail two of my
employees.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think the Vietnamese police would have
had the intimate knowledge of this transaction if someone had not
told them 2

Mr. ADLER No. It must have been blackmail by somebody.
Senator RIBICOFF: Was this the first time that your offices and
quarters had been raided by the police?
Mr. ADLER. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. How long had you been in Vietnam 7
Mr. ADLER. Prior to that, 3 years.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is this the first time you had had a problem with
the police?
Mr. ADLER. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. And on this incident?

Mr. ADLER. Yes. And they were looking specifically for this par
ticular transaction. They weren't satisfied with our day-to-day trans
actions. They were looking for this particular transaction of $4,000.
They were looking through the records until they could find in Bob
Carkhuff's holdings; they tried to find any documentation on those
particular $4,000.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Those who were engaged in the bribery and kick
back played a pretty rough game if anybody tried to frustrate them?
Mr. ADLER. That is right.

In other words, our firm was penalized for a transaction which was
entirely out of our jurisdiction. This was a personal favor we did to
K. K. Lee. But our firm was penalized by $33,000.
Because of this extremely unfortunate incident, our firm was fined
by the Vietnamese Government in the amount of $33,177. The Viet
namese police knew exactly what they were looking for and found the
documents in our offices in Saigon. They threatened to jail Bob Cark
huff immediately if he didn't pay them this amount and also threat
ened that they would refuse to allow Walter Miske, our general man
ager, to re-enter Vietnam. Without authority, being absolutel
frightened of jail. Bob Carkhuff drew a check at the Chartered Ban
against our payroll account.
This whole incident, of course, has been extremely costly to our
firm, and has caused us a tremendous amount of embarrassment.
Senator RIBICoEF. It is apparent from your testimony that your firm
does business with PX's and exchanges throughout the world. You
mentioned Germany. You mentioned Korea and Vietnam.
Do you do business in other countries besides those?
Mr. ADLER. Yes; we do business in the United States. We also up to
recently, but we have resigned, we have cancelled our contracts now, we
also were concessionaire in Guam, in Thailand, in Okinawa, the Philip
pines and Hawaii. We have obtained too much pressure from the Dallas
office. Since they know that we like to play a fair game, we have ob
tained a tremendous amount of pressure and it has been better for us
to

£ bow out of these contracts and just become straight suppliers.

Senator RIBICOFF. From your extensive business experience with the
ost exchange and club system throughout the world, what recommen
£ would you make for the purchase and sale of merchandise in
the exchange and club system on a legitimate business basis?
Mr. ADLER. The best instrument would be for Congress, for Sen

ators and Congressmen, to have the right to look into their transac:
tions. The board that they have is a ridiculous board because the board
that they have in Washington is headed by the commanding officer in
Dallas. In other words, there is no right of appeal. Congress has no
right of appeal.

They have a small Cosa Nostra all their own. They will do whatever
they please. There is nobody who has the power to check them.
enator RIBICOFF. I am curious. The military, whose basic mission
is to defend the security of the United States either in war or in peace,

should they be in the retail business at all? Should the military be
running a $3 billion civilian PX business and a $700 million club
business?

Mr. ADLER. The instrument is an excellent instrument. It is not three

and a half billion. With the officer's exchange it is six and a half billion
dollars if you include the Navy and the Marines.
Senator RIBICoEF. The entire business of the Army, Navy–
Mr. ADLER. Is six and a half billion dollars.
Senator RIBICOFF. Six and a half billion dollars?
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Mr. ADLER. Right. It could be very legitimate and it could be ex
cellent if Congress had the power to look into it.

. Now, you had a Philbin committee who was supposed to make an
investigation, but the investigation was strictly written affidavits
delivered in Washington by the people who were involved.
By the same token, there isn't any scrutiny brought to any of those
affidavits. The affidavits are taken for granted. The affidavits in most
of the cases have not even been written by the people who write them
here. They have been written by their

£

Senator RIBICoEF. In your opinion, if the six and a half billion

dollars worth of business were being done fairly and legitimately,
would there be a substantial saving to the GI's and their families
in what they pay?

-

Mr. ADLER. There would be a tremendous saving. It is big business
and the intention and the intent is excellent. The serviceman deserves
all of this consideration. The serviceman is working hard. These

people are donating their lives. I have lived with them in Vietnam.
I lived with them at the Laos border in Thailand. I know what these

people are going through.
By the same token, the people who procure their merchandise
could care less. They have no devotion to these people. They are in
business for themselves. Even today in the Nav
overpay and
they know that they overpay. Nothing is being done about it. There

'

is no investigation. There isn't any area where you can go and com
plain. There is no avenue of complaint.
Senator RIBICoEF. Is it a closed system that needs a shakeup from
top to bottom?

Mr. ADLER. Exactly. But the serviceman deserves consideration.
They are paid very poorly for what they are doing and risking their
lives every day, they deserve consideration.
Senator Ribicoff. I think the servicemen are aware of this, too,

that since these hearings have started the committee has received

many, many letters from servicemen all over the world, indicating
their awareness that they are being gypped, that they are being cheated
and that there are very substantial payoffs all the way down the line.

Certainly, these types of practices do nothing for the morale of our
Armed Forces.

Mr. ADLER. It is regrettable.

-

-

*

I have read
with the should
utmost delve
of carein the
of the
Philbin
Committee.
Somebody
thedeposition
answers that,
have
been
given. The answers are excellent but the theory is hot what is hap
ening, the practice has absolutely nothing to do with what is written
in the answers in the affidavits.

We have done a lot for the service people where we went and we
sold them merchandise in suitcase operations, jumping in helicopters.
We have worked and we did it on our own.and,the ROK Forces
d us to call on our people in hospitals. But the regional offices
helpe
in 'm and the regional office in Dallas couldn't care less about
the
serviceman.
£
Ap:MAN. Mr. Adler, are you familiar with the Crum Villa?
•

-

Mr. ADLER. Yes, sir.

-

-

-
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you tell us who lived there, under what cir
cumstances?

Mr. ADLER. I called on the Crum villa in the morning, calling on Mr.
Llewellyn.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Llewellyn was a PX officer?
Mr. ADLER. No; Mr. Llewellyn was a merchandising manager.
I had a meeting with him on a Sunday morning at his house.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Merchandising manager for whom?
Mr. ADLER. For the Vietnam Regional Exchange.
Senator RIBICOFF. If you wanted to do business in Vietnam with the
PX and the club system, would you call on the purchasing agent at
Mr. Crum's villa to do business with him?

Mr. ADLER. No; in this particular instance, I was up country. I
wanted to see Dick Llewellyn and he asked me to come to his residence
on Sunday morning. He said, “I can’t see you during business hours
but why don't you come to my house?"
As a rule, it was very, very difficult to do any business at all in Viet
nam with the regional office. They always referred you back to their
Dallas office. At that time they had moved to Dallas and they referred
you back to Dallas.
Colonel Goodlett was living in the house; Pete Morgan—
Mr. ADLERMAN. He was the post exchange officer?
Mr. ADLER. Vietnam regional exchange officer. He lived there. Mr.
Mason was living in the house, who was general manager. Dick
Llewellyn, and there was one more gentleman who was living there who
was a commissary officer.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Colonel Ice live there at any time? Do you
know?

Mr. ADLER. When I knew of Colonel Ice at that time I heard he lived

there in the villa but at that time he was living in the main offices. He
had an apartment in their compound where they had their head
quarters.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, do you have an affidavit from Robert
Carkhuff?
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-RESUMED

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you give us the substance of that?
Mr. DUFFY. On February 4, 1971, Mr. Robert J. Carkhuff submitted
to the subcommittee staff an affidavit. I would like to read extracts,

Mr. Chairman, and I would like to have the total affidavit placed in
the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. The entire affidavit will be received.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 502” for
reference and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 502
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT J. CARKHUFF

I, Robert J. Carkhuff, who reside at 3620 S. Pacific Ave., San Pedro, California,

make the following, statement freely and voluntarily to Mr. Stephen B. King.
who has identified himself to me as an Investigator of the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigation.
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I was assigned as manager of The House of Adler, Jewelry Concession to the
exchange system, with my office in Saigon, RVN, in the first part of 1967, until
about October 1968. In December 1967, one of Mr. Jacques Adler's visits to

Saigon, he requested that I assist Colonel Yi in obtaining $4,000 from Colonel Ice
that Ice allegedly owed Yi. As Adler was president of the firm I worked for,
I was anxious to help in any way that I could. In late December 1967 or early
January 1968, Colonel Yi requested that I give him one of my bank deposit
slips so that he could mail it to Colonel Ice who was now in the U.S. because
Colonel Ice did not want to pay Colonel Yi directly. I gave Yi the deposit slip
and he mailed it to Ice. Ice then deposited $4,000 to my account at the Bank
of Denver, Denver, Colorado. I then wired my home office in Denver and the
bank, instructing them to make a money order payable to Mrs. Choi Yang Suek,
wife of Colonel Yi. This was done at the instruction of Colonel Yi.

Late in January 1968, I received the money order in the mail and personally
handed it to Colonel Yi at my office in Saigon. I did not realize at this time
that I was in violation of any currency transaction regulations but was doing
it as a favor to Colonel Yi at the request of my employer.
Question. Do you have any knowledge of what the $4,000 transaction was for?
Answer. I only know what I was told by Mr. Adler and Colonel Yi. The $4,000
was supposed to have been a payoff from Yi to Ice, for Ice allowing Yi to open a
laundry concession in the PX's in Vietnam. Ice was a Commander and had
control over all Exchange concessions in V.N. Yi told me he paid $4,000 to Ice
and when Ice left VN, Yi never got the concession, so therefore Ice owed Yi

the $4,000. Yi said he threatened to go to higher authority if he didn't get his
money back, so Ice agreed to send it to him in this manner.
Question. What do you know about a General Cole and his interest in the
matter?

Answer. Nothing, only that Mr. Adler told me that Yi and General Cole
talked in private about it in the General's trailer at Long Binh, VN, when Adler
was there in December 1967 and that Yi had stated that General Cole told

him to contact Ice one more time and then go to higher authority.
Question. Can you further identify General Cole?
Answer. I don’t know who he is, all I know he was a General under General
Westmoreland. I never met him. Mr. Adler would know.

Question. Why did your mother contact Adler by phone concerning the $4,000.
Answer. In Yi's haste to get his money, we tried to call Mr. Adler to secure

the money order through my account, but we couldn't get through on the phone,
so I called my mother to instruct her to contact Adler, and relay the message,
which she did. She doesn't know anything about this other than my request
to her. She is now ill and I don’t want anyone to contact her about this.

Question. Is there anything further that you would like to add or delete from
this statement?

Answer. Yes. I want to make it clear I received no renumerations from the
$4,000 transaction; it actually cost me for the wires and money order. This
was done only as public relations for my firm and in friendship with Colonel
Yi and I was not aware that I was violating any law or regulation. I have
nothing further to add.
I have read the foregoing and to the best of my knowledge it is true and
correct.

(S) Robert J. Carkhuff
ROBERT J. CARKHUFF.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of February, 1971.
BIRDIE PETERs, Notary Public.
My Commission Expires May 5, 1971.

Mr. DUFFY. I have another prepared statement with reference to
this matter I would like to read into the record at this time:

Colonel Yi gave statements to the U.S. Army CID on September 19,
1969, and July 4, 1970, admitting that he paid $4,000 to Colonel Ice in

1967 as a bribe to obtain a laundry concession with the exchange sys
tem in Vietnam. He corroborated the testimony of Carkhuff and Adler
concerning the bribe and the recoupment of the $4,000 involved.
Colonel Yi, in a statement to the Army CID on September 19, 1969,
gave details about the $4,000 bribe, and I quote from that statement:
58–590–71–Pt. 6–8
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Answer. Some time in June 1967, I visited Colonel Ice at his office and asked

him to get me a laundry concession with the Vietnam Regional Exchange. He
told me he would try his best. At that time, I put on his desk an envelope which
contained $4,000 in greenbacks.

Question. What is the reason that you put the money on Colonel Ice's desk?
Answer. I didn't tell him what the envelope contained; however, I left the
money for him to use in trying to get me a laundry concession and to express
my gratitude in advance.
Question. Did you ever get the laundry concession later?
Answer. In July 1967, Colonel Ice left for the United States and I did not get
any laundry concession.

Colonel Yi, in another statement to the Army CID on July 4, 1970,
told about the arrangements through Mr. Adler to have the bribe
money returned to Colonel Yi. I quote from that affidavit:
I had occasion to meet Mr. Adler, House of Adler, during the fall of 1967, and
told him of my problem with Colonel Ice. Mr. Adler went with me to visit BG
Cole concerning my problem with Colonel Ice.
I talked privately with the General in the bedroom of his trailer. BG Cole
gave me the address of Colonel Ice and told me to Write him and request the
return of my money and that if I did not obtain favorable results to immediately
notify him. I then wrote Colonel Ice again at the address provided by BG Cole,
which was at Arlington Hall, Virgina. Without waiting for a reply to this letter,

wherein I threatened to report the matter to a General Officer, I wrote Colonel
Ice a second letter instructing him to deposit the $4,000 to the Denver Bank
Account of Mr. Carkhuff who had agreed to help me recoup my money. This was
done at the suggestion of and knowledge of Mr. Adler.

Colonel Yi was interviewed by the CID on four different occasions
during this investigation. It should be brought out that on two of
these occasions he gave a different story about the $4,000.
The Army CID brought up this point when they last interviewed
Colonel Yi on July 4, 1970. The question went like this:
Why have you now finally decided to tell the truth concerning the $4,000
transaction?

Since I got my money back, I did not want to see Colonel Ice harmed in any
way; however, I finally decided to tell the truth due to investigative persistence.

Colonel Ice, when interviewed stated that during August 1967, he
received a letter from Colonel Yi containing $4,000 in cash. During
the latter part of December 1967, he received a note from Colonel Yi
asking him to deposit the $4,000 to Robert J. Carkhuff's bank account
with the Bank of Denver.

-

On December 29, 1967. Ice mailed a cashier's check in the amount

of $4,000 to the Bank of Denver for deposit to Carkhuff's account.
Colonel Ice further stated that he did not know the purpose of the
transaction and that he was not involved in any prior plan to have

the money mailed from Vietnam to the United States.
Mr. Chairman, I ask that the four interviews of Colonel Yi from

the Army CID be made an exhibit to these hearings.
Senator RIBICOFF. All the documents will go into the record as an
exhibit.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 503" for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much, Mr. Adler, for your testi

mony and cooperation with this committee.
Col. Jack Ice?

Mr. ADIER, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will
give before this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth so help you God?
Colonel ICE. I do.

Senator RIBICoEF. May we have counsel's name?
Mr. STEIN. Jacob A. Stein, S-t-e-i-n.

Senator RIBICOFF. Where are you from, sir?
Mr. STEIN. The District of Columbia.

TESTIMONY OF COL. JACK ICE, ACCOMPANIED BY HIS COUNSEL
JACOB A. STEIN

Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Ice, what is your present position?
Colonel ICE. I am presently the Director of the Plans and Manage
ment, 6th Army, Presidio, Calif.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you bring that mike up a little closer to you?
Colonel ICE. I am Director of Plans and Management, 6th Army
.

Control Center, Presidio, Calif.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you commander of the Army and Air Force

Exchange System in Vietnam between July 1966 and July 1967?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.
During that time, did you ever meet Colonel Lee

\, ADLERMAN.
Or Yi

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you hear the testimony of Mr. Adler just now?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever see the CID statements that were
made by Colonel Yi to the CID.
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you aware of the charges that he made that he

had paid you $4,000 to get a concession, a laundry concession in
Vietnam 7

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you receive that $4,000?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What purpose did you receive it for?
Colonel ICE. I r' it in Washington, D.C., sir. I didn't know
the purpose of it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You say you did receive the $4,000 and you did not
know what it was for?

Colonel ICE. No, sir.

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you tell us what you thought it was for?
Colonel ICE. I did not know, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you accept the $4,000?
Colonel ICE. I retained the $4,000.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Without understanding what it was for?
Colonel ICE. The note that was with the money asked that I hold it.
I retained it until further instructions.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you talk a little louder?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you tell us under what circumstances you re
ceived that $4,000?. You explain it to us and why you kept it.
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir. I returned from Vietnam in July of 1967 as:
signed to Washington, D.C. area. When I arrived, I had accumulated
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mail. An envelope in that accumulated mail had $4,000 in it with a
note requesting that I hold it until further notice.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You say you received that money in the mail?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You did not receive it in Vietnam?

Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was the statement of Colonel Yi that he made in
July 1970 untrue?

'' ICE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The statements that he made to General Cole and
to Mr. Adler are untrue?

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir. I received the money in Washington, D.C.
with a note that I retain it. I retained it until December. At the time

in December I was asked with the note and deposit ticket to deposit
the money in the Bank of Denver to Mr. Carkhuff's account. £
that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You received that money by mail. Was there a
letter with it?
Colonel ICE. Just a note.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have that note?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you think it was important enough to keep
that note when you got $4,000 in the mail without knowing for what
reason it was sent to you?
Colonel ICE. At the time I did not, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you save the envelope?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did you do with the money at that time?
Colonel ICE. I kept it until they asked me to depositit.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did you get that money?
Colonel ICE. I received it when I returned from Vietnam. It was in

my mail in August 1967.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Where did you keep it between August 1967 and
the time that you got a cashier's check to pay into Carkhuff's account?
Colonel ICE. I kept it in my desk in the office, locked up.
Mr. ADLERMAN. For how many months? 4 months?
Colonel ICE. From late August until late December: yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where did you keep that money?
Colonel ICE. Locked in my desk.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that your usual practice of keeping $4,000 locked
in your desk?
Colonel ICE. I don't usually have $4,000, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you do have any money, what do you do?
Colonel ICE. I put my money in the bank.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Why didn't you put that money in the bank?
Colonel ICE. It wasn't my money.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you keep any other cash around?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have any other cash while you were in
Vietnam 2

Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you deposit any other cash that you received
while in Vietnam :
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Colonel ICE. No, sir. My pay checks; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Outside of your paycheck?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Mr. DUFFY. Will you tell us the denominations of money you re
ceived in the envelope?

Colonel ICE. All in hundred dollar bills, except five which were in
twenties.

Senator RIBICOFF. How were you so certain of the complete de
nominations of the $4,000.
Colonel ICE. I looked at them.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you make a note anywhere of how many
were hundreds and how many were twentys?
Colonel ICE. There were only five twenties, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You remember the exact denominations all these
ears?

Colonel ICE. The others were hundreds; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Doesn't something smell about this whole deal,

about your getting $4,000 in cash by mail? Did you think there was
something wrong in it?
Colonel ICE. At the time; no, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know it was a violation of Army regula
tions and Vietnam regulations to send cash out of the country of
Vietnam 2

Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Particularly a foreign national?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You did not know that?

Colonel ICE. I didn’t take any money out of country.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You were Post Exchange Officer in Vietnam for
how manv vears?

'' CE. Sir, I didn't take any money out of the country.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You knew about currency regulations, did you not?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it illegal to have greenbacks in Vietnam!
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You got this mail from Vietnam'
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You knew that was illegal, didn't you? You knew
the keeping or sending money in greenbacks out of Vietnam was
illegal, did you not?

£ ICE. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. It was illegal to have greenbacks in Vietnam: You
thought it was legal to have greenbacks in Vietnam 2
Colonel ICE. It was illegal to have greenbacks in Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So that when Colonel Yi sent you the mail, as you
#nd he sent you greenbacks out of Vietnam, you knew that was

#

11160 all &

olonel ICE. No, sir.
(Senator Percy enters.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You knew it was illegal to have greenbacks in
Vietnam 2
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Colonel ICE. It was illegal for American troops to have green money
in Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How about civilians? You knew about the currency

regulations?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You were thoroughly familiar with it; you had to
deal with it every day in the week?
Colonel ICE. This is true.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you think at all that you should have notified
any authorities, either military or anyplace else?
Colonel ICE. At the time, I did not, sir.

Senator PERCY. May I ask why you didn't notify the authorities at
the time?

Colonel ICE. I don’t know why, Senator. I just didn’t do it.

Senator PERCY. Did you weigh it back and forth and decide for
some reason that you shouldn’t?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. The thought never occurred to you to report this?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. According to the record, it appears that you were

£ several letters requesting the return of that money. Do you deny
that?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir. I received only one.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You received only one letter?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you promptly turned the money over?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir; cashier's check.

Mr. ADIERMAN: Why didn't you send it back directly to him? Why
didn't you make out the money order to Colonel Lee and send it back
to him directly?

Colonel ICE. He asked me to deposit it in the Bank of Denver.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Had he asked you before to send it back directly?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you finally sent it to him, did he threaten you
at that time if you didn't send the money he would take it up with
higher authority?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did General Cole communicate with you at that
time?

*

Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did anybody else communicate with you?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. According to Mr. Adler's testimony, time and
time again you favored the House of Caribe over the House of Adler.
Will you comment on this?

Colonel ICE. I did not favor any concessionnaire over any other one,
SIT.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you not differ in the prices submitted in the
bids of Adler and Caribe?

Colonel ICE. No, sir; I did not.
Senator RIBICOFF. You were not aware of that at all?
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Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you know an Ernest Murray who used to
work for Caribe Diamonds in Vietnam :

Colonel ICE. I don’t recall, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You don't!

Colonel ICE. Not by name.
Senator RIBICOFF. Let me refresh your recollection and then we will

go to what happened here. I quote from a memorandum prepared by
George Roberts, senior customs adviser:
The case of jewelry, consigned to the PX, had been delivered to Murray's home
directly from the airport by PX employees without the benefit of any customs
clearance. Colonel Ice, Vietnam Regional PX C.O. intervened and stated that
the jewelry was in Murray's house because of lack of warehousing and storage
facilities in the PX.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 504” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Do you remember talking to the customs people about that?
Colonel ICE. No sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall that?
Colonel ICE. No.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. This happened in 1967. You recall the details
about the money and the denominations, but you don’t remember that.
Did you know the Caribe outfit?

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You had the supervision?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. From time to time, you had contact with Caribe?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall this Murray incident at all?
Colonel ICE. No, I don't.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you recall the problem of Murray having been
arrested for having 43 kilos of pearl jewelry and $2,700 in greenbacks?
Colonel ICE. Yes, I remember it now.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you remember someone being involved in
customs?

Colonel ICE. Right, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. If we said it was Ernest Murray, you would not
deny it; you don’t know?
Colonel ICE. I don't know Murray.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was someone involved in behalf of Caribe?
Colonel ICE. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you intervene or clear it with the Vietnamese
customs, telling them that it was all right, whether it was Murray
or anybody else?
Colonel ICE. No. sir; I did not.

Senator RIBICOFF. If there was a memo prepared by George Roberts,
senior customs adviser to this extent, do you deny it?

Colonel ICE. I deny it. I did not talk to any customs people.
#" RIBICOFF. So Roberts was wrong in saying you had talked
to him ''

Colonel ICE. That is right. I did not talk to him.
Senator RIBICOFF. Or
intervened in behalf of someone in Caribe?

£
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Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Let me read the following:
-

The following is an excerpt from a report written by George Roberts, Senior
Customs Advisor, to the Deputy Director, USAID Mission to Vietnam. The report
was prepared with respect to possible violations of Vietnamese Customs laws,

however, the following relating to Caribe Diamond Company, is extracted for
informational purposes and background:
Another case of interest is that of Ernest J. Murray, former USAID employee,
who now is employed by the Caribe Diamond Corporation. Murray was arrested
by GVN Customs on June 8, 1967, in possession in his quarters of 42 kilos of pearl
jewelry with an involved value of $3,252.38. He also was illegally in possession of
$2,700 US green.
The case of jewelry, consigned to the PX, had been delivered to Murray's

home directly from the airport by PX employees without the benefit of any Cus
toms clearance. Colonel Ice, Vietnam Regional PX C.O. intervened and stated
that the jewelry was in Murray's house because of lack of warehousing and
storage facilities in the PX. He further requested the immediate return of the
merchandise and discontinuance of any further Customs action.

So, if George Roberts, senior customs adviser, so states, he is wrong?
Colonel ICE. That is untrue, sir. I did not talk to him at all about it.
Senator RIBICOFF (reading):
Vietnam Government customs confiscated both the jewelry and the money and
levied an administrative fine on Murray according to statutory requirements.
Murray claimed that this was the first shipment of jewelry he had received from
Japan although recent information we have received indicated this is not true. It
is interesting to note that in respect to this operation, the PX is a party to misrep
resentation to the U.S. Government. Caribe represents, as do the other jewelry
concessionaries, that all its products sold in PX outlets are bona fide products of
the United States entitled to duty-free entry into the United States.

They go so far as to produce a “certificate of origin” attesting to U.S. origin of
the merchandise and its duty-free status. U.S. Customs officials to date have been
very lenient in accepting these certificates, despite their dubious legal value,
especially where U.S. servicemen are involved.
-

Do you recall, outside of Caribe, ever giving certificates of origin to

other suppliers of merchandise to the PX's?

-

Colonel ICE. Sir, the PX would not give a certificate of origin. The
vendor would have to supply that.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did the vendor supply those, and did you certify
-

to them?

-

Colonel ICE. I did not certify to them. This was a certification by

the vendor, certification of origin. .
Senator RIBICOFF. When you arrived in Vietnam in 1966, you took

over from Col. John Goodlett; is that correct?
Colonel ICE. That is correct, sir; in August 1966.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you stay in the Crum villa for the remainder
of the lease?

-

-

Colonel ICE. Isayed there for approximately 3 weeks, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. You just stayed for 3 weeks in the Crum villa?

Colonel ICE. Right, sir. ...
Mr. DUFFY. Your termination came up about that time, and I think
-

-

that is the principal reason, as I understand from interviewing Mr.

Llewellyn, that is the reason you moved out?
Colonel ICE. I did not understand that, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. There were only 2 months left on the lease and

the lease was over in 2 months time, so you moved out?
Colonel ICE. That is not why I moved out.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Why did you move out after 3 weeks?

Colonel ICE. Because I was arranging for quarters in a compound
or in the Headquarters, three rooms on the top floor of the Head
quarters building that we put some plywood over the windows and I
lived in there.
-

£ator RIBICoEF. What did you pay for those quarters in the Crum

V111a |

Colonel ICE. I was a guest of the people living there, and I con
tributed to the mess fund.
Senator RIBICOFF. Which was how much {

Colonel ICE. About $70. I don’t remember exactly.
Senator RIBICOFF. Seventy dollars a month?
Colonel ICE. No, sir. I was only there 3 weeks.
Senator RIBICOFF. You paid $70 for 3 weeks for your room and
board and amenities at the Crum villa?

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. How was that payment made? In cash?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. Did you get a receipt for it?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. To whom did you make that payment?
'. one of the people living there at
the time that was handling the mess fund that month. They rotated
amongst themselves.
Senator PERCY. What type of person would it have been 2
Colonel ICE. It would have been one of the people living there that
was discussed. It was either Mr. Llewellyn or one of the others that
lived in the quarters. I was a guest of John Goodlett for the 3 weeks
or so I was there, which is a normal function in the military when you
move from one place to another until you get quarters £
Senator PERCY. Did you think there was anything wrong about ac
cepting such hospitality?
Colonel ICE. I don’t know

Colonel IcE. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. Did you have any feeling that there would be
services required to be rendered for such hospitality?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Senator PERCY. The thought did not occur to you?

Colonel ICE. No, Sir. I was a guest of the people in the house.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did General Cole ever ask you to put in a special
order for Jim Beam whisky for the Army and Air Force's exchanges
in Vietnam 2

Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would like to read an extract from a memo

obtained by the subcommittee staff when they subpenaed the files of
Jim Beam in Chicago.
Dated March 8, 1968.
I am anxious to hear from you as to whether or not General Cole was
successful in persuading Jack Ice to put another special Order in for Jim Beam
for Saigon for 5,000 cases as we had discussed on the Sunday before my de
parture.”

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 505” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1503.)
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Senator RIBICoEF. Do you recall anything about that?
Colonel IcE. No, sir. I wasn’t even there in 1968.
Senator RIBICOFF. In 1967, March 8, 1967.
Colonel ICE. I recall nothing on it; no, sir.

Senator Risicor. You don't recali any request from Cole to you for
Jim Beam whisky?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you have direct contact with any of the con
cessionaires while you were there?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. With all the concessionaires?

Colonel ICE. No, sir; too many of them.
Senator RIBICOFF. What concessionaires would you have personal
contact with ?
Colonel ICE. The ones that would come to see me.

Senator RIBICoEF. Why would they come to see you?
Colonel ICE. Mostly courtesy £ I was the commander of the
system. They worked through my staff.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever receive any complaints from any
of them?

Colonel ICE. Mr. Adler complained that he wasn’t getting enough
business.

Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Ice, you were in the room when Mr.

Adler testified were you not?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Adler testified the entire system, from top
to bottom, for concessionaires involved payoffs by concessionaires to
rsonnel in the PX system as a condition of doing business with the
X's. Is Mr. Adler right or wrong?
Colonel ICE. He is wrong, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. He is wrong. Mr. Adler or anybody else can put
in a bid.: if they are the low bidder, they get the business?
Colonel ICE. The low responsive bidder always gets the business.
Senator RIBICOFF. Apparently when Mr. Adler's firm put in the
lowest bid for concessions in Vietnam, the concessions went to the

second lowest bidder, Caribe. If the lowest bidder always gets the
wasn’t the bid given to the Adler Co. instead of the Caribe

'w's
O. :

Colonel ICE. Sir, that was before my time. I don’t know.
Senator RIBICOFF. That was before your time? So, if this took place
somewhere in the United States or in Vietnam or in Germany, you
would not be aware of that?
Colonel ICE. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. You say Colonel Lee is a stranger to you. You never
heard of him or never saw him?

Colonel TCE. I didn't say that.
Senator PERCY. How did vou know Colonel Lee?
Colonel ICE. I met him in Vietnam.

Senator PERCY. Why would you think Colonel Lee would make
the statement that he had given you $4,000 for a concession?. He was

opening himself up to criminal charges, was he not, by having even
offered you $4,000?
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Colonel ICE. I don't know why he made that statement, sir.
Senator PERCY. How long had you known Colonel Lee?
Colonel ICE. I met him first in, I think, February of 1967.
L'ator PERCY. How long was your acquaintanceship with Colonel
Colonel ICE. I left on the 11th of July, sir.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, could we ask this question?
You are aware that Colonel Lee—a fact corroborated by other wit
nesses—admitted to the U.S. Army CID that he participated in this
bribe, Can you give us any logical explanation why Colonel Lee
would make this admission, when it is so contrary to his own interest
to say so?

Colonel ICE. I have no idea why he would make the statement, sir.
Senator PERCY. No motivation that you can attribute to him?
Colonel ICE. None whatsoever, sir.
Senator PERCY. We have had constant reference to the Crum villa.

I would like to try to pin down how it happened that you did stay
there. Who tendered the invitation to you to stay there at the Crum

villa, and in what manner was that invitation extended to you?
Colonel ICE. Colonel Goodlett met me at the airport.
Senator PERCY. Colonel who?

•

Colonel ICE. Colonel Goodlett, my predecessor. We went to a billet

in the Majestic Hotel in downtown Saigon. Their billets were the least
desirable as a description. He said, “Why don't you stay with us until
you get vourself settled. We have an extra bed downstairs...You Can
sleep with us. There is a good shower there. Stay with us until you get
Settled.”

I would like to add to that that this also is a normal function in the
military and also-I won’t say civilian life, but in the military, when

somebody comes to town, even with families, if you have room you put
them up until they are billeted. Until they get quarters, if we have
them.

Senator PERCY. Had you met Mr. Crum at all before that?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. Had you heard about him?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator. PERCY. Did he, when he met you, invite you to stay over
there, go into any discussion about Mr. Crum and indoctrinate you
on him :

Colonel ICE. No. sir.

Senator PERCY. How did he describe the villa to you: who operated
it, who owned it, who managed it, what it would cost you, et cetera?
Colonel ICE. He did not describe the villa, who owned it, who man
aged it. It is a place that these gentlemen rented, and they invited me
to stay with them. I stayed with them and I asked them how I could
defray my expenses. They told me that I could contribute to the mess
fund, which I did.

Senator PERCY. I would like to quote from a memorandum from the

£g Corp. dated April 4, 1967, signed by Tommy Thompson. He
101 ::
S8.101

“The following is off the record.” This is a memorandum addressed
to the attention of D. J. Dittman—
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Colonel Ice told us that he had doubled his requirements for beer and soft
drinks for the next 4 months. He is trying to build up a 30-day inventory in all
areas and estimates should be coming in every 15 days of 1 million or more cases.
The colonel also suggested “That if we want our share” it might be well to have
a man stationed close to the “top people” in Texas for the next 2 or 3 months.

Did you make such a suggestion to them?
Colonel ICE. I told them that we only ordered quantities of beer and
soft drinks. We did not order brands. The only people that determined
the brand and the quantities of these brands were those in Dallas, and
-

he would have to see the people in Dallas. But the quote that he has

'' that I tell him to put people next to the top people, no, sir: I
id not.

Senator PERCY. Is the discretion for what is to be ordered entirely
at the PX headquarters, or the headquarters in Texas?
Colonel ICE. In Dallas; yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. In other words, you give them quantities?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. And they designate what particular type of product
is to be specified?
Colonel ICE. That is correct.
Senator PERCY. You don't indicate to them at all the demands of

the troops: that is, what you feel to be the brands in greatest demand?
Colonel ICE. The brands were determined in Dallas, and they deter
mined who and what quantities of each brand. All we told them was
how many cases of soft drinks and beer that we required.
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask you to comment on statements
made by Robert Carkhuff, who made these statements, fully volun
tarily, to Stephen B. King, an investigator of this subcommittee.
In December 1967, during one of Mr. Adler's visits to Saigon, he requested
that I assist Colonel Yi in obtaining $4,000 from Colonel Ice that Ice allegedly
owed Yi. As Adler was president of the firm I worked for, I was anxious to help
in any way I could. In late December 1967, early January 1968. Colonel Yi re
quested that I give him one of my bank deposit slips so that be could mail it
to Colonel Ice who was now in the United States, because Colonel Ice did not
want to pay Colonel Yi directly.

Now this is an affidavit. So we have the statement from Mr. Cark

huff as to the transaction and payment. In further collaboration, an
affidavit was taken of Walter L. Miske from Honolulu, Hawaii, an

employee of the House of Adler in Milwaukee, Wis., who eventually
rose to the rank of executive vice president, home office in Denver,
Colo.
r

Mr.
Miske,
in an affidavit,
says and
this:myself as to whether or not Mr. Cark
It
became
a question
by Mr. Adler

huff was telling the truth about the $4,000 and the total payment of $30,000 fine
that was required. We finally discounted any wrongdoing by Mr. Carkhuff by
making an investigation of our own, which included Mr. Carkhuff's submitting
himself to a polygraph examination in Denver.

Would you care to comment, Colonel Ice, on the affidavits and the
statements made by these people as to the nature of the payment that
had been made?

Colonel ICE. My only comment, Senator, is that when I got the note
from Colonel Yi and a blank deposit ticket on Carkhuff's account. I
complied with his request and I deposited it in the Bank of Denver.
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Colonel Lee or Yi, also has made several other statements that have

not been mentioned by Mr. Duffy as yet.
Mr. DUFFY. Would you give me that again?
Colonel ICE. I said Colonel Yi has made other statements to the

CID people.
Mr. DUFFY. Senator Percy, in answer to that, I reviewed the entire
file
CID on this investigation. We have checked with
the Army CID and they permitted these affidavits to be declassified
and put in the record. We put all the affidavits of the formal inter
views with Colonel Yi into the record. They are four in number. That
is all I can say about it.
Senator RIBICOFF: What we have here is either you or Colonel Yi
ilty of perjury. Colonel Yi said that he gave you $4,000 in Saigon.
ou say you never received it. You also state that you received $4,000
anonymously in the United States in an envelope; that you kept this

£

money for a number of months; that there was a note with it which

you don’t have. Did you deposit that $4,000 in your account when you
wrote a cashier's check?

Colonel ICE. No, sir; I bought a cashier's check with the cash.
Senator RIBICOFF. You bought a cashier's check with the cash. In the
United States?

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Also Colonel Yi said that $4,000 was in $20 bills.
You state there were hundred dollar bills with five $20's.
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. So there is apparently a great discrepancy be
tween Colonel Yi and yourself, Colonel Ice.
(Counsel consults with witness.)
Colonel ICE. Respectfully, Senator, correction. I did not say I re
ceived the money anonymously. I had received it from Colonel Yi in
an envelope asking me to retain it, signed “Ike”.
Senator RIBICOFF. I see. The note was from Yi to you to ask you to
retain it?

Colonel ICE. To retain it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Why do you think that Yi was asking you to
retain $4,000?

Colonel ICE. Sir, I have no way of knowing the answer to that.
Senator RIBICOFF. Had you had any other transactions with Yi'
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Wasn't this unusual for a Korean officer to send

$4,000 in cash through the mail to you in the United States without
any transactions or connections between you and Yi in the past?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir; I would think so.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did this surprise you at all?
Colonel ICE. Yes, I was surprised.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you write him and ask him what is the $4,000
for, what should I do with it?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you think that $4,000 was sent out of the blue
and you did not even have to find out the explanation of someone
sending you $4,000 in cash?
Colonel ICE. The note asked me to retain it for him, and I did.
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Senator RIBICoEF. But no instructions that he was going to ask it

back, to deposit it for him, to invest it for him, nothing. How long
had you known Yi'

Colonel ICE. Since February,
Senator RIBIcoFF. When did you receive the money?
Colonel ICE. In August.

Senator RIBICoEF. So after an acquaintanceship of some 6 months
how often did you see Yi in Vietnam’
Colonel ICE. Two or three times.

Senator RIBICoEF. After meeting a man and seeing him two or three

times you were not surprised or dismayed or taken back that you re
ceive $4,000 in cash in an envelope from such a man?
Colonel ICE. Yes, I was surprised.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Yet you did not communicate with him and ask
him how come?

Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you accustomed to receiving $4,000 in cash
-

in envelopes?

Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Is this the first time you had ever received a large
sum of money such as this in an envelope?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. And yet it did not warrant your making inquiry
about it?

Colonel ICE. I did not, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. But you did not deposit it in the bank for him?
Colonel ICE. In December, yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Later on. You did not deposit it in the bank when
you received it?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Weren’t you apprehensive of having such a large
sum of money in your house?
Colonel ICE. I did not have it in my house.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where was it?

Colonel ICE. In my office desk, secure.
Senator RIBICOFF. How secure was the desk?
Colonel ICE. Desk drawer.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever hold such large sums in your desk
drawer before?

-

Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Senator PERCY. I have a few remaining questions.
Colonel Goodlett, your predecessor, admitted that he knew early in

1966 that the villa was owned by Mr. Crum but continued to stay on
in the villa. Once again, Colonel, I would like to ask if, when your

predecessor met you at the airport, he suggested that you live at the
yilla? Are you saying that at no time did he discuss with you, Mr.

Crum's ownership of the villa, and the arrangements under which you

' stay

there rent-free, only paying in cash with no receipt for

Colonel ICE. I didn't even know that Mr. Crum owned this villa
until I started reading it in the newspaper, sir.
Senator PERCY. Had Goodlett been living there very long? who else.
was living with Goodlett at the time?
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Colonel ICE. I understand that Colonel Goodlett lived there during

his entire tour in that villa or that house in Saigon, and Mr. Pete
Mason lived there with him, Mr. Llewellyn, Mr. White, and Mr.
Swaiford.

Senator PERCY. Were you living as high on the hog there as other
witnesses have indicated 4 Was it perfectly obvious that the quality
of the food, the service, and so forth cost considerably more than the
$70 for the 3 weeks that you paid?
Colonel ICE. Sir, the quality of the food and the quality of living
in a house in Saigon nowhere that I have seen is high on the hog,
to use your expression.

Senator PERCY. How many servants were in the house?
Colonel ICE. May I describe the house, sir?
Seator PERCY. Yes, of course.

Colonel ICE. The connotation of a villa, a villa in Saigon, is any
foreign home. This was, I believe, a five bedroom, four or five bed
room house. It had a fence around it. It was two stories. It had a living

room and a dining room with a little alcove up above at the landing
level, and then bedrooms and baths were upstairs. I think there were
two baths upstairs. There was a shower and a half bath downstairs.

I slept in a little alcove downstairs with a shower and half a bath.
They had two maids, and I believe a cook. One cook and two maids.
But the connotation of a villa and a house, it isn’t that; it was a four
or five bedroom house. It wouldn’t compare with a lot of four and

five bedroom houses we find in our own areas. It is not that plush a
house. The connotation of villa means certain things in certain parts
of the world, but villa in Saigon is a description of a foreign house,
foreign billet.
Senator PERCY. To your knowledge, were there other villas operated
by Mr. Crum?
|

-

Colonel ICE. I don’t know, sir.

Senator PERCY. If there is a description of the Crum villa, I want
to be sure we are not describing something else that existed someplace
else that was perhaps more lavish.
Colonel ICE. I am describing the one where these gentlemen lived
and where I lived.

Senator PERCY. You have no knowledge of any other villas?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.

Senator PERCY.You indicated that actually the post exchange people
in Dallas make the specific decision as to the brands to be supplied?
Colonel ICE. That is right.

Senator PERCY. Your responsibility is to tell what quantities are re
quired and maintained, and so forth. If this is true, how do you ac
count for the presence of brokers such as Crum working for such
companies as Jim Beam and Carling and how do you account for
all of the memos that exist in the files of these companies indicating
what they are doing to promote their particular brands in Vietnam :

They are not doing it in Dallas; they are doing it right in Vietnam.
Colonel ICE. There was no way for these vendors, beer vendors, to

influence the exchange brands of beer. The way we computed our
requirements, we had a ration of a number of cases of beer or soft
drinks on a monthly basis against a troop strength with what we
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had on hand, projected at that many cases being moved through the
system. We told Dallas how many cases we would require 120 days
hence.

Senator PERCY. Why do you suppose then that these companies
were engaging in free-beer nights, 10-cent drink nights, and making
distribution to the clubs of apparently unlimited quantities of doilies,
napkins, and ashtrays, all
their particular brand? Were
they thinking about postwar? Were they promoting their brands to
sell when these boys came back, or were
trying to move merchan
dise right there?
Colonel ICE. Sir, we in the exchange have nothing to do with the

'.

£

clubs.

Senator PERCY. Can you describe in full your responsibility as com
mander of the Army and Air Force exchange system?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir. I was the overall commander of the system.
I succeeded Colonel Goodlett as commander. We had a normal staff
element that is used for a command element of that size. We had the

country of Vietnam. During my tenure, one of the things that was
accomplished, we were divided into regions to take care of the distri
bution system of our supplies, to bring things in as they opened at
various ports. I was responsible for supervising those regions. I was
responsible for day-to-day operation of the exchange, but necessarily

through the staff. When I took the command, we were doing approxi
mately $13 million a month business. When I left, we were doing about
a $1 million a day, $30, $31 million a month. During this period of
time we had a very rapid growth of American troops. We had a very
rapid growth of new outlets, of retail stores, of food outlets, of snack
bars, and everything else.
I spent a lot of my time traveling up and down the country visiting
and helping to get these new outlets established and started well. We
put a lot of them in tents; we put some of them in vans. Some of the
commanders at various installations would make different types of
buildings available to us.
We developed such things as the manual for some of the young peo
ple that we had to run these stores. We had soldiers that never had
any experience in merchandising or how to order or how to correct

mistakes that were made, if somebody bought something that was
wrong or didn't want it. The PX policy is, they can bring anything
back they are dissatisfied with or don’t want. We issued this manual

telling the youngsters what they need to do and how to order their
stock from the warehouses to keep their shelves full, and how to
satisfy their customers.
These are some of the things I did. I had daily staff meetings in the
morning, standup briefings with my entire staff from 7:30 maybe

until quarter of S every morning. I met with my staff constantly and
worked with them, and traveled up and down the country.

Senator PERCY. Colonel, were you aware of merchandise from post
exchanges moving into the black market in Vietnam, and did you at
any time participate in efforts to prevent that from happening?

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir. I was aware of it. Often I had my own security
element. One of my security element jobs was a biweekly walk through

what we call the black market area. I had a deputy chief of the Army

and Air Force exchange systems stay with me in my headquarters for
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6 months in Vietnam. He personally walked this black market area.
I personally walked the black market area.
Yes, sir; I was aware of it. I knew what was in the black market,
because we went to look. This was part of our command responsibility.
Senator PERCY. Let us assume you did not participate in any specific
wrongdoing. I would like to say, Colonel, that by having you here we
want to base everything we say on solid facts. We look upon the repu
tation of a colonel in the U.S. Army as a very sacred thing. I hope we,
the committee or staff members never contribute in any way to de
faming your reputation, because of the uniform that you wear and the
importance of what we are trying to undertake. But we have a respon
sibility. We are trying to determine what is wrong with the way we
operate the post exchanges, clubs, messes, and so forth. We obviously
have found wrongdoing.

The top commands in the services have taken specific action as a
result of this inquiry and investigation to stop certain practices which
long since should have been stopped by the services themselves. So, we
have an obligation to continue to try to find evidence of wrongdoing
which will lead us then to establish new procedures and principles.
Would you care to comment? Assuming there has been no wrongdo
ing on your part, were you subjected at any time in your responsibil
ity to pressure to deal in any way dishonestly—to grant favors beyond
just quality and service, to give certain products preference, con
sessionaires, and so forth? Is there anything you would like to con
tribute or could contribute to the nature of the overall purpose of this
inquiry that we would benefit from? We would welcome it at this time.
olonel ICE. Senator, I will state this. In my 28 years’, almost 29
years' service, I have never been pressured. I have never done anything
wrong to defame my uniform or my country. I have never been pres

sured by anyone to give preference to anyone. I can appreciate what
this committee is trying to do. Maybe we should have in the system
done some of them before. But I have done nothing to defame this
uniform in any way whatsoever.
Senator PERCY. I am happy you have had the opportunity to make
that statement.

Did you ever at any time have doubt as to the wisdom of bringing
such a multitude of products, such a variety of products, into a war
zone through the Post Exchange Service? There is a relationship be

tween winning the war or carrying out our commitments and respon
sibilities to assist an ally in this huge business that we were carrying
on. Did it ever occur to you that the decision to have this flow of mer

chandise and goods should have really been subjected to scrutiny and

£ Or was it your responsibility to carry out your orders and

o the best you could with the system that we had?
Colonel ICE. It has been said by people and rumored to be said by
people in Vietnam at a much higher level than mine that the morale
factor of the Exchange System, the services that were rendered by the
Exchange System, were only second and third after the receipt of
their personal mail. So, from a morale factor the troops over there
were highly receptive to receiving anything that could make them feel
that they were that much closer to home. Sir, I think they still are.

Senator PERCY. Lastly, I would like to give you the opportunity to
answer a broad question. There is the feeling by some that a very
58–590–71–Pt. 6–9
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harsh interpretation could be put on£ activities. First, the possi

bility of your having been involved directly in some sort of a bribe;
second, that you might have been party somehow to a black market
transaction, an equally odius charge, or third, the possibility that
ou perhaps were insensitive to the nature of the payment that had
£, made and your particular role in it and that if you had second
thoughts on it and a chance to look back with 20–20 vision, you would
have done something different.
*

•

-

Would you care to comment on these three possibilities of interpre
tation that could have been put on your reaction and clarify in any
way you can what your role actually was?
olonel ICE. I would only add this, Senator Percy. If this were to
happen again, with the 20–20 hindsight vision I would do it differently.
Senator PERCY. How would you have done it differently?
Colonel ICE. I would have looked up some superiors and said: “I
have received this amount of money; what should I do with it?”
Senator PERCY. Who would that superior have been?
-

Colonel ICE. Whoever I was working for at the time.

Senator PERCY. Who were you working for at the time?
Colonel ICE. At the time I received it, I was assigned interim on

the way to California. I was assigned to the Army Security Agency.
Senator PERCY. You are now '#'. of Plans and Management
for the 6th Army in Presidio, California. There have been some modifi
cations and change in the status of some of the officers that have been
involved in this operation before. Can you tell us whether there has
been any discussion with your own superiors and with the personnel
department of the Army about your role? Did they question you
about your role and would you care to state what you think their
degree of satisfaction is as to your past participation in this?
ave they given you a judgment that they feel you are absolutely
clear in this regard? ... . . . . . .
-

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir. .

1

* *

Senator PEncy. I would like you to take as much time as you need

£
that, because this might be the last opportunity you
have to tell us what internal investigation has been made and the
degree of clearance you have received from your own branch of the
service.

. .

. .

. .

. .

.

.

*

-

(Attorney consults with witness.)
Colonel ICE. This investigation
the Army, the C.I.D.
has been complete and thorough. They requested at one time, could
*

.

'

they look at any bank account that I might have, and I gave them
that authority and they did. They also have had a cover on my per
sonal mail to myself and my family. I have read this in the C.I.D.
reports. I also furnished Mr. Duffy a copy of the memorandum for

the record prepared by my commander, concurred in by the 6th Army
Judge Advocate General. Also concurred in and fully aware of the
story is Lieutenant General Larson, the commanding general of the
6th Army, and they have given me a clean bill of health in this inves
tigation.
Senator PERGY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think we have such diametrically opposed testi
mony between Colonel Yi and Colonel Ice. In fairness to both of
them, the C.I.D. owes the committee as well as both you gentlemen a
-
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thorough investigation to clear this up. Until it is, it is true that there
is a cloud hanging over Colonel Ice's head.
We have tried to be in this committee as circumspect as we can. The
staff has instructions not to involve any individuals unless there is

ample supporting evidence for any accusation or charge made. That is
why during these hearings there is such continuous and frequent
corroborating of evidence put in the record with affidavits and state
ments. We have been very, very zealous during this 9ntire investiga
tion to make sure that we don't unduly or to no extent, as a matter
of fact, hurt any man's reputation, be he military or civilian.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Ice, do you have a safe deposit box?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have one at Tooele, Utah?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did the CID ask permission to examine your safe
deposit box?

-

Colonel ICE. They asked for permission to check any bank account
or financial account that I had.

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they ask for permission to look at the safe
deposit box?

-

-

Colonel ICE. No, sir; specifically.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you allow them to look at the safe deposit box?
Colonel ICE. Absolutely.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you?
Colonel ICE. I misunderstood you. I would. I don't know if they
-

looked or not.

Senator PERCY. At no time did they ask for it?
Colonel ICE. They asked to look at my financial accounts and I have

an account in that bank. I don’t know whether they looked into it or
not.

,--

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they ask you specifically whether you had a safe
deposit box?
-

Colonel ICE. No, sir.

* .. .

* -

Mr. ADLERMAN. You say now under oath they did not ask you that?
Colonel ICE. I don’t recall them asking if I had a safe deposit box.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you recall or are you positive about it?

Colonel ICE. I don’t recall. I don't think they asked if I had a safe
deposit box; no, sir.
.
Mr. DUFFY. But do you have a safe deposit box at the bank?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

-

. .

.

Senator PERCY. What did you keep in there?
Colonel ICE. My wife has a set of sterling silver in it, for one thing,
and I have some bonds, Class E Bonds, Government Bonds. My in
-

surance papers.

|

*

Senator PERCY. Of what value would they have been?.

-

Colonel ICE. Bought since 1942, probably $7 or $8 thousand worth.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How much?

Colonel ICE. Seven or eight thousand dollars, purchased since 1942.
Senator PERCY. At any time did you put currency, American dol
lars or foreign currency, in the box?
Colonel ICE. No, sir. I have two or three silver dollars and some
Kennedy half dollars.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Having a safe deposit box available to you, can
you explain why you kept the $4,000 in your desk rather than putting
it in a safe deposit box?
Colonel ICE. No.
Mr. ADLERMAN.

# I will just ask you the question—

Senator RIBICoEF. Was that $4,000 received by you in Utah?
Colonel ICE. No, sir; it was received by me in Washington, D.C.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your safe deposit box was in Utah?
Colonel ICE. Right, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. From the time you received that $4,000 in cash,
had you made any trips to Utah?
Colonel ICE. I was transferred to Utah.

Senator RIBICOFF. After you had the $4,000?
Colonel ICE. Right.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What did you do with the $4,000 from Washing
ton to Utah?
Colonel ICE. I took it with me.

Senator RIBICOFF. You kept it in a drawer in your home in Utah?
Colonel ICE. No, sir; in my office.
Senator RIBICOFF. In your office in Utah?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you put it in your safe deposit box?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I am not positive about this, but I am
sure I have seen a document in the CID files indicating they asked
permission to review the safe deposit box. I would like permission
of the Chair if that document is available to insert it in the record at

this point.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, if it is available. But if such
a document is available and is inserted in the record, an opportunity
should be given to the colonel to come back and explain it and the
information should be given to the colonel and his counsel.
(The information referred to, if received, will be marked “Exhibit
No. 506” for reference and shall be placed in the files of the subcom
mittee.
Mr.

* One more thing. Did you know Mr. Crum?

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many times had you met him?
Colonel ICE. Not over a half dozen in the year I was there.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know him fairly well?
Colonel ICE. No.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever issue a letter which he interpreted as
authority to act as a PX official and write letters as a PX official?
Colonel ICE. I did not give him any letter authorizing him to act
as a PX official.

Mr. ADLERMAN. According to the testimony of Colonel Potter, there
was a letter that was written by you to Crum, the basis of which is
ou wrote a request to license some 10 or 12 vehicles in Vietnam.

#. had

a PX number on it, a TN number.

Colonel ICE. I authorized Mr. Crum and his organization to bring
in one vehicle to Vietnam for conduct of his business.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me read the testimony of Mr. Potter.
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Per our conversation regarding concession vehicles, importation and registra
tion, it is deemed advisable by this Headquarters that you continue to process
this paper until such time as written procedures are established by the Vietnam
Regional Exchange.
You will be notified in writing of this.

Did you send such a letter to Crum?

Colonel ICE. That was authority for one vehicle, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The authority for one vehicle?
Colonel ICE. Right, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Potter says:
*

*

Sir, vehicles and equipment and supplies required by concessionaires at

£me I was there were authorized entrance into Vietnam on a Customs-free
aSls.

Senator GURNEY. These particular ones we are talking about?—and this was
regarding these ten vehicles.

Colonel PoTTER. The particular ones in question—well, they were questionable.

However, Senator Gurney, they did apparently bear the blessing of the prior
Commander.

Mr. DUFFY. You are talking about Colonel Ice?
Colonel POTTER. Colonel Ice.

Senator GURNEY. We are talking about you. Did they carry your blessing?

Colonel Potter then referred to the fact that he wrote the letter

of September 23 in which he states:
Mr. Crum: Reference your letter of 22 September and letter Headquarters
Vietnam Regional Exchange dated 17 September, subject, Authorization of
Vehicle Registration. This is to formally advise you that any authority which
may have been implied for you to register on behalf of the Exchange under
the letter of 17 September 1966 is rescinded.

Sincerely yours, Colonel Potter.

Did you write a letter to Crum on September 17, 1966, giving him
blanket authority to act as a PX officer?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you write any letter to Mr. Crum of Septem
-

ber 17, 1966?

-

-

Colonel ICE. I don’t recall the date, sir. You are talking nearly

5 years ago. But I never authorized Mr. Crum to bring in anything
but one vehicle.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you write a letter which gave him some sem
blance of authority as a PX officer?
Colonel ICE. No, sir.
•

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you write any letter to Crum in September
1966?

Colonel ICE. Not that I recall, sir.

Mr. DUFFY. Senator, we do have a copy of that letter. We would
like to have that inserted in the record.

-

Senator RIBICoEF. When it is procured, a copy should be given to
Colonel Ice's counsel.

-

•

•

For the purpose of the record, if there is no such letter available, it
should be so stated too because the implication from this morning is
that such a letter exists.

-

Mr. DUFFY. The letter was available when Colonel Potter testified.
(The letter referred to is printed in part 5, p. 1212.
•

Mr. STEIN. Mr. Chairman, there are two matters which it might be
well for Colonel Ice to explain. One, with your permission, what inter
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est would Crum have in him? The implication here is that Crum could,
through the use of Colonel Ice, obtain something.
Senator RIBICOFF. Anything that Colonel Ice may want to say, he
is certainly permitted to do so. Any explanation on any matter we will
certainly accord him whatever time he needs.
So, outside of the questioning, if Colonel Ice would like to make a
statement, he should feel free to proceed.
Colonel ICE. Gentlemen, as far as Mr. Crum is concerned, Senator
Percy asked a while ago about the clubs and the beer. Mr. Crum had
no way at all of influencing anything that I could do to benefit the
quantity or the brands of beer that were purchased by Dallas or any
thing to do with slot machines. They were completely out of my juris
diction. Therefore, with Mr. Crum not having any reason to waste his
time on me, I wasn’t a candidate for some of these things that are be
ing implied. I have no way of knowing at all, of influencing the items
that Mr. Crum represented. I did not even consider Mr. Crum a vendor
inasmuch as he couldn’t influence or sell us anything locally. Any prod
uct that he sold was purchased through another office, not through our
office in Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Can I call your attention to a letter introduced a
little earlier, our Exhibit No. 505 which is a letter written by Mel
Peterson of Jim Beam Distilling Co. to Crum, Headquarters, Vietnam
Regional Exchange, Account No. 28–APO. Did you give him au
thority to run an account number and regional exchange address?
Colonel ICE. A lot of our vendors, a lot of the people over there, the
American people used these account numbers as a postal address. They
were authorized by the Army postal authorities.
Mr. ADLERMAN. They could send things in with the APO number
without going through customs?
Colonel ICE. It was their mailbox for their mail; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to read part of this letter:

“I am anxious to hear from you”—this is from Mr. Peterson, who
was vice president of Jim Beam Co., addressed to Crum, who was his
representative for liquor distributing in Vietnam—“I am anxious to
hear from you as to whether or not Gen. Earl Cole was successful in
persuading Jack Ice to put another special order in for Jim Beam
for Saigon for 5.000 cases, as we had discussed on the Sunday before
mv departure. We both know that the market can certainly stand this
additional order and chew it up without interfering with the regular,
normal orders that we are receiving.”

You mean to say you could not be influenced in helping Crum in
anyway?
Colonel ICE. General Cole never at any time asked me to put in
any order in favor of anv vendor.
Mr. Apl.ERMAN. In other words, if General Cole told Mr. Peterson

of Jim Beam liquor that he had spoken to vou about ordering or in

creasing the orders for liquor, then either Cole is lying or Mr. Peter
son is lving; is that right?
Colonel ICE. I am not. One of them must be.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am asking vou now. There is an inconsistency
either in your statement, General Cole's statement to Peterson, or
Peterson's statement in this letter. Did you know of any reason why
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Mr. Peterson would write to Crum relating a conversation that he is
supposed to have relating to General Cole?
olonel ICE. Sir, I have no knowledge of the discussion in that let
-

-

ter, none whatsoever.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you deny General Cole ever spoke to you about
it?

Colonel ICE. Yes, sir; I deny it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You do deny it?
Colonel ICE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, if Cole told Peterson he was going
to intercede with you to order 5,000 cases of liquor, he was not telling
the truth to Peterson?

Colonel ICE. General Cole never tried to influence me on anything
at all that I purchased.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to state my own judg
ment, on behalf of this witness, that the possibility certainly exists
that Crum overstates the influence that he can have out there. I think

we ought to make the record clear that this is possible. Just because
this crummy character who cannot be found says something in a letter

does not impress me very much. We know that he is attempting many
times to represent his influence as being somewhat greater than it
might have been.

Senator RIBICOFF. I think Senator Percy makes a point. You are
dealing with a bunch of wheeler-dealers who are obviously bragging
artists and trying to impress their bosses and everyone else what big
men they are and how everybody can be bought and sold.
I am uncertain about what took place between Colonel Yi and

Colonel Ice, but certainly there is nothing in that letter involving third
persons from which you could impute that Colonel Ice did something
wrong. I think the point that Senator Percy is making is well taken.
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask this last question now in an at
tempt to get a little help from you. You are a reasonable man. You
alre

£ about these matters, far beyond some of us, except

perhaps for our investigators. Does it appear to you as a result of
everything you know, Colonel, that somebody was involved in a bribe
or a bribe attempt, or that somebody was involved in a black market
operation or a black market attempt? Would you agree it is our re
sponsibility to try to pursue this investigation in an attempt to find
out who it was that has been involved and learn what we can from

that experience about correcting the purchasing procedures in the
military system?
Colonel ICE. Sir. I repeat again I received this money just the way I
described it, and I returned it the way I described it. If there is some
thing else behind it, sir, I am not aware of it.
Senator PERCY. As a reasonable man, does it appear that something

was going on here that appears to you might be an attempt for either a
black market operation or a bribe attempt, and that it is our respon
sibility to try to find out who was involved?
Colonel ICE. Twenty-twenty vision hindsight again, I would not do
it this way again, sir.

Senator PERCY. That is not directly responsive to the question. Do

you feel that the evidence now is that some attempt

£ made
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to influence someone through the payment of $4,000 someplace? I am
not saying it was you. But someplace along the line?
Colonel ICE. Something is involved; yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. And we have the responsibility to pursue it. Thank
yOll.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-

-

-

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the best that can be said for your
position is that you certainly used bad judgment?
Colonel ICE. I have to agree to that, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Apparently there is no question that there was
$4,000 floating around for a laundry concession somewhere. Who tried
to do what to whom is certainly vague and uncertain.
Yi apparently did pay $4,000. What it was paid for, no one knows
between you and Yi at the present time, but you did receive $4,000.

Whether in Washington or Saigon is open to question, with the de
nominations, but you did return $4,000 to Yi circuitously. That is
correct, is it not?

Colonel ICE. I returned the $4,000; yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoff. Thank you very much.
Colonel Ivey, please. ..
-

-

Will you stand and be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
mittee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so
help vou God?

-

olonel Ivey. I do.

Sir, I have with me my lawyer.
Mr. BREBBIA. My name is John Henry Brebbia of the Washington
law firm of Alston, Miller and Gaines.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a statement you would like to read?
-

Colonel IVEY. Yes, sir.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
TESTIMONY OF COL. ROBERT H. IVEY (ACCOMPANIED BY HIS
COUNSEL, JOHN HENRY BREBBIA)

Mr. Chairman and committee members, I am Robert H. Ivey,
Colonel, United States Army, and I am accompanied by my attorney,
John
Brebbia of the firm of Alston, Miller and Gaines, Wash

#
£ a tour of duty in Saigon, Vietnam from June 27,

1ngton, D.C.

1967
through May 25, 1969. My duties were to serve as the staff judge
advocate of headquarters, MACV. My duties involved not only the

normal duties of a staff judge advocate but also working with the
Vietnamese Government and advising their military lawyers, work
ing with judicial officials and with our embassy on matters concerning
irregularities committed by American personnel.

On numerous occasions I had discussed with a friend, Dr. McMillan,

who lived in the same billet, my desire to visit Hong Kong. In Sep:
tember 1968, when the occasion presented itself, Dr. McMillan agreed
to make a reservation at the Hong Kong Hilton for me and my wife
and daughter who were then living at Clark Field in the Philippines.
The reservation was handled through his friend, Colonel Hum, who

worked at the American Consulate in Hong Kong. Before leaving
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Vietnam I was informed that Colonel Hum had made a reservation at

the Hong Kong Hilton and that he would meet us on arrival.
Mr. Chairman, I request permission to introduce for the record
the statements of Dr. McMillan and Colonel Hum as exhibits A and B.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, they will be so admitted.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 507A and
507B”
mittee.

* reference, and may be found in the files of the subcom

Colonel IvKY. On the day that I left Saigon, I asked Brig. Gen.
Earl Cole, with whom I had previously served at West Point, if he
had any suggestions as to where to shop in Hong Kong. I also asked
him if he knew of anyone that I could turn to in the event I needed
to cash a check. General Cole suggested that I take letters of introduc
tion to James S. Lee, Tom Bros., and a Mr. Johnson. He informed

me that the latter person owned a rug and a dress factory. He also
asked me to bring back some buttons and epaulets for his white uni
form from James S. Lee. Also, he suggested that I consider staying
in a friend's suite while in Hong Kong if the place was available.
General Cole told me the story of how he had assisted an “old
Chinese friend” to escape from the Communists, and that his old
friend was always encouraging him to make use of his suite at the
Hong Kong Hilton which his friend supposedly maintained on a
year-round basis. He said, if the suite was available, I would only be
expected to pay for my food and drink.
I asked d£ Cole if he was sure it was all right to use his
friend's place. He answered that he knew the regulations as well as
I did, and that it was perfectly correct and proper, as his friend had
nothing to do with the military. It ap £ that his Chinese friend
felt that he owed his life to General

£ in that he had assisted the

friend to leave China just as the Communists were moving in, and
that the friend was continually trying to repay the favor.
On September 4, 1968, I flew to Clark Field to pick up my family.
The next morning we flew to Hong Kong. Upon arrival in Hong
Kong, I was met by an assistant to Colonel Hum and an American
businessman named Mr. Edelstein who introduced himself as having
asked by General Cole's friend to meet us and to drive us to the

£
otel.

While driving to the hotel, Mr. Edelstein gave me his card and
explained that he managed a company called Price & Co., and also
that he represented General Cole's friend who had offered his suite
to us while he was out of town.
I asked Mr. Edelstein what kind of business General Cole's friend

had and was told that the friend was rather elderly and almost com
pletely retired and spent a large part of his time visiting relatives in
different parts of the world.
When we arrived at the hotel, Mr. Edelstein introduced me to an
assistant manager, who took me to the desk where I registered. Mr.
Edelstein left, saying that he would telephone me. Later, Mr. Edel
stein called and invited us to have dinner with him that evening.
In the meantime, I had exchanged some U.S. dollars for Hong Kong
dollars at the hotel at a rate which was below that quoted in the news
paper. For this reason, I asked Mr. Edelstein's advice on where best to
exchange money. He suggested that I come to his office the next morn
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ing at a £
particular
time, and he would have a bank messenger there
Kong dollars.

with the

That evening my wife and I had dinner at the hotel, as guests of

Mr. and Mrs. Edelstein. During the course of dinner, we discussed
where to go and what to see and buy in Hong Kong.

The next morning I visited Mr. Edelstein at Price & Co. where I
purchased $1,200 worth of Hong Kong currency from a bank messen

ger. I thanked him for his help and suggested that if he ever came
to Saigon we should get together. He indicated that it had been sev
eral years since he had been in Vietnam and that he did not plan to
make a return visit.

I made a second visit to Price & Co. for the purpose of exchanging
money at which time I purchased $800 worth of Hong Kong currency
from a bank messenger.

My family and I shopped extensively during our visit. Among my
purchases, I bought a number of items from James S. Lee, tailors. I
am certain that I received no greater discount on these purchases than
that granted to any other tourist.
We left Hong Kong on September 12, 1968. Due to last-minute
shopping, we were pressed for time. Before asking for my bill at the
-

desk. I estimated

£ food

and drink portion to be about $100 U.S.

dollars. It actually came to about $95 U.S. I paid the bill without ex
amining it and rushed to the airport. If the copy given to me con

tained a notation that Price & Co. was to pay part of it, I did not see

the notation. I do not remember whether I paid in Hong Kong dollars,
U.S. dollars or by check.
Our flight left Hong Kong at approximately 4 p.m. It was about 11
.m. when we arrived at our quarters at Clark Air Force Base, and I

eparted 3 or 4 hours later for Saigon. Before leaving, I placed all
brochures, papers, invoices and bills from Hong Kong on my dresser,
including the hotel bill. A week or so later my wife, after checking
with me by phone, threw all of them away, except for the two involv
ing yet undelivered furniture. I did not see a copy of the bill again

until I obtained one in September 1970 from the Hong Kong Hilton.
Senator PERCY. At what rate of exchange did you change the $1,200

and $800? Was it at the rate listed in the newspapers?
Colonel IVEY.Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. What was the difference between that amount and

the amount given you at the hotel?
Colonel Ivey. About 3 percent, sir.
Senator PERCY. About 3 percent?

-

Colonel IvKY. Yes.

Senator PERCY. So it was worthwhile doing it.
Colonel Ivey. Altogether, I would say $55 to $60.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very £.
Colonel Ivey. A few days after my return to Saigon, I visited Gen
eral Cole's office to deliver the buttons and epaulets which I had
brought from Hong Kong. At
time, I inquired as to how to thank
-

'

my host for the use of his suits. General Cole replied his Chinese friend
Was on a

' around the world and that he would thank him for me

assoon as he heard from him again.

-
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I then asked about thanking Mr. Edelstein and General Cole said
no, that Mr. Edelstein ran Price & Co. and looked after the affairs of
his Chinese friend only when his friend was not at home. He also
informed me that Price & Co. sold liquor to the post exchange.
Finally, General Cole asked if I had delivered the three letters he
had given me and I replied that I had and that his three friends all
sent their regards.
I gave no further thought to the aforesaid events until I received a
call on August 12, 1970 from Mr. Duffy, whom I remembered as
ing an investigator for this committee. Mr. Duffy informed me that

£

the bill for my previously mentioned stay in Hong Kong was paid by
Sarl Electronics, a vendor, and that shortly thereafter I had rendered
a favorable opinion for Sarl.

Mr. Duffy's call prompted me to write to the Hong Kong Hilton for
3.

£ of the bill. In September 1970, I received a copy of the bill that

I paid which was in the amount of $564.48 Hong Kong dollars or about
$95 U.S. dollars. However, the second page contained a notation that
something was to be billed to Price & Co. Subsequently, Hilton Inter
natonal in New York furnished me with a copy of an additional bill
in the amount of $2,330.97 Hong Kong dollars or $388.48 U.S. dollars
which contained a notation that the latter amount was billed to Price

& Co. Therefore, I paid approximately 20 percent of the total.
Mr. Chairman, I request permission to introduce in the record the
two hotel bills.

Senator RIBICOFF. If there is no objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BREBBIA. While these are Xeroxed copies, these are the actual
copies received from the Hilton.

enator RIBICOFF. I think you ought to put in the exact copies.
Mr. BREBBIA. In each instance, the papers we present are the best
copies we have. Some are originals.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 508” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Colonel IVEY.
my Vietnam tour, I knew of no information
that came to my attention which connected Price & Co. and Sarl

£

Electronics.

My first acquaintance with Sarl Electronics was when General Cole
called me in July or August 1968, during my Vietnam tour, and told
me that he had a man in his office with

#. problem and asked if I

would talk to him. A Mr. Welton of Sarl Electronics visited my office
shortly thereafter. His visit had to do with a contract which my office
had advised was illegal and unenforceable because it called for the
rental of slot machines from Sarl Electronics by an enlisted club. Regu
lations required that slot machines be purchased. We did not change
our opinion.
-

I recall that General Cole called two additional times with reference
to Sarl Electronics.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Was it unusual for General Cole or any other
gentleman to call you and ask you to intervene on a legal opinion that
you had to render?

-

Colonel Ivey. It was not unusual for a gentleman to call and say
“so-and-so has a legal problem; you talk to him.”
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Senator RIBICOFF. Here you rendered an opinion and then General
Cole called you two additional times after you had given the opinion.
Was that unusual?

Colonel Ivey. Sir, I had not given an opinion in July or August. It
was in November. At the time he called me I had not rendered my
opinion.
Senator RIBICOFF (reading):
Regulations require the slot machines be purchased. We did not change our
opinion. I recall that General Cole called two additional times with reference to
Sarl Electronics.

Is that not a different matter?

Coloney IvEY. I don’t remember exactly what the two additional
times were, sir, but I remember the gist of the phone calls.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would it be in their application for a vendor's
license?

Colonel Ivey. I think it might have. I don’t know this but one of my
assistants now tells me that he had made a call at my suggestion to
the Embassy to obtain information on Sarl because I had told him to
check with the commercial attache, he might know something about
this company.
My assistant tells me the next day the phone call came from Gen
eral Cole to me wondering why we were investigating Sarl Electronics.
He more or less indicated Sarl Electronics had somehow or other found

out that this phone call to the Embassy had been made.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did this surprise you—this type of conversation
you had with General Cole?
Colonel Ivey. No, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Are you accustomed to getting calls of that type
of intervention from other generals concerning vendors?

Colonel Ivey. No, sir. No one else called me concerning any con
tractOr.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Did it surprise you that you got this call from
General Cole?

Colonel IVEY. No, sir; it did not surprise me. I did receive calls from

at least one other general concerning problems of getting essential air
plane parts through customs clearance.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was that airplane parts that were needed for
the military?
Colonel

-

#x. That is right, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Are we talking about somebody who intervenes
with reference to slot machines?

-

Colonel IVFY. Yes, sir.

Senator, RIBIcoFF. Did it occur to vou as peculiar that a general
should be bothering you about slot machines?

Colonel Ivey. No sir. At the time. I didn't have anything to do or

know, about Sarl Electronics. I realized that General Cole had pre
viously been working in the PX area and perhaps it came to mind

that he sent somebody because the man had run into a problem and
that he had known him before.
Senator RIBICOFF. Proceed.

Colonel Ivey. I recall that General Cole called two additional times

with reference to Sarl Electronics. On both occasions, he told me that
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Sarl Electronics was a first-class business organization, making lots of
money, and had no reason to do anything wrong. He said further that
there was no reason for us to be investigating them because they were

making so much money honestly that they would never jeopardize their
position by doing anything wrong.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Was he giving Sarl Electronics a character
-

reference?

Colonel IvEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. To you?
Colonel IvEY. Yes, sir.

On each of these two occasions, I called together those members of
my
were working
in that called
area and
that itI
madestaff
no who
difference
that a general
or cautioned
referred athem
problem.
stated that we would look into each situation and give our legal
opinion based on the facts and law as we saw them.

The adjutant general of MACV, by written inquiry dated Novem
ber 22, 1968, asked us to provide information bearing on the applica
tion by Sarl Electronics for solicitation privileges.
Senator RIBICOFF: What do you mean by the phrase “solicitation
privileges”?
Colonel IvKY. The right to act as vendor and go around and call
on clubs and sell things to them, sir.
He noted that the Embassy had informed him that our office had
-

some information on Sarl. Normally, such correspondence would have

been referred directly to Colonel Thomas, who handled such matters.
However, at the time, he was attending a conference in the United
States and was absent from Vietnam from November 17 to Decem

ber 5, 1968. For this reason, on November 26, 1968, I rendered an
opinion recommending approval of the application.
Senator RIBICOFF. At that time, do you remember whether Cole was

still in the PX business or in the pacification program?
Colonel IvEY. He was in the pacification program, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. At the time you received this. Cole was not now
in the PX side of the operation but in pacification.
Why would a pacification officer be interested in the slot machine
business? Do you need slot machines to pacify the South Vietnamese?

Colonel Ivey. No, sir. He seemed to express an interest in helping
Sarl Electronics at the time by more or less giving them a pat on
the back by stating that they would never do anything wrong and
there is no point of your offices investigating.
.
Senator RIBICOFF. He seemed unusually friendly with Sarl, and
Sarl evidently was something he was concerned about?
Coloney IvKY. Yes, sir; I would say that.
-

Senator PERCY. At no time did the subject again come up at the
hotel suite between you and General Cole? Were there any implica
tions at all that you were under some sort of obligation to help out
a little bit?

Colonel IVEY. No, sir.

Senator IVEY.
PERCY.
Because
Colonel
No,
sir. someone had helped you in Hong Kong?
s

Senator PERCY. Nothing at all?

Colonel IvKY. No, sir. I never connected that with the Hong Kong
visit at all.

-
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In the opinion I commented on the adverse information we had on

file on Sarl. Although I do not recall having drafted the opinion, it
did bear my signature and as Staff Judge Advocate, I took full re
sponsibility for all opinions which were issued by my office.
At the time, it was my opinion, and I believe that it was also Colonel
Thomas' opinion, that there was not enough evidence to deny Sarl's
application. Further, it is my understanding that on July 5, 1969, after
my departure from Vietnam, the provost marshal forwarded a case
file on Sarl containing 17 reports to my successor and asked for his
recommendation. Despite '. number of , reports, my successor
recommended further investigation rather than debarment of Sarl.
Since receiving Mr. Duffy's call, I have been informed that on

February 16, 1969, a CID agent made inquiry to my office concerning
Sarl Electronics. He was advised by Maj. Gordon Ginsburg that our
office did maintain a file on Sarl, but that it contained no more nor no
less than the files which we maintained on other firms.

Mr. Chairman, I request permission to introduce in the record the
source of the latter statement as exhibit E.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 509” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1504.)
Colonel IvKY. It is now apparent that Sarl was suspect and under
investigation by more than one agency in November 1968, but my
office was not aware of it at the time.

Mr. Welton of Sarl Electronics continued to visit my office from
time to time beginning in early 1969, and talked with Colonel Thomas
and Major Ginsburg.
reported to me orally and through written
memorandums that Mr. Welton was seeking help in clearing a number
of slot machines through the Da Nang Customs Office. In each case,
Mr. Welton was told to provide documentation proving that each ma
chine was ordered by a specific club, or we would not help him. The

£

documentation was never received and the machines were never cleared.

While working on customs problems, Colonel Thomas and I became

acquainted with the USAID customs advisers and eventually Colonel
Thomas was informed that Sarl Electronics had been the subject of
several customs raids. In September 1970, Colonel Thomas told me that
at his request we received translated copies of those reports in the late
spring of 1969. I do not remember ever seeing them, nor do I recall
their ever having been brought to my attention.
In addition to my regular duties, I represented MACV as a member
of the Ambassador's Irregular Practices Committee. In the spring of
1969, Mr. Robert R. Parker, who was assistant to the Director of
USAID in Vietnam, was chairman of the Irregular Practices Commit
tee. At the time, both Colonel Thomas and I spoke with Mr. Parker

of our suspicions concerning Sarl Electronics. Mr. Parker has since
stated that as a result of Colonel Thomas and I having expressed our

thoughts about Sarl, he later caused raids and confiscation of Sarl's

“'
Mr. Chairman, I request permission to introduce
-

-

-

-

into the record

..the statement of Mr. Parker.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so admitted.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 510” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Colonel IvEY. On his return from his visit to the United States in

early December 1968, I asked Colonel Thomas to make centralized
procurement and booking of entertainers his first priority. The latter

practices, if implemented, would, in effect, have put vendors like Sarl
Electronics out of business. There was resistance at almost every level,

but by April 1969, we had sold the idea to the MACV staff and had
drafted implementing regulations.
Senator RIBICOFF. You say there was resistance at almost every
level. Will you be a little more explicit?
Colonel IvEY.Yes, sir.

To begin with, there as resistance to change. It would involve set
ting up another office and staffing that office and getting more personnel
into a centralized office probably in the Saigon area, whereas the ven
dors were calling directly on the clubs, dealing with the sergeants in
the clubs.

This plan would, in effect, prevent them from going to any club
directly. They would have to go and try to sell at the central pur
chasing agency and all purchase orders would have to come through
that central purchasing agency.

It was, “Where would we get the manpower? Where would we get
the Saigon space?” Things like that. That was resistance, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Was there specifically anyone involved with the
club or PX system that complained about the change, that you
remember?

-

Colonel IvKY. No, sir.

When the Army seemed slow in implementing the plan, Colonel
Thomas and I in May 1969 went to see Brig. Gen. Frank Clay, the
MACV J–1, and convinced him to impose a 60-day deadline for com
pliance. This all adds up to the fact that within a few weeks after No
vember 26, 1968, the date of the Sarl opinion, I was pushing a project
that would, in a matter of weeks after is implementation, eliminate
Sarl Electronics as a vendor.

Mr. Chairman, I request permission to introduce the statement of
Colonel Thomas as Exhibit G.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 511” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Colonel IVEY. After receiving the call from Mr. Duffy on August
12, 1970, I made contact with General Cole through his Wash
ington attorney, Mr. Norman Bayles.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Why didn't you get in touch with General Cole
directly?
Colonel IvKY. He had an unlisted number. I could not reach him.
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. How did you know to call Mr. Bayles?

Colonel Ivey. Mr. Bayles had just made a fairly strong statement
just shortly before this concerning representing General Cole. He had
called me around January 1970 and introduced himself to me at that
time as representing General Cole and Sarl Electronics.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Why did he call you?
Colonel Ivey. He wanted a statement from me to the effect that Sarl

Electronics was a dollar contractor and therefore entitled to duty-free
import and export of their machines.
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Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, Mr. Bayles represented to you
that he represented Sarl Electronics and General Cole at the same
time? You had the same lawyer representing Sarl and General Cole?
Colonel IvEY. That is the way he introduced himself; yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.

Colonel IvKY. Subsequently, on September 7, 1970, I met with Gen
eral Cole in Washington,
for the purpose of ascertaining whether
Mr. Duffy's information was correct. I repeated the story of Mr.
Duffy's call and asked General Cole to please explain the situation
regarding the hotel bill. He stated that he could not remember calling

#:

anVOne.

£n reminded him that a total stranger named Edelstein met me
at the airport and he agreed that he must have called someone. He
asked me if I was sure he hadn’t used the term “old China hand”
rather than “old Chinese friend.” He said he knew an old China hand
named A. Smith who did indeed have a suite on an annual basis in

Hong Kong and that Mr. Smith was a retired Army lieutenant colonel.
He said he just could not remember what he had done or who he had
called, but that he never at any time intended to nor would he think of
placing me in an embarrassing or unethical situation. General Cole
concluded that his memory had simply failed him as to who he talked

to or what had been done about my visit to Hong Kong.
On September 17, 1970, I wrote to Mr. Norman Bayles stating that

it had been alleged that Sarl Electronics had in fact paid

£

re

mainder of my bill at the Hong Kong Hilton. I offered to reimburse

Sarl in the event it were true. He responded on November 6, 1970,
stating that Sarl had not paid for the suite and denying that reim
bursement was appropriate.

Subsequently, Mr. Bayles provided me with the address of Price &

Co., and on December 21, 1970, I wrote and informed the company of
my desire to reimburse whomever had paid the remaining portion of
my bill. I received no answer to the latter inquiry and on January 28,
1971, I forwarded a check in the amount of $388.94 U.S. dollars to

Price & Co. I received a response dated February 23, 1971 from Price &
Co. denying knowledge of any such payment and indicating that the
check had been destroyed.
Mr. Chairman, I request permission to introduce into the record
copies of the aforesaid correspondence as exhibits H to L.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 512 to 516”

for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator PERCY. Colonel, at that point, before you go on to some gen
eral conclusions, had you realized that your old friend and a West

Point graduate had been using you and attempting to use you? Was
that clear to you at the end of these conversations?
Colonel Ivey. It was not clear to me, sir, until I received the hotel
bills. This is by September. But you said at the time?
Senator PERCY. Subsequent to the intervention by General Cole on

behalf of Sarl Electronics and so forth, was it clear to you after you
confronted the general and asked him about these circumstances, were

you aware that he had been attempting to use you for his purposes?
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Colonel Ivey. I did not feel that at the time, sir.
Senator PERCY. You did not at the time?
Colonel IVEY. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. Do you now have the feeling that you were used or
compromised?

Colonel IVEY. Sir, I find it unbelievable that a general officer would
do something like this to anyone, much less to a friend. I feel it was
a dirty, low-down trick.
Senator RIBICOFF. You felt this was a dirty, low-down trick that
General Cole had played on you?
Colonel Ivey. Yes, sir. I feel that he was not trying to help me: he
was trying to use me. Anyone who would do something like that to a
friend could not have any character.

Senator PERCY. That is, of course, the inevitable conclusion that you
come to and, painful as it is, I think for the record you have to say
it in just that way.
Is there anything else you would like to say in characterizing your
feelings about General Cole's use of his office for his own personal
advancement or gain and his use of trusted friends and other officers
for such purposes?
Colonel Ivey. There is no question in my mind that he attempted
to use me; he attempted to make a setup out of me. I did not know it.
I thought at the time until I saw the hotel bills this past fall, the two
hotel bills, that no one other than his old Chinese friend had provided
the suite. Certainly when I saw the two bills together I realized that
he had arranged for a contractor to put me up.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, we all have to come to personal con
clusions. I was somewhat concerned and would like a little explanation
as to why, when the staff originally contacted you, Colonel, there was
little enthusiasm on your part for working with them but later, as I
understand it, you had a good cooperative relationship with the staff.

If you would care to comment on the early contacts that were made
with you, I would be happy to have you do so. As one Senator. I can
see the circumstances under which you accepted this low-priced hotel
room and I will accept my own judgment that you were not involved
in any wrongdoing. I think you fortunately followed through when
£
to see the evidence of wrongdoing on someone else's part

#"

lunioid.

It is my hope that your cooperation with this committee and your
testimony in no way detracts from your own reputation and what you
have done for your branch of the service.

Would you care to comment at all as to your reactions when the com
mittee first contacted you and if there was a reluctance to tell all: what
went through your mind at the time; and how you came to the con
clusion it would be well to cooperate? You have fully cooperated from
that point forward.

Colonel IVEY. I felt like I cooperated with them from the very be

ginning. When Mr. Duffy telephoned me, I was shocked. I couldn't
answer all his questions immediately. I answered them to the best of
my
at the time. I cooperated as fully as I could at the time. He
never told me what my opinion was. I didn’t know what he was talking
about. He never identified it. He just said, “You made an opinion.

£
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Normally, I would not have drafted such an opinion if Colonel
Thomas had been present for duty. I may have signed it but he some
times signed for me. Mine was a sort of butting against a blank wall
as to what he was talking about.

I assure you, sir, I tried to cooperate with Mr. Duffy at the time.
Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
Colonel IvKY. Using hindsight, one can see that we needed greater
and better coordination of investigative agencies. I believe we were
making great strides toward this by the time I left Vietnam. During
my tour we began working closer with not only the military agencies,
but also with USAID investigators, USAID customs advisers, the
GAO, the directors of Vietnam customs, and, on numerous occasions,
I requested the assignment of a full-time IRS agent in Vietnam.
This pulling together of information would have provided earlier
and stronger cases against all wrongdoers and especially would have

created a strong dossier on Sarl Electronics a year earlier than was
done. Certainly, an earlier use of the Central Purchasing Agency and
centralized booking of entertainment which my office encouraged and
finally accomplished would have prevented many of our problems and
saved the U.S. soldier many dollars.
In conclusion, let me say that I have never knowingly committed
an unethical or dishonest act. However, in view of the information
which has been brought to light by this committee concerning the ac
tivities of General Cole in Vietnam, it does appear that he did deliber
ately attempt to compromise me for the purpose of aiding Sarl Elec

tronics. I have never before in my 28 years of service been placed in
such a position, nor do I ever intend to be again.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement, and I thank the com
mittee for its time and attention.

Senator RIBIcoff. Thank you very much, Colonel Ivey, for your
cooperation.

There is no question in my mind at all as far as you are concerned
you did not commit any act for which you have to be ashamed of or
for which anology is necessary.
PERCY. I have just one or two points that I would like to

£ator

Imake.

P

First, I was mistaken in that General Cole is not a graduate of West
Oint.

-

Colonel Ivey. That is correct, sir.

Senator PERCY. You were both stationed at West Point together.
Colonel Ivey. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. He is not a product of that great institution.
There has been some question, Mr. Chairman, as to whether or not
Mr. Crum was definitely in charge or associated with Price & Co. I
have heard that Price & Co. did provide an affidavit that Crum was
not associated with them. As late as February 1970, Mr. Crum was
still the man in charge of Price & Co. and this information, Mr. Chair
man, comes from the files of Carling Brewing Co., one of Price & Co.'s
main clients in Vietnam.

I would like to present this evidence, as long as few people have
spent much time with him recently, and we are unable to question
him. Possibly a little insight as to what he has been doing and what
some of his thoughts have been might be helpful.
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A letter from William J. Crum to his brother Whit, dated Jan
uary 13, 1970, says this:
Things are quiet. I do a lot of sailing now here in Hong Kong and do not
go. back to Vietnam. Sarl is liquidating. Price still goes on. So after things
Quiet down Price may be able to get some business for you. None of the clubs'
supply companies are doing anything at present. The club custodians are so
shook up by all these investigations they dare not talk to any vendor. Besides
the Army has set up a central procurement agency and all clubs must buy
through them. They are not buying at present.

Apparently a little progress has been made but I think it is very
interesting what he asks, in conclusion, of his brother.
Whit, I would like to have some LP's and tape cartridges if available on
some of the old songs and artist songs.
-

He asks for certain songs.
I think an insight as to what he is doing, thinking about, and listen
ing to as he sails around might be of interest. He asks for these songs:
-

-

-

-

-

“My Sin,”“I'm Dancing with Tears in My Eyes,” “Lullaby of Broad
way,” “Frank Sinatra Sings Johnny Mercer," Princeton graduates

#

to hear this, “The Whiffenpoof Song,” “As Time Goes
By,” and “Deep Purple.”
He also asks his brother for good books, including “The Smug
glers,” and “The River,” and the “Gauntlet.”

will be

-

-

He said:
I will appreciate this I sincerely hope you can sweat this tough period out.
Your brother, Bill.

I have nothing further...
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bellino.
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0–Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. The subcommittee staff, while in Saigon, obtained
records from the Hilton Hotel in Hong Kong which disclosed that
Col. Robert Ivey had stayed in a suite of rooms at the Hilton Hotel

for a 1-week period, September 5–11, 1968.

-

-

A review of the Hilton Hotel records regarding this stay at that

hotel by Colonel Ivey reflect that Colonel and Mrs. Ivey and daughter
were registered on September 5, 1968, at 1354 hours. The reservations
for Colonel Ivey were made by representatives of Price & Co. (a suite

of rooms and twin rooms, 2301 and 2303, were reserved at the request
of Mr. Bryce who was manager at the Hong Kong Hilton). A notation
made on the back of the registration card contains the following
COmmentS:

Guest is an extremely important milt, contact, connected with Mr. Smith of
A. Price & Co. HK. Pls note billing instructions.
The notation continues:
One folio for Col. Ivey—with room rate of HK $96 less 25% milt. dis. only.
Another folio for Price & Co. with room rate of HK$147.00 plus all incidentals,
transfer charges for the Jaguar, etc. Send up fl. & candies.

When Colonel Ivey departed on September 12, 1968 at 1519 hours,

he was given a bill aggregating HK$564.48 (U.S.$93.14). This bill
was paid by Colonel Ivey and it covered only the cost of a portion of
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the room rent of HK $72 plus taxes of HK $8.64, total room cost per
day HK$80.64 (U.S.$13,30).
-

-

-

No charges for meals appear on this bill. The restaurant charges
were included on the second bill paid by Price & Co. The bill paid by
Price & Co. for Colonel Ivey and his family amounted to HK$2,330.97

(U.S.$384.65) and consisted of the following:
U.S. Dollars

Room (at rate of HK$147)

169. 80

20.38

Taxes
Restaurant

--- 171. O3

Valet --

-

Laundry
Miscellaneous -----------------

14. 16
1. 36

7. 92
384. 65

Total

Attached to the above bill was the following handprinted notation:
MAY 9, 1968.
ATTENTION:

PlS. put all charges onto this folio but do not show it to guest at any time.
When check out—no need to obtain signature and do not accept payment from
est.

"'ank you !
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make the document referred to an
exhibit.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 517” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN., Mr. Bellino, was there anything to indicate to you
that this was a suite kept all year around by A. Smith or by Crum or
Price & Co. or Sarl & Co.?

Mr. BELLINo. No, sir; these were rooms rented at the specific request
of various guests.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Ivey, when you spoke to General Cole
regarding the reservations of rooms at the hotel, did he lead you to
believe

# this was an empty suite, that Mr. Smith

was traveling

around the world and this suite would be vacant anyhow, whether you
were there or not?

-

TESTIMONY OF COL ROBERT H.IVEY, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
JOHN HENRY BREBBIA–Resumed

Colonel IvKY. Yes, sir. He related to me, sir, that his old Chinese
friend lived in the suite but when he was out of town it would be
available and he would have to determine that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And the place would be vacant and it would be
open to anybody to use, I mean anybody he would want, at no extra
expense to them; is that right?
olonel IVEY. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know that they gave you just a reserva
tion for three rooms at a special rate, that this was not an all-year
round suite?

Colonel Ivey. At the time I thought I was staying in an all-year
round suite maintained by the old Chinese friend.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Thank you.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, lest we alert Princeton, named im

properly, to the potential campaign contributions to their fund drive,
the “Whiffenpoof Song,” of course, should be attributed to Yale. We
will alert Yale now of the potential interest they have on the part
of Mr. Crum.

Senator RIBICOFF. I hope you are not assuming that Mr. Crum is
an alumnus of Yale University? I don't think you are doing my friend
Kingman Brewster a favor.
Senator PERCY. He has the knowledge at least that as the vessel
sails the seas the “Whiffenpoof Song” is being used.
Senator RIBICOFF. It just shows the name of that song that is sung
all over the world by all types of characters, good and bad, Yale or
non-Yale graduates.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY—Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement that I would
like to make.

We knew that Cole also interceded between December 3–10, 1968,

personally with General Gritz, the Adjutant General of MACV, in
his attempt to obtain solicitation privileges for Price & Co.
In an interview with General Gritz, he told Mr. Bellino and myself
in Germany that he discussed with Cole the December 3, 1968, letter
from the American Embassy which linked William Crum to Sarl and
Price & Co. After Gritz told him this, Cole said:
Why are you doing this? This company has been a reputable concern operating
in Saigon or Vietnam for a long time.

Gritz answered:
Then you have nothing to worry about because if we get the affidavit (that
Crum is not associated with the company) we asked for, we will give them a
permit.

Cole then asked Gritz for a temporary permit for Price & Co. which,
according to Gritz, he refused.
According to Gritz, temporary permits were not issued by his office;
however, we know that Cole did get his way and temporary permits
were issued not only to Price & Co. but to Sarl and the Tom Bros. The
Tom Bros. were another vendor that Cole favored not only in Vietnam
but also in Europe when Cole took over the Army and Air Force Ex

change System in Europe in 1969.
I would like to place in evidence an affidavit from Richard H. Allen
who was assigned to General Gritz's office from May 1968 to July 1969.
In his affidavit, Allen relates that temporary permits were issued to

Sarl, Price & Co. and the Tom Bros. Allen, in one part of his affidavit,
says:
During the processing of these three applications, I was informed that the Ad
jutant General or the Deputy Adjutant General–Colonel Gritz or Lieutenant

Colonel Taylor—was receiving inquiries about the delay in granting authoriza
tion to the three firms. I was informed that the inquiries came from Brigadier
General Earl F. Cole. To the best of my recollection, I was informed that General
Cole had called a couple of times to inquire into the status of the Sarl, Price and
Company and Tom Brothers applications. General Cole's name was mentioned

in conversations I had with Colonel Gritz and Taylor about the applications.
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That would indicate, would it not, that he still persisted in his at
tempt to intervene on behalf of Price & Co. to get solicitation privi
leges in December 1968 as you interpret that?
Colonel Ivey. Yes, sir.
Mr. DUFFY. That is all I have.

Could I have Mr. Allen's affidavit placed in the record?

£or RIBICoEF. Without objection, it will go in the record as an
exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 518” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 518
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD H. ALLEN

I, Richard H. Allen, freely and voluntarily make the following statement to
the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the
Committee on Government Operations.
No threats, force or duress have been used to induce me to make this state

ment, nor have I received any promise of immunity from any consequences which
may result from submission of this statement to the Senate Permanent Sub

committee on Investigations.
I am presently an officer of the United States Army, with the rank of major.
and
assigned to the Department of the Army in the Pentagon, Washing

#"

ton, D.C.

From 21 May 1968 until 1 July 1969, I was assigned to the Adjutant Gen
eral Section, Headquarters USMACV, Ton Son Nhut Air Base, Saigon, Republic
of Vietnam. During that time I was Chief of the Special Actions Branch. One
of my duties included the processing of applications for approval for commercial
firms to solicit business from non-appropriated fund activities in Vietnam. These
primarily were club and mess systems. My work did not include clearance of

firms to solicit business from the Vietnam Regional Exchange (PACEX).
Among the first firms which came to my attention were Sarl Electronics and
Price & Co. Each requested clearance to solicit business in late August or early
September of 1968. When I was informed about the applications of these firms
by the Deputy Adjutant General, Lt. Colonel J. F. E. Taylor, I also was told to
issue temporary letters of authorization for the companies to solicit business in
the command. I was informed that each company was entitled to such temporary

authorization because each had been conducting business within the command
for several years. I issued the requested letters over my signature, and file copies
should be found in the files of the Special Actions Branch.

About the same time, a firm called Tom Brothers and Company made an appli
cation to solicit business. I was directed by the Deputy Adjutant General, to issue
a temporary letter of authorization to Tom Brothers, also.
Temporary clearances such as I issued to Sarl, Price & Co., and Tom Brothers
were uncommon : in fact, these three are the only such clearances I recall. I did
not feel that there was any question of impropriety about the clearances because
the three firms named had just completed the construction and interior decora
tion of the MACV Command MeSS.

During the processing of the applications of the three firms the Vietnam Re
gional Exchange and the Commercial Office of the U.S. Embassy in Saigon were
asked to report about them. The reply we received from the Embassy indicated
that there was some derogatory information on hand about Sarl Electronics and
a short summary of the three or four pieces of information was furnished to us.
I do not recall the nature of the information. The Embassy's letter was sent to

the Staff Judge Advocate's Office, MACV, for review and comment, and shortly
thereafter we received a reply stating that Sarl Flectronics was cleared of ninv
involvement in the cases cited in the Embassy's letter. Thereupon a formal letter

of authorization for one year was issued to Sarl Electronics.
The Commercial Office of the Embassy reported on Price & Company in Novem
ber of 1968, stating that since this company seemed to be controlled by William J.
Crum, perhaps, we should inquire about the matter, because Mr. Crum had not
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been reported as an officer in the company's application. The Adjutant General,
Colonel Sidney Gritz, interviewed officials of Price and Company, and they stated
to him that William J. Crum was not associated with the firm. Colonel Gritz

asked for an affidavit to that effect, and the document was received in late De
cember of 1968. A formal letter of authorization was issued to Price & Company.

I recall two letters in the files of Special Actions Branch that indicate that Sarl
Electronics and Price and Company had the same board of directors.

The Tom Brothers application was processed routinely. No derogatory informa
tion was reported, and a formal letter of authorization was issued to the firm in
November of 1968.

During the processing of these three applications, I was informed that the
Adjutant General or the Deputy Adjutant General–Colonel Gritz or Lt. Colonel

Taylor—was receiving inquiries about the delay in granting authorization to the
three firms. I was informed that the inquiries came from Brigadier General Earl
F. Cole. To the best of my recollection, I was informed that General Cole had
called a couple of times to inquire into the status of the Sarl, Price & Company
and Tom Brothers applications. General Cole's name was mentioned in conversa
tions I had with Colonels Gritz and Taylor about the applications.
In late February of 1969, I received an application from a Vietnamese firm
called Vietnam Electronics. In processing the application, a considerable amount
of derogatory information about the company was turned up by the 8th CID and
the U.S. Embassy. The firm seemed to have a direct connection with Sarl Elec
tronics. Additionally, there was a considerable amount of correspondence relating
to Vietnam Electronics and Sarl Electronics in the files of the Staff Judge Advo

cate, MACV. Because of the derogatory information, the application of Vietnam
Electronics to solicit business in the command was disapproved in June of 1969.
To the best of my memory, the representatives of the three firms who called at

the Adjutant General's Office on behalf of their applications were a Mr. Welton
for Sarl Electronics, a Mr. Wright for Price & Company, and Peter Zee for Tom
Brothers.
RICHARD H. ALLEN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of Sept., 1970.
ROSE M. CLEMENS,

Notary Public, Arlington County, Va.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Colonel.
The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning at 10.
(Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
vene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, Mar. 9, 1971.)
(Members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff and Percy.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE on GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office

Building, pursuant to section 4 of Senate Resolution 31, agreed to
March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Conn.; Senator James B. Allen, Democrat, Ala.,
Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Ill.; and Senator Edward J.
Gurney, Republican, Fla.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,

chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Mor
gan, chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator;
John Brick, Investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening:
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
-

Senator RIBICOFF. General Moore and Mr. James Johnson.

Will you gentlemen raise your right hand?
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. JoHNSON. I do.

General MooRE. I do.

TESTIMONY OF BRIG. GEN. HARLEY M. MOORE, JR.

Senator RIBICOFF. General Moore, do you have a prepared state
ment, sir?
General MOORE. I do not.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you want to testify informally, or how
would you like to proceed?
(1443)
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General MooRE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed as you wish, sir.
General MooRE. Thank you. I am Brig. Gen. Harley M. Moore, Jr.,
the Provost Marshal of the U.S. Army, Europe.
Former Gen. Earl Cole was assigned to the U.S. Army, Europe,
in January of 1969, and was given the position of commander of the
European Exchange System, which was headquartered at Nuremberg
at that time and then it moved to Munich.

I knew him personally but had no reason to look into his activities
officially until about September of 1969 when our office received a
visit from CWO Ken Hayse of the CID Agency, and he and some of
my agents interviewed General Cole about some contracts.
Also in September of that year, General Cole was relieved as Com
mander of the European Exchange System and assigned to Heidel
berg as the assistant to the Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics Head
quarters, U.S. Army, Europe. His immediate superior was Maj. Gen.
Herron M. Maples, and on October 10, General Maples called me
with some urgency about a phone call he had received from General
Cole, to the effect that General Cole wished to be absent all weekend

in order to talk to some Treasury Department agents and some FBI
agentS.

"General Maples said this didn’t sound right to him and was verify
ing it with me. I made a quick check with the bureau representatives
in Europe and Treasury representatives in Europe and found in
deed they had no representatives in Europe. Had they had them, they
would have been coming through our office.
General Cole had been on an inspection and orientation visit to
the Frankfurt-Hanau area of Germany and was scheduled to return
to his duty station and his quarters on the late afternoon of October 10.
It is usual practice, should a senior officer not be at his duty station

or his quarters, to notify his office of his whereabouts at all times,
and to receive permission to depart from a normal pattern.
Realizing that the Cole caper was a hoax, I immediately instituted
an all-points search for General Cole. We traced his movements from

the visiting officers' quarters he had checked out of in Frankfurt to
the Frankfurt Airport where we lost track of him, after he got out
of an official U.S. Government car.

He told the driver of this car (which was a pool vehicle from the
Frankfurt pool) to return to the Frankfurt Airport and pick him
up approximately 1400 or 1430 on Sunday, the 12th of October.

We interrogated the driver. We searched the vehicle and found
therein a briefcase belonging to Cole in which we found two classified
documents. The briefcase was unlocked and easily accessible in the
vehicle.

We sent investigators to Hanau and to other parts of Frankfurt
and requested our investigators in Nuremberg and Munich to check
on Cole's whereabouts. CWO James Johnson was in Munich on other

business and was quite familiar with Cole's friends in Munich.
We questioned those with whom Cole was friendly—Col. Robert
Ready and a Mrs. Jean Gault on the whereabout of Cole, all with nega
tive results. We questioned Mrs. Cole in Heidelberg on the where
abouts of her husband, with negative results.
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No trace of Cole was found until the afternoon of October 12 when
he returned to the Frankfurt Airport parking lot in a Karmann Ghia,
driven, as it turned out, by a Mrs. Gertrude Bower, who had been his

£y

when he was a Commander with the European Exchange

Stem.

'e his return, through checking the airlines, we had found that
he had made reservations to return from Munich on a Lufthansa

flight on the afternoon of October 12.
I had Mr. Johnson book passage on this flight and return to Frank

furt on it. He reported no sign of Cole, although Cole's reservation
had been confirmed and reconfirmed.

When Cole appeared in the parking lot of the Frankfurt Airport,
he got out of the Karmann Ghia, strode past the waiting Army sedan,

mingled with the crowd inside the lounge, and turned around and re
turned to the waiting Army sedan, giving the driver the impression
he had just come in on some flight.

When he, Cole, approached the sedan, he was intercepted by Crimi
nal Investigator Jones, who was on the stakeout, and detained for a
few minutes until the arrival of Criminal Investigator Johnson.
Johnson instructed Cole that they were to return to Heidelberg and
that he, Cole, was to immediately contact Maj. Gen. Frank Taylor,
the Chief of Staff, Headquarters, U.S. Army, Europe.
Mr. Johnson returned General Cole to his quarters in Heidelberg,
reiterated the instructions to call General Taylor, and then reported
to me at once.

I, too, called General Taylor, and in Mr. Johnson's company left my
quarters to personally visit General Taylor. We live in the same neigh
borhood. Outside of my quarters, we encountered General Cole, who
stated he had been directed by General Taylor to stay in his quarters
and to depart only for his place of business, and wanted to know what
this was all about.

I made the remark to the effect, “If you were directed to stay in your
quarters, what in the devil are you doing here?”
Senator RIBIcoFF. You might as well use the words you used.
h General MooRE. I asked him, sir, “What in the hell are you doing
ere?”

Mr. Johnson and I then proceeded to General Taylor's headquarters
to brief him on our activities of the day.
Mr. Johnson can testify as to the conversation with General Cole
on the trip from Frankfurt Airport to Heidelberg.
On the next morning, October 13, I was directed to report to the
office of Gen. James H. Polk, Commander in Chief, U.S. Army,
Europe, to be present with General Cole. General Polk had granted
General Cole an interview because in the words of the latter, “If I
can see General Polk. I can explain the whole matter.”
The substance of General Polk's conversation with General Cole is
as follows—

--

Senator RIBICOFF. Were you present at this conversation?

General MooRE. Mr. Chairman, I was present during the whole
interview.

Cole started out by stating to General Polk that he had done no

wrong, but that he was in serious trouble as his name was being black
ened by various persons in connection with the Ribicoff investigation.
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General Polk demanded an accounting of General Cole's presence
over the weekend, and Cole explained it as follows: Cole had an air
reservation to Munich on Friday evening, October 10, but his
ight had been canceled because of fog. This is true. Frankfurt Air
port was closed about 1830 the evening of October 10 because of fog.
Because of the cancellation of Cole's flight, he took a train to
Munich, arriving there in the early morning, and went to the house
of Mrs. Gertrude Bower, his former secretary in EES.
He spent the weekend at this house, but quickly assured General
Polk that there could be nothing immoral about that visit, since Mrs.
Bower's mother was present in the house during his entire stay.
Cole returned to Frankfurt Sunday afternoon, where he was met

#

by the CID agents. Cole claimed to General Polk that Mrs. Bower was

a fine woman and that on no account should she be bothered or ques
tioned further.

General Polk asked General Cole why he went to Munich, and Cole
stated that he went on the spur of the moment, because he had to make
some phone calls and had to go to some house he could trust. He com
mented that he had to make a phone call to Hong Kong to obtain a
bill of sale for an expensive gift that was given to a senior general's
wife and that the matter was so delicate it had to be handled in a most
careful manner.

General Polk challenged Cole on his statement that this was a spur
of the moment trip, and asked Cole if he did not, in fact, make a plane
reservation on Thursday, October 9. Cole told General Polk, “I did
not make plane reservations to fly from Frankfurt to Munich on
Thursday from Hanau.”
Subsequently, when I faced him with evidence of his reservations,
-

he admitted he had made the reservation on Thursday, but had not
made it from Hanau.

General Polk challenged him on his statement to General Maples
that he, Cole, had to stay in Frankfurt over the weekend to see a
Treasury agent and an FBI agent. Cole stated that be believed that
the two men who wanted to see him at the Ambassador Arms were as

represented, but when he met them, he realized they were not. When
asked who they were and their business, he refused to answer.
Cole stated to General Polk that he met three men in the Frankfurt

Airport on Friday evening, October 10. These men offered him
$50.000 to take the fifth amendment and keep his mouth shut.
When directly asked for the identity of these three men, why they

wanted him to keep his mouth shut, and what were their connections
in order that we could follow up an obvious bribery attempt, Cole re
fused to tell their names or furnish any other information.
General Polk pressed Cole hard for the information of these indi
viduals, and pointed out that it was of great importance that we know
the identity of these individuals so that we could investigate them,
but Cole still refused to give any additional information.
Senator RIBICOFF. When he talked about the fifth amendment, was

there any conversation to take the fifth amendment where? Was it
just a general statement about the fifth amendment or was he more
specific?
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General MooRE. No, sir; he was not specific. It was a general
Statement.

Senator RIBICoEF. Just take the fifth amendment?
General MooRE. That is all.

. Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, had this committee been holding hear
ings about the 9th of October or 10th of October, about that time, and
had his name been mentioned by a witness in this case, a Miss Collins?
General MooRE. It may have been so, Mr. Adlerman, but the time
differential was such that I personally didn’t know of it at that time.
Mr. ADLERMAN. But you know it now.
General MooRE. I know it now.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So when he was talking about the fifth amendment,
did you understand at that time it was in relation to the committee's
activities?

General MooRE. Sir, that was my impression, yes.
(At this point Senator Allen entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Proceed.
General MooRE. General Cole stated further that in the recent past

someone had taken a shot at him. Again, when pressured for details as

to time, place, and circumstances involved, he refused to give any in
formation and stated that General Polk would not believe him even if
he told him.

£

General Polk informed Cole that in his, Polk's,
he had
been absent without leave under false pretenses, since he was absent
over the weekend for the stated purpose of seeing a Treasury agent
and FBI agent in the Frankfurt area, which Cole himself admitted
was untrue.

General Polk told Cole that his story lacked credibility and that

Cole had an obligation to tell him the identity of the people who had
contacted him. Finally, Polk told Cole that he was no longer of value
to him (Polk), and that Polk was wiring Washington for instructions.
Cole was restricted to quarters and essential business in the local
area and was relieved of his military duties at that time.
Throughout the entire interview, Cole was in a highly emotional
state, obviously under great pressure, and frequently asserted that he
was not guilty of any wrongdoings. He agreed to the restrictions

placed upon him by General Polk and further agreed to go to the
provost marshal's office with me and account for his absence over the
weekend in some detail.

General Polk subsequently learned that no phone call was in fact
placed from Mrs. Bower's residence to Hong Kong over that weekend.
At approximately 9:15 on that morning, the 13th of October, Gen
eral Cole accompanied me to the CID office in Headquarters, U.S.
Army, Europe, in Heidelberg. In my presence, and that of Mr. James

R. Johnson and of Miss Helga Johann, a stenographer, Cole was
warned of his rights under article 31 and dictated a statement.
I read General Cole's statement:
Subject: Accounting for Time During Absence.
I departed the Ambassador Arms, Frankfurt/Main, at approximately 1700
hours, 10 October 1969, for Rhine Main, Civilian Air Terminal. I met three men
at the Rhine Main Terminal, talked with them for approximately 30 minutes and
then attempted to get on the Lufthansa Flight #146 to depart Frankfurt at
1910 hours.
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Senator GURNEY: Were the three men to accompany him, did he say?
General MooRE. He did not say, Senator (continues reading):
The flight was canceled. I took a bus to the Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof and
bought a ticket for the train departing for Stuttgart at approximately 2139
hours. The train did not arrive until approximately 2230 hours.
I then caught the 2349 hours express to Munich. The train arrived at the

Hauptbahnhof in Munich at approximately 0640 hours. I walked around the
Hauptbahnhof for a short time and then called Mrs. Gertrude Bower, my former
secretary, and said I was coming over.
. I arrived at her quarters at approximately 0800 hours, Saturday morning, by
taxi. I remained in her quarters until about 1430 hours and then went for a
drive. I returned at approximately 1930 hours. I remained in her quarters over
night and departed her quarters at approximately 1100 hours, on Sunday, 12
October 1969.

I drove to Nuernberg, stopped at the airport in Nuernberg to see if I could
catch a plane to Frankfurt. I was told there was space available on a plane
departing at 1445 hours; however, the ticket sales clerk suggested that I not take
the flight because of the large number of planes waiting to land at the Frankfurt
terminal.

I departed there at approximately 1330 hours and arrived at Frankfurt Rhine
Main Civilian Terminal at approximately 1530 hours. I immediately looked
for the V Corps driver who was to take me to Heidelberg. I was met by a
gentleman who identified himself as Mr. Jones, CID.
Mr. Jones stated that he would escort me to my automobile. We started toward
the automobile and then he stopped and said, “Wait a minute, Mr. Johnson will
accompany you back to your quarters in Heidelberg.”
He repeated the statement that I was to go immediately to my quarters and
call the Chief of Staff. Mr. Johnson then accompanied me to my quarters. We
arrived there at approximately 1630 hours. I called the Chief of Staff who warned
me of my rights under the 31st Article of War. Typed, Earl Franklin Cole,
Brigadier General, USA.

Senator RIBICOFF. General, I show you a copy of this memorandum
and ask you to identify it as to whether this is the document from
which you are reading.
(Document handed to the witness.)
General MooRE. Yes, sir; that is the number.

Senator RIBIcoPF. Without objection, it will be made an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 519" for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator GURNEY. Did he account for his time between 1430 and
1930 hours? That is these 5 hours that he was out on a drive, what he
did, who he saw?

-

General MooRE. Mr. Johnson and I asked him that question, Senator,
and he just gave the generality of driving in the country.
This statement that I just read was typed by Miss Johann, handed
to Cole, who made a few minor corrections, and again he was warned
of his rights under the 31st article and was also cautioned that he

could ask for counsel if he so chose. At this time he declined to sign
the statement and did ask for counsel.

During the time that Miss Johann was absent from this room typing
this dictated statement by General Cole, Mr. Johnson and I interro

gated him about the inconsistencies in his statement, and again advised
him that he needed counsel as his story did not hang together, and

elicited the following information: That Cole had planned to spend
the weekend of October 10, 11, and 12 in Munich for personal reasons:

that he had made reservations on Thursday, the 9th of October, for a
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1910 flight the evening of October 10 to Munich and return flight from
Munich on Sunday afternoon, the 12th of October.
Cole maintained that he made this decision after meeting two men
at the Ambassador Arms, BOQ in Frankfurt on Thursday evening,
October 9. He would not identify these men. Cole stated he did meet
some men at the Rhine Main Civilian Air Terminal at approximately
1815 or 1830 hours on the evening of October 10. The number of men
met varied from two to four in answer to questions.

He again declined to identify these men. He reiterated that he went
to Munich to make long distance phone calls to Hong Kong, but that
actually he did not make these calls, as Mrs. Bower had previously
made an attempt to contact the parties earlier in the week and had
found out the parties being called were not in Hong Kong: that one
of the
ons called in Hong Kong is a Mr. Lindy Johnson. Mr.
Lindy Johnson is a wholesaler and a salesman—Dynasty, I believe—
and is connected with Mr. William Crum in Hong Kong.
Cole again asked Mr. Johnson and myself not to contact other
people and “drag them through the mud,” as he had already told us
the answers to all the questions.
He stated at one time that the men that he had met wanted him to

go to Geneva, Switzerland. I stated that we had thought of that, too.
and had coverage in Geneva. He stated words to the effect that,

“Wouldn’t I have been in the soup had you caught me there?”

Senator GURNEY.Why would he have wanted to go to Geneva?
General MooRE. Well, that has something to do with money, payoffs,
and bank accounts, Senator. That way my impression.
In answer to a question as to why he wouldn't identify these men,
he stated that it had nothing to do with USARE, but that his pur
suers were after him in connection with an investigation, which I as
Sumeisthis investigation.
-

Upon the refusal of General Cole to sign his statement on the advise
of counsel, his counsel came over and we took up the matter of the
classified documents,

#" RIBICoEF. Was this counsel Army counsel or a civilian coun
Sel?

-

General MooRE, Sir, it was Army Captain Cook.
We returned all of Cole's material except the classified documents,

to him, that we found in the car in Frankfurt, and we made the usual
procedural inquiries into the loss or compromise of the classified docu
ments.

-

-

Subsequently, another classified document dealing with Vietnamese
matters was given by General Cole to his legal counsel, Captain Cook,
who returned this to intelligence channels and made the normal article
380-5 procedural inquiry.
-

The document in question was classified “secret,” and had to do
with operational activities in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICoEF. These Vietnamese documents, were they of a
highly classified, confiidential nature, or were they general?
eneral MooRE. Sir, they were secret and specific.
-

Senator RIBICOFF. They were secret and specific and of importance?
General MooRE. Of importance.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. General, these classified documents, did they relate
to matters concerning procedures that were being followed in
Vietnam?

General MooRE. Yes, Mr. Adlerman, they did.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they have any relation to work in Europe?
General MooRE. No, they don’t.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was there any reason why he should have the classi
fied documents on him?

General MooRE. To my knowledge, no. But he stated that he was
about to make a series of presentations and briefings and needed those
for backup material.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he make any presentations or briefings?

General MooRE. Not in the several months he was in Europe, no.
Senator RIBICoFF. Did he tell you who he was to make these brief
ings to?
General MooRE. I think, sir, to a group of officers or senior people.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know if any arrangements had been made
for such briefings?
General MooRE. I know of no arrangements having been made for
the briefing.
Senator GURNEY. Did any of these documents have to do with the
Post Exchange or club matters in Vietnam?
General MooRE. Not a one, sir.

Subsequent to this time, General Polk submitted a report to the
Chief of Staff of the Army as required, and asked for assignment
instructions on Cole. Cole was transferred from Heidelberg to Wash
ington, D.C., within the next week.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Regarding the documents, when did General Cole
leave Vietnam?

General MooRE. December of 1968 or January of 1969, I believe.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And you found him in possession of these docu
ments in what month?
General MooRE. He returned them to his counsel in October of 1969.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, there were 10 or 11 months after

he left Vietnam and he had no reason for having them?
General MooRE. That is my understanding, yes, sir.

About this time frame, General Polk requested the services of an
audit team from headquarters of the Army and Air Force Exchange
System in Dallas.
He stated his purpose in requesting this audit team was to determine
if there were irregularities in the awarding of contracts by General
Cole during his tenure as head of the European Exchange System.
I subsequently learned that an audit team had been sent, but I am
not familiar with its report or its findings.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you want to proceed or would you prefer that
we ask you questions?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have a question to ask at this time.
General, I ask you this question, and I know it is a tough one for you
to answer. I know it is a very important question to ask. I know it is a
tough one for you to answer. However, you indicated that you would
be willing to answer this question. I ask you: General Moore, do I un
derstand that you received a copy of the CID agent's report that was
closed on February 9, 1970?
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General MooRE. This was the one that had to do with the investiga
tion of Earl Franklin Cole and I did, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Can you tell me your professional opinion about
the basis for closing that report?
General MooRE. In my professional opinion, the statements con
*

-

tained in the subject report and conclusions drawn therefrom are abys
mally negligent. The report does not hold together, nor are the con
clusions supported by the documentation contained therein.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you have signed off that report had you been
the approving officer?
-

General MooRE. No, sir, I would not have.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer in evidence a copy of the report,
together with the covering letter that was sent.
Senator RIBICOFF. This report states in part:
With respect to the allegations investigated, you will note that the report con
cludes either that the allegations were unfounded or that there is insufficient evi
dence to prove or disprove the allegations. This investigation on General Cole
is considered closed. It is signed Roy H. Steele, Chief Investigations Division,
Office of Chief of Legislative Liaison.

Without objection, this report will be made an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 520” for ref

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1504.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to point out one more thing. This let
ter came to the chairman of the committee on February 9. The report
is dated February 4, 1970.
Is that right?

General MooRE. As I recall, that is correct, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And the occurrence that took place in your com
mand when you interviewed General Cole about his absence was in
October 1969?

General MooRE. Yes, sir, October 10–12, 1969.

-

Mr. Aprint.N. So the office had knowledge of this event in Europe,
is that right?
General MooRE. I believe so, yes, sir.
ADLERMAN. The report does not contain any reference to that
*

#
at all.

General MooRE. I didn’t see any in it, no, sir.
'' would also like to offer in evidence,
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. At this

Mr. Chairman, a letter of March 2, 1969, addressed to me as general
counsel, from Roy H. Steele, Chief of the Investigative Division,
Office of Chief of Legislative Liaison, in which it states:
Per the request of your staff, enclosed are two documents which reflect a

recapitulation of events regarding Colonel Earl Cole, Retired, then Brigadier
General, and which were instrumental in the decision to accept Colonel Cole's
application for retirement and vacating his temporary appointment of the grade
of Brigadier General.
As requested, such documentation has been declassified. You will recall that

prior to making such action as to Colonel Cole, the Secretary of the Army had a
conference with Chairman Ribicoff at which the Chairman was advised of the
Army’s plans in this respect.

If the attached documentation is utilized in open hearings, it is requested that
this memorandum be made part of the record.

Senator, RIBICOFF. Without objection, the memorandum and the
letter will be made part of the record.
58–590–71–Pt. 6–11
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(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 521” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1509.)

Mr. ADIERMAN. I would also like to place in evidence my replying
letter of March 5, 1971, addressed to Colonel Steele, which says:
This will acknowledge your letter of March 2, 1971, enclosing a three-page,
undated recapitulation of the week-end of October 10–12, 1969. It is felt that this
recapitulation as it relates to the activities of Colonel Cole is insufficient. It is
necessary to have full documentation of this matter, particularly the reports and
recommendations made by General Polk and General Moore.
It is also necessary to have all other memorandums which led to the decision

to vacate the temporary appointment of Colonel Cole as Brigadier General and
accepting the application for retirement.
Insofar as your third paragraph is concerned, I must point out that at no time
in the conference with Senator Ribicoff or with members of the subcommittee

staff, prior to the retirement of Colonel Cole was any mention made regarding
his statement that a $50,000 bribe was offered to him to invoke the Fifth Amend

ment. He refused to identify the persons offering this bribe. He refused to explain
what information he had which they wished suppressed.

These facts were not learned by the subcommittee's investigators until after
Colonel Cole's retirement. This is a matter of deep concern to me since these
statements of Cole directly affect the Subcommittee's investigation. I feel it is

incumbent upon the Army to explain What action was taken regarding the state
ments of Colonel Cole which apparently concerned an attempt to hinder a
Congressional investigation by offering him a $50,000 bribe.
Colonel Cole's statements were of a nature which the subcommittee should

have been promptly informed about in October 1969.
It is clear that an explanation is due to the subcommittee for withholding this
information. We also Wish to knoW Who made the decision to Withhold the fact
from the Subcommittee.

These hearings cannot be completed until we have this information. As you
know, time is of the essence. Our hearings are coming to a conclusion and the
information requested in this letter should be made available to the subcom

mittee at least by Monday, March 8, the day before Colonel Cole is scheduled to
testify. Sincerely yours.

I might say for the record we have received no reply to this letter.
Senator RIBICoEF. My understanding is that Secretary Resor is sup
posed to reply to the letter that you sent.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 522” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Senator GURNEY. General, I am curious about this precipitous in
vestigation of General Cole when he called and said he wanted an ex
tension of his weekend. After all, he was a general officer and he did
have a very substantial command over there.

While the reason might have been a bit unusual, my question is:
Was there any reason for either General Maples or you to suspect that
General Cole was less than complete in integrity?
General MooRE. On the contrary. We were looking for him to pre
vent what we assumed might be foul play because of the circumstances
surrounding his absence.

Senator RIBICoEF. You were concerned for his safety?
General MooRE. I was.

Senator GURNEY. That is why you immediately investigated?

General MooRE. Yes, sir. The story was just too far out. If somebody
were calling on him they wouldn’t be as alleged unless they cleared
through us, so we were concerned for his safety; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did you think he thought he was threatened and
possibly be making the phone call in the interest of the threat

#
allSO
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General MooRE. The thought occurred to us.
Mr. ADLERMAN. General, would you proceed with your statement?
General MooRE. In pursuance of the Earl Cole matter, on the 11th

of March, Mr. James Johnson, my chief investigator,

stated that

we, USARE, had reopened a criminal investigations case on Earl
Cole; that he had received a phone call from the CID Agency in
Washington that had requested that he give them a case file number
with great dispatch.
Considering that the CID Agency had recently closed the case,
it was my thought this was an unusual procedure. Mr. Johnson can
furnish the details concerning this matter.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We will ask Mr. Johnson about it after we finish

with your testimony, if that is all right.
Senator RIBICOFF. Let General Moore finish his statement and then

we will let Mr. Johnson testify.
Why don't you finish.
General MooRE. Very well, sir.

Pursuing this matter, late in May 1970, I was requested to send
Mr. Johnson to Washington, D.C., to brief the General Counsel of
the Army on the status of USARE case on Earl F. Cole.
Mr. Johnson can fill in the details of this briefing, but on his return
he stated in essence that the people he briefed weren't too anxious to
have us continue the case.

He stated he had talked to Mr. Jordan, Mr. Webster, Counsel and

Assistant Counsel of the Department of the Army; Col. Henry Tufts
and Lieutenant Colonel Zane.

On the 6th of June 1970, I was visited for about 10 minutes by Mr.
Robert Jordan, who was in Europe on other matters. The essence
of his brief conversation with me had to do with my relationship to
Mr. Fialkewicz of the subcommittee staff.
Mr. Johnson was a witness to that conversation.

Upon my replying that we had a mutual regard as policemen, he
left without further questioning.
In discussing the reopening of a criminal investigations case on

the 9th CID, of

Earl F. Cole, my instructions to Detachment A of

which Mr. Johnson was the chief investigator, was to make a com
plete and comprehensive examination of all details from as far back

as we had any information on Earl Cole to the present time, and not
to be misled by acquaintances or documents.

Senator RIBICOFF. What did you mean by acquaintances?
General MooRE. Sir, Earl Cole is about the most accomplished name
dropper in our circles and he is also a prolific letterwriter.
Senator GURNEY. When you had this conversation with Mr. Jor
dan, did he try to indicate that it might be better to drop this whole
matter?

General MooRE. No, sir; he did not indicate that.

Senator GURNEY. He never brought up the subject?
General MooRE. No, sir, he did not.

Further on in July, our headquarters was visited by two members
of the committee staff, Mr. Fialkewicz and Mr. Bellino, who were
given every cooperation, to include an interview with Gen. James H.
Polk, the Commander in Chief.
-
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Further down the road, in December of 1970; I received a document
from the CID Agency stating that they would not pursue certain in
vestigative leads in the United States. This letter was signed person

ally by Col. Henry Tufts, the Commander of the CID Agency.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you consider this unusual, in a case of this

magnitude, involving a general officer, that the Washington CID said
that they weren't going to go any further?
General MooRE. Completely unusual, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. It was unusual?
General MooRE. VerV.

Senator RIBIcoPF. How do you explain that?

-

General MooRE. Well, as far as I was concerned, it sort of left me
with the opinion that we weren't going to get any more cooperation
in major matters out of the CIDAgency.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you get the impression from your experience
that this looked like someone was trying to white-wash the case?
General MooRE. The alternative given me was if I wanted more in
formation that General Polk could write General Westmoreland. In

volving a four-star general in CID cases is highly unique and unusual.
Senator GURNEY. What were these leads that you wanted them to
follow up over here. General?
General MooRE. It had to do with the assignment of General Cole to
Europe. I will have to talk to my chief investigator on that because he
wrote the case.

(Witness conferred.)
General MooRE. Well, other than that, Mr. Johnson points out that

there are still open leads that haven’t been answered. I honestly can’t
give you the complete text of those leads but they have to do with Gen
eral Cole's assignment to Europe and a few other matters of a like
nature.

Senator GURNEY. And these matters are still open and have not been
pursued ?
General MooRE. That is correct.

I would have to say that this position of the CID Agency was also
reinforced about a month ago when we sent back requests for more

information and they reaffirmed their position which was, in a word,
Ino.

f' ADLERMAN. In other words, this impedes further investigation
Of Cole?

General MooRE. It impedes ours quite a bit because we are not funded
or equipped to send our agents all over the States to find out informa
tion when there are CID detachments in the States that can furnish
information.

Mr. ADLERMAN: What is the alternative when you ask the coopera
tion of another CID unit in the United States to complete your inves
tigation and they refuse to take any action? What is your alternative 2
General MooRE. Well, I inform my commander, which I did.
ADLERMAN. And you had to do it through your command, is that
-

#

right

General MooRE. Yes, sir, that is the alternative.

. Senator RIBICoEF. In your experience, how do you correct a situa
tion? How do you unify the whole CID operation so that you don't
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compartmentalize it, and that each individual command or area would
be entitled to have its investigations pursued?
General MooRE. Well, sir, the organization and system aren't that
bad. It is just sometimes the personalities of the people involved. B
and large, I have quoted to you a couple of real exceptions to CI
business in all my experience.
Senator RIBICOFF. And this became very obvious to you as you got
involved?

General MooRE. Very much so.
Senator RIBICOFF. I want to commend you, General Moore. I know
how tough it is when you have a situation like this, with a general

testifying, yet impuning motives to headquarters in Washington.
I would just hope that this in no way interferes with your career in
the Army. Unfortunately, there is often pettiness involved when some
one like vourself sort of breaks the system. You have been very forth
right with this committee. In behalf of the entire committee I want to
commend you for your candor.
Senator GURNEY. I certainly second what Senator Ribicoff has said.
I commend you, too, for the work you have done here.

I would like to ask a couple of other questions.
Did you ever discuss with Colonel Tufts why his CID Agency did
not follow up the leads?
General MooRE. No, sir, I did not.

Senator GURNEY. Did he ever give any reasons?
General MooRE. No, sir, he did not.
Senator GURNEY: Who in the CID chain of command is in charge of
Colonel Tufts here in Washington?
General MooRE. Who does he work for?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

General MooRE. He is ostensibly assigned to the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel.

Senator GURNEY. And that person would be his immediate superior?
General MooRE. Well, somebody in that office. I doubt that Lieutenant
General Kirwan is his immediate superior, but it is someone in that
office.

Senator GURNEY. But it would be in that office?
General MooRE. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. A person who would probably give him directions
and instructions?
General MooRE. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. What about the General Counsel of the Army?
Would he be involved in giving any instructions to Colonel Tufts?
General MooRE. Yes, sir, I think that is certainly possible.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know if he did?
General MooRE. Yes, sir, I know that he has.
Senator GURNEY. In this particular case here?
General MooRE. I assume so, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Would you amplify that in more detail?
General MooRE. I am on a little shakv ground here, but I do know

that I have personally talked to both Mr. Jordan and Mr. Webster
about this case, and have talked with certain members of the CID
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Agency about this case, as well as my own agents. They are all knowl

edgeable about it. Some of the talk has to be mutually cooperative here
in Washington.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, what you are saying is as far as
Mr. Jordan is concerned and Mr. Webster, that they are completely
-

-

familiar with this entire case?

-

General MooRE. I believe so, sir, because Mr. Johnson has briefed
them on it, among other things.

Senator GURNEY. Did they know, for example, that you requested
certain leads to be followed here in the United States by Colonel Tufts?
General MooRE. I can’t answer that. I do not know.

Senator GURNEY. That was never discussed between you?
General MooRE. Not with me, no, sir.

Senator GURNEY. But it would be fair to say that from your con
versations with them and impressions of what they knew about the

case, that this might well be so, that they did know that you had re
quested information and it was not followed up?
General MooRE. I believe that is a very fair conclusion, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Allen.

Senator ALLEN. General Moore, I would like to ask if General Cole
or Colonel Cole is still on active duty?
General MooRE. To my knowledge, Senator, he is not.
Senator ALLEN. He is not on active duty?
* -- *
General MooRE. He is not, no, sir. He is retired.
Senator ALLEN. What is his status in the Army?
**

General MooRE. He is a retired colonel.
Senator ALLEN. When was he retired?

-

-

General MooRE. Approximately August of 1970.
Senator ALLEN. Was he retired at his request?
General MooRE. I believe the record will so state, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Then the only disciplinary action that has been
taken by the Army or by the civilian system of justice is to vacate
his appointment as temporary brigadier general and to accept his
application for retirement?

-

General MooRE. Yes, sir; and I believe that will be classified as an
administrative action.

-

Senator ALLEN. Do you have any idea what his retirement income
is? He retired at full colonel.

General MooRE. I would gather approximately $1,100 a month.
Senator ALLEN. So he is receiving some $1,100 a month from the

U.S. Government as a retired colonel after this performance of his,
is that correct?
General MooRE. Currently that is my understanding, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. What would it take, then, to have some disciplina
-

action taken? Could that not be instituted by his superior even thoug
he is retired?

General MooRE. No, sir. At the moment there is no way that the
Army, itself, could take disciplinary action in this case.
Senator ALLEN. In other words, once his application for retirement

is accepted, the Army loses jurisdiction over him, is that correct?
General MooRE. For all practical purposes, yes, sir.
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Senator ALLEN. Was he not under a cloud at the time he applied
for retirement?

General MooRE. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Wouldn't it have been better practice before ac
cepting his application and approving his application for retirement
to checkinto these
matters?

General MooRE. I can answer I would have thought so, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Having accepted his application for retirement,
though, the Army can do nothing further?
General MooRE. To my knowledge, no, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator ALLEN. Excuse me just a moment. I want to pursue that
a little further.
The basis of his temporary appointment as brigadier general being
made was his lost weekend. Thas was one factor, was it not?

General MooRE. That is my understanding, yes, sir.

-

Senator ALLEN. And I believe there was another factor about his
activities in Vietnam 2
General MooRE. I don’t know that.
-

£ator ALLEN. But you do know that his lost weekend had a part

In it

General MooRE. Yes, sir.

Senator, ALLEN. The Army, apparently, did not feel that he had
done anything that required action other than to accept his applica
tion for retirement
-

General MooRE. Sir, you are getting well beyond my depth in
decisionmaking.
Senator ALLEN. You know of no disciplinary action taken against
-

him?

-

General MooRE. I know of none, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Did it become notorious throughout the EES estab

lishment during the ensuing period that the merchants had ready
access to General Cole's office and that they were given the collective
name of “Hong Kong Charleys” by members of the staff Are you
familiar with that allegation?
-

General MooRE. Yes, sir; I am familiar with that allegation.

Senator ALLEN. Is it correct, in your judgment?
General MooRE. In my judgment, that is correct.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, General.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I understand that Colonel Tufts
is sitting in the room. I wonder if we could have him sworn in, take
the stand and ask him some questions about these leads that were not
followed up by his office.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is Colonel Tufts in the room?

Colonel TUFTs. I am right here, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you please come forward?
Raise your right hand, sir.
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
-

Colonel TUFTs. I do.
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Senator GURNEY. State your name and your position in the Army.
Colonel TUFTs. My name in Henry H. Tufts. I am commanding
officer of the U.S. Army CID Agency.
Senator GURNEY. Have you been in the room all the time the Gen
eral has been testifying?
Colonel TUFTs. No, I came in, I believe, 3 or 4 minutes after the
hearing started.
Senator GURNEY. Did you hear the testimony the general gave about
requesting certain leads to be followed here in the United States by
your CID unit pertaining to this case of General Cole?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, I did, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Would you tell the subcommittee why these leads
were not followed?

Colonel TUFTs. I have been notified by the chairman that I am to
stand by to testify next Monday. I do not have the documentation. I
can address every point raised by General Moore. I am not prepared
this morning to do it, sir.
Senator Rincorr. When did I notify you that you were to testify
next Monday? I don’t recall having such a communication.
Colonel £ I received a letter signed by you, Mr. Chairman,
approximately 3 weeks ago.
Mr. DUFFY. Senator, that is another matter which has nothing to do
with this subject. We will take it up later in these hearings. It in
volves the service games operations.
Colonel TUFTs. I would like to prepare a statement, Mr. Chairman,
and bring the documentation # me. I believe all the questions can
be answered to your satisfaction.
Senator GURNEY. If I may say, Mr. Chairman, I don’t see any
reason why the witness cannot answer the questions we put to him now
to the best of his memory and ability, and include the documentation
at a later time.

I would want to go ahead at this time.

Senator RIBICoEF. I see no reason why you should not comply with
the questions of Senator Gurney unless it is absolutely essential for
you to have memorandums to refresh your recollection. But you must
be familiar with the case. I don’t believe Senator Gurney's questions
are inappropriate.
Colonel TUFTs. To the best of my ability, Senator, without the docu

mentation, I can answer your questions. I would like to reserve the
right when I come back to submit documentation.
Senator RIBICoFF. That certainly will be accorded you. You will have
that opportunity, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall, Colonel, having been requested by
-

•

General Moore to follow certain leads in the General Cole case?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you follow these leads?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir; I did.
Senator GURNEY. Tell the subcommittee what you did.
-

Colonel TUFTs. The one lead that General Moore addressed was on
the assignment of General Cole. We received a number of leads. This
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particular lead gets into a judgment factor of the Chief of Staff of
the Army on who he approves and who he selects in the general officer
category.
I

£y people go to the general officer branch. I secured permis

sion for these sensitive files, to go over the complete documentation in
General Cole's file.
We secured a sworn statement from a lieutenant colonel who was
the custodian of these files. I then had a discussion with General West

moreland and I had a discussion with Lieutenant General Kirwan, who
is the executive agent in charge of maintaining the general officer files
and assignments.

-

Senator GURNEY. And what is his title in the Army?

Colonel TUFTs. He is the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Mr.
Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.

Colonel TUFTs. At that time, because in the Army the assignment
of general officers is a sensitive matter because of their rank, because
of the fact that when one general is moved it generally kicks off a
series of other moves and it is just the policy that this is closely held
until announced, I received this documentation and because of its sen
sitivity I sent a letter in an envelope like this (indicating) addressed
to General Moore.

I cleared the matter with the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
and with General Westmoreland personally that the records reflected
nothing improper in the selection of General Cole at the time that he
was assigned.
I told General Moore that further inquiry into this matter should be
directed either by him or by General Polk direct to General Kirwan,
the executive agent of the Chief of Staff of the Army.
Again, in refreshing my memory category, there were two memo
randums or two letters which said substantially the same thing.
Senator GURNEY. Would you paraphrase the letter you sent to Gen
eral Moore explaining the reason or nonreason, if that is the case, for
the assignment of General Cole to Europe?
Colonel TUFTs. I can’t think with the volume of paper—I can’t
think back, Senator Gurney, to exactly what I said. But, again, to
repeat in substance, I believe we addressed the fact—and, again, this
could be in background and might not have been contained in the
letter.

I did have a statement from the lieutenant colonel who was the

£dian
of the files. That was an enclosure. I distinctly remember
that.
I stated in the memorandum that because of the sensitivity of gen
eral officer selection, because there were no improprieties found in the
record nor in discussions with anyone who had a voice in the selection
matter, I again stated, to repeat myself, I stated that further questions
on this matter, unless there was a criminal allegation connected—and

I believe I stated that at least in the second letter. Again, I am not
positive.

I think I said barring any criminal allegation which could be the
subject of criminal investigation activities, we were getting into the
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administrative and judgment area and it was not a proper matter for
my agency to pursue.

The decision, Senator Gurney, was wholly mine, and I wrote the
letters. I made the decision and then I did talk to the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel, who is the executive agent for the Chief of Staff
for these matters.

Senator GURNEY. Will you tell the subcommittee the substance of

your conversations with Deputy Chief of Staff General Kirwan?
Colonel TUFTs. I told General Kirwan that I thought we had gone
as far as we could go, that there appeared to be no criminality alleged,
implied, or otherwise, in regard to General Cole; that General Cole
was in the pipeline; that I had found out there were a number of
differentials, eight or 10 offhand, that a man by the name of Scott
had dropped dead. I believe, or impaired permanently—I don’t know
which. I mean he had either died or he had had a heart attack and was

not able to return to duty. That there was nothing to show that there
was any connivance, anything done that wasn't normal procedure;
that the selection appeared to have been one that was handled in the
normal wav.

Again, £re was no criminality, alleged or implied. And I did not
think it a matter of pursual as part of the whole criminal investigation,
and that here was a letter that I was sending to General Moore be

cause of the sensitivity of the subject matter, that I was sure when he
got it he would respect it.
Senator GURNEY. Did General Kirwan give you any instructions in
this matter?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir; he did not.
Senator GURNEY: You simply reported to him what you had done?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir. I signed the letter.
Senator GURNEY. When you received this request from General
Moore, was there any information available in the CID files about
General Cole's involvement in Vietnam in some of these irregularities
which we have found out about here in the hearings we have conducted?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes.
Senator GURNEY. Those were all in his file?

Colonel TUFTs. No. We had been investigating Cole for quite some
time. As I remember, this lead came in October of last year and I
believe General Cole left the service almost 10 months before that.

Senator GURNEY. But when you discussed this matter with General
Kirwan, you knew about these irregularities in Vietnam ?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Were these brought to the attention of General
Kirwan /

Colonel TUFTs. General Kirwan knew, sir, because General Cole had

been retired, you see, some—I will say as a guess, 5 or 6 months before.
Senator GURNEY. Were these irregularities known when he was as
signed to Europe?
Colonel TUFTs. I don’t believe they were known to the Deputy Chief
of Staff or the Chief of Staff of the Army. The record reflected that
they had made the selection.

Senator GURNEY.Were they known to you?
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir.
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*

-

Senator GURNEY. So what you are testifying is that at the time he
was assigned to Europe, no one who had anything to do with the
assignment knew anything about the irregularities that occurred in
Vietnam, is that what you are testifying?

Colonel TUFTs. That is exactly right as I was able to determine; yes,
Slr.

Senator GURNEY. Did you have any discussions with Mr. Jordan
about this time?

Colonel TUFTs. On this particular matter?
Senator GURNEY. On this particular matter of General Cole.
Colonel TUFTs. I could not say that I did or I didn’t, but if I did
it was in wrapup after the action was taken.
Senator GURNEY. After what action was taken?

Colonel TUFTs. After I sent the letter on the assignment. I did not
check with Mr. Jordan before I sent the letter.
Senator GURNEY. This was a rather serious and notorious matter

by that time, wasn't it?
Colonel TUFTs. Not the matter of assignment as far as I was able
-

to determine.

*

Senator GURNEY. But the whole General Cole affair was certainly

a notorious matter within the Army, was it not?
Colonel TUFTs. It was and still is; yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Don't you think Mr. Jordan might have been in
terested in it?

Colonel TUFTs. I don't check through Mr. Jordan on a day-to-day
basis in the operation. He is generally familiar with what we are do
ing on sensitive cases and in this particular case I can’t remember the
conversation but I know that he was aware of the fact that I sent back

the letter on the assignment.

-

Senator GURNEY. He was aware of it?

Colonel TUFTs. After it happened; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. He was not aware of it before?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir; he was not.
Senator GURNEY. You never discussed this with him before?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. Was there any other information requested of you
by General Moore?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir; there were a number of—I think there were
49 leads, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What happened to these?
Colonel TUFTs. I would have to get our progress report or our de
velopment of the leads.
Senator GURNEY: I don’t expect you to remember what you did
about each one of the 49 leads. Let me ask you this question: Did you
run down any of these 49 and report to General Moore?
Colonel TUFTS. Yes, sir.

]

-

-

Senator GURNEY. How many?
Colonel TUFTs. I would say all 49, sir.
GURNEY. And you gave him the information on these 49

£or

eacIS

Colonel TUFTs. I believe so, or we addressed the fact that in his

runout of the leads or in the initial runout of the Cole investigation
they were already pursued as far as we deemed appropriate.
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Senator GURNEY., I don't want to testify for General Moore. He
certainly can say what he wants to. My recollection of his testimony
here just a few minutes ago, and you were present at the same time,
is that you furnished him no information on these leads.

Colonel TUFTs. I don’t believe General Moore said that, Mr. Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. General Moore, what did you say? We want to
get this accurate.

General MooRE. I stated, Senator, to the best of my recollection, that
we were not getting information on certain major leads, that they had
transmitted back to us information on certain minor leads.
Senator GURNEY. Now we have it as the General stated.

Why was he not furnished information on these major leads?
Colonel TUFTs. I believe he was, sir.
Senator GURNEY. General, would you like to comment on that?
General MooRE. I believe Colonel Tufts has previously testified that
if a lead was returned and it was deemed in the opinion of the CID
Agency that they wouldn’t pursue it any further, that is the informa
tion that I received.
h

£ator

GURNEY. Do you recall how many leads were involved

eref

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir. Without having the case—I would be willing
to address each and every one of them, but I cannot remember.
Senator GURNEY. I suggest, then, Mr. Chairman, we should get in

detail the leads, and exactly what happened to them, so that we can
get a full picture. Obviously, there is a conflict here and we don’t
have the detailed information. I think we should obtain that as soon
as We Can.

Senator RIBICOFF Would you remain here, sir?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. The testimony of Mr. Johnson might be helpful,
Senator Gurney, at this point,
the lines you are pursuing. I
do believe that Mr. Johnson's testimony will be helpful to your inquiry.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. If you will, remain here, Colonel Tufts.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Tufts, did I understand you to say that
you had no knowledge of then General Cole's activities in Vietnam
and the charges that were made against him at the time that you were

£

asked about these leads?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir. I said that Colonel Cole's activities and the
investigations had gone back some 10 months to a year before we
got the leads from Europe.
Mr. ADLERMAN. As a matter of fact, you had a great deal of
knowledge about them.
Colonel TUFTs. That is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me ask you this: Do you remember the CID
report of February 4, 1970?
Colonel TUFTs. I do, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And did you sign off on that report as the approving
officer?

Colonel TUFTs. I did, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this a report that said there were no improper
activities on the part of General Cole in Vietnam, in effect?
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Colonel TUFTs. Again, I would have to have the conclusions. I
believe with one exception we said that the evidence which was ob
tainable at that time could neither substantiate or refute it, I believe,
four, five or six allegations that were contained or were pursued.
That report, as you will remember, Mr. Adlerman, was followed
up by two further efforts with two supplemental reports which were
later provided to you.
(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Senator RIBICoEF. What bothers me about the entire system of the
CID is this: There was information in various CID files concerning
General Cole and yet he was transferred to Europe to a responsible

position. Apparently, his superior officers who had the responsibility
for the assignment weren't made aware of what was in the CID file.
How do you bring to the attention of those men in the Defense
Department who are responsible for promotion information in the
files that would tend to influence their '' How is that brought
to their attention?

Colonel TUFTs. Mr. Chairman, when General Cole was assigned
to Europe from Vietnam I don't believe there was any criminal back
ground available to anyone on General Cole. So there was nothing
to be brought to anyone's attention. He came out of Vietnam, was
selected and went to Europe, and there was absolutely nothing of a
criminal nature either alleged, confirmed or refuted.
Mr. BELLINo. I might say, Mr. Chairman, when we were in Viet
nam in April and May 1969, one of the generals I noted and reported
to the chief counsel was General Cole being involved in the shenani
gans in Vietnam.

That was right in your own files, the activities, connections and
associations that were indicated in the files.

Senator RIBICoEF. It becomes very apparent to me, these hearings
aside, that there should be a substantial shakeup in the entire organi
zation and methods of the CID. With all modern means of communi

cations and computers which the Army is apparently using in the civil
'' up on millions of Americans who aren't involved in

ian field to

any way with the problems of the Defense Department, yet they
seem to be deficient and backward on having their files, brought up
to date on problems affecting the Army, itself.
Colonel TUFTs. I agree that in the past this was the result, Mr. Ribi
coff. I submit that steps are being taken and will be taken, and have
been taken, to improve this system.
Senator RIBICOFF. How many steps have been taken to coordinate
and to improve CID methods?

Colonel TUFTs. There are many, sir. There are many.
Senator RIBICOFF. When will that be completed?
Colonel TUFTs. I would say that we are well on the way to comple
tion right now. In this particular area that you address, we now have
a requirement in the Army that within 72 hours from the time that a
subject or a firm or a corporation is identified we do receive what we
call a first progress report.

We do now have a cataloging so that we know who is being investi,
gated and what they are being investigated for. This procedure started
the 1st of January this year. We have tightened up in our procedures
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£ were loose over the years, so that now we have a re
£ that the disposition of every firm, subject or individual by

which

the proper command is submitted in what we ' a supplemental re
port, which is attached to the investigation to show that the Army has
closed the loop.
Addressing your question and your concern, I believe these are two
major steps which will go a long way to improving a system which I
admit through the
been weak.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who is the general in charge of the CID today?
Colonel TUFTs. I am assigned to the Office of
Chief of Staff

M.'

£

for Personnel. My direct and immediate superior is Lieutenant
General Kirwan.

Senator RIBICOFF. How long has General Kirwan been in charge
of the CID #

Colonel TUFTs. Since May 29, 1970.
Senator RIBICOFF. Had he been in the CID prior to this date?
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir. He is not a military police officer. He is not
a professional policeman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who is a professional police military man under
General Kirwan? Who is the top man?
Colonel TUFTs. I am, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you the top 4
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you responsible for methods and procedures?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And you have the rank of colonel?

Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. And yet you are giving orders to generals like
Moore?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir; I am not.
Senator RIBICOFF. You pass upon what General Moore does, what
he wants, when a case is openend, when a case is closed, when investi

gations go further. You make those decisions at the request of the
general.
Colonel TUFTs. We develop the techniques and policies. They are
submitted in the army and promulgated as doctrine, and then we
act as the staff agent on the review of the work that is done in the
field.

We do not pass on the orders. If there are violations of what should
be, if there are corrections to be made, this is done from general staff
level of the Army on direction to be given.
Senator RIBICoEF. But the general staff of the Army, with all their
problems, don’t devote much of their time and energy on police work,
do they? Policy is very seldom made by the top man in every segment

of government or business or any organization—you have a big or:
ganization with the top man who is General Westmoreland, with all
his problems and concerns that are global in nature.

It is certain that every individual case isn't going to go up to the
top of the organization. People down below are making policy, and
the policy is being made by men like yourself or your subordinates.
There is no way that General Moore and his counterparts throughout
the globe are aware of who is making those final decisions in Wash
ington. Isn't that true?
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Colonel TUFTs. I think what you say, Mr. Chairman, could apply to
the whole Army. We have our staff structure. On the point that you
raise, my immediate superiors and General Westmoreland, I would
say, spend an amazing amount of time in this particular area, in the
area of discipline in the Army, just because of the problems that have
been raised and the actions which they must get in on to improve the
stature of the Army as well as the image of the Army.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think this matter is of much deeper concern
than the case and the problem before this committee. It would seem to
me, will all the problems worldwide of morale, incidents involving the
Army today, I thing the time has come for the President of United
States to really appoint a most high level commission to undertake
a review of procedures.

I think the defense of our Nation and the status and respect for the
Army as an institution in this country and throughout the world is at
stake here. It becomes very obvious that in many instances no one has
the slightest idea of who is in charge.

What has been disclosed here is just symptomatic of a general
malaise that is involved throughout the Armed Forces.
Senator GURNEY. Colonel, I have a couple of other questions that
trouble me. General Moore testified, and it has also come out here in

questioning, that vou closed out the Cole case in February 1970. That
is correct, is it not?

£" TUFTs. We didn't close it. We completed our investigative
effort.

Senator GURNEY. You signed off on it.
Colonel TUFTs. That is right, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I understand in March 1970—this is a month

later—that the CID in Washington put in a phone call to General
Moore in Germany.
Well, let's get back to that closing business again. The letter ad
-

dressed to the chairman, Senator Ribicoff, by Roy H. Steele, dated
February 9, 1970, says, “This investigation on General Cole is con
sidered closed.”

Do you argue with that statement?
Colonel TUFTs. I argue with the use of the word “closed,” yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What do you say?
Colonel TUFTs. I say it was completed at that time.
Senator GURNEY. You and Steele better get together. His title is
Chief. Investigations Division, Office of Chief of Legislative Liaison.
You don't agree with him that the case is closed?

Colonel TUFTs. The investigative effort at that time, Senator Gurney,
was completed on the allegations that we were pursuing.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, we won't quibble about “closed.”
but you were finished. Is that right?
Colonel TUFTs. At that time, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Well, good.

Now, then, let me ask why a month later you telephoned to Germany
and reopened this case again, just 1 month later? Why did you do that?
Colonel TUFTS. I am not familiar with the phone call

Senator GURNEY. Maybe you didn't make it, but you knew about it,
didn't you?
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Colonel TUFTs. No, I can’t say I did, Senator. I can’t say that I did
know about it.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. You don’t know anything about it?
Colonel TUFTs. No. Mr. Johnson said that in March a phone call
was made. As I heard General Moore, I believe a question was asked,
“Are you pursuing a criminal investigation on General Cole?”
I would assume that is the type of a question that was asked.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I believe we can throw some light on it by the testi
mony of Mr. Duffy.
Senator GURNEY. Put Mr. Duffy on the stand.

TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY—Resumed
Mr. DUFFY. On March 11, I went to Dallas after I received infor
mation that General Cole had used executive influence during the

course of his duties as head of the Exchange Service in Europe. While
I was in Dallas–I was there from the 11th to the 20th of March—

as I understand it, on March 11 the case was opened in Germany.
I think Mr. Johnson can answer that question directly. I think he
had knowledge, personally, of that matter, and I think we should
direct the question to him.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The point is it came to the attention of the Defense
Department or the Army at that time that you had opened up a new

door of investigation. You had found out what happened in Europe
regarding the influence that was used there, is that right?
Mr. DUFFY. As a matter of fact, I called Colonel Tufts office when
I was in Dallas on the 11th, so they knew I was there.
Senator RIBICoEF. I wonder with the indulgence of my fellow mem
bers of the subcommittee if we couldn't allow Mr. Johnson to testify
now to complete this entire picture.

Then, Senator Gurney, I think you might want to ask your questions.
Is that all right with you, Senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Johnson, will you testify?
TESTIMONY OF JAMES R. JOHNSON

Mr. JoHNsoN. Mr. Chairman, I have read the statement that I am
about to present—
Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Johnson, why don't you proceed, paraphras
ing or using the statement as a recollection of your memory, to give
us a chronological statement of what has taken place between Colonel
Cole and yourself.
Mr. JoHNSON. I am James R. Johnson. I am a chief warrant officer

in the U.S. Army, and since April 1951 I have been a criminal investi
gator.

I was assigned in January of 1969 as the operations officer for De

tachment A,9th Military Police Group (CI) in Heidelberg.
My immediate operational supervisor is Brig. Gen. Harley L. Moore,

Jr., provost marshal, U.S. Army, Europe.
My CID detachment in West Germany was assigned to the investi
gation of matters relating to Army post exchanges and service club
systems in the summer of 1969.
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One of our earliest actions in the inquiry was to interview Brig. Gen.
Earl F. Cole, who was in 1969 the commander of the European Ex
change System (EES) in Munich, Germany.

General Cole was relieved of this command on September 7, 1969,
and transferred to Headquarters of the European Command at Heidel
berg on the same date.
On October 2, 1969, CID Agent Kenneth D. Hayse and I inter
viewed General Cole concerning his activities in Vietnam and in
Europe in association with William J. Crum, the Tom brothers and
-

other concessionaires.

The interview was completed at the signing of the statement and the
statement was signed by General Cole on October 8, 1969.
In the statement, General Cole made denials of any wrongdoing with
the concessionaires and did admit some association socially with Wil
liam Crum and the Tom brothers.

I would like to submit a copy of this statement of General Cole as an
exhibit for the record.

#

I have been assured that this has been released. Sir, this is a
statement which Mr. Hayse and I took from General Cole after he
was admonished of his rights, and it was signed on the 8th of October,
1969, in General Moore's office. I swore General Cole to the statement.

General Moore acted as a witness to the swearing.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, the statement will be made an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 523” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1512.)
Mr. JoHNsoN. Shortly thereafter, I left for Munich, Germany, on an
official trip. On October 10, 1969, I was informed by General Moore via
telephone that Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole was suspected of having ab
sented himself from his duty station in Heidelberg without proper
authority.
General Moore said that on the afternoon of October 10, 1969, Gen
eral Cole told Maj. Gen. H. N.

'' Deputy Chief of Staff for

Logistics, U.S. Army, Europe, that he had been contacted by repre
sentatives of the Internal Revenue Service and the Federal Bureau of

Investigation who wished to question him about the NCO club investi
gation, and that he had agreed to talk to those representatives at
Frankfurt, Germany, over the weekend of October 10–12, 1969. Gen
eral Moore said that the CID had checked with the FBI and the IRS,
who said that they had scheduled no meeting with General Cole.
I was instructed by General Moore to determine the whereabouts of
General Cole and whether he was in the Munich area. My instructions
were to locate General Cole and inform him to contact General Moore

immediately.
Telephone calls to investigators in the Heidelberg area disclosed that
General Cole could not be found with his usual military and social
contacts.

It was established that on October 10, 1969. General Cole was travel

ing in a staff car driven by his enlisted Army chauffeur. Late on Octo
ber 10, 1969, the chauffeur returned the vehicle to the motor pool and
was later found in his company area and questioned. The chauffeur
informed investigators that he had driven General Cole to Frankfurt.
58–590–71–Pt. 6–12
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After making a stop at the U.S. Army hotel facility, the general re
turned to the Army vehicle wearing civilian clothes.
General Cole then left his uniform and briefcase in the vehicle and

instructed the driver to drive him to the Frankfurt airport, at which
time General Cole left the car with instructions for the driver to re

turn to the same location at the airport at the noon hour on October 12,
1969.

When informed that General Cole had left his briefcase in the vehi

cle, and the briefcase was determined not to be locked, I instructed the
investigators to search both the clothes and the briefcase for any leads
to determine General Cole's whereabouts. The briefcase contained

classified U.S. Army documents.
When this information was relayed to me and then to the Army
Chief of Staff in Heidelberg, the objective of locating General Cole
and returning him to the Heidelberg Command was more immediate
than ever.

Examination of the airplane reservation files at Frankfurt revealed

that on October 9, 1969, General Cole made a reservation for the fol

lowing day for a flight from Frankfurt to Munich. The reservation
was never exercised because the weather was bad and all planes were

grounded for the remainder of that day.
Further search of the reservation files revealed that General Cole

had made a reservation on Lufthansa flight No. 753 departing Munich
at 1130 hours on October 12, 1969, for Frankfurt, Germany.

Since I was in Munich, I booked a reservation on the same flight in
an effort to contact General Cole, if I didn't succeed in locating him in
Munich in the interim.

On the morning of October 12, 1969, the agents in Frankfurt made
arrangements for General Cole's driver with the sedan to be parked at
the Frankfurt airport, according to General Cole's instructions of
October 10, 1969.

About 1330 hours, the general's driver was notified by the airport
police that they had received a message from Nuremberg, Germany,
that General Cole would arrive at approximately 1430 hours and that
the driver should wait for General Cole's arrival.

In the meantime, I departed on Lufthansa flight No. 753 from
Munich at 1130 hours. General Cole did not appear on this flight al
though his reservation was confirmed. When '' arrived in Frankfurt,
General Cole still had not made an appearance and I then instructed
agents to continue their surveillance of the airport facility. They were
stationed to observe the sedan where the chauffeur was waiting.
At about 1526 hours, I was informed that General Cole had arrived
on the scene. When he was first observed, he was in a vehicle driven

by a woman. It was reported to me that General Cole left the woman's
vehicle and walked to the incoming passenger reception area. When
he got there, he hesitated, turned, and returned toward his vehicle.
One of the agents approached him.
I was quickly informed that General Cole was located. I went to
the area and informed General Cole that he was to return immediately
to Heidelberg and report to Major General Taylor, the Chief of
Staff, U.S. Army, Europe. I accompanied General Cole to Heidelberg
in the sedan.
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Enroute to Heidelberg, General Cole asked me numerous questions,
specifically why he was being escorted back to Heidelberg, whether
or not he was under arrest and if there were any charges being placed
against him.

I explained to him that my instructions were to locate him and

return him to Heidelberg and that we had been attempting to locate
him since the previous Friday morning.
General Cole then told me that he had been contacted by repre
sentatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Internal

Revenue Service who had been staying at the Rhine/Main Hotel in
Frankfurt, Germany, and that they had requested an interview with
him concerning the NCO clubs and messes.
General Cole told me that these investigators' names were “Larry

Gordon” and “Jeff Bromley.” Immediately thereafter, he stated that
these were fictitious names, and that he knew the true names of the

men and that they were attempting to help him.
When we arrived at General Cole's house in Heidelberg, the Gen
eral asked me if I believed his story. I replied that I did not, for there
had been some investigation made in the Frankfurt area.
Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time, did the name Bromley have any sig
nificance to you?
Mr. JoHNSON. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Has it come to have any significance to you since
that time?

Mr. John'NsoN.Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know who he is?
Mr. JoHNsoN.Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Will you explain who you think he is?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Well, the name Jeff Bromley refers to the Bromley
that has come up many times since this investigation. It is one of the
names he uses.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Martin Jerome Bromley?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Does he use the alias Jeff Bromley?
Mr. JoHNSON.Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So the name became significant to you, not at that
time but at a later date?

Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is he the one who was the principal operator of the
Club Specialties Overseas, if you know?
Mr. JoHNsoN. I think so, sir. I am not positive as to who all is in
volved and the ownership. I think that is right, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. So he did identify two men who had approached
him at the airport or at his hotel? He did identify these two men?
Mr. JoHNSON.Yes, he did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You don’t know who Mr. Larry Gordon is?
Mr. JoHNSON. I have no idea.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Proceed.

Mr. JoHNSON. General Cole then asked if I knew where he had been,

to which I replied, “Yes.” Cole said, “Oh, my God, you are not going
to say anything about that, are you?” I said that I would have to re
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port everything to my superior, General Moore, and at that point
I left him.

-

On 0930 hours of October 13, 1969, General Cole, accompanied by
General Moore, appeared at my office in Heidelberg. General Cole was
advised of his rights and was questioned extensively by General Moore.
Again, General Cole told varied stories. He repeated the account of
his alleged meeting with FBI and IRS agents; he recounted the story
of the attempt to get a receipt for a gift for the high ranking officer,
and finally he recanted those stories and stated that he had traveled to
Munich to make telephone calls to persons in Hong Kong, especially
Lindy Johnson, from whom he wished to get receipts for or acknowl
edgement for two dresses that were shipped to his wife and/or
daughter.

He also said that another reason he had made this trip to Munich
was because on September 5, 1969, an officer of high rank asked Gen

eral Cole to get a receipt for an item that General Cole had given to
the officer as a gift. This item also had been obtained in Hong Kong.

General Cole stated that he went to Munich to make telephone calls
to Hong Kong through the use of a phone on which he could talk with
confidence knowing that no one was listening or monitoring the call.

General Cole dictated a statement about the latter story and, after
personally making corrections in the statement, on advice of counsel.
he refused to sign the statement. I have a copy of the statement to
submit as an exhibit for the record.
General Cole has read that statement into the record and it has

already been submitted.

After conferring with his attorney, General Cole then admitted to
his counsel that he had in his possession another highly classified docu
ment, in addition to the documents that had been found in his brief
CaSO.

This document had been obtained by him while he was in Vietnam

without notifying the proper authorities that the document was in
his possession. It was arranged through General Cole's attorney that

' document would be returned to the proper authority the same
ay.
-

During March 1970, my CID unit initiated an in-depth study and

investigation of the allegations to the effect that General Cole, while
commander of the European Exchange System, used executive in

fluence to cause the letting of certain contracts to a group of Chinese
businessmen headquartered in Hong Kong.

Our investigation, to date, has disclosed that on at least two occa
sions General Cole did influence his staff at Headquarters EES to
award contracts to—

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were these the same people that the allegation had
been that he used influence for in Vietnam?

Mr. JoHNsoN. This in substance was the allegation that I received,
yes, sir.
A. Tom Bros. of Hong Kong for the concession sale of cus

tom-made shoes through the exchange outlets. The shoes were made
in Hong Kong, B.C.C.

B. Pan Eurasia of Luxemburg for the purchase of certain softline

merchandise for resale through European Post Exchange facilities.
The origin of most of this merchandise was Hong Kong, B.C.C.

In reference to the shoe concessionaire contract, one witness stated
that General Cole questioned him concerning the status of the con

tract and when the reply was that the contract was being staffed,
meaning studied, the general told him to stop procrastinating and
get the contract signed.

Subsequent to the receipt of the instructions from General Cole
he got the necessary staff personnel together and 24 hours later the
contract was signed.
Our investigation has revealed that had these contracts been prop
erly studied they would have probably never been entered into, as they
were in violation of certain Army regulations.
ADLERMAN. Mr. Johnson, I questioned you on March 7, is that
right?
Mr. JoHNsoN.Yes, sir. Sunday.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I asked you at that time whether you had a call

'

from the CII) agent to the effect that information had been uncov

ered that General Cole had used executive influence in awarding cer
tain contracts to a group of Chinese businessmen, including the Tom
Bros., is that right?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Right, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. “They requested that we initiate an immediate in
vestigation.”

Who is “they”?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Some officer in the CID investigation, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And they asked you at that time for a file number?
Mr. JoHNsoN. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this after the case had been closed in Vietnam,
according to Colonel Steele's letter?

Mr. JoHNson. Their case on General Cole had been completed, yes,
Slr.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you aware that the CID agency had com
pleted their investigation of Colonel Cole in February?
Mr. JoHNSON.Yes, I was, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And subsequent to the receipt of this telephone call,

did you contact General Moore and tell him of the CID request from
Washington?
Mr. JoHNSON. I did, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What did General Moore tell you?
Mr. JoHNsoN. I went over to General Moore's office, which is located

in another building, and told him of the receipt of the phone call.
General Moore's instructions were rather short and to the point. He

said, “Make an in-depth study and investigation of General Cole to
determine if the allegations made against him had substance. If they
didn't, refute the allegations, document it and present it to the proper
authorities.”
Senator RIBICoEF. General Moore wanted you to get to the bottom
of this whole thing and clean it up?
Mr. JoHNSON.Yes, sir.

-

-

Mr. AdLERMAN. Do you have a copy of your staff interview?
Mr. JoHNsoN. No, sir. I do not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Give him a copy, please.

I wonder if you can pick up the nature of the statements made to
us, below the middle of the first page.
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Mr. JoHNSON. This is the substance of the testimony which you
took on Sunday.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is right.
Mr. JoHNSON. We at the office—I waited until I had sufficient man
power to send a task force into Munich to begin the investigation of
the contracts. I think on the 18th, I may be mistaken about the exact
date we went down, I, myself, two investigators, two auditors, a
steno and a clerk went to Munich and we began to reconstruct these
contract files which were mentioned in the allegation which we
received.

We made a look at all other contracts which were awarded during

General Cole's tenure as commander, EES.
You asked me a question if I detected urgency in the request to open
the case. I told you that I did. You asked me is it unusual to give
case numbers over the telephone in circumstances of a CID case. In
-

my particular position, it is. This, of course, is my personality. I do

not believe in giving out case numbers until I find out if I have a
Crime.

Senator RIBICOFF. You were concerned to protect the reputation and
status of any individual in case he was falsely accused. You wanted to
determine before you gave any information that some wrongdoing or
some crime had been committed?

Mr. JoHNsoN. Senator, to answer your question honestly, I went to
General Moore and I told him of the phone call. I knew what the
answer was going to be before I went over, that we were to open an
in-depth study and investigation, the study part being: Has there been
anything, regulatory weaknesses, that we can identify that can be
corrected to prevent anything like this happening again.
The investigation was to determine what this fellow did. Now, if
he did wrong, my instructions have always been to identify the wrong
doing and report it. If he did nothing wrong and the allegations do not
have substance, they have always been to report it.
If a man did nothing wrong, let's exonerate him. If he did wrong,
let's take him in and report the fact that he did wrong. It is very simple.
My instructions are never more than three or four words.
Senator GURNEY. Is it fair to say that you were troubled when this
*

case was closed out previously and now that it is reopened again you
really wanted to get into it and do a thorough job on it?

Mr. JoHNsoN. Sir, again, this is my personality. I am not speaking
for General Moore. I am speaking for me. This is my personality.
When we interviewed General Cole in October, I wanted at that time

and I am sure my counterparts in the agency tried to do their best on

this thing and, again, I am certain that I felt at that time that we had
to go all out and start at point A, as I always say, the date of his birth

£ let's come forward.
Senator GURNEY. Is it also fair to say that you didn’t think you did

go all out, that the investigation really wasn't a thorough one at that
time?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Senator Gurney, I saw the investigation and I re
marked to the colonel at my left that I was not in agreement with the
investigation.
Senator GURNEY. That you what?
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Mr. JoHNsoN. The investigation I am referring to is the one that
they completed in February.
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. JoHNsoN. And in May I expressed my dislikes for the investi
gation of Colonel Tufts. But, again, sir, this is my personality.
Senator GURNEY. I £It disturbs us, too. That is why I am
asking the questions. I don’t think it should have been closed either. I
think that the CID should have gone all out and gotten to the bottom
of this thing instead of letting the mess be cleaned up by this subcom
mittee. I am surprised they didn't. That is why I am asking the
questions.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, with your indulgence, I would like
to ask General Moore a few questions.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Would Senator Gurney yield?
Senator GURNEY. Yes, because the Senator has to go.

Senator PERCY. I would very much appreciate it since I have to
leave in 15 minutes. I came in late because of being in St. Louis this
morning.

-

I have gone through your testimony, General. A few questions oc
curred to me as I examined it.

On the first page, you mentioned that an investigation was being
General Cole's contracts. What prompted that initial investi

made

#

gation
TESTIMONY OF BRIG. GEN. HARLEY M. M00RE, JR.—Resumed

General MooRE. The receipt of information from the CID Agency.
Senator PERCY. On the same page you mentioned that General Cole
was relieved as commander of the European Exchange System and
assigned to job of Assistant to the Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics,
Headquarters.

I am not clear whether this was a promotion or a demotion. If it is
a promotion, what justified a promotion in the light of the questions
and suspicions? Was he given greater responsibility or was it a posi
tion
he was put on the s# ? I would like to clarify it for the

'"

Tecord.

General MooRE. You have adequately described it in your last state
ment. He was put on the shelf.
Senator PERCY. General Cole will be before us tomorrow. It would

help us to have the benefit of your own judgment about his military
career to the extent to which you can give it from whatever you
surmised.

Do you think this has been a case of wrongdoing from any evidence
you may have spanning his military career long before he was made
a general that was simply not detected, or did things all fall apart
when he became a general?
(At this point Senator Allen withdrew from the hearing room.)
General MooRE. Sir, I don’t know. I did not know him before he

became a general and I am not familiar with his career before that.

Senator PERCY. You had no evidence that he had engaged in any
kind of improper activities }: to becoming a general?
General MooRE. Evidence? No, sir.
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Senator PERCY. General Moore, were you present all during the con
versations between General Cole and General Polk?

General MooRE. I was, sir.

Senator PERCY. And under what circumstances were you there?
Could you tell us why or how you happened to be there?
General MooRE. Yes, sir. I was there at General Polk's request. He
would talk to General Cole with a witness; namely, myself, present.
Senator PERCY. I understand that you answered earlier in response
to a question asked by Senator Gurney that you undertook your in

vestigation to locate General Cole after he departed for his weekend
trip because you were concerned for his safety.
General MooRE. That was my first thought; yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Was that your sole and exclusive concern, or were
you also at that time alert to the fact that you ought to find out where
he was because of the investigations and the possible suspicions as to
his activities?

General MooRE. The first part is 95 percent correct. I was concerned
for his safety because it was of paramount
to me. But
the second part; yes, sir, I certainly was aware of incidents surround
ing his relief and reassignment.
Senator PERCY. You indicated that you had questioned Colonel Grits,
Colonel Ready, and Mrs. Gault in trying to find Colonel Cole.
In reading through this quickly, and possibly you brought it out in
£". how did you happen to check with these particular

''

people?

I am not sure I understand who they are.
General MooRE. They are old friends and acquaintances of General
Mr. Johnson was knowledgeable of them and their presence in

£

Aurope.

Senator PERCY. You did contact his wife, but how did you know
that they were old friends of his? Was it just general knowledge, or
from other officers who might have had knowledge?
General MooRE. Colonel, now General Grits, and Colonel Ready were
adjutant general officers and had served with General Cole in his
basic branch. Mrs. Gault had been his secretary in Vietnam.
Senator PERCY. General Cole said, “If I can see General Polk, I
can explain the whole matter.”

Can you give us an explanation as to why you think he wanted to
talk with General Polk in particular?
General MooRE. Yes, sir; I will tell you what I think. I think he
intended to “snow” him.
Senator PERCY. Pardon?
General MooRE. I think he intended to “snow” him.

Senator PERCY. And, lastly, “General Cole said someone had taken a
shot at him but refused to disclose any details.”
any details as to this allegation of his ever come up since that
-

£e

time

General MooRE. None whatsoever.

Senator PERCY. So, again, it is something that might have been
fabricated because it certainly has not been substantiated?
General MOORE. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very kindly.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. At this point I would like to offer in evidence a
memorandum for the record which is signed by General Polk. We had
asked that it be put in affidavit form.
I asked that General Moore handcarry it from Europe. However,
he was not able to get the affidavit. I have been notified by the Penta
gon that they will have a sworn affidavit from General Polk.
In the meantime, I would like to put this statement into the record
which relates to the conversation that occurred in the presence of
General Polk and General Moore, with General Cole being present.
serves to corroborate in every respect the testimony of General

#

IVIOOre.

I would like to read paragraph (e).
He stated that he met three men at the Frankfurt airport on Friday evening
who offered him $50,000 to take the fifth amendment and keep his mouth shut.
When directly asked the identity of these three men, why they wanted him to
keep his mouth shut and what their connections were in order that we could
follow up on an obvious bribery attempt, he refused to tell their names or furnish
any other information.

I pressed him hard for this information and pointed out that it was important
that we knew the identity of these individuals so that we could investigate them,
but he refused to give any information.

This is paragraph (g):
I informed him that in my judgment he had been absent under false pretenses
since he was absent over the weekend for the stated purpose of seeing a Treasury
Or FBI agent in the Frankfurt area, which he himself admitted Was not true.

I told him the story lacked credibility and that he had an obligation to tell me
the identity of these people who had contacted him.
Finally, I told him he was no longer of value to me and that I was wiring
Washington for instructions. I restricted him to quarters and essential business
in the local area and relieved him of his duties.

We will have an affidavit, I am sure.

.

•-

-

Senator RIBICOFF. I think we will withhold that as a full exhibit
until the statement that is sworn to arrives.
-

(The statement of Gen. James H. Polk, referred to above, will be
found in Part 7 of this series of hearings as exhibit 535.)
TESTIMONY OF JAMES B. JOHNSON–Resumed

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Johnson, I would like to go back and go over
this call again from the CIDAgency.
As I understand your statement, you had a call from the CIDAgency
here in Washington to the effect that information had been uncovered
that General Cole had used command and/or executive influence in
the awarding of certain concessionaire contracts to a group of Chinese

businessmen, including the Tom Brothers.
Is that what the request was all about?
Mr. JoHNSON.Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And those were the words that they used?
Mr. JoHNSON. In substance; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Particularly this business of command and/or
executive influence? That was used on the phone?
Mr. JoHNsoN.Yes, sir.

£ator GURNEY. And they also requested an immediate investiga
tion
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Mr. JoHNsoN.Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And they asked you to open up a file number?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes, sir.
(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator (' I think you may have covered this, but I do want
to askit again: Who did you receive the call from?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Senator Gurney, I don't—I received it from one of

two people, I am sure. It would have been Colonel Sexton or Mr. Cou
coules. I think it was probably Colonel Sexton but I am not 100 per
Cent Sure.

Senator GURNEY. Who is Colonel Sexton?

Mr. JoHNSON. At that time he was the commanding officer of the
CID unit assigned to Colonel Tufts office.
Senator GURNEY. And what was the other name?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Coucoules.

Senator GURNEY. Would you spell it?
Mr. JoHNsoN. C-o-u-c-o-u-l-e-s.

Senator GURNEY. What was his job?
Mr. JoHNsoN. He was one of the operations officers, sir.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, and this, I think, is important
even though you do not remember the name of the person, the call did
come from a high-ranking and important person, in the CID in
Washington?

Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes, sir; it came from one of the operations control
ling officers in the CIDAgency.
GURNEY. Not some corporal or sergeant down in the lower

£"

Tan KS 6

-

Mr. JoHNsoN. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What did you do following that call? What did
the CID over there in Germany do in general in response to this call?
Mr. JoHNSON. I went to General Moore and told him about it and I

got my instructions from him. I waited until I got sufficient personnel
together and I went to Munich. I pulled all the files and we began to
investigate. We began to take testimony. I can’t tell you how many
hundreds of hours of research in files we did trying to establish docu
mentary evidence which would support the contention that there was
command or executive influence involved in this.

. Senator GURNEY. In other words, this was now a wholesale, big
investigation again?
Mr. JoHNsoN. As far as I was concerned; yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And that is what the CID in Washington wanted?
Mr. Johnson. Yes, sir.
TESTIMONY OF COL, HENRY TUFTS-Resumed

Senator GURNEY. Now I would like to turn to Colonel Tufts before
we go any further with Mr. Johnson.

I would like to ask you about that call. You finished, to use your
Words—you didn't close the case: you finished it—in February, and
then you reopened this whole case up in March.
Why did you do that?
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Colonel TUFTs. As I said when I started, Senator Gurney, I don't

have the documentation, but if you will remember back, I believe
early in 1969, this subcommittee sent its staff to Vietnam. This kicked
off a series of what we call club and mess investigations. The CID
Agency was just in its infancy, had just been activated. We investi
gated the Maredem case, which has now resulted in action in California,

and out of this came many other cases.

Senator GURNEY: What is this business that the CID just began?
Colonel TUFTs. The CID Agency was as we now know it and refer
to it.

Senator GURNEY. The central controlling agency?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. But the CID knew plenty about this mess long
before that?

Colonel TUFTs. That is correct, sir. The individual commands
throughout the world did.
Senator GURNEY. It was a cause celebre by this time.
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. All right.
Colonel TUFTs. This subcommittee staff brought back information

and this kicked off our large-scale worldwide club and mess investi
gation. To address your point, I think if we go in time, Senator
Gurney, sometime during the summer of 1969 General Cole's name

surfaced.
Senator GURNEY. Surfaced to whom?

Colonel TUFTs. Surfaced to us in our inquiries and in the statements
we were taking.
Senator GURNEY. It was known all over the service long before
that, at least in Vietnam. He was probably better known than General
Westmoreland in Vietnam.
Go on.

-

Colonel TUFTs. The whole investigation was started, I would say,
sometime late in the summer of 1969. We ran out to our satisfaction

and to the satisfaction of a representative of the Office of the Judge
Advocate General.
Senator GURNEY. Who was he?
Colonel TUFTs. The individual? I can't remember his name as of the

moment, sir, but I have it in the records in the office.
The leads were pursued.
Senator RIBICOFF. May I say, Colonel Tufts, whenever you reach a
situation where you aren’t sure of the name, the date or the document,
for the purpose of the record, would you please supply that so your
testimony will be complete and there will be no question about the
accuracy of your testimony?
Colonel TUFTs. All right, sir.
An individual I can’t remember from the Office of the Judge Advo
cate General.

We pursued the five or six Cole leads and as we approached into
January and February of 1970, we did complete the case at that time.
Your subcommittee was given a copy of that case.

Senator GURNEY. Let's stop right there and describe how you pur
sued these leads. Who pursued them?
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Colonel TUFTs. Agents from my organization.
Senator GURNEY. How many agents?
Colonel TUFTs. At one time I think we had 35 people working on the

total club and mess case. I would say in the Cole case we probably,
over a period of 3 months, 3 months plus, probably had six or eight
agents working on it.
Senator GURNEY. Beginning in October 1969?
Colonel TUFTs. Thereabouts; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Are you counting the agents out of the Agency in
Washington?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Where did they go?
Colonel TUFTs. They went throughout the United States. They went

into Vietnam. I believe they went to Europe on at least one or two
Occasions.

When we completed our case, during that period the administrative
case—not a criminal investigation which was started in October 1969
which General Moore and Mr. Johnson referred to had come in to the

Department of the Army and we were made aware of certain impro
prieties, allegations that there were certain people that followed Gen
eral Cole to Europe. And, again for the record, I am just going on
v": memory on this point.
f there was a call on the date specified, and I have to say that we
must say there was, it probably was based upon the fact that the in
quiry that had been made, which has been offered in evidence by the
statement of both gentlemen here, surfaced the fact that Cole had done
something a little bit more than the five or six allegations which we
had pursued.
Senator GURNEY. You are talking about the incidents in Europe,
the lost weekend ?

Colonel TUFTs. That is right, sir.
Senator GURNEY. All right.
Colonel TUFTs. And that, I have to say, probably provoked the call.
At that point, Europe picked up their case, which addresses General
Cole's conduct while he was with the Exchange.
Senator GURNEY. Are you talking about this call in March?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. The lost weekend precipitated that call?
Colonel TUFTs. The results of the lost weekend and some of the in

formation that had been obtained through from Europe, yes, sir.
ti

Senator GURNEY. This lost weekend was ancient history by this

lme.

Colonel TUFTs. It had never been the subject of a criminal investiga
tion up to that point.
Senator GURNEY. They had investigated it and thoroughly run it
down in Europe and certainly advised you about it.
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir, they had not.
Senator GURNEY. You didn't know anything about it?
Colonel TUFTs. I knew about it because it was an administrative in

vestigation being conducted by the command, and I don't believe at

that time it was the subject of a criminal investigation or a report of
investigation.
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Senator GURNEY. Are you testifying, Colonel, that the call that was
made from the CID Agency in March was precipitated by this lost
weekend.

Colonel TUFTs. Not the lost weekend in and of itself, Senator
Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. What else?
Colonel TUFTs. Some of the information as to Cole's associations

which came out of the lost weekend, perse.
Senator GURNEY. But you had closed the case prior to that in Febru
ary. The lost weekend had occurred long before that.
Colonel TUFTs. The case that we were pursuing in February was on
General Cole's involvements in Vietnam, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn't it a fact, Colonel Tufts, that Mr. Duffy had
£ to Dallas, Tex., to the Post Exchange Headquarters there, and

ad dug around and found some auditors' reports of their investiga
tion of influence that was used by certain vendors in Germany? This
was in March. It was on March 11.

Mr. Duffy called you to advise you what he found in the Dallas
headquarters, the audit reports.
He called Mr. Sexton, I am sorry, of your office.
This triggered the reopening of the case in Germany, or the opening
of the case in Germany, or your request that they give you a file num
ber in Germany.
Colonel TUFTs. I can't deny that, Mr. Adlerman.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I believe that this call was made—well, the language
used there was, “They are on our tail. Open up a case and get a num
ber"—meaning the committee was on the CID tail. Is that right?
-

Colonel TUFTs. I didn’t make the statement, Mr. Adlerman. This is

what Colonel Sexton told Mr. Duffy?
Senator GURNEY. Colonel Tufts, did you ever discuss with Colonel
Sexton this business down in Dallas that Mr. Duffy has testified to?
Colonel TUFTs. I don’t specifically remember it, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You remember nothing about it?
Colonel TUFTs. I did discuss it in quite some detail with Mr. Duffy
and Mr. Adlerman when they came to my office in about September.
Senator GURNEY. Is it your testimony now that a matter of this great
importance and involving this general in the Army—and, as I say,
it is a cause celebre, and that is exactly what it was: everybody knew
about it—that an investigation had been made by you, an elaborate

one. Now this business turns up in Germany and you sign off on a file
that is finished.

Now we have some further investigation down there at Dallas and
your Colonel Sexton, a high-ranking officer under you, is advised about
this and he makes a phone call saying General Cole has used command
influence, and you know nothing about it—is that your testimony?
Colonel TUFTs. I do not know specifically about the call.
Senator GURNEY. This was not discussed with you at all?
Colonel TUFTs. I cannot remember it at all.

Senator GURNEY. Where is Colonel Sexton now?

Colonel TUFTs. I believe on the west coast, Fort Lewis.
Senator GURNEY. When was he transferred out there?

Colonel TUFTs. Early this summer, I believe.
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Senator GURNEY. Why was he transferred?
Colonel TUFTs. It was just a normal transfer.
Senator GURNEY. What kind of a post is that?
Colonel TUFTs. He runs a CI detachment that serves Fort Lewis,

which is a large post, and I think he has an area of responsibility for
the two northern States there.

Senator GURNEY. What was his last assignment prior to that one?
Colonel TUFTs. He spent almost 2 years, I believe, in Washington.
GURNEY. You don't know anything about the assignment,

h'"
though?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir; I don’t.
£tor GURNEY. You never discussed with anybody his reassign
ment {

Colonel TUFTs. I don't make the reassignments.

Senator GURNEY: I know you don't. I didn't ask that question. I said
did you discuss with anybody the reassignment at that time?
Colonel TUFTs. No. He wanted to be reassigned.
Senator GURNEY. Why?
Colonel TUFTs. He didn't like the Washington area and he didn't
-

like the type of work.

Senator GURNEY. Why didn't he like it? Not the area; the work?

Colonel TUFTs. I believe he wanted to get into a post environment,
S11".

Senator GURNEY. To pin this down, you had no conversations with
him prior to his phone call to Agent Johnson?
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir. I can't remember, sir.

Senator GURNEY. When did you find out about General Cole's using
command or executive influence, a rather serious charge? I am sure
the commanding officer found out about it sometime and you were it.
Colonel TUFTs. It was in the time frame of February or March when
the action was taken against General Cole on his reduction and the
reasons for it.

Senator GURNEY. I am talking about the Dallas incident, this infor

mation that Mr. Duffy has just testified to here. When did you hear
about that and from whom?

Colonel TUFTs. I can only say in a positive sense that Mr. Adlerman
and Mr. Duffy made me aware of it in about September and we called
Dallas and got copies of the reports.
Senator GURNEY. September of what year?
Colonel TUFTS. 1970. Sir.
D

#or GURNEY.

When did you make your trip to Dallas, Mr.

unty:

Mr. DUFFY. March 11, 1970.

Senator GURNEY. And you didn't hear about it until September?
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I might say that there is a report that was sent
from the Dallas office to a general of the post exchange in Germany
which refers to Mr. Duffy's visit in Dallas.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you, Colonel Tufts: You knew nothing
about this phone call that we are now talking about. Did you know
anything about the fact that an investigation was being conducted in
Germany again, at the instructions of your office?
-
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Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You did?
Colonel TUFTS. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Why?
Colonel TUFTs. I knew incident to or shortly thereafter from deal
ings back and forth with Germany that they were pursuing General
Cole's involvement with the various orientals that would come over

there and then Mr. Johnson came back to the States in the early
Sumner.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever find out how this thing got started,
this new investigation?
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir.

\'A"s. I think we can ask General Moore and he can ex

plain it.

Do you know how the audit was initiated by the post exchange?
General MooRE. Yes, sir. On the relief of General Cole at the ex

change headquarters, Munich, General Polk asked Headquarters of
the Army/Air Force Exchange System in Dallas to send two auditors
over to look into possible contract irregularities.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And these two auditors made a report which Mr.
Duffy examined on the 11th of March. When he examined it on the

11th of March, he called up the CID office.
At any rate, they then immediately opened up the case in Germany,

because they had already closed the case.
Senator GURNEY. I understand that.

The point I am trying to develop here is Colonel Tufts didn't really

know this investigation had been renewed and reopened in Germany.
Isn’t that correct?

Colonel TUFTs. I can’t say that I knew of the call being made. I am
Sure that I became aware of it in that time frame when the call was

made during daily briefings and meetings.
On the audit, I believe the audit—

. Senator GURNEY: I am not interested in the audit. I am interested
in the renewal of the investigation of General Cole.
Colonel TUFTs. I would say, Senator Gurney, that while I cannot
remember specifically the phone call, I am sure within a matter of,
if not hours, days, I knew that Germany had picked up this matter.
Senator GURNEY. Wasn't this unusual, since you had signed off and
closed this case and now it is being reopened when you don't know
anything about it?
Colonel TUFTs. No, Mr. Gurney. We are talking about two differ
ent cases. We are talking about five allegations that took place in

Vietnam that were properly run out, that were completed, and then
this subcommittee in May and September was provided with addi
tional information, which is our best effort.

Then on an entirely different matter, General Cole's involvement

in Europe, an investigation was instituted in Europe on an entirely
different phase of General Cole's career.

Senator GURNEY. I don't know about its being entirely different. It
involves a couple of Chinese businessmen called the Tom Brothers
who started over there in Vietnam.

. It seems to me it was the same old PX business that you closed out
in February.
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Colonel TUFTs. Definitely related, yes, sir, with the Tom Brothers
again.

Senator GURNEY. All right. It was the same thing again. That is the
point I am trying to make.
-

Colonel TUFTs. The two cases tied together, Senator, yes.
. Senator GURNEY. That is all I am trying to say. We have a web of
intrigue here that started in Vietnam years ago and this is part and
parcel of the whole thing.
Colonel TUFTs. That is right.

Senator GURNEY. And you closed the case off in February and then
there is an urgent call from your headquarters in March to reopen it
again.

I am saying why did you do this, why did your office do this? If this

£
: dead mackerel a month before, how did it get revived a month
ater?
Colonel TUFTs. Senator Gurney, it wasn’t a dead mackerel. We wrote
our effort up in February. We submitted additional investigative effort,
I think, in May and September, and if we develop more in the next
month or year we will submit more on the same case.

Senator GURNEY. But you didn’t know anything about it.
Colonel TUFTs. Where?

...'" GURNEY. You didn’t know it got started. You testified to
that.
Colonel TUFTs. No, I testified, sir, that I was not specifically aware
of the phone call. I know that I became aware, as I said, within a mat
ter of hours or days that Europe was now going to pursue General
Cole's involvements with the Tom Bros., and so forth.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will the Senator yield?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. In May of 1970, you were aware that General
Moore, because of his concern, had sent Mr. Johnson to Washington
to brief you, is that correct?
Colonel TUFTs. That is right, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And he proceeded to Washington, to CID Head
quarters?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes. I believe Mr. Johnson could reaffirm this—

I believe that the Army General Counsel wanted an updating on the
effort in Europe.
Mr. Johnson came from Europe and spent a few days. We went over
-

and Mr. Johnson briefed on the effort that had been made between

March and May in Europe.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was present at that meeting?
Colonel TUFTs. Mr. Johnson, myself, the Army General Counsel,
his deputy—
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who was that?

Colonel TUFTs (continuing). Mr. Jordan and Mr. Webster—and Mr.
Plant, who is the administrative assistant to the Under Secretary; a
man by the name of Green, who works for Mr. Jordan, and a man from

£ by the name of Colonel Zayne. I believe that is the sum total
of the people who were present.
Senator RIBIcoFF. If Mr. Johnson states, “I was asked by Colonel
Tufts to explain General Moore's conclusion that we should open a
my
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complete case on General Cole and investigate his activities thoroughly
to determine if in fact all this wrongdoing he is avered to have com
mitted or been engaged in was true or factual,” do you recall Mr.
Johnson explaining all of that to you?
Colonel TUFTs. Not the specific words, Senator Ribicoff, but Mr.
Johnson did say, yes, these were substantive allegations and that they
were using their entire resource, as much as they could spare.
Senator RIBICOFF. He told you he was under instructions from his
superior, General Moore, to open up a complete file, to have a complete

investigation, and get to the bottom of the whole thing?
Colonel TUFTs. Absolutely.

Senator RIBICOFF. And his superior had sent him from Germany
to Washington to consult directly with you and your staff, that is cor
rect, is it not?

Colonel TUFTs. Absolutely.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Johnson then states: “I think it was Mr.

Jordan, and I could be mistaken on this point, who stated the Army
had spent a lot of time and a lot of effort investigating General Cole
and that agents could be more profitably used pursuing other urgent
matters at hand.”

Was there someone in that group who made that statement to
General Moore?

Colonel TUFTs. I remember the conversation, but I think it was

directed at the massive effort that had been and was being conducted

in Europe and the many other pressing things. I think it was a state
ment not in watering down this investigation but, rather, in address
ing the many things that were ongoing and the limited resource with
which we had to work.

Senator RIBICOFF. But you made that statement
Colonel TUFTs. I did not make that statement.

Senator RIBICOFF. Someone in the group made that statement. Then

Mr. Johnson went back to his chief in Germany and related this
conversation.

General Moore, ' I ask you if this is true, that Colonel Tufts
briefed you on the Washington conference and what was said at the
Washington conference, and you instructed Mr. Johnson to “continue
with your in-depth study and investigation of General Cole.”
TESTIMONY OF BRIG. GEN. HARLEY M. M00RE, JR.—Resumed
General MooRE. Mr. Johnson did brief me on his return to Heidel

berg and I assessed the priorities in our cases and I told him to con
tinue all out.

Senator RIBIcoFF. While Washington told Mr. Johnson that this
wasn’t a high priority matter, you, on the scene, felt otherwise, that

it was a high priority matter and deserved complete investigation.
General MooRE. Yes, sir; in my area it was a high priority item.
Senator RIBICOFF. When there is a conflict such as this between

Washington and their attitude and you in your command, in your
field, who prevails?
General MooRE. At the moment in Europe, I prevail on the CID
matters, at the moment.
58–590–71—Pt. 6—13
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Senator RIBICOFF. In this instance, because of decentralization you
made the ultimate decision.

Were you in insubordination at all by doing that?
General MooRE. Not a bit, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Not a bit. You felt that you were the authority,
that you had the responsibility to make the decision. You thought
this case was of such importance because of all its overall implica
tions, irrespective of how Washington felt, and you wanted the case
continued?

General MooRE. That is correct.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. There is one question here I might put on this con
tinuing investigation. I have a copy of the audit report we were talk
ing about, Colonel Tufts. This audit report is dated 12 December 1969.
It arrived here somewhere around that time. It also arrived in the

' of the Secretary of the Army and the General Counsel of the
Did you ever see a copy of this audit report?
TESTIMONY OF COL. HENRY H. TUFTS-Resumed

Colonel TUFTs. I never saw a copy of the audit report until Mr.
Duffy called it to my attention in September.
Is that right, Mr. Duffy?
Mr. DUFFY. I think that is correct.

Senator GURNEY. As far as you know, this was never furnished by
your office?
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir. While Mr. Duffy and Mr. Adlerman were
there, I had someone call Dallas and they sent me up a copy of the
report, on the front with a stamp which said “Provided to Mr. Duffy”
on such a date.

Mr. DUFFY. I also told you at that time that I was quite shocked that
you hadn't been furnished a copy of the report.
Colonel TUFTs. I don’t £ a copy was furnished to Europe until
sometime after that.

Senator GURNEY. That is the question I wanted to ask: Should not
a copy have been furnished you in the normal course of events?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, I would say, Senator Gurney, I should have
been furnished a copy.

Senator GURNEY: Why would you say it was not furnished to you?
Colonel TUFTs. I don’t know, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know who was responsible for not furnish
ing it to you?
olonel TUFTs. No, sir; I don't, I really don’t know who was re
sponsible for not furnishing it to me.
Senator GURNEY. Apparently, it went to the General Counsel of
the Army. I assume he is the one who should have furnished it to you.
Is that right?

Colonel TUFTs. If in fact he had it, I would say I should have gotten
it from him: yes, sir.

s" GURNEY. And he also should have furnished one to Europe,
too
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Colonel TUFTs. Not necessarily so.
Senator GURNEY. But at least to your office.

Colonel TURTs. The audit agency of the exchange service, in my
opinion, should have furnished it to Europe.
RIBICOFF. May I ask you a few personal questions, General

M'"
IV10Oreg

TESTIMONY OF BRIG. GEN. HARLEY M. M00RE, JR.—Resumed

General MooRE. You may.

Senator RIBICoEF. How long have you been in the Army?
General MooRE. Thirty years and 9 months.
Senator RIBICOFF. How long have you been connected with Provost
Marshal work?

General MooRE. Twenty-four years.
RIBICOFF. Where have you been engaged in this type of

#tor

Works

theGeneral
United MooRE.
States.

In the Far East,, Japan, Korea, Vietnam,, Euro
Europe.

Senator RIBICOFF. It isn't up to me to tell Secretary Laird or Gen
eral Westmoreland how to conduct their affairs, but I would respect
fully suggest that it would be to their and the Defense Establish
ment's advantage if they would invite you to a quiet luncheon for
you to give them the benefit of your experience and knowledge as
to how a CID and Provost Marshal operation should work.
I know you have come here and you have testified. I imagine what

# have said today has probably caused a lot of waves in the Military
stablishment. But I really think that your testimony has done a
great service to the Military Establishment.

Again, I respectfully suggest it would be to the advantage of our
country if they would quietly sit down with you for a heart-to-heart
talk on the problems of the CID and how they should be run.
I do want to make this statement in all seriousness.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Johnson, I have one other question. I think
the Chairman, Senator. Ribicoff, did go into your briefing of Mr.
Jordan and his people, did he not?
TESTIMONY OF JAMES R. JOHNSON-Resumed
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you one other question. Have you
been to the General Counsel's office since that occasion?
Mr. JoHNsoN.Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. When was that?

Mr. JoHNSON. Last Friday.

Senator GURNEY. What transpired at that time?

Mr. Johnson. They asked me the nature of our case on General
Cole, now Colonel Cole, what our methods were and why we were
continuing.

•

Senator GURNEY. Who instructed you to go to the General Counsel's
office?

Mr. JoHNsoN. Colonel Tufts.
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Senator GURNEY. Was there any discussion during this meeting
last Friday—is that when it was?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY (continuing). —about the Army being too busy to
pursue this investigation?
Mr. JoHNSON. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. There were no attempts to slow up what you are
doing in Germany now?
Mr. JoHNSON. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. One other question, Colonel Tufts: In this whole
business of General Cole, have you had any instructions at any time
from Mr. Jordan or Mr. Webster?
TESTIMONY OF COL, HENRY M. TUFTS-Resumed

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Have you ever discussed this case with them?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. How often, would you say?
Colonel TUFTs. I would say at least once a week as long as there has
been something to talk about in the continuing involvement of General
Cole with the CID here and in Europe.

Senator GURNEY. Did they just sit silent during these once-a-week
briefings and say nothing?
Colonel TUFTS. No.

Senator GURNEY. What did they say?
Colonel TUFTs. We have a weekly meeting. They are told of the
progress of this and all other cases. They take it as an operational
matter and they never have injected themselves in on acceleration or
deceleration of the effort, never.

Senator GURNEY. They make no comment on the investigation of
General Cole at any time?
Colonel TUFTs. Not in that light, sir, no, sir.
Senator GURNEY. That is amazing to me. Here is the most investi
gated case in the United States Army in recent years and they never
have anything to say about it.

Colonel TUFTs. I say they neither make any approach towards ac
celeration or deceleration.
Senator GURNEY. What is their reaction to it?

Colonel TUFTs. Their reaction is that we pursue the matter and
develop the case and develop the evidence as best we can.
Senator GURNEY. Apparently that wasn’t their reaction here a few
months ago, at least according to one witness.
Colonel TUFTs. According to who?

Senator GURNEY. He is sitting beside you on your right.
Colonel TUFTs. I think that is out of context. I don’t think Mr.

Johnson will say that they told him that the effort should boil down
or should in any way be curtailed.
Senator GURNEY. Let me read the statement and we will get it in
context.

At the bottom of page three, from the staff interview of James John

son in the office of Jerome Adlerman, March 7, 1971, talking about
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briefing Mr. Jordan, Mr. Webster, and Mr. Green in the General
Counsel’s office:
I think it was Mr. Jordan, I could be mistaken on this point, who stated that
the Army had spent a lot of time and a lot of effort investigating General Cole,
agents could be more profitably used pursuing other urgent matters at

£at
an

Now I go back to you, Colonel Tufts. In these weekly meetings that
you have had for a long time now with Mr. Jordan and Mr. Webster
on General Cole, they have had no comment upon anything about the
way the investigation is going?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir. They don't get into the operational aspect of
the investigation.
Senator GURNEY. They just sit there and listen and then you go out
and come back a week later and the same performance goes on?
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Now really, Colonel, can you expect this subcom
mittee to believe that in an investigation that is this important—and
I don’t have to overstress that; everybody knows about it from the

Secretary right on down to the lowest GI—I get letters from GI's in
Vietnam about this investigation. But these people, the General Coun
sel, and Mr. Webster have really no reaction; they just listen to you
with no reaction.

Colonel TUFTs. No, they have a reaction.
GURNEY. What is the reaction? That is what I am trying to

fi Senator
nd out.

Colonel TUFTs. The reaction is that the information that is provided
to them they use and keep the Secretary of the Army advised on the
status of all ongoing investigations.
Senator GURNEY. They have never mentioned anything to you about
this thing of spending too much time and agents on it?
Colonel TUFTs. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Never?

Colonel TUFTs. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Have they ever discussed too few agents on it, that
you ought to have more?
Colonel TUFTs. No, I don’t think directly, sir. Naturally, we talk
about what our workload is and what we are using, how many people
are involved. I believe that was the context of the conversation with
Mr. Johnson.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this, Colonel: You recall the testi

mony about the $50,000 bribe offer, which is an amazing part of this
investigation.
Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Why wasn’t the subcommittee advised about this?
Colonel TUFTs. It is not a part of any case I have, sir. It is a part of
their ongoing case.
Senator GURNEY. We have been investigating this now for I don’t
know how many years. It seems to me there would be an obligation

' th duty to furnish the subcommittee with pertinent information
1Ke UnlS.

Colonel TUFTs. I don't believe, and I just asked Mr. Johnson if this
is in the current case even and it isn’t, so it is not part of an ongoing
criminal investigation and it would not be the proper thing to pass on.
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Senator GURNEY. But it was part of the evidence turned up on the
lost weekend, a very startling fact.

-

Colonel TUFTs. The lost weekend was not a criminal investigation,
Sir.
Senator GURNEY. What has that got to do with it? I mean it is
ertinent to General Cole and his activities. Any piece of information
ike that is most important in an investigation of this sort. Surely a
CID officer like yourself would know that.
Colonel TUFTs. If I had received the report, I think I might have
passed on the information.
Senator GURNEY. You didn't know anything about the $50,000?
Colonel TUFTs. That was an investigation that was conducted by
General Polk, an administrative investigation, in which he made cer
tain recommendations, I am told.

Senator GURNEY. When did you learn about it?
Colonel TUFTs. I think I learned about it possibly incident to the
time that General Cole was reduced in rank.
Senator GURNEY. What date is that?

Colonel TUFTs. Toward the end of the summer, possibly.
Senator GURNEY. Why wasn’t the committee advised at that time?

Colonel TUrts. The only matters which we pass on, Senator Gurney,
are those which are contained in a criminal investigation. I don't know
why someone else didn't pass it on to you.

Senator GURNEY. My observation would be this, that this is a matter
which seriously impedes the work of this subcommittee, and I am
astonished and disgusted that this information was not furnished.
Who would have been in charge of furnishing this information if
you are not?
Colonel TUFTs. I do not know, sir. It was an investigation that was
conducted and sent in, I am sure, to the Office of Chief of Staff. Who
would have handled it

Senator GURNEY. Could you supply that information to the
subcommittee?

Colonel TUFTs. I can ask the question today and I will get a letter
back to you this afternoon on it.
Senator GURNEY. Fine.

General MooRE. I certainly want to second the observations of the
chairman of the subcommittee, Senator Ribicoff, on your work in
this case. I might say we have had other instances here in the last 2
or 3 weeks where officers also have tried to do their duty.
It isn't a case of the whole Army not wanting to do their duty. There
were plenty of people who wanted to do their duty but, unfortu
nately, we ran into circumstances where other people were not so
anxious to have the job done.

I do want to compliment you on your diligence.
Were you Army Provost Marshal in Vietnam for a while?
TESTIMONY OF BRIG. GEN. HARLEY M. M00RE, JR.—Resumed
General MooRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. When?
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General MooRE. February 1, 1966 to November 21, 1967.
Senator GURNEY. Did you, during this tour of duty, have full con
trol of the military police and CID in Vietnam ?

General MooRE. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Would you explain this to the subcommittee?
General MooRE. Sir, I was the Army, the U.S. Army/Vietnam,
provost marshal, and later, concurrently, the commanding general of
the 18th MP Brigade. I had command of really the upcountry MPs,
operational control of them full, but in Saigon I had commandless
operational control.
The 716 MP Battalion and the CID which worked in Headquarters

Area Command were not under my control.
Senator GURNEY. Don't you think it would have been a whole lot
better if there had been unified control out there?

General MooRE. Yes, sir; and it was formally recommended sev
eral times.

Senator GURNEY: Did you yourself formally recommend it?
General MooRE. I did, sir.

Senator GURNEY. To whom did you recommend it?
General MooRE. My commander, the deputy commanding general,
U.S. Army/Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY. Who was that at that time?
General MooRE. General Bruce Palmer.
Senator GURNEY. But no action was ever taken?

General MooRE. Yes, sir. In October, I did get back the CID, Oc
tober of 1967. I got back the CID in Saigon.
Senator GURNEY. If your recommendations about

'' this

command and other methods of improving it had been followed, do
you think we might have gotten to the bottom of this corruption before
we have?

General MooRE. I feel, Senator Gurney, we would have had a clear
inghouse for police information, something to which you referred a
couple of weeks ago, that would have helped.
Senator GURNEY. Did you also make some recommendations as to

the jurisdiction over £ with American passports who were so
called fast operators in Vietnam?
General MooRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What were those recommendations?

General MooRE. In every conflict or unsettled situation there is a
hiatus in the law. In Vietnam the free world military forces pretty
well police their own soldiers. The Koreans police the Koreans and
we police the American soldiers. That is their jurisdiction.
The jurisdiction over everyone else was really that belonging to the

Vietnamese and probably the national police. But there was a strange
gap between what they could accomplish and what their charter said

they should accomplish:

#, in all actuality, third-country, nationals, to include Americans,
were pretty free from arrest or investigation by the military because
we had no jurisdiction.
I felt that the ones that had jurisdiction didn’t have enough
capability.
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Senator GURNEY. In other words, again it would have probably been
a great improvement to have had the military have jurisdiction over
these kind of people.
General MooRE. Yes, sir. That has been decided in a pretty high
tribunal.

Senator GURNEY. Incidentally, in other wars that we have been in
were you in World War II?
General MooRE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. There weren’t any civilians running around in
Europe that I can remember. Were there?
General MooRE. No, sir. I was assistant provost marshal for Gen
eral Patton's Army and we weren’t worried about that situation.
Senator GURNEY. My own division was in the 3d Army for a while.
General MooRE. Very good.
Senator GURNEY. How about in Korea? Did we have the same thing
happening in Korea?
neral MooRE. Yes, sir. We had, again, a hiatus in jurisdiction.
Senator GURNEY. It sort of started over there?

General MooRE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And it would be your recommendation for the
committee's edification that this loophole be plugged here in any fu
ture conflicts we might get into?

General MooRE. Certainly, sir. Any time we are in one of these host
nations guest situations we must cover adequately the entire gamut
of law and of jurisdiction.
Senator GURNEY. During your period as provost marshal in Viet
nam you must have viewed some of the situations in the black market
out there.

Have you any recommendations on how to correct the situation for
the security of the post exchange in order to stem the flow of material
into the black market?

General MooRE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Would you tell the subcommittee about that?
General MooRE. In March —

Senator RIBICOFF. This is so important that you can always come
back tomorrow.

General MooRE. I have plenty of time.
In March 1966, after a quick survey, we did make recommendations
for the security and transport of easily pilferable PX supplies from
the Saigon Port where they were coming into the Saigon warehouse
and a few other warehouses up and down the country at the port cities.

Also in the summer of 1966, I was in Hawaii on a short visit and I
the Pacific Area Exchange Counsel, Colonel Garroni, for one,
on working in security planning into all PX operations.
...Up to that point it was merchandising and acquiring, stocking,

briefed

distribution and transportation.

The belief was popularly held that the security of the various ex
changes was a matter for the local command. We said, “Fine, let's help
him along a little bit.” But in the accounting for the types of supplies
that had gone into the PX we are sometimes at a loss to discover what
has been stolen or if it has been stolen to return it to the ware
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house or the shelves of the exchange because it is not identified by
object. It is identified in round dollar numbers. And I understand this

is a merchandising trait.
However, I took from my own office a couple of officers, a couple
of investigators and a few noncommissioned officers and gave them to
the Vietnam Regional Exchange to constitute a security section. They

were used to react to physical security situations. They were not put
on exchange planning. My recommendation is that security planning
must go hand in glove with receipt, storage, and distribution of ex
change items because they are so pilferable and so usable on the black
market.

Senator GURNEY. One final question, General: In your tour out
there in 1967–68, did you see any coming problem concerning the use
of drugs among our servicemen in Vietnam?
General MooRE. A small correction on the date. It was 1966–67.

Yes. Starting about the summer of 1967, the biggest single sta
tistic that we had on soldier violations was marihuana smoking, and it
was reaching sizable proportions.
I think it ballooned over 1,000 for the year 1967. Again, our big
gest single statistic. At that time we were endeavoring to work with
the Vietnamese National Police in identifying and destroying fields
where the marihuana was growing. I will add parenthetically, that in
the Chau Doc Province they really have some lush marihuana, very,
very good. And also at the same time working with the Vietnamese
Police on working on hunting down the distributors. We are also try
ing to bag the soldier users. It was becoming a phenomenon because
it reached the top of our “Hit Parade” on crimes and misdemeanors.
Senator GURNEY. This was 1966?

General MooRE. Yes, sir; 1966, but particularly the summer of 1967.
Senator GURNEY. Did you make any recommendations on how to
handle this problem?
General MooRE. Yes, sir; I did.

Senator GURNEY. What were they?
General MooRE. To strengthen the destruction and the authority of

the police on prima facie cases of marihuana for having, using, and
O

-

I also started an education program for the command in identifying
the substance, itself, its smell, its feel, its look, for the officers and
noncommissioned officers of various units so they could assist in com
bating what we call pot in the bunker or pot in the mess hall.
Senator GURNEY. Were these recommendations followed?

General MooRE. Somewhat, although there was a tendency to down

play the importance and to belittle the statement that this was becom
ing a problem.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, nothing really was done much
about it?

General MooRE. I think Mr. Johnson can testify he went out to
Vietnam in 1968 to become an investigator, and I know he was mixed
up in the Chau Doc grass.
Senator GURNEY. Would you like to amplify that, Mr. Johnson?
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES R. JOHNSON.—Resumed
Mr. JoHNsoN. Let me think for a moment. We are going from
clubs and messes to marihuana.

-

-

-

Senator GURNEY. While you are thinking—Mr. Chairman, I would
like to submit into the record the document showing the transmittal
of this audit report to the General Counsel's Office.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be an exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 524” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. JoHNsoN. In February, right after the Tet offensive, I went to
Chau Doc, and began to locate fields of marihuana. I made numerous
trips between Saigon and Chau Doc.
enator GURNEY. We are talking about 1968?
*

-

Mr. JoHNsoN. Right, sir; right after the Tet offensive.

-

What we did is we would locate a field of marihuana and then we
would go back and get the national police and take them out and have
them destroy the field of marihuana, sir. This was in Chau Doc, Long
Xuyen, '' Phong Dinh. We worked three provinces. I worked as
far south as Roc Da and Soc Trane.
Senator GURNEY. This was CID !

Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Do you thing enough effort was being made by the
services in Vietnam to cope with this problem?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Senator Gurney, I was in what they called detach
ment. A which is a headquarters detachment, and we had a very ag
gressive narcotics, covert narcotics, program. Iain not too familiar
with what the overt side of it was. It was headed by a very, very capa
ble, probably one of the most capable men I have ever known in the
covert side of it. He was making large-scale seizures and so forth.
My angle of it, sir, was to go to Chau Doc, Long Xuyen, and Phong
Dinh areas and determine where it was growing and the mode of
transport back to Saigon.
Maybe I didn't answer the question or maybe I have forgotten what
the question was.
Senator GURNEY. I guess what I am trying to find out is this: Your
unit was really trying to do something about this, but the question
really was this: Was there any coordinated effort to solve this problem
of marihuana throughout Vietnam?

-

Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir, there was.

Senator GURNEY. One final question to General Moore.

In your experience in World War II, General, weren't all the coun
tries involved, certainly in Europe, anyway, on an austerity program

as far as gas rationing was concerned?

-

TESTIMONY OF BRIG. GEN. HARLEY M. M00RE, JR.—Resumed

General MooRE. Yes, sir, if there was any gas at all.
. Senator GURNEY. Has there ever been any effort to have any austerity
in that business in Vietnam :

General MooRE. Inever saw any, sir.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, business as usual?
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General MooRE. That is my impression.
Senator GURNEY. I £ anything further, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. Colonel Tufts, do you know anything about Martin
Jerome Bromley and his connection with Sarl Electronics and Mr.
Crum?

-

Colonel TUFTs. Yes, sir, in general I do, sir.

Senator Rinicorr. What is the connection:
Colonel TUFTs. Bromley and the various offshoots of Sega, the
various gaming outfits, have operated in Korea, throughout the Far
East, for about the last 10 years, and they have operated in the past
3 to 4 years down in Vietnam and Thailand.
Senator RIBICOFF. From what you do, do you think that the activities
of these men and their organization should have had thorough in
vestigation and checking and rechecking through Korea and Vietnam :
Colonel TUFTs. Absolutely, Mr. Senator.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you think that such investigation actually
took place?

Colonel TUFTs. I think, in looking back—and this is all from rec

ords—that the investigations could have been pursued better than what
they were, and I believe that over the years more positive actions
should have been taken against these people to cut them off.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney, £ you a further question?
Senator GURNEY. Yes, I have one more question, Mr. Chairman, and
I would ask this of Mr. Johnson.

Could you tell us a little bit more about these leads that you re
quested be followed up in Washington? I understand there were about
49 of them. Could you amplify for the committee what they were and
what ones were not followed up, of what importance this was?
Mr. JoHNSON. Senator Gurney, I am not by any means attempting
to be coy. Some of the leads which haven't been followed up are still
open, as far as I am concerned. They are in an open case. By discuss
ing what my theories and thoughts on them are I might cause some
damage to be done. I truly want to resolve this situation and get on
to something else. The leads that have been resolved concern the whole
gamut of General Cole's activities.
I definitely have tried—maybe I am wrong—I have definitely tried
to do a thorough investigation on this even though I don’t do every
bit of the leg work and so forth. But I do direct the investigation from
General Moore. I sent leads out concerning everything, sir, because,
as we say in the business, you put a lot of lines in the water and hope
a fish will catch on one of them.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, as far as you are concerned as
the principal agent in charge of this case, or at least one of the chief
investigators on it, you feel that every lead, no matter how insignifi
cant, ought to be followed up, because it may trip off somehing else,
precipitate another lead and, finally, the jigsaw-puzzle pieces fit to
gether and maybe you can get a complete case. Isn’t that about it?
Mr. JoHNsoN. That is absolutely true, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And this has not been done by the CID office in
Washington?
Well, don’t answer the question.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I do appreciate
your candor, General Moore and Mr. Johnson.
I understand that you will be before this committee again, Colonel
Tufts.

The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning at 10
o'clock.

(Whereupon at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, Mar. 10, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)

APPEND IX

ExHIBIT No. 492

CERTIFICATE

FEBRUARY 27, 1968.
This certificate is made in regard to other incidents I have been asked to com
ment on. (Ref: Memo for Record, dated 3 Jan 68, by LTC MILLER, SSC SJA)
Club equipment—Although this was not known at the time of my allegation,
the equipment that was stored in the S-4 yard of Special Troops was in fact or
dered in the Club's name by Sarl Electronic, Saigon, with the permission of GEN
ERAL COLE, who did clear it with the Vietnamese authorities prior to its order.
The purpose as explained to me by GENERAL COLE was to assure equipment
being available for rapid club expansion. However, the reason my report was
made to my superior officer was that no one knew of these arrangements and I
feel that my assumption of something fishy going on was valid at the time I made
my report.

Chinese Restaurant Equipment—The contract under which the Chinese eating
establishment was to operate in conjunction with the Officer's Club specifically
stated that any merchandize ordered to operate the establishment in the Club's

name was to be approved by the Board of Governors. I discovered that the owner
of the proposed eating establishment was and did in fact order large quantities
of equipment to include two vehicles without the permission of the Board of
Governors. I asked the owner, I forget his name, who gave him permission, he
said someone but he didn't remember who. I informed him of the provisions of the
contract and told him I wanted a list of everything he ordered and further that
he will have to go before the Board of Governors to explain his action since he
did violate the contract. I was reassigned prior to seeing that this was done.
Turkeys—I believe that although GENERAL COLE did request the turkeys,
the purchase of them from Club funds was without his knowledge and that he
was a victim of a illegal purchase made by the NCO Club Custodian. I know this
matter has subsequently been cleared up.
Purchase of Silver—I was with MSG HIGDON when he made this purchase
and know for a fact that he paid in cash the sum of $945.00 for three sets and
that he instructed “NICK” who runs the gift shop at the International House
to see that the invoice did not read more than $50.00. Where MSG HIGDON ob
tained the money to cover the total cost is unknown to me. However in view of the
embarrassment that could result to the individuals this silver was given to, the
investigation as to where the extra money came from should be with extreme
caution.

BOQ 3—The directive by GENERAL COLE to LT BARCLAY to expend Club
funds for BOQ 3 was with the approval of the Board of Governors but there was
no copy of the minutes to verify this fact. These minutes and approval were to
be obtained and placed in the Club files. Whether this was done or not, I don't
know.

Dollar Instruments to Person-Not Authorized by MSG HIGDON—This prac
tice was going on in violation of MACV Directives. This matter should be fur
ther investigated.

Club Contracts—This was a report rendered to me by CPT YOUNG, Long Binh
Post and involved a performance clause be dropped from a proposed contract
With Sarl Electronics.

CLEMENT E. ST. MARTIN,

Major, A.G.C.
(1495)
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ExHIBIT NO. 493

JANUARY 3, 1968.

Subject: Allegations of MajST MARTIN.
On or about Wednesday 27 December 1967, Captain William YOUNG, JAGC
from the JAG Branch Office, Long Binh Post reported to me that he had been
ordered by Col Robert WILLIAMSON, CO, Long Binh Post, to proceed to the
Port of Saigon to check out the matter of some seven vehicles which were at the
Port consigned to the Officer/EM Open Mess System, Long Binh Post for which
copies of purchase orders could not be located. The inference was at this time
that the vehicles were ordered by some entity unknown in the Mess name in
order, to avoid the payment of customs tax. I directed Captain YOUNG to go to
the 125th TC and contact Captain Dan O'CONNELL, JAGC in the legal Office
there and enlist his assistance in checking customs files in order to determine
whether or not other vehicles had been likewise imported. Captain YOUNG was
to be in the Saigon area until Saturday 30 December 67 working on this matter
and another case wherein he was representing two officers whose conduct was
under investigation.

On Friday evening 29 December 1967, at the USASURCOM H & W Party, Colo
nel HIFK, C/S, informed me he wanted to see me, in his office the next morning
on a matter of utmost importance but would not discuss it at the time.
On Saturday morning 30 December 1967, I discussed the vehicle situation with
C/S and CG in the office of the CG and learned that General COLE had been

instrumental in trying to have MajST MARTINOIC of the Central Mess System
transferred and that Maj ST MARTIN had brought to light other irregularities
in the mess system. At this conference I was informed by C/S that I was to be
the Chief Investigator into these matters. At this time I informed C/S & C/G
that I had the two officer's (CAPT's YOUNG and O'CONNELL) at the port
working on the vehicle portion of the case. At the conclusion of the conference I
repaired to my office and contacted CPT's YOUNG and O'CONNELL by tele
phone and ask them to report their findings to me on Saturday afternoon.
As per my instructions CPT YOUNG and O'CONNELL along with LT FISHER,
Customs Officer 125th TC, reported to my office and indicated that their search
of the files back to the first of the year, had failed to reveal any irregularities
with reference to clearance of vehicles in the name of the Open Mess System.
However it was revealed at this time that on two previous occasions when at
tempts had been made by customs personnel at the 125th TC to run a check on
property being cleared in the name of the Open Mess System, General COLE had
personally intervened direct to the JAG Captains who initiated the actions.
After the conference with CPT's YOUNG, O'CONNELL and LT FISHER, I
again reported to the office of C/S and CG and informed them of matters that had
been reported to me. This was on Saturday afternoon 30 December 1967, at ap
proximately 1600 hours. After this conference with C/S and CG, I returned to my
office where CPT's YOUNG, O'CONNELL and LT FISHER were waiting and
informed them that I wanted written statements from them concerning matters
which we had discussed and directed O'CONNELL to prepare a brief on the cus
toms laws applicable to the present relationship between US and WN.
On Sunday morning 31 December 1967, I interviewed Maj ST MARTIN at
length in my office concerning irregularities which he alleged existed in the Open
Mess System and asked him to reduce his allegations to writing in the form of a
certificate. He said he would do so.

Also on Sunday morning 31 December 1967 I interviewed Colonel Robert WIL
LIAMSON, CO, Long Binh Post, in his office concerning the aforementioned
matter relating to customs clearance of the seven vehicles and asked him to
furnish me a statement in the form of a certificate. He agreed to do so.

At approximately 1745 hours 31 December 1967 I was called to the office of the
C/S and informed that Maj ST MARTIN was alleged to have been making in
discreet remarks concerning gifts presented to General JOHNSON, C/S of the
Army and SGM of the Army WOODRIDGE, I was further informed at this time
by the C/S that the C/G wanted sworn Statements from persons concerned and

that I was to brief the CG on the matter NLT early afternoon the next day,
1 Jan 1968.

After leaving the office of the C/S I repaired to the office of Col Robert WIL
LIAMSON CO, of Long Binh Post, where I held a conference with Col. WIL
LIAMSON and Maj ST MARTIN. Maj ST MARTIN denied at this time he had
made any derogatory statements attributed to him. At this time I informed both
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officers that I wanted sworn statements from them NLT 1100 hours the next
day, 1 Jan 68. Both agreed that such would be furnished.
At eleven o'clock 1 Jan 68, Maj ST MARTIN appeared at my office with an 8
page statement supported by other documentation in the form of invoices,

TCMD, memo for record, contract and others. In this statement he had outlined
matters in the club system which he considered to be irregularities some of which
contained overtones casting General COLE in the possible role of a wrongdoer.
Some of these allegations are listed herewith :
1. The ordering of vehicles in the name of the open mess system to be
utilized by non-government entities.

2. Ordering large quantities of club equipment in the name of the open
mess system title vesting in a civilian firm and storing same on LBP
reservation.

3. Concessionaire for the proposed Chinese restaurant ordering his equip
ment in name of the mess or club system.

4. Purchase of four turkeys with club funds ($117) for General COLE.
5. Purchase of $960 worth of silver (3 silver services) as presents or gifts.
Two of which were presented to C/S of the Army and SGM of the Army.
6. Manipulation of club funds at direction of General COLE for BOQ No. 3.
7. Illegal payment of club obligations in dollar instruments by club
custodian.

8. Adjustment of club contracts by General COLE.

After reading and properly numbering the pages of the statement, Maj ST
MARTIN was sworn to and executed same.

After receiving the statement from Maj ST MARTINI prepared to HQ LBP
and obtained the sworn statement from Col WILLIAMSON.

At 1330 hours, 1 Jan 67, I repaired to the office of the CG and briefed C/S,
D/CS and CG of substance of the allegation contained in the statement of Maj
ST MARTIN.

After the aforementioned briefing, I accompanied CG to the office of the CG,
1st Log (MG SCOTT). General SCOTT and his C/S, Col WATSON, were briefed
on the matter, and General SCOTT directed that General JONES and I con
front General COLE with the allegations. Col WATSON accompanied General
JONES and me to the office of General COLE.

General COLE read the file, commented on each allegation and decided he
wanted a confrontation with Maj ST MARTIN. Col CARNE, USARV SJA and
MAJ PODYCHEFF, Asst SJA USARV were called into the conference and
read the file. Both, along with Col WATSON, advised against a confrontation.
However, General COLE was adamant about a confrontation and called in both
Col WILLIAMSON and Maj ST MARTIN. Col WATSON had left so present
at the confrontation were BG COLE, BG JONES, COL WILLIAMSON, COL
CARNE, MAJ PODY CHEFF, MAJ ST MARTIN and I.
At the confrontation General COLE commented on each of the allegations

contained in the file and against the advice of counsel, paid $117 for the turkeys.
Maj ST MARTIN would not accept the money because he had been removed
from the mess system. The money was paid to Col WILLIAMSON. General
COLE directed that the file in the case, which consisted of the statement of
Maj ST MARTIN along with supporting documents be turned over to Col
CARNE, USARV SJA for disposition along with a letter from Col WILLIAM
SON, CO of LBP, requesting assistance in the matter of conducting an investi
gation into some of the matters related to in the file. The letter from Col WIL
LIAMSON was in my possession at the time. General JONES signed off on it
and gave it to Col CARNE. Accordingly the file rests in the hands of the SJA
USARV for disposition. At the end of the confrontation Maj ST MARTIN re
quested and was granted a private audience with General COLE. BG JONES,

I and the aide returned to HQ, USASUPCOM, Saigon, at approximately 1845
hours, 1 Jan 68.
On the morning of 2 Jan 68 I brief Col HUK, C/S on the substance of what
*

has been related here. I also briefed Col WATSON, C/S 1st Log of the portion
of the conference and confrontation which he missed. Additionally I repaired
to the office of Col CARNE and briefed him on the background and sequence
of events up to the point where he entered the case. At this time Col CARNE
had the case under advisement.
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ExHIBIT No. 495

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

HEADQUARTERs, LoNG BINH PosT VIETNAM (PROV),
December 2, 1968.
AVID CO.

Memorandum for: Officer in Charge, USARV Open Mess System, APO 96491.
Subject: Authorization to Receive and Sign for Cargo.
1. Your attention is directed to USARV Message 54919, dated 13 June 1968
and USARV Message 67355, dated 31 August 1968, quoted in letter attached as
inclosure 1.

2. I have time and again stated that no one will give authority to any agent
of a commercial firm to receipt for or act as agents for the open mess System of
this command. An authorization such as this is a license to steal. The authoriza

tion given to Arthur Marlow of Sarl Electronics will be revoked immediately.
I did not approve this purchase and have not approved any minutes of meetings
of the board of governors which approved the purchase.
3. I was under the impression that I had made it clear that the days of com
mercial firms getting their hands in our business were over. Apparently we still
have personnel who do not understand the implications of giving a commercial
firm in Vietnam any freedom of movement as far as Clubs and Messes are con
cerned. Effective this date the following applies:
(a) No member of the Clubs and Mess System will enter into or sign any
agreement or document with a commercial firm or agent except the officer in
charge of the USARV Officers Open Mess System or his assistant.
(b) Only authorized representatives of the USARV Open Mess System will
be permitted to receipt for goods consigned to the USARV Club and Mess Sys
tem. The representative must be a member of the U.S. Army with assigned
duty to clubs and messes.

(c) When an authorized representative of the Clubs and Messes is designated
to pick up merchandise or equipment consigned to the USARV Open Mess Sys
tem he will have proper identification and a letter signed by the Clubs and
Messes OIC authorizing him to pick up specific merchandise or equipment.
Further he will have documents showing proof of ownership in his possession.
(d) The personnel of Sarl Electronics Firm were informed by me shortly after
I assumed command that if they ever again purchased goods without a purchase
order properly approved and then shipped them to the USARV Open Mess Sys
tem, that these supplies would remain in the port and customs could dispose of
them as necessary. I have in the past suspected but could not prove that items
have in fact been shipped to the Club and Mess System by commercial firms to
avoid customs when in fact no Valid purchase Order existed. The policy estab
lished by me will preclude this same embarrassment for the U.S. Army and must
be complied with.

(e) There will be no foreign purchases in accordance with my established
policy and all purchases must be approved by the Board of Governors. Purchase
orders properly executed and signed by the OIC USARV Club and Mess System
will be prepared for all purchases after Board of Governors recommends approval
and after approval by the headquarters having approval authority for the dollar
amount of the purchase. The shipment on arrival in Vietnam will be picked up
by an authorized military representative assigned for duty with the USARV Club
and Mess System.

(f) Vendors will be permitted to compete to assure the lowest price. I have es
tablished policy which requires the board of governors to approve purchase and
also select the vendor.

4. To provide necessary information to this headquarters on which a reply can
be made the following information is requested NLT 1600 hours 4 December 1968:
(a) Why did Sergeant McGlamery give an authorization of this type to an
agent of a civilian company which is in conflict with policy established by higher
headquarters and which has been frequently repeated by me?
(b) Does a valid purchase order signed by the OIC USARV Clubs and Messes
or Assistant OIC exist?

(c) Since the OIC and/or his assistant are the only personnel in the club and
mess system and the only personnel authorized by me to sign purchase orders,
if an order was given, was my policy violated, if so by whom?

(d) Are the goods in question American goods or of foreign manufacture?
(e) What is the amount of this purchase?
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(f) If purchase is $1,000.00 or less did I as Commander of Long Binh Post ap
prove the purchase, if in excess of $1,000.00 did USARV approve the purchase.
(g) Did the Board of Governors recommend approval of this expenditure of
funds, in accordance with policy this headquarters? If so, furnish copy of minutes
with your reply. Did they also approve purchase from Sarl Electronics?
5. All policy of this and higher headquarters relating to off-shore purchases
and purchases of foreign goods have been amplified by me time and time again,
yet we apparently have personnel in the club and mess system that apparently

do not know or cannot understand the rules of the game. I want you to get sub
ordinates together without delay and again explain in detail all policy of this
and higher headquarters which relates to the operations of open messes. I want
you to be detailed and specific to insure no further misunderstanding on the
following:

(a) That the OIC USARV Clubs and Mess System and/or his assistant will
conduct all business outside of the club and mess System itself. This will include
all business with agents, commercial firms and higher headquarters.

(b) All other personnel will restrict themselves to their official duties in in
ternal operation of the club and mess system.
(c) Only military personnel assigned to the club and mess system will be au
thorized to act as agents for or receipt for goods shipped into Vietnam for use in
the club and meSS System.

(d) All purchase orders will be signed by the OIC or his assistant. Foreign
purchases will not be made and off-shore procurement must be approved by the
headquarters having authority for the stated dollar value.
(e) Purchase orders will be issued only after the Board of Governors has ap
proved the expenditure of funds and after approval by the headquarters having
approval of the dollar amount contained in the purchase order.
(f) Shipment of goods by a civilian firm to the USARV Club and Mess System
without a properly executed and approved purchase order is illegal and shipment
will not be accepted. When clubs and messes are notified of such a shipment this
headquarters will be notified, so that proper authorities can be notified and action
taken for disposition of shipment.
(g) It is the duty of each member of the club and mess system to be familiar
with the rules, regulations and policies for operation and administration of clubs
and messes and to insure compliance.

EDMUND CASTLE,
Colonel, ADA, Commanding.
ExHIBIT NO. 498

AFFIDAVIT OF WALTER L. MISKE
STATE of HAWAII

City and County of Honolulu, 88:
I, Walter L. Miske of Honolulu, Hawaii, make the following affidavit to Mr.
Walter Fialkewicz who has identified himself to me as an investigator on the staff
of the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee On the Committee of Government

Operations. No promises have been made to me for making that statement and I
make it voluntarily with no digress.

With relation to my association as a concessionaire of jewelry notably di
amond goods to post exchange I make the following statement regarding my
background. I was a jeweler trained in the Milwaukee area with a GIA rating
for some twenty years. In 1959 I was employed by the House of Adler in Mil
waukee Wisconsin and eventually rose to the rank of Executive Vice President

in the home office of Denver, Colorado. I was so employed in that capacity when
I resigned from the House of Adler in February 1970. In June of 1966 I went to
Vietnam to establish concessions for the House of Adler. These concessions were

granted to the House of Adler through Sealed bids with the post exchange sys
tem. Our bid was considered the lowest bid and we were granted the contract to
supply and sell diamond goods to Armed Services personnel in Vietnam through
selective post exchange locations.

Post exchange commander at the time of our arrival in Saigon was one Col.
Goodlett. Shortly after our arrival we were assigned two (2) locations in various
PX's in Vietnam. It was then that Mr. Jacques H. Adler, President of the
Corporation and I discovered, that Caribe Diamonds and its President, Steve
58–590–71—Pt. 6–14
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Rhineholt was in Vietnam prior to our arrival and was making preparations to
open equal number of PX concessions for diamond goods.
I and Mr. Adler questioned this practice of having two competitors in the
same area and also considered the contract of Caribe Diamond Company which

are 5% higher in price and on their bid then our contract. Through my personal
investigation and observation it was noted that the same quality and weight

diamond were being sold by Caribe over the counter in the PX at 5 to 10% higher
than the price that we were allotted.

This situation concerning Caribe Diamonds could not be discussed with the PX
Exchange Commander, Col. Goodlett at the time as he was preparing to leave
Vietnam. He was to be replaced by one Col. Ice. After Col. Ice arrived the
issuance of the eight (8) locations given out by Col. Goodlett were withdrawn
on the orders of Col. Ice with explanation that he was to review designation of
locations. While we were thinking Col. Ice was reviewing the situation we
learned that Caribe had received permission to open up their designated eight
( S) locations and received permission to open, and did open some of the eight (8)
locations that were originally assigned to us. From the period of November 1966

to February 1967, Mr. Adler, his attorney and myself made numerous complaints
to Col. Ice the allotting of locations to Caribe Diamonds when Caribe Diamonds
actually was the higher bidder in the original contract bid. Caribe's qualifica
tions as a concessionaire was not up to par as the House of Adler. We had more

trained (GIA) and experienced personnel. We had prepared for opening of the
locations in advance: the showcase, Safes and other office material and we had

sufficient high quality stock on hand. Since our arrival in Vietnam, until Feb
ruary 1967 we were still operating with the two (2) original locations, plus two
(2) other smaller locations. We sought recourse with Ice. He could not be moved

Shortly thereafter this meeting with COL Ice we realized that the new desira
ble locations were being issued to Caribe. Again, we sought a solution by request
ing a conference with the Chairman of the Post Exchange of Vietnam, General
Earl F. Cole. We had this meeting with General Cole in the middle of April 1967.
As a result of this meeting the issuance of the locations were released, yet to
what we considered being selective in favor of Caribe.
In June of 1967, Mr. Adler and I had another confrontation with COL Ice over
the consignment of these concessions at which time COL Ice stated that the
House of Adler had little to complain about. For the then ten (10) concessions
that we had were equal in business volume to the some 15 that Caribe had as
signed to him. It was at this meeting we pointed out to COL Ice that his sub

ordinates had not given him the true picture of the assigned concession locations
both in number and as to their business volume. It was established at this meet

ing that Caribe was assigned some 21 locations where we were assigned 11 loca
tions. Of the 11 we could only service some 8; 2 were serviced part time and one
(1) we could not locate to service. As a result of this meeting we were then given
assignment of eight (8) locations and Surprise to us at the same time Caribe was

given assignment of eight (8) locations. This then made the total for Caribe 20
and for the House of Adler 19.

We had one situation where the request was made to us by the Commander
of the 90th Replacement Depot that the House of Adler make presentation to
show the wares and business procedures for he was contemplating the opening
of such a service in his PX exchange at his Command. At this presentation we
were informed by the officer that he had made the same request of Caribe and
that Caribe had not made an appearance. After our conference with this officer

explaining our services sales, and so forth, he said he was satisfied and would
request our concession with his post exchange. Shortly thereafter, I was called
to the office of COL Ice at which time he stated that he was disturbed that we had
solicited this location. I explained to COI, Ice that we did not solicit the location.
We were requested to make an appearance of which we did and I did direct the

officer to COL Ice's command for the decision on placing our concession in the
PX. It was at this time that COI, Ice had voiced a number of alleged violations
of our contract and stated that if we continued to conduct our business in that
manner our conract could be voided.

Violations cited by COL Ice were mediocre. There were citations of personnel
not wearing identification tags, no information in the PX directory as to the
location of the concession and the limited number of display of our wares. It was
from this point on that I became aware that COL Ice was vindictive and was
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attempting to have our contract voided because of our insistence of his unfair
ness in the handling of our contract with supplying for sale of diamond ware to
the Armed Services personnel in Vietnam. COL Ice often voiced to us that he
was the “boss” of the Post Exchange System; he made the decisions and no one
could sway him after he made a final decision.
It was about this time that I was in discussion with another concessionaire
namely one Joseph DeMarco who stated often that he was friendly with COL Ice
and was known to associate with COL Ice on occasions. I told DeMarco that Mr.

Adler and I were considering reporting his actions to Mr. Adler's congressional
representative and probably we could get some fair handling of our contract.
DeMarco attempted to pacify me in saying that this was not the way to handle
COL ice and through innuendos he tried to suggest that Mr. Adler and I pay
some gratuity to COL Ice for favorably handling our contract. I told DeMarco
that Adler would not consider this action, and Adler would probably consult
with his congressman. At my very next meeting with COL. Ice he immediately
told me that he was reminding nue that he was the boss of the post exchange

in Vietnam and that no pressure from any congressman could change any of his
decisions. This was a sure indication to me that DeMarco had spoken to COL
Ice relating our earlier conversation. I must point out that DeMarco did not
admit to me that he had paid COL Ice any bribes. He just made the remark that
I should be able to pay, to do business. I never questioned him about him paying.
All the concessionaires had a standing joke at that time, that if the House of
Adler was not such a “cheap Charlie” they would be doing business like every
one else. They said probably with the methods we were using and not “paying
off” we would get a concession location at the DMZ.
Throughout COL. Ice's tour in Vietnam we were harassed on numerous
occasions for minor violations which were solely administrative violations.

While this was happening Caribe was becoming prosperous with better locations
and with little review of their operations. I have witnessed a number of viola
tions by Caribe, recorded and sent both to the House of Adler and COL Ice

showing that Caribe was selling diamonds which were over the limit price of a
$1,000. Caribe also was selling other jewelry such as watches which too was in
Violation.

An example of the partiality shown to the Caribe concession was the general
information that was known throughout the concessionaires in Vietnam was the
incident when a Mr. Murray, Manager of the Concession for Caribe in Vietnam

was apprehended by the Vietnamese customs officials in possession of a large
number of diamonds and greenback American dollars. Murray had both the
dollars and the diamonds in his apartment in Saigon. This was a violation of
the Vietnamese customs law and violation of a concessionaire's contract. Although
I have no first hand knowledge of what had occurred after the seizure of the
currency and diamonds from Mr. Murray, but it was openly discussed by all the
concessionaires that COL Ice intervened on behalf of Caribe Diamonds which

resulted in Caribe receiving back the green dollars and the diamonds.
Mrs. Z. Mirasol was employed by Caribe as a sales clerk at the concession

in the International House reported to me that one IPhilip Johnson who was a
Lieutenant on the staff of COL Ice had received his discharge from the service
and became the manager of Caribe's operation in Vietnam. She also reported
to me that a diamond bracelet which Caribe had on display in the International
House and estimated it was worth at approximately $5,000 was taken from the
showcase by Mr. Johnson in Mrs. Mirasol's presence and at this time Johnson
remarked that it was going to be a present for a “General”. This occurred
shortly before General Cole left Vietnam.
The International House concession was another concession that the House

of Adler questioned because of possible intervention by COL Ice which was
designated to Caribe. When this contract was to be let, I spoke to the Manager,
Gilbert Danner. After making one bid orally and in writing, Danner said he
would let me know. Shortly after that Caribe opened up the concession. I again

spoke to Danner. He said that he discussed the contract with COL Ice. Ice had
no jurisdiction in this matter but since he serviced the International House with
practically every item used or sold there he influenced Danner enough to let
the contract to Caribe and Danner so admitted this to me. Again this was a

choice location where a number of transit personnel of high civilian rank and

high military rank would gather. The diamonds that were on display by Caribe
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at the International House were often above the limited price of a $1,000 like
the diamond bracelet previously mentioned and a great number of the sales
made, were made with green dollars and were often reported only as MPC's.
It was at this time that after the award of the contract to Caribe at the Inter

national House that Danner asked me to make an appraisal of a large diamond
ring he was wearing. The diamond was, if I recall, above four carats and was in
my estimation worth $8,000 to $10,000. Danner said he bought the diamond from
Caribe but smilingly stated that he got his money's worth. After Danner was re
placed at the International House, the new manager who I can only recall as
Mickey displayed a diamond larger than the one Danner had which he had
acquired only after becoming the manager of the International House. He also
told me he purchased it from Caribe.
The House of Adler like any other business in Vietnam was subject to inspec
tion by customs. Late in the fall of 1968, Vietnamese Customs made inspection
and they seized our records for future auditing. As a result of this auditing they
discovered that one of our employees, Bob Carkhuff through his bank in the
U.S. had a $4,000 deposit and withdrawal with payment to a Korean Colonel in
Korea. Another offense was discovered, where several of our employees who were
paid by check from the U.S., and cashed these checks in Vietnam rather than in
their particular home countries both Korea and Philippines. This was in viola
tion of the Vietnamese Currency Act. The fine for these violations was triple the
amount involved. The $4,000 offense of Carkhuff had come to a total of $12,000,
the violation of the employees cashing their checks in Vietnam tripled came to
$18,000 total of $30,000 the House of Adler had to pay. This had occurred while
I was away from Vietnam. On my return it was learned that Carkhuff had paid

a fine of $30,000 but only received a receipt for $15,000. We had attempted on
numerous occasions to receive the full receipt but were dissuaded by all officials.
It became a question by Mr. Adler and myself as to whether or not Mr. Carkhuff
was telling the truth about the $4,000 and the total payment of the $30,000 fine.
We finally discounted any wrong doing by Mr. Carkhuff by making an investiga
tion of our own and which included Mr. Carkhuff submitting himself to a
polygraphic examination in Denver.
In June of 1969, our contract with the Vietnam PX was to be terminated. We
bid on the contract but Caribe had placed such an uncreditable low bid they were
given the concessions solely. There was no condition made for the House of
Adler to continue business as the second lowest bidder such as was made to
Caribe in 1966.

In preparation to leave, we had approximately $80,000 worth of special and
regular order diamond rings on layaway plans. I suggested to the contracting
officer, a Mr. Fleming, that the Post Exchange or Caribe take over the layaways
and pay the balance to the House of Adler only when they received payment. If
some of the goods were not picked up or payment was not made, we would repay
and would leave money in escrow for same. The contracting officer could not see
it our way. He determined with the assistance of an attorney from AAFES

Headquarters that come June 30th, 1969 our termination date, we were to return
to the GI his money on the ring he had in layaway, even if we had already had

the ring made up in Denver, shipped to Vietnam and in the safe at the PX where
the order was placed. This was done even if the GI had made 11 monthly pay
ments leaving only a small balance. He could not have that particular ring. He
would have to start all over again in making a new purchase with Caribe, that
is if he had the money and most important the time. This was not in the best

interest of the customer, for most have had special design rings made up and this
took time. If he had the money returned and his tour was ending and he was to
be rotated, Caribe could not duplicate the customers original desire in the short
time.
When the 1969 contract went into effect it also had in it that after 6 months

of operation the concessionaire could request a review of bid price if they could
prove they were operating not on a marginal profit. This could allow Caribe to
then readjust their profit margin making them not the low bidder but equal
bidder of the contract which would be for 18 months.

In the bidding of the new contract in 1971, the suggestion I made on layaways
is now an added clause. Today this is now an assurance for Caribe to have the
contract indefinite at their own price for they will be the only bidder. No organiza

tion will bid on concessions in Vietnam under today's conditions, not knowing
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how long the concessions will last, the volume of business, etc., and having to
make at least $160,000 cash escrow for layaways; purchased stock; display costs;
select and possibly train personnel.
The above statement is to the best of my knowledge, true and I so state freely
without coercion, without hope of benefit of reward or inducement.
WALTER L. MISKE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 1st day of March, 1971.

Notary Public, First circuit, state of Hawaii.
My Commission expires March 26, 1972.

ExHIBIT No. 505

MARCH 8, 1967.
MR. BILL CRUM,

Hdq. Vietnam Regional Earchange,
Account #28—APO,
San Francisco, Calif.

DEAR BILL : I confirm my cable to you of March 7 as follows: “THIRD ORDER
5446 JIM BEAM 1211 CHOICE IN DALLAS SMALL QUANTITY SAIGON DID
SPECIAL ORDER SAIGON MATERIALIZE.”

To further explain this cable I have talked with the A&AFES Headquarters
in Dallas and after a good deal of probing they told me they have an order that
will be sent to us consisting of 5446 JIM BEAM and 1211 BEAM'S CHOICE. Of
this amount I believe there is the 1,000 or 1,500 cases destined for Saigon that
Lt. Col. Collins mentioned to us when we met with him at his office. This is only

the third order since they began reordering. We are hopeful of getting this order
in this week and making shipment next week.
I am enclosing a copy of a letter that I received from Chuck Smith and a copy
of a cable that was sent from Smith to you in Saigon in relation to the avail
ability of 1,000 cases of JIM BEAM in U.S. Quarts that Lou Bernard and the
Far East Locker Fund can spare for Vietnam.
Today, I acknowledge receipt of your cable as follows: “VRE ORDERED
1000 STRAIGHT FROM JALOF YOKOHAMA STOP CLUBS AND MESSES
ORDER RECEIVED FROM HONG KONG 37 STRAIGHT AIRFREIGHT.”
From the above, it is believed that Saigon is ordering the 1,000 cases of U.S.

Quarts from Lou Bernard in Tokyo. I am very thankful for this, Bill, and con
gratulations on the fine job you did. Please be advised that we will credit your
account with commissions of $1.50 per case on the U.S. Quart size.
I am anxious to hear from you as to whether or not General Earl Cole was

successful in persuading Jack Ice to put another special order in for JIM BEAM
for Saigon for 5,000 cases, as we had discussed on the Sunday before my depar
ture. We both know that the market can certainly stand this additional order
and chew it up without interfering with the regular, normal orders that we are
receiving. Could you please let me know what the situation was concerning this?
I talked with Clark Field and Guam and neither area has any quantities
of Whiskies that they can spare for Vietnam.
Within the next few days I shall be sending you a list of the items that I
believe you should work on Earl Cole with concerning the establishment of a
Locker Fund, sometime in May. I am very hopeful if we can get five or six
items on we certainly will enjoy a wonderful volume of business.
I hope progress is being made in relation to the establishment of the Duty
Free Shop at Tan Sanut. I have a meeting at the end of the week with Everett
Kovler to discuss Hong Kong stocks concerning this. I am sure everything
will be all right.
Warmest regards to you and the gang and again, Bill, many thanks for a
most pleasant visit with you in Saigon.
Warmest personal regards,
#/
-

JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO.
MEL PETERSON,

Vice President, International Division.
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ExHIBIT NO. 509

The following two paragraphs are extracted from undated and unsigned fact
sheet concerning Sarl Electronics contained in Report of Investigation con
ducted by USARV CID:
g. On 16 February 1969, in preparation for this briefing, an inquiry was
made at the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, MACV, to determine what
information, if any, that office had regarding SARL. MAJ Gordon GINSBURG
advised that his office does maintain a file on SARL, but it contains no more
nor no less than the files of other firms which are maintained there. He did
State, however, that recently a man telephoned the Director of RVN Customs

and identified himself as LTC THOMAS, SJA, MACV, without THOMAS'
knowledge or consent, and inquired into the status of SARL. This matter has
not yet been checked into because of the WN holiday and the non-availability
of RVN officials.

h. On 12 July 1968, Mr. Nyuyen Dinh TUNG, Fraud Repression Service, RVN
Customs Office, advised that it appears that SARL has formed a front firm
known as VIETNAM ELECTRONICS, through which SARL is disposing of
or leasing amusement machines to bars and hotels on the local economy. They
had located several coin operated phonographs (juke boxes) and slot machines
in civilian establishments. Those machines had been sold Or leased by VIETNAM

ELECTRONICS using documents with SARL letterheads. Many of the machines
were confiscated by RVN Customs and all have been identified as having origi
nally been consigned to U.S. Army clubs in RVN, after having been imported by
SARL. In support of the foregoing we are in receipt of eight reports from the
Ministry of Finance, General Directorate of Customs, Fraud Repression Serv
ice, RVN, dated from 30 July–28 August 1968, which charge WELTON, MAR
LOWE (who at the time was still a SARL employee) and Mr. Nguyen Van
THUG, Manager, VIETNAM ELECTRONICS with eight separate offenses of
fraudulent declaration on the price of importation goods. The Fraud Repression
Service based their action on the fact that SARL and/or VIETNAM ELEC
TRONICS placed a customs value of only $50.00 on all the used juke boxes
and slot machines which they sold on the local economy. Jointly they were
fined a total of 4,000,000.00 RVN. To date 1,000,000.00 RVN in fines have been
paid; the remainder has yet to be settled. It should be noted that the SJA,
MACV, has copies of the above mentioned eight reports.

ExIIIBIT No. 520
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE of THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY

Washington, D.C., February 9, 1970.
HON, ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee
on Government Operations, Washington, D.C.
IDEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with your request, attached here with is

a copy of the Completed CID Report of Investigation concerning allegations
against Brigadier General Earl F. Cole.
With respect to the allegations investigated, you will note that the report con
cludes either that the allegations were unfounded (see allegation a ) or that
there is insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the allegation (see allegations
b, c, d and e). This investigation on General Cole is considered closed.
The attached file is forwarded to you for evaluation in connection with your in
vestigation into the Army's nonappropriated fund activities. In accordance with
our policy concerning closed CID investigations, we do not plan to make this file
available to the general public and would be authorized to withhold it pursuant
to the exception prescribed by the Freedom of Information Act. For this reason.
and in order to avoid what could be considered unfair injury to General Cole's
reputation, we are furnishing this report with the "nterstanding that "our S-b
committee will hold the attached report in confidence.
Sincerely,
ROY H. STEELE,
Chief, Investigations Division,

Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison,
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construction and operation of the restaurant were made to TOM BROTHERS
and Company, LTD.

Further investigation disclosed that on or about 22 Mar 68, authority was
granted by COMUSMACV, RVN to establish a Command Mess and Trailer Park
at Long Binh Post, RVN. The contract for the decoration of the interior of the
Command Mess was let to TOM BROTHERS and Company, LTD., in Vietnam.

Requests were made to Mrs. Rosalee LaFLEUR (PACEX, Procurement Officer,
Hong Kong, BCC) to assist in the shipment of the merchandise to RVN. A letter
of introduction dated 14 May 68, was written in behalf of Mr. David TUNG of
TOM BROTHERS and Company, LTD., to LaFLEUR by COLE, who had in

the mean-time been reassigned as DACOS, CORDS, HQ MACV. Although, there
are indications that proper procurement procedures were not followed, no tangi
ble evidence was developed to conclude that COLE unlawfully influenced the
award of the contract to TOM BROTHERS and Company, LTD.
Further investigation disclosed that during November 1967, HIGDON was

assigned as Secretary/Custodian of the USARV NCO/EM Open Mess System,
Long Binh, RVN and that the final assignment decision was made or influenced
by COLE COLE and HIGDON maintained contact with each and HIGDON
kept COLE informed of the activities of mutual interest around the Post area.

Allegations of offenses against HIGDON have been included in CID Report of
Investigation 69–CID011-00019.
Investigation also disclosed that during the middle of November 1967, HIGDON
purchased ten turkeys at a cost of $117.00 at the AMERICAN CONSULATE AN
NEX, Saigon, RVN. Subsequently, four of the turkeys were given to COLE. When
confronted with this fact on 1 Jan 68, COLE paid $117.00 to COL WILLIAMSON
for the turkeys. He was later reimbursed $57.50 by a check dated 17 Jun 68
signed William E. HIGDON. The disbursement voucher attached to the check
indicated the payment of $57.50 was for turkeys donated to charity and approved
by the Board of Governor on 16 Jan 68.

Additional investigation disclosed that during 1966–68, COLE was frequently
visited by and associated with Mr. William CRUM (the principal owner and
director of SARL ELECTRONICS and PRICE, and COMPANY, LTD.). ('OLE
interceded on behalf of CRUM and RVN Customs to effect the release of certain

items to include but not limited to vehicles, gambling devices, bar equipment
and repair parts that were illegally imported into RVN consigned to the USARV
Officers Open Mess System. The purpose of consigning the merchandise to USARV
Mess System was apparently to circumvent the payment of Customs Tariffs by
SARL ELECTRONICS on the merchandise equipment received. Further, there
is evidence that a storage area was set up for use by SARL ELECTRONICS in a
Motor Pool Area located within the geographical limits of Long Binh Post.
RVN, with the full knowledge and concurrence of COLE. Items that were illegally
imported by SARL ELECTRONICS in the name of the Officers Open Mess System
were stored in the mentioned yard.
During 1968, a contract was let to Mrs. Tran Thi PHOUNG to construct and
operate a Steam/Sauna Bath and Soda Bar at Long Binh Post, RVN. The origi
nal contract was let by the USARV NCO/EM Open Mess System and later
changed to the Post Exchange System. There is no evidence of COLE directing
the award of the contract to PHOUNG, however, COLE was visited by PHOUNG

on at least one occasion, and it has been alleged that COLE showed extreme
interest in the completion of the facility.
During the conduct of this investigation, no evidence of monetary or personal
gain was discovered on COLE's part, nor was sufficient evidence uncovered to
prove or disprove the allegations made against COLE, other than the allegation
regarding the theft of the turkeys. The latter allegation has been determined
to be unfounded. In the event that additional investigative leads are developed,
they will be submitted in a supplemental Report of Investigation.
SUBSTANTIATION

In substantiation of the above, statements were obtained from the following
persons: MAJ Clement E. St. MARTIN who alleged that COLE used his position
to influence the awarding of the contracts; Mr. Edward S. BARCLAY, Jr., who
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alleged that COLE used his influence in awarding of the contracts; COL Ralph
A. SCIOLLA who stated that it was made known to the Board of Governors

that COLE wanted the restaurant at Long Binh, and as it seemed to be a profit
able venture, he voted to approve the restaurant proposal; Mr. George P. LANG
FORD, who stated he wrote the contract for the Chinese Restaurant; CW3
Edward S. DAVIS, who related information pertaining to the restaurant and
Tom Brothers and Company, Ltd., Mr. Clarence A. RISER, who stated COLE
acted within the sphere of his position; LTC Robert B. HAIR, who stated he
knew of no influence that COLE exerted toward the award of the Chinese Res

taurant contracts to Tom Brothers and Company, Ltd.; COL Robert H. WIL
LIAMSON, who stated COLE expressed interest in the Chinese Restaurant firm
opening an establishment in Long Binh, RVN; BG Morton M. JONES, Jr., who
Stated COLE's interest was for the benefit of all concerned; Crim Inves George

E. BON VILLE pertaining to an interview with COL Robert N. DALLAM, who
Stated he signed a check in the amount of $25,000.00 to Tom Brothers in payment

for the construction of the restaurant; Crim Inves Philip C. LaFOND pertaining
to an interview with CPT William P. YOUNG, Jr., who stated he heard that the
restaurant was COLE's “pet project”, which he wanted to leave as his legacy after
his departure from Vietnam ; Crim Inves John H. NIXON, pertaining to an inter
view with LTC Robert S. PODYSHEFF who stated COLE's interest was nor

mal within the scope of his authority; Crim Inves Charles S. WETHERING
TON, Jr., pertaining to an interview with Mr. RISER who stated that he did
attend a meeting at the Post Commander's office, Long Binh Post per direction
of COLE and he made it known that COLE was interested in the restaurant.

Two statements were obtained from BG COLE (one signed and one unsigned)
containing his denials and explanations of St. MARTIN's allegations.
A copy was obtained of a supplementary agreement to a Food Service Con
cessionaire Contract showing the relationships of Linder, Cox and Hacker, Far
East, Ltd., with the Chinese Food Service Company and Charles LIU as the
Vice President of both companies. A copy was also obtained of Business Regis
trations pertaining to Linder, Cox and Hacker, Far East, Ltd., and Chinese Food
Service Company. An investigator's statement was prepared by Crim Inves
WETHERINGTON pertaining to the acquisition of these two documents by
Crim Inves ADKINS and a statement made by GARRITY reference HIGDON.
A copy of IG Report of Investigation MIV-5–69 pertaining to the Command
Mess and Trailer Park is attached. ** PHOUNG's original proposal for the Suana
Bath concession, a 240-seat bar, barber shop, etc., and a letter of recommendation
in behalf of HOAHUNG Company signed by Tang Phuoc GIA were obtained
along with a concession contract, a letter pertaining to the Sauna Bath Con
tract and a concession contract between the Post Exchange and Mde PHUONG
for the Sauna Bath concession. In addition, statements were obtained from CW2

Arthur ECKERT pertaining to an interview with Mr. Chun Yu “George” MAO,
who refers to a letter of recommendation issued by COLE, Mr. On Jimmy
TUNG, who states he met COLE in Vietnam and mentions the activities of Tom

Prothers and Company, Ltd., in RVN; 1LT Philip H. WOGSBERG who discusses
Tom Brothers and Company, Ltd., activities and COLE's activities in RVN; CSM
Ronnie H. WORLEY who explains the method used to assign HIGDON as Sec
retary/Custodian of the USARV NCO/EM Open Mess System; Mr. Reese L.
NICHOLS, who mentions COLE's involvement in 16 vehicles being consigned
to the Club System : COL WILLIAMSON who relates how COLE made it known
that HIGDON would be the Secretary/Custodian of the USARV NCO/EM Open

Mess System; CW2 DAVIS, who mentions HIGDON driving a vehicle owned by
Sarl Electronics and refers to the turkeys that were purchased for COLE by

HIGDON: Crim Inves Edward M. AYERS, who explains the relationship of
PHUONG with the Hao Hung Cong Ty Company; and LTC John P.
O'SHAUGHNESSY, Jr., who explains the bidding procedure on the Command
Mess. A Memorandum for the Record was obtained from LTC Victor A. de FIORI

pertaining to COL CASTLE's interview before the Senate Subcommittee.
** Summary of report is being prepared for the Ribicoff Subcommittee by TIG.
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Additional statements were obtained from Crim Inves George E. BON VILLE
pertaining to an interview with MG Thomas H. SCOTT, Jr., who stated the only
allegations against COLE that he remembered pertained to turkeys; CW3 John
H. NIXON pertaining to an interview with Mr. William WELDON who admitted
that Sarl stored equipment on Long Binh Post, RVN; MAJ Charles E. MILLER
who stated that COLE told him he had authorized the storage of beer coolers
and like items even though they were not owned by the Government; MAJ

Ricard H. ALLEN who mentions Sarl Electronics, Price and Company, Tom Bro
thers and Company, Ltd., and COLE: Crim Inves Edward A. SEAGO, who re
ported relative to his investigation of illegally imported vehicles consigned to
the USARV NCO/EM Open Mess System; Crim Inves Carl J. ZONA, in refer
ence to an interview with Mr. Daniel O'CONNELL, who relates a telephone con

versation with COLE, and a letter and Memorandum for Record from O'CON

NELL dated 27 Oct 69 and 30 Apr 68 respectively. A statement was obtained
from Mr. Harold G. DOOLEY who released six color photographs of the storage
yard utilized by Sarl Electronics and relates information pertaining to the stor
age yard. A Memorandum for the Record, dated 28 Nov 68, was obtained from
CPT Thomas G. PROHASKA and a statement was received from ILT Edward S.

BARCLAY. Copies of two letters, one dated 6 May 67 and one 18 Nov 67, ad
dressed to the Lirector of Customs, Republic of Vietnam, Saigon, Vietnam in be
half of Sarl Electronics were also obtained from Crim Inves Donald PEASE in
which he relates information pertaining to items received by Sarl Electronies
consigned to the NCOOM, Qui Nhon, RVN, and of an interview with Mr. Wil
liam S. G. WELTON pertaining to the authority to import these items free of
RVN Custom Tariffs purportedly granted in letters signed by COLE; also ob
tained were three statements from Crim Inves Thomas E. GRAHAM pertaining
to an interview with Miss Norma SULLIVA,N who discusses some of COLE's
connections with William CRUM of Sarl Electronics and gifts mailed to COLE'S

family, and a statement of Crim Inves WETHERINGTON pertaining to other
aspects of this investigation not covered in this report.
INVESTIGATOR'S CONCLUSIONS

a. The allegation that COLE stole four turkeys, the property of the USARV
NCO/EM Open Mess System, Long Binh, RVN is unfounded.
b. There is insufficient evidence to prove or disprove that COLE unlawfully
directed the award of the contracts for the Command Mess and Trailer Park

located at Long Binh, RVN, to the TOM BROTHERS and Company, LTD.
c. There is insufficient evidence to prove or disprove that COLE unlawfully di
rected the award of a contract for the Sauna/Steam Bath located at Long Binh,
RVN, to Mde Tran Thi PHOUNG (Hoa Hung Cong TY).

d. That there is insufficient evidence to prove or disprove COLE unlawfully
directed that HIGDON be assigned Secretary/Custodian of the USARV NCO/EM
Open Mess System.
e. There is insufficent evidence to prove or disaprove that COLE conducted him
self in a manner that was likely to bring discredit upon the Armed Forces.

ExHIBIT NO. 521

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

OFFICE of THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D.C., March 2, 1971.
Memorandum for : Mr. JEROME ADLERMAN, GENERAL COUNSEL, Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations, Committee on Government Operations, United
States Senate.

-

Subject: Your Subcommittee's Inquiry as to Military Clubs, Messes and PX's.
Per the request of your staff, inclosed are two documents which reflect a re

capitulation of events regarding Colonel Earl Cole, Retired (then Brigadier Gen
eral) and which were instrumental in the decision to accept Colonel Cole's ap
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plication for retirement and vacating his temporary appointment of the grade
of Brigadier General.

AS requested, such documentation has been declassified.
You will recall that prior to taking such action as to Colonel Cole, the Secre
tary of the Army had a conference with Chairman Ribicoff at which the Chair
man was advised of the Army's plans in this respect.

If the attached documentation is utilized in open hearings, it is requested that
this memorandum be made a part of the record.
Sincerely,
ROY H. STEELE,
Chief, Investigations Division,
Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison.

There follows a recapitulation of two events involving Brigadier General
Cole which bear upon the nature of his performance as a general officer.
1. WEEKEND OF

10-12 OCTOBER

1969

a. On Friday, 10 October 1969, Brigadier General Cole telephoned his superior,
Major General H. N. Maples, DCSLOG, USAREUR and Seventh Army, and
asked to be relieved of a requirement to return to his office in Heidelberg, because
Treasury and FBI Agents wished to see him. Permission to remain in Frankfurt

for that purpose was granted. A subsequent check with overseas representatives
of the two agencies involved revealed that no such interview with General Cole
was contemplated. An immediate search for General Cole was undertaken. The
ensuing investigation revealed that:

(1) On Thursday, 9 October 1969, General Cole placed a long distance phone
call from the Ambassador Arms, Frankfurt, to the home of Mrs. Gertrude Bower
in Munich, Germany.

(2) On that same date, flight reservations on Lufthansa for a return flight
from Munich to Frankfurt for Sunday, 12 October 1969, were made via telephone
in the name of Cole.

(3) On Friday, 10 October 1969, General Cole had himself driven by military
sedan and driver to the Frankfurt civilian airport at approximately 1730 hours.
He instructed the driver to meet him again at 1200 hours, Sunday, 12 October
1969, at the airport. Additionally, he gave the driver two dollars and told him
not to tell anyone where he had dropped him off. General Cole left two classified
documents in a briefcase which he gave to his driver without telling him of the
briefcase's contents and without leaving any specific instructions on Storage.
(4) General Cole returned to the airport at approximately 1530 hours, 12
October 1969, in a Karman Ghia registered to Mrs. Bower and apparently
being driven by her. He walked past his car and mingled with the crowd for
a moment. At this juncture, he was met by CIAgents.
Upon being questioned concerning his whereabouts and activities during the
10–12 October weekend, General Cole told General Polk, CINCUSAREUR, that
he met three men, whom he would not identify, at the Frankfurt airport on
Friday evening. These men offered him $50,000 to invoke the Fifth Amendment.
He refused to explain why such an enticement would have been made, and he
refused to give any more information on the alleged bribery incident. He states
he declined the offer and left for Munich where he spent the weekend with Mrs.
Bower. He asserts that Mrs. Bower's mother was present during the weekend.
His avowed purpose in going to Munich to see his ex-secretary, Mrs. Bower, was
to obtain her assistance in placing phone calls to merchants in Hong Kong. He
admitted later to Brigadier General Moore, PM, USAREUR and Seventh Army,

that he had planned to spend the weekend of 10–12 October in Munich.
General Cole has admitted that he had planned a weekend in Munich before

he called General Maples requesting permission to remain in the Frankfurt area.
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His actions seem to have been calculated to mislead his superiors. Moreover,

while he was absent on a personal jaunt he left two classified documents with
out assuring that they would be properly secured. He states that prior to leaving
for Frankfurt he removed a number of classified documents from his briefcase
and had them secured in his office safe. He states that he did not realize the

remaining two classified documents were in the briefcase which was later left
by his driver in the trunk of the sedan. It seems clear that he neglected to exer
cise sufficient attention to insure that he had successfully cleared his briefcase
of all classified matrials.

The foregoing conduct contributed to causing the efficiency report rendered on
General Cole for this period to be a poor one. That report contained such re

marks as, “. . . he disregarded my instructions concerning his availability for
duty, making what appeared . . . to be an intentionally misleading statement
in the process. He also displayed very poor judgment in the safeguarding of
classified material;” “He disregarded instructions, was unexplainably absent
from his duties . . . his conduct during this period was understandable but not
excusable in a General Officer. . . . He . . . cannot be trusted to exercise Sound

judgment during periods of stress.”
2. As COMMANDING GENERAL, EUROPEAN EXCHANGE SERVICE

In January 1969, General Cole reported to USAREUR from Vietnam and
assumed command of the EES. In this capacity he was responsible for overseeing
the purchasing and sale of large quantities of merchandise. The amount of
money available for off-shore procurement alone was reported to be $60,000,000.
Within weeks of his assumption of his new duties several merchants from
Asian firms appeared at Headquarters, EES. These merchants were cordially
received by General Cole in his office and introduced to various members of his
staff, who were informed that he had dealt with these individuals while in

Vietnam, and, most pertinently, that he looked favorably upon their products.
It became notorious throughout the EES establishment during the ensuing

period that the merchants had ready access to General Cole's office; they were
given the collective name of “Hong Kong Charlies” by members of the staff.
Various new lines of merchandise were suggested, or vigorously supported, by
General Cole for introduction into the EES in such a manner that it appeared
all but compulsory that such merchandise be procured from these sources.

While General Cole was CG, EES, there was a pervasive impression created
through the Exchange system, as a result of his conduct with these merchants,
that he desired they be afforded preferential treatment.
The Army regulation which addresses itself to, and is entitled, Standards of

Conduct for Department of Army Personnel (AR 600–50, 29 June 1966) states,
at subpar. 3f (2) in pertinent part, that all “. . . DA personnel shall avoid any
action whether or not specifically prohibited by this regulation, which might re
sult in, or create the appearance of, . . . giving preferential treatment to any
person.” All service personnel are enjoined by this provision to avoid the ap
pearance of favoritism in the performance of their official duties.

General Cole's conduct while CG, EES, as exemplified by his open, close, and
continuous relationship with these merchants, displayed a lack of appreciation
On his part for the delicacy and vulnerability of his position. He should have set
an example within his command which would have resulted in the strictest

compliance with the quoted regulatory structure. His conduct, instead, was a
manifestation of precisely what the regulation was designed to avoid.
The foregoing two events are sufficient in law to justify the President in vacat
ing the temporary appointment of Brigadier General Cole to that grade, for they
provide a reasonable basis for the President to withdraw from General Cole that

special trust and confidence which the President must repose in his general
Officers.
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STATEMENT OF BRIG. GEN. EARL FRANKLIN COLE

I was assigned as the Adjutant General, Infantry Division, Fort Benning, Ga.
I served in that capacity until July 1960 when I was reassigned Headquarters,

6th Army as the Deputy Adjutant General and Chief, Military General Division.
In August 1961 I was assigned to the Combat Development Board at the Adju
tant General School, Fort Benjamin Harrison. In April 1962, I was assigned to

the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. I served there until August 1964 when
I was assigned as a student to the National War College. In June 1965 I was as

signed as Deputy Chief, Colonels Division, OPO, Washington, D.C. In February
1966 I attended the Advance Management Program, Harvard Graduate School of
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Business. In June 1966 I departed for Headquarters, U.S. Army Vietnam where.
I was assigned as the DC/8 for Personnel and Administration. I served in that
capacity until 18 January 1968 when I was reassigned to HQ MACV as the Deputy
AC/S for CORDS. I departed Headquarters MACV on 14 December 1968 for
Germany to be the Commanding General of Headquarters EES. On 22 September
I was assigned as the Assistant DC/S for Logistics. Headquarters, USAREUR.
Q. The matters that we wish to discuss this morning, General COLE, involve a
William J. CRUM. Where did you first become acquainted with Mr. CRUM?
A. I do not remember the exact month but I was invited to a farewell party
along with LT. GEN. ENGLER, for BG Monk MEYER. This was about 4 or 5
months after I arrived in Vietnam.

Q. A statement has been made that you said that Bill CRUM was an old friend
of yours from the China Burma Theater in World War II. Is that true?

A. That is not true. I never saw Mr. CRUM, at least I don't recall meeting him
until November or December 1966.

Q. Would you explain to us your official capacity in relationship to club oper
ations in Vietnam 7

A. I had no direct responsibility for club operations in Vietnam, I had super
vision over G-1, the Comptroller, the Adjutant General, the Provost Marshall and
other staff agencies. Actually G-1 had no direct responsibility for club operations
either because it was a decentralized operation, each command operating its own
club system. However, G-1 had policy responsibility only for the operation of
clubs and messes.

Q. Back to Mr. CRUM. What was your relationship with this gentleman in
Vietnam 7

A. I saw Mr. CRUM infrequently during the 30 months I was in Vietnam.
Q. Did you assist in promoting his business activities in any manner?
A. I did not intentionally assist him in promoting his business nor did he pre
sume upon me to assist him. However, he frequently discussed problems with me
which were generally personal problems.

Q. Another matter concerned with the allegations we discuss involves TOM
Bros. & Co., Ltd. to include Jimmy, David and Henry TUNG. Do you know any
of these gentlemen?
A. I Lave met all three of them. Again I cannot recall the exact date that the
TUNGs, and I think it was David, who came to my office in the spring or early

summer of 1967. They presented themselves along with about 50 letters endors
them, from Colonels and General officers, stating they were reputable business
people. The letters were normally written To Whom it May Concern and some
general statements. After they called on me at my office I received a letter from
a BG George WARNER recommending and endorsing the TUNGs as being

reputable and reliable business people. The TUNGs were interested in getting
a tailor concession with the Post Exchange. I told them I had nothing to do with
contracts or concessions with the Post Exchange and suggested they contact the
Post Exchange. I followed up with a telephone call to COL Ice, C.O., VNRE,
or a member of his staff stating I had referred the TOM Brothers to the Ex
change. I was later advised they had submitted a bid but did not receive a
contract, the TUNGs also indicated an interest in building a Chinese restaurant
at Long Binh. This was referred to the board of governors for the open messes

who ultimately acted upon their request to build the restaurant. It went up

through G-1 to JA, I do not remember who drew up the contract. They got the
contract and as I remember the restaurant was opened in September 1968. I
never patronized the restaurant, but I was invited to the opening ceremony
but regretted.

Q. Had you known any of the TUNG brothers previously in Germany or
elsewhere?

A. I never saw the TUNG brothers until they came to my office in Vietnam. .
Q. An allegation has been made that you first met the TUNG brothers "
Germany.

d I

A. Untrue. Incidentally, I heard that such a statement had been made #"

made it quite clear to the individual who passed it on to me that I had not *
the TUNG brothers during my earlier tour in Germany.

Q. Have you ever used your official capacity to promote the business
of TOM Brothers & Co., Ltd. or any of the TUNG Brothers?
A. Not knowingly.

jYiti
activities
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Q. Have you ever received money or any gratuities or favors from any of the
TUNG brothers or William L. Crum?
A. No.

Q: Would you have any objection to representatives of the CID checking your
bank accounts and other financial background?
A. Absolutely none whatsoever.

Q. Would you give us a listing of your bank accounts, checking, savings, or
Otherwise since approximately 1960?
A. Yes. The Fort Benning Bank. I think it is called the Fort Benning National
Bank, that is the only account I had for a long time. I had an account with the
Chase Manhattan in Vietnam and since arriving here I have had an account
with the American Express.
Q. In regards to the contract you mentioned concerning the building of a
Chinese restaurant at Long Binh could you describe your contribution to this
project?

A. Yes, I was highly in favor of the building of any facilities on Long Binh
Post where enlisted personnel and officers could go in their off duty time.
Q. Did you personally recommend the TUNG brothers for this contract?

A. I would like to put it this way, Mr. Hayse. I referred the TUNG Bros. to
the office with staff responsibility. I felt the TUNGs were experienced in that
business but my primary interest was getting such a facility for the personnel
at Long Binh. I discussed with Gen ENGLER the urgent need for recreational

facilities at Long Binh months before I ever met the TUNG brothers. I doubt
that anyone else expressed an interest. I did tell the TUNG brothers that I was

very much interested in seeing that such a restaurant be built. I was also inter
ested in getting sauna baths, tennis courts, baseball fields, swimming pools,
officer, NCO, and enlisted clubs, Post Exchanges and barber shops opened.
Q. When was this, Sir?

A. This was, I would say, late fall or early winter of 1966, when we were
making our plans for the movement of USARV Headquarters to Long Binh. We
also discussed bowling alleys and building a golf course. The TUNG brothers
did not conceive of the idea of building a restaurant but I had heard about

restaurants they opened in Munich and another in Spain, I think Seville. I said
we are interested in building a Chinese restaurant here at the Post in Long Binh
but I do not recall their expressing any great enthusiasm about it. It was my
feeling that this was not a lucrative business nor was it known what the tenure
of our stay in Long Binh would be. They did come up with a proposal but I did
not see it through to the end.
Q. The sauna baths that you mentioned were built by Madam PHUONG?
A. Yes, Madame PHUONG was referred to me by now MG KNOWLTON. Her
first proposal was that she put up a house of prostitution and she had plans with
the cubicles and everything else. I told her that this was not the kind of thing
we could have on Long Binh and then she said she was interested in building a
night club. I said night clubs were out of the question. I referred her to the G-1
Staff Officer and she and I believe one other person subsequently built sauna
baths. I never saw the sauna baths.

Q. Did you recommend Madame PHUONG to the board of governors?
A. No, I made no recommendations, I merely referred her to the appropriate
action officer and they advised her on procedure involved in getting a concession.
the same as they did with the TOM brothers. These actions were handled at the
action officer level, not by my office.
Q. Did you bring any pressure to bear on the appropriate action officers or
agencies concerned with the award of contracts by club activities?
A. None. I only interfered Once when I heard via rumor that a well known

Australian Stripteaser was trying to get some kind of concession in clubs and
messes at Long Binh. I then went to the action officer and said, “Look, we could
not possibly authorize her to operate a concession”. I think her name was June
or Joan COLLINS.

Q. Have the TUNG brothers had any business dealings with the EES'

A. The TUNG brothers came to Nuernberg to see me about April 1969. They
displayed cartons of childrens' clothing, car coats, etc. My Deputy and others
NotE-General Cole provided letters of permission for examination of the above bank
accounts.
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looked at the merchandise and he said, “General, let me take them to the vending

room and have the buyers look at the items, compare them with the merchandise
we are buying elsewhere and see whether or not we want to try them". I made
it very clear at that time I was not sponsoring the TUNGs or anyone else. The
children's buyers looked at the clothing. I was told an order for $10,000 worth
of childrens' clothing was placed but later cancelled because cotton fabrics could
not be exported. Subsequently, they were given an order for wigs. Long before
my arrival EES had tried to put wigs in the various beauty shops but was not
successful in getting approval, from either the medics or the veterinarian. The
Tl NG brothers and other firms had offered to sell wigs to the exchange. An

other firm was given an order for wigs. They never came through with a cer
tificate of origin. That order still lies dormant. The TUNG brothers have delivered
two or three shipments of wigs to the Exchange, and also have a custom made
shoe contract with the Post Exchange. It started out in one PX. I think it was
the Heinerberg Exchange to see if the demand for custom made shoes warranted
extending the contract to other exchanges. This venture has been well received
and service will soon be available in 3 or 4 other exchanges. I told the House
Sub-Committee during its visit to the Exchange in May of the shoe problem and
how we planned to alleviate it. A major problem in satisfying the demand for
ladies shoes. I also advised the Joint Exchange Bd and commanders of the wig
program, the shoe program and the children's clothing program. We were doing
our best to lower the cost of clothing to the enlisted personnel whose constant
complaint is that children's clothing in the Post Exchange is too expensive and
they must buy children's clothing in the German stores or order from Sears.
At the same time that clothing was ordered from the TUNG brothers similar
orders were placed for children's clothing if I remember right, in Italy and
England and this clothing was going on sale to get the customer reaction, to see
whether more Orders would be placed and where.

Q. Did the TUNG brothers first approach you personally with the offer to
provide these services to the Exchange Service?

A. The TUNG brothers only discussed the furnishing of childrens' clothing.
and being very new in the Exchange business and not knowing how these things

were handled. I referred them to my Deputy and then later to Mr. ALMY and
COL MEYERS who discussed with them procedures on how to do business with
the Exchange. I repeatedly stated that I was not sponsoring the TUNG

brothers.

Q. In your entire association with the TUNG brothers have they ever presented
you or any members of your family with any gift of any kind?

A. None that I can recall. However, I ordered some suits, an overcoat and
uniforms from them which I paid for. I do not think I have any of them because

two of the boxes of personal belongings that I shipped from Vietnam were lost
and included all the clothing that I bought from them. Almost all the tailored
clothing. I have was purchased from James S. LEE.

'' .

Have you ever been in their restaurant in Munich, the Princess Garden?

Q.
A. .
Q.

Yes. Once since I moved to Munich.
Did you pay for it?
Yes.
Did you ever visit any of the TUNG brothers in Hong Kong?

Yes. I saw the TUNG brothers in Hong Kong when I visited their office and
I ordered some civilian suits, and overcoat and 2 military uniforms (greens).
A

Q. Was this paid for by cash or check?
A. It was paid by cash.

Q. Do you have a receipt?
A. I do not have one, but they should have. And the same is true with James
LEE. I rarely keep receipts for purchases I make.
Q. Were you ever a guest in the TUNG's villa in Vietnam 2
A. Never. I have no idea where it is located.

Q. Or have you ever participated in any social activities with members of the
TUNG family?

A. I had dinner with some members of the TUNG family in Munich, plus a
niece who was going to school in Stuttgart. This was at the princess Garden res
taurant in Munich.

Q. Where did you first become acquainted with SGT HIGDON ?
time I ever saw SGT HIGDON was at the ceremony
A. I think that the first
#en JOHNSON and SGM WOOLDRIDGE were presented with sets Of
£
Wer.
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Q. Did you play any role in the appointment of SGT HIGDON as custodian of
the USARV NCO open mess system?
A. This is the role that I played. SGT HIGDON whom I did not know, was in
charge of clubs and messes for II Field Forces, Long Binh. If memory serves me
correctly he had completed a year in Vietnam and was either to be reassigned
in Vietnam or rotated to CONUS. a SGT CONNOR had been assigned to Long
Binh and it was a question of whether he or SGT HIGDON would get the job as
the NCOIC of the clubs and messes system at Long Binh, SGT CONNOR had run
the S&S club in Tokyo. SGT HIGDON in addition to having run the clubs and
inesses of the II Field Forces, I understand had had vast experience in that busi

ness. The clubs and messes at Long Binh were being consolidated so that all clubs
and messes would be managed by one custodian. All would come under the Post
Commander of Long Binh Post, COL WILLIAMSON. The Post Commander
wanted SGT CONNOR, the G-1 Staff Officers recommended SGT HIGDON. I
called COL WILLIAMSON in. He repeated that he was sure that either could
do the job and he would be satisfied with HIGH)ON and I said, well, I am not
going to make the decision. I then called LTC RISER, I told him to get together
with COL WILLIAMSON, look at the form 20's of the two NCOs and decide

which one should stay at Long Binh and operate the club and mess system. The
other would go to Qui Nhon. Later I was told that they had agreed that HIGIOON
would remain at Long Binh because he had more experience in the club and
mess system and also because he was more familiar with the operation of clubs
and messes at Long Binh, by reason of having been NCOIC in charge of the 11
Field Forces mess and clubs.

Q. Who made the specific decision that HIGDON would be selected?
A. Well, again I think it was a mutual decision by the Post Commander and
LTC RISER, but I do not know that either made a decision, rather they agreed
on HIGDON because of experience at Long Binh. I had never met HIGDON.
Q. It has been stated that the final determination concerning HIGDON's selec
tion was made by you.

A. This is not true. It happened exactly as I have related above. Here is some
thing I would like to interject if I may. Since coming to USAREUR and getting
all this feedback I made some inquiries and I found that HIGDON has served in
the 24th Infantry Division. I have also ascertained that there is a file in the
USAREUR PM Office which made allegations that HIGDON was involved in
wrongdoings in 1967. This investigation was never completed and remained in the
Provost Marshal's Office. At no time did anyone ever bring any information to
anyone's attention in Vietnam that HIGDON or any other enlisted personnel
serving in Vietnam had been involved or that allegations had been made against
them that would indicate that they should not remain in clubs and messes opera
tions. Had we known we would never have permitted them to remain in the club
system. I never heard of and never laid eyes on SGT HIGDON until either late
fall or early winter of 1967.

Q. It has further been alleged that SGT HIGDON had free access to your
office with any problems relating to club activities and that he frequently con
sulted you concerning problems or other matters related to club business in which
your backing or assistance was always favorable to SGT HIGDON. Is that in
ference true?

A. I do not recall SGT HIGDON ever coming to my office but once, and I do not
recall his ever having called me more than once or twice. The time he came to

my office was when I asked him to come to discuss the presentation of the silver
service to Gen JOHNSON and the Sergeant Major WOOLDRIDGE. At that time
I told him that it was most improper, that it was embarrassing to General
PALMER and that they (Gen JOHNSON and SGM WOOLDRIDGE) could have
been embarrassed. Further, Gen JOHNSON could have refused to accept the sil
ver service. Further, that under no conditions should they ever make such a pres
entation again without clearance from appropriate authorities. I informed Gen
PALMER of my action who was present at the presentation ceremony.
Q. Would you relate the circumstances concerning the purchase and presenta
tion of the silver set you referred to above?

A. I did not even know that a presentation was to be made to Gen JOHNSON. I
thought Gen JOHNSON was merely witnessing the opening of the new NCO club.
It was not until the opening ceremony was concluded that the presentation was

made and as far as I know, no one present except SGT HIGDON and perhaps
SGM WORLEY were aware that such a gift was going to be made to Gen JOHN
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SON and to the Sergeant Major. With regard to the silver, two sets were pre
Sented, one each to Gen. JOHNSON and to SGM WOOLDRIDGE. After the cere

mony I called SGT HIGDON to my office and stated that the silver sets looked
like real silver to me and looked quite expensive. He replied that the sets were
silver plate and that they were purchased at a cost price of $55–$60 a set. Subse
quently, I heard many rumors to the effect that they were real silver, were pur
chased at the International House in Saigon at a cost of approximately $300
each, that there were three silver sets purchased, not two, but I never heard who
received the third set.

Q. Do you know who paid for the silver sets?

A. My understanding through talking with SGT HIGDON was that the board
of governors of the NCO mess had approved the purchase of these silver services

for presentation to the Chief of Staff of the Army and to the Sergeant Major of
the Army.

Q. General COLE, would you explain your recollection of the turkeys reportedly
received by you from the USARV NCO open mess system?

A. This was before Thanksgiving 1967. In talking to mess sergeants and asking
how the turkey was coming in, I was told they had plenty of deboned turkeys but
no whole turkeys to display. I talked to the USARV SGM WORLEY and asked
if whole turkeys were coming into Vietnam? I said if it does not deprive anyone
of turkey how about getting 3, 4 or 5 so they could be distributed to some messes.

He responded, no problem. Then more important things occurred and I forgot
about the turkeys until after Thanksgiving when I received a telephone call from

a mess sergeant, advising that he had five turkeys for me and I said, fine, I will
have them picked up. I do not recall when the turkeys were picked up. However,
weeks after that I learned that these turkeys had not, in fact, come from a ration
breakdown point but had been purchased from the International House, Saigon
at a cost of approximately $120. I immediately sent a check to the NCO me.

for

$120. A week or two passed and I was subsequently advised by SGT WORLEY or
SGT HIGDON that the turkeys were only half that amount. My check for $120
was returned and I made out a check for approximately $60. Several more Weeks
passed by and then I was advised that the board had voted to pay for the turkeys.
I said, I do not want the board to pay for my turkeys. However, after discus*
this matter with the Judge Advocate, Col. CARNE, JA, USARV, I cashed the
check.

Q. How many turkeys were received?

A. I cannot recall whether all five were picked up or only three of them.

Q. What purpose were the turkeys put to? What were they used for?
A. If I remember correctly they were distributed to various messes.

from the
turkeys?
Q.
havewith
any others
personal
I ate
turkey, whether it was one
at benefit
HQ USARV
along
A. Did
Well,you

of

those birds, I don’t know.

Q. When did the subject of paying for the turkey's first come up?
A. It first came up in my office and again I cannot remember the date but it
was some time in the January-February 1967 time frame.

-

"ari

Q. Was this during a confrontation with MA.J. ST. MARTIN, concer"g ';
ous allegations he made against the USARV mess system and certain individuals?
A. Yes.

Q. Who was the money paid to?

-

A. If memory serves me correctly, the check was made payable to the custo"
of the officers/NCO/EM mess, etc.
t
Q. At which time they returned the first check to you?
A. That is right. They returned the first check to me and I instead made oil
-

a new check.

-

ard

Q. Then subsequent to this you were advised by SGT WORLEY that the ''
of governors had voted to reimburse you for the turkeys since they felt the
responsibility reverted to the club?
A. Yes.

Q. How was this reimbursement effected?
A. By check.
show
Q.

#

you, General, a copy of a check, dated 25 March 1998,

p'

to £arl F. Cole in the amount of $57.50. Is this the check you are talking ab"
A. Yes, I think so.
NoTE.—Questioning resumed at 1340 hours, 2 October 1969.
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Q. And the indorsement on the check reflects your signature and deposit to
account #750750–1–31139 with the Chase Manhattan Bank facility in Saigon,
Vietnam. Is that your signature?
A. Yes.

Q. I now show you, General, the disbursement voucher attached to subject
check as taken from USARV club records which indicates that payment of
$57.50 was for turkeys donated to charity and approved by the board of governors
on 16 January 1968. Were these turkeys in any sense used for charitable purposes?
A. To the best of my knowledge and belief they were not, but I cannot specifi
cally recall.
Q. If you would examine the voucher and indicate whether you care to comment
further ?

A. No. It is the first time that I have seen the voucher. All I ever received was
the check.

Q. You were never advised by SGT WORLEY, SGT HIGDON, or any other
person that the expenditure of club funds for the turkeys as indicated on the dis
bursement voucher shown to you was under the pretext of a donation to charity?
A. No.

Q. Do you have anything else to explain about the turkey incident before we
move on to another subject?

A. Yes. I would like the record to reflect that my initial reaction was not to

accept reimbursement and only after lengthy discussion with the USARV Judge
Advocate, COL CARNE, did I accept reimbursement.
Q. MA.J. S.T. MARTIN has explained that a number of irregularities observed
by him during his tenure as custodian of the USARV officers club were docu
mented and brought to your attention. Do you know what these allegations
were and what disposition was made?
A. The only two allegations I recall are those connected with the purchase
of the silver service and the purchase of turkeys which we have discussed. I
do not recall any other allegations.

Q. What is your recollection of the circumstances under which these allega
tions were brought to your attention?
A. As near as I can recall MA.J. ST. MARTIN was overheard by officers or

NCOs making allegations concerning the operation of the Long Binh officers
and enlisted clubs. I was advised of MAJ ST. MARTIN's comments and called

his C.O., COL WILLIAMSON, and requested that he have MAJ ST MARTIN
prepare a written memorandum covering his observations. Subsequently, MAJ
ST MARTIN, Gen JONES. Commander of the Saigon Support Command, and
the Judge Advocate of the Saigon Support Command, COL WATSON, the Chief
of Staff of 1st Log Command, the Judge Advocate of the 1st Log Command.
COL CARNE, the Judge Advocate of Headquarters USARV and possibly COI.

FANSLER, the Deputy Provost Marshal, and I think SGT HIGDON and SGM
WORLEY came to my office. After lengthy discussion of the contents of MAJ
ST MARTIN's memorandum I instructed the Judge Advocate to go over the

allegations in detail and to determine whether there was any criminal action
or any other wrongdoing that needed further looking into. I was subsequently
advised that the matter had been thoroughly looked into and had been properly
disposed of:

'. Did you at that time have MAJ ST MARTIN brought into the meeting for
direct confrontation with you concerning the various allegations?
A. No, to my recollection MAJ ST MARTIN was present from the beginning
of the meeting.

-

Q. Your recollection then is that MAJ. ST MARTIN was

present during the

entire discussion of his allegations.
A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember whether or not COL CARNE

advised you that the

substance of the allegations should not be personally discussed between you
and MAJ ST. MARTIN?
.A.. I do not.

Q, MAJ ST MARTIN has stated that he was called into the office of a
member of the USARV SJA and asked to delete certain allegations and infor
mation contained in his prior statement at your alleged direction. Is that state
true?
"it ''
the best of my recollection that is not true. I did not direct the deletion

of anything of substance.
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Q. What brought about the transfer of MAJ ST MARTIN?

A. MAJ ST. MARTIN had no experience in operating clubs and messes and
should never have been assigned as a custodian. That was the reason why
he was transferred to Cam Rahn Bay and again if I recall correctly it was
done with his concurrence.

Q. Who assigned MAJ ST. MARTIN as club officer in the first place?
A. He was assigned to the Long Binh Post and the Post Commander placed
MAJ ST. MARTIN in that position.

Q. Did you play a personal role in effecting his reassignment to Cam Rahn Bay?
A. I did not direct that he be reassigned.

Q. MAJ ST. MARTIN has stated that he was first alerted for reassignment
to a unit very near the DMZ in Vietnam and that upon his protest that there

# no MOS

vacancy in his specialty these orders were changed to Cam Rahn

ay.
B

A. This could well be I do not recall that. I only recall he went to Cam Rahn
ay.

Q. Was it at your direction that he was relieved as club officer?
A. I do not recall that I directed that he be relieved but I did direct that an

officer with background and experience in clubs or appropriate civilian educa
tion take over the operation of the club and mess system.
Q. Can you be more specific as to why you felt MAJ ST. MARTIN was not
qualified?

A. MAJ ST. MARTIN had no practical experience or civilian education which
qualified him for assignment as the custodian of clubs and mess. In addition,
he had a decided persecution complex. He was reassigned from the Adjutant
General's Office, Headquarters USARV because of a statement he made con
cerning GEN ABRAMS. Initially when advised of this statement, I think by
the Chief of Staff, Gen TABOR and asked to reassign him I called the Adjutant
General, COL JAMES COL JAMES stated that ST. MARTIN was a hardwork
ing, conscientious officer and should remain in his present assignment. Sub
sequently, without my knowledge, the Chief of Staff directed COL JAMES
to reassign then CAPT later MAJ ST MARTIN. The first I knew that he had
been reassigned was when he appeared in my office.
Q. Can you elaborate on the remarks made by MAJ ST. MARTIN concerning
Gen ABRAMS2

A. An Army Times article quoted CAPT St. MARTIN as stating that he had
advised Gen ABRAMS not to change the procedure whereby individual personnel
records would be shipped from the Port of Embarkation to Vietnam instead of
being handcarried by each individual. Subsequently, Gen TABOR directed that
then CAPT ST. MARTIN be reassigned from Headquarters USARV. I was never
aware until the time MAJ ST. MARTIN's allegations were brought to my atten
tion that he had been reassigned to Long Binh Post with duties as custodian of

the officers/NCO/EM club systems. I would never have concurred in such an
assignment.

Q. What predicated MAJ ST. MARTIN's reassignment?
A. His total lack of qualification for assignment as the custodian of the
NCO/officers club system.

Q- Did you as Director for P&A for USARV give instructions to transfer MAJ
ST. MARTIN from Long Binh Post to Cam Rahn Bay?
A. I did give instructions to find a more qualified officer to take over the clubs
and messes and to find a more Suitable assignment for MA.J. ST. MARTIN.

Q. Were you aware that the first assignment picked for MAJ ST. MARTIN
was Some area in the far North Of Vietnam?

A. I do not recall being apprised of any assignment other than the one at Cam
Rahn Bay.

Q. Will you please elaborate what your instructions were concerning MAJ ST.
MARTIN’s reassignment?

A. I repeat, my instructions were to find a more suitable assignment and at the
same time to find a more qualified officer to replace him.
Q. Did you direct anyone in the USARV Judge Advocate Section to review the

allegations that MAJ ST. MARTIN made pertaining to the operation of clubs
and messes?
A. I did. COL CARNE.

Q. Did you give COLY CARNE any specific instructions pertaining to the
allegations?
58–590–71–Pt. 6–16
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A. As I recall my instructions to COL CARNE were to go over the allegations
in detail with MAJ ST. MARTIN and take action deemed appropriate.
Q. Did you give COL CARNE any instructions pertaining to the deletion of
certain allegations?

A. I do not recall having given COL CARNE any instructions concerning the
deletion of any of the allegations.

Q. Did COL CARNE report back to you concerning what action he had taken?
A. Yes. COL CARNE came back, I do not recall how many days later and Stated
that he had discussed the allegations with MAJ ST. MARTIN and that St.
MARTIN was satisfied that appropriate action had been taken.
Q. In your job as Chief, Personnel & Administration, USARV, did you check
or inquire at a later date what happened to these allegations that MAJ ST.
MARTIN made? Did CID, IG, JA get them?

A. If memory serves me correct I was advised that the JA retained the Original
allegations plus a statement prepared by MAJ ST. MARTIN.
Q. Had the Judge Advocate advised you that the allegations were unfounded?
A. We pursued the one concerning the turkeys. He did not advise me that the
allegations were unfounded concerning the silverware nor did he make any
further statement concerning the silverware.

Q. MAJ ST. MARTIN's version of the incident reflects that his allegations
concerned many other matters in addition to the sliver set and the turkeys. Do
you have any recollection that other allegations were reported at that time?
A. I have no recollection of any allegations of Substance being reported at the
meeting in my office.
Q. Were ST. MARTIN's allegations referred to CID for investigation?
A. To the best of my recollection these were referred to the CID and they
could not be substantiated.

Q. Do you recall the name of any person in CID or with the Military Police to
whom these matters were reported?

A. No. However, if memory serves me correctly, COL FANSLER was present
at this meeting but I am not 100% certain. In this particular instance I do not

recall specifically referring these allegations to the CID, however, periodically
throughout the entire period I was assigned to USARV I asked the Provost
Marshal's office to assign undercover agents to look into the Long Binh Post club
and mess system. Further, that to the best of my knowledge and belief these

allegations were referred to or discussed with appropriate staff officers. However,
I do not recall having taken any follow-up action.

Q. Another area that I would like to go back to for further clarification, Gen

eral, concerns the contract for the sauna baths awarded to Madame PHUONG,
How many discussions or contacts did you have personally with Madame
PEIUONG?

A. I think she visited my office on two occasions.

Q. Did you issue instructions or guidance to any action or staff officer dealing
with club matters concerning the sauna bath contract?
A. I called the Staff Officer, G-1, LTC RISER to my office and asked him to
take Madame PHUONG to advise her of how to submit a request for a con
cession.

Q. Were you ever made aware of a competing bid against Madame PHUONG
for the sauna baths?
A. No.

Q. Specifically, it has been reported that a second bid was submitted by a
Mr. WONG which bay some parties dealing with the negotiations leading to the
sauna bath contact was more desirable than that proposed by Mrs. PHUONG.
A. I am in no position to comment because I never saw either of the proposals.
Q. It has further been stated that Mrs. PHUONG claimed that she was a
personal friend of yours in pleading for the contract.
A. This is not correct, MAJ GEN William KNOWLTON, SGS, Department of

the Army, telephoned me and made an appointment for Madame PHUONG to
come and see me. He made it very clear that he was under no obligation to her
and I was not under any obligation to do more than see her.

Q. It has also been stated that with two competing bids submitted by PHUONG
and WONG for consideration by the board of governors, direction was received
from you that the contract was to be given to Mrs. PHUONG.

A. This is not true, I was never apprised of anyone else bidding on the contract
nor did I direct anyone to give the contract to Madame PHUONG, whom I saw
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twice in my life. I recall Madame PHUONG telephoning me on one or two occa
sions stating that she was experiencing some difficulties with her contract and
asking me to intercede. My response was that each bid must be considered on its
own merit and that there was no way that I could intercede on her behalf.
Q. General COLE, would you clarify the responsibility that you had as Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration concerning the operation of
clubs in Vietnam and more specifically the USARV officers/NCO/EM open mess
System?

A. In that capacity I had overall staff supervision for the G-1, the Comp
troller, the Provost Marshal, the Chaplain, the IG. The G-1 had policy respon
sibility for the operations of clubs and messes. My relation was staff supervision
over G-1. The USARV clubs system was under the operational control of the
Commanding Officer, Long Binh Post, who in turn was under the Com
manding General, Saigon Support Command, General Mac Jones. He in turn was
under the 1st Log Command.

Q. Why then was Madame PHUONG referred to Col. RISE.R.?
A. COL RISER was the G-1 Staff Officer who had primary responsibility for
establishing policy relative to the operations of the clubs and messes. COL RISER
passed her on to the Commanding Officer or a staff member of Long Binh Post.
Q. COL RISER then would have no function towards the award of contracts

dealing with the club system.
A. The award of contracts would originate at the Long Binh Post level and
Would be sent up through the chain to G-1, then to the SJA Office for review. I
think they were completed and then forwarded for review but I cannot state
this categorically.
Q. Were all of your actions concerning club matters confined to policy aspects
of club operations.
6 A. No, occasionally I did get club & mess operations.
Q. What was your policy concerning the ward of contracts?
A. First of all I personally played no role in the award of contracts
nor were they referred to my office for review. Persons interested in contracts
were referred to the office having the operating responsibility, for example, at
Long Binh it was the Commanding Officer of the Long Binh Post. The bids were
received and as far as I know a decision made as to who was to get the bid at

that level and then the contract itself was prepared and forwarded through
G-1 to the Judge Advocate for review.
Q. Was there a MACV or USARV requirement that three or more bids be
submitted in connection with a proposed project?
A. I cannot answer that. I do not know whether there was a requirement for 1,

2, 3 or 5 bids. My understanding was that the word was disseminated as best it
could be that bids for sauna baths, a Chinese restaurant, etc. would be enter
tained and those who were interested were asked to submit a proposal. But how

many were required, I do not know. Again, I want to point out that many USARV
clubs and messes were established and many contracts made long before USARV
got into the clubs and messes business.

Q. Let's discuss the TOM Brothers & Co., Ltd. contract to build a Chinese
restaurant at Long Binh. How many personal contacts did you have with repre
sentatives from this firm concerning the award of that contract?
A. I do not recall that they ever contracted me reference the award of the

contract. I do recall advising them of the interest in the construction of a Chinese
restaurant. As previously stated, the TUNG brothers were introduced to me in a

letter from BG George WARNER. Gen WARNER stated that the TUNG brothers
were well known to him, had been in the custom tailoring and the restaurant

business for many years in Europe and that he highly recommended them as
people of demonstrated integrity and capability. Their main interest was in get
ting a contract with the Post Exchange, for tailor clothing. I advised them to con
tact the Post Exchange. Subsequently I was advised that they submitted a bid but
were not successful. The TUNG brothers then expressed an interest in getting

some type of a concession operated by the officers/NCO clubs. I suggested that
they submit a proposal to build a Chinese restaurant, and referred them to LTC
RISER, C-1 Division, Headquarters USARV, for further advice.
Q. Do you know George MAO, who works for TUNG Brothers?
A. No.
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Q: Did you ever write letters of recommendation to the TUNG Brothers or any
of their representatives?

A. I gave the TUNG brothers the same type of letter I gave to many other
vendors a To Whom It May Concern type letter, very similar to those that I had
received from others indorsing the TUNG Brothers and other vendors.
Q. Did you also prepare such letters for Mr. CRUM?
A. I do not recall preparing any such letter for Mr. Crum.

Q. Do you recall making a telephone call to COL CASSELL requesting that the
TUNG Brothers be allowed to continue soliciting in Long Binh Post?
A. I do not recall specifically calling COL CASSELL but I could have.
Q. Do you recall the TUNG Brothers having approached you for assistance in
obtaining clearance to sell suits at Long Binh Post?

A. I do not recall their approaching me concerning the selling of the suits but
that was the business they were most interested in.
Q. Did you ever make a telephone call to any official of the Exchange Service
in Vietnam on behalf of the TUNG Brothers?
A. I recall, as indicated in earlier testimony, that I referred the TUNG Broth
ers to the Vietnam Regional Exchange and I telephoned someone I do not recall
whom in the exchange, advising of the TUNG Brothers' interest. I think it was

COL Jack ICE who was then the Commanding Officer of the Vietnam Regional
Exchange.
Q. Did you have any occasions to discuss with COL Jack ICE business matters
pertaining to William J. CRUM or other enterprises of CRUM?
A. I do not recall discussing with Jack ICE any business enterprises pertaining
to Mr. William J. CRUM.

Q. Was CRUM doing business with the Post Exchange?
A. Yes. He was an authorized vendor of the Post Exchange.
Q. But you had no occasion to talk to COL ICE or any other official of the
Exchange?
A. I do not recall ever talking to anyone at the Exchange concerning Mr.
CRUM's business with the Exchange.
Q. Do you know SGT SCHIERRO?
A. NO.

Q. Did you arrange for the transfer of anyone from Vietnam to work with you
in your new position as Commanding General of EES7
A. Yes, SP5 William COOMBS, who worked for me very briefly as my orderly
in Long Binh and accompanied me to MACV.
Q. Do you know Miss Jean GAULT7
A. Yes, I know Jean GAULT, she served as my administrative assistant both
with Headquarters USARV and Headquarters MACV. She had previously worked
for me at West Point for approximately 18 months.
Q. Where is Miss GAULT now?

A. She is working for the Special Services Agency, Munich, Germany.
Q. Did you play any part in her moving to Germany to obtain her present
employment?
A. I recommended her for the employment.

Q. where did you first meet SGMWOOLDRIDGE?
A. Again as indicated in an earlier statement I met SGM WOOLDRIDGE for
the first time when he accompanied the Chief of Staff of the Army to Vietnam in
December 1966.

Q. Did you know SGT HATCHER in Vietnam?
A. No.

Q. Or SGT LAZAR.?
A. No.

Q. Have you any knowledge of the activities of the MAREDEM company?
A. I had no knowledge of the MAREDEM company until about 4 or 5 months
after my arrival here in Germany when I heard that company mentioned in
connection with the investigation of the clubs and messes.

Q. Do you have any affiliation with the MAREDEM company?
A. No.

Q. Did you know now retired MG CUNNINGHAM at any time of your career?
A. I recall having met Gen CUNNINGHAM and having seen him once in
Vietnam at the MACV officers club. At that time he was employed by PA&E
(Pacific Architects and Engineering).
Q. Do you know Jack COLBY?
A. No, I do not know Jack COLBY.

Q. Or Joseph DEMARCO?
A. Yes, I know Joe DEMARCO.
Q. In what connection?

A. Joe DEMARCO was the distributor of news media to include the Stars &
Stripes in Vietnam.
Q. Did you have any official dealings with DEMARCO or make any official
Contacts On his behalf?

A. I do not recall having any official association with Joe DEMARCO.
Q. Has Mr. DEMARCO ever visited you here in Germany since you have been
assigned here?

A. Mr. DEMARCO, accompanied by two other people passed through Nurem
berg, Germany in June of this year. I saw him for approximately one hour or
two at the hotel where they were staying. I do not recall the names of the lady
or the gentleman accompanying him.

Q. Has Mr. CRUM visited you since you have been in Germany?

A. Mr. CRUM also passed through Nuremberg, Germany either in late May
or early June. I saw him at the hotel where he was staying for approximately
two hours.

Q. Was any business activity discussed at either of these meetings?

A. Mr. CRUM did not discuss any business activities and asked what to buy in
Germany. My wife recommended a grandfather's clock.

Q. Have either Mr. CRUM or Mr. DEMARCO any business dealings with the
Exchange Service in Europe?
A. No.

Q. Did CRUM or DEMARCO visit you again in September 1969?
A. No.

Q. Have you had occasion to call either CRUM or DEMARCO since you have
been stationed in Germany or have either of these gentlemen called you?
A. Mr. DEMARCO tried several times to call me but I was on TDY. Mr. CRUM
Called me Once or twice.

Q. What was the substance of his conversations?

A. He called to tell me he was planning a trip to Germany, I believe in April
and he was looking forward to seeing me.
Q. Do you know Mr. RENNARIE7
A. Yes. He is an employee of Mr. WILLIAM J. CRUM.

Q. Has Mr. RENNARIE, Mr. CRUM or any other representative of Mr.

CRUM

any gifts to you or any member of your family?
s'. No.
Q. Or any gifts to your secretary, Miss GAULT2
A. Not to the best of my knowledge.

-

Q. Specifically were two dresses wrapped as Christmas gifts mailed to 5'9"
wife and daughter by a representative of Mr. CRUM?
A. My wife recently received two dresses but we did not know that they sent
to her by a representative of Mr. CRUM. I assumed they were sent by Mr. Lindy
JOHNSON, who owns DYNASTY, a company she has purchased clothing from.
The wrong size added to her confusion.
Q. Is Mr. JOHNSON associated with Mr. CRUM 2

A #hin' that Mr. CRUM's company repres's

-

-

DYNASTY in Vietnam.

Q. Did you or your wife pay for these two dresses?

A. No, but I asked my secretary to send a letter to Mr. JOHNSON asking for
a bill. Subsequently, when he called me I asked for a bill.

*

prior
to the from
£
Mr. JOHNSON
items from
any similar
Q. Yes,
Did you
receive
articles of
his
clothing
purchased
my wife
and daughter
A.
when
Company.

Q. Do you know a girl named Lieda FOUNG?
iatnam

A. No.

Q. How many trips to Hong Kong did you make during your tour in Vietn
A. Three trips during my 30 months in Vietnam.

1 acCOIn

Q. Did the TUNG Brothers or any other firm arrange for your hotel *
Hotel

modations?

A. The TUNG Brothers made a reservation for me at the Ambassador
Q. Did they pay the bill for you?
2
A. They paid the bill but I reimbursed

-

£

. Did you reimburse them by cash or check?
By
I did not know the bill had been

'.

£

-

paid until I walked down to **
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it. I paid the TUNG brothers on the spot, at the hotel.
Q. What were the dates of your visits to Hong Kong?
A. The first time I visited Hong Kong was about December 1966. At that time

I stayed at the Hilton. I was there for three nights. The second time I visited
Hong Kong I went over with Ambassador and Mrs. KOMER and we stayed at
the Peninsula. I cannot remember the date, it was either in the spring or early
summer of 1968. The last time I stayed overnight enroute to Saigon, that was
the night I stayed at the Ambassador. I think it was in the Summer of 1968.

Q. Did you pay your own bills the times you stayed at the Hilton and the
Peninsula hotels?
A. Yes.

Q. Were there any other efforts by the TUNG brothers or their representa
tives to do favors or perform services for you while you were in Hong Kong?
A. No. They made some uniforms and suits for me and were slow in present
ing a bill. I finally told them to take the clothing back or give me a bill. They
produced a bill and I paid it.

Q. Did they assist you in your Shopping in Hong Kong?
A. They accompanied me to two or three stores and I ordered a set of golf
clubs which I still have.

Q. Did they take you to dinner or have meals with you any place?
A. I only recall having tea with them in the Ambassador hotel on the after
noon of the one day that I was in Hong Kong and that was not pre-arranged, it
was accidental.

Q. Have there been any other times or places where civilian firms tried to pick
up your hotel bills or pay other expenses on your behalf?
A. I do not recall any other instances, in Vietnam or in Europe.
Q. Do you recall ever calling a club manager concerning the booking of floor
shows?
A. No.

Q. Did you ever telephone the AG or Deputy AG of MACV concerning activi
ties of the TUNG brothers or SARL Electronics?

A. A number of vendors came to me and asked me who they should see refer

ence renewing their authorization to do business and I referred them to the
AG at MACV.

Q. Did you telephone anyone at the MACV AG office concerning these
renewals?

A. If I remember correctly I called the AG or the Deputy and told him that
these people, 4 or 5 that were at my office were on their way over, that was the
substance of my discussion.

Q. Specifically on any of these occasions did you encourage the AG Office to
favorably consider these requests?
A. I do not recall encouraging those officers to favorably approve any requests.
Q. Specifically it has been alleged that you did make telephone calls to the
Deputy AG at MACV recommending favorable action on behalf of the TUNG
Brothers and SARL Electronics.

A. I do not recall doing anything more than calling the AG when vendors
came to my office and referring them to the AG.
Q. Having directed these representatives to the proper office charged with the
responsibility of granting clearance actions, why was it necessary to make such
telephone calls?
A. It was difficult for civilians, to get into office buildings, unless Someone
called and advised they were coming. For example, no one could come to my
office unless they were accompanied to my office.

Q. Do you recall any action on your part concerning the termination of Mr.
NAPP's gift shop concession with the USARV club system?
A. I do not even know Mr. NAPP.

Q. Again there is an allegation that you directed Mr. NAPP's contract be
terminated to provide a new contract to Mr. CRUM to operate a gift shop con
cession in the USARV club System.

A. I don't recall ever having heard of a Mr. NAPP.

Q. Do you recall any discussions with Mr. CRUM concerning the gift shop
concession with the USARV club system?
A. To the best of my knowledge Mr. CRUM had concessions with various

USARV clubs prior to my arrival in Vietnam. To the best of my knowledge I
never became involved in getting any concessions for Mr. CRUM in the club

system. However, once Mr. CRUM mentioned to me that one of the clubs, I do
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not recall which one, owed him money from gift concessions. I told Mr. CRUM
that if I were he I would get the hell out of the gift concession business imme
diately because these items were to be provided by the Post Exchange. That is
the only conversation I recall having with Mr. CRUM concerning gift conces
sions. As a matter of fact one night I visited a club at the 90th Replacement
Battalion and saw Mr. CRUM. I asked him what he was doing there and he said
he had the gift concession.

Q. Did COL CARNE ever advise you of a Judge Advocate opinion that slot
machines operating in the club was illegal?
A. I do not recall a discussion on that subject. Slotmachines have been operating
in this area and the South Pacific area for as long as I can remember. I do not

remember any discussion about the illegality of their operation.

Q. Specifically, it has been stated that you were advised of JAG opinion that the
operation of slotmachines in the Command was illegal and that they should be
banned from the USARV club system. You specifically instructed that this de
cision be disregarded and the clubs would utilize slotmachines.
A. I repeat, I do not recall any such discussion nor do I recall ever having
received a paper or other recommendation from anyone concerning the legality
or illegality of operating slotmachines in Vietnam. They were in Vietnam long
before I arrived there. Also I do not think it would have been within the purview
of USARV to make that determination. I think that would have had to be re
ferred to MACV for consideration.

Q. Do you recall any discussion with COL CARNE or any other member of the
USARV JA Office concerning the SARL slotmachine maintenance contract?
A. No, I recall discussing, Mr. CRUM stating he was losing the maintenance
contract from the HAC Area Command. I said I knew nothing about it. The

subject was dropped.
Q. It has been stated that the slotmachine maintenance contract was being re
written by the USARV JA Office to include a performance clause which you
specifically directed be eliminated.
A. Again I do not recall that the USARV JA Office was involved in re-writing
maintenance contract and I do not recall ever having directed that a specific
provision be deleted.

Q. Have you ever been a visitor in the SARL WILLA in downtown Saigon?
A. Yes, I have visited the SARL villa. As indiated in earlier testimony my first
visit there was to attend a party in honor of BG Monk MEYER. My recollection
is that I visited the villa approximately 10 or 12 times during my 30 months tour
in Vietnam.

Q. What transpired during these visits?
A. Normally it was for lunch or dinner with other guests.
Q.
you ever been an overnight or weekend guest in the SARL villa?

£e

A. No.

Q. Did your wife stay at the SARL villa during her visit to Vietnam?
A. No, she visited Saigon for 3 days in August 1968.
any occasion during that visit did your wife accompany you to the SARL

". 9n
Villa :

A. Yes, we were invited there for dinner.
Q. What knowledge do you have concerning a storage yard utilized to store
SARL'S equipment at Long Binh?
A. I have no knowledge of a storage yard used solely to store equipment for

SARL Electronics. In late July or early August 1967 approximately 30 small and
large ice cubers were stored for SARL Electronics.
Q. Who made this decision?

A. The discussion concerning the storage took place at Tan Son Hut. I discussed
it with the Judge Advocate to determine whether it would be legal to do this. He
stated—it was OK so long as we did not assume title of the property or become
pecuniarily liable for it.

-

Q. Was CRUM present during this discussion?
A. He was not, nor was any member of his firm.
Q. What predicated this request for storage? Had CRUM asked for such as
sistance?

A. No. As I recall an Officer in Special Troops, was approached and discussed
it with me. No action was taken for weeks and then after discussions with the

advance parties of the various units coming into Vietnam we decided that we
should purchase Quonset huts, Special Services equipment, etc. and have those
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items ready for issue to units scheduled for deployment in Vietnam. It was at this
time I learned of the difficulty units were having obtaining any form of refrigera
tion equipment.
Q. Did these ice makers belong to SARL?
A. Those ice makers belonged to SARL, title not changed.

Q. Where was the storage area for these ice makers set up at?
A. As I recall the storage area was directly behind the old USARV senior officers
and field grade officers mess. I think there were approximately 30 boxes involved.

Q. I now show you 6 photographs of a barbed wire enclosed area containing a
number of crates purportedly taken of the SARL Electronics storage area at
Long Binh, Vietnam and ask for your comments.
A. I do not recognize the storage area it looks like every other storage area
at Long Binh nor do I recognize the crates shown in the photographs. I would
like to add that subsequent to my departure from Long Binh I received a tele

phone call from someone, I do not recall who, at USARV, concerning equipment
belonging to SARL and asking whether or not I knew what that equipment was
for and whether or not I had authorized the storage of same. I was told they
were pinball machines, slot machines and other items. I stated that I did not

have knowledge of authorizing the storage of such equipment nor the purpose
for which it was intended. Later I recalled that SARL had ordered equipment
for an arcade concession which allegedly had been approved by the Post Ex
change and that the equipment described was to have been used in that arcade.

Q. Did you play any part in arranging for the importation of equipment by
SARL Electronics into Vietnam 7
A. Not knowingly.

Q. Our understanding is that this barbed wire enclosed storage area is located
at the USARV Special Troops S-4 yard and that instructions had been issued
by you to S-4 representatives that access would be restricted to representatives
of SARL Electronics.

A. I know nothing of such instructions nor do I recall ever having discussed
the safeguarding of this property with anyone.
Q. This equipment brought into Vietnam by SARI, Electronics or other firms
owned by William J. CRUM was consigned to the USARV club system. What is
your knowledge of this?

A. I am not aware as to who the consignee of such equipment was.
Q. I now show you a letter, dated 6 May 1967, addressed to the Director of
Customs, Republic of Vietnam, signed Earl F. COLE, and ask for your comment.
A. I recall the letter. I recall having it processed by the Office of the Judge

Advocate and specifically remember paragraph b being added which states “If
this request in any way violates the laws or the sovereignty of the Republic
of Vietnam or if the SARL Electronics company violates the laws of the Republic
of South Vietnam, this letter will be immediately withdrawn”.
Q. I now show you a similar letter, dater 18 November 1967 to the Director
of Customs also bearing the signature of Earl F. COLE and ask for your
comment.

A. I do not recall the second letter. However, it bears my signature and pre
sumably was signed by me or my facsimile was used in signing the letter.
Q. The substance of these two letters in fact states that SARL Electronics
has been authorized to import machines, parts, supplies and other equipment
into Vietnam without the payment of customs duty. Did you grant that
authorization?

A. Did I grant authorization not to pay customs duties? I did not have the
power to grant authorization for non-payment of customs duties. That determi

nation could only be made by the Vietnamese Customs personnel, however, it
was my understanding that companies doing business or providing services for
US military personnel were authorized to import equipment and parts for the
maintenance of such equipment, duty free.

Q. Did you have any contact or correspondence with the Vietnamese Director
of Customs concerning the granting of this authority?
A. I had several telephonic discussions with personnel in the Vietnamese
Customs not relating only to SARL but on a number of subjects wherein customs

would delay and delay in the processing of merchandise and equipment or would
take an excessively long time before they would grant visas, work permits etc.

to persons who desired to leave or come to Vietnam. Later when I was assigned
to CORDS we had a full-time employee who acted as liaison and advisor to the
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Office of the Director of Customs. One of his primary responsibilities was to
insure that vendors and contractors in Vietnam were not required to pay under
the-table fees.

Q. I quote from the letter of 18 November 1967: “Inasmuch as the above
equipment, supplies and spare parts are used in support of US Government

facilities, the importation of this merchandise is authorized duty free”. Was it
in your official prerogative to issue that authority?
A. I repeat that I had no such authority but it was my understanding that
companies providing service, equipment, etc. to or in support of military forces
could do so duty free. Further, it is stated in writing, unless under-the-table
fees were paid. I am confident nothing got by Vietnamese Customs unless prop
erly documented.

Q. This customs free import was designed for merchandise delivered to US
Government facilities and activities and not directly to civilian firms or vendors
as We understand it.

A. I cannot comment on that. My purpose was not to aid and abet any company
in escaping any provisions of law of the sovereignty of Vietnam. I heard this
subject discussed many many times during my tour in Vietnam and each time
if I recall correctly, the companies providing services or in support of military
forces, installations or facilities were auhorized to bring in equipment, supplies
and parts duty free.
Q. Was this equipment and supplies delivered to representatives of the com
pany or delivered to military activities?

-

A. I understand that the supplies were delivered to the port of Saigon. I do

not know who picked up the supplies, whether the company was responsible for
the delivery of the supplies to the consignees or whether the consignees per
sonally were required to pick them up.
Q. Did Mr. CRUM ask you to prepare these letters?

A. Mr. CRUM and other vendors often approached me in reference to the diffi
culties they experienced with Vietnamese customs and as a result I frequently
Contacted the Vietnamese Customs.

Q. Then you wrote similar letters for other firms?
A. As I recall I prepared similar letters for other firms or made calls on their

behalf. I think this question is probably still plaguing people in Vietnam.
Q. Did Mr. CRUM discuss his problems with Vietnamese Customs with you?

-

A. Yes, with me, the Vietnamese Customs, the Embassy and anyone and every
One else.

Q. But did he discuss them with you personally?
A. Yes, he did indicate frequently problems with Vietnamese Customs.

Q. Did he ask your assistance in resolving these problems?

A. I do not recall that he specifically asked my assistance, however. I think
investigation would indicate that I assisted many firms in Vietnam with Viet
Inamese Customs.

Q. Would you elaborate on the form of that assistance?

A. For example, PA&E had trouble getting Korean personnel into Vietnam. I
would intercede for them by calling or having someone go to the Vietnamese
Customs, to see if they could expedite the processing of personnel coming in
from Korea to Vietnam. I recall officers and others who married Vietnamese
civilians who came to the office seeking assistance in getting exit visas for their
wives. These are two examples that come to my mind. I also experienced difficul
ty in getting an exit visa stamped on my wife's passport.
Q. Did you ever call authorities or military officers at the port concerning
consignments that were being held up?
A. I. recall having made one telephone call to a Captain in the 425th Trans
portation Company at either New Port or the Saigon Port. I cannot recall which

company was involved or whether it was equipment for the mess system but I
do recall having made a telephone call.
Q. Do you recall a phone conversation with an officer at the port directing that

he release a number of vehicles that were being held up?
A. I remember a discussion with an officer at the port and asking him to take
whatever action was necessary to get vehicles released. Further, if he had any
problem to please call and tell me who I could call.
Q. To whom were these vehicles consigned?
A. I do not recall. Again I do not recall whether they were for the USARV
mess system or for a civilian contractor.
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Q. Did CRUM ever ask you to intercede concerning shipments held up at the
rt?

"

To the best of my knowledge CRUM never asked me to intercede on ship

ments held up at the port.

Q. Do you recall making a phone call to the port directing release of a SARL
shipment of slot machines and related parts?
A. I do not recall making such a telephone call to anyone at the port.

Q. It has been alleged that there were a number of occasions on which you
called military officers at the port expressing an interest in shipments delayed
due to customs problems and further directing that these shipments be released.
A. Again I repeat I recall having made only one telephone call. This had to do
with vehicles if I remember correctly.

Q. Do you remember conversations with COL OSBORNE, CAPT O'CONNELL.
CAPT WHALEN or LT FISHER at the port?

A. I do not recall conversing with any of those officers. I recall only talking
to one officer who was a Captain and whose last name escapes me.

Q. Did you have any capacity in connection with the MACV Generals' Mess
after your transfer to Headquarters MACV 2
A. Subsequent to the building of the MACV General Officers' Mess I was ap
pointed President of the Board of Governors.
Q. Did you play any role in the award of a contract to the TUNG Brothers
related to the MACV Generals' Mess?

A. No. This occurred prior to my appointment as President of the Board of

Governors. However, two companies, the TUNG Brothers and one other, I think
it was Johnson YUE or YUI (phonetic) came to my office and expressed interest
in obtaining the contract. I referred them to the Protocol Officer, the SGS, the

Deputy Chief of Staff for MACV or the Commanding Officer of MACV. Later I
was advised if I recall correctly by BG BRYAN that the contract had been
awarded to the TUNG Brothers.

Q. At any time had you recommended that this contract be awarded to the
TUNG Brothers?

A. I referred the TUNG Brothers and the other company as stated in earlier
testimony but I did not specifically ask that the contract be given to them. My
understanding is that bids were solicited and the lowest bidder with a capability
to perform was awarded the bid. I want to add that several months ago I spe
cifically asked the TUNG Brothers how they got the contract and was told they
were the lowest bidder.

Q. Did you ever direct the purchase of silver and china for BOQ 3 when you
were Deputy Director, P&A?
A. No, I did not direct the purchase. However, BOQ 3 had been contributing
money to the USARV officers mess fund for years and had received no return in
the form of china, silver, or anything else. As a result when the MACV officers
were ordered to move in to the mess there was insufficient china, to serve the

members of the mess. I then asked the mess council to approve an allocation of
funds, I think it was $500 to purchase china for that mess.
Q. Did you direct that the expenditure for china be charged to the USARV
mess over the objection of the USARV club board of governors or custodian?
A. Not that I recall. But I do remember there was some reluctance to spend
money for BOQ 3. I pointed out that BOQ #3 had contributed quite a sum of
money to the USARV fund and it was only fair that they get something in
return.

Q. How did this money be contributed by BOQ #3 to the USARV mess?
A. A percentage of the profit went into the mess fund.
Q. Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A. Yes, I do. In closing I would like to point out that I requested this interro
gation and also volunteered to return to CONUS at my own expense to appear
before the Ribicoff Sub-Committee or any other Board of Inc. uiry. Reference
any association with vendors to include Mr. CRUM, the TUNG Brothers and

Madame PHUONG, it was not clandestine. In fact, if male vendors were in my
office at lunch time, I offered to take them to lunch at the officers' mess or at my
trailer. On at least one occasion a member of the CII) escorted a visitin' VIP and

me to Mr. CRUM's villa. The USARV Provost Marshal, his Deputy, Chief CID
and others, knew of my association with vendors to include those named, all of
whom had been cleared by HQs, MACV, authorized to conduct business on mili

tary installations and were supposedly respectable. Regardless I frequently
asked the Provost Marshal's office to check on certain vendors to include SARL
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Electronics and Mr. CRUM. Each time I was advised that no derogatory infor
Imation had been uncovered.

The tone of the investigation suggests certain vendors reaped benefits from
their association with me. In my position I could ill afford to convey such an
impression. Further, I firmly believe that every vendor with whom I came in
contact will certify that they received fair, equal and impartial treatment from
me. Conversely, SARL Electronics lost their maintenance contract for all the
Headquarters area command messes and clubs in Saigon in 1967 even though the
Commanding General was a close personal friend of mine. With regard to the
storage of SARL Electronics equipment, I specifically authorized the storage of
approximately thirty (30) ice cubers. This was done only after consultation with
the Judge Advocate. The purpose was to have these items readily available to
U.S. Troops. I did not authorize the storage of any other items of equipment. If,
in fact, additional items of equipment were stored it was done so without my
knowledge or authorization. As a matter of fact I think the equipment referred
to in the investigation was stored after my departure in January 1968. The
TUNG Brothers were not tendered tailoring concessions with the Vietnam Re
gional Exchange even though I was Chairman of the Exchange Board, sup

ported the Exchange with manpower and material and met frequently with
COL Jack ICE, the Commander of the Exchange.
Throughout my Army career I have maintained “an open door policy.” I have
always endeavored to see anyone who wanted to see me. This included all mili
tary personnel regardless of rank, civilian employees, both U.S. and local na
tionals; Vietnamese military personnel, Vendors and contractors. I am of the

opinion that by seeing people I learned much more about how things really were
and not how they appeared to be. I am confident that I resolved many problems
by timely action as a result of my availability. As a matter of fact within a
short time after I departed USARV a group of officers and NCOS came to my
office and informed me that interest in the welfare of the troops had waned con

siderably, that projects for additional recreational facilities had been dropped
and asked me to call Lt. Gen. PALMER. I declined and suggested they call On
him.

The vendors had problems in getting logistical support, post tags and were
ever experiencing difficulty with the Vietnamese Customs. Whenever they had

a bona fide problem or complaint, I rendered whatever assistance I could. The
Vietnamese Customs were notorious for holding up shipments of merchandise,
supplies, spare parts, visas, exit permits, work permits, etc. Generally, these prob

lems could be resolved by under the table payments to customs personnel in addi
tion to whatever legal charge that might be levied. I personally experienced diffi
culty in getting an exit visa for my wife when she visited me in August 1968.
I did not willfully or intentionally aid and abet anyone in violating Vetnamese
Customs or other laws. In the case of SARL Electronics, I think the record would
reveal that my letters had little beneficial effect insofar as Vietnamese Customs

were concerned. I was not motivated by personal gain, my major interest was to
get the job done and to insure that personnel were provided with the morale and
recreational facilities they urgently required. It should be remembered that Long
Binh was a desolate and isolated part completely devoid of recreational facili
ties. In addition, the living accommodatons were barely adequate. There was

no hot water, no water borne sewage, gyms, indoor movies or clubs in 1966 and
early 1967. Because of the lack of these facilities fights and near riots were fre
quent. The surrounding communities and Saigon were off limits. Thus recrea

tional facilities were tantamount to good morale. In addition the command was
continually under pressure to reduce individual purchases of piasters. In less
than one year individual purchases were reduced from approximately twenty
three dollars per month per person to twelve dollars. Correspondingly soldiers'
deposits and extensions of tours greatly increased. This resulted in the savings
of millions of dollars in gold flow, etc. This could not have been achieved if inter
est in the soldiers welfare had not been given priority consideration.

Mr. CRUM suffered from a persecution complex. He was ever complaining
about his frequent difficulties with the Vietnamese Customs. He attributed these

to the part he allegedly played in the downfall and subsequent trial of U.S. Navy
Captain KUNGIE (phonetic) (who had commanded the Saigon area) and that
he had married a German national in Shanghai, China (1951) who was not eli
gible for admission to the U.S. because she was a double agent. Thus our dis
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cussions generally centered around his personal life and problems. Our mutual
interest was to assist Vietnamese hospital, widows and Orphans. He donated
medical supplies, sheets and TVs to hospitals and endeavored, along with Mr.
John SERVITES and Mr. Joe DEMARCO to set up a fund to build a home for
widows and orphans. (The purpose of the above is not an effort to whitewash

Mr. CRUM but to elaborate on our association).
As a result of briefing Gen. Dwight BEACH, CG, USARPAC in mid 1967 and
his warning to watch the operation of officer/NCO/EM clubs and messes, I asked
the Provost Marshal to insert undercover agents in the club and mess system.
Unfortunately this did not uncover extensive evidence of mismanagement, or
result in the dismissal of senior NCO or officer custodians or disclose any serious
malpractices. Audit teams were also used to inspect mess accounts, again with
out disclosing any major malpractices.

Subsequent to my departure from Vietnam I have heard that files alleging
malpractices and mismanagement both in Vietnam and in Europe had been
compiled as early as 1965 but were never processed. I have also heard that the
USAREUR Provost Marshal's Office has had a file alieging malpractices on the
part of MSGT HIGDON since 1967. To the best of my knowledge no derogatory
information was ever passed to Headquarters USARV on HIGDON or any other
personnel. I am confident that if this information had been received, SGT.
HIGDON and others recently named in press media would have immediately
been removed from the mess and club management system.
The purpose of this statement is not to “pass the buck” or to blame others
for actions I have taken or failed to take. Further, I was never aware of any
conspiracy within the club system, never heard of the MAREDAM company
until a few months ago and did not wilfully or intentionally give any vendor

preferential treatment as the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel & Administra
tion I was the principal staff officer responsible for the morale and welfare of

the command. My actions were taken to enhance the morale and welfare of the
troops and not for personal gain.
It is pertinent to add the following to the foregoing statement. In my capacity
as DCS, Headquarters USARV, I was frequently in telephonic and/or personal
contact with all the major commanders in Vietnam. Also, many of these com

manders were close personal friends. In addition, I was well acquainted with
the stationing plans for incoming units and usually met with advance parties
for the purpose of discussing administrative support and other subjects. I was
in a position to recommend vendors and contractors, however, at no time during
the entire period of my service in Vietnam have I ever contacted a commander
on behalf of any vendor or contractor. I am confident that the commanders of
the below listed units will verify the above:
9th Infantry Division (Commanding General, MG ECKHARDT);
4th Infantry Division (Commanding General, MGA. COLLINS)
Americal Division (Commanding General, MG William ROSSON)
101st Airborne Division (Commanding General, MG BARSANTI)
1st Brigade, 82d Airborne Division (Commanding General BG BOLLING)
196 Infantry Brigade.
198th Infantry Brigade.

- 199th Infantry Brigade and
11th Armored Cavalry Regiment (I do not recall the names of the original
Commanders of the above units).
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONs

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GoverNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to section 4 of Senate Resolution 31, agreed
to March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,
Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat, Con
necticut; Senator James B. Allen, Democrat, Alabama; Senator

Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gur
ney, Republican, Florida.

Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator: John
Brick, investigator: Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Senator
Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff, Allen, Percy and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Col. Earl Cole, please.

Will you raise your right hand, please?
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Mr. COLE. I do.

TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE (ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL:
WARREN E. MAGEE)

Senator RIBICOFF. Will counsel please identify himself?

Mr. MAGEE. I am Warren E. Magee of the firm of Magee & Bulow. I
am counsel for General Cole.
(1533)

1534

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a prepared statement, Colonel Cole?
Mr. CoLE. I do, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Since Colonel Cole has been mentioned so many
times by some people, in all fairness to Colonel Cole I do believe that
he should be allowed to make his complete statement presentation,
and I would ask the indulgence of the fellow members of the commit
tee not to ask any questions of Mr. Cole until he finishes his statement.
Mr. MAGEE. We thank the Chair.

I have filed with the committee a letter dated March 4, 1971, with
attachments, which I would like to make a part of the record, for the
reason that Mr. Adlerman has taken the position that General Cole
is still under the continuing subpena duces tecum that was served on
him in July of last year.
The purpose of this letter is merely to show that we have complied

with that subpena, that the General has cooperated with the commit
tee, and has produced all documents which the committee has sub
penaed and
are now in the possession of the committee.

t'.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Since the committee has not had an opportunity
to look at the letter and your request, we will look at that and con
sult with Mr. Adlerman. We will give you our decision before these

h' close.

You want this to take place—

Mr. MAGEF. I would like the letter, though, Mr. Chairman, to be
made a part of the official record of proceedings to show our compli
ance with the subpena duces tecum.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, your letter will be made a
part of the record. You will have a reply from the committee before
the testimony of Mr. Cole is completed.
Mr. MAGEE. Thank you very much.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 525” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Cole, you may proceed.

Mr. ColE. My name is Cole, Earl F., U.S. Army, retired.
My permanent domicile is Omaha, Nebr. I am presently residing in
Alexandria, Va. For the last 18 months I have been the target of un

precedented, unproved, untrue, and slanderous accusations which have
destroyed my career and my very existence.
I welcome this opportunity to tell the whole story, the whole truth
before what I hope and expect to be a fair forum, and to dispose once
and for all of these sensationalist accusations made against me by a
few discontented subordinates and other persons of questionable mo
tives who intend to destroy not only me, but through me the world
image of American officers and fighting men.
Attached to this statement is my official biography as Brig. Gen.

Earl F. Cole, published by the Headquarters European Exchange Sys
tem prior to my retirement.
I submitted my application for full retirement from the U.S. Army
on October 14, 1969. Approximately 10 months later I was voluntarily
retired—not involuntarily retired, as has been so often stated in the
press—on July 31, 1970.
In October of 1965, I was selected for promotion to brigadier gen
eral. I volunteered for assignment in Vietnam. In May of 1966, I was

assigned to Headquarters, U.S. Army, Vietnam, for duties as Deputy
Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, Vietnam (USARV).
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I departed the United States on or about June 26, 1966 for Vietnam.
3 or 4 days with Headquarters, U.S. Army, Pacific
(USARPAC) in Hawaii, to be briefed on personnel, accounting, and
other problems.
I also visited Rest and Recreational facilities (R. & R.) and dis

I

'''

cussed problems connected with the R. & R. program.
I also spent 36 hours in the Philippines, visiting our Army depend
ent housing area and the R. & R. £ at Clarke Air Force Base
and in Manila.

I arrived in Vietnam on or about July 2, 1966. In my capacity as the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration, I:
(1) Assisted the Chief of Staff of that headquarters in carry

ing out his assigned functions as they pertained to the formula
tion of policies, direction and supervision of staff, and insuring
execution of orders and instructions of the Commanding General;
(2) Exercised functional supervision of the Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-1: the Assistant Chief of Staff, Comptroller; and over
the Adjutant General, Surgeon, Provost Marshal, Chaplain. In
formation Officer, Civic Action Officer, Civilian Personnel Direc
tor, Secretary of General Staff, and monitored the activities of
the Judge Advocate and the Inspector General;
(3) Served as Chief of Staff to support troops (USARV)

(troop strength on my arrival in Vietnam was approximately

A'.

the largest general court-martial jurisdiction in the

rmy):

(4) Reviewed all fixed wing and helicopter accident reports.
Upon completion of a 7-day orientation tour of units and facilities
I assumed my duties as Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel an
Administration.

When I arrived in the Command, the U.S. Army troop strength in
Vietnam was approximately 100,000. When I departed Vietnam, it
WaS a
400,000. The largest buildup took place during the
eriod between July 1966 and December 1967 while I served as Deputy

£

ief of Staff for Personnel and Administration, USARV.

The rapid influx of approximately 300,000 troops created almost

unsurmountable problems. There was a dearth of physical facilities
including PX, mess, clubs, and other vital morale and welfare facili
ties. The personnel accounting system was primarily manual. Morning
reports which gave daily unit personnel strengths were as much as 2
weeks late, or never submitted. These morning reports were to have
been forwarded to a data processing unit in
Hawaii, for
processing, and forwarding to the Department of Army.
The time lag in actual and reported troop strengths varied by thou
sands. In an £ to gain control of this major problem, it was neces
sary for me to organize:

£,

(a) a strength control element to receive, tally and reconcile
daily unit strength reports;

(b) develop more accurate morning report strength data
through changes in content, insure a timely distribution of special
orders, assigning and reassigning personnel, develop a messenger
service using a fixed wing aircraft or helicopters;
(c) establish an effective system of accounting for individuals
in transient training, patient and student status in separate morn
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ing reports, rather than carry them in unit morning reports
(when, in fact, they were not physically present in that unit). I
conducted an audit of major units which revealed that over 21,000
such personnel were being carried by units, even though they had
long since been reassigned, wounded, or killed in action.
The 90th Replacement Battalion to which all incoming personnel
were assigned, was located on Tan Son Nhut Air Force Base, and was
so overcrowded that many personnel could not be bedded down while
waiting for aircraft or surface transportation to move them to their
units of assignment. Self-help construction programs were immedi
ately initiated to construct facilities for an expansion of the 90th Re
placement Battalion at Long Binh.

In order to accomplish this in an expeditious manner, under my
direction tents were erected and only such facilities as mess halls were
constructed by the troops themselves.
Coincidentally, the Air Force was extending landing fields at the
nearby Binh Hoa Air Base so that incoming troops using aircraft could
land there, and avoid moving the troops by vehicles over a highway
frequently dominated by the Vietcong.
In June of 1966, there were no commercial banking facilities. Nego
tiations resulted in the establishment of these facilities in approxi
mately 90 days. This permitted the establishment of unit funds.
Approximately $3 million monthly was then channeled into unit
funds, Central Post funds, and the Command Welfare Fund, to £,
vide many services needed for morale and welfare activities which
were not available from appropriated funds.
These and other actions, directed by me, reduced inflationary piaster
expenditures by $2.57 billion in the calendar year 1967.

The average monthly per capita personal piaster expenditure rate
was reduced

£ $33.13 in October of 1966 to $16.44 in March of 1967.

During my orientation tour I noted the vast discrepancies in per
sonnel strength accounting. For example, a Division would have an
assigned strength of 19,000 but an effective strength (present for

duty) of only 16,000. In looking into this, I found units carrying men
as being assigned who had been killed in action, evacuated to hospitals,
both in and out of the country; rotated to the States, discharged from
the Army, transferred to other in-country units, and so forth. In one

Division alone, I found 2,500 persons on the rolls in this category.
Obviously, this gave a very distorted personnel picture.
I quickly discovered we had thousands of personnel, but little
effective administration. As one officer once observed to me, “You will

never be able to administer this command. You'll be lucky if you will
be able to count them accurately.”
Shortly after my arrival in Vietnam, I attended a meeting chaired
personally by General Westmoreland, who had recently returned
from a temporary duty trip to the States. He stated that the President
wanted the United States image in Saigon reduced.
He then asked of the Army, Air Force and Navy representatives

how many persons of each Service were in Saigon. It was promptly
determined that not only was the number unknown, but how and
where personnel were billeted, was also unknown.

Thirty days later we learned there were 40,000 military personnel
in Saigon and its vicinity, and 15,000 were living on the economy,
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usually in houses rented by the personnel themselves and thus were not
under the control of the military.

It was also learned men got to work as best they could: bicycles,
cycelos, motorcycles, motor scooters, and so forth. Traffic in the morn
ings was so congested it was almost impossible to move. These con
ditions invited disaster.

The Services were directed to get their personnel off the economy
immediately, to determine what the exact strength and location of all
personnel in Saigon and vicinity was, and allow the Army to begin
displacement of units to Long Binh, then an overgrown jungle area
approximately 11 miles from
Contracts to build and construct facilities at Long Binh were hastil
made. A huge construction program of barracks, headquarters £
ings and other facilities at a tremendous cost was immediately under
taken festimated the cost of a building to house approximately 50
persons at $93,000—as opposed to $12,000 in the United States.
The construction was, at best, satisfactory, and during the monsoon

£

season the inhabitants were drenched and spent most of their nights
moving their beds around to keep from getting wet. In the dry season
their beds were covered with dust and respiratory infections were
rampant.

The showers and latrines were inadequate. Water was heated only
by the rays of the sun.
The construction lagged weeks behind schedule. So many units were
forced to move and set up tent camps and construct their own facili
ties on a self-help basis, and this meant a soldier pulled 12 hours

of duty and then helped assemble a prefabricated hut to live in. The
need was for housing, mess halls, latrines, office buildings, and repair
shops on a priority basis.
Thus, morale and welfare activities such as clubs and messes, post
exchanges, barber shops, and so forth, although in the master build
ing plan, had the lowest priority.
Hence, these activities were initially housed in whatever facilities
that could be made available. Buildings that were designed for another
purpose were generally unsuitable for clubs and post exchanges.
High-ranking officials from the Departments of Defense and the
Army expressed great concern for the welfare of the soldiers, par
ticularly those located at Long Binh and Cam Ranh Bay, where
isolation, combined with inaction, could cause serious problems.
In order to alleviate these problems, concessions were granted for
construction of sauna baths and other facilities. The soldiers had to

have a place to get together and commiserate.
In addition, in early June of 1966, a request for approval to con
struct a central officers' club and enlisted clubs, with kitchens, game
rooms, and so forth, and waterborne sewage, was handcarried to the
Department of the Army.
The engineer major who handcarried the request and detailed
plans, after 30 days, returned with approval of the entire proposal.
Unfortunately, the plan was never implemented, and unsuitable fa
cilities continued to be used.

The Departments of Defense and Army have definitive regula
tions on the number of square feet authorized per man for clubs and
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messes clearly delineated. Insofar as possible, these regulations were
complied with. I personally inspected every club and mess at Long
Binh and had followup inspections made by appropriate staff officers.
When the allowable number of clubs had been established, I dis

approved requests for additional clubs. I recall disapproving such a
request from the Aviation Brigade. The commander later appealed
my disapproval to higher authority. I was overruled.
As another example, the First Logistics Command requested au
thority to establish a club. Again I disapproved the request. This
time, an appeal to higher authority was unsuccessful and I was sup
ported. Subsequent to my departure, this request was reconsidered and
approved.

One of the first units to displace to Long Binh were several com
panies of the 90th Replacement Brigade. This brigade processed
thousands of replacements, rotatees, and rest and recuperation per
sonnel. All persons were housed under canvas. There were no streets
or sidewalks, and in the monsoon season the dirt floors of the tents
were covered with water and mud.

The men had no place to hang their clothes. To partially alleviate
this problem, men were pulled from the pipeline and assigned the
job of constructing barracks, making sidewalks, wooden floors for
tents, dayrooms, dispensary, and so forth.
Letters of complaint from Members of Congress over these deplor
able conditions were received and many hours were spent responding
to these letters.

The flow of replacements was uneven, undependable, and unrespon
sive to requisitions submitted. For
in lieu of sergeants E-5's
and E–6's—these are your squad and platoon leaders—replacements
in grade of E-3 were shipped—thus, infantry squads and platoons
were led by E-3's with only 5 or 6 months of service.
Since the decision was made not to call up the Reserve or the Na
tional Guard units, these were the only military personnel available to

''

ship to Vietnam.

ne additional example of a vexing and continuing personnel prob
lem involved airborne qualified replacements. In November of 1966, the
173d Airborne Brigade located in the vicinity of Dakto, had been in
frequent contact with the Vietcong. The foxhole strength of the in
fantry companies was reported as being about 65 per company, or less
than one-half of authorized strength. General Abrams also noted this

and directed me to assign 300 nonairborne infantry replacements to
the 173d.

I responded that I was en route to visit the brigade and would look

into personnel shortages. The airstrip was under mortar attack when
I arrived. We were forced to abandon a fixed-wing aircraft to go in by
chopper. I visited each of the three battalions, two of which were com
mitted, and one was in reserve.

The battalion strengths were dangerously low; however, the brigade
commander said he would withdraw two battalions and commit his

reserve. in which infantry company strengths were about 90 men per
company.

I reported General Abrams instructions and my recommendations
upon my return to Headquarters USARV. The decision was made to
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telephone the Department of the Army for 400 airborne replacements
and not to assign nonairborne qualified personnel.

Before any replacements were received, the two battalions were
again committed. These gallant airborne soldiers took their objective,
but with heavy losses. Over 700 men were killed or wounded in that
one battle for one hill, and the infantry company strengths were re
duced to approximately 28 men.
I cite these examples to point out that the majority of my time was
spent on personnel

'' and

not on clubs or messes, post ex

changes, and so forth, even though they also presented vexing and
almost insurmountable problems.

With regard to clubs and messes, paragraph 4, USARV regulation
No. 230–60, the purpose of which was to prescribe policies and pro
cedures for establishment, administration, operation, and dissolution

of officers', noncommissioned officers', and enlisted men's open messes,
states, and I quote:
The Assistant Chief of Staff G-1, this Headquarters, is responsible for the
establishment of command policies and procedures relative to the establishment,
administration and dissolution of an open mess. He will:

(1) Develop policies to govern the establishment of open messes, including
the consolidation of existing messes in the same geographical location;
(2) Approve or disapprove for the Commanding General, this Headquarters,
all requests to establish open messes in accordance with established policy.
sk

sk

*

*

*k

*

*

The Comptroller, Headquarters USARV was responsible for, and
I quote:
(1) Prescribing detailed accounting/bookkeeping and internal control policies
and procedures for all open messes.
(2) Reviewing monthly financial statements and Board of Governors' minutes
of all Open meSSeS.

(3) Performing periodic audits of all open messes.

(4) Providing technical assistance and performing staff assistance visits of
open messes as required. This includes follow-up visits after audits, unannounced
visits and terminal audits.

The above-cited regulation charged major subordinate commanders
with responsibility for the operation, and so forth of all open messes,
and I quote:
Major subordinate commanders are responsible for the operation, administra
tion and supervision of all open messes for all units assigned or attached to their
commands. This responsibility may be delegated to brigade or area commanders.

Major commanders will insure that the responsibilities of commanders outlined
in paragraph 14, * * *, are discharged by either himself or the appropriate
brigade or area commander to which responsibility for open messes has been
delegated. Delegation of this responsibility will be in writing.

Further, paragraph 14 of the above-cited regulation, prescribes,
and I quote:
Major subordinate commanders, area commanders and unit commanders re
sponsible for open messes will:
(a) Closely supervise the operation and administration of open messes to in
sure compliance with this and all other applicable regulations.
(b) Appoint a secretary /custodian for each open mess fund.
(c) Provide adequate security of funds (including surety bonds) and in
ternal controls to prevent loss of funds.
-

-- -
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(d) Approve the constitution, by-laws, house rules, minutes of board of gov
•ernors, and financial statements of the mess.
(e) Assure that all open mess Vietnamese civilian personnel are employed
and administered by appropriate Area Civilian Personnel Officers of the Civilian
Personnel Director, this command, in accordance with established U.S. Forces

and USARV civilian personnel policies, directives and procedures.
(f) Appoint an officer, preferably of field grade, to act as advisor to the

board of governors of noncommissioned officers' and enlisted men's open messes
to perform the following functions:
(1) Advise messes on internal control procedures, systems and reports

(2) Closely supervise financial operations of messes.
(g) Appoint disinterested members from among the active membership of
the respective open messes who are not serving as custodian or on the board
of governors, to take monthly inventory of all resaleable merchandise of the
meSS.

(h) Insure that open messes remain solvent at all times; current liabilities
will not exceed current assets.

(i) Approve all expenditures by open messes, as prescribed in paragraph
13(j) above. C2.
(j) Insure that surprise counts of moneys are conducted by supervisory
personnel.

(k) Familiarize himself with the Commander's Check List (USARV Cir
230–1).

The provisions of Regulation. Number 230-60 are extremely com
rehensive and established policies and procedures which, if properly

implemented, would have insured an efficient and well-run open mess
system.

I am confident the subcommittee investigators and subcommittee

members have familiarized themselves with the provisions of this
regulation.
As I have indicated, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and
Administration was a staff officer, not a major subordinate com

mander, and therefore was not responsible for either the operation.
administration or supervision of open messes.
In Vietnam there were at least 20 separate Army open mess systems
operating under the supervision of officers in grade of Colonel through
Lieutenant General during my tour in Vietnam.

In addition, the U.S. Air Force, Navy and Marines operated their
own mess systems.

I surmise that generally, all of these patronized the same vendors,
concessionaires, brokers, and so forth. For some unknown reason

(perhaps its proximity to Saigon), the focal point of this 2-year
investigation was the Long Binh open mess system.

With regard to the Long Binh open mess system, it was under the
operational control of the Long Binh Post Commander, Colonel Wil
liamson, during my tour with USARV, and until March 3, 1969,
when Colonel Castle replaced him.
The Long Binh Post Commander reported to, and was under the

operational control of the Saigon Area Command, then commanded
by Brigadier General Jones.
The Saigon Area Support Command reported to the Commanding
General. First Logistics Command, then commanded by Major Gen
eral Scott. The First Logistics Command reported to Headquarters
USARV Command, then commanded by then General Bruce Palmer.
I enclose a picture of the chain of command.
(The document referred to follows:)
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CHAIN OF COMMAND

* *

*

3 Stars

U.S. A. VIETNAM

HQS.
1ST.

LOG. COMMAND
*

2 Stars

*

HQS. *
SAIGON AREA

1 Star

SUPPORT COMMAND

HQS.
LONG BINH POST

Col.

NOTE: The officer/non-commissioned officer open mess system was under
the operational control of the Long Binh Post Commander. The Long Binh
Post : on mander reported to and was under the operational control of the

Saigon Area Support Command. The chain of command was as depicted above.

Mr. CoLE. Because of my deep involvement in the development of

the master plan for Long Binh which included open messes. post ex
changes, and so forth, my proximity to, and interest in the morale
and welfare of the command, I did take an active interest in all mat

ters having a bearing on welfare and morale.
In that regard, I became involved with the selection of an NCO

secretary-custodian only because Colonel Williamson, the post com
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mander,
my assistance. I would not have known of this re
quirement if he had not approached me.
Higdon was selected on the basis of his qualifications as indicated
on his qualification record. I did not know, and had not met Sergeant
Higdon. I did not direct his assignment to the Long Binh open mess
system but I did tell Colonel Williamson that I thought Higdon was
the better qualified, of the two men being considered.
Records available to me indicate Higdon assumed his duties on 24
November 1967, approximately 55 days prior to my departure from
Long Binh. No derogatory information was revealed to me in these
records concerning Higdon. Higdon remained in that position for
approximately 18 months after my departure.
can only assume that

£ extended his tour of duty, as

Castle succeeded Colonel Williamson as the Long Binh Post Com
mander.

Paragraph 16, USARV Regulation No. 230–60 states, and I quote:
16. Secretary/Custodian ; a. The secretary/custodian will be an officer or
noncommissioned officer, as appropriate, appointed on orders by the responsible
commander from the active membership.

b. The secretary/custodian is in executive control of the fund and is custodian
of its assets. He is responsible to the board of governors for the management of
the fund and the performance of duty by assistants and employees.
c. The secretary/custodian will:
(1) Receive, safeguard, disburse, and account for funds and other assets in
accordance with this and all other applicable regulations, and the policies and
procedures prescribed by the board of governors.
(2) Acquaint himself with the accounting/bookkeeping system, and be re
sponsible for insuring that it is in conformity with the provisions of this
regulation.

(3) Be responsible for the preparation, certification, and submission of all
required reports on or before the due dates.
(4) Be responsible for the preparation and submission of replies to and re
ports of inspections and audits. Replies will be made, indicating corrective action
taken or initiated on all discrepancies outlined in audit report. Replies will be
submitted promptly, in duplicate with the duplicate copy of the audit report
attached, to arrive at this headquarters, ATTN: AVHGF-R by the suspense
date indicated.

(5) Be responsible for records, including all accounts and records of fund
owned property and transactions pertaining to the establishment and operation
of the fund. Be familiar with the accounting procedures and establish controls
to prevent members from departing without settling their accounts.
(6) Insure that the combination of each safe is known to only one person,
other than himself. Secretary/custodian is responsible for the funds safe
guarded therein and will insure that the safe combination is changed when
responsibility for funds is transferred to other persons.
(7) Insure compliance with para 20, AR 230–8 and the provisions of this
regulation relative to the bonding of personnel handling cash funds.
(8) Be financially liable for losses of funds and property where dishonesty,
fraud, or culpable negligence on his part is established.
(9) Insure that proper controls are established over the purchase, security,
sale, redemption, and destruction of coupons.
(10) Enforce upon concessionaires the requirements and limitations imposed
by para 23. AR 230–60 and this regulation.
(11) Authenticate by signature all required civilian personnel actions and
action requests, such as position classification, employment, reassignments, pro
motions, disciplinary actions, separations, etc. for submission to the appropriate
servicing Area Civilian Personnel Officer for final action. All such actions will be

requested and effected in accordance with established US Forces civilian per
sonnel policies and procedures.

(12) Be empowered to execute contracts in the name of the mess, in ac
cordance with AR 230–60.
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(13) Become thoroughly familiar with the Custodian's Check List (USARV
Cir 230–1).
d. Added. C.2.

In perusing testimony before the Permanent Subcommittee on In
vestigations of the Committee on Government Operations, I noted an
allusion to “Cole's CID.”

I had no CID, nor did I control the CID. In that regard, the Long
Binh Criminal Investigation Detachment was assigned to, and was
under the operational control of the 18th Military Police Brigade
which, in turn, was under the staff supervision of the USARV Provost
Marshal, who at that time was Brigadier General Harley Moore.
The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration
exercised no supervision or control over the 18th Military Police
Brigade or the CID and only functional supervision over the Provost
Marshal, Brigadier General Moore.
As CID Agent Scara pointed out in his testimony, criminal in
vestigation detachments were not centralized, which means that each
major subordinate command, during most of my tour as the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration, had its own CID
operating under its control, far removed from Long Binh.
I 'i like to point out that in October 1967, General Moore
processed a recommendation that military police and CID be central
ized under his command.

I also recommended approval of his recommendation and it was ap
proved by General Palmer. We had submitted that many times before.
It was finally approved.
In addition, the Marines, the Navy and Air Force had their own

criminal investigations capability. Certainly these Services would not

have been inhibited in any way by actions taken or not taken by the
U.S. Army CID.

-

-

I am confident, if any wrongdoing on the part of Mr. Crum, his
employees or Sarl Electronics was noted or brought to the attention
of these Services, an investigation would have been undertaken im

mediately, especially by the U.S. Air Force's OSI,
A Mr. Jack Bybee is reported to have testified to the effect that
Mr. Crum had indicated to him that I was costing him, Mr. Crum, at

least $1,000 per month; that I was his “protector,” and so forth.
If Mr. Crum ever made the statements attributed to him by Mr.

Bybee, these statements were completely false, because I was never
£, and never accepted any money from Mr. Crum. Nor did I act
as his “protector.”

-

-

I did not do anything for him that I didn’t do for any other Amer
ican citizen. I did not do anything for Crum that I did not think was

roper to do. I did not even know Crum until I was introduced to

£ in late November or early December, 1966, and saw him casually
and infrequently, 15 times at the most,
tour of duty.

-

during my entire 30 months'
•

As for the storage of merchandise by Sarl Electronics, a vendor to
the military at Long Binh, I authorized the storage of approximately
30 ice cube-making machines in the S-4 storage yard at Long Binh.
No other Sarl Electronics merchandise found on the post at Long Binh
was authorized to be stored there by me. A Judge Advocate advised
58–590–71—Pt. 7-2
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that merchandise could be so stored, and he added provided we did not
assume pecuniary responsibility for that merchandise.
Coincidentally with this authorization, a recommendation was
made to the Department of the Army that ice cube-making machines
be issued to all units ordered to Vietnam. My recollection is that this
recommendation was adopted.
As indicated in the sworn statement dated October 23, 1969, Colonel

Reginald K. Fansler, Deputy Provost Marshal, Headquarters
USARV. and I frequently conferred on problems and/or allegations

relating to the Long Binh open mess system, Šarl Electronics, other
vendors, post exchange employees, civilian employees, and so forth.
As a result of these conferences, the mess operation was placed
under continuing surveillance. Several employees were fired. The al
leged illegal importation of vehicles and other matters were also in

vestigated. In addition, I recall signing a letter authorizing the CII)
to intercept mail addressed to Sarl Electronics employees.
I instructed the USARV Comptroller:
(1) To do everything possible to assist commanders respon
sible for supervision of clubs and messes with their problems in
connection with open mess fund administration:

(2) To publish a periodical command letter to all commanders
highlighting common recurring weaknesses and errors detecte
in each audit of open mess funds:
(3) To develop three check lists, one each for (a) commanders,
(b) boards of governors and, (c) secretary-custodians, to assist
in the achievement of effective financial controls.

In response to Major St. Martin's characterization of me as the
“second coming of Napoleon”—that the “mere mention of my name

struck the fear of God in people"—and that “mentioning General
Cole's name was like mentioning the Supreme Being”—I have at
tached several notarized statements made by:

(a) Maj. Gen. Frank Miller (retired), an officer with whom I
worked for over 1 year in Vietnam, and shared a house with for
approximately 6 months;
(b) Col. Robert M. Rose (retired), my executive officer in Viet
nam for 9 months:

(c) Brig. Gen. James O. Lindberg, U.S. Air Force (retired),
formerly deputy chief. Army and Air Force Exchange Service,
Dallas, Tex., endorsed to me by Lt. Gen. Bruce Palmer, Jr., U.S.
Army, the deputy commanding general; and General Lindberg

personally stayed in Vietnam for 6 months on TDY and took an
active interest in all matters relating to the post exchange; and,
(d) a letter addressed to General Abrams, endorsed to me by
General Abrams, signed by 13 enlisted personnel, expressing their

appreciation for my efforts to improve the welfare of the troops,
was forwarded to me.

I would like to read this letter for the record.
It is with considerable temerity that we, the undersigned, address this letter

to you. However, we are citizen soldiers who feel we would be remiss if we did
not bring this matter to your attention.

The subject of this letter is Brigadier General Earl F. Cole. Some of us have
worked for him in an office under his staff cognizance or have observed him for
the past 18 months to two years.
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During this period, in spite of an almost impossible work schedule, he main
tained an open-door policy and always found time to listen with a sincere,
genuine interest, desire and interest, to assist junior officers, noncommissioned
officers, enlisted personnel, U.S. civilians and third-country Nationals.
He was very firm when the occasion demanded but he always exhibited humil
ity and compassion for others that is rarely seen in an officer of his grade and
station.

He had the innate ability to make each person feel individually that his prob
lem, request for assistance, guidance, personal or careerwise, was the most im
portant matter of concern to him.

He always produced results, not just promises or sidestepping issues. In our
two years of military service we have found him more approachable than anyone
we have ever encountered.

We think this is very rare, indeed, in the military, when you find a general
officer with these characteristics. General Cole's major concern was always the
welfare of the troops. Only through prodigious efforts did the enlisted person
nel receive recreation areas, club and other facilities that mean so much when
there is so little in a place like Long Binh.

In this regard, he personally inspected every post facility many times

and

was quick to let a commander know when he failed to provide adequate facil:
ities or at least minimum creature comforts for his junior officers and enlisted
personnel.

In addition, he exhibited exceptional traits of fortitude by personally driving
over routes which replacements and returnees were routed to and from Binh
Hoa and Tan Son Nhut Air Force Base. He insisted that they be varied to lessen
the chance of ambush.

To our knowledge, during the 18 months to 2 years that we were there, not

one replacement or returnee was wounded as a result of an ambush.
Since his departure from USARV, many of the programs he initiated have
been permitted to lag, and his exemplary leadership and personal conduct are
sorely missed.

We, the junior members of the Army, feel you should be aware of General
Cole's unabiding interest and contribution to our welfare has greatly enhanced
the image of the Army which will be remembered by us long after we return to
civilian life.

Our feelings are so strong in this regard that we would like in some small way
to show our appreciation and gratitude. Thus, we have chosen this method of
approach. We feel it an honor and a privilege to fix our signatures to this letter.
With best wishes for success, respectfully.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you like all these affidavits and letters to
be made exhibits for the record /

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. All the letters and affidavits that you have men
tioned, without objection, will be made part of the record as exhibits.
Mr. MAGEE. I do appreciate that very much, Senator. Thank you.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 526, 527,
528, 529, and 530” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee. Exhibits 526 and 527 will also be found in the appendix
on pp. 1783 and 1785.)
Mr. CoLE. General Abrams endorsed this to me. As a matter of

fact, he handed the letter to me personally. He made this comment:

This was the most unique gesture he had ever seen on the part of en
listed men in his 30-some years in the Army.

Mr. Whalen testified that a legal officer in the Office of the judge
advocate, MACV, advised him—talking now to shipments of slot ma
chines—were legal—excuse me, sir. We have lost a page.
Here it is.

With regard to the St. Martin allegations referred to in his testi

mony, as far as I know, these allegations were all investigated.
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St. Martin informed five senior officers of the U.S. Army that he
was satisfied that his allegations had been made without his investigat
ing the facts. He was satisfied with my answers, and he later withdrew
all of his allegations. Sworn statements of these five officers have been
furnished this subcommittee by my counsel.

Mr. Whalen testified before the subcommittee that he held up a ship
ment of slot machines ordered from or through Sarl Electronics by an
open mess system under a lease agreement, because in his opinion, this
was in violation of the Pentalateral Agreement—and for no other
TeaSOn.

The Pentalateral Agreement, initiated by General MacArthur in
1945, stipulated that goods and/or services used in support of the
Armed Forces shall be imported free of customs charges. This agree
ment covered everything from hair spray to airplanes.
Since that date, merchandise has been imported into the Far East
under a lease or sale agreement (including slot machines) free of
custom charges.

Under a similar agreement, the Status of Forces Agreement, goods
and/or services in support of the Armed Forces are imported custom
free into West Germany.

Whalen has testified that a legal officer in the Officer of the judge
advocate. Headquarters MACV, advised him that such shipments were
legal and he released the machines to the mess.
Mr. Whalen also stated that my aide, a Fordham graduate, called
him. I had no aide and I checked with the USARV judge advocate,
who is now stationed here in Washington, to find out if he had a Ford
ham graduate working for him who could have called for me and he
indicated he had no Fordham graduate.
I called Whalen, not in behalf of Sarl Electronics, but on behalf

of the open mess, which had legally ordered these machines.
I believe the record reflects that the bills of lading had been ad
dressed to the mess that had ordered the machines.

As commander, European exchange system in Germany, I directed
an operation employing 20,000 people. Annual gross sales totaled $400
million. Annual net profits totaled $25.6 million. Of the $400 million,
$55 million was for offshore procurement.
I gave supervision to 1,650 retail, and 350 food outlets (delicatessens,
snack bars, cafeterias), and approximately 1,700 concessionaires under
contract (goods, chinaware, furniture, ladies clothing, men's tailor

made suits, and so forth) and services (automobile repairs, laundries,
washeterias, dry cleaners, barber and beauty shops, TV, radio and
shoe repair shops).
I discussed with Admiral McLane the pacification program. Yester
day in the testimony, it was brought up that I had certain classified
documents which were not authorized to be in my possession when I
left Vietnam. This was not a true statement. The matter was investi

gated. As far as I know, everyone is satisfied that I had every right to
have those documents in my possession and, furthermore, they were
properly safeguarded.
After my difficulty in USARVE, I am the one who took the docu
ments out of sealed envelopes, out of a locked safe, and turned them

over to my counsel with a request that they be destroyed.
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En route to Germany from Vietnam, I spent 3 days at Headquarters,

Army and Air Force exchange service, Dallas, Tex., where I received
orientation briefings. These included problem areas awaiting me in my
new command. They were: An excessive inventory of men's and ladies'

shoes—these were outdated shoes, not new shoes, and you could get an
estimate on that inventory

anywhere from $3 million

to $5 million—

automobile parts, ladies' ready-to-wear clothing, food and drink vend
ing machines, renovation of facilities, movement of the Headquarters,
European exchange system from Nuremberg to Munich, and operation
of the Geissen Depot Complex.
My orientation briefing conducted by the late Maj. Gen. Julian
Wilson in General Polk's office—and it was in writing and consisted
of five pages—primarily emphasized the shoe inventory, and automo

bile spare parts problem, and the move to Munich.
I was given a mandate, both verbally and in the written five-page
orientation—to solve the shoe problem on an expeditious basis. Orien
tation briefings conducted by European exchange system division
chiefs generally highlighted the same problem areas, with emphasis
on the shoe and automobile parts problems.
I had many visits with exchange retail stores and many discussions

with sales personnel and patrons of the exchanges. I asked General
Polk if I could wear civilian clothes so I could talk to the sales per
sonnel and patrons without them knowing who I was, except that I
was interested in doing something for them.
I found in addition to the above problems, shortages and high prices
on children's shoes and clothing, which forced the patrons to purchase
these items on the German economy or from mail-order houses in the
United States.
I also would like to add that shortly after

my arrival in Germany,

I reduced all prices on women's and children's clothing 5 percent,
which was the maximum amount I could reduce those items. This re

sulted in a loss of revenue to the exchange of approximately $800,000
annually.

To show the actions taken to alleviate some of these problems, par
ticularly shoes, children's clothing and wigs, I have appended hereto
sworn statements made by Lt. Col. Francis A. Yeandel, who was com
mander of the Northern Area Exchange Command, U.S. Air Force—
he is retired now and a professor at Notre Dame University—Miss
Katherine E. Webb and Mrs. Dorothy Buck, who was an assistant
branch chief, and who was responsible for the purchase of wigs and
other items.

I have been called a conspirator, a bribetaker, a mobster. I have been
defamed by inferences, of having joined with contractors to increase

their profits at the expense of Armed Services personnel and/or the
U.S. Government.

These charges and inferences are completely false. They have de
stroyed my good name and reputation. I categorically deny them and

challenge anybody to come up with evidence of impropriety. I under

stand that hundreds and hundreds of agents have investigated me.
No one has come to this committee and no one can or will come with

evidence that I ever took a dime, because I did not get a penny from
anyone.
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Attached is a sworn statement by W. L. Packett, colonel, U.S. Army,
detailing how Colonel Packett and I took a position opposing a request
for increased payments to contractors—submitted for approval to
Headquarters, USARV, through channels, by the U.S. Army Pro
curement Agency. Vietnam.

-

Our opposition to the proposal resulted in its disapproval with a
resultant savings of approximately $230 million on contracts adminis
tered by the Army alone.
In further substantiation of my denials, I am attaching the follow
ing official Army documents:
1. U.S. Army officer efficiency report for period May 15, 1966.
to March 4, 1967, recommending early promotion to grade of
major general.

2. U.S. Army officer efficiency report for period March 5, 1967.
to July 10, 1967, recommending immediate promotion to the grade
of major general.

3. U.S. Army officer efficiency report for period July 11, 1967,
to January 17, 1968, recommending promotion now, to major
general.

4. U.S. Army officer efficiency report for period January 18,
1968, to April 3, 1968, recommending promotion to major general.
5. U.S. Army officer efficiency report for period April 4, 1968.
to November 7, 1968, recommending promotion to major general

ahead of my contemporaries.
6. Recommendation for Award of Distinguished Service Medal
dated May 11, 1967.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 531.” for

reference, and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
In conclusion. I wish to make it clear that I am a soldier, not a
merchant. I have served as a soldier on the mainland of China when

the Nationalists were fighting to save their country from a takeover

by the Communists. I served in Germany after World War II. I
served in Korea. I served voluntarily 30 months in Vietnam, which
included the Tet offensive in 1968.

My only relation with open messes occurred in Vietnam and was
but an infinitesimal part of my activities, when considered in com
parison with my other military duties. It was at the bottom of the
lDole.
I have been slandered and vilified. The investigations concerning
me have destroyed my Army career and hope for any private career.
The Secretary of the Army's unjustified action in demoting me and
in taking away my Distinguished Service Medal are being appealed.
I will take every legal action available to me to reverse the Secre
tary's action, including an appeal, if necessary, to the Supreme Court
of the United States.

I did not comment on the testimony for the last 2 days because I
did not have an opportunity to adequately study it. Thank you for
this opportunity to present my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Cole, it is a matter of great concern to

this subcommittee when a bribe was offered. The bribe attempt was
related by you to General Polk and General Moore, and can only be
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construed as an attempt to hinder this committee in its work and in
its investigation.

A full and complete disclosure of the facts relating to your state
ment that you were offered a bribe must be disclosed to the subcom
mittee.

I call upon you to identify the person or persons you stated offered
you a bribe.

Mr. CoLE. Mr. Chairman, again, I haven't had adequate oppor
tunity to peruse or to study what was stated by other witnesses. But
this is what I recall: I had concluded a visit to elements of the V

Corps in and around the area of Frankfurt, Germany. At that time
I was the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Headquar:
ters, USARE. When I left the headquarters of the V Corps, I asked
Colonel Smith, who accompanied me, if he would permit me to use
his sedan to take me back to Heidelberg. He said yes, that he would.
When I returned to my billet, I asked the sedan driver to wait for
me. I then went into my billet at the Ambassador Arms. My room
was on the second floor, you went up a flight of stairs, and it was on
the reverse side of the building.

There was an open porch or stairway leading to my room. En route

to my room I was accosted by two men. These two men identified
themselves as a Larry Gordon, and a Mr. Jeff Bromley. One man
identified himself as an IRS agent. The other as an FBI agent.

These men told me that they wanted to talk to me and that they had
my best interests at heart. The man who purported himself to be the
IRS agent stated, “General, the IRS, at the direction of the subcom
mittee headed by Senator Ribicoff, is now studying your income tax
statements. I would like to talk to you about income tax statements.”
The FBI agent stated that he understood that I knew something
about bribes and kickbacks to officers and/or civilians in Vietnam, and
he would like to discuss that with me.

I said, “Gentlemen, I am due back in Heidelberg and before I can
converse further with you I have to call my immediate commander and
ask permission to remain in Munich.”

-

As I turned to go, one of the men remarked, “General, you are going
to see your name spread all over the newspapers again tomorrow

morning.” And, “We think we can be of help to you.” This was the
opening statement.

I went in and called Major General Maples. It took me approxi
mately 30 minutes to get the call through.

I told him that for personal reasons I would like his permission to
remain in Frankfurt, Germany, or vicinity.

-

I then recited on my own, he did not ask me, what the personal rea
son was. I then told him about these two men, and I also told him about
the forthcoming newspaper article, and that after the harassment I

had received from the press as a result of earlier articles, I would like
to remain out of sight for a while. He granted his permission.
I packed-rather, I went outside. The men said, “Would you meet
uS

'" Frankfurt terminal

WOUllOl.

at Rhine/Main?” I told them that I
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I then packed. I got in my sedan and I went to the terminal. I gave
the driver $2. I took with me some of the things that I had taken with
me from Heidelberg. I told the driver to meet me there Sunday at 2
o'clock or 2:30. I have forgotten which, and that I did not know
whether I would stay at Rhine/Main or at a hotel in Frankfurt or
where I would be, but I would definitely return and would meet him
in front of that terminal at 2 o'clock on Sunday.

I went inside the terminal, checked my bag and went to the restau
rant, which is immediately adjacent to the departure areas. At this
time the two men were joined by a third man. We sat down at a table.
The two men began to talk. I then said, “Well, would you show me
your identification?” They said, “No, we are not an FBI agent and
we are not an IRS agent. We represent someone else.”
I said, “Who?” They ignored my question. I started to leave and
they said, “Well, hear us out.” They then said, “We will give you
$25,000,” and that was the first figure offered, “for your story.” And
those were the words they used—“for your story,” and then added that,
“Inasmuch as you will probably be summoned before the subcommittee
in the very near future, we would also want your agreement that you
would take the fifth amendment,” or otherwise not testify.

They then asked me to accompany them to either Geneva or Zurich,
Switzerland, I do not recall which. I said, “No,” that any move
of mine that would take me to Switzerland would look very bad and
very suspicious. I couldn't possibly accompany them to Switzerland
or anywhere else.

And, furthermore, that I thought that they represented someone
that I couldn't possibly be connected with and that they did not have
my interests at heart at all but someone else's.

That concluded the conversation with those men. I got up and left.
Senator RIBICOFF: What did these men look like?

Mr. Col.E. One man—I would say he was European. He was, I
would guess, about 30 years old, 5 feet 10 or 11 inches tall and dark
hair. He spoke with an accent.
The other two men were somewhere between the ages of 35 and

40. They were 6 feet 1 or 2 inches tall. They were extremely well
dressed and very neat. And they were extremely well informed on me.
Senator RIBICoEF. As I look at the testimony of General Moore,
I read it to you:
Cole stated to General Polk that he met three men at the Frankfurt Airport

on the evening of October 10. These men offered him $50,000 to take the Fifth
Amendment and keep his mouth shut. When directly asked for the identity
of these three men, why they wanted him to keep his mouth shut, and what
were their connections, in order that we could follow up on an obvious bribery
attempt, Cole refused to tell their names or furnish any other information.

Why did you refuse your superior officers that information?
Mr. Col.E. Mr. Chairman, I would like again to say what I recall.

I recall asking General Moore, an officer with whom I lived in
Vietnam for 8 or 9 months, and served with for approximately 17
months, to please find out who those men were, and again I recall
General Moore turning to one of the CID agents and stating to that
CID agent:
Please, will you get somebody at the Frankfurt Airport or other places and
check the passenger manifests and see if we can possibly come up with anyone
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named Gordon or Bromley, or any other names of three men who had reserva
tions to go to Zurich, Switzerland.

The agent replied, “General Moore, I have someone looking into
that now.”

Senator RIBICoEF. General Moore goes on:
General Polk pressed Cole hard for the information of these individuals and
pointed out that it was of great importance that we know the identity of these
individuals so that we could investigate them, but Cole refused to give any
additional information.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, again I have to speak from what I remember. I was

in a highly emotional state. I have to admit that.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is that?

-

Mr. Col.E. I say I have to state what I recall. I also admit that I
was in a highly emotional state.

-

I think, as I remember, the emphasis was not on the three men,
but the emphasis was:
Where did you spend the weekend?
I want to know every detail concerning that weekend, everyone you talked
to, and why you went to Munich, how you went to Munich, and who you saw
in Munich.

Senator RIBIcoPF. Investigator Johnson states:
General Cole told me that these investigators' names were Larry Gordon and
Jeff Bromley. Immediately thereafter, he stated that these were fictitious names
and that he knew the true names of the men and that they were attempting to
help him.

Did you tell Investigator Johnson that Larry Gordon and Jeff
Bromley were fictitious names and that you knew the true names?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, again I think this was taken a little out of context. I
think what Mr. Johnson heard me say was that I knew those two names
were fictitious because the men refused to identify themselves.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Where did you get the name Jeff Bromley?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, that was the name the man gave me and he intro

duced himself as Jeff Bromley, and the other man introduced himself
as Larry Gordon.

-

Senator RIBIcoPF. Do you know that Jeff Bromley is an alias for
Martin Bromley?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir; I did not.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you know Martin Bromley?

Mr. Col.E. To the best of my knowledge, sir, I never even heard of
Martin Bromley until I read his name in the newspapers after his
name was mentioned by this subcommittee.

Senator RIBICOFF. Don't you think it is strange that you picked out
the name of Jeff Bromley, which is an alias for Martin Bromley, and
that Martin Bromley is one of the principal owners of Club Specialties
Overseas, Panama, which controls Sarl Electronics run by William
Crum in Vietnam ?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I didn't pick out the name. It was the name given to
me.

Senator RIBICOFF. It is a strange coincidence, is it not, that the man
who approached you, that you didn’t know, that you used the name
Jeff Bromley?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir; and on October 9 or 10, whenever it was that

this occurred, I had never heard of Martin Bromley in any way.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Is Mr. Johnson still in the room? Is Mr. Johnson

in the room at the present time?
You say you were confused and you didn't know the actual names of
the men who offered you the $50,000?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. And that you made the statement to General
Moore and General Polk and misstated and didn’t tell them the truth?

Mr. ColE. I beg your pardon ?
Senator RIBICOFF. You didn’t tell the truth to General Moore and
General Polk?

Mr. Col.E. I don’t understand not telling the truth, sir. I don’t
understand your question, sir.

Senator RIBIcorF. The question, I believe, is clear, sir. You said
you were offered bribes by three men. You met three men and you
were offered $50,000 in bribes and yet you wouldn’t disclose the names
of these people even though—
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I didn't know them. I did not know their real
nameS.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you ever ask their real names?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir; I did. I not only asked their real names but
I asked for identification.

Senator RIBIcoFF. And Johnson testifies that you knew their real
nameS.

Mr. Col.E. I do not know how Mr. Johnson could have reached
that conclusion.

Senator RIBICOFF. Couldn’t he reach that conclusion because he

was reporting what you had stated to General Polk and General
Moore?

Mr. CoI.E. I can’t explain it, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Have you ever heard of the company called
Club Specialties Overseas?

Mr. Col.E. To the best of my knowledge and recollection, sir, I
have not.

Senator RIBICoEF. Have you ever heard of Sarl Electronics?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, many times.
Senator RIBIcoPF. Have you ever heard of the name William
Crum ?

Mr. Col.E. Many times.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Don't you think it is an unusual coincidence

that you picked out the name of the man who was in basic control
of all these operations, that his name was Jeff Bromley?
Mr. Col.F. Mr. Chairman, I can’t add anything to what I have
said.

Senator RIPtCorp. CID Agent Johnson supplied details of his

investigation of your absence from duty in Heidelberg without proper
authority. Were you absent without leave?
Mr. Col.F. When a man tells me that I have approval to be absent
for the weekend. I assume that I was absent with proper leave.
Here I would like to add I had over 100 days of accrued leave.

I had not taken any leave during the 10 months I had been in Heidel;
berg or in Germany. I had taken no weekends off. I think I could
have had a weekend off without any problem at all.
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In addition. I had no assigned duties. I was in USARE undergoing
an orientation tour. I had duty one assigned to me.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you on October 10 tell General Maples that
you were to meet with representatives of the Internal Revenue Serv

ice and the Federal Bureau of Investigation who wanted to question
vou about the NCO investigation, and that you were to meet them in
Frankfurt over the weekend of October 10–12, 1969?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, again I repeat: I do not believe I said anything
about anyone wanting to question me about the clubs and mess in
vestigation. I repeated to General Maples, after asking for the
weekend off for personal reasons, and he approved it, I then told him
why, one of the reasons why, and I had only spent approximately
5 minutes, as I recall, with those people outside my room on the porch.
Senator RIBIcoFF. General Moore checked with the FBI and the

IRS and found they had scheduled no meeting with you. Under these
circumstances, why did you make this false statement to General
Maples?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I thought it was a true statement. The men who
approached me represented themselves as being a Treasury agent and
an FBI agent.

Senator RIBICOFF. According to the testimony of Agent Johnson,
on October 10, 1969, you traveled by vehicle to Frankfurt. Is that true?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you leave your uniform and briefcase in the
vehicle and instruct the driver to take you to the Frankfurt Airport?
Mr. COLE. I did, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you tell the driver to return to the same loca
tion at the airport on October 12, 1969, at noon?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. And I have so stated.

Senator RIBICOFF. The briefcase that you left in the car, did it con
tain classified documents?

Mr. Col.E. It was later revealed that it did contain two classified
documents.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you know that it contained those?
Mr. Col.E. I did not, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Don't you know what is in your briefcase?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I had 15 or 20 classified documents that had been

given to me to read, plus a number of unclassified documents. I often
took those documents home with me in the evenings to read. Before
I went to Frankfurt, I thought I had removed all classified documents,
but two of the classified documents were mixed up with unclassified
documents. So I did not recognize them.
Senator RIBICOFF. You made a reservation for the following day,
October 9, to travel from Frankfurt to Munich by air. However, the
reservations were not used because the planes were grounded due to
inclement weather. Is that true?

Mr. Col.E. As I recall, sir, it is not true. I had no reservation to Frank
furt at the time, 1930 hours, and I stood in line and was placed on
standby.

I submit that if the CID had gone to Lufthansa they would have
verified that they had no reservation for me on a Friday night to Mu
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nich and, further, that they would find my name on the standby list
for the 1930 flight.

Senator RIBICOFF. Had you made reservations on Lufthansa flight
753 from Munich to Frankfurt on October 12?

Mr. Col.E. I did, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You didn't take that flight, is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I did not take the flight.
Senator RIBICOFF: Why didn't you take that flight?
Mr. Col.E. I went out to the airport at 9 o'clock that morning. I
waited around until approximately 11:00. At that time, they told me
that they doubted that the weather would lift, that the fog would lift,
so that we could get off the ground, and they recommended that I
either go back by auto, by train or go to Nuremberg where the weather
was clear and catch a flight there.
Senator RIBIcoPF. I read from the testimony of General Moore:
General Polk challenged Cole on his statement that this was a spur of the mo
ment trip, and asked Cole if he did not in fact make a plane reservation on
Thursday, 9 October. Cole told General Polk, “I did not make plane reservations
to fly from Frankfurt to Munich on Thursday from Hanau.”
“Subsequently, when I, General Moore, faced him with evidence of his reser
vations, he admitted that he made the reservation on Thursday but had not made
it from Hanau.”

Mr. Col.E. I do not recall stating to General Moore that I had made
reservations to Munich.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you want to tell the committee or give the im
pression that General Moore and General Polk and Investigator John
son are incorrect in their recollection of what took place in their inter
view with you?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I can’t state what they recollect. I can only state what
I recall.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You told Johnson, according to Johnson's testi
mony, that you had been contacted by the FBI and the IRS at the
Rhine/Main Hotel in Frankfurt and they had requested an interview
with vou concerning clubs and messes.
Did you make this statement to Johnson?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I was not at the Rhine/Main Hotel. I stayed at the
Ambassador Arms in Frankfurt. And I was contacted at the Am

bassador Arms in Frankfurt. I never once visited the Rhine/Main
Hotel in Frankfurt.

Senator RIBICOFF. But did you make that statement to them?
Mr. Col.E. I am quite sure that I did not, sir.

Senator RIP1coff. Johnson testified that you then said that the
investigators' names were Larry Gordon and Jeff Bromley. Immedi
ately thereafter, you stated that these were fictitious names but that
you knew the true names of these men and they were attempting to
helm vou.
Did vou mention Gordon and Bromlev to Johnson at this time?

Mr. Col.E. Again I repeat, sir, that Mr. Johnson asked me for the
names of these men, that thev had given to me. I gave Mr. Johnson
those names. He then said, “Did you ask for identification to show
that these names were theirs?”

I said, “When I asked for identification, it was not forthcoming and

I was quite certain they were fictitious.”
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Senator RIBIcoFF. On your return to Heidelberg with Agent. John
son, did you ask Johnson if he knew where you had been, and when
he answered, did you say, “Oh, my God, you are not going to say

":
about that, are you?"
Mr. Cole. I did make that statement.
Senator RIBICOFF. What did you mean?

Mr. ColE. Because, as you know, when I testified earlier, and at
that time you stated you would rule on where I had been as a matter
of relevancy to this investigation or not, I gave you the name of that
individual. I did not want that individual's name bandied about.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you prepare at the request of the CID a
statement giving an accounting of your weekend and did you refuse
to sign this statement on advice of counsel ?
Mr. Col.E. I did, sir. Sir, may I elaborate : First, General Maples
interviewed me and asked for a statement. General Moore was present

with him in his office. In the office the stenographer to take the dicta
tion was a secretary in the same office I worked in. I did not want to
make that statement in front of her.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you tell General Moore that at one time the
same men that you refused to identify wanted you to go to Geneva,
Switzerland?

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir; I have already stated.

Senator RIBICoEF. And after you mentioned Geneva, Switzerland,
General Moore testified before this committee—
I stated that we thought of that, too, and had coverage at Geneva. He stated
words to the effect that, “Wouldn't I have been in the soup had you caught
me there?”

Did you make that statement to General Moore, and what did you
mean you would have been in the soup?
Mr. CoLE. Mr. Chairman, I don't recall making the statement

“wouldn't I have been caught in the soup.” I would like to add one other
thing, sir, to see if General Moore recalls this: I gave General Moore

a scrap of paper which gave flights and times to Geneva, and I be
lieve to Zurich, which were given to me.
Senator PERCY. General, I will repeat what I have said before, that
this is a painful process for all of us and I know it is for you. We have

tried to restrain ourselves from forming early judgments. We are try
ing to have open hearings and open minds.
Now, as we come to this particular stage in our investigation, we
can’t help but start to form some conclusions.

I try to view this investigation with impartiality and I would like
to commend the chairman, the staff and every member of the commit
tee for their objectivity and fairness.

We have tried to keep emotion out of it and to deal with as many
facts as we possibly can, I find certain portions of your testimony
somewhat incredible. I do so based on some years' experience as a
Navy contracting officer, a quarter of a century as a businessman in

volved in the procurement of hundreds of millions of dollars of prod
ucts, and new in public life.

I would like to go through page by page your testimony as I have
gone through it this morning, to give you a chance to expand on cer
tain phases of it that I am concerned about.
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On the first page you mention that you had submitted your applica
tion for retirement to the Army.
Under what conditions did you submit that application for retire
ment from the Army in October 1969? Was there pressure, consider

ing the fact that this investigation was well underway at the time?
Mr. CoI.E. Absolutely not, sir.

Senator PERCY. How did you happen to come to the conclusion you
should resign?

-

Mr. Col.E. On September 7, sir, I briefed Generals Westmoreland
and Polk at Headquarters USARE. Upon conclusion of that briefing,
General Westmoreland asked me to accompany him to General Polk's
office. We stepped inside the door, walked a few feet, as I recall, and
General Westmoreland turned to me and said:
Earl, you know the job you currently hold has always been filled by a quarter
master officer, and that you were assigned to that job only on a temporary basis
because we had no general officer, Quartermaster Corps, or a colonel on the pro
motion list available.

I said, I did not know that I had been assigned on a temporary
basis. He then went on to say:
I have here the form 66, which is the qualification card, on a Colonel Bigler,
then on the promotion list.

He asked me to look at the card and see if I thought this man was

qualified to take those duties. I had met Colonel Bigler and I said yes,
I thought he was well qualified.
General Westmoreland then talked a few more minutes. He asked

me if I was going to be around Heidelberg a little while longer, would
he see me later, and I started to depart.

It was a terrible shock. I have never in my life been relieved of any
assignment, and it didn’t ring true. I turned back to General West
moreland and I said, “Sir, may I ask you a personal question?”
He said, “Yes, go ahead.”

I said, “Does the investigation by the subcommittee of mess and
club operations in Vietnam have anything to do with my reassign
ment?”

He reassured me that it did not.

Senator PERCY. Did you have cause to suspect that it did have,
despite his reassurance?
Mr. CoLE. I couldn't understand why—there was no buildup.
Senator PERCY. In other words, there was no reason for it other than

this investigation?
Mr. Col.E. I couldn't conceive it. I had received many accolades dur

ing the 9 months I had had the job and I couldn't understand why all
I' when the headquarters was in a state of
chaos, just moving from Nuremberg to Munich, and we had lost many
of our experienced people, and we were having a very difficult time.
Senator PERCY. On the top of page 3 you indicate: “There was a
dearth of physical facilities, including PX's, mess, clubs, et cetera.”

of a sudden,

Approximately how many facilities were available when you arrived
£ many were available when you left?

and

Mr. Cole. I am going to have to guess, sir. I would say the PX facil
ities probably numbered 10 when I arrived in the country, and prob
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ably about 375 or 380 when I departed, various size post exchanges.
And club and mess facilities—again, a handful.
When I left, I would judge, £ guess, in the Army alone there
were approximately 400 such facilities.

Senator PERCY. Were you directly responsible for the establishment
of a great many of these and expanding the number of messes?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, what we did was prepare a master plan only for Long
Binh, and we did indicate in that master plan how many post ex
changes there would be, where they would be located, and so on.

Post exchanges in other areas—the number was determined by the
major support commander concerned who had the responsibility.
Senator PERCY. I would like to read from the testimony of Colonel
Castle. I asked Colonel Castle the question: “I wonder if you would

give us the implication of your comments on the second page regardin
Dong Binh. In other words, you £

the number of clubs at

that 30 clubs in your judgment was quite excessive. How many do you
think should have been at a post the size of Long Binh if it had been
a more normal operation?”

He testified that he was shocked at the number of facilities that

had been established. Colonel Castle replied: “A post that size, sir,
and we worked on a three-shift basis around the clock, could have
10 good sized clubs on the outside. That should have handled it.”
In the judgment of this officer, who has had considerable ex

perience in the operation of clubs. 10 were adequate. Why were 30
established?

Mr. CoLE. I would answer it his way, sir: First, we recognized
there were far too many clubs at Long Binh, that it is far better to
have one, two or three large clubs located centrally where people
could go.

We sent a plan to the Department of the Army, and I so indicated in
my statement, to build, at a cost of $2.2 million, two enlisted clubs and
one officers' club. We could then have reduced the number of clubs.

We could also have provided the men with a decent facility. It took
30 days for this major to handcarry our request through channels. He

returned and the commander decided not to implement it.
Senator PERCY. He handcarried it?

Mr. Col.E. He handcarried it all the way, sir. It took him 30 days.
Senator PERCY. If he had not handcarried
Mr. Col.E. It would never have been approved.

Senator PERCY. If you sent it through normal command channels,
how long would it have taken?
Mr. CoLE. I doubt, sir, that it ever would have been approved.

Senator PERCY. It never would have been processed?
Mr. Col.E. At least during my time in Vietnam.
Senator PERCY. This is quite an indictment, Colonel Cole, of the
SVStem.

Mr. Col.E. I don’t mean it that way, sir. But in order to put some
thing like this across,
of that magnitude, someone who
knows the problems better make the presentation at every echelon.
Senator PERCY. Isn’t this a rather costly way, to have a major used
as a messenger boy? Isn't it a rather complicated system which re

£
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quires that level of officer to make presentations for this kind of a
problem?

What if they had a real problem? Who would they have to send and
how would they present it?
Mr. Col.B. Sir, we considered that a very real problem.
Senator PERCY. I see. Go right ahead.
Mr. CoLE., That is the reason we had the major hand-carry it.
Senator PERCY. On page 4, you mention approximately $3 million
monthly was then channeled into unit funds, central post funds, and the
command welfare fund.

Can you tell us where these funds came from ?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. They were grants from the Department of Army
welfare funds, they were grants or earnings from exchange dividends
and other dividends £ accrued, and the units had no place they—
they couldn't accept the money. They couldn't even have a unit fund
because there was no banking facility in Vietnam.
Senator PERCY. Because you have devoted such a very high propor
tion of your testimony not to matters directly related to the concern
of this committee but to demonstrate and prove the devotion that you
had to your duties, the complexity of your responsibilities, and the
conditions that you found, I would like to take the statements that
you made on page 5 and give you an opportunity to expand on them.
You £ in the center of the page: “I quickly discovered we
had thousands of personnel but little effective administration. As one
officer once observed to me”—who was this officer, by the way?
Mr. Col.E. It was a Major General Odon, sir, now retired.
Senator PERCY. A major general said to you, “You will never be
able to administer this command. You will be lucky if you will be
able to count them accurately.”
Would you just expand on that?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. What he was alluding to, sir, was that we had
units scattered from Saigon to Da Nang; that the communications
were at best unsatisfactory; that the only way—there was no rail and

we couldn't use the highway. You either communicated by telephone
if you could get through, or you waited for the mail, and in country
mail was a tremendous problem because no airplanes had been set
aside for use for mail purposes only. So the reports simply were not
forthcoming.

-

-

-

Also, these units had come in, were living in tent camps. They were

trying to carve out an area, a safe area, for themselves, and, at the
same time, build a facility they could live in. Administration was a

very low priority. I fully understood that. .
Senator PERCY. I visited Saigon earlier in the war and found that

it was still Vietnamized; it was still livable. After we had American
ized the city, I found it a rather unbearable place to live. You seem
to bear that out. You indicated that shortly after you arrived in
May 1966:
I attended a meeting chaired personally by General Westmoreland who had

recently returned from a temporary duty trip to the United States. He stated that
the President wanted the U.S. image in Saigon reduced.

Would you comment on the kind of an image we had, what con
*

-

-

-

sequences it had with respect to the war and the prosecution of it, why
the President of the United States and General Westmoreland then

felt that we had to reduce that image?
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Mr. CoLE. As I

recall, sir, the press had played up the differences

between Vietnamese in Saigon, usually over the favor of some girl;
the problems of the number of people visiting bars, brothels, and what
have you, and it was simply creating a bad American image.
The only way to correct it was to reduce the number. If I remember
correctly, the number that he wanted it reduced to in Saigon proper
was no more than 10,000.

Senator PERCY. And that would have relieved the congestion, do
you think?

Mr. Col.E. Considerably, sir, yes, sir. Also, as I indicated, General
Westmoreland directed that immediate action be taken to get the men

off of the economy, living in houses which they had rented—and they
were being paid a per diem allowance to live there.
It not only would save the United States a lot of money but it would
give more effective control over these men if they lived in barracks.
Senator PERCY. On the bottom of page 6, you indicate:
I estimate the cost of a building to house approximately 50 persons at $93,000
in Vietnam as opposed to $12,000 in the United States.

I have always heard that it is cheaper to quarter troops abroad than

#. home. This is what we have been told with respect to the NATO
Orces.

Why would it cost such a multiple, and are we being gouged to this
extent with the low-priced labor that we hear exists in Asia?
What is the reason why these cost factors which, for just building
housing, must apply to almost everything else we build?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think the answer is this: Everything—remember,
there is no wood in that area of the world. Everything we use to build
with had to be transported to Vietnam. There wasn’t equipment. I
believe there was some arrangement with RMK, the construction
agency, that the Government underwrote the equipment and it was
written off as part of construction costs.

I don’t want to be held to that. This is what I recall. The only reason
I got into this was every morning the men who worked in my office

would come in complaining about having to move around all night to
keep out of the rain. The construction over there was, on the upper
floors, louver type, which meant that one board was supposed to over

lap the other one.
In the haste to construct these buildings, the boards didn't overlap;
they underlapped. So when it rained and the wind blew, the rain came
into the barracks. It depended on what direction it was coming from
that you got wet.
Senator PERCY. I find your testimony fascinating and incredible.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I complained so long about that that Brigadier Gen
eral Gates, who was in charge of the construction agency, was sent
out to see me. We went and visited these barracks. He had a major

with him, if I remember correctly, who took pictures, and he then
was going to go back to the company that constructed the barracks
and ask them to take remedial measures.

Senator PERCY. On page 8 you have a statement at the top, after
we have been talking about the construction of sauna baths and other
facilities, “The soldiers had to have a place to get together and
commiserate.”
58–590–71—Pt. 7—3
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. I wonder if you could tell us, after you have described the condi

tions in which these men lived, what you meant by the statement “the
soldiers had to have a place to get together and commiserate.” Why
did you feel that with all of the pressure of building facilities, a sauna
bath, with four nude statues in front, was a highly desirable way to
build morale, when on page 9 you say “. . . all persons were housed
under canvas. There were no streets or sidewalks. In the monsoon
season the dirt floors of the tents were covered with mud and water.

The men had no place to hang their clothes”?

Where is our sense of priorities? Instead of fixing up the hous
ing we build an elaborate sauna bath where the men spend their own
'. and come in with pictures of these lovely nudes from the
OutSide.

(At this point Senator McClellan entered the hearing room.)
Mr. Col.E. Sir, you want to remember the period I referred to, whem
we started without streets and anything else, that was 1966. That was
remedied by 1967. The sauna bath contract, I think, was given after
I departed Long Binh.
Senator PERCY. I think the testimony we had related to 1968 for the
construction of the sauna baths.

Mr. Col.E. What I wanted to finish, sir, was that the contract for the
sauna bath and the construction of the sauna bath was consummated

after I departed Long Binh in 1968. If I remember right from read
ing various and sundry papers, it was actually opened in late fall
Of 1968.

Senator PERCY. But we have had testimony that the bad living con
ditions existed when you arrived in May of 1966 and that bad living
conditions still continued to persist in 1968, 2 years later. Yet we are
able to build the sauna baths.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, housing for soldiers and other housing was con
structed out of military appropriations money. The sauna baths—

Senator PERCY. So there was no military appropriation money? In
other words, we don’t have the money to build housing, but as long
as the money comes out of the boys' pockets for slot machin
whisky or whatever, we spend their own money or advance it to build
sauna baths. Then they pay a profit to the entrepreneur of the sauna
bath, who reaps a high profit, I assume, and it all comes from our
own men out there?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I know this: I have not talked to any of the young
men in recent months who utilized that facility, but from those who
I did talk to were extremely happy to have a place where they could
go and take a warm bath because there was no hot water for them to
bathe in.

After having taken a bath for about 6 months in cold water
Senator PERCY. How could the Dragon Lady provide hot baths,
water for the sauna baths, and the whole United States Army, Navy
and Air Forces couldn't get hot water?
Mr. CoLE. The person who made the decision on the type of facility
and construction that would be made in Vietnam was not me. That

was the Armv's decision.

We are talking about the logistical-type troops living at Long Binh.

Compared to the fighting troops, the logistical troops lived very
well.
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Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could tell us, General Cole, what
your role was in the sauna
episode. After all, this has received

!'

some considerable public attention. We don't want to distort it.
On the other hand, I haven't found a great deal of detail in your

:* as to your role in that. Would you care to comment on your
role f

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir; I would be happy to. I have been asked about
this several times.

I received a call from a major general.
I want to

'" out before that sauna baths, I think two, were in

the master plan, as well as other facilities at Long Binh. We had
bowling alleys in the master plan. We had these officers' clubs, en
listed clubs and things I referred to in the master plan.
Senator PERCY. Does the master plan, in effect, sort of move Amer
ica over to Vietnam :

Mr. Col.E. No, the master plan, sir, was to take care of those Amer
icans who were sent to Vietnam, who were entitled to some comfort.
Senator PERCY. But, as I understand the master plan, you are try

ing to make them feel that they are really almost at home except
when they go out on military excursions. Is that the attempt?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think anyone who was stationed in Vietnam and
particularly anyone who visited Long Binh or Cam Ranh Bay would
state that even though some effort was made to provide better facilities
it is still verv austere.

Senator PERCY. Would you continue to tell us about your own per

sonal relationship? With all of your responsibilities, which I have
been very impressed with here, what role did you play in the placing
of the contract for the sauna baths?

Mr. Col.E. The sauna bath, sir, was in the master plan. I received
a call—no one had been—I don't even know if bids had been let. I

didn't do that in my office. I received a call from then Brig. Gen.
William Knowlton, who stated that a Vietnamese lady had visited
him and would like to construct some kind of a business at Long Binh.
She would like to get a concession of some type.
Senator PERCY. Just any kind of concession?
Mr. CoLE. I am not sure how detailed their conversation was. I am

#
relating to you what he passed on to me. I said, “Well, if you
will find out when she can come out here and how she can come out
here we will be pleased to talk to her, to see what she has in mind.”
Senator PERCY. Did you inquire, even before inviting her out? The
natural question would be: “What sort of concession does she want?”
You were pretty busy.
Mr. CoLE. My
was, sir, that she had capital. We had

£rstanding

need for a number of things. Anyone we could get who would put up
the capital to construct a facility, we would be happy to talk to.
Senator PERCY. I understand she also had 200 Vietnamese young
ladies lined up.

Mr. Col.E. Maybe Mr. Bellino or Mr. Duffy can answer that. I have
never visited the place.

Senator PERCY. What, then, was your role in placing the contract?
Mr. CoIE. The lady came to me with a drawing, and I went into
detail. I have already expressed to this committee that I thought it
was a brothel and I told her that this was frowned upon, it couldn't
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possibly be done. She said—I don’t know, she mentioned two or three
other possibilities. Then she said, “Well, a sauna bath?”
I said, “Well, we do have a requirement for a sauna bath.” And I
took her or sent her to an officer in the G-1 office.

The second time she came out she then had detailed plans for the
sauna bath, and I think she spent about 10 minutes with me, and then
again I either sent her or walked with her to the G-1 office. She had
a number of other people with her.
Senator PERCY.
you take part

'

in the authorization or approval

of the contract?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, as best as I can recall, the contract was never referred

to me again. It started at the Long Binh Post, it came up through the
channels, and I believe—I am sure someone here knows—that the ac

tual approval took place after I had departed Long Binh.
Senator PERCY. May I read to you the testimony of Colonel Castle
given before this committee, sworn testimony, dated March 4, 1971?
On the preliminary papers granting the award of bid to the Dragon Lady the
initials, I was informed by the staff, were those of General Cole, which had been
placed there when he was in administration at USARV Headquarters.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have no recollection of seeing any paper other than
the paper which was a plan–
Senator PERCY. You recall the initial contact; you recall the initial
visit with this woman. You recall the need for it and so forth. But you
do not recall seeing the final paperwork, the contract which culmi
nated all this activity.
Mr. Co-E. There would be no reason, sir, for me to see the final
paperwork.

Senator PERCY. Why, then, do we have sworn testimony that the
initials that are on that contract are vour initials?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think Colonel Castle said the staff told him they

thought those initials were mine.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I have a number of other questions
that I would like to ask your witness, but I would really like to yield
-

to my colleagues at this point so they may have an opportunity to ques
tion. I will come back later.

Senator RIBICoEF. I think what we are going to try to do is each

member of the committee will confine themselves to a reasonable pe
riod of questioning and then there will be an opportunity to come back
again.

Senator Allen.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Colonel Cole, I was interested in the testimony yesterday by Gen
eral Moore about the bribe offer that you received to induce you not to
testify. or to take the fifth amendment, I believe.

I have been interested all morning in hearing your testimony because
I felt there would be some interesting testimony that you were going
to give, that someone had been interested enough to offer you a large
bribe not to give.

Yet, I note that your statement contains nothing sensational, no fin

ger of blame pointed at anyone. Are you in possession of any informa
tion that might cause unscrupulous persons to offer you a bribe of
$50,000 not to divulge?
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Mr. CoLE. Not to my knowledge, sir.
Senator ALLEN. I am interested, too, in the bland nature of your testi
mony. It would seem, from hearing your testimony, that the open
messes and the PX's in Vietnam with which you were familiar were
all operated in a highly efficient manner; that there was no dishon
nesty, no inefficiency, no lack of proper management.
That testimony is in sharp contrast to the testimony of so many
other witnesses. I am just surprised that you did not become familiar

in your 30 months in Vietnam with some of the conditions in the open
messes and in the PX's.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't believe I stated that these were efficiently or

well run at all. What I thought I said was who had the responsibilities
for running them. The regulations were there. The tools were there
to see to it that a mess or a PX or a club was well run.

But I did not comment on what I thought the efficiency of the system
WaS.

Senator ALLEN. You gave no testimony indicating any lack of effi
ciency on anyone's part.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think that would fill a Sears, Roebuck catalog. I can
only say this: Initially, when I arrived in Vietnam, the post exchanges
were not under USARV. They were under the operational control, com
plete control, of MACV, specifically the MACV–G–1. A General
Tresaro came out primarily to inspect post exchanges. He visited al
most every depot and every post exchange in Vietnam. He then pre
pared approximately a 50-page report, and he condemned the system
completely.

For example—and, of course, we knew this, too, but I had nothing
to do with the operation of the PX except as a patron—that beer
shipped to Vietnam was shipped in exactly the same type of container
that is used in the grocery store where you might buy yours. It was not
treated to be water resistant. They were not containerized. Nothing.
They simply sat on the dock in San Francisco or wherever they were
shipped from and, of course, when they got to Vietnam, many of the
cartons had been torn apart. Then we had no covered storage to speak
of, particularly none for beer or soft drinks. So in the monsoon season
those cartons disintegrated, and we had beer all over the ground.
Senator ALLEN. You made no intercessions, then, for Sarl or for
Crum during your 30 months there with any of the PX's, those in
authority or those able to channel business? You made no intercessions
for them?

Mr. Col.E. I did not go to anyone in the post exchange, and those
are the people who placed the orders for beer, nor did I go to anyone
in the club and mess system and say, “Buy this brand of beer.”
Senator ALLEN. I didn't ask that I just asked if you interceded in
behalf of Crum or Sarl on any occasion.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I wrote a letter to the Vietnamese Customs stating
that the Sarl Electronics—and I think any other vendor who provided
a service or goods to the post exchanges or to the clubs—was entitled
to bring those goods into the country customs free, and they had been
brought in customs free in that area since 1945.

Senator ALLEN. How many letters did you write in behalf of Crum
or Sarl Electronics?
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Mr. CoLE. I believe two, sir.

Senator ALLEN. There were actually three, were there not?
Mr. CoLE. I don’t recall. I recall two.

Senator ALLEN. Did you write any letters on behalf of anyone else?
Mr. Col.E. I am quite sure that I did, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Who?
Mr. CoI.E. I indicated that I wrote a letter for Pacific Architects

and Engineers.
Senator ALLEN. As far as vendors are concerned.

Mr. Col.E. I am speaking, sir, of vendors. I can't recall specifically.
But if a vendor came to me and stated that he was having a customs
problem, then we would do what we could to help him.
Senator ALLEN. In this unsigned statement that you gave General
Moore following your conference with General Moore and General
Polk, I note that you made no mention of the bribe offer that you
had spoken about previously. Why was that?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, the statement was an initial statement, and I was

to go over it and then enlarge upon it and add anything that had
occurred that weekend. In other words, to cover the same weekend. But

I asked General Moore if he could assure me that the people whom I
had visited in Munich would not be harassed, and this statment would
not be circulated so that their names became notorious

He said, “I cannot promise you that.” I then went to General Polk
and I asked him. I said I would be happy to sign an all-inclusive
statement if I could get some guarantee that these people will not
suffer because of me. He could not give me any such guarantee.
Senator ALLEN. Why would you be so interested in protecting these
people, Gordon and Bromley, whom you never met before?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, that is not Gordon and Bromley that we are talking
about. I am talking about the family in Munich. That is the interest
area.

Senator ALLEN. You didn’t want them to contact Bromley and
Gordon either?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, if they could find them. I certainly asked them to
please try to find the three people who had contacted me.
Senator ALLEN. Who was the third one? I thought there were just
two. Gordon and Bromley?

-

Mr. CoI.E. As I testified, sir, I was initially contacted by two people.
Senator ALLEN. Where did the third one come from ?

Mr. Col.E. When we got to the Frankfurt terminal I testified that
the two were joined by a third man.
Senator ALLEN. How long had you been talking to them before you
asked them for identification?

Mr. Col.E. I would say, sir, within 4 or 5 minutes.
Senator ALLEN. You talked to them 4 or 5 minutes and they had
already made a bribe offer to you?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, initially they were expressing their interest in me,
and they had not as yet made any kind of an offer.
Senator ALLEN. When did they make the bribe offer?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I couldn't say whether it was 4 minutes after the
conversation started, 10 minutes, or when it occurred. It occurred

early in the conversation.
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Senator ALLEN. At that time had you asked them to identify
themselves?

Mr. Col.E.. I said, sir, and I repeat again, sir, within, I think, the
first 3 or 4 minutes I asked for identification papers.
Senator ALLEN. And they refused to identify themselves?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. And you continued talking to them after they re
fused to identify themselves?
Mr. CoLE. I did.

Senator ALLEN. How long did you talk to them after they refused
to identify themselves?
Mr. Col.E. I would say somewhere between anywhere from 15 to
25 minutes. I don't
sir. I was drinking some tea and talking

£,

to them.

Senator ALLEN. Weren't you somewhat shocked or insulted when
two perfect strangers come up to you and offer you—did you say
$50,000—for certain services or failure to perform certain services?
Mr. Col.E. Frankly, sir, I thought someone had put them up to it.

I have no idea who. I did not regard that as a serious offer of any
kind.

Senator ALLEN. Which one made the offer to you?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I couldn't tell you which one of the three gentlemen
made the offer.

Senator ALLEN. Just what did he say?
Mr. Col.E. He initially started out—and let's take the emphasis off
of taking the fifth amendment. The emphasis was on my story, not the
fifth amendment. That came later. In other words, the indication was

they would like to have their story published, if that is really what
they were going to do, and this is what they told me, before I ap
peared before this committee.
Senator ALLEN. Are you a publisher?
Mr. Col.E. I am not a publisher, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Do you write cloak-and-dagger stories?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I wasn't proposing to write anything. No one asked
me to write anything.
Senator ALLEN. What publication was it they were talking about?
Mr. Col.E. I haven’t the faintest idea.

Senator ALLEN. You said something in your original statement
about them offering $50,000 and then later you mentioned the figure
$25,000.

Mr. CoLE. The initial offer, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Was what?

Mr. Col.E. I remembered it to be $25,000, yes. And when I indicated
zero interest, that is when the offer was

£

Senator ALLEN. They felt, then, it was a question of amount, then,
rather than whether you would do it at all; is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. I assume they thought that the higher the sum, the more
interested I might be.
Senator ALLEN. Did you express any interest in $50,000?
Mr. Col.E. I expressed no interest in any amount of money.
Senator ALLEN. What were you supposed to do for $50,000 for

these two complete strangers who came up and met you in an airport
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and started talking to you and refused to identify themselves? What
were you supposed to perform for $50,000?

Mr. Col.E.. I assume what they wanted from me—
Senator ALLEN. I am not talking about what you assumed. What
did they say they wanted?

Mr. Coli. My story.
Senator ALLEN. The facts?

Mr. Col.E. They wanted my story from me, whatever it was that I
was supposed to know or that they thought I would know, that is
what they wanted from me.

Senator ALLEN. What could that be? You haven't said anything
damaging against anybody.

Mr. Col.E. It couldn't be nearly as much, sir, as has come out in
these hearings, because a lot of this has surprised me.

Senator ALLEN. Did you know some of these things? You say a lot
of it surprised you. Did you know some of these things?
Mr. Col.E. Well, I knew Mr. William Crum. I knew Sarl
Electronics.

Senator ALLEN. In your judgment, is Crum a reputable and honor
able businessman?

Mr. Col.E. In my judgment, when I met Mr. Crum, he was.

Senator ALLEN. I noticed you stated in your testimony, that you
had seen him or had been with him only about 15 times. Did you con
tinue to associate with him after you found out he was not an honor
able or reputable man?
Mr. Col.E. During the period that I was in Vietnam, sir, it was
never brought out in anything that I saw that he was other than a
reputable businessman.

Senator ALLEN. In 30 months there, then, you didn't hear any inti

mation that Crum was a wheeler-dealer? You thought he was an honor
able and reputable businessman?
Mr. Col.E. I heard intimation about a great many people, but I don't
believe everything I hear, and I think some hearsay must be supported
by an investigation and supported.
Senator ALLEN. You had some measure of control over the PX's.

Weren't you chairman of some sort of a policy council or something?
Mr. ColE. I had no operational ' over the PX's whatsoever.
Senator ALLEN. And yet you took quite a hand in their operations,
didn't you?
Mr. Col.E.I beg your pardon, sir?
Senator ALLEN. And you took quite a hand in the operation through

suggestions and contacts that you made, did you not?
Mr. Col.E. Relatively few, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Why did you— .
Mr. Col.E. We made a lot of suggestions about how to order things

and to keep the troops supplied, but as far as where to order it from, no.
Senator ALLEN. Did you have anything to do with setting up any
gift shops?
Mr. Cole. I had nothing to do with the establishment of any gift
-

-

shop.

£ator ALLEN. On the matter of the appointment of Bill Higdon,
the Long Binh custodian, you recommended him, did you not?
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Mr. ColE. I did, sir, based on his record.

. Senator ALLEN. Well, that was taking a hand in the operation, was
it not? He was the top man.
Mr. CoLE. Only because Colonel Williamson, the post commander,
couldn't get a noncommissioned officer that he considered qualified
through the replacement system.

He came to me; I did not go to him, I then asked The Adjutant Gen
eral, the assignment people in the Office of The Adjutant General, to
find someone qualified, and they came up with Sergeant Higdon.
Senator ALLEN. What did you have to do with arranging to have

Sergeant Crews buy the 90th Replacement Battalion gift shop con
cession from Bill Crum for $120,000?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't recall ever discussing anything about con
cessionaires of any kind with Sergeant Crews.
Senator ALLEN. Did you discuss it with anyone?
Mr. CoLE. None to my knowledge; no, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Did you discuss it with Crum?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Did Crum ever talk to you about any business
matter?

Mr. Col.E. Crum occasionally mentioned business matters, but usu
ally only his problem with customs.

Senator ALLEN. What conversations or requests did he have with
you with respect to the open messes or the PX's?
Mr. CoLE. Do you mean did Crum ask me to intercede for him?
Senator ALLEN. What conversation did he have with you with re
spect to them, any type of conversation?

Mr. Col.E. I can't recall any specific conversation with Crum that
would have any effect on clubs or messes or post exchanges.
Senator ALLEN. So all that you ever heard about Crum was rumors
that possibly he might not be the straightest citizen in the country;
is that right?

Mr. Col.E. And about many other people, sir. I noted, sir, that Crum
was not disposed until 21 months after I departed Vietnam, .
Senator ALLEN. You felt, then, that the rumors regarding him were
no worse that rumors with respect to many other people?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Would you name some of those others, then, on the
same level with Crum?

Mr. Col.E. Well, I don’t know who would be. I heard rumors about

my personnel director which were not supported. I heard rumors about
a Mr. Jones, but I never saw anything that supported that. I can’t
recall offhand how many other vendors.

Senator ALLEN: Do you realize that Mr. Bybee, in sworn testimony
before the committee, testified that General Cole arranged for the

NCO club system at the 90th Replacement to buy the gift shop inven
tory from Mr. Crum?
I recall this transaction very well because an Army captain, I cannot re
member his name, in the Long Binh audit office was insisting on a proper inven
tory before the sale could be completed.

You are not familiar with that?

Mr. Col.E. I read that testimony.
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Senator ALLEN. That is not correct?

Mr. Col.E. That is not true, sir.
Senator ALLEN. You had nothing to do with it?
Mr. CoI.E. No, sir. I don’t recall anyone ever discussing Crum's con
cessions with me.

Senator ALLEN. These reports that you had, then, of Crum's repu
tation were not such as to put you on guard and inquire as to his wheel

ing and dealing activities there in the open messes and post exchanges?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have placed on the record that I discussed many

deputy provost marshal of USARV allegations con
cerning Crum and/or club and mess activities.

times with the

Senator ALLEN. So you know of no improper practices of your own
knowledge in which Crum engaged?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don’t recall any—

Senator ALLEN. Yet you were in Vietnam having dealings with
him as often as 15 times, and you never found that out about him?
Mr. Col.E. No one ever came to me, sir, and said, “Here, this is what

Mr. Crum is doing.”
(
this point, Senator McClellan withdrew from the hearing

')

l'OOn.

Senator ALLEN. Did you start any investigation of your own? Did
you make inquiries around?
Mr. Col.E. We did, sir.

Senator ALLEN. What did you find out?
Mr. Col.E. We didn't find anything illegal.
Senator ALLEN. Improper?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't know that I am in a position to say what is
improper. I think it depends on other things.
Senator ALLEN. Did you ever meet Crum away from Saigon?
Mr. CoI.E. I did not meet Crum anywhere or arrange to meet him.

However, he was in Hong Kong when I was there, that I can recall.
He also came to Germany sometime in late May or June of 1969.
Senator ALLEN. You met him there in Germany and also in Hong
Kong, is that right?
Mr. Col.E. I didn’t meet him, sir. We were there at the same time.

Senator ALLEN. It was not prearranged?
Mr. Col.E. It was not prearranged.
Senator ALLEN. Did you go to his place of business?
Mr. Col.E. I did not go to his place of business, no, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Where did you meet him?
Mr. Col.E. I saw him at the Hilton Hotel.

Senator ALLEN. Were you there in his quarters at the hotel?
Mr. Col.E. I was in my own quarters, sir. I was on official orders.
I stayed in my own quarters.

Senator ALLEN. The reservations that you made there at Hong
Kong, were they made for you by the manager of the Hong Kong
office of Price & Co.?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I also read that testimony, and I do not know why
he would make reservations for me, because I believe my reservations
were made by the R. & R. people who were stationed in Hong Kong.
Senator ALLEN. Is that correct or not?
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Mr. CoLE. Sir, I don't know. I never saw the records of the Hilton

Hotel telling me who made reservations for me.
Senator ALLEN. You don't know, then, whether somebody con
nected with Price & Co. made the reservations or not?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir; I do not.
Senator ALLEN. They were adjoining suites, were they not?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir. I don't even think Mr. Crum was on the same
floor. I do not have the room numbers. I couldn't remember. But if

they were adjoining, I did not see them, and nobody opened any door.

£ ALLEN. Returning again to this bribe offer, you never have
explained satisfactorily what information you had in your possession
that they were asking you to refrain from giving. What information is
it that they wanted suppressed ?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I haven’t the faintest idea.

Senator ALLEN. Have you made any effort to have these men appre
hended and prosecuted for making this bribe offer?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, as I stated earlier, and this was my recollection, I
asked General Moore, since I knew that my story, I was told, sounded
incredible, I asked him to please do everything he could to find these
men, and I then said what I recall his telling his agent to do. That
was to go to Frankfurt, look and see who was on the manifest to Zurich
and other places, Geneva.

Senator ALLEN. You have made no effort to have them apprehended
offering you a $50,000

#. brought to justice for insulting you by
r1 bef

Mr. CoLE. Sir, what more could I do?
Senator RIBICOFF. You could have taken them by the scuff of the
neck, couldn’t you? You were a general and you had two guys you
didn’t know offer you $50,000. You could have been pretty summary
with them. You didn’t have to just say “What is that all about?”
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I didn’t even consider it a serious offer. To this day,
I think it was somebody playing a game.
Senator. PERCY: Do you mean when they went from $25 to $50,000
you still didn't think they were serious?
Mr. CoLE. No; not at all.

Senator ALLEN. Why did you bother to mention it, then, in talking to
General Polk, as part of your explanation of your weekend absence?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, the general wanted me to relate to him, including
what time I felt the Ambassador, and every detail that occurred dur
ing the period of my absence. So I gave him every detail.

Senator ALLEN. I believe you said you had been in Germany for
10 months at this time.

Mr. CoLE. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALLEN. And you had no duties assigned to you?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. I had been transferred. I was transferred on Sep
tember 22, from European Exchange Service to the SARE, Head
quarters USARE. That is to the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff
for Logistics. I was undergoing orientation training. However, I spent
about four and a half days of one week being interrogated by the CID.
I spent a couple more days visiting an area that I was told to go visit.
I accompanied General Polk on a visit.
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Senator ALLEN. You had been assigned no duties at all?
Mr. Col.E. I had no duties, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Isn’t that a little different from the tremendous

number of duties you had in Vietnam ?
Mr. CoLE. Quite different, sir. Also, it was in an area that was gen
erally foreign to me and they wanted to give me a lengthy orientation
to include visits before they assigned any duties to me.
Senator ALLEN. I have no further questions, but I do have a list—
I would like to give a copy to the witness—of some 43 interventions
by Colonel Cole to benefit, promote, or advance the business affairs of
William J. Crum, SARL Electronics, and Price & Co., and other
vendors.

I would like to offer that in evidence and ask that a copy be given
to the witness.

Senator RIBICOFF. That may be done.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 532” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. We are planning to recess about a quarter to one
until Friday morning.
Counsel, the document that Senator Allen submitted to you, I in
tend, when we resume on Friday, to go over item by item and ask for
an explanation of all of the allegations of the colonel. I want to be fair
and give him ample opportunity over tomorrow to review from the
testimony all the allegations of intervention because it is our intention
to ask him about each allegation.
Mr. MAGEE. May we have a copy of the document, Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBICOFF. It is being given to you now.
(Document handed to witness.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney?
Senator GURNEY. Colonel, I would like to go back to the weekend
in Europe and ask one or two questions about that, if I may, as I am
not clear on it.

First of all, with regard to these names, Larry Gordon and Jeff
Bromley. CID Agent Johnson testified that you stated to him that
these were fictitious names, and that you knew the true names of the
men that were attempting to bribe you. What is your statement on
that ?

(At this point. Senator Allen withdrew from the hearing room.)
Mr. Col.E. As I have stated before, sir, I gave those two names to

Agent Johnson. Agent Johnson then asked me if I thought they were
real names and I said no, I thought they were fictitious names, be
cause they refused to identify themselves.
Senator GURNEY. Did you state to Agent Johnson that you knew
the true names of these men?

Mr. Col.E. To the best of my recollection and belief I couldn't pos
sibly have said that.
Senator GURNEY. You did not say that to them?

Mr. Col.E. To the best of my recollection and belief, I could not have
said it because I do not and did not knew the names of those men.

#" GURNEY. Colonel, what did you do in Munich that week
end
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Mr. CoLE. Well, I arrived—do you want me to tell where I ate and
when I shaved?

Senator GURNEY. Sure, go ahead.
This is a very important weekend in your life and the committee
is interested in it, too.

Mr. Col.E. I arrived in Munich at approximately 7:30 or 8 o'clock
in the morning. I called a friend. I went to that apartment.
Senator GURNEY. Who was the friend?

Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, do we have to put the name of the friend
in evidence? This is a purely personal matter and this party had noth
ing to do with this. This is what we were seeking to try to avoid.
Senator PERCY. I think the friend's name is a matter of public rec
ord already.

Mr. MAGEE. We haven't revealed it in our testimony, sir.

Senator Ribicoff. The question is a proper one. It has been opened
up.

Senator Gurney would like that question answered. He is entitled
to an answer.

Mr. Col.E. The apartment was inhabited by Mrs. Frederick and a
Mrs. Bowers, mother and daughter.
Senator GURNEY. Go on.

Mr. Col.E. The mother doesn't speak English. I explained to the
daughter, who had been my administrative assistant, what I had en
countered in Frankfurt, and talked to her for a little while. Also, she

had quite a lot of mail for me and other things.
Senator GURNEY. What do you mean that you told her about what
you encountered in Frankfurt?
Mr. Col.E. Well, I told her that these men had offered me this sum

of money and I considered it ridiculous, that it was a trick of some
kind. Then I told her

Senator GURNEY. Isn’t this rather unusual to discuss this very serious
thing?
Mr. CoI.E. No, I didn’t think so.

Senator GURNEY. All right.
Mr. Col.E. I mean, I have discussed it with others.

Senator PERCY. You said she had quite a bit of mail for you. How
did she happen to have the mail for you?
Mr. Col.E. Well, my address—no one had received any change of
address cards from me, and my mail was still coming to headquar
ters, EPS. I had recently moved. There were magazines and other
things.

£tor PERCY. Weren’t these forwarded to you?
Mr. CoLE. The answer is yes, they were forwarded, but she still
had some.

Senator GURNEY. Would you go on to describe the weekend?
Mr. CoI.E. I then said I thought I would go to a hotel and stay
there for the night. They insisted that I be their guest. I remained in
the house. If I remember correctly, I think I shaved and showered. In
the afternoon I went for a drive, about a 3-hour drive. I returned

approximately 7 o'clock that evening and talked, had dinner, watched

TV, and about 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning—they had long since
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retired—about 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning I laid down and tried
to sleep.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you go on your drive?
Mr. Col.E. We went

Senator GURNEY. Who is “we”?
Mr. Col.E. Mrs. Bowers and I. It was her car. We drove out towards

the Amercy, if I remember right, and up towards Augsburg, and then
we stopped and had some tea and came back.

The next morning I got up about 6 o'clock. I called the airport
to see if I could get a reservation back, or, rather, that the flights
would be going back to Frankfurt. The airport doesn't answer until
9 o'clock in the morning. Finally, I got her and she drove me to the
airport where we stayed until we were quite certain there wouldn’t
be a flight out of Munich for Frankfurt. Then, since her son lived in

Nuremberg, she said—he was going to school in Nuremberg—and she
said she wanted to see him anyway, she offered to drive me to Nurem
berg. We went to the Nuremberg Airport. I stopped and checked
with the desk and they said, yes, they had a flight that would be
taking off in about 30 minutes, but they recommended against it be
cause of the large number of planes circling over Frankfurt, that it
would probably be 2 hours before it would land or 3 hours, and it
would be quicker for me to drive on to Frankfurt.
Senator PERCY. Do you mean the airlines suggested against using
the airlines?

Mr. Col.E. Yes. They recommended that only because of the back
up of planes.
Senator PERCY. Did they recommend that to all passengers?
Mr. Col.E. I haven’t the faintest idea. I can't speak except to what
thev told me. That is the reason I didn't take the airplane and that
is the reason we drove.

Senator GURNEY. What was the purpose of the weekend?

Mr. Col.F. Well, my primary purpose was to get out of Frankfurt
when the Stars and Stripes Weekly was published, which it was, and
my name was again in the headlines.
Senator GURNEY. Do you mean you just wanted to go to Munich
so you wouldn’t have to read the newspapers?
Mr. Col.E. I wanted to get away from the press, sir.
Senator GURNEY. The press were after you to interview?
Mr. Col.E. The press had talked to me, had visited my home and
-

called me on the phone many, many times once this first testimony or
first release appeared in the newspapers: yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. This is in connection with the investigation of the
subcommittee?

Mr. Col.E. This was in connection with why was I suddenly trans

ferred from the European Exchange Service to Heidelberg.
Senator GURNEY. I don't recall in the testimony or interview that

you gave to General Polk and General Moore that you mentioned any
thing about that.

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, I certainly did. I had picked up a copy of the
Stars and Stripes which I had in my hand.
Senator GURNEY. You said to General Polk and General Moore

that the reason why you went to Munich was to get out of town so
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that you wouldn't be interviewed by newspapermen? Is that your
testimony?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I don't recall saying that. General Polk did ask me
my motives. He asked me where I had been. He wanted me to account
for every minute of time. He did not ask for motives. In the memo
randum, which I did not sign, I did as well as I could in accounting
for my time, to include the drive.
Senator GURNEY. In the testimony we took from CID Agent
Johnson, he had this to say about the interview with General Moore:
General Cole was advised of his rights and questioned extensively by General
Moore. Again, General Cole told various stories and repeated his account of
the alleged meeting with the IRS and FBI agents. He recounted the story to get
a receipt for a gift to a high-ranking officer and finally recanted those stories
and stated that he had traveled to Munich to make telephone calls to persons
in Hong Kong, especially Lindy Johnson, from whom he wished to get receipts
for the purchase of two dresses that were shipped to his wife and daughter. He
stated another reason he made the trip to Munich was because on September
the 5th, 1969, an officer of high rank asked General Cole to get a receipt for an
item that General Cole had given to the officer as a gift. This item also had been

obtained from Hong Kong.

There is nothing at all in here about this new material, that you
went to Munich to escape newspapermen. This is the first time we have
ever seen this. This is your real reason for going to Munich?
Mr. Col.E. That is a reason, sir.
Senator GURNEY. That is another reason ?

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What was the principal reason that you went to
Munich 2

Mr. Col.E. Well, I think the principal reason: (1) I did want to call
Hong Kong and (2) I did want '' out of the Heidelberg area.
Senator GURNEY. Who did you want to call in Hong Kong?
Mr. CoI.E. I have already indicated, sir. I wanted to find out (a) who
shipped thoses dresses; and (b) I wanted to find out about another
matter.

Senator GURNEY. What was the other matter?

Mr. Col.E. The matter was a jade figurine.
Senator GURNEY. Would you describe that transaction? Why were
you interested in finding out about the jade figurine?
Mr. Col.E. On September 7, after meeting with General Westmore
land, I met Mrs. Westmoreland, and she told me she would like to
have a bill of sale and a receipt for the jade figurine which was pro
cured and given to him—not to her but to General Westmoreland's
administrative officer—just prior to their leaving Vietnam. I had
never received a bill from the man who procured and sent me the
figurine.
Senator GURNEY. Did you call Hong Kong?
Mr. Col.E. We couldn't get through, sir. I remember it well only

because the telephone operator was a male and that, I thought, was
very unusual, to find a male telephone operator.
£ GURNEY. The male operator could not–
Mr. Col.E. He could not get through.
Senator GURNEY. What would that have to do with it?
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Mr. Col.E. I was unable to complete my conversation. I was unable

to get through to Hong Kong.

h' £ If you had a female operator you could have gotten

through 2

£CoLE. That has nothing to do with

it. That is the only reason

'' #" that I did make the call or that we attempted to make
the call.

Senator RIBICOFF. I wonder if the Senator would yield for a moment.
General Cole has mentioned General Westmoreland. I have talked

to General Westmoreland and I would like to relate that conversation,

in all fairness to General Westmoreland, whose name has now been
brought in here.

Would the Senator yield for that purpose?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. I talked with General Westmoreland about the

so-called jade figurine. General Westmoreland stated to me that at a
party given—at which your wife and Mrs. Westmoreland were pres
ent—discussion was held about procuring and purchasing for her a
figurine, because you were going to Hong Kong; that you procured

this figurine and Mrs. Westmoreland asked you for a bill because she
wanted to pay you for the cost of the figurine; that this bill wasn’t
forthcoming and she again asked for the bill for the figurine, because
she wanted to reimburse you for the cost of this figurine; that after
a number of requests and attempts and the bill was not forthcoming.
she then packed up this figurine and returned it to you by registered
mail.

I believe General Westmoreland's statement, and I would not

want this hearing to allow this fact to be left dangling in midair which
in any way would reflect upon General Westmoreland. I think I owe
the duty to the committee, General Westmoreland and the press, to
so state. I believe General Westmoreland's statement.

Mr. Col.E. The statement is 100 percent true, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Mr. Col.E. I procured the figurine by writing a letter.
Senator GURNEY: Now back to the weekend and this phone call to
Hong Kong. On that, as I recall, you could't get through and the
reason why you couldn't was a male phone operator?
Mr. Col.E. Senator Gurney, that isn't true.
Senator GURNEY. That is what you said.
Mr. Col.E. The lines were busy. I said I remembered the conversa

tion only because—I remember trying only because I was amazed that
a male operator was acting as a long-distance operator.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you make the call from?
Mr. CoLE. From Mrs. Bower's house.

Senator GURNEY. Did you place a call or try to place a call to Mr.
Crum at that time?

Mr. Col.E.. I have never called Mr. Crum from Europe.

Senator GURNEY. When you wanted to advise your headquarters,
or General Maples. I guess the officer was, that you wanted an exten
sion for this weekend, why did you tell him you wanted it because

you were going to be interviewed by IRS and FBI agents when you
£" going to Munich to visit your friend and make some phone
Ca.118
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Mr. Col.E. Sir, at the time this came up, I had planned to return to

Heidelberg and I had no firm plan to go anywhere. My plan was
to return to Heidelberg until I was accosted by these two people. Of
course. I would not have had to give General Maples any reason ex
cept that I wished the weekend off for personal reasons.
Senator GURNEY. But you told him
Mr. Col.E. But I told him the major reason.

Senator GURNEY. The IRS and FBI agents?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Then after you had this chat you went on to
Munich and you thought of making these phone calls on the spur of
the moment, is that it?

Mr. CoLE. No. There had been many communications, many at
tempts, to get through to Hong Kong, and several letters written.
Senator GURNEY. At this particular time, after you didn’t have a
successful interview with the IRS and FBI agents, then you decided
on the spur of the moment to go to Munich?
Mr. Col.E. No, I didn't decide on the spur of the moment at all. I
walked around for hours before I decided to go to Munich.
Senator GURNEY. Why did you do that?
Mr. Col.E. I gave the reason, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I don’t think I got it.
Mr. CoLE. Well, I will tell you again, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Mr. Col.E. I explained that I, first, wanted to be out of the Heidel

berg and Frankfurt area: second, I was concerned. Mrs. Westmoreland
is one of the sweetest and most wonderful people I have ever known
and a friend for 20 years, and I didn't want this committee or any
other committee to find out about a figurine, which they have found
out, which she was not responsible for and which I had tried repeatedly

to get a bill of sale for and be reimbursed. I could have said, “Mrs.
Westmoreland, it is $105, give me your check.” I could have written
out “in receipt.” But I couldn't charge her anything because I did not
know what the cost was.

-

When anything gets as far out of context as some of the things
around here have gotten, I think you can understand why I was
concerned.

Senator GURNEY. Then the reason for going to Munich is after you
talked to the IRS and FBI false agents, then you walked around for
several hours and during that several hours of walking around you be
gan to worry about newspaper reporters?

Mr. CoLE. No, that was on my mind, sir, from the time—from Sep
tember 8 when they first started talking to me.

. Senator RIBICOFF. If the Senator will again yield, Agent Johnson
is in the room.

Will you come up?
Mr. COLE. In spite of this, we have been friends for some time.
TESTIMONY OF JAMES R. JOHNSON.—Resumed

Senator GURNEY: Mr. Johnson, you have been previously sworn.
£ here in testimony. Do you recall that you
talked to General Cole or he talked to you, I should say, when you
We had a little
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were escorting him back to Heidelberg? And during this time he told
you the investigators’ names who he talked to were Larry Gordon and
Jeff Bromley, and you stated, “Immediately thereafter he stated that
these were fictitious names and that he knew the true names of the

men and that they were attempting to help him.”
Did he state to vou that he knew the true names of these men?

Mr. JoHNSON. As written, sir, he stated that to me.
Senator GURNEY. He said that?

Mr. JoHNsoN. He said that to me in the car between Frankfurt,
Germany, and Heidelberg, Germany.
Senator GURNEY. Now, Colonel Cole, I go back to you.
Do you want to correct your statement?
TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
WARREN E. MAGEE—Resumed

Mr. Col.E. Sir, Mr. Johnson and I were in the back seat of a car.
Neither of us had a recorder. Neither of us made notes. He has

stated what he recalled, and I have stated what I recall. I would like

to add one thing: In the CD report signed by Mr. Johnson he stated,
“General Cole was in a highly emotional state and his statements didn’t
string together.”
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Johnson, would you like to add anything
further?
TESTIMONY OF JAMES R. JOHNSON-Resumed

Mr. JoHNsoN. Senator Gurney, there is one thing that is not quite
in context. The two names, Jeff Bromley and Larry Gordon, I wrote
down on aside, which I also always carry in my credential case, little
white cards, and I put these in envelopes and they become part of a
case file later. That card can be found with Jeff Bromley and Larry
Gordon's names on it. It can be found. It may take time.
Senator GURNEY. You did take notes in the back seat of that car?

Mr. JoHNSON. I wrote those two names down. I asked him, “Where

have you been?” When he started explaining and he gave me these
two names. I didn't even know Larry Gordon. He could have said
John Jones, and I would have written it down.

Senator GURNEY. Colonel Cole, would you like to correct your most
recent statement?
TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
WARREN E. MAGEE—Resumed

Mr. Col.E. I can repeat for the ninth or tenth time that I did give
Agent Johnson the name—
Senator GURNEY. But you said no notes were taken in the back seat
of the car.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, the only thing Agent Johnson wrote down were the
names of the two agents.
Senator GURNEY. You do remember that now?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, I definitely remember his writing the names down.
Senator GURNEY. That is all, Mr. Johnson.
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Mr. JoliNsoN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Just one moment.

Senator RIBICoEF. I have one more question, Colonel.
Did you state, in giving the statement to General Polk or Agent
Johnson, that someone had taken a shot at you and when you were
pressured for details you refused to give information and said no one
would believe you if you told them :
Did you make such a statement?

... Mr. CoLE. Sir, I would like to state the statement as I recall I made
it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did someone take a shot at vou?

Mr. Cole. Sir, as I indicated to General Polk in June of last year
when we talked about this matter again, I explained to General Polk
that I couldn't tell whether I was shot at, but a shot was fired, and I

had gone outside. I was outside looking around because we heard
trespassers.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where?

Mr. Col.E. In the back of my quarters, sir, in a wooded area in
Munich.
Senator RIBICOFF. When was this?

Mr. Col.E. This was before I moved to Heidelberg, sir.
I don't remember the month. I don't remember whether it was

August or September, or during one of the two weekends I came back
to Munich before I moved to Heidelberg.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you ever report the shot to any security
officers?

Mr. CoI.E. No, sir; I did not.

Senator GURNEY. Colonel, after you talked to General Moore, I
understand a statement was prepared covering the activities of the
Munich weekend. Actually, as I understand, it was prepared from
our dictation and purported to be a full account of your weekend.
' you refuse to sign this statement?
Mr. Col.E. I have acknowledged, sir, that I refused to sign the
Statement.

Senator GURNEY. Why? This was an innocent weekend as you have
described here. Nothing unusual happened. Why wouldn't you sign
the statement?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, there is no such thing as an investigation by the CID
which isn’t reported hither and yon, and I did not want the names of
Mrs. Frederick or Mrs. Bower bandied about. I am sure Agent John
son will confirm that that was the only reason I did not sign the state
ment. Also, we had started to amend the statement, too.

Senator GURNEY. You, of course, were a general officer in the U.S.
Army, and also your duties, as you described them in your statement,
among other things, included general jurisdiction of the CID in
Saigon, in USARV. Would you advise every statement taken by the
CID not to be signed by anyone?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I never stated that I had general jurisdiction over the
CID. I had zero control over the CID.

Senator GURNEY. Would you, as a general officer, advise anybody
who gave a statement to the CID not to sign it?
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Mr. CoLE. I would do this, sir; I would advise, as Mr. Johnson
advised me, “Sir, get legal counsel, you may be in trouble.”
I sought legal counsel, and he advised me not to sign the statement.
Senator GURNEY. Then you did not sign it on advice of counsel?
Mr. Col.E. That was the secondary reason, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, there were two reasons. One is

you wanted to protect the names of these friends of yours, the other
was your lawyer told you not to sign?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I had no objection to putting the names of the two
people whose names I have mentioned into the statement. All I asked

was that they not harass them. Verify what I said but not harass them.
Senator GURNEY. Do you think they would have been harassed if you
had signed the statement?
Mr. Col.E. I certainly did think they would be harassed.
Senator GURNEY. Because you signed a statement? Does the CID
go around harassing people once statements are signed?
Mr. Col.E. When they were investigating this particular weekend,
they would go and see the people. They would inquire into the week
end, yes.

£or GURNEY. My understanding of the CID investigations, from
what we have learned here in these hearings—and I must say we have
gotten a good lesson about the CID—is that they investigate people
they think should be investigated. They don’t investigate them on the
basis of whether a statement has been signed or not.

Mr. CoLE. What would you like me to say, sir?
Senator GURNEY. I don't know. Anything you want to.
Mr. CoLE. I have nothing more to

£

Senator GURNEY. Let me say something, then; that I don’t believe
anything you say when you say that you didn't sign the statement to

protect the names of people because the CID is going to harass them
if you signed the statement. I just don’t believe that.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, would you ask Mr. Johnson what took place in his
office that day?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. JoHNsoN. Senator Gurney, I told him that I was going to check
with the people whether he signed the statement or not.
Senator GURNEY. What do you have to say to that, Colonel Cole?
Mr. ColE. There was no way in the world that I could prevent it.
But the second question
Senator GURNEY. Then the reason for not signing the statement is
not valid.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, the second question of Mr. Johnson would be why,
then, did he ask me to seek legal counsel.
Senator GURNEY. Well, Mr. Johnson, would you comment on that?
TESTIMONY OF JAMES R. JOHNSON-Resumed

Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir. I am, by law, required, when I feel a man is
harming himself and you don't know which story he will tell next, to

get him counsel. I said to General Cole in the office, “General Cole, you
need counsel desperately. I would like to read over the details as they
happened, sir.”
He said, “Get Lieutenant Stevenson on the phone.”
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I said, “I don't know him, but we will try.”
He walked behind my desk and dialed for Lieutenant Stevenson.
Lieutenant Stevenson was not available or not there. He turned to me

and said, “Who is good counsel ?”
I said, “I only know one person in the military justice. I have known
him for some time and he is able counsel in

£ chambers.”

He said, “Will you get him?”
I said, “I certainly will.”
I picked up the phone and called for Capt. Allen Cook. Captain
Cook came to the office. I met him in the hallway and said, “General
Cole is there and he needs counsel.”

He said, “Is the room bugged?”
I said, “The room is not bugged.”
He walked in and spoke to General Cole for 5 minutes or maybe 6.
He walked out in the hallway and said these words to me: “General
Cole has nothing further to say, will not sign anything, and anything
further you have to do with my client will be done at your request
through me.”
I would like to recite that it was not 48 hours later that I met Gen

earl Cole coming from the Chief of Personnel Building, and I was on
my way to General Moore's building, and I stopped and spoke to him,
and I said, “What is going on?”, and we passed the time of day, and
his counsel happened to be coming by from another building.
He said, “I warned you.”
d

And I said, “Allen, I swear to God, we are only passing the time of

al

."

e said, “You better be passing the time of day.”
The fact of counsel was not at General Cole's request; it was at my
suggestion.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You were protecting his constitutional rights?
Mr. JoHNSON. I have the duty to do that, sir.
Senator GURNEY. One other question.

-

As I understand Colonel Cole's testimony just now, he didn't sign
the statement because he thought if he did, the CID would harass these
friends of his. Would you like to comment on that?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes, sir. The execution of that statement by signature
would not have prevented me from talking to these people whom he
said he had contacted. The reason I would have talked to these people,

Senator Gurney, was either to substantiate or refute his testimony.
The mere act of his signing that piece of paper would not have pre
vented me from talking to them.

Senator GURNEY. That certainly would have been my
1ng, too.

understand

-

As I recall,
and therepeople
was sothrough
much verbiage
exchanged
in Mr.
the Johnson.
morning about
not dragging
the mud
£ this
and that, and I advised him as General Moore did, that, “We are
going to talk to them.”
Senator GURNEY. Do you want to make any further clarification
of vour refusal to sign the statement, Colonel Cole?
Mr. Col.B. I have nothing further to say, sir.
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest a question to the witness
and ask the Chair to put it? Will you ask Agent Johnson if he put
in his first statement covering this review any statement to the effect

that General Cole told him he knew the names of these two people?
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you place in your first report any statement
to the effect that General Cole had stated that he knew the names of

these two people?

Mr. JoHNsoN. I don’t have it at hand, but I would say with very
little reservation it is in there, sir. I think it is in exhibit A-1–H.
I could be mistaken as to the number.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where is that exhibit?

Mr. JoHNsoN. I have supplied Mr. Duffy and Mr. Fialkewicz with a
copy of the statement. It is a résumé of the action that took place from
the time I went to Munich when I was called by General Moore until
such time as I returned General Cole to his home.

Senator RIBICOFF. It is 10 minutes to one. We are going to adjourn

soon, but I will not do so as long as Senator Gurnev has a few more
questions to ask. When we do resume, will that exhibit be procured
and be made available?
Mr. DUFFY. Yes.

(The document referred to was subsequently introduced as Exhibit
542 for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. I had intended now to go into a new line of ques

tioning about Sarl Electronics, and I don't think we should open it up
at this time.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy wants to make a statement.
Senator PFRCY. Colonel Cole, we are now recessing until Friday and

I think vou have the right at this stage to have my own conclusions
as a member of this committee. I hope when vou come back on Friday
vou can offer evidence that possiblv might destroy these conclusions
because I hate to come to them, but I have.

In my judgment there is a very good chance you have committed
perjury in sworn testimony before this committee. In my judgment,
there is a good chance that you have disgraced the uniform that you
have worn, and there is evidence available that you have betrayed
your friends and the sacred trust that you have assumed in your
capacity.
I say this with deep regret, but I find your evidence today incred
ible. I find it absolutely contradictory, and I feel it requires further
explanation.
We have heard for a month witnesses before this committee that

have outlined the intensive, intricate, persuasive manner in which you

provided favors, pressure, influence, threats, and engaged yourself in
the most questionable sort of relationships with businessmen in Viet
nam and Germany.
We have heard evidence today from yourself that you even possi
bly might have tried to compromise at the highest level a simple at
tempt to get a jade figure and get a bill for it. Why weren't you billed
for this when you procured it? Why did you fail to provide a bill?
Whv did vou take the chance that you could have in some wav impli
cated a revered and respected name?
That has not been adequately explained, as to why you have such a
-

pattern of conduct.

You have said in your statement that you “challenge anybody to
come up with evidence of impropriety.”
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I would say your testimony today indicates you haven’t the slightest
knowledge of what impropriety is. And you have to defend yourself
on Friday to indicate that there is a code of conduct by which you gov
erned yourself that is certainly stronger than the evidence you have
provided today. Otherwise, this committee will certainly be compelled
to take action with respect to your testimony here.
You suggest throu £ your statement in a self-righteous manner
that you have been slandered, maligned, and defamed in these hear
ings, but you fail to offer an explanation to this subcommittee as to
why so many would be coming before this committee merely to defame
your character.

They have done so reluctantly, but they have certainly done so.
You have provided us with a # of legalistic responses as to whose
job was what according to military regulations without addressing

yourself to the possibility that you used the great power of your office
in such a way as to bring about improper ends, irrespective of spe
cific job descriptions.
In conclusion, I think on Friday we would like to have you spe
cifically comment on some of the testimony that has been brought to
bear against you and which you did not deal with at all today.
I have reference to the conversation and testimony that Senator
Ribicoff and I had with Colonel Ivey. I select Colonel Ivey because you
had a relationship with him at West Point. You have been considered
by him a friend of long standing.
. In case you were, of course, not here at the time, I would like to
indicate to you what he said and what we said. This was in connection
with another act of what I would consider impropriety.
Your suggestion to your good friend Colonel Ivey was that he could
take his family and stay at a hotel suite in Hong Kong which was
owned by an old Chinese friend—or hand or whatever it might have

been—and his persistent attempts to get a bill for $388, only to find
that Price & Co. had paid that bill and, in effect, this hotel room was

#
at all occupied permanently by some “old China hand or China
riend.”
I said to Colonel Ivey at the time, “And subsequent to that, through
the intervention by General Cole on behalf of Sarl Electronics and

So forth, was it clear to you, after you confronted the general and

asked him about these circumstances, and so forth, were you aware
inside yourself that you had been used for his purpose?”
I asked the question, “Do you have that feeling, that you were now
used or compromised?”

He said, “Sir, I find it unbelievable that a general officer would do
something like this to anyone, much less to a friend. I feel it was a
dirty, low-down trick.”
Senator Ribicoff said, “In other words, you feel this was a dirty,
low-down trick that General Cole had played on you?”
Colonel Ivey said, “Yes, sir; I feel he was not trying to help me. He
was trying to use me. Anyone who would do something like that to a
friend could not have any character.”
The whole question of this inquiry now is your character, how vou
happened to come into a position of this trust after years in the mili
tary service and then betray that trust. You have a lot of explaining to
do on Friday before this committee.
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TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
WARREN E. MAGEE—Resumed

Mr. CoLE. Sir, may Imake one comment?
With regard to Colonel Ivey, sir, he approached me. I did not seek
him out. When he visited Thailand, he also
me, and when

£

he visited India he also approached me. I didn't go to Colonel Ivey's
office and I didn't offer to do anything for Colonel Ivey.

Senator RIBICOFF. At the executive session, Colonel Cole promised
the committee that he would give us a statement of his assets and lia
bilities as of July 1, 1966, and June 30, 1970, also a list of jewelry
purchases.
To date we haven’t received that.

Mr. MAGEE. He is prepared to state this into the record. It has been
very difficult to find and get exact figures on this for the committee. He
would be glad to state it into the record.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You don’t have it available for Friday? Could
you give it to the committee sometime tomorrow?
Mr. MAGEE. I would prefer to have him give it to you orally, sir.
He has some worksheets upon which he has been working this up
for the committee.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You couldn’t get us photostatic copies of the
worksheets?

Mr. ADLERMAN. We will photostat them in our own office.
Mr. MAGEE. I would prefer, gentlemen, that you ask General Cole
for his financial statement and have him put it into the record, if
Imav.

£or RIBIcoFF. The general is in a tough spot, and we are going
to accord him every possibility to defend himself, every courtesy and
every consideration he can have. If we have to call him back, we

will call him back. But this subcommittee, as long as I am chairing, is

going to be very zealous in its protection of everybody's rights.
You have that statement, Counsel, of the allegations that have been
made, some 43, against Colonel Cole. You have copies of the trans
cript. You will have an opportunity between now and Friday morn
ing to go over this transcript, and also the questions raised by Senator
Percy.

The committee will stand adjourned until Friday morning at 10
o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Friday, March 12, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at the time of recess: Sena
tors Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1971

U.S. SENAT

E,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONs.

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to section 4 of Senate Resolution 31, agreed to
March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican,
Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gurney. Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman.
--

-

chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Mor
gan, chief counsel to the minority: John Brick, investigator: Walter
S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs: Frederick

£". special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief
Clerk.

Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen
ators Ribicoff, Allen, Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICoEF. Yesterday shortly after lunch, I had one of my
staff hands carry the following letter to Carmine Bellino:
I was very disappointed to learn that you are leaving the investigations com

mittee to join Senator Kennedy's Judiciary Subcommittee. Our loss is Senator
Kennedy's gain.

I wish you the very best in your new assignment but I must add that the
investigations committee won't seem the same without you. The present inquiry
into nonappropriated funds and black market would never have even been started
without your work some two years ago and we could never have progressed this
far without the vitally important contributions you have made. And I know

this investigation is just one of many which began because of your enterprise
and which was satisfactorily completed because of your persistence and ski\).
Again, good luck in your new position and please keep in touch.
Best personal regards,
Sincerely, Abe Ribicoff.

Later yesterday afternoon, Mr. Bellino collapsed in the
mittee room and was taken by ambulance to the hospital.
(1583)
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He is critical. I have known Mr. Bellino for many years, dating
back to the time I was associated with the Kennedy administration. I
know I speak for the members of the entire committee in offering our
prayers for Mr. Bellino's rapid recovery.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I join in that as does Senator
Gurney. He has been of invaluable assistance to the committee and
we wish him Godspeed in his recovery.
Senator RIBICoEF. You may be seated, Mr. Cole.
TESTIMONY OF EARLF. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL WARREN
E. MAGEE—Resumed

Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Cole, reading from page 2758 of the tran
script, I quote you:
I did not even know Crum until I was introduced to him in late November

or early December, 1966, and saw him casually and infrequently, 15 times at
the most, during my entire 30 months' tour of duty.

Under the byline of Clark Mollenhoff, there will appear in today's
Des Moines Register Tribune an article which states that a silver
cigarette case was given to General Westmoreland as he was leaving
Vietnam for the United States to become Chief of Staff.

The cigarette box bore an inscription on the top of the members of

your staff. There were approximately 10 to 15 names in script of
various officers, including Lieutenant General Kerwin, Deputy Chief
of Staff, General Davidson, now head of the Department of Intelli
gence. The box was delivered to General Westmoreland by you
personally.

The names are engraved in two columns. The last name on the right
hand column was William Crum. This box was kept on General West
moreland's desk in Washington. General Westmoreland didn’t know
Crum or ever recall meeting him until these hearings brought up the
name of Crum. When General Westmoreland realized the name of
Crum was on the box he ordered it returned to General Cole.

What puzzles me is this. If you did not know Crum and you pro
cured a cigarette box and had it engraved by members of his staff, how
did you have Mr. Crum's name engraved on the box with the general
staff of General Westmoreland as a going away gift?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, first, I did not personally deliver the box to General
Westmoreland. I delivered the box to his administrative assistant.

With regard to Mr. Crum, Mr. Crum learned that such a box had been
procured and during the period that a secretary was carrying it around
to get it engraved, he approached her and asked her if he could have
his name engraved on the box. That is how his name was engraved on
the box.

Senator RIBICOFF. How did Mr. Crum know about a box that

was being given by General Westmoreland's staff to General
Westmoreland 2

Mr. Col.E. I purchased the box, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. You purchased the box :
Mr. Col.E. At the International House in Saigon.

Senator RIBICoEF. How much did you pay for the box?
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Mr. CoLE. Sir. If I recall correctly, between $30 and $40.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you ask the other members of the staff to
make a contribution toward the box?

Mr. CoLE. Principally the box was given by the people associated
with the pacification program. Members of the pacification program
did make a contribution to the engraved cost of the box.
Senator RIBIcoFF. How much did they give?
Mr. Col.E. If I recall correctly, sir, $5 each.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did Mr. Crum give $5?
Mr. CoLE. He did not give 1 cent, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. But Mr. Crum heard about this generally?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you ever have a conversation with Mr. Crum
about this box?

Mr. Col.E. I do not recall discussing that box with Mr. Crum.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You weren't responsible for having the engraving
on this box?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, I sent a secretary to have the box engraved.

Senator RIBICOFF: What was the name of the secretary?
Mr. CoLE. I do not recall, sir. She was Vietnamese.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your contention is that Mr. Crum went to Gen
eral Westmoreland's secretary?

Mr. Col E. No, sir, she was not General Westmoreland's secretary.
She was a Vietnamese who worked in our area.
Senator RIBICOFF. I can’t understand what area.

Mr. Col.E. In the pacification, sir, for CORDS.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who gave her the box?
Mr. CoI.E. I gave her the box after we had the signatures. A secre

tary in either Ambassador Komer's office or our office, an American
secretary, went to each of the staff officers and had them write their

name on a piece of paper. Then the box was returned for engraving.
Senator RIBICOFF. You supervised this entire transaction, right, you
bought the box?

Mr. Col.E. I did buy the box.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was your idea to have the box engraved as a go
ing away gift?
Mr. Col.E. It was, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You then presented the box to General Westmore
land?

-

Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I gave the box to General Westmoreland's admin
istrative assistant.

Senator RIBICOFF: What was his name?
Mr. Col.E.I believe it was Warrant Officer Sauer.

Senator RIBICOFF. You gave him the box?
Mr. COLE. I did, sir.

Senator Ribicoff. When you gave him the box, the box had all the
signatures on it?
Mr. CoI.E. Yes, sir.

:... a 7

Senator RIBICOFF. Crum's signature was on the box at that time :

Mr. CoLE: I am sure Crum's signature was on the box at that time.
Senator RIBICOFF. You saw the signatures on the box that was given
to General Westmoreland?
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Mr. CoLE. I beg your pardon.
Senator RIBICoFF. You saw the signature on the box given to Gen
eral Westmoreland?

-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I did not carefully inspect the box to see whose signa

tures were on the box. I could not specifically say or give the names of
each officer whose name was inscribed on the box.

Senator RIBICOFF. What was the legend on the box?
Mr. CoLE. I can’t recall, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF: Would it be correct to say that the legend bore the
inscription on the top “From members of your staff.”
Mr. Col.E. I think that is correct, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you have the box now?
Mr. CoLE. I do not have it in my possession, no, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What did you do with the box after General
Westmoreland returned it to you?
Mr. CoLE. I gave the box to my attorney.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have the box?
Mr. MAGEE. I do not have it with me.

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you the one who received that box?

Mr. MAGEE. No, a member of my staff received the box. I do not have
it in my possession.
Senator RIBICoEF. Is the box in your office?
Mr. MAGEE. I can’t even say that it is in the office but I will inquire
and find out.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will vou ascertain whether the box is there and
whether we can see the box

Mr. MAGEE. I will ascertain, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You will see to it that that box is brought to the
committee room by a member of your staff?
Mr. MAGEE. Yes, I will endeavor to obtain this box. I will see if the
chairman desires it that will be turned over to the chairman.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you take the responsibility of putting the in
scription on it?

Mr. CoLE: I don't recall, sir, how it was decided what the inscrip
tion would be.

Senator RIBICoEF. Why did you buy the box in the first place to
give to him? Why did you want to do that?

Mr. Col.F. Well, in an assignment I had in China a cigarette box
was given to me when I departed. On that box was inscribed the

names of the people that I had been closely associated with during
my service in China. I found it to be probably the most worthwhile
memo that I ever received.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was Bill Crum's name on the cigarette box you
received ?

-

Mr. Col.E. I have that box, sir. I will be very happy for you or any
one else to read the names on that box.

-

Senator RIBIcoFF. I am just asking you.
Mr. CoI.E. It is not on that box.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you know Crum at that time when you were
in China?

Mr. Col.E. I had never heard of Crum until I arrived in Vietnam.
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Senator RIBICOFF. Would the members of the subcommittee like to

ask anything about the cigarette box?
Senator GURNEY. I would like to ask a question about his knowledge
of Mr. Crum, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Very well.
Senator GURNEY. When Major St. Martin testified earlier, Mr. Cole,
he testified that you told him that you knew Mr. Crum from some
years before, that was his sworn testimony, before you arrived in
Vietnam. Does that refresh your recollection at all?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, it is my sworn testimony that I never met Mr. Crum
until I arrived in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Is Major St. Martin in the room, Mr. Chairman.
If he is, could we put him on the stand?
Senator RIBICOFF. Is Major St. Martin in the room?
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. CLEMENT E. ST. MARTIN–Resumed

Senator GURNEY. Major St. Martin, in your sworn testimony this is
what you stated to the subcommittee:
Of William Crum, General Cole said, and I quote “He and I were old friends
from the mainland of China. I have known Bill for over 20 years and he would

not do anything illegal. I have had him to lunch on several occasions at my
quarters and I visited him also in Saigon. He is a real fine man.”

Was this your statement, Major St. Martin?
Major ST MARTIN: Yes, sir; it is my statement and these are the
words that General Cole told me in his office on January 1, 1968.

Senator GURNEY. Would you care to reply to that, General Cole?
You have heard the sworn testimony of Major St. Martin.
TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
WARREN E. MAGEE—Resumed

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. I repeat, under oath, that the first time that
I ever met Mr. Crum was in Vietnam in November 1966 or December
1966.

Senator GURNEY. And you never knew him in China?
Mr. Col.E. Inever knew him in China.

Senator GURNEY: You never knew him anywhere else before you
arrived in Vietnam?

Mr. COLE. Never.

Senator GURNEY. Of course you realize you are under oath.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have repeated that I am under oath and I make this
Statement.

Senator GURNEY. Obviously these statements are in complete con
tradiction.

Mr. Col.E. In complete contradiction of what Major St. Martin has
testified to.

Senator GURNEY. Did you tell Major St. Martin that which you
have just told us?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall having made that statement; no, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t recall any statement at all to Major
St. Martin involving Mr. Crum?
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Mr. Col.E. Would you like to have me say what I recall from Major
St. Martin's and my meeting?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. Major St. Martin started to leave the room with the rest

of the officers who were present. He then turned and said, “Could I see
you alone and talk to you man to man?”

He walked to me and said, “General, would you shake hands with
me?” and I said, “Yes.” He then went on to why he had made those al
legations or statements, or whatever you want to call them. He said,

“The reason I made those statements is because I thought you were
the general officer who relieved me of my assignment in the Office of

the Adjutant General in USARV. I did not know until this meeting
that General Taber, the Chief of Staff, had relieved me.” Those were
his words.

Senator RIBICoEF. Would you like to comment on that, Major?
Major ST. MARTIN. Sir, I did not state that to General Cole. I knew

for a fact it was General Taber who relieved me initially. This infor
mation was relayed to me by Major Schultz who was my superior
officer at USARV.

Mr. Col.E. Col. Bill James, the Adjutant General of USARV came
to me and he said, “General Taber is going to fire St. Martin for

having made certain statements about General Abrams.” He asked
me to intercede on behalf of Major St. Martin.
I went to General Taber and I asked General Taber to reconsider.

I did not know St. Martin. I had never met St. Martin to my knowl
edge. General Taber said he would reconsider. I did not know that
Major St. Martin had been reassigned until much, much later.
Senator GURNEY. It is your statement that \' never had any dis
cussions with Major St. Martin about knowing Mr. Crum prior to your
arrival in Vietnam?

Mr. CoI.E. It is my statement, sir, that I do not recall having made

such a statement to Major St. Martin.
Senator GURNEY. One other final point on Mr. Crum and your
knowledge of him before you arrived in Vietnam
Mr. CoI.E. Sir, may I state again I had no knowledge of Mr. Crum
prior to my arrival in Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY. One of our staff members has interviewed Mrs.

Crum recently and Mrs. Crum advised the staff member that she had
been instructed by her husband, Mr. Crum, to find you quarters in
Vietnam before your arrival there. Would you like to comment on
that?

Mr. Col.E. First of all, I have never met Mrs. Crum and I did not

know that Mr. Crum had a Mrs. Crum until after this investigation
started.

Senator GURNEY. You have no knowledge of this statement made
to us?

Mr. Col.E. I have no knowledge of Mrs. Crum.

Senator RIBIcoff. I would like to go chronologically. Would any
other members of the committee like to ask questions concerning the
cigarette box?

Senator PERCY. I do not have any questions about the cigarette
box, but I do have some other questions.
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Senator RIBICOFF. All right.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Cole, first, I would like to go back to what you

considered your primary responsibilities. You have made it very clear
by the preponderance of evidence which you offered in your own
original testimony that you spent most of your time trying to prosecute
the war and that it was quite incidental that you ever got into messes
and so forth.

I quote from your statements on page 10 where you summarize and
indicate the degree with which you were managing the affairs of the
war. You indicate on the top of page 10, “One additional example of
a vexing and continuing personnel problem involved airborne quali
fied replacements. General Abrams,” and I skip down, “also noted
this report and directed me to assign 300 nonairborne infantry replace
ments to the 173rd. I responded that I was enroute to visit the brigade
and would look into personnel shortages.”
Later:
The battalion strengths were dangerously low, however, the bridgade com
mander said he would withdraw two battalions and commit his reserve.

Before any replacements were received, the two battalions were again com
mitted. These gallant airborne soldiers took their objective, but with heavy
losses. Over 700 men were killed or wounded in that one battle for one hill.

Are you implying here that you were ' into a very desper
ate situation, doing the best you could, but that there might have been
some malfeasance involved in the loss of 700 men who were sent in

with reserve strength so low in November 1966, when our involve
ment had been, for a considerable period of time, in prosecuting the
war?

Mr. Col.E. I am sir, I did not intend to indicate there was malfeas
ance on anyone's part. I tried to indicate that the personnel replace
ment problem was a very real problem and that we were unable to
furnish timely replacements, not only to the 173rd but to everyone
else. This was written up, the story of that battle was written up by at
Time and Newsweek reporters who interviewed me after the

£
attle.

Senator PERCY. I think you have clearly made the point through
the bulk of your testimony that you had tremendous responsibilities in
connection with the prosecution of the war. In testimony you have

tried in every way possible to indicate that the operation of the messes
and the subject matter we are dealing with in this investigation is a
very incidental matter so far as you and your responsibilities were
concerned.

On page 14, you indicated the Deputy Chief-of-Staff for Personnel
Administration was not responsible for the operation, administration
or supervision of open messes.
On page 15, you indicate Long Binh Post system operations under
control of the post commander and post at Long Binh had been under
the Saigon area command, that is General Jones, and not under your
direct command. You didn’t have any direct-line responsibility for it.

On page 12, you indicated that major support command such as Long
Binh is responsible for operation, administration and supervision of all
units, not you.
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On page 11, you indicated that you spent the majority of your time
on personnel problems and not on messes, clubs, messes or post ex
changes. I would like to quote your own words, “even though they also

presented vexing and almost insurmountable problems.”
The nature of our inquiry is to try to determine how better to run
these operations and how to relieve men in posts of responsibility for

prosecuting the war from these “vexing and insurmountable problems.”
What recommendations could you make to us on how we might better
operate the messes and these other problems which you apparently did
not have very much time at all to devote yourself to even though they
presented vexing and insurmountable problems?
Mr. Col.E. Senator Percy, I think when you have a buildup primarly
through the system of inducton of personnel to pursue a war on the
-

scale that it has been and was being pursued in Vietnam, when you
have to rely primarily on untrained personnel, that you are going
to have problems in running post exchanges and everything else. And
I don’t know of any panacea for making this an easier operation, not
in war time.

Senator PERCY. You have clearly established the point that you had
precious little time to run the messes and to get into these problems of
concessions, etc., and that you had overwhelming responsibilities in
other areas.

Let me now go thrugh some of the subcommittee evidence to try to
determine, if this is true, how you had the time to get into certain
things.

£nel Castle testified as Long Binh commander, where you clearly
have established the line of command for messes, that he was not even
permitted to approve or disapprove the Board of Governors' minutes.
He transmitted them to you for approval.
How did you have the time to go over these minutes, and I have right
here minutes of these meetings with your signature affixed to them. Is
this your genuine signature or did some staff member sign them on
your behalf or did you literally have time to read the minutes of these

meetings that clearly seemed to be the responsibility of another chain
of command?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, you could not possibly have any minutes submitted by
Colonel Castle to me. He arrived in Vietnam in March of 1968. I de

parted USARV Long Binh Headquarters on January 18, 1968. I have
never met Colonel Castle.

Senator PERCY. I have here an exhibit which has been submitted

with your signature affixed on the minutes that were signed by Robert
B. Hair, Acting Commander. Your signature is affixed as approving
these minutes.

Mr. Col.E. The USARV regulation which I quoted, I believe it is
Regulation 230–60, required that the minutes of the meetings be for
warded to USARV, referred to the comptroller for a check of the

£ial

record and then, I don't know whether it specifies that

Senator PERCY. We have sworn testimony from Colonel Castle that
when he took over this was the procedure that was followed.
Mr. Cole. Sir, it is stated in official Army USARV Headquarters
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documents that they were required to forward the Board of Governors'
minutes to headquarters USARV.
Senator PERCY. Is Lieutenant Barclay in the room?
Mr. Chairman, is it possible to have Lieutenant Barclay come to
the stand and testify as to the procedure that he was ordered to follow?
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you been sworn, sir?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. No, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will

give before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and noth

"'
the truth, so help you God?
ieutenant BARCLAY. I do.
TESTIMONY OF LT, EDWARD BARCLAY

Senator PERCY. Lieutenant Barclay, could you identify yourself
and your relationship with this incident and what procedures were
you ordered to follow in connection with keeping the minutes of
these Board of Governors meetings?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. Senator Percy, I was the custodian, I was a
lieutenant at the time. I was the USARV officers open mess from
July 1967 until January 25, 1968.

The procedure as far as the minutes are concerned is that the
minutes approved by the Board of Governors were signed by me,
the custodian, and by the president of the Board of Governors.
From there they were forwarded to the Post Commander, Colonel
Williamson, for first endorsement and from there forwarded to Gen

eral Cole's office for final approval.
Senator PERCY, Lieutenant Barclay, was it your impression that
General Cole took an interest in following these matters and spent
some time on them?

Lieutenant BARCLAY. Yes, sir, I was of that opinion.
Senator PERCY. I would like now to refer to the transfer of Major
St. Martin.

-

Mr. Cole, during December 1967, did you attempt to have Major

St. Martin transferred out of Long Binh after you learned that he
had developed evidence of your intervention on behalf of Sarl Elec

tronics and other club irregularities involving William Crum and
Sergeant Higdon, custodian at Long Binh?
TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
WARREN E. MAGEE—Resumed

Mr. Col.E. May I state what I recall?
Senator PERCY. Yes, sir.

Mr. CoIE. First, I did not hear, at least to my knowledge, have

any derogatory remarks about Sergeant Higdon or myself or the
club and mess system until December 27 or 28, 1967.

-

At that time if I remember correctly I called Colonel Williamson
and I stated that “I understand you have a club officer named Major
St. Martin who is making statements about people in the officers
mess or in the officers club concerning me and concerning others and
specifically a gift of silver to then the Chief of Staff, General
Johnson.”
58–590–71—Pt. 7
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I said, “Would you please ask Major St. Martin to make these state
ments in writing so that we can examine them and see what action
should be taken?” That is what I recall, sir.

Senator PERCY. From the standpoint of your role in having Major
St. Martin transferred, will you clarify what your position was on
that?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. This is the first time I even knew that Major
St. Martin was a club officer, I had not heard his name mentioned and
I would not know St. Martin if I had met him face to face.

Senator PERCY. At no time did vou intervene in attempting to
have Major St. Martin transferred?
Mr. Col.E. I did not attempt to have him transferred. He was
transferred.

Senator PERCY. What was your role in his transfer?
Mr. Col.E. I discussed this matter if I remember with my commander
and with the J-1, MACV. When they learned that Major St. Martin
the officer who had been ordered transferred from Long Binh was still

at Long Binh, that he should be transferred. This is what I recall.
Senator PERCY. So it was not your decision at all?
Mr. Col.E. If it would have been my decision I would not have hesi
tated 1 minute to relieve Major St. Martin. If I had known everything
I know todav he would have been relieved long before that time. He
had zero qualifications to be in charge of that mess system.
Senator PERCY. Could you furnish the names of the people that you
talked to about this?

Mr. Col.E. I think I can, sir.
Senator PERCY. Can you provide those now?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. I will have to reflect on it and reconsider and give
this some thought. But I will give you the names of the people who I
thought I talked to and with whom I conferred.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer as new evidence
an affidavit from Raleigh B. Washington obtained by Army CID, 9 of
April 1970. Washington, in late 1967, talked to Cole who ordered St.
Martin's transfer out of Long Binh. I quote in part and I would like
to submit this as evidence in full.

This is an affidavit from Raleigh B. Washington.
Sometime 2 or 3 months later, I believe in December, General Cole called for
me to come to his office. At this time he informed me that it was necessary to re
assign St. Martin away from the Long Binh area. He further indicated that
“boss” apparently is unhappy because he was under the impression that St. Mar
tin had already been reassigned from the Long Binh area.
It was assumed by me that General Cole's use of the word “boss” meant Gen
eral Taber. General Cole further indicated he felt that St. Martin would be un
happy with the sudden move and he wanted to satisfy any personnel request of

St. Martin's, if possible. He further asked if I anticipated any problems in finding
him a home. I responded with words to the effect that minor problems would be
encountered because he had less than 6 months to DEROS.
That was about the sum of the conversation with General Cole.

£or RIBIcoFF. Without objection the statement will go in as an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 533” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator PERCY. Would you care to comment on this?
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Mr. CoLE. I do not recall a conversation with Major Washington,
an officer I know, and I have great respect for. However, I would like
to repeat again, sir
Senator £ Do you deny that you had a conversation with him?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir; I don't deny it. I say that I don't recall it, sir.
Senator PERCY. Do you refute any part of that section of the con
versation that I read?

Mr. Col.E. I can't refute it, sir, because I do not recall.

Senator PERCY. What would have to happen for you to recall? Do
you have notes that you might have made afterwards or do you just
depend on your memory or what?
Mr. Col.E. We transfer people all the time. I do not recall the spe
cific words that I used in the transfer of Major St. Martin.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Williamson, the post commander at Long
Binh, in a sworn affidavit states:
Word of Young's and St. Martin's trip to Saigon got back to General Cole
since I received a call from Cole inquiring why both men were sent down to
Saigon and what the nature of the investigation was.
I was surprised how quickly Cole had discovered that I had sent Young and
St. Martin to investigate the matter.
I concluded that Higdon had informed General Cole.

Immediately after Captain Young and St. Martin returned to Saigon an at
tempt was made to transfer St. Martin out of Long Binh. When the word came
down that St. Martin was to be transferred I considered it highly irregular since
notice of the transfer had not come through the Saigon support command.
At that time I instructed St. Martin to document all charges and that we
would carry them over to General Jones of Saigon Support Command.
At that meeting General Jones Stated he would take action on the situation.
Later it was reported the Commander, First Logistical Command, General Scott
had stated no officer would be transferred out without his permission.

Would you care to comment on any of the circumstances involved?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not remember that conversation with Colonel

Williamson. I do remember Major General Scott calling me on the
telephone and stating that no officer would be summarily transferred
from his command.

Senator PERCY. Further, Brig. Gen. Morton McDonald Jones, the

commanding general of Saigon's support command, in an affidavit
dated October 20, 1969, acknowledged the meeting with Colonel Wil
liamson. He states:

Colonel Williamson told me he had appointed Major St. Martin as his acting
Post Club Officer pending arrival of the regular replacement and that during the
short time Major St. Martin had been on the job he had uncovered certain ir
regularities which he had brought to Colonel Williamson's attention.
Without any prior notice Colonel Williamson said he had received orders
transferring Major St. Martin to Cam Ranh Bay; his transfer to take place
within 24 hours. I informed Colonel Williamson that he would take no steps

to have Major St. Martin transferred and that he would keep him on his present
job.

The next morning I called Major General Scott, Commanding General, First
Logistical Command, and informed him I had just been informed of the precipi
tant transfer of a member of my command without any prior notice or clearance
with my headquarters.
General Scott stated that no action would be taken to transfer the individual
and he would personally take care of the matter. He later told me he had called

General Cole on the subject, informing General Cole he would not tolerate any
reassignment of First Logistical Command personnel without appropriate staff.
ing and clearance through his headquarters.
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Would you care to comment because you have, in sworn testimony
on October 20, 1969, admitted to CID that you did direct the transfer
of St. Martin 2
Question. Did you, as Deputy Director of Personnel Administration for
USARV give instructions to transfer Major St. Martin from Long Binh Post
to Cam Ranh Bay?
Answer. I did give instructions to find a more qualified officer to take over
the clubs and messes and find a more suitable assignment for Major St. Martin.
Question. Will you please elaborate on what your instructions were concern
ing Major St. Martin's reassignment?
Answer. I repeat, my instruction were to find a more suitable assignment and
at the same time to find a more qualified officer to replace him.

I ask you once again, Mr. Cole, when you have these major re
sponsibilities how is it that you could get into personnel matters not
in your direct chain of command, in fact, it appears to be intervening
in the direct responsibility of certain other commands involving
matters that you have considered very minor to your major responsi
bilities?

When did you first begin to question the qualifications of Major St.

# and why did you take and consider it your responsibility to
so do?
Mr. Col.E. First of all, sir, I did not know previously that Major
St. Martin was the club officer until late 1967. I don't recall having
his name mentioned to me before by anyone. I don't know what
month General Jones is referring to in his conversation with Colonel
Williamson.
Senator RIBICOFF. The statement of General Jones will be made an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 534” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator PERCY. Would you tell the subcommittee what Major St.
Martin had done other than investigate irregularities in the club sys
rem to cause you to direct his transfer which was carried out within
24 hours?

Mr. Col.E. I am, sir, I would like to add this, and I think even Major
St. Martin might agree with it, initially if I remember correctly he
was transferred up north, up towards DaNang, and he called me and
said, “Do I have to go there?”
This is what I recall. I said, “I did not know you were being trans

ferred up north.” I believe that is somewhere in the record, sir.
Senator PERCY. Did you ever discuss with Colonel. Williamson,
Major St. Martin's immediate superior, his lack of qualifications?
Mr. Col.E. I did not discuss with him sir until all this matter was

brought to a head. I then looked over Major St. Martin's Form 20. If
I remember correctly he had completed the 10th grade, had had abso

lutely no experience whatsoever in running a club or mess or any other
enterprise.
Senator PERCY. Can you tell us whether you did discuss it with his
-

-

--

own immediate superior? You have such a firm conviction that this

major was unqualified, why didn't you go to the trouble—having
already gone to the trouble of getting him transferred—to discuss
his qualifications with his immediate superior who would be in the best
position to judge his qualifications?
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Mr. Col.E. I repeat I do not recall what discussion was with Col
onel Williamson at all. I do know that Colonel Williamson had an

outstanding requisition for a qualified officer in grade of major to run

the club system, that Major St. Martin was put in on a temporary

basis, I remember further from having read a great many documents,
shortly after he was assigned to the Adjutant of Long Binh Post and
then went home on an emergency leave of some kind and when he
came back Major Dorrance either had been reassigned or was being
reassigned and Colonel Williamson put Major St. Martin in as a
temporary measure.

From that day forward often he would ask when he was going to
get a qualified replacement for that job. He felt he needed someone

: great experience because

he had tremendous problems to deal

With.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Williamson characterized your action as
highly irregular and General Scott went so far as to countermand
your transfer order.

Would you care to comment on this?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I cannot rebutt what Colonel Williamson has said.

He is entitled to his opinion. I can’t refute that. And I did discuss,
after General Scott's telephone call, with people above me the transfer
of Major St. Martin.
I repeat again, those people were surprised that he was still at Long
Binh Post.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Cole, I would like a yes or no answer to this
question.
Did you initiate the transfer of Major St. Martin?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, I initiated the transfer of Major St. Martin.
Senator PERCY. Was Major St. Martin in your command?
Mr. Col.E. He was not in my command.
Senator PERCY. Why then did you intervene in a command that was
not directly involved in your responsibilities when you, yourself, have
testified at such great length as to the tremendous burden of responsi
bilities you had in prosecuting the war, and so forth, and that these
operations were quite incidental to your responsibilities? Why did
you intervene in a command not your own to initiate and effect the
transfer of a man whose qualifications you now say were inadequate
but whom you did not even apparently care enough about to directly
discuss those qualifications with his immediate superior?
Mr. Cor E. Sir, I repeat again that Colonel Williamson, I would not
know of Colonel W£ personnel requirements unless he gave
them to me. I did not go to him and say, “Now, Colonel Williamson,
how many majors, lieutenant colonels, and sergeants do you need?
I want to help you.” Conversely, Colonel Williamson came to me
when he needed people. The reason he came to me, we had no table of
distribution authorization for Long Binh Post.
In other words, that command was staffed out of our pockets. The
authorization was pending in Department of the Army but they could
not even submit a legitimate requisition. Is that not correct, Lieu
tenant Barclay?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. Sir, I am not able to testify on that.
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Mr. Col.E. So this is the reason why, when there is no authorization,
and you have a command that is not authorized, it is very difficult to

put someone who is destined for the 1st Division or the 1st Cavalry or

somebody else for Long Binh Post or any other nonauthorized job.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Cole, as a former general of the Army, was it
in your judgment highly irregular to transfer a man not in your
command?

Mr. Col.E. I don't think so, sir.

Senator PERCY. Have you ever done this before?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.

•

Senator PERCY. Can you give us the instances and the circum
stances, with names and places, surrounding your having done it
before?

Mr. Col.E. I doubt that seriously, sir, but if you give me time I will
try.

Senator PERCY. Would you be able to provide that information to
us?

Mr. Col.E. I will try.
Sir. I would like to add one other thing. I think this can be verified.

Officers in Vietnam were often summarily transferred with no reason
being given. Many of those officers reported to me and said. “I was
told to report to you.” I said, “For what.” “Well, I was told to report
to you.

I would then pick up the telephone and make an effort to find the
commander and say, “Why is this officer or this ser: reporting to
me?” The answer would be “Because I relieved him.” “Did you tell the

officer?” “No, I didn't tell him.” “Why was he relieved?” Then I
would tell him.

Senator PERCY. Did you at any time discuss Major St. Martin with
Mr. Crum ?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, to the best of my recollection Major St. Martin's
name was never mentioned to me by Mr. Crum.

Senator PERCY. Did you ever discuss Major St. Martin with any
other persons, companies, representatives of companies, concession
aries, or whoever it may be?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not recall any discussion about Major St. Mar
tin's transfer?

Senator PERCY. Do you recall your insistence on Major St. Martin's
transfer?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. Major St. Martin, has it ever been brought to your

attention that your education, your experience or lack of experience
were the reasons for your transfer?
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. CLEMENT E. ST. MARTIN–Resumed

Major St. MARTIN. No, sir. It was never discussed with me. How
ever I would like to add on General Cole's comments that when

Colonel Williamson appointed me or asked me to assume the club
custodianship he said, “It is on a temporary basis.” He said, “General

Cole has an officer to take over the first part.” He gave the name of
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the officer, Major Massi. He said, “This will only be a temporary
assignment.”
Mr. Col. May I comment, sir?
-

-

Senator PERCY. Yes. I would like to ask one question to be certain
we have as complete a statement as possible.

Were any reasons given to you for the transfer? If so, what were
the V 2

Major ST

MARTIN. Colonel Williamson stated that General Cole

had ordered it with no further explanation.
Senator PERCY. That was it?

Major ST. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. You may comment further.
TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
WARREN E. MAGEE

Mr. Col.E. With regard to Major Massi, Major Massi was picked
from a replacement stream as a post replacement for Major St. Martin.
Major Massi's branch, he was an Artillery officer if I remember right,
and this is recollection, then said:
No, this man has had far too much time in clubs and messes and he will not be
approved for assignment to anything but an artillery unit.

And a Major Miller who had a degree in either business administra
tion or accounting or some other field, was assigned to that job.
Senator PERCY. Lieutenant Barclay, is there anything further you
would like to comment?
TESTIMONY OF LT. EDWARD BARCLAY-Resumed

Lieutenant BARCLAY. I might say one thing. As far as Major St.
Martin's qualifications for his position, it was my feeling that the cus
todians being directly responsible for running their system, meanin
the officers club and NCO club, you know, would be qualified personne
to begin with.
Major St. Martin's position was merely a position to supervise and
overlook the system. £ I don’t really believe that any tremendous
educational background or club background would be necessary. This
is my feeling.
Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to come back at a later point and pursue
another question, the contradiction that I find in my mind with Mr.
Cole's stated responsibilities and his work responsibilities and his
intervention in connection with Sergeant Higdon's appointment.

I would like very much to yield to my colleagues at this point so
that they may pursue their line of questioning and I will come back
to that point.
Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Cole, I am about to read to you the names
and identities of a number of people. As I read them I want you to
state whether you know them or did not know them, whether you had
association with them officially or unofficially in Vietnam or Europe.
The first one is Maj. Clement St. Martin. I think you have testified
about that. Do you have anything further to add?
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TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
WARREN E. MAGEE

Mr. Col.E. Nothing to add, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Col. Robert Williamson ?

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.

£ator RIBICOFF. Will you tell us what your association with him
WaS

Mr. Col.F. Col. Robert Williamson was the post commander at Long
Binh. He had arrived there if I remember correctly well before we
had moved to Long Binh and before the Saigon area support com
mand had moved. So he was the post commander and at that time
reported to me.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Lt. Harold Dooley.
Mr. CoLE. I do not remember Lieutenant Dooley. I have seen his
name.

Senator RIBICOFF. You don't recall any contact with him?
Mr. CoLE. I do not.

Senator RIBICoFF. Sgt. Maj. Raymond Garrity?
Mr. Col.E. I remember meeting Sergeant Garrity.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Jack Bybee.
Mr. Col.E. I have never to my knowledge ever seen Jack Bybee.
Senator RIBICOFF. Lt. Edward Barclay.

Mr. Col.E. Upon seeing Lieutenant Barclay I do remember him.
Senator RIBICOFF. Capt. Thomas J. Whalen.
Mr. Col.E. To my knowledge, sir, I have never met Captain Whalen.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you ever met or talked to or corresponded
with him?

Mr. Col.E. I have never corresponded with him. I recall a call to
him during my period in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF. Capt. Daniel W. O'Connell.
Mr. Col.E. I have never met him or corresponded with him but I
have talked to him on the telephone.
Senator RIBICOFF. Lt. John L. Fisher.

Mr. CoLE. I do not believe, sir, that I either talked to or met Lieu
tenant Fisher.

Senator RIBICOFF. Col. Lloyd A. Osborne.

Mr. CoLE. I do not believe I ever met Colonel Osborne and I vaguely
remember his calling me on one occasion.
Senator RIBICOFF. CWO Jack W. Smith.

Mr. Col.E. I do not believe, sir, that I ever met or talked to Chief
Warrant Officer Smith.

Senator RIBICOFF. Lt. Col. Bill Solley.
Mr. Col.E. I remember Lt. Col. Bill Solley.

Senator RIBICoEF. Investigator Robert W. Scara?
Mr. CoLE. I do not believe I have met investigator Robert Scara.
Senator RIBICoEF. Or corresponded or got a report from him?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall.

Senator RIBICOFF. Brig. Gen. Robert L. Ashworth.
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir: I know Brigadier General Ashworth.
Senator RIBICOFF. You know him and have had contact with him.

Mr. Col.E.Yes, sir.
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RIBIcoFF. G. P. “Tommy” Thompson of the Carling Brew
in:Senator
Co.
Mr. Col.E. I recall having met Mr. Thompson at least once.
Senator RIBICoEF. Maj. Richard H. Allen.
Mr. Col.E. I don't remember meeting Major Allen but he was in the
-

A.G. section of MACV and I could have met him.

Senator RIBICOFF. Capt. Thomas Prohaska.
Mr. Col.E. I know Captain Prohaska.
Senator RIBICOFF. You had contact with him?

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Lt. Philip H. Wogsberg.

W£

Mr. CoLE. I don't remember Lt. Philip
Senator RIBICOFF: Or having any contact with him?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I do not remember.
Senator RIBICOFF. Col. Edmund Castle.

Mr. CoLE. To the best of my knowledge I have never met him. I
may have talked to him once or twice on the telephone.

Senator RIBIcoff. Col. Robert H. Ivey.
Mr. Col.E. Col. Robert H. Ivey, I have known for a number of years.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Col. Sidney Gritz.
Mr. Col.E. I know him.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Brig. Gen. Harley C. Moore.
Mr. COLE. I know General Moore.

Senator RIBICOFF. Chief Warrant Officer James Johnson.
Mr. Col.E. I know him.

Senator RIBICOFF. Lt. Col. Charles F. Miller.
Mr. Col.E. I believe that I met Colonel Miller on one occasion and

that was on New Years Day 1968 along with Major St. Martin.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Jacques Adler, president of House of Adler.
Mr. Col.E. I have met Jacques Adler.
Senator RIBICoEF. Colonel, I wish to return to your testimony of
Wednesday before this subcommittee and I quote to you your words
on page 2737.

General Polk of course you know too.
Mr. Col.E. I have met General Polk.

Senator RIBICOFF (reading).
For the last 18 months I have been the target of unprecedented, unproved,
untrue and slanderous accusations which have destroyed my career and my
very existence.

I welcome this opportunity to tell the whole story, the whole truth before
what I hope and expect to be a fair forum, and to dispose once and for all of
these sensationalist accusations made against me by a few discontented sub
ordinates and other persons of questionable motives who intend to destroy not
only me, but through me the world image of American officers and fighting men.

The list of 26 names I have read to you and to which you have re
sponded is a list of those who have appeared before this committee
or submitted sworn statements attesting that you had intervened or
taken official action to serve to benefit, promote, or advance the busi

ness affairs of William Crum, Sarl Electronics, Price and Company,
and other vendors in Vietnam and Europe.
These 26

£

testified or attested to interventions or official

actions which can be considered improper on your part.
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Do you contend to this subcommittee that all of these 26 people lied?
Mr. Col.E. I do not, sir. I think they stated what they recall.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are all of their statements the “untrue and slan

derous accusations' you referred to in your testimony?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I think we have to take each statement and read what
they recall and then what I recall. I certainly would like an oppor
tunity to respond to Senator Percy
Senator RIBICOFF. You will have that opportunity. Are all 26
I mentioned in a conspiracy to destroy you?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t think they are in a conspiracy. I do not even
think they intend to destroy me.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you characterize all 26 as “discontented sub
ordinates and other persons of questionable motives?”

p'

Mr. CoI.E. No; I do not.
Senator RIBICOFF. How do you characterize them, Colonel Cole.

and to what do you attribute the unanimity of their reports of vour
interventions and official actions taken on behalf of a few vendors,
particularly Bill Crum and his enterprises?
Mr. Col.E. How do I respond—
Senator RIBICOFF. How do you characterize the fact that these 26
men from all positions in our Defense Establishment or who have done
business with our Defense Establishment have come before this com

mittee or given statements involving you with Crum, Sarl, Price and
Company, or other vendors contrary to your contentions?
Mr. Col.E. It would be extremely difficult for me to make a general
characterization but I think I can respond to each one of their affi
davits as they are discussed.
Senator RIBICOFF. You see, the problem is this, Colonel Cole. This

committee is not a prosecutor and we are not a grand jury. We are
trying to find out whether different elements of this Government,
in this case the PX system, are being run efficiently and free of
wrongdoing.

On any investigation which I chair the committee has verv sne
cific instructions never under anv circumstances, to involve any
individual just on hearsay or say so. That whenever a person comes
before the committee, to check it and double check it.

Here we have 26 individuals of varied positions who have been
thoroughly checked and statements have been gone over. Each and
every one of these has involved you. Before you were brought here all
these statements were checked. I am puzzled how 26 men of varied
positions could involve you and all of them be wrong.
Mr. Col.F. Again sir, it would be very difficult for me to answer the

reasons why 26 men made some of these statements but again I saw that
if we oro down each one of these statements I would like to state what

I recall as opposed to what they recall.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Generally vou would characterize these 26 men

individually and as a group as men of character and probity and
honest v.

Mr. Col.F. Generallv. ves.

Senator RIPICoEF. You might have a feeling about one or two or
three of them but 26 men vou would not characterize as liars?

Mr. Cor E. I would not, sir.
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Senator RIBICoEF. Or that they were out to get you?
Mr. Col.E. I would rather not comment on that, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you think that 26 diverse men who don't know
one another and scattered all over the world would get together to get
General Cole?

Mr. Col.E. They didn't get together. I think they were approached
on an individual basis and made their statements.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you think that these 26 men would say, “Let
us put it to General Cole.” Do you think these 26 men, some of whom
you know intimately, would have done that?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I do not know what motivates any one individual.
Senator RIBIcoPF. Don't you think from your experience that it
would be very unlikely that 26 diverse men such as these would make
statements against your interests?
Mr. Col.E. Again I repeat, sir, I do not know what motivates any
One.

Senator RIBICoEF. May I say before I turn the questioning over to
Senator Gurney that this committee is willing to give you whatever
opportunity you want to answer any questions, clear up any state
ments that have been made by you, for you, or against you.
When we are through we would like further opportunity to accord
you time to give you an opportunity to get this material together.
Mr. CoLE. When I first heard officially that this subcommittee was
making such an investigation I called Chairman Rivers, the late Chair
man Rivers. I told him I was deeply disturbed.
He then called, if I remember correctly sir, your office somewhere
in the early or middle of September, and made an appointment for
me to talk to you on the telephone from Germany. He said, “You have
to call not later than 2 o'clock because the Senator is due on the Floor.”

I called and missed you by a few minutes. I talked to your Admin
istrative Assistant. I don’t remember his name. I told him who I was.

I told him what I had heard and I told him what had happened to

me and I was very much concerned that I would be sold down the
river

£herwis unjustly accused without even having an opportuni

ty to talk.
He promised me that he would discuss the matter with someone and

would call me back. I offered also, sir, to pay my own expense from
Germany to the subcommittee.
At that time I had no counsel, I had not talked to anyone, I was
perfectly willing and anxious to talk to you. At no time did vour
Administrative Assistant call me. He said he would call back within
48 or 72 hours.

So here I am the person who has been really raked through the
coals on this but at no time was I given an opportunity at the outset
of the investigation to make any comment whatsoever to anyone.
Senator RIBICOFF. Let me say this. You came to an Executive Session,
and may I say, since you brought up the name, Mendel Rivers did in
tervene with the acting chairman of this committee in your behalf
to try to stop this investigation and Mendel Rivers did not succeed.
Mr. Col.E. I did not know, sir, he was attempting to stop it. I thought
he was interceding trying to get me—
Senator RIBICOFF. And you appeared in Executive Session last
June, without the press, just with an official stenographer, it was in
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private, to give you an opportunity to state your position. This was
accorded you, sir.
After you had come before the

committee again the committee was

instructed to check this very carefully. There were prehearing op
portunities. These men were checked and rechecked. The list of names
I have read to you are people who are generals, majors, colonels,

sergeants, investigators, and we did everything we could before bring
ing this in open session to check and recheck the facts.
I think this committee has been very, very zealous to protect and

recheck any fact that involves you, sir.
The Executive Session was held on July 13, 1970.

Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. The testimony before the Executive Session July
13, 1970, has been made public under the rules of the subcommittee
and will be made part of the record.
(The proceedings of July 13, 1970, begins on p. 1651.)
Senator GURNEY. Colonel Cole, let us turn to your knowledge or lack

of knowledge of Mr. Crum. I did put in the testimony of Major St.
Martin who stated that you had told him you knew him from the years
before. I want to cite another instance too.

The committee has a sworn statement from General Ashworth, who
was the Commanding General of the Area Command in Vietnam.

In his statement he had this to say:
I visited General Cole in his office at which time General Cole brought up
the subject of Mr. Crum. General Cole spoke favorably about Mr. Crum.
General Cole said “I knew Crum from before. My people here in Vietnam have
very thorough investigation of Crum and found him to be very clean

: 1.

and Okay.

Replying to General Cole I said. “Our investigation was finding evidence
that indicated Mr. Crum is engaging in illegal activity. I intend to bar Mr.
Crum, his employees, his firms, from doing business within my Command.
General Cole did not raise this subject with me again.

I go back to his statement and I quote. He said that you said to
him, “I knew Crum from before.”

Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. I did meet him before I talked to General
Ashworth as I have testified. I met him either in November or Decem

'' #" which was approximately 4 or 5 months before March
Of 1967.

Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. CoLE. That is when I met him, sir.

Senator GURNEY. I must say, in reading the statement, to me the

inference is clearly that you knew Mr. Crum long before because
this whole investigation, that General Ashworth knew about it, in
volved the time frame in Vietnam that you also knew him.
So to me this clearly means he is talking about your knowing him
before you arrived in Vietnam.
Mr. Col.E. If General Ashworth knows that I knew him before I
arrived in Vietnam I would like him to tell me where and when
because I never met this man until I arrived in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Well, we might possibly ask General Ashworth
that question. But your statement is that you did not know him
before you arrived in Vietnam.
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Positively, positively.
Senator GURNEY. Now let us turn to your transactions with Sarl

Mr. Col.F.

Electronics, one of Mr. Crum's firms.

In two sworn statements, Colonel Cole, to the Army CID and
also in a taped interview with this subcommittee you denied ever
having intervened on behalf of Sarl Electronics. Is that true?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think this. I do not know what the subcommittee

considers an intervention. In my opinion many of the times that I
am alleged to have intervened on behalf of Sarl Electronics was
actually an intervention on behalf of a club or mess, not on behalf of
Sarl Electronics.

Senator GURNEY. But they did involve Sarl Electronics?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think the record reflects that he had about 80

or 85 percent of the pinball, music box, and slot machine business in
Vietnam, that he was well established in Vietnam long before I got

there, and it would appear normal that if a club ordered something
that it would be primarily from the man who had most of the orders.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this: Since you knew that this sub
committee was investigating Mr. Crum and especially Sarl, one of his
chief operating companies over there, don’t you think when they asked
you in their taped interview and also in sworn statements to the CID
that they were interested in intervention on behalf of Sarl and to the
mess that you talk about?

Mr. Col.E., Sir, again I say I do not know what you consider or I
consider an intervention.

Senator GURNEY. You thought that chats about Sarl were purely
incidental to an inquiry about how the mess was being run?
Mr. CoLE. No. I fully understand that Mr. Crum and Sarl were a

target of this subcommittee.
Senator GURNEY. You said in two sworn statements and also in a

taped interview you never intervened in their behalf?
r. CoLE. In my opinion I did not intervene.
Senator GURNEY. Did you make phone calls involving them?
Mr. CoLE. I did. Again it £ them indirectly in many instances
and not directly.
Senator GURNEY. Now, let us examine some of these instances and

find out whether they were interventions or not.
In the sworn statement of the CID dated October 2, 1969, you were
asked the following question:
Do you recall making a phone call to the port directing release of the Sarl
shipment of slot machines and related cost.
Answer. I do not recall making such a phone call to anyone at the port.

Is that your recollection now?
Mr. Col.E. That was my recollection when I was interviewed—
Senator GURNEY. Is that your recollection now?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I have read a great many documents and I have been

reminded of a great many things that happened in Vietnam that I
would never have recalled unless I read it in a document.

Senator GURNEY. What is your recollection now?

#". sir. Recollection of what?

Mr. CoI.E. Repeat the
Senator GURNEY (reading).

Do you recall making a phone call to the port directing release of a Sarl ship
ment of slot machines and related cost.

Answer. I do not recall making such a telephone call to anyone at the port.
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This was in a sworn statement to the CID dated October 2, 1969.
Mr. CoI.E. May I reply, sir?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. CoLE. I called the port to seek the release of machines ordered

' the club and mess system and the bill of lading I believe was to that
club and mess system. I believe that the port had legitimate purchase
orders from that club and mess system.
It happened that the merchandise was from Sarl Electronics but in
my view I was intervening to get the club and mess system what they

had required in their club and mess and what they had ordered.
Senator GURNEY. You do not call that an intervention?
Mr. CoI.E. I call that an intervention.

Senator GURNEY. You do now? You are changing your testimony
that this is now an intervention?
Mr. CoI.E. No, sir; I am not.

Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, a point of order.
I think the witness should be permitted to answer a question before
having another one interjected in the middle of the question. Would
you suggest that to Senator Gurney.

Senator RIBIcorF. Senator Gurney may proceed to ask his questions.
This is not a court of law where technicalities are adhered to. I think

each one of us is trying to be as fair as we can. Senator Gurney is
pursuing this line of questioning ably. He may proceed to do so.
Mr. MAGEE. May I ask that he repeat the question if there is one
pending.
Senator GURNEY. This question he can answer without your inter
-

vention, Mr. Counsel.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have stated and I will restate my interest was to re

spond to a request from someone who called me and said:
We have a shipment of machines at the port. We have them waiting for these
machines. Can you assist us in getting these machines released so that we can put
them in our club and mess system?

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall a phone conversation you had with
Capt. Thomas Whalen with regard to this Sarl slot machine impor
tation in July 1967?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall the date and I do not recall the name of the

officer. I have read in testimony that the officer I did speak to was Cap
tain Whalen. At the time I would not have remembered his name, sir
Senator GURNEY. Did not Captain Whalen tell you that he would be
checking certain Sarl shipments that he thought were being diverted
to the local economy?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall his saying that, sir, at all. I don't believe, sir,

in reading his testimony—I think he agreed or inferred that there was
nothing wrong with the shipment. II is concern was that it was on
lease purchase agreement and he felt this was in violation of the Pen
talateral Agreement by General MacArthur in 1935.
Senator GURNEY. Why did you call him?

Mr. Col.E. To get the machines released.
Senator GURNEY. How did you know the machines were being held
at the port?
Mr. Col.F. Because the office or officer who called me told me where
they were being held.
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Mr. Col.E. I cannot speak of names and dates and places. I got calls
from all over.

Senator GURNEY. Where was this officer stationed?

Mr. Col.E. We had approximately 20 or 30 mess systems. We had
approximately 400 clubs in Vietnam.
Senator GURNEY. Was he calling from a club?
Mr. CoLE. I would say he was commander of the unit or chief of
staff of a unit and not custodian of a club.

Senator GURNEY. Did Captain Whalen tell you he suspected these
slot machines were illegally imported in Vietnam?
Mr. CoI.E. I do not recall that, sir.
Senator GURNEY. No recollection at all of that. That is a serious

charge.
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. That is why he was holding up the shipment.
Mr. Col.E. That is not the way I read the testimony, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Why do you think he held up the shipment?
Mr. CoLE. He states it, sir. May I read it?
Senator GURNEY. Surely.
Mr. CoLE. Just a portion, sir, and I am reading from page 2139.
I was also informed at some point that some Jukeboxes and slot machines were

being leased to the club and not owned by them. I understood the leasing agree
ment was that two-thirds of the income from these machines went to the Club

leasing the machines
—that is not the statement.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Counsel, the affidavit which you are looking at is
not the same. That is not in the record.

Mr. CoLE. I just want to read what I have read in the testimony.
Mr. MAGEE. May the record show, Mr. Chairman, the affidavit has
been withdrawn.
Mr. DUFFY. Wait a minute. Could I make a statement.

Senator RIBICOFF. It has not been withdrawn. It was never put in.
Mr. DUFFY. Could I make a statement, Mr. Chairman.
I did not say that, Counsel. We had a prepared statement for Mr.

Whalen to read which I presented to you. He deviated and amplified
on his prepared statement. I wanted you to have a complete accurate
record of what he said. You are reading his testimony right there.
Mr. Col.E. This is on page 2142, volume 22.
Captain Whalen states, “He said that he understood I was delaying
the delivery of slot machines,” and he said, “to Sarl Electronics. I re

plied that I was delaying two shipments and that I was doing so be
cause I had concluded that since the nonappropriated fund activity to
which they were addressed did not own and probably would not own
the machines, a customs free clearance of shipments to Sarl Elec
tronics would be a violation of the Pentalateral Agreement.” This is
what he stated for delaying the shipment.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, before we go into this there is a
discrepancy in testimony here. I do want to take up another unfinished

piece of business from the day before yesterday.
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Now this involves the reason that Colonel Cole gave to General
Maples for his request for an extension of his weekend stay in
Frankfurt.

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I did not ask for an extension—

Senator GURNEY. I have not asked any question yet. The general
gist of the testimony 2 days ago was that Colonel Cole had made a
phone call to General Maples from Frankfurt asking if he could ex
tend the time that he was going to be away from his post.
The reasons given were that he wanted to interview an FBI agent
and an IRS agent and then there also was some discussion about per
sonal matters that he might want to go into. There was some confusion
about this testimony.

I never did understand exactly what the reason was. So, I made a

£ call to General Maples. I talked to him in Saigon this morning.
have a recording of it and I want the clerk who took the recording
to play it at this time.
Ir. Chairman, do we need to swear him?

Senator RIBICOFF. Have you been sworn?
Mr. FIALKEwICz. Not at this time.

Senator RIBICOFF. You do solemnly swear the testimony you will

give before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth and noth
ing but the truth.

r. FIALKEwicz. Yes, I do.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you give the committee your full name and
occupation?
TESTIMONY OF WALTER. S. FIALKEWICZ

Mr. FIALKEwICz. Walter Stanley Fialkewicz. I am an agent in the
Justice Department, Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs, on loan to the committee.

Senator GURNEY: Mr. Fialkewicz, you were in my office this morn
ing with the recorder you have there and you recorded the conversa
tion I had with General Maples in Saigon?
Mr. FIALKEwICz. I did, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Will you please play that before the committee
and Colonel Cole particularly.

Senator RIBICoEF. I believe this has been transcribed too. Will you
give a copy to counsel and Colonel Cole so that they can follow the
recording.
(The transcript of the telephone conversation as recorded follows:)
“Senator GURNEY. This is Senator Gurney. I'm a member of the

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations here in the Senate, Gen
eral. And you know we're engaged in these hearings on the club and
post exchange irregularities in Vietnam and we're taking testimony
from General Cole. Now, there's been some dispute in the testimony
as to his exact request of you and his phone call to you on October 10,

1969, when he requested a weekend leave and I’d like very much to go

over that with you. I might also say, too, General, that I am recording
this conversation so we can get it exact and know precisely what the
request was. And now, then, could you state to me, General, your
recollection of General Cole's request to you for this leave over this
weekend of October 10.
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“General MAPLEs. First, Senator, he did not request leave. He called
about 4:30 in the afternoon on Friday and stated that he was in dee
trouble; that two FBI agents and a Treasury agent had been with
him the night before; that they wanted him to confront a gentleman

whose name had appeared in the Overseas Weekly the day before in
Frankfurt, in a face to face confrontation that night in

'

And I told him that if this was essential, that he should stay and

clear this up and report back to Heidelberg as soon as this had been
accomplished.
“Senator GURNEY. Did he mention the name of the person who was

in Overseas Weekly that he was going to confront, that these men
wanted him to confront ?

“General MAPLEs. Yes, sir; he did. Overseas Weekly carried it as
a ‘Mr. Big, and as I recall that is the name he used, Mr. Big.
“Senator GURNEY. I see.

“General MAPLEs. The name was actually in the Overseas Weekly
Senator, and I don't remember the name of the gentleman.
“Senator GURNEY. I see. Now, did he request anything else in this
request for a leave over the weekend, general, that you recall?
“General MAPLEs. Well, as I said, # did not request a leave over
the weekend, Senator.

“Senator GURNEY. Right. I understand that.

“General MAPLEs. Only permission to stay and be with the FBI
and the Treasury agents to confront the gentleman on Friday night.
“Senator GURNEY. I see.

“General MAPLEs. It was not a request for a leave over a weekend.

'" GURNEY.

I see. It was just a request to stay overnight,

then

“General MAPLEs. It was a request to stay with the FBI and the
Treasury until he had straightened out whatever it was he was to
straighten out.
“Senator GURNEY. I see. Now, then, let me ask
“General MAPLEs. It was not a request for leave.
“Senator GURNEY. All right. Now, then, let me ask some other
ints here just so that we have all of these covered. Did he mention,
in his request to you, anything about Munich or wanting to go to
Munich?

“General MAPLEs. No, sir, all he mentioned were two FBI agents
and one Treasury agent.

“Senator GURNEY. Right. Did he mention anything about making
any phone calls at all?
“General MAPLEs. No, sir.

“Senator GURNEY. Did he mention anything about the visit with
the IRS and FBI agents having any connection with the PX and
club investigations that our Permanent Subcommittee was then con
ducting where his name had been mentioned?
“General MAPLEs. Not directly, Senator, but it might be indirectly
associated in that the gentleman whose name appeared in that weekly
issue of Overseas Weekly had been tied in some method to the PX's.
“Senator GURNEY. I see.

“General MAPLEs. And as I say, this gentleman was carried as Mr.
Big and I do not remember his name. He's a gentleman who lives in
Frankfurt.
58–590–71—Pt. 7–6
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“Senator GURNEY. Right. Now, one other question. Did he mention
anything about newspaper articles that were about to appear and press
harassment and wanting to stay out of sight for awhile as being one
of the reasons why he wanted to extend his visit to Frankfurt?
“General MAPLEs. No. sir.

“Senator GURNEY. One final question. Would it have been improper
for him, General, to go to Munich when he had asked you to stay in
Frankfurt?

“General MAPLEs. Yes, sir. He was told directly by me before he
departed from Heidelberg that I wanted him to return on Friday
night because we were working on Saturday and Sunday.
‘Senator GURNEY. I see. Well, I appreciate it very much, General.
Thank you for your cooperation and this will be most helpful.
“General MAPLEs. Thank you very much, Senator.
“Senator GURNEY. One other thing, here. Let me see, one of the
staff members—Did General Cole ever mention to you that these men

'" wanted to talk to wanted to buy his story—buy his story from
lm ?

“General MAPLEs. No, sir. He did not mention anything like that to
me.

“Senator GURNEY. And he didn’t mention, either, about this so
called bribe that he talked about later?

“General MAPLEs. Sir, I know nothing about that. I talked to Gen
eral Cole only once and that was Monday morning following the week
end and at that time I explained his rights to him, told him of the
offenses which he was suspected of having violated, that is, a false offi
cial statement and AWOL, and General Cole chose to remain silent.
“Senator GURNEY. Right. Now, one * * * I think we’ve cov

ered * * * Excuse me, did you have * * * were you going to say
something?
“General MAPLEs. He made no statement to me at all.

“Senator GURNEY. Right. Now, one final question, General, and this

is most helpful to us and I want to thank you and I appreciate it very

much. Would you be willing to sign a written statement of our phone
conversation here, my questions and your answers for recording in the
file of the subcommittees?

“General MAPLEs. Yes, sir; I certainly would.

“Senator GURNEY. All right, fine. Well, thank you very much * * *
just i. minute. All right, that's all right, General, and thank you so
muCl1.

“General MAPLEs. Thank you, sir.”
(A certified copy of the preceding dialogue between Senator Gurnev

and Maj. Gen. H. N. Maples, together with an affidavit dated April
27, 1971, may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Ribicoff, may I make a request, sir, that Mr. Duffy
produce the first statement made by General Maples and also make
that a part of the official record as to these events?
Senator RIBICoEF. That request is proper.
Do you have that, the first statement made by General Maples?

Mr. CoIF. Taken by the CID. I think you will notice a variance that
this will bring into the record.

(According to information supplied by the Department of the A Tm V.
Major General Maples did not make a statement to the CID concern.
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ing General Cole as indicated in the preceding testimony. Additional
information may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
-

Senator GURNEY. Now, Colonel Cole, one or two questions on this,
Who
was this
mansir,
Mr.inBig
mentioned
in the article
phone conversation:
Mr. Col.E.
Mr. Big,
the Stars
and Stripes
was identified
as Mr. John Ryan.
Senator GURNEY. Who is he?

-

Mr. Cole. He is a vendor or a manufacturer's representative operat

ing out of Frankfurt, Germany.

Senator GURNEY. Did you make that statement to General Maples,

that you were going to confront him or talk to him?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think when you read his memorandum for the rec
ord, I am quite positive you will not see any reference to a Mr. Big,
and I was shocked to read in the paper that I was associated with a
Mr. Big, a man that—
Senator GURNEY. I am not talking about now what appears in the
record. I am talking about the phone conversation we just heard.
Mr. Col.E. I heard it, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did you mention in your request to General Maples
about wanting to stay in Frankfurt for this confrontation with Mr.
Big 2

#. CoLE. Sir, there was no confrontation with Mr. Big.
Senator GURNEY. I did not ask that.

Mr. Col.E. Did I say—

-

Senator GURNEY. Did you mention in your request to General Maples

that these men wanted you to see Mr. Big?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, as I have stated previously, I called General
Maples—

-

Senator GURNEY. You did not say anything previously. You said this
is the first time you heard about it.

Mr. Col.E. I did not mention Mr. Big's name at all in any conversa
tion with General Maples.
Senator GURNEY. '' us ask it another way. Are you telling the
truth in this version, or was General Maples telling the truth?

Mr. CoIE. Sir, I told in my memorandum for the record

Senator GURNEY. No. Be responsive to the question. It is a simple
question.
Mr. Col.E. Repeat it,
sir.
Senator GURNEY. The question is: in your description to me that

'

you had no reference in this conversation with General Maples about
Mr. Bi
Mr.

-

62.

I do not recall having made any reference in my tele
phone conversation—sir, I am telling you what I recall—I do not
recall ever having made any reference to a Mr. Big.
If Mr. Duffy would produce the original memorandum for the
record, I think, sir, you would find that I did not.

Senator GURNEY. My question to you, then, is: you are saying that
General Maples is telling a falsehood?
Mr. Col.E. I am not. General Maples is stating what he recalls. I
think in good conscience he made that statement. I am not saying
he uttered one false word.

Senator GURNEY. I might say in connection with this whole weekend
that this was a major event in your life. You were reduced in rank
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from brigadier general to colonel. You were confined to your quarters.
You were relieved from your post. As a result of this thing, certain
decorations were taken away from you.

I should think you could recall what happened.
Mr. Col.E. Do you want me to repeat again what I recall as having
happened?

Senator GURNEY. No, let us get on to some other matters here in
connection with this.

Now, you also mentioned in your testimony before the committee
2 days ago in your conversation with General Maples, and I quote:
I resigned on my own. He did not ask me what the personal reason was. I
then told him about those two men. I also told him about the forthcoming
newspaper article and that after the harassment I had received from the press
as a result of earlier articles I would like to remain out of sight for a while.

Now, you have heard my conversation with General Maples, and
what he said. I ask him specifically that question: “Did he,” meaning
General Cole, “mention anything about newspaper articles that were
about to appear and press harassment and wanting to stay out of
sight for a while as being one of the reasons why he wanted to extend
his visit in Frankfurt?”

General MAPLEs. No, sir.

Do you want to comment on that?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don’t have a copy of my statement in front of me.
Senator GURNEY. What is that?
Mr. CoLE. I do not recall what I testified—

Senator GURNEY. I am reading from your sworn testimony before
the committee 2 days ago. Surely you can remember what you said 2
days ago.

Mr. MAGEE. May we have the page reference, sir?
Senator GURNEY. The page is 2172.
You have a very convenient memory, Colonel Cole, but you can
not remember what you said a couple days ago.
Mr. Col.E. I am trying to get the exact words that I said, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Volume 28, counsel.

Mr. MAGEE. We have it now. Thank you, Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. I want to remind you, Colonel Cole, that you have

been sworn, and are you telling the truth?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. General Maples in his statement to you said
three men

Senator GURNEY. No, I am not talking about that. I am talking
about this reason you gave for wanting to stay over in Frankfurt, at
the time you were afraid of newspaper articles and press harassment.
The general recalls you made no such request at all. What is your
statement?

Mr. CoLE. My statement, sir, is that I asked General Maples for
the weekend off for personal reasons. He then said, yes. I then volun
teered the information that I had been approached by, (1) an IRS
agent, and (2) an FBI agent, one each.

I then told him, and he knew of the harassment from the press, we
had discussed this before, he knew I had been interviewed for 4 or 5

days by the CID, and that this matter was discussed considerably, and
I was taking a considerable time off in order to respond.
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Senator GURNEY. Now we will go back to the question again, so

that we can get an answer to the question. You, of course, have dodged
it completely.

I will read it again.
I then told him about these two men

and we have heard about them about 50 times, so let us skip them—
I also told him about the forthcoming newspaper article and of the harassment

I had received from the press as a result of earlier articles I would like to remain
out of sight for a while, and I granted him permission.

Did you discuss that with him?
Mr. CoI.E. Did I state what he said I stated?

Senator GURNEY. About the newspaper articles and the press harass
ment as a reason for wanting to stay in Frankfurt.
Mr. Col.E. I have stated that I did use that as a reason.

Senator GURNEY. You did discuss that with him over the phone?
Mr. Col.E. As I recall, I did, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You heard the general's voice here in direct reply
to my question, saying you did not ask that as a reason.
Are you telling the truth, or is he telling the truth?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I am telling you what I recall.
I think the memorandum for reference would clarify some of this.
Senator GURNEY. You were very explicit about these reasons why
you wanted an extension for leave, a very serious matter in the Army.
Mr. Col.E. Normally a weekend off is not a serious matter.

. Senator GURNEY. Let us go on a little further here. One final ques
tion.

I am quoting myself, here:
Would it have been improper for him, General, to go to Munich when he asked
you to stay in Frankfurt?
General MAPLEs. Yes, sir, he was told directly by me before he departed from
Heidelberg that I wanted him to return on Friday night because we were work
ing on Saturday and Sunday.
Now, then, after you concluded your business with these men in Frankfurt, you
went on to Munich. Is that not correct?

Mr. CoLE. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Then you were going way beyond the mission given
you by General Maples, were you not?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, may I state what I recall our conversation was?
Senator GURNEY. Of course you can.

Mr. Col.F. General Maples stated this. First he granted permission
for a weekend leave, without my giving any additional reasons.
Senator GURNEY. Now, he testifies directly, and corrects me two
times that was not so.

Mr. Cole. I understand, sir.

May I again state what I recall?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. CoIE. And he asked me, “Do you plan on leaving the Frankfurt
area?” If I remember correctly, my answer was, “I do not know
whether I would leave the Frankfurt area or not.”

There was no limitation placed on me as to precisely where I would
spend that weekend.
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Senator GURNEY. Then why did you feel it necessary to make a

phone call to him and extend your leave, if he had already granted it
to you?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I only made one phone call, at 4:30 in the afternoon.
That is the one and only call I made to General Maples.
Senator GURNEY. My indication from your reply is that this you dis
cussed with him ahead of time.

Mr. CoI.E. No sir.

Senator GURNEY. Would you read the question and answer back, Mr.
Reporter?
The reporter read from his notes as requested.)
Senator GURNEY. Am I to understand by that it was your under

standing that you could go anywhere in Germany on that weekend
after having requested the extension of time in Frankfurt?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, again I would like to state I do not recall having
specifically stated that I would remain in Frankfurt.

I had the whole weekend off, not Friday night. At least I under
stood that I had the weekend off. I had 30 years in the service, and I
have never taken a weekend off without approval.
Senator GURNEY. Let me go back again to the conversation that I
had with General Maples:
General MAPLES. Well, as I said, he did not request a leave over the weekend,
Senator.

Senator GURNEY. Right. I understand that.

General MAPLEs. Only permission to stay and be with the FBI and the Treasury
agents to confront the gentleman on Friday night.
Senator GURNEY. I See.

General MAPLEs. It was not a request for a leave over a weekend.
Senator GURNEY. I see. It was just a request to stay overnight, then?
General MAPLEs. It was a request to stay with the FBI and the Treasury until
he had straightened out whatever it was that he was to straighten out.

The general is very specific on that, Colonel. Again and again he re
iterates he only gave you permission to stay in Frankfurt to talk to
these men.

Mr. Col.E. I understand, sir, that the general recalls what transpired.
I have repeated what I recall as having transpired.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this: Do you recall that you were
to work on Saturday and Sunday, as the general points out
ere in his testimony?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, had I not had the weekend off, I would put in the
same hours as anyone else.
Senator GURNEY. I asked you the specific question: Do you recall

£

that you were supposed to return on Friday night because, “we were
working on Saturday and Sunday”?
I am using General Maple's language. Do you recall you were work
ing on Saturday and Sunday in that headquarters?
r. Col.E. If I had been present, sir, I would have worked on Satur
day and Sunday.

Senator GURNEY: Do you recall that you were supposed to work on
Saturday and Sunday?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, until I had gotten permission—
Senator GURNEY. Then why did you go to Munich?
Mr. Col.E. Because I asked, sir, for the weekend off. My request was
granted.
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Senator GURNEY. No, you did not. General Maples specifically said
that you asked only to see these men. He granted the permission for
that, and then to return to duty.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I can only repeat, General Maples stated what he
recalled.

He granted me the weekend off.
Senator GURNEY. All right. Let me say this, then. Here is General
Maples' answer to my question, which was:
Would it have been improper for him, general, to go to Munich when he had
asked you to stay in Frankfurt?
General MAPLEs. Yes, sir. He was told directly by me before he departed from
Heidelberg that I wanted him to return on Friday night because we were working
on Saturday and Sunday.

Now, there could not be anything more plain and more explicit than
that.

Mr. CoI.E. Sir, that is his recollection.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, you are saying that what he is
saying here is not true.
Mr. CoI.E. I am not saying that, sir. I repeat, General Maples is tell
ing you what he recalls. I understand.
Senator GURNEY. I understand it is a very specific recollection.
Mr. CoLE. May I add one other thing?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. Let us say I did have authorization to Frankfurt. I think
when you have a weekend off. you are not restricted to any one area.
Senator GURNEY. This was not a weekend off.

Mr. CoI.E. Sir, I was under the impression, sir, that I had been
granted the weekend off.

Senator GURNEY. One other question.
Is it possible that John Ryan, who is Mr. Big, is involved in whisky
sales, commercial entertainment, and renovation of clubs and messes?
Mr. Col.E. It is possible, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know that he was?
Mr. CoLE. I never associated with John Ryan. I saw him two or three
times in my life. I understood he was a manufacturer
GURNEY. Where did you see him two or three times in your

us."
lfe z

Mr. Col.E. I saw him for the first time in Munich, Germany, late in
August or early September in 1969. I think.
Senator GURNEY. What was his business?

Mr. Col.E. He did not give me his business.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you see him?
Mr. CoI.E. I was with Chairman Rivers at a dinner with he and his

family and my family, and this man came up and introduced himself
to Chairman Rivers.

Senator GURNEY. He talked to you?

Mr. CoI.E. He said, “Hello.” We shook hands. He did not say, “I
represent a distilling company.”

Senator GURNEY. How long was the conversation?
Mr. COLE. With me?

Senator GURNEY. A few minutes? Or did you engage in a long con
Versation?
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Mr. CoLE. He was introduced, and then he sat down on the other side
of the table, quite a way removed from me. We engaged in no further
discussion.

Senator GURNEY. When did you see him next?
Mr. CoLE. The next time I saw him, I believe, sir, it was after the
article appeared in the paper.
Senator GURNEY. You never saw him before that time again?

Mr. CoLE. No, sir; as I state, sir, I met him for the first time in late
August of 1969.

Senator GURNEY. When did you learn he was involved in whisky
sales and commercial entertainment and renovation of clubs and
messes?

Mr. Cole. Sir, I could not recite the time he was involved in those
sales. I had nothing to do with clubs and messes in USARV.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, so far as the testimony on the week
end is concerned, it is obvious that we have explored as fully as we
can, and it is also obvious there is a direct contradiction in testimony.
General Maples specifically remembers a whole lot of things he
to, '' he will swear to, and, of course, Colonel Cole denies

£
1t all.

Mr. MAGEE. May I suggest that Mr. Gurney read the first Maples re
port before he makes his statement?
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Allen.

Senator ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, there are a number of questions I
would like to ask Colonel Cole.

I would like you to refer, if you would, to page 24 of your prepared
statement, Colonel Cole, where you list the efficiency reports given by
your superior officers on your efficiency ratings during the period from
May 15, 1966, through the period November 7, 1968. W' you refer
to those, please?
Mr. Col.E. Would I what, sir?
Senator ALLEN. Would you refer to them?

Mr. CoLE. I have them right in front of me, sir.
Senator ALLEN: Who gave you the efficiency rating for the period

May 15, 1966, to March 4, 1967?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have to recall. I did not have the specific report
in front of me. But I believe the rating officer was then Brigadier
Seitz, and the endorsing officer was then Lieutenant General

£
ngier.

Senator ALLEN. Did these generals have personal knowledge of your
performance of your duties?
Mr. CoLE. I worked with them on a daily basis, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Now, on the second efficiency report, covering the
March 5, 1967, to July 10, 1967. Who was the rating officer on

#
that?

Mr. Cor E. I believe the rating officer at this time was Maj. Gen.
Frank Miller, and the endorsing officer was now Gen. Bruce Palmer.

Senator ALLEN: Now, as to No. 3, the period from July 11, 1967, to
January 17, 1968?

Mr. Col.E. As I recall, sir, the rating officer would be Brigadier Gen
eral Taber, and the endorsing officer would be Gen. Bruce Palmer.
Senator ALLEN. Now for the period from January 18, 1968, to
April 3, 1968?

-
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Mr. Col.E. I believe that a Mr. Wade Lathram was the rating officer,

and the endorsing officer was now Lieutenant General Kerwin.
Senator ALLEN. On the report for the period April 4, 1968, to
November 7, 1968?

Mr. Col.E. I believe, sir, the rating officer would have been Am

bassador William Colby, and the endorsing officer would probably
have been Major General, now Lieutenant General Corcoran.
Senator ALLEN. I note that each one of these efficiency reports from
the period May 15, 1966, to November 7, 1968, recommends your
romotion to major general, and the last report, covering the period
rom April 4, 1968, to November 7, 1968, recommends your promotion
to major general ahead of your contemporaries. Is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALIEN. Now, at age 51 I believe you applied for retirement.
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Now, the Army had been your career, you are a
professional soldier.
Mr. Col.E. All my life, sir.
Senator ALLEN. A graduate of West Point?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir.
Senator ALLEN. You attended West Point?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Ever stationed there?

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Under whom?

Mr. Col.B. Initially General Westmoreland, who was then a major
general. He was succeeded by now Lieutenant General Lambert.
Senator ALLEN. With this brilliant career ahead of you, Colonel
Cole, where you were being recommended over a period of years for
promotion from brigadier general to major general, why did you
not stay in the service?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I was reassigned to headquarters, USARE. I was
given a reason which I soon learned was not the reason. I felt that

I had no future in the Army, and that I should retire.
Senator ALLEN. What reason was given, that was not the reason?
Mr. Col.E. The reason given, as they have stated in the record, sir,
was that I was reassigned by General Westmoreland, with the con
currence of General Polk, from my position as commander, European

Exchange System, to be an Assistant Chief of Staff, Deputy Chief
of Staff for Logistics in USARE, a position which to my knowledge
had never before been filled by a brigadier general.
Senator ALLEN. In other

words,

you thought this was such an

affront to you that you should go ahead and ask for retirement. Is
that correct?
Mr. Col.E. Not an affront, sir. As General Moore stated in his

testimony, I was put on the shelf.
Senator ALLEN. Yet, you were being recommended all the while
for promotion to major general. That does not look like you were
being put on a shelf.

' CoLE. Sir, when

I was reassigned, I felt that my career had

enCloot.

Senator ALLEN. Your career in the Army, possibly, but I am wonder
ing about your career having influence with regard to post exchanges
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and open messes. Did that career end when you were transferred to
Germany?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I had nothing to do with the post exchanges sub

sequent to my transfer, and at no time in Germany did I have any
thing to do with clubs and messes in Germany.
Senator ALLEN. Were you not the commanding general of the
European Exchange Service? Was not that your assignment?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir, until September 22, sir, 1969, I was the com
manding general of the European Exchange Service.
Senator ALLEN. Don't they have charge of the exchanges?
Mr. Col.E.Yes, sir. I thought you were referring to the period after
I was reassigned. I submitted my application for retirement on 14
October 1969, which was subsequent to the time I had been reassigned.
Senator ALLEN. Now, you said that was the reason that they gave,
but you found out later that was not the correct reason. What was
the real reason why you retired?
Mr. CoLE. As I recall, sir, the reason cited to me by someone out

side the Army, that they wanted me reassigned from that very re
sponsible position prior to the opening of these hearings.
Senator ALLEN. Who is “they”? Who wanted you—
Mr. Col.E. The Department of the Army, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Did they have anything to fear about your
testimony?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir. I don’t think they had anything to fear, sir.
I think they probably wanted to—by removing me, or reassigning
me, sir, that I would be disassociated with the post exchanges, and
therefore perhaps that may not be brought to attention. I do not know,
S11".

Senator ALLEN. Who were these people?
Mr. CoLE. The people who reassigned me?
Senator ALLEN. Yes?

Mr. Col.E. I was reassigned personally by General Westmoreland.
Senator ALLEN. He reassigned you?
Mr. Col.E. He did, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Had you all not been friends up until that time?
Mr. CoLE. Very good friends, sir.
Senator ALLEN. But you thought this action was putting you on
the shelf?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. I was interested in noting that your fitness reports
that you filed along with your statement end with the period Novem
ber 7, 1968. Were there not other fitness reports submitted on you?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir. Many before—
Senator ALLEN. I am

£ after that date.

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. Many before, and two after, sir.
Senator ALLEN. What became of them?

Mr. CoLE. They are still in the official Army records, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Were you not given a copy of them, since at least
one of them was an unfavorable fitness report?

Mr. CoLE. I saw the unfavorable efficiency report, sir, and com
mented on it, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Were you not given a copy of the report?
Mr. ColE. I have a copy, yes, sir.
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Senator ALLEN. Why did you not put that in the record to round
out the record?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, then why did I not put all of those I have received for
the 30 years I have been in the service?
Senator ALLEN. Answer my question, please, Colonel. Why did you
not bring it up to date? Why did you leave off with November 7, 1968?

Mr. CoLE, Sir, I was attempting to show that until the time I became
involved with the investigation of this subcommittee that I had per
formed well and honorably, and had been recommended for promo

tion, and a great many things had happened after.
I feel sure the subcommittee has copies of those reports, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Had you filed your application for retirement prior
to the time that your temporary appointment as brigadier general was
canceled?

Mr. Col.E. Almost a year before, sir.
£ during the period of 1 year after you filed your
application for retirement, you continued to serve as brigadier general?
Senator ALLEN.

Mr. Cole. I remained on duty as a brigadier general, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. I was interested in the testimony up to now, having
to do, except for the lost weekend there in Germany, with your activ
ities in Vietnam. Yet I note from committee exhibit 521, which con
tains the two reasons for the canceling of your temporary appointment

as brigadier general, has to do with your activities in Germany, rather
than in Vietnam, one being the matter of the unauthorized absence,

but the other having to do with your activities as commanding general
of the European Exchange Service.
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. You are aware of that?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Now I read from this report from the Department
of the Army outlining the two reasons that your appointment as
brigadier general was canceled or withdrawn this statement:
In January, 1969, General Cole reported to U.S. Army Europe from Vietnam
and assumed command of the European Exchange System. In this capacity he
was responsible for overseeing the purchasing and sale of large quantities of
merchandise. The amount of money available for offshore procurement alone
was purported to be $60 million.

Is that correct?

Mr. Cole. I think that is an approximate figure, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Now, offshore procurement, those items were sold

in the exchanges, were they not?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. So you did have charge of the exchanges in your
"' as commanding general of the European Exchange System?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir. I was the commander of the European Exchange
System for approximately 91% months, sir.
Senator ALLEN. I believe you said that your work with the Ex
change System in South Vietnam was so infinitesimal when com

pared to your other more important duties that it was really a matter
of small import. Is that not correct?
Mr. Col.E. I did, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Yet, on the basis of your experience with post ex
changes and open messes, you were given this assignment in Germany.
Is that correct?
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Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not know the reason why I was given the job.
I assumed it was because of the demonstrated performance of duty.

Senator ALLEN. Yes, you had been faithful in your duties there in
Vietnam to such an extent that you were then assigned similar duties
in Europe. Is that correct?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir. I was not the commander of post exchanges in
Vietnam. I was chairman of the council that had to do with matters

pertaining to the command with regard to post exchanges.
Senator ALLEN. Reading on with the report giving the reasons for
the cancellation of your temporary appointment as brigadier general:
Within weeks of his assumption of his new duties, several merchants from
Asian firms appeared at Headquarters, EES.
Is that correct?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir; that is correct.

Senator ALLEN (reading):
These merchants were cordially received by General Cole in his office and
interviewed various members of his staff, who were informed that he had dealt

with these individuals while in Vietnam, and most pertinently, that he looked
favorably upon their products.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think this. I was acquainted with those people in
Vietnam, and as far as I knew, they were reputable people.
Senator ALLEN. They were people who were doing business in Viet

nam with post exchanges and the open messes?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I think one had never done any business in Vietnam
with either club or mess or post exchange. The others, I am not sure
if they ever had anything to do with post exchanges. They had sold
some products to clubs and messes and built a Chinese restaurant.

Senator ALLEN. Now, did not Mr. Crum visit you?
Mr. CoLE. Mr. Crum, as I previously testified, sir, visited Germany
in either late May or early June of 1969.
Senator ALLEN. He managed to look you up?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir; he

£ me, sir.

Senator ALLEN. So you all met?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir; we met.
Senator ALLEN. How many times did you see him there in Germany?
Mr. CoLE. Once, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Now, did he talk to you about his operations in
Germany?
G Mr.

&: As far as I know, sir, Mr. Crum had no operations in
' ALLEN. He had pretty well tied up the post exchange system

erman V.

and the open messes in Vietnam, and he was coming then to Germany
to set up in business there. Is that correct?
Mr.

'' Sir, I do not know what Mr. Crum's intentions were or

plans were. He did not reveal them to me.
Senator ALLEN. I ask you whether this report, then, from the De
partment of the Army is correct:
It became notorious throughout the EES establishment during the ensuring

period that the merchants had ready access to General Cole's office. They were
given the collective name of “Hong Kong Charlies” by members of the staff.

Is that correct?
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Mr. Col.E. Sir, two people, and I only know of one person, and I did
not know that until after I started reading some of these papers, ever
referred to these people as “Hong Kong Charlies.”
You know, some people resent our calling the VC “Charlies.” I don't
look upon people # Hong Kong or anyone else as “Hong Kong
Charlies.”

Senator ALLEN. You heard two people calling them that?
Mr. Col.E. I never heard anyone calling them that. I saw in the rec
ord that some one or two had referred to these people as “Hong Kong
Charlies.”

Senator ALLEN (reading):
Various new lines of merchandise were suggested or vigorously supported by
General Cole for introduction into the EES in such a manner that it appeared
all but compulsory that such merchandise be procured from these sources.

Mr. Col.E. I would say, sir, that was the opinion of the writer, and

that perhaps some of the affidavits and other material I have fur
nished this committee would tend to refute that.

Senator ALLEN. Were you given a copy of this report?
Mr. CoLE. I don't know, sir, whether we have a copy of it or not. It

sounds to me like, sir, a compilation of the CID report.
Senator ALLEN. Now, Colonel Cole, you stated that when you first
heard of these charges being made against you, you were most anxious
to explain your position.
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALLEN. I am wondering, then with your military career
at stake, and knowing that you were under a cloud as a result of these

charges, and knowing that you had been demoted, or your temporary
appointment as brigadier general canceled, and the Army being your
life and being your career, why you did not stay in the Army and
fight these charges and clear your good name in the Army, so that
you could continue your career in the Army.
Mr. Col.E. Could I have done any better in the Army than what I
am attempting to do now?
Senator ALLEN. Yes, you could use that forum. That is where the

charges were being made. You would then have been allowed to con
tinue in the Army.
Mr. CoIF. Sir, I would like to state that no one in the position of
authority in the Department of Army ever called me into his office
and said, “Now let us talk about this.”

Senator ALLEN. You submitted your application for retirement—
Mr. CoIE. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALIEN (continuing). Knowing of these charges?
Mr. CoI.E. That is correct, sir.

Not knowing of these charges. I have not been charged with any
thing. I had not appeared before the committee or any thing. All I
had heard was rumor.

.#" ALLEN. You don’t think you are being charged with any
thing?

-

Mr. COLE. Now?
Senator ALLEN. Yes.

Mr. CoI.E. I am referring to the time I applied for retirement.
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Senator ALLEN. You did not know of the charges being made
against you?
Mr. CoLE. I did not know any charges were made against me, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Had you not received an unfavorable fitness report
at the time of your application for retirement?
Mr. Col.E. After, many months after my application for retirement,
that efficiency report was forwarded.
Senator ALLEN. You knew they were on the way, did you not?
Mr. Col.E. No, I did not, sir.
Senator ALLEN. I ask you again why you sought retirement rather
than staying in the Army to fight the charges and clear your good
name.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I really don't know how to answer that.
I thought that I should leave the Army, where my future was be
hind me, and before I got too old to endeavor to gain employment in
the civilian economy, which I have been unable to £
Senator ALLEN. Were you influenced in any way by your knowledge
that if the Army accepted your application for retirement, you would
be out of their reach in the matter of disciplinary action for your
conduct in Vietnam and in Germany?

Mr. CoLE. No, I was not motivated by that, sir.
The Army had agents scouring the country for many, many months.
and I think they only agreed to my being retired after a conference
with Senator Ribicoff and members of his staff.

Senator ALLEN. They did not request your retirement? The Army
did not request your resignation?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. I voluntarily submitted application for retire
ment on October 14, 1969.

Senator ALLEN. That was after your lost weekend there in Europe,
and the start of the investigation as to your conduct.
Mr. Col.F. Sir, I had discussed retiring, and had an application
made out for retirement as early as August. I did not forward it.
Then, after having been relieved of command, I talked to General
Polk over the telephone. He said, “Now, we are going to have to move
you soon.”
I said, “Sir, I am submitting my application for retirement.”
If I remember his words correctly, his words were, “Earl, I don't

think it will be accepted by the Department of the Army.”
Senator ALLEN. Are brigadier generals still being recommended for

promotion to major general?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. That does not sound much like putting you on the
shelf, to me.

Mr. CoLE. When I was transferred for the reasons given to me, I
felt I was put on the shelf, and my career was behind me.

Senator ALLEN. You wanted to make it certain by applying for
retirement.

-

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir. I exercised my right as an officer after almost
30 years of active service to retire.
Senator ALLEN. Did you talk to General Westmoreland about
this?

Mr. Col.E. I wrote General Westmoreland a personal letter.
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I think, sir, I can show you his reply.
Senator ALLEN. I will
Mr. Col.E. That was

lad to see it.

£in September.

Senator ALLEN. Did he advise you to retire?
..Mr. Col. He stated that that was such a personal matter that he
did not feel that he was in a position to advise me one way or the other,

but to have faith in the Army court martial system.
Senator ALLEN. In other words, he was suggesting that if you
stayed in the Army, a court martial would probably result, and you
thereupon filed your

Application for retirement.

Is that correct? Is

that the correct sequence?

Mr. CoLE. No, sir. I have been in the Army for a very long time, and

in my view, if there were charges that could be substantiated, I would
have been court-martialed.

Senator ALLEN: You did not follow the general's recommendation,
then, to in effect stay in the Army and wait for the court martial?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir, you did not understand me correctly.
The general said it was such a personal matter that he did not feel
he could advise me one way or the other.

Senator ALLEN. He told you, though, to have faith in the Army's
court martial system?

Mr. Col.E. The opening!' alluded to the Army court mar

tial system, and the second paragraph commented on my application
for retirement.

Senator ALLEN. In other words, the series of events you set out for

the general's comments was of such a nature that it brought in the
first paragraph his reassurance to you to have faith in the Army court
martial system. Is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you, sir.
I have no further questions.
Senator RIBIcoFF. At this point I will introduce as exhibits, with
out objection, the sworn statement of General Polk and the statement
-

of Colonel Williamson.

-

-

-

-

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 535 and
536” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.
Exhibit 535 will also be found in the appendix on p. 1788.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o’clock.

Senator GURNEY. For the record, the General Maples that I had the
phone conversation with this morning was Colonel Cole's immediate
commander in Germany. His present assignment is assistant chief of
staff, logistics, J–4, MACV, in Saigon. His name is Harold Maples.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o’clock.

(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 2 p.m. the same day.)
--

-

(Members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff, Gurney,
Percy, and Allen.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m.)
Senator RIBICoFF. The committee will be in order.

•

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors Ribicoff and Percy.)
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TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
WARREN E. MAGEE-Resumed

Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, may I make one statement for the
record?

Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAGEE. When we adjourned the Wednesday hearing, Mr.
Chairman, you requested counsel and General Cole to prepare answers
to questions which were in the transcript from Senator Percy. I am
wondering if you want him to answer these questions to you now, sir,
Or not.

Senator RIRICOFF. I was just extending the courtesy to give him the

time. They will be &: in the examination that the other mem
bers of the committee might want to ask. I was just giving you ad
vance notice. I will state when other Senators are through interrogat
ing today, if Colonel Cole would like to make a general statement, we
will certainly accord him that courtesy.
Mr. MAGEE. We will await that time, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBIcoFF. If there is anything he would like to state we
will accord him that opportunity.
Mr. MAGEE. He prepared the answers to these questions.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Yes, in the event that Senator Percy or Senator

Gurney fail to ask the questions, he will have an opportunity to clear
that up for the record.
Mr. MAGEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you bring that cigarette box, by any chance?

Mr. MAGEE. No, sir, I did not go back to the office.
Senator RIBICOFF. You did not call?

Mr. MAGEE. No, sir. As a matter of fact, we have only one girl at
the office and there is nobody there.

Senator RIBICOFF. Could we send the messenger over to pick up the
cigarette box?
Mr. MAGEE. It is not there, it is not in the office.
Senator RIBICoFF. You have ascertained that?

Mr. MAGEE. Is is not in the office, it is in safe keeping out of the
office. I will have to get that, myself.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I am assuming over the weekend you will procure
-

that box for us.

-

Mr. MAGEE. I will procure it over the weekend. I will be in touch

with you on Monday, Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percy.

-

Senator PERCY. I have one question, Colonel, on the bribery attempt.
I can't quite understand when this bribe attempt was made and why
you didn't immediately notify someone. I should think it would occur
to you right there; you probably had military police in the airport.
Wouldn't it have been prudent, reasonable, and wise to immediately
notify someone so that you could nail it down right then and there?

Mr. Col E. Sir, I quite agree in light of subsequent events I cer
tainly should have, but at the time I though someone was putting
ne. On.

-

Senator RIBIcoPF. To my colleagues, the bell has just rung for an
other vote. So I think it would be wiser to go vote. We will recess for
10 minutes.
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(Brief recess.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: Sen
ators Ribicoff and Percy.)

Senator RIBICoEF. You may proceed, Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. General Cole, I would also like to get as clear a
picture as I possibly can, and I think all of us would be interested in

your relationship with Mr. Crum. On page 19 of your testimony you
indicated:
I did not even know Crum until I was introduced to him in late November or

early December 1966, and saw him casually and infrequently, 15 times at the
most, during my entire 30 months of duty.

In view of the fact that you concluded your comments by indicating

that vou had served in Germany, and that you had served 30 months
in Vietnam through the Tet offensive of 1968, your only relationshi
with open mess occurred in Vietnam and was but “an infinitesima

part of my activities, when considered in comparison with my other
military duties it was at the bottom of the pole.” Considering that
Mr. Crum was only one of many vendors, vendor representatives or
agents, it would seem to me seeing him on an average of every 60 days
was rather frequent.

Could you tell us whether 15 times was the outer limit, the greatest
length of time that you ever spent with him, the nature of your con
tacts and your discussions with him, or any comment you would like
to make as to how you happened to see Mr. Crum 15 times when he
was one of hundreds of people engaged in an activity which was an

“infinitestimal part” of your duties and responsibilities?
Mr. Col.E. As I stated, sir, I met Mr. Crum at his home in late No

vember or early December of 1966. I was one of many people invited
to his home on that occasion. It was a buffet dinner. I would guess
I stayed there approximately two and a half hours.
(At this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
Senator PERCY. Was there any other of the 15 occasions you saw

him when you spent a longer period of time than 21% hours?
Mr. Cole. Sir. I would say the outer limits were perhaps 3 hours.
Senator PERCY. Three hours?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

•

Senator Percy. Could you inform us as to the nature of Your dis
cussions with him? Did you talk business? Did you talk his business,

his activities, the accounts that he represented, and the potential for
sales of his products that he represented?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, our relationship was primarily social. I cannot recall
any time I was in his home when we were alone. I would say there

were at least one or possibly two other people there during each of
those times.

Senator PERCY. Would it be possible for you to give us, either now or
refreshing your memory from notes or a diary, the dates you saw him,

and the other people who were with him, so that we might determine
from them the nature of those conversations?

Mr. Col.E.. I kept no notes, sir, and I have never kept a diary.
Senator PERCY. I would like to turn now to the question of Ser
geant Higdon, and the purpose in so doing, I will make perfectly
58–590–71—Pt. 7–7
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clear, is to determine how it was that you took such an interest in this
appointment and the nature of that appointment. I don't want to
overstate whether it was deep interest or not. I would like to ascertain
as closely as we can the facts. This is from your testimony on page 14.
You said:
As I have indicated, the deputy chief of staff for personnel and administration
was a staff officer, not a major subordinate commander, and therefore was not
responsible for either the operation, administration, or supervision of operations.

In the final statement, at the end, you indicated that these activities
were at the bottom of the pole so far as you were concerned in your
particular responsibilities. On page 16, you said:
I did not know and had not met Higdon. I did not direct his assignment to the
Long Binh open mess system but I did tell Colonel Williamson that I though Hig
don was the better qualified.

Now, Colonel, witnesses have testified here that you used your offi

cial position to assist William Crum to become the most powerful
salesman to the clubs in Vietnam. Is that true or false?

Mr. Col.E. In my opinion, sir, it is false.
Senator PERCY. IDo you directly contradict the testimony of these
witnesses who have made that contention?

Mr. Col.E. Again, sir, I state in my opinion it was false.
Senator PERCY. As we have tried to put this whole mosaic together,
it appears vital to Crum's success to have a captive custodian whom
he could control in the largest club system in Vietnam, the Post at

Long Binh. Tommy Thompson, a former official at Carlings Brewery,
testified here that Sergeant Higdon was a captive custodian of Crum
and Crum's own letters to Thompson spell this out very, very clearly.
St. Martin testified he also learned of the conspiracy by Higdon
and Crum to control the club system in conversations directly with
Crum in December 1967. Would you care to comment on this?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, the only comment that I can make is that I was not

£

present at any meeting between Higdon and Crum or St. Martin. Hig
don and Crum, and that I would not be able to comment on the rela

tionship of Crum and Higdon.
Senator PERCY. At any time during the 15 meetings you admit hav
ing with Mr. Crum, did the name of Sgt. Higdon come up?
r. Col.E. I do not recall, sir, the name of Sgt. Higdon being dis
cussed. I would like to say one thing, sir. I had served briefly on the
mainland of China. Mr. Crum was raised in China. I have a very deep
interest in the Mainland of China. It has been a hobby and study of

mine for a long time. I wrote on it when I was at the National War
College. I think what happened on the Mainland of China is dreadful.
I made many Chinese friends. Mr. Crum, having lived in China, was
able to converse with me about a common interest which was the Main

'' of China and how it happened to go down the drain, and other
Ings.

Now another thing: Mr. Crum heard of our interest in the Vietnam

ese hospital, Cach Mang Hospital. Some of the NCO's and enlisted

personnel at USARV Headquarters heard of the plight of this hospi
tal. It was a 1,000-bed hospital with 2,000 patients. It didn't have band

ages, sheets or anything. We had 300 or 400 personnel in beds, badly
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wounded personnel, who could not get out of their beds. Mr. Crum
was an anonymous donor of some eight or ten television sets for the
wards where those people were kept.
Senator PERCY. What does that have to do with this?

Mr. Col.E. I am saying these were things that were of principal
interest.
Senator PERCY. So you had a common interest. Could he have been

the old China hand, who presumably occupied this suite in Hong Kong
year around that you were referring to before ?
I Mr. Col.E. No, sir, he was not the old Chinese friend, that Colonel
VeV

Senator PERCY. Was it old Chinese friend or old China hand?

Mr. Col.E. Later if I may, sir, I would like to read what I recall of
my conversation or if you would like, I will read it now.
Senator PERCY. You may go ahead.
Senator RIBICoEF. At this point in the record, as an exhibit we will
include an affidavit by Edward Davis, concerning the confirmation of
testimony concerning Higdon and St. Martin.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 537” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. Col.E. May we finish one item of business. We had a discussion
about Mr. Johnson, about whether or not his original statement did
contain a fact of reference, and I said I knew the names of these men
and I would not give them to him.

Senator PERCY. I think I would rather hold that off and keep this
part of it in continuity.
Suppose we just continue with this, then. We will certainly give you
adequate time to make that insertion.
I would like to specifically ask you the question: Did you assist

Crum in his plan to control the club system at Long Binh by placing
Sgt. Higdon in the job as custodian :

Mr. Cole, Sir, at the time the Higdon discussion came up I was not
aware that Higdon had any relationship with Crum. And if I did this
I did so unwittingly, and unknowingly.
Senator PERCY. In your prepared statement on page 16, however,
you say you did not direct his assignment but you did tell Williamson
you thought Higdon was the better qualified. In your statement to the
CID in October 1969, you were asked what role you played in the se
lection of Sergeant Higdon as the custodian at Long Binh. You said:
The Post Commander wanted Sgt. Connor, the G-1 staff officer recommended

Sgt. Higdon. I called Colonel Williamson in. He reported he was sure that either
could do the job, and he would be satisfied with Higdon. I said, “Well. I’m not

going to make the decision.” I then called Lt. Col. Riser. I told him to get to

gether with Col. Williamson, look at the Form 20's of the two NCO's and decide
which one should stay at Long Binh and operate the club and mess system. The
other would go to Qui Nhon. Later I was told that they had agreed that Higdon
would remain at Long Binh.

This is page 6 of your affidavit dated October 2, 1969.

-

Is that an accurate account of what you said to the CID in October
1969?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, that is what I recall when I made my statement to
the CID in October 1969.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. At this point in the record we will place two re
ports from the CID, including interviews with Colonel Cole, one by
John C. Coucoules of Arizona, the other by Kenneth Hayes and James
Johnson, both under oath.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 538 and

539” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator PERCY. Here we have many instances that the chairman has
mentioned where we have a direct contradiction between your recol
lection and the recollection of other people that you have considered

highly responsible. In an affidavit submitted to the subcommittee,

£l Williamson directly contradicts your version of the selection
*

of Higdon and states that it was you who made the decision to make
Sergeant Higdon a custodian at Long Binh. I would like to quote an
extract from Colonel Williamson's affidavit, a rather long one, but I
think it is absolutely essential for you to hear again now what he had
to say:
One incident that arose while serving at Long Binh was the appointment of
a custodian for the Long Binh Non-Commissioned Officers' and Enlisted Men's
Club. Since a vacancy existed, I went to General Cole and asked him to find a

good custodian for the NCO/EM club since Cole controlled the replacement
process. After this meeting with Cole, a Sergeant Connor came to me through
regular channels, so I assumed he came from Cole. He was experienced in club
affairs, so I appointed him to the position.
A few days later when I was up in General Cole's office, he expressed surprise
that I had selected Connor because Cole had someone else he was trying to get
for the NCO club. This man was Sgt. William Higdon. Since Connor had been

on the job for about 10 days, I was reluctant to remove him. Considerable dis
cussion arose over who was the better man. General Cole told me that he had

both Higdon and Connor checked out and they were both clean.

I resisted putting Higdon in the job for awhile. Major Clement St. Martin,
overall supervisor for the clubs, informed me about both men and mention was
made, I think, about Higdon purchasing beer illegally and selling it at his
former club. Anyway, sideplay discussion developed over the appointment and it
became a bigger issue than I had expected. In a way, General Cole insisted
that I appoint Higdon since I could feel this pressure from Cole.

Finally, I received a phone call from General Cole. He asked me whether I'd
make any decision on Higdon and Connor. I replied that I was going to let them
go as they were.

Then, General Cole indicated his preference by saying, “Higdon is the man.”
Thereafter, Connor was taken off the job, and offered another position.
In retrospect, there was a meeting, before Higdon's appointment, of club super
visory personnel, including Major James Fukuhara, the Post Adjutant, Major
James McNamara, outgoing Post Adjutant, Warrant Officer Ed Davis and St.
Martin. Their duties included recommendations to me on appointees. They con
sidered the Higdon appointment but recommended Connor. I told them that
General Cole's preference was to name Higdon to the custodianship.

Did you tell Colonel Williamson, “Higdon is the man”?

Mr. CoLE. I do not recall making such a statement, sir. I would
like to read briefly from the CID interrogation of Colonel Williamson.
Senator PERCY. Do you recall not making such a statement?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not recall making the statement.
Senator PERCY. Could you say with any degree of certainty however
that you did not make such a statement?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I deny any man to recall precisely what he said on
any given day and particularly 4 years ago.
Senator PERCY. Go ahead and read from this. Would you identify
what the statement is.
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Mr. Col.E. Yes, this is the statement. The question was, “Did Gen
eral Cole insist on Higdon”?

“Answer. In a way, but he did not order it.”
Senator PERCY. And that statement was made by whom?
Mr. Col.E. Colonel Williamson, sir.
Senator PERCY. Let me go back to Colonel Williamson's affidavit
and ask you about the meeting you had with Colonel Williamson.
Colonel Williamson states:
A few days later when I was up in General Cole's office he expressed surprise
that I had selected Connor because Cole had someone else he was trying to get
for the NCO club. This man was Sgt. William Higdon. Since Connor had been on
the job for about 10 days I was reluctant to remove him. Considerable discussion
arose over who was the better man. General Cole told me he had both Higdon and
Connor checked out and they were both clean.

Did you make such a statement that both men were clean :
Mr. Col.E.. I don't recall making such a statement that both men
were clean, because the only records that I saw on either man were
their form 20's, which is their qualification record.
Senator PERCY. Do you recall at all not making such a statement?
Mr. Col.B. Sir, I would like to state again I do not recall making the
Statement.

Senator PERCY. According to Colonel Williamson you were aware
that Connor had been on the job for 10 days. You can understand, I
am sure, why Williamson was reluctant to remove him, can you not?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, may we discuss the qualifications a moment? Higdon
had served in Vietnam for 1 year. Higdon had stated he was interested
in extending—and this was not to me, these were the people who handle
normal personnel matters—he would extend if he could get a job at

Long Binh or in the vicinity. Williamson had come to me and asked
me, sir—I think the important point is this—I did not volunteer to
help Williamson find one man, not one man. If he had not come to
me I would not have known he had such a requirement. But William
SOn came to me.

Senator PERCY. I think that is established and clear.

£

Mr. Col.E. I think that is the important point. I was not
with his duties. He came to me seeking assistance. The form 20's o
Higdon indicated many years of experience
•

Senator PERCY. Was this in the form of coming to you for advice
and counsel as one experienced in personnel? In other words, it is his
responsibility but he came to you for advice and counsel. You can
then indicate a preference; you can say, “Based on my experience or

examining both men's records as I have this is why I make this
recommendation.” But would it not be normal procedure for you
then to have limited yours to that, giving your personal opinion
rather than taking the initiative to carry it as far as it apparently was
carried?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, it is quite obvious that if I had to do it over I would
not have done it.

Senator PERCY. Both Colonel Riser, when he was interviewed by the
staff, and Colonel Williamson said that this was a most unusual situ
ation in their experience, to remove a man from a job without some
overriding consideration. Do you agree that when a man has been on
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the job for 10 days, it is an unusual procedure to then see that he is
removed?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, in the eyes of some it would be considered unusual.
Senator PERCY. What was the overriding consideration that you had
to have him removed?

Mr. CoLE. I didn't have him removed. They could not use both ser
geants. As far as I was concerned they both would have stayed. Connor
wouldn't work for Higdon and vice versa. That was the crucial ques
tion. As far as I was concerned, they both could have stayed here.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Williamson made it clear he had a prefer

ence. Why did you go against the wishes of the local commander who
has the immediate responsibility?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not know how to reply to the question.

Senator PERCY. According to Colonel Williamson you had Higdon
and Connor both checked out and you said “they are both clean.” You
do not recall having said that but you don't recall not having said it.
Who checked them out for you, Colonel? Who gave you this infor
mation?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I would say it came from several sources. I believe
Colonel Riser was one source. Colonel Riser had served in Europe with

Sergeant Higdon and knew Higdon while he was assigned
Mr. DUFFY. May I interrupt there? I think Riser did serve with the
24th Infantry Division, which was very much a cause celebre in
our last hearings.

Mr. Col.E. Riser knew Higdon and he thought he was a good man
for the job. If I remember correctly, and I do not wish to embarrass
Colonel Riser, he felt that Higdon had the experience and was needed
for that particular job. I believe, also, sir, other people, and I do not
recall who, who had served in the 24th Division in Germany, also knew

Higdon and thought he was an excellent sergeant custodian of a mess.
Senator PERCY. Were you not aware that Higdon had a bad reputa
tion at the 90th Replacement Battalion, that he had just served a vear
in Vietnam and extended his tour to take the position of custodian
at Long Binh 2
Mr. CoI.E. Sir. I have been trving to ascertain for several months.

I do not recall that Sergeant Higdon was ever associated with the
90th. I thought he was the NCO in charge of the two field force open
messes. I still think that.
Senator PERCY. We have sworn testimon v from Captain Prohaska.

Major St. Martin and Lieutenant Edward Barclay that Higdon had

a bad reputation as a custodian prior to his assignment at Long Binh.
If I can just read an affidavit from Thomas Prohaska in which he says:
I would like to supply some information on another unusual situation at Long
Binh. When I arrived in December 1967, at Long Binh, Sgt. William Higdon had
been appointed custodian. My own personal inquiries related to Higdon convinced
me he was unsuited for this important job at Long Binh. For example. I was
told by Captain Adams, who was stationed at Higdon's old post with the 90th

Replacement Battalion, Second Field Forces, that Higdon had a bad reputation
as custodian in that area. I was told he kept poor books and made purchases which
had not been authorized.

Also Williamson recalled that St. Martin brought this to your

attention. How did this information avoid your attention and that
of your staff:
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Mr. Cole. Sir, if St. Martin brought it to my attention it was on
November 1, 1968, 14 days before my replacement arrived in Vietnam.
I would like to introduce again, sir, that if Sergeant Higdon was so
bad why did he remain in that job when those people who, made
that statement were there long after I departed? If he was really bad
why didn't they remove him? I wasn't there.
Mr. DUFFY. I think the record indicates that Higdon was replaced

in July 1968. He remained in the Job about 6 months after you went
to CORDS. I think your statement the other day is inaccurate as to
how long he stayed there.

Mr. Col.E. I only stated what I had heard. Then why would he stay
there 6 months after I departed?
Mr. DUFFY. We would like to know that, too.

Mr. CoLE. Captain Prohaska, I note his statement is dated Novem
ber 20, 1968. I don't recall when Barclay left. No one took any action
to remove this vile character.

Senator PERCY. Considering the testimony you have given us, the
followed to get a decision made, maybe

# that have to be

ollowing something through for months, it is a wonder he is still
not there.

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I can say this: I think if they had come to my
office or to the G-1 office or even to the adjutant general's office and
said, “This fellow is a foul ball, fire him,” he would have been trans
ferred immediately.
Senator PERCY. Is there anyone else besides Riser on whose judg
ment you base your statement that Sergeant Higdon was clean?
Mr. Co-E. I do not wish to bring anyone else into this. I will find
when I try to get someone to support you in a hearing like this the
answer is “I don't wish to get involved. I want to stay neutral.” I
spoke months ago to Major General Forbes who was Chief of Staff
of the two Field Forces. I asked Major General Forbes, I said, “Do

you remember my calling you regarding Sergeant Higdon,” and
again I am speaking from what I recall. If I remember correctly,
neral Forbes said, “Yes, you did call me and I did say that I
thought Sergeant Higdon was well qualified for the job to run the

Long Binh Post open mess.”
Senator PERCY. Do you know a Sgt. Maj. Ronald M. Garrity?
Mr. Col.E. I have met Sergeant Garrity, sir.
Senator PERCY. Did you in the latter part of 1969 have a con
versation with Sergeant Major Garrity?
Mr. Col.E. I had a very casual conversation with him, either at the
Fort Belvoir Golf Club or at Ben Kusero's office.
Senator PERCY. What was discussed?

Mr. Col.E.. I think we discussed the plight of Sergeant Wooldridge,

Sergeant Higdon and other people.
Senator PERCY. Can you give us amplification as to the nature of the
discussion, what went on both sides of that discussion? In other words,
what was the tenor of the discussion?

Mr. CoI.E. I do not recall, but I have read Sergeant Garrity's affidavit.

Senator PERCY. Let me refresh your memory as to what he then

: Maybe that will help clear your memory as to what actually went
On alSO.
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Sergeant Garrity's affidavit reads in part:
Recently Brig. Gen. Cole came to my office and during our conversation the
club problem was mentioned. He said words to the effect, “That goddam club.
I made the decision for Higdon to get the job as that was my job, to make de
cisions and keep them off my people's backs. If I had to make the same decision
now, knowing only what I knew then, I would make the same decision again.

That is the latter part of 1969. Sergeant Garrity went on to say:
I always felt that Brig. Gen. Cole made the decision for Higdon to get the
job and now I know it.

Did you have such a conversation with Garrity?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall such a conversation and I certainly do not
recall what Sergeant Garrity said. I could say this from my
recollection—

Senator PERCY. Do you recall distinctly that that is a falsehood, that
such a conversation could not have taken place?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I can’t say that. I can’t say what Sergeant Garrit

recalls. That is beyond me. I could suggest this, sir, and this is what }
do recall. I think Garrity said Higdon was a very good man, and he
thought he was the right man for the job. That is what I would recall.
Senator PERCY. Lastly, I would like your comment on the followin
from another man, and here again it comes back to the chairman's
statement that it is incredible. No conspiracy could have existed with
all these people to get Cole, and we are left with the problem of trying
to deduce then what really is the true situation. Yet another man, you
have seen him today, Lieutenant Edward Barclay, was at Long Binh
as a club officer during the period in 1967 when Sergeant Higdon was

appointed custodian. He had general supervisory duties in running the
club and had close contact with the custodian, Sergeant Higdon. He
had this to say about Higdon's appointment in an affidavit filed with
this committee.
I was convinced that Higdon's appointment was “fixed”. I felt that Brig. Gen.
Earl F. Cole, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration, at
USARV, was responsible for Higdon's appointment.

Do you have any comment?

Mr. Cole. Sir, it is incredible to me that all of these people who
felt so strongly didn't come in a body to see me and so voice their
opinion. I don’t think there is anyone I have ever served with any
where that ever felt restrained about coming to see me.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, have you had any contact with Ser
geant Higdon, Lazar, Wooldridge or any of the others who appeared
before this subcommittee and had conversations about their appear
ances here or in connection with their appearances here?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I am quite certain that I have not only not come in
contact with any of these three people, Lazar I would not know if I
bumped into him in the hall, the other two I have not seen or heard
from since I left, I believe since I left USARV, sir.
Senator PERCY. All of these qualifying statements which under
standably exasperated my colleague I find somewhat exasperating.
Can't we get a direct statement? Knowing the sensitivity of this whole
matter which is being discussed throughout the military world, and

which deeply involves you, your career and your life, can't you give
us a clear cut statement; yes, or no? Have you had any contact with
the men who have been indicted?
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Mr. Cole. My answer is this, sir: I am almost as positive as I can

be that I have not been in contact or heard from any of these three

#"
I repeat again, Lazar I wouldn't know if I ran into him in the
all.
Senator PERCY. But you are not certain enough to be able to give us
a yes or no?

-

Mr. CoLE. Sir, based on what I read in these affidavits some three

people could come up and say, “Yes, I saw Cole and Wooldridge in
a drugstore in El Paso, Tex..." or some such place. How can I refute
the three witnesses?

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICoEF. There is another vote going on now. The com
mittee will stand in recess for 15 minutes.

Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
(Committee members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff,
Percy, and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICoEF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen

ators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. I believe, and hope, that will be the last vote
today.
Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Colonel Cole, I want to start back where I was
before we interrupted with the phone conversation with General
Maples on the £s matter, I must say that I can't help but

observe something in connection with your last exchange with Senator

Percy when you mentioned that if people had come to your office and
told you anything about Sergeant Higdon, I use your language, “this
£is a foul ball, fire him, he would have been transferred immedi
ately.

£hink

the evidence is overwhelming in the record that that is

what St. Martin did and he was the one that got canned and not Ser
geant Higdon. He had plenty of evidence in his allegations of Ser
geant Higdon's irregularities.

Butresponding
to get to Sarl
Electronics.
The
before yesterday
when
you
were
to Senator
Allen,
heday
introduced
the subject
of Sarl
Electronics. Your response to his questions whether you interceded for
Sarl or not was essentially that you wrote a letter to Vietnamese cus
toms about Sarl Electronics. That is why I am getting into this testi
mony today, because of course you did a great deal more than that...
Now we discussed one phone call this morning. I want to establish
another phone call which you made on Sarl Electronics, too. That was
another phone call to Captain Whalen. He was disturbed about the
fact that slot machines, Sarl slot machines were going to the service

clubs under a leasing arrangement and not being sold outright. Didn't
you have a phone discussion with him concerning whether this arrange
ment was proper or not?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, Captain Whalen recalls that we had a telephone con
versation concerning whether or not the lease-purchase arrangement
was in violation of the Pentalateral

'' sir; we did have.

Senator GURNEY. You now recall that you had
Mr. CoIE. I do not recall it, sir, but I have read it in his statement.
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Senator GURNEY. You mean you do not recall you ever had such a
phone conversation?

Mr. CoI.E. I don’t remember precisely what our conversation was.
I will accept Captain Whalen's statement.

Senator GURNEY. My question is, do you recall you had a phone con
versation with him?

Mr. CoI.E. Sir, I have admitted having recalled having a telephone

conversation with an officer in the grade of captain in the 425th. I do
not recall his name.

Senator GURNEY. Involving Sarl Electronics?
Mr. Col.E. I would like to say involving machines ordered by an
open mess system.

Senator GURNEY. And ordered by Sarl Electronics?
Mr. Col.E. No. I beg your pardon, sir?

Senator GURNEY. I say £ Electronics machines?
Mr. Col.E. They were purchased through Sarl Electronics, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Now we have phone calls in addition to letters.
You agree with that?

Mr. Col.E.Yes, sir, I called Captain Whalen, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. So you would correct your testimony of 2 days
ago that you only wrote a letter. You did have phone calls.
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I do not think I said I never talked to anybody about
slot machines, pinballs, or music boxes. If I did so I was in error.
Senator GURNEY. Now then, Captain Whalen left and he was re
placed by Captain O'Connell, who came on board August 31, 1967.
Captain Whalen was kind enough to tell Captain O’Connell about the
hanky-panky that was going on in the Port of Saigon, involving Sarl,
so that he could follow up on this matter. Now one of these incidents

involved 16 Sarl machines. Information on eight of them has been
supplied by USAID customs, they suspected they might have been
diverted. So Whalen suggested to O’Connell before his transfer that
a questionnaire be sent out to open messes to determine whether they
had ever received the slot machines indicated in the special Sarl file.
This questionnaire was prepared, was sent out on or about September

7, 1967, by Captain O'Connell and Lieutenant Fisher. This all came
out of course in some testimony here before the committee.
Did you know anything about this questionnaire being sent out?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I had forgotten anything about any questionnaire
until I remembered the testimony of Captain Connelly or Captain
O'Connell.

Senator GURNEY. Now you do remember?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I couldn't say what those questionnaires consisted of
or how they were worded.

Senator GURNEY. Tell us what you remember about them.
Mr. Col.E. I remember, sir, something about questionnaires.
Senator GURNEY. What were they about? Did they involve slot ma
chines or pinball machines, whisky or beer, or what?
Mr. Col E. Sir, I can't say whether they involved all those items or
simply slots, music boxes, and pinballs.
Senator GURNEY. You were interested though in the questionnaire
subject, were vou not?

Mr. Col.E. I beg your pardon, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. You were interested in the questionnaire's
subject?
Mr. Col.E. I was interested?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. CoLE. Yes, I was interested.

Senator GURNEY. Could you tell us the extent of your interest?
Mr. Col.E. It was brought to my attention.
Senator GURNEY. Who brought it to your attention?
Mr. Col.E. I can't recall, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You can't?
Mr. ColE. No.

Senator GURNEY. Do you think it was an officer or an NCO!
Mr. Col.E. I think it was probably an officer.
Senator GURNEY. How about Mr. Crum?

Mr. Cor E. Mr. Crum to the best of my recollection never brought
anything like that to my attention.
Senator GURNEY. What did he bring to your attention?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I can't recall what Mr. Crum brought to my at
tention.

Senator GURNEY. I thought you could recall some things and not
this. Did Sergeant Higdon talk to you about it?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not recall Sergeant Higdon ever talking to me
about any questionnaires.
di

#" GURNEY. You do have a distinct recollection that someone

1(t ,

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, I vaguely recall that someone must have talked
to me about questionnaires if I raised the issue with someone.
Senator GURNEY. After this vague recollection what did you do?
Mr. Col.E. I recall discussing it with someone at the port, again a
captain. Until I received this testimony I did not know that his name
was O'Connell.

Senator GURNEY. Anyway, you made a phone call to some captain
about Sarl Electronics shipments there at the port?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I don't believe it had anything to do with a
specific shipment.
Senator GURNEY. What did it have to do with ?

Mr. Col E. Sir, if you will give me a moment I will look up and see
what Captain O'Connell said it had to do with.
Senator GURNEY. Your memory is not very good about it?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, it is not.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. I explained that Fisher and I were conducting an inquiry on
behalf of Vietnamese customs to determine whether certain items consigned to

Club Systems are actually being received by clubs or messes. General Cole asked
me what authority I had to run an investigation. He also wanted to know if we

found any irregularities. This is as much of the conversation as I recall.

Now, sir, I think Mr. O'Connell went on to state, and I will try to
quote him

Mr. ADLERMAN. What page are you on now?
Mr. Col.E. I just read from page 2179.
Incidentally, sir, at the time that I was alleged to have noted this
questionnaire the survey had already been completed. I am trying to
find, sir, I believe in this testimony there is the statement that “You
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think that General Cole was trying to stop the investigation,” and I
think Mr. O'Connell said “No.” I think perhaps Mr. Magee can find
that while we proceed.
Senator GURNEY. Are you ready to recall?
Mr. Col.E. Mr. Magee is looking to see what Mr. O'Connell's reply
was to the direct question, Did he feel I was trying to stop the

investigation?

Senator GURNEY. Here is what he said, Captain O'Connell charac
terized your intervention as being squeezed a bit.
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY: Do you recall “squeezing him a bit”?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't think I would squeeze a captain.
Senator GURNEY. Verbally, over the phone, I was talking about.
Mr. Col.E. He might have come to that conclusion, sir. I am not in
a position to say what conclusion he came to.
GURNEY. Your recollection is so poor on the subject? Is

..'"
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GURNEY. Lieutenant Fisher, who worked with Captain

O'Connell on these questionnaires, and sent them out. His recollec

tion is, I thought you might be interested in this, he said he was con
cerned about the intervention of General Cole into the Sarl situation

because he wished to continue the inquiry until they had some results:
But on the other hand, I considered it wise to let the matter stay where it was
principally because General Cole had been very emphatic about it.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I now have the answer to what I sought. This is on
page 2193. The question put by you to Mr. O'Connell was, “Did you
ever get the impression that somebody was trying to whitewash some
thing?” Mr. O'Connell answered, “No, I don't think so.”

Senator GURNEY. I was talking about squeezing, not whitewashing.
Mr. Col.E. Well, sir, I am only reading what is in the record.

Senator GURNEY. Now then if we can go on beyond that phone call,
did you ever talk about this business of the questionnaires with Colonel
Osborne? You ought to recall Colonel Osborne. He was a pretty high
muckey-muk out there, like you?
Mr. Col.E. I was not considered a muckey-muck. No, I do not recol
lect Osborne.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever meet him?
Mr. Col.F. I have never met him.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever talk to him on the phone?
Mr. Col.E. According to Colonel Osborne's testimony, he called me.
Senator GURNEY. From your testimony do you '' talking to him
on the phone?
Mr. Col.F.. I do not recall I did.

Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection about calling Colonel
Osborne?

Mr. Cole. I recall talking to a colonel at the port.
Senator GURNEY. What did you talk to him about?
Mr. Col.E. He called me and he discussed the same matter that I had

discussed with Captain O'Connell.
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Senator GURNEY. These questionnaires?
Mr. Col.E.. I believe that was the subject.
Senator GURNEY. This was a colonel?

Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What was the discussion?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, as I stated, I do not recall what the discussion

WaS

I think in essence it was “If you have any further questions would
rou call me and I will see that they are properly pursued.” This would
emy general recollection.

Senator GURNEY. Let me read Colonel Osborne's affidavit, and then
I can refresh your recollection, perhaps. These are excerpts from the
transcript:
After talking with O'Connell and Fisher I had a telephone conversation with
General Cole.

Mr. MAGEE. May we have the page, sir?

Senator GURNEY. This is vol. 22, page 2195, of the transcript.
I had a telephone conversation with General Cole to discuss the letter that had
been sent to the clubs. My impression was that General Cole had received a com:
plaint from someone about the fact that Sarl Electronics had been singled out.

Now I don't suppose it will do any good to ask who complained to
you. Do you remember who complained to you about shipments?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I do not.
Senator GURNEY. Now then, Colonel Osborne's affidavit continues:
The gist of the telephone conversation was that General Cole felt that although
Sarl Electronics might have taken some short-cuts in importing we would not
have had decent service clubs in Vietnam without help from firms like Sarl.
The General indicated to me that by naming Sarl in the letter, we were prose
cuting Sarl Electronics.

Do you have any recollection of that phone conversation with a
colonel?

Mr. Col.E. I recollect having a conversation, sir, but I do not recol
lect specifically what words were exchanged, no, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recollect these words that I have just
read?

Mr. Col.E. I do not, sir, and we did not have service clubs in Vietnam
at any time.
Senator GURNEY. Did not have what?
Mr. CoI.E. Service clubs.

Senator GURNEY. What kind of clubs did you have?
Mr. Col.E. These were messes, open messes.
Senator GURNEY. You did have clubs?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. You do recall, though, discussing with this colonel,
Sarl Electronics? You do remember that?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think the subject of the discussion was a survey.
Senator GURNEY. About Sarl Electronics?

Mr. Col.E. About pinballs, slot machines, and music boxes, the trac

ing of shipments. It could have been about Sarl Electronics or any
other company that did sell slots, pinballs or music boxes.
Senator GURNEY. My understanding was that the reason why you

were so angry, as several witnesses have said, three-a colonel, a

captain... and a lieutenant: that you did not like this questionnaire
because it singled out Sarl Electronics.
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Mr. CoLE: I don't believe, sir, any of the witnesses said I was angry.
Senator GURNEY. Well, they said you were disturbed. How is
Mr. CoLE. If that could be said, sir, I will accept it.

£"

Senator GURNEY. The point of the matter was that the questionnaire
was about Sarl Electronics and nobody else. Do you recollect that?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall it, no, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Even though you made the specific phone call
Mr. Col.E. I made no phone call, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And a colonel and captain and a lieutenant
Mr. Col.E. No, Colonel Osborne called me.

Senator GURNEY. It was a phone call. It doesn’t matter who called
whom. But you don't recall it was about Sarl Electronics?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall the specific gist of conversation, no, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Then Colonel Osborne went on to say this, too:
“I am reasonably certain that General Cole called me again later”—
This was another phone call—“to indicate that he thought we should
let up on this type of activity. The second conversation was similar to
the first phone call. It's principal context was that we ought to lay
off Sarl Electronics because if it were not for firms like Sarl we would
not have clubs such as we had.”

I tend to agree with him there. Do you remember that phone con
versation? This is the second one.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I would like to use the same words that Colonel Os

borne used. “I am reasonably certain” that I made no second phone
call or received a second phone call on this subject.
Senator GURNEY. We have two reasonably certain, different ver
sions, I guess we can £y to that. Did you ever tell Colonel Osborne to
layoff Sarl Electronics?
Mr. CoLE. I don't believe Colonel Osborne drew such a positive
statement. He said “It’s principal context was that we ought to lay off
Sarl Electronics.”

Senator GURNEY. Along about the same time frame, if we can leave
Sarl Electronics, and these phone conversations for a while, there was
another involvement of Sarl Electronics. This was brought to our

attention by a George Langford. He had been a lawyer in the Long
Binh post, a legal officer.
Mr. Col.E. Can you repeat his name?
Senator GURNEY. George P. Langford, L-a-n-g-f-o-r-d.
Do you recall him?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir; I do not recall an officer named Langford.
Senator GURNEY. He was assigned to duties in the office of the staff

Judge Advocate's headquarters, USARV, May 1967 to February 1968.
One of his jols was military affairs officer. Does that prod your
memory at all?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir; it does not.
Senator GURNEY. As such, in this duty he wrote the contract between
the USARV club systems and Sarl Electronics, for repair and main
tenance of pinball machines and slot machines. Then later on after

that occurred he was asked by the Long Binh post legal officer to give
an opinion as to whether or not pinball machines which were used as
gambling devices could under the applicable resolution be installed
in the Army NCO and officer clubs in '. II is advice which was
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by Colonel Carne. You remember Colonel Carne, don't

you ?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir; he was my SJA, one of the four I had while I
was in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Correct. He worked for him. He flatly stated that
these devices would be illegal. Then Langford also went on to say this.
Incidentally, do you recall that legal opinion?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir; I do not.

Senator GURNEY. That pinball machines are illegal?
Mr. Cole. No, sir, and pinball machines had been in the Far East,
sir, since 1945.

Senator GURNEY. Yet your judge advocate here, it was his opinion
that they were illegal.
Mr. Col.E. I think, sir, he is entitled to an opinion but they were
still there long before I ever was assigned to the Far East.

Senator GURNEY. Wouldn't he call that to your attention if he asked
for an opinion on it?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I stated I do not recall even meeting Captain Lang
ford. That does not mean I could have met him.

Senator GURNEY. I mean Colonel Carne.

Mr. CoLE. He was my S.J.A.
Senator GURNEY. Wouldn't he call it to your attention?
Mr. Col.E. To the best of my recollection he did not discuss the pro
visions of the maintenance contract with me or the legality, either
illegality or legality, of bringing slot machines in. Knowing Colonel
Carne, he would have gone much further. He would have gone to sev
eral judge advocates and gotten their collective opinions and then per
haps come to me.

nator GURNEY. Well, he did do that. Here is his statement.
Mr. Col.E. Colonel Carne, sir?
Senator GURNEY. Yes. “Some weeks later Colonel Carne called Ma

jor Porthcheff and myself into his office to brief him on this advice.”
As you point out, he was a very thorough man and wanted to be sure.
After we reviewed the advice with him he stated that he had learned that a

representative of Sarl Electronics had personally interviewed the general in
charge of the club system who I believe was General Cole. The Sarl representa
tive, whose identity I don’t know, was extremely upset to the effect of this advice.
Colonel Carne then related that General Cole had hit the ceiling when he heard

about it and had reamed out a lieutenant colonel in USARV who I believe was the
action officer for the nonappropriated fund work in Vietnam. The lieutenant col
onel had acted on our advice and advised Sarl and determined that Sarl Elec
tronics could not bring the pinball machines into the club System. At the same

meeting Colonel Carne told us to completely drop and forget the matter. Shortly
after that I was transferred.

Would you like to comment on that?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I do not recall Colonel Carne discussing that with me.
Senator Gurney, I would like to suggest one thing, if they would
compare that particular maintenance contract with all the others and
see if there were any differences in any of the particular maintenance
contracts.

Senator GURNEY. I am not talking about maintenance contracts.
Mr. Col.E. What are you talking about?
Senator GURNEY. The fact that pinball machines are illegal.
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Mr. CoLE. It is quite clear that the pentalateral agreement which
goes back to 1935 authorized the importation of those things.
Senator GURNEY. That may be. I don’t question that at all. Some
body brought up the question of whether they were legal or not and
they had a big pow-wow here between Colonel Carne and Major Porth
cheff and Langford. They all agreed this was illegal. Apparently you
disagreed because you hit the ceiling when you heard about it and you
reamed out a lieutenant colonel about it.

Do you have any recollection about that?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not recall it. I would say this. If they approached
me on this subject and questioned the legality of the importation under
any circumstances of these machines my answer would have been that

I am not in a position of authority to determine the legality or not,
the determination was made long before I arrived in Vietnam or ever
served in the Far East.

Senator GURNEY. But your testimony is that you recall nothin
about this particular incident, where we have three officers involve
who, of course, remember it very vividly.
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I do not remember.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to present the CID
statement of George Langford.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection it will be admitted as an
exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 540” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. Now if we can turn to another subject regarding
Sarl. As you have pointed out you were assigned on January 19, 1968

to the pacification program called CORDS. Is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.
Senator GURNEY. While you were there did you have any continu
ing responsibility over the mess club system?
Mr.

'' I had no responsibility, sir; no, sir.

Senator GURNEY. While you were with CORDS?
Mr. Col.E. That is right, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did you in November 1968 have a telephone con
versation with Capt. Thomas Prohaska?

Mr. CoLE. I recall a telephone conversation with Captain Prohaska;
yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Will you tell us the substance of it?

Mr. Col.E. As I recall, I had been at Cam Ranh Bay on 30 days tem
porary duty making an investigation. Both the enlisted club and the
officer club had burned to the ground. New facilities had been con
structed. New fixtures had been ordered for all these clubs, the new
clubs, and the Cam Ranh Bay clubs had ordered new pinballs, juke
boxes, and I assume slot machines. They stated that these had been

held up at the port or held up by someone, USARV, for a long time,
and could I call someone to see if they could be released. So on the
opening night they would have everything they were supposed to have
in their clubs.

Senator GURNEY. This is another call on behalf of slot machines to
the port?
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Mr. Col.E. This is a call, sir, on behalf of the open club mess system
at Cam Ranh Bay.
Senator GURNEY. Involving slot machines?

Mr. Col.E. Involving jukeboxes, music boxes, and slot machines.
Senator GURNEY. Who did the shipment belong to ?
Mr. Col.F. It belonged to the Cam Ranh Bay officers open mess.

Senator GURNEY. Who was sending it in :
Mr. Col.E. They placed the order.
Senator GURNEY. With whom?

Mr. CoLE. The order must have been placed with Sarl Electronics.
Senator GURNEY. Sarl Electronics?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, they had 85 percent of the business, as I understand,
in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. This is another phone call in connection with Sarl
Electronics slot machines?

Mr. CoLE. No, sir. I would like to state this is a phone call on behalf
of an open mess system.

Senator GURNEY. Involving slot machines belonging to Sarl
Electronics.

Mr. Col.E. Only because they were the ones who received the order.
Senator GURNEY. They had the monopoly in Vietnam :
Mr. Col.E. Not because of me, sir.

Senator GURNEY. I did not suggest that.

Mr. Cole. It has not been suggested throughout these hearings.
Senator GURNEY. I think it is worth while to read from Captain
Prohaska's affidavit:
General Cole maintained a continued interest in the club system at Long Binh
after he was reassigned. In fact, he interceded on behalf of one vendor, Sarl
Electronics. This incident occurred sometime in November 1968. General Cole

called me on the telephone and inquired as to why we were refusing to release
a large number of slot machines consigned to Cam Ranh Bay clubs. I informed
the General that we had initiated a new policy which required all purchases in
excess of $1,000 from outside the country to be approved by Our Headquarters at
Long Binh prior to purchase. The purchase that General Cole was concerned
about involved a purchase order of approximately $20,000 of Sarl slot machines
that had not received approval by the Long Binh Command. I told General Cole
we were trying to determine why our policy was being violated and that we were
requiring the Cam Ranh Bay Command to formally respond to us with informa
tion regarding the purchase. We wanted to know about the purchase order and
invoice and if such documents were in order—the cargo would then be released
to the consignee. After I told General Cole these facts, he was noticeably angry
that we were holding up the cargo. He made it very clear that he thought we were

using bad judgment concerning the matter. I then told General Cole that we
suspected Sarl Electronics of illicit practices and that we wanted to verify that
the purchase was valid. When I said this, the General went into a ten-minute
tirade about how upstanding the company was and what fine people were con
nected with Sarl.

Does that refresh your memory at all?

Mr. Col.E. I don't believe people associated with me would describe

me going into a tirade and particularly not over something like that.
Senator GURNEY. Here is one who did.

Mr. Col.E. I would like to submit, sir, that I believe this matter was

finally concluded and that the machines, each and every one of them,
was released to the club system at Cam Ranh Bay.
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Senator GURNEY. That has nothing to do with my question. I am talk
ing about the phone call. Do you remember talking to Captain Pro
haska generally about what is set out here?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I recall telephone calls to Captain Prohaska. I do not
recall precisely what was discussed other than there were new clubs
being opened up at Cam Ranh Bay.
Senator GURNEY. Did you express anger that these shipments were
being held up?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don’t think I would get angry over anything like
that.

Senator GURNEY. Well, you were very much interested in getting
these clubs going so that these boys could play with the slot machines.
You might have gotten angry.
Mr. Col.E. Senator Gurney, did you ever visit Cam Ranh Bay?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. CoI.E. Did you see what an isolated place it was and what little
there is to do at Cam Ranh Bay?
Senator GURNEY. War is like this. It is not unusual. I don't think

there are any slot machines up in Laos right now. It is not unusual for
soldiers to be in out-of-the-way places in a war. I was in an out-of-the

way place down in Louisiana back in 1943–44.
Mr. Col.E. I was there in 1941, sir.

Senator GURNEY. I was glad to be out of there, it was so out-of-the
way.

Mr. Col.E. I agree.

Senator GURNEY. All right. Here again is what I am trying to
oint out, really, that we have another phone call to the Port on
half of a mess club involving Sarl Electronics slot machines.

Now it is worthwhile noting too that the Captain's sworn testimony
is corroborated by another affidavit from Philip H. Wogsberg, who
was present when you made the call to Prohaska. He stated:
Prohaska told Cole that Sarl Electronics was suspected of improper activity
in importing slot machines. The conversation lasted about 30 minutes, during
which time General Cole pleaded with Prohaska to release the machines. I
thought this was quite unusual since General Cole was assigned to CORDS
and had no business or authority to enter into a situation involving the club
system.

Do you want to make any comment on that? I am really just
putting it in the record.
Mr. Col.E. I have no comment to make, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Now then, one final word here. This involves

Lieutenant Barclay who was here earlier today, a matter regarding
BOQ No. 3 in Saigon. I will read from his statement:

“Another matter of concern to me”—that is Lieutenant Barclay
was the operation and supplying of BOQ-3 in Saigon. BOQ-1 and BOQ-2 were
large officer clubs in Tan Son Nhut. BOQ-3 was limited to high ranking officers.
It was regarded as being a special project of General Cole's. In the fall of 1967
a sergeant from BOQ-3 wanted me to charge China, glassware and silverware
to BOQ-3 to the general mess account. He said General Cole had approved the
transaction. I was later told that it would be improper to write the expenses off
on the main club account. When I explained this to the sergeant I then received
a phone call from General Cole. He asked me what the problem was. I told
him I couldn't charge BOQ-3 expenses to another club. I told him I would

check it out further. I did and our accountants told me it would be improper.
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I so informed General Cole, who told me to do it anyway. I wrote some of the
charges off to general administration and expenses.

Do you have any recollection of that?

Mr. Col.E. I remember BOQ-3 very well, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How about the china and the glassware and
silverware?

Mr. CoLE. They were ordered, sir. BOQ-3 was a part of the USARV
club system. This is before there was a consolidated club system.
Senator GURNEY. Did you give the order to Lieutenant Barclay to
write these expenses off in this manner that was improper?
Mr. CoLE. May I say something first?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. Officers who lived in BOQ-3 initially paid dues in the
USARV club system. Also the profits from BOQ-3 went into the
club system. The occupants of BOQ-3 never received any benefit from
the dues they paid, they never had any floor shows, they never had so
called happy hours or anything else. In other words, they derived no

benefit. At no time to my knowledge did BQQ-3 ever receive any of the
money that it had earned and paid into the account. Never once was
that used, and as I recall, to refurbush anything in BOQ-3 or any
thing else.

-

Senator GURNEY. Now my question: Did you instruct Lieutenant
Barclay to write these expenses off the main club account, which was
an improper thing to do?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall, sir, that I said that is an improper action
but I did tell Lieutenant Barclay to authorize the purchase.
Senator GURNEY. I wonder if Lieutenant Barclay will come up and
take the stand, please.
-

TESTIMONY OF LT. EDWARD BARCLAY—Resumed

Senator GURNEY. Now, Lieutenant, do you recall your end of this
transaction?

Lieutenant BARCLAY. Yes, sir. A sergeant whose name I don't recall,
who was actually running BOQ-3 in Saigon, came to Long Binh and

told me that he was to go to Japan, I believe, or Hong Kong, I am not
sure, to purchase certain china and glassware for BOQ-3. I told him
that I as custodian did not have the power to authorize him to make
these purchases. He told me that General Cole wanted these purchases
made. At that time I contacted Colonel Skiola, who was the President
of the Board of Governors. I want to see him. He told me that although

he wasn’t sure of the legality of this, that if General Cole, if this was

his desire, that I was to give a letter to the sergeant authorizing him
to make purchases and charge them to the officer club system, which
I did.

It was at a later date when these invoices were received and equip

ment was received that we had the problem of charging off the China
and glassware. Actually, what happened, to the best of my recollec
tion, is that we were in the process of making up the monthly state
ments and the policy is for china and glassware and other such sup
plies, to write them off in the month that they are received, a very

common accounting practice I might say. This sergeant had come up
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there and he was asking how his club had made out that month, I might
also say that if there were any profits from BOQ-3 I can't remember

them. They were constantly in the red. But he wanted to have a state
ment. I said, 'Sergeant, it looks like it always does, only worse.”
He said, “What is the problem?”
I said, “We had to charge you with these expenses for the china and
glassware that you have been receiving.”
At that time he left in a huff and the next thing I know, I would
say about a half-hour later, I received a telephone call from General
Cole, and it was at that time that I informed him—Well, he called me
and asked me what the problem was and I knew that it was in such a
short time period I knew the sergeant had gone to him. I told him
exactly what the problem was. I was asked at this time could these
expenses be charged off to the main club. I said I didn't know but I
didn't think so, but there were some accountants present at that time
doing an audit on the NCO club which was also located in the same

building. I checked with these accountants. They told me that it could
not be done properly.
At that time I returned the call to General Cole, which I had been

instructed to do, and informed him of the circumstances and it was at
that time that I was told to write off these expenses.
Senator GURNEY. By General Cole?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Do you care to comment on that, General?
Mr. ColE. Yes, sir. I would like to ask one question.
For what period did he review the books which indicated there had
been profits or losses or otherwise within the BOQ-3 clubs? Because
I contend, sir, that there were profits at BOQ-3 and that those profits
were turned into the USARV club system and there would not have

been a problem had the club system not been consolidated.
Senator GURNEY. I really don’t think it is pertinent—I don't object
to the lieutenant answering if he would like to.

Lieutenant BARCLAY. I think I can answer that question. Although I
didn't become custodian until July 25, 1967, I was the club officer at

BOQ-1, I believe on the second of March 1967 in Saigon, so I believe

I was quite familiar with the records. I have a very thorough knowl
edge of the club records of all the clubs from the second of March 1967
through January 5, 1968, when I assigned the club over.
One thing further: I also think I have some very pertinent testi

mony regarding some of the equipment of Sarl Electronics.
Senator GURNEY. Let us have it. We certainly would like to hear
about Sarl.

-

Lieutenant BARCLAY. As I said, I became the custodian of USARV

officers open mess on the 25th of July 1967. Shortly thereafter, in Au
gust, I would say probably 2 weeks later, I was having lunch at one
of my clubs and one of my accounting Sergeants came running up to
the club to inform me that there was a convoy of approximately 10

large trucks at the club office and that they were there to deliver var
ious pieces of club equipment.
I don't think I completed my meal, I am sure. Together we went
back to the office and we found that these shipments were all marked
USARV officers open mess, with the proper APO and other address
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with them. I asked Sergeant Odom who had been in the club system
at that time I believe almost a year, he was in Vietnam I believe 18
months, I said, “I didn't order this equipment.” I went out and in
spected it. There were ranges, beer coolers, ice machines, popcorn ma
chines, slot machines, just about every kind of equipment that was
used in the clubs on these trucks. I told Sergeant Odom I did not order
this equipment.
I asked him if any of the prior custodians had ordered the equip
ment. He said he didn't believe so, at that time I made a telephone

call to Major McGarrah, who was the adjutant, of the special troops
and was one of my predecessors as custodian of the Officers Club. I
asked Major McGarrah if he had ordered the equipment. He told me
he had not.

Shortly thereafter a Lieutenant Colonel Carey, deputy commanding
officer, special troops, arrived at my office. He instructed me to sign up
for this equipment. I told him that we didn't order the equipment,
and I had no right to sign for the equipment.
In other words, I didn't have use for 10 or 15 ranges and various
other pieces of equipment. I then checked with Major Dorrance, my
superior at that time. He told me definitely to refuse the shipment,
which I did.

At that time Colonel Carey—I must say he was outraged
Senator GURNEY. He was what?

Lieutenant BARCLAY. He was outraged, that I would not sign for
this equipment. He went outside and directed the convoy to follow
him. At that time I didn't know where he was going. From that time
on for a period of at least a month I would say we were getting regu
lar shipments, convoys arriving just about every day. I was deter
mined that I would not sign for any of this equipment, although it was
all consigned to the USARV officers open mess. Every day they would
come, the MP would come up. The trucks were in the convoys.
Senator GURNEY. How many in the convoy?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. The convoys ranged between eight and 12
trucks. These were large trucks, I would say, flatbed trucks.
Senator GURNEY. How often did they arrive?
Lieutenant BABCLAY. Well, sir, I would say for a period of a month
in August they probably arrived every few days.
Senator GURNEY. All marked USARV officers mess?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. None of it ordered by the mess at all?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. Sir, we could find no purchase orders on any
of the stuff. Every time they arrived I would just tell the MP in
charge of the convoy, “I’m sorry, Sergeant, we didn't order it. Maybe

if you take it to the special troops they may be able to help you out.
Ask for Colonel Carey.”
Every time I told them that I never heard more about the equip
ment. Evidently the equipment was unloaded and taken care of.
Sometime later I was driving by the S-4 storage yard and in the
special troops area I noticed within the confines of that storage yard
various pieces of equipment that were consigned to the USARV
officers open mess in the same containers as they were when they had
attempted to deliver them to me. I believe it appears in my testimony
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and also in Major St. Martin's testimony that at a later date I believe,
right before Major St. Martin's confrontation on January 1, 1968,
that Major St. Martin was instructed to go to the special troops S-4
yard by General Jones, the commanding general, Saigon Port Com
mand, he was instructed to go and attempt to pick up some of this
equipment which
to us, it had our name on it.
Major St. Martin asked me the next morning if I would go over
there with him. We drove over there, I drove my non-appropriated
vehicle, a quarter-ton pickup. We drove to the storage yard. There

£

was a sergeant driving a forklift and saluted Major #.

Martin and

asked Major St. Martin if he could help us. And Major St. Martin
said, “Yes. We are from the USARV officers open mess. I understand
you have some equipment here for us which you are storing for us.
We would like to pick this equipment up.”
He said, “Well, sir, I'm sorry, but I don't believe that equipment
belongs to you.” He said. “Well, it has our name on it.” The sergeant
said, “Sir, that equipment belongs to some civilian.”
When Major

£ Martin questioned him

further and asked him if

he was sure, I will be honest with you and say be became a little bit
nervous and didn't really know what to say, but at that time he
blurted out, “Sir, I don't know, it is some deal General Cole made.”
And that is a quote.

He said, “If you want that equipment you had better see my boss.”
So from there—one thing further

Senator GURNEY. One question in connection with that. In this par
ticular area, these special forces didn't have a whole lot of clubs, did
the V 2

Lieutenant BARCLAY. No, sir. They had previously been in com
mand of the club system in Saigon. When we relocated in Long Binh
the function of changing the clubs fell under the post commander at
Long Binh Post.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, they had no club function at all?
Lieutenant BARCIAY. Sir, I don’t believe so.
Senator GURNEY. So they would not have any reason at all to have

this club's supplies in their supply depot?
Lieutenant BARCLAY. I did not think so, sir. As we were leaving to

talk to this major who was this sergeant's boss, we noticed one piece
of equipment off in a corner that said “USARV Officers' Open Mess”
on it. I looked at it and I told Major St. Martin. “This looks like the

plastic that we ordered from the Japan PX.”
So I said to the sergeant: “How about this parcel over here, can
we take this?” He said, “Yes, sir, if you would like. This might be

yours. That civilian took a look at that and said it didn't have his
number on it so if you would like to take it you can take it.” At which
time he put it on a forklift and put it up on our pickup, which could
not really accommodate it but we took it anywav. From there we went

to the office of Major Klingensmith, who was S-1, special troops, and
who I had known previously as a captain sometimes before his promo
tion, and he asked Major St. Martin what we wanted in his office.

Major St. Martin told him we wanted to pick up the equipment they
were storing for us in the special troops storage yard. He said, “Major

are you sure that equipment belongs to you?”
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Major St. Martin, as I remember, responded, “Well, Major, it has
our name on it.”

To this Major Klingensmith responded, “Major, if you want to pick
up any of that

'' you had better talk to General Cole.”

At that point I believe, I am sure that Major St. Martin's response
was, “Well, Major, I might just do that.”
At that point we left the office.
Senator RIBICoEF. At this point we will insert in the record an
affidavit from David B. Klingensmith.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 541” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
GURNEY. Would you like to comment on this equipment at

is nator

a.

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. The only equipment that I authorized, sir, to be
stored in the S-4 storage yard were ice coolers. I was not made aware
nor did I authorize the storage of any other equipment.
Senator GURNEY. Lieutenant Barclay, from your conversations with
all these people who knew something about this equipment, they all
at least were convinced that General Cole had something to do with
the equipment being there in that storage?

Mr. MAGEE. Do you think that is a fair statement, sir? I object. . .
Lieutenant BARCLAY. Yes, sir, I would say they were of that opinion,
Slr.

Senator PERCY. Colonel, I would like to make a direct statement to
yOll.
As you

probably deduced, my reaction to your first day of testimony

was one of frustrated anger. Your lack of candor, your evasiveness,
despite a very apparent high IQ, your convenient lapse of memory on
occasion, the contradictions that existed throughout the course of your

testimony, I think left my frustration and the frustration of the other
members of the committee second only to the frustration of the Ameri
can public as they have seen this story unfold.

I certainly stand by my initial reaction, but perhaps I am not as

angry now as I am deeply saddened by this whole affair. We will
come back Monday, probably our last day. I would like to inquire

about the events in connection with Colonel Ivey, who has made the
strongest statement about his own anger and reaction to his relation
ship with you, of betrayal of friendship. I would like to also inquire
further, what your role was once you were reassigned outside the club
system. You apparently intervened in an attempt to influence certain
specific £ I hope that possibly on Monday you can clarify
this, and I hope that you will be as candid, lacking in evasiveness and
straightforward as you possibly can be on this last day of these very
sad hearings.
Senator RIBICOFF. If there is no other comment from Senator

Gurney, the committee will stand

TESTIMONY OF EARL F. CoIE (ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
WARREN E. MAGEE)—Resumed
Mr. CoLE. Sir, may I take 5 minutes and read in the record what you
agreed I could read?
Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.
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Mr. Cole. This has to do first with the testimony of Jimmie John
son, I read. During my testimony, Jimmie Johnson testified as follows:
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Johnson, you have been previously sworn.
We had a little dispute here in the testimony. Do you recall that you talked to

General Cole or he talked to you, I should say, when you were escorting him
back to Heidelberg? And during this time he told you the investigators' names
who he talked to were Larry Gordon and Jeff Bromley, and you stated, “Immedi
ately thereafter he stated that these were fictitious names and that he knew the

true names of the men and that they were attempting to help him.”
Did he state to you that he knew the true names of these men?
Mr. JoHNSON. As written, sir, he stated that to me.
Senator GURNEY. He said that?

Mr. JoHNSON. He said that to me in the car between Frankfurt, Germany, and

Heidelberg, Germany.

Later, the following appears in the transcript, pages 2842 through
2843:
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest a question to the witness and ask
the Chair to put it? Will you ask Agent Johnson if he put in his first statement

covering this review any statement to the effect that General Cole told him
he knew the names of these two people?
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you place in your first report any statement to the
effect that General Cole had stated that he knew the names of these two people?
Mr. JoHNSON. I don't have it at hand, but I would say with very little reserva
tion it is in there, Sir. I think it is in Exhibit A-1–H. I could be mistaken as to the
number.
Senator RIBICOFF. Where is that exhibit?

Mr. JoHNsoN. I have supplied Mr. Duffy and Fialkewicz with a copy of the
statement. It is a resume of the action that took place from the time I went to
Munich when I was called by General Moore until such time as I returned
General Cole to his home.

Mr. Johnson's first statement is an investigation to summary and
was prepared on October 13, 1969. Mr. Johnson stated that his recol
lection was that the exhibit was A–1–H. This exhibit is actually desig

nated A-1–E. . .
I have read this summary carefully, and nowhere in this first state
ment of Johnson is there any statement that I had told Johnson I
knew the real names of these two people.
I am submitting to this subcommittee, a copy of Johnson's investi
gator's report dated October 13, 1969, which is the first report of the
-

-

-

-

activities of General Cole covering the weekend of October 10, 1969.

Mr. MAGEE. May I present the report?
Senator RIBIcoff. Without objection, it will go in as an exhibit.
-

-

-

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 542” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. Col.E. Now, sir, just before the adjournment of the hearing on
March 10, Senator Percy came to some very serious conclusions which
caused me considerable concern, as it has today, and particularly the
question of a jade figurine and my having brought Westmoreland
into this, which I regret far more than anyone in this room.
I avoided that subject as long as I could. I think it was pulled out
-

of me.

Senator PERCY. By whom?

Mr. Col.F., I think Senator Gurney kept insisting, “What did you
do in Munich,” until I told him everything I did in Munich.

He asked that I answer a few questions involving a jade figurine.
The first question reads:

“Why weren't you billed for this when you procured it?”
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My answer to that question is, I had met the Chinese who operated
a restaurant in Hong Kong, where I dined. He was friendly to Amer
ican military personnel and would talk to me while I was dining. He
introduced his son, who I believe was educated in the United States,
and was in the import-export business in Hong Kong.
When I went to depart, he gave me his business card and said if I
needed anything in Hong Kong, to write him.
f Later, Mrs. Westmoreland asked me to purchase a jade figurine
or her.

I wrote Mr. Chou a letter stating Mrs. Westmoreland asked me to

purchase for her a moderately priced jade figurine.
As I recall, several months later a package containing a figurine
was hand-carried to me by a soldier returning from R. & R. in Hong
Kong. I opened the package. It contained a small jade figurine, but
no bill.

I then delivered the figurine to General Westmoreland's adminis
trative assistant.

Shortly thereafter I wrote Mr. Chou requesting a bill for the
figurine. After several months, I again wrote Mr. Chou for a bill.
In December, 1968, en route to Germany, Mrs. Westmoreland again
asked me for a bill. I told her I was sorry, but I never received a bill,
though I had tried on several occasions to obtain same.
Shortly after my arrival in Germany, I again wrote Mr. Chou, re
questing a bill. Again no reply.
After my conversation '', Mrs. Westmoreland on September 7,
1969, in addition to writing urgently requesting a bill, I attempted to
reach Mr. Chou by telephone on several occasions.
On the weekend of October 10, I tried to call Mr. Lennie Johnson

in Hong Kong in an effort to see if he could obtain this bill for me, as

well as the bill for the two dresses referred to in earlier testimony.
I have been unsuccessful to this date in obtaining a bill for the jade
figurine.
Senator PERCY. Will you explain why?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, how could I understand why?
Senator PERCY. What would you estimate is the approximate value
of this figurine we are talking about?

Mr. Col.E. I think, sir, we will have an expert appraiser's opinion
on the approximate value of that. I do not know what it was.

Senator PERCY. Do you have an approximation?
Mr. Col.E. I would guess around a hundred dollars. I read in the
paper that Mr. Mollenhoff had an estimate of $400.

The second question asked by Senator Percy of me: Why did you
take the chance that you could have in some way implicated a revered
and respected name?”
I never thought, and I am sure that General and Mrs. Westmore
land never thought that my ordering a purchase by mail of a small
jade figurine of modest price would ever implicate anyone.
Senator PERCY. Would it ever appear to a reasonable person that
when a requested purchase be made that you can buy something like
that? I have never gone to Hong Kong but that I have not been able
to pay for something I get.
Mr. CoI.E. I wrote a letter, sir.
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Senator PERCY. Whom did you select to write to that would be in
fluenced to the extent that they simply would never produce a bill for
something valued at, let us say a hundred dollars?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, if I remember correctly, Mr. Chou was helped by the
American Forces after the war in China. They helped him to get to

Canton, where he was able to make his way to Hong Kong. I think he
felt a very deep debt to the American Forces. I feel he particularly
felt that General Westmoreland was helping to keep Hong Kong free
of Communism, and that that might be the reason.
But again I am stating what
his reluctance was, and not

£

what it might have been.

Senator PERGY: I would like to say, and I think it should be said,
Colonel Cole, that it is characteristic of the Chinese to make gifts.

They enjoy doing it. They are an exceedingly generous people.
Sometimes I have had Chinese friends who have continued to send

ifts to our family. It is a sort of embarrassment on occasion, but they
£ always said why they were giving them. I have always tried to
give a gift back to them of equal value.
That might have been a way of doing it. But to never even advise
you as to why they were doing it, to never respond, that is what I can
never understand.

Mr. Cole. I have heard that the man has been very ill, but this is
gossip.
N
I would
for some time.

'.

like to discuss Colonel Ivey, again a man I have known

During Senator Percy's statement, he made reference to the testi

mony of Colonel Ivey. He read excerpts of that testimony to me.
I would like to make a statement at this time concerning my recol
lection of my discussions with Colonel Ivey.
The day before his trip to Hong Kong, he came to my office in
MACV, stating that he was going to
on the following day,
and requested names of any business firms who might be able to assist

£

him and his family in their shopping during their stay in Hong Kong.
I dictated several letters to firms I thought could be of assistance.
Further, I did indicate to him that accommodations might be avail
able, if he wished to consider same. He stated that he had reservations

at the Hilton, but would consider other room accommodations if they
were available.

I do not recall who I called, but my best recollection is that I might
have discussed Ivey's proposed visit with a Mr. Welton.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Welton is the manager of Sarl Electronics. Is that
not right?
Mr. Col.E. That is right.

In early September, 1970, my counsel, an associate of Mr. Magee,
called me and stated that Col. Hank Ivey had called him stating that
Mr. Duffy had telephoned him about having received free room accomo
dations which were furnished to him without charge while he was on
a 7-day leave in Hong Kong with his wife and daughter.

Colonel Ivey was very upset, understandably so, and asked for my
telephone number. My counsel refused to give him the number and
called me and advised me not to talk to Colonel Ivey over this matter
that Colonel Ivey discussed with him.
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Senator PERCY. Colonel, I wonder if I could do this. Inasmuch as I

have previously indicated we will go into the Colonel Ivey matter ''
Monday, we will ask that Colonel Ivey be here, and in consideration o

the chairman's desire to recess by 4 o'clock—we are way beyond that
would you mind holding all of this, because there is a good deal that

should be gone into. We will just let you proceed to finish when we
start on Monday, if that is all right with the chairman.
Mr. CoI.E. Fine, sir.
-

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, just one thing.
The staff points out that you did not ' the pictures of the bronze
nude statues and the men's steam bath that we were talking about in,
so I present these in evidence.
-

- l- > d

- "...

* * * **

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 543” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee) .
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee stands adjourned until Monday
at 10:00 o’clock.

-

-

(Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed until 10:00
a.m., Monday, March 15, 1971.)

-

-

(Members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff, Gurney, and
Percy.)

[THE EXECUTIVE SESSION THAT FOLLOWS WAS MADE
PUBLIC, AS PROVIDED BY THE RULES OF THE SUB
COMMITTEE, ON MARCH 4, 1971]

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING

SOUTH VIETNAM
MONDAY, JULY 13, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATION

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GoverNMENT OPERATIONs,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:08 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Of

fice Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 308, agreed to February
16, 1970, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (acting chairman of the sub
committee) presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator John L. McClellan,
Democrat, Arkansas; Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat, Con
necticut; and Senator Lee Metcalf, Democrat, Montana.

Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
general counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Mor
gan, chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator;
John Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, investigator, De
partment of Justice, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs; Fred
erick Asselin, office of Senator Ribicoff; Dennis Young, office of Sena
tor Javits; Stephen King, office of Senator Gurney; Robert Ryan,

office of Senator Gurney; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will come to order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena
tors McClellan, Ribicoff, and Metcalf.)
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(A document dated July 9, 1970, follows:)
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
Washington, D.C., July 9, 1970.
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
U.S. Senate,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: I hereby appoint you as Acting Chairman of the Sen
ate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations to conduct hearings in executive
session in connection with alleged improper activities in the operation of open
mess systems and post exchanges of the United States Army in the U.S. and
OVerSeaS.

Sincerely yours,
JoHNL. MCCLELLAN,
Chairman.

Senator RIBIcoFF. The committee is in executive session. Our wit

ness is Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole.
Will you please rise and be sworn, Mr. Cole? .
You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com
-

mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
General CoI.E. I do.

TESTIMONY OF BRIG. GEN. EARL F. COLE (U.S. ARMY), ACCOMPA
NIED BY COUNSEL WARREN E. MAGEE AND NORMAN BAYLES

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman, have you a series of questions?
Mr. ADLERMAN. This subpena was served upon General Cole. He
had produced certain £ previously. I would like this subpena
made a matter of record.

:* RIBICoEF. Would you please show the subpena to General

C
ole

General Cole, were you served a copy of this subpena?
General CoLE. I was.

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, the subpena will be placed
into the record as an exhibit.

(The document referred to follows:)
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C00353

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congregg of the @Initel Štates
To

Brigadier General Earl F. Cole

c/o Norman Bayles
-..............1739.K. Street, Suite 303,
Washington, D. C.

.............., &reeting:

#}tirsuant to lawful

authority, YOU ARE HEREBY CO.M.M.A.WDED to

appear before the SEWATE PER.M.A.W.E.W.T. SUBCO.M.MITTEE O.W I.WWESTI
GATIO.WS OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVER.W.M.E.WT OPERATIO.WS of the

July 13,

Senate of the United States, on -....

, 1%70,

lol, Senate of ice
ilding. Washington,
Wash.
Building,
D. C
-

.., then and there

- -

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under con
sideration by said committee, and produce all your records for the period £ron
January l, '# to the present time including, but not limited to, correspondence,
investments, financial statements, copies of income tax returns, bank

"statements, cancelled checks, copy of deposit tickets, cash receipts"
records, disbursement records, slips or records of any money order purchases,

"bank checks, cashier checks purchased, traveler checks purchased, lcan"
records, purchase and sale of automobiles, and other real and personal
property bought or sold, and insurance records.

39treof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen
alties in such cases made and provided.
..To
to serve and return.

6iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
S
1st

day of

uly
Jul

in the year of our
Lord one

": nine hundred and .79................--

Chairman, Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investi
gations of the Committee on Government Operations.

-
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---7~.A.,

1992.23

I made service of the within subpena

the within-named

*A*

c/e 712-7--~~

*ye

423: 4-4444 × 4---------A-Z: 32 3

-

*:::- 4.4.
A.

-

-

at ---------------------*...*:2

o'clock ---A. m., on

the

of

(ka.

-a-"

-

*

4.2%/144%.
,<%.
%: Z3.4%-->
Æ)

Signed

w.s. sovranntnt paintine offics

86-63.5

Mr. MAGEE. May I make a statement, Mr. Chairman, with regard
to the subpena, in compliance with it?

Senator RIBICoFF. Will you tell us who you are?
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Mr. MAGEE. I am Warren E. Magee, of the firm of Magee & Bulow,
and this is my associate, Mr. Norman Bayles. I have left my card with
the reporter.
Mr. Chairman, as counsel for Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole, Mr. Adler
man, general counsel of the committee, by letter dated July 1, 1970,
served on us a subpena requiring the production of the following rec
ords at 9:30 a.m., July 13, 1970:
All your records for the period from January 1, 1904, to the present time, in
cluding, but not limited to correspondence, investments, financial statements,
copies of income tax returns, bank statements, cancelled checks, copy of deposit
tickets, cash receipts records, disbursement records, slips or records of any
money order purchases, bank checks, cashier's checks purchased, traveler checks
purchased, loan records, purchase and sale of automobiles, and other real and
personal property bought or sold and insurance records.

We wish to draw your attention to the fact that a prior subpena was
served on General Cole on October 27, 1969, some 9 months ago, requir
ing the production of the following records:
Produce the following for the period January 1, 1964, to the present: (a)
Your financial records, including, but not limited to bank accounts, savings
accounts, cancelled checks, bank statements, check stubs, and all investment
accounts, mortgages and loans and; (b), your Federal income tax returns for
the years 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968.

General Cole, together with Mr. Norman E. Bayles and myself, re
viewed all the records which were then in the possession of General
Cole and we furnished to the committee all the documents which we

were able to locate falling within the gambit of that subpena.
A copy of the subpena and a copy of the record of these documents
signed by Mr. Duffy, a member of your staff, dated October 29, 1969,
is attached hereto as evidence of the production of such documents.

Additionally, although not included in the subpena, General Cole
was requested to produce a copy of the loan account on his home. This
information was furnished the committee by my letter dated No
vember 6, 1969, receipt of which was acknowledged on the copy of
the letter attached hereto.

-

Inasmuch as we have already produced the records evidenced by
the attachments, we have not undertaken to produce additional copies
but we do have available for examination the records from which the

copies were made.

•

Inasmuch as the new subpena calls for the production of docu
ments not designated in the summons of October 27, 1969, we are pro
ducing for the committee the
records:

£

(1) A copy of the 1969 joint Federal income tax return for General

('

and copies of supporting data.
(2) Bank statements and cancelled checks for the account of General
Cole with the Suburban National Bank of Virginia, account No.

and Mrs.

208725. These statements and checks cover the period April through
June, 1970.

•

•

-

(3) Life insurance policies in which, General Cole is the named
insured as follows: (a) The Franklin Life Insurance Company policy
No. 101339895, in the amount of $10,000, taken on February 8, 1955;
(b), the Equitable Life Assurance Society policy No. GN13892608 in

the face amount of $3,000, issued on December 2, 1952.
(4) Registration card for a 1964 Volkswagen, title No. 15217389,
issued to General Cole for the year 1970.

(5) Miscellaneous deposit tickets and cancelled checks issued by the
58–590–71—Pt. 7–9
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National Bank of Fort Benning for the account of Brig. Gen. Earn
F. Cole and his wife Stella ' his daughter Christine covering the
period 1967 through 1970.
(6) U.S. Information Returns Form 1099 and data pertaining to
the taxable year 1965.
(7). Installment loan books on the purchase of two automobiles
early in 1965 and the other in 1966 issued by Burke & Herbert Bank

and Trust Company and the Clarendon Trust. Company.
We have made every effort to locate all records included in the most
recent subpena and the above documents are submitted in com
pliance therewith.
We wish to note, of course, that the general does not have copies
of any official Army correspondence or other official Army documents.
We have been informed by committee counsel, Mr. Adlerman, that
General Cole will be questioned again regarding the St. Martin alle
gations and on other matters about which Mr. Adlerman and other
members of the committee's staff questioned General Cole several

months ago.
Accordingly, we are attaching to this letter the statements of the
following officers submitted to your staff on October 30, 1969, as
evidenced by the attached receipt:

M. M. Jones, brigadier general, U.S. Army, Earl F. Cole, brigadier
general, U.S. Army, William Carne, colonel, U.S. Army, Robert H.
Williamson, Jr., colonel, U.S. Army, Robert S. Poydasheff, lieutenant
colonel, U.S. Army.
Additionally, we submit the statement of Col. Reginald K. Fans
ler dated October 28, 1969, because of its relevance to the allegations
made to this subcommittee by Major St. Martin.
We respectfully ask that this subcommittee consider these state
ments, and cause them to be made a part of the official record of this
proceeding.
We also submit for the consideration of the subcommittee state

ments of the following named persons which we feel are relevant
to your inquiry and request they, too, be made a part of the official
record of this proceeding:

Col. W. L. Packett, Dr. Francis A. Yeandel, Maj. Gen. Frank D.
Miller, Col. Thomas C. Grissom, Dorothy Buck.
General Cole was relieved as commander of the European Ex

change System in September of 1969 and was returned to Washington
in October after having submitted his application for retirement.
Action by the Army on the application has been deferred since that
time pending his release by this subcommittee.
As already noted, General Cole voluntarily appeared for a staff
interview on October 27, 1969, and was advised that he would be called
before the executive session of this subcommittee on November 18.
On November 10, 1969, Mr. Adlerman advised counsel that the date

was continued indefinitely.

Accordingly, we request that the subcommittee release General Cole
at the conclusion of this session, and advise the Secretary of the Army
of its action.

This is our written compliance with the subpena and the documents
are here.

(At this point Senator McClellan withdrew from the hearing
room.)
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Senator RIBIcoFF. I understand your statement. The statements that
you have submitted, were those statements sworn to ?
Mr. MAGEE. No; these are just signed statements. The copies have
been furnished the committee.

Senator RIBICoEF. Under the committee rule, we cannot admit state
ments that were not sworn to. If you will have those statements sworn

to, sir, by the gentlemen you listed, then they will be accepted.

-

So subject to the statements being sworn to at a later date, they will
all be accepted.
Mr. MAGEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BAYLEs. Mr. Chairman, we have the original records here and I
have produced one copy of each of the originals. What procedure do
you desire to follow? Just submit the copies or do you wish to compare
the originals?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think we would like to have the originals. After we
look at the originals, we can substitute copies.
Mr. MAGEE. May we have in due course a receipt for these originals?
Senator RIBIcoFF. The receipt will be forthcoming as soon as they
look at them.

Mr. MAGEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Adlerman, you may proceed.
Mr. ADLERMAN. General, have you now supplied all of the records of
your bank accounts?

General Col.E. I have supplied all records that I have available.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do I understand that includes the Suburban Na

tional National Bank of Virginia?

General CoLE. I beg your pardon :
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you say something before about the Suburban
National Bank of Virginia?

General Col.E. Yes. It is the Suburban National Bank of Virginia.
It is the branch in the Pentagon, on the concourse.

Mr. ADLERMAN: What other bank accounts did you have in the past
6 years, or 5 years?
General CoLE. I had an account with Chase Manhattan in Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In Saigon?
General CoLE. In Saigon.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have those records been supplied?
General Col.E. At the previous appearance. And I had an account
with the American Express while I was in Germany. You have the
records on those.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have supplied that?
General CoI.E. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have a soldier's deposit account?
General Col.E. Yes; I have, and those records have been supplied.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think you also supplied the National Bank of
Fort Benning.
General CoI.E. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are there any other bank accounts?
General CoLE. Absolutely none.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you had any bank accounts abroad in
Germany?
General CoDE. Only the one that I mentioned, the American Express.

-
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Mr. ADLERMAN. That was in Germany?
General CoLE. In Nuremberg and later in Munich.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you had any in Switzerland?
General CoI.E. Never.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You never had any accounts there at all?
General Col.E. Never.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you had any accounts in Hong Kong?
General CoLE. Never.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Or Singapore or Bangkok?
General CoI.E. Never.

Mr. ADLERMAN. We have now your assurance that you have supplied
the records of all your bank accounts for the past 5 or 6 years
General Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have any bank accounts in any other name?
Does anybody act for you or as an agent for you?
General CoI.E. I have not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Open or closed?
General Col.E. None.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The travel records show that you made certain

trips to Hong Kong in April of 1967; April 29, May 2, 1967. Were
you in Hong Kong on official business at that time?
General Col.E. I couldn't hear you, sir.
Mr. BAYLEs. I am having difficulty, too, Mr. Adlerman.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I said the travel records show that you were in
Hong Kong from April 29, 1967, to May 2, 1967.
Do you recall that?
General Col.E. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Were vou there on official business?
General CoLE. I was there on official business.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the nature of that business?

General CoI.E.I believe that was the time I accompanied Ambassador
Komer to Hong Kong.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was that again?
General CoI.E. Ambassador Komer. It was the time I accompanied
him to Hong Kong.
Mr. ADLERMAN. iíave you visited Hong Kong at any other time
while you were in Vietnam?

General CoIF. I visited Hong Kong a total of three times during
the period I was in Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN: Who accompanied you on those trips?
General Col.E. The first trip I was unaccompanied and I was there,
as I recall, approximately 3% days.

Mr. ADLERMAN: What year was that? Do you know what year
that was?

General CoLE. Yes. It was in the fall, late fall or early winter, of
1966.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the nature of your trip at that time?

General Cole. I went there to look at the R. & R. facilities that were
made available to servicemen.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you accompanied by anybody?
General CoLE. I was unaccompanied.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Where did you stay?
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General Cole. Istaved at the Hilton.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you file a report of that trip?

General CoLE. Ibeg your pardon?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you file a report on that trip?
General Col.E. I did not. A verbal report to General Ingram when I
returned was all.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What were the other two occasions?

General Col.E. The second occasion was when I accompanied Am
bassador Komer to Hong Kong. The third occasion was when I was
routed back from Manila through Hong Kong en route back to Saigon.
I spent 1 night in Hong Kong and departed the next morning.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did anyone pay the bills on these trips except
yourself?
General CoLE. I paid my own bills, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You paid your own bills.

Did you meet William Crum on any of your trips to Hong Kong:
General CoLE. The first trip that I was in Hong Kong, and I don’t
recall whether it was the second or third day, I saw Mr. Crum in the
lobby of the Hilton Hotel.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that in 1967?

General CoLE. In 1966, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he pay any bills for clothing or anything else?
General Col.E. He did not. Nothing.

•

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you receive any gratuity from him on that trip?
General Col.E. I did not.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Do you know the Tung brothers?
General CoLE. Yes, sir, I do.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they pay any bills?
General CoLE. At the Ambassador Hotel when I went down to pay

the bill I found that my bill had been paid. I asked who paid it and
they said the Tung brothers. I then reimbursed the Tung brothers on
the spot.

£ ADLERMAN.

In cash?

General Col.E. In cash, yes, sir. It was for 1 night's lodging.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no receipts or anything on that trip?
General CoLE. No, sir, I do not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Under what circumstances did you meet with the
Tung brothers and how long have you known them?
General Col.E. I met the Tung brothers for the first time either in
the late winter of 1966 or early 1967.
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Where?

General CoI.E. At either Tan Son Nhut, where I was based, or at
Long Binh.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have any dealings with them before that
time?

General Col.E. I had never met the Tung brothers before that date.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the nature of your conversations and
visits with them?

General CoLE. The Tung brothers came to me with letters of recom
mendation from a number of senior Army officers and senior civilians
who had served in Europe.

Their purpose was to see if there was any way they could gain a
tailoring concession with the post exchange in Vietnam.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you recall who the senior officers were?

General CoLE. I recall one in particular—two. Maj. Gen. Julian
Wilson and Brig. Gen. George Warner. They wrote letters in addi
tion to the regular letter that they had given the
brothers.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you visited Kuala Lumpur or Singapore?
General Col.E. Yes, sir. I have been to Singapore and I have been

'g

to Kuala Lumpur.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What were the circumstances of those visits?

General Col.E. At Singapore I was only there overnight because
the plane for Kuala Lumpur didn't leave until early the next morn
ing. I was sent to Kuala Lumpur for the purpose of looking at R. & R.
facilities.

Mr. ADLERMAN. The purpose of looking at what?
General CoI.E. R. & R. facilities.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it official business?
General CoI.E. It was official business.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did anybody pick up the tab?

General CoLE. Nobody picked up the tab.
Mr. ADLERMAN. While you were in Vietnam, how much of your
own funds did you spend?
General Col.E. I would say, sir, the average expenditure per month
for the first year was probably $75 to $100 a month. The second vear,
used field ration mess at Long Binh it was probably $50 a

'"

month.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What disposition did you make of the cash you
received during the time you had the soldier's deposit account?

General Col.E. Ibeg your pardon, sir?
Mr. ADLERMAN. What disposition did you make of the cash that
you received for your pay during the time you had the soldier's de
posit account?
General Col.E. I deposited most of my pay in the soldier's deposit
account.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How much did you deposit? What was the limit of
your deposits?
General Col.E. The limit of the deposit, sir, was the total amount of
pay we received in any one month.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That would be what? $10,000?
General Col.E. Do you mean the total amount I finally accumulated in
soldier's deposits?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

General Col.E. Yes, $10,000.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What did you do with the balance?
General CoI.E. Well, once I accumulated $10,000 in the soldier's de

posit, I then started depositing in the Chase Manhattan Bank in Sai
gon.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have excess money before you accumulated
the $10,000 in the soldier's deposit account?
General Col.E. I don’t understand.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have excess funds, excess money, before
you accumulated the $10,000 fund?
General Col.E. Do you mean did I have money left over after I made
my deposits?
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

General CoI.E. Yes, I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What happened to that?
General Col.E. I deposited some in Chase Manhattan and the other
I kept. I kept an amount of money available to me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did vou have the Chase Manhattan account?

General CoLE. I don't recall, sir, when it was opened. It is a matter
of official record. We have submitted the information on when the ac

count was opened and when the account was closed.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you open the account in the Chase Manhattan
Bank only after you had accumulated the total amount of $10,000?

General Col.E. I can't recall, Mr. Adlerman, what the date was or
whether it was before or after.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think the record shows that you started your ac
count with a deposit of $1,847.55 on March 25, 1968.
did you do with the cash before you opened this account in

What

1968

General Col.E. Do you mean where did you keep it? Where did I
keen my money?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

General Col.E. I kept it in the safe in the office.
Mr. BELLINo. General, you say you kept the excess cash, money you
did not deposit in the £ bank account, in a safe in the office?
General CoLE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Who had control of that money?
General CoI.E. I did.

Mr. BELLINo. Did anyone else have access to it?
General Col.E. No one else.

Mr. BELLINo. How much did you have in your safe?
General CoI.E. Apparently I had accumulated in excess of $1,800
over the 2 years prior to the deposit into the Chase Manhattan
account.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you have some record to show that you had approx
imately $1,800 in cash in your safe?
General CoI.E. I have no record to show that I put my own money
into my own safe, no.
Mr. BELLINO. Were these MPC's?
General COLE. All MPC's?

Mr. BELLINo. Did you have piasters in there?

•

General CoLE. I could have had piasters because we used piasters,
but I don’t recall how much.

-

Mr. BELLINo. Was there any particular reason why you put this
money in your safe instead of in your savings account?

.

General CoLE. I was not aware that the bank was paying 5 percent
until approximately the time I deposited the money.
Mr. BELLINo. You say you did not know

•

General CoLE. I was unaware, sir, that the banks were paying 5 per
cent on checking accounts.

Mr. BELLINo. What money have you put in your safe deposit box
General CoLE. I have no safe deposit box.
Mr. BELLINo. I mean your safe in your office, what other moneys
did you put in there?
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General CoLE. No other money than what we have discussed.
Mr. BELLINo. Only the money that you earned from your pay?
General CoI.E.
the money that I earned from '. £
Mr. BELLINo. Did you use any of that money in the black market?

Č'

General COLE. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. You never exchanged any checks with any individuals?
General CoI.E. I never exchanged a check with any individuals. You
are speaking of what—what individuals are you speaking of?
Mr. BELLINo. Any individual.

General Col.E. Did I ever give another individual a check?
Mr. BELLINo. You would give them cash and they would give you
a check?

General Col.E. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. No one would give you a check and you would give
them cash?
General COLE. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. For any purpose?
General CoLE. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. You are sure you never have?
General Col.E. I never have.

Mr. BELLINo. You are positive?
General Col.E. Yes, sir; I am as positive as I can be, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Have you been entertained by any individual that
has been doing business with the PXs or clubs and messes?
General Col.E. Have I been entertained? No, sir. I did attend some

dinners and lunches at Mr. Crum's home with other people infre
quently during my tour in Vietnam.
Mr. BELLINo. Have you been entertained by anyone else besides
Mr. Crum?

General CoLE. Never. I have not. I had one dinner with my family
at the restaurant the Tung brothers own and operate in Munich,
Germany. That is the only time I ever visited their restaurant.
Mr. BELLINo. And you have never had lunch with any other repre
sentative who was doing business with the clubs and messes or PXs?
General Col.E. In Germany—I don't recall any in Vietnam, sir, but
some could have gone to lunch with me at the officers' mess during
the period I was in Vietnam. But at this time I can't recall any one
in particular.
Mr. BELLINo. I am talking about them taking you out to dinner
with any of your friends.
General Col.E. No, sir; they did not.
Mr. BELLINo. Do you recall having dinner with some other repre
sentatives accompanied by a friend of yours?
General Col.E. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. BELLINo. Would you say that you never have?
General CoI.E. I do not recall going to dinner with anyone accom
panied by a friend of mine.
Mr. BELLINo. You do not recall, but is it possible you may have?
General CoIF. It could be possible, sir. I don’t remember.

Mr. BELLINo. You don't recall having dinner with a representative,
# with your friend and Mr. Crum and this other repre

and
Sentative
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General CoLE. No, sir; I don't recall any other representative.
There could have been one, but I don't recall one.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you know any other representatives?
General Col.E. I know many.

Mr. BELLINo. Would you tell us some of those you know?
General CoLE. I know Mr. Bill Hirsch, of International Food
Brands. I met the Tung brothers. Offhand, those are the only ones
that come to my mind at this moment.
Mr. BELLINo. Have you stayed overnight at any residence of any
one doing business with the military?
General CoLE. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. You never stayed overnight at any residence? .
General CoLE. I have never stayed overnight, to my knowledge, with
anyone during

Mr. BELLINo. Have you stayed at Crum's residence overnight?
General Col.E. I have never stayed at Crum's residence overnight.
#. BELLINo. You have never stayed overnight or over the week
on

General Col.E. No, sir; never.
Mr. BELLINo. You are positive?
General CoLE. Absolutely.

-

Mr. BELLINo. Have you ever arranged for anyone to stay overnight
at the Crum residence?
General CoLE. I have not.

Mr. BELLINo. Who made the arrangements for your wife to stay
at Crum’s residence?

General Col.E. My wife did not stay at Crum's residence.
Mr. BELLINo. She did not stay there?
General Col.E. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. When she was visiting, she never stayed 10 days at
the Crum residence?

General CoLE. My wife was only in Vietnam 3 days and never
stayed at Crum's residence.
Mr. BELLINo. Did she visit Crum's residence?

General Col.E. We had dinner there one night.
Mr. BELLINo. Do you know a Mr. Thompson?

General Col.E. I don't recall a Mr. Thompson, sir, but I could know
a Mr. Thompson.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you know Mr. Thompson of Carling Brewery?
General CoLE. Of Carling Brewery?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

General CoLE. Yes, I believe I met Mr. Thompson.
Mr. BELLINo. Where did you meet him?
General Col.E. I think he was one of the guests at Mr. Crum's house
for dinner one evening.
*

Mr. BELLINo. You met him at Crum's house. Did you meet him any
where else?

General CoLE. I don't recall meeting him anywhere else.
Mr. BELLINo. Were you entertained by him?
General Col.E. I don't recall ever being entertained by him.
Mr. BELLINo. You don't recall going to lunch, when you were ac

companied by your friend?
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geral CoLE.

If you could tell me what friend, maybe I could

recall.

Mr. BELLINo. What friends did you usually go with ?
General Col.E. I rarely went with anybody. I rarely went anywhere.
Mr. BELLINo. You had friends?

General CoLE. Yes: I had friends.

Mr. BELLINo. Did a friend accompany you at this meeting with
Thompson?
General Col.E. I don't recall any friend accompanying me to a meet
ing with Mr. Thompson; no, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Do you recall being entertained by Mr. Thompson at
a restaurant in Vietnam'

General CoLE. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. BELLINo. You do not?

General CoLE. No, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you purchase any money orders, bank checks, or
traveler's checks from June 1966 to December 31, 1969?

General Col.E. I have no recollection of purchasing any money orders
or any bank checks. I may have purchased some traveler's checks on one
or two occasions while in Germany.
Mr. BELLINo. Let me correct my question. From June 1965. Have
you ever purchased any money orders, bank checks, or traveler's
checks?

General CoLE. Again, sir, I do not recall having purchased any.
Mr. BELLINo. As a matter of fact, you have purchased bank checks.
You purchased them right here in Washington, have you not?
General CoLE. I don’t recall having purchased a bank check, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. What about the M

£ Banking Corp.?

You

bought them at the American Security Trust Co.
General CoLE. Where is that, sir?

Mr. BELLINo. Right here in Washington.
General CoLE. I don’t remember.
Mr. BELLINo. You don’t recall that at all?

General CoLE. No, sir; I do not.

Mr. BELLINo. Could it be possible that you bought bank checks and
now you say you never bought any?
General CoLE. I didn't say that I did buy any. I said I don’t recall.
Mr. BELLINo. But it is possible you may have bought them?
General Col.E. Yes, sir; it is possible.
Mr. BELLINo. Why would you buy bank checks and money orders
when you have a checking account?
General CoLE. I assume to send a bank check to someone.

Mr. BELLINo. Can't you use your own check?
General Col.E. I don’t recall, at that time, sir, whether I had a check
ing account.

r. BELLINo. You don’t recall whether you had a checking account
back in 1965, 1966, 1967?
General CoLE. Yes, I had a joint checking account at Fort Benning,
Ga., and I rarely ever used the checking account.
Mr. BELLINo. In fact, you had two accounts.
General Col.E. That is right, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. What was the purpose of two accounts?
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General Col.E. I had a special account set up for myself which was
an executive account.

Mr. BELLINo. What was the purpose of that?
General CoLE. The '' of that was if I tried to buy my wife any
gifts that I paid for by check she knew about it before I could even
give the gift to her because the canceled checks came back to the house.

. Mr. BELLINo. In other words, it was a secret account you were keep
ing from your wife, is that it?
General Col.E. My wife was aware that I had it. The only thing she
didn't see were the checks coming back to me, the canceled checks.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you place any deposit on the purchase of an auto
mobile or other personal property while you were in Vietnam to be
picked up in the States?
General Col.E. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. You never put any deposit money at all?
General CoI.E. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you directly or indirectly exchange any MPC's
or dollar funds in the black market while you were in the Far East?
General Col.E. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. Neither directly or indirectly?
General Col.E. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. When you opened your account in the Chase Man
hattan Bank on March 25, 1968, you made a deposit of $1,847.55. Do you
recall that?

General Col.E. Yes, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Where did that money come from?
General Col.E. That was an accumulation of money that I had over
and above my needs, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. This is the cash that you had in the safe?
General CoLE. Yes, sir, in my safe in my office.

Mr. BELLINo. What did you do with the money over and above that
accumulation?

General Col.E. I don’t think, sir, I had much over and above that
accumulation.

Mr. BELLINo. You were saying it would cost you about $75 a month
at that time?

General CoLE. Yes, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. And you had nothing left over?
General CoLE. Well, I—
Mr. BELLINo. Is that correct?

General Col.E. I don't recall the exact amount of money that I had
left over. I tried to deposit as much as I could in soldier's deposits.
Mr. BELLINo. Could it be possible that you may have gotten some
money from some other source?
General Col.E. It could not have been possible.
Mr. BELLINo. It could not have been possible?
General CoLE. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Just for the 3-month period, March, April and May
1967, you had approximately $1,400 left over. Was that all money
that you had in your safe in the office?

General CoLE. I didn't keep any running account of how much
money I had in my office.
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Mr. BELLINo. Is that where the money went? In other words; in
3 months, March to May 1967, over and above what you deposited in
the soldier's account, and over and above the allotment pay, you had
this much, $1,400, left over?
Is that what you did with the money? Is that the money you
refer to? I want to get that clear.
General CoLE. Yes, I am sure that is the money I had in the safe.
Mr. BELLINo. Do you have a safe deposit box
General CoLE. I do not, sir. I have never had one.
Mr. BELLINo. You have never had one?

General CoLE. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you ever had one under some other name?
General CoLE. I have not.

Mr. BELLINo. Has your wife had one?
General CoI.E. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you had access to a safe deposit box?
General CoLE. I have not.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you directly or indirectly placed any orders for
the purchase or sale .# any stocks, bonds, or other investments either
in your safe or in the name of anyone else?
General CoLE. I have not.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you have a stock broker at all?
General CoI.E. I had one. I bought some stocks in 1954. I have turned
the records of what I have over to this committee.

Mr. BELLINo. Since 1965, have you had any stock broker?
General CoI.E. I haven’t bought any stock since 1954 or 1955.
Mr. BELLINo. Will you agree to furnish, a financial statement of
£sets and liabilities as of the present time and also as of July 1,
1966?

General CoLE. I have no objection, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. You will arrange to have that prepared?
General Col.E. What was the date?

Mr. MAGEE. Give us a letter and give us the dates or period you
want covered and we will be happy to do it.
Mr. BELLINo. A financial statement of assets and liabilities as of

#
1, 1966, and also as of the present time, which would be June 30,
1970.
Would vou give us the details of any furs or jewelry you may have
purchased since July 1, 1966?

General CoLE. I have no recollection of buying any fur or jewelry
in 1966.

Mr. BELLINo. You haven't purchased any jewelry at all?

General Cole. I have purchased iewelry, but I don't recall having
purchased any jewelry on July 1, 1966.
Mr. BELLINo. No. Since July 1.

'" CoLE. Since? I am sorry. I have purchased jewelry for my
\; BELLINo. Would you tell us what you purchased and what it

Wife.

cost

General CoIF. I would have to think about that and come up. I will
include that, if you wish, in the financial record. Offhand, I couldn't.
I will have to talk to her.
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Mr. BELLINo. The trips that you made to Hong Kong, how much
did they cost you?
General CoLE. Well, the Government—I went on a Government

transportation request. I was on per diem. The cost was not very great,
Slr.

Mr. BELLINo. What did you actually pay out? What came out of
your pocket?

General Col.E. I don't recall how much I spent. Over and above my
per diem ?

-

-

Mr. BELLINo. What you actually paid. You don't get per diem until
a month later.

General CoLE. I say I don't recall how much money I spent. It could
have been $100, it could have been $200, it could have been $300. But
I don't recall specifically what I spent on these trips.
Mr. BELLINo. It could have been as much as $300?
General Col.E. I say it could have been. I do not recall.

Mr. BELLINo. Will you tell us what loans you obtained since 1965?
General Col.E.I believe I borrowed money. I mean I borrowed money
to pay for the automobiles that I bought in 1965 and 1966. I furnished
the information on that to the committee.
l Mr.
else?

BELLINo. Have you borrowed any other moneys from anyone

General Col.E. No. From no personal or private individuals. I don't
recall borrowing any money from any banks.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you gamble? Have you won money or lost any
money gambling?
General CoLE. I rarely ever gamble.
Mr. BELLINo. You have gambled?
General CoI.E. Not in recent years. And not more than a quarter
on a golf course or a dollar, something like that.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you know Catherine Gault?
General CoLE. Yes, sir; I know Catherine Gault.

Mr. BELLINo. Does she use any other name besides Catherine Gault?
General Col.E. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. BELLINo. Has she ever acted as nominee or held any funds on
your behalf?
General Col.E. She has not.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you received any moneys from her at all?
General Col.E. Do you mean did I borrow money from her or did
she give me money?

r. BELLINo. Did you borrow or did she give you any money?
General Col.E. She has never given me any money.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you exchange moneys with her?
General CoLE. What did you mean by exchange?
Mr. BELLINo. Well, she might give you cash—
General Col.E. I don’t £ ever giving her a check or cash or vice
•

Versa.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you ever borrow any money from her?
General Col.E. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. In other words, you haven’t had any financial trans
actions with her at all?
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General Col.E. When she was my administrative assistant I am sure
she paid some bills for me and I repaid her. But other than that, I
don’t recall any financial transactions with her.
Mr. BELLINo. In other words, she may have paid some bills and then
you repaid her for her expenditures?
General Col.E. I am sure I would have reimbursed her.

Mr. BELLINo. These would be what, personal expenses?
General CoLE. Personal. It is difficult to say previously what she
would have purchased for me.
Mr. BELLINo. When was the last time you were in touch with Mrs.
Gault?

General Col.E. By letter?
Mr. BELLINo. Either way.
General Col.E. I would say the last time I heard from Mrs. Gault
was a month ago.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you visited with her in Europe since you re
turned last October?

General Col.E. I have not seen Mrs. Gault since I returned from

Europe.
h Mr. BELLINo. Has any representative of yours been in touch with
er?

General Col.E. What do you mean by representative?
Mr. BELLINo. Your lawyer or anyone else, some friend or anyone?
General CoIE. I have never asked anyone to go see Mrs. Gault for me.
Mr. BELLINo. Is she coming to the States?
General Col.E. Yes: she is coming to the States.

Mr. BELLINo. When is she coming?
General CoLE. This date I do not know.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you discussed this investigation with her at all?
General Col.E.. I have not discussed it with her personally, no.
Mr. BELLINo. How did you discuss it? Who did?

£ral CoLE. She has written me letters and I have written letters
to her.

Mr. BELLINo. Where is that correspondence that we called for under
the subpena?

General CoI.E. I do not keep copies of personal correspondence. They
are written in longhand. I don’t make copies.
l Mr.
You have letters from her. What did you do with her

praise

etters

General CoI.E. I destroyed them.
Mr. BELLINo. You are sure you don’t have any of them?
General CoLE. I am positive I don’t have any.
Mrs. BELLINo. Did you assist Mrs. Gault in the preparation of her
tax return?

General Col.E. I did not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. General, since this

£ started, have you

had any conferences or meetings with any other members of the civil
concerns who have become part of this, investigation? I am talking

now about Mr. Crum's companies, or Thompson, the Tung brothers,
or anybody else?
General Col.E. I have not, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. DeMarco?

General Col.E. No, sir.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you had any meetings with anyone represent
ing the Eurasia Corp.?
General Col.E. Have I seen a representative? I saw Mr. David Lau
several times.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When was the last time?
General Col.E. I saw Mr. Lau—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who is Mr. Lau?

General CoLE. He is the owner, I think, of Eurasia.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you see Mr. Peter See at the same time?
General CoLE. No, sir; I have not seen Mr. Peter See.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When did you say you saw him? In July?
General Col.E. No: in January I saw Mr. Lau.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Does Mr. Lau have an affiliation with the Tung
brothers?

General CoLE. To my knowledge, he does not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. As a general officer, you have to make reports when
you make movements to a superior officer, is that right?
General CoLE. I have to obtain permission before I go anywhere.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you obtain permission in October after this in

vestigation started to leave your duties to be interviewed by a com
mittee member?

General Col.E. I don't understand, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you in October 1969 obtain permission to come
to the United States to be interviewed?

General CoLE. Did I obtain permission?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

General Col.E. I applied for retirement, sir, and was returned to
the United States on a permanent change of station.

In September, I called Senator Ribicoff's office and asked for per
mission to return to the States at my own expense to appear before
the subcommittee.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever leave your assignment area to have
a meeting with members of the Eurasia Corp.?
General CoLE. Never.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you meet with them in Munich?
General CoLE. Do you mean did they come to Munich?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you see them in Munich?
General CoLE. Yes, sir, they came to Munich.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When was that?

General CoLE. I don’t recall the date sir. But I recall that Mr. Lau
came to Munich on at least one occasion.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that after our investigation started?
in

General
I think it was
before I was aware of my involvement
'A:CoLE.
sir. Did
dis
Mr. ADLERMAN.
General
CoLE.

Did youIdiscuss
the investigation
with them at all?
''
did not.
g

?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you return to Munich at all after you came to
th."####"'
S

General CoIE. Yes, I was in Munich once after I returned to the

tates.

Mr. ADLERMAN: What was the reason for going back?
General CoLE. Personal business. I contacted no vendors or anyone
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Can you tell us the nature of that personal business?
Mr. BAYLEs. Would you speak up?
Mr. MAGEE. We couldn’t hear a word you said.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I said will you tell us the nature of that personal
Visit?

Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, a point of order. Is this relevant where
it is purely a personal visit and he had contacted no one that had any
thing to do with this investigation? I raise the point of relevancy.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think it is pertinent, because we would like to
know with whom he dealt when he went back to Munich.

Senator RIBICOFF. This is an executive session. The committee, of
course, will make its decision as to its pertinency when we hear it.
There is no desire on the committee's part to in any way involve any
thing of a personal nature. But I think it is important to know who
he talked with and who his contacts were.

Mr. MAGEE. Unless it is relevant to the investigation which deals
with the investigation of the PX system, Mr. Chairman, I submit it
is irrelevant, and I submit that to go into a man's personal affairs
when they have no relation to the subject matter of inquiry—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Without going into the nature of the business, will
he tell us who he saw when he went there?

Mr. MAGEE. May I confer with him for a moment, Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

(The witness conferred with his counsel.)
General Col.E. I saw Mrs. Bower, my former administrative as
sistant at EDS.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the name?

General CoLE. Bower, B-o-w-e-r.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did that have anything to do at all with your of
ficial duties or your past duties?
General CoLE. Absolutely nothing.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did it have anything to do with financial matters?
General Col.E. Nothing.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you see any attorney there at that time?
General Col.E.I beg your pardon?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you see an attorney there at that time?
General Col.E. I did not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you see anybody else at that time?

'" CoLE. I saw no one else other than Mrs.

Bower and her

mother.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was that?
General CoLE. And her mother.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You saw Mrs. Gault and her mother?

General Col.E. I did not see Mrs. Gault, nor did I call her or com

municate with her in any way.

Mr. BELLINo. What was the purpose of the check you received from
Philip Hyde in November 1968?
General Col.E. Who?

Mr. BELLINo. Philip Hyde, in the amount of $3,000.
General Col.E. I never received a check. Philip Hyde? It doesn't
ring any bell.
Mr. BELLINo. You never received a check?
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General Col.E. I never received a check from Philip Hyde, sir. When
was this?

Mr. BELLINo. Who did receive it?
General Col.E. When was this?
Mr. BELLINo. Who did receive the check?
General CoLE. When was the check?

Mr. BELLINo. November 10, 1968.

Mr. BAYLEs. How do you spell that?
Mr. BELLINo. H-y-d-e.
General CoLE. November 10, 1968?
Mr. BELLINo. There was a check dated November 10, 1968, in the
amount of $3,000.

General Col.E. I don't know, sir, but my wife did sell our car in the
Philippines and a TV and a deep freeze, but I don’t recall the name
of the purchaser. But that could be the check.
Mr. BELLINO. It was for a car

General CoLE.—a deep freeze and—
Mr. BELLINo. What kind of car was it?

General CoLE. 1965 Buick LeSabre.

Mr. BELLINo. And you had paid how much for it?

General Col.E. I paid—I think the purchase price, sir, was around
$5,000.
Mr. BELLINo. And you sold it for how much?

General CoLE. Well, the car, the deep freeze, and the TV were sold
to the same

individual, and the price paid was $3,000.

But I thought

this was in December and not November.
Mr. BELLINO. Of 1968?

General CoLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Did you handle it?

General CoI.E. I did not, sir. My wife did.

-

Mr. BELLINo. Did you have the check in your possession at all?
General CoLE. I have never had the check in my possession.

Mr. BELLINo. Was it deposited in your special account?
General Col.E. It was not deposited in my special account.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would your wife

£ the name of the man she

sold this to?

General CoLE. I think, sir, you probably have the check. I don't
know, but it would be on the records of the National Bank of Fort

Benning, the deposit. Whether they keep a record of the name of the
man or not, I don’t know.

-

-

#. BAYLEs. Mr. Chairman, we would be willing to inquire of his
W11e.

General CoLE. I can easily call the National Bank and ask them
if they do have it. I have no objection at all.

Senator RIBIGoFF. But at that time, do you recall in December that
Mr. Bellino talked about, in 1968, that there was a transaction Of
$3,000 representing the proceeds of a personal sale of personal items
owned by you and your wife?
-

-

General CoI.E. That is correct, sir. But, again, I thought it was in
December and not November. I think she sold it just before we de
parted for Germany.

Senator RIBICoEF. And that was the latter part of 1968?
58–590–71-Pt. 7-10
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General CoLE. December 14 was the date we departed for the
United States and then Germany.

Mr. BELLINo. General, your duties in Vietnam did not involve re
sponsibility for the actual operation of the PX's, clubs, and messes; is
that correct?

General CoLE. That is correct, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you assisted or interceded in any way on behalf
of Frank Furci?

General CoLE. I don’t believe, sir, that I know Mr. Frank Furci.
He could have called on me, but I don’t recall the name.

Mr. BELLINo. James Gallagan?
General Col.E. I do not recall James Gallagan.
Mr. BELLINo. You don't know James Gallagan?

General CoLE. If I met them, I could have only have seen them
once because their names do not mean anything to me.
Mr. PELLINo. How about Bob Ross?
General CoLE. Bob Ross? I don’t believe I have ever heard of him.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you recall the pool contract, the major pool con
tract he was interested in?

General CoLE. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. BELLINo. You don't recall interceding on his behalf in that
connection?

General CoI.E. I do not recall, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Is it possible you might have?
General CoLE. It could be, but I don’t remember.
Mr. BELLINo. William Johns, do you know him?
General CoLE. Yes; I met Mr. Johns.
h

Mr. BELLINo. What has been your contact and association with
im?

General Col.E. I don’t think I saw Mr. Johns more than once or

twice in my life.
Mr. BELLINO. Where?

General CoI.E. In Vietnam.
Mr. BELLINo. Was it at lunch or dinner?

General CoI.E. No. Mr. Johns came to my office. At that time we
were considering building some nonappropriated messes. Mr. Johns,
I believe, his firm, was one of those who submitted a bid for the
contract.

Mr. BELLINo. What would he come to you for?
General CoLE. Well, he was referred to me with this because we
had engineered the approval of the Department of Defense for $2,
200,000 to build nonappropriated officers’ club, enlisted club, and so
on, facilities at Long Binh, Vietnam.
Mr. BELLINo. When you say “we,” you mean—
General CoLE. My staff and I. I mean it started at the G-1 level
and then worked its way up to me and then went in to the com
manding general for approval.
Mr. BELLINo. How about Randy Crane?

General CoI.E. I don’t remember Randy Crane, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Going back to Johns, were there any other instances
when he was in touch with you?
General CoLE. I only remember two occasions, sir.
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Mr. BELLINo. Just two occasions?

General CoI.E. Yes, sir. That is all I can recall.

Mr. BELLINo. You say you don't know Randy Crane?
General CoLE. His name rings no bell.
Mr. BELLINo. How about Glenn Faulks?

General CoLE. I don’t remember meeting any Glenn Faulks at all.
I met a great, great many people, sir, 'i am unable to recall their
IlameS.

Mr. BELLINo. You don't recall having lunch or dinner with Glenn
Faulks?

General CoLE. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. BELLINo. Of the John Henry organization?
General CoLE. Of what, sir?

Mr. BELLINo. The John Henry organization?
General CoLE. No, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. The Envoy International?
General Col.E. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. You haven’t heard of Envoy International?
General CoLE. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. Ray and Isobel Evans?
General Col.E. Only by name.
Mr. BELLINo. You had no contacts with them?

General CoLE. I don’t recall ever.
Mr. BELLINo. How about Asa Smith?

General CoLE. I remember meeting Asa Smith.
Mr. BELLINo. Where?

#

General Col.E. At the Hilton Hotel in Hong
Mr. BELLINo. Did he visit you at the Hilton Hotel

General Col.E. No. I was in uniform and he came in and I believe
he introduced himself as a retired lieutenant colonel.
Mr. BELLINO. What does Asa Smith do?
General Col.E. I don’t know what he does.
Mr. BELLINo. You don’t know what he does?

General Col.E. No, sir.
C

• - -

M'Brüno. You don't understand he is an associate of Mr. William
Tunn a

General Col.E. I know he is an associate of Mr. Crum,
Mr. BELLINo. You do know he is an associate of William Crum?
General CoLE. I do not know it, but I heard it.
Mr. BELLINo. Who did you hear it from?
General CoIE. From many people.
Mr. BELLINO. Who?
General CoLE. I can’t recall now.
C

•

-- -

Mr. BELLINo. Can you tell us your association with Mr. William
rum?

General CoLE. As I stated earlier, I saw Mr. Crum on 10 or 12
occasions
duringDid
the you
30-month
period
was in Vietnam,
Mr. BELLINo.
ever assist
or Iintercede
in behalf of any of
these individuals I have mentioned?

General Col.E. Not knowingly did I intercede

•

Mr. BELLINo. What do you mean by not knowingly? You signed a
letter, General.
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General CoLE. Yes, that was to the director of the Vietnamese cus
toms.

Mr. BELLINo. What do you mean by not knowingly, if you signed a
letter interceding in their behalf?
General CoLE. I did not feel that was interceding on their behalf, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. What did you feel it to be?
General CoLE. I felt that was in the interest of the U.S. Government,

that we get the things that we needed into Vietnam without paying
exorbitant prices.

Mr. BELLINo. Then you were helping Sarl Electronics, weren’t you?
General Col.E. No, no more than any other firm that had trouble with
the Vietnamese customs. There were many, many other firms.
Mr. BELLINo. Who were some of the firms that came to you that you
helped out?

(£ CoLE.

I specifically remember Pacific Architects & Engi

neerS.

Mr. BELLINo. I am talking about those doing business with clubs and
meSSoS.

General Col.E. I don’t recall specifically.
Mr. BELLINo. There weren't any others?
General CoLE. I am sure there were, but I don't recall any offhand.
Mr. BELLINo. Would Colonel Reiser know, if you don't know?
General Col.E. Colonel Reiser might know, but I doubt it.
Mr. DUFFY. You doubt it?

General Col.E. I said he could. I don't know what Colonel Reiser
knows. We have not discussed this.

Mr. DUFFY. Was Colonel Reiser your chief aide while you were in
Vietnam ?

General Col.E. He was not my chief aide. He was assigned to the
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1.
Mr. DUFFY. What was his role?

General Col.E. He was in the branch that had to do with morale and

welfare, and under that came clubs, messes, and other such similar
activities.

\; DUFFY. Wasn't he in fact your liaison with the NCO club sys
tems

General Col.E. He was not my liaison. He might have been the G-1's
liaison but he was not mine.

Mr. DUFFY. You were head of G-1, were you not?
CoLE. No, I was not. I was Deputy Chief of Staff for Per

£ral

Sonnel.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you meet Colonel Reiser each day to discuss club
matters?

General Col.E. No; I did not.

Mr. DUFFY. How often did you meet with Colonel Reiser?
General Col.E. I couldn't say. Perhaps once a week, perhaps once
every 2 weeks.
Mr. BELLINo. Would you tell us of your help or whatever you did
for the U.S. Government on behalf of the Tung brothers?
General Col.E.I beg your pardon?
Mr. BELLINo. The Tung brothers, have you helped them in anyway?
General CoLE. Did I help them?
-

Mr. BELLINo. Yes.
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General CoI.E. No, sir. Did I refer them to someone where they could
place their bids? Yes; I did.
Mr. BELLINo. Isn't that helping them?
General CoLE. I don't think so, sir, any more than when I receive a
call in my current office and they want to know where we buy our
paper. I tell the individual who 'a' that particular transaction.
ir BELLINo. What has been your association with the Tung broth
erS f

General Col.E. That has been my association, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. What?

General CoLE. Just what I stated. If they came to me, I referred them
to the appropriate individual who handled whatever it was that they
were trying to do business with or for.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you ever write any letters on behalf of the Tung
brothers?

. General Col.E. I wrote a letter, which we discussed at my previous
interview, which was “To whom it may concern.”
Mr. DUFFY. Who was that?

General Col.E. To anybody.
Mr. DUFFY. Who was that letter directed to or handcarried to?

General CoI.E. I don't recall, Mr. Duffy.
Mr. DUFFY. Do you know Rosie LaFleur?
General CoLE. Yes; I know Rosie LaFleur.
Mr. DUFFY. Was that letter handcarried to her?
General CoLE. It could have been.

. Mr. DUFFY. Was the man who took the letter given specific instruc
tions to deliver the letter to her?

General Col.E. Who are you speaking of?
Mr. DUFFY. Who did you give the letter to?
General CoLE. You asked a question did I ever give a letter to the

Tung brothers. My answer was yes.
Mr. DUFFY. Let us go back a bit. Did you write a letter on behalf of
the Tung brothers?
General Col.E. Yes. I have stated that I did.

Mr. DUFFY. What did that letter say?
General CoI.E. I don't recall, Mr. Duffy.
Mr. DUFFY. Who did you deliver the letter to?
General Cole. I didn't deliver the letter to anyone.

-

Mr. DUFFY. Did you deliver it to anybody with specific instructions?
General CoI.E. As of now I don’t recall, but I could have:

•

Mr. BELLINo. Have you directly or indirectly received any gifts or

"'
of value from any of the individuals we have been discussing?
#eneral CoLE. I have not.
Mr. BELLINo. Or from persons acting in their behalf or from any
other person doing business with the PX's, clubs, and messes?
General CoI.E. I have not.
Mr. BELLINo. You have not?

General Col.E. I have not.

Mr. BELLINo. Did you everget any dresses from Dynasty?.

General CoLE: Yes. When I was interrogated by the CID in October
1969, they asked me if I had received two size 12 dresses from Dynasty,
and I stated yes, that a package had arrived. It had no return address.

home. I asked my wife if she had ordered these dresses. She

I took it
Said, “No.
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I had my administrative assistant write two or three letters to
Dynasty to see if we could establish from where those dresses came.
They were the wrong sizes and I do not know where they came from,
except the CID

£ they came from Mr. Crum.

Mr. DUFFY. Who is Lindy Johnson?

General Col.E. Lindy Johnson is the president of the company that
owns Dynasty.

Mr. DUFFY. Did Dynasty have a contract with the club system in
Vietnam ?

General CoI.E. I don't know whether they had a contract or not.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you intercede in any way to get that contract with
the PX system in Vietnam ?
General CoIE. Absolutely not.
Mr. DUFFY. You didn't know they had a contract?
General Col.E. No, I don’t know that Dynasty had a contract with
the club system. I never heard of it.
Mr. DUFFY. Do you know if Mr. Crum had an association with Mr.

Lindy Johnson?
General CoI.E. Yes, sir, I knew that they knew each other.
Mr. DUFFY. Were they in business together with reference to the
Dynasty operation?
General CoLE. This I cannot answer, because I do not know.
Mr. BELLINo. Will you tell us who talked to you about the locker
fund in Vietnam?

General CoLE. The only person that I talked often to about a locker
fund in Vietnam was the lieutenant colonel who was working up the
study on the locker fund.
Mr. BELLINO. Who was that?

General CoI.E. I don't recall his name, sir. He spent 7 months work
ing on it but I can’t remember his name.

Mr. BELLINo. What was the purpose of the locker fund?
General Col.E. The post exchange was handling the class 6 under
a special authorization of the Department of Defense. General Hardin,
at that time the Director, was interested in getting class 6 out of the
post exchange. It was suggested we set up a locker fund.
Mr. BELLINo. Will you explain how it would work and what the
benefits would be, and to whom the benefits would accrue?
General Col.E. The benefit would go directly to the soldiers as
opposed to going into the exchange fund and being distributed
worldwide.

The money earned from the locker fund would be used in Vietnam
only and not welfare funds worldwide.

Mr. BELLINo. Who talked to you? Did you say that was a lieutenant
colonel, the only one who talked to you about it?
General Col.E. No. I talked to my commander. I talked to the com
manding general of the Air Force.

Mr. BELLINo. Who talked to you first?
General Col.E. I don’t follow that.

Mr. BELLINo. Who asked you to look into it?
General Cor E. The idea originated within my staff, of setting up a
locker fund.

Mr. BELLINo. Did Sergeant Major Saego ever talk to you about it?
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General Col.E. Talk to me about a locker fund?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

General Col.E. If he did, I do not recall. He could have, but I don't
recall him talking to me about a locker fund.

-

Mr. BELLINo. Did anyone connected with the Johnson organization?
General CoLE. Not that I recall.
Mr. BELLINo. You never discussed it with Crum?

General CoLE. No, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. You don't recall?

General CoIE. I have no recollection of discussing a locker fund
with Mr. Crum.

Mr. BELLINo. But it is possible?
General CoLE. Possible, but I don’t recall.

-

(At this point Senator Metcalf withdrew from the hearing room.)
(The letter of authorization dated July 9, 1970, follows:)
U. S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, D.C., July 9, 1970.
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended by the

Committee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigation on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed on March 4, 1970, permission
is hereby granted for the Acting Chairman, Senator Ribicoff, to conduct hear
ings in executive session without a quorum of two members for the purpose

of taking testimony in connection with alleged improper activities in the
operation of open mess systems and post exchanges of the United States Army
in the U.S. and overseas on July 13, 1970.
JOHN L. MCCLELLAN,
Chairman.

KARL E. MUNDT,

Ranking Minority Member.

Mr. BELLINo. Do you know Glenn Burrell?
General Col.E. Yes.
Mr. BELLINo. Who is he?

General Col.E. I have met him once, he is the brother of Jean Gault.
Mr. BELLINo. Has any money been paid to him on your behalf?
General Col.E. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you had any financial transactions with him?
General CoLE. Never.

Mr. BELLINo. Have you been offered a position with any company
after you left the service?
General Col.E. I haven’t left the service.

Mr. BELLINo. After you left the service.
General CoI.E. I haven’t left the service.

Mr. BELLINo. I say, “after you leave the service.”
General Col.E. Have Ibeen offered a position? No, I have not.
Mr. BELLINo. No one ever offered you a position in one of Mr.
Crum's companies?
General CoLE. No, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. Was there any discussion at all about it?
General CoLE. No, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. You never had any discussion with anyone.
Do you know Mr. Ausel, of the PX system?
General CoI.E. I don’t recall anyone by that name, sir.

Mr. BELLINo. You don't recall in Dallas, Tex..?
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General CoLE. Ausel?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.

General CoLE. No, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. You don’t know him?

General Col.E. I don’t know him. If I met him, I can't remember it,
so it must have been an introduction, period. But I don’t recall the
gentleman at all.
Mr. BELLINo. You never referred anyone to Mr. Ausel?
General Col.E. I don’t recall Mr. Ausel at all.

Mr. BELLINo. If you don’t recall him, can you say you have never
been in touch with him?

General Col.E. No, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. You never have been in touch with him?

General CoLE. To my best knowledge, this is the first time I ever
heard his name.

Mr. ADLERMAN. General, I don’t think we asked you a question about
real estate. Do you own any real estate?
General Col.E. I am buying a house, sir, in Alexandria, Va.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Have you owned any other real estate? Have you

exchanged or sold or acquired any real estate in the past 5 years?
General Col.E. I acquired my first house in 1953 in Arlington, and
when I bought the house that I am now living in I sold that house
and used the money from that to make the downpayment on this one.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That was the sole real estate transaction?

General Col.E. That is the sole real estate transaction.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would just like to clarify one thing.
Mr. Magee, I didn't have a chance to read your letter in full, but
I did notice the last paragraph. I would like to say it is a little am
biguous and I would like to clarify it.
We have advised the Army that we have no objection to their

taking any action that they desire on General Cole's retirement. They
have been advised of that prior to this hearing.
However, I would like to say that the subcommittee does not release

the general from any future testimony. We will probably call him
Rgain.

Mr. MAGEE. But, Mr. Adlerman, this gentleman has been staying
here for 1 year waiting to testify and the Army has held him for
this purpose.
Senator RIBICoEF. Basically, whatever he does, he would be subject to
being recalled at some future time.
We are not telling General Cole what to do or what not to do in

his future life. We are not telling the Army what to do or what not
to do with General Cole.

Basically, something may come up that we can't anticipate now
where we might want Mr. Cole back, but that should not restrict him.
He is an American citizen and he will be within the jurisdiction of a

subpena at some future time. We would contact you sufficiently in
advance if we needed him for some purpose. We can't anticipate that
at the present time.

Mr. MAGEE. Our problem has been that the general has been here,
held by the Army, to appear before this committee at Mr. Adler
man's request. We have kept him here during this entire year for this
purpose.
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Mr. DUFFY. I wonder if that is an accurate statement. I think the

Army is conducting their own investigation. Is that not correct? . .
Mr. MAGEE. That is not the point, sir. He is kept here for this
purpose, too.

-

eneral CoLE. I have been specifically told that my application for
retirement was held up pending a release from this committee. I was
told this by the lieutenant general who is the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel and I was told this by General Westmoreland. So someone
is kidding me.
Mr. DUFFY. Not only is the committee investigating your activi
ties, but the Army is investigating them, also.
Mr. BAYLEs. The Army has concluded their investigation. I would
like to say that on the record right now.
Senator RIBICOFF. May I say that we advised the Secretary of the

Army, that any decision they made concerning General Cole is the
Army’s decision and we had no objection to it. Basically, I would
imagine after today's appearance, as far as Secretary Resor is con

cerned, and his superiors, whatever proceedings take place are between
the Army and General Cole. He is not being kept now from retiring
because of the committee after today.
Mr. MAGEE. That is what he has been told, sir.
Mr. BAYLEs. But for the last 9 months that hasn’t been the case.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am talking about as of today.
I can't tell you that, if he is released, we may not call him at some
future time. But there isn't anything from this committee, from today
on, that would prevent the arrangements that General Cole and the
Army make between themselves, and whatever jurisdiction the Army

might consider using. That is up to them at the present time.
The committee will so advise Secretary Resor.
Mr. BAYLEs. I would appreciate it if you would, sir, because it has
posed an administrative problem for the general.
Senator RIBICOFF. They have been advised.
Mr. ADLERMAN. They have been advised.

Mr. BAYLEs. I would appreciate if you would advise them.
Senator RIBICOFF. They have been.
I was present with Secretary Resor a few weeks ago when this was
talked £ Basically, whatever arrangements he makes with the
Army, between the Army and General Cole, are between them.
I think the question came up because of the last paragraph. We
would not want you to feel or advise General Cole that at some future

time the committee might not want him to appear again. But that
has nothing to do with his release.
The Army will not be told, “You must keep him” because of some
future appearance.
-

As of now, he is free to leave, depending on his arrangements with
the Armv.
Mr.

*

-

We appreciate that statement, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. You understand.

Mr. MAGEE. I understand that he can be subpenaed again. Anyone
can, Mr. Chairman.

* - T -- ?

... Mr. BELLINo. General, we discussed the locker fund. Why didn't
it go through? Would you tell us what happened?
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General Col.E. I don’t know, sir. It was studied and studied and
studied. When I left the headquarters, it was still under study.
Mr. BELLINo. Is it true that General Westmoreland turned it down?
General Col.E. I don’t even know, sir—I don't know why it would
even be brought to General Westmoreland's attention.

Mr. BELLINo. As a matter of record, Mr. Magee, does your firm also
represent William Crum and his companies?

Mr. MAGEE. No, sir; my firm does not represent Mr. Crum. I rep
resent only General Cole in this picture.
Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Bayles, does your firm represent Mr. Crum?
Mr. BAYLEs. I don’t think that is a matter of the record for the
committee.

Mr. BELLINO. What is that?

Mr. BAYLEs. I think my clients are my concern, sir.
Mr. BELLINo. I think it is very important that we know whether
you represent Mr. Crum, also.
Mr. MAGEE. I don’t represent Mr. Crum. I have told you very
bluntly. I have never met the gentleman.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Magee, so there will be no misunderstanding.
the committee considers General Cole to be under continuing subpena.

If the committee wants him again, you will be notified sufficiently in
advance. More than reasonable time will be given so that he can appear.
I am assuming that on request of the committee, General Cole will
be available, if we communicate with you.
Mr. MAGEE. We have always cooperated with the committee in this
regard. Mr. Adlerman will tell you this. We have had him available
whenever you gentlemen wanted him.
Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Chairman, we have a question. Mr. Magee says
he represents the general and I asked Mr. Bayles whether he also-do
you represent the general, also?
Mr. MAGEE. He is my associate. I asked him to help me in this case
because he was familiar with the situation in Vietnam. He has been

there. He is an experienced lawyer.
Mr. BELLINo. I would like to ask whether his firm represents William
Crum or any of the Crum firms?
Mr. MAGEE. Mv answer is no.

Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Bayles should answer.
Mr. BAYLEs. Mr. Chairman, I represent many clients and I don't
feel who I represent other than General Cole is relevant to this com
mittee. I represent many clients. I don’t think I am here to answer
questions, Mr. Chairman. I am here as counsel for General Cole on
questions to be directed to him.
Senator RIBIcoPF. I think the statement of Mr. Bayles is well taken.
He is not under subpena by the committee.
Mr. BELLINo. It is very important to know. Maybe Mr. Crum might
have gotten him. We would like to know.

Senator RIBICoEF. I would say there would be a confidentiality of the
relationship of attorney to clients. There is no requirements as far as I
know, that an attorney has to say who he represents or doesn't repre
Sent.

Mr. MAGEE. I submit the Chair is quite correct.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bayles does not wish to volunteer that?
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Mr. BELLINo. I might say that Senator McClellan, as chairman, has
had attorneys give £ of all their clients and I have gone into their
offices and looked at the records. It is not a matter that they can with
hold from the committee.

Senator RIBICoEF. I would say Senator McClellan might have done

it. I don't question you. But as far as I am concerned personally, I
don't see how an attorney who is here representing a client is required
to say who he represents or doesn't represent, outside of the client he
represents at the hearing.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We, of course, will be able to establish at a later date

whether or not he is representing Mr. Crum or representing any of his
companies.

But you do not voluntarily desire to answer yea or nay on whether
you represent him?

Mr. BAYLEs. I abide by the chairman's ruling. I am an attorney here
representing General Cole and I do not voluntarily breach any con
fidential relationship with any other client.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The only question that is raised, I think, and I don't
want to press it, is that we want to know whether there is any conflict
of interest between the attorney and General Cole, or whether or not
he is being represented by an attorney who also represents other people
who we may want to call. I won't press it.
I have no further questions.
I would like to sav that I think the general should be advised that—

did you say you would produce General Cole if called?
Mr. MAGEE. Yes; we did, with reasonable notice.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Magee and General Cole both said he would
be available on reasonable notice if he is wanted at some future time

during these proceedings.
Mr. MAGEE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We have cooperated with the com
mittee to this end up to the present time and we will continue to do so.

Senator RIBIcoFF. If there are no further questions, the committee
will stand in recess until further call of the Chair.

(Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
subject to the call of the Chair.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator
Ribicoff.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH WIETNAM

MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate Office
Building, pursuant to section 4 of Senate Resolution 31, agreed to
March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican,
Illinois; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Morgan,
chief counsel to the minority; John Brick, investigator; Walter S.
Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs; Frederick As
special assistant to Senator Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief

£

Clerk.

Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will be in order.

TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE (ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL,
WARREN E. MAGEE)—Resumed
b

£or RIBICOFF. Counsel, were you able to procure that cigarette
OX? 1

Mr. MAGEE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I was delayed. I tried to get down

early, but we were delayed in traffic. I have the silver cigarette box
which I would like to have the clerk present to the chairman.
I also would like to present this receipt, which I will ask the chair

man to sign, if he will. I would like to point out during the testimony,

£

Mr. Chairman, you asked General Cole whether there was an
tion on this box reading. “From my Staff.” I want the record to be

clear that there is no such inscription on the box. I would like that to
be stated in the record.
Additional
concerning
the cigarette
box was supplied
by the Department
of1the
Army andinformation
will be found
in the appendix
on pp. 1790–1791.
pp
pa
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Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Cole, I see everyone on this box is a gen
eral, a military man, with the exception of W. E. Colby and William
Crum. Will you tell us who W. E. Colby was or is?
Mr. Col.E. W. E. Colby is now Ambassador William Colby. He is
the head of the pacification program in Vietnam.
Senator RIBICOFF: Outside of that, the only person who was not con
nected with the military in one way or another was William Crum?
Mr. CoI.E. That is correct.

Senator RIBICoEF. Could you tell us now which of these 18 made a
contribution?

Mr. Col.E. I cannot say, sir. I do not recall.
Did any of them make a contribution, do you

£or RIBICoEF.

k

noW

Mr. Col.E. I would have to look at the list. For example, Ambassador
Colby recalled he did. Colonel Montague recalled he did. Those are
the only two of the people I talked with. General Bolton said he
thought he did, but he wasn’t certain.
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, I have an extra copy of the receipt, if
you want to make it an exhibit in this case.
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you look at that list and tell us who, in your

recollection, made a contribution?
Mr. Col. E. Sir, I want to repeat again it would be quite impossible
for me to look at this list and say that this man did or did not. I want

£phasize that this was primarily a gift from the pacification

to

£or RIBICOFF. But would you name those that you recall?

peODIe.

Mr. Col.E. I did, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Those that you named are the complete group?
Mr. CoLE. I believe that Mr. Komer also contributed, but again. I
am not 100 percent Sure.

Senator RIBICoFF. The differential then probably was contributed
by Vou?

'N' CoLE. If there was a differential: yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many of the officers do you remember paid for
it?

Mr. CoLE. I have repeated, Mr. Adlerman, I don’t remember.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you tell us the names again of those you feel
paid for that?
Mr. CoI.E. Yes. I will repeat it. Ambassador Komer's name is not on
here, but he recalled having made a contribution.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who?

Mr. Col.E. Ambassador Komer. A Colonel Montague. Again these
are people in the pacification program whose names were not inscribed
On #. box. Again I believe Mr. Colby contributed too.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have Colby, Komer, and Montague. Anybody
else?

Mr. CoLE. I believe General Bolton did. He could not positively
state he did or did not.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 544” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. You can only recall four people who did contribute?
Mr. Cor E. Yes, sir; that is all I can recall.
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Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy, do you have some questions?
Senator PERCY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I mentioned to Colonel Cole on Friday that I would ask him a few
questions about Colonel Ivey, and his intervention on the sale of bev
erages in Vietnam. Just a few questions on Colonel Ivey.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, may I ask something?
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. You have emphasized on two occasions how I have be
trayed my friend, Colonel Ivey.
Senator PERCY. I only quoted Colonel Ivey.
Mr. Col.E. Either way, sir, you have also said—
Senator PERCY. It wasn't a conclusion I reached independently. It
was a conclusion based upon the direct testimony of Colonel Ivey.
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. You also stated this was probably the most dam
aging statement against me made by any one person.
Senator PERCY. I thought it was probably a very damaging
Statement.

Mr. CoLE. Sir, since we really ought to put this matter to rest to find
out who might have betrayed whom, I would like respectfully, sir, to

request that you have a member of your staff telephone Colonel Ivey,
ask him these questions and perhaps play the answers back to this
group. I think some things might be cleared up.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is Colonel Ivey in the room?
Mr. DUFFY. He is not, sir.

Mr. Col.E. Senator Percy said he would be here today, sir. It is in
the record.

Mr. DUFFY. Senator Percy did say that. That is my fault. I did not
ask him to be here.

Mr. Col.E. I would appreciate, sir, since this is an important matter,
that these questions be put to Colonel Ivey so that everyone here—this
is a fair hearing—
Senator PERCY. Our inquiry is absolutely impartial.
Mr. CoLE. If a member of this staff could make this call.

Senator PERCY. I see nothing wrong with putting the questions.

What procedure follows after that will be a judgment that the sub
committee makes.

Mr. Col.E. I think it is very important.

Senator RIBICOFF. I think the request of Colonel Cole is fair and
appropriate. If the request is made, I do believe that Colonel Ivey
should be here. Counsel will submit the questions that you would like
to be asked of Colonel Ivey. I am sure that Senator Percy wants to be
fair and impartial too.
Since he has asked the questions of Colonel Cole concerning Colonel

Ivey, I am positive that Senator Percy will then ask your questions of
the other.

Mr. CoLE. I would like, sir; to present the questions to Colonel Ivey
while he is present in the room and let him answer them spontan
eously.

£tor RIBICoEF. We will defer that. If Senator Percy will allow
the deference of the questions concerning Colonel Ivey, we could pro
ceed to some other phases of the questioning.
Senator PERCY. As I understood the original request, you asked us

to phone him, ask him the questions, record them and play them. If
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it would be your preference to have him here, I see no reason why we
should not request him to come back.

Mr. Col.E. ' long as the record reflects the answers to these ques
tions on a spontaneous basis.
Senator PERCY. Could the counsel submit these questions to the sub
committee staff, so that we may look them over?
Colonel CoLE. When you had a conversation with Colonel Ivey, did
you say that “an old Chinese friend” of yours had a suite of rooms and
you would check to see if they were available?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, may I read my statement concerning this?

Senator PERCY. I would rather you just answer the questions.
Mr. Col.E. Fine, sir; and later perhaps you will let me read what I
have spent considerable time trying to set down so that the record
will reflect everything I recall, as well as what he recalls, which is so
vividly stated in the record.
I do not recall having said—and I so told you, sir, on Friday—an
“old Chinese friend”. When Colonel Ivey reminded me of this, I think

I said “you must be mistaken, it was ‘old China hand’”.
Senator PERCY. Would you tell this subcommittee who the old China
hand was—

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY (continuing). That you were referring to?
Mr. Col.E. The old China hand I knew who maintained an apart
ment in the Hilton was Mr. A. Smith.

Senator PERCY. That is Mr. A. Smith or Mr. Asa Smith?

Mr. CoI.E. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. Would you identify the person you called to make
the hotel reservations for Colonel Ivey?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I believe that I or a member of my staff called a Mr.

Welton, who knew Colonel Ivey, and that he was the one that the re
quest was presented to.
Senator PERCY. Is it true and did you know that Mr. Asa Smith was
a partner of Mr. Crum?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir; I did not know. I was not aware. I had heard this,
but I had seen no material evidence that he in fact was a partner.
Senator PERCY. You told Colonel Ivey that the old China hand
or friend, as he states it, maintained a suite of rooms at the Hilton

and that Ivey would be charged only for food and drink, and you
checked to see if the suite was available. Is that true?

Mr. Col.E. I did not check, sir. As I stated, I do not recall whether
I or a member of my staff called Mr. Welton, and he checked. I
assume he checked.

Senator PERCY. I think we will defer, Mr. Chairman, the further
uestions on Colonel Ivey until he is present in the room. I think
that would be a preferable procedure to follow.
Mr. Col.E. Sir; could we then withdraw the questions and then
present them to him here, so that he will answer spontaneously?
Senator RIBICoEF. It will be done that way.
Senator PERCY. We will not release the questions ahead of time or
discuss them with him. They will be presented to him in the room
for the first time.

Mr. Col.E. Fine, sir.
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Senator PERCY. I would like to ask you about one other aspect, as
I mentioned to you on Friday, and I do this because you have made
so perfectly clear in your own testimony that your responsibility

'' to the open messes was at the bottom of the pole and
that it was an infinitesimal part of your duties. I would like to ask
if you believe that a man in the position of head of the post exchanges
in Europe, and before then one who was responsible for the policy
and operation of clubs and messes in Vietnam, should deal with
concessionaires and vendors large or small at arm's length?
Mr. Col.E. Sir: I would like to state again that I did not have staff
supervision or direction of policy over clubs and messes in Vietnam.
I had functional supervision over one who in turn had that respon
sibility over clubs and messes.
Senator PERCY. I have accepted your scope of responsibility as you
outlined it. I have tried to walk in your shoes and think back over
my own experience as head of a medium-sized company. I can't recall
in the 18 years I headed the company that I ever really got into a
decision regarding what particular brands or what particular prod
-

- -

ucts are handled. It is for that reason that I want to once again ask

you the policy question.
As a general rule, do you feel that a person in your own position
should deal at arms length and that these are matters that are rela
tively minor matters as contrasted with your major overall
responsibilities?
Mr. Col.E. Sir; whenever I passed through Dallas on my way to
Germany, General Hardin and General McCord briefly stated that it
was their policy when a manager or general manager or vice president
or someone in the executive capacity of a company visit they did see
him. That is the policy I tried to follow.
Senator PERCY. Are there exceptions you feel should be made to the
general principle that you deal at arm's length, however, with con
- - -

cessionaires even if you give them the courtesy of seeing them?
Mr. CoLE. Sir; will you tell me what you mean by “arm's length”?
Senator PERCY. I mean just simply not getting involved directly in
their business as such; that you treat them as any other vendor, giving
' favoritism, no inside track, no particular opening of doors for
them.

Mr. CoLE. Sir; I do not feel that I gave anyone preferential treat
ment. I maintained an open-door policy and any vendor who wanted
to see me could see me. I didn't recommend that this particular vendor
receive a contract, nor did I review contracts after they were let.

Senator PERCY. Did you, in October 1968, intervene on behalf of and
to assist William Crum in connection with expanding his beer sales
in Vietnam /

Mr. CoI.E. If you are speaking of a letter written to General Hardin,
I think this committee knows, I know, that Dallas had a policy on
how beer would be purchased and it was based on national sales aver

age and no matter how many letters or how many people said they
preferred a brand of beer, the purchase was still made according to the
national policy. I do not believe that that policy was deviated from.
Furthermore, in the 30 months I was in Vietnam I believe I wrote
many, many letters dealing with more than just beer.
58–590–71—Pt. 7–11
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Senator PERCY. You have mentioned a letter to General Hardin.
You do admit you wrote and signed the letter dated October 20, 1968,
with enclosures to General Hardin and the signature on that letter is
your signature?

Mr. Col.E. Sir; I have not seen the letter since I wrote it.
Senator PERCY. Would Mr. Duffy present a copy of that letter to
Colonel Cole?

And would you specifically identify whether this is your letter and
whether this is your signature?
Mr. DUFFY. Senator, that particular copy does not have the signa
ture on it, but we do have a copy with the signature.
Mr. MAGEE. How does he identify the signature if it is not on that ?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you deny that is the letter?

-

Mr. CoLE. I do not deny writing the letter.
Senator PERCY. Is that the letter you wrote, Colonel Cole?
Mr. ColE. Sir, I think it is probably the letter I wrote.
Senator PERCY. Just tell us yes or no.

Mr. Col.E. I wrote a letter to General Hardin. I cannot positively
state that this is the letter.

Senator PERCY. We will give you the time to read it.
Mr. CoLE. I don’t need to read it. I defy any man who signs as many
papers as I do to have a paper without a signature presented to him
and say “Yes, I wrote that letter”.
Mr. DUFFY. We have a copy of the letter with his signature on it.
I can assure the committee this is the letter we are talking about.
Senator RIBICOFF. In fairness to the witness, I think we have an obli

gation to show the letter with his signature.
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, we are handed these documents and

Mr. Duffy takes them back. Aren’t we going to have copies?
Senator RIBICOFF. You will have a copy and Mr. Duffy will procure

the letter with the signature. You will have an opportunity to look
at it.

Mr. Col.E. Mr. Chairman, I do not deny writing General Hardin. I
did write General Hardin. But I cannot positively identify that this
is the letter.
Senator PERCY. Do we have available the 13 letters from custodians
that were attached to the letter for Colonel Cole to look at and to see

whether he can identify those?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I am quite sure I would be unable to identify those.
At this time I was involved in very serious investigations in Cam

Ranh Bay.'.
This letter
could have been dictated over the phone, it could
it could have been brought to me for signature and I

have been

would not have paid particular attention to the enclosures.

Mr. MAGEE. Are we going to get a copy of this exhibit also, Mr.
Chairman?

Senator PERCY. You can examine them at your leisure. All we can

do is try to put together a story of what happened by the evidence
we have on hand, and what we have on hand is a letter signed by you,
apparently, with 13 enclosures attempting to make a point.

-

All I ask you at this point is, are we correct in assuming that that
is the letter you wrote and that those enclosures were attached to the
letter as enclosures.
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Mr. Col.E. I think that is a correct assumption. I would not recall
whether it is seven enclosures or ten enclosures or 13 enclosures.
Senator PERCY. There were 13 enclosures and the
of the letter

|''

was to show that there was a shortage of Black Label beer made by

Carling, in Vietnam. Apparently, from the intent of the letter as I read
it, you wanted to influence General Hardin of the exchange service to
allocate more of this particular beer to Vietnam. That is the whole pur
pose and intent of the letter; is that correct?

-

Mr. Col.E. I don't think so, sir. I think if you read the letter, which I
am now trying to do, that you would also come to the conclusion that I
am pointing out to General Hardin there is a beer shortage. I think
also if the committee does not have a report rendered by Lieutenant
General Cruzero and other reports, and if they peruse the records at
Dallas, they are going to find there were frequently serious beer
shortages and beer overages. Further, that the records in Dallas were
over a month or 2 months behind time and they did not reflect the true
status of beer or candy or anything.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, I have made the statement that, as I
read the letter, the intent and purpose of the letter is to attempt to
General Hardin to get more Carling Black Label beer out

'"

there.

Let me read it to you specifically. You say:
One problem appears to be getting the brand of beer they desire.

I presume you mean GI's.
In that regard, many of the custodians complained about their inability to
obtain Carling Black Label in the quantity desired. A couple of days after my
return to Saigon a vice president of Carling Black Label stopped by the office
to say hello. He left with me a number of letters concerning the shortage of that
beer in Vietnam.

Colonel Cole, do you know Mr. Tommy Thompson?
Mr. CoI.E. I believe I met him once, sir. I could have met him twice,
but I would not recall. I would not know Tommy Thompson if I met
him in the hall.

Senator PERCY. Did he give those letters to you?
Mr. Col.E. I cannot recall whether he handed those letters to me or

how they got to me.

Senator PERCY.Your memory being so precise on something—and
again I say your IQ is obviously very high—
Mr. Col.E. Flattery will get you nowhere.

Senator PERCY. I am reminded by the terms of your own letter, “He
left with me a number of letters concerning the shortage of that beer
in

Vietnam." Can you now recall that he did leave these letters with

you?

Mr. CoI.E. No, I cannot.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Thompson stated under oath, Colonel Cole, that
he did not give you these letters. Senator Gurney then asked

Mr.

Thompson—and I would like to quote the dialog:
Senator GURNEY. Do you have any idea who this vice president is who is men
tioned in the letter?

Mr. THOMPsoN. I don't think we had any vice presidents. They stayed pretty
Well away from that war zone.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Did any vice president visit Vietnam?
Mr. THOMPSON. Not to my knowledge, no.

Who gave you these letters? Can you recall and inform the sub
committee?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I can only repeat that I do not recall who handed me
the letters.

Senator PERCY. Is it more likely that Tommy Thompson or Mr.
Crum gave you the letters?
Mr. Cole. Sir, I am quite certain that Mr. Crum never gave me any
letters.

Senator PERCY. You absolutely deny Mr. Crum gave you those
letters?

Mr. Col.F.. I will repeat, sir, that I am quite certain that Mr. Crum
did not give me those letters.
Senator PERCY. I would like to advise you, Colonel Cole, that ap

parently when your letter arrived at the Dallas Exchange, Brigadier
General McCord, who was General Hardin's deputy, wrote an inter
office memorandum dated November 5, 1968. And I would like to read

this in part to you:
I note that of the letters attached to General Cole's letter, ten of the thirteen

were written in one week in October. Mr. Dick Wright, Carlings field representa
tive in Vietnam, has been beating the bushes. I wonder whether payoffs are in
volved. All the letters make the same three points: (1) that Vietnam is usually
out of Black Label beer, (2) all the troops want Black Label, (3) can Carlings
Brewery do something about it. Obviously a field representative's instigated
campaign to boost his business. Let's get the facts from Vietnam and demand
for Carlings.

Now, on November 15, 1967, General Hardin answered your letter.

I hand you, if Mr. Duffy can produce that letter, a copy of that letter
and ask you to identify it. While you are identifying it, I would like
to read a portion of that letter. This is General Hardin's letter, No
vember 15, 1968–
The letters left with you by the Carlings Black Label vice-president certainly
indicate that Carlings has a mighty convincing sales representative. Ten of
the thirteen letters were written between 10 and 19 October, 1968, and all had
the same mailing address and all contained the same general message.

It is interesting to note that the 10 September 1968 inventory at all Vietnam
Regional Exchange IDepots shows that we had a total of 99,810 cases of Carlings
beer on hand. In addition, monthly replacement of Carlings Black Label beer
averages 125,000 cases. This in-stock and reorder position clearly indicates that
Carlings Black Label beer continues to be available for the various clubs and
messes in Vietnam.

I would be interested to know if you ever responded to General
Hardin's letter.

Mr. Col.E. I did not respond to General Hardin's letter.
Senator PERCY. Did you report this letter to Mr. Crum?
Mr. CoLE. I do not recall reporting this letter to Mr. Crum.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, why is it so precise that you remem
ber something that you did not do, specifically you did not
but

''',

you cannot specifically recall whenever it involves Mr. Crum
Mr. Col.E. Sir, that was over 2 years ago, two and a half years ago.
Senator PERCY. But you remember that you did not reply to the
letter?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir; I do. The letter would require no reply.
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Senator PERCY. Could you say yes or no, whether you ever reported
the contents of this letter to Mr. Crum ?

Mr. CoI.E. No, I do not recall whether or not–

Senator PERCY. But you refuse to say “No, I do not"?
Mr. Col.E. I cannot say “No, I do not.”
Senator PERCY. Even though you did say, “No, I did not reply.”
precisely and clearly 2

Mr. Col.E. The letter requires no reply. It was a reply to a letter.
Senator PERCY. It seems very clear from General Hardin's letter
that a shortage of Carlings beer did not actually exist in Vietnam.
That seems perfectly clear. It also appears that the letters from the
custodian contained false information which was part of a scheme to
influence the Dallas Exchange to ship more Carlings Black Label beer
to Vietnam. You were acquainted with none of the sergeants. I won
der if you could please name some of the sergeants that you were
acquainted with, besides Sergeant Higdon, who complained to you
primarily about their inability to obtain Carlings beer? You made

specifically the point that GI's were complaining they could not get
it and custodians were complaining. Could you name those sergeants?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, may I put in context one sentence in the letter to

General Hardin? “One problem appears to be”—appears to be—In
other words, I wasn't certain this was a problem. I am passing some
thing on “getting the brand of beer they desire.”
Now, if that is a forceful statement and I am saying Carlings
should have more beer or any other person should have more beer,
then I don't understand the English language at all.
Senator PERCY. Could you tell us again what role Mr. Crum—or it
would be most interesting for us to know what role—in your judg
ment. Mr. Crum played in this particular incident. Did he have any
role whatsoever in this attempt to influence or point out the apparent
lack of Carlings Black Label

''

Mr. Col.E. Again, sir, I must repeat I do not recall Mr. Crum's role
in this.

Senator PERCY. I would like to extract another portion of your
letter of October 29, 1968, to General Hardin which says:
Of necessity, I spent considerable time dining in the various clubs and messes.
Because of my previous assignment with USARV, I was acquainted with many
of the club custodians. Thus, they were free to unburden any and all problems

on me. One problem appears to be getting a brand of beer they desire. In that
regard, many of the custodians complained about their inability to obtain
Carlings Black Label beer in the quantity desired.

Sergeant Higdon was one of the custodians that Crum said he was

very close to in his letter to Thompson, early in 1968. Sergeant Higdon
was not one of the custodians that signed one of the letters in October
1968, because Higdon left Vietnam in July 1968. Did Sergeants

Hatcher, Dugger, Bagby, and Zollo talk to you about the shortage of
Black Label beer?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, they could have.
Senator PERCY.You do not precisely remember?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir; I do not.

Senator PERCY. All of these individuals, as you know, Colonel Cole,
have been linked in our hearings to kickbacks while serving as cus
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todians in Vietnam. Did you give a copy of General Hardin's letter to
Crum, I ask you once again?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not recall giving a copy to Mr. Crum.
Senator PERCY. How do you suppose he got a copy?
Mr. CoIE. Mr. Crum appeared to be able to get a lot of things that
I did not know that he had authority to get.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Crum mailed a copy to Thompson, and in that
letter dated November 29, 1968, he had this to say about you: “Earl
Cole says he is really going to raise a few roofs on his way through,
so let's hope it works.”
Did you make such a statement to Mr. Crum?
Mr. Col.E. I think the statement on the surface, sir, is rather
ridiculous.

Senator PERCY. Once again, Mr. Chairman, I find it incredible that
a General, with the responsibilities—which he himself so outlined in
such great detail to us—of such a tremendous magnitude finds the

time to intervene in the selection of certain specific types of products
which are as inconsequential as they are in relationship to his total
overall responsibilities. And in my own personal background and ex

perience, I can't imagine what would ever motivate a General to get
into such areas of detail in attempting to influence the selection of
products.

I would like to yield at this point to my colleagues and then come
back to ask a few questions about Lorillard cigarettes.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, may I make one comment?
Senator PERCY. Certainly.
Mr. Cor E. I think your investigators, certainly the CID investi
gators, have found that a great many people–Army people. I am
speaking of—came to me when they were unable to get things they
thought they needed. I will cite an example.
As a result of the visitation of the committee, I have forgotten which

one, congressional committee, to Vietnam in 1965, all products pertain
ing to females were taken out of the Post Exchanges. They could not
buy bobby pins, lingerie, nothing. The chief nurse, whose name I can't
recall, and a number of others came to me and said, “Can't we have the

things we need in Vietnam ?” And we got the things they needed in
Vietnam.

But I don't represent any of those companies and I don't know who
represented those companies, and I really didn't care. Now, we got
candy in Vietnam, Hershey chocolates in that hot climate. I noticed
that it was a glob. I wrote a letter. I said, “Why do we send chocolates,
when we have no refrigeration? Should we stop having chocolates
over here?”

There are many, many instances of this. But I guess I should have
just sat there and done nothing.
Senator PERCY. Did you at any time intervene in, say Field choco
lates, and specify specifically what kind of chocolates?
Mr. Col.E. The kind we were getting were Hershey chocolates. We
did stop getting Hershey's.

Senator PERCY. Did you attempt to influence Dallas in shipping
more Hershey chocolates?
Mr. CoIF. No chocolates, sir. We couldn’t use them, we couldn't

handle them. They melted. They melted before they got to Vietnam.
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Senator PERCY. Was your point that you intervened in the selection
of labels or you just intervened in a general category?
Mr. CoLE. I think it was a general category.

Senator PERCY. My pont is, why in specific cases involving Mr. Crum
do you get into specifying specific labels; not a shortage of beer, but a
shortage of one particular kind of beer?
Mr. Col.E. In 30 months, sir, you have one letter that I wrote. You
have testimony from Colonel ice and testimony from Colonel Potter,
who was considered an unsatisfactory witness, that I did not influence
them in any way on any product. They are the people who ordered the
merchandise from Dallas. During Jack Ice's time, as he testified, it
went from 15 to 17 million to some 30 million, and it must have gone to
40 million per month while Colonel Potter was there.
There is no evidence that I ever said to any of these people, “Order
this” or “Order that.”

Senator PERCY. I yield to Senator Gurney.

Senator GURNEY. I might point out as a result of this exchange be
£ Percy they had plenty of refrigera
# in the Long Binh warehouse, which was there as a result of Colonel
tween Colonel Cole and
Ole.

Colonel Cole, do you know a Col. Robert Bates Hair—
Mr. MAGEE. Just a minute, sir. You asked him a question. Can he
answer?

Senator GURNEY. I didn't: I made an observation—who was deputy
director under Colonel Williamson at

'# Binh 2

Mr. Col.E. Will you repeat that question?
Senator GURNEY. Yes; if your counsel would keep quiet. Do you
know a Col. Robert Bates Hair who was Deputy Post Commander

under Colonel Williamson in Long Binh
Mr. Col.E. Robert Bates Hair, did you say, sir?
Senator GURNEY. That is right.
Mr. Col.E. I think I met Colonel Hair, sir.

Senator GURNEY. In an affidavit which he gave to the Army CID
dated September 30, 1969, a question was asked of him:
Question: Do you know if General Cole was aware of the fraudulent importa
tion of merchandise by Sarl Electronics?

Colonel Hair answered as follows:
I know that Colonel Williamson personally discussed with General Cole the
fact that Sarl Electronics had imported equipment and vehicles into Vietnam
using the USARV Club System, to circumvent import duties. Actions taken by
General Cole are not known to me, however; no positive actions or steps were

taken that I was aware of during my assignment to Headquarters Long Binh
Post to correct that very apparent fraud that was committed.

Would you care to comment on that?

Mr. CoLE. I think the CID has other records to establish that they
qid in fact, investigate the importation of these vehicles. I directed
Colonel Williamson to continue the investigation. I do not know what
the results were, but I think Mr. Duffy does.
Senator GURNEY. That is the extent of your comment?

Mr. CoIE.You asked me about vehicles, sir, and you asked what I
did and this is what I did.
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer in evidence at this point in
the testimony the CID witness statement dated September 30, 1969,
of Robert Bates Hair.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it may be admitted.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 545" for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, may we have a copy of the exhibit?
Senator GURNEY. Did you have a conversation with Lt. Col. Robert
W. McGarrah, Sr., around July 1967, concerning the storage of Sarl
equipment at Long Binh /
Mr. CoLE. I don't recall talking to Colonel McGarrah.
Senator GURNEY. I quote from his affidavit:
About July of 1967, my unit moved to Long Binh, RVN. Sometime after we
moved, I would guess about August of 1967, Lt. Col. Carey and I were called to
BG Cole's office. I did not know BG Cole at that time and I only knew his name.

I am sure Lt. Col. Carey knew BG Cole from before. We went to BG Cole's office
and Cole said to me, “Mac, do you remember that we promised Sarl Electronics
a place to store their equipment?” or words to that effect and I replied, “I heard
something like that.” BG Cole then turned to Lt. Col. Carey and said, “Carey,
can you take care of that?” Carey replied, “I guess so, sir.” We then departed
BG Cole's office. As we left, I told Carey. “I never heard anything like that,” re
ferring to Cole's comments to me. Again, I never had spoken to BG Cole before
and I was a major at the time. Sometime later, the Sarl Company moved numer
ous items to the rear of the old generals' mess. The items were club equipment.
I recall seeing beer coolers and french friers. The other items were in cases and
most of them were covered.

Do you have any comment on that?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I believe Colonel McGarrah was adjutant at one
time of special troops.
Senator GURNEY. He was adjutant of special troops, USARV 2
Mr. Col.E. I think McGarrah met with a number of other staff

officers in Long Binh along in March or April or May in 1967,
wherein we discussed what incoming troops would need based on the

request from the advance parties. I think it was established they
needed about a million dollars worth of Quonset huts, and they needed
a million dollars or so worth of special services equipment. It was also
established that one thing they desperately needed was ice coolers. I
think it was at that meeting we decided we would try to get ice coolers.
But there was no monev to

£ them.

Someone in Special Troops went to an employee of what later turned
out to be Sarl Electronics and they agreed to store at Long Binh 30

ice cubers, and they were supposed to be for the incoming troops, ad
vance parties.
Senator GURNEY. Did you call Colonel McGarrah and offer to talk

to him about these things?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall the conversation that you just related.
Senator GURNEY. Did you call him and talk about other things?
Mr. CoLE. I do not believe so, sir. I do not recall seeing Colonel
McGarrah more that two or three times.

Senator GURNEY: Did you authorize the storage of quantities of Sarl
Electronic material in this area without purchase order?

Mr. Cole. I did not know any equipment was imported without pur
The only equipment I authorized storage of was ice

'. orders.
Culbers.
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer in evidence at this point the

witnesses statement dated April 2, 1970 by Robert Walker McGarrah;
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, it is so admitted and copy will
be given to counsel.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 546” for ref
erence may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MAGEE. May we have a copy of that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You will be given a copy of all these exhibits.
-

Mr. MAGEE. We missed four the other day.

Senator GURNEY. Did you know Joseph Michaels of Lorillard Co?
Mr. CoLE. I thought his name was Bill, sir.

Senator GURNEY: Did you know Bill Michaels of Lorillard Co...?
Mr. Col.E. I recall having met Bill. I thought his name was Bill.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know a Mr. Michaels?
Mr. CoLE. I have met Mr. Michaels, sir.

Senator GURNEY. When was your first contact made with him?
Mr. Col.E. I think the first time I saw Mr. Michaels was sometime in

the spring or early summer of 1968.

-

Senator GURNEY. Where was that?

Mr. Col.E. No; 1969, in Germany.

Senator GURNEY. How many times did you meet him?
Mr. CoLE. I don't recall, sir, whether I saw him two or three or four
times.

Senator GURNEY. Several times?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir; one to three.

Senator GURNEY. Were you on a first-name basis with him?
Mr. CoLE. I think everybody—I was not on a first name basis with
him, having only met him two or three times in my life. I think I may
have called him Bill or Joe or whatever his first name was.

Senator GURNEY. Were you aware of the fact that he was also on
good terms with Mr. Crum?

Mr. CoLE. I was not aware that they were good friends.

Senator GURNEY: Did you know they knew each other?
Mr. CoLE. He had indicated he had dealings with—I don't think he

'' Mr. Crum, sir. I think he indicated he had dealings with Price
& UO.

Senator GURNEY. Of course, Price & Co. is Crum's company?
Mr. Col.E.. I don’t think so, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Do you know that Mr. Crum was trying to get
Lorillard to give them the Vietnam representation for the cigarettes?

Mr. Col.E. I do not recall what transpired there. I vaguely recall that
Lorillard had given a contract, I believe to James S. Lee.
Senator GURNEY. At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to in
troduce as an exhibit a letter written on February 7, 1969, in Frank
furt, Germany, from Mr. J. A. Michaels of Lorillard Co. to his supe
rior, Mr. R. H. Orcutt.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, and a copy will be given to
counsel.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 547” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. CoLE. In connection with Lorillard, I would like to add some
thing. The Dallas system had within the continental limits of the
United States.
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Senator GURNEY. The what system?

Mr. Col.E. Dallas, the Army-Air Force exchange system had given
one or two tobacco companies preferential shelving; that is, giving
them preferential placement of their brands on the shelves.
Senator GURNEY. What companies were these?
Mr. Col.E. I think they were two. I think the second one was either
Brown and Williamson, or is there a Myers, Liggett and Myers. They
had given preferential shelving to those two companies. In that way.
they received a higher percentage of return on their sales.

£ GURNEY.

at is shelving?

Mr. Col.E. Shelving is where you display the merchandise.
Senator GURNEY. Is this where they gave the preferential shelving?
Mr. Col.E. In the continental limits of the United States.

Senator GURNEY. Not in Germany?
Mr. Col.E. No, we did not adopt the plan in Germany. Both com
panies sent their representatives over. It was discussed in detail. My
staff thought it was not desirable.
Senator GURNEY. Now, does counsel have a copy of the letter, Mr.
Adlerman 2

Mrs. WATT. He has it.

Senator GURNEY. I quote from page 3 of this letter:
I telephoned General Cole yesterday from here and the reception was fantas
tic—no kidding ! (He was in Africa while we were in Nuremberg) He was to
come to Frankfurt and have dinner with me today; however, he telephoned me
this morning at my hotel and apologized as his secretary notified him last night
of a fashion show commitment tonight. He wanted me to come to Nuremberg
tonight as his guest. The General is a close personal friend of Bill Crummaho,
who I met in Hong Kong. He understands that I am coming back to Germany
after Greece, Turkey, and Italy—better this way than gang busters. I feel that
for socializing, it is better to meet the General away from Nuremberg. Needless
to say, this association is now open to us—specifically on the shelf agreement. In
addition to getting together in Germany, I will also meet him in England at his
suggestion, which coincides with my itinerary.
-

Let me ask you a question. Did you make arrangements to meet with
him? And where # you meet with him?
Mr. Col.E. He asked to see me, sir. As I recall, he came to Nurem
berg. We conversed both in our headquarters and at a restaurant or
hotel. I do not recall which.

Senator GURNEY. What did you discuss at this meeting?
Mr. Col.E. The shelving plan, sir. We had an overage. They are the
company that handle a cigarette brand called True.
Senator GURNEY. This is prett important, this meeting in Nurem
berg. Is that the first time you £
Mr. Col.E. The first time I ever saw the man in my life.
Senator GURNEY. Did you meet him in London at any time?
Mr. Col.E. I was in London on a special mission. He called me, and
-

I believe I had breakfast with him, sir.
Senator GURNEY. When was this?

Mr. CoLE. I don't recall the date. It was January or February of
1969.

Senator GURNEY. To refresh your recollection, it was February 26,
1969.

I would like to introduce at this point, Mr. Chairman, a handwritten
note which identifies travel expenses, a report dated March 1, 1969.
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Senator RIBIcorF. Without objection. A copy should go to counsel.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 548" for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. Cole. I would like to reemphasize the plan he proposed on
shelving which was adopted in the United States was not £ in
Germany.

Senator GURNEY. You might wait until you have the benefit of
this, Tell me, when did you first join the #N system in Germany?
Mr. CoLE. I arrived there, sir, on January 7, 8, or 9, 1969.

Senator GURNEY. You say you have met this gentleman, it must

have been a few days after that Is that right?
Mr. Col.F. Sir, whenever he called me is the first time I ever heard of
him or from him.

Senator GURNEY. Can you identify the time you met with him more

specifically? I am not talking about London now. I am talking about
Nuremberg.

Mr. ColE. I repeat he came to Nuremberg. He came to the head
quarters as I remember. We had a considerable discussion and I think
we went to lunch and continued discussion.

Senator GURNEY. When was this in Nuremberg?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall the date, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Was it in February?
Mr. Col.E. I say I don’t recall when he came to Germany.
Senator GURNEY. It might have been in March, perhaps?
Mr. Col.E. It could have been in March, it could have been in April.
I do not recall. I believe they have checked the files of the—
Senator GURNEY. You have a distinct recollection you first met him
in Nuremberg?

Senator GURNEY. You could not have met him in Nuremberg on
March 1, if you met him in London in February?
Mr. Col.E. I thought he came to Nuremberg first.
Senator GURNEY. What is that?

Mr. Col.E. I say I thought he first came to see me in Nuremberg.

Senator GURNEY. You first testified you might have met him the
first of March.

Mr. CoLE. Sir, Istand corrected. Perhaps it was—
Senator GURNEY. You met him in February in London. The evidence
shows that. If we may go back to the letter again. “He was to come
to Frankfurt and have dinner with me today.” Do you recall whether
-

that is a fact or not?
Mr. CoLE. I would not recall whether that is a fact or not. I didn't

go to Frankfurt.
Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection at all?

Mr. CoI.E. I do not recall the invitation; no, sir.

Senator GURNEY. The letter says, “He telephoned me this morning at
my hotel and apologized as his secretary notified him last night of a
fashion show commitment.” Did you call him at this time?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't know that I called him. The secretary or the

people in the office took care of me normally, and they could have
called.

Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection of that?
h

Mr. Col.E. I do not recall having called him personally, but I could

8 Ve.
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Senator GURNEY. Then the letter goes on to say, “The general is
a close and personal friend of Bill Crummacho' who I met in Hong
Kong,” “Crummacho” being a form of pig latin?
Mr. Col.E. Apparently he must know Bill Crum very well to spell
that name that way.
Senator GURNEY. How about you? Do you know him so well?
Mr. Col.E. I have met him many times.
Senator GURNEY. Is this an attempt to disguise the name of Crum.
this “Crummacho” business?

Mr. Col.E. I don't believe I am qualified to state what Mr. Michaels
was trying to do or was not trying to do.
Senator GURNEY. You do not know him as “Crummacho,” only
Crum ? Then it goes on to say, “He understands that I am coming back
to Germany after Greece, Turkey and Italy. I feel that for socializing
it is better to meet the general away from Nuremberg.”
Do you know what he means by that?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir; again, I do not know what he had in mind.

Senator GURNEY. But you did meet him away from Nuremberg.
did you not?
Mr. CoI.E. I met him in London.

Senator GURNEY. Shortly after this letter was written?
Mr. CoI.E. I was in London, sir. He was in London at the same time.

If I read this correctly, my itinerary coincided with his. I certainly
did not make a trip to London to see anyone.
Senator GURNEY. It is quite amazing that here we have a letter to
his superior stating exactly what he is going to do and that is exactly
what you ended up doing, you and he?
Mr. CoLE. Mr. Gurney, you have every copy of every TDY I have
ever taken. Could you show the Senator, please, my orders on a classi
fied mission to London which entails 2 days visit prior to making that
classified mission with the Post Exchange? Now, the Army tells me
you have all my orders. I can't get them.
Senator GURNEY. No one questions your being in London, Colonel.
Mr. Col.F. The inference is that I made a special trip to London.
Senator GURNEY. If you will keep quiet for a moment, let us get to
the questioning. I am not arguing with you. I am trying to elicit some
information.

Senator RIBIGoFF. May I say you answer the questions. Whatever

you want to be inserted to buttress or substantiate your answers, you
make the request and I will see to it that it is procured for you. You
have made a request that Mr. Duffy procure some travel orders.
Mr. Col.E. Just put them in the record, if you would, sir.
(The travel orders referred to are in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBIcoFF. We will try to get those for you.

Senator GURNEY. Now, my question is this, Colonel. Did you make a

' of meeting vendors in England when you were head of the
Suropean Exchange in Germany?
Mr. Col.F.. I want to repeat again, I made one trip to London. I was
sent there by the Army and it happened to coincide with his visit.
That is how I happened to meet him.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever meet any other vendor?
Mr. Col.E. Where, sir?

Senator GURNEY. Away from Europe and in England.
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Mr. Col.E. I do not recall meeting other vendors in England. You
mean at the same time or another trip !

-

Senator GURNEY. At another time. At the same time.

Mr. Col.E. I do not recall meeting any other vendor at that time.
Senator GURNEY. How about in Spain / Did you meet any vendors
there at that time !

Mr. Col.E. I could have met vendors in Spain.
Senator GURNEY. Who would you have met in Spain?
Mr. Col.E. Any number of people.
Senator GURNEY. Would you give any names?
Mr. Col.E. You name the people—
Senator GURNEY. The vendors you met in Spain.
Mr. Col.E. Who were in Spain while I was ' ?
Senator GURNEY. Whom you met in Spain.
Mr. Col.E. The Caribe, his company is named Caribe. He was in
Spain while I was there on a TDY trip with eight or ten members
of my staff.
Senator GURNEY. What was his name?

Mr. Col.E. I can't recall his name.
Senator GURNEY. Reinholt?

Mr. Col.E. That is right, Steve Reinholt.

Senator GURNEY. What did you discuss with him in Spain?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall any specific discussion with him.
Senator GURNEY. How come you recall meeting him?
Mr. Col.E. He was at the post exchange at the commander's office
when I arrived or came shortly thereafter. I do not know.
Senator GURNEY. But you had no discussion with him about any
business?

Mr. Col.E. I do not recall, sir, discussing his business.
Senator GURNEY. What did you discuss?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, he wanted to talk something about a concessionaire
that had Spanish goods in the exchange.
hi 'nator GURNEY. You were discussing exchange business with
1nn f

Mr. ColE. Sir, in the presence of the staff of the exchange this was
discussed, I think. I can’t remember.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever get any jewelry from Mr. Reinholt?
Mr. Col.E. Did I ever buy anything from him?
Senator GURNEY. Yes, any jewelry.
Mr. Col.E. Yes, I bought a watch from Mr. Reinholt.
Senator GURNEY. Where was this?

Mr. Col.E. I ordered it, sir, through the exchange and it was mailed
to me.

Senator GURNEY. Did you buy anything from him in Spain?
Mr. Col.E.. I bought nothing from anyone in Spain.

Senator GURNEY. Did you buy anything except the watch you
mentioned?

Mr. ColE. Only the watch, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What was the value of it?

Mr. Col.E. The price I paid, sir, was $400.

Senator GURNEY. You say the price you paid for it. Was that too
much or too little, or what?
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Mr. CoLE. I did not have the watch appraised, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was it a diamond watch?

Mr. CoLE. It was a lady's Rolex watch, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did it have diamonds on it?

Mr. CoLE. I don't recall whether it had diamonds on it or not.
Senator GURNEY. You don't? Now that would be something that
one would certainly recall.

Mr. CoLE, Sir, if they were diamonds, they were very small.
Senator GURNEY. Then it did have diamonds?

Mr. Col E. Sir, you are asking me to recall, and I cannot recall.

Senator GURNEY. What is this recollection about if they were dia
monds, they were small?

Mr. Col.E. $400, sir. I know from having looked at the displays in
the exchange, you can't buy much of a watch for $400—with dia
monds, that is.

Senator GURNEY. Colonel, let us talk now a little bit about this

shelf agreement. That has cropped up on our conversations here. Did
you discuss the shelf agreement with Mr. Michaels?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Can you tell us a little bit about that?
Mr. Col.E. Yes. He made a proposal, his company presented the
same proposal to the exchange in Germany that had been presented
in the United States. He hoped we would adopt it.
Senator GURNEY. What was that?

Mr. Col.E.I beg your pardon?
Senator GURNEY. What was that?

Mr. CoI.E. That his company, the brand of cigarettes they sold get
preferential shelving and then they pay an extra amount of money
to the exchange. You get a higher percentage of profit, if you did
adopt the preferential shelving.

-

-

-

Senator GURNEY. One other question on this letter that intrigues me.
It says, “Needless to say this association is now open to us.” What does
he mean by that?

-

-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, again I do not—it sounds to me like he was trying to
impress his boss.

-

-

-

Senator GURNEY. He was referring to socializing, as you recall, in
the letter.

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Does he mean that he was on a first-name basis
with you so that he could discuss business arrangements?
-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don’t believe Mr. Michaels ever called me by my
first name. I believe, sir, I could not and I saw him not more than

two or three times in the entire time I was in Germany.

-

Senator GURNEY. Tell me, did you ever discuss with Mr. Michaels

this problem of the True cigarette inventory?
Mr. Col.E.Yes, sir; we certainly did. We had far too many cigarettes.
Senator GURNEY. Would you go into that a little bit?
Mr. Col.E. As I recall, sir, Mr. Michaels '''
-

that the reason

why we had True cigarettes was that we had not adopted some cam
paign where, if you bought one carton you got another carton free:
that the exchange had never undertaken to do that in an effort to move
the cigarettes out of the exchange.
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Senator GURNEY. In other words, you had too many True cigar
ettes; is that right?
Mr. CoLE. Far too many, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What did you do? Didn't some exchanges want
Lorillard to take back these cigarettes?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't recall that.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I don't want to mention anybody's name, but
I can as to why the buyers bought True cigarettes in the beginning,
and they were in the system long before I got there.
Senator GURNEY. I would like to put in at this point in the record,
Mr. Chairman, a memorandum to Richard H. Orcutt from Joseph A.
Michaels, dated March 6, 1969.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 549” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. This states:
The present rate of Sales amount to approximately 700 cartons per month or
a little more than a hundred cases a month.

“During my discussions with Mr. Anjou”—Anjou was an officer of
the post exchange—“I gave no encouragement whatsoever that we
would in any way consider the return of any part of the True
inventory.”
Then later on also he says, “During the week of February 24, I made
personal contact with Gen. Earl Cole which I expect to maintain.”
That was the meeting in London. “We reviewed the situation on True
cigarettes and the general agreed that Lorillard should not take back
any of the current inventory. He will encourage his staff in Nurem
berg to work to develop a promotional activity on True cigarettes
throughout the exchange system in Europe.”
“With reference to the shelf agreement, the general is in accord
and we expect we will receive official acceptance of the shelf agree
ment within the near future.”

Now, did Lorillard ever take back any of these cigarettes?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don’t recall.

Senator GURNEY. I thought you said they had too many?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. I think what was adopted, and I am not certain—
may I finish, sir?
Senator GURNEY. Go ahead.

Mr. Col.E (continuing). Where you bought one carton of cigarettes
and received another, free. I think this was the promotional plan
adopted, sir. These contracts for cigarettes are one-way contracts.
They are not obligated to take anything back.
Senator GURNEY. What about these two officers of the exchange,

Mr. Anjou and Mr. Dean who wanted Lorillard to take these cigarettes
back? What did you do about that?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have just explained I think an alternative was
adopted whereby we would use the promotion scheme. But I think the
records of the exchange would show that the promotion scheme was
adopted and that the cigarettes, where a soldier got two cartons of
cigarettes for the price of one, I think that exhausted the stock or low
ered it to an acceptable level.
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to put in
evidence another memorandum of Lorillard Co. from Michael's again

to Orcutt, dated June 3, 1969. This is a report of his trip to Germany.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 550” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator GURNEY. In this exhibit, his report contains some interesting
information. “Note: Without the cooperation of the commanding gen
eral of the EES.” that is General Cole, “Lorillard would have been

faced with a delisting of True and probable loss of up to 2,000 cases
of True cigarettes.”
Is that true, Colonel?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I do not believe that the exchange service would have
dispensed with stocking True cigarettes, because the commander in
chief of USAREUR smoked True cigarettes and he requested that the

exchange buy the cigarettes when they were first purchased.
Senator GURNEY. He did not have anything to do with runing the
exchange, did he?
Mr. Col.E. He was mv boss.

Senator GURNEY. The office wanted Lorillard to take the cigarettes
back, as I understand it. Why didn’t they do that?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, we worked out with the company a promotional

scheme and said everyone is concerned about the GI. We thought any
GI who could get two cartons of cigarettes for the price of one would
probably avail himself of that rate.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, vou and Mr. Michaels worked out

an arrangement to dispose of these True cigarettes, even though some
of vour post exchange people wanted Lorillard to take them back?
Mr. CoI.E. Sir, I think the post exchange people also agreed that this
would be the answer to the problem. Again, we could not force the com

pany, if thev did not want to take one case of cigarettes back
Senator GURNEY. You mean they changed their minds after you and
Mr. Michaels had a conversation?

Mr. Col.E. Mr. Michaels came speaking for Lorillard. He called, if
I remember, someone higher than he in another part of Europe and
got permission before he would even go ahead with the promotional
scheme.

Senator GURNEY. He certainly spoke for Lorillard effectively. He
got rid of all the cigarettes?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t think he did.

Senator GURNEY. I thought you said he did.
Mr. Col.E. I said I thought the scheme adopted was effective.
Mr. ADLERMAN. As I understand the shelf life of cigarettes before
they become stale is about 1 year in Germany; is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. I can't answer that, sir. I do not know that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I think Mr. Michaels will testify to that. I think

the record will also show they were consuming about 100 cases a
month. There were 3,000 cases of cigarettes. So at the end of a year

they would have 1,800 cases of cigarettes that would be stale. The PX
officials, as I understand it, were trying to get them to take this in
ventory back. However, it appears that from Mr. Michael's testimony
or his statement that without your cooperation they would have been
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faced with a delisting of True and the probable loss of 2,000 cases of

True cigarettes.
Now is he correct in making that statement?
Mr. Col.E. I do not think he is, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you think he is an honorable man?
Mr. Col.E. I think he is an honorable man.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you think he would have any reason to lie?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I think he is trying to impress his boss a bit about
“the great job I am doing.” I don't think the exchange buyers could
have delisted True cigarettes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. It is not of whether they should or not. Did they
ask him to take back some of those cigarettes?
Mr. Col.E. I don't recall the complete discussion. I do know we had

an overage of True cigarettes. I do know that Lorillard was not bound

in any way. There is no contract that says Lorillard had to take the
e'
back.
--

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. I take you back to a statement he made in exhibit
549, “During my discussions with Mr. Anjou
” Who is Mr. Anjou ?
Mr. Col.E. Mr. Anjou is the cigarette buyer who bought the cigar
ettes originally.
Mr. ADLERMAN (continuing). “I gave no encouragement whatso
ever that we would in any way consider the return of any part of the
True inventory.”
So there was a request to return part of the inventory?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, he stated that he discussed this with Mr. Anjou. Later,
it was discussed with me.

Senator GURNEY. I would like to put in an exhibit, Mr. Chairman,
which is a memorandum to J. H. Michaels, dated March 26, 1969.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 551” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

•

Senator GURNEY. Here also it contains a very interesting piece of
information, and I quote it. “Joe, it became clear to me that the gen
eral has already used his influence: Whether to the liking of con

sumables or not is a moot point. One thing is sure, it has brought some
action.

Of course, that referred to the action of the True cigarettes. Now
then with regard to this shelf agreement we have talked about, I under
stand you approved the shelf agreement and as you testified that was
one of the reasons why True cigarettes moved so well after that?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, may I make a remark, Mr. Chairman :
You have misunderstood completely, sir. The shelf agreement was
not approved. I think, sir, that perhaps Mr. Duffy when he was at
Dallas also found that I was encouraged by my superiors in Dallas to
the shelving plan, but because the staff recommended against
it, the plan was not adopted.
Is that right, Mr.
Mr. DUFFY. I did not look into the shelving agreement.

''

£

Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Cole, would you explain what the shelving
agreement is?

Mr. CoI.E. Yes, sir; it is an agreement whereby the company gets
preferential display rights. In other words, their brands would appear
58–590–71—Pt. 7–12
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ahead of other brands, and for that consideration, they then may give
an extra 2 or 3 percent or lower the cost to the purchaser of the
merchandise.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They pay $10 a month to each PX that did that?
Mr. CoLE. I beg your pardon?
Mr. ADLERMAN. The agreement was that they were to pay $10–
if they had entered into the agreement they proposed to pay $10 a
month to each PX?

Mr. CoI.E. I do not remember the amount offered, but I know the
whole thing was considered and my staff said, “For that amount of
money, it is not worth it.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me ask you this. Did you know that General
Scott from the headquarters of EES, your predecessor before he died,
turned down the shelf agreement?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, sir. And I turned it down too. It was never adopted.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And that similar action was taken by Colonel Bur
gess, who was in charge until your arrival in Germany ?
Mr. Col.E. I knew that this matter of shelving has come up all the
time. It was not just cigarettes, sir. There were a number of other
items whereby companies want preferential shelving rights.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer in evidence a memoradum from

Michaels to his superior, Mr. Orcutt. I would like to read part of it.
It is dated April 10, 1969:
General Scott made it clear to both Dallas and Lorillard that he was not

going to accept the shelf agreement. After General Scott's death a followup letter
signed by you was sent to Colonel Burgess, who had replaced General Scott tem
porarily. Colonel Burgess also turned down the shelf agreement. At the present
time, Gen. Earl Cole, who was appointed commanding general of EES in January
of this year, has indicated to his staff that he is interested in the shelf agree
ment. Mr. Anjou, tobacco buyer in EES headquarters had related General Cole's
interest to Mr. Joseph Koedding of Brady associates.

The Brady Associates were part of the selling arrangement for
Michaels.

This was a memo from Michaels to Orcutt, as I say, dated April 10,
£
You did evince some interest in this shelf agreement; is that
right?

Mr. Col.E. I beg your pardon, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You did evince some interest in the self agreement?
Mr. Cole. Sir, when I came to Dallas, I was briefed on the shelving
arrangement. I was encouraged in spite of General Scott's disapproval
—I was encouraged to adopt the shelving arrangement. I looked into
it. It was carefully studied. This was about 2 inches of paper on this
subject alone, which states that the staff was convinced that we should
not adopt the shelving arrangement. To my knowledge it was not
adopted and has not to this day
adopted.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you disapprove?
Mr. Col.E. If it was not adopted, I must have concurred in the staff
recommendation.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to go further. Did you secretly furnish
Mr. Michaels with an internal document, which is a report from the

inventory division of the European exchange system which reviewed
the shelf agreement proposal?
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Mr. Col.E. Sir, when you say “secretly,” I would see no reason to
classify a document having to do with the shelving arrangement at
all, none have been classified. They were not marked “for official use

only.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. As a procurement officer, have you ever done this
before

Mr. Col.E. I am not a procurement officer, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you feel that it is proper to give to a vendor an
internal document of the exchange system among the buyers and the

inventory people when they evaluated a proposition—do you feel that
you should give this document, which is an internal Government
document, to a vendor?

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 552” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the
Mr. Cole. Sir, in this particular case I do not recall giving it to

£

him, but I could have.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know that this was marked “confidential"?
Mr. Col.E. I can't imagine a document of that kind being marked
confidential. It has no strategic significance whatsoever.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to read: “Confidentially"—this is on
page 3 of that agreement—
I was given a copy of the report and was requested to send a personal reply
to the Commanding General, stressing the advantages of the shelf agreement to
EES. Under separate cover a reply will be sent to the Commanding General
refuting the negative aspects mentioned in the report given to him in a memo
dated April 8 by his Director of Inventory Management.

Mr. Col.E. Where did you get the idea that the document is classi
fied confidential?

Mr. ADLERMAN. I said it was marked confidential on the top.

Mr. Col.E. No, those were his words. “Confidentially I was given a
copy of the report . . .”
-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is there a mark on the top right-hand side marked
confidential?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir, there is nothing confidential about that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. May I see the first page of that document? Pardon
me, this is not the document I am referring to. I am referring to the
document I will put into evidence now.

Let me ask you, first if a subordinate officer of yours had taken an
internal document which was between the different officers of your unit

on inventories and listings of cigarettes and given this to one of the
vendors, what would you have done?

-

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I think I would look at the document to see what it
did contain and what the seriousness of it was.
h Mr.
im?

ADLERMAN. Would you have recommended a court-martial for

Mr. CoLE. You can’t court-martial a man for that, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You should not?

Mr. CoLE. You could not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You could not?

Mr. CoI.E. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Forgiving a document out?
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Mr. Col.E. It was an unclassified paper, sir. Anyone could pick that
up most anywhere. So far as I know, they are not classified.
Mr. ADLERMAN. This is under the strict rules of purchasing and that

is the way they handled their business in EES!
Mr. Col.E. Again I was not in the purchasing and contracting busi
-

-

neSS.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You were over them. You were in charge of them?
Mr. CoLE. That is correct, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to offer in evidence now a reply to the
letter Mr. Michaels sent to General Cole, in which he sets forth his

argument and has attachments and the attachment is the one I am re
ferring to now, is the document that Colonel Cole gave to Mr. Michaels.
The subject is “Merchandising Distribution Allowance for Cigar
ettes.”

On the top, on the right-hand side, is the initials JHM, marked
“confidential.”

Mr. CoLE. Would you not say JHM is Joseph H. Michaels and he
printed “confidential” on that paper?
Mr. ADLERMAN. That's right.
Mr. Col.E. It was not classified by EES. It looks to me like it was
the same person who put his initials on it. JHM, also printed “confi
dential” on the document.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who put the word “confidential” on there?
Mr. CoI.E. I would say, sir, looking at the writing, JHM must be—
I don't know what Mr. Michaels' middle initial is.

"s. Do you think Mr. Michaels considered it as confi

d Mr.
ential?

Mr. CoLE. I am certain that he could verify that this is his writing.

£or RIBIcoFF. Without objection it £ go into the record as an
exhibit.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 553” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. The letter is marked to you “personal,” the first
part of the letter. How is the letter addressed to you?

Mr. Col.E. It is a memorandum to Directorate of Inventory Manage
ment Division—

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking about the letter conveying that docu
ment.

Mr. Col.E. It is addressed to “Dear Earl.”

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many times had you met him at that time?
Mr. Col.E. I think I met this gentleman as I said, sir, in the total
time I was in Europe two or three times.
Mr. ADLERMAN.
is what date according to that

'

letter?

Mr. Col.F. This is dated June 4, 1969.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You were in service there in January. You met him

for the first time in England in February. How many times did you
meet him after that?

Mr. ColE. I think I only saw him once after that. I think when he
came to Nuremberg, I am not certain.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Meeting him twice, you were on a first-name basis
with him?

*

~

*-

:----, -------
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Mr. Col.E. Sir, this is his letter.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I realize that.
Mr. Col.E. If he wanted to address me in this manner

Mr. ADLERMAN. What I am trying to find out is do you deal with the
vendors at arm's length or do you allow them to socialize with you.
get friendly with you, get to the point where they can call you “Dear
Earl” after meeting you two times?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, he addressed me this way. I cannot tell you why he

:

it. He did not when he met me face-to-face. This I can assure you

01.

Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time did you know that Mr. Crum was try
ing to get the distribution in Vietnam for Lorillard cigarettes?
Mr. Col.E. I can't recall, sir, whether Michaels indicated Crum had
put a bid in or not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you discuss that with Mr. Michaels?
Mr. Col.E. I think Michaels indicated that Crum had expressed an
interest. That is when he said that James Lee had the contract.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Each time you met with Mr. Michaels, did you dis
cuss Crum in a friendly fashion?

Mr. CoLE. If Crum's name was brought up, we would discuss it in
friendly fashion. There was no reason not to.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did this fact have anything to do with the fact that
he knew that Crum was trying to get the representation in Vietnam
for the Lorillard cigarettes? Did that have anything to do with your
relationship with the Lorillard Co. ?

Mr. Col.F. Absolutely nothing to do with it, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. With your overriding of the executives of EES,
who wanted the return of 2,000 cases of cigarettes and the shelf agree
ment cut 2

Mr. Col.E. Mr. Adlerman, I don’t think I overrode him at all. The
Lorillard Co. was in no way obligated. If they took those cigarettes
back, it was because they agreed to. That is when we came to a com
promise agreement where the soldier would get two cartons for one.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let us not forget the statements that Mr. Anjou
made that if it were not for your influence, if it were not for you, they
would have been delisted and they would have had to take back 2,000
cases of cigarettes?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I repeat again that I believe I discussed this matter

with Major General Wilson, who was my boss in Heidelberg. He said,
“You will not delist True cigarettes.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, you did take up for them and dis
cuss it with a higher official?
Mr. CoLE. No, General Wilson was the head of the council board.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Located in Heidelberg, this general?
Mr. CoLE. General Wilson, Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY: Did you discuss the delisting with him?

Mr. CoLE. I don't recall specifically discussing. I recall discussing
many items where we had overages. Oftentimes he would know of
these overages and would approach me on that.

Senator GURNEY: I though your testimony was, certainly you wanted
the subcommittee to get the impression that he made the decision on
True cigarettes?
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Mr. Col.E. No, I don't want to make that impression at all. .
Senator GURNEY. How did you happen to bring his name in?
Mr. Col.E. He was president of the exchange council.

-

Senator GURNEY. What did he have to do with the True cigarettes?
Mr. Col.F. The commanding general over there smoked True ciga
rettes, sir. I would not delist True cigarettes unless someone said that
is fine.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, because he smoked True cigarettes,
your testimony is that that is why you did not delist them?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. What is your testimony then? Why do you bring
his name in as smoking True cigarettes unless you want the subcom
mittee to get some impression?
Mr. Col.E. The True cigarettes was a problem I inherited. I tried to
do something about them.

Senator GURNEY. What did the general's smoking True cigarettes
have to do with it?

Mr. Col.E. We have a habit of putting things in the exchanges that
certain senior officers want in them.

Senator GURNEY. Did you put them in?
Mr. Col.E. I did not put them in. They were in there before I came.
Senator GURNEY. You did not put them out because he wanted them?
Mr. Col.F. The reason why we didn't put them out, and I would
like to know now, I think True cigarettes are still being sold in Ger

many. I have been gone for 2 years.
Senator GURNEY. The general’s smoking True cigarettes had nothing
to do with this being in the exchange?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, this is the reason why the exchange started ordering
True cigarettes in the beginning.
Senator GURNEY. Because the general wanted them?
Mr. COLE. That is what I was told.

Senator GURNEY. Why did they order 3,000 cases? Did the general
smoke 3,000 cases. He must have been the greatest smoker in Europe.
Mr. Col.E. Senator, I wasn't in Europe at the time they ordered the
cigarettes. Do you want me to accept responsibility for something that
was done before I arrived?

Senator GURNEY. I am trying to find out what the general has to do
with your arrangement to boost the sales of True cigarettes.
Mr. Col.E. I was not trying to boost the sales.
Senator GURNEY. Why did you bring his name in?
Mr. CoI.E. I thought you wanted to know how cigarettes got into the
SVStem.
-

£r GURNEY. In other words, he has nothing whatsoever to do

with it?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I inherited the problem of an overage of cigarettes.
I tried to solve the problem. Dallas had already entered into a prefer
ential shelving agreement with this company and with other companies
and they encouraged me to do the same thing.
Mr. ADLERMAN. A point of information. I think there were 600
cartons to a case. There were 3,000 cases. So we had quite a number of
cartons there just because the general wanted to smoke True cigarettes.
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Mr. Col.E. Again I go back to the statement. Those cigarettes were

on hand when I arrived. I tried to solve the problem.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And an exchange official wanted them returned

and you stopped him?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think you can check and you would find the only way
you can return something to a company is if they agree with it or if it
is defective. Senator Percy was a businessman, I think that is a fair
statement, and he would accept it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Let me go a little bit further now. I would like to
call attention to the fact that at about this time in December 1968

Mr. Crum from Price & Co. negotiated with Michaels to obtain the

representation in Vietnam for the Lorillard cigarettes. He writes a
very interesting letter which I would like to offer in evidence.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “exhibit No. 554” for refer
ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1789.)

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like to call attention to two or three para

graphs of this letter. This is the letter from Crum to Michaels as an
inducement to get him to get the representation of cigarettes, Lorillard
cigarettes, in Vietnam:
Our relationship with the Vietnam Regional Exchange is excellent. We also
have established very strong ties with the custodians under the supervision of
Sergeant Major Wooldridge.
Wooldridge, as you probably know, was a previous sergeant major in the Army,
the first one. After two years in this position in Washington, he was transferred
to his present position and is First Sergeant Major at MACV, Saigon. His control
of transfers of personnel is of great importance to us.

Now this is the inducement that they were offering Lorillard. Did
you know that Crum had control over Sergeant Major Wooldridge?
Mr. Col.E. Did you know it, sir? I certainly did not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think these facts were brought out in previous
hearings which resulted in the indictment of Sergeant Major Wool
dridge and the information that “his control of transfers of personnel
is of great importance.”
Now were you in charge of personnel at the transfer office? Were
you not the override in Vietnam at that time in the Saigon area?

Mr. CoIE, Sir, only in rare instances did I get into transfer of per
sonnel. I think we can produce in this area the officer who was respon
sible for the transfer of personnel and I don’t think anyone would

ever say I said to transfer any sergeant of any club system.
The only one I was involved with to my knowledge was Higdon. I
got involved in that because I was asked to get involved.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Higdon was part of the Maredem Corp.
Mr. Col.E. I have no knowledge of the Maredem Corp.

H' Apriors. Did Sergeant Major Wooldridge talk to you about
1CrClOn 6

£

CoLE. Sergeant Major Wooldridge, to my recollection, never

mentioned Higdon to me.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know the sergeant?
Mr. CoIF. I met him in Vietnam when he accompanied the Chief of
Staff in Vietnam.

|
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Mr. ADLERMAN. In the same letter Mr. Crum writes to the Lorillard

people and I would like to know what you think is the significance of
this.

“We have military telephone lines in almost every one of our offices
in Vietnam.” What do you think is the significance of that?
Mr. CoLE. I do not know who authorized military telephone lines
for Mr. Crum or anyone else.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is it usual for a vendor to have a military telephone
line in his office?

Mr. Col.E. This I can't respond to.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is it usual?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I do not know. I do not know how they got their
telephones.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is it improper?
Mr. Col.E. I think it is improper, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. That was one of the inducements they offered

to Lorillard to get their business. Did you receive a telephone call
on or about August 2, 1969, from Mr. Michaels as to whether or not
any decision had been reached regarding the shelf agreement?

Mr. Col.E. I don't recall whether I received a telephone call or not.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Maybe you will recall this. In the course of this
conversation did you advise Mr. Michaels that you had no reply from
the staff 2
Mr. CoI.E. I can’t recall his call.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And that if you did not have a reply by October 15,

you would go ahead with the shelf agreement on a trial basis?
Mr. MAGEE. Sir, what are you reading from ?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am asking whether he recollects the conversation,
the telephone conversation.

Mr. Col.E. No, I do not recall. I think the shelving agreement was
disapproved or decided long before October. It was decided, I would
think, in July or August.
Mr. ADLERMAN. If Mr. Michaels testified to that, would you say
that what he said was untrue?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think that the exchange probably has records
which indicate when the decision was made not to adopt the shelving
arrangement, not only with Mr. Michaels, but with Brown & Wil

liamson or Liggett & Myers. We adopted no shelf arrangement.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you advise Mr. Michaels that if you had no
reply from the staff—this is in August—that about October 15th
you would go ahead with the shelf agreement on a trial basis?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you deny you made that statement?

Mr. Col.E. I cannot deny it, sir; if I don't recall it. I can't deny some
thing I don't recall.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, I have in front of me a sworn affi

davit of Joseph H. Michaels. It has been referred to many times. He
served as manager of Lorillard Corp. for overseas military sales.
In this sworn statement on page 13, he states:
I also mentioned to Crum that evening that I was shocked to learn that
General Cole had been removed from command. Crum responded that he was
sure the general would be exonerated and he said that if the general needed

help, he would have his own lawyer find the general a good Washington lawyer.
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What do you suppose Mr. Crum meant by that?
Mr. Col.E. I don't know, sir. He did not communicate that to me.

Senator PERCY. Did Mr. Crum suggest to you the retention of Mr.
Magee and Mr. Bayles of the law firm of Trammell, Rand and Nathan :
Mr. CoI.E. He did not, sir.

Senator PERCY. He did not ? How did you happen to select the firm

"' by Mr. Magee?
Mr. Bayles, are you a partner of the firm 2
Mr. MAGEE. No, sir, I have my own firm, Magee and Bulow, I am
not Mr. Bayles, sir. I am Mr. Magee.

Senator PERCY. Have you been associated at any time with any of
the partners of Trammell, Rand and Nathan, Bulow and Magee?
Mr. MAGEE. We share the same offices, sir. We have joint office space.
Senator PERCY. You have the same offices.

Mr. MAGEE. Yes, sir, we have joint office space.
Senator PERCY. So that you do work together on accounts?
Mr. MAGEE. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Have you been counsel of that firm?
Mr. MAGEE. I have been counsel for that firm for several years.
Senator GURNEY. Is that an association with that firm ?
Mr. MAGEE. I am counsel for them.

Senator GURNEY. What does that mean?

Mr. MAGEE. When they want consultation on certain legal matters
that they think I should advise them on, I advise them.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, how did you happen to select this firm 2
Mr. Col.E. When I returned, I called Senator Ribicoff's office in Sep
tember and asked to come back here to appear before this committee
at my own expense. I had no counsel. When I came back to the United
States I had no counsel. As a matter of fact, I didn't think I needed
One.

General Parker of the JA's office, Major General, former Chief of
Legislative Liaison, Becker and I believe Colonel Steele briefed me
and they said—in a day or two I was already being asked to appear
before the investigating staff of the committee—they said, “Who is
your counsel ?” I said, “I don’t have one.” “Well, you have to have a
counsel. You need one.”

I said, “Will somebody give me a list of lawyers?”
Senator PERCY. Who are you talking to now?
Mr. CoI.E. General Parker of the Staff Advocate's Office. General

Becker and I believe Colonel Steele was present. General Parker said,
'Well, I couldn’t recommend a counsel to you. I am sure someone else
Can.

I then called Mr. Russ Blandford of Chairman Rivers office. He

gave me the names of two lawyers. I called them. They were both out of
town. I then went to see a lawyer, the only lawyer I know in town, by
the name of Wiener. He gave me the list of two or three or four law
yers. He said, “I think any one of these people can do a good job for
you.

I saw Mr. Jimmy Reilly. He was extremely busy. I think he is in
his middle 60s. We discussed my case. He said, “Well, if you come back
tomorrow, we can discuss it some more.” I said, “Mr. Reilly, unless I
get a postponement, I have to appear before the investigating staff
tomorrow. I need some counsel now. What do you think?”
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“Well, I am very busy. I have a case,” or something. So I went on
back to my apartment at Fort Myer. I received a call from Mr. Bayles.

He wanted to know if I had a lawyer yet. I told him of my conversa
tion with Mr. Reilly. I said, “I am a little frustrated because I know
I am going to have to appear and everyone thinks I need counsel. I
should hire one.”

He talked to me. He said that he would or he would arrange counsel
for me...if I did not have counsel. I told him of my discussion with
Mr. ReillV.
Mr.
I

£ Reilly and Mr. Reilly said, “Fine, I don’t feel that we
have any agreement,” and he released me. Then Mr. Bayles referred
me to Mr. Magee and Magee became my counsel.
Senator PERCY. Did you know or do you know that the firms of
Trammell; Rand and Nathan and Bulow and Magee, or lawyers asso
ciated with them as counsel, in combination or singly, represent Mr.
Crum also?
Mr. COLE. Mr. £ told me this, sir, if I remember correctly. He
said he represented Sarl Electronics and he represented Mr. Crum for
tax purposes only at that time.
PERCY. Do you know that the firm also represents Mrs.

c£"
'rum?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir. As I said in my previous testimony, sir, I did not
even know there was a Mrs. Crum.

Senator PERCY. Do you know that the firm in combination or one of
the attorneys associated with it in one form or other also represents
Asa Albert Smith?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, they have not discussed their clients with me.

Senator PERCY. Do you know that the firm also represents Joe
DeMarco, who is involved in the distribution of Stars and Stripes
through Stars Distributors Co.?

Mr. CoLE. Again, sir, they have not discussed their clients with me.
Senator PERCY. Do you know that the firm also represents Sarl
Electronics?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, I have just stated that and I told Colonel Steele

who this firm represented. He said, “Make certain there is no conflict
of interest.” I then called, I believe from his office, and I said, “Now
is there a conflict of interest here?” They said, “No, just Mr. Magee
will represent you and Mr. Bayles is an associate and there is no con
flict of interest.

-

Senator PERCY. Did you know the firm also represents Price and
Co. 7

Mr. Col.E. Sir, again I have to say they do not discuss their clients
with me.

Senator PERCY. Do you know that the firm represents Tom Brothers
also?

Mr. Col E. Tom Brothers? No, sir. Again they do not tell me about
their clients.

Senator PERCY. Do you know that the firm also represents Mrs.
Gault, vour former secretary?
Mr. Cor E. I do know that Mrs. Gault called me and I did refer her

to Mr. Bales or Mr. Magee.

Senator PERCY. Do you know that the firm also represents wit
nesses that will appear or are scheduled to appear tomorrow, Martin
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Bromley, Raymond Lamaire, Richard Stewart, David Russo and
Scott Dotterer, who are officers or associated with Club Specialties
Overseas, Incorporated, of Panama?

Mr. CoLE. Again, they do not discuss their clients with me.
Senator PERCY. Have

any arrangements been made by Mr. Crum

or by anyone associated with this case, other than your own direct
finances, for the payment of your attorney fees?
Mr. CoIF. I have received a bill, sir, and I have paid about one
fourth of that bill to date.

Senator PERCY., Does that represent the total understanding and
arrangement for fees or has anyone else other than yourself guaran
teed or offered to pay any part of the attorney fees involved?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, no one has. But I am open to an offer, sir, be
cause I need money.

Senator PERCY. I would like at some point to put in the record the
chronology of events that occurred from the time you learned of this
investigation and leading up to your resignation and retirement be
cause I think that chronology and some of the events that occurred are
exceedingly interesting.
Colonel Cole, when faced with an investigation of this magnitude,
wouldn't you want to stay absolutely clear of counsel that would be

in any way associated with the very vendors and companies that

would form a very major part of this investigation?
Wouldn’t it be a prudent and reasonable thing to do?
I' not know—I was told they represented Sarl
Electronics and represented Mr. Crum for tax purposes and we have
Mr. Col.E. Sir,

not discussed other clients.

Senator PERCY. I would like to ask one further question regarding
Sega Enterprises Limited, whose name has also been placed in this
investigation. Do you know that the firm is also counsel for Sega
Enterprises?
Mr. CoI.E. No, sir; I did not.

-

Senator PERCY. There are 26 to 27 companies organized under the
name Service Games. Do you know that they also have the same
counsel?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, again

-

•

Senator, PERCY. Could you tell us what you think Mr. Michaels
meant in this sworn testimony when he indicated that Crum said that

if you needed help, he would have his own lawyer find you a good
Washington lawyer. Why would he then intervene? Why would he
make such a statement to Mr. Michaels?

-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I cannot comment on what Mr. Crum said to Mr.
Michaels because I was not present.
-

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude '' '
of this phase of the investigation by simply indicating that I feel this
subcommittee has a responsibility to take every reasonable step that we
possibly can to bring Mr. Crum before us.. He has refused every
subpena. He has turned away every invitation. He has refused to
make himself available so that he could be questioned in executive
session privately by one of our investigators or whatever it may be,
and certainly in open hearings.
• *

-

-

Yet, having refused to do that, he has seen fit to submit himself for
an interview with Mike Wallace, to be shown on CBS tomorrow night
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in their program “60 Minutes.” I feel it only fair to say, though it is
not surprising, that in the course of that conversation with Mike Wal
lace he says he never paid Colonel Cole a penny, or something along
that line.

But I once again appeal to Mr. Crum's counsel to see whether or not
we can't bring Mr. Crum and his direct testimony, either in executive
private session or in open hearings, whichever he prefers, so that we
can have his direct sworn testimony as evidence as to his involvement
and the relationship that existed between Mr. Crum and Colonel Cole.
Mr. MAGEE. You direct that to his counsel. You are not directing that
to me, sir. I am not Mr. Crum's counsel.
Senator PERCY. As I understand, the firm I have named of which
you are affiliated and are counsel does represent Mr. Crum. I presume
that the partner or associates in that firm are taking an interest in
these proceedings. I hope that they will advise their client that it would
be in the best interest of his friends if he offered himself now for direct

questioning by our investigators in these hearings.

Mr. MAGEE. These counsel will be here, Senator, and you can cer
tainly direct that request to counsel when they appear. It is my under
standing they will be here.
Senator PERCY. I would like to state from the best knowledge we

have there are two firms located in one office, Magee and Bulow firstly,
and, secondly, Trammell, Rand and Nathan.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer in evidence the memorandum

I previously mentioned from Brigadier General McCord, Deputy
Chief, Department of the Army, and Air Force Headquaters, Army
Air Force Exchange Service, a memorandum, dated November 5, in
which General McCord relates his conclusions with respect to the pre
vious correspondence that we mentioned.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 555” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The staff tells me they have been in contact with
Colonel Ivey. Colonel Ivey's civilian counsel is in Chicago, Ill.,
Colonel Ivey is reluctant to appear here without his counsel, which
he is entitled to have. The staff is trying to contact Colonel Ivey's
counsel to see when he will be available.

Consequently, until we can find a mutually satisfactory date, we
will have to defer the questioning of the Ivey-Cole relationship.
Mr. Col.E. Fine, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Magee, you did appear at the executive ses
sion before the committee, along with Mr.

''

Mr. MAGEE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. With Colonel Cole?

Mr. MAGEE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Have you done any legal work on any of the
legal problems of the firms mentioned by Senator Percy?
Mr. MAGEE. Legal work with any firms?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. MAGEE. I went to Oklahoma and tried a tax case for Service
Games as a trial lawyer.

Senator GURNEY. Have you done any other legal work for any of
the firms mentioned by Senator Percy?
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Mr. MAGEE. They have asked me to file two collection suits, which
we lost, on behalf of Sarl Electronics.

Senator GURNEY. Have you done any other legal work for any of
the other firms mentioned?

Mr. MAGEE. No, sir. That is all I recollect in this area.
Senator GURNEY. At least in connection with Sarl and Service

Games you have done legal work?
Mr. MAGEE. Yes. That is in 1960 and 1961 I tried the Service Games

case before the United States Civil Administration Court in
Oklahoma.

Senator GURNEY. Have they consulted with you on any other legal
problems or asked your advice? I am talking about the firm of
Trammell, Rand and Nathan.

Mr. MAGEE. We have had discussions. Have I given advice as to
how they should run their cases? No, sir. Of course we have discussed
these cases.

Senator GURNEY. Have they employed you of counsel or as a con
sulting lawyer on any of the legal problems of these firms mentioned
by Senator Percy other than those two you mentioned?
Mr. MAGEE. No. That is all I can recollect, these two collection
items and Service Games case, that is the only service I have rendered
in this area.

Senator GURNEY. I have no further questions.
Senator PERCY. No further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Does the staff have any further questions?
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have some questions.
Colonel Cole, did you meet with Mr. William Crum in Germany?
Mr. Col.E. Mr. Crum came to Germany once while I was there, yes,
Slr.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you request Mrs. Bowers to make the hotel res
ervations for him?

Mr. Col.E. I don't recall who made the hotel reservation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I think the record will show you did. How is it he
came to see you in Germany?
-

Mr. CoLE. Sir, I don't have any idea why he came to see me. He said
he had purchased a house in Hong Kong and he was going to buy
some furniture and ship it back.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this a social call or business call?
Mr. CoI.E. Social call.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You were on a social basis with Mr. Crum?

Mr. Col.E. I have admitted to having dined with Mr. Crum often.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I have no further questions.

Senator RIBICOFF. I think that is all for the present concerning Colo
nel Cole. We will have to defer the remainder of his appearance until
we make arrangements with Colonel Ivey's counsel. I think that you
would probably want to remain, Colonel Cole, until Mr. Michaels fin
ishes testifying. There may be some conflict and you should hear what
Mr. Michaels has to say anyway.
You may take a seat in the back and the next witness is Mr. Michaels.
Mr. MAGEE. Shall we leave the papers here, Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBICoEF. It is up to you. You can if you want. I don’t know
how many papers Mr. M' has, and whether they will get mixed
up.
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Mr. Michaels, do you have many documents?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes, we have several documents we will have to put
111.

Senator RIBICOFF: Why don’t you push them aside?
(At this point witness Cole was temporarily excused.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Michaels, will you raise your right hand, sir.
You do solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give be
fore this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

-

Senator RIBICOFF. Are you accompanied by counsel?

Mr. LEVITT. I am Daniel P. Levitt of the Washington office of Paul,
Weiss, Goldberg, Rifkind, Wharton and Garrison.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have a prepared statement?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; I do.

Senator RIBICOFF. Would you like to read it, sir?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes: I would.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed.
TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH H. MICHAELS, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL:
DANIEL P. LEWITT

Mr. MICHAELs. I am Joseph H. Michaels, overseas military man
ager for Lorillard Corporation, 200 East 42nd Street, New York City.
I have held that position since July 1, 1968.
The record should show that Mr. Adlerman called me on Saturday
to ask me to appear today. My company and I have cooperated fully
with the subcommittee staff, have given the staff access to our records,
and have answered all of their questions. Last week I furnished the
staff with a detailed sworn statement. It was my understanding that
Mr. Bellino would submit my statement for the record in connection
with his own testimony. It is only Mr. Bellino's unfortunate illness
which has necessitated my being called today.
Because of the suddenness of this call to testify, and the consider
able care with which I prepared my 16-page sworn statement, I would
prefer, where possible, to answer questions by reading the appro
priate portions of '. Statement.
I am accompanied by my attorney, Daniel P. Levitt, of the Wash
ington office of Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, Rifkind. Wharton & Garrison.
It might be useful if I could briefly summarize my contacts with
William J. Crum and Gen. Earl Cole.

For nearly a year commencing late in 1968, Crum and his associates

sought to persuade my company to retain Price & Co. as its military
representative in Vietnam. I met Crum once in Hong Kong in Decem
ber of 1968, again in New York in June of 1969, and finally in Hon
Kong in September of 1969. Those negotiations never bore fruit, £i
Lorillard never entered into any business relationship with Crum or
Price & Co.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Michaels, are you reading from your affidavit?

Mr. McHAELs. No, sir; this is a prepared statement, sir, opening
Statement.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Are you going to read from that or are you going
to read from the affidavit?
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Mr. MICHAELs. Then I will answer questions from the affidavit.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I would prefer that after you finish your statement,
that you read your affidavit into the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. If a witness wants to give a prepared statement,
that is perfectly all right. That can be done. I assume it covers the same
material in the affidavit and counsel and members of the committee can

ask questions, but I would prefer to allow the witness to go in accord
ance with his own procedure and his own preference.
Senator PERCY. Do you have extra copies for us?
Mr. LEVITT. Yes.

Senator PERCY. How many copies do you have?
Mr. LEVITT. I have three extra copies. I have given the reporter one.
Senator PERCY. That will help the subcommittee.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Where are you reading from in your statement?
Mr. MICHAELs. Page 2.
Senator RIBICOFF. You will read vour statement and the affidavit

you gave to the committee, without objection, will go in as an exhibit.
You have a copy of the affidavit?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 556” for refer
ence and follows:)
EXIIIBIT NO. 556

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH H. MICHAELS

I. Joseph H. Michaels, of Ft. Lee, New Jersey, make the following statement to
Jerome S. Adlerman, Chief Counsel, and Carmine S. Bellino, investigator for the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation, Government Operations,
United States Senate. I furnish this statement freely and voluntarily knowing

that it may be used by the aforementioned Subcommittee.
BACKGROUND

On July 1, 1968, I was appointed overseas military manager for Lorillard Cor

poration, 200 East 42nd Street, New York, New York. I presently hold the same
position. In that capacity I have responsibility for Supervising sales of my com
pany's products, principally cigarettes, to overseas military exchanges and service

clubs. At the time of my appointment, the company had just recently selected
Charles J. Brady Associates to be military representative in Europe, and James
S. Lee & Company to serve the same function in South Vietnam.

The principal role of our overseas military representatives, supplemented by
Lorillard employees, was to monitor the quality and quantity of inventories of
our products and to promote sales to the ultimate consumer–American service
men and their dependents. It was the function of these representatives to ascer
tain whether particular exchanges or clubs had our products in stock, to remind
the appropriate authorities to reorder when inventories became too low or the
products were out of stock, and to check the freshness of the inventory. Because
of the climate in Vietnam, cigarettes have a normal shelf life of only three to
five months. In Europe, the shelf life would be nine to twelve months. Should
inventories become excessive, or be improperly rotated, stale cigarettes would
reach the consumer—and he would switch to another brand. Stale cigarettes

are destroyed. If their staleness results from the military's fault, the military
bears the loss. Otherwise, the company bears the loss.
Theoretically, there should be no need for company representatives to perform
such services. Purchasing authorities should themselves keep accurate track of
both the quantity and quality of inventories, reordering when inventories become
too low and rotating the goods to prevent staleness. But it is the universal exper
ience that exchange or club officials sometimes do not keep sufficiently accurate
track of inventories. Excessive—or inadequate orders are sometimes placed, and
distribution is uneven. The military sometimes has an imprecise idea either of
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the size of its inventories or of its freshness—hardly surprising in combat zones

where other problems are far more important. Accordingly, each of the cigarette
companies has its own agents OverSeas.

One further function of the representative should be mentioned, that is pro
motion of sales to the consumer. Our representatives provide promotional ma
terials to exchanges and clubs to stimulate consumer demand. These promotions
involve distribution of inexpensive items bearing brand names. These include
lighters, coasters, napkins, posters, mileage signs, etc. It has not been our com
pany's practice to use cash promotional allowances to stimulate sales. Rather,
we use the aforementioned devices which reach the ultimate consumer-supple

mented by advertising in local media.
One more general merchandising device should be described. Lorillard has re
ceived approval from headquarters, Army and Air Force exchange system in
Dallas, to negotiate merchandising agreements with the various regional com
mands. These agreements provide that the company is to receive a certain amount
of shelf space in exchanges which sell minimum volumes of cigarettes. The
company may place up to six brands on its shelf space, and the shelves are to be
kept fully stocked at all times. In return for this assurance of shelf space and the
opportunity to sell a range of products, the company pays directly to the ex
change system in Dallas—and not to any individual exchange official—$10.00
per month per outlet. The benefit to the exchange system is greater overall
profits.
REPRESENTATION

IN

WIETNAM

On November 20, 1968, Lorillard received a letter from Scott Dotterer of Club
Specialty Overseas, Inc. suggesting that “our associates, Messrs. Price & Co.”
could do a better job in representing Lorillard in Vietnam and Thailand than our
present representatives. The letter described at some length the coverage which
Price & Co. would offer, emphasizing that Price & Co.'s American personnel would
not only enhance distribution around the country but also “influence proper rota
tion and turnover of stocks, and . . . influence best possible position at the actual
points of sale.” Dotterer concluded that “Price & Co. has a unique service to
offer—a depth of coverage not offered by anyone else in this field.” When this
letter came to my attention some time later, I took this reference to mean the
placement of skilled ex-American servicemen knowledgeable in military sales–
as opposed to the small Asiatic staff mustered by Lee.

This letter was passed down to my superior, Richard Orcutt, by C. J. Galligan,
who noted in an undated handwritten memorandum that Dotterer's associates
seemed to be exclusively concerned with clubs and were unfamiliar with the ex

changes—which were 85 percent of our business. Mr. Galligan suggested that
perhaps Dotterer's associates might cover the clubs, while our present representa
tive continued his coverage of the exchanges.

Mr. Orcutt wired me in the Far East, where I was on my first Asian field trip.
to contact Dotterer to “discuss their operation.” The wire, dated December 9,
stated that my meeting “will be courtesy call.” A special delivery letter was also
sent to me indicating that the approach from Dotterer had been to our board
chairman “on a personal basis,” and I was to treat it accordingly.
On December 14, 1968, I met Dotterer in Hong Kong. He sent me to the pent
house home of William Crum, who was apparently in charge of Price & Co.
I spent about half an hour with Crum, who outlined the personnel which Price &
Co. had in the field in Vietnam.

As a followup to that meeting, Crum on December 16, 1968 wrote me a letter
outlining the coverage his company would offer. Although the name meant noth
ing to me at the time, and meant nothing to me until I read newspaper accounts
of this Subcommittee's inquiry, the letter stated that “we also have established
very strong ties with the Custodians under the supervision of Sgt. Major Wool
ridge.” The letter alleged that “his control of transfers of personnel is of great
importance to us.” The letter proceeded to list the company's regional managers,
all of whom were said to be “well liked.” The letter also asserted that “we have

military telephone lines in almost all of our offices in Vietnam.”
Almost from the beginning, we had not been satisfied with the work of James

S. Lee as our representative in Vietnam. William Milliet, a Lorillard employee
stationed in the Far East, wrote to me on August 8, 1968, more than three months
before our initial contact with Dotterer, that our arrangement with Lee “is not
working out as I would have liked.” The problem was that in hiring Lee we had
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assumed that his extensive network of custom tailoring shops associated with
military exchanges could be used to promote our product. In fact, Lee set up a
separate company, Panasia International, which had only three or four employees
to represent us. On August 22, 1968, I wrote to Robert Frey, then Far East man
ager for Lorillard, that the arrangement Lee had adopted was not that contem
plated when we hired him.

It was my own view, after my first Asian trip in December of 1968, that Lee's
Asian personnel were not really capable of dealing with American exchange offi
cials in effectively representing Lorillard. Our efforts to train them to keep track
of our inventory were largely unsuccessful. And the Lee organization had no
contact at all with the clubs in Vietnam.

Nevertheless, in light of the newness of our relationship, we decided to make
no change. On January 13, 1969, I wrote Dotterer that “for the time being, we

have decided to maintain our situation in Vietnam.” On January 22, 1969 I wrote
to William Jordan, Vice President of Sales, setting out what I had learned
about Price & Co. while in the Far East. I noted that Dotterer had said he was
not “directly involved” in Price & Co.'s military operations, but was an exec

utive or director. Crum managed the Vietnam operation from Hong Kong and

seemed to be “extremely well connected.” I observed that Price & Co. was prin
cipally concerned with clubs rather than exchanges, and indeed wanted products
like ours in order to initiate business with the exchanges. My letter suggested
that with Lee's ability yet unproven, we should “maintain contact with Price &

Co. as well as other organizations in the event that Lee fails to show the proper
progress.”

In that letter, I also made the statement that “club managers can be easily
influenced through monetary and other means to purchase certain products in
preference to others." That statement derived from my own experience in meet
ing club managers, some of whom would ask “what's in it for me?” when I ob

served that they were not carrying our products. Lorillard offered various inex
pensive items like lighters, coasters, ball point pens, and similar devices to
stimulate consumer interest. Because we do not use cash promotional allow
ances, we had nothing to offer the occasional custodian who wanted cash. For
tunately, the club business accounted for only a small percentage of our sales.

So we were never dependent upon the cooperation of club managers to actively
promote our product.
GENERAL COLE

In January and February of 1969, I turned to the two major problems which
I had inherited in Europe. The first was an excessive inventory of True ciga
rettes. In its initial order of True in the spring of 1968, the European Exchange
Service, lacking experience with the brand, had ordered 2400 cases. It soon
found that it was selling the product at the rate of only 100 cases a month. The
staff at EES insisted that Lorillard accept the return of one to two thousand
cases. It was the company's view that any mistake had been the military's, and
that in any event proper distribution and promotion could substantially reduce
the inventory.

My second problem was to obtain acceptance by EES of the shelf agreement
authorized by Dallas and then in effect in the Pacific. Both the former com

mander of EES and his staff had opposed use of the agreement in Europe. On
February 6, while in Frankfurt, I telephoned the new commander of EES in
Nurenberg, General Earl Cole. I introduced myself, explained that I was at
tempting to negotiate a solution to an important excessive inventory problem,
had received no satisfaction from his staff, and solicited his personal attention.
I also raised the matter of the shelf agreement. As is indicated in my letter
to Mr. Orcutt dated February 7, 1969, I received a friendly reception. Arrange
ments were made for me to see him to present my company's case in person. But
the General had to cancel those arrangements because of another engagement.

When he suggested that I join him for that engagement, I was unable to do so.
He asked me my itinerary, and when it appeared we might both be in England
at the same time later that month, he said he would try to contact me there. I
should add that in my initial telephone conversation with General Cole, after his
sympathetic response to my description of Lorillard's problems, but before his
invitation to meet him, I happened to mention that a “chap” I had recently met
in Hong Kong, Bill Crum, had asked me to send his regards if I ever met him.

Although I would not have been surprised had the General failed to recognize the
name, for military representatives often bandy names around, the General re
58–590–71—Pt. 7-18
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sponded warmly to this mention of Crum and seemed pleased at my having
mentioned his name.

During my visit to England later that month, somewhat to my surprise, Gen
eral Cole did indeed call upon me. On the evening of February 26, 1969, a few
days after my arrival in England for the purpose of making calls with our
Brady representative in that area, I received a call in my room at the London
Hilton from General Cole. He said he had come to England on temporary duty,
and was calling from the lobby of my hotel. I invited him up. He had a soft
drink, for he apparently did not drink. I explained in more detail than I had on
the telephone the nature of our inventory problem. He indicated that if it
turned out that I was right and that the military had indeed overordered, the

military should find some solution to the problem. He noted that in a notebook.
I then raised the second problem, the shelf agreement. He seemed to know little
about it, but indicated that he would ask his staff to reexamine the matter. He
also wrote that in his little book. When I commented how refreshing it was to

have a man in his position listen to this kind of problem, he said that it was
his policy to maintain “an open door.” We had dinner in my room, punctuated
by small talk which included casual references to Bill Crum. Several days later,
on March 1, 1969, I had breakfast with the General and Joe Tomaselli of the
Brady organization. We had been unable to get together for dinner, and I had
suggested the breakfast meeting, which turned out to be a purely social affair,
with the talk mainly of London.
In my report on my European trip dated March 6, 1969, I described the fact
that I had established “personal contact” with the General during the week of

February 24. On March 26, 1969, Max Hotz, a Lorillard employee in Europe, wrote
me that negotiations with the staff of EES on the True inventory problem had
taken a turn for the better. Hotz suggested that “the General has already used
his influence.” The letter also contained a reference to Hotz's belief that General
Cole had dealt with his staff “by using the name of a high military officer in

Heidelberg.” I did not know and do not know what Hotz could have meant.
What did matter to me was that the problem seemed to be on the way to solu
tion on a basis satisfactory both to us and to the military. On April 2, 1969, I
wired Hotz that our European representatives had informed me that the EES

staff was showing interest in the shelf agreement, which we assumed to be the
result of General Cole's request to his staff to again review the subject.

Although I have been unable to locate my file copy of the letter, on April 11,
1969, I wrote to General Cole summarizing the status of our problems with EES.
I noted that I had heard from Bill Crum that he might be in Europe in July
and hoped to see the General at that time. I have been unable to find such a
communication from Crum, and to this day do not recollect receiving one. I
assume that the reference must have been to a letter from Crum apprising me
that he was coming to New York early in the summer-for he did make such a

"'nown:

my April 11, 1969 letter, my next contact with General Cole was
a luncheon meeting in Nurenberg on May 22, 1969. I was in Europe for a field
trip and phoned the General, inviting him to lunch. We lunched together at
the Grand Hotel, along with his German secretary, whose name I believe was
Gertrude Bower. The lunch was friendly, and included references to Crum.
He told me that he hoped when next I saw Crum that I would ask him to

*lay on the liquor." I indicated to the General that Lorillard was considering
appointing Price & Co., as our representative in Vietnam, and, asked his
opinion. He said that Price & Co. was a good company, but that the decision
was ours. He expressed absolutely no interest in what our decision would be.
In the course of our discussion of the shelf agreement, he indicated that he had
received a memorandum from his staff raising certain objections to the pro

posed agreement. He said that

although the memorandum was confidential and

should not be exhibied to non-military personnel, he would like my comments
on it, and said he would send it to me if I could wait for it. Later that afternoon,
the General's orderly delivered the memorandum, dated April 9, 1969, to my
hotel room.

On June 3, 1969, in memorandum to Mr. Orcutt, I outlined the extent to
which the True inventory problem had been solved by effective distribution
and promotion, and credited the “cooperation of the Commanding General of
EES" for saving Lorillard from having True delisted in Europe and suffering
the loss of up to 2000 cases.

-
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On June 4, 1969, I mailed to General Cole the staff memorandum which
he had given to me, along with my comments.
Having heard nothing on the matter, on August 13, 1969, I telephoned the

General from New York to inquire about the status of the proposed shelf
agreement. He said that his staff had not yet recommended a position, but if
they had not reached an affirmative recommendation by October 15, he would
order implementation on a trial basis. He observed that EES could always
cancel the agreement, as could Lorillard, if it turned out to be unsatisfactory.
The fact is that at the time of his removal from command, the General had
our proposed shelf agreement before him for some seven months—and had
taken no affirmative action on it.

I have not had any contact with General Cole since that telephone call.
RECONSIDERATION OF WIETNAMESE REPRESENTATION

On May 8, 1969, I wrote to Mr. Orcutt stating my view that our representatives
in Vietnain, James S. Lee, had continued to prove ineffective. I repeated my objec
tion that Lee's staff did not include Americans and my belief that we were not

getting our share of orders. On June 11, 1969, I wrote to Nick Grant, a Lorillard
employee in Vietnam, about my continued dissatisfaction with the Lee Organiza

tion. I referred to its “subservient” way of dealing with American military per
sonnel. I asked Grant to examine the situation and advised him that Price & Co.

had been soliciting an appointment as our representative. I stated my own per
sonal view “that it would be to the advantage of Lorillard to appoint an organi
zation such as Price & Company” because of their “internal official contacts in
VRE” and the fact that their representatives were “experienced Stateside men.”
Grant replied in a letter dated June 17, 1969, that Lee had unusually good access
personnel and that he, Grant, knew “very little” about Price

£amarters
8& Co.

On June 24, 1969, Mr. Orcutt wrote to Martin J. Bromley in England, indi
cating that he believed Lorillard could do better in Vietnam than it was then
doing. He referred to the prior year's correspondence with Scott Dotterer, and
referred to my opinion that Price & Co. might be able to improve the irregularity
of orders and unsatisfactory distribution within Vietnam. The letter expressed
the opinion that Lee was “not fully capable of giving us the strong representation
we exepected and require.” The letter invited Bromley to explain how Price &
Co. could improve Lorillard's position on the market.
On June 27, 1969, I wrote to Grant indicating my view that Lee's access to
headquarters had not improved our sales or distribution, and explained that we
were evaluating Price & Co. as a replacement. On that day, June 27, Crum was in
New York and had lunch with five Lorillard sales executives, including myself.

In the course of explaining what Price & Co. could do for Lorillard, Crum did
say that a number of high ranking officers were “swimming in my pool.” He rat
tled off some names, including that of General Cole. Despite the poor impression
made by Crum by such comments, we continued to evaluate Price & Co. because
whatever Crum's talk—and I always took such talk from sales representatives
with a grain of salt—Price & Co. did have able men in Vietnam, especially Dick

Wright in Saigon, who had impressed me as the best informed man covering the
military market in Vietnam. At the same time, we were weighing the possibility
of dispensing entirely with any military representative—they were not worth
their commissions.

On July 1, 1969, Mr. Bromley wrote Mr. Orcutt acknowledging Orcutt's June
24 letter. He wrote that the letter had been forwarded to Scott Dotterer “who was

in charge of the Vietnam operation.” He said that Lorillard would hear from
Dotterer.

On September 30, 1969, Lorillard cancelled its arrangement with James S.
Lee & Co. I was in the Far East at the time on a field trip. While there, I saw

Crum at his Hong Kong home on a Saturday night. In the course of our dis
cussions, Crum, assuming that he would eventually get our account, asked me

what I wanted to get out of such an agreement. In his language, he asked me
“how would you want to fit into the picture?” I responded that Lorillard paid
me to be its overseas military manager and that my job was to obtain the hest
possible representation for Lorillard in each market. Crum instantly dropped the
matter. I also mentioned to Crum that evening that I was shocked to learn that
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General Cole had been removed from command. Crum responded that he was sure
the General would be exonerated, and he said that if the General needed help,
he would have his own lawyer find the General a good Washington lawyer.

Crum had just bought a new boat, and he invited me to come aboard the next
day, a Sunday. I spent a portion of the next day on Crum's new yacht, which
was a very impressive motorized sailing vessel. Also on board were the Chinese
crew of two, Crum's Vietnamese secretary, a woman executive of Crum's Dynasty
Company, and a representative of the Oscar Mayer Company. I spent only a few

minutes with Crum, Spending most of my time talking to the man from Oscar
Mayer. Later that day, Scott Dotterer's boat joined us and Dotterer and his two
sons joined us for a picnic and some swimming. I had not brought my swimming
trunks and I spent my time talking to the man from Oscar Mayer.
On October 11, having returned to New York, I read a New York Times account
of serious allegations against Crum. On October 16, I received a letter from
Grant saying he had met with Wright of Price & Co., to begin planning for a
possible changeover. I attributed this to overzealousness by an agent in the field
for no company decision had ever been made to retain Price & Co. On October
17, 1969, I wrote to Don Healy of our company that until the New York Times
article it had been my “positive recommendation” that we appoint Price & Co.
as a representative. It had been my recommendation that we appoint Price &
Co. on a trial basis. In fact, the company eventually decided not to use any
representative in the area.
I have had no contact with Crum since that day on his yacht at Hong Kong.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is my purpose to cooperate fully with the Subcommittee's inquiry. As a
businessman, citizen and taxpayer, I share your concern that the system through
which our country meets the off-duty needs of our overseas military forces and
their dependents be as honest and efficient as possible.
In this regard, I want to make the following points clear I have never offered
or made any cash or other payment to personnel associated with overseas mili
tary exchanges and service clubs for the purpose of inducing purchases, or for
any other purpose. Nor have I entertained or offered to entertain such person
nel in other than a routine business manner, with a View towards Seeking favored
treatment for myself or for my company. I have neither authorized anyone to
make such payments, nor entertain in such a manner, and I know of no company
policy which would authorize either. I should add that my company does not
promote sales of its products to overseas exchanges or service clubs through
the use of cash promotional allowances.
My company to the best of my knowledge never did enter into any business
relationship with William J. Crum. And in my conversation with General Earl
Cole, he never did or said anything which might be considered improper.
As for my own recommendations to improve the system, I am not convinced
that organizational or structural changes are necessary to remedy whatever
defects the Subcommittee's inquiry may disclose. Although increasing centraliza
tion of decision-making and use of arbitrary marketing tools—e.g., a decision
to carry only the ten or fourteen top brands—might reduce whatever potential
there is for abuse, it would tend to make the entire System unresponsive to the

desires of the ultimate consumer, more difficult to introduce new products, and
would tend to penalize smaller companies which would find it impossible to
enter the military market. The cure might be worse than the disease.
It has been my experience that the military exchanges and clubs are manned

by a broad spectrum of people, some extraordinary devoted men, others less
admirable. In this respect, they are like their civilian counterparts. It is true,

of course, that conditions in a combat zone, and the pervasive impact of foreign
cultures with different business ethics, may bring out the worst in some people.
This may account for some of the more lurid tales disclosed by the Subcom
mittee's investigation.

I do have two positive recommendations to make. First, there is a need to
create a climate in which everyone knows that wrongdoing will be exposed and
the wrongdoer punished. In this regard, investigations like this one, especially
if it is followed by vigorous law enforcement, will themselves act as a deterrent
to wrongdoing.
Second, I believe there is a need for the screening and perhaps licensing of
representatives dealing with the military exchanges and service clubs. Persons
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who have a record of engaging in corrupt practices would not be able to con
tinue to ply their trade. The existence of such requirements would further assist
companies servicing the military market in enforcing reputable standards upon
their agents and employees. I believe that such a system would eliminate the
occasional “bad apple” who makes it more difficult for honest businessmen to
conduct their business in an honorable way.
JosFPH H. MICHAELs.

Sworn to before me this 10th day of March, 1971.
JULIET SCHNEIDER.

Mr. MICHAELs. May I continue?
Senator RIBICOFF. You mav.
Mr. MICHAELs. I should add that there came a time about the middle

of 1969 when I personally concluded that we should try Price & Co.
on a trial basis. The company which had represented us had no cover
age of the clubs in Vietnam, and because they employed no Ameri
cans, I believed that they were at a disadvantage in dealing with the

Army on inventory problems and in the resolution of controversies
involving stale merchandise. Although Crum himself did not make a
particularly good impression on me or on others in my company, I
was impressed with the knowledgeability of the man in charge of

Price & Co.'s Saigon office—a man named Wright. My recommenda
tion was never put to or accepted by my superiors, and I cannot say
that Lorillard would have retained Price & Co. had this committee's

charges not become public in October of 1969. In fact, we decided to
dispense entirely with the services of a military representative in
Vietnam. This decision was facilitated by the Army's decision to elimi
nate the sale of cigarettes in service clubs there. With that decision, a
military representative was hardly needed.
With respect to General Cole, I telephoned General Cole while in
Germany in February of 1969 about two matters which we were then
discussing with this staff. We met later that month while both were
in England and had dinner, and several days later, breakfast. When
I was in Germany in May of 1969, I had lunch with the General and
his secretary. I wrote to him in June regarding one of the two matters
at issue, and telephoned him in August from New York.
As to the two matters at issue with his staff, the General's personal
attention apparently did help resolve one of them, an excess inventory
problem. Althought he indicated that he would also urge his staff to
try a merchandising agreement we had already implemented in the
Pacific area, and although he had power himself to order its imple
mentation, he did not do so and his staff never accepted our plan.

Please allow me to emphasize the fact that my own dealings with
these two men related to separate matters. Crum wanted to represent

us in Vietnam. General Cole, as commander of the exchange system in
Europe, had the power of decision in matters of concern to use in
Europe. I did not connect the two in my own mind. Crum had men
tioned to me that if I met General Cole I should give him his regards.
As a good salesman, I did so. And Crum was the subject of the usual
salesman's small talk in my three personal meetings with General Cole.
Cole talked about Crum's boat, and about his drinking. On one oc
casion I even asked the General his opinion of Price & Co. as a po
tential representative. He said it was a good company, but indicated
no interest in our decision one way or the other. I must say that from
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my personal knowledge and contacts with both men, I had no reason
to believe there was any business connection between the two, nor that
they were anything other than friends.
Despite my relatively limited contact with these two men, I shall
be glad to answer your questions as best I can.
Senator RIBICOFF. The entire affidavit that you gave to the committee
will go into the record without objection as a full exhibit. Copies of
this affidavit can be given to the press.
Do you want to start proceeding to ask questions based on the
affidavit?

Senator PERCY. I would like to ask one question on this affidavit
because I think it would be exceedingly helpful with your experience
to expand on it.

In the affidavit, on page 6, you indicate that:
In that letter I also made the statement that “club managers can be easily
influenced through monetary and other means to purchase certain products in
preference to others.” That statement derived from my own experience in meet
ing club managers, some of whom would ask “What's in it for me”, when I ob
served that they were not carrying our products.

In view of the fact that the nature of this inquiry is not to in any
way persecute, prosecute or even file charges specifically against any
individual, we are trying to get at the system, how it operates, how
it runs, what can be done to change that system to make it more in
accordance with what we consider ethical and proper standards. Could
you expand on what you meant by that statement in your affidavit?
And can you be specific about names? You say that club managers
that you had met said “What's in it for me,” a clear indication being
that they expect a kickback. Can you tell us who those managers were?
Were any of them managers that have been the subject of this in
quiry over a period of 2 years?
Mr. MICHAELs. Senator, since 1969 I have traveled well over a
hundred thousand miles, and I have met many, many people, clubs,

exchanges, et cetera. Although I have come across this type of state
ment. I couldn’t remember whether it was in Okinawa, Japan, Turkey,
Germany, etcetera.
Senator PERCY. But this affidavit is a fairly recent affidavit. It is
the 10th of March 1971. In that affidavit you made the statement that

you remember specifically the nature of the comment they had made
and that it was club managers.

-

-

Can't you expand at all on that specific statement? This is not a
statement made by someone else, but rather a statement made by you
on March 10.

-

Mr. MICHAELs. I fully appreciate that, Senator. I still can not

factually pinpoint any individuals; but that statement has been made
to me, and I am sure it has been made to other representatives from
time to time.

-

Senator PERCY. Do you detect or feel vourself, that there, is any
difference in tone between the statement that you have read today
and the affidavit that you signed on March 10?
Mr. MICHAELs. No. sir.

Senator PERCY. In other words, what was the purpose of the

Sun

mary 2 Does it just simply conserve the time of the committee and
does it contain the essence of what you told the subcommittee in this
affidavit?
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Mr. MICHAELs. I don't know other than it has been prepared, and
I have read it, by my attorney.

Senator PERCY. I would like to ask you again to expand on this
comment that was made to you. When managers said to you, “What's
in it for me?” what did you respond to them? If this is a universal
comment made to you, I presume you had a universal answer

#!
or it.

Mr. MICHAELs. The response was negative. If on the other hand, we

felt that we would do something, we did have intensive sales promo
tion material such as bar coasters, paper napkins, ballpoint pens, which
we use basically in distribution promotionwise to bring about the
awareness of the product, because all of these do contain the name of
one of our products.
-

Senator

ERCY. Could you identify for us who Mr. William Jordan

1S &

Mr. MICHAELs. Mr. William Jordan is a former executive vice presi
dent of sales.

Senator PERCY. Was he your direct superior?
Mr. MICHAELs. No.

-

Senator PERCY. You did write to him on January 22, 1969? How did
you

£ to write to him on that date a direct memorandum from

you to him?

Mr. MICHAELs. As executive vice president of sales apparently he
does cover all areas of sales.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 557” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator PERCY. In other words, he is in the chain of command.
Mr. MICHAELs. That is right, he is.
Senator PERCY. But there are some in between, and I see you have
copied three individuals, I presume they are individuals in the com

P' who are some place in the chain of command.
r. MICHAELS. Yes.

Senator PERCY. You said in the memorandum of January 22, 1969,
“However, club managers can be easily influenced through mone
tary”—you first stated “club sales represents a maximum of 15 percent
of our business.”

Mr. MICHAELs. Correct.

Senator PERCY (reading):
However, club managers can be easily influenced through monetary and other
means to purchase certain products in preference to others.

What did you mean by that, and what was the purpose of reporting

that to the executive vice president of the company?
Mr. MICHAELs. There were definite indications where club managers
gave preferential treatment in the line of products they did carry. I
wanted to indicate this to the vice president.
Senator PERCY. When you heard the statement, “What is in it for
me,” what was your interpretation of that statement? Were they ask
ing what is in it for me as a representative of the club, that is, what is
in it for the club or did you interpret that to mean what is in it for me,
personally, as a kickback?
Mr. MICHAELs. I would have to assume a statement like that would

usually be made, “What's in it for me,” would be a personal situation.
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Senator PERCY. And that you considered this statement, as not an
isolated case but a case that applied to quite a few clubs?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, I did.

Senator PERCY. And there was a pattern that developed here?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

Senator PERCY. Did you notice the pattern of retention of certain

custodians of these clubs, sergeants and so forth, staying on an un
usual length of time for, say, Vietnam duty in contrast with the very
rapid rotation. Every time I have ever been out there anyone in Viet
nam can tell you one thing, how many days and hours it is until they
leave. That is the one sure thing they know.
We find a pattern here of custodians that stay on and on and on.
Did you feel that that had anything to do with the fact that they
were remunerated with kickbacks for their efforts and it was more

worthwhile for them to be there than any place else?
Mr. MICHAELs. Senator Percy, I had to highlight when I traveled
and I don’t recollect that I would in an area like a club other than

spotcheck my own representative coverage of these clubs, I don’t think
I had gone back to any clubs more than once. In other words, it was
one meeting just to see how we are doing in that club and maybe on
a subsequent visit if it was a big club I might drop back again. So, I
can not tell you of any pattern.
J

£r PERCY.

You indicated in this same memorandum to Mr.

Ordian :

Bill Crum manages the Vietnam operation and uses Hong Kong as his home
base. Bill is extremely well connected with all or any officials having jurisdiction
On club affairs.

Within the parlance of business, can you explain what “well con
nected” meant and expand on that just as much as you can? For our
edification, in view of the fact we can not get Mr. Crum personally,
we would like to have as much evidence as we can as to how he man

aged to become such a successful businessman and become so well con
nected other than his sparkling personality. You said you weren't very
impressed with him when you met him.
Mr. MICHAELs. Actually, any representative or salesman likes to
bandy names around and I would put Bill Crum in this particular
category. But more and more as time went on I realized through com
ments and so on that he had certain contacts and knew certain people.
Most of this related to hearsay but other than that I do not know
exactly the people he knew or was connected with.
Senator PERCY. I would like you to know and I would like to

publicly state that some of your comments in the affidavit have been
extremely helpful to this subcommittee. I think it was particularly
interesting the comment that you recalled and reported to us about
Mr. Crum's willingness and desire to find an attorney for General
Cole. In connection with the comment that you had made in your
affidavit, what was your interpretation of Mr. Crum's remarks about

finding an attorney for then General Cole?
Mr. MICHAELs. Other than I knew he was friendly with General
Cole and his concern for General Cole. Other than that I cannot

interpret that remark because I frankly wouldn't know.
Senator PERCY. Did you have at the time, or have you had any feel
ings since then without any direct knowledge that
ibly Mr. Crum
might have also been offering to cover the cost of the attorney?
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k Mr. MICHAELs. The honest answer to that would be that I don't
ano W.

Senator PERCY. Do you feel it strange that you have been one of the
few people who have met Mr. Crum? Do you feel it strange that a

man who had an obvious personal friendship with Colonel Cole and
was associated with Colonel Cole many times, would not volun
tarily appear and offer to refute the statements here that are damag
ing. Should not Mr. Crum wish to appear before this committee un
less he had something to hide?

Mr. MICHAELs. What is the question, Senator?
Senator PERCY. The question is: Do you find it strange that Mr.
Crum would talk with Mike Wallace on “60 minutes”? I can see

that it is a little easier to do on his boat than in this hearing right
here, but we are perfectly willing to have our investigators go any
place on earth if Mr. Crum wishes to have such an investigator have
a discussion with him. Do

' find

it strange that Mr. Crum is un

willing to appear or try to help his friend, Colonel Cole, when, obvi
ously the link between Mr. Crum and Mr. Cole has brought about
many of Colonel Cole's present problems, such as his loss of rank, his
disgrace as he depicts it, the loss of his reputation. Why wouldn't
this man he has met come forward to defend his friend?

Mr. MICHAELs. As I said, Senator, and I agree with you, Mr. Crum
is a strange individual and I couldn't give you an answer on why
or why not.
Senator RIBICOFF. How did you get in touch with Scott Dotterer of
Club Specialties Overseas?

Mr. MICHAELs. I stated in my affidavit I was on a trip, my first trip,
position and I received a cable from
Mr. Orcutt, who was my immediate superior, with reference to analyz
ing or meeting a Mr. Dotterer and that they were sending the file by
airmail which I received in Hong Kong, which brought me in contact

to the Far East in this

£

with Mr. Dotterer.

Senator RIBICOFF. They talked about the letter from Dotterer to
Price to influence proper rotation and turnover of stocks and best pos
sible position, the actual points of sale. Dotterer concluded that Price

& Co. had a unique service to offer. What do you think they were tell
ing you?

r. MICHAELs. I, at the time, would read that as capable men in the

field, men who are knowledgeable of the exchange system, of the club
system, being Americans, ex-servicemen, that they could cover the
military better than it had been covered in the past.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Michaels, why did you first contact Mr.
Dotterer?

Mr. MICHAELs. Because of a cable received and followed by airmail
file correspondence that was sent to New York.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What initiated that cable?

Mr. MICHAELs. Mr. Orcutt, from New York.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What prompted him to send you that cable?
Mr. MICHAELs. Apparently one of the executives of the company re
ceived a letter from London from Mr. Bromley.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Martin Bromley sent the letter to Mr. Yellin;
is that correct?
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Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He was chairman of the board?

Mr. MICHAELs. That is right.

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. He suggested that his company in Vietnam could
P' represent Lorillard cigarettes; is that right?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know the relationship between Mr. Yellen
and Mr. Bromley in Honolulu?
Mr. MICHAELs. I do not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know if they knew each other from that day?
Mr. MICHAELs. I have since learned that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So Mr. Bromley wrote and initiated the proposition

that his company would represent them in Vietnam, is that correct?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When it came down from Mr. Yellen your boss sent
you a cablegram saying to get in touch with Club Specialties, Inc., in
Hong Kong?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that one of Mr. Bromley's companies?
Mr. MICHAELs. I don’t know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is the company you were told to get in touch
with, Mr. Dotterer?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Of Club Specialties?
Mr. MICHAELs. I believe that was correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When you went to see Mr. Dotterer, did you discuss
who would do the representation for Lorillard in Vietnam, according
to their proposal?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; of course. That is the reason for my meeting
him.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What became of that?

Mr. MICHAELs. He mentioned Bill Crum as being the operational
head in Hong Kong and the staff in Vietnam that they had.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Under the name of Price & Co.?
Mr. MICHAELs. Under the name of Price & Co.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So that this was one of Martin Bromley's companies,
Club Specialties. Mr. Dotterer tells you that one of our companies, or
Mr. Crum, who is our representative, will represent you in Vietnam ?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So it is clear now that Martin Bromley or Club
Specialties control, or had control of Crum, Price & Co., as far as
you are concerned? As far as you were concerned, there was an asso
ciation between the two?

Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; there was an association.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As a matter of fact, I think in your letter dated No
vember 20, 1968, to Mr. Yellen, from Mr. Dotterer, you said, “Our asso
ciate, Price & Co., who are based in Hong Kong offer a hard-hitting
double-pronged program and I would like to outline it,” and then they
gave you a long list of what they could do for you; is that right?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I offer this letter, which is written on the letterhead
of Club Specialties Overseas, Inc., and addressed to Mr. Yellen, chair
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man of the board of directors of the Lorillard Co., dated November 20,
1968.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 558” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. They also wanted to represent you in Thailand, is
that right?

Mr. MICHAELS. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As part of the argument they said they could in
fluence proper rotation of stock; is that right?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is the way I recalled it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And influence the best possible position at the actual
point of sale?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What did that mean to you? Was that of considera
ble importance to a company like yours?
Mr. MICHAELs. Very much so, to any company.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did they say, further that they could provide the
only real effective follow through after merchandise had been ordered
and made available for distribution through channels; is that right?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is right.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In your affidavit, I believe at the bottom of page 3,
you further stated:
Dotterer concluded that Price & Co. has a unique service to offer, a depth of
coverage not offered by anyone else in this field. When this letter came to my

attention some time later I took this reference to mean the placement of skilled
ex-American servicemen, knowledgeable in military sales—as opposed to the
Small Asiatic staff mustered by Lee.

Mr. MICHAELs. Correct, sir.

\; ADLERMAN. Were you
time?

represented by Mr. James Lee at that

Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; I was.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Were you satisfied with the representation?
Mr. MICHAELs. No; I wasn’t.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In the beginning you were reluctant to take on
Price & Co. 2

Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; I was.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you were willing to stay on with James Lee?
Mr. MICHAELs. We spent considerable time and effort to try to train
Lee's oriental personnel in visiting primarily exchanges to see that
they kept our stock in there and to remind the manager when and if
he was out of stock.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Now do you recall under date of December 16,
1968, Crum, of Price & Co., wrote to you saying, “This is the history

of our operation in Vietnam,” and gives you a long discourse on what
they could do?

-

Mr. MICHAELS. I recollect that letter.

Mr. ADLERMAN. One of the paragraphs and I quote, it is already in
evidence, “Wooldridge, as you know, was a previous sergeant major
in the Army,” and so forth. “His control of transfers of personnel is
of great importance to us.”

Now what did that mean to you?
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Mr. MICHAELs. It did not mean too much to me at the time because

in my position you will find that any representative military rep that
covers the military, throws around a lot of names and it didn’t mean
much to me other than that he had five people stationed throughout
Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did it come to mean anything to you later?
Mr. MICHAELs. It didn't when Mr. Bellino called my attention to
the fact that there was a name in that letter, a Sergeant Major Wool
dridge, and it does mean something to me now.

Senator RIBICOFF. That letter also had this paragraph by Crum to
you.
Our relationship with the Vietnam regional exchange is excellent. We also
have established very strong ties with the custodians under the supervision of
Sergeant Major Wooldridge.

Evidently there was a web here, was there not, of a group under
Wooldridge which covered and controlled the clubs and therefore
would be able to determine what merchandise was purchased?
Mr. MICHAELs. Senator Ribicoff, at that time I did not interpret
it that way because I was not knowledgeable of Wooldridge or his
association with the military.
Senator RIBICoEF. You might not have know Wooldridge, Mr.
Michaels, but you must have been aware of the significance of the
man who controlled the custodians, supervised them, also determined
the transfer of personnel. You realize as a businessman or salesman
you were now dealing with the key to purchase and distribution, you
must have realized that.

Mr. MICHAELs. I a sorry, I did not.
l

#" RIBICOFF. How long have you been the salesman for Loril
ar

Mr. MICHAELs. Actually, in this position since August of 1968.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What did you do before that?
Mr. MICHAELs. I was in Latin America covering the civilian mar
kets, as well as Puerto Rico.
Senator RIBICOFF. Either civilian or military, you realized the pur
chasing agent controls whether your merchandise would be purchased
in smaller or larger quantities, did you not, from your experience as
a salesman?

Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, that is quite true.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, at this point I think it might be
well, because the affidavit was put into the record without the benefit
of witness reading it, to state that in the conclusions and recommenda
tions that have been made Mr. Michaels makes it perfectly clear and
certifies under oath to the fact that he did wish to cooperate with
this subcommittee and has. He indicated that as a businessman, citizen

and taxpayer he shares our concern, that he wants to make perfectly
clear that he never, offered or made any cash or other payment to
personnel associated with Overseas Military Exchanges or service
clubs for the purpose of inducing payment or any other purpose.
That is clearly on the record. By the nature of our questions I

wouldn't want to imply that because someone says something to you,
or club manager, that '' any inference I infer that you did business
with them on that basis.
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Mr. MICHAELs. I understand.

Senator PERCY. It ought to be publicly stated that you have cer
tified to that effect.

Mr. ADLERMAN. May I add something to that, Senator Percy?
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I might say that they have cooperated fully with
the committee.

Senator GURNEY. I would like to go into this Zollo affair sometime.
Senator PERCY. I have three questions. One relates to General Cole

just to clarify your affidavit, and what you meant. You said, “During
my visit to England later that month”—
Senator GURNEY. That is the subject of my questioning I did here,
Senator. If you want I will pursue that.

Senator PERCY. I will be very happy to yield for that purpose.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Michaels, I understand you met with Mr.

Crum for the first time in Hong Kong in December 1968. Is that
correct?

Mr. MICHAELs. I believe so.

Senator GURNEY. Did you discuss at that time, with Mr. Crum,
General Cole?

Mr. MICHAELs. No; I did not need to.

Senator GURNEY. Why did you have no need to?
Mr. MICHAELs. It never came up.
Senator GURNEY. Did you know about General Cole?
Mr. MICHAELs. No. Cole was another name to me.

Senator GURNEY. When did you have your first discussion with
General Cole?

Mr. MICHAELs. May I read from my affidavit which you have?
What was the question?
Senator GURNEY. The question was when did you first have a dis
cussion with General Cole.

Mr. MICHAELs. My first contact with General Cole was after I had
met with his staff, inventory control. They had indicated to me prior
to my trip to Europe that they had excessive inventory on True cig
arettes which they themselves ordered and purchased and which

h' before I came on the scene.

Senator GURNEY. Now when was this?

Mr. MICHAELs. This would be back in the spring of 1968. They
ordered them in the spring of 1968. This would have been sometime
during 1969.
Senator GURNEY. When did you have your first discussion with
General Cole?

Mr. MICHAELs. After the staff could only find one resolution to this
excessive inventory problem, and that was for us to take it back,
I was completely frustrated and I called General Cole from Frank
furt, the commanding general, or whoever it might have been, and
in that case it was General Cole—
Senator GURNEY. When was this?

Mr. MICHAELs. That would have been, I believe, on February 6.
I read from my affidavit to clarify it. “On February 6”—
Senator GURNEY: Will you give me the page?
Mr. MICHAELs. Page 7.
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Senator GURNEY. Go ahead.

Mr. MICHAELs (reading):
On February 6th while in Frankfurt, I telephoned the new Commander of
EES in Nuremberg, General Cole. I introduced myself, explained I was attempt
ing to negotiate a solution to an important excessive inventory problem, had
received no satisfaction from his staff and solicited his personal attention.

Senator GURNEY. Now I take it that it was around Februarv 6

that you knew that General Cole was the new commander of EES,
is that correct?

Mr. MICHAELs. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. You had never heard about him before?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, I had. Senator.

Senator GURNEY. How did you hear about him before that?
Mr. MICHAELs. During my previous meeting in Hong Kong with
Mr. Crum he asked me if I also covered Europe, and I said I did. He
said,

#" ever run into General Cole in EES please give him my

regards.

Senator GURNEY. I thought you just testified in response to my
question about that very Hong Kong visit with Mr. Crum that no
mention ever came up of the name of General Cole.
Mr. MICHAELs. Senator Gurney, I don’t think you gave me an op
portunity to answer that.
Senator GURNEY. Let us go back, Mr. Stenographer, and get the
question and answer.
(Record read by the reporter.)
Senator GURNEY. Do you want to correct that?
Mr. MICHAELs. Might I say that I understood by discussion with
General Cole you meant enter into some type of discussion. But as
a statement from Bill Crum

Senator GURNEY. I would think, Mr. Michaels, with all due con

sideration, we have been discussing General Cole here all morning,

and you have been in the audience. I would think you would know
what I was talking about. But go on.
Mr. MICHAELs. He mentioned that if I ever got to Europe and had

occasion to run into General Cole to give him his regards.
Senator GURNEY. Why did he say that?
Mr. MICHAELs. Other than just relating his friendship with the

general or regards, and so on. I wasn't sure-

-

-

Senator GURNEY. Now I am going to ask you this question: Think
carefully before you answer because I want a complete answer.
Mr. MICHAELs. I would like to give you one, sir.
Senator GURNEY. All right. Is that all he said about General Cole

when you met with him in Hong Kong?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. The only thing, “Give my regards to General
Cole”?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Let me read from your letter here to your superior,
Mr. Orcutt, dated February 7, 1969. This was the day after you
called General Cole: “I telephoned General Cole yesterday from here

and the reception was fantastic.”
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Why would the reception be so fantastic, when this man you talked
to for the first time in your life, about an inventory problem that is
a very serious one?
Mr. MICHAELs. Senator Gurney, the major inventory problem was
basically the fault of EES in not ordering properly and in being frus
trated with the Government in charge of inventory, merchandising and
cigarette buyers, where they could not relate any solution other than

take it back, I called General Cole, commanding officer, and the fact
that he gave me a sympathetic ear, to me was quite—I think that was
fantastic.

Senator GURNEY. I go on from there and read the letter.
“He was to come to Frankfurt and have dinner with me today. How
ever, he telephoned me this morning in my hotel and apologized as
his secretary notified him last night of a fashion show.” I take it in
conversation you had the day before that you arranged to have dinner;
is that right?

Mr. MICHAELs. Not quite, no, sir. He requested that I come in and
discuss this problem. I had been in Frankfurt, I operated out of Frank
furt because Charles Brado & Associates have their main offices in

Frankfurt. I phoned from Frankfurt. He suggested I come in the
following day and for one reason or another, as stated in my affidavit,
I could not make it because I had an itinerary, I had men waiting for
me in Greece, Italy, and Turkey on a schedule.

Senator GURNEY. What does it mean, “He telephoned me this morn
ing and apologized,” because he, the General, had to go to a fashion
show? The other testimony was that vou were the one that couldn’t
meet with him because you had to go to Turkey.

Mr. MICHAELs. Well, I had to go on somewhere else, to Turkey or
Greece, or whatever the case was.

Senator GURNEY. Then this business about vour statement here that

he phoned you and said that he had to go to a fashion show, that appar
ently is incorrect?

Mr. MICHAELs. No, I recollect that, Senator Gurney. I believe it was
that evening, to the best of my collection. He said, “Why don’t you
come in?” I wasn’t about to catch a plane and shoot in to go to some
fashion show, while he was at a fashion show, and so on.

Senator GURNEY. This squarely says, and this is a memorandum
now, I remind you, that you wrote the next day. You had these things
clearly in your mind. You say that he called and canceled out on you

'" he had a commitment. Your statement is that that is not the
act.

Mr. MICHAELs. I don’t remember the exact details of it. I am not

trying to withhold anything.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this now. You did invite him to
dinner in Frankfurt with you. Is that right?

Mr. MICHAELs. I asked him if it were possible for him to come to
Frankfurt. He said no. I did invite him to dinner in London.

Senator GURNEY. What do you mean by “He was to come to Frank

furt and have dinner with me today”? This is a memorandum written
the next day.
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Mr. MICHAELs. Okay. I believe to the best of my recollection that

there was a possibility of his coming to Frankfurt. Under those cir
cumstances I would have invited him to dinner.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. In other words, there was a tentative dinner en
gagement?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

-

Senator GURNEY. He called up and broke this because he had to go
to a fashion show?

-

Mr. MICHAELs. I believe that might have been it; yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this question, this is why I am
asking these questions: Here is your first contact with him about this

'

inventory
I expect you are going to discuss that; is that right?
Mr. MICHAELs. Absolutely.
Senator GURNEY. Wasn't that rather chummy between you and the
commanding general of the post exchange? Wouldn’t you normally go
to his office to discuss this matter?

Mr. MICHAELs. I had already.
Senator GURNEY. You had already gone to his office?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.
Senator GURNEY. And discussed it with him?

Mr. MICHAELs. No, with his staff.

Senator GURNEY: I am talking about wouldn't you go to his office
and discuss it with him there in his office?

Mr. MICHAELs. Had I been there in Nuremberg at the time, rather
than in Frankfurt.

Senator GURNEY. Why didn't you go to Nuremberg?
":
MICHAELs. Because I had returned to Frankfurt from Nurem
rg.

Senator GURNEY. Anyway, there was no problem in this command
ing general coming to Frankfurt and having dinner with you?
Mr. MICHAELs. Perhaps not. I don’t know.

Senator GURNEY. Well, let me go on here because this is very in
teresting.
Also “He wanted me to come to Nuremberg tonight as his guest.”
In other words, he couldn't come to Frankfurt but he wanted you
to come to Nuremberg to see the fashions. Do you remember that?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, I do.
Senator GURNEY. Were you going to discuss the PX problem there?
Mr. MICHAELs. I didn’t think it was the appropriate place.

Senator GURNEY: Why not?
Mr. MICHAELs. I believe that the fashion place would be a public

situation and the general would be pretty much preoccupied.
Senator GURNEY. Now, then, the next question, the one that really
fascinates me, the next sentence: “The general is a close personal
friend of Bill Crummaho, who I met in Hong Kong.” Could you
explain that in more detail?
Mr. MICHAELs. First of all, that “aho” business I believe is a typo
graphical error. I don’t understand that.
Senator GURNEY. Typographical error?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.
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Senator GURNEY. Would you explain that a little bit? Does your
Stenographer generally put “aho” on the end of the words, is that it,
like Gurney-aho, or Michaels-aho, or Crummaho?
Mr. Michaels. Senator Gurney, I have had the misfortune in the
past 2 years of having four or five secretaries and some temporary,
and good secretaries are hard to come by.

Senator. GURNEY. And this one constantly used the “aho" after
the name, is that correct? Is that why you let her go, because of that?
Mr. MICHAELs. Not an efficient secretary.

Senator GURNEY. But your only explanation of this is that your
secretary made a typographical error and came up with Crummaho?
Mr. McHAELs. Otherwise, that has no meaning to me whatsoever.
Senator GURNEY: Surely you can't expect the subcommittee to
believe this, Mr. Michaels.
Mr. MICHAELs. I can't answer that.

Senator GURNEY. Here is one member of the subcommittee that
doesn’t believe it, I must inform you.

Anyway, it goes on to say, “He understands that I am coming back
to Germany after Greece, Turkey, and Italy—better this way than
gangbusters.”
What does that mean?

Mr. MICHAELs. I think at the time I must have meant better to go
along and meet the general wherever it might be possible, rather than
try to break into EES headquarters.
Senator GURNEY. “I feel that socializing is better to meet the gen
eral away from Nuremberg.” What does that mean?
Mr. MICHAELs. I felt that after the staff definitely opposing, want
ing the return of the merchandise, wanting me to accept the return of
merchandise, my meeting with General Cole would have been better
outside of EES headquarters because quite definitely in meeting the
general the staff would have felt I had gone around them.

Senator GURNEY. You felt I guess you might have a better chance
of selling him on your idea outside of his office, is that it? .
Mr. MICHAELs. No; I would just as soon have seen him in the office.

Senator GURNEY: I thought you just said if you saw him in the
office you thought the staff would be wise to what you were doing and
you did not want to see them there.
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.
Senator GURNEY. Which is correct?

Mr. MICHAELs. What is your second question?

-

Senator GURNEY. Your answer was that you did not mind seeing him
in the office. I am just trying to find out which is the answer. Why did

you want to see him on a social basis away from Nuremberg? .
Mr. MICHAELs. I felt that I would have a better opportunity to pre

sent the complete problem to him and make definite recommendations,
Senator GURNEY. Why wouldn't you normally go to his office and
discuss this with him?

-

-

-

Mr. MICHAELs. Because, the subject had already been discussed ini
tially in his staff's office, the merchandising manager, the inventory
manager, and my reception there was not too good.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, you did not want the staff to know
you were discussing this matter with the general?
58–590–71-Pt. 7–14
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Mr. MICHAELs. That is right.
Senator GURNEY. Now it goes on to say, “Needless to say, this as
sociation is now open to us especially on the shelf arrangement.”
What did you mean by that, this association is now open to us?
Mr. MICHAELs. Once the contact, as in any commercial practice and
perhaps in the military as well, once a contact is £ you feel
that that is open, that you can approach the person again with refer
ence to whatever problem might come up.
Senator GURNEY. In other words, you had a good going friendship
here and you felt as though you could make some mileage?
Mr. MICHAELs. As a

: yes.

Senator GURNEY. Now then it goes on to say, “In addition to us
getting together in Germany, I will also meet him in England at his
suggestion, which coincides with my itinerary.”
Now would you explain that to us?
Mr. MICHAELs. Well, he asked me where I was going from Frankfurt
and I told him that I had these commitments in other areas, and also

then where are you going from there, and I mentioned I was heading
for England from that point. He stated he was due to go to England on
temporary duty and £ possibly contact me there.
Senator GURNEY. Did you make a definite arrangement with him to
meet him in England?
Mr. MICHAELs. No.

Senator GURNEY. You simply told him you were going to be in
England and gave him the date?
Mr. MICHAELs. Approximately; yes.
GURNEY. £ did you get together in England? Do you

£or

reca 114

Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; I do. About the second or third evening, hav

ing come back from the field with my representative to my hotel room,
that evening, possibly around quarter to 6, 6 o'clock, I received a tele
phone call

£ was from General Cole.

Senator GURNEY. How did he know what hotel you were staying at?
Mr. MICHAELs. I mentioned to him on the telephone. He asked me
where I would be staying. I said the Hilton Hotel.
Senator GURNEY: You gave him the date you were staying in Eng
land and the hotel?

Mr. MICHAELs. The approximate time and the hotel.
Senator GURNEY. Were you surprised at this call?
Mr. MICHAELs. Very much.

Senator GURNEY. Why? I am surprised you were surprised at the
call.

Mr. MICHAELs. As my affidavit points out, I was surprised and
flattered.

Senator GURNEY. What did you and he discuss?
Mr. MICHAELs. I invited him up to my room because I had my tie
off and I had just gotten back from a tough day. The
came up.

£

He was in civilian clothes. I offered him a drink. He didn't drink and

I think I ordered some soft drinks. I went into the problem—first
I guess we might have talked about Germany, mentioning his family,
how he enjoyed Germany, so on. I mentioned I was married and had a

family and all this. Then I proceeded to bring up this true inventory
situation. I explained to him what had happened, the way it had been
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ordered by EES, it happened before my time, and it apparently had
happened before his time.
e made a note and said he would look into it. That was the extent

of that. Given the additional opportunity, I came up with my next

problem, the merchandise agreement which we had already in the
United States, and in the Pacific.
Senator GURNEY. Go on.

Mr. MICHAELs. I tried to explain the merchandise agreement to him.
He wasn't familiar with it and made a note and said that he would
look into it.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Michaels, didn't you really give the general
your date and time and hotel name about when you were going to be
in London, so that he could meet you there and à: this problem?
Mr. MICHAELs. The approximate date, I believe so.
Senator GURNEY. That is why you gave it to him, isn't it?
Mr. MICHAELs. He asked me and I gave it to him.
Senator GURNEY. I say, didn't you really give him that detailed in
formation about your being in London and where you were going to
be so that you could discuss this True cigarette problem?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is basically the reason for it; yes.
Senator GURNEY. Now I am glad that you did testify that way be
cause I see no other
of that from your note to your su
perior where you say, I quote, “I will also meet him in England at
his suggestion.”
In other words, you two made this arrangement so that you could
be out of Nuremberg and his headquarters to discuss this matter on

£

some other ground?

Mr. MICHAELs. Senator Gurney, that, to the best of my recollection,
was a sort of tentative arrangement, or maybe he realized the prob
lem I had. There was no definite arrangement made. I was very much
surprised when I received the call, and flattered, and this gave me a

good opportunity to sit down and point out the problem. It was for
the benefit of the exchange system as well as for my own company.
Senator GURNEY. One other question: “On April 11,” again on your
affidavit here on page 9, “April 11, 1969, I wrote to General Cole sum

marizing the status of our problems with EES. I noted I had heard
from Bill Crum that he might be in Europe in July and hoped to
see the general at that time.”

Do you want to amplify that at all? Why would you be interested
in letting General Cole know about that? Your testimony, as I under

stand it, is that the reference to Mr. Crum by Mr. Cole in Hong
Kong was a casual sort of thing?
Why do you name drop now in this letter that Mr. Crum is going
to arrive in Europe shortly? Why was that important in your
business?

Mr. MICHAELs. It was not important other than apparently the
friendship between the two gentlemen. When I saw one, he would say,
“Well, if you see the general”
Senator GURNEY. Go on.

Mr. MICHAELs. I guess I was just carrying on the wishes of best

wishes, regards, and so on, which is, I would say, a common practice
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when you are in between two people who apparently know each other
and are friendly.
Senator GURNEY. By the way, do you have the letter from Mr. Crum

in which he said he was going to be in Europe in July.'
Mr. MICHAELs. No; I don’t. I believe this was a letter we searched
for and could not find.

Senator GURNEY. But this was, according to your testimony, just
a casual reference and had nothing to do with your business—
Mr. MICHAELs. If anything, that would have been it.
Senator GURNEY. I don’t have any further questions, Mr. Chair
In all.

Senator PERCY. I would like to return to a few questions about Gen
eral Cole to enable you to expand on your statements and to help
the subcommittee better understand him. On page 8, you indicated, as
Senator Gurney has pointed out, that “Somewhat to my surprise,
General Cole did indeed call upon me.”
Can you tell us why you were surprised? You were pleased and flat
tered. I can well understand this. And I can well understand the desire

that you or any sales representative had to have the most congenial
and friendly atmosphere in which to conduct and do business. That
does not imply at '' long as there is no lavish entertainment or out
going things that that is improper. This is the normal, customary pro
cedure in business.

Why were you surprised that General Cole called you?
Mr. MICHAELs. Because I did not expect it, a man in his position,
and so on. And even so stating why he was staying, and so on, I am
quite certain he is busy with many other things rather than contact
Senator PERCY. In the light of everything you know, all the testi
mony you plowed through and listened to, do you feel that this was an
act of generosity? Do you believe that his nature is one of taking a
deep
interest in everyone's problem that may come along:
that this is a problem you faced and had to get solved the best way you
could:
that you were certainly going right to the source that could

£

'd

and did.

Out of your own business experience, was this rather out of the ordi
nary for him to take this interest and this amount of time?

Mr. MICHAELs. Under the circumstances I felt, yes; it was unusual,
but in the two to three times I had met General Cole I felt that he had

an understanding of problems and was sympathetic to problems and

as far as I was concerned he treated my association with £ in a busi
ness sense and quite fairly.
Senator PERCY. I detect that there may have been a favorable rela
tionship in your case. Because we have had so many witnesses who
have testified in an adverse way, I think for the record's sake we

should give you the opportunity to state whether at any time General
Cole did imply, directly or indirectly, that he wanted some favor for
having performed this service which was very immediate. The follow

through was good because you suggested, “The General has already
used his influence.”

In other words, you accomplished your mission. Did he in any way
imply that he wanted anything back other than personal appreciation :
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Mr. MICHAELs. Definitely no. I might even say that at this breakfast
where I had one of my representatives, the general reached for the
check, and I am maybe a little faster.

Senator PERCY. On page 11 you stated, “I stated my own personal
view that it would be to the advantage of Lorillard to appoint an
organization such as Price & Co. because of their internal official con

tacts in WRE’.” Could you expand a little bit on what was involved
and what you understood to be meant by their “internal official
contacts”?

Mr. MICHAELs. In reference to the entire area from Cam Ranh Bay

up to Danang it was indicated to me that Price and company had five
capable ex-servicemen who actually remained in the areas rather than
traveled around, and had no direct association with all the exchanges,
and so on, in the areas in which they worked.
-

I know of no other organization that at that time had had this. ..

Senator PERcy. On that same page you mentioned that Crum did
say that a number of high-ranking officers were “swimming in my
pool.” Obviously, he is trying to get something. He is trying to impress
you with the contacts that he has and what he can do for you. You
did specifically mention that he mentioned General Cole as having
swum in his pool, and General Cole has been very frank about it.
Were there any other names and what did you imply that he was try
ing to say to you with that particular well thought through, offhand
comment when he is making a pitch to you?
Mr. MICHAELs. You are referring to Bill Crum's visit to our offices
and where he joined us for lunch, and during the course of lunch one
of my colleagues asked him with reference to coverage in Vietnam,
their effectiveness, and to the best of my recollection Bill Crum men
tioned that he had six or seven officers swimming in his pool and the

£ name—because I had met him—that I remembered was General
Ole.

Senator PERCY. My last question: On page 13, I would like you to
expand, if you can, on this sentence, ''#. is a Saturday night at
Mr. Crum's Hong Kong home in a social atmosphere: “In the course
of our discussions, Crum, assuming that he would eventually get our
account, asked me what I wanted to get out of such an agreement. In

his language he asked me: “How would you want to fit into the
picture?’”
As I interpret this, this is a little more indirect. It is putting the
shoe on the other foot but it is very much, along the tone of the
sergeants who were a little more blunt and said to you, “What's in it
for me?”

He is saying, in effect, “What is in it for you and what can I do for

you.” Were you somewhat shocked at this from Mr. Crum?
Mr. MICHAELs. It was a very definite shock. I replied immediatel
that my company pays me to find the best representative and my
is to see that they do the best possible job for us. He immediately
dropped the subject.

#.

-

Senator GURNEY. He put the litmus test to you. Did you have the
feeling that if you had responded in a different way saying that you
did have heavy expenses, that you were underpaid, considering your
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major responsibilities, that he might have then made some sort of
offer out of the kindness of his heart, or out of the feeling that that is
the way you do business, but once you responded negatively, he
dropped it like a hot potato?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. You interpreted this as Mr. Crum's way of doing
business, that he tests persons to see if they are susceptible, if they will
take the bait, and if they don’t take the bait then he pulls it right back
and goes about his business in another wav?

Mr. MICHAELs. Senator, I can only refer to the situation that I was
in. I am not familiar with what he has or might have done with other
people.
£or PERCY. Was this an infrequent type of comment, and was
it a shocking type of comment
Mr. MICHAELs. It would be shocking to me.
Senator PERCY (continuing). That after you had gotten to know

him he would really in effect proposition you at that level?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

Senator PERCY. I think we should bear that in mind, when, as we

all watch, with interest tomorrow night his interview, he says “I am
just a businessman.”
I haven’t seen the program but I understand that is the position
he takes, that he is reallv just a businessman. But I don’t think he

would probably relate this conversation or any other conversations
that he has had with witnesses who have appeared before us.
Thank you.

Senator RIBICoFF. I am sure CBS appreciates the advance notice
it is getting for tomorrow night's show.

Senator PERcy. We will give equal time to NBC or ABC if they
can get Mr. Crum.

Senator RIBICOFF. I thought we would recess until 2 o'clock, unless
there is a question vou would like to ask at this time.
Senator GURNEY. One final question.
Mr. Michaels, in your phone call to General Cole in Februarv did

vou not say to him in this phone call that “I met Mr. Crum in Hong
Kong and he advised me to talk to you about solving my True cigarette
problems in Germany”?
Mr. MICHAELS. No. sir.

Senator GURNEY. What did you say in your phone conversation?
Mr. MICHAELs. To the best of my recollection, and I wasn't sure

whether the general would recollect the name or not, but having
already discussed the initial problem, I said, “By the way, general.
I met a chap in Hong Kong by the name of Bill Crum who said if I
ever contacted vou to give vou his regards.”

#" GURNEY. Did the general sound even more friendly after
that

Mr. MICHAELs. He seemed happy to hear that I had seen Bill Crum,
and receiving these regards.

Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will be in recess until 2 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 1:00 p.m. the subcommittee was recessed, to recon

vene at 2:00 p.m. the same day.)
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(The following subcommittee members were present at time of
recess: Senators Ribicoff, Percy, and Gurney.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator RIBIcoff. The subcommittee will be in order. .
(Subcommittee members present at time of convening: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)
TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH H. MICHAELS (ACCOMPANIED BY
COUNSEL, DANIEL P. LEVITT)—Resumed
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Michaels, we had some discussion a little earlier

today about the memorandum that you obtained from General Cole
relating to the merchandising agreement or shelving agreement. Did
you hear that testimony?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I note on your affidavit, on page 10, about the mid
dle of the page you say:
In the course of our discussion of the shelf agreement, he indicated that he had
received a memorandum from the staff raising certain objections to the proposed
agreement. He said although the memorandum was confidential and Should not

be exhibited to non-military personnel he would like my comments on it and he
Said he would send it to me if I could wait for it. Later that afternoon the Gen

eral's orderly delivered the memorandum dated April 9, 1969, to my hotel room.
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that a correct recollection of what happened?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. He told you that this was a confidential memoran
dum; is that right?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is right, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he say that it should not be exhibited to non
military personnel?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you mark on the top of it in your handwriting
the word “confidential,” with your initials?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Then how did you return it to him?
Mr. MICHAELs. I asked if he would want my comment on it imme

diately. He said, “No, you can send it to me.” It was not until after I
returned from Europe to my New York office that I took the memo
randum which had the pros and cons regarding the merchandise agree

ment on it and took it point by point as my comments to the general
with reference to the

£ of this merchandise agreement.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you hand carry it or did you mail it?
Mr. MICHAELS. I mailed it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you mark it personal and confidential?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you mark it that way on the envelope, too?

Mr. MICHAELs. I did not see the envelope going out.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you return that to him by mail?
Mr. MICHAELs. By mail; yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you address him as “Dear Earl”?
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Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; I did.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many generals do you know by their first
names?

Mr. MICHAELs. Not too many.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know any of them on a first-name basis?
Mr. MICHAELs. I don’t believe so.

\; ADLERMAN. You had only met him two or three times by this
time
Mr. MICHAELs. About three times.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You felt you were on a social basis with him?
Mr. MICHAELs. To some extent; yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Don't you think that is a little unusual, to get on
a social basis with a general who is in charge of the European Ex
change System, at the end of two or three meetings, to be able to call
him “Earl”?

Mr. MICHAELs. Under these circumstances, the general, his personal
ity, lends itself to an informal type of association.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Would you do that with other people in the Post
Exchange System who are ranking members of the system?
Mr. MICHAELs. Not unless it was offered.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever do that with General Scott?
S Mr. MICHAELs. I have never had the privilege of meeting General
COtt.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever meet anybody else in the top rank
of the Post Exchange System?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes; I have.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Who?

Mr. MICHAELs. Colonel Highchew and General Bailey.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you call General Bailey by his first name?
Mr. MICHAELs. No; I didn’t, because I had

o', met him once.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How did you get so close to him to be able to call
him by his first name?
Mr. MICHAELs. Well, in discussion, two gentlemen sitting down and
discussing business and if he calls you Joe, why be formal between
two people in privacy?

Mr. ADLERMAN. This is because you met him outside the office rather
than in the office?

Mr. MICHAELs. I believe so.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it because you had a mutual friend, Mr. Crum,

who sort of paved the way for you?
Mr. MICHAELs. That did not enter into the picture. May I say that
I did not consider Mr. Crum a friend of mine.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Well, I don't blame you for that. . .
Can I ask you another question now: After this you didn't hear
anything further on the shelf agreement for some time, did you?
-

Mr. MICHAELs. I beg your pardon?
Mr. ADLERMAN. You did not hear anything about the shelf agree
ment for some time after that?
Mr. MICHAEL. That is correct.

-

Mr. Apt BRMAN. Did you finally make a telephone call to him about
August 13, 1969?
Mr. MICHAELs. Correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What did he say to you?
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Mr. MICHAELs. He mentioned that he had received no further word
from his staff. However, that if by October 15 if there is nothin

heard pro or con that he would instruct them to try out the shel
agreement on a trial basis.
b

# ADLERMAN.

He would recommend that it be done on a trial

aS1S

Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. By October 15?
Mr. MICHAELs. By October 15.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was that ever done?
Mr. MICHAELs. Never had been done.

Mr. ADLERMAN. As a matter of fact, he retired from the service on
September 30, around that time, didn't he?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

Mr. ADIERMAN. So that the opportunity never offered itself to be
put on a trial basis, according to his schedule of October 15?
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

To complete my statement, I would like to also add that General
Cole said that if this does not work to the satisfaction of EES or

Lorillard, either one of us could drop it.
Mr. ADLERMAN. He said it was on a trial basis?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

(At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would like the record to show the connection be

tween Martin J. Bromley and Price & Co., and Mr. Crum. I think
it would be well to put into the record a letter of June 24, 1969,
written by Mr. Orcutt of Lorillard to Martin J. Bromley indicating

that he believed Lorillard Corp. could do better in Vietnam than it
was doing. He referred to the previous year's correspondence with
Scott Dotterer and referred to the opinion that Price & Co.

might be able to improve the irregularities of an unsatisfactory dis
tribution in Vietnam. Was that the general sense of those letters?
Mr. MICHAELs. I believe so.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Ioffer into evidence our staff exhibits 20 and 21.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 559 and

560” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this letter to explain how Price & Co. could im
prove Lorillard's position in the market?
I offer this in evidence.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 561” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. How do the sales of the various brands compare

in Vietnam or Europe? Is the proportion about the same as cigarettes
that sell to the civilian population.

Mr. MICHAELs. In a normal military market I believe we will find
that the same ratio of popularity, standings, would exist. However, in a
place like Vietnam, Philippines, perhaps one or two other places, we

might find one brand extremely popular, perhaps due to the demand
outside of the military market itself.

•

*

Senator RIBICOFF. Is that because cigarettes get into the civilian
black market?
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Mr. MICHAELS. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do the Vietnamese have a partiality toward one
cigarette over another?

Mr. MICHAELs. Apparently they do.
Senator RIBICOFF. Which cigarette do they like?
Mr. MICHAELs. Is this a commercial, Senator?
Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious. I don’t know if it is good or bad.
Mr. MICHAELs. It is the same brand as one of the l
g menthol
brands that we have in the United States.
Senator RIBICOFF. Which is what?

Mr. MICHAELs. I can’t say it. It is Salem.
Senator RIBIcoFF. That is preferred by the civilian population?
Mr. MICHAELs. Quite definitely.
Senator RIBICOFF. So that increases the sales.
Mr. MICHAELs. That is correct.

£or RIBICOFF. How many cartons of cigarettes are there in 2,000
CaSeS

Mr. MICHAELs. There are 60 cartons to a case. There are 10 packages
to a carton.

Senator RIBICOFF. So that 2,000 cases times 60—how much would
that involve in cost for Lorillard?

Mr. MICHAELs. It would be approximately, roughly $200,000.
Senator RIBICOFF. $200,000 for 2,000 cases

's. the question of what

h":

ened to 2,000 cases is a very substantial issue.
!' MICHAELs. It definitely would be, and that was my responsi

bility.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Did Crum tell you why he was coming to
Europe?
Mr. MICHAELs. No, he didn’t, other than visiting Europe.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did Crum do business in Europe? Did Price &
Co., or Sarl, do business in Europe?
Mr. MICHAELs. I don’t know.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you see him in Europe?
Mr. MICHAELs. No, I didn't.
Senator RIBICOFF. You did not see him?

Mr. MICHAELs. No, I did not.

Senator RIBIcoFF. But he did write that he was coming?
Mr. MICHAELs. I don't know whether he wrote to me or mentioned

that he planned a trip, whether he was coming to the United States
through Europe or whatever it was, but I do recollect I knew he
was coming into New York sometime.
Mr. ADLERMAN. For the purpose of the record, I would like to
show the tie-in again between the Club Specialties Overseas, which
is Bromley's company, and Price & Co. I offer in evidence staff ex
hibit 26.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 562” for refer
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Michaels, around about September 1969 had

you virtually committed yourself almost to taking on the Price &
Co. as a distributor?
Mr. MICHAELs. I made the recommendation to Lorillard that we

put Price & Co. on a trial basis in Vietnam.

* = --

-

-
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Mr. ADLERMAN. And then something happened about October 11,
is that right? About October 11 you returned to New York?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes, I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What happened to that?
Mr. MICHAELs. The Sunday Times is delivered to my apartment.
Reading the paper that morning I noted Price & Co. right on the
front page. I' some of the allegations against Price & Co. I
felt that would settle my problem as far as deciding who to appoint
in Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You wrote to them and told them that the news

is rough and that you are not going to take on Price & Co.?
Mr. MICHAELs. I don’t recollect whether I did write to them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you write to Daniel Healey of your company?
Mr. MICHAELs. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That until the New York Times article it had been

your positive recommendation that you appoint Price & Co. as repre
sentative on a trial basis?

Mr. MICHAELs. I wrote that, yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. However, since that article, what did you do?
Mr. MICHAELs. No man in his right mind could pursue a recom
mendation like that. If I may, my feelings from the initial meeting
with Messrs. Crum never changed. However, we were in need of the

best representative we could find and maybe it wasn’t the best but
apparently they could cover Vietnam, which is so difficult, I having
been there at least three times, and my recommendation there had to
be such was based on a fellow by the name of Dick Wright I met
in Saigon, who is associated with Price & Co., and in discussing
Vietnam market distribution coverage, he appeared to be the most
knowledgeable man I had run across in Vietnam or anywhere else,
so far as the military outlets that sell cigarettes are concerned, in
Vietnam.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, if I might make a point here that Mr.
Scara, the CID agent, testified that Mr. Wright told him in Decem
ber 1966 that Cole could straighten out any problems that Mr. Crum
had. I think that is in the record.

Mr. MICHAELs. Is that a question?
Mr. DUFFY. I was just making a statement for the record.
Senator PERCY. I have just one question pertaining to the comment

Mr. Crum made to you. Did this make you somewhat uneasy about

having your company's representation in Mr. Crum's hands, if he
would make this improper offer to you and with the knowledge you
had that sergeants who were custodians of the messes were suscept
ible to asking for kickbacks, themselves? Were you hesitant at that

time? Were you skeptical at that time, or uneasy, about going into a
relationship with someone whose ethics might not match the policy of
the company?
-

Mr. MICHAELs. Senator Percy, I was uneasy about the whole situ
ation from the very beginning, but due to the channels through which
this came into my hands, and the follow through, we stalled, we
studied and we analyzed until the very end.
Senator PERCY. Fortunately this is a case where stalling and not
making a decision was probably one of the best decisions you made?
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Mr. MICHAELs. I believe so.

Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Thank you very much.
Documents mentioned during Mr. Michaels' testimony that have
not been made exhibits will be admitted at this time.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 563

through 568” for reference and may be found in the files of the
subcommittee.)
Senator RIBICOFF. If the committee has no further questions of Mr.
Michaels or Colonel Cole, we can dismiss them for the day.
Have you heard from Colonel Ivey's counsel whether he will be
available on Wednesday morning?
Mr. DUFFY. We are still trying to make that judgment.
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will get in touch with counsel as
to whether Colonel Ivey will be available on Wednesday. If he is
not we will notify you on a day that is agreeable to all the parties
to have Mr. Cole come back.

May I say to you that from time to time as we have proceeded,
Mr. Magee, or Colonel Cole have felt that they were prevented from
amplifying some statements that they would like to make, or there
are other matters that they would like to discuss. After Colonel Ivey
testifies we will give Colonel Cole an opportunity to make any state
ment he wants.

Mr. MAGEE. We appreciate that, Mr. Chairman. Then I understand
that the silver cigarette box endorsed by General Westmoreland is to
be returned after lunch.

Senator RIBICoEF. Yes. It will be returned to you.

Rear Admiral Bagley, Major General Dupont. As I understand, the
Army has a representative here. Will he come forward, too.

Will you raise your right hand, please.
You do swear the testimony you give before this subcommittee will
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you

#:
OC1 &

Admiral BAGLEY. I do.
General DUPONT. I do.

Senator RIBICoEF. I understand you gentlemen each have a state
ment that you would like to present.
Admiral BAGLEY. That is correct, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Admiral Bagley, you have the first statement to
make.
TESTIMONY OF REAR ADM. DAVID H. BAGLEY

Admiral BAGLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am Rear Adm. David H. Bagley, Assistant Chief of Naval Person
nel for Personal Affairs. As the officer directly concerned with the
morale and welfare of every navyman, I appreciate this opportunity

to meet with you and discuss where the operation of slot machines fits
into naval service. My statement will primarily pertain to Navy slot
machine operations, however, the Marine Corps operates an essentially
similar system. Brigadier General Beckington, Assistant Director for

Personnel, Headquarters Marine Corps, is with me and will be happy
to answer questions concerning the Marine Corps.
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Mr. Tyson of the Bureau of Naval Personnel is also with me, Mr.
Chairman.

From 1951 until early 1959 the Navy banned slot machines from all
naval installations. In 1959, commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Japan,
recommended to the Chief of Naval Personnel that slot machines be
authorized in messes and clubs within his command.

Senator PERCY. Admiral, could you identify who held that com
mand at that time? What individual was commander, U.S. Naval
Forces, Japan, at that time?

Admiral BAGLEY. Senator Percy, I don't have that. I will get it for
you.

Senator PERCY. Thank you.
(The information subsequently furnished was that Rear Adm. F. F.

Withington was commander, Naval Forces, Japan.)
Admiral BAGLEY. The reasons for this recommendation were that the

machines would be an inducement to keep our personnel on base and
out of bars and gambling establishments outside the gates, and would
provide a steady source of income in messes to help offset rising costs
of food, labor, and services. The recommendation was concurred in by
the Chief of Naval Operations and on March 23, 1959, was approved
by the Secretary of the Navy.

Following approval, commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Japan, was
requested to develop a set of detailed regulations, emphasizing strict
controls, for a pilot project in his command. These regulations were
forwarded to the Chief of Naval Personnel in May 1959.

In the meantime, Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Japan, requested
that the Chief of Naval Personnel furnish him with the names of

manufacturers of slot machines in the United States. Although one

of the world's largest manufacturers of slot machines (Service Games
(Japan)), was located in Japan, Commander, U.S. Naval Forces,
Japan, was concerned over information received relating to the busi
ness practices of the company. Names of several United States manu
facturers were obtained from the Office of Naval Procurement and, in

coordination with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Federal agen
cy checks of those companies were made.
In July 1959, ('' of Naval Personnel authorized the ownership
and operation of slot machines in messes and clubs at naval activities
within the command of Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Japan. All
slot machines were to be owned and operated by an authorized mess
or club. Rented machines were not permitted under any circumstances.
The maintenance and service of all machines were to be performed by
employees of the naval activity; maintenance contracts were not per
'' These restrictions were initiated in order to eliminate all pos
sible outside commercial influences.

In line with that philosophy, the Navy requires that its slot ma
chines be set at the factory to return a minimum of 77 percent to the
player in small award drop payouts in the course of an operatin
cycle (8,000
and, in
payment of jackpots and specia
awards which are of the nondrop type to bring the total payback to
the player to between 93 percent and 94 percent.
At the same time Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Japan, as a result

£)

£

of coordination with the FBI and other Federal Bureaus, was ad
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vised that two United States companies with many years of experience
in manufacturing slot machines, and with no adverse reports as the
result of Federal Agency checks, were Mills Bell-O-Matic of Chicago
sole overseas agent was Leonard Haimes Company of New

£

(ork) and Jennings and Company of Chicago (whose machines were
distributed overseas by Mar-Matic, Inc., # Baltimore). The other
United States manufacturers of slot machines were very small com
panies which did not have the capacity to fill the Navy's requirements.
In October 1959 Commander, U.S. Naval

£ issued de

tailed instructions on the operation of slot machines at activities under
his command, and in May 1960, after receiving bids from both Leon
ard Haimes Company and Mar-Matic, Inc., ' U.S. Naval
Forces, Japan, awarded a contract for 236 slot machines to Leonard
Haimes Company for Mills Machines.
Following a successful trial period in Japan, where no serious prob

lems were encountered, the possession and operation of slot machines
were authorized by the Chief of Naval Personnel in December 1960
at naval activities in Argentia, Newfoundland, and in Bermuda. At
present, slot machines are also authorized at naval activities in Tai
wan, Iceland, Vietnam, the Philippines, Korea, Germany, Italy,
Northern Ireland, Morocco, Scotland, Spain, Sicily and Antigua.
Until October 1969, each time he authorized the possession and opera

tion of slot machines at a particular activity, the Chief of Naval Per:
sonnel furnished such activity with a copy of the instructions issued
by the Commander, U.S. Naval Forces,
These were to be used
for guidance in preparing local regulations governing the operation
of slot machines. Each activity was required to furnish the Chief of
Naval Personnel with copies of its local regulations.
Until July 30, 1963, letters authorizing the possession and opera

£.

tion of slot machines listed Mills and Jennings as U.S. located manu

facturers of slot machines. On July 30, 1963, in the letter authorizing
slot machines at the Naval Support Activity in Saigon, it was stated
clearly that the purchase of slot machines of foreign manufacture is
prohibited. That statement has been included in each letter of au
thorization since that time and is included in the present Bureau of
Naval Personnel Instruction setting forth the policy and procedures
for slot machines at naval activities. At that time a firm decision was

made to permit the purchase of slot machines only from U.S. manu
facturers whose background checks had no adverse implications. Since

August 1966, the Chief of Naval Personnel has required that all pur
chase orders for slot machines be sent to him for approval before being
forwarded to the vendor.

In 1961 operation of enlisted men's clubs throughout the Navy was
assumed by the Navy exchange service. However, in order to insure
that all slot machines, wherever located, were operated under uni

form regulations, those machines in enlisted men's clubs were directed
to be operated by the Special Services Department under instructions
issued by the Chief of Naval Personnel. This policy is still in effect.
On October 16, 1969, the Chief of Naval Personnel issued Bureau of

Naval Personnel Instruction 101502A setting forth the policy and

procedures for slot machines at Naval installations, This instruction
contained detailed control procedures for use at all naval activities
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Where slot machines were operated, and prescribed standard forms for
implementing these procedures. The instruction incorporated control

Procedures
formerly contained in Commander, U.S. Naval Forces,
Japan, instructions and various local control regulations issued by
other commands, as well as additional control procedures considered
desirable. I think some of the more important controls will be of
1nterest to WOu.
Typically each slot machine has three different keys. Two of these
are required to open the cash box and the other is required to open
the slot machine casement. The key to the slot machine casement and
one key to one of the locks on the slot machine cash box are held by

the command duty officer or officer of the day. One key to the other
lock on the cash box is held by the mess treasurer or special services
director. The duplicate sets of all types of keys are retained by the
commanding officer of the base or station for emergency use only.
The command duty officer, officer of the day, or an enlisted assistant
of grade not lower than E–7 (these are rotating watches) is present
at any time a machine is required to be open for collection of coins or
for routine inspection or repairs. In addition, the mess treasurer,
special services director, or employee designated by name or title, also
is present as an observer. Requiring two individuals, each with his own
keys, to be present each time a machine is opened, virtually eliminates
the opportunity for misappropriation of funds which could exist if
all the
to the machines were in one person's possession.

£

Each slot machine is equipped with three nonresettable meters. All
jackpots and special awards are metered. At the time of the cash col
lections these meters are recorded. The meter recorded

£ are then

compared with actual payouts per the jackpot control sheet. Discrep
ancies between the control sheet and the meters are immediately

investigated.

Coin collection is required daily during which time the mess treas
urer, special services director or his designated representative and the
command duty officer or officer of the day, who supplies the casement
key and one key to the cashbox are present. These witnesses verify
the meter readings and cash count and sign the daily activity record.
During a visit to Yokosuka, Japan in January, I observed this oper
ation, unbeknownst to the participants. Each step was fully carried
Out.

Local audit boards perform reviews of slot machine procedures and
operations on a monthly basis. Immediate superiors in command per
form annual inspections. The Bureau of Naval Personnel reviews all
slot machine operations on a periodic basis and reviews monthly the
slot machine profit-and-loss statement. Naval audit service includes slot

machine reviews during scheduled audits.
The current regulations setting forth the policy and procedures for
slot machines on naval installations are contained in the Bureau of

Naval Personnel Instruction 10150.2B dated July 30, 1970. This is a
revision to the October 1969, instruction and prescribes controls found
to be needed as a result of surprise inspections and reviews of slot ma
chine operations. The major difference between that instruction and the
previous one is that baby jackpots (jackpot combinations above or be

low the payout line) are prohibited; the size of regular jackpots and
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special awards has been increased so that the total payout to the players
remains at between 93 percent and 94 percent.
As a result of the current congressional interest in the operation
of slot machines on military installations, a surprise review of slot
machine operations was made in January at each naval activity where
these machines are in use. I am pleased to report that no evidence of
dishonesty on the part of those responsible for overseeing the opera
tion of the machines was discovered.

In this connection, in the 12 years that slot machines have been au
thorized in the Navy we have received only two complaints about these
machines. One was back in 1960 and one this month. Both these com
laints concern recommendations for the removal of slot machines and

id not address methods of operation and control.
The Navy views its clubs and messes as the centers of social activity
on its bases. Therefore, we seek to provide the activities and service

which will induce officers, enlisted personnel, and dependents to
patronize those facilities. We feel this is particularly important over
seas where our bases are located in isolated areas and/or surrounded

by cheap dance halls, gambling parlors and other establishments de
signed to take the serviceman's money.
Looking at it realistically, if a serviceman wants to gamble, he
will. We feel strongly that, given these circumstances, it is far better
to provide slot £ in our clubs that indirectly encourage use of
civilian offbase gambling establishments.
The question of morality has been raised by some with respect to
playing slot machines. Without debating the morality issue, I would
point out that it is far better for one to play the machines in his own
club under controlled conditions than in an offbase establishment

dedicated to taking his money. Slot machines in Navy clubs not only
have a materially higher payout than those which exist in the civilian
community but revenues realized from the operation of the machines
are used for the benefit of the service personnel. They also keep
dollars in the U.S. economy which would otherwise le spent in
foreign economies.

Although income from the operation of slot machines is a secondary
consideration, profits generated by these machines have amounted
to a very substantial sum and have contributed materially to the fund
ing of welfare and recreational programs both at the local level and
Navywide.
During fiscal year 1970, for example, net profits from slot machines
in Navy messes and clubs amounted to $4,600,721. One-half of that
amount was retained at the activity where the machines are located,
and the other half was spent by the Bureau of Naval Personnel for
club improvements and for welfare and recreational programs
throughout the Navy. Henceforth, we will use the Bureau's half of
the profits solely for mess improvements.
The income from slot machines has proven to be of great importance

to Navy messes and clubs, especially those in Japan and the Philip

£

pines where the government
imposes a requirement for
messes and clubs to pay retroactive pay increases and midyear and
yearend bonuses. Without the additional income from slot machines,

these activities would be hard pressed to remain financially solvent.
The essential morale services they are providing would have to
be cut back drastically. It has been proposed from time to time that
the Navy charge dues for club membership. This added revenue, one

could argue, would compensate for the loss of slot machine revenues.
While this may be true for the other services, it would be most
difficult in the Navy. Navy clubs are unique in that they are responsi
ble for providing club service to fleet personnel not stationed at the
base where the club is located. Arrivals and departures of ships cause

huge and unpredictable variations in patron volume. This is a large—
figuratively and literally—floating patronage.
Largely because there is no equitable method of charging the fleet

personnel membership dues, most Navy clubs have operated on a non
dues

paying basis. Clearly, we could not ask our people to pay dues at

each port. The effect, then, of a loss of slot machine revenues would
be that some clubs would be unable to remain financially solvent and

would have to reduce operations unless it were possible to obtain
greater appropriated fund support than is now available. Prospects for
obtaining appropriated funds appear very dim in the present period
of financial austeritv.

As I mentioned, #if of the slot machine profits have been used to
help support the welfare and recreation programs as well as clubs
and messes at many Navy bases. Without this income, a considerable
reduction would be necessary in the amount of financial assistance that
can be given by the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that the Navy recognized
long ago the potential problems associated with slot machines. We
have put our affairs in order and taken every action possible to suc

cessfully prevent outside financial influence and internal corruption.

Our machines are made by reputable American manufacturers, they
are wholly owned and maintained by the clubs and messes, and the
revenues are strictly controlled and audited.

Finally, all proceeds from slot machine operations go either to the
individual player or, collectively, to all Navymen in the form of
better recreational facilities and services.

-

This concludes my prepared statement. I appreciated the privilege
of appearing before this distinguished committee. If there are any
uestions concerning my testimony, I will be happy to try to answer
them.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you, Admiral.
Senator Gurney?

Senator
GURNEY.you
Admiral,
commend
thor:I
ough
instructions
have onI certainly
slot machines
and you
theirforusethenow.

£y went into effect in October 1969. Did you have them before

notice
that time?

Admiral BAGLEY. Yes, sir. As I mentioned in my testimony, we de

veloped control procedures with Commander, U.S. Nayal Forces,
Japan, when we first renewed slot machine operations in 1959.
fetween that time and 1969 when our instruction was issued, we

provided each activity which obtained our authorization for slot ma
chine operations a '' of the Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Japan,
Instruction, amplified by information we received from other ac
tivities based on their experience.
58–590–71—Pt. 7—15
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(Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)

Senator GURNEY. This policy and procedures that went into effect in

October 1969, I gather that they were different. Am I wrong in my
assumption there that they really weren't?

Admiral BAGLEY. Yes, sir, you are wrong in that they were a repeti

tion and an updating of the instructions which we had established
with Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Japan, over the 10 years
preceding.

Senator GURNEY. Pretty much the same experience you had before
now transferred to the exchange supervision?

Admiral BAGLEY. No, sir. The slot machines were not transferred to
the exchange system. We have kept them under the Special Services

Director of each base, even though the enlisted men's club came under
Naval Exchange Operation in 1961.
I don't know if that answers your question.
Senator Gurney, I might amplify here one point. We didn't let
Commander, Naval Forces, Japan, just free-wheel on this. He devel
oped the instructions and submitted them to us for approval. So they
were in effect Bureau of Naval Personnel approved, although not in
formal instructions during the 1960's.

Senator GURNEY. In your statement you mentioned that when you
reauthorized those things back in 1959 that you were very careful

£

placed on their use in order to eliminate
all possible outside commercial influence. What led you to do that?
Did you have reason to believe that corruption was connected with slot
about those restrictions

machines?

Admiral BAGLEY. I think we had pretty firm evidence over the years
that wherever money is involved corruption is possible. We felt that
we should minimize the opportunity and the temptation for corruption
by confining it to official channels.

Senator GURNEY. Had there been any experience in the services prior
to that time of corruption in slot machine usage?
Admiral BAGLEY. To my knowledge, and I am not fully conversant
with this, but to my knowledge there was no corruption uncovered in
the 1940's when we did have slot machines. I would have to research

that to give you a definitive answer, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you have any outside commercial influences
that wou refer to here?

Admiral BAGLEY. Not to my knowledge; no, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I have no further questions.

Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you very much for your courtesy.
Senator RIBICOFF. General Dupont, I have read your statement. It

sets out your procedures which might be a little different than that
of Admiral Bagley. I see no reason for you to read this statement. It
will go into the record as if read.
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. R. G. DUPONT

General DUPONT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
I am Maj. Gen. R. G. Dupont, Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff,
Personnel for Military Personnel. Headquarters, U.S. Air Force, and

Commander, USAF Military Personnel Center, Randolph Air Force
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Base, Tex. I work for the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel, who,
through the Director of Personnel Services in my organization, is
responsible for policy guidance pertaining to the operation of open
messes and other sundry fund activities.

In turn, the major commanders, through their staffs, are responsible
for the supervision of open messes and other sundry fund activities,
while the installation commanders have operating jurisdiction over
these activities which are under their organization.
I would like to discuss the possession and operation of slot machines
within the Air Force; measures which have been taken to strengthen

our internal controls over their operation; and some of the recent
actions we have taken to reduce their use.
Procedures for accounting and cash controls of slot machines have

been prescribed since December 1949. These basic procedures required
specific records to be maintained and verified on all slot machine in

come and payout. Commanders who had machines on their bases
established directives governing their operation and control.
Through the years, external surveillance of o
mess activities
has been exercised through the use of qualified Air Force audit and
investigative personnel. In 1969 added emphasis was placed on these
surveillance activities. Since July 1, 1969, 332 audits and 151 investiga
tive surveys of our open messes have been conducted. We have insti
tuted, in addition to these Air Force surveillance activities, supple
mental audits to be conducted by civilian auditing firms.
This supplemental audit program, which will be coordinated with
our normal Air Force audit and OSI programs, will give annual audit
coverage to a minimum of 25 percent of both total number and total
annual revenue of our open messes, worldwide.

With regard to slot machine operations, it was determined as a result
of audit reports, that standardized, more detailed instructions would
improve control. As a consequence, on December 10, 1969, major
commanders concerned with slot machine operations were reminded

in a letter from the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel, that, “It is im

perative that the acquisition of machines, control of keys, payment
and verification of jackpots, and the counting, and depositing of
receipts be

£ controlled and supervised.”

As an enclosure to that letter, comprehensive instructions for slot

machine operation, control, and accountability of income, were issued
for immediate implementation.
Among the more significant of these instructions were detailed pro

cedures for making comparisons of actual income and payouts against
established and projected income and payouts; provisions which re

quire recording ownership on property records; and specific instruc
tions for machine disposition. These procedures, representing an ex
pansion of previous instructions, are in effect for all commands owning
slot machines, and are under frequent review for their adequacy in
maintaining proper controls and practices.
Air Force policy for procurement actions which use nonappropri
ated funds contains general guidance and criteria which will be fol

lowed. Major commanders have authority to issue supplemental di
rectives covering procedures that may be unique to their mission or

location. This is particularly appropriate in oversea areas where prob
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lems associated with all facets of logistical support, including pro
curement, are greater than in the United States.
Criteria for procurement in all nonappropriated fund activities are
-

- - -

specified to insure that:
Requirements are clearly established.

Equal rules for open competition are observed.
Full value is received for funds expended.
Gold flow directives are adhered to.

The “Buy American” policy is fully supported.
The needs of our open messes are determined by the open mess
custodian. To assist him in his procurement responsibility, Air Force

policy provides that the purchase of property and equipment, which
exceeds $250, will be reviewed by the open mess advisory council and
must be approved by the installation commander.
As I mentioned before, commanders may impose additional pro
curement constraints and procedures to meet local conditions. They are
encouraged to use the professional knowledge of their procurement
personnel acting in an advisory capacity to support these nonappro
riated fund transactions. Further, they will not conduct business with
£ or individuals who have been placed on the joint list of debarred,
ineligible, and suspended contractors.
During 1970, in our continuing review of slot machine operations,
it was considered prudent to decrease reliance on this source of income

to operate our messes and other nonappropriated fund supported ac
tivities and, in turn, place more emphasis on efficient management.
Accordingly, the Air Force, in September 1970, directed a reduction
of slot

#.

use and income. Maior commanders were informed

that, “As a consequence of reduced

# and income, we will have to

have better management to retain the present high standards of food,
beverage, service, and entertainment in well decorated and maintained
facilities.”

Guidelines were provided which would cause the removal of ma

chines from rod and gun clubs and similar activities and confine their
use to open messes; limit remaining machines to those accepting
nickels and dimes; decrease the hours during which remaining ma
chines could be played; and reduce the number of machines.

As a result of these instructions, major commands have established

specific programs and taken actions designed to meet the guidelines
established for the reduction. In recognition of the financial impact
this program will have, commanders have been given the latitude
necessary to make adjustments to operate on lower incomes after con
sideration of the various financial side effects. In this respect, I would

like to inform you of the actions which have been taken in the Pacific

Air Force area during calendar year 1970.
A. Reduction of 1,334 machines (from 3,734 to 2,400, or 36 per
cent).

#) All quarter machines removed (687).
C. Only 5- and 10-cent machines now available and only in open
neSSOS.

D. Operation of remaining machines reduced by 8,415 hours/
month (minus 20 percent).

E. No further procurement of slot machines.
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U.S. Air Force, Europe has a similar program. They stopped slot
machine procurement in September 1970 and are now effecting a
scheduled reduction of 1,609 machines (from 3,500 to 1,891) through
the first half of calendar year 1971.
We have assessed our ongoing phasedown program in terms of its
impact on the financial stability of our open mess and other sundry
fund activities and the management adjustments required to compen
sate for reduced revenue. Based upon this assessment, we have de
cided to continue the phasedown program until all slot machines are
moved from all Air Force installations and activities. This action will

be completed by July 1, 1972.
In summary, we have been subjecting our slot machine program to
a continuous and indepth review. From these reviews, we have ini
tiated improved controls, closer surveillance and reduction in their
use—actions which we expect will significantly contribute to their
proper operation and management during this period of phasedown
to complete phaseout.
This concludes my prepared statement. If there are any questions
concerning my testimony, I will try to answer them.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney might have a question he might
want to ask.

Senator GURNEY. I have not read the statement. I don't particu
larly want to ask any questions if you want to # On
Senator RIBICoFF. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for giving us
the benefit of your policy of your respective services with regard to
slot machines.

Mr. Duffy, Mr. Fox, and Mr. Daley.
' right hand?

Will you raise

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. GREGORY DUFFY. I do.
Mr. Fox. I do.

Senator RIBICOFF. The Chair is informed by the staff that the tes
timony to be given by
of the investigative agencies of
the three services is based upon a large number of lengthy reports of
investigations which have been furnished to the subcommittee. Many

£

of these reports contain material not pertinent to this investigation,
and they contain derogatory information about many service person

nel who since the events related in the reports have conducted them
selves with complete propriety in their service careers. The reports also
contain much information about investigatory techniques and meth
ods of operation by the agencies involved. All of them should not be
made public.
Without objection, I will direct that they be admitted into evidence
as a bulky exhibit, and that John Brick of the subcommittee's staff,

who has custody of them, extract from them the particular reports or
sections of reports which will be discussed in the testimony which fol
lows, and place the remainder in safekeeping, either in the files of the
subcommittee or by returning them to the agencies of the armed
services.

(A summary of the documents referred to was marked “Exhibit No.
569” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
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Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duffy, please.
Mr. GREGORY DUFFY. I am Mr. Duffy, Mr. Chairman. I did not want
to be confused with your Mr. Duffy.

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Gregory L. Duffy.
Mr. GREGORY DUFFY. Thank you.
TESTIMONY OF GREGORY L. DUFFY

Mr. GREGORY DUFFY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcom

mittee: My name is Gregory L. Duffy. I am the assistant head of the
Criminal Investi

tions Division, Naval

Investigative Service Head

quarters, of the U.S. Navy. I am a civilian special agent and have been
employed by the Naval Investigative Service or its predecessor organ
ization, the Office of Naval Intelligence, since 1961.

The U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations has
asked me to prepare a summary of the Navy's investigations of Serv
ice Games, Inc., of Panama, and its related companies. My summary
is as follows:

Service Games, Inc. first came to the attention of the Navy investi
gators through a letter from the Criminal Division of the Department
of Justice, dated February 26, 1954, addressed to the Office of Naval
Intelligence. This letter stated that an unnamed informant had told of
a scheme where slot machines were being imported into Guam illegally
by Service Games, Inc. of Tokyo, Japan. It was alleged by the in
formant that the machines were released from bond in Japan by
“phoney military release forms number 380” and were flown to Guam
on Government aircraft. The informant named a Marty Bromley, alias
Bromberg, of Honolulu, as the main office manager of Service Games,
Inc., and named a Dick Stewart as the Tokyo office manager.

Two Office of Naval Intelligence agents were assigned to follow up
on these allegations. Their investigation on Guam showed that a part
nership did exist doing business as Guam Service Games. The partners

of record were Floyd G. Blake, Irving Bromberg, Martin Bromberg
(also known as Marty Bromley) and James L. Humpert. Mr. Blake
was the resident partner and office manager.

No evidence could be found that there were any slot machines any
where on Guam, either in Air Force or Navy clubs, or in the civilian

economy. Their investigative work in Japan, however, in conjunction
with other Navy and Air Force investigations, revealed substantial evi

dence that an illegal scheme did exist and was being used by Service
Games with respect to importing slot machines into Korea from Japan.
The form 380 mentioned by the Justice Department's informant was
identified as Japanese Foreign Exchange Commission Form 380 (FEC
380) which bears the title “Customs Free Import or Export of Cargo
or Customs Declaration of Personal Property.”

Let me explain the mechanics of the importation of coin operated
machines into Japan and the use of the form 380. The form was used

to release pinball machines (or any other goods) from bonded ware
houses without payment of customs duties, either for transshipment

out of Japan or for release to U.S. military installations in Japan.
which could import items free of Japanese taxes and duties.
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The investigators found that Service Games, Inc. also printed a form
similar in appearance to the official FEC 380. The major difference was
that it had the

company title printed at the top. This was the “phoney
referred to that had opened this case. The

form number 380” originally

Japanese customs officials would accept either form as a customs release
if it contained an indication that a service club had purchased a pin
ball machine from Service Games.

The reason for using a falsified release form, when the machines

were duty free, was explained in the ONI special agent's report of
May 24, 1954:
AGENT's NoTE. It was established during the investigation that Service Games,
Inc., Tokyo keeps large stocks of slot machines and parts on hand so that they
can immediately fill orders from the military. It was also established that Serv
ice Games, Inc., Tokyo, orders machines from their Honolulu office. The order
is written so that on its face it would indicate that the Honolulu Office would
ship the machines direct to the service club in Korea, for example, whereas,

actually the shipment stops at the Tokyo office and assumes its place in the
Stock on hand. It is worthy of note that the outright sale of slot machines by

a manufacturer or distributor would not be in the best interests of that party
and also that a rental plus percentage or simple percentage basis is the usual
form of money making proposition sought by said manufacturer.
It is believed by the reporting agent that the most beneficial method that
could be used by Service Games, Incorporated, insofar as this case is concerned,
would involve utilizing a duplicate set of 380 forms which would show inflated
numbers of machines being shipped to service clubs. This type of operation
would enable Service Games, Incorporated, to get refunds on the bond placed
by them on the imported machines and also account to the Japanese Customs
authorities for machines, apparently no longer in the country, which could then
be placed in operation in private Japanese night clubs under a more suitable and
customary method of operations.

The Navy closed out this particular investigation with the findings
that there was no evidence of illegal imports of slot machines into
Guam.
MAIL

FRAUD

INVESTIGATION

In late 1954 an investigation was made of the alleged improper use
of the military mail system by Service Games of Tokyo. This com
pany had a rental agreement with the enlisted men's club at Yoko
Suka, Japan, to supply pinball and bowling machines, owned by Serv
ice Games, with the gross receipts split 50–50. Under the agreement,
Service Games was responsible for all maintenance and repair of its
machines and for the procurement and payment of any Japanese
licenses, taxes, permits, etcetera.

The investigation was started when the Navy chief petty officer who
was the club manager signed a fleet post office receipt for about $290
worth of repair parts for the machines. The shipment, from a Chicago
distributing company, had been addressed to Coin Machine Depart
ment, Yokosuka EM Club. The shipment was billed, however, to Serv
ice Games, Inc., in Honolulu, Hawaii. Since there was no “coin ma

chine department” in the club, command postal authorities requested
the check.

The club manager admitted to the ONI that he had received the

spare parts and that Service Games was permitted to store repair parts
in a club storeroom. No inventories were kept by the club manager
since the parts were paid for by Service Games.
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The investigation also revealed that 64 pinball machines, with a
value of approximately $80,000, had been released from Japanese cus
toms tax-free for use in the club. The previous club manager had
signed FEC 380 forms to obtain these machines “for the exclusive use

of the enlisted men's club, Yokosuka.” When this manager was trans
ferred, his successor ordered Service Games to remove most of the ma

chines unaware they had not been cleared through Japanese customs.
A similar situation at the Naval Air station, Atsugi, Japan resulted in
Service Games obtaining duty-free entry of pinball machines valued
at $38,000.

In August of 1954, Richard Devant Stewart was interviewed in
Tokyo and at the Intelligence Office, Commander Naval Forces, Far
East. He identified himself as manager of Service Games, was advised
of his rights under the fifth amendment, and volunteered to return to
the enlisted men's club all of the machines which had been released

for Japanese customs on form 380's. Stewart further stated that it had
not been his intention to defraud the Japanese Government and that
he had attempted to effect delivery of all the machines as agreed upon,
but when ordered to remove the machines from the club, he had placed
them in other naval activities and retained the balance in his warehouse

as replacements.

His explanation of ordering repair parts sent through fleet post office
was that it offered the most expeditious means of keeping the machines
in repair and that he had not realized a possible postal violation existed
as the parts were solely for the machines in use by Navy

'"

ClubS.

Stewart effected delivery to the enlisted men's club of a sufficient
number of pinball machines to cover the 64 which had been removed
from Japanese customs on form 380's, together with an invoice indi
cating the activities from which they had been removed. Twenty-four
of these machines had been in the company's warehouse in Tokyo.
EVASION OF JAPANESE CUSTOM'S AND TAXEs, 1957–59

By a letter dated August 3, 1959, the chief, investigation section, of
the Yokohama Customs House requested Navy assistance in deter
mining if Service Games, Japan was introducing coin-operated amuse

ment machines into Japan without payment of import taxes by the
use of falsified FEC 380 forms. The Navy was provided with a list of
some 19 items which had been removed from bonded warehouses, each

item supported by a signed certification of purchase from Service
Games, Inc., issued by a U.S. Navy activitv.

On equipment of this nature, customs duties amount to a 40-percent
import duty and a 35-percent commodities tax, for a total of 75 per

cent of the original cost. Equipment owned by a U.S. military or
ganization could be imported duty-free, but equipment owned by
Service Games and placed in a U.S. service club was supposed to be
cleared through Japanese customs and the 75 percent tax paid. The
reason for attempting to evade the customs duty is clear.
To summarize the finds of the investigation, the 19 particular trans
actions in question had been made in the 1957–59 time period. A
check of the records of the clubs involved was able to confirm that

seven of the transactions were legitimate, two were not purchased as
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certified, and the remaining 10 could not be specifically identified be.
cause of a lack of records and serial numbers.

The investigation developed one specific instance in which the local

Japanese customs officials were in receipt of a customs release docu
ment which indicated that a petty officer's club at Yokosuka had pur
chased from Service Games one coin-operated bowling machine. In
Quiries during the course of our investigation determined that the
club had no record of ordering or making payment for the machine

'" there any indication

of the presence of the machine at the

Club.

These findings were relayed orally in April 1960 to the Yokohama
Customs House where Japanese customs officials advised, in May of
1960, that their investigation had been temporarily discontinued in
view of other pending action.
Information supplied by Japanese customs officials reflects that
between May 27, 1960, and October 10, 1960, Service Games, Japan,
and/or S. F. Dotterer was fined a total of $13,017 for smuggling

equipment both into and out of Japan, producing false certificates of
origin on 255 “jukeboxes” in order that they might be imported duty
free, and illegally sending money out of Japan. Japanese authorities
estimated that the false certificate of origin enabled the corporation
to realize a profit of approximately $2,778 on each jukebox.
SMUGGLING INTO THE PHILIPPINES, 1959

On June 22, 1959, the Navy lieutenant in charge of a small radio sta

tion on the outskirts of Manila reported to the ONI that two new pin
ball machines had arrived at his facility in a mysterious fashion.
These machines were in crates marked “Office Equipment” and had
arrived from Japan via Government air transportation. They were
addressed to “Navy Radio Facility, Navy 961, Open Mess,” yet there
was no open mess at this station.
There were no shipping documents, but the crates did have a sten

ciled transportation routing which showed that they had been sent
from Tachikawa Air Base in Japan to Clark Air Base in the Philip
pines. From there they had merely been shuffled along from station to

station until they finally arrived at the Navy radio station. One of
the crates also was marked “Service Games, Yokohama.”

The Navy radio facility did have a rental agreement with Serv
ice Games, Inc. (Panama) for the use of two pinball machines at the
club on the station. The agreement had been executed on March 1,

#
and two pinball machines already were in operation at the Navy
lub.
A check at Tachikawa Air Base, Japan, showed that a letter from
the “Open Mess, Navy Radio Facility 961” had requested the Air

Force to make expeditious shipment of the two pinball machines. In
vestigation developed that the documents bore an authorizing signa
ture that was false and fictitious.

Then on June 30, 1959, the lieutenant received a letter, dated June 6,
1959, from Service Games, Japan, and signed by S. F. Dottereer, which
stated that:
We have shipped this day via Tachikawa Air Revenue two each Sea Island
pinball machines which were offered from us by your Fund on the 20th of
February 1959.
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The lieutenant wrote back stating that he had not ordered the ma
chines, was returning them at Service Games expense, and would

route them through Philippines customs if they were to be kept on
the islands.

On August 5 he received another letter from S. F. Dotterer, dated
July 20, 1959. In this letter Service Games, Inc., admitted that the
machines were “not covered by a club purchase order.” It said that the
two machines had actually been ordered by Service Games (Panama)
and originally intended for a club at Clark Air Base, but diverted to
the Navy station so they would have two new machines for their use.
It also said arrangements had been made with the Officers Club at
Clark to take the pinball machines. This latter claim turned out to be
false.

Subsequently, the firm advised that they had been unable to place
the machines in the Air Force Club and intended to sell them to a

Japanese customer. Ultimately with the approval of the Commander
Naval Forces, Philippines, #. machines were turned over to Mr.
John Perrone and Salvador Chalon, representatives of the United
Amusement Co., a subsidiary of Service Games, after they presented
the Navy representative with a tax-paid certificate from the Philip
pine Bureau of Customs.
I would like to comment on the Philippine law in effect at the time
the above series of events took place. The law provided that slot ma
chines and pinball machines were a prohibited importation with
penal provisions for a fine and imprisonment for up to 2 years for
any person who should fraudulently import or bring into the Philip
pines, or assist in doing so, any article prohibited by the law.
The law made no provision, however, concerning the disposition on
the local market of any equipment classed as a prohibited import
which had been either rented to or owned by activities of the U.S.
military. It was legal to import such machines into these activities.
Thus, all other avenues of importation were closed, leaving only
U.S. military bases as a possible means by which machines could
be entered into the Philippines. This, in effect, was a loophole in the
law which the contractors attempted to use to their advantage.
Additionally, the investigation in the Philippines developed that the
firm removed the machines from the club of its own discretion. Rep
resentatives of the firm admitted that the machines were either resold

to private parties or salvaged for parts when they had outlived their
usefulness aboard the military installation. Again the machines or the
parts had entered the Philippine economy without payment of im
port duties.
On September 10, 1959, the Commander Naval Forces, Philippines,
ordered all existing rental agreements terminated as soon as possible.
Naval commands were instructed to, in the future, purchase any such
machines they might desire to use, and they were further ordered not
to import or assist in the importation of any such coin-operated ma
chines unless the machine was already the property of the command.
By January 1, 1960, all rental agreements had been terminated in the

naval commands under the control of Commander Naval Forces,
Philippines.
On January 12, 1960, the Commander Naval Forces, Philippines, di
rected that none of his forces engage in business with Service Games,
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Inc., and he permanently debarred Martin Bromley, Irvin Bromley,
Richard Devant Stewart, Scott F. Dotterer, Moise Penais, and John

Perrone of the firm from access to Navy installations under his com
mand. Also banned were Far East Amusement Company, Inc., and
their representatives.
IMPORTATION OF MACHINES IN

NAVY BOTTOMS

During the course of this 1959 investigation it was developed that
machines shipped to U.S. military installations were arriving on Navy

or Navy-chartered vessels. The shipment of property belonging to a
private firm or individual in Navy bottoms is prohibited. In this in

stance it was not a proper procedure as the machines were the proper
ty of Service Games, Inc. In their rental contracts with the various

service clubs in Japan and the Philippines it is specifically spelled out
that the title to the machines would in all instances remain with Ser
vice Games.

During the course of the investigation a naval officer, Justin D.
Brett, indicated that “his company was authorized to ship pinball
machines via Government bottoms when a contract was in force with

an exchange, provided that in a conversation with Richard Stewart,
Stewart had stated that the machines were for the exclusive use of

military personnel and on a military base.”
Stewart also claimed that a letter was issued in 1946, according to
Brett, allowing his company to ship pinball machines via Government

bottoms provided they were for use by military personnel. The naval
officer never viewed the letter.

In a subsequent interview on May 9, 1959, Mr. Stewart indicated to
us that Service Games had been shipping for years in Navy bottoms
without any shipping authority. He declared that if he was in the
Navy, he too would be concerned with how the pinball machines were
transported in Navy bottoms to Subic Bay. According to Stewart's
estimate, 60 Service Games pinball machines had entered Subic Bay in
Navy bottoms during an 18-month period.
Initially in the contract for providing the machines to the Navy,
the profits were to be divided on a 60–40 basis with Service Games
receiving the larger share. However, Stewart claimed he agreed to a

50–50 share of the receipts if the machines were shipped to Subic
Bay in Navy bottoms. The 50–50 share was agreed on in the initial
1958 contract and in a subsequent contract in 1959. In all contracts

with Navy facilities in the Subic Bay area Service Games, Inc.,
Stewart stated, owns the machines and no Philippine customs duties
are paid on them.
-

-

-

- -

Inquiries made at the Naval Supply Depot, Oakland, Calif., indi
cated that the shipments were probably placed aboard ships at the
depot by personnel who were of the opinion that the shipment has
become disassociated from its paperwork.
NAVY BAN OF SERVICE GAMES IN JAPAN, 1959

Based in part on the investigative results I have described, in Japan
and the Philippines, the commander, Naval Forces, Japan, on Decem
ber 9, 1959, excluded Service Games, Inc., and its affiliates as an eligible
contractor for coin-operated machines at commands under his control.
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After being debarred by the commander, Naval Forces, Japan,

Service Games representatives began to offer coin machines on behalf
of Utamatic, Inc., and Nihon Goraku Bussan, K.K.—Japan Amuse
ment Co., Ltd. This became evident when inquiries at the Industrial
Security Office, Fleet Activities, Yokosuka, revealed that a letter origi
nated by Mr. Scott Dotterer had announced the new names of the

firm and requested access to fleet facilities at Yokosuka. Upon learning
that Utamatic and Japan Amusement Co., Ltd., were new names for
Service Games, Inc., these firms were also barred by commander,
Naval Forces, Japan, from consideration as coin-operated machine
Contractors.
SERVICE GAMES AFFILLATIONS ON ORINAWA

During this period of time, information was developed indicating
that Service Games, Japan, was represented in Okinawa by a firm
called Barclay & Co., Ltd. According to members of the firm, they
operated a games division employing two persons who handled ad
ministrative work for Barclay Service Games in Okinawa. This
service was provided on a fixed-fee basis with sales, servicing, and
bookkeeping being done by Service Games personnel.

In effect, Service Games was purchasing Barclay & Co.'s license
to operate in Okinawa as they were unable to obtain such a license.
Reportedly, in April 1960, Barclay & Co. terminated all relationships
with Service Games, Japan. Files of the Naval Investigative Service
contain no information that would indicate that Barclay & Co. is other
than a reputable business firm.
In April 1961 the U.S. Civil Administration of the

*'' Islands

found Service Games guilty of conspiring to evade the payment of
some $111,000 in commodities taxes, and a fine of $300,000 was imposed
on the firm. Further, Bruce Eckert, the manager of Service Games in
Okinawa, was fined $7,500 on charges of conspiring to avoid taxes
and altering official documents to avoid the payment of taxes.
INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, 1962

During this investigation inquiries were made in Panama with
regard to the corporate makeup of Service Games, Inc. Official Gov
ernment records of the Republic of Panama reflect the company was
incorporated under its English name on September 8, 1953, by Roberto
Ramon Aleman and Francisco Gonzales Ruiz, Panamanian attorneys.
At the time of incorporation the following were stated to be company
officials: Richard D. Stewart, Tokyo; Raymond Lemaire, Tokyo;
and Martin J. Bromley, Honolulu.

These records further reflect that an election of officers on January
12, 1954, resulted in the following being chosen as company officials:
Irving Bromberg, president; James L. Humpert, vice president; and
Martin J. Bromley, secretary-treasurer. The local representative of the
firm was shown to be Luiz Olympio d’Aquino.
Inquiries among commercial and banking interests in Panama at

the time revealed that the firm did not do any business in the country.
At the conclusion of our inquiries in Japan and the Philippines be
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tween 1959 and 1960, Service Games and its affiliates were not au
thorized to deal with naval commands in either Japan or the
Philippines.
INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, 1962

In 1962 the Internal Revenue Service requested us to conduct an in
vestigation to determine the purchase price of 39 coin-operated pinball

machines allegedly purchased by the enlisted men's club at the Naval
Air Station, Atsugi, Japan. These machines were purportedly pur
chased from Service Games between 1957 and 1959. Inquiries estab
lished that the enlisted men's club at Atsugi had never purchased any
machines from Service Games.

From 1957 to 1960 the club had a rental agreement with Service
Games. However, this was terminated in 1960 after total rental pay
ments of more than $29,000 had been made. At the time of this investi

ation none of the machines which IRS indicated had been purchased
or NAS, Atsugi, were in evidence at that command.
Sources contacted during the investigation related that there were
never more than seven machines in the club at NAS, Atsugi, at any
time during the period when the rental agreement was in effect. This
investigation developed that all machines in question had been

shipped to Japan aboard Government carriers. The inability to locate
the machines in 1962 indicates that they were able to enter the Jap

anese economy, in all likelihood without the payment of import duties.
A similar investigation was conducted in the Philippines at the
same time

£ 32 #' machines. The results of this inves

tigation were basically the same as those obtained during the inves
tigation in Japan. These investigations revealed that in 1962 all coin
operated machines on naval installations in Japan and the Philip
pines were owed by the service clubs in which they were located.
SERVICE GAMES OF NEVADA, 1963

In September 1963 an investigation to determine whether Service

#evada),

Inc., was in any way connected with Service Games
(Japan), or Service Games (Panama) was requested by the senior
naval commander in Japan. This request stemmed from a letter re
ceived by Commander Naval Forces, Japan, indicating that Service
Games (Nevada) desired to do business aboard U.S. naval installa
tions in Japan. This investigation revealed that such a connection
Games

existed.

A review of the corporate records revealed that at the time Service
Games (Nevada) was incorporated in 1957, the officers were shown
as Korwin E. Hailey, president; Martin J. Bromley, vice president;
Irving Bromberg, secretary-treasurer; and R. N. Nickels, director.
Subsequently, Mr. Hailey advised officials of the State of Nevada that
he was the principal stockholder in Service Games (Nevada), and he
named the other members of the firm as Irving Bromberg, Martin j.
Bromley, Ray Lemaire, and Richard Stewart, indicating that both
Stewart and Lemaire were temporarily in Japan.

Both Service Games (Japan) and Service Games (Nevada) had the
same cablegram code (SERVGAME). As a result of the connection
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that was shown to exist between Service Games (Japan) and Service
Games (Nevada), the Commander, Fleet Activities, Yokosuka, Japan,
Service Games (Nevada) and its representatives, access to naval com
ponents of the command.

No investigation of the activities of Service Games or any of its
affiliates has been conducted by the Naval Investigative Service or its
predecessors since late 1963.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement to the com
mittee. I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Senator RIBIcorr. Thank you very much. Do you have any ques
tions, Senator Gurney?
We want to thank you very much.
Mr. Fox, you have submitted in detail the results of your investiga

tion concerning all the Services Games. I have looked at your state
ment and so has Senator Gurney. It is 70 pages long. We have the de
tails. We understand them. We have no questions.

Without objection, your entire statement will go in the record as if
read. It will be part of the record and will be able to be used by the
committee for its report, investigation, and questioning.
TESTIMONY OF DELMAR G. FOX

Mr. Fox. Mr. Chairman, my name is Delmar G. Fox. I am presently
assigned as Assistant Chief of the Fraud Investigations Division, Of
fice of Special Investigations, U.S. Air Force. I have been a special
agent with the Office of Special Investigations since August of 1949,
and prior to that I was a special agent for U.S. Air Force Counter

£ for 3 years.
I am here today at the request of the subcommittee to discuss what
has been referred to in these hearings as the Service Games complex.
My knowledge of this subject goes back
to a detailed study
I performed in 1965. The study was made in my official capacity pur
suant to Air Force regulation 124–1, which requires the furnishing to
commanders of information on trends and patterns of irregularities

£

and offenses. It was not an investigation as such but rather a synthesis
of voluminous materials available in OSI files.

I believe that the findings developed in my study are relevant to the
subcommittee's work. Even though necessarily secondhand, they con
cern matters over which I had official cognizance and to which I can

speak from personal examination of the relevant files. You will under
stand that much of what I have to say involves allegations and in

vestigative theories as distinguished from the records of criminal pro

ceedings. One reason is that many of the activities covered occurred
outside the jurisdiction of Federal law enforcement authorities. An
other is that investigative files do not always reflect the final results.

My purpose in making the study, moreover, was only to identify pat
terms and trends affecting the Air Force; it was beyond the scope of
the study to determine #. extent to which other agencies had also
taken action.

During the mid-1960's, I served as a case supervisor with respon

sibility for reviewing substantially all OSI investigations relating to

nonappropriated fund activities. In this capacity I was personally su
pervising investigations worldwide regarding allegations of irreg
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ularities involving coin-operated gaming devices such as slot ma
chines. IDuring this period, the name “Service Games” and associated

vendors appeared in OSI investigative reports frequently. This
prompted me to undertake a review of all OSI investigative case files I
could identify as involving alleged violations and/or circumvention of
military regulations, Federal statutes, and foreign laws involving
Service Games and associated vendors in their dealings with Air
Force nonappropriated fund activities. From this review I drafted,
during 1965, a comprehensive study of the Service Games complex of
companies. Individual investigative reports involving the relation
ship of our personnel to the Service Games complex had already been
furnished to appropriate commanders and other Federal agencies for
their information and/or necessary action.

This group of companies has been the subject of extensive investi
gations by many Federal agencies from the early 1950's until the
resent day when it is being examined by this subcommittee. It also
|' been investigated by customs authorities in a number of foreign
countries, by national and municipal law enforcement agencies in
those countries, and by other national agencies of foreign govern

ments. This includes literally hundreds of documents and reports
from government agencies in Japan, Korea, Okinawa, Guam, West
Germany, the United Kingdom, the Philippine Islands, and Panama,
in addition to the United States.

Using these materials, I reviewed a large number of cases involv
ing alleged irregular practices by the Service Games complex, its
officers and employees, its associates and affiliates, for a period of
more than 10 years in relation to their dealings with military per
sonnel involved in nonappropriated fund activities.

The reports upon which the study was based related to alleged
instances of bribery of U.S. military and U.S. and foreign civilian
personnel; unauthorized and illegal use of military aircraft and sur
face vessels to transport slot machines; illegal imports of slot ma
chines into foreign countries; customs violations, both import and
export; kickbacks; fraud, collusion, and irregularities in bidding
practices; evasion of Department of Defense directives relating to
the “Buy American” and “balance-of-payments” programs; and fur
nishing of illegal gratuities to employees and officials of nonappro
priated fund activities, including but not limited to the payment by
the Service Games complex of numerous hotel bills and related ex
penses of the employees of nonappropriated fund activities.
BACKGROUND OF THE SERVICE GAMES COMPLEX

At the outset, I should explain that the complex I am about to de

scribe has been marked through the years by a series of changes in
the names of its entities. The phrase I have been using, the “Service
Games

£

has been selected for convenience. The Panama

based distribution and collection firm for the complex is called Club
Specialty Overseas, Inc. This Panama firm once was known as Service
Games Panama, Inc.

The man whom I considered to be the principal figure behind
all the Service Games organizations is Martin Jerome Bromley, who
was born Martin Jerome Bromberg in New York City on August 9,
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1919. Our reports show that he also has been known as Jeff Jerome,
John Raymond, John Baxter, Robert Mason, Peter Schmuck, Adolph
Dixon, and other names. He has lived at various times in Hawaii,
Japan, West Germany, and Panama with his last known address re
ported as 12 Roebuck House, Stag Place, London SW. 1, United
Kingdom.
Our reports indicate that Bromley and his father, Irving Brom
berg, founded Service Games in Hawaii in 1945 as a partnership with

James L. Humpert for the purpose of manufacturing, selling, and
servicing various coin-operated amusement machines and gaming de

vices. With the enactment of the Gambling Devices Transportation
Act in 1951, slot machines were banned on military bases within the
United States. In order to dispose of Service Games' large inventory of
slot machines, I believe that Bromley went to Japan to sell them to
military bases in the Far East.

Our reports show that in 1952, Richard D. Stewart and Raymond
J. Lemaire, employees of Bromley, were in Japan selling, distributing,
and servicing slot machines, pinball machines, music machines, and
other coin-operated devices on behalf of Service Games, which later
as a Japanese corporation under the name Service Games,

£

Japan, Inc. Our records reflect that these operations were subse
quently extended to Korea, Okinawa, the Philippine Islands, Guam,
Europe, and the United Kingdom.
The business enterprises named in my study which allegedly were
or had been controlled or dominated by Martin J. Bromley were:
Service Games, Inc.

Service
Service
Service
Service

Games, Japan, Inc.
Games, Korea, Inc.
Games, Hawaii, Inc.
Games, Philippines, Inc.

Service Games, Panama, Inc.

Service Games, Nevada, Inc.
Utamatic, Japan, Inc.

Musical Distributors, Ltd.
Musical Distributors, Inc.

Barclay & Co. Games Department
Manila Amusement Co.

Nippon Goraku Bussan K.K.
Nippon Kikai Seizo K.K.
Standard Equipment and

Service,

GmbH (Ltd.)

Guam Service Games

American Overseas Electronics Corpo

Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.
Photographic Equipment, Co., Ltd.

ration
Establishment Garlan

Modern Enterprises, Ltd.

I was able to trace the evolution of the Bromley enterprises in Japan
to Service Games, Japan, Inc., which was organized in 1953. In the
same year Service Games Panama, Inc. was organized. The Honolulu
partnership of Service Games was sold in 1961.
A number of major changes occurred in the Bromley organization
in the years 1960–62. In 1960, Service Games, Japan, Inc., began doing
business as two separate Japanese corporations—Nippon Goraku
Bussan Kabushiki Kaisha

£ Amusement Manufacturers Co.,

Inc.) and Nippon Kikai Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha (Japanese Machine

Manufacturers Co., Inc.)—while in 1962, Service Games Panama, Inc.,
was dissolved, but continued doing business as Club Specialty Over
seas, Inc. Subsequently, Nippon Goraku Bussan K.K. and Nippon
Kikai Seizo began conducting some business under the name Utamatic,
Inc. Over in West Germany, Firm Westlee GmbH–the Sega machine
distributor in that country—became Standard Equipment & Service

GmbH. Service Games Korea, Inc., with headquarters in Seoul, be
came Establishment Garlan. (Most of the Service Games machines
are identified as “Sega” amusements. The name Sega was apparently
formed from the first two letters of the words “Service” and ‘

£
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THE OFFICIALS OF THE SERVICE GAMES COMPLEX

I have already identified Martin J. Bromley of the Service Games
complex. Other officials of the complex include:
Richard Davant Stewart, born on January 5, 1925, in Texas. He
has been employed by and associated with Martin Bromley at least

since 1952. The reports on which my study was based indicate that he
was a stockholder in, and vice president of, Club Specialty Overseas,
Inc., the Panamanian corporation which the reports reflect was the
distribution and financial center for the Service Games complex. He
was also a director of several Service Games entities.

Raymond J. Lemaire has been employed by and associated with
Martin Bromley at least since 1952. He has been a stockholder of vari
ous companies in the Service Games complex including Club Specialty
Overseas, Inc., of which he was president.
Scott F. Dotterer has been a director and stockholder of various

companies in the Service Games complex, including Club Specialty
Overseas, Inc.

. Other Service Games officials, employees, and associates whose ac
tivities during the past 15 years figure prominently in the Air Force
files relating to the various Service Games entities are Frank Pontillo
of American Vendors, Okinawa; Bruce W. Eckert of Service Games

and Barclay & Co., Games Department, Okinawa; A. P. Kolonie of
Service Games Korea and Establishment Garlan, Korea; Morton

Charles Lee and Thomas Moore of Firm Westlee GmbH and Stand

£

ard
& Service GmbH, West Germany; Louis D'Acquino of
Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama; and Mrs. Josefina de Tam of

Panama.
SOME PRINCIPAL COMPANIES IN THE SERVICE GAMES COMPLEX

Service Games, Japan, Inc., has done business under several differ
ent names. The investigative reports disclosed this corporation to be
the manufacturing center of the Service Games complex, primarily

producing Sega slot machines. The slot machines have been sold from
Japan to various military clubs throughout the world.

'', Specialty Overseas, Inc., was organized in the Republic of
Panama in 1956, as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Service Games,
Panama, Inc. The reports revealed that this entity apparently has
two primary functions. The first is to purchase material and equip
ment from Service Games manufacturing entities which are, in turn,
sold to other Service Games affiliates. Its other function is to act as

a financial clearing house for the Service Games complex. Reports
reflect that some moneys realized from the sale of Sega machines

was deposited to the credit of Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.; in the
Panama branch of the First National City Bank of New York.

.

Firm Westlee GmbH was a firm in West Germany dealing with

military club systems. It was founded by Morton Charles Lee and a
partner O. S. Westwood. It was a principal distributor of Sega slot
machines and was involved in certain violations of U.S. military regu

lations and West German law. Subsequent to the disclosure of these

violations, its name was changed to Standard Equipment & Service
GmbH. Reports reflected that Morton C. Lee was once an employee
of Service Games in Japan.
58–590–71–Pt. 7—16
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Establishment Garlan, formerly Service Games Korea, Inc., was a
distribution center for Sega slot machines in Korea. Reports revealed
that A. P. Kolonie was the manager of this company, which also had
an office in Panama.

Service Games Nevada, Inc., in Las Vegas, was managed by Korwin
E. Hailey. Reports indicated that a principal function of the Nevada
company was to serve as an assembly and turnaround point for slot
machines manufactured in Japan by Service Games, shipped to
Nevada and assembled there, and then reshipped from Nevada to
club systems in Europe and in the Far East under the claim that they
were American-made, as required by the Department of Defense “buy
American” program.
Musical Distributors, Inc., with offices in London and in Panama,

has, according to our reports, performed functions for the Service
Games complex similar to those of Club Specialty Overseas. Inc.
Our reports reflect that Panamanian laws covering financial trans
actions provide a high degree of secrecy with respect to the movement
of money and that there are a number of so-called phantom corpora
tions organized under Panamanian law to take advantage of the
country's financial laws. The Service Games complex, according to
our files, has maintained bank accounts in Panama for Service Games

Panama, Club Speciality Overseas, Inc., Musical Distributors, Inc..
and Establishment Garlan.

My original study of the Service Games complex was SS pages,
double spaced. I have attempted to keep this statement to a much
more reasonable length. To this end, I have summarized various inci

dents relating to reported irregularities in the business operations of
the Service Games complex, some of which involved violations of

military regulations and applicable civil laws. In making the selec
have been guided by the suggestions of the subcommittee

'' I
Staff.

ILLEGAL SHIPMENTS AND OTHER IMPROPRIETIES IN THE FAR EAST

As early as 1954, OSI received information from Japanese officials
that illegal shipments of slot machines were being made to the island
of Guam. We were advised that slot machines were purchased by

Service Games, Inc. and were shipped to Japan under bond. The bond
was posted with Japanese customs by Service Games as a guarantee
to the Japanese Government that the imported slot machines would
be sold to military service clubs. Club custodians from Guam signed
fraudulent customs release forms to free the slot machines from bond,

whereupon they were delivered to an American air base in Tokyo for
shipment by military planes to Guam as club supply cargo.
In the records of the government of Guam, our investigators found
a certificate of partnership for the local office of Service Games, Inc.,
known as Guam Service '' The certificate showed that the part
ners were Floyd G. Blake, Irving Bromberg, Martin Bromberg and
James L. Humpert.

The bulk of slot machine traffic in the Far East, prior to the buildup
of the war in South Vietnam, flowed from Japan to Korea. Our in

vestigations during the late 1950's showed that certain shipments by
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Service Games, moving between that company in Japan and Service
Games, Korea, Inc. and Establishment Garlan in Korea, were fraudu

lently authorized. In many instances, the number of slot machines
shown on customs release forms far exceeded the actual number de

livered. In many other instances, although customs release forms in
dicated delivery of certain machines, no purchase orders covering those

machines could be found in the records of the clubs. Often, the cus
toms release forms were not signed, although regulations required that
such forms be signed by club purchasing agents or directors of per
sonnel services.

Our reports disclosed that Service Games, Inc., Tokyo, kept large
stocks of slot machines and parts on hand so that they could fill orders
from the military immediately. The Tokyo office ordered machines
from Service Games, Hawaii. Orders were written to indicate that the
machines would be shipped directly from Hawaii to the clubs in
Korea, but shipments stopped instead in Tokyo and were placed in
stock.

The outright sale of slot machines does not bring the manufacturer
or distributor as much profit as rentals or percentage-of-income deals.

Our investigators discovered that Service Games, Inc., used duplicate
sets of customs release forms which showed a larger number of ma
chines being shipped to clubs in Korea than had actually been pur
chased. Service #' then was able to get refunds from the
Japanese Government on the bonds for the machines, and also to
account to Japanese Customs for machines which supposedly had been
shipped out of Japan.

During 1959 and 1960, OSI and Japanese officials concurrently con
ducted investigations into alleged violations of Japanese Customs

law and American military regulations by Service Games, Japan, Inc.
These investigations established that in a large number of instances
club custodians signed customs clearance forms to clear slot machines
and other coin-operated machines through Japanese Customs, certi
fying that the machines were the property of the particular club in
each instance, even though the machines were actually owned by
Service Games, Japan, Inc., and were placed in the clubs on a share
the-income basis. All such customs clearances were in violation of

Japanese law, although the club custodians, when interviewed, denied
that they were in collusion with Service Games. Subsequent investiga
tions established and many custodians and other club personnel ad
mitted to investigators, that when they went to Tokyo on club busi
ness, their hotel bills and related expenses were paid by Service
Games, Inc.
Our investigators discovered that in several instances of fraudulent

customs clearance, the machines involved were placed in military clubs
for a short period of time and then £ to Service Games in
Tokyo. In several cases, machines listed on customs clearances forms
were never delivered to the clubs to which they were consigned.
As a result of their investigations, Japanese Customs authorities in
formed the OSI on May 18, 1960 that Service Games Japan, Inc. had
been fined 100,000 yen (approximately $300), for the illegal shipment
of coin-operated phonographs from the United States to Germany,
and reshipment, with false documents, to Japan.
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Our reports reflect that on August 15, 1960, Richard D. Stewart,
resident of Service Games Japan, Inc., was interviewed at his office

#

the OSI. He said that his £ had always complied with
apanese laws, and that all machines of his company had
proc
essed through Japanese Customs. He refused, however, to answer ques
tions about the customs clearance forms signed by custodians in con

nection with which slot machines were rented rather than purchased.
Stewart further said that he would attempt to answer any questions

about specific transactions after reviewing his company's records.

Later that day, Stewart stated by telephone that he had discussed
the interview with his associates, and since old records were in stor
age, he proposed that instead of another interview, he be sent a list
of the machines in question and a list of questions to be answered.

Mr. Stewart subsequently informed us that he would answer ques
tions forwarded to him by letter, but that he would refuse to answer
any verbal questions.

On November 25, 1960, Scott F. Dotterer, manager of Service Games
Japan, Inc., was contacted by our investigators for an appointment
to discuss allegations that he had made a personal loan to a club cus
todian on Okinawa. Dotterer said he would discuss the scheduling of
the interview with his associates. He later called and said he had talked

with Richard D. Stewart and had decided not to grant an interview.
He explained that he would answer any questions submitted in writ
ing, but would not under any conditions grant a personal interview.
JAPANESE GOVERNMENT CRIMINAL TRIAL IN

1960

As a result of continued investigations by all three military services
and by the Japanese Government, Service Games Japan, Inc., and its
eneral manager, Scott F. Dotterer, were tried in the Criminal Affairs
ivision, Yokohama District Court, in the fall of 1960 for various

violations of Japanese law.
Service Games Japan, Inc., was charged with 100 unauthorized ship
ments of a total 705 cases of slot machines and parts between Novem
ber 1958, and May 1959, sent to Okinawa, Korea, Formosa, Las Vegas,
and the Netherlands.

Scott F. Dotterer was charged with issuing five checks in Tokyo,
drawn on banks not located in Japan, and forwarding them directly
out of the country in violation of Japanese law. The court's list of
exhibits includes two checks which may be of significance to this in
vestigation. A check on March 22, 1959, was drawn on the Panama
branch of the First National City Bank of New York for $1,300,
to the Special Account, Musical Distributors, Inc., Panama, a
rm controlled by Martin J. Bromley. The other check, drawn on the
same day, for $7,000, was on the same bank and was made payable to

£

the Swiss Bank Corporation, Zurich, Switzerland.

Dotterer was fined 300,000 yen (about $833).
Service Games was fined 200,000 yen (about $555).
PAYMENT OF HOTEL BILLS AND RELATED EXPENSES IN JAPAN

OSI reports indicated that Service Games, as a regular practice
more than 10 years ago, paid the hotel bills for club custodians, open
mess purchasing agents, and club officers who were visiting

Tokyo.
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Some of the service personnel involved admitted that Service Games

had paid their hotel bills, others said that they had accepted payment
of the bills as personal loans, and a few denied knowledge of the pay
ment. Some servicemen said they were not aware of any violation of
regulations. The amounts of money involved were relatively small
for each of the service personnel involved, but in the aggregate, I
believe Service Games paid out a considerable sum on behalf of vari
ous military club personnel.
For example, records of the Azabu Prince Hotel, formerly called
the Hotel Fuji, Tokyo, including guest registration cards, bills, and
remittance memorandums from Service Games Japan, Inc., document

payment by Service Games during the period January 1958 through
June 1959 alone of hotel bills and related expenses incurred by mem
bers of the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army and U.S. Marine Corps, in the
amount of at least 1,061,660 yen. The variable rate of exchange preva
lent at that time (358 to 362 yen to $1) makes an exact computation
in dollars impossible, but it was between $2,762.43 and $2,793.86.
The hotel records I have mentioned also show that the servicemen

whose hotel bills were paid by Service Games were on many occasions
hotel neighbors of their benefactors. The records show that Richard
D. Stewart, Bruce W. Eckert, William J. Leone, and other personnel
of various Service Games companies also were guests of the hotel.
On June 23, 1958, the Hotel Fuji presented a bill to Service Games,
Inc., indicating that Mr. Bromley occupied room 109 from June 20,
1958, through June 22, 1958.
VIOLATIONS ON OKINAwA, RYUKYU ISLANDS

In Okinawa, the U.S. Civil Government investigated and subse
quently brought criminal charges against Service Games, Inc., several
key employees of its Okinawa branch, and certain customs officials,
for fraud, bribery, customs violations, tax evasion, and false repre
sentation. Upon conviction for these offenses, the U.S. Civil Adminis
tration Superior Court, Naha, Okinawa, Ryukyu Islands, fined Serv
ice Games, Inc., $300,000; fined Bruce W. Eckert, manager, Service
Games, doing business as Barclay and Co., Inc., Games Department,
Naha, Okinawa, $7,500; fined Frank Pontillo, of American Vendors,
Okinawa, $300 and sentenced him to two concurrent 6-month jail
sentences at hard labor, which were suspended; and fined Yoshimi
Yashima, an employee of Service Games, Inc., doing business as Bar
clay and Co., Inc., Games Department, Naha, Okinawa, $3,000. Court
records indicate that with the exception of Service Games, Inc., all
defendants paid their fines in full on April 21, 1961.
Court records further reflect that on April 23, 1963, the U.S. Civil
Administration of the Ryukyus Appellate Court upheld the convic
tions of Service Games, Inc., Eckert and Yashima, but reversed the
conviction of Pontillo and returned his fine. Court records also indi

cated that Service Games, Inc., failed to pay its fine causing the court
to confiscate the company's accounts receivable, and to credit Eckert's
and Yashima's fines to the amount owed by Service Games.
As of the date of my study in 1965, reports reflected that the court
had collected $59,402 toward the $300,000 fine owed by Service Games,
Inc., so that the total amount still owed was $240,598. Since the judg
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ment was against the company, the officers of Service Games, Inc.,
were still responsible for the amount owed. However, so long as the
officers remained outside Okinawa, the money could not be collected.
OSI files do not reflect whether this fine was ever paid in full.
VIOLATIONS BY FIRM west LEE GMBH,

FRANKFURT/MAIN,

WEST GERMANY

The files which I reviewed in the preparation of my study reveal that
the distributor for Sega slot machines in West Germany in 1963 was
Firm Westlee GmbH (Ltd.), of Frankfurt/Main, a partnership
owned by Morton Charles Lee, a former employee of Service Games
Japan, Inc., and James Pallister. The name of the firm was apparently
derived from the last names of the original partners, O. S. Westwood
and Morton C. Lee Information was '' from the Army's Crimi

nal Investigation Division in Germany that Firm Westlee was engaged
in improprieties involving military service clubs. The firm reportedly
was paying kickbacks, giving gratuities, and making loans to individ
uals connected with military clubs in Germany. German Customs also
suspected customs violations and seized Firm Westlee's records. Re
view of these records resulted in a number of investigations by OSI,
results of which showed kickbacks; bribery; payment of hotel bills
and other expenses incurred by club
and fraudulent, col
lusive, and irregular bidding practices.
Reports reflected that the ' machines furnished to military serv
ice clubs by Firm Westlee were shipped by Service Games Nevada,

£

Inc. Lee claimed the machines were manufactured in Nevada in con

formity with the “Buy American” program. However, our investiga
tions disclosed that the machines were actually manufactured in Japan
and sometimes assembled in Nevada, although some machines were
transshipped directly from Los Angeles. The officers of Service Games
Nevada, Inc., were identified as: Korwin E. Hailey, president: M. J.

Bromley, vice president; Korwin E. Hailey, general manager.
The violations disclosed in these investigations of Firm Westlee's
activities in West Germany were numerous and widespread. I have
selected certain cases to summarize in this statement:

1. A club custodian admitted to investigators that Morton C. Lee
had “loaned” him $1,000 in cash on March 12, 1963. The custodian also
said that Lee had offered him a $200 kickback on the purchase of a

jukebox, and had offered him a “present” of $50 per machine on the
purchase of 10 slot machines and $0.25 per lighter on the purchase of
cigarette lighters. Subsequent investigations reflected that this custo
dian also visited other clubs and urged their custodians to buy recon
ditioned slot machines from Lee. It also appeared from the investi

gative reports that this custodian had sold coffee, cigarettes, and
peanuts to Lee, in violation of military regulations, although the
custodian denied it.

When interviewed by our investigators, Morton C. Lee refused,

upon advice of counsel, to discuss the loan to the custodian, and said
that he had paid no attention to the custodian's reports of attempts to
sell Firm Westlee's reconditioned machines to other custodians.

2. In May 1963, a custodian who had approved the purchase of 20
slot machines from Firm Westlee, advised our investigators that he

-

--

~~~~ *----->
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was offered an expensive bracelet by Morton C. Lee. Lee, when inter
viewed, admitted buying a similar bracelet, but denied offering it to

the custodian. The same custodian had a rental agreement for slot
machines with Firm Westlee, providing for maintenance fees of $100
per month per machine. When competitive bids for such maintenance
were sought, bids of $25 per month were received.
(An Air Force regulation dated April 9, 1963, prohibited the rental
of amusement machines by nonappropriated fund activities.)
3. In May 1963, a club custodian solicited and obtained approval
from his board of governors to buy 24 new slot machines from Firm
Westlee at the rate of three per month. OSI received information from

a confidential source that the custodian was to be paid a kickback of
$75 per machine.
Additionally, there were three slot machines and three pinball ma
chines owned by Firm Westlee in that particular club, for which
maintenance fees of $100 per month per machine were paid to Firm
Westlee. Lee claimed the machines were owned by the club although
they were not recorded on the club's inventory.
4. Another OSI investigation disclosed that a custodian received
$150 from Morton C. Lee after buying two slot machines. The cus
todian told investigators that he considered the money a personal loan
from Lee. He also admitted receipt of numerous gratuities from other
vendors.

5. In May 1963, a custodian from a club in Italy bought nine slot
machines from Firm Westlee. Investigation reflected that the cus

todian was paid $720 ($80 per machine) on the purchase.
6. Another custodian admitted that he had received kickbacks total

ing $170 from Morton C. Lee. The custodian told investigators that
$80 was kickbacks on maintenance contracts for pinball machines, and
$90 was kickbacks on the purchase of 500 cigarette lighters which
cost $875.

7. OSI investigation disclosed that, on several occasions, cus

todians and other employees of military service clubs had hotel bills
and other expenses paid by Firm Westlee.
8. In March 1963, an NCO club asked for bids on 60 bar stools
and 300 club chairs. Three firms submitted bids, and the club finally

awarded the purchase order to Eastern International Co., San Fran
cisco, Calif. That company's bid was dated March 15, 1963, was

signed “Charles Willis.” and totaled $8,886 ($25.10 for each bar
stool, and $24,60 for each chair).
The other bids were received from: (1) H. Weiss Export Corp.,
Yonkers, N.Y., signed “Cecil T. Bledsoe,” and totaling $11,697 ($32.66
for each bar stool, and $32.46 for each chair); and (2) International

Suppliers, Los Angeles, Calif., signed “Bill Murphy,” and totaling
$9.180 ($26 for each bar stool and $25.40 for each chair).
The invoice, dated July 6, 1963, from Eastern International Co.

was signed “William J. Leone, European Representative.” At that
time. William J. Leone was a salesman for Firm Westlee. Previously

he had been an employee of Service Games Japan, Inc. and Service
Games Korea, Inc. A packing list in the shipment of stools and chairs
stated that the merchandise had been sold to “Westlee, Waldschul

strasse 5, Frankfurt/M—Griesheim, Germany.”
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Further investigation revealed that Morton C. Lee had told Cecil
T. Bledsoe, salesman for H. Weiss Export Corp., to bid $32.50 on each
bar stool and $30.95 on each chair.

Moreover, investigation disclosed that the county clerk's records
of Los Angeles County, Calif., showed that Morton C. Lee certified
on March 1, 1963, that he was doing business under the name Inter
national Suppliers, and his address was Frankfurt/Main, Germany.
William Murphy, of Trans-World Trading Co., at the same Los
Angeles mailing address as International Suppliers, denied that the
signature “Bill Murphy” was his. He said, however, that he did oc
casionally forward mail and checks for International Suppliers to
Morton C. Lee at Firm Westlee.

Finally, investigation disclosed that Eastern International Co. in
San Francisco, the winner of the bid competition, was owned by
Thomas H. Moore, manager of Firm Westlee.
The matter was referred to the Frankfurt police for possible vio
lations of German law.

As a result of the extensive investigations relating to Firm West
lee GmbH, the following individuals and firms were denied the right
to do business with Department of Defense agencies:
Morton Charles Lee, debarred from March 23, 1964, to January
28, 1965.

International Suppliers, debarred from March 23, 1964, to January
28, 1965.

Westlee Import and Export, GmbH, March 23, 1965, to July 1,
1966.

Thomas H. Moore, March 27, 1964, to January 29, 1965.
Standard Equipment and Service, GmbH, March 27, 1964, to
January 29, 1965.

Eastern International Co., March 27, 1964, to January 29, 1965.
Certain significant facts about the Service Games complex came to
light during the various OSI investigations of Firm Westlee GmbH
and Morton C. Lee. Lee was interviewed by our investigators on
July 5, 1963. He advised that he then had no connection with Musical

Distributors, Inc., although Firm Westlee had represented Musical
Distributors, Inc. for about 4 years, when the latter company was
the European distributor for Sega slot machines. Lee stated that he
owned 50 percent of Firm Westlee and that James Pallister owned the
other 50 percent. He said that Martin Bromley had no business or
other connection with him or Firm Westlee. However, a former em
ployee of Firm Westlee, a German National who worked as a slot
machine mechanic, was interviewed by OSI on December 9, 1964.
This man, Hans Joachim Essrich, stated that from conversations with

fellow employees and his own observations, he concluded that the real
owner and director of Firm Westlee was Martin Bromley. He recalled
that Bromley was an American who visited the company on a number

of occasions. He stated that when Bromley told Morton Lee, Oliver
Westwood or any Firm Westlee employee to do something, it was

done immediately. In addition, Essrich said that when Bromley
visited the company, Essrich and the other mechanics were dispatched
to all the areas the firm serviced to make sure that everything looked

good for Bromley's inspection.
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A review of Firm Westlee records seized by the German police dis
closed certain documents establishing the relationships of firms in the

Service Games complex. The first of these was a letter on the stationery
of Club Specialty, Inc., Apartado 133, Panama, written by M. J.
Bromley to Mrs. J. de Tam, of Club Specialty, Inc., at the Panama
address and dated February 26, 1962. Carbon copies were routed to
“Mr. Pallister” and “Mr. Stewart.” The copy of the letter found was
in an envelope addressed to Mr. M. C. Lee at Firm Westlee. The letter
ordered Mrs. de Tam to transfer $41,700.00 from the SGIMA account
to the MDI account,” as payment for 50 percent of the “remaining
MDI inventory” and that she would receive $41,700.00 from Imperial
Suppliers for the other 50 percent of the MDI inventory.

According to Morton C. Lee, Imperial

£ had taken

over

European distribution of Sega slot machines from Musical Distribu
tors. Inc.

Another document seized was an interoffice memo dated August
7, 1962, on Sega stationery. It was addressed to Mort Lee from “SFD,

NKS.” Apparently the “SFD” was Scott F. Dotterer and the “NKS”
was the Japanese firm Nippon Kikai Seizo. The memo referred to
“Public Law 906,” prohibiting the shipment of slot machines by U.S.
flag vessels. The
excerpt is taken from the memo: “* * *
overland and ocean freight and insurance charges are a cost factor
which must be taken into consideration when comparing prices of
Mills and Jennings machines with those offered by Sega, either
through Nevada or direct from the factory.” The final words appear to

£

me to indicate that all machines were manufactured in Japan, but

: were shipped via Service Games Nevada, Inc. The memo is signed
“Scott.”

In England, an OSI investigation disclosed another Firm Westlee
document, a Firm Westlee parts and service manual for Mills slot

machines. Most of the pages of the manual are printed with the name
“Service Games” and on the back cover is a series of company identi
ties, as follows:
Westlee. GmbH.

Japan, Service Games.

Okinawa, Barclay & Co., Inc., Games Department.
Korea, Dunham & Smith, Inc.
Manila, John Perrone.
Formosa, Barclay & Co., Inc.
ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

An investigation was conducted by OSI in the United Kingdom
during 1964, and 1965 of the several Bromley enterprises operat

ing there. The operations of the Service Games complex were re
stricted in England because of a British prohibition against the im

portation of Japanese products. OSI reports reflected that Martin J.
Bromley and Raymond Lemaire once visited “the Irish Free State”
for the alleged purpose of establishing a factory there for the assem

bly or manufacture of Sega machines with parts fashioned in Japan,
for subsequent sale in England.

As a result of information furnished by officials of the British Gov

ernment, we investigated a number of purchase by clubs of Mills and
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Sega slot machines from various entities in the Service Games com
plex. In these instances, investigators were confronted with a complex
maze of changed names, affiliates and subsidiaries. As an example, I
would like to relate the details of the purchase of 21 reconditioned
Mills slot machines by a custodian at an NCO club in England:
This custodian first learned about the machines from a club em

ployee who had once attended a slot machine school sponsored by
Firm Westlee in Frankfurt, Germany. The custodian wrote Firm
Westlee, and received a reply advising him to contact Modern Enter
prise, Ltd., in London, at 83 Lavender Hill, Battersea. He telephoned
that firm, and was advised that the machines were available through
M. J. Bromley and a Mr. Eckert of Establishment Garlan, P.O. Box
133, Panama. He then received a telegram from Establishment Gar
lan, stating that the price of the machines would be $350 each, and

that a letter would follow. The letter gave details of the proposed sale,
and was signed “Cordially Yours, Establishment Garlan, (s) M. J.
Bromley.” £ letter indicated that Bromley's address was care of
Phonographic Equipment Co., Ltd., 320 Ladbrook Grove, London.
Another letter from Bromley was sent to United Marine, Ltd., enclos

ing the purchase order made out to Establishment Garlan, and asking
that United Marine tell Bromley when the machines would be avail
able.

Subsequently, a statement was received from Establishment Garlan
asking the NCO club to make payment to the First National City
Bank, 399 Park Avenue, New York City, for account of Establish
ment Garlan. The payment was made by American Express Co. check,
and the bank later reported that the $7,350 had been credited to the
account of Establishment Garlan, International, Post Office Box 1252,
Seoul, Korea. The truck waybill for delivery of the machines indi
cated that they had been shipped by Modern Enterprises, Ltd.
In another instance, in
an NCO club in England bought
six Sega slot machines from Musical Distributors Co. (Panama)
through Ridgeway Engineering Co., of 32 London Road, Chertsey,

#

Surrey, England. The purchase order stated that the account was to
be paid in dollars to Musical Distributors Co. (Panama) and that
the machines were of U.S. origin. OSI investigation disclosed a letter
dated July 11, 1963, written to an officer at Headquarters, 7th Air
Division, and signed by M. J. Bromley. The letter, which was on the
letterhead of Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama stated that Sega
slot machines were manufactured by Sega, Inc., in Tokyo, and that
Ridgeway Engineering sold such machines on behalf of Service Games
Nevada. Inc. The letter further stated that the machines were im
ported into the United States and all duties and customs taxes were

paid, and that they therefore qualified for sale to the U.S. military
forces in Europe under the “Buy American” program on April 15,
1963.

Subsequent to the OSI's investigations of the Service Games com
plex in England, the British Government conducted its own investiga

tion of Phonographic Equipment Co., Ltd., based upon reportedly
fraudulent declarations of the value of goods imported into the United

Kingdom. The British Government informed us that Phonographic
Equipment Co., Ltd. evaded import duties and purchase taxes, over
a period of time, amounting to approximately 300,000 pounds sterling.
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or $840,000. This evasion was accomplished by not declaring the true

cost or value of imported amusement machines, parts and equipment,
in that only two-thirds of the true cost of £ and equipment
was declared and only one-fourth of the true cost of parts was de
clared. How much was collected by the British from Phonographic
Equipment Co., Ltd. in this regard is not known to us.
Officials of the British Government advised that they had inter
viewed Martin J. Bromley regarding his connections and affiliations
with companies engaged in the manufacture, sale, import and export

of amusement machines, and specifically Sega machines. During this
interview, Bromley admitted only to being a Director of Club Spe

cialty Overseas, Inc., Post Office Box 133, Panama; gave his legal resi
dence as Panama; and denied any affiliation or connection with Estab
lishment Garlan or other firms dealing in amusement machines.
SERVICE GAMES, NEVADA, INC.

The records of the Secretary of State for the State of Nevada show
the following information about Service Games Nevada, Inc., which
was incorporated on October 23, 1957:
Purpose of Concern: To own, manufacture, operate, lease, distribute, and sell
coin-operated machines.
LIST OF OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AND AGENTS

July 1, 1957, to July 1, 1958: President: Korwin E. Hailey, Las Vegas; Vice
President: Martin J. Bromley, Honolulu; Secretary and Treasurer: Irving Brom

berg, Los Angeles; Directors: Hailey, Bromberg, and R. N. Nickels.

The information filed annually remained the same until 1962–63,

when vice president Martin J. Bromley was shown living in Berlin,
West Germany. In 1963–64, there was another change, or omission.

The vice president was not listed.
In an interview on November 18, 1963, Hailey told our investiga
tors that “Sega” is a registered trademark for products of Service
Games Nevada. He stated that Service Games Nevada has no connec

tion with any of the companies in the Service Games complex. Hailey

admitted that A. P. (Tony) Kolonie sold Service Games Nevada prod
ucts in Korea; but he denied any knowledge as to whether Kolonie was
connected with Establishment Garlan. Likewise, though admitting
that Richard N. Sykes sold Service Games Nevada products in Japan,
Hailey denied knowing whether Sykes worked for Utamatic, Inc.
Hailey stated that his firm bought machine parts from Club Specialty
Overseas, but he did not know if that company had any connection
with Service Games, Inc., Panama. Further, though acknowledging
that Frank Pontillo had been Service Games Nevada's representative
on Okinawa. Hailey stated that he knew of no connection between
Pontillo and American Vendors. Hailey admitted that sometime pre
viously. Firm Westlee GmbH had sold Service Games Nevada prod
ucts in West Germany, but he denied any present connection with that
company. Hailey specifically denied any formal relationship between
himself or Service Games Nevada with: Establishment Garlan: Uta

matic, Inc.; Service Games Japan; Service Games, Inc.: Club Special
ty; Service Games Korea; Service Games Hawaii, Guam Service
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Games; Manila Games; American Vendors; Westlee GmbH.; or musi
cal Distributors, Inc.

-

In 1963, OSI was informed by a confidential source that Service
Games Nevada, Inc. and affiliated companies were circumventing mili
tary regulations, the “Buy American" act, and U.S. gold flow policy
by falsely representing that slot machines sold to open messes in Japan
and Korea were slot machines of U.S. origin. Information, was given
us which indicated that the machines were made in Japan by Nippon

Goraku Bussan—one of the companies in the Service Games complex.
The slot machines reportedly were shipped to Los Angeles, placed in
a bonded warehouse, and then reshipped from Los Angeles to military
clubs which ordered them.

OSI investigations showed that Korwin Hailey in Las Vegas had
advised officials in the 5th Air Force, with headquarters in Japan,

that: “The machines offered for sale by this firm are U.S. end

'.

ucts in that the total cost of U.S. materials contained therein, labor
costs and other costs involved do exceed 50 percent of the total cost.”
Hailey also advised 5th Air Force Headquarters that his machines
contained 67.2 percent U.S. end products, and that he expected that
figure to rise to 76.5 percent. He supplied a list of manufacturers from
whom Service Games Nevada purchased parts and
All had
U.S. addresses excepting Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama.
Investigators examined a price list dated September 1, 1963, which

''

contained the notation that Service Games Nevada was “An Ameri

can company completely owned by Americans and supplying Ameri
can clubs in Nevada and around the world.” The parts list for Serv
ice Games Nevada was compared with the parts list of Nippon Goraku
Bussan and, with very few exceptions, the parts numbers were the
Same.

When Korwin E. Hailey was interviewed on November 18, 1963, he
advised OSI that he had made a continuing and extensive effort to

comply with the “Buy American” act. He admitted that many parts
of his firm's machines were made in foreign countries, stating that he
purchased the parts through Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama.
He said that U.S.-made parts in his machines averaged at least 64 per
cent, and that all machines he shipped were well above the minimum
of 50 percent required by law.
In August 1963, our investigators obtained from an Army club a

Sega slot machine manufactured in Japan, and purchased with Japa
nese ven from Utamatic, Inc. (Nippon Goraku Bussan K.K.). An

Air Force open mess furnished a Sega slot machine supposedly made
in and shipped from Service Games Nevada, Inc. in the United States.
The two machines were given to the U.S. Army military police crime
laboratory in Japan for laboratory examination and comparison. The

laboratory examiner reported that chemical, physical, and microscopic
examination of about 85 percent of all parts of both machines disclosed
a common origin of about 60 percent of all parts examined or approxi
mately 51 percent of all parts in the machines.
During the investigation of allegations that the Service Games
complex was violating the “Buy American” act, it proved difficult in

most instance to prove or disprove the violations alleged. However,
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in one instance, a comparison of shipping records and invoices by OSI
showed that 27 Sega slot machines, identified by their numbers, were
shipped from Nippon Kikai Seizo K.K., Tokyo, sold to Club Specialty
Overseas, Inc., Panama, and consigned to Service Games Nevada, Inc.,
Las Vegas. The invoice certified that the products contained at least
50 percent U.S.-made components. The 27 machines were transhipped
from Los Angeles to various military clubs in Japan.
Following the extensive investigations conducted by the office of
Special investigations and by other Federal agencies during 1963,
eadquarters, 5th Air Force, on December 24, 1963, issued an order
debarring certain firms and individuals from contracting with nonap
propriated fund activities of the 5th Air Force for an indefinite pe
riod. Those debarred were: Service Games Nevada, Inc.; Korwin E.

Hailey; Nippon Goraku Bussan, K.K. (aka Utamatic, Inc.); Richard
D. Stewart; Paul Yuan; Richard N. Sykes; Nippon Kikai Seizo,
K.K. (aka Sega, Inc.); Scott F. Dotterer; American Vendors; Frank
Pontillo; Establishment Garlan Club Services; A. P. Kolonie; M. C.
Pagliari; Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.; and Leo Prescott. The de
barment applied equally to all salesmen and agents employed by the
firms and the individuals and to any firm associated with them.
Mr. Chairman, individuals within the Service Games complex have
on occasion denied that they have or had any connections with any of

the other entities in the complex. In view of these denials, I submit
from OSI files the following information:
1. The incorporation deed of Service Games, Inc., Panama, was filed
in Panama City on September 14, 1953. I quote the deed: “The first
board of directors is composed of: Richard D. Stewart, Masonic Build

ing, Tokyo, Japan; Raymond Lemaire, Masonic Building, Tokyo,
Japan; Martin J. Bromley, 2937. J Kalakawa Avenue, Honolulu,

T.H.” As I have previously testified, Service Games, Inc., Panama,
became Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama.

2. On January 12, 1954, the Public Registry of Panama received a
subsequent inscription to the incorporation deed of Service Games,
Inc., Panama, which I quote:
On 21 September 1953 the board of governors of Service Games, Inc. held its
first meeting in which Richard D. Stewart was elected temporary president
and he, in turn appointed Martin J. Bromley temporary secretary. Bromley
ascertained that in addition to Mr. Stewart and himself Mr. Raymond Lemaire
was present and they proceeded to vote for the election of permanent members to
the board of governors. The results of the election were as follows: president,
Irving Bromberg; vice president, James L. Humpert; secretary, Martin J.
Bromley; treasurer, Martin J. Bromley.

3. On November 14, 1956, Musical Distributors, Inc. was incorpo

rated in Panama. I quote from the incorporation deed.
The first board of directors is composed of: Richard D. Stewart, 87–1 Chome,
Nishiosaki, Shinagawaku, Tokyo, Japan; Raymond J. Lemaire, 86–1 Chome,
Nishiosaki, Shinagawaku; Martin J. Bromley, 210 Mokdura Street, Honolulu,
Hawaii.

A subsequent notation for November 26, 1956 shows that the board

of governors of Musical Distributors, Inc. met and elected officers:
president, Richard D. Stewart; vice president, Raymond J. Lemaire;
secretary, Martin J. Bromley.
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ILLEGAL SHIPMENTS TO THE PHILIPPINES

In the fall of 1959, Japanese Customs asked OSI to determine
whether a custodian at a miltary base in the Philippine Islands had
shipped or caused to be shipped, aboard a military plane, 11 slot ma
chines delivered to him by Service Games Japan, Inc., in Tokyo. The
Customs people said that duties had not been paid. Investigation
showed that the custodian had shipped the slot machines and stands on
the particular flight in question, and the custodian admitted to investi
gators that he had done so without declaring them for customs pur
SOS.

"R:ords reflected that, as a result of this transaction, Service Games
Japan, Inc. was fined $3,405.88 by Japanese Customs.
INTIMIDATION BY SEGA PERSONNEL

Although not included in my 1965 study, a review of records that
were in OSI files at that time indicates that on April 22, 1964, Leon

ard P. Haimes, president of Leonard Haimes Co., New York, N.Y.,
wrote to the Fifth Air Force for advice in handling alleged attempts
by Sega personnel to intimidate employees of his company, Mr.
Haimes' firm is also in the slot machine business.

Mr. Haimes' letter contained as an enclosure a copy of an interoffice

memorandum, dated April 14, 1964, from “Frank” which said, in part,
“Several days ago, one of our mechanics was working on one of the
Treble Chance machines at the Tan Son Nhut Airbase. Two of the

local Sega men backed him into a corner and told him he would be
strangled if he ever came into one of their clubs again. Last week

Jim Galagan was told by Crum that he would die within a year if
he stayed in Saigon.”
The Fifth Air Force forwarded the information to OSI in Hawaii,
and told Mr. Haimes that they had circulated the information, even
though we did not have jurisdiction in the Republic of Vietnam. Al
though OSI forwarded the information to the commander at Tan Son
Nhut Air Base, no investigation concerning this incident was requested
of or conducted by OSI since there was no evidence that any Air Force
personnel had been involved. For the same reason this alleged incident
was not covered in my 1965 study.
Mr. Chairman, there were in official files many more instances of

alleged violations, improprieties and allegations of wrongdoing by Ser
vice Games entities and personnel. Your staff is familiar with them,

and for the most part they have been made available to Federal law
enforcement agencies. I will not attempt to summarize them here.
I have tried in this statement to discuss some of the more significant

aspects of the Service Games complex, as disclosed in my 1965 study.
The examples I have mentioned could be multiplied many times over.
Whether the trends and patterns I detected have continued is a matter

that these hearings will determine. In so doing, I believe that the sub

£

committee is accomplishing a most important
purpose.
On behalf of the Air Force Office of Special Investigations, I am
pleased to have had this opportunity to be of assistance.
Senator RIBICOFF. I want to thank on behalf of the committee

both of you gentlemen for the thoroughness and excellence of your
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job. We realize how difficult this was to pull this information together
over so many years and from all over the world.
We do want you to know how much we appreciate your cooperation.
Mr. Fox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. The subcommittee will stand adjourned until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
vene at 10 a.m., the following day, Tuesday, M.' 16, 1971.)
(Members present at time of recess: Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)

AP P E N DIX

ExHIBIT No. 526
HEADQUARTERS
EUROPEAN EXCHANGE SYSTEM
APO 09.245.
BIOGRAPHY, BRIGADIER GENERAL EARL F. COLE

Brigadier General Earl F. Cole is Commanding General of the European
Exchange System with headquarters at the Palace of Justice, Nurnberg, Ger
many. EES, a joint activity of USAREUR and USAFE, provides exchange sup
port to U.S. Forces and their dependents in 13 countries in Europe, North Africa
and the Middle East.

Immediately prior to his EES assignment, General Cole served a total of 30
months in Vietnam where he was Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff for Civil
Operations and Revolutionary Development (CORDS), Headquarters, MACV.
General Cole was born in Madison County, Nebraska on 21 October 1919. He

began his army career as a Nebraska National Guardsman in 1936.
Upon graduation from Infantry Officer Candidate School at Fort Benning,
Georgia, on 25 August 1942 he was commissioned as second lieutenant and was
assigned to the Tank Destroyer Replacement Training Center, Camp Hood,
Texas. He subsequently served at the USIRTC Camp Wheeler, Georgia and

Headquarters Replacement and School Command, Birmingham, Alabama and
overseas with General George C. Marshall's Executive HQ's., Peiping, China, as
an Advisor. Upon his return to the United States in 1947 he was stationed at Car
lisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.
In November 1947 he was assigned to the 1st Infantry Division in Germany

where he served until June of 1951. During this period he performed the duties
of Executive Officer and later Commanding Officer of Headquarters Special
Troops, Headquarters V Commandant and Deputy G4. In June 1951 he was as
signed to Headquarters Corps, European Command, as Aide-de-Camp to General
John E. Dahlquist.
After attending the Advanced Course at the Adjutant General School from
September 1952 to May 1953, he was assigned to Department of the Army in
Washington, D.C. From June 1953 to March 1956 he performed the duties of As
sistant Executive Officer and Executive Officer to the Assistant Chief of Staff G1.

From 1956 to August 1957 he served as Chief, General Officers Branch, Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.
In August 1957 he entered the Armed Forces Staff College and upon graduation
in January 1958 was assigned to Fort Benning, Georgia as the Adjutant General.
From July 1960 to August 1961 he was assigned to Headquarters U.S. Forces
Korea 8th U.S. Army where he performed the duties of Deputy Adjutant General
and Chief of Military Personnel Division.
Returning to the United States, he was assigned to Fort Benjamin Harrison,
Indiana until April 1962. During this period he was assigned first as Deputy Di
rector Adjutant General's Board and later Director, Adjutant General's School
Combat Development office.

In April 1962 he assumed duties as the Adjutant General, United States Mili
tary Academy, West Point, New York.
From August 1964 to June 1965 he attended the National War College and after
graduation was assigned to the Office of Personnel Operations, Department of
the Army, Washington, D.C. until June of 1966.

During this period he performed the duties of Deputy Chief of the Colonels Di

vision, Officer Personnel Division, and Special Assistant to the Director, Enlisted
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Personnel Division. Also during this period, from February 1966 to May 1966 he
attended the Advanced Management Program at Harvard University Graduate
School of Business Administration.

In June 1966 he was assigned to Headquarters United States Army, Vietnam,
as Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration. In January 1968 he
was assigned as Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff for CORDS, Headquarters
MACV and served in that assignment until December 1968.
General Cole assumed his current assignment as Commanding General, Euro
pean Exchange System on 6 January 1969.
PERSONAL

FACT

SHEET

A. Personal Data

1. Born, 21 October 1919, Madison County, Nebraska; father, Willard G. Cole
(deceased); mother, Cora Belle Cole.
2. Married, Stella Raymond; children, Douglas E., 9 July 1944, Christine, 15
April 1948.
3. Official Address: Commanding General, European Exchange System, APO
New York 09:245.

B. (1) Education, Civilian
1. John Francis Polytechnic Institute, 1938–1940.
2. University of Maryland, 1947–1951.
3. George Washington University, 1956 and 1966 (M.I.A.).
4. Harvard University, Advanced Management Program, 1966.
B. (2) Military
1 . Infantry Officer Candidate School 1942.
. US Army Adjutant General School, 1942, 1945, and 1952.
. Command and General Staff College, 1950.
. Airborne School (82d Airborne Division) 1955.
. Armed Forces Staff College 1958.
National War College 1965.

;

O. Service

Aug. 1942–Dec. 1942, Student, US Army Adjutant General School.
Dec. 1942–Jan. 1945, TDRTC, Camp Hood, Texas.
Feb. 1945-June 1945, Student, US Army Adjutant General School.
June 1945–Jan. 1946, IRTC, Camp Wheeler, Georgia.
Jan. 1946-Apr. 1946, HQ, R&SC Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Apr. 1946—May 1947, Executive, HQs Peiping, China.
June 1947-Dec. 1947, TAG School, Carlisle Barracks, Penn.
Dec. 1947–June 1951, 1st Infantry Division, EUCOM.

. June 1951–July 1952, ADC, HQ V Corps, EUCOM.
10. Sept. 1952—May 1953, Student, US Army Adjutant General School
11. June 1953-Mar. 1956, Ex Officer, Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff G1.
Washington, D.C.

12. Mar. 1956–Aug. 1957, Chief, General Officers Branch, Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff Personnel, Washington, D.C.

13. Aug. 1957-Jan. 1958, Student, Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk, Va.
14. Jan. 1958-June 1960, Adjutant General, HQ US Army Garrison, Fort
Benning, Georgia.

15 July 1960-Aug. 1961, Deputy AG, HQs, 8th US Army, Korea/US Forces,
Korea/United Nations Command.

16. Sept. 1961-Apr. 1962, US Army Adjutant General School.
17. Apr. 1962–Aug. 1964, Adjutant General, USMA, West Point, New York.
18. Aug. 1964-July 1965, Student, National War College.
19. July 1965–June 1966, Deputy, Chief Colonels Division, Office of Personnel
Operations, DA, Washington, D.C.
20. June 1966–Jan. 1968, Deputy Chief of Staff, P&A, HQ USARV.
21. Jan. 1968–Dec. 1968, Deputy AC of S CORDS, HQ MACV, Vietnam.

22 Jan. 1969-Present Commanding General, European Exchange System,
Nuremberg, Germany.

D. (1) Decorations and Service Awards:
Silver Star; Distinguished Service Medal; Legion of Merit; Bronze Star
Medal; Air Medal with V Device; Army Commendation Medal w/Device & Oak
leaf cluster; Purple Heart.

-
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American Defense Service Medal; American Campaign Medal; Asiatic Pacific
Campaign Medal; World War II Victory Medal; Army of Occupation Medal
(Germany); National Defense Service Medal w/oak leaf cluster; Vietnam
Service Medal.

Breast Order of Yun Hui (Nationalist China); Order of Military Merit, Chung
Mu (Republic of Korea); National Security Merit Medal (Republic of Korea);
National Order, 4th Class (Republic of Vietnam); Gallantry Cross w/Palm
(Republic of Vietnam); Civic Actions Honor Medal (Republic of Vietnam):
Police Honor Medal, 1st Class (Republic of Vietnam).
Rural Revolutionary Development Medal (Rep of Vietnam) : Psychological
Warfare Medal 1st Class (Rep of Vietnam); Chuong-My Boi-Tinh Medal, 1st
Class (Rep of Vietnam); and Vietnam Campaign Medal.
D. (2) Badges:
Parachute Badge: General Staff Identification Badge; and VNSF Honorary
Jump Wings.
E. EFFECTIVE DATES OF PROMOTIONs

Temporary

Rank

2d lieutenant.
lst lieutenant------Captain-------

--- Aug. 25, 1942
--- Feb. 19, 1943
--- Sept. 14, 1943
Major--------------------------------------------------------------------------- Apr. 10, 1945
Lieutenant colonel------ Jan. 19, 1953
Colonel--------------- June 21, 1962
Brigadier general----------------------------------------------------------------- Oct. 1, 1966
- -

- - - - -

Permanent

Jan. 1, 1951
Oct. 29, 1954
Jan. 1, 1962
Jan. 1, 1969

-

ExHIBIT No. 527
STATEMENT OF COLONEL REGINALD KING FANSLER TAKEN AT HQ, US ARMY MILITARY
POLICE SCHOOL, FORT GORDON, GEORGIA, DATED 23 OCTOBER 1969

Q. Were you stationed in Vietnam, if so, when and in what capacity?
A. I was stationed in Vietnam from 23 Jul 67 to 22 Jul 68 Where I served as
Deputy Provost Marshal, USARV.
Q. Do you know BG Cole?

A. Yes, I know General Cole. He was my supervisor in that he was Deputy
Chief of Staff at HQ, USARV.

Q. Do you know MSG Higdon?
A. Yes, I am acquainted with MSG Higdon.
Q. It is alleged that the USARV Officer-Noncommissioned Officer Open Mess
club system Board of Governors selected a SGT Conners to be the Club Custodian
and that General Cole overruled the Board members and forced the appointment
of MSG Higdon as Club Custodian. Do you have any information pertaining to
this allegation?
A. No, I do not. I do know that SGT Higdon was selected and assigned as
senior noncommissioned officer in charge of the Long Binh club System.

Q. Do you have any information concerning the awarding of a contract to
Madam Phuong to operate a sauna-steam bath concession at Long Binh Post?
A. No, the USARV Provost Marshall Office was unaware that such a contract
was awarded. I was not instructed nor asked to investigate the contractors who
were bidding for this contract.

Q. Do you know if General Cole used his influence to award the contract

for

the Chinese restaurant to the Tom Brothers?

A. I have no information that would indicate that he used any undue influence.
I do know that General Cole was very interested in getting this facility Con

structed and into operation for the benefit of the personnel stationed in Long
Binh.

Q. Do you have any information concerning the awarding of a contract to
Madam Phuong to operate a sauna-steam bath concession at Long Binh Post”
A. No, I do not have any specific information on the awarding of such a

contract. Madam Phuong was a frequent subject in the USARV Provost Marshall
office because of her contract for garbage disposal from the Post. This required
constant attention so as to insure that her drivers, who quite frequently changed,
had access to the Post. General Cole asked for my assistance on several occasions
to insure that these personnel were given access as needed so as to fulfill the con
tract and get the garbage disposed of.
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Q: Do you know if General Cole used his influence to award the contract to
Madam Phuong?
A. No, I do not.

Q. Do you have any knowledge concerning a personal relationship between
General Cole and Madam Phuong?
A. No, I do not.

Q. Do you have any knowledge of thadam Phuong entertaining officers from
Headquarters, USARV, on Long Binh Post?

A. I have no specific information. I do know that Madam Phuong has—was
alleged to be a widow of a deceased Vietnamese Officer, therefore, was treated
with respect in Headquarters, USARV.
Q. Are you familiar with a contractor firm, SARL Electronics?
A. Yes, I am.

Q. It is alleged that SARL Electronics imported freezers, refrigerators, drink

coolers, vehicles and other items into Vietnam customs free by fraudulently
ordering the merchandise in the name of the Officer-Noncommissioned Officer

Open Mess system at Long Binh. Do you have any information concerning this
allegation?
A. The allegation was referred to the USARV Provost Marshal Office by

General Cole, and during my tenure there, a continuous investigation was being
conducted by the CID Unit supporting USARV Headquarters. To my knowledge,
this case was still open when I departed, and no confirmation of these allegations
was firmly established at that time.

Q. To the best of your knowledge, did the importation by SARL Electronics
of items we have been discussing constitute a deliberate circumvention of the
Vietnamese customs?

A. This was the allegation. This had not been confirmed by the time
departed.

I

Q. Do you know whether or not any of the apparently fraudulently imported
property was destined for the Chinese restaurant and the sauna-steam bath at
Long Binh Post?

A. No, the items I had reference to were allegedly destined for an amusment
center-game room facility at Long Binh.
Q. It is alleged that SARL Electronics fraudulently imported the aforemen
tioned property into Vietnam with a full knowledge and approval of General Cole.
Do you have any information concerning this allegation?
A. Yes. I know of the allegations against SARL, but they had not been con
firmed at the time of my departure. I do know that General Cole maintained
a constant interest in the progress in the case being investigated.

Q. Do you know where the equipment imported by SARL Electronics was
stored and and what disposition of the equipment was made?
A. During the investigation a lead was received that indicated certain items
of equipment were stored in a closed mess hall at Long Binh. The investigation
confirmed this. The items stored were determined to be pinball machines and
that authority for the storage had been granted by the Long Binh Post Com
mander. These machines were removed from this storage point to a place off post,
the location of which I do not recall. The equipment was identified as property of
the SARL Electronics Company.
Q. Do you know William Crum, an official of SARL Electronics?
A. I am not personally acquainted with Mr. Crum, but I am familiar with his
background in connection with SARL Electronics. Mr. Crum was the manager
or the titular head of SARL Electronics Company, and during my tenure, he
was a repeated subject, referred to us by the Vietnam customs through CID
channels. The Vietnam customs were continuously raiding the SARL Electronics

office under the premises that they were illegally importing merchandise into
the country. During one of these raids, Mr. Crum is reported to have walked
into the office with an exceptionally large amount of money rolled up in his
pockets. During the subsequent investigation, a complete dossier was procured
by our G2 office and was referred to USARV Provost Marshal Office for review.
I referred this to the Chief of our CID. As a result of this investigation, the CID
determined that Mr. Crum was in fact, no longer head of SARL Electronics a C
tivities in Vietnam but was identified with another company in Hong Kong.
the name of which I have no recollection.

Q. Do you have any information concerning the purchase and disposition of
turkeys by MSG Higdon?

A. I have read the report and the statements made pertaining to this purchase
for a Christmas party. I do not recall the specifics on that.
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Q. Do you know whether or not MSG Higdon presented any turkeys to BG
Cole?

A. Again, I recall reading statements and the report.
Q. Did you attend a meeting between BG Cole and Major St. Martin, attended
by several senior officers?

A. No, I did not. As I recall, this report that I referred to above alluded to
this meeting and reflected that the issue was closed.

Q. Do you know the nature of the meeting or confrontation between General
Cole and Major St. Martin?

A. Only by virtue of the fact that I read the report in connection with a
later investigation involving MSG Higdon. I have never seen nor met Major St.
Martin, although I do recall that when we decided to review the statements

previously made by him, the CID had to refer it to one of the installations in
the Northern part of South Vietnam where Major St. Martin was stationed.
Q. Do you have any information concerning the presentation of earpensive silver
sets to General Johnson and SGM Wooldridge at Long Binh Post?
A. This information came to my attention when the Provost Marshal of Fort

Benning, COL Blackledge, forwarded a case to the USARV CID for action on
undeveloped leads pertaining to personnel then stationed in USARV. Reference
Was made to this transaction in that case.

Q. Do you have any information pertaining to kickbacks paid to the club
custodians by entertainers?
A. I do not.

Q. Do you have any information concerning Maredem, Inc?
A. Only that this entity was identified with certain noncommissioned officers
stationed in Vietnam and that they allegedly were doing business with the NCO
Open Mess System. Our investigation during my tenure had not revealed the
specific particulars pertaining to this operation nor the personnel responsible
for its management.

Q. Do you have any information concerning Price & Company?
A. No, I do not.

Q. Do you know or have information concerning the following men: Bass,
Bagsby, Lazar, Nelson, Myers, Briscoe and Dickerson?
A. I have no specific recollection except that SGT Lazar was identified with
an investigation of an NCO Open Mess operation conducted by USARV CID in
the 1st Division area at the request of the Commanding General, General Hay.
Q. Are you aware of any unexplained affluence that you can attribute to
MSG Hidgon?

A. No, I have no specific information about affluence attributable to MSG
Higdon. He was the subject of suspicion by our CID and his name came to the
attention of the USARV CID in connection with other investigations.

Q. Do you have any information concerning mismanagement, malpractices,
and illegal activities in the management and operation of the club system?
A. When MSG Higdon was placed in charge of the Long Binh NCO Open Mess
system, it was alleged that there were several civilian employees (Vietnamese)
who were using their positions to their own benefit and were actually stealing
merchandise and money from the clubs. At that time, General Cole requested as
sistance from the USARV Provost Marshal Office to identify these individuals
so that MSG Higdon could, in fact, fire them. Our investigation showed that the
entire operation was rather loosely managed and that it was impossible to iden
tify specific individuals responsible for the losses. Therefore, we put the in
vestigation on a surveillance basis, and this was continuing when I departed
Vietnam.

Q. Do you have anything further to add?
A. I would add that the USARV Provost Marshal Office was frequently asked
by General Cole to investigate various aspects or allegations made directly and
indirectly involving the NCO-Officers Open Mess. At the time of my departure,
there was an investigation being conducted by the USARV CID pertaining to
the alleged illegal import of twenty-two trucks from Japan by SARL Electronics
for consignment to the NCO Open Mess. MSG Higdon's name came up in con
nection with this investigation because a SARL Electronics owned vehicle
was intercepted by the Provost Marshal of II Field Force as it was departing
“Plantation,” a part of Long Binh. The investigation revealed that the vehicle
was being operated under the auspices of MSG Higdon and the NCO Open Mess.
However, this investigation was not completed at the time of my departure. I
have nothing else to add.
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ExHIBIT NO. 535
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,
IIEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY, EUROPE AND SEVENTH ARMY
THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF

APO 09403, March 5, 1971.
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: BRIGADIER GENERAL EARL CoLE

1. On Saturday, 11 October, I was notified that BG Cole, Assistant Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics, was absent from duty and that efforts to locate him

were unsuccessful. When last heard from on Friday, BG Cole had reportedly
told his immediate superior that he had to stay in Frankfurt to see a Treasury
and an FBI agent at their request. I requested that I be notified as soon as BG

Cole was located and directed that upon BG Cole's return, he would be
restricted to quarters and permitted to transact personal business in the imme
diate area only.
2. On Sunday afternoon I was notified the BG Cole had been located in Frank
furt and was returning to Heidelberg with an escort.

3. On the morning of 13 October, BG Cole requested to see me to explain his
absence. He came to my office at 0900 and I interviewed him in the presence of
BG Moore, the Provost Marshal.
4. The substance of the interview was as follows:

a. BG Cole stated that he had done no wrong, but that he was in serious trou
ble as his name was being blackened by various persons in connection with the

Ribicoff investigation. I demanded that he account for his presence over the
weekend, and he explained it as follows:

He stated that had an airplane reservation to Munich on Friday evening, the
10th of October, but that the flight had then been cancelled because of fog. Be

cause of the cancellation, he took a train to Munich, arriving in the early morn
ing and went to an apartment occupied by a friend. He spent the weekend at
this apartment and returned to Frankfurt Sunday afternoon where he was met
by his official car and driver and by someone he thought was a CID agent.
b. When asked why he went to Munich, he stated that he went on
the spur of the moment because he had to make some phone calls and had
to go to some person and house he could trust and to a phone that was not
monitored. He commented that he had to make a phone call to Hong Kong
to obtain a bill of sale for an expensive gift and that the matter was so delicate
that it had to be handled in a most careful manner.

c. When challenged on his statement that this was a spur of the moment
trip and asked if he did not in fact make a plane reservation on Thursday, his
statement was, “I did not make plane reservations to fly from Frankfurt to
Munich on Thursday from Hanau.” Subsequently, when faced with evidence

of the reservation by the Provost Marshal (not in my presence) he admitted
that he had made the reservation on Thursday but had not made it from
Hanau and hence his statement to me was correct.

d. When challenged directly on his statement that he had to stay in Frank
furt over the weekend to see a Treasury and FBI agent, he stated that he
truly believed that the two men who wanted to see him at the Ambassador
Arms were as represented but when he met them, he realized they were not
from either the

FBI or Treasury. When asked who they were and

their

business he refused to answer.

e. He stated that he met three men in the Frankfurt Airport on Friday
evening who offered him $50,000.00 to take the 5th Amendment and keep his
mouth shut. When directly asked the identity of these three men, why they
wanted him to keep his mouth shut and what were their connections in order
that we could follow-up on an obvious bribery attempt, he refused to tell
their names or furnish any other information. I pressed him hard for this in
formation and pointed out that it was important that we knew the identity
of these individuals so that we could investigate them, but he refused flatly
to give any additional information.
f. He stated that someone had taken a shot at him and again when pres
sured for details as to time, place, and circumstance involved, he again re
fused to give any information, and stated that I would not believe him if
he told me the whole story.
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5. At the conclusion of the interview, I informed BG Cole that in my judg
ment he had been absent under false pretenses since he was absent over the
weekend for the stated purpose of seeing a Treasury and FBI agent in the
Frankfurt area which he himself admitted was not true. I told him his story
lacked credibility and that he had an obligation to tell me the identity of the
people who had contacted him so that we could follow-up on an obvious bribery
attempt. Finally, I told him he was no longer of value to me, and that I was

wiring Washington for instructions. I restricted him to quarters and essential
business in the local area and relieved him of all duties.

6. Throughout the interview BG Cole was in a highly emotional state, obvi
ously under great pressure, and frequently asserting that he was not guilty of
any wrong doings. He agreed to my restrictions and further agreed to go to
BG Moore's office and account in greater detail concerning his activities over
the weekend.

7. It was subsequently reported to me that no phone call was in fact placed
from the apartment occupied by BG Cole to Hong Kong over the weekend.
JAMES H. POLK,

General, USA, Commander in Chief.
I swear that the statements contained in the foregoing memorandum are true
and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
JAMES H. POLK,
March 5, 1971.
With the United States Armed Forces

At Heidelberg, Germany
I, Brigadier General George S. Prugh, the undersigned officer, do hereby certify
that on this fifth day of March, 1971, before me, personally appeared General
James H. Polk whose address is Office of the Commander in Chief, U.S. Army,

Europe and Seventh Army, APO New York 09403, and who is known to me to be
a U.S. Armed Forces member on active duty, and to be the identical person
who is described in, whose name is subscribed to, and who signed and executed
the foregoing instrument and having first made known to him the contents there
of, he personally acknowledged to me that he signed and sealed the same, on the
date it bears, as his true, free, and voluntary act and deed for uses, purposes and
considerations therein set forth. And I do further certify that I am at the date
of this certificate a commissioned officer of the grade, branch of service, and
organization stated below in the active service of the United States Armed

Forces, that by statute no seal is required on this certificate, and same is executed
in my capacity as a Judge Advocate under authority granted to me by Art. 136,
UCMJ ; 10 U.S.C. 936.

GEORGE S. PRUGH, 559 22 8819, B.G., USA,
OJA, HQ, USAREUR & 7A, APO New York 09/03
101 Fairview Ave., Piedmont, Calif.

ExHIBIT No. 554
PRICE & Co., LTD.,

Hong Kong, December 16, 1963.
Mr. JOSEPH MICHAELs,
Overseas Military Sales Manager,

The Lorillard Corporation,
200 East, 42nd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017. U.S.A.

DEAR MR. MICHAELs: Herewith follows history of our operation in Vietnam.
The Saigon Office of Price & Co., Ltd. is located at 48 Cach Mang Street,

Saigon, under the management of Mr. Richard Wright. He is assisted in the
sales area by Mr. Martin Messina. These two men are both retired military
personnel.

Basically, they cover : the MACV area, which is Saigon and General Head

quarters of the Higher Military; the Vietnam Regional Exchange; the USARV,
which is the Logistical Support of the U.S. Military; the 1st Infantry Division;
the 9th Division; the 101st Airborne Division; the 25th Division; the 99th

Infantry Brigade; Tan-Son-Nhut Air Base; Bien Hoa Air Base.
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In addition to these personnel, we have a Filipino, Mr. Mariano, whose sole
job is to stay at the docks when ships arrive bearing our cargo, and sees that
pilferage is kept to a minimum. This has proved very valuable to us in the past
year.

Our relationship with the Vietnam Regional Exchange is excellent. We also
have established very strong ties with the Custodians under the supervision of
Sgt. Major Woolridge.

Woolridge, as you probably know, was a previous Sergeant Major in the
Army, the first one. After 20-years in this position in Washington, he was trans
ferred to his present position and its first Sergeant Major at MACV, Saigon.
His control of transfers of personnel is of great importance to us.
In Danang, our Regional Manager is Tony Furio, who is extremely well liked
by the Marines in that area and the other Units stretching from Hue down to
Chu Lai.

In Qui Nhon, our Regional Manager is Alan Leslie. There our relationship is
extremely cordial, both with the Marines and the Logistics man at Qui Nhon,
covering An Khe, Pleiku, Quontum and Phu Cat.
In Nha Trang, our Regional Manager is Herb Hayden. He is well liked all
around and covers the Air Base at Nha Trang and Cam Ranh.
At Vung Tau, we have Mr. Dale Smith.
All of the above-mentioned personnel are retired U.S. Military personnel.
Price & Co. Ltd. handle Beer and Whisky lines and does some frozen Pizza

and Pie business. We feel your excellent cigarettes would be very compatiable
to our other business and I am sure we can do an excellent job for you.
Should you desire any further information, I can be contacted: in Hong Kong,
at Room 1707 Ambassador Hotel, Tel. No. K-666321; in Saigon, at 48 Cach
Mang Street, Tel. No. 20405 Tel No. TIGER 4192 (military line).
We have military telephone lines in almost every one of our offices in Vietnam.
With kindest personal regards,

Sincerely yours,
PRICE & Co. LTD.,
WILLIAM J. CRUM.
PRICE & CO., LTD

Basic covereage within Vietnam: the MACV area, which is Saigon and Gen
eral Headquarters of the Higher Military; the Vietnam Regional Exchange;
the USARV, which is the Logistical Support of the U.S. Military; the 1st In
fantry Division; the 9th Division; the 101st Airborne Division; the 25th Divi
sion; the 99th Infantry Brigade; Tan-Son-Nhut Air Base and Bien Hoa Air Base.
Price & Company claims to have an excellent relationship with the WRE.
Danangs Regional Manager is Tony Furio claiming to be well liked and es
tablished with the Marines from Hue down to Chu Lai.

Qui Nhons Regional Manager is Alan Leslie and covers An Khe, Pleiku,
Quontum and Phu Cat.

Nha Trangs Regional Manager is Herb Hayden and covers Air Bases at
Nha Trank and Cam Ranh.

Vung Taus Regional Manager is Dale Smity.
the above mentioned personnel are retired U.S. Military, including
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY

Washington, D.C., 20 April 1971.
MR. JEROME S. ADLERMAN, Chief Counsel,
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
Committee on Government Operations, United States Senate

DEAR MR. ADLERMAN : During testimony given before the Subcommittee, a sil
ver cigarette box which had been prsented to General William C. Westmoreland,
Chief of Staff, United States Army, was entered as an exhibit.
In order that the facts surrounding the cigarette box may be made known to the
Subcommittee for the record, a Fact Sheet has been developed. The Fact Sheet
is attached as an inclosure hereto.
Sincerely,

Roy H. STEELE,
Chief, Investigations division Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison.
1 Enclosure,
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FACT sheeT

Shortly before General W. C. Westmoreland departed Vietnam, a number of
principal staff members stopped by the office, individually and in small groups,
to wish him well as Army Chief of Staff, the position he assumed upon return
from the Republic of Vietnam. Among the officers who bid farewell was Brigadier
General Earl F. Cole (now colonel, US Army, retired), who, for the previous
five months, had been the Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff for Civil Operations
and Revolutionary Development Support. Previously BG Cole had served as
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and Administration of Headquarters, United
States Army Vietnam, at Long Binh, for 19 months (from June 1966 to Decem
ber 1967).

When BG Cole dropped by General Westmoreland's office, he handed to War
rant Officer R. A. Sauer, the general's administrative assistant, a silver cigar
ette box about 3’’ x 6' x 8” commenting that it was a memento of General West
moreland's service in Vietnam and asking Mr. Sauer to pass it to the general at
a convenient moment. Mr. Sauer showed the box to General Westmoreland just

prior to his departure; the general, who at the time was quite busy cleaning up
all remaining business before leaving the country, examined the box briefly and
instructed Mr. Sauer to include it among the books, memorabilia, and other office
items which at that time were being prepared for packing and shipment. The
cigarette box was subsequently kept with other service mementos, in General
Westmoreland's Pentagon Office, consistent with its presumed status as a token
of respect from the persons whose names appeared on it.
Embossed on the box were the names of a number of Senior officials with whom

General Westmoreland had served during his tour as COMUSMACV, and who
presumably had contributed toward the purchase of the box. There were two
names without military rank. W. E. Colby and William Crum. W. E. Colby, a
civilian, was the Assistant Chief of Staff for Civilian Operations and Revolution

ary Development Support (CORDS). General Westmoreland accepted the final
name on the box, “William Crum,” to be the late Air Force Major General Wil

liam J. Crumm, Commander of the 3d Air Division in Guam, for whom General
Westmoreland had the highest professional and personal regard during their long
association until MG Crumm's untimely death on July 9, 1967, in an airplane
crash off the north coast of the Philippines. MG Crumm's Air Division provided
B-52 support for the troops in Vietnam, and MG Crumm and his staff worked
very closely with General Westmoreland and the MACV staff. Although puzzled

by the fact that there was no rank title prefixed to the name. General Westmore
land assumed that the deceased status of the individual caused such a listing.
The possibility that “William Crum” on the cigarette box was someone other
than the late MG William Crumm materialized during Army briefings on alle
gations developing from the Ribicoff Subcommittee investigations. Army in

vestigation indicated that a businessman, Bill Crum figured in the allegations,
General Westmoreland did not recall ever meeting or hearing of a civilian by
the name Of Bill Crum.

General Westmoreland discussed his concern that there had perhaps been a
misconception of the identity of “William Crum” with members of his immedi
ate staff (GEN Palmer, LTG Kerwin, and MG Knowlton). On April 27, 1970,
in a meeting requested by then BG Earl F. Cole for the purpose of requesting
approval of early retirement, General Westmoreland learned, by questioning BG
Cole, that the latter had personally purchased the cigarette box and had ar
ranged for the embossing. Cole said it had not been intended that General Wil
liam Crumm's name be embossed on the box, nor had it been intended that Mr.
William Crumm's name be embossed. However, BG Cole admitted that he had

purchased the box through Mr. Crum. It was during this meeting that General
Westmoreland learned for the first time that the box was not in fact a joint gift
from the officers whose names were embossed on it.

Upon learning that the name William Crum was not that of his former col
league, MG William Crumm, and that the cigarette box was not in fact a joint
gift of the officers whose names appeared thereon, General Westmoreland re
turned the box the next day, April 28, 1970, to BG Cole through MG Frank Davis.

A picture of the cigarette box was entered as Exhibit No. 612 in the record of
the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, chaired by Senator Ribicoff,
on March 17, 1971.
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570. Army Regulation No. 230–6, entitled “Nonappropriated
Funds and Related Activities, Amusement Machines,”
1, 1971----------------------------

effective

''

571. Synopsis of Army CID reports re CID experience with the
Service Games slot machine syndicate---------------572. Air Force

£

of investigation re Martin Bromley and

aliases used by him------------------------------------

573. Sega Enterprises, Ltd., Co. outline ----------------------
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re termination of contracts for parts and equipment and
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vember 23, 1964, from S. Sgt. Lyle C. Hatch, NCO Open
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nation; letter dated December 1, 1964, from A. P. Ko
lonie, Establishment Garlan, to Gen. Hamilton H.
Houze, re debarment action; letter dated February 16,
1965, from
A. Ailes, Secretary of the Army, to

£

Guy Farmer, Esq., re cancellation of contracts between
Establishment Garlan and U.S. Army nonappropriated
fund activities in Korea; letter dated February 22, 1965,
from Guy Farmer, Esq., to Stephen Ailes, Secretary of
the Army, re Establishment Garlan; letter dated March
10, 1965, from Guy Farmer, Esq., to Stephen Ailes,
Secretary of the Army re Club Specialties Overseas and
Establishment Garlan; letter dated March 6, 1965, from

Stephen Ailes, Secretary of the Army to Guy Farmer,
Esq.------------------------------------------------575. Distribution of cash and stock to the former owners of Sega
Enterprises by Gulf & Western - - ---------------------
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576. Memorandum dated September 1968 by Kidder, Peabody &
Co., Inc., re Sega Enterprises, Ltd ---------------------

577. Transcript of proceedings of Sarl Electronics, Ltd., before
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Electronics by Vietnamese Customs officials re U.S.
Military Command Directives -----------------------list dated June 18, 1963, from Sega to
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machines by serial numbers showing machines as being

exported from Japan to Los Angeles, Calif., to Air Force
582.

open messes in Japan -------------------------------Letter dated January 22, 1964, from Richard D. Stewart to

Lt. Col. Frank W. Olsen, Director, Nonappropriated
Fund Management, 5th Air Force; and letter dated

January 23, 1964, from R. F. Dotterer to Lt. Col.
Frank W. Olsen, Director, Nonappropriated Fund
Management, 5th Air Force-------------------------. Air Force report of investigation dated January 15, 1964,
with attachments re Sega slot machines ---------------. CID report dated January 8, 1963, re theft from
amusement machines at Camp Dachau, Germany------. Letter dated November 28, 1966, from William J. Crum,
Price & Co., Ltd., to G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing
Co., re hiring Bill Leone ----------------------------586. Seven brochures used by Sega Enterprises salesmen - - - - - - 587. Affidavit of James R. Johnson dated March 12, 1971-----588. Affidavit of Col. Robert H. Ivey dated February 3, 1970 - - 589A . Copy of registration card from the Carlton Hotel, Nurn
berg, Germany, of William Crum dated June 22, 1969–
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598B . Hotel reservations and bill of William Crum at the New
590.

York Hilton, June 24–27, 1969---------------------Letter dated May 14, 1969, from Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole
to Gen. James H. Polk; letter dated May 14, 1969, from
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Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole to Gen. J. R. Holzapple; letter
dated April 28, 1969, from John R. Blandford, chief
counsel, Committee on Armed Services, House of Repre
sentatives, to Brig. Gen. E. F. Cole; letter dated April 24,
1969, from John R. Blandford, chief counsel, to L. Mendel
Rivers, chairman, Committee on Armed Services, House

of Representatives, with enclosure of report by John R.
Blandford on his trip to Europe April 2–12, 1969- - - - - Summary of available cash of Earl F. Cole, January 1, 1964,
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2005
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Hong Kong trip with Ambassador Komer ------------
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. Invoice dated April 19, 1968, from James S. Lee Co.,
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from Warren E. Magee, attorney for Mr. Cole
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Army-Air Force Exchange System audit report dated
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Richard C. Devine, Commercial Section, Embassy of the
United States, Vietnam, to Sarl Electronics re financial
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2011
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Letter dated November 18, 1967, from Brig. Gen. Earl F.
Cole to Director of Customs, Republic of Vietnam, re
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importation of duty-free merchandise by Sarl Electronics
615. Legal opinion by Col. William B. Carne, dated April 11,
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aire contract - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 616.

A' of John Harry Nixon to the Army CID, October 28,

617.
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Letter dated Mar. 8, 1971, from Col. Roy H. Steele, Chief,
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Division, Office of Chief of Legislative
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Chief Čounsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investiga
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622. Letter dated Mar. 11, 1971, from Jerome S. Adlerman,

Chief Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investiga
tions, to Col. Roy H. Steele, Chief, Investigation Division,
Office of Chief of Legislative Liaison, Department of the
Army

. Letter dated Mar. 12, 1971, from Robert E. Jordan, III
.

625.
626.

627.

Army General Counsel, to Jerome S. Adlerman, Chief
Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations---Letter dated Mar. 20, 1971, from Hans A. Nathan of the
law firm of Trammel, Rand & Nathan to Jerome S.
Adlerman, Chief Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations-------------------------------------Letter dated Mar. 1, 1971, from Scott Dotterer to Hans A.
Nathan of the law firm of Trammel, Rand & Nathan---Letter dated Mar. 29, 1971, to Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff
from the law firm of Magee & Bulow, together with a
supplemental statement of Earl F. Cole---------------Letter dated May 11, 1971, from Thaddeus R. Beal, Acting
Secretary of the Army, to Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff,
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628. Letter dated May 28, 1971, from Col. Henry H. Tufts of the

Army CID to Senator Abraham Ribicoff-------------629. Letter dated June 3, 1971, from Col. Roy H. Steele, Chief,

Investigation Division, Department of the Army, to
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General H. N. Maples dated October 13, 1969, regarding
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taken by the military as a result of Subcommittee dis
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to Hans A. Nathan of the law firm of Trammel, Rand,
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and Smith Agencies, Inc., to Senator Abraham Ribicoff,
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646.

Committee print dated February 1971 by Senator Edward
R. Gurney concerning his trip to Vietnam and other
Southeast Asian countries---------------------------
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Report by the Special Subcommittee on Exchanges and

Commissaries, Committee on Armed Services, House of
Representatives, subject Review of the Military Ex
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FRAUI) AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT OF
MILITARY ("LUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS AFFECTING
SOUTH WIETNAM

TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:03 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate
Office Building, pursuant to section 4 of Senate Resolution 31,
agreed to March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut; and Senator Edward J. Gurney, Re
publican, Florida.

Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,

chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Mor
gan, chief counsel to the minority: Carmine S. Bellino, investigator;
John Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics
and I)angerous Drugs: Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Sena
tor Ribicoff: and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.
Senator RIBICoEF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen
ator Ribicoff.)
(Letter of authority is as follows:)
MARCH 15, 1971.
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure which was amended by the
Committee on Government Operations for its Senate Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations on June 3, 1965, and reaffirmed on March 9, 1971, permission
is hereby granted for the Acting Chairman to conduct open hearings without a
quorum of two members for the purpose of taking testimony in the matter of
Improprieties and Corruption in Military Clubs and Post Exchange Systems in
the United States and Overseas on March 16, 1971.
(S)

JOHN L. MCCLELLAN,
Chairman.

(S)

CHARLES PERCY,

Acting Banking Minority Member.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you raise your right hand?

d'" Davis and Chief Warrant Officer Daly, you can stay right
ere.
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You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. BRICK.

} do.

General DAvis. I do.
Mr. DALY. I do.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I have two statements from General Davis and

Mr. Daly. They are similar to statements submitted yesterday after
noon by members of the Air Force. We have read the statements

and I don't think there is any necessity to have you gentlemen read
them. They will go into the record as if they were read.
TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. FRANKLIN M. DAVIS, JR.

General DAvis. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee:
I am Major General Franklin M. Davis, Jr., Director of Military

Personnel Policies, Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
Headquarters, Department of the Army.
I appear before you today to
information concerning the

£

operation of slot machines by certain Army nonappropriated fund
activities in foreign countries.

I will address the history, legal status, rules and regulations, oper
ations, controls and other matters related to these activities.
Historically in the Army, slot machines have been identified pri
marily with the operation of officer and NCO clubs or open messes
since prior to World War II. Slot machines were directed to be re
moved from Army installations within the continental

United

States, the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii and the Panama Canal
Zone on 10 January 1951.

The actions resulted from the enactment of Public Law 81–906,
now title 15, section 1575 of the United States Code. That act made

it unlawful to manufacture, recondition, repair, sell, transport, pos
sess, or use any gambling device at military installations within the
United States and its possessions.

The law did not affect the operations of slot machines at military
facilities in foreign countries. Their status in foreign countries was,

however, reviewed by the Chief of Staff of the Army on 8 February
1952.

The Army policy was reconfirmed at that time, that is, to leave
the decision to the respective oversea Army major commanders, con
sistent with the laws of host countries and pertinent international
agreements between the United States and the host countries.

Currently, there are no laws, treaties or international agreements

which would prohibit the operation of slot machines at Army facili
ties located in foreign countries where the Army now permits their
operation.

Gambling is permitted in all foreign countries, except in Vietnam,
where Army slot machines are in use. It has been thought preferable

to offer this recreational outlet within the military community under
military control, rather than to expect our people to seek out similar
establishments on the foreign economy.

One of the most important considerations is that the earnings gen
erated from slot machines are utilized for the direct benefit of mili
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tary personnel and their families. This income makes it possible to
offer prices for food and beverages and attractive entertainment in
our clubs and messes which are well below those which would other

wise prevail.

-

--- -

For example, during calendar year 1970 in Europe, $12.6 million
was derived as net income from slot machines. During the same pe
riod, the net profit of all activities operating slot machines was onl
$1.2 million. Thus, $11.4 million of the slot machine income was uti:
lized to defray operating expenses and to support lower prices of all
the other services provided to our people by the clubs and messes
and other service activities.

During calendar year 1969, slot machines in Army oversea areas
produced an income of about $27 million. I emphasize that this
money serves a useful purpose and in the light of the evidence of
irregularities brought before this committee, during its earlier hear
ings in 1969, the
has taken measures to assure that controls
are invoked to preclude recurrences, and to insure that the proceeds

£

are devoted to the support of our personnel overseas.

The Army on 26 February 1971 directed field commanders to con
duct a detailed survey of slot machine operations, for the primary
purpose of determining the specific economic and other impacts
which would result from the elimination of the machines where they
are now operated.

All of the data and information will be assembled in the very
near future for the purpose of reassessing the present Army position
as to the future of slot machines in foreign countries.
For example, the U.S. Army in Vietnam has determined that all
slot machines will be eliminated from Army facilities in Vietnam by
31 March 1971.

I would now like to address some of the measures taken to rein

force our confidence in our ability to maintain honest and efficient
operations of our clubs and messes and of slot machines, in particu
lar, while this determination is being made.
The Army has just published a comprehensive and restrictive reg
ulation governing slot machine procurement, maintenance, operation,
and disposal. It is AR 230–6, dated 26 January 1971, effective 1

February 1971. A copy of this regulation is appended for the record,
with your permission.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 570” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

General DAvis. The regulation prescribes policies and procedures
for the control, use, security, operation, procurement and disposition
of coin-operated amusement machines that enable players to receive
moneys and/or prizes from play. Specific controls include:
1. All keys to cash boxes, meter boxes, or internal mechanisms of

amusement machines will be placed in a tamper-proof container and
remain in the custody of the installation commander or his repre
Sentative.

3: Under no circumstances will an employee, to include assigned
military personnel, be given possession to any keys to amusement
machines.

3. Keys will be receipted for by a disinterested person and trans
ferred directly to and from the place of safe-keeping. Control over
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keys will be established by maintaining a record of the name,
SSAN, and organization of the person to whom keys are issued. The
record will state the specific purpose for the issuance.
4. In order to insure that duplicate keys are not available, com
manders will take the necessary steps to replace locks to internal
mechanisms, cash boxes and meter boxes at least every 6 months or
more often if required.

5. New serially numbered locks will be purchased directly from a

manufacturer and the new serially-numbered keys will be sent by
registered mail to the installation commander.
6. Master lock systems whereby one master key can open more
than one machine are prohibited.

7. Separate locks were required for cash boxes and cash boxes will
be secured in such a manner as to deny access to persons who may be
performing maintenance.

8. Machines may not be opened for any reason unless a disinter
ested person is present.

9. Every machine must be recorded on a “Property and Fixed
Asset Record” in detail (make, model, serial number, and token or

coin denomination). Auditors will compare serial numbers shown on
the stock card with those serial numbers stamped on the machine.
10. No amusement machines will be procured which have any of
the following features:
(a) A machine in which more than 25 cents can be inserted

for a single play.
(b) A machine with more than three reels.

(c) A machine with progressional payout features where the
player may receive extra money or prizes in addition to the nor
mal or special awarded jackpot payout.

(d) A machine that accepts more than one coin per play.
11. All new machines will have:
(*) One meter to record all coins inserted.

(h) One meter to record all regular jackpots.
(*) One meter to record special award jackpots.
(*) A factory-set payout of at least 84 percent.

12. All new machines will be procured and registered centrally by
major overseas commanders using competitive procedures. This re
sponsibility may not be delegated to subordinate commands.

13, Only machines of U.S. manufacture may be purchased. The

purchasing activity will require and shall secure a certificate signed
by the manufacturer that each machine, listed by serial number, and
component parts thereof are manufactured in the United States.
14. Under no circumstances will new or used machines be bor
rowed or leased from commercial sources.

1. All jackpot or malfunction payouts will be recorded on pre
scribed consecutively pre-numbered DA forms. The forms will "on
tain the signature of the payee, witness and club representative.

16. An "Amusement Machine Record" card will be placed in each
machine. Each time the machine is opened for maintenance to release

“ims" or for coin collections, the designated disinterested person
will enter on the card the date, all meter readings, the number
coins removed and his signature.

of
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Recalling that the slot machines are operated by clubs

and messes

or similar types of nonappropriated fund activities, the Army on S
January 1971 published a new general policy regulation effective 15
March 1971 governing the administration and control of these non
appropriated fund activities.

-

Öne of the most significant departures from the past is the elimi
nation of membership elected boards of governors and their respon
sibility for club management and business operation. This responsi

bility for control and supervision is now vested solely in the hands of
an officer, NCO or civilian assigned to the operational commander's
staff. This has eliminated a major weakness in our club system.

The Army has published a directive imposing internal control sys
tems and procedures in all our nonappropriated fund activities simi
lar to those utilized in well managed civilian commercial organiza
tions.

Career fields have been established for military personnel engaged
in the management of officer and NCO clubs.

Army commanders in the European and Pacific areas are
consolidating many individual clubs into fewer consolidated systems
for improved management and control.
Within Europe, all club procurement of liquor, beer, slot ma
chines, equipment and supplies, and entertainment talent, has been
consolidated for accomplishment by central agencies.
A nonappropriated fund central procurement agency has been es
tablished by the U.S. Army in Vietnam. Other field commands in
the Pacific area are developing similar agencies and procedures.
As a check on our Army-wide club operations, we have instituted

provisions for audit completely independent of the responsible oper
ational commander and his staff.

The U.S. Army Audit Agency is now in process of auditing 75
percent of our approximately 600 clubs and messes.
The Army Audit Agency is developing “lessons learned through

audit” for the use of operational commanders in supervising club
operations.

The 25 percent balance of Army clubs will be audited by commer

cial certified public accountants during current year 1971.

-

With the committee's permission, I would like to relate some of

the other programs we have underway and in the planning stages.
A management consultant contract was awarded in November 1970

under which an exhaustive study is being made of the management
structure of nonappropriated fund organizations and activities
throughout the Army.

The results of this private contract study will be used to realign
and reestablish functional responsibilities and authority for the op
eration, management and control of Army nonappropriated fund ac
tivities.

A contract has been awarded by the Army to test the operation of
centrally managed system for the billing and collection of club
amembers
accounts.
Other conceptual plans are to be developed for future introduction
as follows:

1. A centrally, managed career program for primary and second
ary levels of civilian club managerial and supervisory employees.
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2. A centrally coordinated, intensive on-the-job training program
for all club operating personnel.

-

3. Organization of departmental and major command mobile man
agement assistance teams.

4. Development of a comprehensive procurement code for nonap
propriated fund activities, including appropriate contractor debar
ment and suspension policies and procedures.

While the Army is now evaluating carefully, the continued
retention of slot machines in other foreign countries, I will close

with a statement of the Army policy which the Army itself is now
challenging.

Slot machines provide a reliable source of income which enables
our clubs to provide better services to Army personnel and their
families in foreign countries.
These clubs tend to deter the exposure of military personnel out
side the military community where they more likely will fall prey to

unscrupulous outside interests and less desirable environment.
If adequate social and recreational activities are not provided on
our bases, our military people might very well seek such diversions
off base in an atmosphere not subject to military control, with at
tendant disciplinary and community relations problems.
I thank the committee for the opportunity to speak for the Army
on this subject.
TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH L. DALY, JR.

Mr. DALY. Mr. Chairman: My name is Joseph L. Daly, Jr. I am a
criminal investigator assigned to the U.S. Army CID Agency. I am
testifying today to summarize U.S. Army CID experience with the
Service Games slot machine syndicate. £e information I shall pro
vide has been extracted from CID files, copies of which are in the
hands of the committee.

In the itnerest of brevity, I will not synopsize all of these reports.
Instead, I will highlight examples to show a pattern in the opera
tion of the slot machine/club supply syndicate controlled by Service
Games or, as presently known, Sega Enterprises.
The first recorded contact that CID had with Mr. William J.

Crum was during the spring of 1954. On that occasion, Mr. Crum,
then a representative of Tradewell Co. in Korea, loaned money to a
U.S. Army NCO and received a U.S. dollar check, which proved to
be worthless, in repayment for this loan. Crum, as a private citizen
in Korea, was not authorized to be in possession of U.S. dollar in
StrumentS.

In 1957, a Mr. Harold Oie, then manager of Dunham & Smith,

Inc., a club supplier in Korea, surfaced during an investigation into
the '' of slot machines, spare parts and equipment from
Service Games, Japan, to Dunham & Smith, Inc.
This was the first indication of a pattern which has been followed
by the slot machine syndicate over the years. On this occasion, U.S.

Army personnel were '' machines, spare parts and equip
ment through APO channels from Japan to Korea. A representative

of Dunham & Smith, Inc., would then pick up the equipment on no.
tification of arrival.
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During this investigation, Oie attempted to bribe the CID agent
with $300. The bribe was never consummated as the agent could not

arrange for payment where witnesses to the bribe would be avail
able.

Mr. Crum again surfaced during the investigation involving the
club system in Seoul, Korea, in 1959. This is the investigation about
which Mr. Augustin J. Manfredi gave testimony before this commit
tee on February 18, 1971. A point of interest in this case was that

Crum indicated that his company, Tradewell Co., had been pur
chased by Service Games.

In January 1960, a Mr. James E. Strong, supervisor of Service
Games, Inc., Seoul, Korea, committed a series of traffic violations on

a Seoul military post, and refused to stop and identify himself to
military police. This incident occurred after the midnight curfew

had gone into effect. The curfew in Korea affects all persons in that
country, not only U.S. military personnel. The military policeman
gave chase and stopped Strong's vehicle by shooting out a tire.
Strong, in turn, registered a complaint against the military police
111tl11.

A point of interest is that at the time of the incident, the secre
tary-custodian of an NCO club system was a passenger in the vehi
cle of Strong. About 10 months later, this club sergeant was
investigated by CID for receiving gratuities in the form of moneys
and lavish entertainment from a club supply firm.
During the summer of 1960, Mr. Crum, still representing Trade
well Co., surfaced again. On this occasion. Crum bribed a club ser
geant named Lyons with two paid-up Dreyfus investment programs
of a total value of $4,000. This incident was reported to the commit
tee on February 17, 1971 in an affidavit of Mr. Arnold Decker, the

CID agent who investigated the incident.
Of interest is the fact that Lyons later went to work for Mr.
Crum as a slot machine salesman in Southeast Asia. Crum fired

Lyons in 1969 because he suspected that Lyons was “dishonest.”
During 1960, CID agents in Okinawa conducted an investigation
into slot machine operations of Service Games, Japan, also known as

Barclay & Co., Games Department, Naha, Okinawa.
This investigation was conducted concurrently with a USAF OSI
investigation and involved fraud, customs violations, tax evasion,
and violation of regulations. Subjects listed in the report were Mr.
Scott Dotterer, Mr. Bruce N. Eckert and Mr. Frank Pontillo.

These gentlemen and their subordinates were engaged in certify
ing to Ryukyuan authorities that imported slot machines, parts and
accessories were for U.S. consumption. This enabled them to avoid
payment of import duties.
Disposition of this case has previously been reported by the
USAF. Subsequently, Mr. Eckert went to England where he is en
gaged in slot machine activities. Mr. Pontillo is still managing a slot
machine sales company in Okinawa.
During 1962, in Germany, the CID launched an investigation into
the activities of a Mr. William J. Leone, a sales representative for
Westlee, GMBH, a slot machine concessionaire.
It was determined that Leone had stolen about $325 from an NCO

open mess in Dachau, Germany, by manipulating the amusement
machine receipts.
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Further investigation disclosed that Leone forged a Customs dec
laration to import two slot machines into Germany and that Mr.
Morton C. Lee, part owner of Westlee, GMBH, had violated Ger
man Customs and tax laws in connection with the importation of

two vehicles into Germany.
Mr. Leone was a salesman for Dunham & Smith in Korea in 1957

during the investigation mentioned in the third paragraph of this
statement. Mr. Lee was formerly a salesman for Service Games in
Japan during the early 1950's.
In September 1965, Mr. William Crum surfaces again in Danang,
RVN, where, on one occasion, he was a house guest of a club ser
geant named Hayden when Hayden fired a weapon from his resi
dence, the projectile striking a pedestrian.
This is of interest because Hayden was returned to the United
States as a result of this incident. He subsequently retired, returned
to Vietnam and went to work for Mr. Crum as the representative of
Sarl Electronics in Qui Nhon, RVN.

In 1967, a CID investigation determined that Hayden had unlaw
fully used APO facilities to import merchandise and equipment into
the Republic of Vietnam for commercial purposes.

Mr. Hayden is presently part owner of a bar in Bangkok, Thai
land. Mr. Crum has visited with Hayden in Bangkok, the most re
cent visit of which I am knowledgeable was during the spring of
1970.

James E. Strong, who first came to CID attention in January

1960 in Seoul, Korea, reappears again. During the period
1965–1966, Mr. Strong moved into Bangkok, Thailand, where, in

anticipation of the troop buildup, he organized Siam Amusements
Co. Ltd., a Thailand-registered slot machine outlet. Slot machines

are prohibited in Thailand. They are imported solely for the use of
the U.S. military forces.

Mr. Strong also represents American Overseas Export Co., Ltd., a
Hong Kong firm, and California Equipment Sales Co., a U.S. firm.
By manipulating his equipment and U.S. dollar payments through
these three firms, he has minimal exposure to Thai authorities and
Customs duties.

In August 1967, Mr. Strong misused U.S. military documentation
to wrongfully import carpet and carpet padding for his personal
use. Thai Customs was advised of the violation by U.S. military au
thorities and Strong paid the import duties.

Another instance involving Sarl Electronics occurred following a
raid on a civilian establishment by RVN Customs authorities in
1967. Resultant investigation by CID disclosed that Sarl Electronics
had diverted four slot machines to a U.S. civilian who was operat
ing a private club in Vung Tau, RVN.
In 1969, CID investigated a loss of property wherein Price &
Co., Ltd., Hong Kong, BCC, had in excess of $21,000 worth of mer
chandise stolen from two unlocked Conex containers which were

stored on a military installation in Nha Trang, RVN.
I mention this to reflect that it is apparent that locations other

'
rins.

Long Binh Post were used for storage by these commercial
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The U.S. Army CID is continuing to collect criminal information
dealing with slot machine operations throughout the world. The
committee staff has summarized this material for internal use within

the committee. The complete reports of investigation were pre
viously furnished to your staff.
Mr. Chairman, this completes my prepared statement.
(The documents referred to by Mr. Daly were marked “Exhibit
No. 571" for reference and may be found in the files of the subcom
mittee.)
TESTIMONY OF JOHN BRICK

Senator RIBICoEF. Mr. Brick, would you proceed :
Mr. BRICK. My name is John Brick. I am an investigator for the
subcommittee and have been since 1963.

Mr. Chairman, the Armed Services statements relating to the slot

machine syndicate known as the Service Games complex have de
tailed a large number of violations of military regulations, of the
“Buy America” Act, the gold flow policy of the United States, and
violations of the laws of foreign countries.

My statement includes additional information gathered by the
subcommittee, by other agencies of the Federal

Government,

and

from confidential sources.

The original Service Games partnership in Hawaii formed in
1945 had the following partners and contributed capital: Martin J.

Bromley, $50,000; James L. Humpert, $50,000; Irving Bromberg,
$50,000. James L. Humpert sold his interest to Bromley and Brom
berg in 1955.

The Service Games partnership in Hawaii was sold by Irving
Bromberg and Martin J. Bromley on March 31, 1961, to a group
headed by Harold Okomoto for $1,390,464.44. Bromley sold only the
Hawaii operation. He reserved the use of the name Service Games
for his foreign operations.

At various times, Martin J. Bromley has been known by a number
of other names, as other witnesses have testified. During concurrent
Air Force and Japanese Government investigations in Japan in
1959, Japanese Customs officials sought to determine whether the

principals of Service Games, Inc., had bank accounts in American
banks with branches in Japan.

They asked the banks if there were accounts in the names of Mar
tin J. Bromley, Martin J. Bromberg, Robert Mason, Peter Smuch,
Peter Smukk, Peter Schuckk, Jeff Bromberg, Jerome Bromberg,

Marty Bromberg, Jeff Bromley, Jerome Bromley, Marty Bromley,
Martin Jerome, Jerome Martin, and Peter Smuckk.

They found no bank accounts held under any of those names.
Service Games, Inc., Panama, was incorporated in Panama in 1953
as a controlling corporation of a chain of corporations being orga
nized around the world. The stockholders and officers were: Irving
Bromberg, 25 percent of the stock, president and director: Martin

Bromley, 25 percent, secretary-treasurer and director; Richard D.
Stewart, 25 percent, director, and Raymond J. Lemaire, 25 percent,
director.

On April 12, 1962, Service Games, Inc., Panama, changed its name
to Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., and the stockholders of record on
58–590–71—pt. 8–2
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November 30, 1962, were: R. D. Stewart, 250 shares; R. J. Lemaire,
250: Martin J. Bromley, 200; Irving Bromberg, 200. In 1962, the of
ficers were: R. J. Lemaire, president; R. D. Stewart, vice president:
and M. J. Bromley, secretary.

Club Specialty. Overseas, Inc., is the controlling corporation for

the many firms owned or dominated by the Service Games complex.
In Hong Kong, it operates as a foreign corporation and reported to
the Companies Registry there, as of February 8, 1967, that its direc

tors were: Martin J. Bromley, Richard D. Stewart, Raymond J. Le:
maire, Scott F. Dotterer, all described as American businessmen, and
Dr. Ruben Arosemea, a Panamanian attorney; Gunther Wolff, a
West German merchant, and Dr. Peter Alther, a Swiss attorney.
Service Games, Inc. (Japan) was dissolved on May 31, 1960. At
the same time Nippon Goraku Bussan K.K. (Utamatic, Inc.) and
Nippon Kikai Seizo K.K., both Japanese corporations, were orga
nized.

On July 1, 1965, Nippon Goraku Bussan K.K. merged with Rosen
Enterprises, Ltd., and the name of the firm was changed to Sega
Enterprises, Ltd.

As has been previously testified in these hearings, other name
changes were occurring within the Service Games complex. Gande,
Price, Ltd., owned by William J. Crum and Asa A. Smith, became
Price and Company, Ltd., a name which occurred after the 13th Air
Force announced that salesmen and representatives for Sega slot ma
chines would be barred from 13th Air Force installations. Gande.

Price was a distributor for Sega machines. Bill Crum quickly set up
a new firm—Sarl Electronics—to handle the Sega slot machines.
Mr. Chairman, I omitted an exhibit on the first page of my state
ment. I wanted to put in as an exhibit the Air Force report of in
vestigation which shows the names that Martin Bromley has used.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 572” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 1983.)
(At this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
Mr. BRICK. I have another exhibit, which is this brochure

published by Sega Enterprises, Ltd.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What does that brochure purport to show?
Mr. BRICK. It shows the company's business, the products it sells,

the manufacturing plants, and distribution worldwide of the prod
ucts.

There are pictures of some of the officers, the plant, the products,
and it shows the officers, the board of directors: Richard D. Stewart,
chairman: David Rosen, president; and directors Raymond J. Le
maire, Scott F. Dotterer, Noburo Hirohara, Masako Rosen, and
George McGahey.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 573” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK. Mr. Chairman, I have a series of letters which I would

like to offer, which were obtained from the U.S. Army files.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 574" for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 1985.)
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Mr. BRICK. The first of the letters is on the letterhead of the law

firm Trammell, Rand & Nathan, of Washington, D.C., and is
dated January 4, 1965. It is signed by Hans A. Nathan. The law

partners are identified on the left side of the letterhead as Charles
M. Trammell, Bert D. Rand, Hans A. Nathan, and Hans A. Land.
On the left side of the letterhead, Warren E. Magee is listed as
“Counsel.” Mr. Magee appeared before the subcommittee on Wednes

day and Friday of last week, and Monday of this week, representing
former Brigadier General Earl F. Cole.
The letter from Mr. Nathan was written to Guy Farmer, a part

ner in the law firm of Patterson, Belknap & Farmer, of Washington,
D.C. Mr. Nathan said that his purpose was to give Mr. Farmer “a

short summary of the problems presently faced by our client, Estab

lishment Garlan, and particularly its Korean branch."
Mr. Nathan then explained that the Eighth U.S. Army in Korea
had, in effect, debarred Establishment Garlan by instructing activi
ties throughout Korea to place no further orders for goods On Serv
ices “with our client and to cancel all existing contracts.”
-

Mr. Nathan then said, “Our immediate goal is to obtain a stay
order. . . .”
The letter continued:
-

Although no official word has been received by our client, we are not un
aware of the background of the present action, which is just another facet of a
series of adverse actions taken by the military against Establishment Garlan
and other companies we represent. All these actions by the military were and

are based on allegations made in 1958 by the Internal Revenue Service against
an individual American citizen, Mr. Martin J. Bromley, a minority stockholder

in the parent corporation of Establishment Garlan.

The charges made by the Internal Revenue Service were that

Martin J. Bromley and Allyn Bromley, his wife, owed $4,683,686.11
in income taxes. The Government failed to establish most of its

charges and ultimately collected $47,145.26 plus about $10,000 in in
terest. Some $15,000 of the total was returned to Mr. Bromley as ex
cess payments.
Mr. Nathan’s letter continued:
Martin J. Bromley, James Humpert and Irving Bromberg, all United States
citizens, prior to 1952, were engaged in the amusement machine business in
Honolulu. In 1952, two of their former employees, Richard Stewart and Ray
mond LeMaire, also American citizens, established an amusement machine
business in Tokyo which, in the course of time, became sufficiently successful
to warrant the establishment of factories and a sales organization operating
throughout Japan. This Japanese firm is generally known as SEGA. Neither
Mr. Bromley, nor Mr. Humpert, nor Mr. Bromberg have any interest in SEGA.

Mr. ADLERMAN. For what purpose was this letter written?

Mr. BRICK. This letter was written to Mr. Farmer in order that
Mr. Farmer might report its contents to Secretary Ailes of the
y.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And to get a stay against the Government?
Mr. BRICK. That is correct, Mr. Adlerman. That is what he said.
Reference to Mr. Fox's statement, the Air Force OSI investigator,
page 51, shows that in 1963, Mr. Bromley in England signed ''
about slot machine sales, as follows:

“Cordially yours, Establishment Garlan, M. J. Bromley,” Mr. Na
than's letter in January of 1965 referred to Bromley as a “minority
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stockholder in the parent corporation of Establishment Garlan.”

presumably meaning Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., of Panama.
Further reference to Mr. Fox's statement on page 52 shows a let
ter on the letterhead of Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama.
signed by M. J. Bromley.
In England, in statements to British officials, Bromley, stated on
one occasion that he was an employee of Phonographic Equipment,
Ltd., and on another occasion that he was a director of Club Spe

cialty Overseas, Inc., and denied any connection with Establishment
Garlan or other amusement machine firms.

Mr. Fox also established that Bromley was vice president of Serv
ice Games, Nevada, Inc., a partner in Guam Service Games, and a
partner in Service Games, Hawaii, Inc.
Mr. Nathan's letter then discusses the tax case against Martin J.

Bromley, stating in conclusion:
However, during the 5 years that these matters were under consideration
and in litigation, irreparable injury was suffered by C.S.O.I., its subsidiaries,
the Sega Company (in which Mr. Bromley did not have an interest), and even
completely unrelated customers of Sega who had been debarred for the mere
reason that they carried Sega products.

Mr. Chairman, the parenthesis in the quotation is Mr. Nathan's.
Mr. Chairman, the reasons for debarment of several companies in
the Service Games complex have already been the subject of testi
mony.

Mr. Nathan discussed the business of Establishment Garlan with

the military, and said:
*** Most of the equipment provided or serviced by Establishment Garlan is
manufactured in the United States. * * *

The subcommittee has heard testimony that most of the equipment
was manufactured in Japan.
Mr. Nathan concluded his letter:
As I mentioned to you in our personal conversation, my clients and I would
greatly appreciate it if you would present this matter to the Secretary of the
Army at your earliest convenience, and before further irreparable harm is
done to our clients. * * *

The subcommittee has no copy of a letter from Guy Farmer to
Secretary of the Army Stephen Ailes, if one was written, but it does
have a copy of a letter from Secretary Ailes to Mr. Farmer, dated
February 16, 1965, indicating that Mr. Nathan's letter had been sent
to the Commanding General, U.S. Eighth Army in Korea.
I quote the second paragraph of the letter:
Upon receipt of the 4 January 1965 letter from Trammell, Rand & Nathan
addressed to you, the commanding general, Eighth U.S. Army, was asked to
submit a full report of the circumstances relating to the alleged debarment of

Establishment Garlan in Korea. * * * My staff also conferred with Don Lincoln
(an attorney listed on the letterhead of Patterson, Belknap & Farmer) and
Richard D. Stewart of Establishment Garlan on 22 January 1965.

Senator GURNEY. You say the Farmer law firm was special coun
sel for the Army in this matter?

Mr. BRICK. No, sir, I found no indication it was special counsel.
What I found was, if you read the first sentence of Mr. Nathan's
letter to Mr. Farmer, according to our recent conversation, or some

1S0.5

such phrasing is there. I think I get to it right in the next para
graph, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. All right.

Mr. BRICK. The letter from Secretary Ailes said that the Eighth
Army action to cancel contracts would stand. He said that it should
not be construed as a debarment action. It was addressed “dear

Guy” and signed “Steve.”
Other letters in the series show that:

1. Mr. Farmer complained to Secretary Ailes on Febuary 22, 1965,

that Service Games, Panama, Inc., had been “blacklisted” by the
Eighth Army in September or October of 1959, and that this was an
injustice to Establishment Garlan, a subsidiary company, and to
Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama, which was the successor to
Service Games, Panama, Inc.

2. Mr. Ailes replied that it was doubtful if the 1959 debarment ac
tion could then be found in files of overseas commands, but said that

if Mr. Farmer found any “blacklisting,” he should call it to the
Army's attention.
3. Mr. Farmer thanked Mr. Ailes.

I refer the subcommittee to the italic supplied to the quotes from
Mr. Nathan's letter of January 4, 1965.

1. "Veither J/r. Bromley, nor Mr. Humpert, nor Mr. Bromberg
hare any interest in SEGA.”

2." * * * the Sega company (in which Mr. Bromley did not have
an interest) * * * *

In mid-1969 and early 1970, Gulf & Western Industries, Inc., of
New York City, acquired approximately 80 percent of the outstand
ing stock of Sega Enterprises, in two separate transactions.
According to information furnished to the subcommittee's staff by

Gulf & Western there were delivered at the closing in payment for
the purchase of some of the stock:
1. To Martin J. Bromley, a check for $1,673,429 and certificate for
114,065 shares of Gulf & Western common stock;
2. To Richard D. Stewart, a check for $836,710 and certificate for
57,032 shares of Gulf & Western common stock:

3. To Scott F. Dotterer, a check for $371,901 and certificate for
25,350 shares of Gulf & Western common stock.

On or about January 5, Mr. Chairman, a further transaction oc
curred where Gulf & Western bought the Sega stock of Mr. and
Mrs. Rosen, and those transactions were to Masako Rosen a check
for $185.894 and 11.881 shares of Gulf & Western common stock, and

to David Rosen a check for $513.973 and 32,850 shares of Gulf &
Western common stock.
I would like to make this an exhibit.

Senator RIBIcoff. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 575” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK. Mr. Chairman, I have prepared an addendum to my
statement. To sum up this rather large amount of money that Sega
Enterprises was sold for, in mid-June of 1969, when the Sega stock
of Martin J. Bromley, Richard Stewart and Scott Dotterer was sold

to Gulf & Western Industries, Inc., the G & W common stock was
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generally steady at a quotation of about 28 on the New York Stock
Exchange.

-

Early in January 1970, when David Rosen and Masako Rosen, his
wife, sold their stock to Gulf & Western Industries in exchange for
stock and common stock, the G & W stock was approximately 20 on
the New York Stock Exchange.

Last Friday, March 12, 1971, the stock was quoted at 25, I have
computed in dollars the amounts received by the persons listed. I

added the cash they received to the value of the shares of stock they
received at those quotations.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What quotation did you use?
Mr. BRICK. For the first three I used the 28 that prevailed at the
time they sold their stock and for Mr. and Mrs. Rosen I used the 20
that prevailed.

Mr. ADLERMAN. If you were to use the 28 quotation at the time
they purchased it, it would have been over $10 million?
Mr. BRICK. Yes. The stock is now quoted at 25, so Mr. and Mrs.
Rosen's stock—well, Mr. Martin J. Bromley got $4,867,000; Mr.

Stewart, $2,433,000; Dotterer, $1,801,000; Rosen, $1,171,000, and
Mrs. Rosen $423,000. The total is $9,977.043.

According to Gulf & Western Industries, Mr. Lemaire retained
his stock in Sega Enterprises, Inc.
Senator GURNEY. What they bought was the manufacturing facil
ities for these slot machines? Is that what Sega Enterprises was 2
Mr. BRICK. That is my understanding, yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman, I offer a memorandum, a rather thick one, which
was prepared by Kidder, Peabody & Company at the request of
Sega as its agents for the sale. It shows the total shares of stock
which I have just given, including Mr. Lemaire's, and who held the
percentages.

Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 576” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK. I thing this is in answer to your question, Senator
Gurney. In purchasing control of Sega Enterprises, Ltd., Gulf &
Western Industries, Inc., granted exclusive distribution rights to
Sega products to Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., of Panama, in all
countries of the world excepting Indonesia, Japan, Korea, and Oki
lla Wil.

While Gulf & Western may own Sega Enterprises, almost all the
sales and distribution of Sega machines outside Japan seem to be
in the complete control of Bromley and his associates.

David Rosen, who was formerly president of Sega Enterprises,
Ltd., was made a vice president of Gulf & Western Systems Co., with
his base of operations in Hawaii.

The volume of business within the Service Games complex
through the years is extremely difficult to ascertain or even to esti
mate. The subcommittee knows, and it has been testified to, for ex

ample, that within the period of the final two years that Sarl Elec
tronics, Inc., was doing business in South Vietnam, approximately
$7 million flowed from Sarl customers to a bank in the United
States and then to Panama.
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Customers were instructed to remit their payments by U.S. dollar

check or money order payable to Sarl Electronics at the Bank of
America in Los Angeles for deposit to the account of Sarl Elec
tronics, Ltd.

Two accounts were used for this purpose, account number 0-6013
at the Westwood Village Branch No. 99 and account number 2-249
of the International Banking Department No. 662.

-

Sarl Electronics had a written order with the Bank of America

to make weekly airmail transfers of all funds in excess of $1.000 to
the First National City Bank of New York, Panama Branch, for
credit to the account of Club Specialty Overseas, Inc. (Sarl ac
count).

In 1968, three transfers of Sarl funds totaling $159,000 were made
to the Banque National de Paris, Hong Kong Branch.
A U.S. £ official in the Far East who is very knowl

edgeable about the Service Games complex told Senator Gurney and
subcommittee staff members in the fall of 1970 that he estimated Sarl
Electronics had taken about $40 million out of Vietnam alone. He
also estimated that all entities of the Service Games complex do an

' business around the world ranging from $80 million to $100
1111111011.

Another view of the volume of business the Service Games com

plex did in Vietnam through Gande, Price, Ltd., in the early 1960's,
through Price & Company, Ltd., and finally through the firm
formed for the principal purpose of trading in slot machines, Sarl
Electronics, can be found in the transcript of proceedings before the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, on October 30, 1970.
I offer that in evidence.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 577” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on page 1992.)
Mr. BRICK. The hearing was held in relation to Sarl Electronics,

Ltd., and its appeal against the termination on August 30, 1969, of
its contracts with Army nonappropriated fund activities in Vietnam
for the rental of amusement machines.

Attorney Norman E. Bayles, of the law firm of Trammell, Rand
& Nathan, Washington, D.C., appeared for Sarl Electronics. Mr.
Bayles sought damages for Sarl Electronics, claiming that when the
contracts were terminated, the Army refused to assist Sarl in getting
its machines and spare parts out of Vietnam. Mr. Bayles said he
made three trips to Vietnam to accomplish that objective and was
largely unsuccessful.
Mr. Bayles told the board that he was discussing “at least 100 sep
arate contracts.”
He further said:

Our client invested literally millions of dollars over the years and at the
time of the termination on August 30, 1969, invested in an inventory of ap
proximately half a million dollars in spare parts.

Mr. Bayles told the board that there were about 400 machines at
Long Binh, and 2,000 other rental machines scattered hither and
yon. These are rental machines, I emphasize.
He also said that the value of the machines he was talking about
was $2.5 million. There is no way the subcommittee can accurately
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estimate the value of the many thousands of machines which were
imported by Sarl and Price & Company into Vietnam since the mid
dle 1960's and then sold to club systems.

I did see a figure in the bulky exhibit which was introduced yester
day on behalf of the Air Force estimating the number of machines
sold by Sarl in Vietnam at 11,000.
The subcommittee will recall that when Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole
was a witness in executive session on July 13, 1970, about 312

months prior to Mr. Bayles appearance before the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals on behalf of Sarl, Mr. Bayles appeared
before the subcommittee as General Cole's attorney. He did not so ap
pear last week and this week.
In Vietnam, Mr. Bayles is reported to have said, and I have an
exhibit here which reports his remarks, in his opinion the committee
would not subpena witnesses to testify about Sarl and General Cole.
When the committee reconvenes, said Mr. Bayles, at that time.
there would be no more witnesses except Secretary Resor and the
Secretary of the Treasury.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 578” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 2003.)
Mr. BRICK. Mr. Chairman, there are many estimates about the slot
machine earnings of the Service Games complex. A source inter
viewed by the subcommittee's staff has estimated that the earnings
on which he says Sega stockholders have evaded taxes total approxi
mately $50 million.

As I previously testified, a Federal official estimated that the an
nual business of the Service Games complex at between $80 million
and $100 million, worldwide.

The staff cannot reveal the identity of the source because he fears
for his safety. We can say that he has been closely connected with

the Service Games complex. He has provided the subcommittee and
other Government agencies with much information relating to the

operations of the slot machine syndicate.
Prior to giving the subcommittee information about Sega Enter
prises, Ltd., the source had mailed such information to Federal
agencies starting in the spring of 1969. Subcommittee investigators in
Vietnam since early March, 1969, began shortly after their arrival

in Saigon to check into slot machine operations in the open mess sys
tems in Vietnam.

The first information mailed by the source was dated April 4, 1969.
Among other matters, it stated that shredding machines for docu
ments were installed in the Tokyo offices of Sega Enterprises, Ltd.
The subcommittee heard testimony by Jack Bybee in these hear

ings about the installation of shredding machines at Sarl Electronics
in Saigon and evidence produced showed that similar machines had
previously been installed in Sega offices in Tokyo.
By April 4, 1969, according to memorandums in the subcommittee's
files, Mr. Duffy and Mr. Bellino, soon to be joined by Mr. Asselin

and Mr. Morgan, were making inquiries in depth into club opera
tions, investigating particularly about the activities of club custodi.
ans in Vietnam.

It is significant that on April 23, 1969, the source wrote:
There was considerable destruction of records and files today, with emphasis
on military coin machine records. The time spent in shredding the files and
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the increased telex traffic may indicate that the individuals mentioned earlier
might have been alerted to something.

On February 24, 1970, following the subcommittee's earlier hear
ings on fraud and corruption in the military club systems in Vietnam
and in Germany, the source wrote:
Literally tons of documents have been systematically destroyed in recent
months.

The source also claimed in April of 1969 that Sega Enterprises,
Ltd., through Mr. Rosen, attempted to write off, as tax deductible
item, bribes of some 30 members of the U.S. military forces. Japa
nese tax authorities, the source said, refused to allow such a deduc
tion without a list of the names of those persons bribed.
The source then said that Sega
for deducting the bribes on

£

slightly less favorable terms as “business expenses.”

-

The subcommittee's staff has not yet verified the accuracy of this

allegation, but the principal officials of Sega Enterprises,

td., will

testify in these hearings, and they can be asked about it.
The source accurately reported stock ownership in Sega Enter
prises, Ltd., in April of 1969: Martin J. Bromley, 114,772 shares:
Richard D. Stewart, 57.386 shares; Raymond J. LeMaire, 57,386
shares; Scott F. Dotterer, 25,507 shares: David Rosen, 33,054 shares,
and Masako Rosen, 11.955 shares. This was the number of shares,

300,060, which figured in the purchase of Sega stock by Gulf & West
ern Industries later in 1969.

On May 5, 1969, before it was known that William J. Crum was
the subject of extensive investigation by this subcommittee, our
source stated that, “... William J. (Bill)

ðr' had bragged that he

would not have any problem in the future to explain away his large
assets because he had somehow craftily exaggerated his income on
reports for several years at a time when his overseas income was not
subject to tax. The method is not clear to me,” the source said, “but

the thinking behind it is interesting.”
The source stated that Club Specialty Overseas, Inc. Panama,
loaned Sega Enterprise, Ltd., Tokyo, $300,000 a few years ago.
The subcommittee has obtained a copy of the loan agreement, dated
October 1, 1965, providing repayment in 10 equal semiannual install
ments with interest at the rate of 5.6 percent.

The copy of the loan agreement has no signatures, but attached is
a power of attorney granted to Tsuyoshi Fukuda, attorney, by Mr.
J. Bromley, as secretary-treasurer of Club Specialty Overseas,

#

110.

Senator RIBIcoFF. The source that gave you this information was
proved to be accurate by the documents and the evidence that you
were able to procure at a later time?

Mr. BRICK. Senator, he is accurate on many, many things he said,
and we have not been able to check other things that he has said.

Senator RIBIcoPF. But what you have been able to check on you
found the information was accurate?

Mr. BRICK. Yes, sir. For example, he accurately reported the exact
number of shares, and he reported this loan agreement exactly as I
have it in this exhibit.
hi

*

£ator RIBICOFF. Without objection, it will be admitted as an ex

101t.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 579” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK. The shredding machines in the offices of Service
Games complex were not always used to the best advantage. In one
-

of the raids on Sarl Electronics at Vung Tau, South Vietnam, Viet
namese Customs officials seized a document that someone had forgot
ten to shred. Without date or salutation it refers to “U.S. Military
Command directives.”

I would like to read it into the record at this point and introduce
it into the record as an exhibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 580” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK (reading):
£ach such directive that allows the purchase of foreign products (Sega

slots, parts, etc.) should be distributed immediately to all Sega reps so that
such favorable directives can be used to further influence other commands to
establish a similar policy.

This is a very important matter, so please obtain copies of and distribute
everything that is out now as well as everything that comes out in the future.

The instructions close with an exhortation: “By working together,
we'll bust this barrier wide open.”

Senator RIBIcoFF. That was because of the requirement of “Buy
America,” the slot machines should be bought from American com
panies?

Mr. BRICK. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Yet these were slot machines that were actually

manufactured in Japan?
Mr. BRICK. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Where were the Defense Department represent

atives throughout this to allow all these slot machines to come into
the military establishment?
Mr. BRICK. Senator, it was frequently very difficult to prove that
these products were made in Japan. They
certified that
they were not. I get to that a little bit farther on in my statement.
The rules required that at least 50 percent in cost be American-made.
Well, they inflate the cost of the parts that they did make in the
United States and deflate the cost of those made in Japan.
Senator RIBICoEF. From your investigation, was there any question
that more than 50 percent of the value was fabricated in Japan?
Mr. BRICK. No question whatever, Senator, and the Army proved
it in a physical test which I get to a little later.

£

Senator RIBICoEF. How many slot machines in all that were made

in Japan were then sold in American installations or installed in
American installations?

Mr. BRICK. Many thousands, Senator. The persons who are sup
posed to testify today were to bring invoices of their sales to mili

tary installations. I believe you will find there is some question of
that on the documents you have.
Then follows the list of persons to whom such directives, when ob
tained, should be distributed. The list is significant because it shows
control and operations of the syndicate's various entities.

This is the list: Scott F. Dotterer of Sega Enterprises, Tokyo:
Mario Paglieri of Establishment Garlan, Korea; Frank Pontillo of
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American Vendors, Okinawa; E. J. N. Mycock of Taiwan Service
Co., Ltd., Taiwan; Tom Hart in the Philippine Islands; W. J.
Crum of Sarl Electronics, Vietnam; Jim Strong of Siam Amuse
ment, Thailand: Joel Rahn of Elco International. Springfield, Mass.;
Tom Moore of Standard Equipment & Service, Frankfurt, West

Germany; M. J. Bromley of Club Specialty. Overseas, Inc., London,
and B. B. Rand of the law firm of Trammell, Rand & Nathan, 1730

K Street NW., Washington, D.C.

•

It is significant to quote the first few words of the document again.
“Each such directive, that allows the purchase of foreign products
(Sega slots, parts, etc.) . . .”

This is in answer to your question, Senator.
We have heard testimony from the armed forces witnesses that
Service Games personnel around the world repeatedly certify that

their machines were made in the United States by Service Games,

£

Nevada, Inc., and that they complied with the
of the
Department of Defense “Buy American” policy. In this document,
the unknown Sega official is specifying that Sega slots and parts are
“foreign products.”
Senator RIBICoEF. How many of these machines were actually
manufactured in Nevada or did they ever see Nevada?

Mr. BRICK. Some did. Yes, they # a manufacturing operation in
Nevada, so far as I can determine, yes, Senator.

Senator RIBICoEF. How large is their operation?
Mr. BRICK. Much, much smaller than that in Japan, so far as I
can determine. Some machines were assembled. That was a frequent

way of following the “Buy American” policy. They were all made in
Japan, the parts, and then assembled—perhaps the case and the

glass and what not would be put into them in Service Games, Ne
vada. This was frequently done. I have a case later where there is a
transshipment, they came here and went back there, without even
getting off the ship, apparently.
As an example of Service Games operations under the “Buy Amer
ican” policy, I wish to offer in evidence a number of documents. They
are clipped together.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 581” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.
Mr. BRICK. First is an invoice from Sega in
dated June 18,

'

1963, for 119 cartons containing 1,282 items, including slot machines
and parts worth $23,335.97, which were purportedly sold by Sega to
Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Panama, to be shipped to Service

Games, Nevada, Inc., at North Las Vegas, Nev. The port of dis
charge is Los Angeles, Calif. There were some 105 machines in this
shipment.

I have made no attempt to account for the 1,100 machine parts in
the shipment. There are packing lists attached to the invoice, describ
ing the machines by name, serial number, and unit price.
Attached to the packing list is an Air Force document called
schedule I, which consolidates and clarified the information on the
invoice and the packing lists. It indicates that 27 slot machines with
identical serial numbers as listed on the packing lists made out by
Sega in Tokyo for machines manufactured in Japan, were trans
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shipped from Los Angeles right back to Club Systems on Air Force
bases in Japan.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They were not off-loaded from the boat?
Mr. BRICK. I don't believe they were. There is, in the documents, a
truck bill of lading from Las Vegas to Los Angeles. However,
stamped over the truck company name is “Service Games, Nevada.”
I don't believe they were taken off the ship and the Air Force cer
tainly did not either.

-

The Service Games, Nevada, Inc., invoices which accompanied
them contained the following certification:
The items purchased hereon are in implementation of the balance of pay
ments program, and the products described hereon are U.S. components in that
the cost of the U.S. components exceed 50 [printed in ink] percent of the cost
of all the components. By KEH, Gen. Mgr. [written in ink].

We may assume that the “KEH” stands for Korwin E. Hailey.

Another point of interest is that a strong factor in the Sega slot
machine sales in American military markets overseas has always
been the salesmen's boast that they sold good slot machines for less
than their American competitors. Our source states that in recent

years Sega has outsold all its competitors combined.
Study of Air Force schedule I of the documents just introduced
will show sufficient reason why Sega could meet its competition on
any terms.

Sega Diamond 4 Star slot machines were sold by Sega to Club
Specialty Overseas, Inc., for $192.50 per machine. They were sold to
Air Force clubs in Japan for $795.
Sega Diamond 3 Star machines were sold by Sega to CSOI for
£". but they were resold to the Air Force £ in Japan for
$695.

Sega Bonus Star machines and Progressive Star machines were
sold to CSOI for $202.50, and sold to the clubs in Japan for $795.
Senator RIBICoEF. What was the going rate for machines sold by
American companies over there?
Mr. BRICK. A little bit more, Senator, always a little bit more.
-

Senator RIBIcorr. Were the American machines sold directly by
the American manufacturers to the clubs, or were they sold through
brokers or dealers?

Mr. BRICK. They had brokers. They had their own distribution

Setups. In Vietnam, for example, the Leonard Haynes Company of
New York had Galagan and Furci, who have been mentioned in
these hearings.
Senator RIBICoEF. You had the manufacturer sell these machines

to . Club Specialties for $192.50 and they were sold to Air Force
clubs for $7.95%

. Mr. BRICK. Yes, sir. There is another possibility, as I understand
it. The Air Force considered that getting these machines out of
Japan through customs—they paid much less if they billed at $192.50
out of Japan. They may have cost more. I am not familiar with the
operating cost. But these prices are right on the invoice, that they
sold them to Club Specialties Overseas for $192.50 and back to the
the Air Force for $795.

Mr. ADLERMAN. $192 is the export price. If they were used in
Japan, Japan would put on a tax for internal use?
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Mr. BRICK. Yes, I believe so.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In other words, they made $600 on a machine. A
-

machine that cost $1.92 they would get $600 more for when they sold
it to the clubs.

Mr. BRICK. That is what the invoices show, Mr. Adlerman. I sug

gest that you ask the witnesses what their costs were.
Senator Ribicorr. Do you know when they were leased what the
lease arrangement was?
Mr. BRICK. 60–40, usually, or 50–50.

Senator Ribicoff. What do you mean 60–40? On the take?
Mr. BRick. The club would get 40 percent and Sega would get 60

percent. Sometimes it was 50–50. Very frequently over the years
there have been arrangements where over a period of time the club's

percentage would be applied to the purchase of the machine and ulti
mately the club would get no money but would have the machine.
Senator Ribicoff. So clubs were really being played for suckers
right along in this thing?
Mr. BRICK. I see every evidence of that.
Senator RIBICoEF. The slot machines are put in there to take care

of the serviceman and supposedly the profits were to be used for the
general welfare of the serviceman.
But, as you relate this, there were no funds going back to the clubs
because it was being skimmed off by the owners of the Club Special
ties?

Mr. BRICK. That was one way of operating, yes, Senator. They
also paid the clubs their 40 percent.
Senator GURNEY. Have you any idea what the average weekly
take of a slot machine was in Vietnam /

Mr. BRICK. No, sir, I don't.
Senator GURNEY. I recall Major St. Martin testified as far as the

slot machines at Long Binh were concerned, that is, in the clubs
which were at Long Binh, only that one military installation,
when he instituted new procedures the take increased $100,000 a
month.

Mr. BRICK. That is correct.

#"

GURNEY. Of course, it probably was much more than

that.

Mr. BRICK. You will remember, Senator, in the first hearings, in
the Augsburg case, when they stopped the skimming of the machines
the take went up enormously. They were a source of real profit to
the clubs then when honestly run.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, the evidence we have found
there is that these GI's were really taken for an unholy ride.
Mr. BRICK. As Senator Ribicoff said, from every direction.
Senator GURNEY. Actually, of course, all this went to the few peo
ple in the cast of characters we are talking about now.
Mr. BRICK. Yes, sir.

As a result of Air Force discovery of numerous violations of the
“Buy American” policy and widespread customs violations, Service
Games and its associates were barred from doing business with the
Air Force facilities on December 24, 1963.
I believe that debarment lasted into 1967.
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Mr. Chairman, I offer in evidence letters from Richard D. Stewart

to Headquarters: 5th Air Force. I will paraphrase the contents of
these letters.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 582” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK. Mr. Stewart claims that the debarment was a misun

derstanding. His company was absolutely honest, he said. He had
nothing to do with violation of the 5th Air Force directives and pol
1cy, and Mr. Dotterer also wrote letters stating that his firm was a
manufacturing concern and he had no direct dealings with the 5th
Air Force.

Mr. Stewart also stated his firm was not aware of any falsification
of documents concerning Sega machines and any matter of this na

ture must necessarily be taken up with Service Games, Nevada.
He denied any association, either direct or indirect, with the Ne
vada firm.

In Vietnam—I have an exhibit, an Air Force report of investiga
tion—in Vietnam, one Service Games representative, William J.

Crum, approached an OSI agent and volunteered. These are the
agent's words:
All of the slot machines that Gande, Price, Ltd., has furnished to the Air
Force in Danang have been Sega machines which he believes are completely

made in Japan. Crum stated that he has never given the impression that these
machines were made in the United States and that he was not aware of any
regulation prohibiting Air Force messes from buying foreign-made machines.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 583” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BRICK. Which indicates at least one reason why. After one of the

mild fines imposed on Service Games in Japan, a Japanese official ex
plained to Air Force representatives that Japanese customs were of
the opinion that, as a result of the fine imposed, the company had
suffered “loss of face” with the American military forces to such a
degree that any further fine or other punishment was unnecessary.
I refer again to Mr. Fox's statement in which he mentions that a

ne, an employee of Westlee in Germany, was involved
in a fraudulent bidding case. Mr Leone was well-traveled in the
Service Games complex. He once worked in Korea for Service
Games, Korea, where he was involved in questionable activities; he
William J.

worked for Service Games, Japan, Inc.

A CID report from Germany dated January 8, 1963, charged

Leone with stealing $326.45 from amusement machines in an open
mess at Camp Dachau.
I will introduce that in evidence.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 584.” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 2004.)
Mr. BRICK. He turned up once more in the syndicate, this time in

Vietnam. A letter from Bill Crum to G. P. “Tommy” Thompson of
Carling Brewing Company, dated November 28, 1966, has this inter
esting sentence:

I offer that letter in evidence, Mr. Chairman.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 585” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK. Members of the subcommittee have not, to my knowl

edge, ever seen the slot machines—perhaps Senator Gurney has—of
Sega Enterprises that have been discussed for weeks in these hear

ings. Therefore, I wish to introduce into evidence several brochures
used by Sega Enterprises' salesmen,

-

They show a number of machines generally described as “one
armed bandits.” They are the Sega Aztec, the Sega Playboy, the
Sega Bonanza Star, the Sega Crazy Belles, and the Continental 3
Star.

There are also pictures of the Sega Black Jack machine, and what
is called the Mini-Sega, which has no arm to pull—one puts a coin
into a sliding slot with the hope of hitting a jackpot, perhaps a
mini-jackpot.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 586” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BRICK. As has been obvious since these hearings started, it has
been extremely difficult to obtain much information from the various
principals of the Service Games complex. Mr. Bromley maintains
that he is a minority stockholder in Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.,
Panama, although he was the major recipient of cash, totaling more
than $1.6 million and 114,065 shares of common stock in Gulf &

Western Industries when that corporation purchased controlling in
terest in Sega Enterprises, Ltd.
Some time ago in Hong Kong, Federal investigators attempted to
interview Scott F. Dotterer, Hong Kong manager of Sarl Electron
ics, Ltd., Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., and other Service Games
entities. Mr. Dotterer's answer to all questions was: “I wish to refer
£ to our attorney, Mr. Hans Nathan, of the firm of Trammell,
nd & Nathan, Washington, D.C.”
The extreme secrecy with which the Service Games complex has
cloaked its operations is reflected in an interview conducted in the

Far East by Senator Gurney and subcommittee staff members with a
Treasury Department official who has made an extensive study of
the activities of the operators of the syndicate. I summarize his com
ments, in part.

The Service Games operators have attributed their profits, which
may be as much as $100 million during the past 10 years, to foreign

corporations. None of these profits have been reported for U.S. in
come purposes excepting their salaries as managers and small divi
dends from Sega Enterprises, Ltd.
The funds they have accrued have been channeled to foreig
banks with American banks being used only as conduits. None of the
principal owners live in the United States.
The legal firm of Trammell, Rand & Nathan, of Washington,
D.C., has represented the stockholders of Sega Enterprises, Ltd., for
several years.
Senator RIBICOFF. Having looked at this exhibit, where did you

get these pamphlets showing the pictures of the machines?
Mr. BRICK. We got them in Tokyo, Senator.
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Senator RIBIcorF. Are these the pamphlets that the clubs would
have gotten at the same time?

-

Mr. BRICK. I think these were pamphlets that the salesmen carried
in their briefcases.

Senator RIBICoEF. Each one of these

-

- -

'' indicates that they

are manufactured by Sega Enterprises, Tokyo, Japan.

There is no question that if anyone saw these pamphlets they
would know they were of foreign manufacture, not made in the
United States.
Mr. BRICK. That is correct. I am not certain if those were used in
-

-

-

the military clubs. Mr. Duffy had knowledge of those pamphlets.
Senator RIBIcoFF. They are all in English, indicating they are for
the English-speaking market.
Mr. BRICK. They have a huge market in Australia, Senator, Sega
-

has. They dominate the Australian market where I think there are

1,500 outlets for slot machines, in Australia. I read that in a maga
zine recently. They have large markets outside the military clubs.
The Treasury Department official summed up his views on the
Service Games complex in the following comment:
These individuals have used the benefits of their U.S. citizenship to gain ac

cess to U.S. military bases, then, through bribery, kickbacks, intimidation,
physical force and other nefarious schemes, they have been able to secure and
maintain a virtual monopoly on the slot machine business on these bases.
The history of their operations has been a long list of corrupting military
officials, violation of the host country Customs laws, the use of military trans
port of their machines free of charge and many other violations of military
and civilian law and regulations.

Although they have been convicted of many crimes, fined and barred from
military posts, they merely change the name of the organization and keep on
Operating.

Their employees have been granted military club and PX privileges and they
have been allowed to register their cars through the Embassy and use “X”
plates.

Yet with all these privileges, they have attributed all their huge profits,
taken from the pockets of our servicemen, to foreign corporations, and have
not paid a dime of income tax on these profits.

The official concluded his remarks with the following recommen
dation:
One sure way to eliminate such a situation from continuing or happening
again would be to require the Department of Defense to require such firms to
be American entities.

In this manner, their books and records would be subject to examination
and they would at least be required to pay income tax on their profits.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Brick.

Mr. Bromley, Mr. Lemaire, Mr. Rosen and Mr. Stewart.
Mr. NATHAN. The witnesses are present.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Would all the witnesses come up here, please?
Would you gentlemen stand and raise your right hands?

You do solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. BROMLEY. I do.

Mr. LEMAIRE. I do.
Mr. Rose.N. I do.
Mr. STEwART. I do.
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PANIED BY COUNSEL: HANS A. NATHAN AND EDWARD J.
ENNIS.–Resumed

Senator RIBICoEF. Will each of you identify yourself by name, and
will counsel tell the subcommittee his name?

Mr. Rose.N. I am David Rosen. I am a resident of Hong Kong.
Mr. BROMLEY. I am Martin Jerome Bromley; England.
Mr. STEwART. I am Richard Stewart; England.
Mr. LEMAIRE. Raymond Lemaire; Tokyo.
Mr. NATHAN. I am Hans A. Nathan, partner of the law firm of
Trammell, Rand, Nathan & Bayles, 1730 K Street, N.W., Washing
ton, D.C.
Mr. ENNIs. Edward J. Ennis, 8 West 40th Street, New York

City.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Under the rules of the subcommittee it is required
that a statement be presented to the subcommittee within 24 hours be
fore the witness is to testify.
Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, the statement relates only to one sub
ject matter which came up so late in the committee's hearings that it
was impossible to gather the evidence and to prepare the statement.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We cannot hear you.
Mr. NATHAN. I repeat; the matter to which the statement is re
lated is only one matter. It came up so late in the committee's

hearings that the evidence supporting Mr. Bromley's statement and
the statement, itself, could not be prepared until yesterday after
noon, late, so that we did not have any chance.
I ask leave for Mr. Bromley to read his statement, nevertheless.
Senator RIBIcoFF. As far as I am personally concerned, with the
concurrence of my colleague, because of the seriousness of all these
charges, I personally would be willing to waive technicalities and
allow the submission of the statement to be read by the witness.
Senator GURNEY. I feel so, too. I am curious as to what is the
matter.

Mr. NATHAN. The subject of the statement is the allegation that
was made here that Martin Bromley traveled under an alias of Jeff
Bromley to Frankfurt.
Senator GURNEY. When was this allegation made?
Mr. NATHAN. It was made, I think, on last Wednesday.
Senator GURNEY. I wanted to get that into the evidence, Mr.
Chairman. Counsel gave the subcommittee the impression that this
came up yesterday.
Mr. NATHAN. No. I said it came up so late in the hearings, Sena
tor.

Senator GURNEY. I thought you said Wednesday of last week.
Mr. NATHAN. Yes. As the statement, itself, will show, it took us
until yesterday to gather the evidence which is attached to the state
ment.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you let us have copies?
Mr. NATHAN. Yes, sir.
58–590 O—71–pt. 8–3
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If you please, Mr. Chairman, I would, as a matter of fact, prefer
that the original, which has original exhibits attached to it, be be
fore you.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You may proceed when you are ready.
Mr. BROMLEY. My name is Martin Jerome Bromley. I ask for
leave to read a prepared statement which I finished only a short
time ago and therefore was unable to submit it to the subcommittee
24 hours in advance. The reason why I could not prepare this state
ment earlier will become immediately apparent. It relates to the in
famous, reckless and ruthless charge hurled against me in front of
this subcommittee, that is, the allegation that I offered a bribe to
Gen. Earl F. Cole.

I have never met: I have never seen; I have never spoken to Gen.

Earl F. Cole. Until his name appeared in the newspapers in connec
tion with this investigation, I never even had heard of General Cole.
Mr. Chairman, you stated in the course of these hearings, and I
quote from page 2889 of the transcript, that:
On any investigation which I chair the committee has very specific instruc
tions never, under any circumstances, to involve any individual just on hear
say or sayso. That whenever a person comes before the committee, to check it
and double check it.

Yet, Mr. Chairman, you and this subcommittee have been grossly
misled (and I don't know by whom) into unequivocally charging me
with having made a bribe offer to General Cole, without anyone
checking or double checking.
You have accused me; you have judged me and you have found
me guilty without ever even asking me whether I knew General
Cole; without ever bringing this accusation to the attention of my
counsel with whom your counsel have been in constant contact.
You have destroyed my reputation all over the world on what I
must call, in the strongest possible terms, false testimony before this
subcommittee.

The first time I heard of this accusation was when this testimony
which I just unequivocally and under oath called false was read to
me over the transatlantic telephone by my counsel in Washington,
on last Wednesday, the 10th day of March.
I was read the story of the alleged bribe offer as given by Investi
gator Johnson (beginning on page 2678 of the transcript) where Mr.
Johnson said that General Cole had told him that a Larry Gordon
and a Jeff Bromley had approached him on October 10, 1969.
Counsel then read me the following passage:
Mr. ADLERMAN. At that time did the name Bromley have any significance to
you.
Mr. JoHNSON. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Has it come to have any significance to you since that time?
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know who he is?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.

Note, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Adlerman asked Mr. Johnson, “Do
you know who he is?” and Mr. Johnson answered, “Yes, sir.”
Worse yet, when questioned further, Mr. Johnson unequivocally

said that the man, who gave the name Jeff Bromley, the man who
General Cole testified offered him a $50,000 bribe, was I, Martin Jer
ome Bromley.
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Mr. Chairman, I unequivocally say, under oath, that I was not in
the Frankfurt/Main Airport or anywhere near Germany on October
10, 1969, and that anybody who said that I was, was lying.
Senator GURNEY. Where were you on October 10, 1969?
Mr. BROMLEY. I will explain that, Senator Gurney. I am coming
to that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I don't think you are quoting correctly when you

are quoting Mr. Johnson as saying that the man who General Cole
testified offered him a $50,000 bribe “was I, Martin Jerome Brom
lev.”

what he stated was that he knew that Jeff Bromley was an alias
for Martin Jerome Bromley.
Mr. BROMLEY. That is not true. It is not an alias.

Senator RIBICOFF. You were never known as Jeff : That never was

your nickname?

Mr. BROMLEY. Jeff was never my nickname, sir.
I suppose that you have heard a great deal of conflicting testi
mony before this subcommittee. Yet, at no time have you lent the
prestige of your own name: the prestige of the Senate, to back the

statement of any one witness before you except in this instance.
Mr. Chairman, you have been misled to a point where you your
self unequivocally stated that the Jeff Bromley whom General Cole
accused of having offered him this bribe was I, Martin Jerome
Bromley.
I read from the transcript of your interrogation of General Cole
on page 2777:
Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you know that Jeff Bromley is an alias for Martin
Bromley?

You did not ask General Cole whether Jeff Bromley is an alias
for Martin Bromley; you told him as a fact that Jeff Bromley is an
alias for Martin Bromley and you asked him whether he knew it.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, that is not so. You obviously
asked him a question and it is quite apparent from reading the re
cord that it is a question.
Go on.

Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Chairman, very few of us know where they
have been on a certain day 2 years ago and very few of us are in a
position to prove it 2 years later beyond a reasonable doubt.
I always thought that in the United States a man is presumed in
nocent until he is proven guilty, and it is not up to the one accused
to prove himself innocent.

Mr. Chairman, my counsel and I, in the short space of 5 days,
have undertaken to prove myself innocent, and we have succeeded. I
think we have proof that will stand up in a court of law, or before
this subcommittee, or before God—

Mr. ADLERMAN. I want to ask you a question. You say you did not
know about it until 5 days ago?
Mr. BROMLEY. I didn’t know about this until I received a tele

phone call from my counsel.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is your counsel also counsel for Mr. Cole, mem
bers of his firm also counsel for Colonel Cole?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t believe so.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. They are. Don't you know that? Don't you know

there is a conflict of interest here? Don't you know that the counsel
for General Cole must have known this thing for the past 6 months?
Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Senator

Mr. ADLERMAN. Don't you know that Mr. Bayles and other peo
ple—
Senator RIBICoEF. Let him answer the question.
Mr. BROMLEY. Sometime back on a trip to England, my counsel
did tell me that a Mr. Magee, who happend to share office space
with him, had taken Mr. Cole as a client and he wanted to know
whether I had any objection or felt it was a conflict of interest.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he also tell you that Mr. Bayles of his firm
was also counsel for General Cole?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So that you knew the firm was counsel for Gen
eral Cole or Colonel Cole as long ago as—how long was that when
he spoke to you about it?

Mr. BROMLEY. This was many, many months ago, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You knew about it many months ago. What you
are telling here is not true. You did know, or counsel should have
known, that your name was going to be brought up, or your alias
was going to be brought up.
Mr. BROMLEY. I will get to the alias very shortly, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am just asking you now, did you know at that
time that General Cole or Colonel Cole was going to mention your
name or the alias Jeff Bromley?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir, I did not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did your counsel tell you that?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They were counsel for Colonel Cole. They must
have known about it.

Mr. BROMLEY. What they knew, sir, I don’t know.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Well, they knew about it because these matters
were a matter of charges before the Army on a reduction of General
Cole to Colonel Cole.

Mr. BROMLEY. I am sure you appreciate, sir, I can’t speak for
what my counsel knew.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Your counsel helped you prepare this statement.
You know this is not true or he knows it is not true.

Mr. NATHAN. I am his counsel. Would you like me to answer this
question?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Go ahead.

Mr. NATHAN. You will be surprised but I did not know until this
testimony came up that you would connect Jeff Bromley with Mar
tin Bromley. I did not even know about the Jeff Bromley matter.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Mr. Bayles know it, of your firm 2
Mr. NATHAN. I haven’t seen him.

Mr. ADLERMAN. He is a member of your firm.

Mr. NATHAN. I know. But he has never brought it to my atten
tion.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Magee is an associate of yours.
Mr. NATHAN. None of them ever thought—
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Mr. ADLERMAN. I think it is a shame for vou to allow a statement

like this to go in when you know or should have known that Colonel
Cole was going to mention this months ago.
Mr. NATHAN. I didn't know General Cole was going to mention it.

Mr. ADLERMAN. If you didn't know, somebody in your firm ought
to have known about it.

Mr. NATHAN. That may be.
Senator GURNEY. Are you paying any of Mr. Cole's counsel fees?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever pay any of his counsel fees?
Mr. BROMELY. I have not.

Senator GURNEY. Did you suggest to him what firm of attorneys
to use?

Mr. BROMLEY. I did not, sir.

Shall I proceed?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Mr. BROMLEY (continuing). Not only that I wasn't in Frankfurt on
October 10, 1969, but where I actually was, at the very hour that Mr.
Johnson swore I spoke to General Cole:

I was in Madrid in the company of two old friends, who have

flown here from Spain to testify to it. Fortunately, they will not
only be in a position to testify to it under oath, but they have brought
with them a contemporaneous diary which shows that I was in
Spain from the 9th to the 12th of October 1969.

They have brought with them the restaurant bills of the restau
rants where we had dinner on the 9th, 10th, and 11th of October.

They have brought with them a certification from the hotel where
I occupied a room in that hotel in Madrid every night from the 9th
to the 12th of October, 1969.

They have standing ready in Spain additional witnesses who had
cocktails at their home with me, 30 minutes from the time that Gen

eral Cole swore he met “Jeff Bromley” in Frankfurt.
My friends are standing by here in Washington to be called be
fore you.
In addition, you have already subpenaed Mr. Richard Stewart,
who was with me at that time in Spain, and who can prove by docu

mentary evidence that he was in Spain from the 9th to the 12th of
October, 1969, and who was with me every waking hour of those
days. They will give you the number of the flight on which we ar
rived in Spain, and the flight on which we left.
The subcommittee is requested to verify my arrival in Madrid on
October 9 and my departure on October 12 on Iberia Flight 342 for

London. It can do so through the Spanish Immigration authorities.
This is a very serious matter, Mr. Chairman, and I hope that you
will ask the many investigators that you have had checking out

other matters, to check out the truth of my statement. I am ready
for the FBI, Interpol, and any investigative agency to check it.
I have attached to this statement affidavits of Mr. and Mrs. Siegel,
and I will not take up your time in reading them to you.

The original diary is here, and it starts with New Year's Day,
1969, and ends on the 31st day of December of that year. When you
look at the Xerox copy of the October 9 entry attached to Mrs. Sie
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gel's affidavit, you will see an entry which says, “VIP's arrive parla
tarde 5:45.”

-

It also says, “We went to Barracas (which is the airport), to meet
Dick, Nettie and Marty;” Dick being Richard Stewart; Nettie, his
wife (who would be here to testify were she not recovering from a
recent operation), and Marty, which is I.
When you look at the Xerox of October 10th, you will find an

entry, “We went to Oscar's for dinner.” Mr. and Mrs. Siegel have
sworn that I was at this dinner.
have sworn that they were
with me : the time you placed me in Frankfurt in your question on
page
£2777.
exact time and place alleged, and the hour of the alleged

''

“Jeff Bromley” encounter, is 1730 to 1800 hours, October 10, 1969, at
Frankfurt Airport.

In his “Memorandum for General Polk”, entitled “Subject: Ac
counting for Time During Absence,” General Cole pinpoints the
time of his meeting:
I departed the Ambassador Arms, Frankfurt/Main, at approximately 1700
hours, 10 October 1969, for Rhine Main, Civilian Air Terminal. I met three

men at the Rhine Main Terminal, talked with them for approximately 30 min
utes . . .

Mr. Siegel, in his sworn affidavit states, and I remember, that he
and I spent the day of the 10th working together and that he was
with me at 1730 on that day.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Siegel swear (and I remember), that I had
drinks at their home beginning at 1930 or 2000 that day. There is no
physical possibility for me to have been in Frankfurt at 1730 on Oc
tober 10, 1969.

I have never used the name Jeff Bromley anywhere. I was born
Martin Jerome Bromberg. In 1947, my name was legally changed in
Hawaii to Martin Jerome Bromley because I desired to anglicize the
name Bromberg. I have never used an alias.

My counsel have researched their old files and papers. We have

searched our memories for a possible basis on which your investiga
tors could have hoped to justify their allegations. I think we may
have come up with an answer.

In 1959, I was the petitioner in a civil tax case entitled Martin

Bromley and Allyn Bromley, Petitioners v. Commissioner of Inter
# Revenue, Respondent, Dockets Nos. 84961, 84962, 84106, and
8870.

A corporation with which I was connected, Service Games of Pan
ama, maintained certain bank accounts in a bank in Honolulu into

which a part of the corporate funds from various sources was depos
ited. These corporate accounts for differentiation purposes were
given the names John Raymond, Robert Mason and Jeff Jerome.
The well-known accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &

Company audited these accounts and here is the testimony with re
gard to them:
By Mr. RAND.

Q. I show you Petitioners' Exhibit for identification No. 92. This is an
# * schedule. Would you describe for me what that schedule is, gener
ally?

A. These are conduit accounts that were maintained in the Bishop National
Bank of Hawaii under the names of John Raymond, Robert Mason, Jeff Jer
one.
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Q. Did you examine original bank statements, checks and deposit slips of
these accounts?
Yes.

. And are they in the courtroom?
Yes.

|
-

§: are these the schedule summaries of these accounts?
es.

. And do you know what type of transactions are represented in these ac

counts?

A. Yes. Currency transactions.

Q. And were you able to find out where the funds deposited in these ac
counts were finally paid to ?

A. All funds were deposited in the account of Service Games, Panama.
Q. And by “all funds,” you mean every penny of it?
A. Every penny of it.
Q. And could you find any payment of any of those conduit accounts to Mar
tin J. Bromley?
A. No.

I don't want to burden this subcommittee's records with the rest of

the voluminous testimony and exhibits in this tax case, in which I
was completely upheld and vindicated.
But I do want to read from the court's opinion, as follows:
The funds deposited in the John Raymond, Robert Mason, and Jeff Jerome
accounts were held for the benefit of Service Games, Inc., Panama, and all

such funds eventually were deposited in the latter's bank accounts. None of
such funds was paid to or for the benefit of petitioner. (I am the Petitioner.)

Mr. Chairman, this is the only basis I can find on which your in
vestigators could have speculated that “Jeff Bromley” is Martin Jer
ome Bromley.
A corporate account of Service Games, Panama, under the arbi
trary identification of “Jeff Jerome” almost 20 years ago, is the only
basis for the sworn statement that Jeff Bromley is an alias for
Martin Bromley.
It is the only and—I submit— a very flimsy basis for someone

swearing that I was in Frankfurt, Germany, when in truth and in
fact I was in Madrid, Spain, about a thousand miles away.
This, Mr. Chairman, is all I have to say. I leave it to your sub
committee and the world to judge who has spoken the truth before
this subcommittee.

I now stand ready to answer any and all questions this subcom
mittee has, which in anyway relate to its investigation of fraud and
corruption in management of military club systems in South Viet
Imaln.

I hope that I will get a fair hearing and a fair questioning, and
that the subcommittee's questions will, in fact, be related to the sub
committee's purpose, that is, the investigation of fraud and corrup
tion in management of military club systems in Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have any knowledge about the fact that
we did try to interview some of your associates and were told that
they would not be interviewed on advice of counsel?

Mr. BROMLEY. I am sorry, sir; I didn't hear you.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you aware that we attempted to interview
Mr. Rosen and Mr. Lemaire and we were denied the right to inter
view them on advice of counsel, so they told us?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You are not?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. Therefore, it was fruitless for us to approach you
or anybody else because if one is going to do it, the rest are going to
do it.

Mr. BROMLEY. I think this committee knew my whereabouts.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a note here that

we were in Tokyo in November, Mr. Bellino and myself. We visited
the offices of Sega Enterprises in Tokyo. At that time we requested
an interview with Mr. Rosen and Mr. Lemaire who, incidentally,
were in the building at the same time. Here we were trying to find
out the connection between Club Specialties, Panama, and Sega
Enterprises.

These gentlemen were right down the hall and wouldn't come over
and answer any questions. I pressed them on this point and they ad
vised me that their Washington counsel forbid them to talk to us at
that time.

I might add further that when I cam back through London, I saw
no use in trying to interview Mr. Bromley when I couldn't inter
view Mr. Rosen and Mr. Lemaire.

Mr. BROMLEY. But you did not try, did you?

Mr. Duffy. I didn't try at that time. I didn't see any use of it.
Mr. BROMLEY. Thank you.

Mr. DUFFY. Were you advised at that time, if you were contacted
by the staff, to notify your counsel in Washington?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, I had not been advised.
Mr. DUFFY. In November of 1970?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not that I recall.

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, may I say something? I have ad
vised every one of my clients not to talk to any investigators or any
body without me present or a member of my firm present. That is
all the advice we have given and I think it is sound advice.
Senator RIBIcoFF. So it would have been a waste of time for the

staff investigators to try to interview your clients.
Mr. NATHAN. If staff investigators had contacted me and said they
wanted to interview any one of our clients, we would have told them
the same thing. In our presence, yes; alone, no.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Therefore, it would have been fruitless to try to
interview Mr. Bromley to verify whether or not he was in Germany
at that time.

Mr. NATHAN. If you had tried to interview him alone, it would
have been. But if you had called me, as you have called me many a
time, I would have arranged for it.

Mr. DUFFY. One further point on that. I think you knew we were
going to be in Tokyo. We made prior arrangements on that matter.
I think you were in touch with counsel for Gulf & Western, is that
correct?

Mr. NATHAN. I don't recall, but at that time nobody said that you
were going—

Mr. DUFFY. Did you have any contact with counsel for Gulf &
Western during the period we were in Tokyo?
Mr. NATHAN. I think so.

Mr. DUFFY, Couldn't you have flown over with those people from
New York to be present for those interviews?
Mr. NATHAN. If you had asked me, I would have.

Mr. DUFFY. You knew we wanted to interview Mr. Rosen and Mr.
Lemaire. We talked about that with counsel for Gulf & Western.
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Mr. NATHAN. They didn't tell me that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Gulf & Western counsel advise you of that
fact?

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Adlerman—about what fact?

Mr. ADLERMAN. About we tried to interview Mr. Rosen and Mr.
Lemaire.

-

Mr. NATHAN. I think Mr. Rosen himself told me and I think Gulf
& Western counsel told me that while you were out there you tried
to interview.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You also had counsel in Japan, did you not? You
also have associate counsel in Japan who were working with you on
these cases?

Mr. NATHAN. We are using a Japanese attorney for those matters

that require Japanese law, yes, sir. But neither Mr. Adlerman or

Mr. Duffy nor any other member of the staff has ever asked me to
arrange an interview in my presence, anyway.

Mr. ADLERMAN. May I ask you one more thing. We made a re
quest of you, I made an oral request of you, and I think it is in the
stipulation, where we asked for a request that you produce certain
documents, invoices, and so forth.
Are they present?
Mr. NATHAN. We have certain of the documents here. We have

some here. My partner just brought them down.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mav I state the basic issue the committee is still

pursuing, about the effectiveness, inefficiency of the clubs and P
systems. We will check out your statement. The subcommittee was
not the one that first brought up the name of Jeff Bromley. General
Cole, in testifying before the subcommittee concerning his lost week
end, and other witnesses, have indicated that General Cole had said
he had met two men, Jeff Bromley and Larry Gordon.
It was assumed by the Chair, with the advice of the staff, that

Jeff Bromley and Martin Bromley were one and the same persons.
If this proves not to be the case, then the subcommittee will so state.
I will ask the subcommittee to check that.

The subcommittee does not want to smear anybody or falsely ac
cuse anyone. But that was the testimony that came out.
If you were not in Germany at that time, and you never were Jeff
Bromley, and if you were not the man that General Cole mentioned,
the subcommittee will so state and state on the record. You have just
given us this information. If we had it before, we would have
checked. It would take us some time. But the subcommittee staff will be

instructed to follow up on the leads and the facts that you have
stated in your formal statement and affidavits.
Mr. BROMLEY. I sincerely appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I would also like to say one more thing. I think
there has been a deliberate attempt there to misread the testimony.
The testimony was, from General Cole, that he was approached by
two men; later on he said three men. He identified these people as
Larry Gordon and Jeff Bromley. We are not the ones who made the
accusation. He is the one who made the accusation that he was ap
proached by two men who offered him a bribe of $50,000.

Then he stated, and I think this is the record and you should have
known this-if you don’t know it, you should have known it—and
he said, “These names were fictitious,” and that he knew who they
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were and they were trying to help him. That was the testimony of
General Cole and CWO James Johnson.

I think Colonel Cole refused to say that he knew who they were.

He just admitted that he knew the names were fictitious. This was the
testimony.

-

-

You are trying to convert it as though we were charging you with
being Jeff Bromley who made the bribe. We didn't say this. This is
Colonel Cole, Mr. Nathan's client.

-

Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Adlerman, if this is the correct testimony in
the committee. Mr. Adlerman

Mr. ADLERMAN. Read the whole testimony instead of one or two
questions.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest we get on with
the hearing?
As I understand this, this is mostly a red herring, anyway. Here
is one subcommittee member who never thought at all that the so
called Jeff Bromley identified by General Cole or Colonel Cole now,
was this Mr. Bromley. He obviously is too smart to offer a bribe to
anybody. If he was going to bribe anybody, he obviously would have
used some agent or somebody who worked for him.
As far as this subcommittee member is concerned, I never thought
it was Mr. Bromley anyhow. Now I think we better get on with the
hearing and get to the meat of this.
Senator RIBICoEF. The whole question of General Cole's testimony
on that lost weekend is subject to great doubt. I doubt very much,
personally, whether any man in Germany offered a $50,000 bribe to
-

General Cole not to appear and to take the fifth amendment.

There is a serious question in my mind whether that ever took
place. But that came out in the testimony of different people in
volved in that lost weekend. Reputable witnesses were relating what

General Cole told them. That this was so or not is a great question
in my mind, whether any such offer had ever been made.
Mr. BROMLEY. I sincerely appreciate the committee's help on this.
Senator RIBIcoFF. At this point in the record we will enclose the
affidavit of James R. Johnson.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 587” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 2005.)
Senator GURNEY. Some names have come up here concerning your
corporation, Mr. Bromley, Sega Enterprises, being used for bank ac
countS.

Let me ask you if this name is familiar to you at all: John Bax
ter.

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Why is it familiar to you?
Mr. BROMLEY. It was also used in exactly the same manner as the
other names mentioned. It was a corporate account.
Senator GURNEY. For Sega Enterprises?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir; for Service Games, Inc., Panama.
Senator GURNEY. What about the name Peter Schmuch. Does that

mean anything to you?
Mr. BROMI.E.Y. Yes. I believe there is one other in there and they
were all used in the same manner.

-

Senator GURNEy. What about Adolph Dixon?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

"

-

- - -------
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Senator GURNEY. These were all used to identify corporate ac
counts?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Have you ever gone, yourself, by any name
other than Martin Jerome Bromley?

-

-

Mr. BROMI.E.Y. Nothing except my original name, sir, of Martin
Bromberg.

Senator GURNEY. You never used any alias, either of
that have been mentioned here, or any other?

these names

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bromley, when the controlling interest of
Sega Enterprises, Ltd., was purchased by Gulf & Western Indus
tries, Inc., in June 1969, did you receive at the closing $1,673,429 in
cash /
Mr. BROMLEY. I did.

-

Senator GURNEY. And 114,065 shares of common stock in Gulf &
Western ?
Mr. BROMLEY. I did.

Senator GURNEY. Did you pay a capital gains tax to the U.S.
Government at this time?

Mr. BROMLEY. I filed my tax return and paid whatever applicable
taxes were due.

Senator GURNEY. How do you explain the letter your attorney
Senator RIBIcoPF. Did you pay an actual capital gains tax on that
transaction?

Mr. BROMLEY. This is all handled by my attorneys and account

ants. They have all the information. They normally advise me.
Senator RIBICoEF. I know that, but will you answer Senator Gur

ney's question? Did you pay a capital gains tax on that

transaction?

You did or did not ?

Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Chairman, all I can answer is saying that I
paid whatever applicable taxes were due and my tax return will so
show.

$nator

RIBICoEF. But you don't recall whether you did or did

not :

Mr. BROMLEY. I don't know whether it was capital gains or what
it is, but it was paid.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You are a successful businessman by looking at
all these transactions and companies, and your worth must be sub
stantial.

Wouldn't you know whether you paid a capital gains?
Would your counsel supply us with the fact that you did or did
not pay a capital gains tax in answer to Senator Gurney's question?
It is a simple question.

Mr. NATHAN. I didn't handle it. The tax was handled by Peat,
Marwick & Co., but if the client will give permission, I will get the
1970 tax return and submit it to Senator Gurney.
Senator RIBIcoPF. Senator Gurney asked a question that I believe
deserves an answer.

Senator GURNEY: Do you want to answer, Mr. Bromley?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe I have answered, sir.
Senator GURNEY: Did you pay any capital gains tax at the time
of the transaction?

Mr. BROMLEY. Sir, I don't know which tax was paid. I can only
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assure you, and the committee that whatever applicable taxes were
due, I paid.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I request that counsel's offer to
furnish the subcommittee with the tax information on this transac
tion be followed.

Mr. NATHAN. If Mr. Bromley has no objection, I will get a copy.

Senator GURNEY. Have you objection, Mr. Bromley?
Mr. BROMLEY. No objection, sir.

(Information subsequently furnished by Hans A. Nathan, attor
ney for Martin J. Bromley, follows:)
There is attached hereto Schedule B from Form 1040 of the 1969 tax return
of Mr. Bromley (prepared by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.), which shows
how the gain on the sale of the stock in Sega Enterprises, Ltd., was reported
for federal income tax purposes under Section 1248(a), I.R.C.
Dividend and interest income
SCHEDULE B

(Form 1040)

- See Instructions on D-1

-

* If you use this schedule, attach it to form 1040
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Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bromley, have you paid any taxes on the
Sega dividends since 1965?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir, I have.
Senator GURNEY. What have they been?

Mr. BROMLEY. I don't recall, but I can assure you they are paid.
Senator GURNEY. Would you furnish copies of your tax returns
since 1965 to show the subcommittee whether you have or have not
paid dividends on Sega Enterprises in those years?
Mr. ENNIs. If the committee believes it relevant, we will give the
information as to the payment of dividends by the witness on Sega.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you. We do consider it relevant because

we have testimony of one Internal Revenue agent who said no divi
dends were paid. That is why I asked the question.
Mr. ENNIs. That contrary testimony, of course, does not make it
relevant and pertinent to the committee's investigation. But we don't
want to really argue with the committee.
Senator GURNEY. This is very curious and we want to satisfy cu
riosity. And you have no objection ?
Mr. ENNIs. We have no objection satisfying the committee's curi
osity on this point.

(The information requested was subsequently supplied by Hans A.
Nathan, attorney for Martin J. Bromley, and follows:)
To the best of our knowledge, no dividends were reportable by Mr. Bromley
on Sega stock (because of such dividends being blocked and no previous per
mission having been given by the Japanese government to export them) until
1969, when the amount of $127,525.00 was reported. (See Schedule B, 1969 Tax
return referred to previously.)

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bromley, would you state your holdings or
financial interests, plus any—well, going back to my other question,
how do you explain the letter your attorney wrote on January 4,

1965, that you had no interest in Sega Enterprises, Ltd.?
Mr. BROMLEY. I explained that as being the truth.
Senator GURNEY. When did you acquire any interest in Sega 2
Have you acquired any interest in Sega 2
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I did acquire an interest in 1966.

Senator GURNEY: Would you state your holdings or financial in
terests, plus any official position you held, in the following compa
nies, all of which are predecessors of Sega Enterprises: Service
Games, Japan, Inc.

Mr. BROMLEY. No holdings.
Senator GURNEY. Nippon Goraku Bussan, K.K.
Mr. BROMLEY. No holdings.
Senator GURNEY. Nippon Kikai Seizo, K.K.
Mr. BROMLEY. No holdings.
Senator GURNEY. And Utamatic, Inc.?
Mr. BROMLEY. No holdings.
Senator GURNEY. Will you state the details of the transactions—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever have any holdings?
Mr. BROMLEY. In these various companies?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Yes.

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN: You never had any at all?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. Would you state the facts and circumstances
surrounding your purchase of Sega Enterprises? I believe you say
you

' an interest in 1966.

Mr. BROMLEY. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Who did you buy it from ?
Mr. BROMLEY. From Mr. Stewart.

Senator GURNEY. How many shares of stock were involved?
Mr. BROMLEY. Somewhat in excess of 100,000.

Senator GURNEY. What did you pay for it?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe

Mr. NATHAN. Is that relevant or just curiosity?

Senator GURNEY. I can't hear you.
Mr. NATHAN. Do you maintain that this is a relevant question to
the inquiry?
Senator GURNEY. Yes. I think all these questions surrounding the
enterprises with which Mr. Bromley has an interest, are relevant.
Mr. NATHAN. But what he paid for it doesn't seem relevant to me.
Senator GURNEY. It seems relevant to the subcommittee. You cer

tainly have no objection, do you, to stating what he paid for it?
Mr. NATHAN. I don't think this needs to be discussed in public
here. We will furnish the information. The information has been
furnished to other authorities and there is no secret about it.

Senator RIBIcoFF. If you have the information, sir, I think you
should give it to the subcommittee at the request of Senator Gurney.
If it is not available, we will give you the opportunity to get it to
gether.

Mr. NATHAN. If Mr. Bromley remembers it. I certainly don't re
member what he paid for it.

Senator RIBIcorF. I think the question should certainly be an
swered, because the subcommittee has had testimony of these
enterprises that are widespread, engaged in activities which are cer
tainly subject to criticism, practices that should be stopped, and the
companies which Mr. Bromley was connected with, if they engaged
in these practices, should be disclosed to the subcommittee.

I think the question that Senator Gurney asked should be
swered. We realize that there is certain material that is asked of
that you may not have at your fingertips. We will certainly give
ample opportunity to procure that material and present it to

an
you
you
the

subcommittee.

Mr. NATHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GURNEY. Is Mr. Bromley going to answer the question?
Are you going to furnish the information?
Mr. NATHAN. I don't know whether Mr. Bromley remembers.
Mr. BROMLEY. We will furnish the information.

(The information requested was subsequently supplied by Hans A.
Nathan, attorney for Martin J. Bromley, and follows:)
Mr. Bromley purchased 114,772 shares of Sega stock from Mr. Stewart. Dur
ing the years 1965–1966, Mr. Bromley paid Mr. Stewart the amount of
$159,408.32 for these shares.

Senator GURNEY. Did you have any interest in Sega prior to
1965 *

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. What has been your holding or financial interest
in Service Games, Nevada, Inc., of Las Vegas'

Mr. BROMLEY. I was a minority shareholder when it was origi
nally formed.
Senator GURNEY. How many shares of stock did you own then?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don't recall, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Go on.

Mr. BROMLEY. And I believe I sold that in maybe 1962 or 1963.
Senator GURNEY. Will you furnish the information on the trans
action or sale to the subcommittee, please?
Mr. NATHAN. We will.

(The information requested was subsequently furnished by Hans
A. Nathan, attorney for Martin J. Bromley, and follows:)
In 1962 Mr. Bromley sold 56.21% shares in Service Games Nevada for $10.
Mr. Bromley's cost was reported as $562.50.

Senator GURNEY. What offices did you hold in that corporation?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe I was the president.

Senator GURNEY. I)o you recall whether you were or do you just
have a vague recollection that you were !
Mr. BROMLEY. Well, actually, it was more of an investment. I was
not connected with the day-to-day operation of the company. And
since it was a rather small company

Senator GURNEY. But your testimony is that you were president?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe that is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What is your position in Club Specialty Over
seas, Inc. A
Mr. BROMLEY. I am a shareholder.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever hold an office in the corporation?
Were you an officer of the corporation?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I was.
Senator GURNEY. What officer?

Mr. BROMLEY. Secretary-treasurer.
Senator GURNEY. Were you also a director?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What bank accounts are maintained in the name

of Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.?
Mr. BROMLEY. Regular corporate bank accounts.
Senator GURNEY. Where are they?
Mr. BROMLEY. Panama Bank & Trust Company.
Senator GURNEY. Panama?
Mr. BROMLEY. Panama.

Senator GURNEY. What other bank accounts?

Mr. BROMLEY. First National City Bank in Panama.
Senator GURNEY. Are these accounts in the name of Club Spe
cialty Overseas, Inc.? Is that the account name?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. How much stock did you hold in Club Specialty
Overseas, Inc.?

Mr. NATHAN. At what time, Senator?
Senator GURNEY. When he first acquired it.

-

Mr. BROMLEY. When I first acquired it I had a 20-percent interest.
Senator GURNEY. Did that vary?
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Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, it did. At the moment I have, I believe, 1212.
Senator GURNEY. Twelve and a half percent?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. Did you hold the 20 percent until you got down
to the 121% percent?

- - -

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. There were some additional shares sold by the
company.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. What year did you acquire the 20 percent?

Mr. BROMLEY. I believe it was about 1953.
Senator GURNEY. Who did you '' it from?
Mr. BROMLEY. It was the original formation of the company.
Senator GURNEY. Who were your partners at that time or other
shareholders in the corporation?
Mr. BROMLEY. There were Mr. Stewart, Mr. Lemaire, Irving
-

-

Bromberg, and a Mr. J. L. Humpert.
Senator GURNEY. What were their stock interest, do you recall?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. They were equal.
-

Senator GURNEY. Each had 20 percent?

-

Mr. BROMLEY. Sorry. No, this is not correct. I think I have to
check this out to be absolutely sure.

Mr. NATHAN. Senator Gurney, this is of record in the Tax Court
opinion. I can check it out in a very short time.
Senator GURNEY. And furnish us the information ?

Mr. NATHAN. Yes, sir.

(The information supplied by Hans A. Nathan, attorney for Mar
tin J. Bromley, follows:)
The original stockholders of Service Games, Inc. Panama

(later C.S.O.I.)

were Stewart, Lemaire, Humpert, Bromberg and Bromley, each of whom owned
20 percent or 200 shares of the authorized capital stock (Findings of Fact.
Bromley v. Commissioner, 23 TCM 1936 [1964]).

“On or about April 30, 1955, M. J. [Bromley] and Irving Bromberg paid
James L. Humpert $50,000 each, or $100,000, for his entire interest in the var
ious business enterprises in which the three of them were associated, including
his 200 shares of stock in Service Games, Inc., Panama. Thereafter, and on or

about January 2, 1956, Raymond Lemaire purchased 50 shares of stock of
Service Games, Inc., Panama, from Irving Bromberg for $30,000. Lemaire paid
for this stock with a check drawn on his personal account at Bishop National
Bank, Honolulu. A certificate for 50 shares of such stock was issued to Le

maire under date of
2, 1956, Richard I).
Inc., Panama, from
with a check drawn

January 6, 1956. . . . Similarly, and on or about January
Stewart purchased 50 shares of stock of Service Games,
[M. J. Bromley] for $30,000. Stewart paid for the stock
on his personal account with the Bank of America, Los

Angeles, California. A certificate for 50 shares of such stock was issued to

Stewart under date of January 6, 1956. After these transactions, the four
stockholders held 250 shares each of the issued and authorized capital stock of

Service Games, Inc., Panama. In his 1956 income tax return [M. J. Bromley]
reported a capital gain of $29,500 from the sale of 50 shares of stock of Serv
ice Games, Inc., Panama.” (Ibid.)

Senator GURNEY. When did you sell your, as I calculate it, 712
percent interest ?

Mr. BRQMLEY. Well, it didn't come out exactly at the 712. I be.
lieve I sold five percent and my father likewise sold five percent.
Senator GURNEY. And to whom did you sell it?
Mr. BROMLEY. I sold mine, I believe, to Mr. Stewart.
Senator GURNEY. And when 2

Mr. NATHAN. Again. Senator, I think I would prefer to have an
opportunity to check this out. This is many, many years ago.
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Senator GURNEY. Will you please furnish the subcommittee the
following information: to whom the stock was sold, when, and for
how much :

Mr. NATHAN. All right, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I am just trying to figure time. Would you be
able to get all of this material together by next Monday?
Mr. NATHAN. I am confident I will.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I want to be fair and give you ample opportu
nity. I realize how hard it is to gather together all of this material.

Mr. NATHAN. These early matters are matters of record in a Tax
Court opinion. If this is sufficient basis for the findings of the Tax
Court of the United States, I can furnish it rather promptly.
Senator RIBIcorr. Statements and income tax returns which you
will probably have to get from the accountant, which will probably
take time. Undoubtedly as we go along there will be other informa

tion which you won't have with you here. I am just trying to figure
out the time. The subcommittee would like to bring these hearings to a
conclusion, if we could, next Monday.
Mr. NATHAN. Senator, you may be assured that my partners and I
will do our best to furnish this information.

Senator RIBIcorF. If that isn't sufficient time, I would like you to
let me know how much time you would like.
Mr. NATHAN. Yes, sir. Mr. Ennis is keeping a list.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bromley, who were the stockholders of
Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., in 1967?
Mr. BROMLEY. There was a Mr. Alther.

Senator GURNEY. How do you spell that?
Mr. BROMLEY. A-l-t-h-e-r.

Senator GURNEY. Do you have his first name?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. Peter. There was myself, Mr. Lemaire, and I
believe Mr. Stewart. I am not sure in 1967 whether my father had
sold his shares or not. I would have to check.

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall the breakdown of the stock as
held by these people?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. Mr. Alther had 50 percent of the shares.
Senator GURNEY. Fifty percent?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. How much did you have?
Mr. BROMLEY. Twelve and a half.
Senator GURNEY. How much did Mr. Lemaire have?
Mr. BROMLEY. Twelve and a half.
Senator GURNEY. And Mr. Stewart?

Mr. BROMLEY. That would be 121%, also.
Senator GURNEY. Did Mr. Alther hold his shares for himself?

Mr. BROMLEY. To the best of my knowledge.

l'ator GURNEY.

He was not an agent or nominee for anybody

else :

Mr. BROMLEY. Not to the best of my knowledge.
Senator GURNEY. Were there any changes of stockholdings of any
other stockholders other than those you have mentioned between
1967 and now 2

Mr. BROMLEY. Not to the best of my knowledge.
(Witness conferred with his counsel.)
58–590 0–71–pt. 8–4
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Mr. BROMLEY. Would you repeat that question, sir?
Senator GURNEY. The question was: Has anyone else other than
the persons you have named, owned shares of stock in Club Specialty
Overseas, Inc., in the period 1967 to the present time?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. And who are they?
Mr. BROMLEY. A Mr. Wolff.
Senator GURNEY. Wolff 2
Mr. BROMLEY. Wolff.
Senator GURNEY. First name?
Mr. BROMLEY. Gunther.
Senator GURNEY. How much does he hold?
Mr. BROMLEY. Twelve and a half.

Senator GURNEY. Did Scott Dotterer ever hold any stock at any
time during this period?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Turning now to the matter of Sarl Electronics,
why were payments made to Sarl Electronics or Sarl Electronics,
Ltd., by various clubs and organizations in Vietnam and Thailand?
Why were they deposited to bank account 6013, Westwood Village
Branch, and Bank of America International Banking Department
account 2-2-49 at Los Angeles, Calif...?
Mr. BROMLEY. I wouldn't know.

Senator GURNEY. You know nothing about Sarl Electronics?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I know that they were our distributor in Viet
nann.

Senator GURNEY. But you have no knowledge of why they han
dled the financial transactions in this manner?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever have any interest in Sarl Electron
ics?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Do you know who the owners were?
Mr. BROMLEY. I was told it was a Mr. Hussey.
Senator GURNEY. A Mr. Hussey owned the company?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Who told you that?
Mr. BROMLEY. This was told to me by Mr. Dotterer.
Senator GURNEY. Scott Dotterer?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What position did he hold in the company?
Mr. BROMLEY. He was employed by CSOI.
Mr. NATHAN. Senator, whom are you referring to?
Senator GURNEY. Scott Dotterer.

Mr. NATHAN. All right.
Senator GURNEY. Did Club Specialty Overseas own any part of
Sarl Electronics?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

d'tor

GURNEY. Did Club Specialties have a contract with

en f

Mr. BROMLEY. I believe we did.

Senator GURNEY. What generally did the contract cover?
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Mr. BROMLEY. They were our exclusive agents for coin-operated
machines in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. Who is Mr. Hussey?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don't know, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You never heard of him?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. I just mentioned I heard him as being the
OWner.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Bromley, do you know Mr. Yellen?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How long have you know him?
Mr. BROMLEY. I have known Mr. Yellen—I would say nearly 20
y"ear'S.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You knew him from Honolulu ?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you write to him about 1968 or the latter
part of 1968?

Mr. BROMLEY. I may have. I don't recall.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you advise him at that time that you would
like to have your companies represent the Lorillard Companies in
Vietnam :

Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t believe I said that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What did you say?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe I suggested to Mr. Yellen that Mr. Crum
could do an exceptionally good job of selling Lorillard products in
Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Crum what?

Mr. BROMLEY. Could do an exceptionally good job of selling Lor
illard products in Vietnam.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was Crum one of your representatives, also?
Mr. BROMLEY. Crum was with Sarl Electronics and Sarl Electron
ics was our distributor.

Did you have a financial arrangement for financ
in:Mr.SarlADLERMAN.
Electronics?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And when Mr. Yellen was advised by you that
you would like to have him represented in Vietnam, why did you
have him sent to Mr. Dotterer of Club Specialty?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am sorry, sir, would you repeat?

Mr. ADLERMAN: Why did you ask the Lorillard Company to get in
touch with Scott Dotterer of Club Specialty?
Mr. BROMLEY. Because Mr. Dotterer was in Hong Kong and I felt
that he could introduce him to Mr. Crum.

Mr. ADLERMAN. So that you acknowledge that you did ask Mr.
Dotterer to introduce the Lorillard people to Mr. Crum and to Price
& Company?
Mr. BROMLEY. Very frankly, I don't recall that, but it is possible.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have an interest in Price & Company?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Can you tell me why Mr. Dotterer stated to Mr.
Michaels, according to Mr. Michaels' sworn testimony, In introduc
ing Mr. Crum to Mr. Michaels, he stated, “Price & Co. is an asso
ciate company of ours and Mr. Crum and Price & Co. can handle

your cigarettes”?
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Mr. BROMLEY. I think perhaps maybe the word “associate” is
taken out of the proper text. They were basically distributors for us.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Price & Co. was, too?

Mr. BROMLEY. No. I say when we speak of “associate,” it is the
same to us as a distributor.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Price & Co. was a distributor for you, too?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t recall, sir, whether we ever sold anything to
Price & Co. or not.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That company was owned by Mr. Asa Smith and
Mr. Crum.

Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Smith was connected with it. I don’t know the

financial background.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you know Mr. Asa Smith?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir; I do.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How long have you known Mr. Crum?
Mr. BROMLEY. Well, I met Mr. Crum for the first time about 15 or
16 years ago.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Back in Korea?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you do business before that in China, before
the war?

Mr. BROMLEY. I am sorry, sir; I didn’t hear you.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I say did you do any business in China?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was the name of the company at that time?
Mr. BROMLEY. Which company, sir?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Mr. Smith's company or Mr. Crum's company?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don't know, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Was it Gande, Price & Co.?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not sure, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you do business with him in Korea at that
time?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN.

You, yourself, did business in Korea, is that cor

rect?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, we did.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Under what name?

Mr. BROMLEY. Under Service Games, Inc., Korea, and subse
quently a subsidiary by the name of Establishment Garlan.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I am curious. Service Games—is that just a
company involved in slot machines or does it have other types of en
terprises or products?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir. I am glad you asked that question. Service
Games handled coin-operated amusement machines and slot ma
chines are not their main item.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you mean these pinball machines? Is that
what you mean by coin games?

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, when you say slot machine, I am sure you are
referring to the type of machine that pays out money.
Senator RIBICoEF. That is right. What else does Service Games
When you have Services Games, what do you sell besides

''
that
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Mr. BROMLEY. Service Games doesn't make any machines. They
just distribute and they distribute music, pinball machines, arcade
machines, kiddy rides.
Senator RIBICoEF. But then you had Sega, too. Was Sega the man
ufacturer?

Mr. BROMLEY. Sega is the manufacturer.

Senator RIBIcoFF. What does Sega manufacture?
Mr. BROMLEY. Sega manufactured all types of amusement ma
chines and also slot machines.

Senator RIBIcoFF. And what was the relationship of Sega, Service
Games and Sarl Electronics? What was the relationship between the
three?

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, Service Games, Inc., were the distributors for

Sega Enterprises, and Sarl Electronics were the distributors for
Service Games, Inc.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I am just curious. What did Sega get for its
machines? In other words, we had testimony here that a machine

would be sold to Sarl for $192 and they would sell it to the Army at
$795.

How much did Sega get for that?
Mr. BROMLEY. Once again, I think this has been taken a little out
of context.

Senator RIBICoFF. Would you straighten the record out?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, with pleasure, sir.
Service Games, Inc., Panama, would buy the machine from Sega
Enterprises. The price may be in the $200 area. We subsequently sell
it to a distributor, normally at approximately $300. The distributor,
then, who has a great deal of expense, resells it at his price. In other
words, he puts the final selling price on it.

Senator GURNEY. A great many of these machines were leased and
not sold directly, weren't they?

Mr. BROMLEY. Not very many, sir, because regulations prohibited
leasing in most instances.
Senator GURNEY. That is not the evidence the subcommittee has.
The evidence the subcommittee has is that most machines were
leased in Vietnam.

Mr. BROMLEY. Sir, I have never been to Vietnam, so I can’t speak
for Vietnam.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How about Tokyo before that.

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I have been to Tokyo.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I say how about the machines leased in Tokyo be
fore that time? There was a period of time when you were able to
lease the machines to the military, was there not?

i." BROMLEY. I believe there was, but I was not connected with
that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You are not cognizant of that end of it?
Mr. BROMLEY. I say there probably could have been machines
leased but I didn’t have a financial interest in Tokyo until 1966.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How about the military services in the Philip
pines, Guam, Okinawa, Korea and the other places?
Mr. BROMLEY. Service Games, Inc., did have an office in Okinawa.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I say did they lease any of the machines there
during a certain period of time?
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Mr. BROMLEY. At one time they were leasing machines in Oki
nawa, yes.

Senator GURNEY. How about Korea?

Mr. BROMLEY. I believe at one time they were leasing some in
Korea.

Senator GURNEY. How about Japan?

Mr. BROMLEY. Japan I can’t speak for, Senator.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How about the Philippines?

Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t believe there were any leased in the Philip
pines because we never actually got an office there.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many companies do you have or does Club
Specialty have as subsidiaries or associate companies with the name
Service Games?

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, Service Games actually has become Club Spe
cialty Overseas, Inc.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I know, but did you have a Service Games,
Japan?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Did you have a Service Games, Korea?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have a Service Games, Okinawa?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And it became Garlan?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have a Service Games, Guam?
Mr. BROMLEY. No. Yes, it may have been Service Games, Guam,
yeS.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many separate corporations did you have?
Mr. BROMLEY. I think you have probably cove

the bulk of

them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Let the witness answer the question, please.
Mr. BROMLEY. I would have to look this up to answer you, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How many, approximately, 25, 30?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Twenty-seven?
Mr. BROMLEY. If you would like to name names, I would be very
happy to tell you yes or no.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You are a businessman. You sold your stock for
over $1 million. You know what you have by way of assets or what
corporations you dealt with. You can give us an idea of what corpo
rations vou have.

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Adlerman, my question is when you use a loose
term like “do you have,” do you mean whether he had an interest or
not ?

Mr. ADLERMAN. Whether he had an interest.

Mr. NATHAN. I think you better answer him that question. Ask
him that question.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Give us the number of companies with Service
Games.
Mr. BROMLEY. The normal indication behind the name would indi
cate where we had an interest in an area.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Club Specialty Overseas you admit to?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. I am a 121% percent owner in that.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. That is Panama!
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., Hong Kong?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is a branch office.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And Club Specialty Overseas, England?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is another branch.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Sega—

Senator RIBIcoff. When you say branch, isn't that a separate cor
poration with a separate entity or is it just a branch of a main cor
poration?
Mr. BROMLEY. Just a branch, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. It is only a branch?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Isn’t that a separate corporation?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., is not incorporated
in England?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How does it do business in England?
Mr. BROMLEY. Well, actually, we only have a distributor in Eng

l

and.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am saying what is the entity, the corporate ent
ity, that you do business with in England?
Mr. BROMLEY. We ship only on order directly to a customer.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You don't answer my question.
Mr. BROMLEY. We don’t do business.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have a corporate entity in England?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You do not?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., England, is not a
corporation?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, there isn't any such thing.
Senator RIBICOFF: What is the name of the parent company?
Mr. BROMLEY. Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.
Senator RIBIcoFF. That is a corporation incorporated under the
laws of what state or country?
Mr. BROMLEY. Panama.
h

£or RIBICoEF. How many branches does that parent company

8 Ve

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, they are not necessarily branches.
Senator RIBICoEF. Or offices. In how many countries do you oper
ate?

Mr. BROMLEY. We have an office in Hong Kong. In England we
are actually not in business but we do ship equipment directly to
distributors.

-

Senator GURNEY. Who is your distributor in England?
Mr. BROMLEY. Fortes, F-o-r-t-e-s.
Senator RIBICOFF. Go ahead.

Mr. BROMLEY. Do you mean all of our distributors?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.
Mr. BROMLEY. I couldn’t name—
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Senator RIBICOFF. Those that are controlled by the parent com
pany, Club Specialty Overseas, a Panama corporation. Where are
the offices where you do business directly in your own offices, those
that are controlled by you?
Mr. BROMLEY. Just Hong Kong. I live in England and I use that
as my base.
Senator RIBICoEF. And that is all you have in Hong Kong—that is
the only office you have?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is the only office we have. We have a small as
sembly plant in Spain.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How about American Vendors, Inc.?

Mr. BROMLEY. They are a distributor in Okinawa.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have an interest in them?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have an interest in Taiwan Service Co..
Ltd., Taiwan?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are they distributors for you?
Mr. BROMLEY. They are distributors.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And Sarl Electronics, have you a financial inter
est in them?

Mr. BROMLEY. I have already said, sir, three times, no.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You say you finance them?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. But you don't have a corporate interest?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you finance all these other companies, too?
Mr. BROMLEY. When I say finance, they buy merchandise, we in

voice them and expect to get paid within a reasonable period of
time.

C

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have any interest in the Siam Amusement
O. :

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What kind of an interest have you there?
Mr. BROMLEY. CSOI would have the controlling shares in Siam
Amusement.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And Rosen Enterprises, is that one of your com
panies or is it just one of Mr. Rosen's
Mr. BROMLEY. That is Mr. Rosen's.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You don't have an interest there?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. American Overseas Electronics?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I didn't hear you.
Mr. BROMLEY. No.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no interest in that at all?
Mr. BROMLEY. American Overseas.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Are you affiliated with them in any way?
Mr. BROMLEY. The name sounds familiar.

Mr. ADLERMAN: They are a Las Vegas company.
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you do business in the Irving Bromberg Co.,
a United States partnership?
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Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, That is my father but he is retired.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And 7 Seas Enterprises, Inc., the Philippines?
Mr. BROMLEY. Never heard the name before.

Mr. ADLERMAN. In the Philippines?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no interest in them?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don't know them.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Are they acting as a distributor for you?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In addition to that, do you have a complex of cor
porations for the use of the name Service Games?

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, this is all the same company, Club Specialty
Overseas, Inc.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you have corporations with the name Service
Games, or did you at one time have :
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many?

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, Service Games, Inc., is basically one corpora
tion.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you have subsidiary corporations?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. How many?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not sure. Probably maybe three or four.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Three or four?

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Adlerman, if you will give me the time period
and request this information, I will be glad to check it out and give
it to vou.

£ ADLERMAN. We can take the last 10 or 12 years.
Mr. NATHAN. All right. We will give you that information.

(Information furnished by Hans A. Nathan, attorney for Martin
J. Bromley, follows:)
Subsidiary corporations of Club Specialty Overseas, Inc., according to our rec
ords were Musical Distributors, Inc., Est. Garlan, Kelowna Ranch, Inc., and
Club Specialty, Inc.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Bromley, will you tell the committee what
your relationship has been in the past years with William Crum,
how you know William Crum, what your business relationships have
been with Mr. Crum over the years since you have known him?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, with pleasure, sir. I met Mr. Crum originally
in Korea approximately 1955. I was invited to a cocktail party. My
next meeting with Mr. Crum was maybe in 1966, or 1967, when I
saw him in Hong Kong.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Are those the only two times you have ever seen
Mr. Crum ?

Mr. BROMLEY. I believe I have only seen Mr. Crum two or three
times.

Senator RIBICOFF. You and your associates had a meeting with
Mr. Crum in 1967.

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. What was the purpose of that meeting held be
tween June 6 and June 9, 1967, in Hong Kong? What was the pur
pose of Richard Stewart, David Rosen, R. J. Lemaire and your fa

ther, Irving Bromberg, going with you?
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Mr. BROMLEY. To try to project future sales, not only in Vietnam
but throughout the entire Far East.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Why did you meet with Mr. Crum? What was
his role to be in your future sales?
Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Crum was the manager of Sarl.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was Sarl your sole distributor in the Far East?
Mr. BROMLEY. In Vietnam.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Was Mr. Crum's Sarl Electronics the organiza
tion that could really sell and distribute your machines?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Why did you pick Mr. Crum as your distribu
tor?

Mr. BROMLEY. Actually, I didn't pick him. He was chosen by Mr.
Dotterer. However, we did know that Mr. Crum was an exception

ally good salesman and should do very well in Vietnam.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Your investigation had indicated that Mr.
Crum was the man who knew how to sell in the Far East, and in

Vietnam especially, is that right?
Mr. BROMLEY. I was told that he was an exceptionally good sales
man, yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. A company like yours must have checked out

other people besides Mr. Crum to compare the abilities of the respec
tive companies.
Mr. BROMLEY. Well, actually, I don't come into that phase of it. It
is handled by Mr. Dotterer in Hong Kong.
Senator RIBIcoFF. But Mr. Dotterer talked to you. Mr. Dotterer
would not have made that basic decision unless he consulted with

you because you were the managerial head of these enterprises.
Mr. BROMLEY. On the contrary, Mr. Dotterer is authorized and
can make this decision without me.

Senator RIBICOFF. On basic decision, such as your sole representa
tive in the Far East, Mr. Dotterer made the recommendation?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You accepted it?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Why did Mr. Dotterer tell you that Crum was
the man?

Mr. BROMLEY. He had known Mr. Crum for many, many years,
and Mr. Crum apparently had been successful in operating a sales
organization.

enator RIBICOFF. There was no question in your mind that Crum
could deliver the goods as far as you were concerned?
Mr. BROMLEY. I didn't question it any further, Senator.
Senator RIBICoFF. '' during your association with Sarl Elec
tronics and Mr. Crum, they sold a lot of merchandise for you?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, they sold merchandise.
Senator RIBICoEF. How would you compare your sales in Vietnam
or the Far East with that of your competitors? You must know the
amount of business being done by the respective companies.
BROMLEY. I would think that we enjoyed a
percentage

f'.

Of Sales.

Senator RIBICoEF. What was that, sir?

'
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Mr. BROMLEY. I said I would think that we enjoy a better per
centage of sales than the competition.
Senator RIBIcoFF. How many competitors are there in the slot ma
chine business?

Mr. BROMLEY. Worldwide?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Worldwide.

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, there are, I suppose you would say, four or
five large competitors—Jennings, Mills, Bailey, Ainsworth, and
Sega. There are a number of smaller ones, but I think that would be
the majority of the larger ones.
Senator ' When it came to the Far East did your Sega
machines have the best of the market?
Mr. BROMLEY. I would like to think so.

Senator RIBICoEF. From the numbers that were sold and placed,
Sega was out in front?

Mr. BROMLEY. I really couldn't answer that because I don't have
figures.

Senator RIBICoEF. You don't have the figures, but as far as you
were concerned you were satisfied with the amount of your machines
being sold? You felt that Crum was doing a good job?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How about Asa Smith? How long have you
known Asa Smith ?

Mr. BROMLEY. I met Asa Smith about—perhaps 8 to 10 years ago.
Senator RIBICoEF. How many times have you seen him?
Mr. BROMLEY. I would say up until 30 days ago, I saw him, I be
lieve, twice.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your relationship with Asa Smith was on what
basis?

Mr. BROMLEY. A friendship basis.
Senator RIBIcoFF. On a friendship basis?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Senator RIBIcoFF. But also he was connected with Sarl Electronics
and Mr. Crum was.

Mr. BROMLEY. Not to the best of my knowlededge, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. How about Price & Company?
Mr. BROMLEY. He was connected with Price & Company.
Senator RIBICoEF. And Price & Company did not distribute your
machines or buy any merchandise from your various enterprises?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t recall whether we ever sold anything to
them or not.

Senator GURNEY. Did they ever sell anything to you?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir, not that I know of. I don’t recall.

Senator GURNEY. Are you sure about that?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir, I am not.

Senator GURNEY. Wasn't Service Games your company in Korea?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

K.'" GURNEY. Didn't you buy slot machines from Mr. Crum in
Oreal

Mr. BROMLEY. From Mr. Crum?
Senator GURNEY. That is right.
Mr. ADLERMAN. When he left Korea.
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Mr. BROMLEY. When he left Korea?

Senator GURNEY. That is right.

Mr. BROMLEY. I believe you are correct. When he left Korea we
may have purchased his inventory.

-

Senator GURNEY. I thought you said you had nothing to do with
him in Korea.

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, I wouldn't call that having anything to do
with anybody.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean buying a lot of slot machines from
him wouldn't mean having anything to do with him?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not if you buy a man's inventory. Frankly, I
hadn't thought of it.
Senator GURNEY. Now you do think of it?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, you did have business dealings
in Korea with Mr. Crum?

Mr. BROMLEY. If you want to put it that way, yes.
Senator GURNEY. What did he sell these slot machines to you for?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t have the slightest idea. I wasn't in on the
negotiations.

enator GURNEY. However, you did own Service Games that pur
chased them?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. But you had no dealings with him in Korea
prior to the time that you bought his slot machines?
Mr. BBOMLEY. Not to the best of my knowledge.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever sell slot machines to him in
Korea?

Mr. BROMLEY. Not to the best of my knowledge.
Senator GURNEY. Did any of your enterprises or any of the busi
nesses you are connected with sell slot machines to Mr. Crum in
Korea?

Mr. BROMLEY. Not to the best of my knowledge.
Senator GURNEY. Did you or any of your business enterprises
lease slot machines to Mr.

Č'

in Korea?
Mr. BBOMLEY. Not that I know of.

Senator GURNEY. Or any business he was connected with?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not to my knowledge.

Senator GURNEY. Did you sell anything else to him or deal with
him in any way besides in slot machines in Korea?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not that I know of.

Senator GURNEY. I would like to get back to England again. I
understood your testimony was that you did not do any business in
England, is that correct?

Mr. BROMLEY. I said we were not in business in England, the com
pany.

Senator GURNEY. Who is “we”?

Mr. BROMLEY. Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever own any interest in any company
that did business in England at any time?
-

Mr. BROMLEY. Our company did have a share interest in a piece of
property in England at one time.
Senator GURNEY. But not a corporation?
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Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, it was a corporation.
Senator GURNEY. What was the name of it?
Mr. BROMLEY. Known as Felix Theau Pier.

Senator GURNEY. What is that again?
Mr. BROMLEY. Felix Theau Pier.

Senator GURNEY. But you had no interest and owned no stock and
had no business interest in any other corporation that did business in
England?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not that I can think of offhand.

Senator GURNEY. The company you mentioned, did it have any

thing to do with the slot machine business?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir. This was a pier that extends over the ocean

and it has on it an amusement machine arcade. It did have probably
what you may call slot machines but in England slot machines of a
very modified type are permitted, legalized, whereby you can pay
out up to 10 times the stake.
Senator GURNEY. What was the interest your company owned in
this company?
Mr. BROMLEY. We had one-third of the shares.

Senator GURNEY: Do you still have them?
Mr. BROMLEY. The arcade, itself, that was the machine part of it,
was sold many years ago.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this, Mr. Bromley: Did you ever

have any interest in a company in England known as Music Distrib
utors, Inc.?

Mr. BROMLEY. Musical Distributors, Inc., sir, is a subsidiary of
Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.
Senator GURNEY. I thought you testified that neither you nor
Club specialty had any interest in any business in England.
Mr. BROMLEY. That is correct, sir.
-

Senator GURNEY. This is a business that operates in England, isn’t

it

Mr. BROMLEY. That is not correct, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Where does it operate?
Mr. BROMLEY. At the moment it is a Panamanian company.
Senator GURNEY. Where does it operate?
Mr. BROMLEY. At the moment it is not operating.
Senator GURNEY. Where has it operated in the past?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe at one time it did operate in the European
area.

Senator GURNEY. What countries in the European area?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not sure, sir. This goes back
Senator GURNEY. Did it operate in England?

Mr. BROMLEY. You are speaking internally in England?
Senator GURNEY. That is right. The British Isles, right there on
that little island.

Mr. BROMLEY. The answer is no.
Senator GURNEY. It did not?

Mr. BROMLEY. Not in England.
Senator GURNEY. Well, where?

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, in other words, it may have at some time had
customers in England that it may have shipped machines to but it

was not physically located in England.
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Senator GURNEY. Where was it located?
Mr. BROMLEY. In Panama.

Senator GURNEY. But it shipped goods into England?
Mr. BROMLEY. It may have. I am not sure.

Senator GURNEY. What about the company called Modern Enter
prises, Ltd.? Did you ever have any interest in that or did Club
Specialty ever have any interest in that?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You never heard of that name?
Mr. BROMLEY. I certainly have.

Senator GURNEY. You certainly have or have not?
Mr. BROMLEY. Have.

Senator Gurney. You have heard?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What have you heard about it?
Mr. BROMLEY. It is a company in England that is owned by-well,
it is managed by Mr. Eckert.
Senator GURNEY. Isn't Mr. Eckert one of your employees?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir. He did work for our company at one time.
Senator GURNEY. When was that?

Mr. BROMLEY. Many, many years ago on Okinawa.
Senator GURNEY. Wasn't he fined for violations when he worked

for you?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir, he was; and that was later reversed.

Senator GURNEY. Did he work for any other service games com
panies at any time?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not that I recall.

Senator GURNEY. How about Service Games, Japan?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t believe—not that I know of.

Senator GURNEY. Your testimony is that he did not?
Mr. BROMLEY. My testimony is not that I know of.
Senator GURNEY. Have you or Club Specialty, Inc., at any time
ever owned any interest in a company in England known as Phono
graphic Equipment Company, Ltd.?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Have you ever heard of that company?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I have.

Senator GURNEY. In what connection have you heard of it?
Mr. BROMLEY. They were our distributor in England for many
years.

Senator GURNEY. But you never owned any interest in it?

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir. It is a public company.
Senator GURNEY. Did you know that the British Government had
a lot of complaints about this company evading import duties and
purchase taxes amounting to about 300,000 pounds sterling, $840,000,
over a period of time?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I do know about that. I know that the case

was finally resolved, that it had nothing to do with any of their im
ports whatsoever but it did have to do with certain goods that they

manufactured there which they felt was not subject to the purchase
tax which later was ruled to be, and the amount they paid was con
siderably less than that figure.
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Senator GURNEY. However, they were fined for wrongdoing, is
that right?

-

Mr. BROMLEY. I don't know whether they were fined or whether it

was just a matter of paying what they felt t

'. owed.

-

Senator GURNEY. They paid some money that the British Govern
ment thought they owed which they hadn't paid before, is that
right?

Mr. BROMLEY. Would you repeat that question, sir?
Senator GURNEY. I say after this long litigation, whatever it was,
they paid money to the British Government that the British Gov
£" said was owed to it which hadn't been paid before, is that
right

Mr. BROMLEY. As I understand it, the British Government ended
up by giving them back some money.
Senator GURNEY. They didn't owe the government anything?
Mr. BROMLEY. How this came about, I don't know, sir. I am not
familiar with that.

Senator GURNEY. I would like to go back to these transactions be

tween Sarl Electronics and Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.
Do you recall that I mentioned that Sarl Electronics had two
bank accounts in two branches of the Bank of America in Califor

nia, in Los Angeles, Calif...?

Were amounts of money transferred from time to time from these
bank accounts to Club Specialty Overseas, Inc.?
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not sure. They may have been. I know we did
receive money from Sarl.

Senator GURNEY. How did you receive money from Sarl?
Mr. BROMLEY. That I don't know, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean as the operating head of Club
Specialty Overseas, Inc., you don’t know how you got money from
Sarl who was your principal distributor in Vietnam?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is exactly what I mean, sir. Our offices are in
Panama and I have been in England and they are quite a distance
apart. I am not in the day-to-day operation of accounting.
Senator RIBICoEF. Do you know the dollar value of the goods you
sold to Sarl Electronics? That must have been quite a substantial
Sllin.

Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t know, sir, no.

Senator ''
RIBIcoff.
You went to Hong Kong in 1967 because Dot
they could push your merchandise and sell more than

terer told

anybody else in the Far East. They became your distributor. Is that
correct?

Mr. BROMLEY. That is correct.

Senator, RIBIcoFF. It is apparent from the testimony that the

amount of business that they did with you was very substantial.
They sold a lot of your machines between 1967 and the present time.
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes.

Senator RIBIGoFF. Plus other equipment. That must have
amounted to a substantial sum of money.

Do any of your other associates here know how much your busi
ness was with Sarl in dollars?

Senator GURNEY. Let me refresh Mr. Bromley's recollection.
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You did, in 2 years of business, according to testimony that we
have here in the subcommittee, $7 million with Sarl Electronics?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is possible.
Senator GURNEY. With that tremendous volume of business, don't

you remember how Club Specialty Overseas received this money?
Mr. BROMLEY. They received it through normal banking channels.
Senator RIBIcoFF. What were those normal banking channels?
Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t know, sir. I am not at that end of it.

Senator GURNEY. Do you mean you have no knowledge at all how
this biggest distributor of yours in Southeast Asia, as far as slot
machines and other coin-operated machines are concerned, how they
got money into your company?
Mr. BROMLEY. No.

Senator GURNEY. You have no knowledge of that at all?
Mr. BROMLEY. How they got money in?

Senator GURNEY: Yes. I mean what your banking arrangements
Were.

Mr. BROMLEY. Well, as a businessman, I honestly am not con
cerned or look into what bank it comes from. We are merely con
cerned that our bills are being paid.

Senator GURNEY. How do you know you got the money if you
didn’t know anything about how your accounts were £
Mr. BROMLEY. We do have an accounting office, and if the bills
weren't being paid certainly Mr. Dotterer would have been notified
to get into them and try and get additional payments.
Senator GURNEY. Where are your bank accounts?
Mr. BROMLEY. In Panama.

Senator GURNEY. In what banks?

Mr. BROMLEY. I have already stated, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And how did money get into these accounts
from Sarl?

Mr. BROMLEY. By check.
Senator GURNEY. From where?

Mr. BROMLEY. I am sorry, sir; I don't know the name of Sarl's
bankers. I am sure you have it right there.
Senator GURNEY. Would you provide this for the record of the

subcommittee, the payments that you received or that Club Specialty
£" received from Sarl Electronics from 1967 to the present
time

Mr. NATHAN. We can make a request to do that to Panama.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.

Mr. DUFFY. I think we requested certain information as to your
sales volume. We asked for certain purchase orders that you procure
for us for 1967 sales.
-

#" you those available to turn over to the subcommittee at this

time

Mr. NATHAN. I brought some material here with a letter explain
ing to what extent.

Mr. DUFFY. Could we examine that at this time, Mr. Chairman?

Senator RIBIGoFF. Before you do that, maybe it would be wise to
recess until 2 o'clock to give the subcommittee an opportunity to exam
ine the documents.

-

You were requested, Mr. Nathan, to supply a number of docu
ments. Do you have them?
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Mr. NATHAN. I have certain documents.

-

-

Senator Ribicoff. Before we recess, I would like to ask this ques

tion: Does Club Specialty also sell coolers, Mr. Bromley?
Mr. BROMLEY." Club Specialty did sell some coolers to Sarl
Electronics.

Senator RIBIcoff. And ice cubers?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, they did.
Senator RIBIcoFF. And rotisseries and steam boxes?
Mr. BROMLEY. Could well be.

Senator RIBIcoFF. And popcorn machines?
Mr. BROMLEY. Possibly, and pizza pie.
Senator RIBICOFF. £ you manufacture this equipment or did you
buy it from somebody else and then sell it as a distributor to Sarl?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, we bought it and sold it to Sarl.

Senator RIBICoEF. You would buy the merchandise and sell it to
Sarl. How would you bill all this?

Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Dotterer made an arrangement with Sarl. They

agreed to handle all of our coin-operated machines exclusively. Mr.
Dotterer agreed that he would pay for other club supplies in their
behalf and bill them at cost.

Senator RIBICOFF. Was Dotterer going to be a middleman to pro
cure other equipment that Sarl needed?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not exactly a middleman. In other words, this was
a service that we were rendering Sarl in order that they sell our
coin machines only.
Senator RIBICOFF. But weren't you making a profit on the other
equipment that you were selling?
Mr. BROMLEY. My
is that everything was billed to

'ing

them at our exact cost.

Senator RIBICoEF. At your exact cost?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, Senator.

Senator RIBICOFF: So if Club Specialty Overseas sent something to
Tradewell Enterprises in California and this was shipped to the
USARV officers’ open mess in Vietnam, how was an arrangement
like that made?

Did you ever receive an order?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. The order would come from Sarl and we

would ship the merchandise at their request.

Senator RIBICOFF Would you also get a purchase order at the
same time?

Mr. BROMLEY. That is possible, sir. I am not sure.

Senator RIBICOFF. Here is one of the shipments that has been a
point of controversy here. It is a substantial shipment of merchan

:'" was sent to the open mess that has been a subject in this
Inatter.

I was curious, and I will show this to you, if you can find the
order that you received from Sarl that was the subject matter of
this shipment.

£ ''

the witness.)
Mr. BROMLEY.
I have seen this befor
couldn’t
be helpfulI ondon’t
it in believe
any event.
fore, but I

. Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bromley, back to these financial transac
tions with Sarl Electronics: Isn't it a fact that customers of Sarl
Electronics were requested by Sarl Electronics to make their pay
58-590–71–pt. 8–5
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ments directly to these two bank accounts that I mentioned in these
branches of the Bank of America at Los Angeles, and that these
banks, in turn—that these accounts were in, were directed to remit
directly to Club Specialty Overseas in Panama?
Isn't that the way the financial transactions were?
Mr. BROMLEY. That may be, sir. I am not sure.
Senator GURNEY. You do not deny it?
Mr. BROMLEY. I have no way of denying something I am not sure
of.

Senator GURNEY. Would you furnish that information to the sub
committee?

Mr. BROMLEY. As well as I can; yes.

Senator GURNEY. And one other final question: This bank account
that you maintained in the First National City Bank of Panama.
that is, Club Specialty Overseas maintained, did you ever make any
transfers or were any transfers made out of that bank account to
Swiss bank accounts?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir; they were.
Senator GURNEY. What banks were these put in in Switzerland?
Mr. BROMLEY. To the Swiss Bank Corp.
Senator GURNEY. And what amounts?

Mr. BROMLEY. The amounts of money?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.
Mr. BROMLEY. I don’t know offhand.

Senator GURNEY. Would you furnish that information to the sub
committee?

Mr. BROMLEY. I will try.

Senator GURNEY. What about yourself personally? What money
have you received over the years from Club Specialty, Inc.?
-

Mr. BROMLEY. A salary.
Senator GURNEY. Would you furnish that record for the subcom
mittee. too?
Mr. BROMILEY. Yes.

(The information supplied by Hans A. Nathan, attorney for Mar
tin J. Bromley, follows:)
We have ascertained that during the years 1965 through 1968. Mr. Bromley
received a salary of $60,000 per annum, and in 1969 and 1970 a salary of
$30,000 per annum from Club Specialty Overseas, Inc. He has received no
other remuneration from this company throughout these years.

Senator GURNEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Rincorr. What is your salary from Club Specialty?
Mr. BROMLEY. Last year it was $25,000.

-

Senator RIBIcorr. We will recess until 2 o'clock.

(Whereupon at 12:32 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 2 p.m. the same day.)

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:15 p.m., Senator Abraham A
Ribicoff presiding.)

-

Senator Ribicoff. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senator Ribicoff.)

- *
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Senator RIBICoEF. I have a few questions that I would like to ad

dress to all four of you gentlemen. I will try to read these slowly so

you can get the purport of what I am going to ask.
I note that all four of you—Bromley, Stewart, Lemaire and Rosen
reside abroad, and apparently have done so for a number of years.
I believe the law to be that if you reside abroad for 18 months, you
are exempt from income tax payments up to $20,000—I believe it is.
This is pertinent to the subcommittee because apparently a very large

part of your income has been derived from sales to GI's and mili
tary clubs. You have made your profits from the American GI.
I am wondering if your profits in turn are subject to U.S. tax.
TESTIMONY OF MARTIN JEROME BROMLEY—Resumed; DAVID M.
ROSEN: RICHARD D. STEWART: AND RAYMOND J. LEMAIRE: AC

COMPANIED BY COUNSEL HANS A. NATHAN AND EDWARD J.
ENNIS

Mr. Rose.N. Mr. Ribicoff, I think perhaps if I may be allowed I
would like to say a few words on the subject.
Senator RIBICoEF. Would you identify yourself?
Mr. RosFN. Yes: I am David Rosen.

First, let me state that I have been advised by friends and asso
ciates that to attempt to engage the committee in any type of
dialog would only be to my loss: that in doing so I would onl
bring about focus on myself and thereby cause problems for myself.
Although I have been a nonresident of the United States for

many years—at this point approximately 16 or 17 years—it is hard

for me to believe that this could be the case. I am, of course, an
American citizen, and I am proud of the fact that I am an Ameri
can Citizen.

But I think that what I have been hearing here this morning and
what I have heard in the past is very distorted facts, many half
truths, and many statements out of context.
If I could be permitted, although I have not discussed this with
my counsel, I would like to make a very short statement.

Senator RIBIgor F. No one is stopping you. You go right ahead.
Mr. RosPN. This is not a statement prepared for the committee
but it is some notes that I have put together in the past.

*

I would first like to preface this by explaining why I feel the way
I do at the moment. This morning I had walked into the hearing at
approximately 10:20. I believe a Mr. Brick was on the stand. At
that time you were looking at a brochure issued b Sega Enter.
rises, Japan. You had raised the question to Mr. Brick that on the

ack of the brochure it had stated that the machines were

manuf.
£'
£
''
as such, didn't this mean
at there Was full disclosure that the machi
factured in Japan.

ines were, in fact, manu
-

Mr. Brick stated something to the extent that h

£ the brochure was in English and perhaps£:
was used for
brochures perhaps were not used for the military.

the

Mr. Brick then made the statement that no, no

in
manyand
other
including
market
sellareas,
the majority
of Australia,
machines. in

-

w'£''
ate the
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Mr. Ribicoff, in the 6 years I have been with Sega, I don't believe
we have sold perhaps 56 or 100 machines to the Australian market,
and there must be tens of thousands of machines in the Australian
market.

This is the type of reply given off the shoulder without really any
knowledge as to the situation.
Senator RIBIcoPF. But, sir, you have the opportunity to make your
statement. If you say Mr. Brick is wrong, no one is stopping you
from saying so.
Mr. Rose.N. I think there have been many factors in this.
If I may be permitted to refer to my notes, with due respect to
the members of the committee, I would like to clarify certain factors

regarding, first, my minimum knowledge of the subject matter be
fore the committee and Sega's position regarding same.
Prior to the formation of Sega Enterprises, which was the result
of a merge between Rosen Enterprises, Ltd., and Nihon Goraku
Bussan—actually Rosen was acquired by Nihon Goraku Bussan; this
had taken place in July 1965–my company, Rosen Enterprises, was
engaged in the distribution and operation of coin-operated amuse
ment machines in the domestic civilian market in Japan.
In addition to this, Rosen Enterprises was engaged in general ex
port of sundry merchandise.
The machines that Rosen had
were primarily operated in
archaic-type locations and were for pure amusement purposes only.
In no way did Rosen Enterprises ever engage in any business with
the military nor in slot machines.

'

Rosen Enterprises' purpose in merging into the newly formed
Sega was to take advantage of the financial strength and manufac
turing facilities of said company.

The ultimate objective was to strengthen and build the company
so that in a reasonable period of time the company would be taken
public in Japan so as to give the benefits of a publicly held company
to its principals and employees.
Towards this end I had taken over the post of chief executive of
-

ficer of the

'' concentrating my efforts primarily in the areas

of finance, fiscal control, administration, and domestic manufactur
ing and sales. Very little company effort was expended in the area
of military sales or slot-machine manufacture as both of these busi
ness areas were considered to be in the phasing-out process and it
was particularly felt that the sooner we phase it out in the latter
area, the better for the corporation.
I would like to

# the committee some facts that I think perhaps

would clarify a little bit the problem before the committee.

As I had been requested to appear before this committee and
knowing the subject matter and the general area of information re

quired, I have most recently, during the past several weeks, at
tempted to orientate myself, question key personnel, and gather in
formation and facts regarding military sales, and the method in

which they were conducted, so that the greater part of my knowl
edge, unfortunately, on this subject, is postfact.
To, however, give an indication as to the minor role of the U.S.
military business or sales to Vietnam as applies to Sega, I would
like to cite the following facts:

*
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For the period of June 1963 to May 1970, which includes 7 fiscal
ears,
Sega and
years of
of my
the study:
predecessor,
Nihon
Goraku
ussan,5 years
whichofcovered
the 2period
(a) Our
direct
mili
tary export business to Vietnam during the 7-year period—I am re

ferring to Sega Enterprises—for the 7 years, the direct sales, accord
ing to our available records, totaled $334,000.

-

All direct military sales, including sales to Vietnam-I am now
referring to all of Sega Enterprise sales—military, in Japan, out
side—

~

-

Senator RIBICoEF. Are you including what you sold to Sarl Elec
tronics?

Mr. RosPN. Sir, we did not sell to Sarl Electronics. We sold to
CSOI. I will attempt to explain that differential shortly.
Senator RIBICoEF. Is that Service Games?

Mr. RosPN. Club Specialties Overseas.
Senator RIBICoEF. But the Club Specialty merchandise went into
-

-

Vietnam /

Mr. Rose.N. Yes, sir.

-

Senator Ribicoff. I don't think you want to give the impression
that the total number of Sega products was $337,000 going into
Vietnam.

Mr. Rose.N. No. I will shortly give that figure. It is included:
Total exports to Vietnam, either by us directly, which was

$334,000, or through sales we could identify being made to CSOI
and the method in which we identified these, sir, is by the fact that

when we received an order for CSQI shipment is requested to a mil
itary base in Vietnam, including all of these orders in the 7-year pe
riod, the grand total was $1,420,000.
Senator RIBICoEF. How about merchandise that was sent to the
United States and then turned around and went to the Far East?

Mr. Rose.N. Sir, in the period of time that I had been with Sega
Enterprises, which dates back to July 1965, I do not believe there
were any machines sent to the United States.
If I may be permitted to continue—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did I understand you to say that no machines
were sent to the United States from Sega Co., to Nevada, to be re
worked ?

Mr. Rose.N. Mr. Adlerman, the statement I just made was that

since July 1965, when I had entered the company and later taken
the post of chief executive officer—
Mr. ADLERMAN. Until when 2

Mr. Rose.N. That was July 1965.

. Senator RIBIGoFF: I regret we have to suspend here because there
is another vote. I will return as soon as I vote.

(Whereupon, at 2:27 p.m. a brief recess was taken.)
(Member of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator
Ribicoff.)

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:40 p.m. after a brief recess.)

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will be in order.

Mr. Rosen, are the figures you are giving us confined to slot ma

chines or all the business that you did with Sarl or Club Specialty?
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I believe Mr. Bromley was asked if a figure of some $7 million
represented the amount of business that Club Specialty did with
Sarl and he said it sounded right.
-

-

Mr. RosPN. Sir, to again put this in its proper perspective, we
sold to CSOI, who is our worldwide agent. The merchandise that
Sega produced are coin-operated machines. The only equipment,
thereby, that we sold to CSOI, were coin-operated machines.
To the best of our knowledge, CSOI has representation in all the
major markets of the world that operate coin-operated machines.
This means Europe, it means any place, basically, in the free world,
where coin-operated machines are permitted.
Mr. ADLERMAN: By CSOI, you mean Club Specialty Overseas,
Inc.?

Mr. RosPN. Yes, sir. Those are the initials.

We do not only sell slot machines to CSOI. In fact, this is the
point I am attempting to clarify and make, that this is, in fact, a
very, very small percentage of Sega's business.

If I may be permitted. I think I can clarify this. Total exports to
Vietnam either by us directly or through sales we could identify
being made to CSOI, thereby equals $1,420,000. Out of this
$1,420,000, $1,086,000 was sales to CSOI that we were instructed to

ship to Vietnam, to a base in Vietnam, out of this total of
$1.120,000.

However, total exports to CSOI for civilian and military sales
quring this period, the same period that I am referring to, the
$1,086,000 sales to Vietnam, totaled $12,820,000. So by our records

the amount of sales to Vietnam versus the sales to CSOI during the
same period only comes to 8.47 percent.
All of our military business during this period that could be iden

tified, including military business in Japan, direct military sales,
sales made to CSOI and shipped to military installations—this

means all military business. Directly or indirectly engaged in by
Sega—totaled $5,500,000.

Sega's total business during this period totaled $73.260,000. There
fore, all military business as indicated, including Japan military

sales and leased, only accounted for 7.55 percent of Sega's total
volume.

This, Mr. Chairman, is part in answer to your question whereby
you asked since we made the bulk of our income from the military,
are we really thereby entitled to take the $20,000 exemption.
In this regard, it should also be noted that the most recent fiscal
year. June 1969 to May 1970, such business, and I am now refer.
ring to all military business of Sega, only totaled 3.34 percent.
Further, all Vietnam business identified, that is, direct and indi
rect, for Sega in the 7-year period only amounted to 1.94 percent.
That means, Mr. Chairman, less than 2 percent of our business was
business in Vietnam, either directly by ourselves or indirectly by
CSOI.

-

Senator Rincorr. You are talking about Sega. You are not talk
ing about Club Specialty.
Mr. RosPN. Sir, I am referring to business that we have sold to
Club Specialty that was destined for Vietnam.

Senator RIBIcorr. Are you an officer in Club Specialty?
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Mr. Rose.N. No, sir, I am not.

-

Senator Ribicoff. You are just talking about Sega'
Mr. Rose.N. Just about Sega.

Senator Ribicoff. You other gentlemen, however, are connected
with Club Specialty and Sega. So you have two different operations:
You are talking about Sega which is presently controlled by Gulf
& Western.

Mr. RosPN. Yes, sir.

-

Senator Ribicorr. These gentlemen were connected with Sega and
sold out their interest in Sega to Gulf & Western.
Mr. RosBN. That is correct.

-

Senator Rincorr. They did not sell their Club Specialty to Gulf
& Western, or did they?
Gulf & Western has no interest in Club Specialty?
Mr. Rosex. To the best of my knowledge, they haven't.

Senator RIBIcorp. You retained your interests in Club Specialty. ...
How much business, then, has Club Specialty done with the mili
tary in all phases?

I have no reason to question or dispute Mr. Rosen on the overall
worldwide business of Sega, but now we have Club Specialty be
cause there were very few direct sales from Sega to the military;
if they were made, they were done through Club Specialty and
you gentlemen had an interest in both companies.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could I ask one question of Mr. Rosen before we
leave?

When the sale was made to Gulf & Western, was there any provi
sion made for the distributorship?
Mr. Rose.N. At the time the sale was made to Gulf & Western

there was a contract in effect whereby CSOI was our worldwide
agent, yes, sir.
Mr. ADIERMAN. They had the worldwide distributorship?
Mr. RosPN.Yes, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Is that still in effect?

Mr. RosPN. Yes, it is.

Senator RIBICoEF. Which is a very valuable asset to these gentle
men of Club Specialty.
Mr. RosPN. This, sir I would have no way of knowing.
Senator RIBIcoff. If you bought a slot machine for 200-odd dol
lars, $192, and it was sold for $890, it was a pretty good business.
Mr. RosBN. I am not in a position to verify the figures or to dis
pute the figures. I know there was a time that the machines were

sold to CSOI for approximately this price. However, this was done
on the basis, as I understood it, on a volume business and a commit

ment from CSOI for a large run of machines, such as 1,000 or 2,000
machines.

Senator RIBIcoff. What are your machines being sold for now?
Mr. Ross N. We have, for the past several years, widely circulated

a brochure—and I am now referring to Sega Enterprises—whereby
the machine that we have been selling was, I believe, called the
Windsor model. This machine has been quoted at $495. This price
has been on the brochure. This machine has been circulated to all

military installations throughout the world. It has been given to all
of the clubs, to all of the military commands, with the price of $495.
This is called our direct factory price to the military.
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Senator RIBIcorF. The direct factory price to the military. But

what price do you get when you sell that same machine to Clu Spe
cialty?

'.

RosBN. I believe, sir, that currently—and I would not be cer

tain without checking—around $280.
Senator RIBICOFF $280?
Mr. RosPN. I believe so.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Is that the current price, sir?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe it is somewhat higher. I believe it is $315.
Senator RIBIcoFF. At what price do you sell the $315 machine to
- -

-

the servicemen's club?
Mr. BROMLEY. We do not sell it direct to clubs.

Senator RIBIcoFF. What do you sell it to Sarl for?

s' BROMLEY. I believe our selling price to Sarl is approximately
75.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Do you know what Sarl gets for them?
Mr. BROMLEY. You mentioned earlier this morning, sir, $795, I be
lieve you said, if I am not mistaken.
Senator RIBICOFF. Different machines have different prices.
Mr. BROMLEY. I am not familiar with that.
Senator RIBICoEF. But there was a time when the machine a few

years ago was billed to Club Specialty at $192, do you recall?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I do. I believe that was about 1966 or so.

Senator RIBICOFF. What did you sell that machine to Sarl for?
Mr. BROMLEY. Our price then, I believe, to Sarl, was approxi
mately $300.
Senator RIBICOFF. $192, Sarl, $300, and then it was sold for some
$890 to the clubs by Sarl.
Mr. BROMLEY. That I don’t know, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. RosEN. Thank you.
Unquestionably, profit margins on military business, both direct
and indirect, were generally lower than the normal profit margins in
our civilian sales and leasing program.
I would estimate that our total profits earned on machines sales to
Vietnam, both direct and indirect through CSOI, did not, during
the 7-year period, contribute more than 1 percent of the total Sega
profits for this period.
If the committee is interested, I could show spread sheets, work
sheets, whereby our gross profit ratios were much greater on our do
mestic business in Japan than our sales to the military.
Senator GURNEY. What period of time are you talking about?
Mr. RosBN. I am referring to the period of July 1965 to the time
that Sega came into being through the merge of Nihon Goraku Bus
san and Rosen Enterprises.

Senator GURNEY. What about your income from leasing?

Mr. RosBN. I am including that. But we do not lease slot ma
chines.

Senator GURNEY. I know you don't now, but you did then.
Mr. Rose.N. Not since July 1965 when I became associated with
the company.

Senator GURNEY. And how about prior to that time?
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Mr. DUFFY. I think we have evidence that there was leasing going
on by Mr. Crum in Sarl Electronics in Vietnam. He wouldn't know
about that.

Mr. ADLERMAN. We have the invoices as Exhibit 581. This

£

back to 1963. It shows the prices of $192 and they were sold by Club
Specialty to the military for $795. This did not go through Sarl
Electronics at that £ was before they were barred.
So you see you have the price, the cost price, of $192, sold to the
military at $795 by Club Specialty.
Senator RIBICOFF. But this was without Sarl.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Without Sarl, that is right. It was supposed to
have gone through Service Games, Nevada, and they gave the in
voices. We have another one at $182.50, and the machines were sold
for $695.

We have the Bonus Star machine at $202.50, sold for $795. These

were sold directly from Club Specialty to the military.
Senator RIBIcoFF. In 1963, Sega and Club Specialty were basically
controlled by the same people?
-

Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When did you sell out to Gulf & Western?
Mr. BROMLEY. In 1969.

Senator RIBICoEF. In 1963, you had an interest in Sega?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When did you acquire your interest in Sega'
Mr. BROMLEY. 1966.

Senator RIBIcoFF. When did you acquire your interest in Sega?
Mr. STEwART. At the formation.

Senator RIBICOFF. Which was when?

Mr. STEwART. Sega Enterprises, I believe, came into being some
time in 1965.
Senator RIBICOFF. You are Mr. Stewart?

Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You acquired your interest in Sega in 1965?
Mr. STEwART. In Sega Enterprises, yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Lemaire, when did you acquire your inter
estin Sega'
Mr. LEMAIRE. In 1965.
Senator RIBICOFF. 1965.

You still own stock in Sega' You did not sell your interest in
Gulf & Western ?
Mr. LEMAIRE. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You have retained your interest in Sega?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, I have.

Senator RIBICoFF. Do you still have an interest in Club Specialty?
-

Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir, I do not.
RIBICOFF. Did you ever have an interest in Club Spe

£or

cialty :
Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes.

#" RIBICoEF. When did you sell your interest in Club Spe
cialty
Mr. LEMAIRE. Approximately a week ago.
Senator RIBICoEF. A week ago.

Mr. Stewart, do you still have an interest in Club Specialty?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, I do.

-

Senator RIBIcoPF. Mr. Bromley, do you still have an interest in
Club Specialty?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I do.
Senator RIBICoEF. And Mr. Rosen does not have an interest in

Club Specialty.
Mr. ROSEN. No.

Senator RIBICoEF. With the exception of Mr. Rosen, whose interest
is basically Sega, you other gentlemen off and on had interests in
both Sega and Club Specialty.
Do you have an interest, Mr. Lemaire, in Service Games?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Service Games, Panama? No, sir, this is, in effect,
the predecessor of Club Specialty.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask Mr. Stewart some questions, if I
may, about these financial transactions of Club Specialty.
Mr. Stewart, earlier in the day I asked Mr. Bromley some ques
tions about how Club Specialty obtained its money from Sarl Elec
tronics. Our information is that there were two bank accounts in the

Bank of America in Los Angeles branches and money from Sarl's
customers went into these bank accounts and then the moneys were

transferred from the bank accounts to the Club Specialty accounts
in Panama.
Is that correct?

Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir, I recall your questions to Mr. Bromley.
Senator GURNEY. I am asking you the question. I said is that
correct?

Mr. STEwART. I also am not familiar with the mechanics of how

the money moved from Sarl Electronics to Club Specialty in Panama.
Senator GURNEY. Weren't you an officer in Club Specialty?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What was your office?
Mr. STEwART. Vice president.
-

'" GURNEY.

You knew nothing about its financial transac

tions

Mr. STEwART. Of course I knew some things about the financial

transactions, but at that particular point in time I was not directly
involved in the Far Eastern affairs.

Senator GURNEY. What were you involved in 2

Mr. STEwART. At that time I was involved in sales in Europe and
other parts of the world.
Senator GURNEY. Where were you stationed in the year 1967?
Mr. STEwART. In 1967, I was stationed in London.

Senator GURNEY. Where were you stationed in 1968?
Mr. STEwART. London.
Senator GURNEY. 1969?
Mr. STEwART. London.
Senator GURNEY. 1970?

Mr. STEwART. London.

Senator GURNEY. And you knew nothing at all about the transac
tions of Club Specialty and Sarl Electronics?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir, I knew that Sarl Electronics was a distrib

utor and that certain financing had been made available to them as
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part of the distributor agreement whereby they would handle our
products on an exclusive basis.
But the actual day-to-day operation of that or the collection of

payments and so forth I was not directly involved with.

Senator GURNEY. You knew £ about how Club Specialty re
ceived payment from Sarl Electronics?
Mr. STEwART. Only that I would assume, Senator, the normal
banking methods, transfer of checks, the normal way that a cus
tomer pays his bills.
Senator GURNEY. You didn't know that moneys went directly into
these two bank accounts in Los Angeles?

Mr. STEwART. No, sir, I don’t believe I did.
Senator GURNEY. From Sarl Electronics, from their customers?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Let me turn to Mr. Lemaire and ask him if he

knows anything about this.
Do you know anything about how it was handled, the payments
from Sarl to Club Specialty?
Mr. LEMAIRE. No, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. Were you an officer of Club Specialty?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, I was.

Senator GURNEY. During what period?
Mr. LEMAIRE. I was—

Senator GURNEY. Were you an officer from 1967 until a week ago?
Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir. I resigned the directorship in March 1969
Senator GURNEY. You were an officer up until then?
Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. When were you an officer?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Going back to 1962, I believe I may have been, but
I would have to check the record.

Senator GURNEY. Were you an officer in Club Specialty in 1967?
Mr. LEMAIRE. That I am not sure of at this time, sir. I would
have to check the minutes and the records.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t remember that wou were an officer in

this company, that you had a very substantial interest in it in 1967?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Sir, my primary interest at that time was produc
tion, planning.
Senator GURNEY. Your primary interest was 20 percent of the
company, wasn’t it?
Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir, it was only 121% percent.
Senator GURNEY. What was that?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Are we referring to Sega?
Senator GURNEY. I am referring to Club Specialty.
Mr. LEMAIRE. My interest was 121% percent.
Senator GURNEY. In 1966 and 1967?

Mr. LEMAIRE. 1967, that is correct.
Senator GURNEY. And 1968?
Mr. LEMAIRE. The same.
Senator GURNEY. And 1969?
Mr. LEMAIRE. The same.

Senator GURNEY. That is a pretty substantial interest, isn't it?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Right.
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Senator GURNEY. Were you an officer in the company at that time,
in 1967, 1968, and 1969?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Sir, I do not recall.
Senator GURNEY. Were you a director?
Mr. LEMAIRE. I was a director.

Senator GURNEY. And you don't remember whether you were an
officer or not?

Mr. LEMAIRE. No, I do not, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did you have any connection with any other
business at that time? Let me phrase it another way: Was this your
business, Club Specialty, during those 3 years I am talking

£"

about?

Mr. LEMAIRE. It was not my principal business.
Senator GURNEY. What was your principal business?
Mr. LEMAIRE. My principal interest was Sega Enterprises, the
production phase of the business.

Senator GURNEY. Where were you located?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Tokyo, Japan.

Senator GURNEY. Where?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Tokyo, Japan.
Senator GURNEY. In 1967?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. 1967?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. 1968?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. 1969?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you have any business with Sarl Electron
ics?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Only through CSOI. Sarl was the distributor.
Senator GURNEY. Describe that business to us.

Mr. LEMAIRE. Well, Sarl placed orders with CSOI for machines
which we supplied, which we shipped.
Senator GURNEY. How did they pay for these machines?
Mr. LEMAIRE. CSOI paid Sega Enterprises prepayment.
Senator GURNEY. Go on.

Mr. LEMAIRE. I don't know what happened beyond that. We get
our money from CSOI. We make shipment according to the pur
chase orders that we receive and according to the instructions of
shipment.

Mr. DUFFY. Did he say they had purchase orders they received?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Purchase orders from CSOI.

Senator GURNEY. Do you want to pursue that further?

'' DUFFY.

You did have signed purchase orders from the mili

tary

: you receive signed purchase orders from the military on these
orders

Mr. LEMAIRE. We had some direct orders from the military which
we shipped against it.
Mr. DUFFY. I am talking about Sarl Electronics would sell an

item to a club and the club would issue a purchase order signed by a
custodian.
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Did you receive those purchase orders from Sarl Electronics?
Mr. LEMAIRE. We received—I believe we might have received a
copy as an action copy but we could not fill it until we received con
firmation from CSOI.

Mr. DUFFY. Would that purchase order be signed by an author
ized custodian :
Mr. LEMAIRE. I
Mr. DUFFY.

four pardon, sir?
those purchase orders be signed by a cus

W'

todian :

Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir. They were purchase orders coming from
Sarl to Club Specialty of which we got a copy.
Mr. DUFFY. How would you know the purchase orders had been

signed or not? They were illegal, fraudulent, and counterfeit, ac
cording to the testimony in these hearings.
Mr. LEMAIRE. We had received a copy of purchase orders and
started to act against it but did not ship until we received confirma
tion from CSOI.

Mr. DUFFY. That is not my question. Do you know whether these

purchase orders that were submitted by Sarl to you were legitimate
and legal?

M'am". Yes, based

upon information we received from Mr.

Dotterer.

Mr. DUFFY. Scott Dotterer?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, sir.

Mr. DUFFY. What was his position in Club Specialty with refer
ence to Sarl Electronics?
Mr. LEMAIRE. He was monitoring all sales.

Mr. DUFFY. What was his official position?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Director of sales, Far East.
Mr. DUFFY. Where was his office?

Mr. LEMAIRE, Hong Kong.

A:

DUFFY. He was acting directly with Mr. Crum, is that cor

rect?

Mr. LEMAIRE. I would presume so. Crum is the distributor.

Mr. DUFFY. How would you know in your office in Tokyo that
these were legitimate purchase orders? Because Mr. Crum told Mr.
Dotterer? Is that the only evidence you have to support the fact
that these were legitimate purchase orders?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Mr. Dotterer advised us who was authorized to sign
purchase orders and we would sign them.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious about these machines that went to

Club Specialty and then on to Sarl Electronics. Where were these
machines manufactured?

Mr. LEMAIRE. In Japan.

Senator RIBICOFF. There was a “Buy American” Act which re
quired that these machines have a certain percentage of work done
in the United States.

How did you sell these machines in the Far Eastern market if

they are made in Japan?
Mr. RosEN. My interpretation of the regulation, Mr. Chairman,
and this is, again, I would like to explain, post fact, is that there
was no requirement for any percentage of the machines to be made

in the United States. For the military to be permitted to buy a for
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eign product, it would have to be proven that the saving on the for
eign product be at least 20 percent. That is to say, that the U.S.
product would have to be at least 20 percent more than the foreign

product. As such, it appears that the foreign product was 20 percent
more than our price and thereby it was permissible for the military
to buy our machines.
Senator RIBICoEF. In other words, basically, you undersold the

American product by 20 percent?
Mr. RosBN. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Therefore, you could sell the Japanese product
to the military installations?
Mr. Rose.N. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Again, let me ask all you gentlemen: If these
machines were sold by American companies, the profits would be
subject to American taxation, would they not :
Mr. BROMLEY. Mr. Chairman

Senator RIBICoEF. You see, one of the purposes of these hearings
is not just a question of who did right or wrong, but if there are
any defects in present legislation that are required to be changed,
whether they are the tax laws or the “Buy American” Act.
What we seek to get here is information about how business is

done and whether the laws of the United States are proper to pro
tect American interests, be they tax or otherwise. That is one of the

reasons for these questions.
This is one of the reasons for this hearing, to find out if the PX

and the club system is right or wrong, what should be done to cor
rect it, as well as the tax laws and “Buy American”.
So we are trying to elicit this information.
All of you gentlemen did receive salaries and dividends or profits

from whether it is Sega, Club Specialty or Service Games, isn’t that
correct?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is correct.

Senator RIBIcoFF. And the taxes that you paid on either your
salaries or your dividends or your profits were less than you would
have paid if you are an American resident?
Mr. RosPN. No, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. I am not saying that is illegal. You are paying
taxes in accordance with the tax laws of this country. But the taxes
that you did pay would be less than if you were a resident of this
country. Isn't that right?
Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, I think this correction has been made

because under the present law when these gentlemen sold out to
Gulf and Western, a very complicated computation was made to tax
not only their capital gains but to tax any ordinary income that

they would have had to pay taxes on if it had been American.
Senator RIDICoEF. In the year that the transaction was made.
Mr. RosPN. No, sir.

Mr. NATHAN. No, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. We are not talking about you individually. You

are a symbol of thousands upon thousands of others throughout the
world who get this advantage over an American taxpayer.
Mr. NATHAN. It is a very complicated law, but it has been passed,
and it is being applied. The section, I think, is 1248. I don't know it
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by heart. But if anybody sells out his stock in a foreign corporation,
an American citizen, a very complicated computation is made to the
effect and to ascertain whether the foreign corporation had any un
distributed dividends that had been accumulated over the wears.

If they had been accumulated over the years and if they had not
been taxed under the laws of the country in which the corporation is
incorporated, then these people are being charged ordinary income
tax at the time of their sale.

Senator Ribicoff. When the sale was made of Sega stock to Gulf
& Western, the United States recouped what they felt was their

share of taxation that they would have paid if it were an American
company, is that correct?
Mr. NATHAN. Under the existing law this computation would be
made, and it was made.

Senator RIBICoEF. That applies to Sega, the Sega operation that

you sold out to Gulf & Western. How does that apply to Club Spe
cialty Club Specialty didn't sell out to an American company so
you still have that interest, right !
Mr. NATHAN. And when they sell, the same computation is going
to be made.

Senator RIBICoEF. If they sell. But on a year-to-year basis, it is al
together different than if Club Specialty was a California company
or a Delaware corporation, or a Connecticut corporation and these
men were residents. Then the taxes that Club Specialty and the indi
vidual officers would have paid would be much higher than they are
required to pay because these are foreign corporations and these gen
tlemen are not American residents. Isn’t that correct?

Mr. NATHAN. No, sir; that is not correct in the way you state it,
because if they had received any dividends from Club Specialty
Overseas during the years, they would have had to pay taxes on them
the same way as any other American citizen.
Senator RIBIcoFF. But basically these were residents.
Are you all American citizens?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

LEMAIRE. Yes, sir.
STEwART. Yes, sir.
BROMLEY. Yes, sir.
RosBN. Yes, sir.

Mr. NATHAN. I am their lawyer.

Senator Ribicoff. But Club Specialty isn't. So Club Specialty
does not pay a corporate tax, and the same laws of distribution re
quiring distribution of corporate profits does not apply to a Pana
manian corporation or a Hong Kong corporation, or whatever.

Mr. NATHAN. It applies to some of them, depending on their con
trol, et cetera. It is a complicated matter, Mr. Chairman, but I think
the existing laws do make certain provisions for the taxing of profits.

Senator RIBIcorr. But not Club Specialty. In other words, if it
were Jennings or Mills who sold the same type of equipment to the
service clubs, their profits would have been taxed at a much higher
rate and they would have been paying much more in taxes than the

Club Specialty sales to the service clubs. Isn't that correct?
Mr. NATHAN. In that current year, that is correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Sega, itself, does not pay any taxes to the United
States either because it is a foreign corporation?
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Mr. Rose.N. Yes, Sega is a Japanese corporation and pays Japa
nese taxes.

Mr. ADLERMAN. They are not subject to the U.S. tax laws.
Mr. Rose.N. It is a Japanese corporation.
Mr. ADLERMAN. The fact that Gulf & Western owns them does not

mean they will pay U.S. taxes?
Mr. Rose.N. Eventually they will. When they take dividends.
Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking now about the amount that Sega
makes on profits today, yesterday, last year and this year. They are
not paying any taxes to £ United States?
Mr. Rose.N. As a Japanese corporation, of course, the laws are the
same as any foreign corporation.
Mr. ADIERMAN. And all of the Service Games corporations,

whether one company or another company or a third company, in
each of these countries, none of them, because they are incorporated

abroad, pay any taxes to the United States?
You are out of this. This belongs to Mr. Bromley and the other
gentlemen.
Is that right?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. It is rather interesting.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Which of your corporations pays taxes to the
United States?

Mr. BROMLEY. I would like to bring this to the attention of the
committee. As you know, I have recently sold my shares to Gulf &
Western.

Mr. ADLERMAN. That is right. We hope you paid your capital gains
On it.

Mr. BROMLEY. With pleasure, sir. Mr. Rosen has just explained
that 91 percent of Sega's business was nonmilitary. T' means the
Japanese product sold throughout the world represented 91 percent
income. I will be paying taxes on the money earned on those

£ir

SaleS.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What was that again?
Mr. BROMLEY. I say I will be
taxes on the 91 percent of
that profit, a Japanese product sold in foreign countries.
Mr. ADLERMAN. And you say you are paying that to the U.S.

''

Government?

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir; as an American citizen I will pay.
Mr. ADLERMAN. How are you paying?

Mr. BROMLEY. I am paying it when I sold my shares.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You are paying it under capital gains?
Mr. BROMLEY. Plus, they have a rather complicated computation

where they go back year by year and consider part of that straight
earned income. So here is an American paying taxes on a foreign
product sold in a foreign land.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You are no different than any other American
#!"
an investment in a foreign corporation once he makes his
profit.

Mr. BROMLEY. Precisely.

Senator Ribicorr. And you get a credit for what taxes you pay in
a foreign country.

Mr. BROMLEY. That is correct, sir.
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Senator RIBIcoff. In that respect you are no different than any

body else. We can't charge you with taking advantage of what the
law's provisions may be. One of the purposes of these hearings is to
find out if there are any loopholes in the law which are detrimental
to the interests of the United States. Recommendations are made,

which we try to bring out time and time again. It is not understood
that we do not have a prosecuting authority. We are not a grand
jury. We try to determine what the laws of the United States are:
Are they being effectively administered and properly administered?
Then we make our recommendations.

You appear here for that purpose, to give us this information so
we can understand what has to be corrected. This subcommittee

doesn't prosecute.
Mr. BROMLEY. I appreciate that.
Senator RIBICoEF. This subcommittee is not a grand jury. We have
no criminal jurisdiction, and we don't claim any.
Mr. Rose.N. Mr. Chairman, the answer, then, to this problem is
uite simple. Any foreign corporation, of course, pays no U.S. tax.
' pays the tax of the country in which it is located. If what we are
then saying is that, on doing business with the U.S. military, any
company doing business with it should pay U.S. tax, then it is quite
obvious that what we are really saying is that no foreign company
should be permitted to do business with the U.S. military.
Senator RIBICoEF. That would raise problems that would have to
be considered, which we would have to contemplate. With the bal

ance of payments situation being what it is today, and the economic
circumstance of the United States, this is a problem that this com
mittee determines. But that doesn’t concern you. This is a decision
that has to be made by the Congress and the President.
Mr. BROMLEY. Does the committee have any figures on the total
number of slot machines operated by the U.S. military Armed
Forces?

Senator RIBIcoFF. Does the committee have any figures on the
total amount of slot machines operated by the military?

Mr. ADLERMAN. I don’t think anybody knows exactly how many
slot machines are in the military.
Senator RIBICOFF. I don't know how many slot machines the mili

tary may have, but the sooner they get

'' of

them, the better off

for all concerned. The fact that there have been slot machines has not

been to the benefit of the GI's nor the military. The sooner the De
fense establishments, from top to bottom, kick out all slot machines
on any base, the better off we all will be.
-

Mr. BROMLEY. I was only asking because in our opinion we feel
that there are approximately 10,000 slot machines operated by the
combined Armed Forces.

Senator RIBICOFF: Mr. Brick says he has seen a figure of 11,000.

Mr. BROMLEY. Give or take at $800 apiece, we are speaking about
a total military investment of $8 million. Normal life turnover on
these machines—

Mr. ADLERMAN. Each machine cost how much?

Mr. BROMLEY: I was saying $800 because that is the figure the
committee gave me. That is $8 million. The military in that case are
58-590-71–pt. 8–6
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buying approximately $2 million worth of machines a year. That is
based on a 4-year turnover. I think that is a reasonable assumption.
Now I would like to point out two things: How much scotch
you think it is more than $2 million a

whisky are they

d'

rear !

I would also like to point out something else. We are speaking of

profits. I think we are sort of getting this a little out of context. Ac
cording to an article that I read, these machines took in $27.5 mil
lion, so the U.S. military have laid out $2 million and they have
taken in $27.5 million. Not a bad investment, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. We are not here to argue with you, Mr. Brom
ley, but it becomes apparent in the 2 years of these hearings that
the slot machines have been the source of considerable corruption

wherever they have been. There have been certain segments in the
military that have skimmed off substantial sums. The money appar
ently didn't belong to anybody, so anyone could go in the bucket and
pick himself up a bucketful of quarters, dimes, or half dollars
So the slot machines, and the whisky, with the payoffs that have
been developed, certainly haven’t been helpful.
()ne of the objectives of this subcommittee is to make sure that we

reform the whole PX and club system to be assured that whatever
money is made belongs to the men who spend it and for whose bene
fit these services are supposed to be rendered and not outsiders who

are using it to corrupt military and civilian personnel.

There is no question that with the slot machines and the whisky
extensive corruption has come in its wake.

Mr. BROMLEY. We certainly don't condone that.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Concerning the $8 million that you are talking

about, your company must have made profits—I am talking about
your complex of companies—of some $6 million, if you are selling
the machine for $200 and getting $800 for them.
Mr. BROMLEY. Sir, we haven’t sold all of the machines directlv. The

bulk of these machines were sold through distributors, whereby we
made anywhere between possibly $75 and $100 on a machine.
Mr. ADLERMAN. We have the invoices which showed that voll

made direct sales until you were stopped, until you were barred.
Mr. BROMLEY. There were some, I agree. But the bulk were sold
through distributors.

Senator GURNEy. Mr. Stewart, were you present in Hong Kong at
a meeting with Mr. Crum in 1967, when Mr. Bromley, Mr. Stewart,
and Mr. Bromberg were present?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir; I believe I was.

-

Senator GURNEY. Would you give a description of what happened
at that meeting?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir. Part of the meeting was with Mr. Crum as

pertained to the Vietnam area and his activities there as manager of
Sarl. Other than that, the meetings were with various other distribu
tors and agents.

Senator GURNEY: I am interested in the meeting with Crum and
Sarl Electronics. What did you discuss with Mr. Crum and the Sari

Electronics operations?
Mr. STEwART, Basically we discussed future projections, how much
business could be anticipated over the next few months and few
years.
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Senator GURNEY. How much business did you anticipate through
Sari 2

Mr. STEwART. Well, at that time there was projection, at least in
the newspapers, that the troop strength might go up to three-quar:
ters of a million men, and based on that, we felt that business should
improve.

-

Senator GURNEY. What were your projections about the improve
ment of the business in volume?

Mr. STEwART. Possibly—it has been a while, and I don't remember
exact figures, but I think we were hoping that perhaps as much as
40 to 50 percent increase.
Senator GURNEY. What was the volume of business when you met
there?

Mr. STEwART. At this point I would be more than pleased to get
the information for you, Senator.

Senator GURNEY. What is the best of your recollection?
Mr. STEwART. At that time I believe Sarl was moving approxi

mately 80 to 100 slot machines a month. Competition was a little bit
rough. There was Mills and Jennings, and both very active in the
field. There were many commands.

Senator GURNEY. They didn't stay very active very long, did
the V 2

Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir; they did. Different commands had different
interpretations of the “Buy American Act.” Some commands went
along with the 20–25 percent differential.

Senator GURNEY. How much did your business increase after that
with Sarl Electronics?

Mr. STEwART. As I recall, I believe it didn't really increase after
that. I think it sort of leveled off for a couple of reasons. One, more
and more of the commands in Vietnam, the individual commands,

were inclined to enforce the Buy American policy irrespective of
price differential.

Of course, in those cases we were blocked completely. We couldn’t
compete. I think the projection of increase in troop strength did not
materialize, as I recall now.

Senator GURNEY. What were the dollar figures in 1967 after your
meeting? You say you got some increase. How much was it?
Mr. STEwART. Well, is the question based on slot machine sales?
Senator GURNEY. All sales. Slot machines and others.

Mr. STEwART. Again, I would like to have the opportunity to fur
nish this information, which I think I could get.
Senator GURNEY. We will certainly give you the opportunity, but

what is the best of your recollection?
Mr. STEwART. If I remember correctly, I believe Mr. Crum men
tioned at that meeting that Sarl was grossing somewhere in the vi
cinity of $150,000 to $200,000 a month, in all phases of their busi
ness, which was slot machines, pin balls, jukeboxes, beer coolers.
Senator GURNEY. How much did it increase beyond that?
Mr. STEwART. Again, I would not like to be held responsible.

Senator GURNEY. We realize the written figures would be the best
evidence, but to the best of your recollection?

Mr. STEwART. To the best of my recollection, I don’t think that
Sarl's volume ever went much over $200,000 or perhaps $225,000, or
thereabouts, per month.
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Senator GURNEY. What arrangements did you discuss about Sarl
paying Club Specialty at that meeting?
fr. STEwART. Just that Mr. Crum was quite optimistic, as I recall.
He felt that Sarl would very shortly be in a position to carry their
own financing and relieve the burden from Club Specialty.
Senator Gurney. How did you finance them before, up to this
time?

Mr. STEwART. Well, there were, I think, or there could have been—

again, I would like not to be held because it has been a long time.
and I wasn't personally involved in that transaction. I think there
were two forms. I think, certainly funds were advanced to Sarl, if I
remember correctly, and I think an arrangement was made whereby
their purchases would be factored or paid for by Club Specialty on
a nonprofit basis, so that as the bills came in, £ assume that
they were probably okayed by Mr. Dotterer, who was the man in
charge of Club Specialty.
Senator GURNEY. He was there at the meeting, wasn’t he?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. By the way, Mr. Counsel, why didn't you pro
duce him for this hearing here? The subcommittee requested it, I
understand.

Mr. NATHAN. The subcommittee requested me and requested Mr.
Dotterer, and Mr. Dotterer has given a written answer which I sub
mitted to the Chairman at lunchtime.

Mr. DUFFY. Was that a privileged communication?
Mr. NATHAN. No.

Senator GURNEY. Did you furnish a letter to the Chairman at
lunchtime?

Mr. NATHAN. I furnished the files together with a letter of my
office which I signed, to which there was attached a letter of Mr.
Dotterer which he sent to me.

Mr. DUFFY. Can you

five us the reason why Mr.

Dotterer is not

here, in your own words

Mr. NATHAN. He just said that he feels no good purpose would be
served by him appearing.
Senator GURNEY. Would you produce him for the subcommittee?

'' NATHAN. I can't produce him. I can advise him. That is all I
can CiO.

Senator GURNEY. Where is he now?

Mr. NATHAN. I don’t know where he is today, but I would assume
he is in Hong Kong.

-

Senator GURNEY. That is his residence?

Mr. NATHAN. He has an apartment and that is where he is. I don't
know if he is there today. I haven't been in contact with him today.
Senator GURNEY. Obviously, he is a key and important witness
because he was the manager of this operation in Vietnam. I can't
understand why he couldn't appear with all the other people here as
a W1tneSS.

Did you talk to Mr. Dotterer about appearing as a witness?
Mr. BROMLEY. Pardon?

£ator GURNEY. Did you talk to him about appearing as a
neSS

Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I did.

wit
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Senator GURNEY. What did he say?

-

-

Mr. BROMLEY. That he would make his own decision.

Senator GURNEY. Did you urge him to come !
Mr. BROMLEY. I suggested that he come, yes.
Senator GURNEY. But he was reluctant :

Mr. BROMLEY. His answer was he would make his own decision.

Senator GURNEY. Well, go on, Mr. Stewart, and tell us more
about the meeting in Hong Kong.
Mr. STEwART. Basically, the meeting, as I recall, was, (a) to pro
ject sales in the immediate and foreseeable future, and—

Senator GURNEY. What did you discuss specifically about the pay
ments that Sarl would make to Club Specialty Overseas, and how?
That was discussed, wasn't it?

Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir; it definitely was discussed.
Senator GURNEY. Give us a description of what was discussed?
Mr. STEwART. Basically, Mr. Crum gave us a report on the opera

tion in general of Sarl, and a projection of requirements, as I men
tioned, and also, at that time, I recall that he was very optimistic
about the business and the fact of the tremendous investment Sarl

had made in equipment, plants, vehicles, in setting up to support
this type of thing was behind them and that with a little bit of luck
he felt that they would be able to go ahead and repay the balance of
what was owed to Club Specialty at that time.
I don't recall the figure. He felt that for himself this was very,
'' meaningful because he felt that his business days were pretty
well coming to a close. He didn't have too much
Senator GURNEY. Tell me, was there any discussion—you did dis
cuss finances, of course, of the operation there in Vietnam because I
suppose Mr. Crum didn't have the financing himself. So you were
helping him out, or Club Specialty was. What about the storage of
the equipment, of purchases, that Sarl was making from you? Was
that discussed, how they were going to be handled?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir; I don't recall having discussed that.
Senator GURNEY. I would think that would be a very important
part, with these large quantities of goods that were being purchased
from time to time. You discussed the financing. Didn't you discuss
the storage, how they were going to be handled from ship to shore
after that?

Mr. STEwART. I, from memory, believe that the bulk of Sarl's in

ventory was stored in Hong Kong and then transshipped from
Hong Kong because storage facilities were, I believe, more readily
available there.

Senator GURNEY. How were they stored after they arrived at
Vietnam 7

Mr. STEwART. That I am not really too familiar with, the mechan
ics of how that was handled.

Senator GURNEY: Didn't you discuss that at this meeting, too?
Mr. STEwART. Sir, perhaps we did. I don’t recall that being an im
portant part of the meeting, if it was discussed.
Senator GURNEY. The £ of goods of this volume, and it
was a considerable volume, would be extremely important. I would
think that would be discussed. What did you discuss about that?
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Mr. STEwART. Like I say, it is possible that it was discussed at
that meeting, but I can’t seem to recall any particulars of that sub
Jiect.
Senator GURNEY. Did Mr. Crum bring up the fact that he was
storing some of the goods, say, at the Long Binh area?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir, I don’t believe he did.
Senator GURNEY. He did, as you know, store a great deal of your
goods there at Long Binh 2
Mr. STEwART. I have read that in the newspapers, Senator, but

apart from that I don't think I was familiar with that.
Senator GURNEY. Was it at this meeting that you set up the me
chanics of paying into the two accounts in Los Angeles, in the Bank
of America?

Mr. STEwART. No, sir. I don’t believe the actual mechanics of how
payments would be moved was a part of that discussion. I think
that probably was considered as a routine banking transaction.
Senator GURNEY. When was this discussed ? At some later date?

Mr. STEwART. Possibly so, Senator. I am not too familiar or clear,
at least, on that subject.

Senator GURNEY. Could you give us some idea of when you think
it might be, even though you can’t remember exactly?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir, I couldn't.
C Senator

GURNEY. When did you have your next meeting with Mr.

rum?

Mr. STEwART. I think you said that meeting was in 1967 or 1968?
Senator GURNEY. 1967.

Mr. STEwART. I don't recall subsequent to that of another general
meeting where we, as a group, met with Mr. Crum. I do know that I
personally have seen Mr. Crum two or three times since then, possi
bly more.
Senator GURNEY. Tell me, at the meeting with Crum there in

Hong Kong, did you have any discussion about General Cole in
Vietnam ?

Mr. STEwART. No, sir: not to the best of my recollection. I don't

believe any officers, military men, were discussed at all.
GURNEY. Mr. Crum didn't mention his friendship with

c.'"
Ole 2

Mr. STEwART. He could have mentioned it. If so, it was perhaps a
passing thing. I don't recall him stating anything about General
Cole or any other general officer.
Senator GURNEY. Did he discuss any officers?
Mr. STEwART. Officers?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. STEwART. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How about Sergeant Higdon ? Did his name
come up?

Mr. STEwART. I have read about him in the paper quite a bit.
Senator GURNEY. I mean at the Hong Kong meeting?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir, I don't think so.
Senator GURNEY. You are not sure?
Mr. STEwART. I don’t recall.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Lemaire, do you recall whether any discus

sion was had about Sergeant Higdon at that meeting?

-
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Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir, frankly, I do not recall anything or any dis
cussion on Sergeant Higdon.
Senator GURNEY. What do you recall about the meeting? What
was it being held for?
Mr. LEMAIRE. My primary concern at that time was the introduc
tion of a new machine which was electrically operated. I was con
cerned about the electrical problems that we might incur in Vietnam
because I was advised of certain power instability there. I discussed
this subject quite thoroughly with him. This was my primary con
-

Cern.

Senator GURNEY. Were you present in all meetings?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Partially.
Senator GURNEY. What do you mean partially?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Well, I was in on one meeting at which I discussed
this particular item.
Senator GURNEY. What else was discussed at that meeting?
Mr. LEMAIRE. Also a discussion on the overall projection as related
by Mr. Stewart, because I was trying to attempt to forecast produc
tion.

Senator GURNEY. And what is your recollection about the projec
tion of business?

Mr. LEMAIRE. At that time there was an optimistic forecast. I
don’t recall the exact figures mentioned. But I was trying to delve
into this area to plan our production of this particular model if it
were acceptable. I think at that time I was forecasting perhaps a 10
percent increase over prior sales for that area.

Senator GURNEY. How were the payments going to be made by
the Sarl Electronics?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Sir, the standard procedure has always been that we
accept payment only from CSOI and CSOI accepts payment from
Sarl as their distributor.

Senator GURNEY: Did any of Sarl's—
Mr. LEMAIRE. Sir, I would like to qualify that, if I may. There
were times when direct sales were made, in which the clubs paid us
directly.
Senator GURNEY (continuing). And where did those payments
Of

Mr. LEMAIRE. Directly to Sega.
Senator GURNEY. Did they go to these two bank accounts in Los
Angeles?

Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir. This was deposited in the Japanese banks.
Senator GURNEY. None of them went to these bank accounts in

Los Angeles?
Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Rosen, you were there at that meeting, too,
weren’t you?

-

Mr. RosPN. I don't remember being in this discussion, but I be

lieve, yes, I was in Hong Kong at the time of the meeting.
Senator GURNEY. Well, were you at the meetings or weren't you
at the meeting?
Mr. RosEN. At the general meeting. The scope of the meetings
were larger than just these discussions with Mr. Crum.
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Senator GURNEY. Tell us about the scope of the meeting. Who was
there?

Mr. RosPN. The general meeting of the principals there was gen
erally to discuss exports in general.
Senator GURNEY. What people were present besides you?
Mr. Rose.N. The three gentlemen here at the table.
Senator GURNEY. And who else?

Mr. Rose.N. I believe Mr. Bromberg.
Senator GURNEY. Who?

Mr. RosEN. I believe Mr. Bromberg.
Senator GURNEY. Was Scott Dotterer present, too?
Mr. RosPN. Excuse me. He was present as well.

Senator GURNEY. Was Mr. Crum present, too?
Mr. Rose.N. Not at the general meetings. I think he was present at
just the meeting that you are now referring to.
Senator GURNEY. Were you present at anytime Crum was pres
ent?

Mr. RosEN. I saw him, so I assume, yes, I was present.
Senator GURNEY. Do you know or don't you know? Were you
present when he was?
Mr. RosBN. I replied that, yes, I was present part of the time.
Senator GURNEY. All right. What was discussed when you were
present when the meetings were held with Mr. Crum?
Mr. Rose.N. Just partly what these people have just explained,
but, frankly, I really didn't pay very much attention to the subject
matter of the meeting.
Senator GURNEY. What was your position in this complex during
this time?

Mr. RosPN. I was the president of Sega Enterprises.
C

'tor GURNEY.

You weren’t interested in these discussions with

"ilm ?

Mr. Rose.N. Just very indirectly.
Senator GURNEY. I would think you would be very interested.
The whole meeting, as I understand it, in Hong Kong, was to dis
cuss Crum's representation of Sega Enterprise machines. Weren't
you interested as president of the company?
Mr. RosPN. As I explained earlier, Senator Gurney, as far as the
sales of slot machines from Sega to CSOI to Sarl, it was really not

that important a part of our business. These sales that were being
discussed, the forecasts, I had just—
Senator GURNEY. Why were you in Hong Kong if you weren't in
terested?

Mr. RoseN (continuing). Firstly, as I explained, it was a general

meeting to discuss exports in general. Secondly, probably at the
time–

Senator GURNEY. Exports where in general?
Mr. RoseN (continuing). Throughout the world. I am referring
primarily to amusement machines, not slot machines.
Senator GURNEY. Were you there to discuss the export and sales
-

of machines to Vietnam 7

Mr. RosPN. Not directly, no.

Senator GURNEY. Well, indirectly?
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. Mr. Rose.N. As only part of the larger meeting, the general meet
1nor.

$nator

GURNEY. Would you give that portion that had to do

with Vietnam ?

Mr. Rose.N. I really can't give anything specific except to state, as
Mr. Stewart, I believe, has stated earlier, that there was a general
feeling of optimism that there was going to be increased sales in
Vietnam.

#"

GURNEY. What were the sales at present, in June of

1967

Mr. Rose.N. If I may be permitted to refer to my notes, I may
have it.
Senator GURNEY. Sure.

Mr. Rose.N. For the period of June 1966 to May 1967, our sales
through SCOI to Vietnam, if these figures are correct and I assume
they are, was $200,000.
Senator GURNEY. For what period?
Mr. RosEN. June 1966 to May 1967.
Senator GURNEY. And what did they amount to in the period fol
lowing that, the rest of 1967?
Mr. RosBN. I only have by the fiscal year of Sega, which runs
from June to May. From June 1967 to May 1968 they were $203,000.
From June 1968 to May 1969 they were $292,000. From June 1969 to
May 1970 they were $23,000.
Senator GURNEY. Did you receive any income from leased ma
chines during those years?
Mr. RosBN. In the area of Vietnam :
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. RosEN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Prior to that time, did you?
any operational business

": RosBN. Sega was never involved in
there.

Senator GURNEY. You were never involved in leasing machines in
Vietnam ?

Mr. RosEN. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. How about Korea?

Mr. RosPN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Anywhere else?
Mr. RosBN. Only in Japan.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall any discussion at the meeting of
how Mr. Crum was going to store some of these goods?
Mr. RosEN. No, sir. Frankly, until I had recently learned differ
ently, I was under the impression that for the most part the ma
chines went direct to the club.
Senator GURNEY. What about General Cole? Did his name ever

come up?
Mr. RosEN. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You never heard it?

Mr. RosEN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. When did you first hear about General Cole?
Mr. RosBN. I don’t remember the exact date, but it was when I
started to read about him in the newspapers.
Senator GURNEY. You never heard about him before that?
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Mr. RosPN. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. 1966, 1967, 1968?
Mr. RosBN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Were you in Vietnam during any of those years?
Mr. RosFN. I was never in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. How often are you in Hong Kong?
Mr. RosPN. Excuse me?

Senator GURNEY. How often were you in Hong Kong?
Mr. RosPN. Quite often.

Senator GURNEY. Who did you meet when you went to Hong
Kong :

Mr. RosBN. Over the past several years quite often I would meet
Mr. Dotterer.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Dotterer never mentioned General Cole?

Mr. RosPN. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Never?

Mr. RosPN. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. The name never came up?
Mr. RosPN. No. sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever see Mr. Crum after this particular
meeting !

Mr. RosPN. I believe I might have seen him once or twice since
then, yes.
Senator GURNEY. When was that?
Mr. RosPN. I really don’t remember.

Senator GURNEY. This year?

Mr. RosPN. No, I don’t believe I have seen him this year.
Senator GURNEY. Well, is your statement yes or no?
Mr. RosPN. I really don't remember. It could have been the begin
ning—well, we are in March. No, in all probability not this year.
Senator GURNEY. How about last year?
Mr. RosPN. Possibly last year.

Senator GURNEY. Where did you see him last year?
Mr. RosPN. In Hong Kong.
Senator GURNEY. Where !

Mr. RosPN. In Hong Kong.
Senator GURNEY. When was that ?

Mr. RosPN. I don't remember dates. My meeting with him since
that time would have been purely social.

Senator GURNEY. Of course, these investigations have been going
on for some time now, but I don't suppose you ever discussed that
with him?
Mr. ROSEN. N.O.

Senator GURNEY. He never raised the subject?
Mr. RosPN. I can't say, except perhaps in a general sense.

Senator GURNEY. What did you talk to him about?
Mr. Rose.N. Yachting, boating.

Senator GURNEY. It had nothing to do with business?
Mr. RosPN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Only pleasure?

Mr. Rose.N. Well, these conversations weren't really that lengthy.
If I met him, it was probably no more than a 30-minute meeting.
Senator GURNEY. Where was this?
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Mr. RosBN. I believe I had met him once in a restaurant in Hong
Kong.

s'ator GURNEY. This is last year?
Mr. Rose.N. I believe it was sometime in the early part of last
y"ear.
Senator GURNEY. You must have arranged this meeting, I guess,
you and he?
Mr. RosPN. Probably I was in the company of Mr. Dotterer.

Senator GURNEY. Did Mr. Dotterer set up the meeting?
Mr. RosPN. I don't believe it was a prearranged meeting.
Senator GURNEY. Do you mean you were there in a restaurant and
he arrived, too?

Mr. RosPN. No. I believe Mr. Dotterer might have had an ap
pointment and I might have been in Hong Kong at the time invited
to ioin.

'to: GURNEY.

The arrangement was not made to discuss any

business with Mr. Crum ?

Mr. RosPN. No, sir; there was no preconceived arrangement.
Senator GURNEY. Why did Mr. Dotterer want to see Mr. Crum?
Mr. RosPN. I believe over the years Mr. Dotterer has been a
rather good friend of Mr. Crum, and probably meets him frequently
on a social basis, and certainly, as a distributor for CSOI since Mr.
Dotterer is the Far East director for CSOI, I am certain has met
him on occasions for business.

Senator GURNEY. How long were you in Hong Kong during this
visit last year, at which time you saw Mr. Crum?
Mr. RosPN. Probably, sir, I go down there on an average of two,
four times—excuse me. No, last year I was a resident of Hong

£

ong.

Senator GURNEY. You were a resident of Hong Kong?
Mr. RosPN. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. You lived there all year?
Mr. RosPN. Except for parts of the year when I was in Hawaii.
Senator GURNEY. You saw Crum one time during all of last year?
Mr. RosPN. Probably only once, yes.
Senator GURNEY. At this luncheon ?

Mr. RosPN. Luncheon or dinner. I forget which it was.
Senator GURNEY. But it was purely coincidental and had nothing
to do with business?

Mr. RosPN. Not even conceivably.
Senator GURNEY. You mean you just ran into him?
Mr. RosPN. No. As I sav, it was probably a meeting that Mr. Dot
terer had arranged with him.
Senator GURNEY. I thought when you said it wasn’t preconceived
and no arrangements were made, you just ran into him.
Mr. RosPN. No, I said that Mr. Dotterer probably had a meeting

with him scheduled and since I was there probably just invited me to
Join.

Senator GURNEY. How about 1969? Did you meet with him dur
ing that year?
Mr. RosPN. I think since the meeting in question that we had dis
cussed, I don’t think I have met him more than twice. I really
couldn’t pinpoint the dates.
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Senator GURNEY. You can’t remember 1969?

Mr. RosBN. Senator Gurney, if I met with him, I would not have
really attached significance to it that would have allowed me to re
member the date, because the meeting was, as I say, just a social

meeting, perhaps for lunch, perhaps over a drink, and nothing more.
Senator GURNEY. This was true of all the meetings that you had

with Mr. Crum following this one in Hong Kong of 1967?
Mr. RosEN. Yes, sir; the one or two meetings that I had with him
since then.

Senator GURNEY. And your testimony is that since this meeting in
Hong Kong in 1967 you have never met with Mr. Crum to discuss
business of Sega, Club Specialty, or anything else?
Mr. RosPN. Not that I can remember.

Senator GURNEY. Well, you must know whether you discussed
business or not. Did you or didn’t you?
Mr. RosPN. Well, it is always possible that it was discussed in a
general sense. Since I am under oath, I would like to be rather care
ful with my answers.

Senator GURNEY. In what general sense would it be discussed?
Mr. RosÉN. He could have said that business is good or that busi
ness is bad.

Senator GURNEY. Business was always good until the subcommit
tee started its investigation. It was roaring.
Mr. RosPN. I couldn't comment on that, sir.

Senator GURNEY. The only thing you ever discussed was he said
business was good or business was bad?
Mr. RosFN.Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Never any specifics?
Mr. RosPN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. That is, of how much he might be buying from
you or how?
Mr. RosPN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Nothing like that.
Did you hear at that Hong Kong meeting anything discussed
about how Mr. Crum would have made payments from Sarl Elec
tronics to Club Specialty?
Mr. RosEN. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. How about to Sega?

Mr. RosPN. To Sega No, his company, Sarl, would not pay di
rectly to Sega because any business that we would be doing with
him on an indirect basis is done through CSOI, and to clarify the
method of payment, Japan laws require prepayment of all export
shipments, and CSOI in the past years had always put up an L.C.
in advance against shipment of merchandise. In recent years they

had put up a check in advance each month for prepayment of mer
chandise. We would then have nothing to do with receiving any
payments from Sarl.

-

Senator RIBIcorr. I am advised that there will be another vote in
about 5 minutes. As I look at this. Mr. Nathan, we have two wit.

nesses tomorrow, Colonel Ivey and Colonel Cole. My guess would be
that they would be at the witness table between 1 and 2 hours.
My suggestion would be that you and your clients return here at
about 11 o'clock tomorrow, morning.
-
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As I appraise the situation, we should be able to finish by tomor
row night, maybe by mid-afternoon or tomorrow night, so it
wouldn't be necessary for these men to come back, and they could

go to their respective homes abroad.
Are there any papers that you have asked Mr. Nathan that he
hasn't given you that would facilitate things so that we could finish?
I think you would like to finish, too.
Mr. NATHAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. If we don't finish tomorrow, we will have to

come back next Wednesday.
Mr. NATHAN. I will try my best to bring whatever you requested
-

today.

Senator RIBIcorr. I can understand that there are some compli
cated documents, tax returns, that you might not have with you. I
can understand that. That can be supplied later.

Mr. NATHAN. We have set in motion machinery to get out of dead
storage additional material that Mr. Duffy

:and that

Mr.

Adlerman requested. That we cannot possibly bring in tomorrow.

Mr. Durry. You are speaking of Sarl Electronics' records?
Mr. NATHAN. Club Specialty Overseas records relating to Sarl
purchases. They are being assembled by Club Specialty Overseas
and will be supplied in time.
Mr. DUFFY. Do I understand you that the records you are going
to supply relate to the Club Specialty dealings with Sarl?
Mr. NATHAN. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. What about the Sarl records?

Mr. NATHAN. Sarl, itself, has declined. I think I have so advised

you in this letter, to furnish any records at this time.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I might make a note that last year
during our hearings the Chairman addressed a letter to Sarl Elec
tronics, dated June 24, 1969, asking for certain records of Sarl Elec
tronics to be made available for the staff to review.

On 8 July 1969, Mr. Hussey, managing director of Sarl Electron
ics, directed a letter to me adivising that those records would not be
made available for our review.

I just make that point. Dating back to 1969, Sarl Electronics has
refused to cooperate with this committee. Now we find another in
stance of it.

Incidentially, both of these letters were placed in the hearing re
cord on a prior occasion.
Mr. ADLERMAN. On October 17, we entered into a stipulation in
which you as counsel agreed to produce certain records, including
the financial records, ledgers and canceled checks, purchase orders,
and so forth, of Club Specialty Overseas and any and all other af
filiates. You were supposed to produce those by March 1, according
to the stipulation.
Mr. NATHAN. If you read the stipulation, it says that my clients
will make their best efforts to produce them. We have made such ef

forts. We have in response thereto received a letter from Sarl declin
1ng.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am talking about Club Specialty.

Mr. NATHAN: We have brought whatever they have given us to
date, and we will produce within the next 30 days the remainder.
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Mr. ADLERMAN. It will not do us very much good if we get them
after the hearings are over. It will take us some time to examine
these records. If we get them after the hearing is over, we wouldn't
want to call you back unless we have to. If we had them now, maybe
we could have somebody go over them.
Mr. NATHAN. We produced what they gave us. We have some re
maining in storage that we are getting out.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Could you bring the financial records, the ledgers,
the canceled checks, the purchase orders, and so forth ?
You gave us a lot of miscellaneous records.
Mr. NATHAN. I don’t know what they are.
Mr. DUFFY. There are no financial records for Club Specialty sup
plied to date. You supplied some invoices and purchase orders for
Club Specialty for the period 1969 and 1970.
Mr. NATHAN. That is all I received so far. As soon as I receive the

balance, I will give it to you.
Mr. DUFFY. What good will it do us 30 days from now or a week
from now?

Mr. NATHAN. I am trying to collect it up. That is all I can say.
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will stand adjourned until to
morrow morning at 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 3:58 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, March 17, 1971.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION IN MANAGEMENT
OF MILITARY CLUB SYSTEMS

ILLEGAL CURRENCY MANIPULATIONS
AFFECTING SOUTH VIETNAM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

oF THE COMMITTEE ON GovERNMENT OPERATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:08 a.m., in room 3302, New Senate

Office Building, pursuant to Section 4 of Senate Resolution 31,
agreed to March 1, 1971, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff presiding.
Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Abraham A. Ribi
coff, Democrat, Connecticut: Senator James B. Allen, Democrat,

Alabama; Senator Charles H. Percy. Republican, Illinois; and Sen
ator Edward J. Gurney, Republican, Florida.
Members of the professional staff present: Jerome S. Adlerman,
chief counsel; LaVern J. Duffy, assistant counsel; Philip W. Mor
gan, chief counsel to the minority; Carmine S. Bellino, investigator;
John Brick, investigator; Walter S. Fialkewicz, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs; Frederick Asselin, special assistant to Sena
tor Ribicoff; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk.

Senator RIBICOFF. The hearing will be in order.
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sen
ators Ribicoff and Gurney.)
Senator RIBICoEF. Colonel Ivey, please.

Will counsel please identify himself?
You have been sworn, Colonel Ivey.

Would counsel identify himself?
Mr. BREBBIA. John Henry Brebbia, of the Washington law firm of
Alston, Miller & Gaines.
TESTIMONY OF COL. ROBERT H. IVEY (ACCOMPANIED BY COUN
SEL: JOHN HENRY BREBBIA)—Resumed

Senator RIBICOFF. Colonel Ivey, counsel for Colonel Cole has
submitted a series of questions to the subcommittee, asking that these

questions be asked of you. Under subcommittee procedure this is proper
if

''subcommittee thinks that it is the type of question that has been

placed.
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Colonel Cole has had serious questions levelled against him and
we do believe he is entitled to have these questions asked because you
have involved him.

At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.)
enator RIBICOFF. I am going to ask the questions of you, and
these are not the subcommittee's questions, but they are the questions
Colonel Cole submitted to the subcommittee to ask you.

Did you, Colonel Ivey, ever suggest to anyone that your notarized
statement concerning your approval of Sarl Electronics authoriza
tion to do business in Vietnam be destroyed?
Colonel IVFY. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoPF. Did you ever furnish to the subcommittee a

copy of your notarized statement concerning your approval of Sarl
Electronics authorization to do business in Vietnam dated the third

day of February, 1970?

Colonel Iy EY. I don't understand that question, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you ever furnish the subcommittee a copy
of your statement concerning your approval of Sarl Electronics au
thorization to do business in Vietnam, dated February 3, 1970?
Colonel IvKY. I provided a written statement to the committee in
which I discussed that.

Mr. DUFFY. Senator, there is no such statement that has been sub

mitted to us dated February 3, 1970.
Senator RIBICoEF. Three, did you destroy your copy of your notar
ized statement concerning your approval of Sarl Electronics author
ization to do business in Vietnam, dated the 3d of February, 1970?
Colonel Ivey. Sir, I don't believe my statement was ever notarized

and I did not destroy it, if I made that statement.
Senator RIBICoEF. Did you, Colonel Ivey, or your wife or your
daughter, ever receive any gifts or gratuities from any firms in
Hong Kong in September of 1968?
Colonel Ivey. Yes, sir. My wife and my daughter each received a
pair of silk pajamas from Mr. Johnson.
Senator RIBICOFF. Who is Mr. Johnson?

Colonel Ivey. Mr. Johnson owned and operated a rug factory and
a dress factory.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you pay the rental charges for the Jaguar
automobile which you rented in Hong Kong in September of 1968?

Colonel Ivey. I don't remember it was a Jaguar, but I paid rental
charges, yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. In September 1968, you rented a car, but you
don’t remember the name of it?

-

Colonel Ivey. No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. You paid rental charges yourself?
Colonel Ivey. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Did you ever tell anyone that if you were sub
penaed to appear before this subcommittee you would enter the hos

pital to undergo a long overdue operation which would result in ap
proximately 3 weeks hospitalization?
Colonel Ivey. No, sir.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you ever advise anyone that you knew that

the suite which was used by you, Colonel Ivey, and your family, was
not a permanently maintained apartment?
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Colonel Ivey. I don't believe I did, sir, No, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you ever advise anyone that you paid the
service charge, liquor, restaurant, laundry, and other charges in
curred during your stay in the Hong Kong Hilton in September of
1968, and that all you had accepted was free room accommodations?
Colonel Ivey. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcoPF. Did you ever tell anyone that Mr. Duffy of this
subcommittee had informed you that he had the hotel billings which
showed that you had accepted free more than the charges for the
room?

Colonel IvEY. I told Mr. Duffy, when he telephoned me, that it
was my understanding that I was to pay for the food and drink,
and it was my understanding that that is what I had done, and Mr.

Duffy reminded me that there were some valet charges on there,
also. I had just forgotten about those.

-

Senator RIBICoEF. But did you ever tell anyone else that Mr.
Duffy had informed you of these facts?
Colonel IvKY. Mr. Bayles, the Sarl Electronics lawyer, and I dis
cussed everything that Mr. Duffy talked to me about.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Mr. Bayles, as Sarl Electronics' lawyer, had
talked with you?
Colonel IVEY. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. When was this conversation held !

Colonel IvKY. This would have been about the 7th of September,
this past September, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Did you make a flight to Washington, D.C., to
see Colonel Cole shortly after Mr. Duffy called you and questioned
ou concerning the billings relating to your stay in the Hong Kong

£ in September of 1968?
Colonel IVEY. Yes, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Did you telephone Colonel Cole and ask him to
£ !" see you in your motel room in Arlington County near Fort
MVer

Colonel IVEY. Yes, sir, I did.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Isn't it a fact, Colonel Ivey, that you signed all
of the chits relating to the expenses incurred by you and your fam
ily in the Hong Kong Hilton in September of 1968, which are in

cluded in the billings which Mr. Bellino referred to in his testimon
before the subcommittee?

-

Colonel IvEY. I signed all the chits for everything I obtained at
the hotel, sir. I don't know the answer to the rest of the question.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Is it not a fact that you knew when you signed
out of the Hong Kong Hilton in September of 1968 and were fur

nished with a bill, that far more charges had been personally signed
by you than were on the bill you paid, which was less than

#100%

Colonel IvKY. I did not at the time, sir. I know it now. Since I
have seen the hotel bills I realize that.

Senator RIBICoEF. In relation to some of these questions that Colo
nel Cole asked to be put to Colonel Ivey, there are a few correlative
questions on this that should be put to Colonel Cole.
58–590–71–pt. 8–7
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TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
WARREN E. MAGEE—Resumed

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you know, in fact, that Colonel Ivey had a
notarized statement dated February 3, 1970, concerning the approval
of Sarl's authorization to do business?

Mr. CoLE. Do I know that he had one, sir?
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. I do not know for a fact because he did not show me

that statement. But I have a copy of the statement in my possession.
Senator RIBIcoPF. Would you want to give it to the subcommittee ?
Colonel IvEY. Sir, I think I know what the statement is.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would you show it to Colonel Ivey, sir, so he
can look at it?

(Document handed to Colonel Ivey by Mr. Cole.)
Colonel IVEY. Yes, sir, I know the statement.

Senator RIBIcoFF. May the subcommittee see it?
Mr. MAGEE. Yes.

Senator RIBICoEF. Do you know, in fact, that Colonel Ivey de
stroved it?

Mr. Col.E. I do not know in fact, but I recall, sir, Colonel Ivey
asked me if I had such a statement and, if I did, would I destroy
mine because if I remember correctly—and I want to be careful

about this—he told me he had destroyed his copy.
Senator RIBICoFF. Do you want to make a comment?
Colonel IvEY. That is not true, sir. Mr. Bayles had a copy of it
and when I talked to Mr. Bayles on the 7th of September he told me
he had a copy of it.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is the date on the affidavit?

Senator GURNEY. February 3, 1970.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Ivey

-

Senator RIBICoEF. The statement will be admitted as an exhibit at

this time, without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 588” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ADLERMAN (continuing). This is just an affidavit, Colonel
Ivey, saying you did authorize Sarl to do business in Vietnam ?
Colonel Ivey. Sir, this statement is as a result of Mr. Bayles call
me and asking if I would make a statement as to the status–
Mr. ADLERMAN: Who asked you to do that?
Colonel Ivey. Mr. Bayles. He introduced himself as being the law
yer for Sarl Electronics.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Colonel Cole's lawyer asked you to do that?
Colonel IvKY. He introduced himself as being the lawyer for Sarl

in:

Electronics and General Cole.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Who drew it up?
Colonel IVEY. I did.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you sent the original to Mr. Bayles?
Colonel IvEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Did you ever destroy that affidavit?
Colonel IvKY. No, sir.
Senator RIBICoEF. Colonel Cole—

-
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Mr. ADLERMAN. I think that answered the first question that was
Put.

|

Colonel Ivry. I mentioned in my—I mentioned before the commit.

tee that Mr. Bayles had called me. I said January 1970. It might
have been January or February,

Senator RIBIcor F. Colonel Cole, did you have any facts that Colo
nel Ivey, his wife and daughter received gratuities from any firm in
Hong Kong in September of 1968?
Mr. Cole. I had no facts, sir, only the fact that he had accepted
more than free room accommodations.

Senator RIBIcoff. How did you know that?

*

Mr. Col.E. I was told that he had, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. By whom, sir?

|

-

-

-

- -

Mr. Col.F. By people who have come to me since this investigation
started.

Senator GURNEY. What people are these?
Mr. COLE. Sir 4

Senator Gunns EY. What people are these?
Mr. Col.E. I don't recall specifically names, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You just testified that they came to you after
this hearing started.

Mr. Co-E. They suggested to me, sir
Senator GURNEY. That was a short time ago.
Mr. Col.E (continuing). They suggested to me, sir, that Colonel
Ivey had in fact received more than free room accommodations.
Senator GURNEY. Well, who are you talking about? Give the sub
committe the names.

Mr. Col.E. I do not recall the names of the people.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you talk to £
Mr. Col.E. It must have been right here in Washington, sir.
Senator GURNEY. In your home in Virginia, is that it?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. Where did you talk to them?
Mr. Col.E. Well, I say I believe it was here in Washington.

Senator GURNEY. Was it this year?
Mr. ColE. No, sir. Last year.
Senator GURNEY. When last year?
Mr. Col.E. I don't remember the precise month, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was it in the spring?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, again, I can’t recall the specific time.
Senator GURNEY. Then I must observe that your testimony is ex
tremely weak.
RIBICoEF. Was Lindy Johnson one of the men that told
-

£itor

you

-

Mr. Col.E. I have not communicated with Lindy Johnson, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You never met Lindy Johnson?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, I have met him.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you ever discuss the visit of Colonel Ivey
with Lindy Johnson?

Mr. Col.E. I have not discussed the visit of Colonel Ivey with
Lindy Johnson.
Mr. ADLERMAN. At any time?
-

-
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Mr. Col.E. No, sir. I do not recall ever discussing his visit with
Lindy Johnson.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Did you suggest that Colonel Ivey go to see
Lindy Johnson when he went
Mr. Col.E. Sir, it is a matter of official record that I gave Colonel
Ivey letters of introduction. He asked for them.
Mr. ADLERMAN. To whom?
Mr. CoI.E. Sir?

Mr. ADLERMAN. To whom?

Mr. Col.E. To Colonel Ivey. I gave him three letters of introduc

tion—one to Lindy Johnson, one to the Tom Brothers and one to
. James S. Lee.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Now you are asked whether or not Colonel Ivey
received any gratuities from these three people, is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. That was correct.

Mr. ADLERMAN: Did they tell you that he had received gratuities?
Mr. Col.E. They have not communicated with me, sir.
Mr. ADLERMAN. At any time, even way back there in 1968?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, in Germany, in attempting to establish some of the
matters we have discussed here, for example the two dresses that
were mailed to me, I had my secretary write to Lindy Johnson. I at

tempted to call Lindy Johnson to find out who had sent those things
to me. But I did not discuss with Lindy Johnson anything in refer
ence to Colonel Ivey.

-

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Your attorney, Mr. Bayles, is also the attorney
for Lindy Johnson?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Col.E. I can't answer that. I have no idea.
ADLERMAN. And the Tom Brothers?
Col.E. Sir?
ADLERMAN. And the Tom Brothers?
CoLE. I don't know who their clients are. I don't know.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I withdraw the question about Lindy Johnson.
But the Tom Brothers.

Mr. Cor E. I say I don't know.'
Senator RIBIcoFF. Colonel Cole, you knew, yourself, that Asa
Smith did not have a permanently maintained apartment in Hong
Kong but William Crum did, and this apartment was made available
to you and your friends. Isn’t that so?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, Mr. Asa Smith, to my knowledge, did maintain an

apartment on a year-round basis at the Hilton Hotel.
Senator RIBICoEF. How about Mr. Crum ?

, Mr. Col.E.. I know of no apartment that Mr. Crum maintained at
the Hong Kong Hilton.
Senator RIBIcoff. What year are you referring to?

Mr. Col.E. I am referring, sir, to any period. I know of no apart
ment maintained by Mr. Crum at the Hilton.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You qualified that by saying in the Hilton Hotel.
Mr. Cor E. That is what we are talking about, isn't it, sir?
Mr. ADLERMAN. You said Mr. Crum had no suite in the Hilton

Hotel. Did he have a suite in any other hotel,
Mr. Col.E. I understood, sir, that he had one at the Ambassador.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You only understood it?
Mr. Corp. Yes, sir. I have not visited his suite. I have not availed
myself of the use of his suite.

1SS5

Mr. An ERMAN. You know nothing about that suite?
Mr. Col.E. I have heard, sir, that he did have a suite at the Am
bassador. I do not know whether he maintained it on a 3-month
basis or what.

Senator RIBIcoPF. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. In view of the fact, Colonel Cole, that this morn

ing's testimony is arranged at your particular request, and Colonel
Ivey has come back here with his counsel to specifically answer ques
tions that you wanted to ask of him, I assume that you feel that
there is some contrast and some conflict in the testimony that has
been given by Colonel Ivey with the facts as you understand them.
I would therefore like to probe further into this to see if we can
determine where this conflict lies.

Colonel Ivey testified at page 2587 of the transcript—
General Cole told me the story of how he had assisted an old Chinese friend
to escape from the Communists, and that his old friend was always encourag
ing him to make use of his suite at the Hong Kong Hotel.

The obvious purpose of that in Colonel Ivey's mind was to infer
that this hotel suite had no obligation, that it was a general feeling
of gratitude by an old Chinese friend, as he put it.

Mr. Cor E.I believe my statement to Colonel Ivey was that I knew
an old Chinese hand as opposed to Chinese friend.
Senator PERCY. So the only conflict there is that in your recollec
tion the circumstance the representation made is the same other than
the fact that it was an old China hand that you mentioned?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. And Colonel Ivey recalls it as an old China
friend?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Ivey also testified:
It appeared that his Chinese friend felt that he owed his life to General
Cole in that he had assisted the friend to leave China just as the Communists
were moving in, and the friend was continually trying to repay the favor.

Did you make that statement to Colonel Ivey in September 1968?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall having made such a statement, sir.
Senator PERCY. But, again, Colonel Cole, it is extremely important
that we try to determine where this conflict lies, and whereas you re
member so specifically one word “friend” and “hand” and testify
clearly as to your recollection on that, was there any statement you
can recall where the
and intent and purpose of the state

£

ment was to indicate that this hotel suite was available and that

really this old China hand was just trying to repay, as you say,
trying to repay this generosity or whatever it was, from the action
that caused him to feel you saved his life?
Did you try to give that inference to Colonel Ivey?
Mr. CoIF. I didn't mean, sir, to give any such inference.

. Senator PERCY. Do you recall a conversation somewhat along these

'',
or is this an entire fabrication, in your judgment, of Colonel
vey
Mr. CoI.E. Sir, the only Chinese that I have ever met in Hong
Rong who escaped with the aid of Americans, escaped from China,
£
8. Mr. Chou, who we referred to earlier, and who operated a res
aurant.
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It is possible that we discussed this particular man and that from
that he thought that Mr. Chou was the man who maintained the
apartment or the suite or whatever it was at the Hong Kong Hilton.
But he is the only Chinese I have ever met.
Senator PERCY. That doesn't answer the question at all, Colonel
Cole.

Did you, in your conversation—and this is an exceedingly impor
tant point of difference between two high-ranking officers, an impor
tant conversation—in any way, portray and infer either by exact
language or intent and purpose that this hotel suite could be used
without any concern by Colonel Ivey in Hong Kong?
Mr. Col.E. I think, sir, that I certainly do not recall having pur
ported to Colonel Ivey that he—that this suite belonged to an old
Chinese friend, because, again, I had no old Chinese friend who had
a suite there.

Senator PERCY. Do you stand on the original statement that you
made in connection with this Ivey matter?
Mr. MAGEE. What is the original statement? May we have the
page?

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, do you stand on this statement other
than the fact that it was a Chinese hand? You cannot recall whether

this conversation took place about the type of room it was and who
owned it.

Colonel Ivey apparently precisely remembers that conversation.
Colonel Ivey, do you stand on your original statement?
Colonel IvKY. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. You do?

Colonel Ivey. I do.

Senator PERCY. And there is no question in your mind about the
conversation and what Colonel Cole was trying to portray to you?
Colonel IvKY. No question, sir.

-

Senator PERCY. No question?
Colonel Ivey. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. And you have doubt in your mind about it, is that
right, Colonel Cole?

-

Mr. Col E. Sir, I have to repeat, I do not recall stating what Colo
' Ivey has recalled. I have stated what I recall about our conver
Satlon.

. Senator PERCY Did you meet Colonel Ivey on September 7, 1970
in Washington, D.C.?

-

Mr. Col.E. I did, sir.

Senator PEncy. Colonel Ivey testified about that meeting where he
learned from you the identity of the old Chinese friend or hand.
Ivey testified, at page 2603 of the transcript,
He asked me if I was sure he hadn't used the term old China hand rather
than old Chinese friend. He said he knew an old China hand named A. Smith
Wh" did indeed have a suite on an annual basis in Hong Kong and that Mr.
Smith was a retired Army lieutenant colonel.

-

Did you make that statement to Colonel Ivey?
Mr. Col. E. Yes, sir. I did.
Senator PERCY. You did.
-

-

What motive would Colonel Ivey have for making up a story that

you had a Chinese friend whom yon assisted in getting out of
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China and that this friend was continually trying to repay you the
favor?

He had nothing to gain by making up such a story. Do you agree
with that ?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I had nothing to gain by making up such a story.

Senator PERCY. Do you agree he had nothing to gain?
Mr. Col.E. I agree he had nothing to gain.
Senator PERCY. It is true—and I would like to make this as an as

sertion—is it not, that you would have a motive for changing the
story you gave initially in September 1968, to Colonel Ivey, because
if you admitted that Smith was your old friend from China you
would have given contrary testimony to that which you gave before
this subcommittee in executive session when you testified you first
met Smith at the Hong Kong Hilton in Hong Kong.
Do you have any comment on that?

Mr. Col.F. Sir, I have never said that Smith was an old friend of
mine from China. I said that Smith was an old China hand.

Mr. ADLERMAN. When was the first time you met Asa Smith?
Mr. Col. E. The first time, sir, was on my trip to Hong Kong, the
first trip I made.

Mr. ADLERMAN. What year was that?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, that was in April 1967.
Mr. ADLERMAN. You never knew him before that?
Mr. Col.E. I had never met Colonel Smith before.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Ivey, you testified that either you or a
member of your staff called Mr. Welton of Sarl Electronics about

the availability of Smith's suite at the Hilton Hotel, is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. That is what I recall.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Ivey testified you told him, “If the suite

'

available I would only be expected to pay for my food and

rink.”

-

Did Mr. Smith tell you that?
Mr. Col.E. I did not discuss that with Mr. Smith. I did not call
Mr. Smith.

-

Senator PERCY. So this statement of Colonel Ivey's is incorrect?
Mr. Col.E. I think this is what I said, and our recollections are

somewhat the same. I said if the suite is available or the apartment
is available, “and you wish to consider using it, you would probably
only be expected to pay—you would have free room accommodations

with no charges for it. You would have to pay your own food and
SO Oil.

Senator PERCY. But you do not recall Mr. Smith telling you that?
Mr. Col.F. No, sir. I had no conversation with Mr. Smith concern
ing this at all.
f

£ator PERCY.

Ore z

Had you or your friends ever used this suite be
-

Mr. Col.E. I had never used the suite, sir.
Senator PERCY. Who introduced you to Smith?
Mr. Col.E. Smith came up to me, sir, in the lobby of the Hilton. I
was in uniform. He introduced himself to me.

-

Senator PERCY. You never met him through Mr. Crum at all?
Mr. CoLE. I did not, sir.

-
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Senator PERCY. If you first met Smith in 1967, how did you get so
friendly with Smith by September 1968 that he permitted you to use
his suite at the Hilton?

-

Mr. Col.E. Mr. Smith was very fond of Army people, having been
in the military himself. He was a very generous person. I under
stood that he often made that offer, the use of his apartment, when
he was not using it himself.
-

-

-

Senator PERCY. There is another very important point in the con

trast of testimony between yourself and Colonel Ivey. This has to do
with when he questioned you about the propriety of using this suite
of rooms. You made the statement that your friend “had nothing to
do with the military.”

Did you make that statement to Colonel Ivey?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall making such a statement, sir.
Senator PERCY. Do you recall not making it? Can you precisely
state yes or no?
Mr. Col.E. I cannot, sir.

Senator PERCY. Do you stand on your statement, Colonel Ivey?
Colonel IVEY. Yes, sir; I do.

Mr. Col.E. I cannot positively state that I did make the statement
or didn’t make the statement, sir. It was a short conversation. I
couldn't repeat it verbatim.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, why is it that when we have a direct

confrontation and direct conflict of testimony, when you are so pre
cise in your memory on certain other things, you also precede it with
“I do " recall.” Can't you say, “No, I did not make that state
ment”

Mr. CoLE. I can't say it, sir; because I do not recall having made
the statement.

Senator PERCY. If you knew Asa Smith had nothing to do with
the military, why didn't you say your friend's name was Asa Smith
and he was an associate of William Crum whom you knew was with
Sarl Electronics?

Mr. Col.E. Sir; I don't recall whether I mentioned a name to Colo

nel Ivey or not, Colonel Ivey was in a hurry to catch a plane to go
back to the Philippines.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Ivey, do you recall a specific name being
given you?
Colonel Ivey. Not until this past September, sir; 1970.
Senator PERCY. On your checking to see if your friend's suite of
rooms was available, I draw your attention to the testimony of Mr.

Bellino, that your reservations for Colonel Ivey were made by a rep
resentative of Price & Co. and a notation was made on the back of
the registration card containing the following statement:
Guest is an extremely important military contact connected with Mr. Smith
of Price & Co., Hong Kong. Please note billing instructions.
The notation continues:

One folio for Colonel Ivey with room rate of Hong Kong $96 less 25 percent
military discount only.

Another folio for Price & Company with room rate of Hong Kong dollars
$147 plus all incidentals, transfer charges for the Jaguar, et cetera, send
flowers and candy.

That is exhibit 517.

up
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Attached to the bill was the following handprinted notation:
Attention: Please put all charges into this folio but do not show it to guest
at any time. When check out, no need to obtain signature and do not accept
payment from guest. Thank you.
That is exhibit 517.

-

Did you pass on the word that Colonel Ivey was an extremely im
portant military contact connected with Mr. Smith of Price & Co.,
Hong Kong?

-

Mr. Cork. Sir, I didn't pass any information on other than that
Colonel Ivey was a friend of mine.

Senator PERCY. You do admit that you made the arrangements for
Colonel Ivey, no?
Mr. Col. E. I admit, sir; calling Mr. Welton.
Senator PERCY. Did you give the instructions when you made such
a call and such arrangements and determined the availability of the
suite was to how billing was to be charged and handled?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think Colonel Ivey will support me in this: I did
not know whether or not Colonel Ivey had availed himself of that
suite until September 7. Upon his return from Hong Kong he did
not mention to me whether he had used the suite or had not used the
suite.

Senator PERCY. But you made the arrangements and advised him
that the suite was available?

Mr. Col.E. No, I did not, sir. I said if the suite is available “you
may wish to consider it.” And Colonel Ivey has stated it in that
way, that if a suite was available it was there for his consideration.
did not sav he should use it or should not use it. That was his

discretion, his decision, and his testimony supports it.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Ivey, I think it would be helpful at this
stage if you would advise the subcommittee as to what was said to you
and what the arrangements were according to your understanding.
Colonel IvKY. He brought up the subject and said, “I have an old
friend who has a suite in the Hilton who may not be in town and if
he is not in town it would be available to you since it is rented on
an annual basis.” And that if it was available he would have some
One meet me.

Senator PERCY. And your memory is precise, that you were explic
itly told there was not military connection with the ownership of the
suite :

Colonel IvEY. The old Chinese friend, as he talked, and said there
was no military connection.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Ivey testified, Colonel Cole, that when he

arrived at the airport in Hong Kong he was met by a man named
Edelstein, who gave him his card showing he managed Price & Co.
Have you ever met Edelstein!

Mr. Col.E. I have met Mr. Edelstein once, sir.
Senator PERCY. Have you talked to him on the phone?
You did meet him?

Mr. CoI.E. Yes, sir; I did.
Senator PERCY. Once, twice?

Mr. Col.E. I only recall having met him once.
Senator PERCY. When was that?
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Mr. Col.E. That was the first time I visited Hong Kong. That is in
1967.

Senator PERCY. Have you ever talked to him on the phone since
then 2

Mr. Col.E. Sir, to the best of my knowledge, we never talked on
the telephone.

Senator PERCY. Isn’t it quite a coincidence, in your judgment, that
it was Mr. Edelstein, of Price & Co., who made the reservations at

the same time. April 29, 1967, the hotel reservations, at the Hilton in
Hong Kong for you and William Crum ?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I didn't ask Mr. Edelstein to make any reservation

for me, and I think, sir, the R. & R. people, the people who run the
R. & R. people, in Hong Kong, actually made my reservations.
Senator PERCY. As I recall the records of the hotel, they indicated
that you had both checked out together at precisely the same mo
ment.

You testified under oath before this subcommittee that your meet
ing with William Crum was not prearranged. Do you want to in

any way change that testimony?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I had no prearranged meeting with Mr. Crum.
Mr. DUFFY. Could I interrupt for a moment?
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. DUFFY. Reference to the reservation being made in advance:
I think you testified it was not prearranged, your meeting in 1967
with Mr. Crum, is that your testimony?

Mr. Col.E. My testimony is that I do not recall any prearranged
meeting with Mr. Crum at any time.

Mr. DUFFY. How can you explain the fact that the registration
clerk at the Hilton Hotel in Hong Kong made reservations on April
29 for you and Mr. Crum?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I can't.

Mr. DUFFY. I want to point out that on the tabs, on the back of
the registration card, there is a note on the tab of Mr. Crum in care

of Mr. Edelstein, telephone 23211, April 30, see Cole registration
card.

It is evident that the reservations were made for both of you at
that time.

Mr. Col.E. I have read the same thing. Mr. Duffy.
Mr. DUFFY. Can vou explain that?

Mr. Col.E. I didn't ask Mr. Edelstein to make any reservation for
ne.

Senator PERCY. Mr. DUFFY, would you also read the notation
from the hotel when Mr. Crum and Colonel Cole checked out 2
Mr. DUFFY. We don't have a notation on that, Senator. But the

tabs on the hotel registration card indicates they both checked out
at precisely the same moment on May 2, 1967.

You are aware of that testimony ?
Mr. Col.E. I have read it.

Mr. DUFFY. How do you account for that coincidence?
Mr. Col.E. I don't know whether Mr. Crum checked out at the
same time.

Mr. DUFFY. Were you at the desk with him when you checked out
of the hotel?
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Mr. Col.E. I walked up to the desk and paid my bill.
Mr. DUFFY. Was he there at the time?

Mr. Col.E. He was in the lobby but not at the desk when I checked
Out.

Mr. DUFFY. Did you talk to him at that time?
Mr. Col.E. I think I said, “so long.”
Senator PERCY. As I recall the notation, and we can look it up.

from the notation, both of you were stamped out or signed out at
precisely the same moment.
Mr. Col.E. I read that.

Senator PERCY. If he had been in the lobby it would have taken
him a minute or a half minute to get across.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I can't explain it because I don't understand it.
Senator PERCY. And you can't give any explanation as to Edel
stein's reservations for you and Mr. Crum and the fact that you pre
cisely checked out at the same moment?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. To my recollection. I don't know whether Mr.
Crum left Hong Kong that day or not.

Senator PERCY. I must say this is a most unusual circumstance,
that it would happen maybe one in a billion times that you could
precisely check out at that moment. Can you recall what you dis
cussed at the Hilton with Mr. Crum ?

Mr. Col.E. I beg your pardon. Do you mean as I checked out?
Senator PERCY. Yes. What you did discuss with Mr. Crum while
you were together at the Hilton in Hong Kong. What was the na
ture of your discussion during the course of your meetings?
Mr. Col.E. We had no prearranged meeting, sir. I saw Mr. Crum
casually.
Senator PERCY. But you did meet him?
Mr. Col.E. I saw him, yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. And you did talk with him.
Mr. Col.E. I talked with him.

Senator PERCY. Whether it was prearranged or not, can you tell
the subcommittee what you discussed in those meetings?
Mr. Col.E. Well, he suggested that perhaps I would like to take a
trip to Macao and I said I couldn't possibly go to Macao, that it
was off limits as far as I was concerned. That is one of the few

things I remember of our discussion.
Senator PERCY. Can you search your memory for any other sub
ject that might have come up in your discussions with him?
Mr. CoI.E. No, sir.
Senator PERCY. You did meet with him 2
Mr. Col.E. I did see him.

Senator PERCY. You were there together. Evidence is clear that
arrangements were made for you to be there together. Evidence is
that when you finished your business you both checked out of the
hotel at the precise moment.
It is very vague that such elaborate arrangements would be made
for such an inconsequential sort of thing.
Isn't there any other business that you can tell us about that you
*

conducted?

Mr. Cole. No, sir. I was there, and I started out in the morning
visiting R. & R. people, and I didn’t quit until late in the evening. I
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didn't hang around the hotel, and I spent my time doing that. The
other few things that I did was to have some uniforms made.

Senator GURNEY. Tell me, General, when you were in Hong Kong
with
Mr.with
Crum
at this
time, and you saw him, did you have any dis
cussions
a Scott
Dotterer?
f

Mr. Col.E. I don't recall discussing anything with Scott Dotterer.
Senator GURNEY. Did you see Scott Dotterer
Mr. Col.E. I met Scott Dotterer, yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you meet him?
Mr. Col.E. I went up to have dinner on the 22d floor of the Hong
Kong
I had no reservations, and I was invited to join people

£on.

at a table.

-

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Crum was there, too?

Mr. Col.E.. I don't recall, sir, that Mr. Crum was there.
Senator GURNEY. Did you just go up to Scott Dotterer and say,
“Howdy, Scott”?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. Mr. Smith was there. I had never seen Mr. Dot
terer.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Smith was there, too?
Mr. Col.E. And he saw me come in and asked me to sit down and
have dinner with him.
Senator GURNEY. With Smith and Dotterer?

Mr. CoI.E. And I believe Mr. Edelstein was there, also.

Senator GURNEY: What was Dotterer's job at this time?
Mr. Col.E. He didn't tell me, sir, what his job was.
Senator GURNEY. Did you know what his job was:
Mr. Cole. No, sir, I did not.

Senator GURNEY. Also at the time that you were in Hong Kong,
that we are now talking about, was any mention made of a Mr.
Bromley?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. His name didn't come up?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Crum didn’t mention his name?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have never heard of the name of Jeff Bromley. I
heard of the name of Jeff Bromley at the Frankfurt Hotel but the
you are talking about, no, I had never heard of Mr. Brom

£mly
eV.

Senator GURNEY. I am talking about Martin Jerome Bromley.
Mr. Col.E. No, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You never heard of him?
Mr. Col.E. No, I had not.
Senator GURNEY. What about Mr. Stewart, was his name men
tioned?

Mr. CoIF. His name was not mentioned, to my knowledge, either.
Senator GURNEY. What about Mr. Lemaire?

Mr. Col.E. I only saw Mr. Lemaire's name in the paper sometime
ago.

Senator GURNEY. They were all business associates of Mr. Dot
terer.

Mr. Col E. So I have read.

Senator GURNEY. Who, in turn, is a close associate of Mr. Crum.

In fact, they were supplying Mr. Crum, of Sarl Electronics, when
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you returned to Saigon and helped them out with their Customs
problems after this visit in Hong Kong.
Do you remember that :
Mr. CoI.E. Sir, I didn't discuss any business with Scott Dotterer.
He did not tell me what business he was in.

Senator GURNEY. I am talking about Crum. your discussion with

Crum. I say when you returned to Saigon after these discussions
with Crum, that is when the green light was turned on for Sarl
Electronics by you, wasn't it?

-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think it is quite well established in testimony that
Sarl Electronics was doing a considerable amount of business before
I ever arrived in Vietnam.

Senator GURNEY. They were, that is right. But, as I say, after

you returned from Hong Kong, didn't you make a call to the cus
toms port at Saigon on Sarl Electronics equipment?
Mr. Col. E. Sir, I think I have testified that I called on behalf of a
club.

-

Senator GURNEY. Involving equipment owned by Sarl Electron
ics?

Mr. Co.K. Involving equipment that had been ordered by that club
through Sarl Electronics.
Senator GURNEY. But none of this discussion was ever had in

Hong Kong with Scott Dotterer or any of these people?
Mr. Cole. I discussed no business with those gentlemen.

-

Senator PERCY. You checked out of the hotel with Mr. Crum o

May 2. Once again, I would like to ask you: At any time during the
course of that visit, did you discuss duty-free importation for Sarl
Electronics, yes or no?

Mr. Col.E. I am quite certain that no such discussion took place.
Senator PERCY. Because of the importance of this particular
transaction and the possibility that high office was being used for
improper purposes, which would be known to be improper, can you
not say yes or no whether you discussed that important subject at
that time?

Mr. Col.F. Sir, I can’t imagine discussing that subject.
Senator PERCY. You can't image it?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. There would be no reason for me to discuss
this.

Senator PERCY. Can you remember that you didn't discuss that
subject?

Mr. CoIF. I do not recall having discussed that subject with Mr.
Crum or anyone else.

Senator PERCY. Can you tell us why 4 days later on May 6 you
wrote a letter to Vietnam customs on behalf of Sarl Electronics re

questing duty-free privileges for Sarl imports to the U.S. military
in Vietnam ?

-

-

-

How would you answer the coincidence of that 4 days later?
What occurred, in your mind? What circumstances arose other than
your meeting and discussions with Mr. Crum that caused you to
write such a letter?

-

-

Mr. Col.F. Sir, I don't read that into this letter at all. I think the
letter is statedvery clearly. May I read the letter?
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Senator PERCY. Yes. I would like you to. I would like you also to
tell us who, if anyone, asked you to write that letter, if it didn't just
come from yourself.
Mr. Col.E (reading).

-

The purpose of this letter is to advise you that Sarl Electronics Company
are contractors in technical services and maintenance and that parts and Sup

plies they import are required by the many military clubs and messes operated
throughout Vietnam for the welfare and morale of our servicemen and officers.

To my knowledge, this company transacts no business with Vietnamese busi
nessmen and, therefore, their imports have no impact upon the Republic of
South Vietnam's economy.

-

In view of the above, it is respectfully requested that the equipment and
parts imported by this company for use in U.S. clubs and messes be exempt
from import Customs duties and other formalities pertaining to the importa
tion of equipment and for parts for use or consumption in military clubs and
messes and the Vietnam Regional Exchange.

If this request in any way violates the laws or the sovereignty of the Republic
of Vietnam, or if the Sarl Electronics Company violates the laws of the Republic
of Vietnam, this letter will be immediately withdrawn.

Senator PERCY. Were you in a position at anytime to control the
use of those imports as to where they were stored, as to how they
were used, as to where they could be sold?
Mr. Col.E. Sir. I sold none. I bought none. They were purchased
by individual clubs and messes and by the post exchange.

Senator PERCY. And they were purchased by whom? Sergeant
Higdon 2
Mr. Col.E. I assume he
Senator PERCY. Other custodians?

Mr. Col.E. Other custodians, officers and enlisted men in the Marine

Corps, the Air Force and the Army.
Senator PERCY. Men whom you admit, in the case of Sergeant
Higdon, that you yourself helped select and went out of your chain
of command in order to get him in there.

IDoesn't that sort of complete the cycle? You get the imports in
and then you have the men in the clubs who are in a position to con
trol the purchase of those.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't think you or anyone else can prove that I
ever assigned any custodian, any man like Sergeant Higdon, to any
club or mess, and I was never involved in but one, and that is when
I was asked to become involved by Colonel Williamson.
I didn't offer to become involved. He came to me and that is
very, very clear.

Senator PERCY. But the testimony is very clear, unmistakable, that
your preference was not the man who held the job for 10 days but
another man, whom, it has been testified, you said had a clean ree
ord. You said. by testimony under oath. “Higdon is the man.”

Mr. Cole. That is what Williamson has testified to; yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. I would like counsel to ask a question in connec
tion with Bromley at this stage.
Do you want to do that now or later?
Mr. ADLERMAN. We will do that later.

Senator PERCY. All right, fine.

When you called Welton of Sarl with reference to checking the
availability of the suite of rooms for Colonel Ivey in September
1968, you were aware, during this same time, that your other friend,
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William Crum, Smith's associate, maintained the penthouse suite,
that is, room 1707, at the Ambassador Hotel in Hong Kong. Is that
correct?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I had heard this. I had no personal knowledge of
lt.

Senator PERCY. But you had knowledge through, then, a second
ary source, is that correct?
Mr. Col. E. Yes, sir. I had heard that he maintained a suite at the
Ambassador.

Senator PERCY. I would like to ask Mr. Duffy if he can enlighten
us as to the nature of this particular penthouse suite.
Mr. DUFFY. Senator, Mr. Bellino and myself, when we were in
Hong Kong, looked into this matter. We established that Mr. Crum
maintained a penthouse suite of rooms, room 1707, at the Ambassa
dor Hotel, from August 18, 1968, until i)ecember 1, 1969.

The monthly bill was paid by Price & Company. On December 1,
1969, through September 30, 1970, Joseph DeMarco took over the
suite of rooms from Mr. Crum.

We know that Crum and DeMarco were close business associates.

IDeMarco had supplied a villa for top PX personnel as late as 1969
in Vietnam.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, did Mr. Crum ever indicate to you

that the use of that suite was available to you or to any of your
friends, military or civilian :

Mr. Col E. Sir. I don't recall Mr. Crum's precise discussion on the
availability of this suite. He could have mentioned to me and he
could have offered it to me. But I didn't accept it.
|

Senator PERCY. He could have offered it?
Mr. Col.E. He could have.

Senator PERCY. And he could have mentioned it?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. But you do not precisely recall?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I stayed at the Ambassador only once overnight
and I stayed in a double room. I think that is a matter of record.
Senator PERCY. I would like to specifically ask you the question:

Did you, yourself, or any members of your family, ever use that
particular suite of rooms?
Mr. Col.E. I never used that particular suite of rooms, and I am
sure that no member of my family ever used that particular suite of
l'OOmS.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, did you at any time, directly or in
directly, ever arrange for anyone to use those particular rooms?
Mr. Col.E. Ambassador Komer, sir.
Senator PERCY. Pardon 4
Mr. Col.E. Ambassador Komer.

Senator PERCY. Is there anyone else besides Ambassador Komer?
Mr. Col.E. I am quite sure there is not, sir.

Senator PERCY. Can you tell us the circumstances under which you

made arrangements for Ambassador Komer to use this suite of
rooms?

Mr. Col.E. This is recollection, sir. I believe that Ambassador

Komer went to Hong Kong to meet Mrs. Komer during a period

that rooms were very hard to get. It was during a very heavy tour
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ist season. He indicated he was having difficulty. He asked me if I
knew of anyone. I think that is the first time I knew that Mr. Crum
had a suite of rooms. I asked him if he knew or had any contacts
that could get rooms.

He said, “Well. I am not going to be using mine.” This is as I re
call it. “If the Ambassador wants, he can use my suite.”

Senator PERCY. When our investigators discussed this with Am
bassador Komer—and I would like to state it has been the judgment
of the staff, and I think the subcommittee, itself, that we could find

no impropriety in the use of these rooms by Ambassador Komer—he
stated directly to them that Cole—yourself—had told him that he
knew Crum from old China days. Colonel Cole referred to Crum as
“an old China hand.”

He could not recall your ever mentioning Asa Smith to him, how
over".

Would vou care to comment on whether or not you did mention to

Ambassador Komer that you had know Crum from old China days
and that you referred to him as an old China hand?
Mr. Col.E. I think, sir, that I referred to him as an old China

hand, but I do not recall having mentioned to him that I ever knew
him in China.

Senator PERCY. Do you deny that you ever did know Crum in
China?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, I have denied that.

Senator PERCY. You flatly and categorically deny that?
Mr. Col.F.. I have flatly and categorically denied it.
Senator PERCY. Have you at any time ever stated to anyone that
you did know him in China or infer that?
Mr. Col. E. Sir, if it was inferred, it wasn't intentional, because I
did not know the man in China.

Senator PERCY. When did you first meet Bill Crum? It is a repeti

£ question. I realize, but it is important that we try to establish
this.
Mr. Col.F. It want to repeat, sir, I believe it was in November or
December of 1966.
Senator PERCY. Of 19 what?

Mr. CoI.E. 1966. Sir.
Senator PERCY. 1966.

When you use the phrase “old China hand,” by direct testimony
of Ambassador Komer, when you use the phrase “old China hand”

or "old China friend,” more aptly, by Colonel Ivey, could it be that
Bill Crum was the old China friend that you had in mind but did
not fully disclose when you mentioned this suite of rooms and its
availability to Colonel Ivey :
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I think the record states old Chinese friend as what
Colonel Ivey recalls. And I said old China hand. And Bill Crum is
not Chinese.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is Mr. Martin Bromley in this room at the
present time?

Mr. ENNIs. He is not in the room but he is awaiting the commit
tee's pleasure outside the room. . .
Senator RIBIcorry Would you please bring him in 7
Mr. ENNIS. Certainly.
* ," . . .. . . .
.
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Senator RIBIcoPF. First, may I say that this committee has never
accused Martin Bromley of having offered a $50,000 bribe. Testi

mony had developed that on October 10, 1969, Colonel Cole had
stated to Investigator Johnson, General Moore, and General Polk
that on October 10, 1969, he had met some men who had offered
him a $50,000 bribe to take the Fifth Amendment and not appear
before the committee.

We asked him to identify these men. He named a Jeff Bromley

and a Larry Gordon. We had been told by investigators that Jeff
Bromley was an alias of a Martin Bromley. Mr. Bromley came here
yesterday indignant, stating he was not in Germany on October 10,

''

evidence that he was in Spain during this
period, supported by affidavits.
1969. He had su

Mr. Bromley feels that his reputation has been damaged because
the implication is that he was the man that offered you a $50,000
bribe. I think in all fairness to Mr. Bromley this should be straight
ened out at this time, as soon as it has been called to our attention.

Colonel Cole, the man at the end of the table is Martin Bromley.

Is he one of the men who met you in Frankfurt or you met with in
Frankfurt on October 10, 1969?
Mr. Col.E. He is not.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Will you look at him again? Did you ever see
him before today?

Mr. Col.E. To the best of my knowledge. I have not seen Mr.
Bromley.
Senator RIBIcoFF. You don't know Martin Bromley?

Mr. Col.E.. I do not know Martin Bromley.
Senator RIBIcoFF. So that if any implication has been made that
Mr. Martin Bromley was one of the men who offered you a bribe on
October 10, 1969, you categorically deny that this is the man that
you met with in Frankfurt, or that this is the man who offered you
a bribe 2

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I categorically deny it. Also, sir, I was not the one
who implied that Martin Bromley and the Bromley I gave the name
of—that was done by an Agent Johnson here in this room.
Senator RIBIcoFF. But you do state that the Jeff Bromley you

talked to is not this gentleman known as Martin Bromley?
Mr. Col.E. I do, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. The subcommittee wants to take this opportunity
for clearing up this point. There is no question. Mr. Martin Brom
ley. The subcommittee wants to state that any implication that you
were the man is wrong and that you were not the man that was in
Germany, and the subcommittee believes that you were in Spain at this
time, and in no way were you implicated in this incident on October

10, 1969, when an alleged bribe was given Colonel Cole.
I want to do this in behalf of the subcommittee.

Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, you said a bribe was given.
Senator RIBICOFF. A bribe was offered.

*

>

Mr. BROMLEY. My sincere thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GURNEY. I must say that it is an amazing coincidence
that with all the names in this scenario that we have heard for a

year and a half that this name Bromley should creep up in the back
seat of an automobile with Agent Johnson.
58–590–71—pt. 8–8

-
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Are you sure that that is the name you heard, Colonel Cole?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have testified that the names given to me were
Larry Gordon and a Jeff Bromley.

Senator GURNEY. Have you ever heard that name Bromley before
at any time?

Mr. Col.E. I had not heard of the name Bromley until I read the
name in the newspaper.
Senator RIRICoEF. Are we through with this point? Are there any
other questions of Mr. Bromley.

(At this point Senator Allen entered the hearing room.)
Senator Ribicor F. Does anybody else want to question Mr. Brom
lev :

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did Mr. Bromley at any time discuss his business
relationships with the Service Games corporation complex :
Mr. Col.E. I recall no such discussion.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Did he ever mention the name Bromley to you?

Mr. Col.E. I never heard the name Bromley until I read it in the
ADLERMAN. This wasn't a sort of subconscious dragging up of

p aper.
Mr.

the name Bromley, when they told you they had checked out the
fact that there was no FBI agent and there was no Internal Reve
nue Service agent that met you?

Mr. Col.F. Sir. I used the name given to me.
Mr. ADLERMAN. Are you sure you didn't grab it out of thin air
and mention it in that way?

Mr. Col E. Sir, maybe a Larry Gordon was brought in and by co
incidence I mentioned his name, too.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Do you know a Larry Gordon :
Mr. Col.E. I don't know of anyone named Larry Gordon.
Mr. ADIERMAN. Do you know any of your friends who know a
Larry Gordon :

Mr. Col.F. To my knowledge, no. I have met a number of people
named Gordon.

Mr. ADLERMAN. And you still contend that you did meet two or
three men who offered you a bribe :
Mr. Col.E. I do, sir.

Senator Ribicor F. Mr. Bromley, you may either leave the room or
sit in the back.

Mr. BROMLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator PERCY. I yield to Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Colonel Cole, I wanted to ask a few questions
that troubled me on this Hong Kong business. You testified here this

morning in testimony in response to Senator Percy that your first
trip to Hong Kong was in 1967.
Is that true?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir, that was the first trip after I had been assigned
to Vietnam. I had been to Hong Kong once in 1965, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What about 1966?

Mr. Col.F. I think, sir, when I was asked to recall the three trips I
made to Hong Kong. I recalled those trips as the first one being in
December 1966, the second one in April '' 1967, and I had forgotten
what date I gave for the third one.
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Senator GURNEY. Now you state you were there in 1965?
Mr. Col E. Yes, sir, I was there in 1965.

Senator GURNEY. But it is correct that your first trip after your
duty in Vietnam was in 1966?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. I would like to correct the record, sir. I thought

that I had visited Hong Kong in December of 1966. I didn't have
any orders or anything with me. I had no way of refreshing my
memory. I gave what I remembered.

Senator GURNEY. I thought you would want to correct that, be
cause earlier today you said 1967. We want to get these dates
straightened out, you know.

I)id you see Mr. Crum on this first trip in 1966?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You did?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. What did you discuss with him at that time?
Mr. Col.E. Wait a minute. Repeat your question. You said 1966 or
1967 ?

Senator GURNEY. I am talking about 1966 now. My recollection is
that you think you visited there in December. Is that correct?

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, and I stated, sir, that—I repeated in answer to
a question what I recalled. At that time I thought my first trip to
Hong Kong after my arrival in Vietnam was December 1966, when,
in fact, my first trip was in April of 1967.
Senator GURNEY. You didn't go there in December of 1966?
Mr. Col.F.. I did not.

Senator GURNEY. I do say to you that you festified under oath in
the executive session that this subcommittee held in July of 1970, and

also you swore in a sworn statement to the CID that you visited
there in December 1966.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I gave what I recalled. I gave the answer that I
thought was correct.

Senator GURNEY. Now your recollection is different; is that it?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I still don't have copies of all my TDY orders, but
I have been reminded that my first trip was in 1967.
Senator GURNEY. Then the two sworn statements you made under

oath are false and now you go with the statement that you weren't—
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't think the inference that they were false is
correct. I was asked a question.

Senator GURNEY. They were untrue. Let's put it that way.
Mr. Col.E. Let's say this: I gave the answer that I recalled. If you
ask me the last time or when I visited New York, I can't—
Senator GURNEY. Now you recall something different. Is that it?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I have been reminded that I did visit Hong Kong
in April of 1967, and I did visit Hong Kong in April of 1967.
Senator GURNEY. And your testimony now
Mr. CoI.E. And I did visit it in 1968.

Senator GURNEY. Your testimony now is that you did not visit
there in 1966?

Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Now to go to this visit in 1967. Was that made
with Ambassador Komer?
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Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I was unaccompanied, sir. That is the time I
was sent over there by my commander to visit the R. & R. centers.
Senator GURNEY. You testified under oath in July 1970 before

this subcommittee that you went there with Ambassador Komer.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I went with Ambassador Komer. I think, in the

spring of 1968, and I had the two trips confused in my mind.
Senator GURNEY. So this is another correction that you are mak
ing at this time?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Your recollection is changed.

Mr. Col.E. I endeavored to get copies of all my TDY orders so I
could look at them myself to determine when I made trips.

Senator GURNEY. Why did you go to Hong Kong in 1967?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I was ordered there by my commander.
Senator GURNEY. Why?
Mr. Col.E. To visit the R. & R. centers, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Your testimony previously was—you recalled,
and I don't want to misquote you, you recalled that that is what you
went there in December 1966 for.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, again I say I was wrong about the date. The first
trip was in April of 1967.
Senator GURNEY. And that was the R. & R. visit?
Mr. Col.E. That was R. & R., sir.

Senator GURNEY. Would you tell us a little more about the meet

ing with Mr. Crum at that time?
Mr. Col.E. Do you mean about having seen Mr. Crum there?
Senator GURNEY. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. I have nothing specific, except that he was there the
same time I was there.

Senator GURNEY. Where did you run into him?

Mr. Col.E. I believe he called my room or I saw him in the lobby
of the Hilton. I don't recall where.

-

Senator GURNEY. What did he say when he called your room or
saw you in the lobby of the hotel?
Mr. Col.E. I presume he said hello.
Senator GURNEY. What else did he say?
Mr. Col.E. Senator. I can only presume that he asked me if I was
doing what I was ordered to do, that sort of thing.

Senator GURNEY. Did he know what you were ordered to do?
Mr. Col.E. I don't know how he would. He didn't have copies of
my orders.

Senator GURNEY. Why would he be interested in asking?
Mr. Cole. I would assume he would ask me what I was doing.
Senator GTRNEY. He asked you what you were doing?
Mr. Col.E. I can assume that.

Senator GURNEY. What did you tell him you were doing?
Mr. Col.E. I believe I would have replied that I was visiting the
hotels where the R. & R. personnel stay.

Senator GURNEY. How long did this conversation go on?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I couldn’t possibly remember.
Senator GURNEY. You wouldn't know if it was 5 minutes?
Mr. Col.E. Or 10 minutes or 3 minutes or 1 minute.
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Senator GURNEY. After you had the conversation with him, then
what happened?
Mr. Col.E. I presume I went on my business and he went on his
-

business.

Senator GURNEY. Did you meet him again that same day?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall which days I saw Mr. Crum. We had no
prearranged schedules.
Senator GURNEY. Did you meet him another time?
Mr. Col.E. I assume that I did.

Senator GURNEY. How many times did you meet him?
Mr. Col.F. Perhaps I saw him twice. I don't recall how many times
I saw Mr. Crum.

Senator GURNEY. Would this have been in the evening?

Mr. CoIE. I don't recall having seen him in the evenings.
Senator GURNEY. How about at lunchtime !
Mr. Col.E. I did not have lunch with Mr. Crum.
Senator GURNEY. How about the afternoon :

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I was busy all afternoon.
Senator GURNEY. What were you doing?
Mr. Col.E. Again I was visiting R. & R. hotels. I was also getting
uniforms for myself.

Senator GURNEY. So you probably would have seen him in the
evening.

Mr. Col.E. I could have seen him in the evening. I do not recall
seeing Mr. Crum in the evening.
Senator GURNEY. How many nights were youthere?
Mr. CoI.E. I believe three nights.

Senator GURNEY. Who did you have dinner with those three
nights?

Mr. Col.E. One night I had dinner by myself in the grille room.
Senator GURNEY. Which night was this?

Mr. Col.E. I don’t know. I think it was the first night. I am not
100 percent certain.
Senator GURNEY. You don’t recall?

Mr. Col.E. No, I do not.

Senator GURNEY. How about the second night?
Mr. CoIF. The second night I believe I had dinner on the 22d
floor of the hotel.

Senator GURNEY. That is up on the top?
Mr. Col.E. I don't know whether it is the top, sir.
Senator GURNEY. It is up high, anyway?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Who did you eat with on that occasion?
Mr. Col.E. At that time, sir, I stated I was invited by Mr. Smith
to join him and other people at a table.
enator GURNEY. Where did you know Mr. Smith?
Mr. CoLE. He had met me in the lobby of the hotel when I
checked in.

Senator GURNEY. He knew you were coming to Hong Kong?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t know whether he knew it or not, but he saw me
and I was in uniform and he came over and introduced himself.

Senator GURNEY: Did you make the arrangements at that time to
have dinner with him?
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Mr. Col.E. No. Nothing was said, sir. He didn't invite me to dinner.
Senator GURNEY. When did he invite you?
Mr. Col.E. That was on the first night.

He didn't invite me at all, sir. It was not a prearranged thing, to
the best of my knowledge.

Senator GURNEY. You ran into him upstairs?
Mr. Col.E. I went up to the 22d floor to have dinner.
Senator GURNEY. And he was there {
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir, he was there.

Senator GURNEY. And then you had dinner with him at that
time?

Mr. Col.E. We had dinner. There were other people there.
Senator GURNEY. Who else was there that you can identify?
Mr. Col.E. As I remember, it was Mr. and Mrs. Dotterer and Mr.
and Mrs. Edelstein and Mr. Smith.

Senator GURNEY. Who is Mr. Edelstein :
Mr. Col.E. Mr. Edelstein works for Mr. Smith.

Senator GURNEY. In Price & Company?

Mr. Col.E. In Price & Company.
Senator GURNEY. And Mrs. Smith?

Mr. Col.E. I beg your pardon :
Senator GURNEY. And Mrs. Smith was there, too?
Mr. Col.E. Mrs. Smith was there, too.
Senator GURNEY. Anybody else?
Mr. Col.E. I don't recall anyone else.

Senator GURNEY. What did you discuss at the dinner meeting?
Mr. Col.E. Well, it was about the time the floor show came on and

that took up the time.
Senator GURNEY. You didn't discuss anything there?
Mr. Col.E. No. I think we exchanged pleasantries, but if you are
referring to business, no.

Senator GURNEY. What about the next night? Who did you have
dinner with that night?
Mr. Col.E. Sunday night? Again. I believe I had dinner alone.
Senator GURNEY. Well, do you recall?

Mr. Col.E. No, I don't recall specifically, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You don't recall.

Incidentally, how many of these have we gotten so far? We
started out today with 71 “don’t recalls” and now we have 92. The
total is adding up very well.

But at no time during this Hong Kong meeting were any of these
people, who are all engaged in the importation of these things that
were so important to the club systems in Vietnam—you had no dis
cussion like that ?

Mr. Col.F.. I don't recall any business discussion with these people
whatsoever.

Senator GURNEY: Well, how was it—I know Senator Percy asked

you about this—within a few days after you went back to Saigon
did make a phone call on behalf of the open mess systems, but
involving Sarl Electronics equipment. Didn't you?
Mr. Col.F. Sir, I don’t think it was a few days. I think it was
probably much, much later.

you

Senator GURNEY. How much later?
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Mr. Cole. The first call that I know of appears in Captain Whal
en's testimony, which was July or August 1967.... .

Senator GURNEY. Did you make any call within a few days after
you returned ?

Mr. Coif. I don't recall having called anyone about the import of
slot machines or anything else a few days after I returned.
Senator GURNEY. Did you discuss Sarl Electronics at the dinner
on the 22d floor?

Mr. Cole. I don't recall any discussion about any business, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Was Mr. Crum's name mentioned at all during
the dinner?

Mr. Col.E. It could have been. I don’t recall.

Senator GURNEY. They are all good friends of his.
Mr. Col.F. Yes, and they could have mentioned his name, and
other people, too.
Senator GURNEY. He wasn't there at the dinner?

Mr. CoIF. I do not recall that Mr. Crum was there at the time.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Allen.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Colonel Cole, after you were assigned to Vietnam, how many trips
did you make to Hong Kong?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I believe there were three, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Three trips.

On how many of those trips did you see Mr. Crum?
Mr. Col.E. I recall only having seen him on one of those trips, sir.
Senator ALLEN. That was the trip in 1967 that Senator Gurney
was asking about?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, Senator.

Senator ALLEN. I would like to ask you to put in proper relation
ship

''

point of time some of the happenings that you have dis

CuSSoct.

When were you transferred from South Vietnam to Germany?
Mr. CoI.E. In December 1968.
Senator ALLEN. December 1968.
Mr. COLE. 1968.

Senator ALLEN. When was your temporary rank of brigadier gen
eral withdrawn?

Mr. Cole. When I was retired on the 31st of July 1970.
Senator ALLEN. Your rank was not withdrawn until your
retirement?

Mr. Cole: Yes, sir, it was in conjunction with my voluntary re
tirement.

-

Senator ALLEN. When did you write General Westmoreland?
Mr. Col.E. I believe it was in September, sir, 1969.
Senator ALLEN. September of 1969?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. And then when did you hear from him?
Mr. Col.F. The same month, if I remember right. It could have
been early October, but I believe it was in September.
Senator ALLEN. Did you retain a copy of your letter to General
Westmoreland?

Mr. Col.E. My letter was handwritten and I did not retain a copy.
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Senator ALLEN. Did you retain the original letter from General
Westmoreland?

-

Mr. CoLE. I may have a copy of that letter, sir. I have not looked.
Senator ALLEN. I believe you were asked about that at one of the
earlier sessions of the committee. You haven't made an effort to find
the letter?

Mr. Col.E. I have not looked, sir.

Senator ALLEN. And I believe you said that General Westmoreland

advised you to have confidence in the Army court-martial system.
That was his advice to vou?

Mr. Col.E. And that he could make no personal comments as to
whether I should apply for retirement or not.
Senator ALLEN. Did you ask him whether you should apply for
retirement or not?

Mr. Col.E. No. I told him that I felt I had no other alternative but
to retire.

Senator ALLEN. And he told you to decide that for yourself?
Mr. Col.E. To make up my own mind.
Senator ALLEN. After you got that letter from General Westmore
land, how long was it then until you made application for retire
ment?

Mr. Col.E. I would guess a couple of weeks, sir.
Senator ALLEN. So as soon as you got word from General West
moreland advising you to have confidence in the Army court-martial

system you failed to follow that advice by seeking retirement which
would put you beyond the reach of the Army disciplinary system,
isn't that correct?

Mr. Col.E. That is not the reason I submitted application for re
tirement, no.
Senator ALLEN. But it would have that result, would it not?
Mr. Col.E. No, because the Army saw fit to retain me for approxi
mately 10 months after I submitted application for retirement.
Senator ALLEN. Retain you in what capacity?
Mr. CoLE. I beg your pardon?
Senator ALLEN. Retain you in what capacity?
d Mr. Col.E. Retain me as an officer, a brigadier general, on active
uty.

Senator ALLEN. In other words, they did not act on your applica
tion for retirement for a period of 10 months?

Mr. Col.E., Approximately 10 months, sir, if I remember correctly.
Senator ALLEN. What duties were you given during that iO
months' period?
Mr. Col.E. I had very limited duties, sir. Practically none.
Senator ALLEN. Practically no duties during that 10-month period
while they were deciding what action to take on your application
for retirement?
Mr. CoLE. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN: Did you have any consultation with any of your
Army superiors during that time?
Mr. Col.E. I saw General Westmoreland once or twice in the hall.
I saw General Palmer once in the hall. And I saw General Winn
once or twice or in his office.
Senator ALLEN. In the hall where?
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Mr. Col.E. In the hall of the Pentagon.

Senator ALLEN. Did you have an office over there?
Mr. Col.E. I did.

Senator ALLEN. Did you question them about what action they
were going to take on your application?
Mr. Col E. I don't recall specifically discussing anything about
when the date would be except with General Westmoreland when I
had a job offer. I then asked him when he thought I would be per;
-

mitted to retire. He said he didn't know, he would have to wait and
See.

Senator ALLEN. When, with reference to the first time that you

heard that this subcommittee had your actions under investigation, was

it that you made your application for retirement?
-

# CoLE.

I beg your pardon, sir. Would you repeat your ques

t1On

Senator ALLEN. When, with reference to the first time that you

heard that this subcommittee had your actions under investigation,
was it that you submitted vour application for retirement?

Mr. Col.E. I was never officially informed that this committee had
an investigation specifically aimed at me.
Senator ALLEN. You found out about it.

Mr. CoLE. Yes, I found out about it.
Senator ALLEN. You called the subcommittee, did you not?
Mr. Col.E. I called them in September, sir, after I was relieved
and informed that I would be reassigned.

Senator ALLEN. When, then, with reference to the first time you
heard about it, was it that you applied for retirement?
d Mr. Col.E. Sir, the investigation by the committee had nothing to
O–

Senator ALLEN. I understand that. I didn't ask that. I just asked
to correlate the two events in point of time.
Mr. Col.E. Actually, sir, I had written up an application for re
tirement as early as August.
Senator ALLEN. I understand that. When was the first time, then,

' #" word that the subcommittee had your actions under inves
19|ation

r. Col.E. The first time was in, I would guess, about the 9th or
10th of September.

Senator ALLEN. The 9th or 10th of September of 1969?
Mr. COLE. 1969.

'tor ALLEN. All

right. When, then, did you apply for retire

ment 6

Mr. Col.E. I called General Polk and told him that in view of my
reassignment I would submit application for retirement. He sug

gested that I think it over for awhile, discuss it with him; also, that
in all probability they wouldn't permit me to retire anyway.
ALLEN. On what date was that that you had that conver

£or

Satlon a

Col.E.ofI September.
don’t recall the specific
date, sir. It wass probably
theMr.
middle
pe
p
y in
*

Senator ALLEN. The middle of September. So on the 9th of Sep
tember you find that the subcommittee is investigating you and on the
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15th of September you make your initial contacts with respect to re
tiring, is that correct?
Mr. Col.E. It is the first time that I had discussed it with anyone;
-

yes, sir, anyone outside my own headquarters.

Senator ALLEN. When were you relieved of your command of the
European Exchange System in Germany?
Mr. Col.E. I was advised on September 7.
Senator ALLEN. On when?

Mr. Col.E. On September 7.

Senator ALLEN. So the chronology, then, is the 7th of September
1969, you are relieved of your command of the European Exchange
System.

Mr. Col.E. I was advised that I would be reassigned to Headquar
ters, USARE.

Senator ALLEN. In effect, that was relieving you of your com
mand. It was in the mill.

Mr. Col.E. It was appraised as being a reassignment because they
had a quartermaster officer for the job and the job was normally
filled by a quartermaster officer.
Senator ALLEN. But you would no longer occupy that position or
perform those duties.

Mr. Col.E. That is correct. I was going to be reassigned.
Senator ALLEN. That was on the 7th of September 1969?
Mr. COLE. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. On the 9th of September 1969, you receive word
in some fashion that the subcommittee has your actions under investi
gation ?

Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. And on the 15th of September
Mr. Col.E. I would like to state this, sir: I never received word
that the committee had my actions under investigation. I did receive

word that the committee was investigating clubs and mess systems
and other activities in Vietnam.

Senator ALLEN. And you thought that would involve you, did
you, Colonel Cole?

Mr. Col.E. I was indirectly told that it did.
Senator ALLEN. Speaking of this indirection, where did it come
from ? In what manner did you get this word?

Mr. CoIF. I received the word from Washington, sir.
Senator ALLEN. From whom?

Mr. Col.E. From Mr. Russ Blandford.
Senator ALLEN. From Mr. Blandford 2

Mr. Col.E. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. Who was he?

R.' CoLE.

I believe he was the chief counsel to the late Mendel

1 Vel's.

Senator A1. EN. He called you on the phone?
Mr. Coil. I don't recall, sir, whether he called me or I called him.
Senator ALLEN: Why in the world would you call him?
Mr. Coir. Because his wife was visiting their daughter and son
in-law. Their daughter and son-in-law were part of the command that
I was in command of.
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Senator ALLEN. Did you make inquiry of him as to whether you
were
Mr.being
Col E.investigated?
No. I don't recall, sir, whether I called him or he called
me, but I think how it came about was that he was coming over in a
-

couple of months to visit his daughter who was going to have a
child

Senator ALLEN. You didn't know that, did you?
Mr. Col.E. Didn't know what?

-

Senator ALLEN. You didn't know he was coming over there, did
Vou?

Mr. Col.E. He told me.

Senator ALLEN. I am trying to find out who initiated the call.
Mr. Col.E. I am saying I don't recall whether I, called him or he
called me. Anyway, he said he would see me when he came over, and
I said: “No, I am being reassigned to Heidelberg.” We then went
into a discussion.

Senator ALLEN. It was at that time that you heard that the opera

tion of the exchange system in South Vietnam was going to be
under investigation?

Mr. Col.E. I don't believe he said the exchange system, sir. I think
it was the club and mess system.
Senator ALLEN. Colonel Cole, I believe you have testified that

only an infinitesimal part of your duties in South Vietnam involved
the exchange and mess system: isn't that right?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. Why, then, would you be alarmed at getting word

that the exchange system was under investigation when you £

SO

little to do with it?

Mr. CoI.E. I wasn't alarmed, sir.
Senator ALLEN. You were not alarmed?

Mr. CoI.E. No, I was not alarmed.

Senator ALLEN. Well, you put in
Mr. Col.E. I hadn't engaged counsel. I hadn't discussed it with
anybody.

Senator ALLEN: Why would you think that would involve you
when you had so little to do with it?
Mr. Cor E. Because I was the deputy chief of staff for personnel

and administration and morale and welfare came under that office,
that is, the supervision of it.

Senator ALLEN. I understood that only, to use your own words, an
infinitesimal part of your duties involved the exchange and mess
system.

Mr. ColE. Yes, sir, that is correct.

Senator ALLEN: Why, then, should you be concerned for your own
safety and well-being by any such statement as that?
Mr. Col.E. Because my name had been brought up.
Senator ALLEN. By who?
Mr. Col.E. By whoever mentioned it to this committee.
Senator ALLEN. That is the point I am trying to get. I understood
you to say just a moment ago that he did not say that you were in
-

volved, that only the exchange and mess system was under investiga
tion but that you expressly said that no one said that your actions
were under investigation.
*
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Mr. Col.E. He said that my name had been brought up:
Senator ALLEN. We are learning that for the first time, I believe
Didn't you testify just a moment ago that no one said that your ac
-

tions were under investigation?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, he said that many names were brought up, that
there were many allegations against many people. I later called Gen
eral Palmer's office and I received the same information.
Senator ALLEN. You called who?

-

Mr. Col.E. General Palmer. He is the Vice Chief of Staff of the
Army.

Senator ALLEN. So you heard, then, on the 9th-.
Mr. Col E. Sir, I am not going to specifically say it was the 9th. I
don't recall. It was approximately that date.
Senator ALLEN. You said a moment ago it was the 9th.
Mr. Col.E. I think it was the 9th.

Senator ALLEN. Plus or minus a day. Who was that you talked
to ?

Mr. Col.E. I called General Palmer's office and I talked to his exec
utive officer.

Senator ALLEN. I am talking about hearing the first word you
heard from the subcommittee.

Mr. Col.E. I don't quite follow you.
Senator ALLEN. Who is this man that you talked to for the first
time on the 9th, plus or minus a day, that advised you that your ac
tions were under investigation?
Mr. Col.E. I have stated, sir, that the person I talked to is Mr.
Russ Blandford.

Senator ALLEN. Spell it, please.
Mr. CoI.E. I believe it is spelled B-l-a-n-d-f-o-r-d. It may not have
a “d” in the middle.

Senator ALIEN.And he told you that the exchange and mess oper
ations in South Vietnam were going to be the subject of an investi
gation by this subcommittee and that your name had been mentioned in
connection there with ?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir. As I recall, sir, he said that the subcommittee
had had investigators in South Vietnam and that the hearings
would begin in the immediate future.
Senator ALLEN. What about your involvement in it?

Mr. Col.E. I say no one had indicated that I was involved other
than my name had been mentioned.
Senator ALLEN. Then after talking to Mr. Blandford you called
General Palmer?

Mr. CoIE. I don't recall whether I called the same day, but during
that same week I called General Palmer.

Senator ALLEN. What was the purpose of that?
Mr. Col.E. To find out what it was all about, because I had never

no one in the Army had talked to me about this at all.
Senator ALLEN. what did you find out there?
Mr. Col E. General Palmer stated—he was too busy, he couldn't
talk, but his executive officer related to me that unsubstantiated alle

gations had been made involving me. That was the crux of the con
Versation.
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Senator ALLEN. Did you ask the party you talked to, with respect

to the hearings or the investigation, whether they thought you ought
to retire or not?

Mr. Col.F. Absolutely not, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Who else did you talk to?

Mr. Col.E. Those were the only two conversations I recall.
Senator ALLEN. Did you call anybody on this subcommittee?
Mr. Col.E. I called Senator Ribicoff's office.

Senator ALLEN. When was that?

Mr. Col.F. I don't remember the date, sir, but it was somewhere
between the 7th and 12th, I would guess.
Senator ALLEN. The 7th and 12th of September?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. I understand you didn't hear from Mr. Blandford
until the 9th.

Mr. Col.E. Then, sir, I would say between the 9th and the 12th.
Senator ALLEN. You talked, then, to Blandford, to General Pal
mer, and Senator Ribicoff's office?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. And then on the 15th you put in your application
for retirement?
Mr. Col.E. On the 14th of October.

Senator ALLEN. On the 15th you talked to a general about the ad
visability of your retiring?

Mr. Col.E. Not about the advisability, sir. Since I was going to be
reassigned to his headquarters, we were discussing dates. My son was
visiting me from Vietnam and he wanted to know what date my son
would be departing and when they should issue orders making the
effective date of the reassignment.

I said that I had prepared or was preparing an application for re
tirement.

Senator ALLEN. Now, what general was that you were talking to?
Mr. CoLE. General Polk.

Senator ALLEN. He is the officer there in Germany?
Mr. Col.E. Commanding General of the U.S. Forces in Germany.
Senator ALLEN. He is the man who is familiar with this accusa

tion that you made about the $50,000 bribe offer; is that correct?
Mr. CoLE. He is familiar with the weekend of October 10, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Did he give you any advice about the propriety
or advisability of your retiring?
-

Mr. Col.E. He said I should do what I felt I wanted to do.

Senator ALLEN. So the subject of your letter to General West
moreland—and that was in September of 1969 with an unstated
date—

-

.

Mr. Col.E. That is correct, I didn't specify a date.

... Senator ALLEN (continuing).—That had to do with the advisabil
ity or not of your retirement, is that correct?

Mr. CoLE. Not the advisability. It was a statement of mine, that I

felt in view of what had happened to me I should retire.
Senator ALLEN. Didn't you ask him for his advice?
Mr. COLE. No, I didn't ask for his advice.

Senator ALLEN. He gave you some, didn't he?
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Mr. Col.E. He said it was too personal a matter for him to advise
ine On.

Senator ALLEN. Why would he say that? You hadn't asked him
for his advice.

Mr. Col.E. Perhaps I did have a sentence in there that said, “What
do you think about this?” or something else. I don't recall specifi
cally asking for his advice.

Senator ALLEN. So as soon as you were relieved of your command
in Germany, you write General Westmoreland.
Mr. CoLE. He is the man who relieved me, sir.
Senator ALLEN. You write him. You talk to General Polk about

your retirement. You hear from Mr. Blandford about the investiga
tion. You talk to General Palmer. And then you submit your appli
cation for retirement, is that correct?

Mr. Col.E. On the 14th of October I submitted my application for
retirement.
Senator ALLEN. And it took them 10 months to decide what to do

with that application, is that correct?

Mr. Col.F. They held the application in abeyance until July 31,
1970.

Senator ALLEN. And kept you in your rank of Brigadier General :
Mr. CoI.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. And they continued to pay your salary?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. And that was what?

Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Approximately.
Mr. Col.E. $1,700 or $1,800 a month.

Senator ALLEN. $1,700 or $1,800 a month. And you performed. I
believe your expression was, practically no duties.
Mr. Col.E. I performed the duties assigned to me.

Senator ALLEN. Which were practically nil 2
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. Did you feel you were under any manner of re

straint by the Army at that time?
Mr. Col.E. What is meant by that statement?
Senator ALLEN. Sir?

Mr. Col.E. What is meant by that statement?
Senator ALLEN. Just what I asked. Did you feel that you were

under
type of restraint
by the Army at that time, in the holding
#"anyapplication
in abeyance and the assignment of no duties to

of

yOu
Did

you think that they were merely holding it in abeyance to de

cide whether or not to take disciplinary action against you?
Mr. CoI.E. I assume they '' my application in abeyance pending
the completion of an investigation by the CID.
Senator ALLEN. And then the acceptance of the retirement came
when, Colonel Cole?
Mr. Col.F.. I was retired—I was notified that I would be retired on

the 30th of July, and I retired on the 31st of July.
Senator ALLEN. I believe that the reasons assigned by the Army
for your retirement had to do with happenings in Germany rather

than in South Vietnam, is that correct?

-
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Mr. CoLE. That is what I understand, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Now, Colonel Cole, after you were relieved of
your duties in Europe and had returned to the United States, did
you have any interest in the contracting of any of the concession
aires? I have particular reference to the Elco International.

Did you take any action or intercede in its behalf or make inquiry
of anyone with respect to any of their activities?
Mr. Col.E. I called a Colonel Grit, sir, who had worked for me in
Munich.

Senator ALLEN. What did you ask him :

Mr. Col.E. I think my question was whether or not this company
had, in fact, been debarred.

Senator ALLEN. That was in February of 1970?
Mr. Col.F.. I don't recall the date, sir.

Senator ALLEN. It was after you had put in your application for
retirement, was it not ?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. And you had been assigned no duties?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator ALLEN. You didn't have anything further to do with the
exchange system in Europe, did you?
Mr. Col.E. No, I did not.

Senator ALLEN. Didn’t this come under that activity?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I considered a mere inquiry. I had had another in
quiry about Xerox machines for the office, too.
Senator ALLEN. Who asked you to perform these duties?

Mr. Col.E. I beg your pardon :
Senator ALLEN. Colonel Cole, I asked you who asked you to per
form these duties?

Mr. Col.E. Who asked me to make a telephone call?
Senator ALLEN. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. A Mr. Bayles.
Senator ALLEN. Mister who?

Mr. Col.E. Mr. Bayles.
Senator ALLEN. Is that your attorney?
Mr. Col.E. Mr. Magee is my attorney. He is an associate.

Senator ALLEN. When did you employ an attorney?
Mr. Col.E. After I returned. It was in October, I believe, of 1969.
Senator ALLEN. Sir?

Mr. Col.E. October, 1969.
Senator ALLEN. October, 1969.

In other words, about the same time you made application for re
tirement you employed an attorney to represent your interests?
Mr. CoLE. Upon advice of representatives of the Department of
the Army I did obtain counsel.
Senator ALLEN. Who in the Army told you to do that?

Mr. CoLE. It was suggested by General Parker, Deputy Staff
Judge Advocate, by Major General Becker, and one or two others.

Senator ALLEN. This Elco International, had you had any deal
ings with or for them while you were assigned in Europe?
Mr. Col.E. No, I had no dealings with them at all. The retired
colonel who represented them, I had seen once.
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Senator ALLEN. You never had any dealings with them there in
Furope?

Mr. CoLE. No, sir, none whatsoever. As far as I know, they had no
business at all with the exchange.

Senator ALLEN. Never having had any dealings with them, they
come in and ask you to get some information for them as to whether
they are barred from doing business there in Europe, is that right?
Mr. Col.E. Probably because I had met their representative Colo
nel Grogan, socially.
Senator ALLEN. Who was he?

Mr. Col.E. He was a retired colonel who represented that firm.

Senator ALIEN. Wasn't Elco represented by Bayles?
Mr. CoLE. No, sir. I am speaking of their representative in Ger
many, sir. They had a representative who took care of their business
interests in that area.

Senator ALLEN. Did the Army assign somebody to take your place
over there in charge of the European Exchange System?
Mr. Col.E. They had, sir.
Senator ALLEN. What was his name?

Mr. Col.E. Bigler.
Senator ALLEN. General Bigler?

Mr. CoLE. He was then a colonel, later a general.

Senator ALLEN. Colonel Bigler. Didn't that fall in his sphere of
activity?

Mr. CoLE. No. Elco, to the best of my knowledge, sir, had no busi
ness with the Post Exchange in Europe.
Senator ALLEN. Do you mean the head of the European Exchange
System didn't have anything to do with the post exchanges?
Mr. CoLE. Sir, I think you misunderstood. I do not believe that
Elco conducted any business with the Post Exchange System in
Europe.
Senator ALLEN. What did they do?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I know one thing they did. They bought beer, im
ported beer, from the Germans.

Senator ALLEN. They were doing business—their inquiry was, were

they barred from solicitation in Europe, is that correct?
Mr. CoLE. This is my understanding, my recollection, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Well, if it didn't come under the European Ex
change System, surely it didn't come under your department, which
consisted of no duties whatsoever.

Mr. Col.E. That is correct. It was an inquiry.

Senator ALLEN. What answer did you get?
Mr. Col.E. I got—I believe I received a call back to the effect that
the debarment proceedings were under consideration.
Senator ALLEN. For what reason? Was it some special activity?
Mr. Col.E. They didn't cite the reason, as I recall.
Senator ALLEN. This inquiry came from your then counsel, is that
correct?

Mr. Col.E. I believe one of the owners or sons of the owners of

Elco had gone to that office and he called me.
Senator ALLEN. How in the world would they know about your
employment of an attorney?
Mr. CoLE. I don't know. I presume he told them.
-
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Senator ALLEN. So your attorney comes to you and says, “Elco
people want you to get some information for them?”
Mr. CoLE. No. I believe the request was, sir, “Do you know of any
one who could either confirm or otherwise this action concerning
Elco Z"

Senator ALLEN. But you don't know why it was they happened to
talk to your counsel, then?

Mr. CoIF. No, I don't. I had never met anybody from Elco, except
Colonel Grogan.

Senator ALLEN. I believe you said General Palmer and General
Polk both advised you to get an attorney?
-

Mr. CoLE. No, I didn't say that, sir.

*

Senator ALLEN. What did you say?

-

-

Mr. Col.E. I said that General Parker, General Becker
Senator ALLEN. Is it Parker or Palmer ?

Mr. CoI.E. Parker.
Senator ALLEN. Is there also a Palmer?

,"

-

*

*

Mr. CoLE. There is a Palmer. We did not discuss my employment
of counsel.

*
-

s

-

-

-

Senator ALLEN: We find there was somebody else, then, that you
talked to. General Parker, did you talk to him about your retire
ment?

.

-

..

Mr. Col.E. I didn't talk to him. He had nothing to do with my re
tirement.

,

-

-

-

Senator ALLEN. He advised you to get counsel, did he not?
Mr. CoLE. Yes, because I was to appear before a subcommittee an
he advised me that I have counsel.

-

Senator ALLEN. When was that that he advised?

Mr. Col.E. That was when I returned from Germany on or about
the 20th of October, and it was within a day or two or three after
my return.

*

.

-

Senator ALLEN. When did you get here, did you say?
Mr. Col.F. On or about the 20th of October.
Senator ALLEN. The 20th of October.

. .
•

-

*,

* *

In other words, all of these actions, then, prior to your actually
putting in the application for retirement took place, as far as you
were concerned, from Germany, is that correct?
Mr. CoI.E. Would you repeat your question?
Senator ALLEN. I say the actions that you have been describing
-

-

-

-

that took place there in September, you were in Germany when they
took place, is that right?

-

Mr. CoI.E. That is correct.

.

s

.

-

Senator ALLEN: But after you got here, on the 20th of October,
General Parker advised you to get counsel?
Mr. COLE. That is correct.

.. . .

.

Senator ALLEN. When did you first appear before the subcommittee?
Mr. CoLE. I don't recall the date.

Do you recall the date?".

*

Mr. MAGEE. No, sir. They have it.

.. .

.

. .

*

Mr. Col.E. It was in late October but I don't recall the date. Mr.
Duffy might recall it.
,,
. .
. .
. .
.
.
. -*

- Senator ALIEN Colonel, did you know that Elco International is
a distributor within the Service Games complex of companies? 58–590–71—pt s—9
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Mr. CoLE. I had no idea, sir.

Senator ALLEN. I believe you said you made other inquiries of
military authorities for other companies during this time that you
were performing no duties there at the Pentagon.
What other companies did you intercede for or make inquiries
for ?

-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I only recall someone from Xerox coming in and
talking about Xerox machines and I referred him to the person who
handles Xerox machines.

Senator ALLEN. So you didn't intercede for them, then?
Mr. CoLE. I introduced him to the person who could answer his

questions. I could not.
Senator ALLEN. But with regard to Elco you handled that your
self, isn’t that right?
Mr. Col.E. I made the call. I did.

Senator ALLEN. But Xerox hadn't been doing any business with
the exchanges, either in South Vietnam or in Germany, had they?
Mr. CoLE. We had many Xerox machines in Germany.
Senator ALLEN. But as part of the exchange or mess system?
Mr. Col.E. I know in the exchange system we had many Xerox
machines.

Senator ALLEN. They were not selling them, were they?
Mr. CoLE. I believe Xerox machines are leased as opposed to sale.

Senator ALLEN. That is what I thought.
I believe I have no further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Gurney.
Senator Percy?
Senator PERCY. I would like to continue.

Senator GURNEY. I have a couple of questions on this, if we are
going to leave it.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Would Senator Percy yield?
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Senator GURNEY. General, during this 10-month period that, as I
understand it, you were assigned no duties, awaiting disposition of

your retirement application, did you have any discussions with any
one in the Army about this case or about your pending retirement?
Mr. CoLE. I am sure I discussed my retirement.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall who you talked to?
Mr. Cole. I assume that I talked to the people in the processing.
Perhaps Maj. Gen. Frank Davis of the General Officers Branch. I
was wondering when I would be retired.

Senator GURNEY: Did you talk to anyone specifically about the in
vestigation that this subcommittee was doing and its possible effect
upon your retirement?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I did not.
Senator GURNEY. You mentioned also that you made a phone call,
and this is in this time sequence when you were first inquiring about

the subcommittee's hearings, to General Palmer's office, is that right?
Mr. Col.E. I called General Palmer's office, that is correct, while I
was still in Germany.
Senator GURNEY. Who did you talk to?

Mr. Cole, Italked to his executive officer, a then Colonel Forrester.
Senator GURNEY. And what was the subject of your conversation?
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Mr. Col.E. I asked specifically the reason from the Department of
Army standpoint as to why I had been ordered reassigned.
Senator GURNEY. And what did he say?
Mr. Col.E. I didn't talk to General

£imer. They

decided to reas

sign me because of this qualified quartermaster officer who was to
take my place.
I then said, “Well, I wasn't aware that it was a temporary assign
-

ment when I took it.”

Senator GURNEY. Did you talk to Colonel Forrester about the
pending investigation of this subcommittee ?
Mr. CoLE. I then asked if the Department of Army had any alle

gations concerning me, and he said yes, they had some unsubstan
tiated allegations.
Senator GURNEY. What did he say they were ?
Mr. CoLE. He didn't elaborate. He didn't say from whom or what
thev had.

ator GURNEY. Did you ask him?
Mr. Col.E. No, I did not.
Senator GURNEY. You didn't ask him?

Mr. Col.E. He merely stated there were unsubstantiated allega
tions.

Senator GURNEY. You didn't ask what the allegations were about?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall, sir, that there was that detail, no.

Senator GURNEY. This was a serious thing, of course, which would
affect your career. The phone call you made, of course, was pursuant
to a reassignment.
Mr. Col.E. And he gave me the same answer that General West
moreland gave me.

Senator GURNEY. I would think you would have extreme curiosity
about the nature of the allegations.
Mr. Col.E. If I asked the question, sir, he didn’t discuss it with me.
Senator GURNEY. Do you recall whether you asked him about
what the allegations were

Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall that we were specific at all. He merely, if
I remember correctly, said there were allegations.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ask him who made the allegations?
Mr. Col.E. No, I did not.

Senator GURNEY. Did you discuss the pending investigation of the
subcommittee?

Mr. CoLE. No. I got the impression that the subcommittee had
completed its investigations and had not reached the hearing stage.
Senator GURNEY. I am talking about the hearing stage.
Mr. Col.E. Yes. He indicated there would be hearings.
Senator GURNEY. Did you discuss those with him?
Mr. CoLE. No. I didn’t discuss, other than the fact that he thought
there would be hearings.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ask him whether the pending hearings
and the investigation that had been conducted prior to the hearings
had anything to do with your reassignment?
Mr. Col.E. I believe that I did.

Senator GURNEY. Could you tell us a little bit about that?
Mr. Col.E. I think, sir, that his answer was, “The reason General

Westmoreland gave you is the reason why you were reassigned.”
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Senator GURNEY: Did you discuss it with General Palmer at all?
Mr. CoI.E. No, I did not talk to General Palmer.

Senator GURNEY. At no time?

-

Mr. Col.F. At no time.
Senator GURNEY. That is all.

*

-

*
*
-

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, I have just one point I would like to
try to put on the record with respect to your past knowledge of Mr.
Crum. And then because we have with us Mr. Bellino, I would like
to get into some of the finances where I think he can help us.
My question with respect to your knowledge of Mr. Crum and
your references to the fact that you had known him before: I cite

first Ambassador Komer's reiteration that when dining with Lindy
Johnson it was stated that Johnson, Crum and Cole had all been in

China and knew each other at that time. .

"

*

*

*

c' yon deny having at any time said that you did know Crum

in

lna

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don't see how I could possibly say it because I
have never met Mr. Crum or Mr. Johnson until

*

-

-

Senator PERcy. We have had several people testify that you either
stated that you had this longtime friendship, and could verify as to

his
and so forth. Major St. Martin in sworn testimony
said character
this: ' '
f

-

of william Crum, General Cole said: “He and I are old friends from the
mainland of China. I have known Bill for over 20 years and he would not do
anything illegal. I have had him to lunch on several occasions at my quarters
and I have visited him also in Saigon. He is a real fine man.”

Did you state this? Did you tell this to Major St. Martin?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall telling Major St. Martin that I had known
Mr. Crum for 20 years or had known him on the mainland of China.
Senator PERCY. Do you think it is a possiblity you could have said
it or inferred it, or would you categorically deny that you said it?
* Mr. Cole. I don't see how I could have stated it because it would
have been an untruth.

Senator PERCY. Well, a lot of things have been stated that are un
truths. Colonel Cole.

-

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. I have heard

'' a few, sir.

Senator PERCY. Since man could talk, I suppose. Three people
have now indicated that they feel you have inferred this longtime
friendship.

Why would they form a conspiracy to want to state to this sub

committee that you had inferred to them that you not only had
known Crum for a long time but that you verify and certify as to
his character and quality, when we had had direct witnesses from
industry indicate that very improper requests or questions had been

put to them by Mr. Crum?

* **

-

-

Can you give us any explanation as to why?
Mr. Col.E. No. I can only think, sir, that it might have been an as
sumption on their part because I have served on the mainland of
China.

*

***

.

-

Senator PERCY. I asked you the direct question whether compensa

tion and
for you
yourstated
legalno.fees had been promised or assumed by anyone
else
•

* ...!

*
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I asked whether or not—I don't know how it came up, but you
stated you had made a 25 percent payment on your

le:

fees. Is

that correct?

Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir, 25 percent.

-

Senator PERCY. May I ask when that payment was made? Was it
within recent days, weeks, or was it at the outset of your retaining?
Mr. Col.E. I don't recall the specific date, no.

Senator PERCY. How was that payment made?
Mr. Col.E. By check, sir.

-

Senator PERCY. Can we be then advised as to—Mr. Bellino, do you
have any comment on that?
Mr. BELLINo. Senator—

Senator PERCY. Could I try to determine when the payment was
made, within a general reference of time?

Mr. Col E. I would say within the past 6 or 8 months.
Senator PERCY. Within the last 6 or 8 months?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. And by check.
Mr. BELLINo. We have examined his records up to about August

6, 1970, and up until that time there was no check issued to any at
torney by Mr. Cole.

Senator PERCY. It could be that we have overlooked it, Colonel
Cole.

Could you then produce the check that would have been cashed?
We would like very much to have that.

While Mr. Bellino is here, I would like to ask you some financial
questions.

Last July, at an executive session of this subcommittee, you were
asked to furnish a statement of your assets and liabilities as of July
1, 1966, and as of June 30, 1970, a period of 4 years, which would
certainly span the period of 30 months you had in Vietnam.
You have now had 8 months to furnish that material.

Is that right, to the best of my knowledge it has not been received?
Mr. BELLINo. We have not received it.

Senator PERCY. Can you tell us why there has been such a long
delay in preparing this material?
Mr. Col. E. For one thing, it took me a considerable amount of time
to get some of the original financial records back from this office.
enator PERCY. We want to be as cooperative as we possibly can
be under the circumstances.

-

I understand the subcommittee staff has contacted your lawyer
and he has suggested that this would be the appropriate time to ask
you for details. I therefore give you this opportunity to furnish
such details as you like to put into the record which would fulfill
our request that we be given a statement of assets, liabilities, and,
therefore, resultant networth, from July 1, 1966, and again on June
30, 1970.

Mr. MAGEE. I am handing to the chairman my letter addressed to
the chairman dated March 11, 1971, which has attached to it the

statement of assets and liabilities as of July 1, 1966, as of June 30,
1970, and you also asked for a list of jewelry purchases. That is
here, Mr. Chairman. These are presented to you on the best of the
General's knowledge, information and belief.
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(Document handed to the subcommittee; see Exhibit No. 633 on
p. 2037 of the appendix.)
Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, I would like to ask some questions
about Mrs. Catherine Jean Gault. My questions are limited entirely
-

to finances.

Can you tell us whether you authorized overtime pay for Mrs.
Catherine Jean Gault?
Mr. CoI.E. I am sure that I did.

-

Senator PERCY. Did you ever arrange for overtime pay to be given
Gault even though she was away from her Vietnam post

#uties
#

Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall having authorized that, no, sir, unless she
was away on business.

Senator PERCY. What official business assignments did you arrange
for Mrs. Gault?

Mr. Cole. I don't follow you. Where, sir?
Senator PERCY. What special official business assignments? Maybe
you could describe her normal duties and whatever special assign
ments she might have had that would have been out of the ordinary.

Mr. Cole. She was my administrative assistant.
Senator PERCY. And in that capacity—
Mr. CoI.E. She ran the office.

Senator PERCY (continuing). She ran the office.
Were there any special assignments that she was given?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, there were several.

Senator PERCY. Could you describe the nature of those?

Mr. Cole. Yes. When we had so many complaints from the civil
ian girls, the nurses and the WACs who were in Vietnam that there
was nothing in the PX for them, she and a WAC major were sent
on either two or three trips to talk to people, to see what was avail
able, and then to bring that back to the Post Exchange System, go
down and talk to the Regional Exchange Commander, where this
was written up and turned over to him, and out of that listing.
things were procured and a room was set up in each of the areas of
the Post Exchanges where the ladies could go and buy things that
they needed.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, so that you can see clearly the na
ture of my questions, and in no way am I trying to lead you down a
path, but I want you to know exactly where we are trying to go,
and this is as much for your own protection as much as anyone else,
if what you say is exactly true—and I have seen these statements
and I will study them carefully—the allegation has been made that
payments have been made to you by Mr. Crum, and implications
that there were certain other payments.

It is perfectly obvious that if your beginning networth and your
ending net worth and the cash transactions took place only from
your military pay in the intervening period checkout, I think we,

then, have an obligation to either prove or disprove these allega
tions.

Mr. Col.E. I believe only one allegation has been made to that ef
fect. We know who that man is.

Senator PERCY. That allegation has been made.
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So we would like to assert as best we can whether in any way you

were financially benefited by the work that you did, the duties that
you performed, which involved concessionaire, and so forth, which
obviously led to better business by them, whether those were done
for the purpose of personal gain or whether they were done as a
matter of routine in carrying out your function and purpose.
Can you tell this subcommittee in this session whether at any time
Catherine Jean Gault, your administrative assistant, had been given
any money by you or loaned any money by you, or vice versa?
Mr. Col.E. Over the period of our association, I occasionally
loaned her money and she paid bills for me which were personal
bills.

Senator PERCY. I would like to reference a payment received from
Mrs. Gault for $1.245.55, and a payment to Mrs. Gault and her
daughter, Margery McCrea, of $493.

When Mrs. Gault was questioned in Munich, she denied receivin
or giving to you any check. She did admit, however, that on Apri
18, 1969, she needed funds in order to purchase a car until the trans
fer of her funds from Vietnam to a bank in Germany, and she re
quested a loan of $3,000.
Was this request made of you?

Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall the specific dates, but I believe it was ear
lier than that. I don't recall the specific date the loan was made.

Senator PERCY. You don’t recall a request for a loan of $3,000?
Mr. Col.E. I do not recall the exact amount, sir. I recall a request
for a loan and I think it was an earlier date. But I am not sure.

Senator PERCY. Would it be of the magnitude of $100 or $50?
Mr. Col.E. I think, sir, it was between $1,000 and $2,000.
Senator PERCY. So her recollection is not infallible, then?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir.

Senator PERCY. Mrs. Gault said that she received this money from

you. In what form did you give the money?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I believe part of it was in cash, and I am not 100
percent certain but I believe the other was in the form of a cashier's
check or a bank check. But I am not sure.

Senator PERCY. But it was not done from your checking account,
then, so that you would have a record of that?
Mr. Col.E. I don't believe it was, sir, no.

Senator PERCY. So it could have been cash or the equivalent of
cash, such as a cashier's check?

*

Mr. CoI.E. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. She maintains that she did receive this money in
cash on April 18, 1969. Was this money repaid?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, it was.

-

Senator PERCY. And in what form was it repaid?
Mr. CoLE. If I remember correctly, it was in the form of cash.
Senator PERCY. For the record, I would like to indicate in this

session that she did maintain that she repaid in cash on August 25,
1969.

Mr. Bellino, could you, from the assessment you have made of the
liabilities, assets, net worth, and so forth, and cash transactions of
Colonel Cole, could you give any indication as to whether you have
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been able to determine that Colonel Cole, from his military pay,
could have had $2,000 in cash?

-

May I ask this question first, Colonel: In a transaction as large as
that, Colonel Cole, how does it happen that you make such a large
payment in cash?
Mr. Col.E. I can’t explain it, sir. I had the money.
Senator PERCY. Are you in the habit of keeping large amounts of

cash on your person or easily available to you?
Mr. Col.E. I have on occasions kept amounts of cash on hand.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Bellino, would you indicate from your records

how much cash you would be able to have determined on the date of
this loan Colonel Cole would have had?
Mr. BELLINo. Senator—

Senator RIBICOFF. First, we welcome you here, Mr. Bellino. I am
also pleased that you made a rapid recovery. We do appreciate your
coming here to testify out of a high sense of duty when you should
be in bed. We hope that we will be able to complete your testimony
by 1 o'clock, so you can return home.
But you have the gratitude of the entire subcommittee. We are so
pleased that you are back here.
TESTIMONY OF CARMINE S. BELLIN0-Resumed

Mr. BELLINo. Exhibit 15 of my testimony will show, Senator, pro

gressively the amount of cash that Cole had available, concluding
with April 18, 1969, at which time he gave $2,000 in cash to Mrs.
Gault. He could not have had $2,000 in cash from known sources of
income.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Bellino, I think it would be important now to
proceed and put on the record as much information as you have
about how Colonel Cole handled his finances and the amounts of

money he had available.

Once again, before you do that, I would like to ask Colonel Cole
if he would have any comment, if he could in any way himself indi
cate how he would happen to have $2,000 in cash.

Mr. CoIF. I think, sir, my records will show why I had $2,000.
Senator PERCY. Then we will let Mr. Bellino proceed.
We are very grateful again for your being here, Mr. Bellino.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do any other members of the subcommittee want
Colonel Ivey to remain?
Is there any reason, Colonel Cole?
Mr. CoLE. None, sir.

Senator RIBICoEF. Thank you for coming, Colonel Ivey.
Mr. BELLINo. Senator, I would like first to put into evidence a

Carlton Hotel registration of William Crum in Nurnberg, Germany,
and the fact that the hotel reservation was made by one £ tele

£ number: 276201, which

was Mr. Cole's telephone number at
eadquarters in Nurnberg at that time.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 589A” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Senator RIBIGoFF. The exhibits will be marked in seriatim as thev
are offered.

-
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Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, again I must ask, do we get copies of
these exhibits?

Senator RIBICoFF. I think there should be copies made available.
Have you extra copies of these exhibits?
As they are presented and the subcommittee looks at them, counsel
will have an opportunity of seeing them. They will be shown to
yOul.
Mr. MAGEE. We insist upon a copy. We can’t carry this in our
minds, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoEF. You will be looking at these while they are be
fore you, and then copies will be given to you.

Mr. MAGEE. That is what I preferred.
Mr. BELLINo. They are available but they are around somewhere.
Senator RIBICOFF. w: somebody on the staff try to get copies?
Mr. BELLINo. They were enclosed in some testimony.
Mr. MAGEE. Would Mr. Bellino repeat the dates of the reserva
tion?

Mr. BELLINo. I can’t read the German part. I will have to look at
my notes, which are not available.
Senator GURNEY. While we are waiting for that, I would like to
ask the General a couple of questions about his cash.
When you arrived in Vietnam, do you recall how much cash you
had with you?
TESTIMONY OF EARL F. COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL
WARREN E. MAGEE-Resumed

Mr. Col.E. I don't recall precisely, but I can reconstruct. I would
guess between $1,200 and $1,500.

-

Mr. ADLERMAN. Was this in cash when you arrived in Vietnam?
Mr. CoI.E. That is correct.

,

Senator GURNEY. Do you know how much the regulations permit
ted you to have in Vietnam?
-

- Mr. CoLE. At that time, no, I did not.

-

-

Senator GURNEY. Did you know later how much the regulations
permitted you to have in cash?
Mr. CoLE. I don’t believe I noted any regulations that said I could
only have so much.'

-

nator GURNEY. Wasn't there a regulation at that time that one
could only have $1,000 in cash?
Cor E. If there was such a regulation, sir, I was not acquainted

#

With it.

Senator GURNEY: Is that a fact, Mr. Bellino? Were there regula
tions in Vietnam about military people having cash on hand, a set
limitation of $1,000?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes. I was told by persons who were there that

those were the regulations, that $1,000 was the maximum a person
could have. .

-

-

-

Mr. CoLE. I never heard of such a regulation and I don't think
there is such a regulation.

Senator GURNEY...We can easily find that out. But as far as you
are concerned, you did arrive with more than $1,000 in cash?

Mr. CoLE. That is correct, sir.
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Senator GURNEY. Incidentially, Colonel Cole, did you in 1964,
1965, and 1966 follow a practice of cashing your pay checks and
then purchasing back money orders or a bank check?
Mr. Col.E. I don't recall, sir, any such practice. I could have
bought one or two but I don't remember.
Senator GURNEY. You bought them for a certain amount and then
pocketed the rest of the cash?
Mr. Col.E. I don't understand.

Senator GURNEY. You received your pay check. Would you go to

the bank when you received your pay check, cash it and then pur
chase a money order or a bank check for a small amount and then
pocket the rest of the cash or keep it on your person or put it some
where?

Mr. Col.E. I don't recall, sir, buying many money orders or cash
ier's checks, no.

Senator GURNEY. Did you do it any time?
Mr. Col.E. I might have done it on one or two or three occasions. I
don’t recall.

Senator GURNEY. One or two or three is all you can remember?
Mr. Col.E. I say possibly that many. I don't know.

Senator GURNEY. Why did you follow that procedure?
Mr. Col.E. I presume if I bought a cashier's check I sent it to
£ have no other reason for doing it.
Senator GURNEY. Do you remember who you sent this money to ?

someone. I

Mr. CoLE. No, I do not.

Senator GURNEY. When you arrived in Germany, Colonel Cole,
how much cash did vou have on hand at that time?

'id

Mr. CoI.E. I
think, sir, around $1,000 or $1,200.
Senator GURNEY. That is all?

Mr. Col.E. I think so. I don’t recall precisely.
Senator GURNEY. You testified in executive session that you pur
chased some travelers' checks. Where did you purchase these travel
ers’ checks?

Mr. Cole. I thought, sir, I purchased them on one of my trips,
either in Germany, in Spain or in Turkey.
Senator GURNEY. Well, where? Do you recall?
Mr. CoLE. I don’t recall specifically, sir.
Senator GURNEY. What was the amount of the travelers’ checks?

Mr. Col.E. I think the amount was either $1,000, $1,200, or $1,500.

I don't remember specifically.

£ator GURNEY.

-

What is the best of your recollection that it

WaS

Mr. CoLE. The most I believe it could have been would be $1,200
or $1,500.

Senator GURNEY. And you don’t recall where?
Mr. Col.E. No, I do not.

Senator GURNEY: You don't recall even the country?
Mr. Col E. No, I do not. I said it could have been in any one of
those countries.

Senator GURNEY. Why did you make the purchase?
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Mr. Col.E. Because I felt I should convert the cash into money
orders.

Senator GURNEY. Did you have too much cash on hand?
Mr. CoLE. Either one were equally or easily negotiable.
Senator GURNEY. How much cash did you have on hand?
Mr. CoLE. What are you talking about? When?

Senator GURNEY. When you bought the money orders or the trav
elers checks.

Mr. CoLE. I had enough money to defray the cost of the checks.
Whatever the amount was.

Senator GURNEY. You put all of the cash that you had in travel
ers' checks?

Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall that I put all of it into travelers' checks,
no.

Senator GURNEY. How much was left after you bought the
checks?

Mr. Col.E. Senator Gurney, I couldn't answer that question.
Senator GURNEY. Couldn't you give us an approximate idea?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I could not.
Senator GURNEY. You have no idea at all?

Mr. Col.E. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Could you give us an approximate time that you
bought the travelers’ checks?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I do not remember.

Senator GURNEY. Was it shortly after you arrived in Germany?
Mr. Col.E. I don't believe so.

Senator GURNEY. A long time afterwards?
Mr. Col.E. I would say probably about the middle of my tour.
Senator GURNEY. And when would that be?

Mr. Col.E. Well, I arrived in January. I would think it would be
along about May or June.
Senator GURNEY. Were you out of the country in May and June?
Mr. Col.E. I made frequent trips. I made one to Spain in June.
Senator GURNEY. But your recollection, firm recollection, is that
you Purchased travelers' checks only one time when you were over
SeaS ^

Mr. CoI.E. That is all. I could have done it a couple of times, sir,
but I don’t recall. I don’t even recall—I don’t recall more than one

time, no.
Senator GURNEY. What do you mean you could have done it a
couple of times?

Mr. Col.E. Well, it is a possibility, sir, but I don’t believe so.
Senator GURNEY. Of course, this is a rather unusual transaction,

buying travelers' checks. I would think you might be able to remem
ber it, especially where you did it only a few times.
Mr. CoLE. I cannot recall the specific times.

Senator GURNEY. The only thing you can recall is one, and you
can’t recall where, when or how much.
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I cannot.

Mr. BELLINo. I would also like to place in evidence the hotel res
ervation of William Crum at New York where he arrived immedi
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afely after leaving Nurnberg on June 24, 1969, and during which
time he conferred with the Lorillard people.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 589B” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. BELLINo. With regard to Mr. Cole's reference to John Bland
ford, I would like to mention that while reviewing the files left in the
office of Mr. Cole at Munich, I was surprised to find a very confidential

report from Mr. Blandford who had just completed an investigation
of the EEA program in Germany, and which was addressed to
Mendel Rivers. It was sent on a confidential basis to Mr. Cole.

Mr. Cole apparently wanted to impress General Polk, so he fur
nished it to him.

We have the documents, but under the circumstances, right now I
haven’t been able to put my hands on them. We have them down
stairs and I would like to make them an exhibit for reference.
Senator RIBIcoFF. It is so ordered.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 590” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 2005.)
Mr. CoI.E. What date was that,

'' Bellino

Mr. BELLINo. The time of the report? My recollection is it might
have been June or July. I am not sure of the date.
Mr. Col.F. You are using my words, “my recollection.”
Mr. ADLERMAN. You are not going to ask the questions.
Senator RIBICoEF. Let's proceed orderly.
Mr. BELLINo. You recall that, do you not, Mr. Cole?
Mr. Col.E. No, I do not recall.

Mr. BELLINo. You do not recall receiving that report?
Mr. CoLE. No, I do not.
Mr. BELLINo. And writing a memo to General Polk?

Mr. Col. E. We had a Congressional committee from the House
Armed Services Committee come over, and I spent about 3 days
with them. .

f

,,

:

,

,

f

Senator Ribicor, Do you remember when that was?
Mr. Cole. I believe it was in April, I believe it was March or
April, 1969.

Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Cole reported having bank accounts with the

following banks: The National Bank of Fort Benning, Fort Ben
ning, Ga., where he had a joint account and a special account. The

s: account was his alone. The joint account was with his wife,
tella.

-

|

-

He had a U.S. Army savings deposit account; he had a Chase
Manhattan Bank Saigon, account; he had an American Express
Company account in Furth and Munich, and a Suburban National
Bank of Virginia Account.
All of those records were examined and the data was analyzed

from January 1, 1964, to about the middle of August, 1970.

: results are included in an exhibit marked Exhibit 3, pages

1

and 2.

Mr. Coif. I wonder, sir, just so the people don't get the wrong im

ression, I didn't have all those accounts at any one time. I would
most appreciative if they would indicate that I had a Chase Man
hattan account while I was in Vietnam, and I had an account in

Germany after I moved to Germany. All of these accounts were not
concurrent at all.
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Mr. BELLINo. I would be glad to clear that. The only account he
had all the time was the one at Fort Benning. As he moved around
he obtained these other accounts. There was the U.S. Army savings

deposit account where he could put at the most $10,000. When he
couldn't put any more in there he opened up an account at the
Chase Manhattan Bank in Saigon.

When he went to Germany, he opened up an account at the Amer
ican Express International and Transferred it over to Munich.
When he came back, he opened an account at the Suburban Na
tional Bank of Virginia.

The procedure which he followed in the disposition of his known
salary earnings in 1964 and 1965 was to cash his payroll check and
to retain the cash. By that, I might give you his payroll. For in
stance, on January 31, 1964, the net amount he received was $449.07.

He purchases a $50 marine Midland National Bank check, and he
sent that $50 check to his bank in Fort Benning, Ga. which was de

posited in his own special account. He did the same thing on Janu
ary 31.
He also bought—I am

'' On January 31, the day of his pay

roll, he bought a $75 check. The $50 check was one he purchased in
the previous payroll period.
On February 29, the next payroll period, again he received
$449.07, and he buys another payroll check of $75, and deposits that
-

in his Fort Benning bank account.
As you will see, if he only buys $75 he has some cash left of the
$449. He has $75 being deposited and he has almost $370 in cash
that he retains to use.

It is the same thing on March 31. This time he bought a $100
check at the Marine Midland National Bank. He continues.

As he moves to another location, he suddenly begins buying a
$200 check from the American Security and Trust Co. on October 5,
after the September 30 payroll period. Then he buys a $125 check.
Then he comes into the Mount Vernon National Bank and buvs

bank checks. He does it so frequently it is very hard to understand
how General Cole could say, “I don't recall doing that.”
He does the same thing in 1965. Now with the American Security
and Trust Co. and then back to the Mount Vernon National Bank.

Then at the Clarendon Trust Co., he buys a bank check and sends
that to his secret account.

Mr. Col.E. Mr. Bellino, that was no secret account.
Mr. BELLINo. I am sorry, a special account.
Mr. Col.E. You used the word “secret” and it has an insidious
Mr. DUFFY. He corrected it for the record.

*

Mr. BELLINo. That is why we wanted to know what did you do
with all this cash. Did you spend the cash?
Mr. Col.E. Mr. Bellino, I think it is reasonable to assume that I
did. I wish I had invested it. .

-

Mr. BELLINo. As a result of following this procedure, Cole would
have considerable cash to use. The tracing of the disposition of this
cash handled in this manner is made more difficult. The accumula

tion of considerable sums of cash is considered a method of conceal

ment for some ulterior purpose.

,

t

There was an unusual situation in 1968. It was during 1967 and
1968 that Cole's association with Crum blossomed and Cole ex
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pressed his interest in the activities of Sarl Electronics and Price &

Company in almost 40 different instances.
Cole's finances during this period reflect an unusual increase in de

its in 1967 and 1968, as may be noted in the schedule that I
ve here.

-

In 1966, using as a base, he received $7,656. In 1967, it was $9,637
or an increase of $1.981, which is 25 percent. Ordinarily, a person
receives more money as a result of increases in salary or other pur

poses. You will find that there will be a slight increase or the same

£

of increase possibly in his deposits, and there may be an

ncrease in his expenditures.
In 1968, he received $10,550, an increase over 1966, which is when

he first came to know Crum, of $2,894, and the increase there is 37
percent.

**

His deposits, however, in 1967, increased 98 percent while his de
posits in 1968 increased 215 percent.
Compare that increase with 1964, 1965, and 1966. In 1965 over
1964, his deposits increased 39 percent, where his earnings increased
10 percent.

In 1966, his deposits increased 64 percent, where his receipts in
creased 19 percent.

In other words, they compare favorably in 1964, 1965, and 1966,
and they are abnormal in 1967 and 1968.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, may I interject something? During 1966, I was
promoted from Colonel to Brigadier General. I think it is recorded
that there were also pay raises in each one of those years. Also, I
didn't pay income tax while I was in Vietnam and my income tax
went into my social savings, which was thousands of dollars.
Mr. BELLINo. That is all taken into account.
(At this point Senator Gurney withdrew from the hearing
room.

''",

His expenditures in 1965 and 1966 show an increase,
which would be normal, 35 percent in one year, in 1965, and 50
percent in 1966.
But when it comes to 1967 and 1968, his check expenditures show
a decrease of 17 percent and 19 percent. All of this merely is a flag,
it is a flag that tells me that the investigation is not completed. It
tells me that there is cash that this man is receiving somewhere that
hasn’t gone through his bank account.
In fact, in 1968 Cole's deposits were greater than the payroll fund
which he received. The amount is small but it is an unusual situa
tion.

Further evidence of this fact will be presented later as I go along.
I would like to present as exhibits a summary of the source of
Cole's deposits for the 612 years, starting in 1964, and disbursements
for the same period.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 591 and
592” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Exhibit 3 is a summary of disbursements by check
and is of particular interest because of the very small amounts ex
pended for the various purposes. This obviously means that Cole's
expenditures would have to include considerable cash which he had

in his possession.
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You might note the food item. Food is a very small expenditure.
In many cases, persons pay for their food in cash and, therefore, it
wouldn't show up on here, but the amount of checks that he cashed
are not substantial.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 593 and

594” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommit
tee.)

Mr. BELLINo. Cole, in 1967, didn't cash any checks, while in 1968
he cashed $1,300; in 1966 it was $310; in 1965, $390; and in 1964,

$316. Those are the years he had plenty of cash from his salary
checks.

-

Senator PERCY. Could I inject a comment on the balance sheet
statements that have been furnished to us?

Perhaps by inadvertence on our part we did not ask for financial
data on Mrs. Cole. Because I think to get a total picture, to be cer
tain that we are fulfilling our responsibility, would it be possible,
Colonel Cole, for you to furnish comparable data for Mrs. Cole on
the comparable dates, or any other direct member of your family?
Mr. Col.E. I think Mr. Bellino has that information. He has all

the checks and every expenditure that has been made.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you a joint bank account?
Mr. COLE. Yes.

Mr. BELLINo. There is no other financial statement on Mrs. Cole
other than what he has there.

Senator PERCY. I note particularly it is specifically stated that this
is only of Earl F. Cole. If it is of Mrs. Cole also, then we could look
on this as a combined statement, is that right?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, of course. We had a joint bank account.
Senator PERCY. We will have to sort of price this out. This is not,
of course, a balance sheet in the true sense of the term, in that it is

not priced out. We just have numbers of shares. If there is infor
mation that you can give as to, say, value lined fund, which you
started with 989 shares and ended up with 2,031. There may have
been stock splits or there may have been purchases in the interim pe
riod of another 1,000 shares.

Mr. Col.E. No purchase of any kind. It was all stock splits.
Senator PERCY. Any information you could give the committee,
otherwise, I would ask the staff to make available to the members of

the committee in as much detail as they can on the financial state
mentS.

I am

'" that you

have them available today. I thank you

very much.

I assume this is a joint statement, but may I ask specifically for
the record, Colonel Cole, is this statement that you have submitted
through your counsel dated March 11, 1971, a joint statement of you
and

'. Cole?

Mr. Col.E. As far as I am concerned, it is, sir.
Senator PERCY. What does that mean?

Mr. Col.E. I don’t understand the implication here.
Senator PERCY. May I ask this question: Are you knowledgeable
of Mrs. Cole's financial affairs?
Mr. Col.E. I think I am.
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Senator PERCY. In your best judgment, then, this does represent a
combined statement and may be so labeled by us and we would not
in any way be misled? . .
Mr. Col.E. We will find out, but in my best judgment, that is a
combined statement.

Senator PERCY. If you could, then, determine directly. I would ap
preciate it very much. Thank you.
MAGEE. I will be happy to send you a letter on it, Senator

p'

erCV.

-

-

(See Exhibit No. 633.)
Mr. BELLINo. When Mr. Cole testified on July 13, 1970, in execu
tive session, he stated that he kept his excess cash in his safe in the
-

office and that over a period of 2 years prior to the opening of his
account in the Chase Manhattan in Saigon, he accumulated in excess

of $1,800 in military payment certificates.
He stated this initial bank deposits was an accumulation over and
above his needs.

He further stated that he did not think he had left much over and
above that accumulation. The records reflect Cole opened his account
in the Chase Manhattan Bank on March 25, 1968, with a cash de

posit of $1,847.55. The trips Mr. Cole made to Hong Kong and
which he has testified to have been so confusing that I would like to
summarize what he initially told us and what the true facts are.
(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)

Mr. BELLINo. Mr. Cole testified that he made three trips to Hong
Kong subsequent to his assignment in Vietnam in July 1966.

The first trip he says he was alone and was in Hong Kong 31%
days. This trip was in early fall or late winter, 1966, and it was for
the purpose of looking at the R. & R. facilities that were made
available to servicemen.

-

-

He stated he stayed at the Hilton Hotel. He claims he made an
oral report to General Egler.
The second occasion was when he accompanied Ambassador
Komer to Hong Kong. This trip, according to his travel records,
was from April 29, 1967, to May 2, 1967. It was an official business
-

matter.

These dates were actually specified by Mr. Cole at the executive
session.

**

The third occasion he stated was when he was routed back from

Manila through Hong Kong en route back to Saigon. He spent 1
night in Hong Kong and departed the next morning.
Mr. Cole stated he paid his own hotel bills and on the second or
third day of his first trip to Hong Kong he saw Mr. Crum in the

lobby of the Hilton Hotel. He denied that Crum extended any gra
tuity to him on that trip.

-

Cole also stated that the Tung Brothers, or Tom Brothers, paid
his Ambassador Hotel bill and learned of this when he went to pay

the bill. He immediately reimbursed the Tung Brothers on the spot.
These statements of Mr. Cole are deceptive and mostly untruthful.
The facts are as follows: There is no record of Cole being in
Hong Kong in 1966. In fact, according to Cole, he did not meet Crum
until late November or December, 1966, at a party in honor of Gen
eral Monk Meyer in Vietnam.
-
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His first trip to Hong Kong occurred on April 29, 1967. The rec
ords of the hotel have already been placed into evidence and I don't
believe there would be any further statement I could make, other
than what is in my written statement here.
I might say that the reference to the R. & R. is usually put on by
the hotel clerks indicating a military man is visiting the hotel on
R. & R. at that time.
Mr. Col.E. I was not on R. & R.
Mr. BELLINO. What was it?
Mr. COLE. I was on TDY.

Mr. BELLINo. The registration card showed R. & R., and we have
that in evidence if you want to see it.
The second trip Cole was in Hong Kong was April 19, 1968, to

April 22, 1968. Because of legal technicalities we are not in a posi
tion to present the documentary evidence as an exhibit.

From confidential sources believed to be highly reliable, it was
learned that about a week prior to April 19, 1968, Henry L. Tung,
of Tung Brothers, made a reservation for General Earl F. Cole and

party at a hotel believed to be the Peninsula in Kowloon.
On April 19, 1968, there arrived at the hotel the following indi
viduals: Ambassador and Mrs. Robert W. Komer, E. F. Cole, Colo

nel Robert Montagne, and F. E. Peebles. These individuals checked
out of the hotel on April 22, 1968.
On April 20th, an advance of Hong Kong dollars 2,000, was made
and after the departure of Cole and his guests, the balance left was
given to a person believed to be one of the Tung Brothers.
When questioned at the executive session on July 13, 1970, Cole
was asked by Mr. Adlerman if the Tung Brothers paid any of his
bills. He replied:
At the Ambassador Hotel when I went down to pay the bill, I found that
my bill had been paid. I asked who paid it and they said the Tung Brothers. I
then reimbursed the Tung Brothers on the spot.
Mr. ADLERMAN. In cash?

Mr. COLE. In cash, yes, sir. It was for 1 night's lodging.

Mr. ADLERMAN. You have no receipts or anything on that trip?
Mr. Col.F. No, Sir.

Mr. BELLINo. A review of the available cash which Cole had just
prior to his trip to Hong Kong with Ambassador Komer reveals
that he did not have sufficient cash left after depositing most of his
March 31, 1968, paycheck to pay the Tung Brothers on the spot nor
to pay for items he

£ at James #. Lee Company

and other

places he may have done any shopping while he was in Hong Kong
at that time.

(Documentation of the preceding testimony was marked “Exhibit
No. 595A” for reference, and may be found in the files of the sub
committee.)

Mr. BELLINo. Ambassador Komer stated to Mr. Duffy and I when
interviewed on December 30, 1970, that he had no idea where Cole

went while they were in Hong Kong. They were all out shopping
and late one evening Cole and Peebles went nightclubbing. He also
stated that Cole obtained shoes from the James S. Lee Company.
Mr. DUFFY. You are talking about Colonel Tex Peebles?
Mr. BELLINo. Yes.
58–590–71–pt. 8–10

-
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There is presented herewith an invoice dated April 19, 1968, from
James S. Lee Company for various items other than the shoes men
tioned by Ambassador Komer. This bill amounts to $72.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 595 B” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
There is also Cole's travel vouchers as my Exhibits

'*.

6 and 7.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 596 and
597” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommit
tee.)

Mr. BELLINo. Ambassador Komer stated that on an occasion prior
to the Hong Kong trip, Cole had stated to him that he had known
Crum for a long time and that Crum was an old Chinese hand.
During the Hong Kong visit they were entertained at dinner by
James S. Lee and at lunch by Lindy Johnson.
-

It was Ambassador Komer's recollection from the discussion that

transpired at the table that Lindy Johnson, Cole and Crum were old
friends from China days. In fact, Ambassador Komer reiterated that

when dining with Lindy Johnson and Cole it was stated that John
son, Crum and Cole had all been in China and knew each other at
that time.

The probable third trip to Hong Kong: Cole's travel record re
flects a trip from the Philippines on July 3, 1966, and arriving in
Saigon on July 4, 1966. The record does not show when he went
from Manila to Saigon but in view of his arrival on the followin
day it is possible he may have stopped overnight in Hong Kong an
did not show it on his travel voucher.

The only other time Cole was in Manila was on September 29,
1967. On that occasion he left Manila for return to Saigon on Octo
ber 1, 1967, the same day.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 598” for
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Transactions with Catherine Jean Gault: At the ex

ecutive session on July 13, 1970, Cole was asked if Catherine Jean
Gault, his former secretary, had ever given him any money or
whether she had received or borrowed any money from him. Cole re
plied, “She had never
me any money.”
Cole also stated he didn't recall ever giving her a check or cash or
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vice versa, and that she never borrowed any money from him. He
admitted only that when she was his administrative assistant she

paid some bills for him and she was repaid. Other than that, he did
not recall any financial transactions with her.
The records reveal the following transactions between Mr. Cole
and Mrs. Gault: Exhibit 9 with six checks.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 599" for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. You will notice various checks. One is dated April
24, 1966, to Colonel Earl Cole, in the amount of $800, from Cather

ine Jean Gault. Another one for $250.55 from Catherine Jean Gault

on April 25, 1966. Another one from Catherine Jean Gault, $75, to
Earl F. Cole, and so on.

When Mrs. Gault was questioned in Munich, she, too, denied re

ceiving from or giving to Cole any checks. She admitted, however,
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that on April 18, 1969, she needed funds in order to purchase a car,
since the transfer of her funds in Vietnam to a bank in Germany
had not been culminated.

She requested a loan of $2,000 from Cole. She received this money
in cash on April 18, 1969, and paid $1,475 to the captain from whom
she purchased the car, deposited $550 on April 29, which included
cash of $550 and a check of $49.50.

-

On September 25, 1969, she claims to have repaid Cole in cash,
and at that time she drew a check in the amount of $2,000 payable to
cash. cashed it and gave the proceeds or the cash to Mr. Cole.
(The check referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 600” for refer

ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BELLINo. Of interest in connection with this transaction is the

fact that here, again, Cole did not have $2,000 in cash. The records
reflect he had only, at the most, $1,000. Therefore, the balance of
$1.000 would have to come from some unknown source.

From the time of Mrs. Gault's arrival in Vietnam, no financial

transactions are evident between Cole and Gault. It is interesting to
note, however, that during the year 1968, Mrs. Gault was paid a
total of $25,640.95 as follows:
Total
Hours

Item

Base pay-------------2,080
Overtime Pay-------------------------------------------- 2, 108
Living Quarters------------------------------------------------

Other

Allowances-------------Total

Amount

$8,777. 60
13,445.35
951.28
2.466. 72

25, 640.95

Mrs. Gault was paid for overtime every pay period from the be
ginning of 1968 to December 28, 1968, ranging in hours from 70 to
92 hours. The final pay period, however, she was credited with 48
hours only.

(Documentation of the preceding testimony was marked “Exhibit
No. 601A” for reference and may be found in the files of the sub
committee.)

Mr. BELLINo. Mrs. Gault was away from her post of duty gener
ally on shopping trips as follows:
In January 1968, she was in New York and visited her stock

broker, Loeb, Rhodes & Co. That means she must have been gone at
least 2 weeks.

May 1 to May 3, 1968, she was at Hong Kong.
-

£me 29, 1968, she arrived Saigon from Binh Hoa on leave to Ma
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July 20–24, at Hong Kong.

September 11, 1968, at the Americana Hotel, New York City.
There again, it means a couple of weeks that she is away from her
post.

October 10–19, she was at Hong Kong.

October 20, she arrived in Saigon from Hong Kong.
December 17, 1968, arrived in Saigon from U.S.A.
January 11, 1969–I believe this was January 4, 1969, at the Har
rington Hotel, Washington, D.C.
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Although considerable travel is evident, her overtime pay contin
ued at the same substantial average pay period. No days leave was
deducted from her leave record. Thus, to be justified, Mrs. Gault
would have to be on TDY during all of these trips.
When Mr. Cole was questioned in executive session, he stated Mrs.
Gault was assigned on certain trips to Hong Kong on TDY. How
ever, when Mrs. Gault was questioned in Germany, she stated the

trips were for shopping purposes and other personal business.
f interest also is the fact that on November 14, 1967, Mrs. Gault

designated Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole as a beneficiary to receive $8,000
or 24.25 percent of her $33,000 life insurance policy.
On April 6, 1969, Cole was removed as beneficiary.
Documentation of the preceding testimony was marked “Exhibit
No. 601B” for reference and may be found in the files of the sub
committee.)
Mr. BELLINo. At the executive session, Cole was asked if he had

urchased any money orders, bank checks or travelers' checks from

£ 1965 to December 1969, and he replied that he had no recollec
tion of purchasing any money orders or bank checks. He may have
urchased some travelers' checks on one or two occasions 'i' in
ermany.

When pressed about bank instruments purchased at the Mc
Lachlen Banking and Trust Co. and the American Security Trust
Co., Cole insisted he did not remember.

Submitted herewith is a list of bank checks and money orders as
well as Army Finance or Treasury checks which Cole purchased by
exchanging cash.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 602” for ref
erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
RIBICoEF. Would you give us the total of those transac
-

£or

tions

Mr. BELLINo. I would say roughly close to $5,000. I add it
roughtly at $4,975.
Mr. Col.E. Over a 7-year period.

Mr. BELLINo. Over the period from December 1963 through April
29, 1967, on these items.

On June 4, 1969, Cole issued a memorandum regarding the com

manding general's visits with business executives. A copy is submit
ted herewith as Exhibit 12.

hi' is also submitted a rough draft of this memorandum as Ex
ibit 13.

(The documents

referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 603 and
: for reference and
may be found in the files of the subcommit
tee.

Mr. BELLINo. Attention is invited to paragraph 4 which reads as
follows:
The fact that a visitor is referred from my office in no way should affect

your reception and accommodation of the visitor. If there is any special sub
ject to be discussed or consideration to be accorded the visitor for
I will tell you. * * *

any reason
-

The second sentence above orginally read:
If there is any special subject to be discussed or consideration to be ac
corded the visitor for any reason, or if I have made any commitment to such
visitor, I will tell you.
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This part merely shows, in my opinion, the thinking of Mr. Cole
at that time, that he decided not to put it in the final draft. ...
I must report, Senator, that during our second trip to Vietnam,
the subcommittee staff was hindered and blocked from performing its

lawful function by Col. Robert Cook, the provost, marshal. He not
only had two microphones hanging on the wall of the room while we
were interviewing him and others in his room, but he issued instruc
tions to various units which were not under his direct command to
not permit access to any of the files. They were instructed to give a

£ onlv.

At the office of the Vietnam Regional Exchange, Col. Thomas fol

lowed the provost marshal's instructions and numerous hours were
spent in his perusal of the files in his possession while questions
were asked by Mr. Duffy.

-

When Mr. Duffy insisted that he telephone his commanding gen
eral in Hawaii and inform him that the staff desired personal access
to the files, it was so resolved, but not until Duffy spoke directly

with Gen. Bailey at that time. Amazing documents were found
which otherwise would have been withheld.

The review of the MACV Command mess, of which Mr. Cole was

the president, caught Col. Cook by surprise, that is, our review:
However, he saw to it that the original documents we desired would
not be furnished to us, but he would give us only copies.
Some of the documents were handed to us as we boarded the plane

leaving Saigon so that it was not possible to conduct any other in
quiries in Saigon because of the delay in giving us the desired mate
rial.

-

In fact, to this day we have not received the following: A memo

randum of January 9, 1969, to Col. Ivey from Willaim E. Bryan;
an attachment, which was a memorandum of January 5, 1969, from
Robert M. Cook, two pages; deficiencies found in MACV open mess,
six pages; billings to officers, two pages; and accountants’ work
sheets of two pages.

..

-

Colonel Cook, the provost marshal, not only notified various units in
Saigon not to permit access to files, but he also contacted units in
Bangkok to do likewise.
In regard to the concealment of cash:
Like a miser, Cole stashed away his cash and concealed it, he says,
-

in his office safe. If he did conceal such substantial sums of cash in

his office it is surprising that both his long-time secretary, Catherine
Jean Gault, who was with him from West Point on to Vietnam in
December 1968, and Mrs. Gertrude Bowers, who became his secre
tary in January 1969 until his sudden departure for Heidelberg in
September 1969, never saw evidence of large sums of cash in the
office safe.

The only cash admitted to by Mrs. Bowers was a special fund of
less than $200 collected for the relief of a family whose husband, an
employee, had deserted them. The wife and children returned to the

States before the money could be given to them.
With the friendship that existed between Gen. Cole and Mr.
Crum, and with all this currency in Cole's hands, Crum did not need
to go to anyone else in connection with his desire to obtain such cur

rency for his black market dealings.
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Mr. Col E. Sir, I resent the implication of that remark and I don't
think the investigation supports it.

-

-

Mr. BELLINo. It has already been shown in prior hearings, how
Sarl Electronics Company funds were processed through the black
market Prysumeen accounts maintained in the Manufacturers' Han
over Trust Co.

I would like to point out in conclusion that the only reason one
cannot be more definite in presenting what the true situation is inso
far as the financial activities of Mr. Cole is because of the follow
111C. .

(1) The entering into contracts with Hong Kong, Philippines:
Singapore and Tokyo based companies where the subpena power of
the subcommittee would have no effect vitiates any possibility of
ever getting to the truth, not only because all persons involved can
not be interviewed and vigorously questioned, but also because the
books and records are not available.

(2) The Defense Department Liaison Office is a good thing to
have whenever a Senator or Congressman wants information for the
benefit of a constituent, but it is more of a hinderance when it comes
to conducting a thorough investigation. It not only hinders, but in
the course of this investigation records which were reviewed in Viet
nam and required to be furnished us have not as yet been produced.
The Defense Department nor any agency in the executive branch
should not be immune to visits by representatives of Congress, oper
ating through its committee staffs, to review records on the spot
rather than being handed to you after the document has gone
through the hands of many persons.
On-the-spot review of records and interviews with the knowledge
able persons is the only way to get the true facts so that you may

know if the agency is operating efficiently and exactly what new
laws may be needed.
(3) The representation of Cole, Gault and Bowers by an attorney
who also represents Crum, Price & Co., Sarl Electronics, Bromley

and the Sega companies is not conducive to being able to get any of
the three to tell what the true facts may be because it might affect
any one of the other clients.
I would like to submit at this time all my work papers as exhibits
for reference.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 605” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)

Mr. ADLERMAN. I might say for the record in regard to getting
the records from the Defense Department, it was only recen

# that

through the efforts of Mr. Buzhardt, general counsel for the Defense
Department, that we were able to get the records. I think we do
have now most of the records.

Senator RIBIcorF. Senator Allen, have you any questions?
Senator ALLEN. Colonel Cole, you have heard Mr. Bellino's testi
mony. Have you any explanation of the statements he has made about
your transactions, your deposits, your retention of cash, and your
checks drawn on your account and your transactions with your
secretary?

-

Mr. Col.F. Sir, until it was brought before this committee, I as

sumed that each American citizen could handle the money he earned
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in any manner which he saw fit, and that is the manner in which I

handled my funds.
Senator ALLEN. Is that the only answer that you care to give? Do
-

you want to explain?
Mr. Cole. I am not an accountant, but I have every reason to be

lieve that I can refute without question the allegations presented by
Mr. Bellino. They do not represent the truth in any sense of the
words.

Senator ALLEN. Would you like to point out
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I would rather not belabor this hearing any

longer. My one desire is to see it come to a close where it can be pre
sented and tried in an open session of some other kind where facts
can be refuted.

Senator ALLEN. I am sure that is your desire, that the hearing
close.

Mr. Col.E. I understand this is an investigative body. I have noth
ing further to add to it.
Senator ALLEN. You do not care to comment in any way on this?
Mr. Col.E. Not at this time, Senator.

Senator ALLEN. You are not going to answer any further ques
tions, is that what you are stating?
Mr. Col.E. I have no further questions of anyone.
Senator ALLEN. I understand that.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I can't refuse to answer a question. If you ask a
question, I am forced to answer it.
Senator ALLEN. I note in your comparative financial statements
that the statements are submitted by Mr. Magee. Are they your
Do you certify to them? Have you filed sworn state

:*

ments

Mr. CoLE. Those statements are not sworn, sir. Those statements I

gave to Mr. Magee and presented to the committee.
Senator ALLEN. I do not see your certification to them.
Mr. CoLE. Sir, those statements are the best recollection that I
could make in preparing those statements. I found almost every
where I called to get the information that someone from the com
mittee had already called there.
Senator RIBICOFF. We will suspend at this time and recess until
two o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p.m. the same day.)
(Members of the

£mmittee present at time of recess: Senators

Ribicoff and Allen.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2:00 p.m., Senator Abraham A.
Ribicoff presiding.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:
Senators Ribicoff, Allen and Percy.)
Senator RIBICOFF. Will you please ask Mr. Nathan to come into
the room?

Mr. ENNIs. Right away, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, before we start with our witness, I

saw, and I presume you saw last night, a 60-minute program with
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MikeCrum
Wallace.
wasasquite
evident
that Mr.
Wallacewhy
washepressin
Mr.
quiteIthard
to why
he would
not testify,
woul
not come before this subcommittee, when it was well-known that we
wanted to either interview him here or in Hong Kong.

He indicated that because of poor health he could not travel, but
he did somewhat reluctantly indicate last night on the television
rogram that he would, in the presence of his lawyer and with his

awyer, subject himself to interview by either a member of the sub
committee—I am not sure how it was phrased—and certainly a
member of the staff.

I would like to direct a question to our chairman as to whether
our interest in interviewing directly Mr. Crum can be followed
through on.

Senator RIBIcoFF. May I say to you, Senator Percy, first, I want
th: news staff of CBS for a piece
of very enterprising journalism.
I did view that program and was interested in the offer of Mr.
Crum to testify. The subcommittee staff has been seeking Mr. Crum
for many, many months. A registered letter was addressed to Price &
Company and it was returned “Mr. Crum unknown.”
C I assume that your firm has in the past or may still represent Mr.
to compliment Mike Wallace and

I'llin.

Do you think, Mr. Nathan, that you could induce Mr. Crum to
come here to testify before the committee?
Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to say that our firm does rep

resent Mr. Crum with regard to his Internal Revenue problems. He
also has counsel in Hong Kong. I have no control and I can't pro

duce him. I can advise him and I can ask him and I can report
back. This is about as far as I can go.
Senator RIBIcoFF. We would give Mr. Crum a second alternative.
If Mr. Crum feels because of his health that it is impossible or inad

visable for him to come to Washington, would Mr. Crum be willing
to go the American Consultate in Hong Kong, under oath, accompa
nied by his counsel, to answer questions put to him by members of
this subcommittee and/or members of the staff?

Since Mr. Crum said he would be willing to do so, this subcom
mittee would interview Mr. Crum and give him an opportunity
under oath to testify, accompanied by counsel, either in Washington
or in the American Consulate in Hong Kong.
Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, I think you will recall that when we

discussed testimony here, you mentioned that you are not conducting
a tax investigation.

My only concern at all times is Mr. Crum's tax liability and Mr.
Crum's tax problems. I will definitely forward your request to Mr.

Crum. I will discuss it with him and I will report back to you as
quickly as possible. This is all I can say.
I have no control over the witness. I know he is quite sick. But
since he made the offer, I will be glad to discuss it with him.

The counsel referred to in Hong Kong was Mr. Gervis, his Hong
Kong counsel. We represent him only in tax matters. Since a tax
matter is involved, I will talk this over with my partners and we
will advise him that if the questioning does not prejudice him in his
tax investigation there should be no reason
shouldn't testify.

W'
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Senator RIP1corr. My understanding is that your firm arranged
for the CBS interview with Mr. Crum.

-

-

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, we did not arrange for it, but I will
be glad to tell you that CBS asked us for it. and we forwarded the

request of CBS to Mr. Crum. He discussed it with his counsel and
he agreed to it. That is the same thing I will do and have done for
this committee.

-

-

I have told him that you want to see him. I will tell him, again.

As I say, as long as it does not prejudice him with regard to his tax
investigation which is pending, and in which I represent him very
actively

Senator RIBIcorF. Furthermore, I think in all fairness to the
members of this committee, looking at that CBS program, no mem

ber of this committee—myself, Senator Percy, Senator Gurney, Sen
ator Allen—or any other member of the committee, knew at anytime
that Mr. Bybee had ever represented himself either as a lawyer or a
relative of Senator Goldwater. A member of the staff was aware of
that and did not communicate to us. He checked out with Senator

Goldwater's office, who had never heard of Mr. Bybee.
He felt on his own that there was no reason to bring Senator Gold

water's name with any implications into this investigation.
So even while this representation had been made back at the time
-

of Korea, according to the interview, it doesn’t detract in any way
from the overall thrust of the subcommittee's investigation.

Mr. Bybee's testimony has been buttressed by many, many wit
nesses. As we all know, in cases of this nature the character of wit
nesses range the entire gamut. Mr. Bybee, apparently, was part of
the Crum operation. I imagine that nobody was part of the Crum
operation unless they had some of the characteristics of Mr. Crum.
Senator PERCY. I think this is important to clarify. Mr. Nathan, I
would only say that when the chairman indicates we would be
happy to interview him at the Consultate in Hong Kong, that is on

the assumption that he is in Hong Kong. We do not know where he
1S now.

Do you know where he is now, and is Hong Kong the most easily
accessible place where we have a Consulate and where he could be
interviewed?

Mr. NATHAN. I have reason to believe that he is in Hong Kong at
this time or at least at the time of the Mike Wallace show, and I
have no reason to believe that he has left. So if an interview is to be

arranged, it would be arranged in Hong Kong.

Senator RIBIcoPF. If the Senator will yield, if it isn't at Hong
Kong, this interview can be arranged any place in the world at any
American Embassy where the facilities are available, with someone
#. swear in the witnesses and take the testimony, a legal stenogra
pher.

We will accommodate ourselves to the place where Mr. Crum will
make himself available.

Mr. NATHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will advise you and

Mr. Adlerman is quickly as possible.
Senator RIBIcoff. I # Mr. Nathan, the staff informs me that
on previous occasions they have asked you whether you would make
-
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Mr. Crum available. I think the staff informs me that they have

asked you this in the past.
Mr. NATHAN. Yes, sir; they have asked me to make him available
-

-

and I have so notified Mr. Crum.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Thank you very much.
(Information subsequently supplied follows:)
TRAMMELL, RAND, NATHAN & BAYLEs,
May 4, 1971.

Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,
Acting Chairman, Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the
Committee on Government Operations, Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: First of all, I apologize about the delay in re
sponding to various requests made by members of the Subcommittee during
the recent hearings relating to our clients, Richard D. Stewart, David Rosen,
Raymond J. Lemaire, and Martin J. Bromley, which was caused by the dis
tances involved and court-ordered depositions abroad.
Preliminarily, I want to advise you that I personally transmitted the Sub
committee's request with regard to a possible interrogation of Mr. William
Crum abroad, to his counsel, Peter J. Griffiths, Esq., of the Hong Kong law
firm of Wilkinson & Grist.

Under date of April 7, 1971, Mr. Griffiths, the senior partner of that firm,
advised me that he had contacted Mr. Crum's doctors in connection with a

very recent request for interrogation by certain Justice Department officials,
and had been advised that Mr. Crum was not medically fit to be interrogated.
I have awaited the results of the additional detailed examination of Mr.

Crum, that Mr. Griffiths recommended subsequent to my communicating to him
the Subcommittee's request for interrogation, but to the date of this writing, I
have received no further communication from Hong Kong. A Xrox copy of Mr.
Griffiths' letter of April 7, with the attachment, is enclosed. I have again ca
bled to Wilkinson & Grist, inquiring about the results of the examination and
will report on the answer as soon as it is received.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

We thank you for your kind indulgence and cooperation in this matter.
Yours respectfully,
HANS A. NATHAN.
WILKINSON & GRIST,
Hong Kong, April 7, 1971.

HANs A. NATHAN, Esq.,
Messrs. Trammell, Rand & Natham,
Washington, D.C.
U. S. A.

DEAR HANs; with reference to your recent visit to Hong Kong last week, I
informed you that I have been instructed by Mr. William J. Crum.
A request was received by me from Messrs. Vincent and O'Connell of the
Justice Department to interrogate Mr. Crum. I immediately contacted his doc
tors who expressed the opinion that he was not medically fit enough to be ex
posed to interrogation at that time. I handed to these two gentlemen a Certifi
to that effect dated 23rd March 1971—a photocopy of which is attached

£
ereto.

During your visit you informed me that the Senate Committee would be pre
pared to interview Mr. Crum here and you relayed the request from Senator
Ribicoff that Mr. Crum should make himself available here to the Committee.

I realise the importance and seriousness of his request, and accordingly ar
rangements have been made through Mr. Crum's doctors that he should be ad
mitted to hospital and subjected to a detailed examination to ascertain
whether or not he is fit enough to attend a meeting of the Committee for ex
amination on the points which they wish to elucidate from him. I understand
that Mr. Crum is being admitted to hospital today, and when the detailed med

ical report is available, I will forward the same to you in order that Senator
Ribicoff can be apprized of the exact position.
Yours sincerely,
PETER J. GRIFFITHs.
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WILKIN so N. & GR1st,

Hong Kong, March 23, 1971.
This firm acts for Mr. William J. Crum. Yesterday, the 22nd instant, it came

to our knowledge that Messrs. Vincent and O'Connell of the Justice Depart
connection
with various dealings in Vietnam which are the subject of inquiry by a Com
mittee of U.S. Senate. Yesterday, therefore, we were in contact with Mr.
Crum's Medical Advisers who have informed our Mr. P. J. Griffiths that in
their opinion Mr. Crum is not medically fit enough to be exposed to interroga
tion at this time. We have accordingly been in contact with our client, and it

ment were in Hong Kong and wished to interview Mr. Crum in

is requested that Messrs. Vincent and O'Connell should put into writing the

questions which they would wish Mr. Crum to answer and deliver these to this
firm so that we may contact him with a view to getting his responses in a
manner which would not jeopardize his medical condition.
WILKINSON & GRIST.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole—

Senator Ribicoff. I think Senator Allen was still asking some
questions when we took our recess.
Senator PERCY (continuing). I will be happy to yield.
Senator ALLEN. If I could continue, please
Senator RIBIcor E (continuing). You certainly may.

Senator ALLEN. I was asking Colonel Cole about the financial
statement that had been submitted by his counsel today, with coun
sel's letter of March 11, 1971.

It appears to be a Xeroxed copy of the financial statement. There

is no certification whatsoever on the statement, certificate of what it
covers, in affidavit of any sort.
Would you be willing to submit a sworn statement of your assets
and liabilities as of the two dates involved rather than to submit a

Xeroxed copy of the memorandum?
RIBIcoFF. At this point the statement will be made an ex

...'"
ibit.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 606” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MAGEE. I think I should answer that. I think all we were

required to do was to furnish you with a list of his assets and liabil
ities and a list of the jewelry. These have been prepared.
My letter informs you, sir, of the basis of the preparation. This
has to be gotten over the telephone. People have to be called. He has
to get information of this character.

The only way this is submitted is on the best of his knowledge, in
formation and belief.

TESTIMONY OF EARLF COLE, ACCOMPANIED BY COUNSEL WARREN
E. MAGEE—Resumed

. Mr. Col.E. The chairman ruled that a Xeroxed copy would be sat
isfactory.
Senator ALLEN. I don't object to that, but nowhere does the Colo
nel certify that this is correct.
Mr. MAGEE. Ask him, sir.

Mr. CoI.E.. I certify that to the best of my knowledge that
statement is true and correct.

Senator ALIEN. The statement attached to Mr. Magee's letter of
March 11, 1971, reflecting your assets and liabilities as of July 1,
1966, and June 30, 1970, is true and correct?
Mr. Col.E. I said, sir
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Senator ALLEN. I believe in response to a question from Senator
Percy this morning this does reflect a joint statement of you and
Mrs. Cole as to your joint).assets and liabilities?.
Mr. Col.E (continuing I stated, sir, that without consulting with
her, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, the statement is
-

-

correct.

Senator ALLEN. You would know whether she had any assets,
would you not?

-

-

Mr. Coif. Senator, I am not 100 percent certain, but I believe

within the time period specified by my statement that it does repre
sent a joint statement.

Senator ALLEN. Does she have any separate estate that you know
of 2

Mr. Col E. Do you mean she might have $1,000 that I don't know
about? I think that is quite possible.

Senator ALLEN. Does she have any separate income of any sort?
Mr. Col.E. She has no separate income.

-

(At this point Senator Gurney entered the hearing room.)
Senator ALLEN. These dates, July 1, 1966, and June 30, 1970

were you in the United States at the time of these dates?
Mr. Col.E. On July 1, 1966, sir, I was en route to Vietnam, and on
June 30, 1970, I was in the United States, I believe.
Senator ALLEN. I notice on both of these statements you list own
ership of two automobiles, different automobiles as per each state
ment.

Did you have two automobiles in the United States, or did you
have one with you in South Vietnam!
Mr. Col.E. No private automobiles in South Vietnam, sir; for the
military.
Senator ALLEN. You had two in the United States on both occasions?

Mr. Col.E. Senator, do you mean while I was in Vietnam did I
own two? Is that what you are trying to ask?
Senator ALLEN. I am talking about your statement. Your state
ment shows that on each of the dates you owned two automobiles.
Mr. Col.E. As of July 1, my son drove my Chevrolet Corvair. As a
matter of fact, I do not know when ownership was transferred to
him, but I gave it to him upon graduation from college.
Senator ALLEN. And then in 1970?
-

\: £on. I want to change that, sir.

He graduated from college

in 1967.

Senator ALLEN. Who had the two automobiles, then?

Mr. Col.E. Both cars were in either my name or my wife's name.
Senator ALLEN. I note that on June 30, 1970, you show ownership
of $15,000 representing a check covering withdrawals of soldier's de
posits plus accrued interest, plus savings, and no comparable item on
your 1966 statement.

Mr. Col.E. I didn't have any at that time, sir.
Senator ALLEN. What does that reflect, then?
Mr. Col.E. This is 1970.

. Senator ALLEN. I understand that. That is exactly what I am ask
ing. What does the $15,000 reflect?

..'" $10,000 soldier's deposits, plus $2,500, plus $2,500, other
Senator ALLEN. What are soldier's deposits?

Mr. Cole. Sir, in the military for probably 100 years they have
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had a wav for a soldier to save money, and that is called soldier's
deposits. A soldier deposits his savings into that account and in
other than, I think, Vietnam or oversea areas you get 5 percent, but
while you are in Vietnam you get 10 percent.

Senator ALLEN. Some $2,500 represents interest earned on the sav
ings deposits, the soldier's deposits?
Mr. CoI.E. That is correct, sir.

-

-

Senator ALLEN. And the other $12,500 is principal, savings accu

mulations during that period, is that right?
Mr. Cor E. Yes, sir, that is right.
Senator ALLEN. In other words, $12,500 in savings, in these depos
its, in 1970, that you did not have in 1966?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALLEN. I note also that vour bank accounts in 1966
totalled $658, whereas in 1970 they had risen to one account of

$1,186.82, and another account of $1,791.79, and still another account
of $4,347.32, totalling more than $7,000.
-

Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. So you had accumulated, then, some $22,000 in
soldier's deposits, interest and bank accounts in this 4-year period?
Mr. Col.E. 4 to 5 years, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Well, it would be exactly 4, would it not?
Mr. Cor E. Well, you pointed out I had an insignificant amount of
about $650 in the first statement. So more or less you are correct.
Senator ALLEN. $22,000, then, saved between the dates of the two
StatementS.

Mr. Cor E. Yes, sir, I think that is correct.

Senator ALLEN. Did you have any income other than your salary
as an Army officer and the interest on the assets that you list?
Mr. CoLE. I had a small income paid to me from an investment. It
-

used to be Pacific Indemnity and it is now the Chubb Corporation. I
would say during that period it probably amounted to anywhere
from $500 to $800. It was interest from an investment.

Senator ALLEN. For the whole 4 years?
Mr. Col.E. About $200 a year, I think.
Senator ALLEN. $200 a year plus your salary?
Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

*

Senator ALIEN. And what was the salary on the average over that
4-year period?

-

-

Mr. Col.E. I would say the average was about $1,700 a month.
-

Senator ALLEN. That would be $19,400, wouldn't it?
#. Cone. Say $20,000, sir. It would be $80,000 over a 4-year pe

r1Oct.

Senator ALLEN. So you were able to save over one-fourth of your
total gross income during that period?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, sir. I was in Vietnam over one-half of that time.
Senator ALLEN. Your family was in the United States?
-

-

Mr. Cole. They were in the United States for approximately a
year of that time and for 18 months in the Philippines.

Senator ALIEN. They had expenses there, did they not?

-

-

..Mr. Col.F. They lived on the Clark Air Force Base and were fur
nished quarters.
Senator ALLEN.

-

After paying expenses and taxes, you were still

able to save over $20,000 in that time?
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Mr. Col.E. That is correct, sir.

Senator ALLEN. I note the statement with regard to the purchase

of money orders, bank checks and travelers' checks from June 1965
to December 31, 1969. According to Mr. Bellino's testimony you
stated that you had no recollection of purchasing any money orders
or bank checks during that period. Yet he showed that you had pur
chased literally tens of such checks during that period.

Mr. Col.E. I think, sir, the period goes back to 1963 and goes up
through 1967.

No, I didn't attach any significance to my going down to the Mid

land National Bank and taking money out of the money I earned
and buying a Marine Midland chasier's check for $50 or a bank
check. I would never give it a thought.
Senator ALLEN. No significance—
Mr. Col.E. It was my money.

Senator ALLEN (continuing). But it seems that you would recall it.
Mr. Col.E. Why would I recall it?
Senator ALLEN. You wouldn't recall purchasing a cashier's check?

Mr. Col.E. No. I didn't keep any account of the $50, $75, finally
$100 and $200. I don't think there is a man in this room who can say
how much money they spent in any way seven years ago.
Senator ALLEN. You were not asked how much you spent. You
were asked if you had purchased any such checks and you said you
-

had no recollection.

-

Mr. Col.E. I said not to my recollection. And that was my best rec
ollection. There is certainly no need for me to hide the fact that I
purchased money orders or checks during this period, whatsoever, or
any other period.
enator GURNEY. Isn’t this the period of time that he answered
my question and said he remembered purchasing one, two or three ?
Isn’t this the same time frame?

Senator ALLEN. I believe that is correct.
Senator GURNEY. Are you changing your testimony now, Colonel?

Mr. CoLE. Sir, so many questions have been asked of me during
these hearings, unless someone could go back and read the testi
mony

Senator GURNEY. Let us ask this question again, just one.
I asked you whether you had bought a whole lot of these bank

drafts during this period of time and you said you could remember
one or two or three.

Mr. Cole. Sir, I think you were talking about a later period.
Senator GURNEY. No, I was talking about 1965, 1966, through
there, I believe.

-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I would stand on the reply I made because I had
placed no special significance to this whatsoever.

Senator GURNEY. Do you recall purchasing a lot more now that
your memory has been refreshed?

Mr. Cole. I have them in front of me and I do see that I did pur
chase more.

Senator GURNEY. At least that is a step forward.
Mr. Col.E. It certainly is.

. Senator ALLEN. I believe also vou stated you did not recall mak
ing any loans or gifts of money to Mrs. Gault.
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Mr. CoIF. I don't have my testimony in front of me, and I don't
think it is phrased so that I excluded the possibility that I might
have or might not have.

-

-

Senator ALLEN. I believe you were asked that question just today
and that was your response.

Mr. Col.F. You asked me, sir, if I had testified to that and I say I
do not have my testimony in front of me so I cannot respond to
what I testified to on July 13 or October whatever it was.
I don't think I specifically excluded the possibility that I might
have loaned money to Mrs. Gault or someone else during that pe
-

riod.

Senator ALLEN. Wouldn't you have remembered a $2,000 loan to
your secretary?

Mr. Col.E. I should have, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Do you now recall having made the loan?
Mr. Col.E. I now recall it.

Senator ALLEN. Then your memory was refreshed by having pre
sented to you her check bearing your endorsement?
Mr. Col.E. No, her check was never presented to me, sir. They pre
sented a check here made out to cash for $2,000.
Senator ALLEN. That was the check you received, was it not?

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I wouldn't receive—I don’t think she would send a
check to me made out to cash.

Senator ALLEN. You received the proceeds of it, did you not?
Mr. Col.E. I received $2,000 and I think even the date is incorrect.
I don’t think this check had anything to do with me, but that is my
personal thought.
Mr. MAGEE. Senator, this is a cash check.

Senator ALLEN. Yes, I understand, but he received the proceeds of
the check.

Mr. MAGEE. It is a cash check by the maker.
Senator ALLEN. Yes, but on or about the date of that check—
Mr. MAGEE. September 25, 1969.

Senator ALLEN. Yes. I am asking the witness, please.
On or about the date of that check you did receive from her, as
you now recall, the sum of $2,000 in cash?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, as I recalled it, the loan was for a very short pe
riod, from 2 to 3 weeks.

Senator ALLEN. Now it has come back to you that you did make
such a loan.'

Mr. Col.E. I have stated that before, sir.
Senator ALLEN. And it was repaid to you in cash?
Mr. Col.E. Yes, it was, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Very well.
I have no further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Percv.

. Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, Fmentioned this morning I would
like to go into the subject of Mrs. Gault's work performance and her
duties in Vietnam.

From the time of her arrival in Vietnam, let us say during the
ear 1968—I have specific figures—Mrs. Gault was paid by the
nited States Government a total of $25,640.95.
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It is rather
andboth
I find
somewhatpeople
unusual
in my
own
experience
as aninteresting,
employer of
Government
as well
as pri
vate, to find that she had a base pay of $8,777 in the year 1968, but
overtime
pay of $13,445, a living quarters allowance of $951, and
other allowances of $2,466, for a total of $25,640.

.

In reviewing the pay periods from the beginning of 1968 to De
cember 28, 1968, she was paid overtime for every pay period ranging
in hours from 70 to 92 hours.

-

-

In the final pay period, however, she was credited only with 48
hours.

During the course of that year, Mrs. Gault made the following
trips:

£uary,

1968, New York; May 1–3, Hong Kong; June 29, ar

rived Saigon from Binh Hoa on leave from Manila; July 20-24,
Hong Kong: September 11, Americana Hotel, New York; October
10–19, Hong Kong: October 20, arrived Saigon from Hong Kong:
December 17, arrived Saigon from the
1969, Washington, D.C.

£ States, January 4–11,

Could you recollect the purpose of those trips? Were they official
trips or were they personal trips?
Mr. Col.F. Sir, without seeing her orders and given some time to
look at them, I don’t think I would be in a position to recall pre
cisely what the nature of her trips were.
Senator PERCY. Were there some of them that you can recall that

you would consider official and some that you can recall that you
would consider personal?
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, not in this short a time.
Senator PERCY. She is your assistant or was your assistant, your
-

secretary. That is an unusual number of trips within the course of a
year.
Once

again, can you clarify for an employee that you directly su

pervised whether or not you recall that in 1968, only a few years
ago, there were an unusual number of requests for personal trips,
which obviously required that you have a substitute, or whether
there was an unusual number of requests for business trips?
If a business trip, the nature of those and the request for her to
travel must have originated with you.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, given an opportunity, I can probably sit down and
make a determination as to the specific nature of—at least reasonably
certain of the nature of the trips.

-

I only made three trips to Hong Kong and I didn't remember the
dates of my own trips. I don't think I can remember hers.
Senator PERCY. It is rather interesting, and I think the record

should point out, Mr. Chairman, that Mrs. Gault's overtime pay
ments continued at the same substantial average amount throughout
these pay periods.

-

-

From the personal records, no days of leave were deducted from
her leave record.

When Mr. Cole was questioned in executive session he stated at

that time that Mrs. Gault was assigned on certain trips to Hong
Kong on TDY. However, when Mrs. Gault was questioned in Ger
many, she stated the trips were for shopping purposes and other
personal business.
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Why would there be this conflict of testimony between Mrs. Gault
and yourself as to the nature of these trips?
Mr. Cole. Sir, I was not aware of what Mrs. Gault said, and I as
sume she stated what she recalled. I cannot speak for her.
Senator PERCY. Then we have direct contrast in testimony in
events not too far removed from now involving your direct supervi

sion and responsibility over someone right in your own immediate

office, you testifying one thing and Mrs. Gault testifying another
thing.

£ MAGEE.

-

Point of order, Mr. Chairman. I see no testimony in

this regard from Mrs. Gault. You are quoting a hearsay statement.
Senator PERCY. Can members of the staff see that this particular

portion of the questioning of Mrs. Gault is made available to counsel
and Colonel Cole?

Mr. DUFFY. I think Mr. Bellino interviewed her in Europe. We
will have that statement notarized and placed in the record.
Mr. Col.E. Counsel had asked previously for a copy of Mrs.
Gault's testimony and it was not provided. This is many, many
months ago.

-

Mr. DUFFY. Mrs. Gault was interviewed in a staff interview. We
don’t make available staff interviews outside the subcommittee. We

don't have the right to.

Mr. MAGEE. I thought we were investigating something, sir, and
we want to get the facts.
Mr. DUFFY. When we interview people, we don't make our inter
vews available to the general public.
Senator RIBICoEF. I think, Senator Percy having brought up a
conflict, the testimony in Mrs. Gault's statement, he should be fur

nished a copy of Mrs. Gault's statement because he is now being
questioned on that.

-

Senator PERCY. And I think in fairness to Mrs. Gault specifically,
we should limit that portion of the testimony that she gave to us to
this particular question.

Mr. Col.E. I thmk I should bring up that Mrs. Gault was repre
sented by counsel at that time and no opportunity was given her to
call the counsel or have him present when ' was questioned.

Senator PERCY. Was she represented by the same counsel, directly
or indirectly, that you are today?
Mr. Col.E. She was represented by the same counsel and she was
not given that right.
.

* * ** *

-

Senator PERCY. As I understand from the staff, they put the

ques

tion to her, “Are you coming to the United States?” And she indi
cated that she was.

-

They asked if she would mind being questioned and she said that
she would be happy to do so.
Mr. CoI.E. I don’t think the staff asked her if she would like to
-

have

-

-

-

£ #:

PERCY.
Counsel
forSenator
her to have
had.'

would have been pe
perfectly
y appropri:
appropriate

One other interesting thing, because of so many conflicts in testi
mony, we have to put the pieces of this jigsaw puzzle together in
our own way, and I think we have to bring out and bring to bear
every fact that we feel might possibly be pertinent.
58–590–71–pt s—11
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On November 14, 1967, Mrs. Gault designated you, at that time,
General Cole, as the beneficiary to receive $8,000 which represented
about one-fourth of her $33,000 life insurance policy; and on April
6, 1969, you were removed as a beneficiary from that policy. .
Was this action in any way tied up with loans that might have
been made or not made between you, or is there any information
that you can give as to why an employee of yours would designate
you as a beneficiary in a life insurance policy?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, the first time I heard that I was designated as a
beneficiary was before this committee this morning.
She did not tell me that I had been designated a beneficiary.
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask you once again about your
particular practices and habits with respect to cash.

Could you tell us in Washington, Germany, and in Vietnam, to
the best of your recollection, how you handled your money? Where
did you keep, for instance, cash in Vietnam?

Mr. CoLE. The MPC's, sir, I kept in my safe.
Senator PERCY. Where?

Mr. CoLE. In Vietnam, the military payment certificates I had ac
cumulated, I kept in my safe.
Senator PERCY. You kept them in your safe?
Mr. CoLE. That is correct, sir.

#" PERCY. Were you
Safe f

the only one who had access to that

.

Mr. CoLE. I was the only one who had the combination. It was a
verv small office safe, two drawers.

Senator PERCY. And what would you say the amount was, the
maximum amount that at any time you kept in that safe?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I would have to estimate. It could have been as high
as $2,500 in MPC's.

Senator PERCY. But at the outside you would say that the absolute
maximum would be—and let me raise it another $500—the absolute

maximum that you would have kept in cash in your safe in Vietnam
would be, say, $3,000 at the absolute outside?

Mr. Col.E. In military payment certificates I would say that is
correct, yes, sir.

Senator PERCY. That is cash or its equivalent.
Mr. CoI.E.. I believe that is fair, sir. It may have been a couple of
hundred dollars in piasters; it might have been more.
Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, in Germany, when you were based
there, where did you keep cash?
Mr. Col.E. In my safe, sir.
Senator PERCY. And you had a safe there that was the property of
the Government but assigned to you for your exclusive use, and vou
kept cash or negotiable instruments, travelers' checks, whatever it
mav be, in that safe?

Mr. Col.E. That is correct.

Senator PERCY. What would be the absolute outside maximum

that you would have kept there at any one time?
Mr. Col.E. In negotiable instruments at any one time?
Senator PERCY. Total cash, negotiable instruments, anything that
could be quickly converted to cash.
Mr. Col.E. I would guess, sir, from $2,000 to $2,500.
-
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Senator PERCY. And no one could have had access to that safe in

Germany?
Mr. Col.E. I had one drawer that was reserved for my personal

correspondence and other things. Anyone could have looked, but I
do not know whether they did or not.
Senator PERCY. And then in your tour of duty here in Washing
ton, where in Washington would you be likely to keep or did you
keep large amounts or amounts of cash or negotiable instruments?
Mr. Col.E. I kept some checks in my desk in my office.
Senator PERCY. That is in your office in the Pentagon?
Mr. Col.E. In the Pentagon. And the other I kept at home.

Senator PERCY. And you had in the Pentagon, if you kept cash in
you desk

Mr. Col.E. I kept no cash. It was checks.
Senator PERCY. At no time you had cash in your desk in the Pen
tagon?

Mr. Col.E. If I had much cash, sir, it would not have been a great
amount.

Senator PERCY. What kind of negotiable instruments would you
have kept—

Mr. Col.E. For example, the soldier's deposit check that you saw
was in my desk.
Senator PERCY. Are there any other types of negotiable instru
ments that you might have kept in your desk?
Mr. CoLE. The check that closed out my account, I believe, with
the American Express—I am not 100 percent positive—I believe was
also there.

Senator PERCY. Would anyone else have had access to that desk,

or would anyone else conceivably have ever put cash or negotiable
instruments into your desk for any reason?
Mr. Col.E. I can't image that anyone would have, sir.
Senator PERCY. And what is the absolute maximum that could

have been kept by you in your desk in Washington?
Mr. Col.E. The total of the two checks that we have referred to?

Senator PERCY. The total of anything, at any time you were based
in Washington. The total of cash, negotiable instruments, whatever
it may be that is convertible into cash.
Mr. Col.E. I had the $12,500 check from the finance office for sol
dier deposits, and I had a check from the bank account that I had
closed out. I don’t recall whether that was the Chase Manhattan
Bank account that I closed out and I still had the check for that or

it was an American Express.
Senator PERCY. But it would be a check, not cash?
Mr. Col.E. No. It would be a check.

Senator PERCY. The maximum amount of cash that you would
have kept in you desk would be what?
Mr. Col.E. Very little, sir.
Senator PERCY. I would like to yield to my colleagues.
First, I did promise I would try to wrap up once, again, and I
think this brings us pretty close to the end, what I feel are inconsis

tencies in your duties in prosecuting and winning the war, your end
of it, and the duties involving the concessionaires, vendors, and so
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forth, and your own statement that this latter activity involved an
infinitesimal amount of your time.
Colonel Ivey was asked about your calls to him with reference to
Sarl Electronics in late 1968 when Sarl was seeking approval of

their permit to sell to clubs in Vietnam.

Mr. Col.F. Sir, I think it was an exception of an authorization
they had had for many years.

£ PERCY. Colonel Ivey testified:
I recall that General Cole called two additional times with reference to Sarl
Electronics. He, General Cole, seemed to express an interest in helping Sarl
Electronics at the time by more or less giving them a pat on the back that
would never do anything wrong, there is no point in your office investi

£

gating.

In other words, giving them a character reference and saying
there is not need to investigate.
Is that testimony accurate?
, Mr. Col.E. I do not recall ever making such a statement, because

anything of the nature of an application for authorization to con
tinue soliciting Vietnam would have had to go through many more
offices than Colonel Ivey, and he, himself, couldn't have approved it,
anyway.

-

enator PERCY. In your efforts to obtain an approval for solicita

tion privileges for Price & Company, did you 'i General Grits, the
Adjutant General, in December 1968, and attempt to influence him
to approve the present company application?
Mr. Col.E. I recall talking to General Grits either personally or
over the telephone.

Senator PERCY. Could you give us the nature of that call?

Mr. Col.E. If you are saying did I push and say, “do this,” I am
quite certain that I would not. Also, if I remember correctly, Colo
nel Grits was, again, a bookbinder. When a person made an applica
tion, all he could do was to circulate the request. If they were
cleared by the Embassy and by all other agencies, then all he could
do would be to deny or to issue the authorization.
Senator PERCY. Would it be unusual for you to press forward
with General Grits the case of any particular vendor? Is there any

reason the nature of your duties as described to this subcommittee in
your original testimony—why that would be your responsibility,
function or purpose? .
... Mr. CoLE. In speaking to Colonel Grits I did not presume I, was
imposing upon him to do anything improper.
Senator PERCY. Sworn testimony in this hearing indicates that
you called General Grits in December 1968, at which time General
Grits discussed the letter of December 3, 1968, from the American
Embassy, whick linked Crum with Sarl and Price & Company.
The permit was being held up pending a resolution of this prob
lem. After General Grits told you about this, you said, according to
-

-

his sworn testimony, “Why are you doing this? This company has
been # reputable concern operating in Saigon or Vietnam for a long
time.”

"

.

.

.

. .

.

-

IDo you recall saying that to General Grits?

Mr. Col.E. No, I do not recall specifically saying that, but I could
well have said they have been operating in Vietnam for some time
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because they were there in 1964 and 1965 and had been approved and
authorized to solicit before I ever came to Vietnam, and their au

thorizations were renewed each year during the period I was there

with or without my calling anyone.
And in looking over the listing of people barred from Vietnam,
Mr. Crum still hasn't been barred.

-

Senator PERCY. But, Colonel Cole, it is not logical that someone

who is being charged with something at the present could go back
and say, “Six years ago I knew that they had done nothing wrong
or they were authorized to do business, why do you interrupt?” be

cause this is specifically in response to a letter of December 3, 1968,
from the American Embassy linking Mr. Crum with Sarl and Price.
General Grits remembers explicitly his answer. He said, “Then

you have nothing to worry about, because if we get the affidavit that
Crum is not associated with the company, that is, we asked for, we
will give them a permit.”

Mr. Col.E. I don't recall the specifics. I think the matter was finally
consummated long after I departed Vietnam. I left on the 14th of
December.

Mr. DUFFY. It was consummated on January 10, 1968.
Mr. ColE. He is talking about December.
Mr. DUFFY. You left the 18th and

Mr. Col.E. I left Vietnam on December 14, 1968.

Mr. DUFFY. But you left the club system. You were in the pacifi
cation program on January 18, isn't that correct?
Mr. Col.E. Are you talking about December 3, 1968?
Senator PERCY. December 3, 1968, a memorandum from the Amer

ican Embassy linking Crum with Sarl and Price & Company.
Mr. CoLE. And I repeat, sir, I departed Vietnam for Germany De
cember 14, 1968, and I think if someone checked subsequent to my
departure from Vietnam.

-

*

-

* *

-

Mr. DUFFY. Be that as it may.
Senator PERCY. You did you know that Mr. Crum was associated
with Price & Company?
-

-

Mr. Col.E. Sir, no one ever told me of Mr. Crum's official associa

tion or otherwise with Price & Company.

-

Senator PERCY. But had knowledge of this?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I had—

Senator PERCY. By inference, osmosis or whatever?
Mr. CoI.E. I heard that he might be affiliated with Price & Com
pany, but I did not know from personal knowledge.
Senator PERCY. You say you have heard this but then you say you
were never told this.

Mr. CoI.E. Sir, Mr. Crum never told me nor did anyone associated
with Price & Company ever come and tell me that Mr. Crum is, in
effect, the head of Price & Company or a salesman for Price & Com
pany or what-have-you.
Senator PERCY. It seems to me I recall very specifically the ener
-

getic efforts to get the Lorillard account for Price & Company. Mr.
Crum made specific trips in order to do that.

Mr. Col.E. Not to see me, sir. I think his conversation was with
Lorillard.
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Senator PERCY. But your conversations were also with Lorillard,
were they not?
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I don’t believe there is any record that even sug
gests that I recommended to Lorillard & Company that Crum repre
sent them. I think Mr. Michaels made that quite clear.
Senator PERCY. Did you ever tell General Grits that you were a
friend of Mr. Crum?

Mr. Col.E. I am certain that I did, sir.

Senator PERCY. During this same discussion with General Grits,
did you ask that he issue a temporary permit which would allow
Price & Company to solicit?
Mr. Col.E. I don’t recall asking him but I could have.
Senator PERCY. General Grits in his interview stated that, “Gen

eral Cole asked for a temporary permit for Price & Company,”
which, according to Grits, he refused to issue.
Would you 'il the subcommittee if you contacted other individu
als within the Adjutant General's office in order to obtain a tempo
rary permit for Price & Company to sell to the clubs?
Mr. CoLE. I don’t recall talking to anyone but General Grits.
Senator PFRCY. Did you contact the Adjutant General's office and
ou were instrumental in obtaining temporary permits not only for
rice & Company but for Sarl Electronics and Tom Brothers as
well?

Mr. CoLE. Inasmuch as the Adjutant General wasn't under my su
pervision, I do not feel that I obtained these, illegally or otherwise.
Senator PERCY. I would like to read an extract from an affidavit

of Richard H. Allen, assigned to General Grits office from May
1968 to July 1969. In his affidavit, Allen relates that temporary per
mits were issued to Sarl, Price & Company, and Tom Brothers.
All, in one part of his affidavit, says, “During the processing of
these three applications I was informed that the Adjutant General
or the Deputy Adjutant General, Colonel Grits or Lieutenant Colo
nel Taylor, were receiving inquiries about the delay in granting au
thorization to the three firms—
I was informed that the inquiries came from Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole. To the

best of my recollection, I was informed that General Cole had called a couple
of times to inquire into the applications.

General Cole's name was mentioned in connections I had with Colonel Grits
and Taylor about the applications.

Did you make calls on behalf of these other companies and request
temporary permits so that they could solicit?
Mr. CoLE. Of Major Allen?
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. Col.E. I don't recall discussing this matter with Major Allen.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I feel we have come to the end of
the hearings so far as I am concerned, with this particular witness. I
have not had an opportunity to consult with my colleague, but I
would suggest that we might recess for a few moments because if
the Chairman would be prepared, I, as an individual member of this
subcommittee, would be fully prepared to support the referral of this

case and this testimony to both the Treasury Department and the
Justice Department, because I think there is a good chance that
there has been tax evasion to the U. S. Government, and a very good
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chance that there has been perjury committed, because there is an

absolute conflict in testimony between witnesses who have appeared
before this subcommittee and who have been interviewed by the
subcommittee staff.

Senator RIBIcoFF. I think there is conflicting testimony throughout

these hearings by many witnesses. It has been my intention, and it
is, to instruct the staff to turn over all the testimony to the Justice
Department, the Internal Revenue Service, and the Department of

#'

c.'" we finish tonight we will adjourn subject to the call of the
mall".

There are other matters, some loose ends that must be tied to
gether. I feel, too, it is incumbent on this subcommittee to come up with
a series of recommendations to remedy many of the defects that
exist in the PX system and in the club system.
Certainly I see no reason why any part of the service should con
tinue slot machines. The sooner they are eliminated from the aus
pices of the Department of Defense, the Army, Air Force or Navy,
I think the better off all the men who now serve in the Armed
Forces will be.

Senator PERCY. I concur with that. I feel certainly when we con
sider that organizations such as Sears, Roebuck are able to carry on

business substantially larger but of the same general nature, I am
certain that they have some instances, occasionally, down the line
some place, of wrongdoing.
But certainly with the pattern that seems to be established, ranging
from sergeants to generals, with the number of firms and concession
aires involved, and with the particular nature of the pattern that we
have seen unfolded, I think it is incumbent upon the military serv
ices to come forward with their own recommendations and there

own initiative to see what can be done to straighten the situation
Out.

I feel that out own valued staff, which has done an outstanding
job, as well as the members of this subcommittee, could also, in the final
report, make recommendations ourselves, on our own initiative.

I hope just as much as possible we could get the military services
to come forward and make recommendations themselves.

£

this has done a lot of damage to the military, and I am deeply con
cerned about that.

We are moving toward a volunteer army, and I hope it is clear on
the record, as I think we have stated a number of times, what we
are dealing with is isolated instances, for the most part.
The overwhelming majority of all members wearing the uniform
of the Armed Services of this country have done so proudly and
with honor to the uniform. There is a chance of indictments that

have already come out of these hearings that certain others have
done dishonor, but they are in a very, very small percentage.
I hope the American public will not take it out of context or dis
tort the perspective of it. For the most part, it is our job to find
wrongdoing, but that is not an indication that the system is riddled

£"
kind of activity, and I don't think we want to imply that
at all.
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Senator RIBIcorr. After World War II all of us thought that the

boys were going to come home, and they didn't. We, as a Nation:
have been involved all over the globe in every conceivable type of
base, whether it was Brussels, Belgium; Seoul, Korea, or Vietnam or
Turkey, throughout all the continents.
-

We try to take care of the needs of our men, to supply them with

clothing or food or equipment that they might need during their
leave or when they weren't involved in actual combat or service.
Out of it grew, without any supervision, really like Topsy, a large
establishment doing over $4 billion worth of business a year, and
some have estimated up to $6 billion, with the clubs doing some $700
million a year. The amount of business ranked next to Sears and
the Penney Company as the largest retail establishment in the
world.

Frankly, I don't think we have trained the generals, colonels and
majors to run grocery stores or department stores. This isn't a job
for the military or within their competence.
It would seem that the entire system is sorely in need to reform
from top to bottom. I think we will have some recommendations.
There is no reason why the Department of Defense shouldn't go to
your home city of Chicago and consult with the executives of Sears.
Roebuck

Senator PERCY. Or Montgomery Ward.
Mr. Col.E. Or Bell and Howell.

Senator RIBIcoPF. As to how you run this kind of an operation.
What has come out in this testimony, forgetting the instances of
wrongdoing, I think most important is the question of reforming a

large enterprise. It has become almost an octopus in destroying so
many individuals due to the temptation of such large sums of
money, unsupervised, unchecked.
Senator PERCY. And unaudited, which to me was an incredible in
dictment of these systems, that these clubs were not audited.
Even when we directed that they should be and the others went
out from the Army, there was resistance in the system. They didn't
want to pay the cost of the audit.
Mr. CoLE. May I say something, sir?
Senator PERCY. I think we should yield to out colleagues, Senator
-

Gurney and Senator Allen. Then, certainly, there is all the time.
Colonel Cole, that you would like to have.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, I, of course, agree with both you
and my senior colleague on our side, Senator Percy, that we need to
make a great many recommendations when the subcommittee finishes
its work in these hearings.
I agree with both of you on the ideas that you have had.

There is one other area that has troubled me a great deal in these
hearings. I spent almost 6 years in the United States Army in
World War II. I began as a private and I ended up as a lieutenant
colonel. Most of it was spent in fighting units. One thing that has
troubled me, I think, almost more than anything else in these hear

ings is that time and again our evidence has shown that younger of:
ficers were aware of wrongdoing—lieutenants, captains, majors—and
they brought it to the attention of senior officers time and again,
colonels and generals, but nothing ever seemed to happen.
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A great part of the trouble obviously was that all these communi
cations ended up on the desk of G-1 of USARV, who is the witness
before us here.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, I am not the G-1.

Senator GURNEY. I am speaking now, General. You will have
your turn.

But one thing that bothered me more than anything else in these
whole hearings was regardless of where the memorandums ended up,
they went through other senior officers on the way, and other senior
officers knew what was going on. Some even tried to do something

about it. And yet nothing ever was done about it at all.
All this occurred during a period of 2 or 3 years, during one of
the major wars that this country has fought. As a matter of fact,
the longest war we have ever been in, and one of the wars in which

we have suffered the greatest of casualties and had the greatest in
volvement.

It has occurred to me that there is some kind of weak link in this

system when irregularities were discovered by younger officers and
were brought to the attention of senior officers and nothing was done
about it.

I would certainly hope when the subcommittee finishes its hear
ings that the Armed Services would take a close look at the testi
mony and revise their procedures in some way so that when irregu
larities like this happen somebody will do something about it.
Nothing is more destructive of morale in the Army—and I speak,
again, as one who served as an enlisted man and as an officer—than

when you know things are going wrong and nothing is being done
about it by officers who ought to do something about it.
I would hope the Armed Services would take note and institute
procedures to correct all this.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Allen?

Senator ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, I am hopeful, as all of us are, that
there will be constructive results to follow from this investigation,
that practices will be instituted by the military; that this hearing
and the very tedious and painstaking efforts that have gone into it
will not have been in vain.

Certainly the subcommittee must make some recommendations for
affirmative action on the part of the services and the various govern
mental agencies, and must make recommendations, I feel, as to how,

from the benefit of the evidence that has been adduced here, they
can make recommendations for improvements.

I don’t think we should shoot from the hip right now and adver
tise just what recommendations we do plan to make. I think we
should make sweeping and far-reaching recommendations, and that
they should be the result of our deliberations by the full committee.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman. I would like to commend our

chairman. I am certain that I express Senator Gurney in this. This
is painful business for all of us, as I have stated. But I don’t think
any group of witnesses could have had a more impartial, a fairer or
a more judicious chairman, and a real gentleman.
It is a privilege and a pleasure to have worked with you in these
hearings.
I commend Senator McClellan, the chairman of the subcommittee,

for yielding his position to you so that you could carry on an in
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quiry that you felt deeply about, that you felt was in the national
interest.

I would like to put one final question to Colonel Cole before he
makes his statement, and I feel obligated to do this.
Colonel Cole, do you have any place in the world any bank ac
counts, any assets, any real property or personal property, any nego
tiable instruments—and from Illinois I should say any shoe boxes or
whatever might represent the shoe box—that you have not apprised
this subcommittee of to date?

Mr. Col E. I think, sir. I have apprised this subcommittee of every
thing I possibly could that I have. I own no property outside the
United States. I have no bank accounts outside the United States.

To the best of my knowledge, I have no bank accounts nor have I
had any bank accounts that haven’t been enumerated here. Unfortu

natelv, they put together all of these bank accounts at the same time.
I hope I corrected it.

I note the press was saying, “He had eight bank accounts at the
same time,” which is untrue. But because people don't state that you
had a bank account from this period to that period and from that

period to this period, you wrap it all up together as Mr. Bellino did,
in this fair and impartial hearing, and it was that I had eight at the
same time. That was the inference. It was untrue.

Mr. ADLERMAN. Just to make it clear for the record, your financial
statement does not include some jewelry items, I think, you may have
purchased.
Did you purchase any jewelry from Reese and Company?
Mr. Col.E. I don't recall Reese and Company.
Mr. ADLERMAN. About $1,400 worth ?

Mr. Col.E. A diamond ring?
Mr. ADLERMAN. Jewelry.

Mr. Col.E. This was before the period that you asked me to indi
cate. It was before July 1, 1966.

Mr. ADLERMAN. I am saying do you have that jewelry now?
Mr. Col.E. It is in the possession of my wife.
Mr. ADLERMAN. What?

Mr. Col.E. It is in the possession of my wife.
Mr. ADIERMAN. You didn't list it as an asset in your statement.
That is why I am trying to get this straight.
Mr. Col.E. No, sir, I did not list it. You gave me the period of
July 1, 1966, to June 30, 1970. The time that I bought the ring was
p rior.
Senator PERCY. But the request we specifically made and I made
it myself, was for a list of assets and a list of liabilities. A diamond
ring is a very real asset.
Mr. Col.E. No, sir. It was confined to the period that I was given.
It is right here in the letter.
Senator PERCY. Let me correct you. I specifically asked for your
list of assets as of a given date. June 30, 1966, and your liabilities
and, therefore, your resultant networth.

We asked you again for your assets, your liabilities, and your net
worth as of. I believe it was, July 1, 1970.
These are purchases that you made, but I see nothing in the
stocks, cash, bonds, automobile, real estate, that lists any jewelry of
any kind.
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Mr. Col.E. I didn't list furniture, sir, or anything else.
Senator PERCY. You did list furniture. You list personal effects,
household furnishings in premises purchased over prior years. You
listed that again.
Mr. Col.E. Sir, I misunderstood.

Senator PERCY. Colonel Cole, you are an exceedingly intelligent
man.

Mr. Col.E. Thank you very much.

Senator PERCY. And I might say, a very cool witness. I have been
watching some of our other witnesses that had no cause for embar
rassment, who perspired profusely. I haven't seen a bead of sweat

yet. I don't want to infer that you wouldn't be intelligent enough to
know what we are driving at.

I stated specifically what we were trying to accomplish. We want
to know what your assets were when you went to Vietnam, all of
them, everything, anything of value. Household furnishings that are
secondhand furniture, in effect, have no real value, but if you have

acquired art works, if you have acquired jade, if you have acquired
jewelry in that period of time, then it ought to be in the inventory
to begin with, or if it is acquired in that period and it ought to be
there as of the end unless you sold it.
If you sold it, it ought to be in the cash account. We want a total
and complete disclosure of your assets.

Mr. Col.E. I would be happy to add this. I discussed this with
counsel, if I remember correctly, and we placed in what I thought
was desired. This is no problem.

Senator RIBIGoFF. If you want to correct the list, there is no problem.
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Percy, I have never seen a diamond ring ever
listed on a statement of assets when you borrow money from a bank
or anywhere else.
Senator PERCY. If we could then have submitted a revised finan

cial statement, that would be all right. You fully understand the na
ture of what we want.

Senator RIBIcoff. As I understand, you would like to make a
statement. Colonel Cole.

I think we will take a 5-minute recess for you to gather your
thoughts. I think you are entitled to a recess here.
Do you want 5 or 10 minutes?
We will take a 5-minute recess.

Senator PERCY. Can we be certain that this financial statement
will be sworn to?

Mr. Col.E. You have tried to place me in a box all through these
hearings. There are many positive statements I could have made,
and I didn't make them simply because someone else would come
along and say, “That is not ' he told me,” so here are three peo
ple saying, “You didn't really say that. That old Chinese friend was
not an old China hand.”

I am not going to be picked up and nibbled to death by ducks.
That is really what has happened here.

...'" PERCY. Colonel Cole, I don’t think I have put you into a
X.

Mr. Col.E. You have asked me for yes and no answers throughout
these hearings.
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Senator RIBICOFF. We will take a 5-minute recess.

(Whereupon, at 3:10 p.m. a brief recess was taken.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff. Allen, Percy, and Gurney.)
(The subcommittee reconvened at 3:25 p.m. after a brief recess.)
Senator RIBIcorF. The subcommittee will be in order.

(Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening:

Senators Ribicoff, Allen. Percy and Gurney.)
Senator RibicoPF. Colonel Cole, you wanted to make a statement.
Feel free to do so.

Mr. Col E. I do. sir, and then, sir, if you would allow my counsel
30 seconds, we will then conclude.

Senator Ribicoff. All right.

Mr. Col.E. Sir, from the opening day, Senator Percy has made
what I consider libelous and slanderous statements concerning me.
He has impressed upon me that I possibly may have committed
perjury. that I have disgraced my uniform, that I was unfit to wear
a uniform.

I have been characterized as a mobster, and by one—I won't refer
to him as an officer, because I can't really believe he is—as a su
preme being, and other outlandish statements.

As far as I can tell, and this appears to be the consensus of any
jurist who would sit here, this entire hearing has been based upon
hearsay, upon hearsay, upon hearsay. Not one shred of evidence has
come forward where one lieutenant or one sergeant or anyone else
ever came to anyone in a position of authority and said, “Sir, there
is wrongdoing here. Here are the facts. Let's get at it.”
St. Martin made his allegations only after I had requested them.
Here was a major who was in a position to make on-the-spot correc
tions, as was Lieutenant Barclay. They were senior to the sergeant
whom they suspected of wrongdoing, and not one time did they
make any effort to do this. They had every club, every weapon.
every tool they needed to make on-the-spot corrections. But no one
did.

Conversely, St. Martin permitted a sergeant to pander on at least
two occasions prostitutes for him. I think that is most unusual and
unheard of. But that is in the evidence, that he did this because he

wanted to pretend he was one of the boys and this was what he

should do as a major in the U.S. Army. I can't believe it, but this is
a matter of record.

Throughout the hearings people have repeatedly stated “so and so
said so and so.” I went through the record, as Mr. Morgan did for
Senator Gurney, and stated that I said I recalled 72 times or what
ever it was.

I suggest, sir, that Mr. Morgan, who must have time on his hands,

go through the statements of these same witnesses and write down,
“I believe. I heard. I recall, I think,” and he is going to find that
every one of these statements are full of these exact same remarks,
all of them.

Captain Whalen testified that my aide, a Fordham graduate,
called him. I had no aide. I had no Fordham graduate working for
me. I checked the entire USARV section and no one was a Fordham

graduate, but this is what he remembered.
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He also stated, “I think General Cole called me once, but if he

called me the second time this is what he said.” Impossible.

Colonel Osborne, in his testimony, stated exactly the same thing.
I think I only had one conversation with General ‘’ole, but if I had a sec
ond conversation it was in the context that Sarl Electronics was—it was to

lay off Sarl Electronics.
That is ridiculous.

If this has been a fair and impartial hearing, and if I had been
given every consideration that I would be entitled to before a court,
then I feel sorry for the future of this country.
I say hearings like this, and Senator Percy states there is a minus
cule number of people in the PX system and in the club system who
have committed wrongdoing, possible wrongdoing, a few have been
indicted, yet the whole system is condemned. Everything should be
overhauled because of the wrongdoing of a few. It doesn't make any
Sense to me.

I think this, and I think many Americans may agree with me,
that hearings like this must give a great deal of comfort to neo-Fas

cists, Nazis and Communists, and that is precisely how I feel about
this.

And I feel that if this case of mine is brought to trial that I will

be exonerated, that I will be exonerated by a court of fair people,
and that I will be heard.

And those witnesses who have reluctantly come forward are going
to have some difficulty in backing up the hearsay statements they
have made. That is precisely how I feel.
I think now I know why some of the young people in this country
are rebelling against a system that I think should be questionable.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the statement to

the CID made by Anthony Sciolla, president of the board of gover
nors of the Long Binh post, made a part of this record, and I would

also like to have made a part of this record, in view of Senator
Percy's remarks on the audit, that the audit has been made of General
Cole, the AAFES audit report, and I would like that to be made a
part of your record, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection, they both will.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit Nos. 607 and

608” for reference and may be found in the files of the subcommit
tee.
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MAGEE. The only comment I would care to make, and I am
sorry Mr. Bellino is not here—when he is well enough I would like
for him to read that statement of his over the TV networks or out

on the steps of the Capitol, and when he does we will get this mat
ter resolved as to the truth real quickly in a court of law, because if
he will, he will get sued for liable.
May I ask whether the witness is excused?
Senator RIBICOFF. The witness is excused.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Chairman, there are a couple of communi
cations that I think should go into the record.
One is from the Department of the Navy by Rear Adm. Means

Johnston, Chief of Legislative Affairs, to you as chairman of the
subcommittee.
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(The letter from the Department of the Navy, referred to by Sen

ator Gurney, was previously inserted in the record and appears on
p.989, Part 4, of this series of hearings.)

Senator GURNEY (continuing). And a letter from the Department
of the Army and the Department of the Air Force, from William B.

Campbell, major general, chief of the Army-Air Force Exchange
Service, to you as acting chairman of the subcommittee.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 609” for ref
erence and follows:)
ExHIBIT No. 609
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY AND THE AIR FORCE,

HEADQUARTERS ARMY AND AIR FORCE ExCHANGE SERVICE,
Dallas, Ter., March 12, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Acting Chairman,
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
of the Committee on Government Operations,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATE RIBICoEF: During our meeting on 3 March 1971, I reviewed
with you certain immediate actions which I considered necessary on my part
as a result of evidence produced before your subcommittee as well as other in
formation available to me.

On 4 March 1971, I instituted administration actions against Messrs. Ralph
J. White, Clarence A. Swafford, Dick C. Llewellyn, and Theodore R. Miller in

the form of Notices of Proposed Separation. These actions are in accordance
with prescribed regulatory procedures. I can assure you that the rights of the
employees will be protected.
In our discussion, I also indicated to you that I was prepared to proceed
against James B. Beam Distilling Company. I have reconsidered this matter
and have decided to refrain from any such unilateral action on the part of the
Army and Air Force Exchange Service—not only as to Beam, but also as to
any other American business firms involved. I have concluded that any action
to suspend business relations would require departmental consideration and co
ordination in view of the broad spectrum of such sales activity with other ele
ments of the military establishment.

On the other hand, I am taking actions to assure myself that relationships
arising out of our activities with the business community are conducted on a
sound, ethical basis. An action under consideration is your suggestion of deal

ing with certain firms on an individual or group basis as a means of getting
across our message.

Again I want to thank you for the opportunity to meet with you and to as
sure you that I shall act promptly in any area that requires my attention.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM B. CAMPBELL,

Major General, USAF,
Chief, Army and Air Force Erchange Service.

Senator Ribicoff. I think the gentlemen connected with Service
Games should be in the room to listen to the testimony.
Mr. ENNIs. They are right outside the door.

Senator RIBICoEF. It would be wise if they came in.
TESTIMONY OF JOHN BRICK-Resumed

Senator Ribicoff. You may proceed.

£

Mr. BRICK. Mr. Chairman,
this investigation I have exam
ined carefully at least 250 reports of investigation by the criminal

investigation departments of the Air Force, the Navy, and the
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Army, as well as reports by other Federal agencies, all related to the
activities of the Service Games complex alone.

They involved more than 100 separate instances of violations of
law by the Service Games complex, by its officials, and by its em
ployees.
The violations included bribery, illegal use of military and sea
transport, illegal imports, customs violations, fraud and forged doc
uments, kickbacks, collusion in bidding, circumvention of the “Buy
American" program, illegal gratuities, coercion, and intimidation.
The principal pattern which was established was the use of fraud,
fradulent ' forged documents, in order to perpetrate customs vio
lations.

Offenses by individuals employed by the complex include theft, as
sault, intimidation, coercion, bribery, rape, assault with a deadly
weapon, and others.
The following companies have been fined, debarred, or subjected
to other penalties:
Service Games Japan, Inc.; Barclay & Company games depart

ment; Establishment Garlan; Service Games Korea, Inc.; Sarl Elec
tronics; Gande, Price & Company, Ltd.; Price & Company, Ltd.;
Vietnam Electronics; Utamatic, Inc.; Westlee; Standard Equipment
& Service Company; Manila Amusement Company, and others
which have been part of the Service Games complex.
Among the individuals who have been subject to penalties and
sanctions are:

Scott F. Dotterer, Bruce Eckert, William Leone, Dick Wright,
Riggs Renieri, Frank Pontillo, John Burger, Morton C. Lee,

Thomas Moore, William J. Crum, A. P. Kolonie, M. G. Paglieri,
Harold Oie, and a number of others, including foreign nationals
who were citizens of countries in which Service Games operated.
The offenses found in the files of the armed services begin in the

period 1953–1954 with charges made on Guam against Guam Serv
ice Games and its employees, and they continue to the recent past,
when several employees of Elco International of Springfield,
were found guilty of violations in Germany and some weeks ago
were debarred from dealing with Department of Defense installa
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tions in Germany.

Although the following list is not complete, these entities of the
Service Games complex have been debarred from doing business
with military installations of the United States:
1. The entire Service Games complex and all individuals con.

nected with it, including all individuals present in the hearing room
today, have been debarred by the U.S. Navy since 1959. This debar
ment includes all affiliated firms and all successor firms.

2. The entire Service Games complex and all individuals con

nected with it, including all individuals present in the hearing room
today, were debarred by the U.S. Air Force in 1963. The debarment
lasted until April of 1967.
Mr. Rosen, who did not join Sega until 1965, was debarred as a
result of these actions as soon as he joined.
3. Establishment Garlan was barred by the U.S. Army in Korea
in 1964.
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4. Barclay & Company games department was barred in 1961 on
Okinawa.

5. Sarl Electronics and Vietnam Electronics were barred by the
U.S. Army in 1969 in South Vietnam.
6. Westlee and its affiliated companies, and Morton C. Lee and

Thomas Moore were barred by all services in West Germany in
1964–1965.

Examination of the armed forces files shows that the fines, penal
ties, and debarments have formed a pattern of illicit and illegal op
erations since 1953.

The pattern involves customs violations, bribery, kickbacks, and
fraudulent or forged documents—particularly fraudulent purchase
orders and customs clearance documents which permitted Service
Games entities to import large quantities of equipment which pur
portedly was d' for specific clubs or open mess systems, but
which was diverted to storage yards or warehouses where it could be
utilized as the firm saw fit—whether for quick sale and a jump on
competitors or for diversion into the local £
The pattern of corrupting military personnel, which in Vietnam
enabled Sarl Electronics to use storage space illegally at Long Binh
and Qui Nhon, as shown by evidence in these hearings, also was the
pattern practiced in Guam, Japan, Korea, Okinawa, the Philippines,
and West Germany.

The statements of Mr. Fox of the Air Force, Mr. Duffy of the
Navy, and Mr. Daley of the Army, together with the documentary
evidence in these hearings, make the pattern absolutely clear. Wher
ever Sega machines are sold or rented to the military, corruption has
been a method of doing business.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Percy or Senator Gurney?
Mr. Bromley and associates, would you now come for

'".

Ward a

TESTIMONY OF MARTIN JEROME BROMLEY, RAYMOND.J. LEMAIRE,
DAVID M. ROSEN, AND RICHARD D, STEWART, ACCOMPANIED BY
COUNSEL: HANSA. NATHAN AND EDWARD J. ENNIS-Resumed

Senator RIBICoEF. I hope, Mr. Nathan, you will communicate
forthwith with Mr. Crum, and that you would let the subcommittee

within a relatively short period of time have the information as to
whether he will be available.

We ourselves, would have to make plans if it were necessary to go
to Hong Kong or any place in the Far East.
Mr. NATHAN. Yes, sir.

At this point Senator Allen withdrew from the hearing room.)
Senator RIBIcoPF. Senator, have you any questions?
Senator PERCY. No.

Senator RIBIcoff. Senator Gurney?

Senator GURNEY. I would like to ask Mr. Stewart some questions
about Service Games.

When did you join Service Games, Mr. Stewart?

Mr. STEwART.. I originally went to Japan, Tokyo, in very early
1952, together with Mr. Lemaire, on my right. We formed a partner.

ship there doing business under the name of Service Games Japan, I
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believe, or Stewart and Lemaire doing business as Service Games
Japan.

£,

that point we started, of course, a very small business with

the two of us, and continued to develop it over the years from a

partnership stage into a corporate corporation and, of course, even
tually into a merger which in due course became Sega Enterprises.
Senator GURNEY. You have heard the testimony just now by
John Brick, a staff member.

Do you wish to make any comment on that about the violations
and illegalities and fines and so on involving Service Games?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir; I would like to make a comment.
Senator GURNEY. Go ahead.

Mr. STEwART. I have gone through a lot of statements by Mr.
Brick, I believe, and also by a Mr. Fox. There are so many inconsis
tencies and errors that it would take literally hours to attempt to re
fute them.

But one in particular I think stands out that might be indicative
of the rest. It is the allegation that we imported machines duty-free
into Japan using military facilities, and then used those machines on

the Japanese market without benefit of having imported them

£id the

through the proper channels or without benefit of having
appropriate import duty and commodity tax that was required.

in his statement, I think it was Mr. Fox's, actually, he said that
we were then investigated, I believe at the instigation of the Navy,
investigated by the Japanese authorities and found guilty and fined
100,000 yen or something, which is $300.
Of course, that is absolutely not the truth. There was an investiga
tion. The authorities in Japan conducted a very thorough investiga
tion, as they are quite capable of doing, and in the end they found
that every machine that we had operating on the Japanese market,
apart from military bases, had been imported properly, that the
duty and tax had been paid and, in fact, I went to the trouble at
that time to get a statement from the Chief of Customs, Yokohama,
I believe—it was many years ago—attesting to the fact that these al
-

legations were not correct, and that as of that time we were not

guilty of any violation of the customs laws of Japan.

I don't have it with me, unfortunately. It was many years ago.
But I am sure that I can come up with that statement and I would
be more than pleased to submit it to this committee.

Senator GURNEY: We would be happy to receive it.
Mr. STEwART. If I may continue, sir, with just one last thing, if I
understand fairness.

This declaration from this chief of customs in Yokohama attest

ing to this fact was translated into English, notarized, and circulated

to all of the military commands in Japan because of the allegations
that had been made by the Navy and because of the fact that we

had been barred from doing business with the Navy based on these
allegations.

And yet with all of the investigations that were done by this very

#:

to include this type of evidence in
their statements. Everything in the statement has been one-sided.
There has been nothing put in for the other side at all.
able staff, they somehow
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Like I say, I could go through both of these statements in writing
and refute—obviously not everything. I guess we are all human
beings and we all must have done something wrong at one time or
another.

But the whole pattern is phony. It is not correct.
(At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.)

Senator Ribicoff. May I say to you, Mr. Stewart, and counsel, be:
fore we close the transcript, in behalf of your clients if you would
like to make any statements refuting any allegations—they are vo

luminous, many, many pages—we will give you the opportunity and
make it part of the permanent record, if in any way you would like
to submit a statement denying or explaining some of the charges
that have been made that you don't have the opportunity to present
to us in this hearing.
Mr. NATHAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. That is what
I was going to ask leave to do. I just heard names mentioned, viola
tions mentioned. There was one man fined for sending $200 to his
mother. That is true. He was. There were other little things. There
were people named with whom we have no other connection except
that they bought machines from us.
-

It will take a couple of weeks, Mr. Chairman, of intense work, to
go through Mr. Brick's two statements.
Senator RIBICOFF. Would a month be sufficient?

Mr. NATHAN. Yes, sir. I will put everybody on it because there is
just too much in it and I don't want to say unfairly and I don't
want to characterize it.
I want to come back with the facts and file the statement under

rule 13. I will have everyone who has personal knowledge of these

facts that we are presenting swear to them, and I would like it to go
into the record.

Senator GURNEY. I certainly agree with the chairman. What this
subcommittee is interested in more than anything else is getting at
the truth. We have asked you for a number of documents. I asked
you for a great many the other day, financial statements, and you
promised to furnish them.

-

Certainly, the subcommittee record will be open for you to put in
any concrete evidence you want to or to correct any of the allega
tions that you think need to be corrected to present your side of the
CaSe.

Mr. NATHAN. Thank you, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Going back now to Service Games, go on, Mr.
Stewart, and tell me. You changed your name to Sega eventually,
didn't you?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir; we did.
-

Senator GURNEY. When did that occur?

Mr. STEwART. I believe, sir, that was in the mid-60's, if I am not
mistaken.

Senator GURNEY. In the beginning, you and who was the other
person who were the two partners in this?
Mr. STEwART. Mr. Lemaire on my right.
Senator GURNEY. Was it a corporation when you started out?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir. Originally it was, I believe, a partnership.

Senator GURNEY. When did you incorporate?
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Mr. STEwART. I believe about 2 or 3 years later.
Senator GURNEY. What was the stock distribution at this time
when you incorporated?
-

- -

-

Mr. STEwArt. If I am not mistaken, I think Mr. Lemaire and I
owned all the stock.

Senator GURNEY. You divided it 50–50?
Mr. STEwART. I believe so.

Senator GURNEY. And this was about 1956 or 1957?
Mr. STEwART. I should think a little bit earlier than that. We

originally started in 1952, early.
Senator GURNEY. So it might have been around 1954 or 1955?
Mr. STEwART. Or perhaps 1953.

Senator GURNEY. After you, incorporated and, as I

understood,

took equal shares of stock in the company, did anybody else come
into the company as a stockholder? Who did?
Mr. STEwART. I believe at various times, or at some times, I should

say, we brought in some of our key employees, key suppliers, for
small portions of the shares.
Senator GURNEY. These were minor?

Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir, and I believe later Mr. Scott Dotterer,

whose name has been mentioned previously, joined us. If I am not
mistaken, he also was given an option or

£

up some shares.

Senator GURNEY. When was this?

Mr. STEwART. Senator, this would have been probably late in the
1950's, maybe 1958, 1959.
Senator GURNEY. And how much of a stock interest did he acquire
at that time?

Mr. STEwART. Offhand I can't recall the breakdown. If I could,

what I would like to suggest is I would be pleased to submit the
exact breakdown from day No. 1 until the present.
Senator GURNEY. We would appreciate that.
Mr. STEwART. I hope you wouldn't press me for details at this mo
ment since I would be sort of reaching. I would rather not. There
has been a number of years involved.
Senator GURNEY. We will be glad to have that information.
h There are some other things, though, that I do want to go into
ere.

£

Eventually, as I understand it,
Enterprises, Ltd., which was
the successor to Service Games, ended up with 300,060 shares of
stock outstanding. I understand in April of 1969 you owned 57,386
shares. Is that correct?

Mr. STEwART. That sounds correct to me, sir. I wouldn’t be sure

about the date but it sounds approximately right.
Senator GURNEY. And at the same time, Mr. Lemaire owned the
same number of shares. Is that correct?

Mr. Lemaire, in April 1969, did you own 57,386 shares?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, sir. I am not sure of the exact figures but in
that particular area.
-

£ator GURNEY. And Mr. Rosen, how many did you own at that

time

Mr. Rose.N. Senator, I believe it was approximately 33,000. I
would have to check mv records to be sure.

Senator GURNEY. Was it 33,054?

1964

Mr. Rose.N. That does sound correct.
Senator GURNEY. And did vour wife own 11.955 !

Mr. Rose.N. That also sounds approximately correct.
Senator GURNEY. You were the president, weren't you, Mr. Rosen
at the time of transfer?

Mr. RosPN. Excuse me?

Senator GURNEY. To Gulf & Western, were you the president?
Mr. Rose.N. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Did Scott Dotterer own 25,507 shares?

Mr. Rose.N. That sounds approximately correct.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Bromley when did you acquire your stock in
the Sega company?
Mr. BROMLEY. As I recall it, it was 1966.

Senator GURNEY. Who did you buy it from?
Mr. BROMLEY. From Mr. Stewart.

Senator GURNEY. How many shares?
Mr. BROMLEY. Somewhat over 100,000.
Senator GURNEY. Would it be 114,772?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, that sounds correct.

Senator GURNEY...What did you pay for it?
Mr. BROMLEY. I believe we agreed yesterday to submit this to the
committee on documentation, sir.

'" GURNEY.

Do you recall approximately? How much

per

Snare z

Mr. BROMLEY: I don't remember at the moment, but we will cer
tainly get you the accurate figures.
Senator GURNEY. That we would want, how many shares you did
buy, how much you paid for it and how you paid for it.
-

Mr. BROMLEY. I paid by check, sir.
Senator GURNEY. Can you produce a copy of the check?
Mr. BROMLEY. I think so.

(See Exhibit No. 636.)

Senator GURNEY., Mr. Stewart, where did you get these shares
that you transferred to Mr. Bromley?
Mr. STEwART. As I think I mentioned earlier, we had taken cer
tain of our key employees and key suppliers as shareholders in the

company on the basis that at that time, if I remember correctly, our
plan was to try to take the company Pu' in Japan.
-

Senator GURNEY. When is this? When is this we are talking
about?

Mr. STEwART. Maybe-and I hope I won't be pinned to this date
1965, or some.
time in the 1960's. I would like permission to get the exact date on

as I would like to furnish it later—I guess 1964 or

that, Senator.
Senator GURNEY. Do that.
Go on.

Mr. STEwART. In due course it became apparent that we weren't

going to be able to take this public route in Japan for various
reflSonS.

In the meanwhile, Mr. Bromley, with whom I personally and sev

eral of us have had a long term association, was becoming more and
more, active in the coin machine industry in various parts of the
world.
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We were also at that point making major efforts to go through a
transition period of the military business which had been our origi
nal business that we had started with into the commercial business
throughout the world.

-

-

We needed all the help we could get from a financial standpoint
and from contacts and from knowhow. I tried at that point, I think,

to get Mr. Bromley to buy into Sega. As I recall, and at this mo"
ment I can't put my finger on the exact reasons, he wasn't in a post
tion to do so or didn't wish to do so at that time. .

-

I then suggested that he please consider this, we would like to
have him in very, very much, and I more or less, I believe, gave him
an option to at any time within the next year or two to come into
the company as a shareholder.
Senator GURNEY. Was this 1965?

Mr. STEwART. Again, sir, I will give you exact dates.
Senator GURNEY. Where did you get the stock you sold him?
Mr. Stewart. This stock I took back from the various employees
-

and key suppliers on the basis that our original plan of going public
in Japan was not going through.

Dividends at that time were not being paid because all the profits
being generated were plowed back into the company for growth. I
bought the shares back from them.

Senator GURNEY. What did you pay to your employees to get the
shares back per share?

Mr. STEwART. Again, if possible, I would like to submit that. As I
recall, the price in and out was the same. I don't think there was
any difference in the price they came in at or the price they went
Out at.

Senator GURNEY. You bought them back for the same price you
sold them to the employees?
Mr. STEwART. I am almost sure of that, sir; but, again, I can con
firm that.

. Senator GURNEY. Can you give me the approximate price, supply
ing the exact price later?
Mr. STEwART. Senator, I don’t want to appear noncooperative, but
I would appreciate very much if you w' let me submit this letter
in a document.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you this: What price per share did
Mr. Bromley pay to you? I am sure you must remember that. This
transaction was only about 4 or 5 years ago.
Mr. STEwART. As I recall, Senator, it would probably have been
the same price that was negotiated earlier.
Senator GURNEY. How much in total? This is a pretty big trans
action, even at $1 a share. It would be a good-size sum of money.
Mr. STEwART. Would it be again permissible for me to submit the
exact amount?

£ator GURNEY. It would. But how about the approximate figure
now a

# swar I would prefer not to speculate at this moment, sir;
On that.

Senator GURNEY. You have no recollection at all?

Mr. STEwART. With all due respect, I ask again, please, to be al
lowed again to submit this documented to the penny.

1966

Senator GURNEY. I recall what Mr. Bromley received for his

shares in Sega when he sold them to Gulf & Western. That was $1.6
million plus 114,000 shares of Gulf & Western common stock.
In other words, this was a heck of a big transaction. I can

usually remember what few big transactions I have had financially,
and I would think you could, too. One doesn't expect to remember
every detail of transactions that go on in one's economic life, but
you don't forget things like that.
Mr. STEwART. I honestly don't want to quibble or appear non-coop
perative, sir, and I hope you don't put me in a position of having to
say that I don’t know or *''

Senator GURNEY. But you promise to furnish to the subcommittee
this detailed information?

Mr. STEwART. I will not only furnish it, sir, but it will be done in
front of a notary or at the American Embassy.
Senator GURNEY. I remind you, and I am sure your counsel will

also, that our subpena is still outstanding and until we get the infor
mation we want, it will continue to be.

You merged with a Japanese company, the Nihon Gorakin Bus

#
or something like that. And they merged with Rosen Enterprises,
Atd.

#" much stock did you own in Sega at that time? This was in
1965

Mr. STEwART. I think, Senator, it was a result of these mergers
that you are referring to between the Japanese company and £
quently with Rosen that Sega Enterprises was actually formed.
Senator GURNEY. Would you furnish for the subcommittee the
amount of shares you owned at that time?

Mr. STEwART. I will with pleasure.
(The information furnished follows:)
Mr. Stewart acquired certain shares from key Sega employees on our about
July 2, 1965, through an agreement providing for the purchase thereof at par
value, Y 500 per share. The agreements also provided for possible contingent
additional remuneration, in case Sega shares were publicly traded in Japan.
to this acquisition, Mr. Stewart held twenty thousand shares of Sega

:

stoc

Senator GURNEY. As I understand it, at that time, too, is when
you repurchased these shares from these employees which, in turn,
rmitted you to have so many shares that you later sold some to
Mr. Bromley.

Is that essentially the picture?
Mr. STEwART. That is correct, sir. When he elected to pickup his
option, I then had to scramble to get the shares together that I had
promised him.
Senator GURNEY. We do have a list here of shareholders that I

presume are these ones we are talking about. This is what, of course,
records to make sure they coin

' want to compare with your own
C’ldo.

Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir. The information will be correct.
Senator GURNEY. One other question in connection with these
shareholders that owned these shares of stock.

Were they the real owners of the stock, or were they holding it
for anybody else?

-
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Mr. STEwART. I would say they were the real owners. . .
Senator GURNEY. This was not a plan to put it in their names so

that perhaps at some later time you could buy it back for somebody
else?

Mr. STEwART. That was not the intention, sir, at that time. The in
tention was to go public in Japan, and it was a complicated process

which, unfortunately, did not work out. But I don't think the details
of that would be of any particular interest to this hearing, or the
laws of the United States.

Senator GURNEY. I want to go back once more, because I am puz
zled about this business about Sarl Electronics and the way they
paid for the supplies they got from Club Specialty.

We got into that but we went round and round yesterday and,
frankly, I didn't understand it.

You were the treasurer of the company, weren't you, Mr. Brom
lev /

Mr. BroMLEY. That is correct, sir.
Senator GURNEY. And I suppose charged with the handling of fi
nancial details.

Mr. BROMLEY. No, that is not correct.
Senator GURNEY. Who was 2
Mr. BROMLEY. Mrs. de Tam.

Senator GURNEY. Who is she?

Mr. BROMLEY. She is our office manager.
Senator GURNEY. Down in Panama!

Mr. BROMLEY. That is correct, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Did you ever check what she was doing from
time to time?

Mr. BROMLEY. Did I have her check what she was doing?
Senator GURNEY. No. I say did you ever check with her on what
she was doing from time to time?
Mr. BROMLEY. Normally, I didn't get into that. As I already ex
plained, I have been living in Europe.
Senator GURNEY. How many times did you go to Panama in the
course of a year?

Mr. BROMLEY. Once, maybe twice.
Senator GURNEY. Did you talk to her at that time about the var
ious financial transactions of the company?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not really. The only thing that would ever be

brought to my attention perhaps would be a delinquent account or
something of this sort.

Senator GURNEY. What would be the amount of money that Club
Specialty in Panama through Mrs. de Tam—how much money
would come into their bank account during the course of a year?
Mr. BROMLEY. I would say the gross business for the past 10 years
would average $3 million a year.

Senator GURNEY. About $3 million a year?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is right, sir.
Senator GURNEY. We have evidence here, and it is hard, factual

evidence, that in the Sarl Electronics account alone, the money that
went from Sarl to the two bank accounts in Los Angeles approxi
mated over a 2-year period $7 million, and these moneys were trans
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ferred almost immediately to your bank account in Panama, that is,
Club Specialty's bank account. This is only one account.
To use your own words, this was a rather small account. Now, is
it your testimony that only $3 million went into this Panama ac
-

count each year?

Mr. BROMLEY. My testimony, sir; was average for the past 10
years.

Senator GURNEY. There were two bank accounts in Panama, I am
reminded by the staff. I am talking about two bank accounts. Were
you talking about the two bank accounts, too, when you said $3 mil
ion a year?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, I was talking about gross income average for
10 vears.

Senator GURNEY. And this would be both bank accounts com
bined?

Mr. BROMLEY. I believe that is correct.

Senator GURNEY. Your testimony is that on the average in the
10-wear period—and this would begin when?
Mr. BROMILEY. 1960.

Senator GURNEY. Through 1970, that the average amount per

year that went into both of these accounts combined was approxi
mately $3 million per year?
Mr. BROMLEY. To the best of my knowledge.
Senator GURNEY. Did you ever check these bank accounts? Did
you look at a bank statement, like most of us do?
Mr. BroMLEY. Honestly, no.
-

Senator GURNEY. Did anybody in Club Specialty? Did you, Mr.
Stewart 2

Mr. STEwART. I could have at some time, but basically I think this
was left with the auditors of the company to monitor.
Senator GURNEY. This was a pretty big operation. You fellows
certainly got a lot of profits out of it. Didn't you ever look to see
what sort of a cash flow was going through it?
Mr. STEwART. I like to look at the bottom line every year, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I do, too. These other lines are pretty impor
tant, also.

Mr. STEwART. Well, to some people, perhaps, but we have been
busy working and hustling and doing business.

Senator GURNEY. Let me ask you, because you are a major stock
holder, what office do you hold in the company now?
Mr. STEwART. Vice president, sir.
Senator GURNEY. I put the question to you. We have evidence
here that Sarl Electronics’ account, again, with these two bank ac
counts in the Bank of America Los Angeles branches, moneys came
into them from Sarl and they were transferred almost immediately.
Actually, the instructions were to transfer all amounts over $1,000

directly to the bank accounts in Panama of Club Specialty.
We know for a fact that in two years $7 million flowed through
these accounts, into these accounts in Panama. How much do you re
call these accounts averaged per year, as the president of the com
pany?

Mr. STEwART. Well, as Mr. Bromley stated, basically, we have had
some years better and some years worse, but I would say that the
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average of $3 million a year for our total gross business in all bank

accounts, gross business done by the company, would be in that
vicinity.

Senator GURNEY. How much of a profit did you make in Club
Specialty on this?
Let me ask you this: Did all of the moneys that Club Specialty,

Inc., go through the Panama accounts:
Mr. STEwART. Yes sir; I am sure.

Senator GURNEY. In other words, all your operations eventually
went into those two accounts?

Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir. I could think of no exception to that.

Senator GURNEY. You know, I am interested, like you are, in that
bottom line. About how much profit did you make each year on your
operation ?
Mr. STEwART. It, again, would have varied.
Senator GURNEY. Five percent, 10 percent?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir. I think our goal has been in the neighbor

hood of—we have tried to get somewhere between 10 and 20 percent
return.

Senator GURNEY. So that your profits in this operation over those
years would have been $300,000 to $600,000?
Mr. STEwART. As I mentioned, there are some, you know, good
years and some years you have your losses. But I would think that
would be a fair average for that period of time, a fair estimate of

the average for that period of time.
Senator GURNEY. Who did your audits?
Mr. STEwART. A firm in Panama. Sir. I don't recall the name

offhand, but a reputable firm.

-

Senator GURNEY. Would the treasurer remember the name of the
auditor of the firm :

-

Mr. BROMLEY. May have been Peat, Marwick & Mitchell.
Senator GURNEY. I thought I remembered that from yesterday,
too.

Mr. BROMI.E.Y. Yes.

*

Senator GURNEY. No, then, would you furnish those audit state
ments for the last 10 years to the subcommittee :
*

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman. I don’t know what relevance this has

to be the subcommittee's investigation, the profit of the Panamanian
company.

Senator GURNEY. You wouldn't object to furnishing these inno
cent audit statements to the subcommittee, would you?
Mr. NATHAN. It is not a question of whether I object. It is whether
they are relevant. If you would tell me what the relevancy is—we
have a tax investigation.
Senator GURNEY. I think it is quite relevant from my one state
-

ment that I have been talking about, one bank account.

Mr. NATHAN. The chairman told me he is not conducting a tax in
vestigation, which is the way your questioning is going.
Senator GURNEY. Would you furnish the audit statements?

Senator RIBIcoPF. These were audits put in by apparently a very
reputable firm of accountants, and probably certified as to what was
correct. I am sure there should be no objection to those, if Senator
Gurney requests them.
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You are going to start furnishing us with all the details of stock
transfers and so on. I don't know how this would implicate you in
anything.

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, your requests exactly duplicate the
information request I got from the Internal Revenue.
Senator GURNEY. I do think it would be necessary for our investi
gation, Mr. Chairman. There is all of this indication of complete
openness about these accounts.

-

-

Mr. NATHAN. All I can say is I have no authority, since it is a
Panamanian corporation.

Senator GURNEY. No, but you have all the officers sitting all
around you. They can give you the authority.
Mr. NATHAN. No, I don't have the present officers sitting around
ne.

Senator GURNEY. You have the officers for the years I am inter
ested in.

Mr. NATHAN. I will forward your request. But I would like a
direction by the chairman that this is a relevant matter.

Senator RIBICoEF. What years are we talking about?
Senator GURNEY. 1967 and 1968 are the ones concerning the ques
tions I was directing. I would like to have all 10, but I won't be un
reasonable.

Senator Ribicoff. I would say there is no reason you shouldn't be
able to furnish the years that are subject to the inquiry between
Specialty and Sarl, 1967 and 1968. That shouldn't be a great

£

urden.

Mr. NATHAN. It is not a question of burden, Mr. Chairman. It is a
question of making a choice to find out whether it is relevant, mak
ing every effort to furnish it, and convincing the board of directors
of the corporation.
Senator GURNEY. They are all with you here.
Mr. NATHAN. They are not all with me.
Senator GURNEY. Except for one.

Mr. NATHAN. Be that as it may, I have noted your request, I have
noted the direction for the years 1967 and 1968 are relevant, and
every effort will be made to furnish them.
Senator RIBICoEF. I think when you examine it, I don't think
there is any concern about you supplying that to Mr. Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. You have no objection, do you, Mr. Bromley?
Mr. BROMLEY. My views are exactly the same as my attorney.
Senator GURNEY. Who objects? He says he has to talk to you and
say vou have to talk to him. Why don't you talk to each other?
Mr. NATHAN. There are other stockholders, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GURNEY. What?

Mr. NATHAN. Testimony, I think, has shown that there are stock
holders other than these gentlemen.

Senator GURNEY. You have the president, the vice president and
the treasurer: that is pretty much the club of a corporation.
Mr. NATHAN. These are not the present officers and actually it is
the board of directors to whom we have to direct our request.
I note that Mr. Bromley will cooperate. As I said before, we will
make every effort. We realize we are under direction by the chair
man to furnish it for 1967 and 1968.
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Senator GURNEY. You have no objection, Mr. Stewart?
Mr. STEwART. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. You have no objection, Mr. Lemaire?

Mr. LEMAIRE. I can't comment on that. I disposed of my equity.
Senator GURNEY. You owned part of it in 1967 and 1968, didn't
vou ?

Mr. LEMAIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GURNEY. You have no objection to furnishing the audits
for the 2 years?
Mr. LEMAIRE. I have no objection.
Senator GURNEY. We have everybody agreed, so I guess we get
them. Okay?
Mr. NATHAN. I can only repeat my statement that I will submit
your request to all stockholders, to the board of directors, and I am
aware of the direction by the chairman to furnish them I will make
every effort to furnish them.
Senator GURNEY. We have an outstanding subpena, too. Don't
forget that, Mr. Nathan.

Mr. NATHAN. I won't forget.
Senator GURNEY. Let me ask another question about some bank
accounts in Switzerland. I remember you testified, Mr. Stewart, that

you had some accounts in Switzerland. Are they numbers 79435 and
79436 in the Swiss Bank Corporation, Zurich?
Mr. STEwART. Senator, before answering that, would you refresh
my memory about the statement I made regarding those?
Senator GURNEY. I thought I asked you—I got the wrong man. It
was Bromley who mentioned it. Apparently I directed the question
to Mr. Bromley.
Now I direct the question to you, realizing that you haven't made
any prior statement on bank accounts in Switzerland.

Do you have bank accounts in Switzerland?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, I do.

Senator GURNEY. Are they numbers 79435 and 79436 in the Swiss
Bank Corporation, Zurich!

Mr. NATHAN. Are you inquiring about corporate bank accounts or
his individual bank accounts?
Senator GURNEY. His.

Mr. NATHAN. I don't see the relevancy of that to this inquiry.
Senator GURNEY. I think it may have some relevancy. We are ex
amining financial transactions of the corporations trying to find out
how much money flows through here and there and that is why we
are interested.

Senator RIBIcoFF. He said he had bank accounts in a Swiss bank.

I don’t know why he can't say if these are the numbers or not the
numbers.

-

Mr. STEwART. I do have a bank account in Switzerland, Senator,
but it is not the Swiss Bank Corporation in the first instance and;
second, I don’t recognize those numbers.
Senator GURNEY. Which is it in 2
Mr. STEwART. The Union Bank.
Senator GURNEY. The which 2
Mr. STEwART. The Union Bank.
Senator GURNEY. Union Bank?
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Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir.

-

Senator GURNEY. What is the account number?
Mr. STEwART. If it has a number I don't know it.

Senator GURNEY. It is in your name?
Mr. STEwART. Yes, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Now I ask Mr. Bromley: In what banks do you
hold your Swiss bank accounts?
Mr. BROMLEY. I have a time deposit.
Senator GURNEY. In which bank?

Mr. BROMLEY. In the Union Bank.

Senator GURNEY. And it is in your name?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, sir, Martin J. Bromley.

Senator GURNEY. Do you have a Swiss bank account, Mr. Rosen?
Mr. Rose.N. No, sir, I don't.
Senator GURNEY. Have you ever had one?
Mr. RosPN. No, sir, I haven’t.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Lemaire, do you have a Swiss Bank account :
Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir.

Senator GURNEY. Have you ever had one?
Mr. LEMAIRE. No, sir.

Senator RIBIcorF. Mr. Duffy.
Mr. DUFFY. Getting back to the question that Senator Gurney
asked you yesterday, Mr. Bromley, I would like to direct a couple of

questions to you.
This meeting you had in Hong Kong between June 6 and 9, what,
again, was the purpose of that meeting :
Mr. BROMLEY. I don't recall that exact date. It may be correct.

Mr. DUFFY. The hotel records indicate you were there along with
Mr. Rosen, Mr. Lemaire and these other gentlemen.
Mr. BROMI.E.Y. Fair enough.

-

It was a meeting to project the future sales of Sega products
throughout the world.

Mr. DUFFY. Now I will ask, Mr. Bromley, during that meeting
with Mr. Crum, was it ever discussed that certain products of Sarl
would be stored at the Long Binh post?
Mr. BROMLEY. No. sir.

Mr. DUFFY. I would like to show you a purchase order which
bears the heading “Club Specialty Overseas,” which is already in the
record, and ask you to look at it.
I would like to direct your attention particularly to the last line
on this sheet of paper. It says, “Do not send invoices, packing slips
or documents of any kind to the club.”
Would you look at that a moment :
(Document handed to the witness.)
Mr. DUFFY. Could you give the significance of that statement?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes. I haven't seen it before.

Mr. DUFFY. You have never seen your own purchase orders be
fore ?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not this one.

Mr. DUFFY. Not this one, but you have seen others like it?
Mr. BROMI.E.Y. No, I don't believe so.

Mr. DUFFY. This is an unusual purchase order, is that what you
are saying?

-
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Mr. BROMLEY. I am saying that I haven't seen a purchase order
like this.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Bromley, would you say it is unusual in view of
the fact it bears the statement at the bottom, “IDo not send invoices,

packing slips or documents of any kind to the club ''”

Would you call that an unusual statement on a purchase order?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not necessarily, because we were selling our prod
ucts to a customer and he, in turn, was selling to the club.

Mr. DUFFY. This particular invoice refers to supplies to be shipped
to the USARV open mess at Long Binh. The date of it is May 16,
1967. It calls for a large number of items, beer coolers, rotisseries,

popcorn machines, fat fryers, pizza ovens, and so forth.
I would like to ask you to look at that further. It indicates no
charge to the club. Do you see that on the paper?
I put a circle around it for you.

Mr. BROMLEY. We never did charge the clubs.
Mr. DUFFY. Were you aware at this time when this purchase was
sent to you that Sarl Electronics was not charging the club either?

Mr. BroMLEY. I had no knowledge what this meant. I never saw
this before.

Mr. DUFFY. Wouldn't this purchase order indicate that?
Mr. BROMLEY. The document speaks for itself.
Mr. DUFFY. I think the document does speak for itself. It indi

cates that the club USARV was shipped a large amount of goods,
billed to Club Specialty, and there was no charge for the items to
the club, isn't that what it indicates?

Mr. BROMLEY. Club Specialty did not invoice the clubs.
Mr. DUFFY. Club Specialty paid Tradewell for these goods, did
they not?
Mr. BROMLEY. Yes, but Tradewell were merely the agents for Sarl.
Mr. DUFFY. I understand that.

Mr. BROMLEY. So we paid for the merchandise and then just
billed Sarl at our costs.

Mr. DUFFY. But you billed Tradewell for these goods which were
stored, as indicated by this document, in the USARV Long Binh
club system.
Mr. BROMLEY. Ship to.
Mr. DUFFY. There has been a great deal of testimony in this re
cord indicating that these goods were fraudulently imported into
Vietnam and stored on the Long Binh Post.
I think we have established that beyond a reasonable doubt. My
-

*

-

question to you is: What knowledge do you have that large ship
ments of goods were shipped into Vietnam during May and Decem
ber of 1967, fraudulently imported into that country? Do you have
any knowledge whatsoever, or any of your associates any knowledge
whatsoever, that these goods were shipped into Vietnam with no
charge to the club?
} .
Mr. BROMLEY. I haven't any knowledge.
-

-

Mr. DUFFY. Was this discussed at all in your meeting in June
1967 in Hong Kong?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir.

* *

,

-

-

Mr. DUFFY. I would like to ask you when you made your reserva
tions to go to Hong Kong for this meeting in June.
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Mr. BROMLEY. When I made them? I don't recall.

Mr. DUFFY. Do you know who would have made the reservations
for you gentlemen to meet in Hong Kong in June?
Mr. BROMLEY. If I were asked to guess, I would say Mr. Dotterer,
possibly.
Mr. DUFFY. Scott Dotterer?

Mr. BROMLEY. Possibly, yes.
Senator RIBIcoff. Scott Dotterer was your overall representative.

He took care of your interests in Hong Kong and Saigon and the
Far East, did he not?
Mr. BROMLEY. That is correct, sir.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You don’t know anything about the day-to-day
operations of the company. You were in England all the time,
weren't you, then?
Mr. BROMLEY. Not a single thing.
Senator RIBICoEF. You don’t know about personal invoices for in
dividual sales to your customers?
Mr. BROMLEY. No, sir; I do not.

Mr. DUFFY. I would like to find out if you, Mr. Stewart, or any
of you other gentlemen have any knowledge about the day-to-day
operations and Mr. Dotterer's operations?
Mr. STEwART. We have a basic knowledge of the day-to-day opera
tions in any company.

Mr. DUFFY. Would you be in contact with Mr. Dotterer quite fre
quently with reference to handling your
in Hong Kong?
Mr. STEwART. Only on a policy basis, policy level.
Mr. DUFFY. I would like to speed this "ttle
Mr. STEwART. I would like to shed a little light on this. It is not
unusual in commercial shipments to make drop shipments where the
consignee is not invoiced by the factory or the shipper.

£

The invoicing would be done subsequently by the distributor or
the agent. That is normal business practice.
Mr. DUFFY. You have not heard all the testimony. We have estab
lished beyond a reasonable doubt that these goods were procured

through Tradewell, shipped to Vietnam, stored on the Long Binh
Post, no purchase orders were obtained for these

What I am trying to find out is under whose authority of Club

Speciality did Mr. Dotterer enter into an agreement with Mr. Crum
to store these goods at Long Binh Post without purchase orders?
That is my real question.
Mr. STEwART. I don’t know, honestly.
Mr. DUFFY. Did you ever discuss it with Mr. Crum?
Mr. STEwART. I can't recall discussing it, where they were stored
or how they were stored or what the purpose was.
Mr. DUFFY. I will go back to Mr. Bromley.

Can you tell me when you decided to go into Hong Kong in June
to meet with Mr. Crum?

Mr. BroMLEY. Would you repeat the question, please?
Mr. DUFFY. When did you and your associates decide to go to
Hong Kong in June to discuss this problem with Mr. Crum?
Mr. BROMLEY. We actually—which problem?

Mr. DUFFY. The problems you had which fostered you gentlemen
to make a trip to Hong Kong in June 1967.
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Mr. BROMIEY. The trip was made actually for a projection of
sales in all the areas that were covered. If my memory serves me, I

don't think we spent more than 2 or 3 hours with Mr. Crum on the
whole trip.

Mr. DUFFY. Do you recall when those reservations were made for
you to go to Hong Kong?
Mr. BROMI.E.Y. No, I don't.

Mr. DUFFY. Would you have made them as early as April 1967?
Mr. BROMLEY. I haven't the slightest idea.

Mr. DUFFY. It seems quite a coincidence, Mr. Chairman, that the
reservations for these gentlemen to go to Hong Kong and stay at the
Hilton Hotel were made on April 28, 1967. On the following day,
Mr. Edelstein made hotel reservations for Mr. Crum and Mr. Cole
to stay at the Hilton Hotel, the same hotel Mr. Bromley stayed in in
June.

Four days later, on May 6, General Cole writes a letter to the Viet
namese customs with reference to import privileges for Sarl Elec
tronics.

I am asking the question: Did any of you gentlemen have any
knowledge that goods were to be stored at the Long Binh Post free
of charge during the period 1967, August through December?
Mr. BROMLEY. I have already answered your question, no.

Mr. DUFFY. Senator, it is very difficult to proceed in this line of
inquiry in view of the fact that Mr. Dotterer, who apparently would
have the answers to these questions—he had a direct relationshi
with Mr. Crum. We have asked him to be produced. He is not avail
able.

I think it would be sort of fruitless to further pursue this line of
questioning.
Senator RIBICoEF. I think it would, too. It is apparent that these
gentlemen were engaged in a very substantial operation that was
worldwide. I can’t imagine that they got involved with every sale
and where the goods were being stored or how they were shipped or
what was in the invoices.

Mr. Dotterer, who was the representative on the scene workin
with Sarl Electronics, undoubtedly made all the arrangements.
would question in my own mind whether these gentlemen knew on a
day-to-day basis what Dotterer was doing. This is my guess.
I think in pressing this point you will continuously get an “I
don't know” and I think that is a logical reply from anyone in
volved in the leadership of a large industry.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Nathan, you did give us a reason why he
didn't appear but I have forgotten. What was it?
Mr. NATHAN. I gave you a letter I received from Mr. Dotterer. He
said he felt no good purpose—I don't know what the letter said ex
actly, but it was something to that effect. I would prefer that.
Senator GURNEY. I haven’t seen the letter. That is why I asked.
Mr. NATHAN. It is the letter that I gave at the same time I gave
you the documents. It was attached to the documents.
Mr. DUFFY. Those documents are downstairs and will be placed
into the record at your request.
Senator GURNEY. I thought it was for reasons for health or some

thing. Perhaps Mr. Dotterer would volunteer if the subcommittee
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goes to Hong Kong. We could talk to Mr. Dotterer. We can kill two
birds with one stone.

Do you think we might be able to do that? Not kill the two birds,
but talk with them.

Mr. NATHAN. Senator, I have talked to Mr. Dotterer about it once

and he said he would think about it, and he gave me this negative
letter. I can do no more than talk to him again, and I will.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, I think that is all we have.
*

Senator Ribicoff. I think, Mr. Nathan, the information you are
going to furnish would be better if it was sworn to. I don't see any
objection on your part if all these documents you are going to be
submitting be notarized and sworn to.

Mr. NATHAN. For instance, we are talking about Peat, Marwick
reports. I don't know if they will swear.
Senator RIBIcoFF. We know the reputation of Peat. Marwick. If
you have a report from Peat, Marwick—I think usually they in

scribe “We certify” or something. Whenever there is a report that you
have or that they supplied in the normal course of their profession,
furnish those. But there is a lot of other material you are going to
furnish, like the stock transfers, who had the stock, what was paid
for it, how many shares from whom transferred to who. Whoever
furnishes that, whether it is the secretary or transfer agent, whoever

is responsible can swear to that. That shouldn't be difficult.
Mr. NATHAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman, before we close, could I present for
the record

Senator RIBIcoFF. Is there any need for these men?
Mr. DUFFY. No.

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, I was somewhat shocked when Sena

tor Gurney said that my clients were not released from subpena. As
you know, they were subpenaed in Chicago. The committee takes the
position that they are entitled to a first-class fare from Chicago to
Washington and back. They were subpenaed in October to appear, I
think, in December. They were then continued from December to
January, from January to now.
s

They have, of course, not remained in Chicago since that time, but
some went to Hong Kong, some went to Tokyo, some went to Lon
don, and they came here.

Senator RIBIcoPF. I think the only purpose of Senator Gurney's
statement was to make sure that the documents that came in were

sworn to. I think this is what Senator Gurney had in mind. And to
get the documents. Once the documents are here, there would be no

problem.

*

*

*

.

*

Mr. NATHAN. Can they be released from the subpena, so that they
Ciln ' their schedules and their lives subject to the furnishing of
the documents?

-

-

*

-

|

, , , ,

Senator RIBICoEF. As I have stated here for the record, and the

stenographer was putting it down, once the documents are furnished
and sworn to, then at that time they will be released from the
subpena.

There is nothing to stop them from going back to their respective

places of business and their homes. You say you are going to furnish
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these documents. Once they are furnished, they will be released.
That is so easy to comply with that I don't see how it would in any
way interfere with their normal course of carrying out their busi
ness or their private lives.
Mr. NATHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
TESTIMONY OF LaVERN J. DUFFY-Resumed

Mr. DUFFY. Mr. Chairman. I would like to place into the record a
picture of the silver cigarette case presented to General Westmore
land.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 610” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 2010.)

Mr. DUFFY. I would also like to place into the record a series of
documents relating to the hotel reservations at the Hilton Hotel for
Stewart, Rosen, Lemaire and Mr. Bromley.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 611” for

reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
Documents, Mr. Chairman, requested to be furnished and placed
into the record concerning a letter that Jack Ice wrote to Mr. Crum
on September 17, 1966. We have secured those documents.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 612” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 2010.)
Also, a document dated January 17, 1967, from Richard Devine,
Commercial Officer of the Embassy in Hong Kong, reference Sarl
Electronics, and the officers of that company shown to be William
Crum and Asa Smith.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 613” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on p. 2011.)
A document written by General Earl Cole dated November 18, 1967,
to the Director of Customs with reference to Customs privileges for
Sarl Electronics.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 614” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 2012.)
Another document, a legal opinion by Colonel William Carne, Staff
Judge Advocate in Vietnam, dated April 11, 1968, reference: Interpre
tation of Pentalateral Agreement.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 615” for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.)
A sworn statement obtained from the Army CID, John H. Nixon,
reference: Storage of goods at Long Binh Post.
(The document referred to marked “Exhibit No. 616” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on p. 2013.)
An Army CID report, reference: Edward Seago.
(The document referrred to was marked “Exhibit No. 617” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on p. 2015.)
A set of minutes which Senator Percy referred to when he ques
tioned Colonel Cole concerning the approval of minutes signed by
General Cole in December 1967.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 618” for ref

erence and may be found in the appendix on p. 2016.)
A memorandum dated February 12, 1970, from an official of the
Carling Brewing Company, reference to his Far East trip, Janu
ary 1968.
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(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 619" for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2018.)
Mr. Chairman, I have an IG report concerning an investigation of
the Qui Nhon open mess in 1967.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 620” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2021.)
A letter dated Mar. 8, 1971, from Col. Roy H. Steele, Chief, Inves
tigation Division, Office of Chief of Legislative Liaison, Department
of the Army, to Jerome S. Adlerman, Chief Counsel. Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 621” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2023.)
A letter dated Mar. 11, 1971, from Jerome S. Adlerman, Chief

Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, to Col. Roy H.
Steele, Chief, Investigation Division, Office of Chief of Legislative
Liaison, Department of the Army.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 622” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2024.)
A letter dated Mar. 12, 1971, from Robert E. Jordan, III, Army
General Counsel, to Jerome S. Adlerman, Chief Counsel, Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 623” for ref

erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2025.)
A letter dated Mar. 20, 1971, from Hans A. Nathan of the law firm
of Trammel. Rand & Nathan to Jerome S. Adlerman, Chief Counsel.

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 624” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2026.)
A letter dated Mar. 1, 1971, from Scott Dotterer to Hans A. Nathan
of the law firm Trammel, Rand & Nathan.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 625” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2026.)
A letter dated Mar. 29, 1971, to Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff from

the law firm of Magee & Bulow, together with a supplemental state
ment of Earl F. Cole.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 626” for ref
on page 2027.)
A letter dated May 11, 1971, from Thaddeus R. Beal, Acting Secre
tary of the Army, to Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, with attachment.
erence and will be found in the

''

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 627” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2027.)
A letter dated May 28, 1971, from Col. Henry H. Tufts of the Army
CID to Senator Abraham Ribicoff.

--

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 628” for ref
erence and will be found in the appendix on page 2029.)
A letter dated June 3, 1971, from Roy H. Steele, Chief Investigation
Division, Department of the Army, to Senator Abraham Ribicoff:
memorandum of record by General H. N. Maples dated October 13,

1969, regarding the telephone call he received on October 10, 1969,
from General Earl F. Cole; and memorandum of record also dated

October 13, 1969, written by General Maples on events subsequent to
the October 10 phone call he received from General Cole.
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(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 629" for
reference and will be found in the appendix on page 2031.)
A letter dated June 21, 1971, from Frank A. Bartimo, Assistant

General Counsel, Department of Defense, to LaVern J. Duffy, Assist
ant Counsel, concerning corrective actions taken by the military as a
result of Subcommittee disclosures.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 630” for refer
ence and will be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)

A letter dated July 2, 1971, from John T. Becker, president of the
Armed Forces Marketing Council, to Senator Abraham Ribicoff.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 631” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2032.)
A letter dated May 21, 1971, from Senator Abraham Ribicoff, Act
ing Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, to Mr.
Warren E. Magee of the law firm Magee & Bulow.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 632” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2036.)
A letter dated June 17, 1971, from Warren E. Magee of the law firm
of Magee & Bulow to Senator Abraham Ribicoff, with enclosures.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 633” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2037.)
A letter dated June 18, 1971, from Hans A. Nathan of the law firm

of Trammel, Rand, Nathan & Bayles to Jerome S. Adlerman, Chief
Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 634” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2041.)
A letter dated June 30 1971, from R. W. Komer to Senator Abra
ham Ribicoff.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 635” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2041.)
A letter dated July 7, 1971, from Hans A. Nathan of the law firm

of Trammel, Rand, Nathan & Bayles to Senator Abraham Ribicoff,
with attachments.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 636” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2042.)
A letter dated May 21, 1971, from Senator Abraham Ribicoff to
Hans A. Nathan of the law firm of Trammel, Rand, Nathan & Bayles.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 637” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2045.)
A letter dated June 18, 1971, from Hans A. Nathan of the law firm

of Trammel, Rand, Nathan & Bayles to Senator Abraham Ribicoff.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 638” for refer

ence and will be found in the appendix on page 2045.)
A letter dated June 23, 1971, from Robert Brooks of Dunham and

Smith Agencies, Inc., to Senator Abraham Ribicoff, with attachments.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 639” for

reference and will be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
A letter dated June 22, 1971, from Robert Martin, Counsel for

Carling Brewing Company, to Senator Abraham Ribicoff, with attach
ments; letter dated June 23, 1971, from Senator Abraham Ribicoff

to Robert Martin, Counsel for Carling Brewing Company.
(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 640” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on page 2047.)
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An article appearing in the New York Times dated Oct. 11, 1969.
by Walter Rugaber.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 641" for
--

*

-

reference will be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)

An article appearing in the Detroit News dated Mar. 8, 1971, by
Col. R. D. Heinl, Jr.

-

-

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 642” for
reference and will be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)

An article appearing in the Mainichi Daily News, Japan, dated
Mar. 21, 1971, by Col. Robert D. Heinl, Jr.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 643" for
reference and may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
An affidavit from Lawrence Ivan Baker dated Mar. 10, 1971.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 644” for
reference and will be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)

A letter dated Aug. 11, 1970, from the law firm of Trammel, Rand
& Nathan to Senator Abraham Ribicoff, with enclosures; a letter from
Senator Abraham Ribicoff to Hans A. Nathan dated Aug. 18, 1970;

a letter dated Aug. 25, 1970, from Hans A. Nathan to Senator Abra
ham Ribicoff.

(The documents referred to were marked “Exhibit No. 645” for
2048.)
A Senate report dated Feb. 1971
Senator
R. Gurney
concerning his trip to Vietnam and other Southeast Asian countries.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 646” for

reference and will be found in the appendix on

'
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reference and may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
A report by the Special Subcommittee on Exchanges and Commis

saries. Committee on Armed Services, House of Representatives, sub
ject Review of the Military Exchanges and Commissaries and Related
Activities, dated Dec. 22, 1970.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 647” for

reference and may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
A letter dated Apr. 1, 1971, signed by Senators Abraham Ribicoff

and John L. McClellan to Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 648" for

reference and may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
A letter dated

sel, Department

r. 9, 1971, from J. Fred Buzhardt, General Coun

''the Army, to Senator Abraham

Ribicoff.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 649" for

reference and may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
A letter dated June 30, 1971, from Senator Abraham Ribicoff to

Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally, Jr.
(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 650" for

reference and may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
A letter dated August 16, 1971, from the Treasury Department to
Senator Abraham Ribicoff.

(The document referred to was marked “Exhibit No. 651” for

reference and will be found in the files of the Subcommittee.)
I would like to bring to your attention a typographical error on
W#
of Part 1. of this series of hearings, in the testimony of Lt. Col.
'' L. George; on line 13 the figure “$300,000” should read
*

-
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Senator RIBICoEF. Without objection, the documents have been

placed into the record and given the appropriate exhibit numbers.
Before recessing. I want to compliment my colleagues on the subcom

mittee for the excellence of their work. As acting chairman, I most
appreciate it.

I want to take this opportunity to pay tribute to the entire staff
for the outstanding work in a very, very complicated set of affairs
and activities.

Every member of the staff has covered himself with great credit
and deserves unstinted praise from the chairman of the committee.
Senator GURNEY. I certainly want to add to your remarks and
compliments for the staff. It has been remarkable work. I personally
want to thank you in your work as acting chairman. I think you
have done an outstanding job.
Senator RIBICoEF. The subcommittee will stand adjourned until fur
ther call by the Chair.

(Whereupon, at 4:38 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
subject to call of the Chair.)
(Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senators
Ribicoff and Gurney.)
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Exhibit No. 572

Title.–(U) MARTIN JEROME BROMILEY (DOB: 8 Aug 19) aka: MARTIN
JEROME BROMBERG : MARTY;
PETER SMUCK; Civilian.

JEFF

JEROME;

ROBERT

MASON;

Period.–29, 31 July; 3, 5, 6, 7, 11 August 1959.
Synopsis.—Personnel of U.S. branch banks in Tokyo and Yokohama, Japan,
stated bank records fail to reveal active or closed account under names of
BROMLEY, BROMBERG, LEMAIRE, or any known aliases or likely deriva

tives of these names. Records of Tokyo branch, Bank of America, reveal one
RICHARD ID STEWART closed account at that bank in October 1954; bank
official refused to furnish additional information, but stated information would

be furnished to Japanese authorities, upon their request. Agent of Japanese
Customs Office stated his agency currently conducting investigation of alleged

violation of Japanese Customs laws by SERVICE GAMES (JAPAN) INC., and
would request Bank of America to release information pertaining to STEW
ART's bank account.
AT TOKYO, HoN SHU, JAPAN

1. On 29 July 1959 files of the active and closed accounts of the Bank of
America, #4, 1-chome, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, were reviewed by Mr. R. R.
LAITINER, Assistant Manager. LAITINER informed that these files contained

no record of an account in any of the following names:
ROBERT MASON.

RAYMOND LEMAIRE.
MARTIN J. BROMLEY.
MARTIN J. BROMBERG.

PETER SMUCK.
PETER SMUKR.
PETER SHUCKK.

IRVING BROMBERG.
JEFF JEROME.

In addition, LAITINER informed that there was no record of an active or
closed account in any of the following derivatives or variations of the above
Inannes :

MARTY BROMBERG.
JEFF BROMLEY.
JEROME BROMLEY.
MARTY BROMLEY.
JEFF BROMBERG.

RICHARD DAVANT.
STEWART DAVANT.
STUART DAVANT.
JEROME MARTIN.

JEROME BROMBERG.

PETER SMUCKK.

MARTIN JEROME.

LAITINER stated that bank records reflected that one RICHARD D.
STEWART had maintained an account at the Bank of America, but had
closed the account in October 1954, and all records pertaining to activity on

the account were in storage. Interviewee declared that upon receipt of written
request from this District Office he would confer with his legal staff to deter
mine whether or not the desired information would be made available. LAITI

NER related that the American Express Company, Chase Manhattan National
Bank, and First National City Bank of New York were the only other United
States branch banks located in Tokyo, and that the Bank of America and
First National City Bank of New York maintained the only United States
branch banks in Yokohama, Japan.
2. On 29 July 1959 RICHARD D. STUART, Manager, American Express
Company, #20, 2-chome, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, informed that a review of
records failed to reveal any active or closed account under any of the names
listed in paragraph 1, above. STUART stated that he had frequently received
and forwarded mail addressed to RICHARD D. STEWART, and had received
(1983)
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mail which had first been delivered in error to STEWART. STUART declared

that he could not recall the origin of any of the mail intended for STEWAR.T.
3. On 29 July 1959 KATO HIROSHI, Cashier, Chase Manhattan National
Bank, #6, 1-chome, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, stated that it would take several
days to determine whether or not the bank had any active or closed account
under any of the names mentioned in paragraph 1, above.

4. On 29 July 1959 GORDON W. BALL, Sub-Manager, The First National
City Bank of New York, stated that bank records failed to reveal any current
or closed account under any of the names listed in paragraph 1, above. BALL
confirmed the information furnished by LAITINER regarding other United

States branch banks in the Tokyo and Yokohama, Japan, areas.
AT was HINGTON HEIGHTS, TOKYO, HON SHU, JAPAN

5. On 31 July 1959 KATO (previously identified) telephonically informed
that records of the Chase Manhattan National Bank failed to disclose any ac
tive or closed account in any of the names mentioned in paragraph 1, above.
AT TOKYO, HON SHU, JAPAN

6. On 31 July 1959 LAITINER (previously identified) was furnished with a
written request to release information pertaining to the account once main

tained in the Tokyo Branch, Bank of America, by RICHARD D, STEWART.
LAITINER agreed to confer with his legal staff, and to inform this District

Office of his decision on or about 5 August 1959.
AT YOKOHAMA, HON SHU, JAPAN

7. On 3 August 1959 KANARI TORU, Floor Manager, First National City
Bank of New York, #74–A, Yamashita-cho, Naka-ku, informed that a review
of appropriate records failed to indicate an active or closed account under any
of the names listed in paragraph 1, above.

8. On 3 August, 1959 records of the Bank of America, #33, Nihonohdori,
Naka-ku, were reviewed by clerical personnel, at the direction of PAUL W.
DUDLEY, Manager. DUDLEY declared that the records contained no informa
tion pertaining to any of the persons listed in paragraph 1, above.
AT WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, TOKYO, HONSHU, JAPAN

9. On 5 August 1959 CHIKANO RYUZO, Secretary of Finance Ministry,
Customs Building, Yokohama, Japan, visited this District Office. CHIKANO in
formed that the Finance Ministry was currently conducting an investigation
into suspected Japanese Customs violations by SERVICE GAMES (JAPAN)
INC., in importing slot machines into Japan. CHIKANO stated that he would
furnish additional information concerning his investigation, during a second
visit to this District Office on or about 10 August 1959.

AGENT'S NOTE: BROMLEY, STEWART, and LEMAIRE are all officers of
Various branches of SERVICE GAMES.
AT TOKYo, HoNSHU, JAPAN

10. On 6 August 1959 LAITINER (previously identified) stated that his
legal staff had not yet rendered a decision as to whether or not the bank
would release information to this District Office. LAITINER related that he
expected to have a decision on this matter by 7 August 1959.
11. On 7 August 1959 LAITINER informed that, based upon the advice of
the bank's counsel, information pertaining to customers' accounts would not be

furnished to this District Office. He added that he was bound by this decision.
but still wished to cooperate with any Agency of the United States Govern
ment. He suggested that this District Office arrange to have an agency of the
Japanese Government request the information, inasmuch as Japanese law re
quired the bank to comply with such requests.
AT was HINGTON HEIGHTs, Tokyo, HoNSHU, JAPAN

12. On 11 August 1959 CHIKANO (previously identified) related information
pertaining to belief that a violation of Japanese Customs laws was being ef
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fected by SERVICE GAMES (JAPAN) INC. CHIKANO stated that during the
course of a separate investigation being conducted by his office which was un
related to Security Forces installations, he had come into possession of an
FEC Form 380 pertaining to the duty-free importation of slot machines into
Japan, through SERVICE GAMES (JAPAN) INC., which indicated the sup

posed duty-free import of the machines for sale to Open Messes located on
USAF installations. CHIKANO) claimed that he had also learned that said slot

machines had apparently not been purchased by the Open Messes as indicated.
CHIKANO suspected that instant machines had instead been leased to the

Open Messes with ownership being retained by the SERVICE GAMES Com
pany. CHIKANO related that he suspicioned that the FEC Forms 380 had

been forged by personnel of the Company or had been falsely signed by mili
tary personnel assigned duty at the Open Messes. CHIKANO asserted that he
would advise this OSI District Office of any additional information obtained
by his office pertaining to this allegation.

Exhibit No. 574

LAW OFFICES OF TRAMMELL, RAND & NATHAN,
Washington, D.C., January 4, 1965.

GUY FARMER, Esq.,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR GUY : In accordance with our conversation I give you herewith a short
summary of the problems presently faced by our client, Establishment Garlan,
and particularly its Korean branch.
This company, between November 21 and November 25, 1964, was served
with a series of notices of termination of contracts by, among others, the fol
lowing customers:

Camp Humphreys, NCO Open Mess.
Far East Exchange Service.

USA YONGSAN DISTRICT COMMAND, Non-Commissioned Officers Open
Mess.

Officer's Open Mess, 304th Signal Battalion (A).
NCO Open Mess, Ascom District Command.
Camp Humphreys, Officers Open Mess.

U.S. Army Taegu District Command, NCO Open Mess Fund.
Seoul Youth Activities Association.

1st Cavalry Division, Consolidated Officers' Open Mess.

Officers' Open Mess HQs I Corps (Group), Rear.
Non-Commissioned Officers' Open Mess, 7th Infantry Division.
1st Cavalry Division, Consolidated Noncommissioned Officers' Open Mess.
Officers' Open Mess, 7th Infantry Division.
USA Yongsan District Command, Officers' Open Mess.

U.S. Army Taegu District Command, Officers' Open Mess.
Officers' Open Mess, Ascom District Command.

Noncommissioned Officers' Open Mess, 508th U.S. Army Security Agency Group.
Noncommissioned Officers' Open Mess, 4th United States Army Missile Com
mand (Air Transportable).
The similarity of the notices indicated immediately that this action was
taken at the initiative of a higher command and our client was able to estab
lish that, in fact, a circular TWX instruction had gone out from Headquar

ters, Eighth United States Army, instruction each activity, effective immedi
ately, to place no further orders for goods or services with our client and to
cancel all existing contracts."

Establishment Garlan, on or about December 1, 1964, addressed a letter to
General Hamilton Howze, Commander, United States Eighth Army, which let
ter is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.

No official reply or official notice of debarment have been received by our
client.

Establishment Garlan clearly was singled out for termination and debarment
among Army contractors for goods and services in Korea. Our immediate goal
* For your information, a copy, of the TWX is attached as Exhibit 1, together with
a copy of a representative notice of termination (Exhibit 2).
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is to obtain a Stay Order from Washington so that contractual arrangements
be maintained for a period of 80 to 90 days, during which we can present to
local headquarters and/or to the Pentagon such evidence as may be needed to
convince competent authority that the debarment is unjustified and unfair.
Under Gonzalez v. Freeman, 334 F.2d 570 (1964), I think we are entitled to

a hearing in this matter. The case holds clearly that a contractor is entitled to
administrative due process in connection with any attempt to debar him from
bidding. Establishment Garlan has had not even a notice of charges, let alone
a hearing in this case.

Although no official word has been received by our client, we are not una
ware of the background of the present action, which is just another facet of a
series of adverse actions taken by the Military against Establishment Garlan
and other companies we represent. All these actions by the Military were and
are based on allegations made in 1958 by the Internal Revenue Service against
an individual American Citizen, Mr. Martin J. Bromley, a minority stockholder

in the parent corporation of Establishment Garlan. These allegations have re
cently been held to be false and unfounded by the Tax Court of the United

States and by the Assistant Attorney General, Tax Division, Department of
Justice.

The factual background of these adverse actions against our clients, briefly
recited, is as follows:
Martin J. Bromley, James Humpert and Irving Bromberg, all United States
citizens, prior to 1952 were engaged in the amusement machine business in

Honolulu. In 1952 two of their former employees, Richard Stewart and Ray
mond LeMaire, also American citizens, established an amusement machine
business in Tokyo which, in the course of time, became sufficiently successful
to warrant the establishment of factories and a sales organization operating
throughout Japan. This Japanese firm is generally known as SEGA. Neither
Mr. Bromley, nor Mr. Humpert, nor Mr. Bromberg have any interest in SEGA.

In the latter part of 1953, Stewart, LeMaire, Bromley, Humpert and Brom
berg organized a corporation known as Service Games, Inc.-Panama, which en
gaged, as a world-wide distributing corporation, in the distribution of amuse
ment machines. Among other machines, Services Games-Panama distributed the
SEGA machines outside of Japan and the United States.

Between 1953 and the present, Humpert and Bromberg respectively sold
their interests in the company which, in the meantime, had changed its name
to Club Specialties Overseas, Inc. (C.S.O.I.). C.S.O.I. has offices in Panama

and elsewhere around the world, but does not maintain an office in Japan or
in the United States. It distributes amusement machines and also leases, main
tains and operates such machines both in its own name and through a limited
number of subsidiaries, one of which is Establishment Garlan.

C.S.O.I. and Establishment Garlan handle many products manufactured in
the United States, among them Rockola, Bally, RCA Victor, shuffleboards and
bowling machines made in Union City, New Jersey and Chicago, in addition to
the SEGA machines which are made in Japan.
On the instigation of an employee of the Honolulu business, discharged be
cause of unreliability, an investigation by the Internal Revenue Service of the
tax liability of Mr. Bromley was initiated in 1958 which resulted in unusual
acrimony.

Very shortly after it had begun, this investigation became a matter of public
controversy and political interest in Honolulu. Internal Revenue expanded its
investigation into every aspect of every business in which Mr. Bromley was in
volved, and also investigated businesses in which he did not have the slightest
interest and which were no more than customers, potential customers, sources

of supply, or even personal business friends with whom Mr. Bromley had ex
changed correspondence. The investigation went on for a number of years, and
agents of Internal Revenue visited countries and military installations all over

the world and took steps and made statements to subordinate headquarters of
ficials and other military and civilian Government employees that were highly
prejudicial. Among other things, their activity caused civil and criminal action
against Service Games in Okinawa, which action ended in a fine. The latter

action will soon be submitted to a United States Court for review in the light
of a holding of invalidity of similar proceedings in Okinawa.
As stated, the Honolulu Internal Revenue office also recommended institution

of criminal proceedings against Mr. Bromley and other stockholders of Service
Games for alleged tax evasion and made civil assessments for millions of dol
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lars, charging civil fraud. The civil cases were tried in Honolulu and in Los
Angeles in 1962. On December 9, 1964 the Tax Court of the United States in a
Memorandum Opinion, TCM No. 27074 (M), TC 1964-316 (reported in Memo

Decisions CCH at p. 1871–6) found that there was no fraud of any kind and
not even negligence on the part of Mr. Bromley or any one associated with

Service Games or C.S.O.I. The Court also found that none of the millions of
dollars of taxes assessed against Mr. Bromley were, in fact, owing except for
a small amount (based on technical depreciation adjustments), constituting an
infinitesimal fraction of the original assessment.

Prior thereto, on September 1, 1964, the Department of Justice had rejected
the recommendation of the Internal Revenue Service for criminal prosecution,
and so advised Counsel for Mr. Bromley.
However, during the five years that these matters were under consideration

and in litigation, irreparable injury was suffered by C.S.O.I. its subsidiaries,
the SEGA company (in which Mr. Bromley did not have an interest), and
even completely unrelated customers of SEGA who had been debarred for the

mere reason that they carried SEGA products. Representative of the action is
a letter dated September 25, 1959 from Headquarters, Eighth United States
Army, reading in part as follows:
“This headquarters is in receipt of a letter from the United States Attorney,
District of Hawaii, which makes certain allegations that Service Games Pan
ama, Inc., has failed to cooperate with the United States Bureau of Internal

Revenue, in that the corporation officers have consistently refused to produce
the records pertaining to the firm's coin machine operations for examination.
The United States Attorney further states that Service Games Korea is a
branch of Service Games Panama.

The United States Attorney has suggested that it appears incongruous for
one instrument of the United States Government (The Army) to grant a cor
poration the privilege of doing business while at the same time the corpora
tion is allegedly obstructing a lawful function of another agency of the govern
ment (The Bureau of Internal Revenue).

In determining the propriety of awarding a contract, the contracting officer
properly may take into consideration all factors bearing on the responsibility
of the contractor. Accordingly, it is intended to bring the letter of the United
States Attorney to the attention of all Army officers contracting with Service
Games Korea for their consideration.
*

*

*

*

*

The present action against Establishment Garlan is obviously based on the
previous debarment of C.S.O.I. by Service organizations throughout the world.
In view of the complete exoneration of Mr. Bromley and everybody con
nected with him, it seems only fair that the drastic action decreed against Es

tablishment Garlan just prior to the issuance of the Court's opinion be held in
abeyance until all activities and Post Exchanges can be advised of these recent

developments and our clients can be given the same opportunities to compete
in rendering services to these activities as other legitimate business organiza
tions.

There is additional reason for special consideration in the case of Establish
ment Garlan. This Korean organization was built up with special encourage
ment from the Army, and at the express request of its Departments for the
setting up of a proper service facility. An Executive of Establishment Garlan
spent the entire year of 1958 and the beginning of 1959 in Korea, purchasing
land, building a one-purpose building, and setting up a complete staff at the
request of the Military to maintain this service facility that is now being de
stroyed by a 30-day notice. Establishment Garlan employs more than one
hundred persons in Korea, including American supervisors. Its vehicles and
maintenance equipment are well established and were imported through Army
channels at the express request of the Military. Its low prices provide great
savings to the activities which are served by it. Most of the equipment pro
vided or serviced by Establishment Garlan is manufactured in the United

States. We are unofficially informed that similar debarment action against a
related company has resulted in great loss of revenue to the military activity
because of the impossibility of obtaining adequate service at reasonable rates
from sources other than our clients.

Under the circumstances, it is both in the interest of the Service and in the

interest of justice and fair play that this company be given an opportunity to
salvage its investment and to be permitted to continue on its contracts; or, if
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any of these contracts are to be advertised for competitive bids, that the com
pany be permitted to compete in such bids on an equal basis.
As I mentioned to you in our personal conversation, my clients and I would
greatly appreciate it if you would present this matter to the Secretary of the
Army at your earliest convenience, and before further irreparable harm is
done to our clients. We, of course, are ready to supply any further information
that may be necessary, and both my partner and I are available for any con
ference or presentation that might be required to obtain prompt relief for our
clients.

Best personal regards.
Sincerely yours,
(S)
Hans A. Nathan
By HANs A. NATHAN.
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Subject: Contracts for parts and equipment and services with Establishment
Garlan, Club Services.

1. Effective immediately nonappropriated fund (NAF) activity will place no
further orders for goods or services with Establishment Garlan. No new, used.
or rebuilt slot machines, juke boxes or existing machines be serviced, over

hauled, or repaired by Establishment Garlan. Any existing, but unfilled, pur
chase orders will be cancelled. Establishment Garlan will not be called upon to
render any services between this date and date of termination.
Page 2 RUAMC 012 UNCLAS EFT O FOUO of contract (S).

2. Each NAF activity, or branch thereof, having a contract for parts and
equipment or services with Establishment Garlan will terminate such contract
Notice of termination will be dispatched immediately. Notice of termination
will be by registered letter, return receipt requested. Copy of letter and notifi
cation of delivery will be made a permanent part of the record of the NAF fa
cility concerned. Letter of notification will be worded as follows: “Notice of

termination.

Pursuant

to

dated------------ numbers

the
(s)

provisions

of

paragraph------contract (s)

(enter here the contract or service agreement

number of each such contract), negotiated between (enter all identifying data)
and Establishment Garlan, Club Services, notification is hereby given that the
(enter all identifying data), terminates said contract (s) effective 30 days from
date of receipt of this notice. (contracting officer (secy cust), address).”
3. All resubmitted invoices by Establishment Garlan for goods and services
past due will be forwarded to this headquarters (attn: GP-AF) for approval
prior to payment by the secretary/custodian. Request for authority to effect
payment will be (page 3 RUAMC 012 UNCLAS E. F. T. O. FSUO) submitted in
letter form, through command channels, citing invoice number (s) date(s), and
amount due in US dollars for parts and equipment and amount due in Koran
won for services. A single line item entry is required for each invoice. Invoices
will be attached. Request will be certified by the secretary/custodian as re
flecting full and complete amounts due Establishment Garlan.
4. This HQ is developing an in-house slot machine maintenance capability.
details will follow.
BT
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CAMP HUMPHREYs,

EIGHTH U.S. ARMY SUPPoRT CoMMAND,
NCO OPEN MEss,

FUND REFERENCE No. ACSU 124,
A.P.O. 71, November 23, 1964.
EsTABLISHMENT GARLAN, INT'T.,
P.O. Bor 1252

Seoul, Korea

Dear Sir: Notice of termination. Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 11,
Contract 2136, dtd 27 March 64, Pinball Machine service and maintenance;
Paragraph 7, Contract dtd 1 Sept 64, Juke Box Rental; Paragraph 9, Con
tractd dtol 1 May '64 Slot Machines Service and Maintenance Contract 2113.

dtd 1 Dec. '63, Service contract for Juke
may be in force, negotiated between the
Open Mess, Cp Humphreys, APO 71 and
1252, Seoul Korea, notification is hereby

Boxes; and any other contracts that
Humphreys District Command, NCO
Establishment Garlan, Int'l, PO Box
given that the Humphreys District

Command, NCO Open Mess, Cp Humphreys, APO 71, terminates said contracts
effective 30 days from date of receipt of this notice.
Establishment Garlan will not render any service to the Humphreys District
Command, NCO Open Mess, APO 71, from date of receipt of this termination
notice and termination date.

Sincerely,
LYLE C. HATCH, S. Sgt., USA,
Secretary

Custodian.

DECEMBER 1, 1964.
GEN. HAMILTON H. HowzE,

Headquarters Eighth U.S. Army,
APO 801, U.S. Forces.

DEAR GENERAL HowzE: This is in reference to the recent action taken by
your staff barring Establishment Garlan from doing any business with any
non-appropriated fund activity. Because of the drastic impact that the debar
ment action has had on our firm we have attempted to discuss the matter with
members of your staff but to date we have not been advised of any changes to
the debarment action : This letter is a request for the firm of Establishment

Garlan to be allowed to bid on a competitive basis for services and goods re
quired by non-appropriated fund activities.
Our firm has been tied directly to the U.S. military. The U.S. military has
controlled our inventories, has determined the types of products in which we
were allowed to deal, controlled the charges for service and restricted us to
deal only with instrumentalities of the U.S. Government.

Based on the requirements of the non-appropriated fund activities our firm
purchased real estate, invested heavily in the construction of a building with
adequate office and shop facilities to properly accomplish the service compara
ble to U.S. standards. We hired selected personnel and invested in their train
ing to assure our customers of receiving the best possible service. Our stock of
replacement parts assured our customers of immediate repair of their ma
chines. The fleet of 32 vehicles that we maintained assured immediate repair

of any machine in any area. Due to our efforts all the amusement machines in
the non-appropriated fund activities are in 100% operating condition. As a re
sult of our efforts, the non-appropriated funds were able to give to their cus

tomers adequate entertainment facilities and generate income with which the
funds may offer many amentities to their customers.
Our firm is primarily a service organization. We have performed very satis
factory service to the Far East Exchange System for a number of years. Due
to the debarment action the Far East Exchange Service gave us notice of can
cellation of the present contract. Major Shea at Ofuna indicated that it is the
desire of the Exchange to negotiate a similar type contract providing that the
concessionaire receives payment in Korean Won for services rendered. We
would appreciate the opportunity to submit our bid to perform the service.
We have received cancellation notices from the non-appropriated fund activi
ties of subordinate commands, but we have not received from your headquar
ters notification of the debarment action or reason for the debarment. We

would appreciate being advised of the cause of the debarment so that we may
take necessary corrective action.
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On behalf of our 135 Korean employees and their families it is requested
that our firm to be reinstated and allowed to bid on a competitive basis for
contracts to supply goods and services to the non-appropriated fund activities.
Yours

truly,
A. P. KOLONIE,
General Manager.
FEBRUARY 16, 1965.

GUY FARMER, Esq.,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR GUY : This concerns your recent inquiry in behalf of Establishment
Garlan, and the cancellation of contracts between that firm and various Eighth
U.S. Army non-appropriated fund activities in Korea.
Upon receipt of a copy of the 4 January 1965 letter from Trammall, Rand
and Nathan addressed to you, the Commanding General, Eighth U.S. Army
was asked to submit a full report of the circumstances relating to the alleged
debarment of Establishment Garlan in Korea as a contractor for the mainte
nance and servicing of amusement machines. My staff also conferred with Don

Lincoln and Mr. Richard D. Stewart of Establishment Garlan on 22 January
1965.

The report received from the Commanding General discloses:
a. The contracts between Estahlishment Garlan and the various non-appro
priated fund activities in Korea were cancelled upon thirty (30) days notice in
accordance with the terms of the contracts.

b. The cancellation of the contracts was within the authority vested in the

Commanding General Eighth U.S. Army.
c. Establishment Garlan was not barred from doing business in Korea. The

contract cancellations, however, had that effect due to the specialized nature of
the services offered by your client in Korea.

d. The contract cancellations were not related to the debarment of Club Spe
cialities Overseas, Inc., but were predicated solely upon economic considera
tions. The Commanding General decided that substantial annual savings could
be realized through in-house rather than contractor servicing of amusement
machines.

e. Mr. Kolonie's letter of 1 December 1964 to the Commanding General.

Eighth U.S. Army, was answered 23 December 1964 advising that the contracts
were cancelled for this reason.

During the conference in my office 22 January 1965, referred to above, Mr.
Stewart indicated that his firm had inventories of supplies and equipment

stored in Korea which were now surplus to its needs due to the contract can
cellations. In view of this, the Commanding General is being asked to negoti

ate with Establishment Garlan for acquisition of such items as may be of
value to the Army. This has been suggested to alleviate any undue loss of in

vestment to Establishment Garlan for supplies and equipment for which the
Army has a bona fide need.

The concern indicated by Establishment Garlan is understood. However, a
review of the facts discloses no intent by military authorities in Korea to act

in any way reflecting discredit upon your client.
A letter like this from the Army usually ends by saying: “I am sorry this
reply could not have been more favorable.”
Sincerely,

(S)

Steve
Stephen AILEs.
PATTERSON, BELKNAP & FARMER,
Washington, D.C. February 22, 1965

Hon. STEPHEN AILES,

Secretary of the Army,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR STEVE: We have your letter of February 16, 1965, in regard to Estab
lishment Garlan, and we appreciate you and your staff giving personal atten

tion to the matter at a time when you are so occupied with pressing matters
affecting the National interest.
Pursuant to your reference to inventory of supplies and equipment, we are

advising the client to get in touch with the Eighth Army Command in Korea
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to negotiate the sale of this inventory. We trust that an equitable arrangement
can be made.

We are, of course, pleased to have assurance that Establishment Garlan has

not been debarred and there was no intent to act in any way reflecting dis
Credit on the client.

However, before we bring this matter to a close, we feel that, in equity and
fairness, there should be some affirmative action taken to correct the injustice
done Club Specialities Overseas, Inc., and to Establishment Garlan, a subsidi
ary company, as a consequence of the circulation in September or October 1959
by the Eighth Army Command of the letter from the United States Attorney,
District of Hawaii, requesting in effect the blacklisting of Service Games Pan
ama, Inc., which was the predecessor to Club Specialities Overseas, Inc. This
attempted blacklisting would, of course, apply to successor and subsidiary com
panies, including Establishment Garlan.

We are informed that this distribution was made to practically every station
of the Eighth Army Command.

As Mr. Nathan's letter explains, the U.S. Attorney engaged in this blacklist
effort because of his then current efforts to establish both criminal and civil
tax fraud against two individuals who then held an ownership interest in

Services Games, but have no current interest in Club Specialities or Garlan.
More significant, subsequent events have proved these fraud charges to be
groundless, as the refusal of the Attorney General to authorize criminal action
and the decision of the Tax Court of the United States clearly show.

While the cancellation of the particular contracts in Korea may not have
been related to the circulation of the blacklist letter in 1959, this letter still

remains on the record throughout the Eighth Army Command, and is a poten
tial source of unequal and discriminatory treatment of Club Specialities and

Establishment Garlan in connection with any other current or future activities
in which it may be engaged.

We think it only fair, therefore, that the Eighth Army Command give equal
circulation to a retraction of the 1959 communication with instructions to re

move it from the record, so that Club Specialities and Establishment Garlan
may be assured the same treatment and consideration as any other person,

firm or corporation seeking to engage in supplying products and services, or
entering into contracts with facilities and installations of the Eighth Army
Command.

We are grateful for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely

yours,
GUY FARMER.

PATTERSON, BELKNAP & FARMER,

Washington, D.C., March 10, 1965.
Hon. STEPHEN AILES,
Secretary of the Army,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR STEVE: I have your letter of March 6, 1965, relating to Club Speciali
ties Overseas and Establishment Garlan.

We appreciate very much your personal attention to this matter. We are
pleased that our client's status has been clarified, and that there is no impedi
ment to their rendering whatever services are required by the Military or re
lated establishments on a competitive basis with other firms. We also trust
that the liquidation of inventory in Korea can be satisfactorily settled with
the Eighth Army Command.

Again, our thanks for your consideration and courtesy.
Sincerely,
GUY FARMER.

MARCH 6, 1965.

GUY FARMER, Esq.,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR GUY: Your letter of 23 February 1965, indicates that in September or
October 1959, the Eighth US Army in Korea circulated a letter from the US
Attorney, District of Hawaii. You state that this letter in effect requested the
blacklisting of Service Games Panama, Inc. the predecessor to Club Speciali
ties Overseas, Inc., and that this blacklisting would apply to Establishment
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a successor or subsidiary organization of Club Specialities Overseas,

Inc.

It is doubtful if correspondence of the nature cited issued by Headquarters,
Eighth US Army in 1959, would now be found in the current files of subordi

nate commands due to our normal records disposal procedures. Furthermore,
Eighth Army Headquarters has a copy of our recent correspondence which sets
the record straight.

If it develops that your client encounters what appears to be blacklisting at
any command, it would of course be quite in order for you to call it to our at

tention, and we will take appropriate steps to remedy the specific situation.
(S)

Sincerely,
Steve

Stephen Ailes,
Secretary of the Army.
ExHIBIT No. 577

BEFORE THE ARMED SERVICES BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALs
ASBCA

No.

15260

Appeal of : SARL ELECTRONICs, LTD.,
Arlington, Va., October 30, 1970.

The above-entitled matter came on for oral argument, pursuant to notice, be
fore the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, at 10:00 a.m.

Before: WILLIAM D. McCoNoUGHEY, Presiding Member.
APPEARANCEs.

Colonel Fred A. Chalupsky, Chief Trial Attorney, JAGC, Department of the
Army; by Major Ralph J. May, Trial Attorney, Department of the Army, ap
pearing on behalf of the Government.
Norman E. Bayles, Esq., Trammell, Rand & Natham, Suite 308, 1730

K.

Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, appearing on behalf of the Appellant.
Proceedings

Mr. McCONOUGHEY. On the record.

If counsel have not already entered their appearances, let us do so for the
record in this oral argument.
Mr. BAYLEs. Norman E. Bayles for the appellant.

Major MAY. Colonel Fred Chalupsky, Chief Trial Attorney, by Major Ralph
J. May, Trial Attorney, Department of the Army.

Mr. McCoNouGHEY. These appearances have been entered in the appeal of
Sarl Electronics, Ltd. This appeal is designated on the Board's Docket as
ASBCA No. 15260. The hearing this morning is for the purpose of oral argu
ment on the Government's motion to dismiss. Let us go off the record a mo
ment.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MCCONOUGHEY. On the record.

Major MAY. The Government relies upon the record to support its motion
and has really nothing more to offer. We think we relatively fully covered our
arguments in the memorandum of law in support of our motion to dismiss.
We would bring to the Board's attention again the fact that we are appear
ing as a special appearance for certain nonappropriated funds which are al
leged to exist overseas. There is one point that we would like to bring out,
and that is we think that the AR relating to overseas appeals and the clause
that should be in nonappropriated funds overseas is as we have stated it Para
graph 15 and Paragraph 17 of AR 15-6, and we think that the quotation in
the appellant's memorandum, Sarl's memorandum, quoting the Borden Case
which quotes a different section of that AR is not applicable.
Mr. McCoNouGHEY. Which AR, Major, please?
Major MAY. AR 230-B, Paragraphs 15 and 17. We quoted in Paragraph 2,
or stated in Paragraph 2 of our memorandum of law in support of the motion
to dismiss.

Mr. McCoNOUGHEY. In Paragraph 2 of the Government's memorandum,
Major, the same AR is cited under the date of 1958. Has it been amended
since?
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Major MAY. It has six amendments, none of which are pertinent to this ap
peal, sir.

Mr. McCoNouGHEY. Very well. Has the DoD Directive 5515.6, which is re
ferred to in the Appeal of Bay and Peck, also cited in the Government's mem
orandum, been amended since that date?

Major MAY. We are not aware of any amendment to that DoD directive as
cited. We don't think, of course, it is material dispositive on any issue on this
Inotion to dismiss.

Mr. McCoNouGHEY. Does the Government know how many nonappropriated
fund contracts are involved in this dispute?
Major MAY. No, sir.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. Please proceed.
Major MAY. We have nothing further, really. We have, as pled, had some
difficulty in locating the contracts, and we really feel representing the funds
that the funds contracted for all the proceedings, if the contracts of disputes
clauses, to be held in Vietnam. And we have pled what we think is the dis
putes clause that should be in the agreements. Further we say it not.
Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. What is the Government's position on this question,
Major? If the appellant has a grievance and if the Board does not have juris
diction to give a remedy, where can the appellant get a remedy?
Major MAY. Well, we would have to know the nature of the grievance, it
seems to me. If it is a grievance against the nonappropriated fund, I would as
sume that if it is not already disposed of, it would be to the contracting officer
or his designated superior. I understood generally that the problems were dis
posed of by the allegation of the appellent that the Secretary of the Army had
acted.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. I take it this concludes your presentation, Major May?
Major MAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCoNOUGHEY. This concludes the Government's case, with the under

standing that within the hour period you will have an opportunity for
rebuttal, if you wish.
Major MAY. Yes.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. BAYLEs. May it please the Court, I have never been involved in a matter
where the government has so totally abdicated its responsibilities for a nonap
propriated fund activity which under the case law is considered an instrumen

tality of the United States. I have never seen the total lack of good faith in
negotiating which has been present on the part of the government in this case,
the Department of the Army specifically, and I think the Court has put its
finger on the nub of the problem here: The appellant has no other remedy,
other than before this Board, in which to gain a hearing which has been de
nied at every level so far, to present evidence in support of its contention.
Now, I think to put the case in perspective, I would like to briefly go back,
if I may, and review the facts in this case as they have developed. I person
ally, Your Honor, have handled this matter from the beginning. I have made
three trips to Vietnam. As counsel I have personally conducted all negotiations
with the Secretary's representatives, or representatives of the Judge Advocate
General's Corps, both here and in Vietnam. So the statements I am making
are based upon personal knowledge and not upon either hearsay or informa
tion referred to me by the client. I would like to make the Court apprised of
that.

Briefly, Your Honor, Sarl Electronics has been since 1965 an authorized mili

tary contractor in the Country of Vietnam. That is, authorized by the military
forces there. And was so up through the relevant date here, which is August
30, 1969, at which time the contracts were ostensibly terminated. The Military
Command had annually renewed Sarl's authorization to do business with the
nonappropriated fund activity and it was in good standing and not in default
as of August 30, 1969, in any of its contracts.
Now, the principal business activity in Vietnam of Sarl consisted of the

rental of amusement machines and the servicing of these machines, including
the supplying of spare parts. These machines were used in the various clubs
and messes for the recreation of the troops who belonged there.
Now, these contracts generally Speaking were entered into on an annual

basis and were entered into with representatives of the club and a designated
contracting officer. You asked how many contracts are involved? My guess
offhand is we must be dealing with at least 100 separate contracts, all of
which, Your Honor, were on a standard form which had been approved by
58–590 O-71—pt. 8–14
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JAG, if I may say JAG, Judge Advocate General's Corps, in USARV. Now, for
the record, USARV stands for United States Army Republic of Vietnam. Here
after I will just refer to it as USARV.

In the performance of these contracts, Your Honor, appellant beginning in
early 1965 built up a very large maintenance organization, staffed by expert
technical people to service these machines. Most of them are electronic in na
ture and due to the humidity and weather conditions and the environmental
conditions in Vietnam, they needed constant repair.

Also, the GI's get a little wild at times with a few beers and may break
them up, so there was a constant repair problem.
Our client invested literally millions of dollars over the years and at the
time of the termination on August 30, 1969, invested in an inventory of ap
proximately half a million dollars in spare parts.
How did these machines come into Vietnam And this, Your Honor, is the
nub of the controversy between appellant and respondent. The procedure was

this: A representative of Sarl would go to one of the authorized custodians or
contracting officers of the club and mess and would receive an order. Of
course, let us say one jukebox or amusement machine. Under procedures then
invoked and approved by the Army, a purchase order was prepared, drawn on
the club by Sarl. And this was called a no-charge purchase order, because the
club was not buying the machine, it was going to rent it.
This purchase order was then transmitted to any one of a number of sup
pliers of these machines in the United States generally, although some came
from a company overseas. This company would then fill the order. The actual
invoice and the bill of lading, Sarl would be invoiced for the cost of this ma
chine. My client would pay that. But the actual invoice and the shipping docu
ments, the bill of lading, were designated with the described club or mess as
consignee.

Now, why was this necessary? Well, at that time the military wanted to be
able to get these types of recreational equipment into Vietnam duty-free. And
in as much as Sarl was an authorized military contractor, these procedures

were set up and the machines were physically transported by usually I believe
commercial shipping on bills of lading naming the club as consignee, and they
would arrive in a port in Vietnam, ordinarily Saigon.
At that point the particular club or mess would be advised of a notice of ar
rival of shipment and the club or mess through internal procedures would au
thorize some military personnel to go down to the dockside and to pick up
with the necessary papers—and keep this in mind, Your Honor, when the ship
ment was actually made from wherever it originated, a copy of the bill of con

signment was sent to the club or mess in advance of the shipment, so that
they had that copy. And upon presentation of that copy dockside by the mili
tary personnel involved, and with the clearance and approval of a U.S. mili
tary customs officer, the GVN, the Government of Vietnam customs officials
would then permit this equipment to go through customs duty-free.
Now, the crucial part of this occurred right here. In the early years up until
1968, the Vietnamese customs officer would usually issue to the military per
sonnel involved a temporary customs clearance document known as a bulletin
of circulation.

This was a formal Vietnamese clearance document which on a provisional or
temporary basis permitted entry into the country of this particular machine
that we have hypothetically talked about here, which is representative of all
the parts and equipment that went into Vietnam. And in that bulletin of circu
lation it was provided that the person signing it was responsible for regularza
tion of that machine within 30 days after entry into the country.

Now, keep in mind, Your Honor, I said temporary documents, or temporary
entrance. The regularzation meant that formal procedures and formal clear

ance documents giving it a permanent duty-free status would then be issued
upon the application of the person signing that regularzation document, the
bulletin of circulation document.

This copy of the bulletin of circulation, apart from those retained by the
Vietnamese customs officers, then went along with the military personnel pick
ing up that particular machine. It came to rest with USARY.
Now, I have distinguished up to the year 1968 the entry of the machine was
done by bulletin of circulation. In 1968 and 1969, and apparently when the mil
itary effort became more organized, and believe me, as I am sure you gentle
men can corroborate, these procedures were unorganized in the early years,
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1965, 1966 and 1967. Then the military set up its own customs entry, meaning
that our hypothetical machine would come into Vietnam under the same cir
cumstances, consigned to the particular club or mess involved, but it would go to
the military dock and a military personnel would issue a customs duty-free
clearance known as a TCMI). This is an official Army document which permits
all of this type of equipment to come into Vietnam duty-free. This is called a
transportation, control and movement document.
A document was issued for each and every machine or part that went
through military customs, or in the early years a bulletin of circulation was
issued. In both instances, and in either case, USARV, or the club or mess, re
tained all such documents, they being the ones who had responsibility for and
authority for clearing.

Our client, a non-military type, had no authority to clear anything through
Vietnamese or military customs.

Now, this gets to the nub of the problem, as you see, because the contro
versy arose in August 30 of 1969, when the assistant chief of staff, USARV,
arbitrarily, without foundation or cause in law or in fact, issued an order to
all USARV club and mess systems directing—directing. Your Honor—that
these contracts be terminated. Not the contracting officer terminating the con
tract, not a single contracting officer that has signed any of these contracts
ever considered the problem. In fact, the clubs and messes wanted to retain
the contracts.

I have talked to many of them and they wanted the machines. But the as
sistant chief of staff said no and

he ordered

removal

of all

the machines

within 10 days after the effective termination date, which in any event would
have been no later than October 10, 1969.

This came about, Your Honor, and it was at this time that I entered the

picture, being retained by Sarl to represent their interests in Vietnam. I made
a trip to Vietnam in early September and requested a conference with the as
sistant chief of staff, which was denied. I requested it in writing and that is

attached as Exhibit A to my complaint with this Board, which was my writ
ten appeal to the commanding officer, USARV.
I requested a hearing and it was denied. I personally negotiated with the
man designated by the chief of staff and the assistant chief of staff as their
representative, the Judge Advocate General for USARV, and all went for
naught. I was unsuccessful. I told them that in order to remove these ma
chines from military premises and to re-export them from the country, we
would need to have the original clearance documents, be they bulletin of circu
lation or TCMD.

During those discussions in September, I asked the Judge Advocate General
whether or not my client was in default of any of the contracts, and I was
told no. There was no default at the time, and it has never been alleged since

that my client was in default of any of the contracts.
In any event, USARV, through the assistant chief of staff, declined to pro
duce any of the documents to me to permit me to re-export the equipment, my
client. Declined to furnish the necessary transportation to permit them to be
re-exported out of the country, and I might digress to explain that.
These clubs and messes were located all over Vietnam, what we call up

country locations. They were located in one concentrated area on a very large
military facility called Long Binh Post, 20 miles north of Saigon, which con
tained the greatest concentration, maybe 400 machines.
Of the balance of the remaining 2,000 machines, they were scattered hither

and yon, little clubs and villages, hamlets, wherever a club and villa estab
lished itself. Our company never had the mechanical means to remove all of

those machines within the 10 day period in Vietnam. It was impossible. Up
country locations, it could take a truck sometimes two weeks to get down to
the Port of Saigon, depending on VC activity in the area.

The military trucks in almost every instance, because military personnel had
cleared them through customs, had taken them up country, and all we asked
them to do was return them to the port in Saigon where they had entered the

country and had been cleared and picked up by the military in the first place.
That is what we asked them to do. They absolutely refused. That, upon my

return, prompted my letter to the Secretary of the Army. I used the word “ap
peal.” and it was probably an incorrect use, because if you read the text of
the letter, you will see that I didn't ask him for damages or anything, I just
asked that he intervene and order or direct USARV to supply these customs
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documents and the transportation, or at least order that the removal of these
machines be stayed for a while in order that these documents could be gath
ered by the Army and furnished us so we could get the equipment out of the
country.
The Secretary, by a letter dated October 21 through his general counsel in
effect guaranteed, and this was his word, he said accept an extension on the

removal date from October 10 to November 30, and this will guarantee your
client time to get the necessary documents and so forth. And he assures us of
the cooperation of the military in doing this.

Well, did the military cooperate? Absolutely not. The first thing that hap
pens, they start harassing personnel. In late November before the termination
date, November 30th, they asked GWN customs—this is documented, I have af

fidavits—to seal Sarl's warehouse in the country with the spare parts and the
machines being repaired being kept there. And then they declined to produce
any documents.

When it became apparent they were not going to cooperate, I made a second
trip to Vietnam, all with the knowledge of the Secretary of the Army and
JAG Corps, with whom I have been dealing. I correct the record. I discussed
this with the Secretary's representatives at that time, not the Judge Advocate
General's Office.

In any event, I returned to Vietnam for further negotiations with USARV.

Again I requested a conference with the assistant chief of staff who had prom
ulgated the order directing the contracts to be terminated.
again. I was never given a hearing to present evidence.

It was denied

I won't take more than five minutes.

I again was shuffled off to the Judge Advocate General's representative who
told me he had authority to speak for the chief of staff and the assistant chief
of staff. And he told me absolutely they would not furnish any documents,

they would not assist in transportation, and I had to get the machines off
base.

Well, that was it. I, of course, could not get them off. In June of this year
when the stalemate became apparent, that I could not remove the machines
then because I did not have the documents, I being Sarl, my client, and the
military would not supply them, the military, USARV, requested GWN customs
to confiscate all of Sarl's equipment in Vietnam.

Wherever it was on the military bases or in warehouses, there is a letter to
that effect, come and pick it up. And at that point, I had had discussions with
the Secretary's representatives on February 11th, which is Exhibit B, Exhibit
B to the complaint I wrote the Secretary advising him of the developments.
I held further discussions with the Secretary's representatives, including at
that time representatives of the Judge Advocate General's Corps, and at the
urging of the representatives, particularly the Secretary's representatives, I re
turned to Vietnam to again attempt to negotiated this out with USARV. And
also at that time with MACV, the Military Assistance Command, which is the

joint authority or command—and this may not be technically the way to de
scribe it—consisting of Air Force, Navy and so forth staff.
I was met with total hostility by both the Judge Advocate General's repre
sentative in MACV and USARV, almost to the point of declining to talk with
me. Total refusal to produce any documents, or any transportation. So while I
was there, Your Honor, I requested a conference which I must say was the
only token cooperation extended to me by USARV or MACV, with the director
general or GWN customs. He is the man who is responsible for the operation
in the jurisdiction of Vietnamese customs.

At that time two representatives accompanied me, one from the Judge Advo
cate General's Corps, USARV, so that this can be verified, and the second one
as a customs advisor from USAID, Agency for International Development.
We had a conference there in March with the director General and he made

it very clear that these machines, to be re-exported, or to be taken possession
of by Sarl in the economy, had to have the original clearance documents avail
able. But he represented to me, and this can be verified, that upon presenta
tion of these documents, if they became available to me, he would see to it

that these machines could be re-exported. He would recommend to his govern
ment that they be re-exported.

Well, that is about the story, Your Honor. I came back without any luck.
USARV totally refusing to recognize its contractual obligation and moral obli
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gation to provide these documents which it had held in its possession or to
provide the transportation.
I came back and wrote that letter, which is Exhibit C, of April 2nd, in

which I reported the results of that trip to the Secretary. And the Secretary
replied, which is Exhibit E, in late April, declining to intervene. I had asked
him again, “Direct USARV to do these things, to produce the documents." He
declined to intervene.

Now, I did mention is this case susceptible to settlement, would the Army
approve damages? He wrote back and declined to intervene and so forth, and
he added, which in my opinion is a mala dictum, that we had not presented
sufficient evidence to allow him to grant them. And this is in his letter.

All I am asking for here, Your Honor, is that opportunity to present the evi
dence. I have been denied it and have been so denied at every level up to the
Secretary. The Secretary has not made an irrevocable decision on the merits
of this dispute at all. We had asked him informally to intervene, to direct
USARV to do these things. He has declined to do that. We have never submit
ted a claim for damages to the Secretary.

The only point I add, and you have astutely picked this up at the very be
ginning of the hearing in your question directed to respondent's representative,
Your Honor, that my client has no other remedy. No other remedy. The Court
of Claims, as Your Honor is aware, and set out in these decisions cited in Iny

memorandum, holds it has no jurisdiction over a contractual dispute. The Fed
eral District Courts have similarly held.

I am here at the mercy of this Court asking for relief. And the Army, in
total lack of good faith in my opinion, and I represented the Government for
eight years in the Department of Justice, and I have never seen the treatment
accorded to a contractor or any other person doing business with the Govern
ment that has been accorded in this case.

I ask the Court to accept jurisdiction. The cases are clear in a nonappro
priated fund activity this court does have plenary jurisdiction to decide all
questions of law and fact. In recognition of the fact that no other Court does

have jurisdiction.
Thank you.

Mr. McCoNoughEY: Mr. Bayles, I have two questions: The first is one of a
fact, and the second is one of opinion. Are these machines confined to Army
installations in Vietnam, or are they in Air Force and Navy and Marine Corps
installations?

Mr. BAYLEs: Your Honor, the machines which are the subject of this dispute
are solely in Army installations, or were at the time of cancellation of the
contracts, or else in Sarl's repair facilities or warehouses in Vietnam. There
were other machines involved in the Air Force and Navy contracts, and the

exchange system, which is a separate nonappropriated fund activity. But these
are not involved in this dispute. The machines which are the subject matter of
this dispute are solely those imported by USARV for USARV or parts for
those machines.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: Is there any difficulty with the other machines going
on at the present time?

Mr. BAYLES: There is, because as a result—and you know the military, once
Something starts moving, everybody starts moving, they are after my client

was debarred—actually the order purported to debar them, the original order.
I protested that debarment. They recognized they were in error and withdrew
the debarment.

I say “debar”, they refused to renew the authorization to do business in No
vember of 1969. This is MACV. Therefore my client could not conduct business
with USARV, Navy, Air Force or Coast Guard, to the extent they had facili
ties. So at that point they then asked us to remove the machines, but in a few
instances they were able to produce the import documents. The exchange sys
tem, for instance, had the original importation documents. But they had very
few machines. 90 percent of the machines we imported—you see the value of

those machines, $2.5 million—90 percent of those were with the Army.
Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: I take it your client has re-exported machines that
Were

Mr. BAYLES: No, we were talking about the exchange. The only documents
they could produce were something like for 16 machines. 16 machines is not
worth the expense. And these were the exchange machines.
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Mr. McCoNouGHEY: We understand in no case were re-exportation docu
ments released by the Army, is that correct?

Mr. BAYLEs: They have never officially been released. Off the record, so to
speak, a Judge Advocate General's representative in Vietnam in late March, I
believe it was, I wanted to be candid with the Court, sent a small sampling of
documents which may have consisted of about 10 or 12. He said, “We found

these, but don't worry about it.” I had asked them at least to show me they
had some. Let me see what they look like.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: Now for the opinion question, sir, what is your opinion
as to the cause for this change of climate in Government feeling about your
client?

Mr. BAYLEs: I will be very candid with the Court, and the military can't
deny this. It was simply this: There has been going on for some time a very
unfortunate travesty of justice in my opinion upon the Hill, which is in a Sen
ate subcommittee conducted by Senator Ribicoff, conducting an investigation
into the open club and mess system all over the world and in Vietnam.
There was some testimony about to be given regarding my client, all based
upon hearsay and inuendo, which in any event has never been proved in any
way, shape or form, and all of which is incorrect, and the Army reacted. Every
body wanted to stay I think on the good side of the Committee, and this is
what happened. It is that simple. It is a political act in my opinion. I feel
very strongly about this. There is no question about the cause and effect be
tween the assistant chief of staff's order and the convening of the Committee
on the Hill.

I have to be candid with the Court about it, but I hasten to add, Your
Honor, that never has it been alleged that my client was in default of any
contract. To the contrary, I specifically asked the Judge Advocate General, the
assistant chief of staff's representative in September, and he never denied it

yet. He stated, “You are not in default. There is no adverse information in
our files concerning your client.”
It is rumor and innuendo. They have attempted to blacken the name of
many contractors over there, and this happens to be one of them.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY : The Board has no further questions. I take it you have
finished your presentation?
Mr. BAYLES: That is the only presentation I have.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: I might add that I did not read this file this morning
but I read all of these documents as they came in. I have seen them, but they
are not all fresh in my mind.
Does the Government have rebuttal?

Major MAY : The only thing that I think the Government ought to point out
is, we are not appearing on behalf of the United States Army or the Depart
ment of the Army, but on behalf of certain nonappropriated funds. We don't
See this as a class action. We think that it is a termination of a contract, each
contract is on its own, and each contract depends upon its own terms. And Our

information is that proper notice was given to the appellant, Sarl, that the
contracts were going to be terminated and they should take custody of the ma
chines.

Now, the respondent's counsel can't agree with the presentation of Mr.
Bayles, but we would like to point out much of what is said is not directed at
our client, nonappropriated funds, who had a contract. Certainly I don't think
that the appellant is going to represent that the contracts, whatever they are,
however they are written on this form, has anything to do with solicitation
rights in Vietnam or the customs arrangements, or whether or not the appel
lant was authorized to do business or not authorized.

It seems to us apart from the pure limited area of this motion to dismiss,
that the gravamen of the complaint is against the United States Army, and
not the nonappropriated funds. And this is just not a forum for that type of
complaint, and besides, it has been disposed of.
Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: What is the nature of the termination or cancellation
clause in these lease agreements?

Major MAY : Without the contracts we can't make a representation. As far

as we know, they all contain clauses permitting the United States—the nonap
propriated funds—to cancel, giving appropriate notice, which apparently was
given. Each contract has to stand on its own under our view. It depends on
what the contract says and what is in it. If they are all on the USARV form,
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we just have to look and see when the contract was made and for what, and
under what circumstances, and what it provides.

Mr. McCoNot GHEY: IDoes the standard USARV form provide for compensa
tion to the appellant in the event of termination?
Colonel ("HALUPSKY : As far as we know it does not.

Mr. McCoNovo HEY: My next question has to do with another important ele

ment here, what does the standard form contract say about importation and
exportation and Vietnamese customs?
Colonel CHALUPs KY: As far as we know it does not, and this procedure to

which appellant's counsel refers is ex contractu and has nothing to do

with

the contracts. We have been shown no contracts with clauses under which ap

pellant is seeking recovery. As a matter of fact, we are at a loss to know
what recovery he seeks from the Board.
Mr. BAYLEs: May I respond to that, Your Honor?
Mr. McCoNot"GHEY: Yes, if you will.
Mr. BAYLEs : I think it must be obvious from the complaint we now seek

money damages for the value of the equipment, and I would like to clarify the
point, that we are not dealing with individual contracts terminated by author
ity of the authorized contracting officer. In effect you put your finger on it,
yes, I suppose you could call this a class action. This is an action we had to
bring because someone ordered that these contracts be terminated. Ordered it.
And the contracting officer never made a personal decision which we were enti
tled to as to whether the contracts should be terminated. And believe me, if

they had had the individual decision they would not have terminated it.
There are cases of this Board which hold that the party is entitled to have
the contracting officer make the decision and such a decision, where it has
been directed from above because of pressure from a Congressional committee,
can be reviewed by this Board. I think this Board has jurisdiction to consider
this question and award a monetary amount of damages.
The machines probably now have either been stolen by the Vietnamese or
have been destroyed or stolen and put out in the economy. They have been
under the control of the military or the customs since August 30, 1969, and I
can't even tell you today where they are. Our organization was disbanded. We
no longer have employees in the country. We could not maintain them. We had
no maintenance since they terminated the contract. They

withheld money

which they admittedly owed us, well over $100,000.
The course of conduct here is just incredible, in my opinion, Your Honor.
Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: How long has it been since the appellant left the coun

try, the appellant's personnel?
Mr. BAYLEs: Your Honor, I advised them after my meeting on November
30th in Vietnam with the Judge Advocate General's representative, I advised
my client to terminate all employment for the simple reason I was then told
we would not be furnished any documents. They would not assist in transpor
tation. They would not do one thing to help us get the machines in a position
where they could be re-exported. They would not ask GWN customs to let them
be re-exported without documentation.

At that time maintaining a payroll was a fruitless act. I recommended this
and the client accepted it, that they terminate all employment. Except for my
appearance in March, there have been no employees there since December of
last year.
At the end of November, at the request of the Army, the GWN customs

sealed the actual facilities of the company in the country, where the parts
were stored and repair facilities were. So we had no reason to stay.
Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: Were these stored on private property?
Mr. BAYLES: There was a parts warehouse, Your Honor, in Saigon on prop
erty rented by our company with the permission of the GVN authority and our
country. The parts had been cleared through customs, the same as with the

machines which were being repaired, which facility was on leased property
and at one time was operated by Sarl, and another company came in and it
reverted from Sarl. Those machines were put under seal. Upcountry they had
a few locations put under seal. But I want to make clear what we feel here

has taken place is an improper termination which should have been directed,
if at all, by a contracting officer based upon his judgment and evaluation. Not
by the intervening decision of someone who is not even a party to the con
tract.
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Colonel CHALUPSKY: Are you alleging this was a termination for default? Or
a termination?

Mr. BAYLEs: In my opinion there was no termination, legal termination at
all, and I was told by the Judge Advocate General it was not a termination
for default. Now, on what basis the Army—and I have asked them time and
time again—on what basis have you acted, and no one has acted or said. The
reason is simple, regarding the pressure from the Hill.
Colonel CHALUPSKY: Is it the appellant's position that the contracts did not
contain a termination clause authorizing the Government to terminate with the
30 day notice?
Mr. BAYLEs: Would the Court like me to answer that?

Mr. McCoNouGHEY: To my knowledge there are two types of contracts on
standard forms. One is a short form contract, as I recall it. I call it a short
form because it is one or two pages, which provides, I think, cancellation only
for cause, Your Honor. This is my recollection of the contracts.
The other longer form which was used in some of the contracts provided for
cancellation—of course, in both instances by the contracting officer, not by the
assistant chief of staff—on 30 days notice by either party, or upon cause.
Now, whether the assistant chief of staff purported to terminate the long
form or the 30 day provision, I do not know. It didn't exist in the short form
contract. I think we should ask the respondent why they terminated, because
it has never been set out in Writing.

Mr. McCoNOUGHEY: The Board has one more question on a minor point.
What is the rank of the assistant chief of staff?
Mr. BAYLES: Lieutenant General.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: Three star. Does the Government agree?
Major MAY : Yes, sir. The officer in question, I believe, is now the deputy
commander or the commander at CONARC.
Mr. BAYLES: He is at Fort Lee. I have traced—the man's name is Lieuten
ant General Frank Mildren. I understood he returned from his assignment in

Vietnam and give or take three or four months ago was assigned at Fort Lee.
Major MAY : I am not personally familiar with the forms. It would seem to

the respondent's representative here that normally a form calls for cancella
tion by a fund rather than by a particular individual. And the other item that

does appear appropriate, the respondent's representatives are not here able to
answer as to the reasons and actions of a general officer in an overseas area
in times of armed conflict, as to why a general officer, acting for the com
mander, an overseas commander, in chief, in a combat zone, chooses to issue

an order debarring certain sellers or merchants in the camp. By debarring,
what I mean is saying they may no longer do business or that their stalls
should be shut down. That type of thing, though, does not seem to us to be in
volved with the little NCO club that may have had one of these amusement

machines rented. And we think that the appellant is going after the wrong
bear. We do not think this is the forum.

Colonel CHALUPSKY: Appellant appears to be urging that a three star gen
eral did something that hurt the appellant. But he is not basing any claim on
the contracts themselves. The contracts permitted a termination. So if there is

any relief to be given, it relates to nothing relating to the contracts, or the
nonappropriated funds, but against a sovereign military act.
Mr. McCoNoUGHEY: It may be true that the action in declining to furnish
customs clearance documents, whether or not they were available, we don't

know, it is ex contractu, if there is no provision in the clause covering import
and exportation. I recall that the United States Supreme Court back in Febru
ary of 1935, in the first of the so-called Gold Clause cases, in which actions

had been brought by holders of bonds which provided that the bond holder
would be paid in dollars equivalent to their gold value, and which when these

bonds became due were actually paid in currency that had been partially de
valuated, the Chief Justice, speaking for the Court, pointed out that contracts
are not made in a vacuum. They must be looked at in the entire environment
in which they are made and performed.

If the Board takes jurisdiction, as one individual Member I am certainly not
prepared to answer that question this morning, I think that principle would
have to be applied to this case. As the Board now understands it, this situa
tion is past the point where any forum that attempts to grant relief can do so
directing that the machines be returned. It is now a naked question of

#
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Mr. BAYLEs: That is correct, Your Honor.
Mr. McCoNoughEY: I understand the appellant says there is approximately
$2.5 million worth of equipment involved.
Mr. BAYLEs : That is correct, within Vietnam today. This is the value today,
or obviously through obsolescence, damage and theft it is not worth that
today. That is why an order of the Court directing the machines be re
exported would have no value to us. The machines would be of no value to us
today, if they are still there today.
Major MAY : Our latest information, which is sketchy, is there are 387 juke
boxes, 481 pinball machines and 18 slot machines, for a total of 888 machines
supposedly still stored in bonded warehouses, and available for the appellant,
depending on what arrangements they can make with the Government of Viet
nam, that the nonappropriated funds feel that they discharged their responsi
bility when they gave proper notice and then had to take action to try to put
the machines that were left in their care in safekeeping. The nonappropriated
funds are not here with this representative to argue what the Board can
order, but we do not think that the Board can order the collector of customs
effectively of the Republic of Vietnam to do something or the Department of
State to do something on the appellant's behalf.
i
Mr. BAYLEs: That is absolutely correct, Your Honor, and that is why we are
here today for damages. Even if the Court could order General Mildren to do
something, or the clubs, which I question the Board's authority to order that
order, we would still have the GWN customs to deal with.
They have told me, represented by the representative of the Army, “Until
these documents are produced, we are not going to let you take possession or
re-export.” Due to the condition and damage of the machines, we are seeking
damages. We have negotiated for one year, involving considerable expense, my
time, three trips to Vietnam, trying to get these machines out.
Now, to tell me, “Maybe we can do something,” Your Honor, it is a year
later. My organization has been disbanded in effect. It doesn't do business any

longer. I think they are entitled to a forum in which they can present evi
dence on the merits of their dispute. If we are incorrect in our dispute, the

Court will so find. But we at least ought to be provided the forum, and I am
convinced and know that the burden of proof which we can carry to establish
every fact I have stated today will persuade the Court to the contrary on the
merits.

Mr. McCoNouGHEY. Does the Government have anything further?
Major MAY. Of course, the Government would like to make one other point.
Apart from the nature of the motion now pending, it would appear to the rep
resentatives of the nonappropriated funds that no single contract under any
concept could ever reach $50,000, which would under the clause we understand

is in these contracts, is a necessary jurisdictional limitation to give the
ASBCA any appellate jurisdiction.
Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. Could you read that back, please?
(The statement was read.)

Mr. McCoNoughEY. In the event of an appeal?
Colonel CHALUPs KY. Yes. This appellant has urged in his complaint that this
is an appeal from the Secretary's decision. In that event, this motion to dis

miss should be well taken. If it is not an appeal from the Secretary's decision,
then it must be an appeal under the disputes clause from an adverse decision
by a lower Board.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. Would both parties admit that procedure was bypassed
in this case?

Colonel CHALUPSKY. To the extent there was a direct appeal alleged to the
Secretary, and that in turn, the appellant is now alleging an appeal from the
Secretary's decision. As far as the procedure to the Board, if appellant wants
to appeal not from the Secretary's decision, it would have to be on an appel
late basis, in which case the jurisdiction is limited to those cases over $50,000,
which are not involved here.

Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. Up to this moment, Colonel, the Board had understood
the Government's position was that this Board, ASBCA, did not have jurisdic
tion because the decision on the appeal had already been made by the Army
Secretary.

Colonel CHALUPSKY. That is right. If that is true as alleged in the appel
lant's complaint.
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Mr. McCoNoUGHEY. As a matter of fact, on the statements of counsel, the ap
peals procedure provided in the contracts was completely bypassed in this case.
Colonel CHALUPSKY. Not statements by the Government counsel, statements
of appellant's counsel.
Mr. BAYLEs. I think we ought to correct the record. They weren't completely
bypassed. The disputes clause provided for an appeal which I think we took
by letter of September 1st to the chief of staff, the assistant chief of staff.
That is Exhibit A to the complaint. We did not get any remedy there. And we
proceeded acting always on the assumption we were dealing with a single
lump, the entire value of the equipment, because it was one act of a noncon
tracting officer which terminated all of these singular contracts.
For my client to have to take an appeal from each individual contract, to
me, is not required. Because it was not the contracting officer who made the
decision. It was the assistant chief of staff.

Mr. McCoNouGHEY. The Board was not suggesting it was required. If I may
put it in a different way, the parties that dealt with this administratively or
outside the contract are in effect dealing with the people that made the true
decisions here. Isn't that correct?

Mr. BAYLEs. That is correct, because they told me they represented the man
and these people in turn—the Judge Advocate's Office in Vietnam was commu
nicating and issuing directives to the clubs. This was their direct representa
tives that I was dealing with.
Mr. McCoNouGHEY. In none of these cases did the contracting officer make a
decision, at least not a formal decision that we now know of.

Major MAY. I am not willing to concede that.
Mr. McCONOUGHEY. There is none we know about.

Major MAY. As I understand it, each contracting officer, each nonappro
priated fund, gave a written notice to Sarl of the termination of their con

tracts, sending it purportedly by registered mail. It seems to me to be a per
fectly proper notice.
Colonel CHALUPSKY. Which was given in accordance with the contract
termination

clause.

Mr. MCCONOUGHEY. Was this before or after General Mildren's directive?

Major MAY. Subsequent.
Mr. BAYLEs. I wanted to make this very clear to the Board. It was General

Mildren's directive promulgated to all clubs and messes of August 30th. I am
sorry I did not bring this directive. I have a copy of it. I didn't think it would
be questioned. This order each one of the clubs and messes through their re

spective contracting officers or custodians to terminate.
Then, as a result of that order, they terminated. In some instances they did

give notice. But I am talking about the basis for decisions to give the notice,
which was not the contracting officer's personal judgment, but as a result of

an order from a superior officer.
Colonel CHALUPSKY. We have one other point to make. Counsel for the ap
pellant has stated that he has been given—or appellant has been given-no
opportunity for a hearing, neither in Vietnam or at the Department of the
Army.

For the record, we dispute that and assert that appellant was given an op
portunity both in Vietnam as well as at the Department of the Army level.
Mr. BAYLEs. Your Honor, what can I say? May I say for the record-and I
hate to keep going back and forth at this table as we are—but there was
never an opportunity. If the Board will read my letters, it will see I requested
the opportunity for a hearing. The only thing I got was an interview with a
representative of the Judge Advocate General's Corps, or a representative of
the Secretary. Never was I given an opportunity to present evidence, witnesses
and so forth, which I have repeatedly asked for. Not only in connection with
this dispute, but the action of the military in denying my client authority to
do business on and after 30 November. They have never allowed me a hearing.
I think due process requires it. I am amazed at the way they have dealt
with us in this case. I really am.

Colonel CHALUPSKY. If the Board is to rule that it has jurisdiction on the
grounds that the appellant has been refused the opportunity for a hearing

under the disputes clause, in the proper manner, then the Government requests
an opportunity to present evidence upon that point.
Mr. McCoNot GHEY. Very well, Have you anything further, gentlemen?
Mr. BAYLEs. Nothing, Your Honor. Thank you very much for your time. I
am sorry we consumed so much of it.
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Mr. McCoNouGHEY. I said we would set aside an hour. We allowed ourselves

a fair cushion beyond that. Thank you very much. The hearing is concluded.
(Whereupon, at 11:12 a.m. the hearing was concluded.)

Exhibit No. 578

MACJA

Subject: Meeting with Attorney for Sarl Electronics.
*** had subsequently exempted these from his order and MACV had given
an oral OK. But today the CPA's won't approve purchase orders for machines
that are sitting in the clubs.

i. Mr. Bayles again asked why. He was aware of the Senate Committee pub
licity. There was no proof but only wild rumor based on the testimony of June
Collins concerning General Cole, Sari and Bill Crum. The committee will not
Subpoena witnesses to testify about Sarl and General Cole. When the Commit
tee reconvenes there will be no more witnesses except Secretary Resor and the

Secretary of the Treasury, the latter on
coff would place the blame on the Army
done to remedy the situation (presumably
j. Mr. Bayles asked where they stood.

currency manipulation. Senator Ribi
and ask what they (the Army) had
the club scandals).
“The door isn't open". He hoped for

an opportunity for reexamination. The time for turn over of the machines to
GVN had been extended until 1 March on the basis, he believed, of COL Bab

bitt's informal request to COL Williams. USARV is going ahead and turning
the equipment over. He had asked that the status quo be maintained for a few
days. He asked if the action was irreversible. He realized that USARV was in
dependent of MACV.
k. Mr. Bayles stated that once the machines were in the hands of the GVN

Sarl will never see them again. That is why he had tried to keep them in the
possession of the Army. The Army had the responsibility, having imported
them. At the request of someone in the Counsel's office Mr. Bayles had the

Sarl people attempt to get together records. USARV's position was that Sarl
was trying to force a sale on USARV. “I have copies of each and every origi

nal purchase order". His records contained the names of the club or mess, the
shipper, the bill of consignment, the present location, and the serial number of
the machine. The Army had a legal obligation to export.

1. Mr. Bayles stated, “If I am right, the Army will be hit, the Central Mess
Fund. I'll waive the claim for damages if we get certain conditions. It will

cost the Army two million dollars if the terminations were wrongful. You are
really never really sure in litigation”. There was reason for the Army to miti

gate damages. Mr. Bayles asked again, “Where do we stand".
3. COL Williams asked that Mr. Bayles put exactly what he wanted in writ
ing.
a. COL Williams stated that MACV was not an Army Headquarters but a

joint headquarters with control over the services in combat operations. MACV
also handled negotiations with the Embassy and the GVN.

b. COL Williams understood that COL Babbitt had requested that a meeting
be arranged with GVN customs officials. Mr. Bayles was talking about a dif

ferent request. He asked Mr. Bayles to put his request in writing. It would be
Staffed.

c. Mr. Bayles stated that he did not want to go through the machinery if it
would be useless. COL Williams replied that General Abrams was CG,
USARV, and he would be pleased to staff and reply to anything presented in
writing.

d. COL Williams stated that he was arranging a meeting with GWN Cus
toms and Army representatives on 4 March 1970.

e. Mr. Bayles asked, “Is it wholly hands off, MACV won't take any position
with GWN Customs?” COL Williams replied in the affirmative.

f. Mr. Bayles asked about the attitude of GVN Customs. He asked if he was
unreasonable in asking USARV to withhold turning over the machines for a
couple of days. COL Williams indicated that he could not “jump in.”
g. Mr. Bayles stated that he had no protection. He felt he was faced with a
fait accompli over which they (Bayles and Sarl) had no control. He would go
back to Washington, although not behind COL. Williams back. They would go
through with the GWN Customs meeting although he thought it was super
fluous. He thought that USARV's attitude was unfair. “No one has even given
me a reason why. What do they have against the company. There has never

been a case like this before, total silence, arbitrary action, no explanation to
the attorney of record. Until somebody explains I'm entitled to keep pressing.”
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He had gone through the files, the customs reports. There were a couple of
minor things where they had been fined. This involved valuation of machines.
It did not justify the action.

h. Mr. Bayles agreed to submit his request in writing and asked COL Wil
liams to proceed with the arrangements for the conference with the GVN. He
asked for the names of those present and those who would attend the GVN

conference. When given this information he asked if there would be a repre
sentative from USAID or whoever had responsibility for customs. COL Wil
liams indicated that MACV would invite none. He indicated that the GVN rep
resentatives would have authority to make decisions.

i. While departing Mr. Bayles offered to show his documentation.
JoHN T. GLADIs, Lt. Comdr., JAGC, USN.

ExHIBIT No. 584
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conclusions

Reserved for the controlling office.
ExHIBITs

None. (All exhibits were turned over to new controlling office).
WITNESSEs

1. Major P. C. DEBRABENDER, 0-1 341 951, 111th Labor Service Center,
APO 108, US Forces.

2. Sgt Billy G. DARR, RA 51 131 683, Btry A, 37th Arty, APO 108, US
Forces.

3. Mr. Gustav LAUSER, #62 Silberberg Strasse, Stuttgart, Germany.
4. Miss Christa HUSS, #28 Ostend Strasse, Dachau, Germany.
UNDEVELOPED

LEADS

None.

PAUL E. KRIEGER, Sp 7c.
ExHIBIT No. 587

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. JOHNSON

I, James R. Johnson, Chief Warrant Officer, United States Army, wish to re
affirm the testimony I gave before the Senate Subcommittee on 10 March 1971
to the effect that during my trip from Frankfurt to Heidelberg, Germany, with
Brigadier General Earl F. Cole on 12 October 1969, the General stated that the
names of two of the individuals whom he had contact with were Mr. Larry
Gordon and Mr. Jeff Bromley. Shortly thereafter, he stated that he knew these
names were fictitious but that he knew who they were and they were trying to
help him. I am aware that General Cole stated in his testimony towards the
close of the hearing on 12 March 1971 that the part concerning his having
knowledge of knowing the true identity of the two individuals was not in my
original report of the incident and that part of my testimony was erroneous.

I reaffirm that General Cole told me that he knew who they were and that
they were trying to help him. He did state the names Larry Gordon and Jeff

Bromley, he did state that he knew these were fictitious names, and he did
state that he knew their true names and they were trying to help him.
JAMES R. JoHNSON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of March, 1971, in the City

of Washington, D.C.
JAMES H. DUFFY,
Notary Public.
My Commission expires October 31, 1971.

ExHIBIT No. 590

HEADQUARTERS, EUROPEAN ExCHANGE SYSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL,

APO 092.45, May 14, 1969.
Gen. JAMES H. POLK,
Commander in Chief,

U.S. Army, Europe
and Seventh Army,
APO 09403
DEAR GENERAL Polk: I am taking the liberty of forwarding the enclosed
copy of Mr. Blandford's report to Congressman Rivers on his recent trip to
Germany and Spain.
The report contained no surprises, as Mr. Blandford was forthright in his
discussions with me during his visit.

You may be assured that his recommendations will be carefully considered.
With highest esteem.

Sincerely,
EARL F. COLE,
Brigadier General, USA, Commanding.
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HEADQUARTERS, EUROPEAN EXCHANGE SYSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL,

APO 09.245, May 14, 1969.
Gen. J. R. HOLZAPPLE,
Commander in Chief,
United States Air Forces in Europe,
APO 0.96.33

DEAR GENERAL HolzAPPEL: I am taking the liberty of forwarding the en
closed copy of Mr. Blandford's report to Congressman Rivers on his recent trip
to Germany and Spain.
The report contained no surprises, as Mr. Blandford was forthright in his
discussions with me during his visit.
You may be assured that his recommendations will be carefully considered.
With highest esteem.

Sincerely,
EARL F. COLE,

Brigadier General, USA, Commanding.
U.S. House OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,

Washington, D.C., April 28, 1969.
Brig. Gen. E. F. CoLE,
Commander, European Earchange Systems,

APO New York 09.245
DEAR EARL: I am enclosing a copy of a report which I submitted to the
Chairman upon my return from Europe. It is a confidential report and not for
publication, but I thought you would enjoy reading it. I think you will recog
nize the comments on the post exchanges. These are Barbara's words which I
plagiarized.

Marcia wrote that she is delighted to get her lamp back and it was repaired
beautifully. We are all most appreciative, since Barbara actually designed the
lamp and had the pair made for the kids.
Our best to you and Stell and again, thank you for everything you did for
us.

Sincerely,
JOHN R. BLANDFORD,

Chief Counsel.
U.S. House oF REPRESENTATIVEs,

CoMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
Washington, D.C., April 24, 1969.
Hon. L. MENDEL RIVERS,
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services,
House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : I am exclosing my report with respect to my recent

trip to Europe during the period April 2–12, 1969.
Sincerely,

-

JoHN R. BLANDFORD,

Chief Counsel.
During the period 2 through 12 April 1969, I visited Rhein-Main Air Base;
U.S. Army complex, Nuremberg, Germany; HQ Eucom; Stuttgart, Germany;
and Torrejon Air Base, Spain.

At your request, I concentrated my inquiries in the following areas:
1. Charter tours;

2. Dependent student travel;
3. Post and Base Exchanges;
4. Commissaries.

In addition, at McGuire Air Force Base, I observed the need for the rapid

rebuilding of the recently burned Officers' Club. At Rhein-Main Air Base, I be
came convinced of the requirement for a new passenger terminal. The above
subjects are treated in detail below:
Charter

Tours

At each installation I advised competent authority of your deep interest in

supporting low cost charter flights for servicemen and their dependents be
tween Europe and the United States. Several tour agencies have been operat
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ing during the past eight to ten years from various places in Europe at charges
ranging from $125 to $150 or more, one way. A new agency, United Serv
ice Club, which advertises itself as a non-profit organization has publicly
offered transportation to New York for $69.00 and to the West Coast for

$99.00. This has attracted great attention among European-based service per
sonnel. United Service Club is a concessionaire on Rhein-Main Air Base. As a

result of the advertising of the low fare, the other tour agencies have dropped
their prices to below $100.00. I expressed concern that if the initial charter

flights are not wholly successful that this organization will fail and the prices
will return to $125.00 or more one way. I further stated that a requirement

for a successful operation demands the establishment of a contact point on the
East Coast of the United States, preferably at McGuire Air Force Base, where
prospective travellers could be apprised of essential flight information on re

turn trips to Europe.
Dependent Student Travel

I received many complaints that space available travel for the authorized
single round-trip per years for dependent students is highly unsatisfactory. The
allegation was made that many students spend much of their vacation period
awaiting space-available travel and that they frequently must accept flights to
places far distant from their destination or lose their place on the waiting list.
I feel that there is sufficient justification to make this travel space-required
and so stated to General Estes when I encountered him in Spain.
Post and Base Earchanges

In general, the conditions found at exchange stores appeared to be better
than I had anticipated. Brigadier General Earl Cole, Commander, European

Exchange Service, personally escorted me on every possible occasion. I consider
General Cole to be a highly imaginative, dynamic manager who will take all

possible actions to make the European Exchange Service an organization de
voted to serving the military community, not merely selling to it. Additional

comments on the exchanges I visited will be found at the end of this report.
Commissaries

I visited several commissaries in Europe. I am concerned about the quality
and conditions of meat products arriving from the United States. Several com
missary personnel spoke highly of the “Chilled Beef” program as being greatly

preferred over frozen meat products. Apparently, the Navy Commissary at
Rota, Spain, is one of the few presently enjoying this service.
INCIDENTAL

ITEMS

Gold Flow
The failure to stock items in exchanges and commissaries because they are

of foreign origin and presumably adversely affect gold flow only causes our
military and their dependents to purchase on the economy resulting in a much
greater gold flow loss than if the item were stocked on base. Another instant
is the artificially increased price of foreign whiskey (scotch, for example) in
Class VI stores. These prices, it is alleged, are only found in military outlets
while U.S. Embassy personnel can purchase foreign whiskey at a price consist
ent with cost. I believe that this situation is discriminatory of the military
and should be eliminated.

Service Traditions and Discipline

During my visit in the Nuremberg area, I met privately with a group of
young Army officers. As a result of this meeting, I found that they strongly
advocated a return to the traditions of the service. They wanted to pay cour

tesy calls on their commanding officer when newly assigned to a station; they
desired full exchange of salutes; they advocated a general strengthening of

discipline; and they desired a better opportunity to return to school for ad
vanced degrees as a means of enhancing their Army careers. I was struck by
the sincerity of this group and believe several or all of the above to be signifi
cant in retaining officer personnel.
Passenger Terminal–Rhein-Main Air Base
My initial stop was Rhein-Main Air Base, Germany, where I was briefed on
a variety of subjects by Colonel Tiede, 7310th Air Base Wing Commander. I
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was shown the current passenger terminal at Rhein-Main Air Base and such
other areas of the base which were being used for the processing of passenger
traffic through Rhein-Main. I was extremely interested in the rationale under
lying the statement that construction of the passenger terminal and use of
747-type aircraft would increase efficiency and result in the amortization of the

new facility within one year due to savings in air passenger transportation
costs. I was furnished the following answer in writing: “Current facilities are
entirely inadequate to handle Boeing 747 loads of passengers. The Boeing Com
pany has forecast a 30–35 percent reduction in operating costs over the 707. If

the 747 could be used on the FRG-CONUS channel, we assume a savings of
about 15 percent should be passed on to DOD. Current round trip cost of a Cat
B seat is $137.18 between Rhein-Main Air Base and McGuire Air Force Base,
New Jersey, or $68.95 one way (if the aircraft is contracted for a round trip).
A 15 percent savings is $10.30. Currently 471,202 passengers travel between
Rhein-Main and the CONUS each year. If we assume 50 percent of these could
be moved by the 747, at a saving of $10.30 per passenger for 235,601 passen
gers, a total savings annually of $2.426,690 could accrue.”
Additionally, I was taken on a tour of the Air Force transient hotel at
Rhein-Main Air Base, the first floor of which is Substantially dedicated to the
processing of passengers. It was pointed out that should the new facility be
constructed, this activity would be moved into it and the space currently being
used for processing could be returned to a transient billet status which would
result in increased revenues to the Government.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON POST EXCHANGES

A. Distribution of products:

1. I found a general lack of equal distribution in some clothing and house
hold necessities.

2. I am convinced the distribution problem is temporary. Brigadier General
Earl Cole, Commander, European Exchange Service, is well aware of this and
is working to correct the situation with a new computer service.
3. I suggest that a customer catalogue service order department would cor
rect distribution in sized products, using sample sizes for customers.

a. Each PX would order every two weeks with orders arriving within two
weeks' time. The maximum amount of waiting time would be one month
for merchandise.

b. A central warehouse located in Nurnberg would be the supply location.
B. Major clothing problem—women's shoes
1. Women's shoes.—a. I found a poor selection of size, quality and distribu
tion.

2. Suggestions for solving this problem.—a. Quality: keeping in mind that
the pavement is harder on the wear in European, as well as other countries, a

better grade woman's shoe is desirable. Suggest: (1) Quality grade calf and
leathers. (2) Thicker and interior cushioned soles for wearing. Consider cor

fam and white oak soles. (3) Quality heel lifts.
b. Distribution of full size range.—(1) Shoes to be stocked in sample styles,
sizes and colors.

c. Shoe price.—(1) Since the shoe previously described is a quality shoe and
must be limited in sale to only those authorized to buy at PX's outside the
U.S., the cost must be within a budget range for dependents of enlisted person
nel and officers.

(2) If selling shoes at cost would still be at price beyond the budget reach
of enlisted and field grade officers—then perhaps four price ranges would be
necessary, for the same quality and style.

d. Ladies shoes: supply of design.—(1) Pump for afternoon and evening
wear (leather, faille, shantung)
(2) Three basic colors in leather (black, brown, navy) Black faille White
Leather and shantung for dying
(3) Bows—buckles (Metal, leather and fabric) for individual trim

(4) Shoe dyer on the economy or a supply of shoe dye in PX.
(5) Walking shoe—I recommend a custom design for fit.
(a) Lower heel and quality non-scuff leather.
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(b) Since the demand for a walking shoe may be greater—there should be a
variety of style.

(c) Comfort–one of the greatest complaints from women is a pinched toe
feeling from swelling feet. 1. A podiatrist could be consulted in designing
a shoe size with greater toe width.

e. Cost.—(1) Since the ladies shoes I have described are a quality shoe of
$30–$35 in the United States. Selling at cost, the price would be reduced con
siderably.

(2) The range should be from $10–$20 by rank, if necessary, to keep price
down and quality improved.
3. Suggested shoe manufacturers:
a. Delman's of U.S., or equivalent–Bally of Switzerland (also England and
France) among quality shoes, or equivalent.

b. It would be advantageous to have one manufacturer closer to the supply
if the gold flow problem would permit this.
c. Shoe manufacturers—I suggest consulting with manufacturers 3a. to ob
tain their better quality shoe for good service and wearability.

C. Ladies lingerie
1. Bras and girdles. a. Suggest more manufacturers be represented.
2. Bras. a. Water-bali, bow-bra in cotton; b. Hollywood Vassarette; c. By
order, a full range of sizes for nursing bras for new mothers.

3. Girdles. a. Hollywood Vassarette, including style 988, for panty-hose wear
ers. b. Scandale panty girdle #322.
D. Ladies dresses

1. Observing only after the new spring stock was in there appeared to be a
very nice selection.
2. Senior officers' wives' needs
a. Where demand of social functions warrants better dresses, a dressmaker
might be considered in connection with the boutique shop.
E. Yard goods

1. I was not impressed with the choice of yard goods available—though the
stock was large in some cases.

2. I was not impressed with the prices for the type quality.
F. In conclusion: for size products
1. I suggest the creation of a customer catalogue system with the use of

samples in all sizes.
These remarks are not in criticism of the exchange Service, but are made

with the hope that this outline may be helpful to those involved with our PX's
abroad. This report covers only a small portion of the products carried. I have
not mentioned the needs for children because any problems in this department
are distribution, basically. I do think we must remember in basic clothing
abroad that our people are our representatives of our country. How they look,
as well as how they act, is a reflection on the United States. I think they are
entitled to the best we can give them. I think more cooperation with our cloth
ing manufacturers to supply well chosen designs is essential. I think prices
while serving overseas for quality design should be improved. I did not find
many clothing bargains. I did, however, find a good selection of ladies dresses.

58-590 O-71–pt. 8-15
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ExHIBIT No. 612

VIETNAM REGIONAL ExCHANGE-(PACE-),
APO San Francisco 96.243, September 17, 1966.
Subject: Authorization Vehicle Registration.
To Mr. Wm. J. Crum, Operations Manager Sarl Electronics.

Dear MR. CRUM : Reference our conversation regarding concessionaire vehicle
importation and registration. It is deemed advisable by this Headquarters that
you continue to process this paper work only until such time that written pro
cedures are established by the Vietnam Regional Exchange, Customs and
Transportation Branch. You will be notified in writing of such action.
JACK C. ICE,

Colonel, QMC, Commander
November 23, 1967.
SARL ELECTRONICS,
Boite Postale 957,
Saigon, Vietnam

DEAR siR: Reference is made to the number of vehicles operated by your
firm which are currently registered in Vietnam through the Vietnam Regional
Exchange.
In reviewing our records, it is obvious that sales recorded by Sarl Electron

ics concession operations would not warrant sponsorship by RVNR of the total
number of vehicles (21) currently registered. It is also evident that vehicles

operated by Sarl Electronics and registered through RVNR are being utilized
in support of other US contractual service where VN tax exemptions are en
joyed.
In recognition of the urgency that exists in the area of reregistration of ve

hicles, it is agreed to offer sponsorship of all 21 vehicles with the understand
ing that Sarl Electronics will act accordingly to transfer sponsorship of all but

-"

2011
14 vehicles from the Vietnam Regional Exchange not later than 31 December
1967.

SIDNEY D. WEISS,
Executive
EXHIBIT No. 613

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Saigon, January 17, 1967.
SARL ELECTRONICs,

Saigon
GENTLEMEN: This office has been requested by Headquarters, United States
Military Assistance Command, Viet-Nam, to perform checks into the financial
and business background of firms operating concessions with AAFES.
In order to expedite these checks we would appreciate it if a representative
of your firm could call at our offices, bringing with him appropriate documents
indicating the nature of the firm, experience, financial condition, etc. The rep
resentative can talk to the undersigned or to Mr. Pho Duc Tuan, Commercial
Assistant.

Our PTT telephone number is 9.3083 extension 417. Please call to arrange
your appointment.
Sincerely yours.

RICHARD C. DEVINE,
Commercial Officer.

QUESTIONNAIRE.
1. Sarl Electronics.

2. Address: 210 Rue Cach Meng, Saigon, Vietnam.
3. (h) Sales or indent agent selling: See (A) over.
4. Preferred language of correspondence: English. Cable address SEGASTAR
Saigon. Code used None.
5. Buys from following countries: United States—See (B) over.

6. Organization : Corporation established on May 1, 1965 in Hong Kong.
7. Head Office: Hong Kong. Branch houses Los Angeles, California.
8. Sales Territory: South Vietnam. Number of traveling salesmen employed 7.
9. Representatives in United States: Tradewell Enterprises, P.O. Box 598,
14106 Ventura Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, California 91403.
10. Financial references: Bank of America, Los Angeles, California. Trade
references: AIII, Hong Kong—Price & Co., Hong Kong—See also list above.
11. Capital Authorized: US$ 500,000.00. Paid in US$ 500,000.00. Volume of
business: US$ 750,000. Number of employees 32.
12. Indicate relative size of concern (check) : Medium.

13. Managers or partners: William J. Crum (USA)–Jack W. Bybee (USA)—
A. A. Smith (USA).

14. Capital stock controlled by: Does not apply—All US citizens.
15. Sellings agents for: See listing (A) above, all firms represented are ex
clusive.

(k) State the sales ability and experience of agent, based on local and
American references, lines handled and how long, types of trade called upon,
and the specific channels of distribution observed:
Gande, Price, Ltd., headquartered in Hong Kong, opened an office in Saigon
only a year ago. Formerly, it had representatives who took orders for trans
mittal to Hong Kong.
Gande, Price, Ltd. is not authorized to conduct business on the local market
in Viet-Nam. (It has no patente, as the business license is known) It places

orders on behalf of diplomatic, official or military customers only for goods
which enter Viet-Nam exempt from customs duties and taxes. It is not allowed
to import goods for sale to local residents.

Gande, Price, Ltd. takes orders for liquor and club supplies (the latter has
become the most important activity because of the number of U.S. military
service clubs established throughout Viet-Nam where American servicemen are
stationed). Gande, Price takes orders for such items as refrigerators, air-condi
tioners, etc. the goods are temporarily stored in the offices on Ngo Dinh Khoi
and then forwarded to destinations within the country.

16 (continued). Provide a digest of the firm's trading experiences including
information obtained from banks, showing the highlights in the firm's history
including changes in lines handled, variations in annual turnover and capital;
this should be a performance record of this firm:

2012
The Embassy is unable to comment on the business reputation of the firm

since the firm—as an agent—has no need for Saigon banking facilities. Finan
cial transactions are all handled with the NY. Bank.
Credit information should be available from the First National City Bank of
New York or from credit sources in Hong Kong.

Exhibit No. 614
APO SAN FRANCISCO 96507

NoveMBER 18, 1967
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMS,

Republic of Vietnam,
Saigon, Vietnam
DEAR SIR: The purpose of this letter is to advise you that the Sarl Electron
ics Company has contracts with various officers' and enlisted clubs and messes
to provide technical services equipment and maintenance of amusement elec
tronic machines throughout Vietnam for the welfare and morale of United
States military personnel.
In order to render this service SARL ELECTRONICS COMPANY has been

authorized to import machines, parts and supplies directly into Vietnam by the
United States Forces.

Inasmuch as the above equipment, supplies and spare parts are used in sup

port of United States Government facilities the importation of this merchan
dise is authorized duty free.

Your cooperation in this matter will be deeply appreciated.
Sincerely,
EARL F. COLE,
Brigadier General, US Army,

Deputy Chief of Staff (P&A).
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on 20 Oct 69, Mr William wolnon, area Manager, serl Electronica, 2nd

cach Mans st, Saigon, was interviewed in his office. Present for the interview,
called in an a witnesa by undow was Mr Tony J. FuRIO, Saigon R-present-tive,
Sarl Electronica.
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Mr Walnow furnished then mea of Sarl Salaamon now in country as Anthony J.
FuRIO, Alan J. LESLIE, Richards. Kulubazian, M.M. MESEMA and Mr Ray Kanaz.Inn.
He identified principal atockholdern of the company as a Mr STEVERSON and Mr
MINDMARSM, the solictor an Mr David Hussey, all three with address as 101 windsor
House, Hong Kong. WELDow declined to furnish banking information on himself or
any member of Sarl, wellow denied that serl ever engaged in any activity which

violated us and Vietn-ene regulations. Club-netter of Sari-storing equipment
"…as stored there at one time
at Long Binh Post, Will" Litted that on

###: #:
#
Era - as "r" with Grind that the greement was in writing.
:*::::::: *In

the agreement and did not have

a copy available. Welbow commented that this document along with any other required
for the military would have to be obtained from the Hong Kong Office. WELDON
refused to discuss Gen. COLE or Mr. CRUMM, but commented that CRUMM did not own Sarl
Electronica. Wilbum also stated there was no connection between Sarl and Price.
and company. At this point, WELDON stated that he would not orally answer further
Questions but that further questions would have to submitted in writing totallow
his lewyor to review the questiona and advise him on the answer.
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ExHIBIT No. 618

AVCA SGN LS CC (15 Deco.7).
1st Ind

Subject: Minutes of Board of Governors Meeting.
BA, Headquarters, Long Binh Post, US Army (Prov), APO 96491, 18 Decem
ber 1967.

To: Commanding General, United States Army Vietnam, ATTN: AVHDC, APO
96.375.

1. Recommend approval.
2. The following clarification is submitted concerning the consolidated Profit
and Loss Statement:

a. Entertainment expenses have exceeded what was authorized by the Board
of Governors in November by $10,125.00. The over expenditure is a carry over

of the excessive bookings made by the previous Secretary/Custodian. Efforts
are being made to identify and cancel excessive bookings made for the remain
der of December in order to reduce the entertainment costs for the next ac

counting period. However, cancellations are not always possible because valid
contracts have been written. The central booking procedure, which was initi
ated last month, will preclude over booking effective January 1968.
b. Mess Sales, Main NCO/EM Club. A net loss of $2,189.94 was experienced
from kitchen operations for the month of November. There are no known ex
planations for this condition; however, collusion between a husband and wife
is suspected. The husband controlled the cash and the wife the inventories.
This situation has since been corrected and neither are now employed by the
mess system. The Annex Manager has been replaced. An inspection of the Mess
Sales as of 13 December discloses an increase of almost $1,000.00 over the en
tire previous accounting period.
ROBERT B. HAIR,
LTC, Artillery,

Acting Commander.
AVHGA-SF (15 Dec 67).
2d Ind

Headquarters, United States Army Vietnam, APO 96375, 29 December 1967.
To : Commanding Officer, Long Binh Post, US Army Prov, APO 96491

Approved.
For the Commander:
EARL F. Col E,
Brigadier General, US Army,

Deputy Chief of Staff (P&A).
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MINUTEs of BoARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

HEADQUARTERs, LoNG BINH Post, US ARMY (PROW),
APO SAN FRANCISCO 96.491, December 15, 1967.
1. The regular meeting of the Board of Governors of the USARV NCO/EM
Open Mess was called to order by the President at 1345 hours, on 11 December
1967.

a. The following members were present:

:

SMJ Garrity, R. M., President; 1SG Lewis, B. F., Member; 1SG Lloyd, G.
W., Member; 1SG Whitehead, M. D., Member; 1SG Chase, R. L., Member; 1SG
Young, H. H., Member; 1SG Jones, F. L., Member; MSG Estes, T. L., Member;
PSG Ingram, J. R., Member; SFC Hoehn, F. L., Member; SFC Normandia, E.,
Member; SFC Miranda, E. M., Member; SSG Sarver, W. M., Member.
b. The following members were absent:

SMJ Vernon, R. E., Member; 1SG Crawford, M., Member; MSG Schultz, G.
F., Member; PSG. McGiaty, E. P., Member; SFC Fujiniga, J., Member; SFC

Martin, N. J., Member; SFC Boyd, C. T., Member; SFC Adams, G., Member;
SFC Word, C. M., Member; SFC Brewer, H., Member.

C. Also present:
MAJ McNamara, J. J.; MAJ Fukuhara, J. C.; SMJ Claus; SMJ Rea; SFC
Higdon, W. E., Secretary/Custodian.
2. The minutes of the November meeting were read by the President of the
Board. A motion was made and seconded to approve the minutes as read.
Motion carried.

3. The financial statement for the period ending 25 November 1967 was ex

plained to the board. A motion was made and seconded to approve the finan
cial Statement as read.
Motion carried.
4. Old Business

a. The chairman of the House Committee stated that the House Committee

has received eight (8) proposals for construction of a 50 room Sauna Bath on
Long Binh Post. The Secretary/Custodian was instructed to arrange a meeting
between all people submitting bids and the House Committee.
5. New Business

a. A motion was made and seconded to have a one (1) hour unannounced
Happy Hour each day beginning 24–31 December 1967, with a price of $.05 for
beer and soda and $.15 for mixed drinks.
Motion carried.

b. A motion was made and seconded to purchase a 2,000 cubic foot freezer
for $13,500.00.
Motion carried.

c. A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $40,000.00 for Entertain
ment for the month of January 1968. This is less than 15% of Gross Sales.
Motion carried.

d. A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $6,000.00 for the wiring
of kitchens for Annexes #7 and #2.
Motion carried.

e. A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $7,000.00 for a water
tower, tank and septic at Annex #4.
Motion carried.

f. A motion was made and seconded to appropriate $15,000.00 for a ceiling

and air conditioning for Annex #11, provided that the Post Planning Board
will turn the building over to the Club system.
Motion carried.

g. A motion was made and seconded to set the selling price of all whisky at
$.25 per shot.
Motion carried.

h. A motion was made and seconded to make Annex #19 an NCO Club and
Annex #18 an EM Club.
Motion carried.

i. A motion was made and seconded to authorize $200.00 for the expenses of
Annex 4's grand opening.
Motion carried.

j. A motion was made and seconded to set aside $24,000.00 for the construc
tion of a central warehouse.
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Motion carried.

6. Having no further business the meeting was adjourned at 1445 hours.
RAYMoND M. GARRITY,
SMJ, USA,
President, Board of Governors.
WILLIAM E. HIGDON,
SFC E7, USA,

Secretary/Custodian.
EXHIBIT No. 619
CARLING,

February 12, 1970.
Attention of : Mr. W. S. Pine, cc : Mr. D. J. Dittmann.

Subject: Trip to Far East 28 Jan–6 Feb.
I arrived in Hong Kong at 00:30 Friday 30 January 1970 and was met by
Mr. William Crum, Price and Company. We proceeded to his home to discuss

our problem. Mr. Crum was very upset and wanted to know how I heard
about Price and Company being de-listed, his company has not to date been of
ficially notified of the action. Mr. Crum feels that he is being persecuted by

the military and that any company that he is associated with will be discrimi
nated against. I told him that under the circumstances I felt that I must go
into Vietnam and gather all the information possible and return and evaluate
him of the findings and what steps would be taken. Mr. Crum stated that Mr.
Bill Johns, broker for Schlitz was de-listed but still represented Schlitz in
Vietnam, in fact the whole of the Far East. I told him that I was aware of
this situation, but my concern was Carling, and we would not allow ourselves
to be dictated by other breweries actions. I apprised him of our current lack
of orders from the VRE and told him that I attribute this situation partly,

due to our association with his company. These are the things I must deter
mine before I decide to make a move or stand pat.

I departed for Vietnam the same day and was met by Mr. Richard Wright,
Resident Manager of Price and Company. Mr. Wright informed me that Price
and Company was, in fact, de-listed and that he was informed on the 28th of
January but to date has not received any official correspondence regarding the
matter. I inquired how did this effect him and he stated that he was only ef
fected as an employee of Price and Company and that he cannot call on the
Central Purchasing Agencies, recently established by the military, to do busi
ness for Price and Company. MACW Headquarters is responsible for the de
listing but will not go into detail regarding de-listing of any company, but let
it be known that association with a company of Mr. Crum does not encourage
one to do business with the firm.

After spending most of Saturday and Sunday at the International House
and local pubs, the gathering places for the custodians of open messes and dis
cussing Black Label and Dick Wright it was apparent to me that Mr. Wright

was highly regarded. Owners of the local pubs upon learning who I was would
take me back to the storage area and show me how much Black Label they

were using and without failing tell me Mr. Dick's beer they sell all the time.
Most of the custodians would report to Mr. Wright the amount of Black Label
they picked up at the depots that week. Mr. Nicoles, Manager of the Interna
tional House, whom all the custodians go to for all sorts of favors, is a great
booster of Mr. Wright and quite an out spoken person (Mr. Nicoles and I ran
clubs in Korea at the same time and are acquainted) lets it be known, that
Black Label is the beer to sell, to all the boys. Mr. Nicoles is not a person the
custodians would want to lose as a friend.

Mr. Wright, at this time inquired about the Carling account. I asked him
what he would do under the circumstances. He let it be known that he would

like to handle the account if Price and Company was to lose it. He would get
two other men, all ready in country and keep his two employees in the office. I
told Mr. Wright that an answer could not be given until such time as I was

able to talk to the Vietnam Regional Exchange personnel.
Monday, the exchange personnel were in conference all day and no appoint
ments; appointment could not be confirmed until Tuesday morning, another
day of research at the International House.

Tuesday—arrived at the VRE headquarters for appointment with Mr. Dod
son, Chief, Retail Branch. Appointment was confirmed at 0900 hours for 1330
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hours. Mr. Dodson came down to the meeting room immediately and his greet

ing was very cordial. I informed Mr. Dodson that this visit was prompted by
three factors, the de-listing of our broker, search of information regarding

Black Label stock level and Black Label's position in regard to cycle six and
seven. Mr. Dodson stated that the official inventory was now being conducted
and all he could say was that on January 10th there was approximately 3,900
pallets of Black Label in the depots or 312,000 cases.

Cycle six was submitted for approximately 1,600,000 cases with instructions
not to include Carling or Millers in the cycle. At this point I let him know

that Mr. Saporiti, Chief, Southeast Asia Section; Retail Inventory Manage
ment Branch in Dallas had informed us that General McCord had recently de

cided to stay with the quota system of ordering and Carling would again be
receiving their quota. He stated that cycle seven was now being compiled and
he felt that Carling would be included. At this time Mr. Raymond, Chief In
ventory Management joined us. After an exchange of greetings Mr. Dodson in
quired if Carling had received an additional quota during the period of the
Budweiser strike. I informed him that two cycles have been doubled. Looking

to Mr. Raymond, he stated “there it is". He then proceeded to tell me that an
exchange employee decided to eliminate the double handling of beer and soda
water and took upon himself to make direct deliveries from the ships to thirty
three (33) outlets. This of course stopped the orders from these outlets to the

Saigon and Qui Nhon depots. This practice was initiated after the double ship
ments of Carling had arrived and been delivered to the depots. This of course
left the Black Label sitting in the depots and the fresh Black Label was
shipped to the retail outlets direct from the ships along with the other brands
of beer.

In Qui Nhon depot they have 4,700 pallets of Millers and Carling, about 30%
is Carling. They have been depleting this inventory at a rate of 100 pallets a
day and there has been no complaints about the product. Mr. Dodson stated

that in September 1969 they had an inventory of $23,000,000 in beer and soda
water. Mr. Dodson stated that they are aware that Carling is blameless re
garding the high inventory problem that has developed and feels that no harm
will come to the brand due to some forced issues. Much of our product is
being retailed in six packs, these sales are not chargeable to the ration and
therefore the men are eager to make this type purchase.
Regarding the de-listing of Price and Company, Mr. Dodson stated that this
was done by MACV Headquarters and that the exchange certainly are not pen
alizing the manufacturer because of a broker being de-listed. I inquired about
Mr. Wright and Mr. Dodson stated that Mr. Wright would be extended the
same courtesies extended any representative of any concern.
Mr. Dodson then informed me that he has extended in Vietnam for another

year and we would be seeing each other for at least that long. I requested the
opportunity to make a courtesy call on Col. Thomas, Commander, WRE. Col.
Thomas was in PACEX Hawaii and Mr. Dodson promised to arrange a meet
ing for me in May. I inquired about POS for his outlets and he stated that he

did not use any, but he would appreciate some napkins, coasters, ashtrays, etc.
for the exchange lounge that supports an orphanage with the profits from the
operation. I told him I would arrange a recurring order to be shipped every

other month to his office. He thought that this would be great and we parted
after a visit of forty-five minutes.
Mr. Wright picked me up at the VRE Headquarters and we returned to his
office. I informed Mr. Wright that I was instructed by Mr. Pine, our Division
Sales Manager, to return with a representative if I feel that we must cancel

Price and Company and I requested that he read and sign an agreement which
will appoint him as our broker effective April 1, 1970 on a trail basis. I will

inform Mr. Crum of the cancellation when I arrive in Hong Kong. I made him
aware that the orders for Vietnam will not start rolling again until June and

he stated that he realized that and would do everything to get the old can de
pleted. I then departed for the airport onward to Thailand.

Thailand-I arrived in Bangkok approximately 1800 hours and attempted to
contact Mr. Glenn Faulks as soon as I checked into the hotel. There was no

answer so I waited til morning and called the office at 0830, not getting any
answer I had the call transferred to Mr. Hayward's apartment.

Mr. Hayward is the accountant and office manager. Mr. Hayward informed
me that Mr. Faulks was out of the country and would be gone the rest of the
week. Mr. Tuttle was in Udon and he was uncertain about his return. Mr.
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Pipas, their best salesman, has left the company and has been replaced by Mr.
Hamilton who was in Vietnam for the company. There was no one available to
give me any information regarding our product. I checked with the exchange
and was informed that Mr. Rose, Chief of Retail has been reassigned. Mr.
Cooper, Chief Inventory Management will be leaving by June; Col. Maines,
Commanding is being re-assigned to Dallas which leaves Mr. Keely, Chief of
Consumables as the survivor to the period of the Carling disaster. Mr. Keely
is a good man and inclined to give us a helping hand when possible. During
the past calendar year Hamms has been the largest seller approximately
400,000 cases (the aluminum can is a resaleable item), Budweiser had sales of
260,000 cases, Olympia sales 240,000 cases, with Pabst, Schlitz and Falstaff
selling approximately 200,000 cases each. It is apparent that the rusted con
tainers we had in the market has cost us about 200,000 cases in sales and if

some aggressive action is not taken soon, we will find ourselves de-listed by
the exchange. With Mr. Pipas off Envoy's sales force we will have to start
some vigorous promotional programs and have to divert some monies pro
grammed for other markets.
I got in touch with Mrs. Lucille Fairman who represents Price and Company
in Thailand to seek information regarding our product in Thailand. Mrs. Fair
man is well acquainted with Col. Maines and family and was having the Col.

and family over for dinner the week-end of February 7–8. Mr. Fairman repre
sents International Harvester Tractors in Southeast Asia. Mrs. Fairman will

attempt to draw out the Col. regarding Carling at that time.
I took off for Hong Kong and was met by Mr. Herb Edelstein of Price and

Company. Mr. Crum and I got together for a meeting and discussed the Viet
nam market. I told Bill that in view of MACW Headquarters attitude I feel
that I must cancel the agreement between Carling and Price and Company.
Mr. Crum was unhappy about this but understands that staying with Price
and Company might be harmful for our product. I asked him what are his

plans for his men and he said, “What the hell is left, I'll have to let them go."
At this time I informed him that I would like to give Mr. Wright the account
and seeing that he had no plans for him, it should not create any friction. Mr.

Crum stated he is happy for the boys for they do a good job. I informed Mr.
Crum that I feel that Mr. Wright is well qualified and hope that all turns out
well for him. He asked me about Thailand and stated that when he had that
market Carling was number one there in sales and still to this day don't know
why we took that account away from him. I told him there is much to be de

sired in Thailand as he was well aware, but I was not looking for a chance at
this time.

I departed for Japan and was met by Mr. Van Hoose, Sales Manager Trade
ship Ltd. Mr. Van Hoose and I had a real fine meeting and he is setting up a
program that will help us keep fresh produce in this market. We discussed the
“Check Your Label” promotional and he thinks that this should work real well

in many clubs. Mr. Van Hoose is coming to the States this month and plans to
visit the plant in Tacoma. Mr. Van Hoose feels that all of the bottled Black

Label will be out of stock prior to the arrival of our January shipment. I in
formed him that Heidelberg will be made available to his market and fur
nished him the prices. He feels that he will be able to obtain a 5,000 case
order and get it moving with the allowance we will make available.
Summary—I believe that we will be back in business with cycle 7 in Viet

nam and that our approach has helped us. We have not reflected the attitude,
to the Exchange personnel, that we were being discriminated against. We rec

ognize a problem that had developed and they realized that they created the
problem and are doing everything to eliminate it. Our relationship in Dallas
and Vietnam is very cordial and with Mr. Crum removed from the scene our
product will not be hurt sales wise. The Company that will represent us are
staffed with personnel well acquainted with the market and relations with the
buyers are very good. Patience and cooperation with the Exchange personnel
will go a long way for us. Thailand cannot be fully evaluated until my next
visit, but I must program some extra funds into this market to stimulate our

sales. There are many indications that Envoy International is coming apart,
rumors have them losing more of their accounts. There has been a reduction
of personnel in their sales forces. This market must be watched closely and all

information concerning this market must be evaluated. Reports from Envoy
cannot be considered completely accurate.

Japan-I believe that there has been an awakening in the personnel of Trade

ship and every indication is that we will get the results we desire. Coopera
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tion is in evidence and with Mr. Bochow about to take up residence in Japan

a tighter control should get a better calling pattern to the clubs. I am happy to
state that the stock level of our produce has reached a realistic level and fresh
beer will be channeling to all retail outlets shortly.
Sincerely,
J. A. NARDIELLO,
Military Sales Manager,
Pacific Division.
ExHIBIT No. 620

SUMMARY of INFORMATION FROM INSPECTOR GENERAL REPORT of INQUIRY

INTO THE QUIN HON OFFICER AND NCO MESS ASSOCLATIONS
1. On 7 October 1968, the Inspector General, US Army Support Command,
Qui Nhon, was directed to inquire into the purchasing and contracting proce
dures employed in both the Qui Nhon Officers Open Mess and the Qui Nhon
Noncommissioned Officers Open Mess Associations. The Inspector General was
directed further that if, during the course of the inquiry, he were to determine
that malpractices or gross irregularities existed, he would initiate a formal in
vestigation in accordance with the provisions of Army Regulation 20-1
(Inspector General Activities and Procedures). The inquiry was made by the
Inspector General and by representatives from the Office of the Comptroller,
Directorate of Support Services, Special Services, and Directorate of Mainte
nance (Command Maintenance Management Inspection (CMMI) Team). The
report of inquiry focused attention on the following areas: a. Administration;
b. Management; c. Contracts; d. Entertainment; e. Warehousing and inventory

control; f. Transportation; g. Sanitation and food service; h. Fire prevention
and safety. The following paragraphs are keyed to the eight areas of interest
cited above.

2. Administration. The general administration and forms management of the
Qui Nhon Noncommissioned Officers Open Mess (NCOOM) were unsatisfactory.
The provisions of Army Regulation 345–215 (Records Management—TOE
Units of the Active Army and the Army Reserve) had not been followed and
no functional file system existed. Difficulty was experienced in locating corre
spondence because of this deficiency. It was further noted that there was a
lack of necessary regulations governing the files and that personnel responsible
for administrative files were not familiar with the basic regulation (AR
345–215), nor had they been trained in the administrative field.
3. Management. The overall management of both mess associations was con
sidered unsatisfactory. The Boards of Governors had not been performing their
functions in accordance with USARV Regulation 230–60. Central accounting
procedures were unsatisfactory. Bank statements had not been reconciled since
July 1968. There was a lack of control over serially numbered purchase orders.

The monthly financial statement was meaningless as there had been no recon
ciliation of bank statements since July of 1968. In May of 1968 an investiga
tion had been made into a shortage of $38,000 worth of fixed assets. The inves
tigation was lost in the administrative chain and no effort had been made to
reinstitute the investigation to resolve the shortage. Checks and balances were

practically nonexistent in the Central Accounting Office. It appeared that the
Accounting Office was taking its guidance from the Custodian of the Noncom
missioned Officers Open Mess instead of formulating and observing policies for
the custodian to follow. Internal standard operating procedures which existed
broad in coverage and did not outline specific responsibilities for opera
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tions.

4. Contracts. The general system for negotiating contracts was unsatisfac
tory. There were no controls in the negotiations or in follow-up afterwards to
ascertain that contracts were being fulfilled. It was determined that some con
tracts had been made without appropriate study or estimate of actual require
ments by the Boards of Governors. It was also found that major commitments

had been made in some instances without any contract to support the commit
ment. It was further determined that, at the time most contracts in existence
had been written or made orally, most of the companies were not on the
USARV list of approved sales companies and had no letter of authorization to

solicit business in the Republic of Vietnam. It was noted that a representative
of SARL Electronics was involved in a major investigation of unauthorized
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use of APO facilities which was conducted by the CID. It was found that the
Club Association conducted approximately $300,000 worth of business with
SARL Electronics since January of 1968. It appeared that contract costs for

services performed by one firm (ROK Engineering) were grossly excessive. It
was found also that contracts with SARL Electronics did not contain language

required by paragraph 15, AR 230–8 (Nonappropriated Funds and Related Ac
tivities). It was determined that approval for these contracts had not been ob
tained from the Commanding Officer, Qui Nhon Sub-Area Command. It also
was determined that contracts were being let with no attempt to obtain bids
from other Sources.

5. Entertainment. The entertainment practices of the Qui Nhon Officers Open

Mess and the Qui Nhon Noncommissioned Officers Open Mess Associations
were found to be unsatisfactory in the areas of operations and controls. There
was a lack of controls concerning most of the aspects of entertainment opera
tions and, in those instances where controls did exist, there was laxity in en
forcement. Of these controls, entertainment hiring procedures, as outlined in
USARV Regulation 230–60 and in the constitutions, were not being followed.
It was determined that the Custodian of the Noncommissioned Officers Open
Mess had been doing all of the auditioning, hiring, and paying of shows. The
custodian thus had complete control in this field, although the constitution del
egated this to the Entertainment Committee. It was determined that approxi
mately four agencies were receiving approximately 77% of the Noncommis
sioned Officers Open Mess entertainment money. It appeared that three of the
four agencies were in fact all part of one agency, thus only two agencies were
getting 77% of the business. This amount, over a five-month period, was more
than $225,000. The lack of control and laxity of enforcement of existing regu
lations contributed to the possibility of mismanagement, such as was charged
in an issue of Variety in October of 1968.
6. Warehousing and Inventory Control. Warehousing and inventory control
were unsatisfactory. It was determined that the Noncommissioned Officers
Open Mess Association had a good warehousing plan with adequate storage
space but did not comply with the plan. A complete inventory had not been
completed as required by the Comptroller's audit of the Mess Association made
in May of 1968. It was not possible to ascertain the status of fixed assets. An
inventory of sorts had been made but the fixed assets cards were out of date
and shortages and overages could not be determined. There was evidence that
a mixture of Association and Government stock control property in both Asso
ciations existed without any apparent effort to secure authority and to estab
lish accountability. It was further found that the NCO Mess Association had
stored controlled stocks and non-controlled items in the same warehouse. It
was also found that the Noncommissioned Officers Open Mess and the Officers

Open Mess Associations had unserviceable and excess equipment on hand
which could not be used and had taken no action to drop this equipment from
accountability.

7. Transportation. Vehicles and materials handling equipment of both asso
ciations were inspected on 29 October 1968 by the Qui Nhon Sub-Area Com
mand CMMI Team. The overall rating of the inspected equipment was unsatis
factory. None of the 17 pieces of equipment in the Noncommissioned Officers
Open Mess Association failed to pass the inspection, and eight of the nine
were deadlined on the spot.
8. Sanitation and Food Service. Sanitation of the food service facilities in

the Noncommissioned Officers Open Mess was considered unsatisfactory. There
had been no scheduled or unscheduled inspections by food service personnel.
Sanitation and food service were considered marginal at best. Clubs did not
have adequate hot water facilities and, in many cases, did not have disinfec
tant available.

9. Fire Prevention and Safety. The fire prevention and safety programs of
the Open Mess Associations were found to be unsatisfactory. Six of eight facil
ities inspected at random were found to be unsatisfactory.
10. There were no internal standard operating procedures at the individual
club level. Such procedures should provide for adequate guidance relating to
financial transactions and accounting, standards of conduct, fire prevention,
and other administrative and operational areas. It was determined that the

Noncommissioned Officers Open Mess had published a standard operating pro
cedure. However, this procedure was broad in scope and did not outline each
club manager's area of responsibility.
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11. The Boards of Governors of both Associations were not functioning in
accordance with appropriate regulations. USARV Regulation 230–60 outlines

the duties of the Boards of Governors and requires an organizational chart
with specific personnel on the board responsible for specific functions within
the system. It appeared that the custodian was running the Board of Gover

nors rather than being their administrative tool to efficiently operate the Non
commissioned Officers Open Mess.
ExHIBIT No. 621

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,
OFFICE of THE SECRETARY of THE ARMY,
Washington, D.C., March 8, 1971
Mr. JEROME. S. ADLERMAN,

General Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on
Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. ADLERMAN: Your letter of March 5, 1971 alleges that the Army
has been “withholding” information concerning Colonel Earl F. Cole. Since, as

Secretary Resor indicated to the Chairman yesterday, this allegation is not in
accord with the facts as we view them, I would like to provide you with a
factual statement concerning the matters you raise in your letter. Since your

letter to me was mentioned during your public hearings, you might consider
providing copies of this response to interested members of the Committee.
I shall deal first of all with your request for “full documentation” concern
ing the Secretary's decision to vacate Colonel Cole's temporary appointment as
a Brigadier General. Prior to the date of your letter, your staff was given the
opportunity to review the entire file upon which the Secretary's action was
based. You subsequently requested certain material from that file, and this ma

terial was forwarded with my letter of March 2, 1971. Since the three-page
summary provided you on March 2 is a complete and accurate summation of
the material upon which the Secretary's action was based, and since your staff
has reviewed that entire file, it clearly seems that you have already been pro
vided “full documentation.”
The basic contention in your letter seems to be that the Army has withheld

information concerning Colonel Cole's statement that he was offered $50,000 to
invoke the Fifth Amendment. Upon your request, a memorandum from General
Polk covering this matter was provided to you on October 20, 1970, nearly five
months ago, and I am completely unaware of any earlier request from you

which would cover this matter. At the meeting with Chairman Ribicoff on
June 19, 1970, Secretary Resor indicated that the Army investigations had not
uncovered sufficient competent evidence of criminality to warrant prosecution,
but that certain administrative actions were contemplated. The Army's investi

gations had, of course, uncovered Colonel Cole's statements concerning the al
leged bribe offer prior to June 19, 1970, but neither Senator Ribicoff, nor you,
nor other members of the Subcommittee Staff present at the meeting requested

any specific information concerning the grounds upon which the Secretary pro
posed to act. The only request for specific evidence which occurred at the
meeting came when the Secretary requested that the Army be given access to
the information which the Subcommittee possessed in order to determine
whether there was, in fact, any basis for criminal action. After indicating that
you also had not uncovered sufficient evidence to support criminal proceedings,
you indicated that you were not in a position to release your evidence to the
Army. As you must be aware, Colonel Cole's statement that he refused an al
leged bribe offer is not an admission of criminal conduct; although his state
ments on this matter were relevant to the administrative action which was
taken, they are perfectly consistent with the Secretary's statement that there

was insufficient competent evidence to warrant criminal prosecution as of the
time that Colonel Cole was reduced in rank and allowed to retire.

Finally, you ask what further steps the Army took regarding the statements
about the alleged bribe offer. As you know from your review of General Polk's
memorandum, Cole's superiors interrogated him about this incident immedi

ately after his return. As General Polk noted in his memorandum, Cole “re
fused to give any additional information,” apart from the basic statement that
he was offered $50,000. Because of limitations placed upon the scope of interro
gation by Colonel Cole's attorney, Cole's subsequent CID statements do not
cover this matter. On July 2, 1970, the Army General Counsel wrote to Cole's
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attorney and specifically requested that Colonel Cole seriously consider submit

ting to the Secretary a full and detailed explanation of the alleged bribe offer.
The statement submitted in response to this letter adds no pertinent informa
tion about this matter. As you can see, the Army took every feasible step to
obtain full information about the alleged bribe offer; the information con
tained in the Summary which you possess contains the essence of what we
were able to obtain.

I hope that the information summarized above will satisfy your concern.

The Army has attempted to cooperate to the maximum extent possible with
your Subcommittee, and I am therefore sorry to hear that you feel we have
been “withholding” information. If you will review your files on this matter, I

am certain that you will see that, within the constraints imposed by consistent
Executive Branch policy, the Army has responded fully and completely to your
many requests for information and that the Army has not “withheld” informa
tion about the alleged bribe offer.
Sincerely,
ROY H. STEELE,
Chief, Investigations Division,

Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison.

ExHIBIT No. 622

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

Washington, D.C., March 11, 1971
CoL. Roy H. STEELE,

Chief, Investigations Division,
Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison,
Department of the Army,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR ColonFL STEELE: Your letter of March 8 concerning our request for full
documentation of the Secretary's decision to vacate Colonel Cole's temporary
appointment as a Brigadier General indicates that the failure to have this full
documentation hinders the Subcommittee since such documentation would be

extremely helpful as a basis for properly interrogating the witness, Colonel
Cole.*

As to the contention that the Army has withheld information, may I point
out that you imply in your letter of March 2, 1971, that prior to taking action
as to Colonel Cole's application for retirement, the Chairman and/or the staff
was advised of all of the facts concerning “Colonel Cole's application for re

tirement and vacating his temporary appointment of the grade of Brigadier
General.

As you know, this is not so. At the time of the meeting on June 19, 1970,
neither Chairman Ribicoff nor any member of the staff had any knowledge
concerning the bribe offer related by Colonel Cole as having been offered on
October 9–12, 1969. This information was not supplied to the Subcommittee
until October 20, 1970, one year after the Army had learned of the bribe offer.
As you state:

“The Army's investigation had, of course, uncovered Colonel Cole's statement
concerning the bribe offer prior to June 19, 1970, but neither Senator Ribicoff
nor you nor other members of the Subcommittee staff present at the meeting
requested specific information concerning the grounds upon which the Secre
tary proposed to act.”

I must say this is a most specious argument. How, could we ask about the
bribe offer when we knew nothing about it?
You will recall that in your letter of February 9, 1970, you informed the
Subcommittee as follows:

“This investigation on General Cole is considered closed."
At that time, you knew of the events of October 9–12, 1969, and the interro
gation of General Cole by General Polk and General Moore concerning the
*The file relating to the Secretary's decision to recall Col, Cole's temporary appoint
ment to Brig. General-was supplied to the Subcommittee a few days thereafter, during
the latter days of the Hearings.
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bribe offer. This is a matter which vitally affects the Subcommittee. According
to Colonel Cole's story, he was urged to take the Fifth Amendment before the

Subcommittee, a clear instance of an attempt to impede a congressional inves
tigation. I feel that it was an obligation of the Department of the Army to
have notified the Chairman of the Subcommittee of these facts as soon as pos
sible after their occurrence. To say the least, there has been a lack of candor
on the part of the Army.
I join you in the request that both your letter of March 8, 1971, and this

letter be made a part of the record. Your letter of March 2 and my reply of
March 5 are already a matter of record.
Very truly yours,
JEROME. S. ADLERMAN,
Chief Counsel.

ExHIBIT No. 623

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

OFFICE of THE GENERAL CounsEL,
Washington, D.C., March 12, 1971.
Mr. JEROME S. ADLERMAN,

Chief Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on Gov
ernment Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ADLERMAN : Certain testimony given before the Permanent Subcom
mittee on Investigations on March 9, 1971 misrepresented the activities of this

office in regard to the Army's investigation of Colonel Earl F. Cole (Ret.). The
purpose of this letter is to provide you with an accurate statement concerning
my activities and the activities of my Principal Deputy, Mr. Webster, in re
gard to this case.

Some of the testimony offered by Brigadier General Harley M. Moore, Jr.,
and by Investigator James R. Johnson implied that Mr. Webster and I “were

not too anxious to have the [CID] continue” the Cole investigation. This is a
complete misrepresentation of the consistent position this office has taken.
Throughout the investigation we have attempted to make certain that all in

vestigative leads were pursued as rapidly and as completely as possible. Our
purpose in speaking with Investigator Johnson, and my purpose in seeing Gen
eral Moore in Europe, was to ascertain the facts about the status of the inves
tigation in order to keep the Secretary of the Army informed. I spent con
siderably more than ten minutes with General Moore in Europe, and the only
reason I did not spend more time with him was that his staff failed to set up
a meeting I had requested for earlier in the week and I was accordingly
forced to set up a last-minute meeting shortly before my departure. I also
spent considerable time with General Polk, the Commander-in-Chief in Europe,
discussing this case. We at all times made it clear that we were not attempt
ing to influence the investigators' professional judgment about how the investi
gation should be pursued. In fact, on several occasions we were instrumental
in urging the CID Agency to accord the highest priority to this investigation.
The testimony taken on March 9 also indicates that in December 1969 this
office received a copy of an audit report indicating irregularities in the Euro
pean Exchange Service, and that we did not furnish this report to the CID
Agency. In December 1969, we received a summary of the audit report from
the Army-Air Force Exchange Service. This summary indicated some possible

irregularities involving contracts, and because of our knowledge of the Cole
case, we requested a copy of the entire audit report. A review of the audit re
port indicated several mentions of the activities of Colonel Cole, and on De
cember 31, 1969, as reflected in the attached note, we forwarded the report
from our office to the CID Agency. The testimony given by Colonel Tufts indi
cates that as far as he personally knows the report was never furnished to his
office. Further discussion on this point with Colonel Tufts indicates that the

only copy presently in the CID Agency is the copy procured from AAFES
Headquarters by the Agency in September 1970. At all times we were attempt
ing to make certain that all possible derogatory evidence concerning Colonel
Cole was provided to the investigators who were examining his activities.

58-590 O-71-pt. 8-16
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I hope the above information will correct the erroneous impression created
by the testimony of March 9. I would appreciate it if the members of the Com
mittee could be furnished copies of this letter.
Sincerely,
ROBERT E. JoRDAN III,
General Cotinsel.

DECEMBER 31, 1969.
Note for Mr. Jordan

Here are copies of the relevant pages of the material on BG Cole provided

by EES. I have sent the whole package to the CID.
R. J. GREENE.
ExHIBIT No. 624

TRAMMELL, RAND, NATHAN & BAYLEs,
Washington, D.C., March 20, 1971.

-

JEROME S. ADLERMAN, ESQ.,
General Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on

Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Old Senate Office Building Washing
ton, D.C.
DEAR MR. ADLERMAN : I was under the impression that when I delivered to the

Subcommittee in open hearings certain Sarl records with a letter I had at
tached to our transmission, Mr. Dotterer's letter to me in connection with my

request to him to appear before the Subcommittee was attached.
I find upon unpacking my briefcase that I had, indeed, transmitted only
Sarl's letter denying my request for documents, but had failed to turn over to
you Mr. Dotterer's letter indicating his decision not to appear voluntarily. The
letter is attached hereto, if you think that it should be made part of the re
cord.

As I communicated to the Subcommittee before, I had a previous commit
ment to go to Manila, Philippines, for the purpose of attending depositions
scheduled by the Department of Justice in the case of U.S.A. v. Harry S. Stone
hill, et al, Civil No. 65–127—HW, pending in the U.S. District Court for the
Central District of California, and I am dictating this letter immediately prior
to my departure for Manila.
As soon as I have an opportunity to leave Manila during a recess or after
completion of these depositions, I will go to Hong Kong to discuss again, and
in person, the Subcommittee's request for an interview by one or more of its
members, with Messrs. Dotterer and Crum. I have alerted both Mr. Dotterer

and Mr. Crum's Counsel in Hong Kong, and will report back either by tele
phone or telegraph as soon as the matter has been resolved.
Respectfully yours,
HANS A. NATHAN.
ExHIBIT No. 625

HONG KONG, March 1, 1971.
Mr. HANS A. NATHAN,

Trammell, Rand & Nathan,
Washington, D.C.
U.S.A.

Dear Hans: I feel that I should make a written statement to you for the rec
ord concerning the request made through you to me that I voluntarily appear
before a U.S. Senate Subcommittee now investigating business practices in
Viet-Nam. I further acknowledge your transmission of Senate counsel's offer
to release other witnesses if I would appear.

You know I have given this matter agonizing consideration. I am fully
aware that in the end such a decision must be my sole responsibility.
I have decided that no good purpose would be served by my voluntarily ap
pearing before this subcommittee.
SCOTT DOTTERER.
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ExHIBIT No. 626

MAGEE & BULow,
Washington, D.C., March 29, 1971.
Senator ABRAHAM A. RIBICoEF,

Temporary Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Com
mittee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR RIBIcorF: Reference is made to my letter of March 26, 1971
in which I enclosed for inclusion in the record the Supplemental Statement of
my client, Colonel Earl F. Cole.
Through inadvertence this Statement was not signed and notarized as re
quired by the Rules of the Subcommittee. Accordingly, you will find enclosed

here with the Supplemental Statement of Earl F. Cole signed and notarized for
inclusion in the record.

Thanking you again for your cooperation in this matter, I am
Yours very truly,
WARREN E. MAGEE.
SUPPEMENTAL STATEMENT OF EARL F. ColE

Since my appearances before the Subcommittee on Investigations of the
Committee on Government Operations, United States Senate, I, Earl F. Cole,
have had an opportunity to review my testimony and the testimony of other
witnesses, and have reflected on that testimony in an endeavor to refresh my
recollection of events which occurred during my tour of duty in South Viet
nann.

As a result of this review, I now recall that an Arcade was planned at Long
Binh Post which, in addition to a Bar and a Snack Room, also would have an
amusement area in which amusement machines were to be installed. Inasmuch

as the money for the construction of an Arcade was not available, an unused
Mess Hall was renovated for this Arcade.

The equipment for this Arcade, as I now remember, consisted of various
types of kitchen items, amusement machines, et cetera, and was ordered either

by the Post Exchange or the Officer/NCO/Open Mess System, which, if I re
member correctly, arrived before the renovation of the Arcade building was
completed. It is likely that this equipment is the equipment Lt. Barclay re
ferred to in his Affidavit and in his testimony before the Subcommittee.
It is also possible that I might have authorized the temporary storage of
this ordered equipment in the Special troop area, where during the hearings I
recollected and testified as having authorized the storage of the ice cubers for
use of the Military.

I do not recall the date when the renovation of the Arcade building was
completed or the date or dates when this equipment was removed from the
storage area and was placed or installed in the renovated Arcade building.
I am sure that the Subcommittee would like this information to be made a

part of the record of the hearings, and my counsel is requesting that this be
done by letter.
EARL F. CoI.E.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of March, 1971.
LOUISE G. BURROUGHS

Notary Public.

My Commission Expires September 30, 1975.

ExHIBIT No. 627

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D.C., May 11, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, Permanent Investigations Subcommittee, Government Opera
tions Committee, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Since your recently completed hearings concerning ir
regularities in the operation of various military nonappropriated fund
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activities focused, to a significant extent, on alleged improprieties occurring in
Vietnam, I believe it would be useful if the record reflected the situation con

fronting military commanders at the times in question. I hope this letter will
help put these allegations in their proper perspective, if not justify wrongdoing
which might have occurred.

Starting early in 1965 and continuing until April 1969, there was a massive
influx of US forces into South Vietnam. As reflected in the inclosure, our
troop strength increased from approximately 23,000 in January 1965 to a high
of approximately 543,000 in April 1969.

This rapid buildup of forces necessitated an equally rapid expansion of Ino
rale and welfare facilities such as open messes, post exchanges, service clubs,
theaters, libraries, and athletic facilities. These facilities were established to

provide needed diversion for our troops during their limited free time, to keep
Our Servicemen out of unwholesome Vietnamese establishments, and to reduce
appreciably personal spending below the piaster ceiling vital to the war effort.
The availability of recreational facilities such as open messes and the hasty

expansion of PX lines and catalog sales resulted in rapid reductions in per
sonal piaster expenditures and contributed significantly not only to the war ef
fort but to an orderly economy as well.

During the critical buildup period in Vietnam, we were operating within spe
cific limitations. For instance, the logistical support base was taxed to its

limits as demands for supplies, merchandise, and construction material
mounted rapidly. During this period, the vast bulk of these commodities en
tered through the antiquated port of Saigon, which was Small and ill-equipped
to handle this surge of material. It was during this period that we were most
vulnerable to dockside pilferage.

Additional difficulties derived from the fact that support requirements for
morale and welfare activities necessarily had a lower priority than did the se
curity of our forces and other primary mission requirements. Some of the ob
stacles which were faced included: frequent personnel rotation; inadequate
base of trained support personnel; the lack of qualified local national employ
ees; and the difficulty of supervising activities in widely separated areas,
which, because of the tactical situation, could be reached only by air, at a
time when air assets were heavily committed to combat.
In view of the adverse war-time conditions and the rapid expansion of facil
ities and services, the great majority of our people performed loyally and well,
and the overall management of nonappropriated fund activities was basically

sound. Some loopholes did exist and, unfortunately, the unscrupulous were
quick to take advantage of the situation.

Headquarters, US Army, Vietnam (USARV) has undertaken numerous ac
tions to correct and improve management of nonappropriated fund activities in
Vietnam. All nonappropriated fund procurement is now conducted through five
central purchasing offices. A Vietnam Open Mess Agency has been organized to
provide policy and inspection service to all USARV open messes. Open mess
audit capability has been expanded. The number of open mess systems is being
reduced and small clubs consolidated with larger clubs. All known open mess

managerial personnel in positions of trust who have been implicated in irregu
larities have been relieved of such duty.

We have had and continue to have problems in the area of nonappropriated
funds. However, many new control procedures, procurement practices, and
training programs have been established and we will continue to work to im
prove our performance.
The experience we have gained in Vietnam indicates that, in any future de
ployment of US forces, positive actions must be taken to preclude the introduc
tion of large quantities of consumer goods and services into the combat zone.
Operations should be limited to a size that the logistics system can adequately
support and control without relying upon the services of potentially unscrupu
lous private persons.

I request this letter be included in the official record of the hearings,
Sincerely,
THADDEUS R. BEAL,

Acting Secretary of the Army,
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U.S. MilitaRY PERSONNEL in South wifTNAM-BY SERVICE
Date

Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1
Dec. 31, 1

Army

800
2, 100
7. 900
10, 100
14,700
116,800
239, 400
3.19,500
359,800
365,600
364, 100
361,500
363, 300
361, 300
360,500
362, 200

Navy

USAF

USMC

15
100

*
5
500
800
900
38, 200

36, 100

68
1,000
2,400
4,600
6,600
20,600
52,900
55,900
58,400

35.700

59.300

500
800
1, 100

8, 400
23,300
31, 700

35,600
35,500
36,500
35, 800
35,800

59, 900

60, 800

79,900

400
500
500
400
400
400
400
500
500
500
500
400

542, 400
540,800
538,200
543. 400

400
300
300
300

472,500
467, 100
442,600

200

427,800
414,900

61. 400

29,700
29,000

57, 400
55,500

315,800
305,100
306,900

28,600
28, 300

53,800

338, 700
331, 400
331, 100

33,700
33,500
31, 400

268,900

19,500
17, 400
16,900

249,600

26,700

52, 200
51, 400
,500
48,200
47,900
46,700
44,100
43,900
43, 100

251,500
245,900

17,000
16, 200

42,200
41,000

298,600
293,600
294,300
294, 100

286, 400

27, 700
25,700
22, 600
22, 200

11.300

16,300
23,300
184,300
385,300

81, 400
80, 700

331, 200
332,000

345, 400

About 900
3, 200

500
500
400

30, 200

342.600

--------------------------------------------------

Total

69,200
78,000
81, 400

61.200
60,500
60,400
59,900
59,700
58,800
58,700
58,400

35,500
34,200

USCG

81, 800

81,700
81,500
79, 400
72, 400

71, 200
64,400
56,800
55, 100

53,800
50, 200
43,600
41,700
41,600
39,900
39, 300

485, 600

536, 100

540, 400

538,700
537,900
509,600
510,500

495,900
478,800
475,200

*

25,000
25, 300
25, 100

200
200
100
100
100
100
100

399,700
,400
373,000
355, 100
334,600

24,900
23,000

100
100

335,700
1326, 200

35,200
30.000

* Preliminary.
Note: Between 1954 and 1960–U.S. military strength averaged about 650 advisors.

ExHIBIT No. 628

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,
U.S. ARMY CID AGENCY,
Washington, D.C., May 28, 1971
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Acting Chairman,

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
Committee on Government Operations,
U.S. Senate

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : It was a distinct pleasure for me to receive your let
ter of 12 April, particularly your specific request for information concerning
steps we have taken to improve CID support provided the U.S. Army. Before I
address specific items, I believe some back-ground information would be useful.
As you will recall, the U.S. Army CID Agency (USACIDA) was established on
5 September 1969 in order to provide a mechanism for worldwide coordination
and quality control of CID investigations. Secretary Resor's testimony before
your Subcommittee on 4 March 1970 emphasized his personal concern in this
area and the innovative steps which had been taken in regard to the CID. He
stated the following during the hearing:
“Our new central CID Agency, which was formed last fall, will also further
these objectives. The new agency is now monitoring and coordinating selected
criminal investigative activities throughout the world. It will provide a central
review of investigations and it will provide a safeguard against the premature
or unjustified closing of investigations.”
This philosophy continues to guide our actions—there now exists a sincere
appreciation of the need for an unrestrained investigative agency, subject to
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top-level supervision and policy guidance, but free to pursue sensitive investi
gations without interference.
I alluded during my testimony on 9 March to two specific procedures in ef
fect now which will, with continuing refinement, help significantly in detecting
and deterring criminality within the Army. We now require CID units to file
with USACIDA the first progress report of a CID investigation and, at the
conclusion of the process, we now also require the submission of a supplemen
tal report when final administrative or judicial action has been completed.
These two procedures, applied Army-wide, go a long way toward attaining the
objectives accentuated by Secretary Resor. We now have a mechanism for fol
lowing all on-going investigations from their initiation to the final decision on
punitive action.
We have almost completed an overhaul of Army regulations on CID activi
ties. New regulations prescribe more stringent and responsive procedures con
cerning criminal investigation. At present there is only one regulation remain
ing to be completed and I anticipate that this one will be printed prior to the
end of this fiscal year. As an example of benefiting from a lesson learned in
this area, I quote a pertinent portion of a recently published Army Regulation
195-1, Army Criminal Investigation Program, which states:
“Within the limitations prescribed in other applicable regulations, criminal
incidents in the felony category will be investigated by CID personnel. The
commander of the appropriate CID activity will direct the initiation of an in
vestigation immediately upon receipt of information that a criminal incident
within his investigative purview has occurred or is suspected. Once initiated, a
criminal investigation normally will continue until completion (unless a major
Army commander, in writing, closes the case in the best interest of the
Army).”

This regulation goes on to prescribe the procedures that must be followed to
close the investigation. These procedures assure that investigations cannot be
halted prior to their conclusion unless a decision to do so is taken at a high
level and the reason is clearly set forth in the record.
Another program we have been pursuing intensively is the requirement for
CID name checks on individuals in club and open mess managerial positions,
as well as persons nominated for these posts. This program has recently been

expanded to the point where we are now literally swamped with name check
requests on commissary and exchange employees, funds handlers, and others in
sensitive posts. An estimate of this volume is roughly twelve hundred such re
quests per week.
Other essential reforms we have initiated on a worldwide basis, and from

which we expect to learn a great deal, are surveys of liquor distributors and
their business practices, vendor pricing policies, and relationships with appro
priated and nonappropriated instrumentalities; a comprehensive property dis
posal analysis program; and dissemination of modus operandi information.
You mentioned during the hearings your concern with problems of files and
records management. We soon should have full control over our criminal rec
ords, which were previously controlled by an external agency. We have also
recently been provided a link into the National Crime Information Center.
This now gives us increased capability for the exchange of essential data.
Moreover, we have recently received data processing equipment which should
allow us to respond more quickly in analyzing selected criminal investigative
activities on a worldwide basis. First progress reports, which are to be submit
ted within 72 hours of the initiation of an investigation will be processed with
this equipment.
In addition to the actions described above, we have other on-going actions

which may be of interest to you :
1. We maintain a comprehensive quality-control program regarding personnel
selected for assignment with CID activities. I supervise this program person
ally. Our emphasis on quality and standards has of necessity required the
elimination of a number of marginal producers. I think the Army, the Con
gress and the American taxpayer can expect no less than the highest stand
ards in its law enforcement personnel policies.

2. My headquarters recently sponsored a currency manipulation conference
attended by representatives of 16 Federal agencies. Our goal here was to pro
vide, for the first time, a national forum for the free and unrestricted exchange
of information in an exceptionally sensitive area which could have serious in

ternational ramifications. We are now following up the many areas highlighted
by the attendees at this unique seminar.
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3. I work closely with the Interdepartmental Action Task Group (Vietnam),
a joint State, Treasury, Defense and AID group which deals with blackmar
keting, currency manipulation and economic conditions within Vietnam. As a

designated Army representative to this body, I attend all meetings and contrib
ute, as productively as possible, lessons learned and the status of investigative
efforts of common interest at the national level.

4. We continue the close monitorship of allegations of war crimes. Even

though the Agency's involvement with My Lai is completed, we still monitor
all substantive allegations of misconduct and battlefield crime.
5. We work closely with the Army and the Army-Air Force Exchange Serv
ice Audit Agencies. We are concerned, as was Secretary Resor in his testimony

of March 1970, with a need to inquire closely into potential relationships
which suggest possible fraud throughout the service establishment, most partic

ularly in the Army. For example, since December 1970 we have provided
investigator/auditor support to commanders throughout the Continental United

States and in four of the overseas commands. We intend to promote this type
of centralized cooperation at every opportunity.

6. USACIDA maintains a policy of providing every possible assistance to
field commanders. A review of the past reflects that we have provided skilled
investigative teams and expertise to Army commanders in the following over
Seas areas as well as within the States: Vietnam, Okinawa, Alaska, Thailand,

Korea, Panama and Europe. Our efforts continue toward both refining and im
proving this support.

Finally, I would like to mention to you the most important development to
take place regarding Army investigative procedures within the last 30 years.
As you may already know, the Secretary of Defense recently directed the de
velopment of a CID organization with vertical control over all resources, on a

worldwide basis. Both the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of Staff have
enthusiastically supported these planning efforts, which to date have produced
a plan which visualizes a worldwide CID Command to control and direct all
Army criminal investigative activities. We are currently forming a planning

group from the Army staff to develop the necessary implementation plans. We
expect this command to be fully operational within the next year.

I trust the foregoing information will be of assistance. Your past and con
tinuing interest in our contributions is appreciated.
Sincerely,
HENRY H. TUFTs,

Colonel, MPC, Commanding.
ExHIBIT No. 629

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D.C., June 3, 1971
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Chairman,

Committee on Governmental Operations,
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : In response to your letter of 21 May 1971 concerning a
possible CID interview of MG Maples, the CID in Europe carefully reviewed
its relevant files. They have informed us that no statement was obtained from
MG Maples concerning his knowledge of Colonel Cole's activities on the week
end of 10–12 October 1969.

However, a review of USAREUR DCSLOG files has uncovered two memo
randa for record which were prepared by MG Maples concerning his conversa
tions with Colonel Cole on 10 and 13 October 1969. Mr. Adlerman of your staff

has previously seen these documents as part of the file which constituted the
basis for the Secretary of the Army's administrative action in the Cole case.
This file was furnished to Mr. Adlerman on March 12, 1971, and was subse
quently returned to us. For your convenience we are, therefore, providing you
with copies of the two memoranda in question.
I hope this information will satisfy your needs.
Sincerely,
ROY H. STEELE,

Chief, Investigations Division.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY.,
HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY, EUROPE AND SEVENTH ARMY,
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, LOGISTICS,
APO 69.433 October 13, 1969.
Memorandum for record:
At about 1630 hours, 10 October 1969, I received a call from BG Earl F.

Cole who stated that he had finished his briefings—all had gone well—but that
he was in deep trouble. He asked if I had seen the article in the Overseas

Weekly, to which I replied that I had. He then stated that there was a “T
Agent” and “2 FBI Agents” there in Frankfurt that wanted to talk with him
in a face-to-face confrontation tonight with the other individual mentioned in
the Overseas Weekly article—that he had been with the agents the night be

fore—and that with this situation he could not say no. He would just have to
accept the situation and not be able to return to Heidelberg tonight.
He was told to stay and clear the situation up.
Present in the room when I took the call were LT Stone and Mrs. McCoy (I
took the call on Mrs. McCoy's telephone.)
I reported the conversation immediately to the Chief of Staff, MG Frank

Taylor, as stated—except I identified “the other individual” as “Mr. Big" from
the Overseas Weekly article.
H. N. MAPLES.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

HEADQUARTERs, U.S. ARMY, EUROPE AND SEVENTH ARMY,
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, LOGISTICS,
APO 69.433 October 13, 1969.
Memorandum for record:

At about 0.825 hours, 13 October 1969, in the presence of BG H. L. Moore,
Jr., I confronted BG Earl F. Cole with the suspected violation of “uttering a
false official statement and absence without leave". General Cole was first

warned of his rights under Article 31, i.e.,
a. That he did not have to make any Statement at all.

b. That any statement that he would make could be used against him, and
c. That he was authorized and could have counsel.

I then explained to him the offense of which he was suspected, i.e., that prior
to his departure for Frankfurt he was instructed to return to his place of

duty in Heidelberg on Friday evening, 10 October. He was further instructed
to keep me informed as to his whereabouts since I wanted to be able to get in
touch with him at any time.

On Friday afternoon at approximately 1630 hours, 10 October, General Cole
called and stated that he had finished his briefings—all had gone well—but

that “he was in deep trouble". He asked if I had seen the article in the Over
seas Weekly to which I replied in the affirmative. He then stated that there
was a T Agent and 2 FBI Agents there in Frankfurt that wanted to talk with
him in a face-to-face confrontation “tonight” with the other individual men

tioned in the Overseas Weekly article—that he, Gen Cole, had been with the
agents the night before and that with this situation he couldn't say no. He felt
that he did have to accept the situation and thus not return to Heidelberg Fri
day night, 10 October.
After confronting General Cole with a summary of the above, he replied
that there were extenuated circumstances and he chose to make no statement.
He was then told to return to his quarters and return to the restricted status

in which he had been placed by the Chief of Staff, MG B. Frank Taylor on
Sunday, 12 October 1969.
H. N. MAPLES.

Exhibit No. 681
ARMED FORCES MARKETING COUNCIL,
Washington, D.C., July 2 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, Subcommittee on Permanent Investigations, Committee on
Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN RIBICOFF: As members of industry who specialize in serving

the military resale market, we welcomed your recent investigations. While we
wish we could have said that there was no need for an investigation, such was
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not the case. The tireless efforts and determination of your Committee revealed
corruption and collusion which would not have otherwise been exposed. The
process was painful for the many military and civilian personnel who testified.
Conversely, it was not an easy or desirable task for you and your colleagues.
Through television and newspaper coverage it appeared at times that nearly
everyone in the military resale system and in related industry firms were in
volved. Such an impression is unavoidable and perhaps, inescapable. If such is
the price we Inust Pay to build a new foundation then we must pay it. To the

informed, however, such a conclusion is not accurate or fair. The vast majority
of the personnel (military and civilian) in the resale systems provides yeoman
service in their efforts to enhance the morale and convenience of the serviceman

in uniform. For them, your hearings will provide added incentives, and more
importantly, a reassurance of simple justice.
As necessary and important as the hearings were, subsequent actions by Con

gress, by the Military Services, and by Industry will be even more important
in ensuring an improved club system which meets the needs of the individual

Serviceman and his dependents. Prevention of a recurrence of corruption is para
Inount and a keystone to a responsive club system.

The importance of the military resale systems, and of the clubs in particular,
cannot be overemphasized as a major contributing factor to the moral and wel
fare of the individual serviceman. It is for him that the club exists. The recrea

tional and social aspect of meeting with friends and contemporaries in a congenial
atmosphere must be recognized as a strong incentive and inducement for re

enlistments. As a benefit, it rates high among the non-monetary influences in
selecting a military career. Military clubs, in a way, are unique in that they are
the principal social center for the serviceman. Clubs also relate to his dependents.
Many events are sponsored by the club for the benefit of the dependents such
as family night, food fairs, fashion shows, cultural events, women's activities,
children's events, and other family oriented events. A professionally managed
club enhances the prestige and satisfaction of the serviceman and his family.
As the hearings draw to a close, and reports and recommendations begin to
take shape, we would like to express some of our observations and recommenda
tions which we feel will contribute toward an improved, responsive club system.
Before we get into these recommendations, we would like to briefly provide
some background on the organization and purposes of the Armed Forces Market
ing Council.

The Armed Forces Marketing Council is a non-profit association—business
league—of Manufacturers' Representatives that specialize in the Military Resale
Market.

The Council was incorporated April 25, 1969, under the provisions of Section
501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code.
The Council was formed for the following purposes:
(1) To function as a league of business firms engaged in the business of repre
senting American Manufactures supplying brand name consumer merchandise
to Armed Forces personnel and their families through exchanges, commissaries,
and clubs at military installations both in the United States of America and
abroad.

(2) To promote a better understanding and awareness of the real and con
structive services that our industry provides to members of the United States
Armed Forces and to American Manufacturers.

(3) To provide Associates of the Council with a forum wherein industrywide
problems may be discussed and positive programs developed.
(4) To provide a channel of communication to the Armed Forces retail sys.
tems in order to assist the Armed Forces in meeting their morale and service
missions.

(5) To assist in the continued improvement of the quality, quantity, and
availability of brand consumer merchandise at competitive prices for Armed
Forces personnel and their families stationed throughout the world, and to
encourage the maintenance of the finest possible support service programs as a

major factor in the morale and service missions of our Armed Forces.
(6) To assist the Armed Forces retail systems and American Manufacturers
of brand consumer merchandise in formulating that portion of their policies and
procedures requiring mutual cooperation for the benefit of Armed Forces per
Sonnel and their families.

The Council has adopted a rigid Code of Ethics (copy attached) which is sub
scribed to by all participant firms. It is mandatory that each firm meet the high
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standards of integrity and honesty which we feel are necessary to our continued
successful service to the Armed Forces and to American Manufacturers.

Firms serving on the Council at the present time are:
Dunham and Smith Agencies, Incorporated, Greenwich, Connecticut; Eurpac
Service Incorporated, Greenwich, Connecticut; Harrell International, Incorpo
rated, Westport, Connecticut; C. Lloyd Johnson Company, Incorporated, Great
Neck, New York; John K. Kealy Company, Oakland, California; Julius Roth
child and Company, Incorporated, Lynbrook, New York; S & K Sales Company,
Greenwich, Connecticut; Trans-European Marketing, Incorporated, Selma, Ala
bama; WEBCO USA, Incorporated, New York, New York.
In 1970, the Council appeared before the House Armed Services Committee
Special Subcommittee on Exchanges and Commissaries when it conducted a
Review of Military Exchanges and Commissaries. Our statement before that Com
mittee (copy attached) primarily addressed the role of a Manufacturer's Rep
resentative in the military market and detailed many of the services which he

performs in marketing and distribution of name brand consumer merchandise.
The firms of the Council, representing over 240 cumulative years of service
to the resale systems, would like to make the following general recommendations:
1. We believe that a permanent subcommittee should be designated to oversee
resale activities. This continuing forum would be in the best interest of the
serviceman, the public, the military, and of industry. Last year we made a sim
ilar recommendation regarding exchanges and commissaries to the House Armed
Services Committee. A periodic review and report on the stewardship of these
important programs is an important first step in preventing a repeat of the
activities documented in the course of these hearings. Benign neglect is an

inadequate description for the attention given in some instances to the club
System.

2. We would like to see an office designated within the Department of Defense
or within each Service which would be responsible for Resale Activities Regula
tion/Wendor Relations. At the present time, the Personnel Activities and Facil
ities Directorate of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Man
power and Reserve Affairs has the responsibility to monitor resale activities.
Monitoring is not all that is required, and this office is not adequately staffed
for the functions which we propose. It does have a nucleus of experienced resale
policy personnel and, with additional staffing, would appear to be the most logi
cal designee for this increased responsibility.

We would envision that office would be responsible for issuing clearances to
reliable commercial firms which would facilitate the issuance of passes to indi
vidual representatives by local commands. Clearances would be based upon infor
mation filed by each individual commercial firm. The information could be similar

to that presently required by some Commands including a statement of owner
ship, background and organization of the firm, personal histories of key manage
ment and sales personnel, and other data which would assist the Vendor Rela
tions Office in its determination.

3. Attendent with that responsibility, would be the authority to debar indi
viduals and firms who do not comply with rules and regulations. That office
would have authority to initiate investigations as well as receive reports of
individual infractions from the field. Notice would be given to the firm. Investiga
tion and verification of the infraction would be conducted under the direction

of the central office. If the action proves to be that of an individual, then his
firm would take appropriate action, up to and including dismissal. Concurrently
the designated Resale Activity Regulation/Wendor Relations Office would also
take appropriate action, up to and including debarment of the individual.
If the infraction proves to be fostered and approved by the firm, then appro
priate action should be taken toward the firm up to and including the firm's
debarment. Depending on the nature of the infraction, debarment should be
effective from all Service nonappropriated activities.
Another function of this office would be to receive, in strict confidence, any
suspected major irregularities involving resale personnel or vendors so that
the military's own investigative agencies may check the alleged irregularities.
4. Where practical, we believe that the resale system, should release its sales
data by brand name when this would be of benefit to the vendor fm more ade
quately satisfying the activity's requirements.
5. In line with this move towards a more open operation, we believe that de
barment of commercial firms should also be a matter of public record. This device
has a “carrot and stick" feature which provides a simultaneous incentive to
abide by, and an inhibition to break the “rules."
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While the firms on the Armed Forces Marketing Council are primarily in the
exchange and commissary markets, many have also served the clubs and

Open

rulesses.

Based on this experience, the Council recently presented recommendations re
garding club operation and policy to key Lepartment of Defense and individual

Service personnel. These presentations were offered to provide the view
point of experienced members of industry for consideration in the devel
opment of an increasingly more efficient and responsive system of Non
appropriated Fund Activities. For the most part, the services have welcomed

our interest and support. We feel the efforts currently being undertaken by the
military to clean up improprieties and make the club system responsive are far
reaching and are probably the most important in military service history. It is
imperative, therefore, that these changes assure long range benefits to the mili
tary consumer.

Each service is different and each has its own approach to management and
control of club activities. As the hearings show, each Service has different re
sults. We recognize that it is difficult to generalize and a system which is effective
for one Service may not yield the same results for another Service. While we
have a preference for uniformity of policy and procedures—to the extent pOS
sible, a Service that has a successful system of controls should not be encour
aged to forsake its system solely for the cause of uniformity.

With regard to the clubs we would make the following recommendations:
1. We believe that with proper controls, which we will outline later, author
ized representatives of reliable commercial firms should be permitted and
welcomed to call at all levels of the club systems from headquarters to point
of-sale.

A practice of allowing reliable, properly screened representatives to make
routine sales, promotional and service calls in all clubs will serve to expose
the consumer to a variety of acceptable products. The weight of consumer pref
erences becomes a strong natural check against improper procurement
practices.
Conversely, restricting honest vendors does not prevent a dishonest vendor

from getting his products ordered by a dishonest club manager. Business can
be conducted away from the club unnoticed and undetected. With a controlled
but open policy of vendor-club relations, the weight of free competition and
consumer demand will work to spotlight and eliminate irregular practices.
2. Permission should be granted for vendors to conduct legitimate merchandis
ing and promotional activity at the point of customer contact similar to civilian
commercial practices. This should be allowed only on a carefully controlled basis
which includes a properly documented proposal of the activity to be accom
plished, paid only by check to the authorized club supervisory agency, and a
properly documented certification that the activity was accomplished in accord
ance with the proposal.

Encouraging consumer preferences for one's products is a recognized legiti
mate American business practice. A manufacturer can use television, newspapers,
magazines, coupons, sampling, door-to-door advertising and other methods to

encourage consumers to sample and taste his products. Because many of these
modes are ineffective and inapplicable to the military market, promotions such
as “nickel” beer nights are an important advertising tool. Properly documented
and properly controlled, the consumer, the club and the manufacturer each
benefit from such a practice. Such a practice must be done in moderation . . .
neither the club nor the manufacturer would advocate overdoing this as it would
soon be self-defeating.

Activities such as wine and cheese parties, food fairs and other imaginative
events provide variety and interest to the club's planned programs.

3. We view procurement in three areas: Consumables (liquor, beer, food,
supplies), Equipment (items of permanent nature) and Entertainment. The
firms on the Council are primarily concerned with the procurement of consumable
items and equipment and will address our recommendations to that area. We
are not involved in the entertainment business and are therefore not competent
to discuss that issue.

We recommend all club purchasing be channeled through a secondary govern
ment activity such as a commissary, exchange or central procurement activity.
We believe this recommendation complements our earlier statement that sales

and promotional calls be allowed at club level. Orders would not be placed by
the club to the vendor but rather through the secondary activity. Item selection
of consumables would be generated from the patron level upwards through the
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clubs to the secondary activity. Item selection of equipment would be generated
by club management, but through the secondary activity.
4. Greater emphasis should be placed on a “Club Career” Program. For those
services not now doing so, regular scheduled training courses should be con
ducted. Leading hotel, club and restaurant schools, such as Cornell, Michigan
State and Denver have in the past, and are continuing to be willing to cooperate
with the military in this regard.

Opportunities for increased training and managerial assistance will serve to
enhance the prestige and the professionalism of club managers. ProfessionalisIn
in club management is a prerequisite to patron pride and satisfaction which we
mentioned earlier.

5. Improved financial planning assistance and financial management coupled
with a system of financial controls and audits will serve the club manager, the
patron and the military service. Accountability is the most important remedy
in monitoring club operations.

Our remarks have been directed primarily to the club system although your
hearings have also included post exchanges. We are concerned that reaction to

these hearings could create a more closed door policy on the part of the Army
Air Force Exchange Service and restrict reputable firms from open discussions.
Lack of understanding of the sales service function creates a less competitive
market to the detriment of the Serviceman.

Wendors should have no objection to disclosing information regarding com
pany history and key management background which reasonably would assist
Government officials, nor should nonappropriated activities resist bringing their
operations into the focus of the marketplace. Disclosure of information, and
open negotiations, are as much a key to improving the system as is regulation of
activity.

If we expect to attain an improved club and exchange system, cooperation of
industry and of the military will be most important. Toward this objective, con
sideration should be given to the establishment of a Board or Council comprised
of industry and the various segments of the resale systems. As interested parties
of industry, we pledge our cooperation toward improved communication. We
must fight against trends of Secrecy where secrecy serves no purpose.

We favor the imposition of intelligent regulations and restrictions which will
insure a fair market place of competition. We think that improved controls can
be devised which will foster free competition and eliminate sources of corrup
tion. But new or revised controls must be fashioned toward operations in a

peacetime posture. Regulations designed for a war zone or an area of hostile
activity would be inappropriate and unnecessarily burdensome when applied to
peacetime conditions.
We believe that the military resale systems conduct business against a much
higher standard than most civilian markets. The frequency of impropriety is far
less in the overall military resale systems than it is in the counterpart civilian
retail market. Because the resale systems are governmental agencies, and because

they were created solely to serve the patron, they should be held to higher stand
ards. We believe that the overwhelming majority of the resale system person

nel do adhere to those higher standards.
In summary, we support your efforts in exposing the wrongdoing which existed.
We pledge our cooperation in improving the resale system and preventing similar
activities from recurring. We thank you for this opportunity to share with you
some of our observations and opinions.
Sincerely,
JOHN T. BECKER, President.

ExHIBIT No. 632

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMITTEE on Gover NMENT OPERATIONs,
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

Washington, D.C., May 21, 1971.
Mr. WARREN E. MAGEE,
Magee and Bulow,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MAGEE: This Subcommittee has yet to receive a number of documents,
records, etc., from your client, Colonel Earl F. Cole, pursuant to subpoena and/or
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requested by the Subcommittee during our recent military club hearings. It is
requested that the following material be furnished to the Subcommittee within

the next two weeks so that it may be included in the official transcript:
1. Amended statement of assets and liabilities of Colonel Cole. (Hearing tran
script p. 3468.)

2. Copy of check by Colonel Cole in payment for 25% of lawyer fee. (Hearing
transcript pp. 34.66–67.)
3. Letter regarding combined financial statement of Mr. and Mrs. Cole. (Hear
ing transcript p. 3491.)

4. Statement adding jewelry to list of assets. (Hearing transcript pp. 3551–2.)
Both Colonel Cole and you asked that the Subcommittee admit as evidence the

first statement General Maples made with reference to the weekend of October 10,
1969. Colonel Cole referred to it as a CID interview. We have been unable to
locate such an interview. However, there are two memorandums for the record

dated October 13, 1969, written by Maples, regarding this said weekend and I am
including a copy of these documents for your examination. If these documents
are the ones you are referring to, please so advise so that we can make them a
part of the official transcript.

Your cooperation in this matter will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

ABE RIBICOFF, Acting Chairman.

ExhibiT No. 633

MAGEE & BULOW,

Washington, D.C., June 17, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,

Temporary Chairman, Committee on Governmental Operations, Senate Perma
ment Committee on Investigations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of May
21, 1971 in which you state that a number of documents, records, etc. have not
been received from my client, Colonel Earl F. Cole. Colonel Cole has been out
of the city and I have only recently had the opportunity to go over the contents
of your letter with him.
During the public testimony of Colonel Cole a question arose concerning a
diamond ring which he purchased before July 1, 1966 (Tr. 3549). The record
thereafter becomes confused (Tr. 3549 et seq.). A review of the transcript of
the Executive Session, Volume 1, concerning the testimony of Colonel Cole be

fore the Subcommittee on July 13, 1970 (a copy of this testimony was intro
duced during the hearing on March 12, 1971 by you as Exhibit No. 535), makes
it clear that Mr. Bellino, who questioned Colonel Cole in regard to jewelry pur
chases, limited the inquiry to purchases acquired “since July 1, 1966.” At Tr.
32 the following appears:
“General Cole: I purchased jewelry but I don't recall having purchased any
jewelry on July 1, 1966.
Mr. Bellino: No, since July 1.”
At page 31 of the Executive Session transcript, Mr. Bellino requested the
furnishing of a Financial Statement of Assets and Liabilities “as of the present
time” (the date of the Executive Session) “and as of July 1, 1966.”

In order to avoid any misunderstanding in regard to Mr. Bellino's requests
I stated at the Executive Session that this information would be furnished after

I received a letter stating the specific information and dates which are to be
covered (Tr. 31).
On December 30, 1970 I was sent a letter signed by Jerome S. Adlerman, Gen

eral Counsel for the Sub-committee, requesting the specific information sought.
I am enclosing a photocopy of this letter to me.
We were delayed for a considerable period of time in preparing the requested
statements, as Colonel Cole's financial records were in the possession of the Sub

committee and because of the difficulties in obtaining the requested information
over the telephone and by other methods of inquiry.

During the public hearings Senator Percy stated (on March 17, 1971) Colonel
Cole would be given the opportunity to put in the record his compliance with
the Subcommittee's request for a Statement of Assets and Liabilities “from

July 1, 1966, and again on June 30, 1970” (Tr. 3468).
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I, as Colonel Cole's counsel, and in compliance with the request of Mr. Adler
man, General Counsel for the Sub-committee, of December 30, 1970, and in keep
ing with Senator Percy's given opportunity, furnished the following statements

prepared by Colonel Cole upon the best of his knowledge, information and belief:
1. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1966.
2. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of June 30, 1970.

3. Jewelry Purchases Made by Earl F. Cole (subsequent to July 1, 1966).
I am attaching a photocopy of my letter dated March 11, 1971 addressed to you
as Temporary Chairman of the Sub-committee furnishing the requested
Statements.

During the course of the public hearings I stated for the record that I would
send to the Sub-committee a letter clarifying the situation concerning the request

made through Mr. Adlerman, General Counsel for the Sub-committee, concern
ing the mentioned statements (Tr. 3491).
I am writing this letter in response to your letter to me of May 21, 1971
and also to clarify the confused situation which appears in the record arising
apparently because of a possible misunderstanding of a member of the Sub
committee of the nature of the information requested by Mr. Adlerman as General
Counsel for the Sub-committee.

With regard to the items mentioned in your letter of May 21, 1971, please
be advised as follows:
1. In reference to an amended statement of assets and liabilities as the dia

mond ring was purchased by Colonel Cole prior to July 1, 1966, it was not listed
as one of his jewelry purchases. In addition to the ring, Colonel Cole advises me,
as your staff well knows, that Mrs. Cole has a savings account of her own in

the amount of approximately $1300.00.
2. In regard to the checks which Colonel Cole paid to me on account of his

legal fees and expenses, Colonel Cole does not have the originals of these checks.
Colonel Cole has obtained from his bank copies of these checks in the sums of
$750.00 and $500.00. These copies are enclosed.
3. Under item 1, I have advised of the savings account of Mrs. Cole in the sum

of $1300.00. Colonel Cole also has advised me that Mrs. Cole has a joint account
with her sister in the approximate amount of $1100.00, which money was placed
in this account by Mrs. Cole's mother for burial purposes.
4. Colonel Cole has no additional jewelry to add to his list of assets purchased
subsequent to July 1, 1966, as requested by Mr. Adlerman.
Colonel Cole and I were led to believe that General Maples' first statement with
reference to the week-end of October 10, 1969 was in the form of a CID interview.

As such CID interview cannot be located by your Sub-committee, Colonel Cole and
I request that General Maples' first statement, entitled “A Memorandum For
Record, dated 13 October 1969" (a copy of which is enclosed) be made a part
of the official record.

I trust that this letter supplies the information requested in your letter to me
of May 21, 1971.
We also request that this letter and enclosures be made a part of the official
record.

Yours very truly,
WARREN E. MAGEE.
U.S. SENATE,
CoMMITTEE on Gove:RNMENT OPERATIONs,
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
Washington, D.C., December 30, 1970.

WARREN MAGEE, ESQUIRE,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MAGEE: You may recall that your client, Colonel Earl F. Cole,
agreed on July 13, 1970, to furnish this committee with a statement of his

assets and liabilities as of July 1, 1966, and as of June 30, 1970. To date, these
requested Statements have not been received. Likewise, we have not received
the details of jewelry purchases made by Colonel Cole which he agreed to
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It is imperative that you arrange for the transmittal of this data without
further delay.
Your cooperation will be appreciated.
Very truly yours,
JERo ME. S. ADLERMAN, General Counsel.

MAGEE & BULow,
Washington, D.C., March 11, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,

Temporary Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, of the Com
mittee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR RIBICoEF: My client, Colonel Earl F. Cole, has been requested
to file with this Subcommittee a statement of assets and liabilities as of July 1,
1966, and a statement of assets and liabilities as of June 30, 1970, as well as a

list of jewelry purchases made by “Earl F. Cole.” Our client has prepared this
requested information to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.
In compliance with this request, you will find enclosed herewith :

1. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1966.
2. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of June 30, 1970.
3. Jewelry Purchases Made by Earl F. Cole.
Your very truly,
WARREN E. MAGEE.

STATEMENT OF AssFTS AND LIABILITIES AS OF JULY 1, 1966
As8ETs

Cash–$1,900.00.

Bank Accounts.—Nat’l Bank of Ft. Benning, Ga.; Account No. 10–17–46–6,
$312.81; Account No. 10-17–47–4, $345.98.
Automobiles.—1965 Chevrolet Corvair; 1965 Buick Le Sabre.

Real Estate.—Premises 5420 Brookland Road, Alexandria, Virginia.
Stocks.—Value Line Fund, Inc., 989 shares: Technology Fund, Inc., 209 shares;

Steadman Science & Growth Fund, Inc., 259.425 shares; The Chubb Corporation,
103 shares; Keystone Custodian Funds, 67 shares.

-

Personalty.—Household furnishings in premises 5420 Brookland Road pur
chased over prior years.

Insurance Policies.–Franklin Life Insurance Co., Feb. 8, 1955, Policy
#1339895–Life, Face Amount—$10,000; The Equitable Life Assurance Co., De
cember 1952, Policy #GN 13,892,608, Face Amount—$5,000; United States Gov
ernment Insurance, December 1940, Face Amount—$10,000.
LIABILITIES

Nat’l Bank of Ft. Benning, $261.60; *Bal. 1965 Chevrolet Corvair, $1,200,00;
*Bal. 1965 Buick Le Sabre, $1,800.00; Bal. premises 5420 Brookland Road, Co
lumbia Federal Savings & Loan Association, $27,042.47.
STATEMENT OF Assets AND LIABILITIES AS OF JUNE 30, 1970
Assets

Cash.–$1,800.00; Check representing withdrawal of soldier's deposits plus
accrued interest; plus savings, $15,000.00.
Bank Accounts.—Nat’l Bank of Ft. Benning, Ga., Account No. 10-17-46-6.

$1,186.82; Account No. 10–17–47–4, $1,791.79; First & Merchants Nat’l Bank
(Pentagon Branch), $4,347.32.
*Estimated.
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Automobiles.—1968 Plymouth Road Runner; 1964 Volkswagen.
Real Estate.—Premises 5420 Brookland Road, Alexandria, Virginia.
Stocks.—Value Line Fund, Inc., 2,031.1721 shares; Technology Fund, Inc.,
355.698 shares; Steadman Science & Growth Fund, Inc., 412.71 shares; The
Chubb Corporation, 154 shares; Keystone Custodian Funds, 242 shares.
Personalty.—Household furnishings, etc. in premises 5420 Brookland Road,
purchased over the years.

Insurance Policies.—Franklin Life Insurance Co., February 8, 1955, Policy
#1339895–Life, Face Amount—$10,000; The Equitable Life Assurance Co.,
December 1952, Policy #GN 13,892,608, Face Amount—$5,000; United States
Government Insurance, December 1940, Face Amount–$10,000.
LLABILITIES

Nat’l Bank of Ft. Benning, Ga., $3,080.00; Capt. D. E. Cole, $2,400.00; Magee
and Bulow, $4,768.60; Bal. premises 5420 Brookland Road, Columbia Federal
Savings & Loan Association, $24,383.14.
Jewelry purchases made by Earle F. Cole
Amount

1 Moonstone pin and earrings—New Delhi, India--------------------- $25.00
1 Bronzite ring and earrings–New Delhi, India--------------------- 20.00
1 Smoky topaz ring-Korea----------------------------------------- 12. Oo
2 Gold bracelets-Hong Kong---------------------------------------1 Pr. Mabi Pearl Earrings-Hong Kong-----------------------------1 Silver bracelet-Istanbul-----------------------------------------

42. Oo
40. Oo

18.00

2 Silver bracelets-Hong Kong--------------------------------------

4. Oo

2 Seika wrist watches-Hong Kong----------------------------------

50.00

1 Lady's Rolex wrist watch—Caribe Concessionare, E.E.S. Germany--- 400.00
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[Memorandum, Dated October 13, 1969]

At about 1630 hours, 10 October, 1969, I received a call from BGEarle F. Cole
who stated that he had finished his briefings—all had gone well but that he was
in deep trouble. He asked if I had seen the article in the overseas weekly, to

which I replied that I had. He then stated that there was a “T agent” and “2 FBI
agents” there in Frankfurt that wanted to talk with him in a face-to-face con
frontation tonight with the other individual mentioned in the overseas weekly
article—that he had been with the agents the night before—and that with
this situation he could not say no. He would just have to accept the situation and
not be able to return to Heidelberg tonight.
He was told to stay and clear the situation up.

Present in the room when I took the call were Lt. Stone and Mrs. McCoy.
(I took the call on Mrs. McCoy's telephone.)

I reported the conversation immediately to the Chief of Staff, MG Frank
Taylor, as stated—except I identified “the other individual” as “Mr. Big" from
the Overseas Weekly article.

(Signed)

H. N. MAPLES.
MG, GS, DCSLOG.

ExHIBIT No. 634
TRAMMELI. RAND, NATHAN & BAYLES,

Washington, D.C., June 18, 1971.
Re William Crum.
JEROME S. ADLERMAN, Esquire,

General Counsel, Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Old Senate
Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ADLERMAN : In response to your telephone conversation with my
partner, Norman Bayles, during which you urged a prompt answer as to the
availability of Mr. Crum for an interview by a member of the Subcommittee,
I pressed for a forth with reply from Mr. Griffiths, personal counsel to Mr. Crum.
Yesterday, we were advised by Mr. Griffiths that, based upon the advice of
the doctors who conducted Mr. Crum's examination, Mr. Griffiths advised Mr.
Crum that he should not submit himself to any examination involving interroga
tion, for both medical and psychiatric reasons.
In view of my absence from the city, I suggest that you address yourself
directly to Peter Griffiths, Esquire, Wilkinson & Grist, 12th Floor, Jardine House,
Pedder Street, Hong Kong, B.C.C., in the event that you have any further
questions with regard to this matter during the next ten days.
I regret very much that I have no other information to communicate.
Sincerely yours,
HANS A. NATHAN.

ExHIBIT No. 635
FALLS CHURCH, VA., June 30, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR RIBIcoFF: Since my name was brought up briefly in the course
of your Sub-Committee's investigation of the activities of Brigadier General Earl
Cole (who worked for me at one time) and of Mr. William Crum, I would be
grateful if this letter could be included in the record. I ask this, not because of
anything your committee said about me, but because your hearings coincidentally
triggered a highly sensationalized CBS-TV program in which my name was the
subject of malicious innuendo—a sort of reverse McCarthyism if you will. Since
by repeated requests to CBS for an apology have not elicited even the courtesy
of a reply, I am seeking your indulgence to clarify the public record.

Immediately after its March 16 program I wrote the following protest to the
President of CBS :

“On the 16 March 60 Minutes' segment about the so-called Vietnam PX
scandal, Mr. Mike Wallace knowingly asked Mr. William Crum highly misleading
and loaded questions prejudicial to my reputation and self-respect.
“The program started with Wallace saying Mr. Crum reputedly had help in
his alleged activities from sergeants, high officers, and from high ranking civilian
58–590–71—pt. 8–17
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officials. As I recall, however, I was the only ‘civilian official regardless of
ranking mentioned in the entire broadcast.

“Next, Mr. Wallace announced he wished to ask Mr. Crum questions much on
the minds of the Senate Committee' and then devoted several questions to me,
although I had never even been asked to appear before the Committee. Indeed,
Mr. Wallace told me that Senate investigators had concluded I was not in any
way involved. He further told me he and his colleagues agreed that I could

hardly have been involved. In short, he knew before the program was shown, or
before he even talked with me, that I was not involved in any way in the subject
of the program.

-

“Mr. Wallace first brought my name into play by saying ‘Colleagues of mine
have told me that one of the most frequent visitors to your Saigon villa was

Robert Komer, an American of AMBASSADORIAL (his emphasis) rank. Mr.
Crum quite correctly replied that I had been there only two or three times (in
19 months in Saigon I might add). I also told Mr. Wallace that whichever anon
ymous ‘colleagues of Mr. Wallace's told him otherwise were lying.

“Equally irresponsible, Mr. Wallace in checking with me the night before the
broadcast also said he had a signed affidavit claiming that Mrs. Komer had gone
shopping for Oriental art with Mr. Crum's secretary. I not only flatly denied this.

but Mrs. Komer took the phone and did so too. CBS showed it anyway, without
stating we denied it, though in strong contrast Mr. Wallace was quick to corn

ment on the program that I had “confirmed knowing Mr. Crum.
“Why did Mr. Wallace even bother to check with me? I told him when an
swering candidly all of his questions that my acquaintance with Mr. Crum was
purely social and hardly intimate, I was introduced to him by BG Earl Cole who
worked for me in CORDS at MACV, I'd been at Mr. Crum's house in Saigon only

two or three times, and had him to my house twice to reciprocate his hospitality,
I had once accepted his offer to bunk in at his apartment when visiting Hong
Rong briefly, I had never been asked for any favor by Mr. Crum or anyone else,

I had nothing to do whatever with PX's, clubs, slot machines, and the like, and
finally during 19 months in Saigon I had heard nothing remotely resembling the
allegations now being made against Mr. Crum and General Cole.
“Adding all this up, what justification besides sheer sensationalism could
there be in dragging my name before the public in such a highly suggestive man
ner? Why the strongly implied guilt by association? Was there any more impro
priety in my accepting Mr. Crum's hospitality than there is in any public official.
from the President on down, staying in a friend's house overnight or dining with
him?

“In the light of these facts, I ask your judgment whether CBS made mislead
ing and mischievous inferences about my conduct. I hope that my honorable serv
ice to my country over the last 25 years will justify this request. Almost anyone
who served in Vietnam seems to be fair game these days, but CBS should at least

insist on a higher standard of professionalism than was shown in my case. Of
course now my name is picked up in the newspapers in connection with an alleged
PX scandal, in which no one claims I was involved. But will my denials ever
catch up? CBS owes me a frank apology.”
Simultaneously, I informed you of my protest to CBS and volunteered to

answer any further questions the Sub-Committee or its investigators might have,
despite my total lack of knowledge of the issues under investigation. A month
later I again fruitlessly asked CBS to respond fairly to my request for an apol
ogy. Apparently, however, CBS has a double standard. Though quick to protest
alleged affronts to its freedom and integrity, it seemingly ignores complaints
from private citizens who feel their integrity unfairly assailed. Hence my re
quest to your Sub-Committee.
Sincerely,
R. W. KoMER.

EXHIBIT No. 636

TRAMMELL, RAND, NATHAN & BAYLEs,
Washington, D.C., July 7, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM, RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Com
mittee on Government Operations, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR RIBIcor F: With further reference to your letter of May 21, 1971,
and my response of June 18, 1971, Mr. Bromley has now been able to locate the
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canceled checks used in payment to Mr. Stewart for his SEGA shares; and I
enclose Xerox copies of the front and back of these checks, which are dated
December 18, 1965, August 5, 1966, and October 11, 1966, in response to Inquiry
No. 8 of your letter of May 21, 1971 (Hearing transcript page 3578).
Respectfully yours,
HANs A.

NATHAN.
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ExHIBIT No. 637
U.S. SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON GovKRNMENT OPERATIONS,
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE, ON INVESTIGATIONS,

Washington, D.C., May 21, 1971.
Mr. HANs A. NATHAN,

Trammel, Rand, Nathan and Bayles,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. NATHAN : I am in receipt of your letter of May 4, 1971, with certain
attachments.

A number of additional documents and records were to be supplied by you
and your clients, as indicated in the official transcript of our recent hearings on
the military clubs investigation. It would be appreciated if the following infor
mation could be furnished within the next two weeks so that it may be incor
porated in the official transcript of our hearings:

1. Complete information per stipulation of CSOI and Sega invoices, records,
etc. (Hearing transcript p. 3257.)
2. To whom, when and how much CSOI stock transactions occurred since 1953.
(Hearing transcript p. 3271.)
3. Names of all subsidiaries of Service Games for last 10–12 years. (Hearing
transcript pp. 3289–90.)
4. Information as to how financial transactions between Sarl Electronics and

CSOI took place, i.e., Bank of America, Los Angeles, California, to CSOI in
Panama. (Hearing transcript p. 3309.)
5. Amount of money transferred from CSOI accounts in Panama to Swiss Bank
Corporation. (Hearing transcript p. 3310.)
6. Japanese Customs Statement to Richard Stewart regarding Service Games
alleged smuggling into Japan. (Hearing transcript p. 3570.)
Stewart breakdown of Sega stock during late 1950's. (Hearing transcript p.

a:
574.)

3 8. Copy
3577.)

#

of Bromley check for purchase of Sega stock. (Hearing transcript p.

Date Stewart gave Bromley option to buy into Sega. (Hearing transcript

p. 3578.)

10. Number of shares of Sega Stewart owned at the time it merged with
Rosen Enterprises in 1965. (Hearing transcript p. 3581.)
11. Peat, Marwick, and Mitchell audits of CSOI in 1967–68. (Hearing tran
script pp. 3587–90.)
Your cooperation in this matter will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

ABRAHAM RIBICOFF, Acting Chairman.

ExHIBIT No. 638

TRAMMELL, RAND, NATHAN & BAYLES,
Washington, D.C., June 18, 1971.
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, U.S. Senate Permanent, Subcommittee on Investigations, Com
mittee on Government Operations, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR RIBIcoFF: Reference is made to your letter of May 21, 1971,
containing a list of additional information requested.
Item 1: The first item (bearing transcript reference to page 3257) requests
CSOI and SEGA invoices and record as contained in the Stipulation [dated
January 25, 1971].
This Stipulation, of course, indicates that the financial records, etc., are to be
furnished only to the extent that they relate to sales to the United States Mili
tary. The Stipulation further provided that the witnesses were to produce these
records to the extent that they had them in their individual custody or had them
-

under their collective control, and that to the extent that they did not have

custody or control of such records individually or collectively, they would make
their best efforts to induce the persons exercising such control, to make the
records available.
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I recall notifying Counsel for the Subcommittee that as far as SEGA was con
cerned, any and all records falling within the purview of the Stipulation had
been exhibited and produced by Gulf & Western and/or SEGA prior to the hear
ings. To the best of our clients' knowledge and belief, there is no additional
material which would come within the purview of the Stipulation.
As to SARL, none of the witnesses before the Subcommittee exercised either

custody or control over any records of SARL. The Directors of SARL (in a letter
filed with the Subcommittee) refused our request to make such records availabie.
We did obtain certain documents from CSOI. At the time this material was
made available, the custodian thereof indicated that documents of the same

nature for the remaining period were in dead storage and an attempt would be

made to find and copy that material. We have pressed our clients several times
for this material. They, in turn, have told us that they have communicated our
requests to the officers of CSOI, but have not met with any success to date.
I am leaving today for Europe on another matter, but have arranged for a
meeting with one or more of the witnesses to make one more effort to obtain all

CSOI documents which the Company intends to make available for delivery to
you within the shortest possible period. I will report on this effort immediately
upon my return approximately ten days hence.

ITEM 2: Your inquiry #2 as to the CSOI stock transactions of Mr. Bromley
(citing the Record, page 3271) was answered in detail on page 3 of my letter of
May 4, 1971 (with a citation to page 3270). It correctly and fully describes the
transactions about which Senator Gurney inquired. Lines 14, 15, and 16 of page
3271 clearly refer back to the questions asked on page 3270. In my opinion this
information request has been fully answered.

ITEM 3: This item was answered in Item 6 (beginning on page 3) of my letter
of May 4.

Further to clarify the inquiry on page 3289 and our answer. I want to re-store
that CSOI was formerly known as Service Games, Inc., Panama, which company
in the early years distributed merchandise in various locations, either directly or
through local distributors. However, we know of no subsidiary corporations of
CSOI either under its present or under its former name, other than the ones here
tofore mentioned.

ITE M #: We have ascertained that CSOI advanced credit to its distributor
SARL beginning in 1965. In order to secure prompt repayment of the advances.

SARL agreed with CSOI's representative to have all its receipts prid to the
Bank of America, with instructions to repay CSOI for the advances. As the line
of credit was liquidated, these arrangements were discontinued.
ITEM 5: Amount of money transferred from the account maintained in the
First National City Bank of Panama to Swiss bank accounts. (Pages 3369-3310 a.
This information was requested, but no response has yet been received. We will
again press for the information.

ITEM 6: Japanese customs statement to Richard Stewart. Mr. Stewart has not
yet been able to locate the statement, but he is still trying to find it or obtain a
duplicate.

ITEM 7: I thought that this inquiry was answered in Item 8 (page 4) of mw
letter. If required, I will obtain more detailed information immediately un-n
my return.

ITE if 8: Copy of Bromley check. Mr Bromley so far has not been able to
loento the check or checks involved. Further search is being made. As soon as
the check is located, it will be furnished.
ITTM 9: November 4, 1965.

ITE if 10: According to the records available here, Mr. Stewart held twenty
thousand shares at the time of the merger. We are attemnting to check this item
further.

I Truf 11 . We have been informed that no audits of CSOI were made hv Peat.
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. in 1967 or 1968, and that no audited statements of anv
'kind are available for this period.
We hone that hv early next month we will be able to furnish such additional

information as can be obtained, and appreciate vour continned indulgence
Respectfully vours,
ph ANs

A.

N. At 11 AN.
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ExHIBIT No. 640
LEVA, HAWEs, SYMINGTON & OPPENHEnvíER,

Washington, D.C. June 22, 1971.
Re Carling Brewing Company.
Sen. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,

Permanent Subcommittee on Inrestigations, Committee on Government Opera
tions, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR RIBICoEF: During the course of your subcommittee hearings
during February and March of this year, questions were raised concerning
Carling Brewing Company's employment of Universal Sales Co., Ltd., as its sales
agent in the Republic of Vietnam. These questions stemmed from the fact that
Universal Sales Co., Ltd., which was hired by Carling Brewing Company in early
1970, contained a number of former employees of Price & Company, which was
one of the focal points of the subcommittee investigations,

As counsel for Carling in this matter, we conveyed to Carling the subcom
mittee's concern about Universal Sales Co., Ltd. and suggested that, even though
there were no indications that Mr. Crum or any of the principals of Price & Com
pany had any interest in or connection with Universal Sales, Carling's interests
and reputation might best be served by termination of its relationship with
Universal Sales, if their contract so permitted. At that time Carling informed
us that the matter of the Universal Sales agency was under active reconsidera

tion, wholly apart from the concern expressed by the subcommittee, and that
Carling was exploring whether it could terminate without adverse contractual
ramifications.

We now have been informed by Carling that it has terminated the Universal
Sales Co., Ltd., agency effective April 28, 1971, and has no further connection or
relationship with that Company. A copy of the Carling Brewing Company letter
to Universal Sales Co. concerning this termination is enclosed.
In view of the attention previously directed by the Committee to this matter,

we would appreciate this letter and the enclosure being inserted in the record
of the hearings.

Respectfully,
ROBERT MARTIN,

Counsel for Carling Brewing Co.
CARLING BREWING Co., June 4, 1971.
UNIVERSAL SALEs Co., LTD.
Hong Kong, B.C.C.
GENTLEMEN: Pursuant to your letter of May 18, 1971, please be advised that
we will pay all commissions due to your firm on orders for our products re
ceived by us from the U.S. military in Vietnam, Thailand and Laos prior to the
date of our termination notice to you of April 28, 1971.
Taking into consideration possible delays in transmission and time differences,
we will consider the “Cycle 7” order for 67,920 cases Black Label for Vietnam,
received by us on May 3, 1971, as having been received on or before our termina
tion notice to you.

With the payment of commissions due to your firm, as stated above, we will
have terminated any and all business dealing and contractual relations with
your firm for sales to the U.S. military and others in Vietnam, Thailand, Laos
and anywhere else you might have sold our products.
P. W. WHELEHoN,
Vice President-Sales.

JUNE 23, 1971.
Mr. RoberT MARTIN,

Counsel for Carling Brewing Co.,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MARTIN: I have referred your June 22 letter to Mr. Jerome S.

Adlerman, Chief Counsel of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investiga
tions, who will have it made part of the record of the next hearing on irregulari
ties in nonappropriated fund activities of the U.S. military.
Sincerely,
ABRAHAM RIBIcoFF, Acting Chairman.
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ExHIBIT No. 645
TRAMMEL, RAND & NATHAN.

Washington, D.C., August 11, 1970.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBIcoFF,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR RIBICOFF: Sometime earlier this year our Hong Kong corre
spondents, Wilkinson & Grist, one of the leading law firms in the British Crown
Colony, instructed us to address ourselves to your Subcommittee in connection
with an article which appeared in the Singapore “Straits Times” on November 22.
1969, and quotes testimony or statements by your investigator, Mr. Carmine
S. Bellino, to the effect that their client, Mr. B. S. A. Rahman, was involved in
black market currency dealings in Vietnam. A xerox copy of the article in ques
tion is attached hereto.

Since we were first approached by Wilkinson & Grist, Esquires, we have
attempted to make an independent investigation to the extent possible to find
a basis for Mr. Bellino's statements but have been unable to do so. On the other

hand, our correspondents inform us (and we have no reason to doubt) that Mr.
Rahman never did any business in Saigon, nor did he have any agents operating
there. Mr. Rahman also indicates that he has no bank account in the United

States; never had an account in New York, and particularly never with the Manu
facturers Hanover Trust, either in his own name or under any other name. Mr.
Rahman has never actually, nor beneficially, either directly or indirectly, been
connected with the persons using so-called code name accounts “Miracleo",
“Serene”, “Arcadesco”, “Prysumeen”, “Lala”, etc., nor is he associated with any
Other code name account.

Mr. Rahman is solely in the business of precious stones and diamonds, based
in Hong Kong, and knows of no basis for Mr. Bellino's statements as quoted in
the “Straits Times” article.

It would be greatly appreciated if a member of our firm were given an oppor
tunity to confer with Mr. Bellino in order to discuss this matter and clear up
any misunderstandings that may have resulted from the unfortunate statements
referred to above, which have been greatly damaging to the business and reputa
tion of our client.

Very truly yours,
HANS A. NATHAN.

Enclosure.
[The Straits Times, Saturday, November 22, 1960]
BLACK MARKET CASII : Top US BANKS ACCUSED
sENATE CoMMITTEE Is Tord of SECRET Cope-NAME ACCOUNTs

Some of America's largest banks were accused in Senate testimony yesterday
of handling secret code-name accounts for a worldwide war profiteering syndi
cate, built on Vietnam's huge black market in money.
THE LEADER

Mr. Carmine S. Bellino, investigative accountant for the Senate permanent
investigation sub-committee, said much of the estimated U.S. $250 million a year
from the black market was funnelled from Vietnam to Hong Kong, then through
New York banks to a Persian Gulf gold smuggling centre, the Shiekdom of Dubal.
The First National City Bank of New York has a branch in Dubal. Mr. Bellino
said, but the country's Ruler, Mr. Rashid Bi Saecd Al-Maktoum, overrode a sub
committee subpoena and banned disclosure of any banking records in his tiny
shiekdom.

Mr. Bellino said the syndicate was headed by a rich Madras Indian named
B. S. A. Rahman, 41, “who is also a motion picture producer and a manufacturer
of wire and rope.”
He said Mr. Rahman was aided by four relatives and two top associates, in

cluding one in Hong Kong named Nvor Mohamed Mohamed Yasuf Mamaluddin
Kanakko Pillai alias K. Pillai.

Mr. Rahman traveled extensively, Mr. Bellino said, and “may be in the United
States now.” He did not elaborate.
Mr. Bellino testified that the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., of New York.

listed by the American Bankers' Association as the nation's fourth largest bank,
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not only handled at least five black market accounts but also carried on a lively
correspondence with the Hong Kong impressarios of an account and suggested
a code name for it—“Prysumeen."
A

sy. NDICAte

“There's no question in my mind . . . that these banks were very well aware
that they were handling black market accounts,” said Senator Abraham Ribicoff
(Democrat, Connecticut), acting sub-committee chairman, after Mr. Bellino sub

mitted 30 pages of testimony backed up by more than 178 letters, cheques and
other documents detailing black market transactions.

I can't understand how any prudent banker could fail to see his bank was being
used as a drop or a conduit for a worldwide blackmarket syndicate, to the
detriment of the interest of their own country.”
Senator Ribicoff said the Treasury Department was largely at fault for ignor
ing the problem and never even advising U.S. banks to be on the lookout for black
market “money” from Vietnam.
BANKS

NAMED

Besides the Manufacturers Hanover, Mr. Bellino listed code-name black market

accounts in Morgan Guarantee Trust Co., New York, the nation's fifth largest
bank, Irving Trust Co., New York, Crocker Citizens National Bank, San Fran
cisco, Marine Midland Grace Trust Co., New York, Republic National Bank of
New York, and Manfra, Tordello and Brooks of New York.
The accounts they handled carried code-names like Prysumeen, Miracleo,
Serene, Arcadesco and Lala, Mr. Bellino said.

The banks corresponded with their customers through business fronts and cable
codenames like Innocence and Obedience, he added.—UPI
AUGUST 18, 1970.
Mr. HANS A. NATHAN,
Trammell, Rand & Nathan,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. NATHAN : I have your August 11 letter. Statements made by Mr. Bel
lino about your client, Mr. B. S. A. Rahman, were given under oath during Sub
committee on Investigations, Room 101, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
testimony are available to the public in the office of the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations, Room 1101, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
In connection with the Subcommittee's investigation into the currency black
market in Vietnam, we have been trying for more than one year to contact your
client. Knowing you are representing Mr. Rahman in this matter, it is our hope
you will arrange for Mr. Rahman to meet with the Subcommittee and to provide
his complete financial records for their review.
Your cooperation in this matter will be appreciated.
Sincerely,

ABE RIBICOFF, Acting Chairman.
TRAMMELL, RAND & NATHAN,

Washington, D.C., August 25, 1970.
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF,

Acting Chairman, Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, U.S. Sen
ate, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR RIBIcoFF: I thank you for your letter of August 18, 1970.
I have followed your suggestion and sent a copy of Mr. Bellino's testimony to
corresponding Counsel in Hong Kong, together with a copy of your letter.

I have asked correspondent Counsel to analyze Mr. Bellino's testimony and
respond to your suggestion with regard to a meeting by Mr. B. S. A. Rahman
with representatives of the Subcommittee. As soon as I receive a reply from my
correspondent Counsel I shall take the liberty of addressing you again on this
matter.

Respectfully yours.
HANS A. NATHAN.

INDEX TO HEARINGS
PARTS 1 THROUGH S
INTRODUCTORY NotE
The hearings of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations entitled
“Fraud and Corruption in Management of Military Club Systems—Illegal
Currency Manipulations Affecting South Vietnam” are contained in eight volumes

or parts. A listing of these parts, dates of hearings, and list of witnesses follow.
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Part 1, Sept. 30; Oct. 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7, 1969-------------------------Part 2, Oct. 8, 9, 13, 22, and 23, 1969-----------------------------
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1st Infantry Division-------------------------------------- - - - 114,
119, 135, 268-270, 283-287, 289-291, 294, 296,297,478,479, 482,

488, 490, 493, 494, 496-499, 503, 504, 511, 514–516, 579.
1st MP Detachment------------------------------------- 138, 139, 176

* Army------------------------------------------- 120, 132, 140, 155
3d Engineer Battalion----------------------------*4
4th Infantry Division---------------------------- ------------ 710, 713
7th Army----------------------------------------------------- 60, 89
8th MP Group------------------------------------------ 163,346, 347
- - -

- -|-

9th Infantry Division------------------------------------------ 3.31
332,338,669,671, 676,697, 700, 705–710,712, 71.4
13th MP Detachment---------------------------------

-

32, 63

15th MP Brigade------------------------------- 46, 52, 60,142,171,436
24th Infantry Division----------------------------------------

33-34

37, 39, 42, 44-46, 48, 52-54, 57, 58,60, 63, 66,68, 70, 73.75, 81,

82.83, 96.99. III, 133, 141, 173,274, 137, 436, 45i, 353, 163,
478,479,483,486, 491, 507,508, 514-518.
25th Division---- 320, 321, 324, 325, 328,330, 331, 340,341,356,357,579
37th MP Company------------------------------------------ 140, 177
90th Replacement Battalion------ ------------------------ 277–279,291
101st Air Cavalry Division------------------- -----------------193, T65
101st Airborne Division---------------------------------- 358, 669,736
139th MP Company------------------------------------------118
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Army-Air Force Exchange Service, Dallas, Tex - - - - - - - - - - - -------31,
St.), 1203, 1255, 1257, 1259, 1274, 1544, 1547, 1958
Army Audit Agency-------------------------------- 792, 802, 819–821, 1797
Army Digest---------------------------------------------------183
Army Times--------- - - - - 866, 872, 1339, 1340
Army Times Publishing Co- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 866
Army Youth Association---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------273
Arnold & Porter, Washington, D.C - - - - - - ----------- 948
- - - - -

-

- -

- - -

- -

- - - -

-

- - - - - - -

- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - -

Arosemea, Dr. Ruben-------- - ----------------------------------

Ashworth, Gen. Robert I---

- --

1802

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------- 1181–1186,

1189, 1190, 1193, 1196, 1200 1216, 1213, 1214, 1216–1319, 1223,
1224, 1227-1229, 1279, 1289, 1295, 1290, 1346, 1598, 1602.
Aspen, Marvin------------------------------------------------- 361-363
Asselin, Fred---------------------------------------------------286,

647, 618, 652, 661, 700, So;. so, sil, 858, 859, 912, 922, 1016,
1351, 1808.

Associated Sales & Marketing Corp -------------------------------Atlantic Bank Ltd., Hamilton, Bermuda----------------------------Atley, Lou------------------------------------------------------

Au Choung Kit------Au Wing Ngok--------------------- - - - - - - - - - - -

Augsburg File-----------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

325
996
641–644
644
------111

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--

-

1000

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

114, 115, 124, 135 i27, 141, 146, 150, 151, 156, 158, 168-171,
180-182, 434, 436, 4:37, 444, 446–458, 462-467, 470,
1265, 1275, 1677,
Austin, Col. Garrett ---------------------------- 1140,1141, 1144, 1145,
Aviano Air Base, Italy --------------------------------------------Avdelotte, Will------------------------------------------- 1003, 1005,
Avers, Edward M------------------------------------------------Ayres Corp., Ltd., Tokyo ----------------------------------------Azabu Prince Hotel, Tokyo----------------------------------------Ausel, Ed-------------------------------------------

1813
1678
1153
38

1006
1508
878

1771

B

Babbitt, Colonel-------------

2003
Bacardi International-------------- 965, 1001, 1005, 1009, 1010, 1012
Backlund Associates---------------- ---------------------------- 596,597
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

-

Backlund, Branden H-------------------------------- 595,596, 598,600–604
Bacon, W.H---------------------------------------------------- 398,399

Bagby, Sgt. William C------

- - - - - - - -

32

34, 46, 110, 111, 113, 114, 119, 120, 123, 124, 132, 134, 135,
172,269,270,273,275,294.293,294,329,330, 333,342, 452,
478, 503, 508, 518, 1691, 1787.
#. Adm. David
H--------

-

------------

--- 1746-1752

Bailey Co--------------- ------------------- ------------ ---------- 1843
Bailey, General---------------1742, 1933
Bainbridge, Sgt. Maj. William G-1---------------------------------120
Baker, A. H--------------- --------------------------------------617
Baker & Co-------------------------------------------- ----------603,
612, 615,632,633,636-638,640–643, 649,674, 675,735, 757,763
Baker, Charles R------------------------------------------------ 277-279
Baker, Lawrence Ivan---------------------------------- ------------ 1980
Balamut, George--------------------------------------------------- 679
Baldwin, Harry----------------------------------------------"I'l-`703
Ball, Gordon V-----------------------------------------------------1984
Ballantine beer------------------------------------------- 1060, 1117, 1121
- - - --------------------

Ballantines Scotch--------

-

--------

1005

Bally Bingo Machines-----------------------------------------------1015
Bally Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill---------------------------------805.
Bank of America------- ------------------------------------- ------'buz71,
277,280, 292, 488, 502, 505,676,699, 705, 707,708, 713,722,
833, 841, 878, 1071, 1309, 1804, 1847, 1850, 1858, 1968, 2011,
1834, 1983, 2045
-

-

Bank of California-------------------------------------

L-2-i---- 674,675

Bank of Delaware (Wilmington).----------------------------------- 673, 674
Bank of Denver, Denver, Colo--------- 1397, 1398,1403, 1404,1406, 1408, 1414
Bank of East Asia-------------------------------------------------

676
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Bank of Hawaii--------------------------------------------------Bank of Idaho (Sandpoint).-------------------- 712,
“Bank of India”------------------------------------------------- 574,
Bank of Indo-China----------------------------------------------Bank of Okinawa--------------------------------------------------

580

713
578
*:30
713

Bank of Rohner & Co., Ltd. (Zurich).-------------------------- 482, 500, 505
Banque Nationale de Paris (HK)------------- 271, 272, 280, 281,284, 676, 699

Bar Dispensers-Far East, Inc.--------------------------------------

272,

282,296,297, 304-307, 311, 513, 515, 516, 1310
Barclay, Lt. Edward----------------------------------------------- 1299,
1311–1313, 1315, 1318, 1323, 1333, 1335, 1495, 1507, 1509,
1591, 1595, 1597, 1598, 1628–1630, 1640–1645, 1956.
Barclay & Co., Ltd------------------- 1762, 1766, 1767, 1771, 1775, 1959, 1960
Barsanti, General-------------------------------------------------- 15:30
Bart, Black Jack-------------------------------------------------- 10:30
Bartimo, Frank A.------------------------------------------ 794, 828, 1979

Bass, Sgt. Theodore H. ("Sam")------------------------------------

32

33, 46, 85, 96/97, 100,102,107,110, 113,114,118-121, 134–136,

#2, 188,273,292, 333,257,306, 307, 310, $13,329, 342, 432.
483,486, 500, 506, 508, 509, 518, 825, 1787.
Baxter, John. (See Bromley, Martin

'M

Bayerische Hypothelsen und Wechselbank (Munich).----------------- 280, 504
Bayles, Norman--------------------------------------------------- 1433,
1652–1655, 1657, 1658, 1670, 1671, 1679–1681, 1711, 1712, 1714,
1807, 1808, 1820, 1881–1884, 1911, 1912, 1992, 1993, 1997–
2004, 2041.
Beach, Gen. Dwight----------------------------------------------- 15:30
Beal, Thaddeus R----------------------------------1978, 2028
Beard, Irvin E-----------------------32
63, 70, 83, 106, 107, 111, 112, 136, 156, 171, 179, 436, 512, 518
-

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Beatrice Foods----------------------

- - - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - - - --

Becker, Captain------------Becker, General------------------------------------------ 1711, 1911,
Becker, John T------------------------------------------------ 1979,
Beckington, General----------------------------------------------Beehive State Bank, Tooele, Utah----------------------------------Belgium-American Banking Corp------------------------------------ -

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

- -

-

-

Bell & Howell Corp------------------------------------------------

750
*-i

1913
2036
1746
130
675
1952

Bellino, Carmine S---------------------------------------------- 267-273,

275-307, 310-313, 480–483, 491–494, 498,499, 502, 505, 604,
609-625,632–643, 645–648, 652–661, 664–678, 689,.695, 698, 713,
717, 727, 728,731, 748, 750-752, 756, 757, 759, 767, 790, 797,
798, 854, 855, 857, 862, 884, 885, 921, 922,958, 959, 978-980,
1071, 1081, 1084, 1093, 1102, 1103, 1105, 1106, 1111, 1437-1439,
1453, 1561, 1583, 1584, 1654, 1671, 1716, 1717, 1730, 1

1824, 1881, 1888, 1895, 1916, 1917, 1919–1921, 1924, 1925, 1927,
1934, 1942, 1945, 1954, 1957, 2037, 2048, 2049.
Benade, Brig. Gen. Leo------------------------------------ 30, 31,798, 8.00
Bender, Colonel----------------------------------------------- 1116, 1251
Bender, Richard, Jr.-------------------------------------------- 1116, 1251
Bennett, Sergeant Major------------------------- 320, 321, 323, 330,494, 496
Bennett, Bruce--------1252
Bennett, Charles L.-------------20
Bennett, Frank T., Jr.---------------------------------- 882, 883, 1033, 1116
Bentley, C. Q.----------------------------------------------------668
Beplat, Tristan E---------------------- 679,680, 682,685–691,.693, 856-858
Berman, Bud------------------------------------------------- 1010-1021
Berman, Henry--------------------------------------------------967
Bernard, Louis--------------------------------- 927, 940, 941, 960-962, 1503
Berryhill, Wayne F------------------------------------------------ 1300
Biederman, Lt. Donald E----------------------------------------- 876, 879
Bigler, General------------------------------------------------ 1556, 1912
-

Bill Johns Pacific Sales---------------------------------------------

106
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Binh Hoa Air Base--------------------------------------- 1536, 1789, 1790

Bishop, Charles Don------------------------- 403-405, 408-410, 412–416, 420
Bishop National Bank, Hawaii---------------------------------- 1822, 1832
Blackledge, Col. H. W.------------------------------------------ 111-115,
117, 122, 124, 130–133, 141, 142, 148, 182, 187, 432, 437, 444,
446, 449, 451, 464, 467, 1787.
Blad", Mr-------------------------------------------------------130
Blair, Mr -------------------------------------------------------

1211

Blake, Floyd G----------------------------------------------- 1756, 1768
Blanchard, Sp. 5 Leslie--------------------------------------------568
Blanchette, M. Sgt. Justin--------------------------------- 45, 54, 70,97, 99
Blandford, John R. “Russ”----------- 1711, 1906, 1908–1910, 1924, 2005, 2006
Bledsoe, Cecil T----------------------------------------------- 1773, 1774
Bliss. Mary A----------------------------------------------------- 1388
Blood. Sergeant--------------------------------------------------- 1006
Bloomgren, Lee1005, 1011
Blue Diamond Restaurant (Saigon).---------------------------------359
- - -

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --- - - - - - - - -

Blue Girl beer-----------------------------------------------------

925

Blum, Harry------------------------------- 958, 961, 969, 970, 973–975, 1020
Blum-Kowler Foundation-------------------------------------------

961

Bochow, Mr ---------------------------------------------------- 2021
Bo Dap Orphanage (Saigon).---------------------------------------575
Bogernan, Paul R------------------------------------------------- 1010
Bohunicky, Joseph F--------------------------------------------- 324, 329
Bolling, General--------------------------------------------------- 1530
Bolton, General - - - - 1684
Bonner, Walter J------------------------------------------------- 219,
-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

220, 223, 228, 229, 231,232,234,235, 239, 240,243, 250–252,264,
265, 367–370, 372, 397, 401, 408,411-416,418, 426,434, 441, 443,
449, 458,465.
Bonville, George E- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1508, 1509
Borchers, Captain------------------------------------------------799
Boswell, Gen. M. L.-------------------------------------------- 1137, 113
Bower, Mrs. Gertrude---------------------------------------------- 1445–
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1447, 1449, 1510, 1571, 1572, 1574, 1577, 1670, 1720, 1933, 1934
Boyd C. T------------------------------------------------------- 2017
Boydston, James W-----------------------------------------------566
Brady Associates------------------------------------ 1704, 1716, 1720, 1733
Braille, Louis-- - - - - - - 675
Branson, Col. Richard J-------------------------------------------912
Braun, Michael--------------------------------------------- 932, 939, 947
Brebbia, John Henry-------------------------------- 1426, 1429, 1438, 1879
Bresnahan, Mr---------------------------------------------------- 1276
Bresnahan, Connie--------------------------------1253
Brett, Justin D---------------------------------------------------- 1761
Brewer, H----------------------------------------------------- 308, 2017
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Brewster, Kingman------------------------------------------------ 1439
Brick, John ----------- 486, 877, 1167, 1315, 1755, 1801–1816, 1851, 1852, 1865
Brinx Hotel-------------------------------------------------------

1016

Briscoe, Sgt. William S--------------------------------------------- 303,
331,706, 707, 709, 1005–1007, 1121, 1124, 1260, 1263, 1787
Brisentine, Robert A.----------------------- 153, 176, 177, 183, 189, 192, 193
British Bank of Middle East at Dubai-------------------------------

Bromberg, Irving--------------------------------------------------

638
1756

1766, 1768, 1777, 1779, 1802, 1803, 1805, 1832, 1841, 1866,
1872, 1986.

Bromberg, Jeff. (See Bromley, Martin Jerome.)
Bromberg, Jerome. (See Bromley, Martin Jerome.)
Bromberg, Martin------------------------------------------------- 1756,
1762, 1763, 1768, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1805, 1822, 1827
Bromberg, Marty. (See Bromley, Martin Jerome.)
Bromley, Mrs. Allyn----------------------------------------------- 1803
Bromley, Irvin---------------------------------------------------- 1761
Bromley, Jeff. (See Bromley, Martin Jerome.)

Bromley, Jerome. (See Bromley, Martin Jerome.)
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Bromley, Martin Jerome-------------------------------------------864,
873, 874, 1043, 1044, 1046, 1469, 1493, 1549, 1551, 1552, 1554,
1564, 1570, 1646, 1676, 1713, 1721, 1727, 1728, 1743, 1744, 1756,
1761–1763, 1765–1767, 1770–1772, 1774–1777, 1779, 1801–1803,
1806, 1809, 1811, 1816-1848, 1850, 1851, 1854, 1856–1858, 1862,
1866, 1868, 1869, 1892, 1894, 1896–1898, 1934, 1938, 1960, 1964–
1966, 1967, 1968, 1970–1973, 1975, 1977, 1983, 1986, 1987, 2042,
2043, 2045, 2046.

Bromley, Marty. (See Bromley, Martin Jerome.)
Brooks, Robert---------------------------------------------------- 1979
Brophy, Stephen C------------------------------------------ 604,606, 607
Brown, Donald Leroy (“Lee”).---------------------------- 297, 302,303, 310
Brown Fourman---------------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

954, 957

Brown, John--------------------------------------------------- 930, 1031
Brown & Root-------------------------------------------------7.62
Brown & Williamson------------------------------------------- 1696, 1710
-

-

Bryan, General---------------------------------------------------1528
Bryan, William E.---------------------1933
Bryce, Mr------------------------------------------14:37
Buck, Dorothy------------------------------------ ------------ 1574, 1656
Budweiser---------------------------- 968, 988, 1060, 1061, 1091, 1117, 1121
Buechner, Richard------------------------------ ----------------- 99, 106
Bulow & Magee. (See Magee & Bulow.)
Bunker, Ambassador Ellsworth------------------ --------- 535, 539, 543, 677
Bureau of the Budget---------------------------816
Bureau of Customs----------------------849, 850, 1150
Bureau of Engraving and Printing----------------------------------*:39
Burger, John--------------------------------------1959
Burgess, Colonel----------------------------------1704
Burgess, Fred----------------------------------------------- 917, 989-997
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -- - - - - -

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Burke & Herbert Bank & Trust Co--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1656

Burn & Co., John B. P--------------------------------------------481
Burrell, Glenn.-------------------------------------------------- - 1677
Burroughs, Louise G----------------------------------------------- 2027
Burtin, Sidney----- ------------------------------------------------ . 123°
Bush, Capt. W. Joe-----------------------704, 711
Butler, M.T----------------10.25
Buzhardt, J. Fred-----------------------19:34, 19-0
Buzzell, Lt. Col. Kenneth-------------------------------- 163, 164,438-440
Bybee, Jack W------------------------------------- - - - - - - 1041–
- - -- - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1065, 1069,1070–1072, 1674, 1079, 1084, 1090, 1092, 1106, 1191,
1340, 1543, 1567, 1598, 1808, 1937, 2011.
Byrd, Sergeant----------------------------------------------------

*14

C

C. Lloyd Johnson Co., Inc., Great Neck, N.Y---------------------- - - Cach Mang Hospital-----------------------------------------------

2034
1624

Caesar's Restaurant (Hong Kong)-----------------------------------

6:49

Cahill & Fox-----------------------------------------------------

California Equipment Sales Co., U.S.-----------------------

------ ---

4S1
1800
3. , 7

Callahan, Sergeant------------------------------------------------Callahan, Sgt. Maj. Welborn Albrey---------- - -------- 110, 111, 114, 124, 1:32

Camp Friendship-------------------------------------------------91 N.
Camp Hood, Tex-------------------------------------------- - - - - - 15 12
Camp Humphreys--------------------------------------------- 1958, 1959
Camp, Sgt. Maj. Joe R-------------------------------110, 130
- -- - - - - - - - -

Camp Wheeler, Ga- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Campbell, William B--------------------------------------------Candee, Harry Joseph------------------------------------------.
Cannon, James W-------------------------------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - -

Caravelle Hotel-------------------------------------------- - - - - -

1512
1*.**
| 3 || >
11 **
11 11

Carbo Mix, Inc.------------------------ 37, 40, 46, 272-274, 297, 304,310, J, 13
Carey Cadillac Rental --------------------------------------------988
Carey, Col. Robert---------------------------------- 1313, 1316, 1643, 1694
Caribe Diamond Co--------------------- ----------- 1409, 1410, 1499, 1500
Carkhuff, Robert J.------------------- 1397–1400, 1402–1404, 1406, 1414, 1502
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Carling beer-----------------------------------

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -

1060,

1061, 1084, 1091, 1101, 1113, 1117, 1120, 1122, 1125, 1130, 1215

Carling Brewery Co----------------------------------------------

881,

887–889, 897, 900, 902, 904, 905, 907, 908, 914–918, 988, 1016,
1020, 1024, 1026, 1028, 1030, 1033, 1034, 1050, 1060, 1062, 1063,
1077–1079, 1081, 1082, 1085–1087, 1089–1092, 1094–1096, 1099,
1102–1106, 1109, 1110, 1113–1118, 1121, 1123, 1124, 1126–112S,
1130, 1132-1135, 1244, 1246, 1247, 1249, 1251, 1252, 1260–1265,
1268, 1271, 1273, 1274, 1413, 1417, 1436, 1599, 1624, 1663,
1689–1691, 1814, 1977, 1979, 2020, 2047.
Carlson, Fred------ 905,914, 1024, 1026, 1027, 1029–1032, 1085, 1086, 1244, 1246
Carlson Corp----------------------------------------------------500

Carlton Hotel, Nurnberg, Germany----------------------------------

1920

Carne, Col. William-------------------------------------------- 1302,
1334, 1336, 1497, 1517–1520, 1525, 1637, 1638, 1656, 1977

Carrier Air Conditioning -- - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

735

Carter,
Carter,
Carter,
Carter,

Arnold Barrie ---------------------------------------------356
Ray------------------------------------------------------ 1266
Robert Alwyn------------------------------------------- 356-359
Susan----------------------------------------------------356
Casselberry, Major--------------------------------------------- 916, 1032

Cassell, Colonel - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1522

Castle, Col. Edmund----------------------------------------------- 327
806, 807, 1351–1387, 1389, 1499, 1508, 1540, 1542, 1557, 1562, 1590,

15%

Castle, Myles-----------------------------------------------------

568

CDA Shows (agency) -----------------321, 348, 648
Central Intelligence Agency-----------947, 1026
Century Trading, Ltd.------------------------------- 807, 809, 810, 888, 919
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

Chad, Mr------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Chae, General---------------------------------------------------Chalon, Salvador------- ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

634
1392

1760

Chalupsky, Col. Fred AIIII 1992, 1999, 2000, 2002
Chan, Mr------------------------------------------------ 662, 1885, 1886
Chang, Sfc. Albert--------------------------------------- 573-582,604,645

Chapman, Jerome------------------------------------------------948
Chappell, Barbara Jo---------------------------------------- 111, 123, 132
Chappell, Dick-----513
Charles J. Brady Associates. (See Brady Associates.)
Charleson, Sp4 Robert------------------------------------------- 568, 569
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Chartered Bank---------------------------------------------------

600

Chase Manhattan Bank, Saigon-------------

575,

- - - - - - -

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

722, 833, 841, 1518, 1657, 1659, 1661, 1665, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1947

Chase Manhattan National Bank.'

'
'
'
'
". . 1983, 1984
Chase, R. L.--------------------------------------------------- 309, 2017
Chau Khieu Phuong--------------------------------------------- 676, 699
Chau Tien Khiem--------------------------------------------------

699

Chesarek, Gen. Fredinand------------------------------------------

1300

Cheung Shu Fun-------------------------------------------------644
Cheung Ying Lum------------------------------------------- 676,699, 749
Chi-Co's Promotions, Inc.-------------------------------------------

Chicago Police Dept.-----

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

347
200

210, 212–215, 221–225, 229, 230, 234, 235, 239, 244, 252, 257, 265,

## #3% 367, 369-372, 376, 378,390-394, 396, 397, 425,
, 469, 470.
Chinese Communists-----------------------------------------------

614

Chinese Food Services, Ltd.------------------------------------- 1505, 1508
Chiu, Yiu Sik----------------------------------------------------810
Chiusano, Mr----------------------------------------------------711

Chong, C. C-----------------------------------------------------644
Chou, Mr---------------------------------------------------- 1647, 1648
Chu, C. C------------------------------------------------------ 880, 881
Chubb Corp-------------------------------------------------- 1941, 2039
Chun, Miss------------------------------------------------- 332, 352, 353
Chung, Miss-------------------------------------------------- 1361, 1362
Chung Promotions------------------------------------------- 332, 348, 359
Citizens National Bank, Los Angeles, Calif--------------------- 876, 878, 879
City Bank & Trust Co., McMinnville, Tenn.------------------------- 707, 714
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Clarendon Trust Co------------------------------------------- 1656, 1925
Clark, E.A.------------------------------------------------------720

Clark, Richard M--------------701,702
Clark Air Force Base, Philippines------------ 1426-1428, 1535, 1759, 1760, 1941
Claus,"Robert------------------------------------------------- 1299, 2017
Clay, Gen. Frank----------------------------------------------- 329, 1433
- - -- --

Clemens, Rose M------------------------------------

-

Clough, Sgt. Ed--------------------------------------------------Club Specialties Overseas, Inc., Panama-------------------

1441
1261

873,

899, 1643, 1065-1070, 1072, 1233-1236, 1243, 1469, 1551, 1552,
1713, 1718, 1727, 1728, 1744, 1765-1768, 1775-1779, 1801, 1802,
1804–1807, 1811-1813, 1815, 1824, 1831, 1833-1835, 1838-1841,
1844-1850, 1859, 1986–1992, 2011, 2018-2020, 2045, 2046, 2047.

Clydesdale, Malcolm-----------------------------------------------

358

Cohrs, Mr------------------------------------------------------ 273, 274

Cokenhaur, Mr----------------------------------------------------

1033

Colby, Sergeant--------------------------------------------------355
Colby, Jack----------1522
Colby, Ambassador William E.----------------------------- 1615, 1684, 1791
Cold Storage Co. (Arizona)------------------- 664, 695, 696, 726,727,729, 753
Cole, Christine---------------------------------------------------- 1656
-

- - - - - -

- -

- -

- -

- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cole, Capt. D. E.--------------------------------------------------

2040

Cole. Earl F-----------------------------------------------------343,
344, 864, 879, 1045-1047, 1049, 1064-1066,1067, 1069,1110, 1111,
1117, 1121, 1124-1134, 1144-1146, 1151-1154, 1157–1162, 1164,
1166, 1168, 1170, 1178, 1180-1183, 1185, 1187–1190, 1193, 1196–

1201, 1204-1266. 1369, 1321, 1223, 1237–1239, 1241, 1243, 1271,
1273, 1275, 1291, 1292, 1296–1306, 1311–1314, 1316–1319, 1321,
1322, 1324, 1325, 1327-1329, 1331, 1333–1341, 1343, 1344, 1346,
1347, 1352, 1354, 1355, 1365, 1367, 1370–1372, 1374, 1376, 1385

1389, 1394, 1396, 1397, 1403, 1406, 1408, 1417, 1413, 1424, 1425,
1427-1431, 1433-1436, 1438, 1439, 1441, 1444–1454, 1456-1463,
1465-1475, 1477-1483, 1485–1488, 1493, 1495-1497, 1500, 1501,

1503-1513, 1517, 1521, 1526, 1533-1582, 1584-1606, 1608–1642,
1644-1649, 1652-1681, 1683–1716, 1719-1723, 1726, 1727, 1731–
1733, 1735–1741, 1743, 1746, 1783-1791, 1803, 1808, 1818-1822,
1825, 1826, 1870, 1873, 1874, 1876, 1879-1935, 1939-1950, 1952

1958, 1975, 1977, 1978, 2003, 2005-2008, 2013, 2016, 2023-2027,
2032, 2036-2039, 2041.
Cole, Mrs. Stella------------------------- 1444, 1655,1656, 1924, 1927, 2038
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Frey, Robert-----------------------------------------------------Frick, Al---------------------------------------------------------

Frigidaire Ice Cubers----------------------------------------------

1504
857

1719
100,
101."

Fritzsche, Adolf Christian Rudolf------------------------------ 45, 273-275

Fuji
Hotel,Hiromi...I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.I.
Tokyo------------------------------------------------£:

1771
91.8

Fukuda, Tsuyoski----------------------------1809
Fukuhara, Maj. James--------------------- 1297, 1298, 1301, 1312, 1325, 2017
Fults, Ophelia----------------------------------------------- 707, 708, 714
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fung Pou-------Funinaga, Sfc. J.---------------------

-- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

644
300

Furci, Frank C----------------------------------------------------

276,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - --- - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -

#
* * * * * *, *, *, *, *,
1812.
Furgeson, Sergeant Major-----------------------------------------494
Furio, Tony------------------------------ 1034, 1172, 1260, 1263, 1270, 1790
Fusco, "Doc"----------------------------------------------------Fuson, Colonel----------------------------------------------------

1000
1140

G

Gaber, George----------------------------------------------------

967

Galagan, James E------------------------------------------------478,
479, 481,660, 1017, 1047, 1048, 1064, 1672, 1780, 1812
Galligan, General---------------------------------------------- 900, 1025

Galligan, C. J.-----------------------------------------------------

1718

Gallo, William ---------------------III--------------------296
Gallows, Colonel-------------------------------------------------- 82, 88
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-

Gambling Devices Transportation Act of 1951 -----------------------Gande, Price, Ltd.-----------------------------------------------

1776

877,

880, 881, SS3, SSS, 904, 918, 976, 981. 1042, 1046, 1070, 1085–1087,
1103, 1115, 1249, 1802, 1807, 1836, 1939, 2011.
Garretson, David P----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - 289, 700
Garrity, Sgt. Raymond M-- 309, 1299, 1300, 1508, 1598, 1629, 1630, 2017, 201S
Garroni, Colonel------------------------ 907, 953, 977, 978, 1033, 1206, 1490
Gasque, J. Leon--------------------------------------------------... it)
Gates, General---------------------------------------------------- 1..."
Gates, Walt --------------------------------------------------- 598, 5.9%
Gault, Mrs. Jean Catherine--------- - - - - - 1444,

1474, 1523, 1523, 1667, 1668, 1670, 1677, 1712, 1918 ig-0, 1930
1934, 1942–1946
Gelber, Harold---------------------------------------------------296
Gem De Orient----------------------------------------------- 636, 640
General Accounting Office--------------------------------------- 820, 1436
General Army Regulations----------------------------------------S 19
Genove, Ange----------------------------------------------------

Gentry, Sergeant - - - - - ----------------------------------------George, Lt. Col., William L.----------------------------------------

1.3 : 7
106

34,

38, 39, 41–43, 45, 50, 51, 58, 60.67–93, 98, 127, 1185, 1188, 1189,
1193, 1196, 1200, 1208, 1224, 1225, 1292, 1980

Gervis, Mr-------------------------------------------------------

1936

Gerzema, Sgt. Ken------------------------------------------------ 1316
Giambra, Sgt. Bill------------------------------------------------- 1006
Giambri, Libario (Bill)----------------------- 320-326,329, 331,333,334, 345
Gibson, Col. Henry---------------------------- 46,47, 52, 56, 59,60, 171,436
Gilbert, William F----------------------------------- 656,657,662,700-703

Gillespie, J. N.----------------

-

-

- -

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

309

Gillmore, Frederick, III-------------------------------------------280
Gillsdorf, Lieutenant----------------------------------------------351
Ginsburg, Maj. Gordon---------------------------------------- 1432, 1504
Gissen Depot
1547
Givens, De Loyce I-----------------------------------------------712
Givens, Sgt. James D------------------------------------ 704, 710–713,716
Gladis, John T------------------------------------------------- 707, 2004

'"

- - - - - - - - - - - -

Glenmore Distillers Co., Louisville, Ky-------------------------------

880

Glickman, Mrs. B------------------------------------------------500
Glisson, Sgt. Jackie------------------------------------------------ 1006
Godfrey, Col. Walter----------------- 905, 907, 908, 912, 984, 1028, 1029, 1033
Goldsmith, Sydney-----------------------------------------------882
Goldstein, SGM Sam---------------------------------------- 35, 36, 40, 41
Goldwater, Hon. Barry M----------------------------------------- 1937
Gonzalez v. Freeman------------------------------------------------

1986

Goodlett, Col. John G., Jr.------------------------------------------ 894,
896, 905, 908, 909, 912, 916, 1018, 1021, 1025-1027, 1029, 1033,
1050, 1106, 1107, 1111, 1114, 1262, 1265,1268, 1275, 1394, 1395,
1402, 1410, 1411, 1413, 1416–1418, 1499, 1500.
Goodman account-------------------------------------------------

857

Gordon, Edgar---------------------------------------------- 825,826, 841
Gordon, Larry---------------------------------------------------- 1469,
1549,1551, 1554, 1564, 1570, 1576, 1646, 1818, 1825, 1898, 2005

Gordon's gin------------------------------------------------------

1058

Goss, Leod M--------------------------------------------------- 624, 631
Gossett, Sgt. William------------------------------------------ 1147,1156
Grace National Bank (New York)----------------------------------644
Graham, M. Sgt. Bobby------------------------------------------ 70,73
Graham, Thomas E-------------------------------------------- 566,1509
Grand Hotel, Anaheim, Calif--------------------------------------485
Grant, Nick------------------------------------------------------ 1721
Greany, Jack---------------------------------------------------987
Great West Food Packers Co--------------------------------- 269,292-294
Green, Mr---------------------------------------------------------- 1487
Green, Sergeant------------------------------------------------- 508, 509
Green, Timothy--------------------------------------------------- 1035
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Greene, R. J.------------------------------------------------------ 2020
Griever, Thomas W-----------------------------------------------568
Griffin, Jostin D------------------------------350
Griffin, Martin A-------------------------------------------------356
Griffin, Mrs. Martin A------------------3.5"
Griffin, Smith B--------------------------------------------------870
Griffiss, Lieutenant-----------------------------------------------358
Griffiths, Peter J----------------------------------------- 1938, 1939,2041
Grinnell, Robert 0-----------------------------------------------*
Grissom, Col. Thomas C------------------------------------------- 1656
Grit, Colonel------------------------------------------------------ 1911
Grits, General----------1948-1950
Gritz, Col. Sidney----------------------------------- 1439, 1441, 1447, 1599
Grogan, Colonel----------------------------------------------- 1912, 1913
Grossman, Colonel---------------------------------------- 1026–1028, 1032
- - ---

- -- -- -

- -

-

Guam Bear--------------------------------------------------------

96.8

Guizani, Marlene-------------------------------------------------710
Guizani, Mohamed------------------------------------------ 709, 711, 71
Gulf and Western Industries, Inc.------------------------------------ 1805
1809, 1815, 1824, 1825, 1827, 1855, 1857, 1862-1864, 1964, 1966, 2046
Gustafson, Maj. Gen. Karl W.
"
'
".
. .
. . 164, 165,167, 175

Guy, Mrs--------------------------------------------------------

424

H

Haar, Phillip---------------- 269,272,282,294-297, 302-307, 310,311, 513, 515
Hagedon, Capt. James--------------------------------------------- 1140
Hailey, Korwin E------------------------- 1763, 1768, 1772, 1777-1779, 1812
Haimes, Leonard P------------------------------------------------ 1780
Hair, Col. Robert B------------- 1325, 1345, 1371, 1508, 1590, 1693, 1694, 2016
Hale, Carlos-----------------------------------------------------904
Hamilton, Mr------2020
Hamilton, Sgt. Ham----1005, 1007, 1008
Hamilton National Bank, Chattanooga, Tenn707
Hamilton National Bank, Jackson City, Tenn711
Hammager, Jack---------------------------------------------- 1158, 11.68
Hammonds, Col. Vernon------------------------- 923,928,929,931–937,946
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - - - -

Hamms------------------------------------------------------ ---

1117

Handin, General----------------------------------------- 1025, 1032, 1033
Handley, Colonel-------------------------------------------------82
Hang Sang Bank-------------------------------------------------6
Hang Tai Cheung Kee Bank---------------------------------- 613, 644,675
Hang Tai Finance Co-------------------------------- 612,613, 644,674,675
Hannah, John A.--------------------------------------------------828
Hansen, Rudy L------------------------------------------ 904, 1032, 1266
Hao Hung Cong Ty Co-------------------------------------------- 1508
Harbor View Club, Okinawa---------------------------------------- 1052
Hardin, Col. Ferris---------------------- 51, 69,71,74, 77-79, 81–85, 100,102
Hardin, Gen. Joseph S----------- 1126–1133,1271,1273,1274,1676, 1687-1692
Harding, Rex M---- 109-138,146,150, 152, 153,179, 187, 196,436,445, 458, 517
Hardy, James P--------------------------------------------------937
Harold, Major---------------------------------------------------- 1330
Harrath, Sergeant------------------------------------------------- 103.1

Harrell International, Inc., Westport, Conn--------------------------Harrington Hotel, Washington, D.C.---------------------------------

2034
1931
847

Harris, Mr---------------------------------------------Harris, Bert A.----------- 308,309,358
Harris, Jack-------------------------------------------- 1005, 1010
-

Harris Trust & Savings Bank----------------------

-

Hart, Tom-------------------------------------------------------Hatcher, Marion--------------------------------------------------

400
1811
270
32-

Hatcher, Sgt. Narvaez S------------------------------------------33, 35-41, 43, 45, 46, 68, 69, 71-73, 75, 76,78, 84-87, 89, 91,
96-98, 100, 102, 107,110, 113,114, 119, 123, 127, 134, 135,137,

156, 172,188,268-270,273,274,276.278,280-38%, 2s1,2s6,288,
194, 496, 503-504,506, 508, 509, 5ii, 512, 514-51s, 825, 1034,

290–294, 296,297,302,303,305,307, 342,475-478,483,485, 487,
1120, 1121, 1124, 1260, 1263, 1522, 1691.

Page

Hawk, Mr----------------657
Hay. General----------------------------------------------------- 1787
Hayden, Herbert---------------------- 804, 805, 1050, 1068, 1271, 1790, 1800
Hayse, kenneth D.
1444, 1467, 1512, 1514, 1626
Hayward, Mr-------------------------------------------- 1007, 1011, 2019
-

Healey, Daniel

II.

1745

Heelan, John-------------------------------------------------- 914, 1027
Heidelber

£

- - - - -

1077

Heinl Col. R. D., Jr.----------------------------------------------- 1980
Heinz Soups--------------------------------------------------- 881, 1015
Helsabeck, Sgt. Don------------------------------------------------ 710
Hendricks, Bob----------------------------------------------- 1007, 1008
Hennings, Spöc Michael------------------------------------------ 568, 569

Henry, James D. (aka John and Jim)---------------------------------

914

953, 977, 978, 1002, 1006, 1007, 1011, 1014, 1037–1640
Hensley, Lieutenant--------------------------------------------- 357, 358
Herman & Co----------------------------------------------------269
Herman Corp----------------------------------------------------- 1250
Herring, Capt. Charles D------------------------------------- 704, 711,714
Hershey chocolates------------------------------------------------ 1692
Hester, Mr--------------------------------------------------- 1284, 1285
Hickham Air Force Base, Hawaii-----------------------------------88.1
Hickman, General---------------------------------- 1352, 1372, 1375, 1384

Higashino, G-T--------------------------------------------------300
Higdon, Edith---------270,271
Higdon, William------------------------------------------------- 32-36,
39–41, 46.75, 107, 135, 172, 176, 188,_216, 268-270,276-279,
281–286, 288-294, 296, 297, 302, 303, 305, 307-311, 320, 335,
-

339, 342, 345, 452, 475-78, is3, 185, 487, 562-564, 507-#.
518, 519, 530, 651,652, 825, 852, 956, 1004-1006, 1013, 1034,
1120–1122, 1124, 1160, 1161,1165, 1297-1312, 1316–1321, 1323
1326, 1328–1336, 1340–1346, 1348, 1349, 1355, 1364, 1383, 1388,
1495, 1507, 1508,1515, 1516, 1518, 1530, 1542, 1566, 1567, 1591,
1593, 1597, 1623–1631, 1633, 1691, 1709, 1785–1787, 1870, 1871,
1894, 2017, 2018.
Higgins, Mr------------------------------------------------------ 1027
Col. M. W., Jr.---------------------------- 1113,1256,1274, 1742
Hill, Ed-------------------------------------------------------- 352-354
Hilton Hotel, Hong Kong------------------------------------------ 889

#:

890, 1917, 1951, 1066, 1067, 1239, 1240, 1426-1429, 1434, 1437,
1568, 1569, 1659, 1673, 1881, 1884, 1885-1888, 1890, 1892, 1975
Hilton Hotel, London------------------------------------------ 1720, 1736
Hilton Hotel, New York------------------------------------------988
Hilton International----------------------------------------------- 1429
Himmelsbach, Maj. Robert B------------------------------------- 287-289
Hindmarsh, R. H-------------------------------------------------809
Hiram Walker & Sons---------------------------

880,881,954,957,982, 1015

Hirohara, Noburo------------------------------------------------- 1802
Hiroski, Kato
III.
1984
irsch, Bill----------------------------------------1663
Hobolt, Glenn.---------------------------------------------------499
Hobson, Howard-------------------------------------------- 270–272, 481
Hoehn, F.L.--------------------------------------------------- 309, 2017
Hoffman, Michael W----------------------------------------------493
-

Hofstra

University

-

Hogan, Sergeant---------------------------------------------------

851
1079

Hollander, H. S.------------------------------------------------- 987, 989
Hollander Air Force Base, N. Mex----------------------------------- 1033

Holzapple, Gen. J. R.----------------------------------------------

2006

Honda motorcycles-------------------------------------------- 1142, 1145
Hoover, Lester-------------------------------------------------- 270,282
Hornberger, D-E-------------------------------------------------309
Horstman, Charles L--------------------------------------------- 352,354
Hotel Americana, New York---------------------------------------988
Hotel New Grand, Yokahoma, Japan-------------------------------- 1000
Hotel O'Kura, Tokyo---------------------------------------------- 1009
58–590–71–19
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Hotz, Max---------------------------1720
House of Adler------------- 1396, 1403, 1404, 1408, 1412, 1414, 1499–1501, 1599
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

House Banking and Currency Committee----------------846,856
House of Caribe--------------------------- 1395, 1396, 1408, 1412, 1501, 1502
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Howard, Max E--------------------------654
Howze, Gen. Hamilton H-------------------------------1989
Hsiao, C. F----------------------------------------- 612, 646–652, 676,699
Hufnager, Col. Robert--------------------------------------------141
Huk, Colonel----------------------------------------------------- 1325
Hum, Colonel------------------------------------------------- 1426, 1427
Humpert, James L.---------- 1756, 1762, 1766, 1768, 1801, 1803, 1805, 1832, 1986
-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

- -

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hun Yon Wai-----------------------------------------------------

756

Hunter, Gil---------------------------------------------- 1132, 1272, 1273
Hurley, Joseph---------------------------------------------- 363. 373, 394
Husain. A-------------- 617, 620–625, 631-633, 635, 652, 653, 681, 682,857–862

Huss, Christa

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2005

Hussain, A. (See A. Husain.)
Hussey, D-A---------------------------------------- 811, 1834, 1835, 1877
Hwi In Hong----------------------------------------------------711
Hyde, Colonel----------------------------------------------------16.3
Hyde, Philip-------------------------------------------------- 1670, 1671
I

Ice, Col. Jack----------------------------------------------------908,
916, 1029, 1032, 1033, 1110, 1111, 1113, 1114, 1200, 1204, 1211–
1213, 1221, 1226, 1227, 1288, 1392-1399, 1402–1426, 1500–1503,
1522, 1529, 1693, 1977, 2010.

Ideal Beverage Coolers--------------------------------------------Illinois National Guard--------------------------------------------

Imperial Hotel---------------------------------------------------Imperial

£

- - - - - -- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -

1015
362
991
1775
1210

Ingersoll, Gladys-------------------------------------------------Ingersoll, Robert S-------------------------------------------- 1287, 1288
Ingram, General--------------------------------------------------- 16.79
Ingram, J. R.------------------308, 2017
“Innocence”-------------------------------------------- 625, 633, 638,640
Intercontinental Hotel (Frankfurt)---------------------------------- 37, 40
- - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -

-

- -

-

- - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Interdepartmental Action Task Force-------------------------------Internal Revenue Service-------------------- --- -- - - - - - -

- - - - -

794

364,

381,391, 394, 543, 562, 563, 658, 667, 668, 673, 793, 795, 813,

$15,826,830's33,844,845, 853,857, 860, 882, 884, 'ss', ogi', ''
1044, -1056, -1057, 1085, 1093, 1436, 1467, 1469, 1470,

1505,

1549, 1550, 1553, 1554, 1573–75, 1606, 1607, 1610, 1763, 1803,
1829, 1898, 1936, 1951, 1970, 1986, 1987,
International Club----------------------------------------------- 956,982
International Construction Co., Vaduz, Lichtenstein------------------- 37, 40

International Credit Bank, Geneva-------------------------------- 480,481
International Food Brands-----------------------------------------International Harvester Tractors------------------------------------

1663
2020

International House, Saigon----------------------------------------

296,

-

323,326,336,344-346, 512,656, 661,671-674, 1052, 1307, 1308,
1320, 1329,-1330, 1495, 1501, 1502, 1517, 1584, 2018.

International Suppliers, Los Angeles, Calif.

'
'
1773, 1774
International Monetary Fund--------------------------------------820

Interpol------------------------------------------------------- 849, 1821
Iqbal, Mohamed------------------------------------------------ 6:36,640
Irregular Practices Committee, U.S. Embassy, Saigon----------------- - - 559
Irving Bromberg Co---------------------------------------------- 1840
Irving Trust Co., New York--------- 646,648, 675,676,699,738, 831, 862, 2049
Israel, Charles-------------------------------------------

- ---- -

656

Iter Co--------------------------------------- 297,302, 503, 504,525-528
Ivey, Col. Robert H----------------------------------------------. 1027,

1426-1438, 1440, 1581, 1582, 1599, 1625, 1645, 1648, 1649,

1685, 1686, 1714, 1715, 1746, 1876, 1870-isoo 1894, 1866.
-

1933, 1948

Ivey, Mrs. Robert H-----------------------------------------------

1437

207.5
J
------------------------------

J & B Scotch----------------------

Page

1005

J. C. Penney Co------------------------------------------872, 1952
J & F. Martell, Cognac, France------------------------------------880
Jack Daniels Co--------------------

- -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - -

-

- - - - - - -

1023

Jack, Robert W--------------------------------------------------- 1287
Jacoby, Sergeant-------------------------------------------------510
Jamaluddin, J. P.-------------------------------------------------640
James B. Beam Distilling Co--887
890, 892–895, 897–903, 905, 906, 913, 915, 918, 948–953, 955,

958–964, 969, 970, 972–977, 979–983, 987, 988, 1015, 1016,
1018–1022, 1024, 1026, 1027, 1087, 1088, 1101, 1106, 1110,
1215, 1411, 1412, 1417, 1424, 1503, 1958.
James, Edward D----James, Jesse----------

1291, 1292
-- 144, 155

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

James S. Lee Co----------------------------------------------- 1929, 1930
James, Col. William C-------------------- - - - - 1506, 1519, 1588
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Janes, Richard “Dick” ------------------------------ 1033, 1262, 1265, 1268
Janeway, Elliot----------385
-

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jantzen----------------------------------------------------------

1019

Japan Amusement Co., Ltd----------------------------------------- 1762
Japan Publications Trading Co., Ltd.--------669, 670, 675
Japanese Foreign Exchange Commission ---------------------------- 1756
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Jastrow, Wayne-------------

Javrotsky, I. J.------

-

- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S05
883

Jaybird Enterprises-----------------------------------------------712
Jenkins, Pete--------------------------------------------------- 328, 359
Jenkinson, Col. Robert C.------------------------------------------- 1326
Jennings and Company, Chicago----- 886, 887, 924, 1064, 1775, 1843, 1863, 1867

Jerome, Jeff. (See Bromley, Martin Jerome.)
Jewel, Major------------------------------------------------------

358

Jim Beam. (See James B. Beam Distilling Co.)

Johann, Helga-------------1447, 1448
John Haig & Co., Ltd., London------------------------------------880
Johnny Overseas Development Banks, Geneva---------------------- 676, 755
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Johnny's Bookstore-----------------------------699
John Henry Organization------------------------- 987, 1002, 1013, 1117, 1673
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

John K. Kealy Co., Oakland, Calif----------------------------------

2034

Johns, William-------------------------------------------- 960, 1672, 2018
Johnson, Agent---------------------------------------------------- 1897

Johnson, Mr-----------------------------------------------------Johnson, Gen. Harold K-----------------------------------------

-

1427
47

53, 112, 116, 141, 144-146, 148, 152, 155, 163, 168, 177, 178, 180,

184, 187, iói, 197,423,431–433, 435–437, 441, 444, 445. 453, 45%
459, 470.1296, 1302, 1320, 1321, 1329, 1332, 1333, 1335, 1496,
1515–1517, 1591, 1787.
Johnson, CWO James----------------- 1818, 1819, 1821, 1826, 1897, 2005, 2025
Johnson, James R-----------------1433–1445,
-

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - -

1447, 1448, 1453, 1454, 1456, 1462, 1466–1476, 1478, 1480–1483,
-

1485–1487, 1491–1494, 1512, 1531, 1551–1555, 1570, 1573, 1575–

1580, 1599, 1625, 1626, 1646. . . . " " ' "
Johnson, Lindy------------------------------------------------------ 888,
.
895, 915, 1016, 1020, 1427, 1449, 1470, 1523, 1573, 1647, 1676,
1880, 1883, 1884, 1916, 1930.

Johnson, Philip---------------------------------------------------Johnson, Richard V-----------------------------------------------Johnston, Adın. Means, Jr.------------------------------------ L-- 989,
Jones, General------------------------------------------- 1164, 1166,
Jones, Mr----------------------------1445, 1448,
Jones, Lt. Edmond E----------------------------------------------

1501

654
1957
1169

1567.'
1025
Jones, S. Sgt. Edward---------------------------------------------- 42-44,
70,72, 73,75, 76, 80, 81, 92,95–107, 127,274, 506, 514,515
Jones, F.L.---------------------------------------------------- 309, 2017.
Jones, Girdwood “Al”-----------------------------------------L---- 1247
Jones, Gen. Leon-------------------- 1300, 1301, 1318.
*
Jones, Gen. Morton McDonald-------------------------------------1329,
1333–1335, 1337, 1339, 1345–1347, 1497, 1508, 1518, 1521, 1540,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

1589, 1593, 1594, 1644, 1656.
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Jong Myan Kang-------------------------------------------------568
Joppe, Gerhard----------------------6.73
Joppe, Lieselotte-------------------------------------------------6.7.3
Jordan, Robert E., III--------------------------------------------29,
30,
565, 1453, 1455, 1456, 1461, 1482, 1483, 1485–1487, 1978,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

#".

2026.

Jordan, William -----1719, 1725, 1726
Julius Rothchild & Co., Inc., Lynbrook, N.Y.--------------------- - - - - 20.34
June Collins Promotions------------------------------ 317, 318,320, 341, 348
Justerini & Brooks, London----------------------------------------S-0
-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

K

Kadena Air Base, Okinawa----------------------1007, 1008
Kader, Habeeb Suyed Abdul---------------------------------------640
Kader, M. K. Abdul------633, 636,640, 643,654, 655, 675, 763
Kahn, Mr---------------------------------------------------764
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -- -

Kamaluddin, K. N. M------------------------------------------- 640–643

kanakka. (See Noormohamed Mohamed

Pillai.)

Kangaroo Promotions---------Kanna. (See Noormohamed Mohamed Pillai.)
Kansas City Police Department---------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

359

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

200,

202-205, 207, 221, 223, 224, 252, 265, 398, 403-405, 408, 409,
412,414,415,420, 425,469,470.
Karten, James-------------------------------------------------- 917. 918

Kash, Reis R----------------------------------------------------113,
116, 125, 126, 136, 137, 139-147, 150, 151, 153, 157, 162, 176–
197, 434–436, 441–443,448, 450, 452, 453, 457, 459, 462, 517, 518
Keith, Mack-----------------------------------------------------30
Keller, R. F------------------------------------4.
Kelley, Clarence M------------------------------ 200, 267, 403-410, 413–415
- - - - - - - - - -

Kelley Field National Bank--------t,05
Kelley, Robert E-------------------------------------------------.399
Kelley, Roger T------------------------------------ 6, 25–30, 32,49, 91, 86.5
Kelly, Col. Ferdinand “Bull"------------------------------------- 114, 1382
Kelly, Larry------------------------------------------------------ 1266
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Kelly, Ned------------------------------------------------------Kelowna Ranch, Inc.-----------------------------------------------

1841

Kemex-----------------------------------------------------------

987

359

Kemguard-------------------------------------------------------987
Kendrick, John A.--------------------------------------------- 1073, 1074
Kennedy, Col. Cary------------------------------------------- 1138, 1140

Kennedy, David M-----------------------------------------------Kent, Lynee W---------------------------------------------------

S28
1398

Kerekes, Gabriel T---------------------------------------------- 583–595
Kerwin, Maj. Gen. Walter T., Jr.------ 1455, 1459, 1460, 1464, 1584, 1615, 1791
Keystone Custodian Funds----------------------------------------- 2039
Kidder, Peabody & Co--------------------------------------------- 1806
Kimbrell, Gen. Gordon T-----------------------------------------34
King Co---------------------------------------------------------- 648,
664, 695, 696, 701, 702, 726, 727, 729, 736, 753, 762–765, 768,769
King, Henry------------------------------------------------------ 10:32
King, Cmdr. Julian Baxter "Jay"-------------------- 889, 890, 892, 893, 1016
King, Dr. Martin Luther, Jr.-------------------------------------- 201, 211
King, Stephen B---------------------------------------------- 1402, 1414
Kirk, Lambert---------------------------------------------------657
Kispert, Commander------------------------------ 888, 890, 892, 1116, 1251
Kleindienst, Richard G-------------------------------------- 248, 471, 473

Kleinendorst, Darwin L-------------------------------------------Klem, Captain----------------------------------------------------

Klimkiewicz, Roman, Jr.--------------------------------------------

655
75
883

Klingensmith, Major------------------------------------- 1316, 1644, 1645
Knapp, Vern-------...--------------------------------------------- 1317
Knierim, William "Bill"----------------------------- 1158, 1168, 1171, 1291
Knight, Bill--------------------------------------------------- 914, 1117
Knowlton, Lt. Bob------------------------------------------------ 1009
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Knowlton, Gen. William ----------------------------- 1514, 1520, 1561, 1791
Knudson Construction Co------------------.

982

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Kocka, Julia------------------------------.
- 493, 497
Koeciding, Joseph---------1704
Kolonie, A. P. “Tony"---------------- 1767, 1768, 1771, 1777, 1779, 1959, 1990
Korner, Ambassador Robert W
- - 1585,
1658, 1659, 1684, 1895, 1896, 1899, 1900, 1916, 1928-1930, 1979,
-

- - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

-

- -

- -

-

- - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2042.

Komer, Mrs---------------------------------------Konya, Mr-------------------------------------------

1524, 1895, 1929

-

--

1291

Kouo Meou Si---------------------------------------------------699
Kowler, Everett------------------------------------------------ 962, 1503
Krash, Abe--- - ------------------------------------------ 948, 957–959

Krause, Emil W. “Dutch".----------- 900, 906, 914, 1033, 1133, 1253, 1265, 1274
Kraft, Ruth--- - - - ------------------------------------------- 500, 701
Krashes, Maj. Harold D-------------------------------------------- 67, 68
Krieger, Paul E--------------------------------------------------- 2005

Kuk Tony Corp---------------------------------------------------

368

Kungie, Captain-------------------------------------------------- 1529
Kuntze, Capt. Archie------------------------------ 892, 896, 897, 1016, 1017
Kurtz, Norm-----------------------------------------------------285
Kusero, Ben ----------------------------------------------------

kwiki Freeze Co-I-III---------

1629
49.)

Kye, Tang Siew---------------------------------------------------

8:30

L
L. & P. Metal Works---------------------------------------------- 45, 54
LAD Promotions --------------------------- 348, 350, 351, 356-358, 637, 713

Lacamana, Robert J.-------------------------------------- 1010, 1133, 1275
LaFleur, Mrs. Rosalee----------------------------------------- 1507, 1675
LaFond, Philip C-------------------------------------------------- 1508
Lagoric, Sol------------------------------------------------------ 1054
Laing, Goffrey M------------------------------------------------ 354, 355
Laird, Melvin R.------------------------------o,
29, 30, 65, 91, 300, 338, 470, 471, 677, 790, 792, 793, 797, 801,
818, 867, 1485, 1980.
Laitiner, R. R.---------------------------------------------------- 1983
“Lala" account------------------------------ 612, 615, 641–643, 676, 713, 717
Lambert, General------------------------------------------------- 1615
Land, Hans A----------------------------------------------------- 1803
Landreth, Mr------------------------------------------------- 1133, 1274
Langford, Capt. George P---------------------------- 1317, 1508, 1636–1638
Lanser, Gustav---------------------------------------------------- 2005
Laos Commercial Development Bank -------------------------------831
Larson, General--------------------------------------------------- 1420
Lathram, Wade--------------------------------------------------- 1615
Lau, David------------------------------------------------------- 1669
Lawson, Sgt. Sam------------------------------------------------- 1006
Lazar, Emilie----------------------------------------------------270
Lazar, Mrs. Nobuko--------------------------------------------- 500, 501
Lazar, Seymour--------------------------------------------------32,
33, 46, 76, 97, 98, 100, 102, 107, 120, 172,268, 270–276, 278-285,
288, 290–293,296–299, 302–306, 312, 313, 342, 476–478,481–483,
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*

486,487,491–494, 496, 498–509, 514, 518, 519, 525, 529, 825, 852,
1522, 1630, 1787.
Lazro, John------------------------------------------------------737
Leach, Captain------------------------------------------ 114, 118–121, 135
Lee, Doris------------------------------------------------------ 327, 328
Lee, Frazier------------------------------------------------------737
Lee, James S---------- 1427, 1428, 1515, 1695, 1707, 1717–1719, 1729, 1884, 1930
Lee, Col. K. K.------------------ 1392–1394, 1396–1400, 1403–1408, 1412–1416
Lee, Morton Charles----------------------- 1767, 1772–1775, 1800, 1959, 1960
Lee, Shu S-------------------------------------------------------- 1288
Lehr, George-----------------------------------------------------357
Lehr, Ray------------------------------------------ 350, 351, 356-358, 713
Lehr, Robert--------------------------------------- 350, 351, 356-358, 713
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Lemaire, Raymond---------------------------------------------1762, 1763, 1766, 1767, 1775, 1779, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1806,
1816, 1817, 1824, 1825, 1832, 1833, 1841, 1851, 1857-1861,
1870, 1871, 1892, 1938, 1960–1963, 1971, 1972, 1977, 1983,

1713,

1809,
1863,
1986.

Lennon, Col. Daniel A.------------------------------------------- 932, 936

Leonard Haimes Co., New York---------------------------- 1748, 1780, 1812
Leone, William J.------------------------- 1771, 1773, 1799, 1800, 1814, 1959
Le Saux, Yvon M----------------------------------------------- 648, 706
Leslie, Alan------------------------------------------------------- 1790
Letters and Memorandums in chronological order:

February 14, 1963, from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., to A.
Husain or Ameen--------------------------------------------

617

February 28, 1963, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co-----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

618

March 13, 1963, from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., to A.
Husain or Ameen--------------------------------------------

ti 19

April 20, 1963, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co---------------------------------------------------

619

April 25, 1963, from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., to A. Husain
or Ameen---------------------------------------------------

too

May 3, 1963, from A. Husain to Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co--

620

May 7, 1963, from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., to A. Husain
or Ameen---------------------------------------------------

ti.21

June 19, 1963, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co---------------------------------------------------

621

September 13, 1963, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co-------------------------------------------

22

December 16, 1963, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to
Joseph Michaels, Overseas Military Sales Manager, the Lori
Corp--------------------------------------------------- 1789, 1790

April 22, 1964, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to Maj. Gen.
Sam Maddox, Jr.---------------------------------------- 881, 1015

November 23, 1964, from Lyle C. Hatch, S. Sgt., USA, Secretary
Custodian, Camp Humphreys to Establishment Garlan, Inti------

1989

December 1, 1964, from A. P. Kolonie to Gen. Hamilton H.
Howze------------------------------------------------- 1989, 1990
December 12, 1964, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co-------------------------------------------

ti>3

December 28, 1964, from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., to
A. Husain or Ameen-----------------------------------------

624

January 4, 1965, from Hans A. Nathan of Trammell, Rand & Nathan

to Guy Farmer of Patterson, Belknap & Farmer-------------

1985-1988

January 22, 1965, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co---------------------------------------------------

624

February 15, 1965, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers

i£er frust 6, " " " " " " " ":

62.5

February 16, 1965, from Dao Heng Bank, Ltd., to Manufacturers
Hanover

Trust

O-------------------------------------------

626

February 16, 1965, from Stephen Ailes, Secretary of the Army, to Guy
Farmer of Patterson, Belknap & Farmer------------------------

1990

February 22, 1965, from Guy Farmer of Patterson, Belknap & Farmer
to Stephen Ailes, Secretary of the Army---------------- - - - 1990, 1991
March 3, 1965, from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. to A. Husain
or Amcen --------------------------------------------------

t;21

March 6, 1965, from Stephen Ailes, Secretary of the Army to Guy
Farmer of Patterson, Belknap & Farmer-----------------------March 9, 1965, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers Hanover

1991

Trust Co. --------------------------------

---------------

631

March 10, 1965, from Guy Farmer of Patterson, Belknap & Farmer to
Stephen Ailes, Secretary of the Army--------------------------

1991

March 15, 1965, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co -------------

633

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

- - - - - - -

May 13, 1965, from William Crum of Gande, Price, Ltd. to 1)an
Morgan of Carling Brewery---------------- - - - - - 888, 1116, 1251, 1252
May 26, 1965, from William Crum, Gande, Price, Ltd. to G. P.
Thompson of Carling Brewery--------888, 1115, 1249, 1250
- - - - - - -

- - -
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June 2, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson of

Page

Jim Beam--------------------------------------------------

889

June 7, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson,
James Beam Distilling Co-----------------------------------962
July 14, 1965, from William Crum, Gande, Price, Ltd. to Mel Peter
son of Jim Beam-------------------------------------- 890, 962, 963
July 15, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson
of Jim Beam------------------------------------------------

891

July 26, 1965, from Carlos Hale, Price & Co., Ltd. to William Crum,
Price & Co., Ltd.---------------------------------------------

August 1, 1965, from Asa A. Smith, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson,
Jim Beam Distilling Co------------------------------------August 1, 1965, from Mel Peterson, Jim Beam Distilling Co. to William
Crum, Price & Co., Ltd.-------------------------------------August 4, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to R. L. Hansen
of Carling Breweries----------------------------------------August 7, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson
of Jim Beam---------------------------------------------

904

89.3
S93
904
892

August 12, 1965, from Mel Peterson of Jim Beam to William Crum,
Price & Co., Ltd ----

-----

-

-

- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

89.3

August 13, 1965, from A. A. Smith of Price & Co. Ltd. to Mel Peterson,
James Beam Distilling Co-------------------------------- 1018, 1019

August 20, 1965, from National Bank of Pakistan to Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co------------------------------------------

634

August 21, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peter
son, Jim Beam Distilling Co - - - - - - - - - - - - August 25, 1965, Memorandum from Brandon Backlund to con
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

894

sortium----------------------------------------------------

598

- - - - - -

August 26, 1965, from Mel Peterson, Jim Beam l)istilling Co. to
Asa Smith, Price & Co., Ltd - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------August 27, 1965, from Brandon H. Backlund to IR. Dundore-------August 30, 1905, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd.-----------------------------August 31, 1965, from Asa Smith, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson,
Jim Beam Distilling Co--------------------------------- - - - -

894
602

950
894

September 1, 1965, from Milton Petrick of Dynasty Fashions to Mel
eterson, Jim Beam Distilling Co---------------------------- 894, 895
September 2, 1965, from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. to Na
tional Bank of Pakistan ------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

634

September 7, 1965, from Asa Smith, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson,
Beam Distilling Co------------------------------- 895, 949, 1019
September 8, 1965, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co.
to Asa Smith, Price & Co., Ltd -------------895, 950
September 9, 1965, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to
Milton E. Petrick of Mandarin Textiles---------------- 895, 1019, 1020

''

- - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

September 13, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel
eterson, James Beam IDistilling Co--------------------- 895, 896, 952

September 13, 1965, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to
G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co-------------------------- 1107
September 21, 1965, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co.
to William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd.-------------------------- 897, 950
September 24, 1965, from Mel Peterson, Jim Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd -------- * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 897
October 5, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peter
son, James Beam Distilling Co---------------- 897, 898, 949, 1020-1022
October 19, 1965, from Marvin Marek, Jim Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd---------------------------- 898, 1022

October 22, 1965, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd ------------------- 899, 953, 1022–1024

October 30, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Whitney
Crum, Tradewell Enterprises---------------------------------November 2, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel
Peterson, Jim Beam Distilling Co------------------------------

899
898
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November 3, 1965, from Mel Peterson, Jim Beam Distilling Co. to

Page

Asa Smith, Price & Co., Ltd ----------------------------------

899

November 8, 1965, from Asa Smith, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel Peterson,
Jim Beam Distilling Co--------------------------------------

£

November 23, 1965,
Mel Peterson, Jim Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd ------------------------------November 24, 1965, from Emil Krause, Carling Brewery to D. J.
Dittman, Carling Brewery------------------------------------

900
900

November 24, 1965, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co.
to John Wycoski, Army/Air Force Exchange Service - - - - - - - - - - 900, 901
November 30, 1965, from Mel Peterson, Jim Beam Distilling Co. to
Asa Smith, Price & Co., Ltd ---------------------------------901
December 2, 1965, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd ------------------------------901

December 13, 1965, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel
Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - December 15, 1965, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd -------------------------------

949
901

January 3, 1966, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Mel
Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 901, 902, 1024
January 7, 1966, from Sergeant Hogan to Carling Brewing Co - - - - - - 1079
January 10, 1966, from William J. Crum, Price &
to G. P. Thom
son, Carling Brewing Co------------------------- 902, 1095, 1244, 1245
January 12, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd ------------------------------902

£

January 12, 1966, from Asa Smith of Price & Co., Ltd. to G. P.
Thompson, Carling Brewing Co------------------------------January 17, 1966, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co. to

1 104

William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd.-------------------- 1085, 1097, 1246
February 21, 1966, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to G. P.

Thompson, Carling Brewery-------------------------------- 902,
February 22, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co.,

903

to Marvin Marek, James Beam Distilling Co--------------------

903

February 26, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co.,
to Marvin Marek, James Beam Distilling Co-------------------950
March 10, 1966, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewery to D. J.
Dittman, Carling Brewery---------------------------- 905, 1024–1027
March 31, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co., to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 905, 906
April 25, 1966, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to Mel Peterson,
James Beam Distilling Co-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 906, 1027, 1028

April 25, 1966, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to G. P.
Thompson, Carling Brewing Co ---------------------- 1114, 1247, 1248

May 9, 1966, from D. J. Dittman, Carling Brewery, to William Crum,
Price & Co., Ltd --

----

- --- -- -- -- ----- ---

- - - -

- - -

- - - - - -

M: 14, 1966, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to D. J. Dittman,
arling Brewery--------------------------------------------

-

June 9, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co., to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 907, 984
June 13, 1966, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to G. P.
Thompson, Carling Brewery - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 908, 1028–1030
June 20, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co., to
William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 909
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

June 27, 1966, from Frank C. Bennett, Jr., U.S. Consul, Hong Kong,
to Sarl Electronics--- - - - -

- -- ---- -- -- ----- ----------

- -- --

SX2

July 7, 1966, from G. E. S. Stevenson of Stewart & Co., to Frank C.

Bennett, Jr., U.S. Consul, Hong Kong-------------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SS2

July 14, 1966, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co., to William
. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 914, 1085
July 20, 1966, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to G. P.
Thompson, Carling Brewing Co------ ---------------- 914, 915, 1113
August 1, 1966, receipt signed by Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner for the
Kansas City, Mo., Police Department-----------------------408
August 16, 1966, from Gen. Charles R. Meyer to Mel Peterson, James
Beam Distilling Co-----------------------------------------91.5
2, 1966, from Prysumeen to Manufacturers Hanover Trust
-

s:"

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

635
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September 7, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co., to Page
illiam Crum, Price & Co., Ltd - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 915, 953

September 17, 1966, from Col. Jack C. Ice, QMC, Commander, to
William J

Črm,

Price & Co., Ltd --------------------------

1212

September 17, 1906, from Jack C. Ice, Colonel, QMC, Commander,
to William J. Crum of Sarl Electronics - - - - - - - - - - -

s' 20,

-- - --

--

2010

1966, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewery, to Mr.

). Dittman, Carling Brewery - September 23, 1966, from Colonel Potter
Co., Ltd - - - -

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-- -

98.8

to William J. Crum, Price &

-

-

- - -

-

-

-

-

- - - -

-

1423

September 27, 1966, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewery, to
D. J. Dittman, Carling Brewery - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 916, 1031–1033
October 7, 1966, from Wing Lung Bank, Ltd., to Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co--- - - - - - - - ------

- - - - - - -------------

636

October 9, 1966, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewery, to D. J.
Dittman, Carling Brewery - - - - - - - - ------ 915, 1930, 1031, 1108
October 14, 1966, from Gen. Charles R. Meyer to D. J. Dittman,
Carling Brewery----------------------------------916
October 19, 1966, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co.,
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

to Charles Wittwer--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------------

967

October 22, 1966, from A. Husain or Ameen to Manufacturers Han
over Trust Co

-- - -- - -- -

- - - - - - -

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

633

November 28, 1966, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to

G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co - - - - - - - -

----- -------

1086

January 12, 1967, from Sgt. Maj. William O. Wooldridge to whom it
- - - - - -----------------------

480

January 17, 1967, from Richard C. Devine, Embassy commercial
officer, to Sarl Electronics - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Inay Concern - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- -

2011

February 16, 1967, from Frank C. Bennett, Jr., U.S. Consul, Hong
Kong, to I. J. Javrotsky, consulate officer -- - - - - - - - 883
March 11, 1967, from Hugh H. Riddle, Lt. Col., MPC, Provost Mar
shall to Chief of Staff, USA MAC - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1282, 1283
March 16, 1967, from S. F. Dotterer, Club Specialties Overseas, Inc.,
to Whitney I. Crum, Tradewell Enterprises- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1233
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

April 4, 1967, from Tommy Thompson of Carling Corp. to D. J.
Dittman-------------------------------------------------

1414

April 7, 1967, from S. F. Dotterer, Club Specialties Overseas, Inc., to
Whitney I. Crum, Tradewell Enterprises-----------------------

1234

April 12, 1967, from Whitney I. Crum, Tradewell Enterprises, to Scott
F. Dotterer, Club Specialties Overseas, Inc -- - - - - April 14, 1967, from Whitney I. Crum, Tradewell Enterprises, to
Scott F. Dotterer, Club Specialty Overseas, Inc ----------------May 6, 1967, from Gen. Earl F. Cole to Director of Vietnamese
Customs----------------------------------------------- 1067,
May 12, 1967, from Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole to Vietnamese Director of
Customs--------------------------------------------------June 10, 1967, from John Henry to H. S. Hollander of National
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

Distillers---------------------------------------------------

June 13, 1967, from Central Office Saigon to Whitney I. Crum, Trade
well Enterprises--------------------------------------------July 17, 1967, from Emil Krause, Carling Brewery to R. J. Thomas,
Carling Brewery---------------------------------------------

1235
1236

1241
1242
987
1232
914

July 20, 1967, from Robert V. Scara, CID to (for the Record).---- 1284, 1285

July 22, 1967, from Robert Scara, CID to for the Record) I.

1280, 1281

August 8, 1967, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to Mr.
Johns of Pacific Sales----------------------------------------

960

August 30, 1967, from Seymour Lazar to Lester Hoover------------

270

September 6, 1967, from Lt. Col. Pohler to Col. Jack Potter-------September 7, 1967, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to

1210

William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd -------------------------------

978

September 7, 1967, from 1st Lt. John L. Fisher, Customs Officer to
(not given).--------------------------------------------- 1277, 1278

September 15, 1967, from Bill Solley, Lt. Col., MPC, Chief, CID to
rovost Marshal---------------------------------------- 1290–1292

September 15, 1967, from G. D. Faulks, Associated Sales & Marketing
Corp. to Liggett & Meyers Tobacco Co------------------------

1013

September 23, 1967, from Col. Jack C. Potter to William J. Crum,
rice & Co., Ltd---------------------------------------------

1217
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September 28, 1967, from Col. Jack C. Potter, Commander to William
J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd.------------------------------------

Page
1293

November 4, 1967, from Daniel W. O'Connell, attorney to Mr.
Whalen----------------------------------------------------

1159

November 16, 1967, from Harry Blum to Leo Slotnik ------------ 974, 975
November 18, 1967, from Gen. Earl F. Cole, Deputy Chief of Staff
(P & A) to Director of Customs, Republic of Vietnam------------ 2012
November 23, 1967, from Sidney D. Weiss, executive to Sarl Elec
tronics-------------------------------------------- 1213, 2010, 2011
December 18, 1967, from Lt. Col. Robert B. Hair to Commanding
General, U.S. Army, Vietnam--------------------------------- 2016
January 2, 1968, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to G. P.
Thompson, Carling Brewing Co---------------------- 1121, 1260, 1261
January 22, 1968, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to G. P.

Thompson, Carling Brewing Co------------ 1033, 1034, 1122, 1262–1264

#.

January 24, 1968, from G.
Thompson, Carling Brewing Co., to
E. S. Coombs, Jr.----------------------------------- 1123, 1265–1267

February 1, 1968, from William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to Mel
Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co ---------------------------

954

February 2, 1968, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co., to
William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1124, 1125, 1268–1270

February 2, 1968, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd., to E. C-- 1255,
1236

February 13, 1968, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co.,
to William Crum, Price & Co., Ltd.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

957

February 14, 1968, from Martin Sosin to Maredem Ltd.-------------

306

March 22, 1968, from Scott Dotterer of Club Specialty Overseas,
Inc., to Whitney Crum, Price & Co., Ltd.-----------------------

10t,9.

March 31, 1968, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co., to
E. S. Coombs of Carling Brewing Co---------------------------

1091

April 9, 1968, from Doris £ Price to Bank of America (Hollywood) --

502

May 23, 1968, receipt signed by Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner for the

Chicago Police Dept.---------------------------------------National Bank of New York "
"
'
' ' '

201

June 7, 1968, from Foreign Exchange & Investment, Ltd., to Republic
ti-42

June 7, 1968, from G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co., to D. J.
Dittman--------------------------------------------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10-so

August 12, 1968, from Sidney Burtin, chief, retail inventory, to
(memorandum for record) --------------------------------- 1257, 1258

August 19, 1968, from N. D. Powers, deputy director, procurement
division to S.E.A.S.------------------------------------------

1239

August 21, 1968, from Republic National Bank of New York to For
eign Exchange & Investment, Ltd - - - - - - - - -

t;42

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

August 28, 1968, from Japan Publications Trading Co., Ltd., to Ray
Evans------------------------------------------------------

September 11, 1968, from De Gill Corp. to Pacific National Bank---

670
to it,
1079

September 16, 1968, from Sergeant Dean to Carling Brewing Co - - - - October 20, 1968, from Col. Earl F. Cole to General Hardin -- - - - - - 1689
October 21, 1968, from Lt. Col. Joseph E. Zaice to Col. Kenneth
Buzzell--------------------------------------------------- 163, 164

October 22, 1968, from Mel Peterson, James Beam Distilling Co. to
Lou Bernard--------------------------------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.61

October 29, 1968, from Brig. Gen. Earl F. Cole to Brig. Gen. Joseph
S. Hardin--------------------------------------------- 1126, 1691

October 30, 1968, from Whitney Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to Sarl
Electronics------------------------------------------------

1070

November 5, 1968, from Brig. Gen. McCord to Col. Earl F. Cole - - - -

1690

November 15, 1968, from General Hardin to Col. Earl F. Cole -- 1128, 1690
November 29, 1968, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to
G. P. Thompson, Carling Brewing Co-------------------------- 1128
December 2, 1968, from Edmund
colonel, ADA commanding,

'',

to officer in charge, USARV Open Mess System, APO 96491--- - - -

1373,

1498, 1499

December 16, 1968, from William J. Crum, Price & Co., Ltd. to J. A.
Michaels, Lorillard Corp----------------------------- - - - 1729, 1730
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1696

1133. 1274, 1275
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-

- -

-

-

1451
1010

1011
284
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1704
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April 24, 1969, from John R. Blandford, chief counsel, U.S. House
of Representatives Committee on Armed Services to Senator L.
Mendel Rivers, chairman, Committee on Armed Services-------- 2006
April 28, 1969, from John R. Blandford, chief counsel, U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on Armed Services to Brig. Gen. Earl
F. Cole, Commander, European Exchange Systems-------------- 2006
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Sales & Marketing Corp---------------------------------- 1008, 1009

May 13, 1969, from Fraser & Neave, Ltd. to Senator Abraham Ribicoff.

666

May 14, 1969, from Earl F. Cole, Brig. Gen., USA, to Gen. James

H. Polk, Commander in Chief, U.S. Army Europe and 7th Army - 2005
May 14, 1969, from Earl F. Cole, Brig. Gen., USA, to Gen. J. R.
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2006
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"
" " "' "
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648

809
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(Trading) Ltd--------------------------------------------- 809, 810
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J. Duffy--------------------------------------------------July 22, 1969, report from Col. Henry Tufts to Army CID----------

811
444

August 26, 1969, from Shearman & Sterling to U.S. Senate Permanent
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639

September 18, 1969, from Foreign Exchange and Investment, Ltd. to
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643

September 20, 1969, from PO 1 Watson to Carling Brewing Co-----September 24, 1969, from the Department of the Army to Permanent

1079

Subcommittee on Investigations-------------------------------

709
65–67
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September 30, 1969, from Stanley R. Resor to news services-------October 10, 1969, from General Cole to General Polk-------------October 13, 1969, from H. N. Maples, Department of the Army, for
the record--------------------------------------------------
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October 30, 1969, from James Henry to G. D. Faulks, Associated Pase
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November 20, 1969, from Edward J. Gurney, U.S. Senator to Melvin
R. Laird, Secretary of Defense-------------------------------797
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Gurney, U.S. Senator---------------------------------------798
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-
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-

-

-

-

-

-
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February 9, 1970, from Roy H. Steele, chief, Investigations Division,
Office, chief of legislative liaison to Abraham Ribicoff, acting
chairman, Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations ------ 1504
February 12, 1970, from J. A. Nardiello, military sales manager,
Pacific Division, Carling Brewery to Mr. W. S. Pine --------- 2018-2021
February 14, 1970, from Fred Asselin, assistant to Senator Ribicoff,
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February 24, 1970, from an unidentified source to Federal agencies-- 1809
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May 7, 1970, from Brig. Gen. Leo E. Benade to Edward J. Gurney,
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ed Sales & Marketing Corp------------------------------- 1007, 1008
August 11, 1970, from
A. Nathan of Trammell, Rand & Nathan

£

to Senator Abraham Ribicoff---------------------------------

20.48

August 18, 1970, from Senator Abraham Ribicoff, acting chairman
to Hans A. Nathan of Trammell, Rand & Nathan--------------- 20.49
August 25, 1970, from Hans A. Nathan of Trammell, Rand & Nathan
to Senator Abraham Ribicoff, acting chairman, Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations--------------------------20.49
November 28, 1970, from Donald F. Van Dyne to Glenn D. Faulks-- 1003
December 2, 1970, from Abraham Ribicoff, U.S. Senator to William J.
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December 30, 1970, from Jerome S. Adlerman, Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations to Warren Magee- - - - - - - - - 2038, 2039
-

February 6, 1971, from Edward J. Gurney, U.S. Senator to Melvin R.
Laird, Secretary of Defense----------------------------------March 1, 1971, from Scott Dotterer to Hans A. Nathan of Trammell,
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------------

867
2026

March 2, 1971, from Roy H. Steele, chief, Investigations Division,
office, chief of legislative liaison to Jerome Adlerman, general
counsel, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations--------- 1309-1.

11

March 5, 1971, from Brig. Gen. Harley M. Moore, Jr., Provost
Marshall of the U.S. Army, Europe to Roy H. Steele, chief of
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March 5, 1971, from Gen. James H. Polk, Commander in Chief, U.S.
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-
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-

-

-
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March 8, 1971, from Mel Peterson of James Beam Distilling Co. to
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1503

March 8, 1971, from Roy II. Steele, chief, Investigations Division,
office, chief of legislative liasion to Jerome S. Adlerman, general

counsel, U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 2023, 2024
March 11, 1971, from Jerome S. Adlerman, chief counsel, U.S. Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations to Col. Roy H. Steele,
chief, Investigations Division, office, chief of legislative liaison -- 2024, 2025
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March 11, 1971, from Warren E. Magee of Magee & Bulow to Abraham
Ribicoff, temporary chairman, U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations-----------------------------------March 12, 1971, from William B. Campbell, USAF, chief, Army and
Air Force Exchange Service to Abraham Ribicoff, U.S. Senator. - .

Page
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Ribicoff, U.S. Senator

-
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-- -- - - -

--- -- ---
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Investigations Subcommittee ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2027, 2028
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•

Subcommittee on Investigations to Warren E. Magee of Magee &
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May 28, 1971, from Col. Henry H. Tufts, U.S. Army, CID Agency
to Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, acting chairman, Permanent Sub
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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National Bank of Pakistan------------------------------- 634, 643, 858, 862
National Bank of Vietnam-----------------------------------------584
National Broadcasting Co------------------------------------------ 1740
National Cash Register Co----------------------------------------37
National China &
Co-----------------------------------323
National Distillers------------------------------------------------887,

£nt

954, 957, 959, 965, 966, 987, 1001, 1005, 1007–1011
National Guard---------------------------------------------------

1538

National War College----------------------------------------------

1624
1005

Natole, Ross-----------------------------------------------------Naval Air Station, Atsugi, Japan------------------------------------

Naval Supply Depot, Oakland, Calif--------------------------------Navy Times------------------------Nazzarro, J. J.-----------------------------------------------------

1763
1761
866
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Neal, Sergeant Major-------------------------- 50, 99, 100,102,104,106,444
Neblitt, Mrs. Janet------------------------------------------- --- 143, 162
Neill, J. D. H----------------------------------------------------667
Nelson, John C---------------------------------------------------32,

34,46,68, 69, 71, 76, 79, 80, 84, 87, 92, 110, 118, 120, 121, 285,
288, 289, 291, 330, 342, 518.
Nelson, Mr-------------------------------------------------------

1787

Nesbitt, Mrs. (See Mrs. Janet Neblitt.)
Nestler, Karl O---------------------- 32, 33,43, 47, 52, 58, 60, 111, 125, 179
Neuse, Dan------------------------------------------------------888
New York Times---------------------------------- 4, 866, 1722, 1745, 1980
Newman, Martin-------------------------------------------------958
Newsweek magazine---------------------------------------- 733, 761, 1589
Nghe, Le Van----------------------------------------------------804
Nguyen Kha---------------------------------------------------- 598, 599
Nguyen Tan Phouc---------------------------------------------- 598,600
Nichols, Reese L-------------------------------------------------- 1508

Nichols, William. (See William P. Nicoles.)
Nick------------------------------------

1307, 1308, 1320, 1321, 1330, 1495

Nickels, R. N.------------------------------------------------- 1763, 1777
Nicoles, William P-------------------------------------- 336,671-674, 855

Nimitz, Adm. Chester---------------------------------------------Nims, Richard----------------------------------------------------

839
351

Nippon Goraku Bussan, K. K--------------------------------------- 1762,
1766, 1778, 1779, 1802, 1829, 1852, 1853, 1856, 1966
Nippon Kikai Seizo, K.K.----------------------- 1766, 1775, 1779, 1802, 1829
Nixon, John H------------------------------------------- 1508, 1509, 1977
Nixon, Richard M----------591
Noble Brothers--------------------------------------------- 612, 643, 676
Noble, Dave-------------------------------------------------- 1005, 1012
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Noel, R. D.--------------
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-

-

-

-

-

-
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Nor-Lake---------------------------------------------------------

1389
28.,

Normandia, E----------------------------------------------------- 2017
North Atlantic Treaty Organization--------------------------------- 1550
North Carolina National Bank-------------------------------- --- 676, 699
North Pole Hotel, Saigon------------------------------------------- 101t,
Nortland, George-------------------------------------------------862
Norton Air Force Base (California).---------------------------------352
Notre Dame University-------------------------------------------- 1547
Nuremberg Airport------------------------------------------------ 1572
O

-

Oakley, Sgt. Maj. Lawrence Jean---------------------------------- 110, 123
Occhuchiuzzio, Sergeant--------------------------------------273
O'Connell, Mr------------------------------------------------ 1938, 1939
O'Connell, Capt. Daniel W----------------------------------------- 1138,
1157–1170, 1172, 1174, 1175, 1301, 1324, 1325, 1327–1329, 1347,
1496, 1509, 1528, 1598, 1632–1635.
O'Connell, Edward C---------------------------------------------219,
220, 367, 368,408,411,412,414, 416,443,449, 465
Odom, Samuel------------------------------------------------ 1069, 1643
Odon, General---------------------------------------------------- 1558
Ogilvie, Gov. Richard B-------------------------------------------362
Ohadhu, Moulathambi----- 24–626,629–632, 635–637, 641, 642,653, 693,857,861
Oie, Harold-----------------------------------------1798, 1959
Okomoto, Harold-------------------------------------------------- 1801
Old Crow----------------------------------------------- 887, 889, 959, 962
Old Grandad--------------------------------------------------- 959, 1011
Oliphant, Colonel-------------------------------------------------985
Olsen, Robert W-------------------------------------------------654
Ondomisi, Jim------------------------------------------------ 1024, 1025
Opas, Mr------------------------------------------------------- 273,274
Orcutt, R. H--------------- 1695, 1701, 1702, 1704, 1718–1721, 1727, 1732, 1743
Orellana, Manuel G-----------------------------------------------642
-

-

-

- -

-

Oriental Importing & Exporting------------------------------

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

- - -

-

-

-
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Orlow, James J-------------------------------------- 989–991,993, 995–998
Orr, Jim---------------------------------------------------------- 1022
Osborne, Col. Lloyd A.--------------------------------------------- 1140.
1160, 1161, 1166–1170, 1174, 1528, 1598, 1634, 1636, 1957
Oscar Meyer Co--------------------------------------------------- 1722
O'Shaughnessy, Col. John P., Jr.------------------------------------- 1508
Overseas Development Bank, Geneva---------------------- -- 479, 676,699
Overseas Weekly--------------------------------------- 169,798, 803, 1607
Oxley, Sgt. "Big Ox"-------------------------------------------- 356, 357
P

P. H. Shah, Ltd.---------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Pabsts-------------------------------------------------- 1091, 1117, 1121

Pacific Architects and Engineers Co., Inc. (P.A. & F.)------------- - - - 119,
135,277–279, 656, 662, 1564, 1674

Pacific Exchange System (PACEX).----------------------------------

31

Pacific Indemnity------------------------------------------------- 1941
Pacific Sales, Tokyo--------------------------------------------- 324, 960
Pacific Technical Analysts, Inc.-------------------------------------606
Packard, David--------------------------------------------------S.2s
Packett, Col. W. L.-------1548, 1656
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-
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Page Communications--------------------------------------

-

-
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-
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Pagliari, Mario C----------------------------------------- 1779, 1810, 1959
Palermo, Peg---------------------------------------------------59s
Pallister, James------------------------------------- ----- 1772, 1774, 1775
Palmer, Gen. Bruce-----------------------1296,
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - -

1489, 1516, 1529, 1540, 1543, 1544, 1614, 1791, 1904, 1908-1910,
1913-1916,

Palmer, Dorothy-------------------------------------------------422
Palumbo----------------------------------------------------- 1284, 1285
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Pan Eurasia, Luxembours---------------------------------------- 1470
Panama Bank & Trust Co-------------------------------------- 1831, 2043

Panama Club Specialties-----------------------------------------Panasia International ----------------------------------Paris Promotions -------
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-
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Parish, James W------------------------------------------------ 700-703
Parker, Colonel----------------------------------------- - - 1188, 1279
Parker, "eneral------------------------------------------ 1711, 1911, 1913
Parker, L. W. ----------------------------------------------------

7.58

Parker, Robert R------------------------------ 535–565, 677, 816, 940, 1432
Parks, General --------------------------------------------------

1119

Parrent, Sgt. Maj. Kenneth L----------------- 34–41, 43, 48, 50, 68,71, 91,512
Parrent, Mrs. Kenneth L------------------------------------------- 36, 38
Parrish, Jack ---------------------------------------------------- 598, 599
Par-T-Pak Mix--------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1015

Paschall, Ernest Leroy----------------------------------- 502, 516,645, 673
Paschall, Pat------------------------------------------------- 497, 1318
Patrick Air Force Base, Fla----------------------------------------- 1033
Patterson, Belknap & Farmer----------------------------------- 1803, 1991
Patton, General ---------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1490

Patton, Pete-------------357
Patty, Mildred E------------------------------------------------ 500, 501
Patty, W. 0------------------------------------------------ 305,306, 485
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pease, Donald-------------------------------------------------- 805–807

Peat, Marwick & Mitchell--------- 803, 1822, 1827, 1828, 1969, 1976, 2045, 2046
Peebles, Col. F. E. “Tex” ------------------------------------------

Pelligrini, Mr-----------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

Penais, Moise-----------------------------------------------------

1929
293
1761
273

Pennington, Sergeant---------------------------------------------Pentalateral agreement1141,
1145, 1146, 1149, 1153, 1154, 1327, 1546, 1604, 1605, 1631, 1638,
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-
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-

-
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-
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Perez, Frank------------------------------------------------------

Perron, Raymond---------------------------------------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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804-806

Perrone, John-------------------------------------------- 1760, 1761, 1775
Peter Dawson, Ltd., Glasgow--------------------------------------880
Peterson, Mel----------------------------------------------------- 889–

909, 915, 916, 948–964, 966-987, 1018–1022, 1024, 1027, 108s,
1101, 1107, 1424, 1425, 1503.

Petrick, Milton----------Petty, Matter Sargent---------

------------------- 888,894, 895, 915, 1019

36
1401
Philippine Bureau of Customs--------------------------------------- 1760
Phonographic Equipment, Ltd---------------------------------- 1804, 1846
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Philbin Committee------------------------------------------------

£ Equipment Co., Ltd-------------------------Phoung, Mr--------------------------------------

- - -

- -

1766, 1776, 1777
700, 1306, 1307

Phoung, Madam. (See Mrs. Tran Thi Phoung.)
Phoung, Mrs. Tran Thi------------------------------------------646
649, 651, 1304–1307, 1330, 1331, 1336, 1341, 1365–1658, 1383–

1385, 1387, 1388, 1507–1509, 1514, 1520, 1521, 1528, 3160, 1562,
1785, 1786.
Pick, Dr. Frans---------------------------------------------------

610

Pillai, Noormohamed Mohamed Yusuf Kamalludin Kanakka------------ 545,
603, 605, 607, 612,615, 616,637, 641, 643,648, 674, 675, 699, 756
Pine State Gun Shop, Fayetteville, N.C.------------------------------ 202–
207,220, 224, 225, 229, 245,249,250, 253,260-264
Pine, W. S.---------------------------------------------------- 2018, 2019
Pipas, Mr-------------------------------------------------------- 2020
Pitcock, Leonard-------------------------------------------- 656, 661-663

Pitman, Lieutenant Commander------------------------------------598
Pittman, Levitt, Hennessey & White--------------------------- 694,695, 720
Pittman, Ralph D----------------------------------------------

694,

696, 697,703,704, 720,725,726,728, 729, 733, 738,739, 744, 750
752, 757, 758, 762, 766.
Place, Mr-------------------------------------------------------- 46, 54
Plant, Francis X-------------------------------------------------- 1482
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“Playboy Club"--------------------------------------------------723
Po Sang Bank--------------------------------------------------- 613, to 14
Pohler, Col. Norman--------------------------------- 1207, 1208, 1210, 1217
Polk, Gen. James H------------------1445–
1447, 1450, 1452–1454, 1459, 1474, 1475, 1481, 1488, 1510, 1547,
1548, 1550–1552, 1554, 1556, 1564, 1569, 1572, 1573, 1577, 1599,
1615, 1620, 1621, 1789, 1822, 1879, 1905, 1909, 1910, 1913, 1924,
2005, 2023
Pollack, Judge Milton---------------------------------------------6.30
Pontillo, Frank--------------------- 1767, 1771, 1777, 1779, 1799, 1810, 1959
Pope, Charles----------------------------------------------------91S
Pope, Laurence E------------------------------------------------- 1006
Port of Saigon---------------------------------------------------- 1141,
1147, 1148, 1157, 1158, 1163, 1164, 1167, 1170, 1172, 1198, 1285,
1301, 1334, 1348, 1490, 1527, 1632, 1644, 1995.
Porter, Captain---905.
Porter, Sgt. Carlos-----------------------------------568
Post, Čolonel
II.
82
Post Exchange Headquarters, Dallas, Tex------------------------ 1479, 1481
Post Office Department-------------------------------------------845
Potter, Col. Jack-------------------------------------------------- 1125,
-
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-

-

-

-

-
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1184, 1185, 1188, 1189, 1193, 1199, 1200, 1203–1229, 1269, 1291,
1293, 1324, 1396, 1422, 1423.
Pough, Sergeant Major-------------------------------------- 494, 496, 497
Powers, Sergeant-------------------------------------------------5.08
Powers, Gen. George----------------------------------------------- 1377
Powers, N. D--------------------------------- 1118, 1119, 1259, 1266, 1268

Poydasheff, Col. Robert S- 1318, 1334, 1336, 1337, 1497, 1508, 1637, 1638, 1656
Precious Trading Co-----632, 636, 640, 641, 649
Prentice, Mr------------------------------------------------------ 1117
Price & Co., Ltd--------------------------------------------------807,
809, 873, 881–883, 888, 903, 905, 916,921, 948-951, 953,955, 956,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

958, 976, 979–982, 1016, 1018–1020, 1024–1028, 1030-1035, 1046,
1050, 1060, 1062, 1066, 1069, 1071, 1072, 1078, 1082, 1085, 1086,
1088, 1090, 1091, 1097,1102-1104, 1120, 1123, 1124, 1134, 1135,
2, 1178–1180, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1191, 1198, 1215, 1244, 1246,
1172,
1247, 1260, 1262, 1263, 1266, 1268, 1271-1273, 1276, 1279, 1282–

1285, 1310, 1317, 1319, 1330, 1427–1429, 1434, 1436-1441, 1507,
1509, 1568–1570, 1581, 1599, 1600, 1695, 1709, 1712, 1716, 1718

1720, 1722, 1728, 1729, 1739, 1743–1745, 1787, 1789, 1790, 1800,
1802, 1807, 1808, 1835, 1836, 1843, 1888–1890, 1895, 1902, 1926,
1934, 1936, 1948-1950, 2011, 2018-2020, 2047.
Price, Doris Lee--------------------------------------------------501
Princess Garden Restaurant, Munich-------------------------------- 1515
Princeton University------------------------------------------- 1437, 1439

Prohaska, Capt. Thomas G------- 1387–1389,1509, 1599, 1628, 1629, 1638-1640
Proud, Frank---------------------------------- 1024, 1026, 1027, 1244, 1246
Pruett, Lt. Col. Jack G----------------------------------------

111-113,

115, 116, 126, 132, 133, 136-159, 162, 163, 167, 168,171, 174,
177, 179, 180-182, 185, 187, 189, 190, 192, 194,431–434, 436,
438-440, 443-449, 452, 453, 455-457, 459, 462-465, 468, 469,
517.

Prugh, Col. George S-------------------------------------- 891, 1018, 1789
“Prysumeen” account---------------------------------------------- 536,
537, 539, 542, 545, 555, 557, 600, 602, 612, 613, 615–617, 620

626, 629–638,640, 641, 653, 654, 656, 658, 659, 666, 675, 680,
681, 683–687, 689, 692, 693, 607-699, 713, 724, 725,730, 731,

734, 735, 752, 753, 756, 759-761, 763, 764, 796, 797, 829–831,
844, 845, 855, 857–862, 1934.
Putnam, Earl L.----------------------------------------- 347, 353, 357-359
Pyong Chu So-------------------------------------------------- 568, 369
Q

Quedacerio, Lieutenant---------------------------------------------
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Quinn, Sergeant---------------------------------------------------
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R. & R. Supply Co------------------------------------------------ 637,
638, 646, 648, 6.54, 664, 666 668, 670–672, 675, 676, 695-698,
702, 703, 711, 721, 724, 726, 727, 729, 744, 752, 753, 758, 764,
766–768.

Rahman, B. S. A------------------ 615,616,633, 634, 636, 6.38, 640, 2048, 2049
Rahn, Joel-------------------------------------------------------- 1811
Ramco Co------------------------------------------ 924, 927, 935, 939, 943

Ramlund, Mr------------------------------------------------- 1012, 1013
Ramsay, G. T---------------------------------------------------- 10:30
Ramsey, General-------------------------------------------------9.36
Ramsey, Sergeant----------------------------------------------- 442, 462

Rand, Bert D------------------------------------------------- 1803, 1811
Randolph Air Force Base, Tex--------1752, 1753
Ray, Sgt. Matthew.------------------------------------------- 97, 100, 107
Raymond, Mr---------------------------------------------------- 2019
Raymond, John. (See Martin Jerome Bromley.)
Raymond-Morrison-Knudson------------------------------------- 652, 653
Razak, H. A.---------------------------------------------------- 643, 692
Rea, SMJ-------------------------------------------------------- 2017
Reader's Digest--------------------------------------------------761
Ready, Col. Robert-------------------------------------------- 1444, 1474

Real Gus

III-III-III-III.

1024, 1025, 1250

Reardon, Roy L.----------------------------------------- 680, 682, 694,857
Red Cross---------------------------------------------------- 1140, 1142
Redlin, Charles--------------------------------------------------605
Reese & Co.-------------------------------------------------------

19.34

Reilly, Jim---------------------------------------------- 1032, 1711, 1712
Remy Martin Cognac------------------------------------------ 1001, 1005
Renieri, Anthony J., “Riggs”------ -------------------------------806,
905, 1024, 1026, 1030-1032, 1043, 1179–1181, 1183, 1214, 1244,
1270, 1271, 1284, 1285, 1291, 1316, 1371, 1959.
Rennaire, Mr----------------------------------------------------- 1523
Republic National Bank, New York City---------------------------- 607,
641, 642, 644, 645,655,656, 674, 694, 2049
Resor, Hon. Stanley R--------------------------------------------65,
91, 130, 300, 519, 789–796, 800–803, 811–826, 1452, 1679, 1808,
2003, 2023, 2029.
Reubens, Colonel-------------------------------------------- 321, 322,328
Rex Hotel (Saigon).--------------------------------------------- 567, 1016
Reynolds, Adelaide-----------------------------------------------486
Rhames, Capt. Bruce L.-------------------------------------- 326, 347, 359
Rhein/Main Air Force Base, Germany--------------------------- 2006–2008
Rhineholt, Steve----------------------------------------- 1499, 1500, 1699
Rhine Main Civilian Air Terminal, Frankfurt----------- 1449, 1549, 1553, 1822
Rhine Main Hotel, Frankfurt, Germany-------------------------- 1469, 1554
Rhodes, Capt. Jerry P----------------------------------- 704, 705, 711, 714

Rhode, Sergeant-------------------------------------------------Richardson, Margaret F-------------------------------------------

73
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Richardson, Ray-------------------------------------------------672
Riddle, Col. Hugh----------------------------------- 1178, 1188, 1279, 1283
Ridgely, William A.-------------------------------------------------- 73

Ridgeway Engineering Co------------------------------------------

1776

Riegele Brewery--------------------------------------------------273
Rienertson, Sergeant----------------------------------------------- 1006
Riser, Lt. Col. “Bud”-------------------------------------------- 509, 510
Riser, Col. Clarence A--------------------------------------------- 1206,

1299, 1317, 1508, 1516, 1520, 1521, 1625, 1627–1629, 1674
Rivers, Hon. Mendel------------- 1274, 1600, 1613, 1711, 1906, 1924, 2005, 2006

Riviera Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev--------------------------------------

513

Roan, Roy R----------------------- 923, 924, 928, 932–934, 937, 941, 944–946
Roberts,
Fge----------------------------------------------- 1409, 1410
Robinson, Sergeant-----------------------------------------------508
Robinson, Fern---------------------------------------------------- 1169
Rockwell, George Lincoln-----------------------------------------428
Rogers, William P----------------------------------------------- 677, 828
Rolex watch------------------------------------------------------
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Rollinson, Mr--------------------------------------------------- 114, 121

Roosevelt, Owyang, Meande & Co-----------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

676

Rose, Mr--------------------------------------------------------- 2020
Rose, Col. Robert M---------------------------------------------- 1544
Rosen Enterprises, Ltd------------------------------- 1802, 1840, 1852, 1966
Rosen, Mrs. Masako-------------------------------------- 1802, 1805, 1809
Rosen, David----------------------------------------------------- 1805,
1809, 1816, 1817, 1824, 1825, 1841, 1851–1856, 1858, 1861–1865,
1871–1876, 1938, 1959, 1960, 1963, 1964, 1972, 1977.
Ross, Bob---------------------------------------------------- 1027, 1672
Rossi, Clauca----------------------------------------------------706
Rossides, Hon. Eugene T--------------------- 789, 824–826, 828-835, 841–854
Rosson, Gen. William---------------------------------------------- 15.30
Rowny, General------------------------------------------ 70,78, 83, 84, 99
Roxboro, John---------------------------------------------------- 1149
Royal Crown Cola Co------------------------------------------ 1001, 1117
Rubio, Patricia--------------------------------------------------347
Rugaber, Walter-------------------------------------------------- 1980

fubin, Čol. Harry III.

1388

Ruiz, Francisco Gonzales------------------------------------------- 1762
Russell, Jill------------------ 3:56, 357
Russell, Paul-----------------------------------------------------356
Russell, Tim--------------------------------------------- 1033, 1133, 127
Russo, David----------------------------------------------------- 1713
Ryan, Bob------------------------------------------------------799
Ryan, John--------------------------------------------------- 1609, 1613
Ryu, Jake----------------------------------------------------- 908, 1029
Ryuzo, Chikano----------------------------------------------- 1984, 1985
S

S. & K. Sales Co., Greenwich, Conn--------------------------------- 2034
Sadler, Frederick-------------------------------------------------804.
Sae Hahn Service Corp----------------------------------- 708,709,711,714
Saego, Sergeant--------------------------------------------------- 1676
Safranski, A------------------------------------------------------ 1060
Saigon Today----------------------------------------------------98.1
St. Martin, Maj. Clement------------------------------------------ 297,
1163, 1169, 1295–1349, 1495-1497, 1507, 1508,1517–1520, 1544

1546, 1587, 1588, 1591–1597, 1599, 1602, 1624–1626, 1628–1630,
1644, 1645, 1656, 1787, 1813, 1916, 1956,

Salem cigarettes--------------------------------------------------- 174
Salverson, Sergeant---------------------------------------------- 353, 354
San Miguel beer----------------------------------------------- 1307, 1308
Sanders, Sergeant Major----------------------------------------- 329,343
Sandmore, Colonel------------------------------------------------13

Santo Hotel, Tokyo------------------------------------------------ 1052
Sapporabeer--------------------------------------------------- 925, 1015
Sarl Electronics----------------------------------------------------

118

343, 637, 803-806, 808, 810-813, 822, 873, 882-887, 890, 891,
897, 899, 902, 905, 909, 913, 916, 948, 1016, 1017, 1020, 1023,

1024, 1626, 1630, 1035, iO42-1644, 1646,1648, 1663, iodi, robe"
1070, 1072, 1090, 1143-1152, 1154, 1156-1158, 1160, 1161,116.7

1174, 1178–1191, 1197, 1199-1202, 1204,1205,120g, 1210, 1212,
1213, 1215, 1217, 1221, 1226, 1231, 1241–1243, 1277, 1279–1285,
1288, 1290, 1292, 1293, 1302,1310, 1311, 1313, 1315-1317, 1319,
1324, 1327, 1328, 1333, 1346, 1348, 1349, 1357–1359, 1873, 1876,
1377, 1382, 1387-1389,1429-1434, 1436–1441,1493, 1495, 1498,
1499, 1507-1508,1524-1526, 1528, 1529, 1543, 1544, 1546, 1551,

1552, 1563, 1566, 1570, 1580, 1581, 1591, 1599, 1600, 1603-1605,
1631-1633, 1635-1640, 1642, 1674, 1693, 1694, 1712, 1713, 1715,

1744, 1786, 1787,
1835, 1837, 1840,
1866-1869, 1871,
1902, 1903, 1926,
1972, 1973, 1975,
2022, 2045,2046.

1800,
1842,
1876,
1934,
1977,

1802, 1806-1808, 1810, 1811, 1815, 1834,
1843, 1847-1849, 1853, 1854, 1856-1861,
1877, 1880-1882, 1887, 1888, 1892-1894,
1948-1950, 1957, 1959, 1960, 1967, 1968,
1992-1999, 2002, 2003, 2010-2012, 2021,
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Sarno, Lt. Fred----------------------------------------------- 1006, 1009
Sarno Hotel, Japan------------------------------------------------ 1000
Sarver. W. M-------------------------------------------------- 309, 2017
Sauer, R. A.------------------------------------------------------1791
Saur, Warrant Officer---------------------------------------------1585
Sauter, Colonel----------------------------------------------- 1266, 1268

Scanlan, Captain-------------------------------------------------598
Scara, Robert V-------------------------------------------------- 1177–
1195, 1201, 1203, 1204, 1206-1208, 1218, 1223, 1224, 1227–1229,
1279, 1281, 1282, 1285, 1290, 1292, 1295, 1296, 1543, 1598, 1745
Schaefer, Glen B------------------------------------------------ 602, 603
Scheel, Georg------------------------ 277–279, 507,521, 523, 524, 1004, 1007
Schenley---------------------------------------------------------

9.79

Schierro, Sergeant---------------------------------------------- 328, 1522
Schimpff, Gene----------------------------------------- 664–666, 668–670
Schleissheim Swimming Pool---------------------------------------- 37, 40
Schlitz-- -

-

- - -

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1061, 1091, 1117

Schmidt, Carl N- - ----------------------------------- 287, 567, 706, 711
Schmuck, Peter. (See Martin Jerome Bromley.)
Schuckk, Peter. (See Martin Jerome Bromley.)
Schneider, Juliet.---------------------------------------------------

1723

Schoor, Gen. David P------------------ 923, 928, 929, 931, 932, 934–937, 942
Schrover, Harold.-------------------------------------------------400
Schroyer, Rodney------------------------------------------------399
Schultz, Colonel--------------------------------------------------- 1206
Schultz, Major------------------------------------------------ 1340, 1588
Schultz, G. F-------------------------------------------------- 309, 2017
Sciola, Col. Ralph A.------------------------------------------- 1505, 1508
Scott, Gen. Thomas H., Jr.------------------------------------------ 1325o

i:326, 1339, 1331, 1333–1335, 1337, 1339, 1345, 1460, 1497, 1509,
1540, 1593, 1595, 1704, 1742.
Scovil, Sgt. Earl------------------------------------------------- 100, 107
Seago, Edward-------------------------------------- 1346, 1349, 1509, 1977
Sea

7 Crown--------------------------------------------------

983

Sears, Roebuck & Co.------------------------- 500, 866, 872, 1563, 1951, 1952
Seatrain Co------------------------------------------------------Secret Service-----------------------------------------------------

1149
849

Security Pacific National Bank-------------------------------------See, Peter--------------------------------------------------------

1669

656

Sega Enterprises, Japan--------------------------------------------

881,
882, 886, 887, 1043, 1045, 1070, 1072, 1087, 1088, 1389, 1493,
1713, 1767, 1772, 1775–1780, 1798, 1802–1806, 1808–1813, 1815,
1816, 1824, 1826–1830, 1837, 1839, 1841, 1843, 1851–1860, 1862–
1864, 1871–1873, 1934, 1959–1961, 1963, 1965, 1966, 1972, 1986,
1987,2043, 2045, 2046.
Seibert, Col. Richard F------------------------------------------ 486,487

Seitz, General----------------------------------------------------"Serene"---------------------------------------------------------

1614
643

Serr, Mr------------------------------------------------ 382–384, 387, 394
Serviatas, John--------------------------------------------- 637, 797, 1530
Service Games Organization---------------------------------------- 864,
873, 881, 883, 926, 943, 1043, 1045, 1046, 1713–1715, 1747, 1756–
1780, 1798–1802, 1804, 1805, 1807, 1808, 1811–1816, 1822, 1823,
1826, 1829, 1831, 1832, 1836–1838, 1841, 1843, 1844, 1846, 1853,
1862, 1864, 1898, 1913, 1958–1960, 1962, 1963, 1983–1987, 1996,
2046.

Setrella, A. C--------------------------------------------------- 652, 653
Seymour, Dave------------------------------------------------ 1053, 1054

Sexton, Čolonel III.

1476, 1479
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